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Dissertation Abstract & Introduction 
 
 

A seeker of Truth looks beyond the apparent and contemplates the hidden – Rumi 
 

 

There is growing evidence to suggest that many of today’s North American colleges and universities are pedagogically 
ineffective in preparing students personally, professionally and publicly. This widening gap between what we need 
and want of higher learning and what its educators and structures provide comes at a time in which new social, 
political, cultural, and economic unrest and uncertainty accompanied by technological disruption and looming 
environmental danger require more than ever that our students become creative, critical and collaborative life-long 
learners who can develop a philosophy of ethics and pluralism and fashion entirely new ways of living in the world. 
Hence, this dissertation is an exploration of the current state of post-secondary education (PSE) in Canada. It adopts 
a book-based structure, design-based research methodology and multi-methods approach to investigate three broad 
issues: 1) What are the contemporary and interrelated challenges facing the Canadian PSE system and society in 
general? 2) How has the Canadian PSE system and pedagogical practice evolved over the course of history and how 
has this shaped today’s local and global state of affairs? 3) What can we do to improve the delivery of PSE pedagogical 
practice in order to better equip our graduates to deal with this century’s looming existential challenges and to seize 
upon the creative and sustainable solutions available to the international community? All of these issues are 
addressed through three stand-alone, yet interrelated chapters that respond to a number of research questions in 
each respective chapter. The three chapters can be read separately but also work together to generate an 
interconnected and nuanced understanding of the issues pointed out above and to identify theoretical and practical 
ways forward.    
 

Design Based Research Methodology & Phases of the Study 
 

 
(adapted from Reeves, 2000, p. 25) 

 
The first and second research chapters are conceptual in nature and based on a historical and contemporary 

narrative that draws upon a transdisciplinary body of literature. Together, these two chapters make a case that we 
have entered a point in history in which reform in our interconnected social, political, economic and pedagogical 
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structures are no longer viable options. Instead, I contend that governments, PSE institutions and especially educators 
must break free from their reductive, outmoded and corporatized philosophical assumptions, in order to re-discover 
Canada’s personal, professional and public transformative identity – where educators, along with citizens, demand 
that governments and, by extension, institutions of higher learning re-establish a purpose and practice of PSE that 
truly serves the democratic, egalitarian and environmentally sustainable interests of all Canadians. Here, the notions 
of knowledge should be understood as a prescriptive (constructive) rather than descriptive (objective) process and 
learning and teaching operationalized in its fullest and broadest dimensions (including the mind, body, heart and 
spirit). As such, one of the major steps in initiating such radical change will be to reverse the disconnected, ‘objective’ 
and instrumentalist subconscious reality of the present world (as prescribed and normalized by the hegemonic world 
views of scientism, technical-rationalism and neoliberalism). Here, as the pre-moderns long understood, and a 
growing body social and natural science research recently confirms, human learning is a constructive process that is 
not based on the separation of knowledge from values, life and being, but upon their inherent unity and integration. 
With this understanding, I propose we prescribe an entirely new and integrative model of education based on 
UNESCO’s four pillars of learning for the 21st century: learning to know, to do, to be, to live and work with others 
(Delors, 1996); accompanied by a fifth pillar that I have added: learning to impact/influence society and the 
environment. This integrative vision and practice of education could be effectively supported by Taylor’s (2007) super 
nova of a secular, inclusive and humanistic ontological thesis, accompanied by Habermas’s (1972, 1988) theory of 
knowledge (technical, practical and critical). Together, these offer a way in which we can foster a holistic, 
contemporary and comprehensive pedagogy that engages with full dimensions of knowledge, learning and teaching: 
the cognitive, the affective, the social, the intentional, the somatic, the intuitive, the moral, the intellectual, and the 
spiritual. Here, both Taylor’s ontology thesis and Habermas’ knowledge thesis would suggest that truth (or the 
Universal) may exist, but that we must accept and appreciate that no one theory or construction of human perception 
or consciousness, either from a person, philosophy or tradition (religious, scientific or cultural) may claim monopoly 
over it. In light of this, I make the case that we can no longer sit comfortably on the political fence and pretend that 
our education systems are ‘neutral’ and ‘objective’ institutions of learning. Here, as Chair of Canada’s Indian 
Residential Schools Truth and Reconciliation Commission, the Honorable Justice Murray Sinclair enjoined, in his 
recommendations about making right the tragic wrongs and injustices brought upon Canada’s indigenous peoples, 
“education got us into this mess, and education will get us out” (Anderson, 2016, para. 10). In other words, just as an 
endlessly looping unintegral closed system of knowledge and truth can been created, prescribed and institutionalized 
through a combination of story generating ideological agents (such as education) to sort people and maintain an 
unjust, iniquitous and unsustainable reality for so many people and communities around the world, so too we have 
the power to challenge and reclaim this system in order to rebuild an open, egalitarian and environmentally 
sustainable/peaceful alternative.  

Subsequently, the third chapter takes a practical turn. It uses insights from the previous two chapters and 
combines them with the most up to date research on knowledge, learning and teaching to propose a heuristic model 
of understanding pedagogy in a holistic sense, called the Integrative - Knowledge, Learning and Teaching (I-KLT) 
Rubric/Chart. This rubric provides a ‘map’ and ‘compass’ (and accompanying tools) by which educators might locate 
their underlying philosophical values and related pedagogical practice; as well, it is designed to challenge, encourage 
and guide educators in adopting an integrative pedagogical enterprise that diverges from their existing traditional and 
instrumentalist teaching practices. This study undertakes a design-based research methodology and multi methods 
intervention in which the I-KLT rubric was used as a centre piece to deliver a series of workshops with educators at an 
Ontario College. The results from this study suggest that the workshop accompanied by the I-KLT rubric, had indeed, 
accomplished a significant measure of change in helping participants shift their view toward a more integrative nature 
and practice of knowledge, learning and teaching. However, the data also revealed that while a conceptual shift had 
clearly taken place among participants, a more widely adopted practical implementation would require more 
teacher professional learning commitment, deliberate practice and a community of practice initiated by participants. 
Also, change toward a more broadly accept model of integrative pedagogy would require institutional transformation 
supported by college administration and government leadership/policy.  
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Chapter 1:                                                                                                                                           
Reclaiming Democracy by Reconnecting                                                                                              

Higher Education’s Personal, Professional & Public Identity 
 

We made the world we’re living in and we have to make it over – James Baldwin 

Chapter 1 Summary 

In a speech given on June 23, 1990, at Madison Park High School, Boston, Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela (South 
African anti-apartheid revolutionary, political leader, and philanthropist) said “Education is the most powerful 
weapon which you can use to change the world” (Ratcliff, 2017, para. 4).  In another speech, he elaborated on 
this theme of power in education by suggesting that “The power of education extends beyond the development 
of skills we need for economic success. It can contribute to nation-building and reconciliation. Our previous 
system emphasized the physical and other differences of South Africans with devastating effects. We are steadily 
but surely introducing education that enables our children to exploit their similarities and common goals, while 
appreciating the strength in their diversity” (Strauss, 2013, para. 3).  Here, while Mandela’s quote on the power 
of education is regularly referenced in society, his elaboration on the purpose and use of education is often 
neglected.  Put otherwise, his elaboration on the nature and power of education, Mandela is reinforcing the 
point that: is it is not just any ‘education’ per se that creates positive change, but rather the kind of education 
that either serves people in the most inclusive, egalitarian, socially just and democratic way, or an education 
that simply becomes a tool in which particular people and interest groups can use to divided, conquer and 
prescribe toward racist, violent, iniquitous, undemocratic and nefarious ends. Here, in the Canadian context, 
the power of education in creating an either socially just or unjust society as pointed out by Mandela was aptly 
affirmed by the Honourable Justice Murray Sinclair, who in a speech discussing the Truth and Reconciliation 
Report (and the tragic genocide and injustices wrought upon Canada’s indigenous people), argued that 
“Education got us into the mess, and education will get us out of it” (Anderson, 2016, para. 10).  

Thus, in this chapter, I make the case for most of the 20th century, those shaping Canadian public 
colleges and universities were generally and relatively speaking committed to a just, democratic, middle-class 
egalitarian and inclusive society.  In this context, post-secondary education (PSE) students could get a diploma 
or degree with low paying fees and then ensured a well-paying and secure job after graduation. Also, these were 
times when workers in the public sector, such as college and university teachers, enjoyed full-time employment, 
decent wages and collegial relationships with their administrative colleagues.  That era ended in the 1990s when 
Canadian governments (irrespective of political allegiances) embraced neoliberal economic ideology to guide 
public policy.   

As we have witnessed over the last several decades, neoliberal policies have dramatically reduced 
government revenues by cutting taxes on corporations and by extension reducing public expenditures on public 
social services. Through neoliberal principles of unfettered markets, privatization, deregulation, competition, 
and extreme tax cuts for the wealthy and austerity for the rest, what we have witnessed is a radical redistribution 
of wealth, power and reorganization if not reconceptualization of our public services, including post-secondary 
education.  Thus, what we received in today’s neoliberal takeover is a pernicious and iniquitous economic order 
that has managed (through the hidden and formal education curriculum) usher in a corporate coup d’état in 
slow motion (Hedges, 2010). Subsequently, drawing upon the methodology of critical theory, I make the case 
that we are increasingly moving toward corporate owned state system, in which our societies are increasingly 
socially engineered to serve the economy (benefiting the minority wealthy), rather than the economy working 
to serve the society.  Here, while neoliberalism is disingenuous sold as the utopian way forward, it is in fact 
constructed on odious, exploitive and mythical ideological assumptions, that not only enriches and empowers 
the minority at the expense of the majority; but more disturbingly it is threatening our democratic and 
environmentally sustainable way of life on the planet (Hedges, 2019a; Klein, 2019a, 2019b). 
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Unfortunately, these trends have led to the dismantling of the concept and practice of a holistic PSE 
education, holism connoting a broad and balanced model of education committed to an understanding of the 
full potential of human beings and an integrative approach to knowing, learning and teaching that inspires the 
3P purpose of education: personal (meaningful, conscious, experiential, logical, ethical/moral, creative, 
contemplative, systems thinking, and critical self-reflective education that awakens, inspires and prepares the 
whole person (mind, body, heart and spirit); professional (vocation ready and transdisciplinary education that 
awakens, inspires and prepares a lifelong and self-authorizing learner who develops boundary crossing 
values/capacities such as conscious listening, communication, problem solving and interdependence); and 
public transformation (politically aware and socially responsible education that awakens, inspires and prepares 
a citizenry capable of contributing to the common good, economic vitality, vibrant and inclusive democracy and 
a peaceful and sustainable planet). 

Instead, governments today, that hold considerable influence in shaping education, have become the 
handmaidens of corporations and have focused on a  purpose geared almost exclusively to a utilitarian or 
corporatized vison of education in which: generating revenue through enrollment and higher tuition fees; 
justifying cuts to pedagogical quality; ballooning and unnecessary management hires; overcrowding classrooms 
that are increasingly filled by part-time faculty, while at the same time pedaling on-line learning alternatives; 
commercialization of research to serve industry; and nurturing a culture of ‘privatization and competition’ over 
democracy and the common good have become (above all else) the dominant agendas of PSE leaders and 
governments alike. Thus, it is in this instrumental pedagogical context, I argue that we are creating a culture in 
which societal contract is dismantled, selfishness and inequality is institutionalized and where people suffer a 
loss of agency and meaning, a diminishment of health and wellbeing, a deterioration of an inclusive 
community/democracy, and have become easy prey to disinformation, emotional bribery and mass 
manipulation. 

Consequently, in this chapter, I use a Wi-Fi wireless metaphor in making the case that the purpose and 
functions of post-secondary education in Canada and in many other parts of the world remains in a state of 
disconnectedness, where the gap (or static and noise) between what we say and, perhaps more importantly, 
need of higher education and what its structures (or signal strength) provide has never been wider (or weaker).  
In midst of looming ecological collapse, accompanied by the specter of ominous planetary trends, we have 
entered a point in history in which reform in our social, economic and pedagogical structures is no longer a 
viable option.  Instead, governments and PSE institutions must break free from their corporatized and status-
quo tendencies and re-discover Canada’s personal, professional and public transformative purpose and identity 
– where governments and by extension institutions of higher learning re-establish a purpose that truly serve the 
egalitarian interests of all Canadians; and in which learning is recognized in its fullest and broadest dimensions. 
Here, I argue that a consciously awakening future might be possible with a ‘whole person’ (mind, body, heart 
and spirit) approach to education via the 3P aims (personal, professional and public transformation) of PSE and 
UNESCO’s (Delors, 1996) four pillars of learning for the 21st century (learning to know, to do, to be, to live and 
work with others) accompanied by a fifth pillar that I have added (learning to impact and influence society and 
environment). 

Subsequently, I contend in this chapter, that our PSE system (and education in general) is in urgent need 
of paradigmatic change such as the one experienced by the Copernican revolution.  However, as I point out in 
this chapter, a paradigm shift of this magnitude first begins with a Copernican revolution of the self; in which 
educators and stakeholders must come together as a community and respond to three broad questions that I 
have sought to address in this chapter: 1) What are the contemporary issues (or current challenges) facing the 
Canadian PSE system and society in general? 2) Why and how has the purpose and functions of our Canadian 
PSE systems evolved over the course of history and how is this related to our current state of Canadian and 
global affairs? 3)What can we do to improve PSE education and by extension life for all in the 21st century? Thus, 
I use these three questions to help guide the framework of this chapter and to historically and contextually 
investigate both societal and educational issues of Canadians in general; and more specifically to speak to the 
issues and trends facing the province of Ontario.  I recommend that an important starting point for change must 
include a critical self-examination of our conceptual, pedagogical, cultural and political systems within and 
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beyond PSE.  Since many students, teachers and administrators can go through their entire educational 
enterprise thinking and accepting (without question) an institutionalized philosophy/ideology or world view 
(such as neoliberalism) “seeming to be normal, natural, and inevitable (thereby heading off potential challenges 
to the system)” (Brookfield, 2009, p. 127).  Even when such a view is in fact working against their very personal, 
collective and planetary interests. 

Consequently, in the response to the third research question posed above, I draw upon various authors 
and case studies to recommend a pragmatic way forward.  Here, I turn to Wheatley and Frize (2015) who argue 
through the lens of complexity theory that unimaginable change throughout history is always possible when 
networks of relationships emerge into communities of practice; and then materialize into powerful systems of 
influence.  Thus, I use Wheatley and Frize’s emergence framework to show how the birth and rise of our current 
neoliberal social, political and economic ideological order ‘emerged’ with just a handful of revolutionary minded 
academics (or network of relationships).  And, over time, this ‘network of people’ and their accompanying ‘free 
market and anti-collectivist’ ideas materialized into a powerful and legitimate ideological order (led by neoliberal 
communities of practice); and ultimately in the 1980s, these neoliberal communities of practice (or extreme 
capitalistic ideologues) seized the opportune time of economic crisis and favourable political conditions to usher 
in an entirely different social, political and economic movement and new world order.  Here, as noted above, 
these neoliberal communities of practice effectively appropriated and continue to use governments and public 
institutions such as post-secondary education, to ‘educate’, normalize and idealize a paradigmatic movement 
(or notion of reality and truth) that has radically altered the social, economic and political configuration of the 
entire globe.  Yet, as the world grapples with today’s COVID 19 pandemic and related social unrest/protest, the 
neoliberal project has been exposed to unparalleled heights, and thus an opening for revolutionary change now 
presents itself.  Thus, I make the case that just as a handful of people were able to “get us into this mess” in 
which a majority of the world population have been ‘mis-educated’ in accepting a iniquitous, unsustainable and 
anti-collectivist neoliberal capitalistic ideology that work against the peoples’ and planets interests, then 
similarly, a handful of citizens such as educators, students and ordinary citizens, through communities of practice 
and an integrative model of education, have the capacity to “get us out of it”.  

Introduction & Research Questions 

If teachers make a both of it, and an uncomfortably large number do, it is because 
it never simply occurs to more than a handful to ask why they are doing what they 
are doing, to think seriously or deeply about the purpose or consequences of 
education.   

This mindlessness – the failure to think seriously about the educational 
purpose, the reluctance to question established practice – is not the monopoly of 
the public school; it is diffused remarkably throughout the entire educational 
system, and indeed the entire society. 

If mindfulness is the central problem, the solution must lie in infusing the 
various educating institutions with purpose, more important, with thought about 
purpose, and about the ways in which technique, content, and organization fulfill 
or alter purpose (Silberman, 1970, p. 11). 

 
Society and, in particular, colleges and universities have long wrestled with the following 

question: what is the purpose of education?  For example, Fallis (2007) writes, even as far back 

as medieval times, institutions of higher learning experiencing an irreconcilable conflict that 
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remains with us today, namely, should the primary purpose of higher learning be in the seeking 

of knowledge for personal and social change, particularly through the liberal arts and 

humanities, or should the main aim of higher learning be in pursuing knowledge to meet the 

professional and economic needs of people and society?  Today, similar debates about the 

purpose of higher education or post-secondary education (PSE) have not only continued but the 

struggle for the heart and soul of college and university learning and teaching revolve around 

three central questions and how they are prioritized or, perhaps more importantly, realized in 

the social, political and economic organization or reorganizations of our societies:  Is the central 

purpose of college to liberate the mind via a liberal arts1 education? Is the central purpose of 

college to ensure vocation readiness, innovative research and economic vitality?  Or, is the 

central purpose of college to ensure social justice, the common good and an engaged, awakened 

and inclusive democracy?   

While I believe all three aims above are not diametrically opposed and must co-exist as 

integrative or holarchical2 beneficial aims, what we have witnessed in the post-secondary 

                                                
1 According to Yusuf (2019), “A liberal education was given to freemen, as opposed to the vocational training given to the servants and slaves that 
taught them utilitarian skills, so they could provide the goods and services society needed. Such skills and crafts could be learned through 
apprenticeship and did not require the rigorous training of the mind” (para. 1). Moreover, “The seven liberal arts divide the world into spirit and 
matter, quality and quantity, soul and body. An educated person achieved competency in both the life of the mind and the life of matter. The 
qualitative studies involved the spoken language of literature, especially poetry; the thought processes of the mind that conceptualize, judge, and 
reason; and the development of an aesthetic sense necessary to effectively persuade, praise, accuse, or defend. The quantitative studies focused 
on the mysteries of numbers through a mastery of arithmetic and geometry and applying them to music as numbers in time, and then to the 
supernal world as numbers in time and space” (para. 3). 
2 As I have made the case in chapter 2, and will also make the case in this chapter, our view of reality and knowledge, especially in the field of 
education, might be better served if we look at phenomena through interconnected, systems or holarchcial (rather than hierarchical 
relationship). According to Koestler (1970), “All complex structures and processes of a relatively stable character display hierarchic organization, 
and this applies regardless whether we are considering inanimate systems, living organisms, social organizations, or patterns of beheviour” (p. 
133).  Thus, Koestler (1970) argues, these complex structures are composed of a holarchical phenomenon in which each holarchy is composed of 
holons or units that are autonomous and self-reliant, but also dependent on the greater whole of which they are part.  More specifically, Koestler 
defines a holon as, “any stable sub-whole in an organismic, cognitive, or social hierarchy which displays rule-governed behaviour and/or 
structural Gestalt constancy” (p. 197).  Moreover, he tells us that holons within an organismic or social hierarchy are “Janus-faced entities: facing 
upward, toward the apex, they function as dependent parts of a larger whole; facing downward, as autonomous wholes in their own right” (p. 
207).  In other words, a holarchy is a hierarchy of self-regulating holons that operate both as autonomous wholes and as dependent parts.  In 
addition, “holons on successively higher levels of the hierarchy show increasingly complex, more flexible and less predictable patterns of activity, 
while in successive lower levels we find increasingly mechanized, stereotyped and predictable patterns” (p. 215).  Hence, I will argue in chapter 2, 
and also in this chapter, the aim of PSE education is made up of three interconnected holons: personal, professional and public transformation.  
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education system of Canada and other institutions around the globe, over the last several 

decades, is the dismantling of the concept and practice of a holistic PSE education, holism 

connoting a broad and balanced model of education committed to an understanding of the full 

potential of human beings and an approach to knowing, learning and teaching that inspires the 

3P purpose3 of education: personal (meaningful, conscious, experiential, logical, ethical/moral, 

creative, contemplative, systems thinking, and critical self-reflective education that awakens, 

inspires and prepares the whole person (mind, body, heart and spirit); professional (vocation 

ready and transdisciplinary education that awakens, inspires and prepares a lifelong and self-

authorizing learner who develops boundary crossing values/capacities such as conscious 

listening, communication, problem solving and interdependence); and public transformation 

(politically aware and socially responsible education that awakens, inspires and prepares a 

citizenry capable of contributing to the common good, economic vitality, vibrant and inclusive 

democracy and a peaceful and sustainable planet). Instead, governments today, that hold 

considerable influence in shaping education, have become the handmaidens of corporations and 

have focused on a purpose geared almost exclusively to a utilitarian or corporatized vison of 

education in which selfishness, industry interest and profit, competition, workforce preparation 

and the commercialization of research above all else become the dominant agenda of PSE 

institutions and governments alike (Brownlee, 2016; MacPhail & Plumb, 2009; Selman, 

Brookfield & Holst, 2011; Cook, Selman & Dampier, 1998; Yan, 2016).  For example, Selman et al. 

                                                
3 As I make the case later in this chapter, this 3P purpose of education is aligned with the values and notion of a liberal education that has played 
a critical role in Canada’s educational evolution and how it has become an egalitarian inclusive country over the last 150 years.  According to 
Yusuf (2019) referencing DeNicola’s taxonomy suggest there are five simultaneous purposes of liberal education: “the transmission of cultural 
inheritance across generations; self-actualization, leading to a normative individuality; understanding the world and the forces that shape one’s 
life; engagement with and action in the world; and the acquisition of skills of learning” (para. 5).      
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(1998) write that the purpose of adult learning4 – in which PSE serves as a formal companion – 

today in Canada can be discerned as falling into three distinct service groupings: 1) academic, 

credential and vocational; 2) personal interest and development; and, 3) social action and social 

change.  Given these categories, Selman et al. suggest that Canadian government funding is 

deeply committed to the first group and, to a very small extent, to the second.  At the same 

time, most governments have withdrawn from a vision of education that involves social action 

and social change.   In fact, this shift by government to reduce the aim of PSE is affirmed by 

Brean (2020) who in his article about the crisis of Canadian PSE offers a disturbing example (yet 

increasing trend in Canada) in which a “Scott Walker, former Republican Governor of Wisconsin, 

tried to use budget legislation to remove the words “search for truth” from the University of 

Wisconsin’s mission statement and add the words “meet the state’s workforce needs” (para. 11). 

In the Canadian context, this narrow kind of prioritization is aptly illustrated in a report by 

the Canadian Council of Ministers of Education (CMEC, 1999).  In particular, the report states 

that in addition to affordable, accessible and high-quality education, the purpose of PSE in 

Canada is to “…prepare graduates for good jobs…contribute to, and draw from the international 

network of research that supports prosperity and well-being…[and] serve as pillars of regional 

and economic growth and global competitiveness” (p. 1).  Yet, as Canadian politicians regularly 

speak of affordability, accessibility and quality, their funding allocation and system incentives 

reveal and create the exact opposite effect.  For example, as it relates to quality learning, 

                                                
4 Clearly, there are differences between learning and teaching in formal, non-formal and informal adult education as well as differences between 
college, university and school level education.  However, as Palmer (2010. Pg. 7) reminds “teachers at all levels of education have more in 
common than we think, and we should not be so glib about which level we call ‘higher’”.  This also affirmed by Cranton (1996) and Entwistel and 
Walker (2000) who assert there likely to be as much in common across all levels education (learning and teaching) as there are variations; and 
subsequently this chapter draws on a wide variety of perspectives across educational levels.       
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Summerlee and Christensen Hughes (2010) argue: 

We are also being pressured to make higher education more accessible, increasing 
enrollment year after year, and this, paradoxically, is also negatively affecting the 
quality of education.  In many jurisdictions around the world, the imperative of 
accessibility combined with changes to the social contract has translated into 
“doing more with less;” universities are expected to teach more and more students 
with either less money or less money per student.  In Canada, for example, full-
time equivalent student enrollments increased by 56 percent between 1987 and 
2006, while the number of faculty increased by only 18 percent during the same 
period (AUCC 2008, 4) (p. 247-248).    

 
Remarkably, in the Ontario colleges sector where I teach, only 19 percent of my teaching 

colleagues hold full time positions, while the remaining 81 percent of teachers at the Ontario 

colleges system are sessional or part-time (Chisoe, 2017).  Even more recently, Pasma and 

Shaker (2018) used data obtained through a Freedom of Information request sent to 78 

Canadian universities to examine the extent of their reliance on contract appointments.  

According to their report: 

More than half of all faculty appointments in Canada are contract appointments.  
In 2016-17, 38,681 faculty appointments, or 53.60 per cent, were contract 
positions compared to 33,490 tenured and tenured track appointments.  Among 
contract faculty, part-time appointments predominate, accounting for nearly 80 
per cent of all contract appointments in 2016-17 (p. 6). 

 
In their analysis of this data, Pasma and Shaker conclude: 
 

Overall, our data suggest that while public funding cuts may have played a role in 
universities’ reliance on contract faculty, austerity alone cannot explain this 
decision, since rates of contract appointments vary so much between universities 
in similar circumstance.  The trend also does not appear to be a result of changing 
market demand for certain disciplines, nor, on the whole, the result of personal 
choices by tenured faculty or contract faculty.  Rather, reliance on contract faculty 
appears to be largely driven by choices made by university administrators, raising 
questions about the role of universities as employer and educator.  Our findings 
lead us to the conclusion that the heavy reliance on contract faculty in Canadian 
universities is a structural issue, not a temporary approach to hiring. 
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The solutions to precarious faculty work in Canadian universities are multi-faceted.  
Universities need to take seriously their responsibility to their students, to their 
workers, and to the public that finances them.  Governments have a role to play in 
ensuring adequate funding and in adopting stronger labour protections (p. 6, bold 
italics added). 
 

As it relates to accessibility and affordability, Harden (2017) in a Canadian Centre  

for Policy Studies report, argues that, in just the last 15 years, while government or public 

funding for colleges and universities has dropped dramatically, revenue from student tuition has 

tripled, public student debt has ballooned (reaching $28 billion by 2012), and working conditions 

for campus faculty and staff have deteriorated.  These changes have also created significant 

obstacles for vulnerable populations to consider seeking a college diploma or university degree.  

However, during this same period of austerity for a majority of Canadians:  

some people have benefited handsomely from the status quo in Canada’s post-
secondary education system.  Recent years have seen alarming growth in 
compensation for institutional executives, high salaried managers and consultants.  
A coddled one percent lives a rarified existence, while austerity is imposed on 
everyone else.  Corporations and wealthy donors are welcomed on campuses as 
decision-makers, philanthropists or drivers of research agendas (Harden, 2017, p. 
4). 
 

Consequently, this reductive and instrumental vision of education (which began its ideological 

occupation in the 1980s and 1990s when governments in the West, irrespective of left or right 

political allegiances, embraced neoliberal ideology5)(Plumb & McPhail, 2009; Lorenz, 2012; 

MacKay, 2014), has, in the words of Chan (2016): 

shifted education worldwide from once a public good to now a private benefit 
(Filippakou & Williams, 2014; Pusser, 2006), whereby colleges and universities have 

                                                
5 According to MacKay (2014) “Proponents of neoliberalism argue for the supremacy of markets in all aspects of social and economic activity, and 
seek to minimize the role of the state in providing public goods and services, in redistributing wealth, and in regulating economic activity. In 
relation to public services like education, healthcare and social services, neoliberal advocates favour privatization, deregulation, and reduced 
funding support. Funding cuts are in turn directly tied to tax cuts on the wealthy and on corporations. As neoliberal governments radically reduce 
their revenue streams, they simultaneously manufacture a crisis in public service funding. The economic rationale given for tax cuts is to 
stimulate investment in the real economy via job creation, expanded production, and innovation.39 In practice, neoliberal policies have led to 
sharp declines in taxes and government revenues, and sharp increases in income inequality (pg. 13).”  
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begun to operate as a corporate industry with predominant economic goals and 
market-oriented values (Gumport, 2000; Kerr, 1994; Thompson, 2014), which has 
reduced higher education to a transactional process rather than maintaining its 
transformative potential (Bylsma, 2015) (p. 2).  
 

Thus, I make the case in this chapter that this ‘transactional process’, or solely economic purpose 

of learning, in which governments and institutional leaders are in the ontological trance of 

neoliberalism, creates a societal culture in which selfishness is institutionalized and most people 

experience a loss of agency and meaning, diminishment of dignity, community and democracy, 

and are easy victims of disinformation and emotional manipulation over sound reason and 

ethics.  In word, and as indicative of today’s growing social unrest and protest, many people 

rightfully believe the social contract is no longer being honoured by those in power.    

As Klein (2020) puts it, today’s neoliberal system has created a culture in which a 

“hypernarcissism cutthroat individualism” has become normal, natural and inevitable in many 

societies around the world (para. 2).  Here, given the ubiquity of such ‘market oriented and anti-

collectivist values’ now shaping our PSE system and by extension society, it is not surprising to 

come upon studies that show college students are experiencing a diminishing disposition toward 

personal compassion/empathy and collective responsibility for the public good.  For example, a 

recent study by Konrath, O’Brien and Hsing (2019), showed that from 1979 to 2009, college 

students demonstrated a significant drop in empathy and in imagining the perspectives of 

others.  More specifically, in their thorough empirical analysis of annual surveys of college 

students, Konrath et al. (2019) reveal that over the last four decades, our college students grew 

substantially less likely to feel concern for people less fortunate than themselves and less 

bothered by seeing others treated unfairly.  And sadly, over the same period, Twenge (2013) 

provides data showing a significant and generational increase in self-reported narcissism.  
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According to Twenge, statistical analysis of annual surveys reveals that, “today’s emerging adults 

(Millennials/Gen Y, born after 1980) are more Generation Me than Generation We when 

compared to previous generations” (p. 11).  Thus, she points out:  

In nationally representative samples of high school and college students, values 
have shifted toward extrinsic (money, fame, and image) concerns and away from 
intrinsic (community, affiliation) concerns. These trends have mostly negative 
consequences, such as lower empathy, less concern for others, and less civic 
engagement (e.g., interest in social issues, government, and politics). Parents and 
teachers should focus on teaching children and adolescents the values of hard work 
and consideration for others instead of an inflated sense of self (p. 11). 
 

Moreover, Mounk and Foa (2016) in a study published in the Journal of Democracy, analyzed 

historical data on attitudes toward government that spans among generations across the globe.  

The result from their stunning in-depth analysis reveals that we are now living in a time in which 

a growing number younger people in democratic countries – especially those born after 1980 – 

see no value or importance in having a democracy; are less politically active and engaged than 

previous generations; and are increasingly open to being ruled by strongman autocrats or 

military juntas. Subsequently, they write:  

  
What we find is deeply concerning. Citizens in a number of supposedly consolidated 
democracies in North America and Western Europe have not only grown more 
critical of their political leaders. Rather, they have also become more cynical about 
the value of democracy as a political system, less hopeful that anything they do 
might influence public policy, and more willing to express support for authoritarian 
alternatives. The crisis of democratic legitimacy extends across a much wider set of 
indicators than previously appreciated6 (p. 7). 

                                                
6 Another interesting finding in Mounk and Foa’s research worth pointing out is that the rise and openness to nondemocratic alternatives is not 
just represented in citizens who are young but also those who are rich. They write, “whereas two decades ago affluent citizens were much more 
likely than people of lower income groups to defend democratic institutions, the wealthy are now moderately more likely than others to favor a 
strong leader who can ignore democratic institutions” (p. 13).  Subsequently, they write: “While support for military rule among the young and 
the wealthy may seem like an aberration, their embrace of nondemocratic practices and institutions should not come as a surprise. If we widen 
the historical lens, we see that, with the exception of a brief period in the late twentieth century, democracy has usually been associated with 
redistributive demands by the poor and therefore regarded with skepticism by elites. The newfound aversion to democratic institutions among 
rich citizens in the West may be no more than a return to the historical norm.6” (p. 14).   
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Thus, in the midst of these troubling trends, O’ Sullivan (2012) points out that we are truly living  

at a paradoxical moment in the world’s history.  For example, on the one hand: 

…we see that three hundred years of technological advance and extension of our 
basic physical abilities have resulted in the possibility for us to reach most parts of 
the globe within twenty-four hours, communicate instantly through cyberspace, 
visually apprehend within minutes events as they occur around the world, launch 
disaster relief in one part of the world from any other within a day, walk on the 
moon and maneuver in space, provide every child on the earth with vaccines and 
other medicine that eliminate most life-threatening and debilitating childhood 
diseases, and produce food on a scale to eliminate starvation. And the list goes on 
(O’Sullivan & Taylor, 2004) (p. 163). 

 
While, in the same instance: 
 

…we are able to lay waste vast portions of the earth and entire populations with 
nuclear arms delivered with laser precision from unmanned crafts on earth and 
from space. On a daily basis, more garbage is being created than can be disposed 
of safely. Manufacturing and refining processes around the globe are generating 
toxic wastes that pollute the earth, water, and air, threatening all species of life on 
earth, including our own. Destructive environmental changes—precipitated by 
industry, hydrocarbonbased transportation systems, and the military—are 
becoming ever more apparent (p. 163). 
 

Yet, despite these existential threats, O’Sullivan points out, our education systems and “our 

decisions and priorities do not reflect an intention toward life.  We are not using our knowledge 

and technical ability to reverse the dangerous course we seem to be on” (p. 163).  As he argues 

and I substantiate at length in this chapter: 

The pattern of choices with respect to how and for whose benefit we use our 
technical expertise is creating deep resentment and rage that sometimes manifests 
as continuing war and terrorism. Instead of improving the general human 
condition, the capability to produce wealth and material goods is creating rapidly 
widening gaps between the rich minority and the poverty stricken majority. Clearly, 
traditional science and its applications have brought mixed results to the health 
and well-being of the earth. As the species at the forefront of the creation of our 
present perplexities, we are an enigma to ourselves and – as they would no doubt 
tell us, if they could speak—to all other species. In the midst of our creative 
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capacities, we seem to be gripped by powerful forces of ignorance In Alan 
Clements’s Instinct for Freedom (2002), he suggests that our brains are hardwired 
toward impulsiveness, irrationality, rage, and violence. He suggests that our future 
depends on developing the capability to deprogram our minds from these 
primordial forces and instead reconfigure them toward wisdom and goodness. 
Although these ideals are ancient in origin, the need to cultivate them in our 
present world is an ambition no longer confined to spiritual or philosophical circles. 
The profound dangers that accompany the human venture in this moment of 
history reveal our immense vulnerabilities (163). 

 
Subsequently, O’Sullivan argues that education can no longer neglect a concept of a holistic or 

transformative learning that:  

involves experiencing a deep, structural shift in the basic premises of thought, 
feelings, and actions. It is a shift of consciousness that dramatically alters our way 
of being in the world. Such a shift involves our understanding of ourselves and our 
self-locations; our relationships with other humans and with the natural world; 
our understanding of relations of power in interlocking structures of class, race, 
and gender; our body awarenesses, our visions of alternative approaches to living; 
and our sense of possibilities for social justice and peace and personal joy. 
(O’Sullivan, Morrell, & O’Connor, 2002, p. 11) (p. 163).  

 
Consequently, in light of this analysis above, in this chapter I employ the metaphor of a signal 

strength scale or bar (SSB) found in our daily Wi-Fi wireless network connections (see Figure 1 

below).  The signal strength bars on our laptops or cell phone devices often show the data 

connectivity available to us in a Wi-Fi wireless internet link.  When setting up and maintaining a 

wireless network to accomplish work on one’s computer, tablet or cell phone device, having all 

three SSBs illuminated results in optimal internet connectivity and performance.  Yet, having only 

one SSB light up will likely to lead to noise, disturbance, slow performance and sometimes a 

‘dead’ connection.  
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Figure 1: Optimal Knowing Connectivity or 3P Purpose to Personal, Professional & Public Transformation 

 
 

In light of this reference, I place students in post-secondary education at the dot located at the 

bottom of the SSB and argue that, today, most college and university students are increasingly 

exposed to a reductive kind of education, one mainly focused on one SSB of learning, that which 

usually involves the pursuit of self-interest, career readiness and economic development.  

However, as conveyed at length in this chapter, this limited and narrow focus has caused 

considerable noise and disruption in our lives.  This has also affected our relationships and the 

kind of students that our PSE institutions are personally and publicly preparing, with many of its 

graduates unprepared for adequate learning in how ‘to be’ or how to ‘live and work with others’.  

Moreover, this limited or single focused bar of learning is especially disconcerting since a 

substantial aim of Canadian PSE and adult education has long and historically been associated 

with social change, social action, social movements, community development, and participatory 

democracy (learning to work with others and contribute to the common good of society) 

(Lauzon, 2007; Spencer, 2006).  Therefore, this chapter analyzes how the purpose and functions 

of post-secondary education in Canada and in many other parts of the world remain in a state of 
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disconnectedness, where the gap (static/noise or dead connectivity) between what we say and, 

perhaps more importantly, need of higher education and what its structures (or signal strength) 

provide has never been wider (or weaker).  As Kemmis (1995) affirms, there is widespread 

agreement in social and educational circles that our systems of education – “whether of theory, 

policy or practice – do not equip us adequately to deal with contemporary problems” (p. 160).   

In light of these trends, in this chapter I make the case that the world and more 

specifically our PSE systems must return to a more integrative or what I have called above: the 

3P purpose of education.  In fact, this integrative 3P purpose of knowing aptly fits within the 

holistic and humanistic vision of learning introduced just a few decades ago through UNESCO’s 

conceptualization of “Education for the 21st Century”, in a report entitled Learning: The Treasure 

Within (Delors, 1996) (See Figure 2 below).  According to Tawil and Cougoureux (2013), 

UNESCO’s humanistic philosophical perspective in the debate about education’s purpose and 

integrative view of learning was especially important since most reform advocates and studies at 

the time, and even still today, focus on an instrumental and market-driven agenda.  In this 

ground breaking report, the Delors commission argued that formal education tends to 

emphasize functional and economic aims to the harm of other essential and sustaining human 

development endeavours.  Here, Delors and his counterparts argued (as I will affirm in this entire 

dissertation) the choices we make about the purpose and functions of education will undeniably 

determine the kinds of societies we ultimately ‘prescribe’ and build to live.  In particular, they 

proposed an integrative vision of education based on two key concepts: learning throughout life 

and the four pillars of learning.  Moreover, the report responds to a wide range of societal 

challenges and developmental issues; ranging from globalization to the knowledge society, social 
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cohesion, inclusion, exclusion, gender equality, and democratic participation.  It proposes that 

the notion of formal education and life-long learning must consider the formation of the whole 

person (addressing the mind, body, intelligence, aesthetic appreciation and spiritual dimensions) 

in which learning encompasses four important and interconnected (or what I have termed 

holarchical7) pillars: 

1. Learning to know: a broad general knowledge with the opportunity to work in depth on a 
small number of subjects;  

2. Learning to do: to acquire not only occupational skills but also the competence to deal 
with many situations and to work in teams;  

3. Learning to be: to develop one’s personality and to be able to act with growing 
autonomy, judgment and personal responsibility;  

4. Learning to live together: by developing an understanding of other people and an 
appreciation of interdependence (UNESCO, 2015, p. 39). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
7 As I will argue in chapter 2, our view of reality and knowledge, especially in the field of education, might be better served if we look at 
phenomena through interconnected or holarhcial (rather than hierarchical relationship).  In other words, a wide and growing body of research 
evidence from a transdisciplinary field of research indicates that our ways of knowing involve a constructive process that exist in a contingent or 
unified relationship between cognition and our physical, emotional, social and spiritual dimensions.  Thus, we must acknowledge that our notion 
of knowledge and reality (and to some extent truth) are a ‘prescribed’ rather than ‘described’ phenomena, in which both new physics7 (Palmer & 
Zajonc, 2010) and pre-modern thinkers reminded us over 300 years ago, “questions of knowledge could not be asked without question about 
being, such that epistemology becomes identical with ontology” (Rezaee & Mansur, 2009, p. 21).  Here, it could be said that what we know is 
always filtered through who we are; and who we are will always filter and determine why, how and what we know.  As King and Baxter Magolda 
(1996) affirm through their research, “What individuals learn and claim to know is grounded in how they construct their knowledge” and “How 
individuals construct knowledge and use their knowledge is closely tied to their sense of self” (p. 166).  Hence, I argue in this chapter and in 
chapter 2 and 3, these five holarchical pillars can be used to inspire a more fundamentally sound vison and practice of higher education.   
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Figure 2: 3P Aims of Education & Delors’ 4 Pillars (+ 1 Pillar) of Learning Developed for UNESCO (1996)  

 
 
In this chapter, I argue that a fifth pillar must be added, in which learning also involves 

impacting/influencing society and our natural environment.   As a growing body of research over 

the last several decades reveal, both personal and social transformation are inextricably linked 

and deeply infused in the learning and teaching process (Merriam & Grace, 2011; Holst & 

Brookfield, 2013; Cranton & English, 2009, Smith & Lovat, 2003; Kasworm, Rose & Ross-Gordon, 

2010; Jarvis & Watts, 2012; Meziow, Taylor & Associates, 2009; Merriam & Bierema, 2014, Illeris, 

2015).  In other words, whether we intend it or not, PSE institutions and educators can either 

become ideological agents of change (of people, societies and our natural environments), or 

alternatively, keepers of the status quo (Cranton, 1994; Holst & Brookfield, 2013; Smith and 

Lovat, 2003).   However, as already mentioned earlier, maintaining that status quo is no longer a 
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viable or realistic option.   This social transformative dimension of learning is captured by 

Cranton and Taylor (2012) in which they write: 

Social transformation is a view of transformative learning of a socially constructed 
individual (non-psychological) that “is contextualized in the history, culture, and 
social fabric of the society in which he/she lives…at the intersection of the personal 
biography and social structure” (Cunningham, 1998: 16).  This view reflects a shift 
in the unit of analysis from the individual to the individual within the context of 
society, more specifically about transforming society in concert with individual 
change.  Similar to the sociological perspectives of constructivism, it is concerned 
with how public knowledge is created, as well as emphasizing the importance of 
fostering an awareness, a consciousness of the dominant culture and its 
relationship to power and positionality in defining what is and is not knowledge in 
society. 
 Most emblematic of this view is the work of Freire (1984).  It is about 
developing “ontological vocation” (p. 12), a theory of existence that views people 
as subjects, not as objects, who are constantly reflecting and acting on the 
transformation of their world so that it can become a more equitable place for all 
to live (p. 197).    

 
Thus, as Cranton and Taylor advise, rather than holding a dualistic viewpoint of ‘individual versus 

social’, it would be prudent to approach pedagogical practice with a unified theoretical stance 

since, “there is no reason that both the individual and the social perspectives cannot peacefully 

coexist; one does not deny the existence of the other, but rather they share common 

characteristics and can inform each other” (p. 195).  This is further affirmed by Tisdell (2012) 

citing Schiltz, Vieten and Amorok (2007) who observes the attention to interconnection of the “I” 

and the “we” are both necessary, “to facilitate individual and social transformation, and that one 

paradoxically leads to the other” (p. 31).  

Thus, as I show in this chapter, this fifth pillar must be considered because education like 

parents, our places of worship and increasingly social media platforms, serve as powerful social 

ideological agents (Freir, 1972; Apple, 1989, 2012, 2018; Lovat & Smith, 2003; Holst & 

Brookfield, 2012).  In a sense, education helps to shape the manner in which individuals and by 
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extension groups relate to, experience and make sense of the world.  As Lovat and Smith (2003) 

affirm, the “knowledge and activities of the curriculum that are chosen by teachers and others at 

school, state and national levels are very important in this shaping process” (Lovat & Smith, 

2003, p. 34).  Here, education as a transmitter of cultural, personal and social values can play a 

powerful ‘ideological agent’ in either supporting a peaceful, inclusive, collectivist, equitable and 

democratic society or it can be used for advancing nefarious, exclusivist, anti-collectivist and 

malicious agendas (Freir, 1972; Apple, 2018, Lovat & Smith, 2003; Holst & Brookfield, 2012). 

Thus, the 3P aims and five pillars of learning that I make a case for in this dissertation could be 

described as a liberal arts education 2.0 in which the liberal arts education is understood through 

both a pre-modern and modern/scientific understanding of knowledge, learning and teaching 

Consequently, the ultimate aim of this chapter is to bring awareness to this loss of 

connectivity or crisis of education by calling for a whole-system change inspired by educators. I 

make the case that our PSE system (and education in general) is in desperate need for a dramatic 

paradigm change such as the one experienced by the Copernican revolution.  However, as I point 

out in this chapter, a paradigm shift of this magnitude first begins with a Copernican revolution 

of the self; in which PSE stakeholders must come together as a community and sincerely 

examine and respond to three broad questions that guide focus and framework of this chapter: 

1) What are the contemporary issues (or current challenges) facing the Canadian PSE 
system and society in general?  
 

2) Why and how have the purpose and functions of our Canadian PSE systems evolved over 
the course of history and how is this related to our current state of Canadian and global 
affairs?  
 

3) What can we do to improve PSE education and by extension life for all in the 21st 
century? 
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Thus, I draw upon critical theory and use these three questions to historically and contextually 

investigate both societal and educational issues related to Canada and more specifically to 

trends facing my province of Ontario.  According to Brookfield (2009): 

As a body of work, critical theory is grounded in three core assumptions regarding 
the way the world is organized: (1) that apparently open, Western democracies are 
actually highly unequal societies in which economic inequity, racism, and class 
discrimination are empirical realities; (2) that the way this state of affairs is 
reproduced as seeming to be normal, natural, and inevitable (thereby heading off 
potential challenges to the system) is through the dissemination of dominant 
ideology; and (3) the critical theory attempts to understand this state of affairs as 
a prelude to changing it (Brookfield, 2005) (p. 127).   

 
Thus, in light of this critical approach, I suggest that an important starting point begins with a 

collective conceptual self-examination of both the past and present since many students, 

teachers and administrators can go through their entire educational enterprise thinking and 

accepting (without question) an institutionalized world view such as neoliberalism; even though 

this ideology works against their very personal and collective interests.  

 More practically, I will draw on my own experience as a college teacher accompanied by 

in-depth review of secondary research from a wide variety of sources, including but not limited 

to academic journals, books, conference papers and public reports.  I have synthesized the ideas, 

issues, insights and recommendations from these sources, and then assimilated them into my 

own social, cultural and political landscape (Ontario, Canada) in order to attempt to generate a 

narrative sufficiently compelling to engage my students, faculty colleagues and decision makers 

across the board to identify the issues and to rediscover the social and holistic aims of higher 

learning.   

My starting point in this chapter concerns the evolution of PSE in Canada.  While a full 

and comprehensive treatment of Canada’s PSE evolution is beyond the scope of this chapter, I 
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offer in this section a brief portal into how colleges and universities transitioned into the 

institutions that they are today.  As Rodney (1972) advises, we must delve “into the past only 

because it would be impossible (otherwise) to understand how the present came into being and 

what the trends are for the future” (p. 7).  Here, I will show how the original PSE purpose of 

serving God evolved and became an uneasy companion with three other aims: seeking a liberal 

arts and humanities education; vocational preparation and research; and social transformation.  

Yet, I assert, that once PSEs entered the 18th century, and more so in the latter part of the 20th 

century, this broader and integrative vision of education – if not always realized – dramatically 

shifted (owing to capitalist pressure) to a predominantly singular focus of education, one centred 

primarily on vocational training, commercialization of research and economic development.  

Subsequently, this first major section is then followed by a comprehensive analysis of the 

neoliberal rise and occupation of our government and PSE system.  Here, I maintain that Canada, 

once a relatively socialist and welfare minded nation, has since the 1990s (through government 

policy and even education) abandoned if not eliminated social transformation from the public 

consciousness.  This loss, I argue in the following section, has led to a corporatized vision of PSE 

that uses neoliberal management techniques, such as New Public Management, to threaten our 

democracy, diminish the quality of learning and teaching, and stunt our graduates from the kind 

of learning they will need in order to prosper in an increasingly volatile and uncertain 21st 

century.  The fourth major section of this chapter discusses the overall consequences of 

neoliberal policy in Canada, beginning in the 1990s.  In particular, I argue that, in spite of that 

fact that Canada has accumulated twice as much wealth since the 1970s, much of this wealth 

has shifted to a small elite class, while life for most Canadians has dramatically diminished and 
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that this is owing largely to the dominance of neoliberal policy pursuits.  This is a deeply 

concerning and important trend, since Bregman argues, not only has our current neoliberal 

economic order paved the ways for an immense ballooning of income inequality since the 1970s; 

but also the research suggests, “Whether you look at the incidence of depression, burnout, 

drug abuse, high dropout rates, obesity, unhappy childhoods, low election turnout, or social 

and political distrust, the evidence points to the same culprit every time: inequality” 

(Bregman, 2016 p. 108). 

This section is then followed by an argument that current global challenges accompanied 

by technological advancements in automation necessitate a social and economic paradigmatic 

revolution (rather than reform) as the only wise and viable option.  Section six and seven of this 

chapter then offer some conceptual and practical ways forward.  In particular, I suggest that we 

can learn a valuable lesson from the neoliberal ‘revolutionaries’ themselves (such as Hayek and 

Friedman, founders of neoliberalism) who, despite all the odds, were able to achieve 

extraordinary change in their own time.  By using empirical data on social change from 

Chenoweth and Stephan (2011) accompanied with insights and framework of Dr. Martin Luther 

King (1963) and Hedges (2017), on activism, and a heuristic model on social change and 

emergence proposed by Wheatley and Frize (2015), I argue that unimaginable change might be 

possible when networks of relationships emerge into communities of practice, and then 

materialize into powerful systems of influence.  I conclude this chapter by recommending that 

educators in colleges and universities can no longer sit on the educational status quo fence since 

learning for personal and social justice/transformation can, should, and will inevitably be the way 

forward.   
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Section 1.1: How Did We Get Here? Canada’s PSE Evolution & Social Transformative Roots 

According to Bloom, Hartly and Rosovky (in Forest & Altbach, 2007), the mission and 

purpose of higher education will vary from one country to the next, and a country’s process of 

determining its institutional vision for higher education will be contingent on the particular 

society’s given needs, history, culture and values.  In this context, Cuban (1999) asserts that 

Canadian PSE systems have combined American and European traditions.  Thus, in this major 

section, I provide a brief historical portal about how each of these different traditions 

respectfully viewed higher learning, and then how the influence of these traditions eventually 

shaped today’s Canadian PSE identity.  

The Evolution of PSE in Canada: A Tradition of Social Change informed by Greek and Roman 
Classical thought, Christian ideals, American & Scottish Pragmatism and Indigenous Knowledge 
 

In the European context, the first original universities of medieval times were submersed 

in Christian ideals and under the control of the Roman Catholic Church.  These universities were 

“enmeshed with the authority and dogma of Christendom.  Neither an autonomous communal 

endeavour, nor a productionist one for economic ends, the early university’s goal for humankind 

was to serve God” (M’Gonigle & Starke, 2006, p. 27).  Nevertheless, social, political and 

economic conditions caused these medieval institutions to evolve and to also include within their 

mission statements other aims and services such as seeking a liberal arts education, vocational 

training and social change (Fallis, 2007).  

The curriculums of medieval universities followed a liberal arts tradition rooted in Greek 

and Roman syntheses of classical thought called artes liberals (Fallis, 2007).  The goal of the artes 

liberal ideal was to train good citizens who could be virtuous and competent to lead society.  As 

Kimball (cited in Fallis, 2007) writes, “The goal necessarily implies the prescription of values and 
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standards for character and conduct, and requires respect for these values and standards” (p. 

24).  Moreover, this type of liberal learning involved “the human longing for wholeness and its 

relation to the principles of a just and satisfying political order…According to classical thinkers, 

human life is incomplete apart from membership in a civic association, and cannot be adequately 

grasped on individualistic grounds” (Kimball, cited in Fallis, 2007, p. 25).  According to Yusuf 

(2019): 

A liberal education in the premodern period prepared a student for three essential 
occupations: theologian, lawyer, and physician. The theologian was the doctor of 
the ills of the immaterial body, the lawyer of the ills of the social body, and the 
physician of the ills of the physical body. Thus, a society, through a liberally 
educated elite, had trained minds to tend to the ailments of these three aspects of 
life on earth: the moral and spiritual life of the soul; the social, commercial, and 
political life of men living together; and the healthy life of the physical body 
necessary to enjoy the other two aspects of their lives (para. 2).  

 
Thus, Yusuf (2019) asserts, “The seven liberal arts divide the world into spirit and matter, quality 

and quantity, soul and body. An educated person achieved competency in both the life of the 

mind and the life of matter” (para. 3).   Here, in classical antiquity (of ancient Greece and Rome 

intertwined culminating in the Greco-Roman world), the qualitative liberal arts studies (also 

known as the trivium) covered only three subjects: grammar, rhetoric and logic.  More 

specifically, these “involved the spoken language of literature, especially poetry; thought 

processes of the mind that conceptualize, judge, and accuse, or defend” (Yusuf, 2019, para. 3).  

However, during the medieval period, the subjects were extended to include the quantitative 

studies (also known as the quadrivium) with four further subjects: arithmetic, geometry, music 

and astronomy. Moreover, as Yusuf (2019) point out:  

This holistic approach to education cultivated a mind open to wonderment and a 
mind reverential to the harmony of creation. The roots of this form of education 
can be traced back to the mystery religions of Egypt, Babylon, and Greece; its 
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greatest development emerged in the Jewish, Christian, and Muslim civilizations, 
which embraced these qualitative and quantitative arts to better understand their 
respective scriptures and the physical world around them (para. 4). 

 
Subsequently, as Fallis (2007) tells us, while the medieval universities became the institutional 

embryos for the modern day universities and colleges, the Renaissance, the Scientific Revolution 

and the Enlightenment developed its intellectual origins.  Here, the social and political 

movements in Europe that included industrialization and the formation of nation states 

introduced another major shift in the role of universities.  This new era “began the separation of 

man from God...Human reason and human experience could be relied upon and humanity could 

advance by its own efforts” (Fallis, 2007, p. 27).  The seventeenth and eighteenth centuries also 

produced an alternative to the artes liberal ideal called ‘liberal free ideal’.  According to Kimball 

(cited in Fallis, 2007), while the liberal free ideal was also rooted in Greek and Roman classical 

thought, its vital roots were in the “Enlightenment, with its skeptical stance towards tradition 

and authority, especially religious and monarchial authority, and in the scientific revolution of 

Galileo, Descartes, and Newton” (p. 35).  The four characteristics that constitute this liberal free 

ideal include: rejection of traditional authority; the ideal of a free and reasoning individual; 

skepticism; and, tolerance, “all conjoined to this liberal education an egalitarian spirit and an 

emphasis upon volition of the individual rather than upon the obligations of citizenship found in 

the artes liberals ideal” (Fallis, 2007, pg. 35).  Thus, we can see here how the aims of serving God 

and obligation to community (public common good) were joined, if not challenged, by another 

rising and dominant perspective, namely, that of serving individual autonomy, critical thinking 

and independence.   
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Along with these major shifts and available alternatives to the artes liberal ideal, several 

universities in Scotland, Germany and the United States developed innovative practices and 

created much of what looks now like the modern day university (combining teaching, research 

and community service) (Pocklington & Tupper, 2002).  These universities, along with schools 

such as Oxford and Cambridge in the United Kingdom significantly shaped many of the current 

post-secondary institutions in Canada (Pocklington & Tupper, 2002).  For example, in the 1700s 

Scotland’s new universities focused on increased accessibility for its citizens and on meeting the 

needs of the economy and government.  The Scottish universities were independent of the 

church and more egalitarian than its English counterparts (Pocklington & Tupper, 2002).  It is 

during this time that Scotland provided the first model of the university as a public institution 

that could serve or play a role in service, opportunity and social mobility (Pocklington & Tupper, 

2002).  Here, Pocklington and Tupper tell us, we could also see the aims of career readiness and 

economic development (professional) taking on more substantial roles in PSEs’ services.  

In Germany, the philosopher Immanuel Kant brought forward yet another vision and 

function of higher learning.  He encouraged the idea that a university could also be responsible 

to provide leadership in government and to pursue research, which produced new knowledge or 

knowledge for knowledge’s sake (Kanz, 1993).  More specifically, he believed that education was 

essential for the development of humankind and he taught his students to “become 

comprehending, reasonable and scholarly persons” (Kanz, 1993, p. 791) who could lead society 

through their: “a) disciplined thinking; b) creation of a cultivated outlook; c) enhancement of 

civilisation; and, d) imparting moral rectitude” (Kanz, 1993, p. 793).   
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Influenced by Kant’s vision, German academic Wilhelm Von Humboldt took Kant’s vision 

a step further and founded, in 1809, the University of Berlin (Fallis, 2007).  The University of 

Berlin was the first to prioritize scientific research as the essence of university life.  Pocklington 

and Tupper (2002) observe that, “German universities established a powerful link between high 

quality university research and national economic prowess” (p. 23).  This was an important and 

defining trend since teaching took a back seat to specialized research and universities were, and 

continue to be, viewed as engines of economic advancement (Pocklington & Tupper, 2002).  

Once again, we can see the aims of economic advancement more explicitly or directly begin to 

take further precedence in our PSE systems.  As Hedges (2009) observes, even as far back as the 

19th century, capitalists and industrialists, such as Andrew Carnegie, have always attempted to 

appropriate and drive a vision of education, from the outside, that prioritized vocational training 

and industry growth/innovation/interest, over a liberal arts and humanities education.  Hedges 

writes: 

In 1891, Carnegie congratulated the graduates of the Pierce College of Business for 
being “fully occupied in obtaining knowledge of shorthand and typewriting” rather 
than wasting time “upon dead languages.”  The industrialist Richard Teller Crane 
was even more pointed in his 1911 dismissal of what humanists call “life of the 
mind.”  No one who has “a taste for literature has the right to be happy” because 
“the only men entitled to happiness…are those who are useful.”  The arrival of 
industrialist on university boards of trustees began as early as 1870s and the 
University of Pennsylvania’s Wharton School of Business offered the first academic 
credential in business administration in 1881.  The capitalists, from the start, 
complained that universities were unprofitable.  These early twentieth-century 
capitalists, like head of investment house and hedge-fund managers, were, as 
Donoghue writes, “motivated by an ethnically based anti-intellectualism that 
transcends interest in the financial bottom line.  Their distrust of the ideal of 
intellectual inquiry for its own sake, led them to insist that if universities were to 
be preserved at all, they must operate on a different set of principles from those 
governing the liberal arts” (pp. 109-110). 
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Nevertheless, despite these capitalist intentions to shape higher education in their own image 

and interest, in the 19th and first half of the 20th century, while not routinely described as a 

golden age of intellectualism, nonetheless, many institutions in North America remained focused 

on delivering – if not always perfect or pedagogically sound – of a broader and more socially 

conscious vision of higher education (Hedges, 2009). For example, the nineteenth century also 

saw the passing of the Morrill Act, in 1862, by the United States Congress and the development 

of the great land grant universities (Pocklington & Tupper, 2002).  These public universities were 

modeled after the Scottish system and were dedicated to the practical needs of a growing 

nation.  Similar to their Scottish cousins, land grant universities were independent of religious 

influence and “were based on merit not social standing” (Pocklington & Tupper, 2002, p. 22).  

These universities were characterized as having innovative policies and outreach to 

communities.  For example, professors were often involved directly in the field, working with 

farmers and doing practical research (Pocklington & Tupper, 2002).   

During the late nineteenth century, Oxford and Cambridge developed into two distinct 

and revered institutions that influenced post-secondary education in Canada and across the 

globe.  These universities were closely linked to the Church of England and influenced by 

Christian ideals.  Nevertheless, they were neither narrow nor dogmatic in their approach to 

education.  Staying true to the artes liberal ideal noted above, knowledge and a deeper 

understanding of the human condition was sought as an end in itself.  Pocklington and Tupper 

(2002), observe that “The Oxbridge mission was to educate elites and to build character and 

leadership…The Oxbridge vision sees universities as deeply committed to teaching and to 
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enriching society in noneconomic ways.  It remains the inspiration for those who see the 

humanities, literature, and philosophy as the cornerstone of human civilization” (p. 21).   

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the First Nations or Indigenous People of Canada 

have also played a pivotal role in shaping our PSE system.  In referencing the intellectual, Jean 

Ralston Saul’s publication, A Fair County (2008), English and Cranton (2009) argue that many of 

our long and historic social transformative aims in PSE could be tied to the influence of the 

Indigenous People of Canada.   They write: 

Canada is indeed a distinct society and is strongly influenced by our Aboriginal 
background – according to him [Raston Saul] we are a “metis civilization” (p. 3) – 
set apart and shaped by Aboriginal ideas such as egalitarianism, a proper balance 
between individual and group, and a penchant for negotiation over violence.  In 
Saul’s view, our imbibing these values has resulted in a citizenry that has been since 
its inception concerned about “peace, welfare, and good government” (p. 169), 
though we have not always articulated it in this way.  His point is that a 
collaborative, consensual, and congenial decision-making process has been learned 
from our First Nations people and have been important to our formation as a 
country; it makes us distinct in the Western world.  Some of the chapters in this 
volume show an orientation to such collaboration, as in the community 
development chapters by English (Chapter Eight) and MacKeracher (Chapter Three) 
and our opening chapter by Plumb [related to adult learning and higher education].  
Yet clearly many of these examples are historical, and those at the grassroots in 
areas such as literacy know that we have not always been faithful to our forebears’ 
example.  If Saul is right, we have quite a challenge ahead to learn more about our 
Aboriginal roots and how it is that we can become more of who we are intended 
to be” (p. 94).  
 

Raston Saul’s analysis regarding Indigenous contributions to the egalitarian legacy of Canada is 

also is also captured by Spohn (2015):   

Today, Canada’s regime of governing diversity is widely regarded as exemplary, yet 
it can hardly be considered the result of some procedure of consensus building 
based on values like inclusion, mutual understanding and equality. As Volker Heins 
points out, the beginnings of Canadian multiculturalism rather lie in failed attempts 
of forced assimilation of Canada’s First Nations by European settlers. Peaceful 
coexistence did not arise from some process of deliberation based on “public 
reason” or some sympathetic, open dialogue, but grew out of necessity. On the one 
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hand, Europeans eventually realized that their gift of “civilization” was not 
particularly welcomed by those to whom it was presented. Attempts at imposing a 
European religion, language, lifestyle and political forms on the native population 
largely failed due to their resistance. On the other hand, Europeans discovered that 
they were dependent on the native people’s knowledge and skills in order to 
survive in the inhospitable Canadian wilderness. This means that Canadian 
multiculturalism started off as a modus vivendi or some arrangement of gritted 
teeth tolerance. Over time, however, the necessity to cooperate with the native 
population, and later also with the “unassimilable” francophone Canadians, 
gradually developed into a culture of openness and hospitality towards “strangers” 
that has become a distinguishing feature of Canadian national self-understanding.  
This shows that modi-vivendi, in the long run, can have amazing socialization 
effects. One might say that, the longer a modus vivendi provides a solid basis for 
peaceful coexistence, the more will it be perceived and valued as an important 
achievement.63 As in the case of Canada, it might even become an integral part of 
a society’s political identity (p. 132). 
 

Canada’s PSE Social & Spiritual Transformative Roots 
 

These examples above clearly demonstrate that PSEs have not only dramatically evolved 

since their early God-serving medieval beginnings but have also broadened their aims and 

services by absorbing values and identities from a range of local and global influencers.  These 

influencers have attempted to shape PSE in diverse ways, based on varying values, needs and 

interests.  As Cuban (1999) writes, Canadian colleges and universities, having combined 

American and European traditions, have traditionally emphasized both the personal 

development of students (knowing, values and character), on the one hand, and scientific 

research and faculty autonomy, on the other.  However, the examples above demonstrate that 

Greco-Roman Classical thought, Christian ideals, American and Scottish pragmatism and 

Indigenous tradition have also played a significant role in keeping public interest aims as central 

tenets of Canada’s adult education and PSE aspirations (MacKeracher, 2009; Spencer, 2006).  As 

English (2009) writes: 
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Adult education and community development have long been intertwined in the 
Canadian academic and practitioner mind-set.  We have a movement for adult 
education that was developed in large measure by a collective mind-set, which 
evolved out of a nexus of religious and educational development impulses. (p. 84). 
 

This is affirmed by Lauzon (2007) who writes: 

Adult education as a field of practice has a long and well-established history and 
tradition of working for social justice in the Canadian context. Prior to World War 
II, Canadian adult education drew much of its philosophical inspiration from the 
social democracy and social gospel movements, which resulted in such programs 
and institutions as the Antigonish movement, Frontier College, and the Farm Radio 
Forum. Gordon Hawkins, a former associate director of the Canadian Association 
for Adult Education, wrote that Canadian adult education stems from a deep 
concern with the processes of democracy—with how the individual and the group 
and the community work, as much as with what they set out to achieve. Hence the 
emphasis in their scheme of things, on group work, community organization, 
discussion methods and techniques, leadership courses and so on . . . (cited in 
Selman & Dampier, 1991, p. 46)…And although adult educators did not deal with 
spirituality as we currently understand it, their pedagogy and practice were 
spiritually inspired in a vision of democracy and social justice as they actively 
reached out to those on the margins of Canadian society (p.p. 37-38). 
 

Additionally, Lange and Chubb (2009) write that Canadian PSEs have a historic “legacy of 

fostering transformative, inclusive, and critically oriented adult learning in environmental and 

social justice movements, as well as in countless community based organizations” (p. 70).  This is 

further substantiated by Spencer (2006) who argues that while the history of Canadian PSE and 

adult education illustrates the diversity of educational purposes, ranging from education for 

citizenship and conformity to radical social change, education for accommodation/adaptation 

and education for transformation, a substantial aim of Canadian PSE and adult education has 

historically been associated with social justice, social change, social action, social movements, 

community development, and participatory democracy.   

So what kind of legacy has an education focused also on social change produced?  Here, 

we can look at one good example, namely, the creation of our national health care system that is 
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the envy of many nations around the globe.  The origins of our prized health care system stem 

from ‘The Untied Farmers of Canada’, where members, such as Violet McNaughton, used a 

range of social justice educational techniques and: 

began a crusade to have trained midwives, more nurses, and affordable doctors 
and hospitals in close proximity to all farm families (Steer, 1979).  Her efforts 
spurred the province to pass legislation in 1916 for the founding of union hospitals 
and the hiring of municipal doctors and nurses. Her unrelenting advocacy for better 
medical care for farm families lead to universal medical care in Saskatchewan, 
introduced in 1944 by the newly elected CCF government, and eventually in Canada 
(introduced in 1962) (Library and Archives Canada, 2008; Steer, 1979; Taylor, 
2000)…Violet McNaughton worked as an organizer and adult educator in 
Saskatchewan for nearly fifty years.  In the 1910s and 1920s, she focused on direct 
organizational and educational work in the belief that such actions could lead to a 
new social order.  Steer (1979) describes McNaughton’s educational beliefs as 
being based on cooperation rather than competition.  Men and women would work 
together, each group brining to the endeavour unique viewpoints.  Before they 
could work together, though, they had to become aware of the important issues 
influencing their lives and understand their individual responsibilities in relation to 
these issues.  Then, in small community groups, people would make decisions for 
action based on their awareness and understanding; finally, they would act to 
improve their own lives as well as the lives of others.  McNaughton believed that 
“knowledge used in this way, equaled power” (Steer, 1979, p. 44) (MacKreacher, 
2009, p. 32) 

 
Even today, English (2009) adds:  

 
It is just about impossible to find an adult education department in Canada that 
does not have a critical social justice orientation, quite often oriented to 
community development.  Many of the faculty identify themselves with the local 
and global activist community and they see their work as merging learning and 
justice concerns to build up the community sphere.  This is not surprising since the 
roots of adult education in Canada are socialist oriented and specifically grounded 
in community development concerns.  One has only to think of the social gospel 
influences in developing Farm Radio and Frontier College and of Roman Catholic 
social teaching’s role in initiating the Antigonish movement to realize that Canadian 
adult education is distinct in both its roots and emphases.  Consequently, Canadian 
practitioners and academics are concerned with understanding and grappling with 
issues in communities such as First Nations, African Nova Scotians, and immigrant 
and urban factory workers (p. 83).  
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Interestingly, the ideals of Violet McNaughton (and The United Farmers of Canada) or the social 

catholic gospel philosophy of Father James Tompskins (and the Antigonish movement) overlap in 

many respects with the values of the Indigenous Peoples of Canada.  As Merriam and Sek Kim 

(2011, p. 384) point out, there are many enlightened notions of learning in Indigenous and non-

Western traditions where there “is no separation of the mind from the rest of our being” and 

where learning is communal, lifelong, informal and holistic.  They suggest that Indigenous 

perspectives of “learning and education are in the service of developing more than just the mind.  

Equally important is developing the moral person, a good person, a spiritual person, who by 

being part of the community uplifts the whole” (p. 384).  As it relates to ‘Indigenous’ knowledge 

systems, Dei, Hall and Rosenberg (2000) identify several characteristics that are commonly 

shared by indigenous cultures: 

Seeing the individual as part of nature; respecting and reviving the wisdom of 
elders; giving consideration to the living, the dead, the future generations 
sharing responsibility, wealth, and resources within the community; and 
embracing spiritual values, traditions, and practices reflecting connections to 
a higher order, to the culture and to the earth (p. 6). 

 
These are just a few examples that illustrate Canada’s historic commitment to public 

transformation.  And, if social justice both in the formal and informal sense has led to the 

development of our egalitarian qualities as a nation, then we have quite a challenge ahead to 

learn not only about how to restore this socially conscious adult education and PSE past but “to 

learn more about our Aboriginal roots and how it is that we can become more of who we are 

intended to be” (English & Cranton, 2009, p. 94). Thus, it is perhaps fitting that many Canadian 

colleges and universities are now attempting (inspired by the Truth and Reconciliation 

Commission of Canada Report (TRC), 2015) to Indigenize curriculum.  The Indigenizing 
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curriculum movement is a response by many PSE institutions to respond to the 94 calls to action 

released by the TRC in 2015. The TRC commission was organized by the parities of the Indian 

Residential Schools Settlement Agreement with the purpose of documenting the history and 

impacts of the Indian residential school system.  This commission officially concluded in 

December of 2015 and released a multi-volume report that found the schools system amounted 

to cultural genocide.  Thus, in response to the ‘calls to action’, PSE institutions have pledged to 

increase their number of Indigenous students and faculty, support Indigenous leadership on 

campus, embody Indigenous history, knowledge and culture in the curriculum; integrate 

Indigenous perspectives in research ethics, and ensure that there are spaces for Indigenous 

peoples that are reflective of their social, cultural and academic needs.  

Section 1.2: Neoliberal’s Rise & Occupation of Government and Public Services 

 
As I have established to this point, institutions of higher learning in Canada have 

undergone dramatic changes since their early existence.  These changes suggest that numerous 

aims and services (from personal and professional to public) have long existed in desirable if 

uneasy equilibrium.  I have also made the case that public or social justice/transformation played 

a long and quintessential role in Canadian adult education and PSE purpose.  While Canadian 

educational departments continue to be influenced by social justice concerns today, there 

appears to be another all-pervasive and deeply established trend shaping many programs and 

institutions beyond the schools of education.  This trend surfaced during the 1970s, when new 

social and political realities not only ushered in a more anti-collectivist and mutated version of 
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capitalism (known as neoliberalism), but also a narrower aim of education geared exclusively to 

career training and economic development.   

A Societal Shift from Collectivist (Public Good) to Anti-Collectivist (Private Gain) 
 

As Bregman (2016) tells us, the story of neoliberalism began in 1947 when two 

prominent academics, Austrian-British Friedrich von Hayek and American Milton Friedman 

organized with 40 other associates in the small town of Mont Pelerin, Switzerland.  Here, it was 

this small and unassuming group that is now credited as inspiring and ultimately normalizing this 

extreme form of capitalism (or turbo capitalism8 ) that we now call neoliberalism.  Soon after this 

meeting, the group called themselves the ‘Mont Pelerin Society’.  In fact, during these early 

years, neoliberal principles were considered a fringe and socially unacceptable policy 

intervention. Yet, with enough persistence, it was nurtured in right wing academic circles 

through Milton Friedman and his associates at the University of Chicago’s School of Economics 

and think-tanks such as the Mont Pelerin Society.  In just a few decades, Hayek and Friedman 

(accompanied by their associates), became recognized as some of the most influential economic 

policy advisors of the latter 20th century (Burgin, 2012).  As Bugin tells us, these once unassuming 

and radical thinking thinkers, “helped precipitate a global policy transformation with implications 

that will continue to reverberate for decades” (p. 13).  So how specifically did this happen?  

According to Bregman (2016), it was during the early 1970s, in which anger with industry and big 

                                                
8 Turbo-capitalism is a term coined by Luttwak (1999) who argues that capitalism’s fundamental structure has changed dramatically from the 
controlled capitalism that held sway from 1945 until the late 1970s to one that today has become turbo-charged.  He asserts that prior the 
1970s, governments placed fair and proportional tax rates on the rich, offered redistributive social policies, regulated the markets and protected 
consumers.  According to Luttwak, when governments followed such controlled measures on capitalism’s operation, workers felt more secure 
and earned more, consumers were protected, and families had a higher quality of life.  However, once capitalism (or turbo-capitalism) was 
infused with free trade, technology, deregulation and privatization, life became extremely difficult for most Americans and as privatization 
increases, hegemony is shifting from governments to corporations.  The consequences, according to Luttwak are longer work weeks, precarious 
work, sudden mass and repeated layoffs, increased labour mobility and a change in private mores and public morals that creates crime, 
alienation and an accelerated fracturing of societies in which the disparity between the rich and poor will continue to widen.   
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government accompanied a global crisis in 1973 (the Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting 

Countries oil embargo), that Hayek and Friedman’s radical and fringe economic ideals found an 

opportune political and economic gateway and legitimacy into the mainstream public arena.  

According to MacPhail and Plumb (2009), in the 1960s: 

many Western societies were torn by broad-based social and cultural unrest.  Over 
the previous decades trade unions had negotiated increased wages and better 
working conditions, civil rights movements had begun to overturn longstanding 
cultural hierarchies, and national independence movements throughout the 
developing world were challenging the exploitive relations between core and 
peripheral global regions.  Added to this, throughout the 1960s, people had 
become increasingly indignant about the alienating effects of industry and big 
government (p. 193). 

 
In this context, neoliberalism, as a creative yet more pernicious form of capitalism, astonishingly 

found a way to survive by undermining, appropriating and coopting previous forms of social and 

cultural critique (Boltanksi & Chiapello, 2005).  According to MacPhail and Plumb (2009): 

With profit rates falling and government interventions intensifying, business and 
industry leaders hunted for strategies to regain control of the markets.  The rise of 
new information technologies and the development of new network-focused 
management theories soon provided the means for reorganizing capitalist 
production.  As anticipated by Herbert Marcuse in 1972, the concentrated action 
of capitalist during this time constituted a veritable “counter-revolution” to the 
social protests and state interventions that were hampering it.  At the same time 
as capitalist enterprise abandoned massive, statistic, hierarchical industry forms of 
organization in favor of smaller, flexible, flatter, information intensive forms of 
organization, it also began to promote an ideology that promoted the value of the 
free and open networks, valued creativity and authenticity, and embedded 
localities in rich networks of exchange.  The goal of this ideology was to absorb and 
incorporate critique, to quell social unrest, and, ultimately, to help build conditions 
for the continued expansion of capitalism (p. 193).   

 
Consequently, these volatile social and economic conditions accompanied by the appropriation 

(or false conflation) of values such as ‘free’, ‘flatter’, ‘flexible’, ‘creativity’, ‘authenticity’ and 

‘democracy’, created both the right kind of crisis and opportunity that neoliberal policy makers 
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were waiting for in order to position (or sell) network capitalism as the unavoidable alternative 

to the Keynesian industrial model of capitalism (Bregman, 2016; Boltanksi & Chiapello, 2005).   

Interestingly, in a Keynesian lens of economic and capitalistic order, the interventionist 

state was not only needed to mitigate the negative and exploitive effects of industrial capitalism 

but considered an efficient and rational and ethical way of producing and re-distributing wealth 

(Bregman, 2016).  Also, a Keynesian ideal generally involved employment for all, curbing the free 

market and regulation of banks.  And, perhaps most importantly, in the Keynesian era of 

economics, unions, socialist political parties and social movements remained a significant and 

democratic counter balance to private interests in which they could serve as transformative 

actors in society.   However, in the neoliberal (or globally networked manifestation of 

capitalism), these long standing institutions of social critique, public unions, democratic 

engagement and social change were effectively attacked and undermined via government policy 

(Boltanksi & Chiapello, 2005).  These attacks were successful in that they responded in creative 

and appropriating ways to major sources of indignation that had fueled much unrest throughout 

the 1960s and 1970s.  For example, MacPhail and Plumb (2009) write: 

the neoliberal ideology of network capitalism that proliferated in government 
policy discourse and inundated both the professional and popular management 
literature, promoted more worker autonomy, less worker hierarchy, more 
productive flexibility, and less social exclusion than before.  Early concerns for the 
disenchanting and alienating effects of mass production and bureaucratic 
organization (Boltanksi and Chiapello term this the “artistic critique”) seemed 
unfounded in the more nebulous organizational structure of network capitalism. 
(p. 193) 

 
Accompanying this appeasing and appropriating rhetoric was an overwhelming assault against 

socialist ideals, where the economic crises, together with disingenuous and false neoliberal 
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promises, ushered in a corporate coup d’état in slow motion against any form of democratic, 

socialist or welfare state ideals (Hedges, 2010).  As Plumb (2009) observes: 

On the Canadian national stage, Pierre Trudeau’s Liberals were in trouble in the 
polls, and the Progressive Conservatives, touting Thatcher’s rhetoric of restraint 
and cutbacks, could barely wait for the next election.  Again and again, the mantra 
was repeated: the socialist aspirations of the left were politically and economically 
impossible; further prosperity could be achieved only if the economy was set free 
from the dead weight of the welfare state (p. 6). 

 
Consequently, under the immense influence of neoliberal policy makers, many Western 

governments were diminishing or exiting from their involvement or responsibility in the welfare 

or collectivist society (Lovat & Smith, 2003).  In a word, anti-collectivist and globally networked 

neoliberal economic policy had prevailed and successfully separated Western governments from 

the Keynesian welfare/collectivist state (MacPhail & Plumb, 2009).  In the end, network 

capitalism, as described by MacPhail and Plumb (2009), is a framework that seeks to legitimize 

globalized capital by vastly broadening: 

its scope, to expand its network of connections, to enhance the speed of exchange, 
and to increase the flexibility of its operations.  All of this is justified by an ideology 
that lauds flexibility, personal creativity, individuality, and authenticity.  
Neoliberalism appears as an ideology that promotes openness, opportunity, and 
freedom.  Its ultimate effects, however, are to support pernicious forms of 
capitalist development that further exacerbate poverty, oppression, and greed (p. 
194). 

 
The rise and legacy of neoliberalism over the last several decades is succinctly captured by 

Bregman (2016), as he writes: 

For the rest of his life, Friedman never stopped emphasizing that his success would 
have been inconceivable without the groundwork laid since 1947.  The rise of 
neoliberalism played out like a relay race, with think tanks passing the baton to 
journalists, who handed it off to politicians.  Running the anchor leg were two of 
the most powerful leaders in the Western world, Ronald Reagan and Margaret 
Thatcher.  When asked what she considered to be her greatest victory, Thatcher’s 
reply was “New Labour”: Under the leadership of neoliberal Tony Blair, even her 
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social democratic rivals in the Labour Party has come around to her worldview.  In 
less than 50 years, an idea once dismissed as radical and marginal had come to rule 
the world (pp. 205-206).   

 
In a word, events in the 1970s and 1980s ushered in a profound paradigmatic shift around the 

planet in which the industrial model of capitalism (that, in relative terms, operated generally well 

with democracy, public interest and social justice issues) surrendered to a pernicious and anti-

collectivist network form of capitalism that has not only spread its reach globally (both in 

physical and ontological terms), but has diminished if not annihilated democracy, public interest 

and social justice issues at the expense of corporate greed and control.  Thus, as Hedges (2018a), 

citing Canadian philosopher John Ralston, argues: what we have witnessed with the rise of 

neoliberalism is ‘corporate coup d’etat in slow motion’.  In this context:  

The ruling elites abjectly serve corporate power to exploit and impoverish the 
citizenry. Democratic institutions, including the courts, are mechanisms of 
corporate repression. Financial fraud and corporate crime are carried out with 
impunity. The decay is exacerbated by the state’s indiscriminate use of violence 
abroad and at home, where rogue law enforcement agencies harass and arrest 
citizens and the undocumented and often kill the unarmed. A depressed and 
enraged population, trapped by chronic unemployment and underemployment, is 
overdosing on opioids and beset by rising suicide rates. It engages in acts of 
nihilistic violence, including mass shootings. Hate groups proliferate. The savagery, 
mayhem and grotesque distortions familiar to those on the outer reaches of empire 
increasingly characterize American existence (para. 1). 

 
Running the Last Anchor: Thatcher & Reagan’s Legacy on Annihilating the Holistic Aim of PSE 
 

As expected, capitalists not only identified with neoliberal ideals but saw great potential 

in how this new movement could help further enhance their influence and financial interests.  

This resulted in tremendous financial support for right wing institutes and think-tanks to further 

nurture and disseminate neoliberal ideals (MacPhail & Plumb, 2009).  However, as noted above, 

neoliberalism could not become mainstream until it received substantial backing from two of the 
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world’s most influential governments – the United Kingdom and United States.  Both Margaret 

Thatcher and Ronald Reagan, seeing neoliberalism as strengthening conservative agendas, 

employed it as their guiding principles in crafting their government policies.  These policies, due 

to the powerful influence of both countries, would soon become global policies (MacPhail & 

Plumb, 2009).  Here, Lorenz (2012) describes these dramatic neoliberal consequences on 

society, especially in PSE:  

Spectacular growth in the number of students and faculty was immediately 
followed by administrative reforms aimed at managing this growth and managing 
the demands of students for democratic reform and societal relevance.  Since the 
1980s, however, an entirely different wind has been blowing along the academic 
corridors.  The fiscal crises of the welfare states and the neoliberal course of the 
Reagan and Thatcher governments made the battle against budget deficit and 
against government spending into a political priority.  Education, together with 
social security and health care, were targeted directly.  As the eighties went on, the 
neoliberal agenda became more radical – smaller state and bigger market – 
attacking the public sector itself through efforts to systematically reduce public 
expenditures by privatizing public services and introducing market incentives.  At 
the same time the societal relevance of the universities demanded by critical 
students was turned on its head to become economic relevance to business and 
industry in the knowledge society (pp. 599-600).  

 
While it is often difficult to trace exactly when the change from one dominant ideology to 

another occurs, Barrett (2015), in his article The Day the Purpose of College Changed, pinpoints 

February 28, 1967 as the day that the purpose of US colleges and universities shifted from one 

connoting a broader and idyllic vision to one that placed getting a job and economic utility as 

their principal aim.  He writes that, on that day, Ronald Reagan, then the new Republican 

Governor of California (which then boasted a system of public higher education that was the 

envy of the world) told reporters that American tax payers should not be “subsidizing intellectual 

curiosity” (Barrett, 2015, para. 4).  Barrett (2015), writes: 
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Sometimes, sea changes in attitude start small, gradually establishing assumptions 
until no one remembers thinking differently.  This is how that happened to liberal 
education.  It’s a story of events on campus and beyond: the oil embargo, the 
cannon wars, federal fiscal policies, the fall of the Soviet Union.  On that day in 
1967, Reagan crystalized what has since become conventional wisdom about 
college.  In the early 1970s, nearly three quarters of freshman said it was essential 
to develop a meaningful philosophy of life.  About a third felt the same about being 
very well off financially.  Now those fractions have flipped.  The notion that a liberal 
education is of dubious value has become entrenched in the popular imagination, 
even as its defenders argue the opposite (para. 10). 

 
Thus, in his push to gain political power and serve industry via neoliberalism policies, Reagan 

knew that truncating education’s democratic and critical values would help serve his ultimate 

cause.  Hence, it was during Reagan’s tenure that a liberal education was not only deeply 

attacked and diminished, both domestically and globally but replaced by an educational goal of 

pragmatism and vocational training.  As Barrett argues, in the 1970s and 1980s, immense 

support once received for liberal education, which usually favours ideas such as moral 

autonomy, critical thinking and the common good, not only dramatically diminished due to the 

lack of government support, but rather became “a punching bag” (para.  69).  He writes:  

As his second term and the 1970s began, demographics, economic uncertainty, and 
world events reinforced Reagan’s ideology.  Two philosophical shifts, toward social 
egalitarianism and free market orthodoxy, took hold.  Higher education felt those 
shifts.  Professional authority diminished.  The unravelling consensus on the 
curriculum accelerated.  Colleges increasingly viewed students as customers.  
Economic inequality and insecurity rose, as did the wage premium of a college 
degree.  And that became one of higher education’s main selling point.  The long 
post-war boom, for both the economy and for higher education, was ending, and 
the oil embargo, in 1973, further strained the economy.  Enrollment data showed 
students fleeing from the liberal arts, disciplines commonly associated with a liberal 
education, and flocking to professional and pre-professional programs…By the time 
Reagan won the presidency, in 1980, practical degrees had become the safe and 
popular choice.  That year students were most likely to major in business.  The 
discipline’s rise seemed inexorable.  In the 1930s, around the time Reagan went to 
college, about 8 percent of students studied in “business and commerce.”  When 
he was elected governor, that share was 12 percent.  By the time he moved into 
the White House, more students majored in business than anything else.  It’s held 
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that top spot ever since.  In the early 80s, most freshman said they’d chosen their 
college because they thought it would help them get a better job.  The previous top 
reason?  Learning more about things that interest them (para. 39). 

 
Thus, given the immense influence and relationship (whether social, cultural, economic or 

pedagogical) that United States holds on Canada, it did not take long for the neoliberal pandemic 

to soon overcome Canadian governmental and educational institutions.  As Pocklington and 

Tupper (2002) argue, this should not be surprising since during the latter part of 20th century and 

even more so now: 

the priorities of Canadian universities are heavily shaped by higher education in the 
United States and by an interuniversity struggle for prestige and recognition.  
Canadian universities take their cues one from the other and from their American 
“competitors” rather than from the society at large.  They are imitative rather than 
independent in their policy making.  It is for this reason that universities offer 
almost identical visions of teaching and research (p. 11-12). 

 
Because of this extraordinary influence, governments and PSE institutions in Canada and 

elsewhere also soon followed in the neoliberal footsteps of their American and British 

counterparts (Pocklington & Tupper, 2002).  For example, soon after the 1984 election of Brian 

Mulroney’s Progressive Conservative government, federal funding for health, education and 

social programs started to fall.  As Mackay (2014) observes: 

This increased budget pressure on the provinces to maintain levels of public service 
delivery.  Tensions caused by underfunding were exacerbated with the election in 
Ontario of a Conservative government under Mike Harris in 1995.  This change of 
government led to a radical reorganization of public services, post-secondary 
education, and the college system in particular (p. 13). 

 
According to Plumb (2009), this global neoliberal movement was so extraordinary that it defied 

and transcended the continuum of the right and left party ideology/policy. Thus, he writes:  

Over the next decade, the actions of so-called third way liberal, labor, and social 
democratic governments (Bill Clinton in the United States, Tony Blair in Britain, Jean 
Chretien in Canada, and even the NDP under Roy Romanow in Saskatchewan) 
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revealed social changes happening were not simply the result of neoconservatism, 
but a much more pervasive neoliberal transformation aimed to free markets from 
state encumbrances...great changes that were sweeping society and, along with it, 
the entire field of adult education (p. 7). 
 

The Trojan OECD Horse & The New Spirit of Adult Education 
 

According to Plumb (2009) this neoliberal “transformation rippling across the world 

entailed the consolidation of an unprecedented flexible and mobile form of network capitalism”, 

where “The change from industrial to network capitalism was so massive and rapid that it 

virtually defied understanding” (p. 7).  However, in hindsight, we can now see the kinds of 

methods that were effectively used to spread the gospel of neoliberalism across the globe.  

According to MacPhail and Plumb (2009 citing Peet et al., 2005), through the “discursive 

command centers” of Reagan and Thatcher, neoliberalism was globalized through both violent 

and non-violent methods.  For example, in Chile, it was violently introduced through a United 

States backed government coup, where the University of Chicago trained economists played a 

guiding and pivotal role.  However, in many Western nations, the spread of neoliberalism was 

much more calculating and less violent.  In these circumstances, neoliberalism was gradually 

disseminated in the public domain through global governance institutions, including the World 

Bank (WB), International Monetary Fund (IMF), World Trade Organization (WTO) and 

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).   

According to MacPhail and Plumb (2009,), “One of the methods the OECD employed to 

spread the gospel of neoliberalism was through the development of lifelong learning and the 

creation of a new spirit of adult education” (p. 195). The OECD, much like the other 

supranational organizations, was used as a Trojan Horse to push and implement neoliberal 

doctrine.  In particular, the OECD, serving neoliberal ideology, played a significant role in shifting 
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the spirit of adult education from social to instrumental aims.  This is significant, since adult 

education (in which PSE serves as a formal companion) with a social purpose, was among the 

“Critical resources that previously had provided the left with some capacity to wring 

accommodation from the capitalist nation-state”, and now the social spirit of adult education 

“suddenly had no purchase” (Plumb, 2009, p. 7).   

In his article, Constructing the lifelong learning paradigm: competing visions from the 

OECD and UNESCO, Rebenson (2006) provides a thorough analysis of this transition.  He writes 

that, soon after the post WWII era, it was primarily the policy oriented work of the OECD and 

United Nations Education that were considered to be the key international references for the 

conceptualization of education and lifelong learning.  In particular, he identifies two distinctive 

“generations of lifelong learning”.  The first generation, declared by UNESCO and the works of 

the 1972 Faure report Learning to Be: The World of Education Today and Tomorrow, advocated 

for learning throughout life and learning to support a more egalitarian society.  The OECD, 

however, promoted a Swedish model that viewed learning as a process associated with 

schooling and advocated for “recurrent education” (1973).    During the volatile social and 

economic realities of 1980s, Western governments, under the increasing influence of neoliberal 

policy makers, restructured both the OECD and UNESCO models.  This reconstructing was critical 

because, on the one hand, UNESCO’s lobby for a humanistic vision of education lost support 

from both the US and UK (two key nations sponsoring neoliberalism).  In fact, not only did the 

lack of support diminish UNESCO’s influence on the world stage, but these two members 

indefinitely withdrew their support and membership from UNESCO.  However, on the other 

hand, the OECD received continued support, whereby it was persuaded by powerful members, 
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such as the US and UK, to inherit the dogma of globalization and neoliberalism into its policies 

and publications.  These polices and publications have now guided education policy around the 

globe for over four decades and have changed the way we view education.  For example, 

MacPhail and Plumb (2009) write: 

Careful not to solely blame the education system for the high employment and 
economic recessions that were troubling the global economy, the OECD did begin 
to suggest that welfare state education systems were incapable of addressing 
current economic issues.  The OECD concluded that, when it came to education, 
“both government and the general public today insist upon receiving value for 
money (OECD, 1985, pg. 11) (p. 195). 

 
According to Rubenson (2006), if the first generation of lifelong learning was introduced 

in the mid 1940s, then the second generation of lifelong learning emerged in the 1990s.  The 

1990s is an era that is symbolized by the end of the Cold War, the fall of the Berlin Wall, 

declining union participation, the privatization of public industries, and escalating consumerism 

and individualization.  It is in this era that Fukuyama (1989) also triumphantly declared the “end 

of history” (p. 2) and the “universalization of Western Liberal democracy” as the undeniable 

“end point of mankind’s ideological evolution” (Fukuyama, 1992, p. 271).   As noted earlier, this 

is also a time when the Keynesian socialist or collectivist development model of 

economics/governance surrendered to a neoliberal anti-collectivist free market and globalized 

ideology.  During this time, UNESCO, through the Delors (1996) report entitled, Learning: The 

Treasure Within, continued to view lifelong learning as a way to solve social problems, while the 

OECD pushed for lifelong learning to solve economic problems.  Much like the 1972 Faure 

Report, Delors’ report was based on a vision of education as a public good with a fundamental 

role to play in personal and social development.  This report was intended to help guide 

education systems around the globe toward a more meaningful, flexible, and fair system.  It is 
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based on a humanistic and holistic approach to learning and includes four pillars of education: 

learning to know, learning to do, learning to be and learning to work with others (Burnett, 2008). 

Here, Draxler (2010) quoted in Tawil and Cougoureux (2013) offers a good description of how 

this vision of education differed so dramatically from the market driven view: 

The Context in which the report was written was one of important changes in 
thinking about education and in education development policy.  The humanistic 
and optimistic view dominant in the sixties and seventies of a holistic education 
aimed at both individual and societal progress had ceded predominance to a more 
utilitarian view based on policy makers” desire to build human capital.  The value 
of education was widely expressed in “rates of return” on investment (public and 
private) and the report at that time helped reinforce a strongly capitalistic and 
productivistic view of the value of education…It proclaimed a deeply humanistic 
vision of education as a holistic process, linking the acquisition of knowledge to 
practice, and balancing individual with collective competence.  It posited the 
fundamental and idealistic view of education as much broader than economics (p. 
4).  

 
Despite Delors’ vision of a more holistic and egalitarian aim of education, UNESCO, during the 

1990s, lost prestige and global influence.  Yet, during the same time, the neoliberal focused 

OECD, backed by powerful nations, increasingly exerted power over the discourse of lifelong 

learning and became a pivotal player in advocating for a market driven spirit of adult education.  

As MacPhail and Plumb (2009) argue: 

The OECD quickly advanced a vision of lifelong learning tied to notions of human 
capital development.  Rikowski suggests that human capital is a product of our 
modern capitalist world and is best defined as, “humans as capital” (2000).  Seen 
this way, the individual is a cog in the capitalist wheel of economic betterment.  
Competition is prevalent at all levels, ranging from the local to the international.  
Funding for education is driven by economic imperatives.  The neoliberal mantra, 
in this case, asserts that the most valuable knowledge that people can possess is, 
“Knowledge acquired for use in the workplace” (OECD, 1996, p. 82).  The purpose 
of a notion like lifelong learning is to provide support for the development of the 
market and workplace, all of which “will lead to improved economic performance” 
(OECD, 1996, p. 82).  Despite the neoliberal claim that focusing adult education on 
human capital development will bring broad social benefits, the ultimate end of 
OECD policies is greater wealth for the economic elite.  Virtually absent in the OECD 
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published documents throughout this time period is any sense of lifelong learning 
as a notion that might contribute to the development of social justice…Within the 
strictures of network capitalism, there is no other purpose for notions like lifelong 
learning or practices like adult education other than preparing flexible and avid 
consumers…The extent that the new spirit of adult education and the OECD 
inspired notion of lifelong learning articulates with the needs with needs of 
networked capitalism, it becomes part of an ever widening economic and political 
apparatus for ensuring the continued development of global capitalist relations.  
Adult educators must continue to raise concerns about the hidden costs of 
networked capitalism, how the espoused benefits of the projective city – its 
promises of freedom, flexibility, and verve – actually have terrible costs.  
Networked capitalism, like all its other forms, continue to produce alienation, 
oppression, poverty, and greed, and no amount of lifelong learning of the human 
capital variety can undo these ultimate outcomes (pp. 196-197). 

 
In Canada, this new ‘market driven’ era of adult education saw overall PSE enrollments drop; as 

this trend continued, colleges and universities began seeking ‘new customers’, especially adults, 

first-generation students, part-time students and international students (Perkin, in Forest & 

Altbach, 2006).  During this time, PSE institutional bureaucracies started to intensify and, with 

this trend, came diminished personal attention and an industrialisation if not reductive 

specialization/compartmentalization of academic life and work (Cote & Allahar, 2011; Fallis, 

2007; Perkin, in Forest & Altbach, 2006).  As Hedges (2009) argues, this movement toward 

corporatized and instrumental education has created an environment in which academic 

departments and disciplines have become overly specialized and impenetrable verbal enclaves 

serving without question the corporate interest.  He writes:  

The more we are flooded with a peculiar breed of specialist who uses obscure code 
words as a way to avoid communication.  This specialist blindly serves tiny parts of 
a corporate structure he or she has never been taught to question.  Specialist look 
down on the rest of us, who do not understand what they are talking and writing 
about, with thinly veiled contempt…The specialized dialect and narrow education 
of doctors, academics, social scientist, military officers, investment bankers, and 
government bureaucrats keeps each sector locked in its narrow role.  The 
overarching structure of the corporate state and the idea of the common good are 
irrelevant to specialists.  They exist to make the system work, not to examine it.  
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Our elites replicate, in modern dress, the elaborate mannerisms and archaic forms 
of speech employed by calcified, corrupt, and dying aristocracies.  They cannot 
grasp that truth is often relative.  They base their decisions on established beliefs, 
such as the primacy of an unregulated market or globalization, which are accepted 
as unquestioned absolutes.  “In a corporatist society there is no serious need for 
traditional censorship or burning,” Saul writes, “although there are regular cases.  
It is as if our language itself is responsible for our inability to identify and act on 
reality”(pp.96-99).  
 

As Lorenz (2011), MacKay (2014) and Cote and Allahar (2011) all point out, much of this 

atomized and reductive aim and practice of higher learning began in the 1980s and 1990s, when 

many PSE institutions were forced to enact Human Resources Management techniques that 

were borrowed from private industry and applied in many cases unsuccessfully to PSE 

institutions.  In a word, neoliberal government policies, accompanied by the anti-collectivist and 

market driven spirit of adult learning, have led to government policy and involvement serving 

industry relationships and interests; thus, ushering in the rise and era of the corporatized college 

and university (Cote & Allahar, 2011; Pocklington & Tupper, 2002; Jarvis, 2004).   

 According to Summerlee and Christensen Hughes (2010) citing Altbach: 

As a result of these economic pressures, combined with changes in the social 
contract, academic institutions and their students are being expected to pay larger 
portions of the actual cost of education, there is a growing pressure to conduct 
research with the potential for commercial application, class sizes and teaching 
loads are increasing, part-time faculty are replacing full-time academic staff, and 
universities are being redirected away from their “traditional social roles and 
service functions” (Altbach, et al. 2009, xii-xii)(p. 245).   

 
In this context, we have governments who “have been preoccupied with how to reshape 

universities to contribute to corporate profitability and national competitiveness, and how to 

create enough human capital to facilitate economic growth” (Brownlee, 2015, p. 21).  As Jarvis 

(2002) points out, this corporate takeover has become such an extraordinary and disconcerting 

trend, that “governments are now not only incapable of regulating global companies, they are 
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becoming a part of a superstructure controlled to a considerable extent by those who control 

capital” (p. 8). This is affirmed by Hedges in his 2010 published book, Death of the Liberal Class, 

where he spends 248 pages chronicling how, for most of the 19th and 20th centuries, the liberal 

class served as a defense against the worst excesses of capitalist power.  However, the pillars of 

the liberal class, which include the press, well-funded public universities, the labour movement, 

third political parties, civic and church groups, public broadcasting, culture, and a liberal wing of 

the Democratic Party, has, over the last 40 years, been corrupted and collapsed as an effective 

counter weight to the assault of corporate power or the ‘corporate state’.  As Hedges argues, at 

best many of these democratic institutions only exist in name and at worst they serve as props in 

the illusion of democracy.  Thus, in the absence and proper functioning of liberal institutions 

such as higher learning, the needs of the poor, the minority, the working class and the middle 

class no longer receive representation.  As he argues, this attack on the liberal class has, in 

essence, given rise to the pernicious political configuration of neoliberalism which has become 

the default ideology of all political parties and liberal institutions.  Hedges (2010) writes: 

Liberal institutions were created to make the world a better place.  They were 
designed to give a voice to those who are shunted aside, abused, and ignored by 
the larger society.  Throughout their history, they have promised to protect the 
common good, educate, and fight injustice.  These institutions, when they function, 
keep alive qualities that defy the raw greed of unchecked capitalism.  I am a product 
of these liberal institutions, in particular the church, the university – where I spent 
eight years, as an undergraduate and graduate student – and the media.  I was, 
while a working journalist, a member of a labor union.  The sermons preached from 
my father’s pulpit, the study of literature, history, theology, the classics, and moral 
philosophy in college and graduate school, gave me a language to make sense of 
the world and define my place in it.  I was journalism that permitted me to roam 
the world for two decades, every new foreign assignment the equivalent of another 
undergraduate degree.  The language I speak, the cultural literacy I possess, the 
grasp I have of political and economic systems, would not have been possible 
without these liberal institutions.  I defied them in the end, but I am also deeply 
indebted to them.  My anger is not directed against these institutions so much as 
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those within them that failed when we needed their voices.  These liberal principles 
were egregiously betrayed to protect careers, to preserve access to the powerful.  
Liberals conceded too much to the power elite.  The tragedy of the liberal class and 
the institutions it controls is that it succumbed to opportunism and finally fear.  It 
abrogated its moral code.  It did not defy corporate abuse when it had the chance.  
It exiled those within in its ranks who did.  And the defanging of the liberal class not 
only removed all barriers to neofeudalism and corporate abuse but also ensured 
that the liberal class, in its turn, be swept aside (pp. 138-139). 

 
Consequently, this section reveals that much of our historical trends were not (as argued by 

neoliberal evangelists) the result of some natural economic law brought about by the inevitable 

forces of technological advancement and globalization.  Here, as I have argued in this section,  

our PSE systems (as ideological constructive agents) have, especially over the last several 

decades, been used to not only prescribe, normalize and maintain a neoliberal economic 

structure that enfranchises and empowers a minority at the expense of the majority; but more 

disturbingly, this same reductive, unconscious and anti-collectivist education is now a source of 

our deteriorating democracies and unsustainable way of life that now threatens all species on 

the plant.  As pointed out earlier, soon after World War II and up until the 1980s, our Western 

systems subscribed to a capitalistic ideology in which Keynesian economics allowed space (while 

not always perfect) for a vision and practice of education that nurtured collectivism or socialism.  

During this time, as Lovat and Smith argue, a collectivist ideology was both concerned about the 

individual and also “concerned about the welfare of others and the world in which we live” (p. 

220).  However, in stark contrast to this position, the neoliberal socio-economic agenda: 

became one of anti-collectivism (Lawton, 1988).  This ideology was not concerned 
with overcoming advantage of lack of access and participation.  It was founded on 
the belief that disadvantages, while not desirable, is nonetheless acceptable: the 
interest was not the collective good so much as the advancement of the individual 
based on the capacity-to-pay within a free market context (cf. Crump, 1993) (p. 
223).   
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Subsequently, as Blyth (2016) aptly summarizes:  

The conflict between capitalism and democracy, and the compromises the two 
systems have struck with each other over time, has shaped our contemporary 
political and economic world. In the three decades that followed World War II, 
democracy set the rules, taming markets with the establishment of protective labor 
laws, restrictive financial regulations, and expanded welfare systems. But in the 
1970s, a globalized, deregulated capitalism, unconstrained by national borders, 
began to push back. Today, capital markets and capitalists set the rules that 
democratic governments must follow. 
 
But the dominance of capital has now provoked a backlash. As inequality has 
widened and real wages for the majority of people have stagnated—all while 
governments have bailed out wealthy institutions at the first sign of trouble—
populations have become less willing to accept the so-called costs of adjustment 
as their lot. A “double movement,” in the words of the Hungarian historian Karl 
Polanyi, occurs in such moments as these, when those who feel most victimized by 
markets reclaim the powers of the state to protect them. The rise of Bernie Sanders 
and Donald Trump in the United States is a product of this reaction, as is the 
strengthening of populist parties in Europe (para. 2-3). 

Section 1.3: The Corporatized PSE Threat to Democracy, Education and Whole Person Graduate 
(From Transformative Possibilities to Transactional Ends) 

As I have argued thus far, social and liberal ideals accompanied by learning for social 

change have, over the last several decades, eroded if not disappeared due to neoliberal policy 

agendas taking advantage of global social and economic crises (whether real or imagined).  Here, 

liberal institutions, such as colleges and universities, that once sought the social justice aims of 

education, have now, as Jarvis (2004) argues, “become the ‘hand maiden of industry’ (Kerr et al., 

1973) and that educational providers are restructuring their provision to meet this new demand” 

(p. 315). Subsequently, Lorenz (2012) argues that neoliberal policies, characterized by a 

combination of free market rhetoric and intensive managerial control, have ushered in across 

the globe a philosophy and practice of human resources management technique called New 

Public Management (NPM).  NPM was developed in the US and UK in the 1980s and has since 
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travelled and thoroughly infected worldwide not only our PSE systems but has also become 

firmly embedded across the public sectors (Hearn & Brown, 2016).  NPM is described as 

advocating: 

the idea that where service provision in the public sector cannot be privatized, it 
should be modernized and made to run efficiently on the model of the private 
sector.  NPM explicitly rejects the view that public service might be qualitatively 
different from the provision of other kinds of goods and services, and assumes that 
public services – universities, schools, health care systems – are all essentially the 
same and operate the same way.  Under NPM, citizens become customers while 
politicians or public servants become (ostensibly non-ideological driven) 
technocrats, whose job is simply to measure and control operations so as to make 
them as efficient as possible.  A focus on achievable short-term goals; the 
imposition of league tables; audits and accountability mechanisms; the 
disaggregation of jobs into component parts; and the perpetual search for new 
revenue streams and efficiencies also characterizes NPM (Lorenz, 2012, pp. 601-
602). 
 

Another characteristic of NPM is seen in the increasing rise of precarious and part-time work for 

professional academics while, at the same time, offering substantial pay rises and the expansion 

of full-time college and university administrative managers.  For example, in the Ontario college 

context, MacKay (2014) writes: 

With less money flowing in, college management has been relying heavily on less-
expensive part-time faculty, while also increasing class sizes.  In the 15 year period 
from 1988-89 to 2004-2005, full-time student enrollment in the college increased 
53 per cent, while the number of full-time faculty decreased by 22 per cent.  The 
decrease in full-time professors, counselors, and librarians means that two thirds 
of college faculty are now part-time…While full time faculty have become scarce 
within the system, the number of full-time administrators has been rapidly 
expanding. Between 1995-1996 and 2011-12, the number of college administrative 
staff increased by 55 per cent.  This increase in administration reflects sweeping 
institutional transformations that occurred in the face of privatization and 
increased competition.  Under the Harris government, college recruitment 
strategies changed.  Originally the CAATs recruited students from their regional 
catchment areas, and thus each institution had a defined territory from which to 
draw students.  Under the Harris Conservatives, the catchment areas were 
abolished, and colleges and universities were encouraged to compete for students 
in a province-wide, deregulated “educational marketplace.”  In keeping with Harris 
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government’s neoliberal ideology, other changes were made that increased the 
competitive nature of the post-secondary education environment (p. 13). 

 
This administrative expansion is also found in the university sector, as Harden (2017) writes: 
 

From 2000-2001 to 2012-2013 the University of Saskatchewan saw student 
enrollment increase by 10.9 per cent and faculty positions by 11.6 per cent while 
upper administration ballooned by 70 per cent.  In 1986 the University of Guelph 
had one president, two vice-presidents and four hundred trades, maintenance and 
service workers; in 2016 the university has one president, 11 vice-presidents, and 
2016 trades, maintenance and service workers.  From 2011 to 2015 Memorial 
University of Newfoundland (MUN) saw a one per cent increase in students, a 4 per 
cent decrease in faculty and a 13 per cent increase in senior management positions 
(pp. 9-10). 

 
In essence, these trends, ushered in by NPM, deteriorate the learning environment in many 

respects.  For example, more funding is directed toward management jobs and salaries rather 

than improving the conditions for learning and teaching.  Also, and deeply related to the first, 

NPM deteriorates the collegial relationship between faculty and administration.  This is because 

management often seeks quantity in enrollment while faculty seek quality in learning.  As 

Mackay (2014) observes, since the 1980s, management in colleges has continued to neglect 

faculty participation in academic decision-making.  Subsequently, this “dysfunctional relationship 

between college faculty and administration” has been among the many issues that are currently 

affecting the quality of education in Ontario’s colleges (p. 12).   Finally, as Bregman (2016) 

argues, while the position of administrators or managers has ballooned over the last 30 years, 

they have actually hindered rather than helped our productivity and wealth as a nation.  He 

references the research of Kleinknecht, Nasstepad & Storm (2006) and argues that these 

“studies show that countries with more managers are actually less productive and innovative” (p. 

144).    
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In this increasing corporate bureaucratic context, Jarvis (2004) argues that “the market 

has no place for welfare or moral concern and so the ethos of many educational institutions is 

undergoing rapid change” (p. 315).  According to Bregman (2016), this results in an academia 

“where everybody is too busy writing to read, too busy publishing to debate”, and where the 

situation of our 21st century colleges and universities “resembles nothing so much as a factory, 

as do our hospitals, schools, and TV networks.  What counts as achieving targets.  Whether it’s 

the growth of the economy, audience shares, publications – slowly but surely quality is being 

replaced by quantity” (p. 22). As such, PSE institutions, and education in general, are increasingly 

viewed as being “less concerned with developing the well-rounded liberally educated person and 

more concerned with developing the skills required for a person to become an economically 

productive member of society” (Hursh, 2005, p. 3).  In the context of learning, John Biggs a 

professor of education at the University of New South Wales in Australia who has also held chairs 

in education in the United Kingdom, Hong Kong and Canada, writes: 

The longer most undergraduate students…stay in [college], the less deep and more 
surface-oriented they tend to become, and the more their understanding is 
assessment related.  The tendency is almost universal…Learning tends to become 
institutionalized (pp. 34-35). 

 
 In a word, these trends reveal that neoliberal policies such as NPM run in stark misalignment 

with much of Canada’s PSE egalitarian and democratic values and history.    

The Corporate PSE’s Threat to Democracy 
 

What happens when neoliberal policies and practices stunt our ability to deliver holistic 

education in which personal, professional and public transformation might be realized?  

According to Westheimer (2010), perhaps the greatest concern about such changes has been 

seen in faculty and administrators who are “concerned that students are learning more about 
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how to please authority and secure jobs than how to develop democratic convictions and stand 

up for them” (p. 12). Westheimer (2010) argues that every nation wants its educational 

institutions to prepare students for active participation in the workforce, however:  

what would be different about teaching in a Canadian classroom than in a 
classroom in a country governed by a one-ruling-party dictatorship?  Most of us 
would like to believe that schools in a democratic nation would foster the skills and 
dispositions needed to participate fully in democratic life; namely the ability to 
think critically and carefully about social policies, cultural assumptions and, 
especially, relations to power (p. 12).  

 
Consequently, many critics argue that the consequences of an increasingly market vision of 

education not only deprives us of ethical and meaningful learning for generations to come but 

also degrades the central values that help maintain our democracies (Hursh, 2005; Giroux, 2006; 

Hedges, 2010, 2019a; Lorenz, 2012).  This is again starkly captured by Westheimer (2010), who 

writes 

Three developments stemming from the pursuit of a corporate model of education 
pose threats not only to the historic ideal of a liberal democratic education but also 
to the future of democratic thinking itself. They are the elimination of critical 
thinking and a culture of criticism; the weakening of intellectual independence and 
democratic faculty governance; and the promotion of a meritocracy myth that 
drives the work of graduate students, junior and senior faculty alike. The first two 
erode democratic thinking by curbing the habits of mind and heart that enable 
democracy to flourish – what John Dewey called the “associated experience(s)” 
essential to democratic life. The last – the meritocracy myth – attacks the heart of 
these associated experiences by diminishing the power of the community to 
nurture collective meaning and worth (p. 9). 

 
Consequently, these trends are not only alarming but are contrary to the historical and often 

egalitarian purposes of PSE in Canada and elsewhere.  As noted in the earlier section, this is 

because institutions of higher learning in Canada have long been concerned with improving the 

lives of individual learners but also, and perhaps more importantly, advocating for ideological 

critique and a more equitable and democratic society (Carusetta & Cranton, 2009; Plumb, 2009).  
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In other words, colleges and universities in Canada have long been guided by the imperative, and 

funded (albeit not always fulfilled), to create knowledge and foster personal, professional and 

public transformation.  Yet, in the last several decades, what we have witnessed is an 

unprecedented erosion if not abandonment of personal and public transformation (Plumb, 

2009).  For example, in the Ontario (Canada) community college context, MacKay (2014) writes 

that the 1965 founding legislation mandate of the College of Applied Arts and Technology (CAAT) 

was to provide: 

access to post-secondary education for groups who wouldn’t normally attend 
university due to socio-economic barriers.  The mandate also closely linked each 
college with its surrounding community, and ensured that colleges would be 
responsive to local educational, job training, and community development needs.  
Community colleges were structured around a progressive vison that reflected 
government and social priorities of the time and saw education as a tool for 
promoting social justice and social change.  However, as public institutions, the 
CAATs have been subject to shifts in government priorities in the years since their 
founding.  As governments in the 1980s and 1990s embraced a neoliberal ideology, 
a competing vision of the colleges emerged.  This new vision emphasized corporate 
organization, privatization, entrepreneurship, and inter-institutional competition.  
On today’s college and university campuses, the two visions are locked in conflict.  
At stake is whether post-secondary education continue to fulfill a progressive 
mandate centered on education as a tool for social justice and change, or whether 
it succumbs to a neoliberal agenda driven by government austerity and private 
interest (pp. 20-21).   

 
Lorenz (2012) also warns that our systems of higher education that continue toward the path of 

New Public Management practices (inspired by neoliberal policy) will not only continue to 

dismantle the very nature of authentic learning and professional practice but also destroy the 

balance of public and private institutions that maintain a healthy democracy.  He writes: 

On closer consideration, therefore, NPM itself turns out to be the problem in higher 
education not the solution.  This conclusion should come as no surprise because 
NPM is the neoliberal recipe for minimizing the public sector and maximizing the 
market sector without considering the fundamental difference between the public 
and private sectors or their complementary relationship.  NPM in this respect bears 
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a clear resemblance to state Communism.  Both Communism and NPM are blind to 
the interdependence and complementary of public and private domains, in both 
cases with disastrous consequences (p. 614).    

 
There are several other disconcerting examples in which neoliberalism seems to be 

threatening Canadian democracy. As it relates to politically apathy and disengagement, we are 

hearing much more young people make comments such as: “I don’t vote because I don’t trust 

politicians and it doesn’t matter who you vote for; they’re all the same”; or “voting doesn’t make 

a difference since no real change ever takes place anyway”.  As Westheimer (2010) argued 

above, we should not be surprised with such comments when neoliberalism has pushed the 

value/importance of personal and public transformation out of the curriculum; where we 

(governments, teachers and PSE institutions alike) continue to sell our students short on the 

political accruement and “skills and dispositions needed to participate fully in democratic life; 

namely the ability to think critically and carefully about social policies, cultural assumptions and, 

especially relations to power” (p. 12).  In other words, our education systems have failed to 

combat ignorance and illuminate the public on personal development (sense of agency and 

power to create change) and importance of public life and social justice issues (often tied to 

holding truth to power).  In fact, since confederation we have never experienced a consecutive 

period as long as we have over the last four decades in which voter turnout has remained below 

the historic Canadian average at 70.6 percent.  In other words, after 1980’s (when neoliberal 

anti-collective and market principles began to take control of our governments and democratic 

institutions such as PSE) voter turn-out has not only reached the lowest (58.8 percent in 2008) in 

history but it has remained consistently and significantly below the Canadian historic average.  
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Moreover, as Brownlee (2016) argues, the trend of ballooning student debt over the last few 

decades by neoliberal government policies has resulted in political and public pacification.  For 

example, the overall cost of undergraduate tuition since 1991-92 has grown from an average of 

$1, 706 to $6, 191 in 2015-16, an increase of 263%.  This has amounted to students requiring a 

Canada student loan and so now graduating with an average debt of over $28, 000.  In addition 

to increasing tuition costs, at the national9 level, government subsidies for PSE in 1979 made up 

84 per cent of operating revenues; however, by 2009, this figure had dropped to 58%. This debt 

dependence, according to Brownlee (2016): 

also permeates our broader political culture.  As more and more students are 
forced to deal with the debt “time bombs” that await them after graduation, they 
are less and less likely to participate in social activism.  In this way, I see debt 
dependence as serving a disciplining and individualizing function.  It is contributing 
to the creation of a fragmented society where individuals are focused on individual 
concerns and less likely to engage in collective struggles.  I have no doubt this 
impact is also understood by governments – and their private sector partners – 
who control the policy-making process (p. 4). 
 

Brownlee’s concerns have been affirmed by a recent report published by the Canadian Index of 

Wellbeing (CIW) (2016): 

A thriving democracy relies on trust, confidence, and participation in our 
institutions.  We are seeing real challenges in those areas, even though voter 
turnout has increased in recent years and younger voter are increasingly engaged.  
The Democratic Engagement domain rose by 15% from 1994 to 2008, but collapsed 
until 2011 when it began to return to previous levels.  Overall, Canadians seem 
ambivalent about their democracy.  By 2014, barely one-third expressed 
confidence in federal Parliament – down by 14% since 2003.  Fewer people are 
satisfied with the way democracy is working in Canada – down 5% since 2008.  
Fewer than 2% of Canadians volunteer for political or advocacy organizations.  The 
ratio of registered to eligible voters is down.  Despite gender equity in the current 
Cabinet, women remain significantly under-represented in Parliament.  If we are to 
see real change in the country, Canadians need to feel that their voices and 

                                                
9 According to Ontario Confederation of University Faculty Association, in Ontario (2015), “For the first time ever, tuition fee revenue has 
exceeded public operating funding for Ontario’s PSE system.  Tuition fees now account for almost 51 per cent of the university operating budgets 
across the province” (p. 9).   
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participation matter in the democratic process, and in more ways than just voting 
(pp. 6-7). 

 
Subsequently, Hedges (2010), like Westheimer above, argues these trends should not be 

surprising, especially when liberal institutions, such as colleges and universities, fall under the 

spell and control of neoliberal principles: they in effect abrogate and distort their basic belief 

systems and can no longer counter unfettered capitalism, the national security state, 

globalization and staggering inequality.  As Hedges argues, today’s liberal governments and 

institutions that traditionally stood up for social justice ideals have instead surrendered their 

moral authority and become allies and champions for a system that betrays these democratic 

liberal values.  This, according to Hedges, results in cynicism, apathy and anger among the 

working and middle class that no longer can see any substance to the disingenuous rhetoric of 

liberal governments and accompanying institutions.  In other words, despite the rhetoric and 

promises coming from either PSE institutions or governments to improve opportunities for 

education, employment and healthcare, the vocation opportunities, learning quality and health 

and wellbeing of most Canadians over the last several decades have worsened. Yet, at the same 

time, GDP numbers continue to grow in record numbers and the ballooning wealth continues to 

surge upward for the few in the economic elite.   

As Hedges (2010) tells us, this is because, irrespective of the political ‘brand’ now 

governing our state or province, neoliberalism has become the default policy play book now 

guiding both the right and left political divide.  As Bregman (2016) affirms, today our “Politics has 

been watered down to problem management.  Voters swing back and forth not because the 

parities are so different, but because it’s barely possible to tell them apart, and what now 

separates right from left is a percentage point or two on the income tax rate.” (p. 22).  This 
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indifference, according to Hedges (2010), is manifested in many people today expressing 

ideologies of distrust, cynicism and detestation toward ‘elitist’ democratic institutions and the 

values of a liberal democracy.  In effect, the disappearance of the liberal class and institutions of 

higher learning that once sincerely sought an egalitarian society and served the common good, 

have disappeared and created a power vacuum where political opportunists employ proto-

fascist, anti-collectivist and ‘fear of the other’ rhetoric to secure votes for elections – where 

continued fear, polarization, alienation and oppression are more than likely to intensify.   Hedges 

(2010) writes: 

The disease of the liberal class is the specious, supposedly “professional” insistence 
on objectivity.  Before the rise of commercial news-papers, journals and opinion 
existed to influence public sentiment via arguments – not to stultify readers with 
list of facts.  Our oldest universities were formed to train minsters and inculcate 
into students the primacy of the common good.  Labor unions had a vision of an 
egalitarian society that understood the inevitability of class struggle. Artist from 
Mark Twain to Jon Steinbeck sought not only to explain social, political, economic, 
and cultural reality, but also to use this understanding to fight for a social order 
based on justice.  Movements that defied the power elite often started and 
sustained these liberal institutions, which were created as instruments of reform.  
One by one, these institutions succumbed to the temptation of money, the jargon 
of patriotism, belief in the need for permanent war, fear of internal and external 
enemies, and distrust of radicals, who once kept the liberal class honest.  And when 
it was over, the liberal class had nothing to say (p. 139). 

 
Subsequently, as contemporary political theorist Sheldon Wolin (2008) warns, neoliberalism has 

paved the way and fused economic with political power, thus debasing democracy at its roots.  

Thus, he argues the United States (and arguably other liberal democracies such as Canada) are 

increasingly living in era of what he calls ‘managed democracies’ (or put otherwise, illiberal 

democracy).  This, he argues, has manifested into a political system of what he calls corporate 

totalitarianism (or inverted totalitarianism).  As Wolin (2008) tells us, in an inverted totalitarian 
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context no national institutions such as government, media and higher education can accurately 

be described as democratic.  According to Mentan (2013) managed democracy is defined as: 

governmental system that includes widespread voter franchise and competitive 
elections. But, the elections are managed so that no matter what candidate(s) are 
elected, the elites win. The role of citizens in government is to choose between two 
pre-selected candidates, neither of whom will represent the people’s interests and 
both of whom will represent the elites’ interests and both of whom will represent 
solely the corporate elites’ interests. The main feature of such as system is political 
theatre (p. ix). 

 
Subsequently, this managed democracy creates an inverted totalitarian state in which: 
 

Classical totalitarianism is the model of Hitler or Mussolini. In this case, an all-
powerful government led by a charismatic leader that partners with business 
interests in a security state. Inverted totalitarianism is a similar marriage of 
government and business, but the measures employed to maintain this 
relationship are more subtle. It is the coming of age of corporate power, 
maintained through a security state working in tandem with corporate propaganda 
that permeates influential institutions such as the media, education, popular 
culture and evangelical religion (Mentan, 2013, p. xi). 

 
Thus, Wolin argues, as an ideology, inverted totalitarianism deviates from conventional 

totalitarianism in the following manner.  At its core, it is driven by “cost-effectiveness” 

rather than “master race” (e.g. Nazi Germany).  In the context of economics, “In Nazi 

Germany, the state dominated the economic actors whereas inverted totalitarianism 

corporations though lobbying, political contributions and the revolving door dominate 

the United States, with the government acting as the servant of large corporations” 

(Wolin, 2008, p. 51).  Yet, astonishingly, and as Wolin argues, this kind of corporate 

patronage, “is considered “normal” rather than corrupt” (p. 140).  As it relates to 

nationalism, “While Nazi Germany and Fascist Italy were nationalistic, inverted 

totalitarianism is a global superpower based on global exchange of jobs, culture and 

commodities” (p. 50). Here, with regards to social policy, “While the Nazism made life 
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uncertain for the wealthy and privileged and had a social policy for the working class, 

inverted totalitarianism exploits the poor by reducing health and social programs and 

weakening working conditions” (p. 239).  As Hedges and Sacco (2012), citing Wolin’s 

2008 work make a case, the United States and (even other Western liberal democracies 

such as Canada) have or are fast moving toward an inverted totalitarian political era in 

which:  

the sophisticated technologies of corporate control, intimidation, and mass 
manipulation, which far surpass those employed by previous totalitarian states, are 
effectively masked by glitter, noise, and abundance of a consumer society. Political 
participation and civil liberties are gradually surrendered. Corporations, hiding 
behind this smokescreen, devour us from the inside out. They have no allegiance 
to the country (p. 238). 

 
More specifically, an inverted totalitarian political structure uses both education and much 

subtler and technologically advanced tools to maintain the status quo.  As pointed above, some 

of these tools include: 

Propaganda and major media outlets that hide the real news about conditions at 
home and our activities around the world behind distractions…Another tool is to 
create insecurity in the population so that people are unwilling to speak out and 
take risks for fear of losing their jobs…Changes in college education also silence 
dissent…Adjunct professor…are less willing to teach topics that are viewed as 
controversial.  This, combined with massive student debt, are tools to silence the 
student population, once the center of transformative action (Zeese & Flowers, 
2013, para. 42).  
 

The Corporate PSEs Deterioration of Learning and Teaching 
 

So, what are some of the other consequences when institutions of higher learning 

abandon their personal and social transformative qualities?  According to MacKay (2014), 

a market vison of education has led to: 

decreased government funding, the casualization of the academic workforce, the 
expansion of on-line learning, reliance on private service providers, and the erosion 
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of academic freedom.  The effects in turn had an impact on students, manifested 
in skyrocketing tuition fees, a crushing student debt burden, increased class sizes, 
decreased services, and lower-quality education (p. 21).  

 
Furthermore, in such corporatized environments, Brownlee (2015) argues that “Teaching has not 

just fallen on the list of priorities, it has been pushed there by conscious resource allocation” (p. 

19).  Other diminishing qualities of PSE include: the imposition of increasing technologized 

labour-saving teaching devices in the classrooms; an emphasis on monetizable research 

outcomes; the standardization of courses and teaching modules; the reduction of tenure and 

growing reliance on underpaid and underemployed contingent faculty; the pursuit of alternative 

revenue streams of any and all kinds; the imposition of disciplinary budget models; the 

mechanisms of audit and control in the form of narrow research and learning outcome metrics 

(Hearn & Brown, 2016, p. 3).  In a sense, colleges and universities today operate more like 

certification factories or diploma mills (Brownlee, 2015; Lorenz, 2011; Westheimer, 2010) rather 

than places where teachers are exposed, understand and apply the most up to date pedagogical 

practices involving the full dimensions of learning: the intellectual, the social, the embodied, the 

moral, the spiritual, the emotional, and the intuitive (Cranton & Taylor, 2012; Merriam & 

Bierema, 2014; Smith & Lovat, 2003); and where students are provided opportunities to learn 

holistically (Smith, 2010) as well as to examine critically their assumptions and views of 

themselves, their subjects, their contexts, and the world in general (Mezirow, Taylor & 

Associates, 2009; Taylor & Cranton, 2012).  For example, in the spring of 2008, the Higher 

Education Quality Council of Ontario (Canada) invited leading experts in education, along with 

faculty, educational developers and senior administrators, to ‘take stock’ of the research on 

teaching and learning in higher education and to explore the implications of key findings.  The 
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experts concluded that while much research evidence has been collected over the years about 

effective approaches to student learning:  

much of our current teaching practice in higher education is a practice of 
convenience for administrators, faculty and students alike, to the extent that 
efficiency and credentialism are primary considerations.  As far as learning 
effectiveness is concerned, however, such practice is decidedly inconvenient, as 
traditional pedagogical approaches fall short of their potential for transformational 
learning or learning that lasts (Hughes & Mighty, 2008, p. 3). 

 
This trend, according to Abbott (1999), is especially disconcerting when “there is more material 

now about the nature of human learning and its importance to individuals, to society at large 

and to the economy than at any previous time” (p. 1).  Abbott’s concern is justified by Hughes 

and Mighty (2010) who argue that while extraordinary research advances have occurred in our 

understanding of knowledge, learning and teaching in PSE, remarkably the “impact of 

educational research on faculty-teaching practices and the student learning experiences has 

been negligible” (Hughes & Mighty, 2010, p. 4).  Beyond these examples, it has been reported 

that PSE students in Canada and across North America are underperforming in virtually every 

area of learning, including basic and more complex forms of learning such as teamwork, 

communications, critical thinking and analytical reasoning (Arum & Roksa, 2011; Evers, Rush & 

Berdrow, 1998; Christensen Hughes & Mighty, 2010; Grayson, Cote, Chen, Kenedy & Roberts, 

2019; Weingarten, Brumwell, Chatoor and Hudak, 2018).  In fact, this void in ‘learning 

effectiveness or learning transference’ is increasingly being called out by students, employers 

and institutional bodies alike. For example, a 2015 McKinsey & Company report found that while 

83 per cent of Canadian education providers feel that graduates are adequately prepared for the 

workforce, only 44 percent of students and 34 percent of employers feel the same way.  

Moreover, a 2015 World Economic Forum report found that Canada’s PSE system is failing to 
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keep pace with other countries in equipping citizens with the skills needed to advance the 

domestic economy and remain globally competitive.  The report suggests that a decline in both 

enrollment and faculty training (which the research reveals leads to poorer learning outcomes) 

are the reasons for the downward trend in Canada’s performance in higher education.  Among 

the 148 economies assessed in the report, Canada’s higher education ranking has dramatically 

dropped from eighth in 2010 to 16th place in 2014 and now to 18th place in 2015 (World 

Economic Forum, 2015).  The reason for this decline in enrollment could easily be tied to both 

increasing and unaffordable tuition costs and the likelihood that most students will not receive 

an adequate return on their PSE investment.   

Again, in this spirit of irony, a utilitarian NPM culture also works against the most updated 

and exemplary nature of teaching and curriculum design practices.  This has been explicitly 

verified in a recent study on faculty development, published in 2015 by the Higher Education 

Quality Council of Ontario, where the authors argue that: 

Thus, academics graduate the UTC Program only to find that Ontario’s 
postsecondary system works against their effort to teach, design courses and 
assess students appropriately, as noted in the focus groups and open-ended 
comments identifying barriers in departmental and institutional culture, which are 
consistent with other higher educational research on teaching culture (Kustra et 
al., 2014) and with the characteristics identified by Biggs.  These “distorted 
priorities” are to some extent the consequence of university corporatization “which 
illustrates misalignment at its starkest (Biggs, 2001, p. 235) (Potter, Kustra, 
Ackerson & Prada, 2015, p. 56). 

 
In this culture, faculty are systematically marginalized from academic decision making.  This is 

because “decisions about quality, academic standards and student success are being made with 

more weight given to budgetary imperatives, rather than educational outcomes” (Mackay, 2014, 

pg. 2).  In this context, where learning is predominantly utilitarian, Illeris (2015) warns: 
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The main outcomes of this seem to be a sweeping tendency to reduce learning to 
what is measured. Teachers and instructors are de-motivated and a stressed and 
dejected environment is developed. Thus, in relation to learning, the competition 
states and their educational policies make the fundamental error of assuming a 
kind of automatism between education and learning and an identity and between 
what is taught and what is learned. Hence, the many educational reforms of the 
competition states tend to produce insufficient learning, especially in the human 
and social dimensions, and an increasing number of drop-outs and students who 
do not meet the current needs of society (p. 39).  

The Corporatized PSE’s Stunting of the Whole Person Graduate  
 

So what kind of graduates does a vision of education focused on utility rather than 

transformation possibility produce?  Here, Palmer offers a bleak yet honest observation: 

Of course, many college graduates go on to do socially constructive, occasionally 
noble, and sometimes heroic things with their lives.  But when I look at the 
malfeasance of well-educated leaders in business and finance, in health care and 
education, in politics and religion, I see too many people whose expert knowledge 
– and the power that comes with it – has not joined to a professional ethic, a sense 
of communal responsibility, or even simple compassion (Palmer Foreword in 
Barbezat & Bush, 2014, p. vii). 

 
Instead of personal compassion, professional ethic and a public responsibility, the movement 

toward market vision of education distorts the priorities of students and their value for learning.  

Here, Palmer cautions that a post-secondary education that places economic utility as its 

principal aim and traditional pedagogical practices, such as objectivism (an epistemology rooted 

in a false conception of science that insists on a wall of separation between the knower and 

known) as its model of pedagogy (knowing, teaching and learning), not only stifles the very 

nature of deep and meaningful learning but also “creates an ethical gap between the educated 

person and a world that is inevitably impacted by his or her actions, a failure to embrace the fact 

that one is a moral actor with communal responsibilities” (Palmer foreword in Barbezat & Bush, 

2014, p. viii).  Despite years of research (Al-Ghazali, 1951; Alavi, 2007; Campbell, 2008; Lovat, 
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1998) affirming the moral and ethical dimensions of learning and teaching, our current system is 

unable or unwilling to support this essential responsibility (Jarvis, 2004). Instead, students have 

become increasingly motivated by high salary jobs and credentialing rather than gaining a 

learning experience that will nurture their sense of values, purpose, meaning and contribution to 

the common good (Jarvis, 2004). As Hedges (2009) aptly describes it:  

The myopic and narrow vision of life as an accumulation of money and power, 
promoted at the turn of the century by rapacious capitalist such as Carnegie or 
Cane, has become education’s dominant ideology.  We have, as Steven Brint points 
out, displaced the “social-trustee professional” by the “expert professional.”  The 
old social trustee professional came out of the humanities.  He or she valued 
collegial organization, learning, and the volunteerism of public service.  The new 
class of expert professional have been trained to focus on narrow, specialized 
knowledge independent of social ideas or conceptions of the common good.  A 
doctor, lawyer, or engineer may become wealthy, but the real meaning of their 
work is that they sustain health, justice, good governance, or safety.  The flight from 
the humanities has become a flight from conscience.  It has created an elite class 
of experts who seldom look beyond their task and disciplines to put what they do 
in a wider, social context.  And by absenting themselves from the moral and social 
questions raised by the humanities, they have opted to serve a corporate structure 
that has destroyed the culture around them (pp. 110-111).  

 
The flight from conscience and moral awakening as observed by both Palmer and Hedges is also 

echoed by Summerlee and Christensen Hughes (2010) citing Christensen Hughes and McCabe 

(2006) in the first comprehensive study of cheating in Canadian institutions.  According to the 

study: 

first year university students were presented with a list of 24 questionable 
behaviours and asked whether they had demonstrated such behaviours during high 
school.  Almost all of the listed behaviours (21/24) were reported by 10 percent or 
more of the student respondents.  Sample behaviours and the percentage of 
students indicating they had engaged in each included: getting questions and 
answers from someone who already had taken a test (73 percent); fabricating or 
falsifying lab data (50 percent); receiving unpermitted help on an assignment (45 
percent); helping someone else cheat on a test (41 percent); fabricating or falsifying 
a bibliography (30 percent); using unpermitted crib notes during a test (30 
percent); turning in work done by someone else (22 percent); copying material 
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almost word for word from a written source and turning it in as your own work (20 
percent); writing or providing a paper for another student (15 percent) altering a 
graded test to try to get additional credit (10 percent); and turning in a paper 
obtained in large part from a paper “mill” or website (9 percent) (Christensen 
Hughes and McCabe, 2006, 13).   

Suggesting the existence of some high-school environments or cultures in 
which there is little perceived risk of engaging in these behaviours: “only 12 percent 
[of students] agreed or strongly agreed that students who cheated during high 
school would be embarrassed to tell their friends they had done so; only 13 percent 
thought it likely or very likely that a student would report an incident of cheating; 
only 14 percent agreed that students who cheated would likely to be caught; and 
less than half (43 percent) agreed that students who were caught cheating would 
be given significant penalties for having done so”(8) (pp. 250-251). 

 
In a neoliberal pedagogical culture, learning amounts to accumulation of grades (even if that 

means cheating) and collecting credentials (even if that means the student has not really learned 

anything).  This trend becomes deeply concerning when you consider that many of these 

graduates will likely be future teachers entrusted with our children, future engineers entrusted 

with our bridges, future doctors entrusted with our health care, future business executives 

entrusted with our finances and future politicians entrusted with our democracy.  Given these 

findings, it is no wonder that Heuser (2007, p. 294) argues that the global proliferation of fraud 

and corruption inside and outside of higher education systems could be generally attributed to 

the poor job that colleges and universities are doing in ‘adopting and exercising moral 

imaginations’.  Beyond our moral and social responsibility, Dreyer and Kouzmin (2009) write: 

to subject the educational spirit and ethos to the economic imperative is a cognitive 
distortion and undermines any concept of a knowledge society or a learning nation. 
Learning then becomes more akin to indoctrination on how to act efficiently and 
effectively in accordance with the prescribed set of beliefs. Creativity and 
innovation become very utilitarian (p. 10).  
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It is clear that beyond these examples, our PSE system is failing our students on a multitude of 

levels.  For example, Brownlee (2015) argues that our neoliberal government policies are doing a 

disservice to our PSE system and students in other ways.  For example:   

Research has shown that rising tuition and debt levels are blocking access to higher 
education for unprivileged families (Coelli, 2005, 2009; Neill, 2009).  Students with 
high debt levels are also more likely to take on paid employment with adverse 
academic effects (Callender, 2008; Cote and Allahar, 2007; Motte and Schwartz, 
2009), more likely to complete their studies at a slower pace (Ekos, 2006), less likely 
to graduate or pursue further education (Maritime Provinces Higher Education 
Commission, 2007; Prairie Research Associates, 2007 Williams, 2012), and less 
likely to consider employment or training in public service occupations (Chernomas 
and Black, 2004; Field, 2009; Tannock, 2006) (p. 3). 

 
In a sense, these issues are all related and either create new problems for students or 

exacerbate existing ones.  For example, over the last several decades we have witnessed a spike 

in mental health issues experienced by PSE students.  In a 2016 Ontario National College Health 

Assessment study of over 25,168 students reported that, within the last 12 months: 61.45% felt 

hopelessness, 89.2% felt overwhelmed, 87.8% felt exhausted, 67.8% felt very lonely, 74.6% felt 

very sad, 46.1% felt depressed, 65.4% felt overwhelming anxiety, 48.9% felt overwhelming 

anger, 46% felt more than average stress, 13.7% felt seriously considered suicide, 2.2% 

attempted suicide, 9.3% experienced self-injury.  Also, when asked which of the following has 

been traumatic or very difficult over the last 12 months: 59% reported academics, 34.7% 

reported career-related issue, 40.1% reported finances, and 37.9% reported sleep difficulties.   

In reference to Brownlee’s last point about career options, a neoliberal culture has also 

dramatically shifted student employment aspirations.  For example, Galt (2010) writes “student 

expectations have changed dramatically, with scholarship taking a back seat to careerism” (para. 

1).  In particular, when university applicants were asked what the motivation was for them to 
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attend PSE, “99 percent of them chose either ‘career preparation’ or ‘career advancement’ as 

one of their reasons – 75% noted actually learning something as a motivating factor” (Galt, 2010, 

para. 9).   This is further explored by Bregman (2016) who argues that neoliberalism has, in the 

last three decades, shifted student education enrollment toward “wealth shifting or destroying” 

jobs rather than “wealth creating” jobs.  He writes: 

A study conducted at Harvard found that Reagan-era cuts sparked a mass career 
switch among the country’s brightest minds, from teachers and engineers to 
bankers and accountants.  Whereas in 1970 twice as many male Harvard grads 
were still opting for a life devoted to research over banking, 20 years later the 
balance flipped, with one and half times as many alumni employed in finance.  The 
upshot is that we’ve all gotten poorer.  For every dollar a bank earns, an estimated 
equivalent of 60 cents is destroyed elsewhere in the economic chain.  Conversely, 
for every dollar a researcher earns, a value of at least $5 – and often much more – 
is pumped back into the economy.  Higher taxes for top earners would serve, in 
Harvard speak, “to reallocate talented individuals from professions that cause 
negative externalities to those that cause positive externalities.”  In plain English: 
Higher taxes would get more people to do work that’s useful (pp. 146-147, bold 
italics added). 

 
Yet, despite this economic analysis, the banking sector continues to grow as part of our economy 

from less than 5 per cent in the 1970s to now over 40% (Bregman, 2016).  According to Bregman 

(2016), over the last several decades our shift from an industrial to service economy has created 

an explosion of service related jobs.  On the one hand, jobs in healthcare, education, fire 

services, and the police “you’ll find lots of people who go home every day knowing despite their 

modest paycheck, they’ve made the world a better place” (p.144).  Yet, on the other hand, there 

is a growing number of jobs (such as high frequency traders in the banking sector, and 

administrators in our public service systems) where you will find people who can earn a great 

deal of money without creating anything of value.  He argues, while sometimes these jobs can 
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help contribute to our wealth and help grease the process, mostly they simply reshuffle wealth 

and even destroy it.  Bregman (2016) writes:  

much like the number of managers in the developed world, which has grown the 
last 30 years without making us a dime richer.  On the contrary, studies show that 
countries with more managers are actually less productive and innovative.  In a 
survey of 12, 000 professionals by the Harvard Business Review, half said they felt 
their job had no “meaning and significance,” and an equal number were unable to 
relate to their company’s mission.  Another recent poll revealed that as many as 
37% of British workers think they have a bullshit job (p. 144). 

 
These trends reveal the increasingly dysfunctional and paradoxical nature of a neoliberal 

economy.  As Bregman observes, the very people who produce negative contributions (such as 

bankers), and create financial chaos for the whole of society, are then the very first people who 

are bailed out by governments and receive colossal bonuses for these destructive actions.  These, 

according to Bregman, are deeply concerning trends in which a number of people can earn large 

sums of money without adding anything of tangible value to society.  He calls this the paradox of 

progress, when:   

Bizarrely, it’s precisely the jobs that shift money around – creating next to nothing 
of tangible value – that net the best salaries.  It’s fascinating, paradoxical state of 
affairs.  How it is possible that all those agents of prosperity – the teachers, the 
police officers, the nurses – are paid so poorly, while the unimportant, 
superfluous, and even destructive shifters do so well? (p. 137). 
 

In a sense, we have created a society in which we are incentivizing and recognizing the very jobs 

and fields that make our lives worse off.  We have created an education ecosystem in which 

professional learning amounts to institutionalized selfishness and instrumental means of grade, 

credit, credential and wealth accumulation. Here, our education systems are unable to nurture 

the importance of values, meaning, purpose, health, relationships, community and concern for 

our democratic and sustainably environmental ways of life.  Sadly, these trends are consistent 
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with scores of other studies that show that learning for its own sake, as a way to ask the broad 

moral and social questions, or learning toward meaningful and worthwhile work has given way 

to business or profit maximization.  Here, as I have argued above, today’s graduates are not only 

unconsciously shepherded into meaningless jobs that simply ‘shift or destroy’ our personal and 

collective wealth, but they are drowning in culture of selfishness, inequality and greed that is fast 

destroying our personal, social and environmental wellbeing.   

Section 1.4: The “Neoliberal Promise & Dream” Four Decades Later 

According to MacKay (2014), in 1984, Brian Mulroney’s Progressive Conservative federal 

government was the first in Canada to embrace neoliberal ideologies and then follow with 

federal funding cuts to health, education and social services.  Then, in 1995, Mike Harris, the 

newly elected Ontario Conservative Government leader, employed a series of sweeping 

neoliberal reforms under the title “The Common Sense Revolution” (MacKay, 2014).  According 

to Harvey (2005), these neoliberal polices were championed as “a theory of political economic 

practices that proposes that human well-being can best be advanced by liberating individual 

entrepreneurial freedoms and skills within an institutional framework characterized by strong 

private property rights, free markets, and free trade” (p. 2).  

A Failing Grade: Evaluating Neoliberal Promises & Policies on Health, Wellbeing & Prosperity 
 
 So, nearly four decades later what have been the consequences of Harris’s neoliberal 

“Common Sense Revolution?”  According to MacKay (2014):  

Proponents of neoliberalism argue for the supremacy of markets in all aspects of 
social and economic activity, and seek to minimize the role of the state in providing 
public goods and services, in redistributing wealth, and in regulating economic 
activity. In relation to public services like education, healthcare and social services, 
neoliberal advocates favour privatization, deregulation, and reduced funding 
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support. Funding cuts are in turn directly tied to tax cuts on the wealthy and on 
corporations. As neoliberal governments radically reduce their revenue streams, 
they simultaneously manufacture a crisis in public service funding. The economic 
rationale given for tax cuts is to stimulate investment in the real economy via job 
creation, expanded production, and innovation.39 In practice, neoliberal policies 
have led to sharp declines in taxes and government revenues, and sharp increases 
in income inequality (p. 13).  

 
For example, for more than 10 years, the Canadian Index of Wellbeing (CIW), based at the 

University of Waterloo, has provided comprehensive analyses on how we are really doing in the 

areas of our lives that matter most. Rather than measuring Gross Domestic Product (GDP), which 

is solely based on economic productivity, the CIW takes a systems approach and identifies eight 

key domains as the presence of the highest possible quality of life in its full breadth of 

expression.  These eight wellbeing measurements include, but are not necessarily exclusive to: 

good living standards, robust health, a sustainable environment, vital communities, an educated 

populace, balanced time use, high levels of democratic participation, and access to and 

participation in leisure and culture.  According to the latest 2016 CIW report: 

The single-minded pursuit of economic growth has largely defined public policy in 
Canada over the past several decades. Yet, while Canada can boast being one of 
the most prosperous countries in the world and having avoided the worst of the 
economic impacts of the 2008 recession, we cannot boast that the wellbeing of 
Canadians has kept pace (p. 8).   

 
In other words, when GDP has doubled since the 1980s and we have produced extraordinary 

wealth as a nation, this wealth has not trickled down to the homes of most Canadians.  The 

report further reveals:  

The gap between economic growth and wellbeing is widening…There is a feeling 
that all is not well in Canada. But it’s more than a feeling; it’s a fact. When we 
compare trends in the wellbeing of Canadians to economic growth in the period 
from 1994 to 2014, the gap between GDP and our wellbeing is massive and it’s 
growing. When Canadians go to bed at night, they are not worried about GDP. They 
are worried about stringing together enough hours of part-time jobs, rising tuition 
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fees, and affordable housing. They are thinking about the last time they got 
together with friends or the next time they can take a vacation. Maybe that’s why 
we are getting less sleep than 21 years ago. 

 
As this CIW report reveals and Bregman (2016) affirms, the measure of GDP is no longer an 

adequate nor authentic way in we can judge our personal flourishment nor the status of our 

prosperity as nations.  He writes:  

To calculate the GDP, numerous data points have to be linked together and 
hundreds of wholly subjective choices made regarding what to count and what to 
ignore. In spite of this methodology, the GDP is never presented as anything less 
than hard science, whose fractional vacillations can make the difference between 
re- election and political annihilation. Yet this apparent precision is an illusion. The 
GDP is not a clearly defined object just waiting around to be “measured.” To 
measure GDP is to seek to measure an idea. 
 
A great idea, admittedly. There’s no denying that GDP came in very handy during 
wartime, when the enemy was at the gates and a country’s very existence hinged 
on production, on churning out as many tanks, planes, bombs, and grenades as 
possible. During wartime, it’s perfectly reasonable to borrow from the future. 
During wartime, it makes sense to pollute the environment and go into debt. It can 
even be preferable to neglect your family, put your children to work on a 
production line, sacrifice your freetime, and forget everything that makes life worth 
living. Indeed, during wartime, there’s no metric quite as useful as the GDP. 
 
The point, of course, is that the war is over. Our standard of progress was conceived 
for a different era with different problems. Our statistics no longer capture the 
shape of our economy. And this has consequences. Every era needs its own figures. 
In the 18th century, they concerned the size of the harvest. In the 19th century, 
the radius of the rail network, the number of factories, and the volume of coal 
mining. And in the 20th, industrial mass production within the boundaries of the 
nation-state. 
 
But today it’s no longer possible to express our prosperity in simple dollars, pounds, 
or euros. From healthcare to education, from journalism to finance, we’re all still 
fixated on “efficiency” and “gains,” as though society were nothing but one big 
production line. But it’s precisely in a service-based economy that simple 
quantitative targets fail. “The gross national product [...] measures everything [...] 
except that which makes life worthwhile,” said Robert Kennedy.25…It’s time for a 
new set of figures (pp. 164-165). 
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Given these disconcerting trends, it is clear that our current neoliberal economic order in which 

governments use outmoded quantitative measures such as GDP in attempts to justify exploitive 

and democratically debilitating taxing policies (often serving corporations and the one percent) 

can no longer rationally and morally remain the status quo.   

Inequality Created by an Unfair & Undemocratic Taxation System  
 

Here, as the CIW report on rising and thriving GDP numbers reveal, it is not the scarcity of 

money and resources that is at the heart of our issues, but rather how the money and resources 

are redistributed through our taxation policies and political system.   This is captured by 

Brookfield and Holst (2013) who observe: 

We do not live in a world of scarcity.  Humanity produces more food than we can 
eat, and yet we have growing hunger around the world.   In the United States, there 
is enough housing for everyone, and yet we have growing homelessness.  When we 
look at all the basic necessities, we find the same thing.  We produce more than 
enough of all of them, yet we have growing poverty and polarization.  This is a 
problem then of distribution based on ability to pay rather than distribution based 
on need.  It is a problem of production not in terms of a lack of production, but only 
in terms of who controls the production and distribution process and whether or 
not these processes are environmentally sustainable (p. 139).  

 
In fact, this widening gap between an extreme rich minority taking far more than needed at the 

expense of the struggling majority is captured in a recent 2020 OXFAM report on inequality and 

global health.  According to this report the “gap between the super-rich and the rest of the world 

remains unimaginably huge6” (Lawson, Parvez Butt, Harvey, Sarosi, Coffey, Piaget & Julie 

Thekkudan, 2020, p. 10).  More specifically, the report summary reveals:  

• In 2019, the world’s billionaires, only 2,153 people, have more wealth than 
4.6 billion people. 

• The 22 richest men have more wealth than all the women in Africa. 
• The world’s richest 1% have more than twice as much wealth as 6.9 billion 

people. 
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• If you saved $10,000 a day since the building of the pyramids in Egypt you 
would have one-fifth the average fortune of the 5 richest billionaires. 

• If everyone were to sit on their wealth piled up in $100 bills, most of humanity 
would be sitting on the floor. A middle-class person in a rich country would be 
sitting at the height of a chair. The world’s two richest men would be sitting in 
outer space. 

• The monetary value of women’s unpaid care work globally for women aged 15 
and over is at least $10.8 trillion annually – three times the size of the world’s 
tech industry. 

• Taxing an additional 0.5% of the wealth of the richest 1% over the next 10 
years is equal to investments needed to create 117 million jobs in education, 
health and elderly care and other sectors, and to close care deficits (Lawson et 
al., 2020, p. 10). 
 

As the humanitarian, Mahatma Gandhi, once said, “The world has enough for everyone’s need, 

but not enough for everyone’s greed” (Balch, 2013, para. 1).  Here, Meyerson (2013) provides a 

dramatic visual that truly captures how wealth distribution has shifted in starkly imbalance ways 

over the last half century (especially since 1979 when neoliberal principles were first enacted in 

the United States and then shortly after in Canada and many other Western democracies).  The 

image below shows that, from 1947 to 1979, American workers brought home most of the 

wealth they produced.  Yet, since 1979, Americans have steadily and radically lost that right, so 

that today, most Americans are getting just a fraction of the wealth they produce. 

According to Bregman (2016), one of the primary reasons for such a dramatic 

shift in global wealth redistribution since the late 1970s is how the neoliberal 

economic order (which replaced Keynesian economics) allows the 1 percent to avoid 

paying their fair share of taxes. In a recent speech delivered at the World Economic 

Forum held in Davos Switzerland, Bregman (2019) surprised many with the following 

insightful and compelling comments:   

This is my first time at Davos, and I find it quite a bewildering experience to be 
honest.  I mean 15,000 private jets have flown in here to hear Sir David 
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Attenborough speak about, you know, how we're wrecking the planet. And, I mean, 
I hear people talking the language or participation and justice and equality and 
transparency, but then, I mean, almost no one raises the real issue of tax avoidance 
right? And of the rich just not paying their fair share. I mean, it feels like I'm at a 
firefighters conference and no one's allowed to speak about water, right? There 
was only one panel hidden away in the media centre that was actually about tax 
avoidance. I was one of the 15 participants. Something needs to change here. I 
mean, 10 years ago, the World Economic Forum asked the question, what must 
industry do to prevent a broad social backlash?  The answer is actually very simple: 
just stop talking about philanthropy, and start talking about taxes, taxes, taxes.  We 
need - just two days ago there was a billionaire in here, what's his name? Michael 
Dell. And he asked a question like, name me one country where a top marginal tax 
rate of 70 per cent has actually worked? And, you know, I'm a historian - the United 
States, that's where it has actually worked, in the 1950s during Republican 
President Eisenhower, you know, the war veteran. The top marginal tax rate in the 
US was 91 per cent for people like Michael Dell. You know the top estate tax for 
people like Michael Dell was more than 70 per cent. I mean, this is not rocket 
science. I mean, we can talk for a very long time about all these stupid philanthropy 
schemes. We can invite Bono once more. But, come on, we've got to be talking 
about taxes. That's it. Taxes, taxes, taxes. All the rest is bullshit in my opinion (n/p). 

 
Subsequently, Bregman argues that in “places such as Davos, philanthropy is being 

used as a way to distract people from simply immoral things that are going on at the 

same time” (Sales, 2019, para. 14).  However, he argues:  

What we have there are billionaires with totally corrupt business models. They're 
not paying their workers a living wage, they're avoiding their taxes, they're polluting 
the environment.  And then to distract from all that, they say, 'Oh, I've got a nice 
plan for some education for girls in Uganda', or whatever. I'm not against 
philanthropy, I mean, by all means come up with all those wonderful plans. But pay 
your taxes first.  With taxes we buy civilisation and it's simply a prerequisite for a 
well-governed society (Sales, 2019, para. 15). 

 
More specifically, Bregman builds a strong case in his 2016 book, Utopia for Realist, that the 

countries with the strongest welfare state, the strongest systems of social support and higher 

levels of taxation are also the places where you will the lowest inequality and social ills.  As he 

puts it, we need to dispel the myth that higher taxes curtail the free market and limit economic 

growth.  Instead, he argues: 
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If you look at the golden age of capitalism, between the '50s and the beginning of 
the '70s, what you see around the developed world is we have much higher taxes," 
he said. A higher top marginal tax rate for the very rich, for the millionaires and the 
billionaires. We had higher taxes on inheritances, and we had higher taxes on 
wealth as well. What I was advocating In Davos was simply lower taxes for the lower 
classes and the middle classes, the people who actually do the real, valuable work, 
and higher taxes on the rich. This is what we had in the past and in those times we 
had much higher rates of economic growth and much more technological 
innovation (Sales, 2019, para. 20). 

 
Consequently, Bregman argues that there are many polices that can transcend our 

current zero sum and partisan policy divide.  Instead, he asserts:  

The actual evidence shows that there are a lot of win-win policies out there. That if 
you eradicate poverty, that healthcare costs go down, crime goes down, kids 
perform much better in school. Every dollar you invest, you get a return of three or 
four dollars.  Even if you don’t have a heart, at least you have a wallet, right? I think 
that’s very important to emphasize, it’s also what I’ve tried to do in Davos, is to 
emphasize that it’s not really about partisanships, these are really bipartisan ideas. 
I don’t think we’re at a point where this is about left versus right, but it’s more 
about plutocracy versus democracy (Nakhlawi, 2019, para. 11-12). 

 
In fact, Bregman’s insight about tax avoidance is affirmed by Leonhardt (2019) who in using 

newly released data from Saez and Zucman (2019)10, argues: “For the first time on record, the 

400 wealthiest Americans last year paid a lower total tax rate – spanning federal, state and local 

taxes – than any other income group” (para. 3).  Moreover, he tells us, “the overall tax rate on 

the richest 400 households last year was only 23 percent, meaning that their combined tax 

payments equaled less than one quarter of their total income” (para. 4); however, and in 

comparison, “the overall rate was 70 percent in 1950 and 47 percent in 1980” (para. 4).  Drawing 

upon Saez and Zucman’s study, he argues that the history and story of American taxes 

demonstrate a “struggle between people who want to tax the rich and those who want to 

                                                
10 Leonhardt (2019) uses the data from Saez and Zucman (2019) in their soon to be published book titled, The Triumph of Injustice: How the Rich 
Dodge Taxes and How to Make them Pay. 
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protect the fortunes of the rich” (para. 11).  As he puts it, this battle began as early as the 17th 

century, when Northern US colonies held more progressive tax systems (even better than 

Europe) and by contrast Southern colonies were hostile to taxation and that plantation owners 

who owned slaves worked very hard to “keep tax rates low and tax collection ineffective” (para. 

12).  However, as Leonhardt points out: 

By the middle of the 20th century, the high-tax advocates had prevailed. The United 
States had arguably the world’s most progressive tax code, with a top income-tax 
rate of 91 percent and a corporate tax rate above 50 percent.  
 
But the second half of the 20th century was mostly a victory for the low-tax side. 
Companies found ways to take more deductions and dodge taxes. Politicians cut 
every tax that fell heavily on the wealthy: high-end income taxes, investment taxes, 
the estate tax and the corporate tax. The justification for doing so was usually that 
the economy as a whole would benefit.  
 
The justification turned out to be wrong. The wealthy, and only the wealthy, have 
done fantastically well over the last several decades. G.D.P. growth has been 
disappointing, and middle-class income growth even worse.  
 
The American economy just doesn’t function very well when tax rates on the rich 
are low and inequality is sky high. It was true in the lead-up to the Great Depression, 
and it’s been true recently. Which means that raising high-end taxes isn’t about 
punishing the rich (who, by the way, will still be rich). It’s about creating an 
economy that works better for the vast majority of Americans (para. 13-16).  

 
Here, in the Canadian context, Macdonald (2018) provides statistical analysis showing that since 

1999 there has been a concentration of wealth favouring the 1% of Canadians at the expense of 

the bottom 90%.  More specifically, his report reveals:  

Canada’s wealthiest 87 families now have 4,448 times more wealth than the 
average Canadian family, and they collectively own the same amount as the lowest-
earning 12 million Canadians. At present, the wealthiest 87 families have a net 
worth of $259 billion, which is about what everyone in Newfoundland and 
Labrador, Prince Edward Island and New Brunswick collectively owns ($269 
billion)…Wealth is clearly accumulating at the very top, where it is needed the least.  
While one might think that our public policy framework works to curb the negative 
consequences of wealth inequities, in general Canada’s tax system is set up to 
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encourage concentration of wealth at the very top. Canada taxes income from 
wealth (capital gains and dividends) at lower rates than income from wages. 
Canada also tolerates “aggressive” accounting (tax avoidance), such as the abuse 
of private corporations and tax havens, and has no taxes on inheritance, gifts or 
estates — in contrast to all other G7 countries. Municipal property taxes, which 
some consider a form of wealth tax, tend to hit middle-income Canadians harder 
than wealthier families, and are therefore not a helpful means of reducing the 
wealth gap. 
 Canada could remedy this situation with tax reforms aimed at reducing 
inequality, leveling the playing field for the kids from middle and low income 
families, and discovering a new revenue sources for important social programs and 
supports. Instituting a 45% estate tax on estates values over 5 million, in line with 
the rest of the G7, would add $2 billion to federal revenue. Eliminating the 50% tax 
break for capital gains and 25% tax break on dividends would raise $11 billion and 
$5 billion annually while almost exclusively targeting Canada’s highest earners (pp. 
4-5).   
 

Yet, despite these insightful, empirical and common-sense ideas on the link between fair 

taxation and a healthy and more democratic society, neoliberal advocates continue to pitch and 

get away with the mythical ideas about the value of tax cuts (especially for the rich) in generating 

employment, prosperity and wealth for all.  For example, in the Canadian context, MacKay 

(2014) writes:  

A significant policy change at the federal level has involved personal income taxes, 
which in the neoliberal era have been changed from a progressive system (in which 
the wealthy pay a higher proportional share of income in tax) to a regressive system 
(in which the wealthy pay an equal or lesser proportion of tax in relation to lower 
income groups).41 In 1948, the highest marginal income tax rate in Canada (on 
incomes of $250,000 and higher) was 80%. Today the highest marginal income tax 
rate, for incomes over 126,000, is 42.9%.42 As a result of these changes, today 
middle income Canadians have the highest tax burden as proportion of income.43 
Under neoliberal governments similar cuts have been made to corporate taxes. In 
1960 the federal corporate tax rate was 41%, and by 2012 it had been slashed to 
15%.44 Today Canada’s corporate tax rate is the lowest in the G8 and 11th lowest 
among the 30 country Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 
(OECD).45(p. 13) 

 
Moreover, there is a stark disconnect between what neoliberal policies are often advertised or 

intended to do, and what actually takes place in reality.  As Mackay points out:  
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In contrast to the idea that lower corporate taxes would lead to more investment, 
research shows that it has instead led corporations to hoard cash. As of 2012, cash 
reserves for Canadian corporations were valued at $567 billion.46 Contrary to 
neoliberal orthodoxy, during the period when corporate taxes were being steadily 
cut, investment in the real economy (as a percentage of GDP) has fluctuated, but 
experienced an overall decline.47 This decline has also occurred in Ontario, where 
lowered corporate taxes have been accompanied by declines in economic 
investment.49 (p. 13). 

 
And who really benefits in the end? 
 

…levels of corporate tax in Canada and Ontario are now half what they used to be 
in 1960. In addition, the highest marginal income tax rate has experienced a similar 
decline of 42%.49 Canada now has among the lowest percentage of tax revenues as 
percentage of GDP in the OECD, and lags far behind countries like Norway, Sweden, 
Germany, and Denmark in terms of the United Nations Inequality Adjusted Human 
Development Index.50 As a result of tax cuts, over the past 15 years, federal tax 
revenue as a percentage of GDP has declined 4%, which amounts to approximately 
$80 billion per year in lost revenue.51 This has meant less money for funding public 
services and public infrastructure. Another result of tax cuts is that income 
inequality has been steadily rising. After declining from 1946 to 1977, the income 
share of the top 1% is once more 14%, and in 2009, 3.8% of Canadian households 
owned 67% of all wealth.52 (MacKay, 2014, p. 14). 

 
Consequently, in a response to these unhealthy trends nurtured by governments around the 

planet, a recent OXFAM (2020) report urged government to heed the following 

recommendation:    

Extreme wealth is a sign of a failing economic system.51 Governments must take 
steps to radically reduce the gap between the rich and the rest of society and 
prioritize the wellbeing of all citizens over unsustainable growth and profit, to avoid 
a world that caters only to a privileged few and consigns millions of people to 
poverty. Governments must take bold and decisive steps by taxing wealth and high 
incomes and cracking down on loopholes and the inadequate global tax rules that 
allow rich corporations and individuals to escape their tax responsibilities (p. 19).  
 

The Sinister & Democratically Destabilizing Side Effects of Inequality  
 

Subsequently, Bregman (2016) argues, not only has our current neoliberal 

economic order paved the ways for an extreme ballooning of income inequality since the 
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1970s; but also, the research suggest, “Whether you look at the incidence of 

depression, burnout, drug abuse, high dropout rates, obesity, unhappy childhoods, 

low election turnout, or social and political distrust, the evidence points to the same 

culprit every time: inequality” (p. 108).   

In fact, this question of inequality and lack of wealth redistribution carries many 

other harmful outcomes.   First, it has been linked to the rise of authoritarian leaders 

gaining political popularity around the globe. For example, as Ferris (2017) points out, a 

recent London School of Business study by Kakkar and Sivanathan suggests that, 

“Economic hardship creates feelings of powerlessness that draw people toward 

dominant, authoritarian leaders” (para. 1).  More specially, Ferris writes that Kakkar and 

Sivanthan’s data from the World Values Survey:  

have identified one of the major psychological reasons behind the rise of populist, 
authoritarian leaders around the world.  They say threat of economic uncertainty 
leads people to prefer leaders whom they see as decisive, authoritative and 
dominant, even if they are morally questionable, over other types of leaders who 
might be more respected, knowledgeable and admired. 
 
“When faced with a milieu of uncertainty and the resulting psychological lack of 
control,” the researchers wrote in their study, “individuals favor a 
dominant/authoritarian leader who, they believe, has the capability to brave 
unfavorable winds and increase their future chances of success.” (para. 2-3) 
 

Subsequently, in his interview with Kakkar, Ferris writes, “the higher the economic uncertainty,” 

Kakkar told CNBC, “the more they wanted a dominant leader, and the less they wanted a 

prestige leader.”; thus, he argues, “People engage in all sorts of compensatory strategies to 

vicariously get that sense of personal control,” (para. 20).  In fact, this alarming trend to elect 

authoritarian leaders is captured by Mounk and Foa (2016) in a study published in the Journal of 

Democracy.  These two researchers analyzed historical data on attitudes toward government 
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that spans among generations across the globe.  The result from their stunning in-depth analysis 

reveals that we are now living in a time in which a growing number of younger people in 

democratic countries – especially those born after 1980 – see no value or importance in having a 

democracy; are less politically active and engaged than previous generations; and are 

increasingly open to being ruled by strongman autocrats or military juntas. Subsequently, they 

write:  

What we find is deeply concerning. Citizens in a number of supposedly consolidated 
democracies in North America and Western Europe have not only grown more 
critical of their political leaders. Rather, they have also become more cynical about 
the value of democracy as a political system, less hopeful that anything they do 
might influence public policy, and more willing to express support for authoritarian 
alternatives. The crisis of democratic legitimacy extends across a much wider set of 
indicators than previously appreciated11 (p. 7). 

 
Thus, as an OXFAM report recently confirms, this trend is deeply ominous since:   

 
The reality is that most world leaders are still pursuing policy agendas that drive 
greater gaps between the haves and the have nots.54 Leaders like President Trump 
in the USA and President Bolsonaro in Brazil are exemplars of this trend, offering 
regressive policy menus like tax cuts for billionaires,55 obstructing measures to 
tackle the climate emergency or turbocharging racism,56 sexism57 and hatred of 
minorities.58 (p. 20). 
 

 A second disturbing symptom of inequality around the globe comes in the form of 

insecurity and rise of domestic and international terrorism.  As Wheatley (2007) asserts: 

the best strategy for immobilizing terrorist networks is not to kill their leaders, 
but to defuse the sources of their anger and stop inciting them further. Many 
network analysts arrive at a similar conclusion—we can only win the war on 
terror by eliminating the causes of rage. As long as our actions provoke their 

                                                
11 Another interesting finding in Mounk and Foa’s research worth pointing is that the rise and openness to nondemocratic alternatives is not just 
represented in citizens who are young but also those who are rich. They write, “whereas two decades ago affluent citizens were much more likely 
than people of lower income groups to defend democratic institutions, the wealthy are now moderately more likely than others to favor a strong 
leader who can ignore democratic institutions” (p. 13).  Subsequently, they write: “While support for military rule among the young and the 
wealthy may seem like an aberration, their embrace of nondemocratic practices and institutions should not come as a surprise. If we widen the 
historical lens, we see that, with the exception of a brief period in the late twentieth century, democracy has usually been associated with 
redistributive demands by the poor and therefore regarded with skepticism by elites. The newfound aversion to democratic institutions among 
rich citizens in the West may be no more than a return to the historical norm.6” (p. 14).   
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anger, we can expect more terrorists, more extreme attacks, and the 
continuing destabilization of the world by a small group of people. Barabási 
states: “If we ever want to win the war, our only hope is to tackle the underlying 
social, economic, and political roots that fuel the network’s growth. We must 
help eliminate the need and desire…to form links to terrorist organizations by 
offering them a chance to belong to more constructive and meaningful webs” 
(2002, p. 224) We might win small and discrete battles, we might break up 
different cell groups, but if we do nothing to eliminate their rage, people will 
continue to form these deadly networks and “the net war will never end” 
(Barabási, 2002, p. 224). 

Similar clarity pervades the work of military strategist and advisor 
Thomas Barnett, who links economic progress to national security. Barnett 
notes that one-third of humanity lives outside the global economy in “the Gap.” 
Their economic poverty has serious consequences because, since the end of 
the Cold War, “all the wars, and civil wars and genocide have occurred within 
the Gap” (2005, p. xii). To achieve true security, we must ensure that these 
populations benefit from economic advantages, thus “eradicating the 
disconnectedness that defines danger in the world today” (Barnett, 2005, p. xii) 
(pp. 64-65). 

 
Neoliberalism & Canadians Drowning in Debt 
 

Sadly, despite all of this overwhelming evidence, many governments (captured by 

myopic, pernicious and greedy neoliberal interests) continue to ignore and neglect the glaring 

and undeniable realities on the ground.  Instead, we continue to be disingenuously sold by both 

liberal or conservative governments (and their subsequent neoliberal policy agendas) that 

foregoing billions in revenues through cut taxes for the uber rich minority, and austerity for 

everyone else, is the only way forward for “good jobs, prosperity and happiness for all”. Yet, as 

the evidence in these last few sections reveal, what we have witnessed over these last four 

decades is the exact opposite trend.  As pointed out above, it seems that today’s neoliberal 

policies have created nothing but extreme inequality and insecurity leading to a diminishing state 

of social, political and environmental health.  Here, while a small group of millionaires and 

billionaires accumulate record profit and wealth, most Canadians and citizens around the planet 
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are left to carry the burden of uncertainty, insecurity, extraordinary debt, environmental 

degradation.   For example, as it relates to our personal and provincial debt in Ontario, Kershaw 

(2017) reports: 

When measured as a share of our economy, the Ontario provincial government 
debt is among the highest in the country, well above the average of all provinces 
combined.  It now equals approximately $22,500 per person in Ontario, which is up 
from around $14,000 in 2003.  Ontario has the third highest per capita provincial 
debt level in the country—and that debt is left primarily to younger generations to 
pay.  The provincial government’s approach to managing its fiscal-balance sheet 
and the economy has also imposed alarming amounts of personal debt on younger 
Ontarians.  Personal debt has risen by at least $19,000 since 1999 for the typical 
person under age 35, and nearly $50,000 for the typical 35–44 year old with no, or 
only modest gains, in net wealth.  In addition to high home costs, the rise in 
personal debt reflects uncontained costs for postsecondary, child care, etc. 
University undergraduate tuition has increased more in Ontario since 2003 than in 
any other province, and child care fees for toddlers are nearly 50 per cent higher 
than undergraduate university tuition (p. 4).   

 
As described throughout this chapter, these changes have resulted in a radical repurposing and 

reorganization of public institutions, such as our college and university systems.  As Brownlee 

(2015) argues: 

downloading the costs of higher education to students and their families is a 
political choice based on particular assumptions about public education and what 
constitutes a just society.  This is particularly evident when tax policies are taken 
into account.  In 2011, David MacDonald and Erika Shaker of the Canadian Centre 
for Policy Alternatives estimated that the total cost of rolling back undergraduate 
tuition rates in Ontario to their 1990 level – from $6, 500 to $2, 500 a year – would 
cost approximately $1.5 billion.  In contrast, the corporate tax cuts the province 
introduced in 2009 cost roughly $1.6 billion.  At the national level, Canadian federal 
governments chose to forgo approximately $48 billion in revenues through tax cuts 
during the 2000s, with much of it going to the pockets of Canada’s largest 
corporations.  Just 10 per cent of that money could have funded the elimination of 
tuition fees for all students currently enrolled in Canadian universities.  When you 
consider the far ranging impact of these policies, it is clear that governments are 
doing universities – and Canadians a disservice (p. 3) 
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This “disservice” pointed out by Brownlee has taken an enormous toll on the lives of Canadians.  

Among the 8 domains of the Canadian Index of health and wellbeing measured, the fall of living 

standards has led to one of the most damaging effects for most Canadians: 

Many dimensions of the living standards of Canadians worsened between 1994 and 
2014, especially following the recession in 2008.  Canadians experienced a 
widening of income inequalities, lower employment, much higher long-term 
unemployment, and lower security for both housing and food.  Even though there 
have been notably poverty reductions over the period and increases in the median 
income of economic families, arguably the poorest Canadians are much worse off 
as the income gap widens and they fall further behind. 
 
By failing to reduce income inequality, Canada is not using the skills and capabilities 
of its citizens to their fullest potential.  Income inequality weakens social cohesion, 
thereby contributing to greater social tensions, especially in terms of economic 
uncertainty.  Perhaps ever more importantly, higher levels of income inequality beg 
a moral question concerning fairness and equity, which are core Canadian values. 
 
We see the impact of falling Living Standards on other domains of wellbeing.  
Canadians’ overall health and mental health have declined, engagement in many 
leisure and cultural opportunities has fallen, provision of support to others in need 
has decreased, and time spent with friends has dropped.  These trends reflect the 
pervasive impact of the recession on many aspects of Canadians’ lives as they 
adjust to more difficult circumstances and face making more difficult choices (CIW, 
2016, pg. 46).   

 
Inequality & Literally “Dumbing” Down a Population  
 

While income inequality and bloating debt have expected challenges, there are a host of 

other issues that have potential to be even more damaging and remain hidden.  Perhaps one of 

the most troubling concerns our ability to think clearly and logically in the long term – in both 

personal and socially related contexts.  As our societies continue to spiral into debt and income 

inequality, we can increasingly inherit a “scarcity mindset” and become less able to respond to 

our long term personal and societal issues.  Ironically, and as noted above, this happens even 

though we live in a world where humanity produces more food and wealth than it can ever eat 
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or spend.  In this “scarcity mindset”, we are also more likely to fall victim to identity politics and 

the anti-collectivist rhetoric spewed by the same politicians who work against our very interest.   

In their empirical driven research, entitled Why Having Too Little Means So Much, Shafir 

and Mullainathan (2013) argue that the “scarcity mentality” is a natural human cognitive 

condition, often linked to concerns of too little time, money, friendship or food.  Their work 

suggests that “scarcity mentality” has some benefits, such as helping people manage their short-

term problems.  For example, people with low incomes in the short term have a tremendous 

ability to solve their immediate issues (e.g. acquiring food and shelter).  However, the drawback 

of the “scarcity mentality”, according to these two researchers, is seen in the accrual of far 

greater disadvantages than benefits when one cannot control their circumstance (e.g. a system 

that creates increasing inequality and ballooning debt).  According to Shafir and Mullainathan, 

scarcity narrows one’s focus or “mental bandwidth” where one’s immediate perceived or real 

shortage of needs compromises or obstructs one’s long-term decision making ability.  In other 

words, low income people make bad decisions (such as voting for politicians who work against 

their very interest) not because they are ‘stupid’ or lack rational and ethical capability but rather 

because they are living in a context or circumstance in which anyone in their position would 

make a similar choice.  Shafir and Mullainathan’s research suggests that people experiencing 

poverty are often riddled by a “scarcity mentality” and that this has the effect of lowering 

intelligence quotient (IQ) by 13 to 14 points, which they suggest is comparable to losing a night’s 

sleep or the debilitating effects of alcoholism.  In a personal interview with Bregman (2016), 

Shafir argues: 

However, money in itself is not enough; it’s also about the distribution.  “Scarcity is 
a relative concept,” says Shafir. “It can be based on a lack of income, but equally on 
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excessive expectations.”  It’s simply really: if you’d like to have more money, time, 
friends, or food, you’re more likely to experience a sense of scarcity.  And the things 
you want are determined to a large extent by what people around you have.  As 
Shafir says, “The growing inequality in the Western world is a major obstacle in this 
respect.”  If lots of people are buying the latest smartphone, then you want one, 
too.  As long as inequality continues to rise, the gross domestic mental bandwidth 
will continue to contract (p. 106, bold italics added). 

 
This last line is especially sobering, since I have argued throughout this chapter that neoliberal 

government policies or New Public Management PSE practices are guilty of creating these 

inequitable and “scarcity mindset” contexts.  Therefore, the more we continue allowing these 

policies and environments to eliminate good paying jobs in the public and private sector, 

produce ballooning student debt or persuade people that buying a new smart phone every six 

months, the greater the likelihood that we will see a narrowing of our “mental bandwidth” and 

accompanying poor choices that serve against our very interest as human beings – whether they 

are in our personal, our social or our environmental contexts.  

Section 1.5: A Time of Reform or Revolution? 

As I have argued for most of this chapter, since the 1980s, governments have focused on 

a very narrow and instrumental vision of education that continues to increasingly retard and 

neglect the holistic or five pillars of learning leading to personal, professional and public 

transformation.  In this section, I place my focus on how this reductive view of education 

(focusing primarily on professional or instrumental learning) is heading toward a technological 

advanced era in which receiving a college or university degree is increasingly becoming obsolete. 

Here, as much of this section points out, it seems that our current approaches to education and 

how we collectively function in society is simply beyond reform and in desperate need of 

revolution.  Thus, as pointed out earlier, neoliberal policies have created an environment in 
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which public subsidies for education are dramatically falling and PSE institutions are evolving into 

hybrid public/private institutions. Thus, in political era of lowering financial government support, 

many colleges and universities have not only lost sight of their personal, professional and public 

aspirational aims, but they have made corporate business practices such as revenue growth 

through higher tuition fees and increased enrollment a primary purpose.  Here, in their 

competitive and market-driven quest to recruit limited students, institutions of higher learning 

will often insinuate in their marketing campaigns that enrolling in a diploma or degree at their 

respective institutions will be a sure-fire way to vocation preparation and job attainment.  Thus, 

in Canada, it seems that a large number of prospective students who pay skyrocketing tuition 

fees (and as pointed out earlier, fall into extraordinary debt), have been sold the idea that 

garnering a college diploma or university degree is worth the investment that can lead to the 

‘well-paying dream job’.  Yet, as the research pointed out earlier, not only are our graduates not 

getting adequate and sufficient kinds of learning necessary to prepare them for 21st century 

work, but as pointed out below, the employment opportunities these graduates are expecting 

are fast disappearing due to artificial intelligence and automation.  Thus, we have to ask: how 

long can our current PSE system remain relevant and sustainable in an era in which an 

oversupplied and unprepared number of PSE graduates (spiraling into record high debt due to 

rising tuition fees) are now becoming gradually irrelevant; and due to advancements in 

automation are now competing for increasingly precarious, part-time and low paying work?    

An Arrival of Robots & the Era of Oversupplied, Underprepared & Underpaid PSE Students  
 

According to Statistics Canada, in 2014, almost two-thirds (or 65%) of Canadians between 

the ages of 25 to 64 had completed post-secondary education in the form of a college diploma 
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or university degree (Stats Can, 2016).  This places Canada at the top of OECD member nations 

with more adults attaining a post-secondary education credential than any other in the world.  

Initial impressions of this quantitative result might garner a sense of pride; however, that pride 

quickly diminishes when you consider three unsettling trends.  First, as argued for most of this 

chapter, many of these students are not getting the deep or transformative/integrative kinds of 

learning that will adequately prepare them for their personal and professional aspirations, nor 

are they equipped with the kind of learning that will allow them to morally, creatively and 

critically engage in a thriving democratic public way of life.  In fact, as Duffy (208) points out, 

many of today’s leading-edge corporations such as Apple, Google, and IBM are steadily 

questioning the relevance and ability of colleges and universities in providing the kinds of 

learning and graduates that will help them compete and thrive in the 21st century.  As Duffy 

(2018) tells us, a growing number of industry leaders are simply “eliminating the college degree 

as a minimum requirement for a new employee” (Duffy, 2018, para. 3).  In other words, these 

leading-edge companies are beginning to identify less value in a college diploma or university 

degree.  As Duffy points out: 

University of Ottawa professor Ross Finnie said the hiring approach taken by 
Shopify and other high tech firms should make post-secondary institutions examine 
themselves. 
 
“These are companies at the cutting edge of innovation and technology: They’re 
the spearhead of the knowledge economy,” said Finnie, director of the Education 
Policy Research Initiative, which seeks to inform policy discussions about education 
and the labour market. 
 
Finnie said the high tech hiring practices suggested universities were not equipping 
students with enough of the “new skills” that employers valued: teamwork, 
communication, problem-solving, flexibility (para. 13-15). 

 
In fact, Finnie’s analysis is affirmed in a 2015 McKinsey and Company study.  According to the 
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report, while 83 percent of Canadian education providers felt that their graduates were 

adequately prepared for the workforce, only 44 percent of students and 34 percent of 

employers felt the same way.  For example, Duffy (2018) quotes Cory Michalyshyn, the chief 

financial officer of Solink (a Canadian tech company), as saying:  

Credentials can be an aspect of a candidate’s experience, but we find that real-
world experience, motivation, personality and culture fit are more relevant and 
carry greater weight in our decision making. The concept of education is changing: 
A person can educate themselves on a huge array of technical skills. What can’t be 
learned in school is a person’s innate approach to teamwork, goals, critical thinking, 
problem solving and community participation (para. 9). 
 
Second, successive and exponential advances in technology and automation over the last 

few decades are dramatically reconfiguring if not replacing jobs once filled by people.  For 

example, researchers from Oxford estimate that, in the next 20 years, no less than 47 percent of 

all American jobs and 54 percent of all those in Europe are at a high risk of being automated or 

replaced by machines (Frey & Osborne, 2017).  In Canada, a report by the Brookfield Institute on 

how technological trends will affect the future of work predicts that 42 percent of current jobs in 

Canada are at a high risk of being either replaced or significantly reduced in nature because of 

automation (Lamb & Doyle, 2017).  This trend is further substantiated by Rotman (2013) who 

writes that two MIT researchers, Erik Brynjolfsson and Andew McAfee, have been arguing for the 

last several years that: 

impressive advances in computer technology—from improved industrial robotics 
to automated translation services—are largely behind the sluggish employment 
growth of the last 10 to 15 years. Even more ominous for workers, the MIT 
academics foresee dismal prospects for many types of jobs as these powerful new 
technologies are increasingly adopted not only in manufacturing, clerical, and retail 
work but in professions such as law, financial services, education, and medicine 
(para. 1). 
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As Bregman (2016) writes, Byrnjolfsson and McAfee’s research demonstrates that, “Over the 

course of the 20th century, productivity growth and job growth ran more or less parallel.  Man 

and machine marched along side by side.  Now, as we step out into a new century, the robots 

have suddenly picked up the pace” (p. 82)   What is striking about this global automation 

phenomenon (which began in the year 2000 and what economists at MIT call “the great 

decoupling”) is that, unlike technological trends before, when successive waves of automation 

were accompanied by relatively similar wage rises and worker opportunities, this time 

productivity “is at record levels, innovation has never been faster, and yet at the same time, we 

have a falling median income and we have fewer jobs.  People are falling behind because 

technology is advancing so fast and our skills and organizations aren’t keeping up.” (Rotman 

2013, para. 5).  Thus, as Harari (2017a) argues, today’s 21st century artificial intelligence and 

automation movement has created a much different struggle between the labour proletariat and 

business bourgeoisie:  Thus, he writes:   

With insights gleaned from early warning signs and test cases, scholars should 
strive to develop new socio-economic models. The old ones no longer hold. For 
example, twentieth-century socialism assumed that the working class was crucial 
to the economy, and socialist thinkers tried to teach the proletariat how to 
translate its immense economic power into political clout. In the twenty-first 
century, if the masses lose their economic value they might have to struggle against 
irrelevance rather than exploitation (para. 21). 

 
Subsequently, as Harari (2018b) argues elsewhere:   
 

All of this leads to one very important conclusion: The automation revolution will 
not consist of a single watershed event, after which the job market will settle into 
some new equilibrium. Rather, it will be a cascade of ever bigger disruptions. Old 
jobs will disappear and new jobs will emerge, but the new jobs will also rapidly 
change and vanish. People will need to retrain and reinvent themselves not just 
once, but many times. 
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Just as in the 20th century governments established massive education systems for 
young people, in the 21st century they will need to establish massive reeducation 
systems for adults. But will that be enough? Change is always stressful, and the 
hectic world of the early 21st century has produced a global epidemic of stress. As 
job volatility increases, will people be able to cope? By 2050, a useless class might 
emerge, the result not only of a shortage of jobs or a lack of relevant education but 
also of insufficient mental stamina to continue learning new skills (para. 20-21). 

 
The Diminishing Financial Return of a Diploma & Degree  
 

Consequently, it is in this of automation and AI revolution (that requires new socio-

economic and educational models) accompanied by an oversupplied and underqualified field of 

credentials now saturating Canada’s employment terrain, that students are also experiencing a 

labour market that is lower paying, part-time and precarious.  Here, we can turn to two studies 

reporting a trend in which college and university students are getting much less pay than their 

previous generations. The first comes from the Centre for the Study of Living Standards report, in 

which the authors tell us:   

Canadian labour is more productive than ever before, but there is a pervasive sense 
among Canadians that the living standards of the 'middle class' have been 
stagnating. Indeed, between 1976 and 2014, median real hourly earnings grew by 
only 0.09 per cent per year, compared to labour productivity growth of 1.12 per 
cent per year. We decompose this 1.03 percentage-point growth gap into four 
components: rising earnings inequality; changes in employer contributions to social 
insurance programs; rising relative prices for consumer goods, which reduces 
workers' purchasing power; and a decline in labour's share of aggregate income 
(Uguccioni, Sharpe and Murray, 2016, p. i). 

  
This was followed by another recent report by Thomas (2016), who found that the proportion of 

Canadians with a PSE diploma or degree who are low wage earners has increased over the past 

two decades.  Specifically, she notes that PSE certificate or diploma holders experienced a 10% 

increase in lower wages (from 23.4% in 1997, compared to 24.1% in 2014); Bachelor degree 

holders experienced a 20% increase in lower wages (from 14.7% in 1997, compared to 17.6% in 
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2014); and Masters or Doctoral degree holders experienced the most significant increase in 

lower wages at 60 percent (from 7.7% in 1997, compared to 12.4% in 2014).  Thomas (2016) 

argues that while “Increased educational attainment should be lowering the incidence of low 

wages over time.  This, however, is not showing up in the actual incidence of low wages”, instead 

the data “suggest that the demand for well-paying jobs has outpaced the supply” (p. 31).    

 So, what happens when, on the one hand, you have an oversupply of college and 

university graduates who are in significant debt due to skyrocketing tuition fees and are now 

increasingly competing for diminishing, lowing paying and precarious work, while, on other hand, 

you have a pernicious neoliberal globalized economy which unabatedly continues to create 

structures wherein opportunity and wealth concentrate to a few elites while neglecting the 

prospects and basic needs of the many?  According to Holst & Brookfield (2013), you end up with 

a world in which life is increasingly becoming economically, socially and politically polarized; they 

write:   

More and more people are finding themselves increasingly marginalized from the 
basic logic of capitalism where they work for a wage to buy things they need.  This 
marginalization manifest itself through less and less job security, the disappearance 
of the 30-35 year career in one job, more temporary and subcontracted work, more 
part-time work, and in the extreme, structural or permanent unemployment and 
homelessness.  We are witnessing then a polarization between a tiny sector of 
billionaires and a growing sector of the population that increasingly finds itself 
unable to make ends meet.  We have all heard the alarming statistics of the change 
in the proportions of CEO pay versus average worker pay, the astounding bonuses 
give to traders and brokers in the speculative or financial sector, or the fact that a 
little over half of the world’s population lives on less than two dollars a day.  In 
political economy, this is not a temporary state of affairs that some macroeconomic 
tweaking will repair, this is a historic process (pp. 137-138). 

 
In light of these trends, it seems that under our current neoliberal social and economic 

organization, life for Canadians, especially young Canadians has become more uncertain, difficult 
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and increasingly polarizing.  Consequently, Holst and Brookfield (2013), drawing on the work of 

Perry (2002) and Allman (1999), propose that these new trends in automation and micro-chip 

forms of production have created an era wherein we are moving from a dialectic or debate of 

reform to a debate of revolution.  Thus, they argue:  

A dialectic of reform is when the struggle is to better one’s position within a relation 
such as that of the labor movement.  A dialectic of revolution is when something 
new is added to the relation that allows for the relation to be overcome.  Nelson 
Perry (2002) argues that we are now moving into a period where a dialectic of 
revolution is emerging.  His participatory research practice within organizations 
among the most oppressed sectors of society demonstrates, in his opinion, that the 
new microchip-based technologies are a qualitatively new addition to the 
prevailing relations of production.  As we described in Chapter Seven, this makes 
reform struggles less winnable and revolutionary struggles for a qualitatively new 
relation more possible.  In the golden age of capitalism in the post-World War II 
period, technology allowed for the expansion of manufacturing-based production 
and employment, laying the foundation for the reform struggles of the trade union 
movement and the creation of a stable working class.  The new technologies 
replace labor in the production process creating a new growing disposed sector of 
society outside the prevailing relations and laying the foundation for a struggle for 
a new form of social and economic organization of society.  It is within this 
epistemological framework that we can begin to address the question as to 
whether there exist real chances for reform or revolutionary changes to become 
reality (pp. 185-86, bold italics added). 

 
With such revelations, it seems like just a matter of time, when government leaders, institutional 

administrators and faculty can no longer, with a straight face, tell their students that: if they 

enroll in a PSE program, receive mostly outdated and reductive instruction and learning, pay 

ever increasing tuition costs, fall into significant debt, and earn their diploma or degree, then, 

yes, they are likely to fulfill their personal, professional and public aspirations.  As Lorenz (2012) 

points out, this economic view of education increasingly resembles: 

The production and selling of diplomas by educational institutions under NPM 
conditions bears, on closer consideration, a worrying similarity to banks writing out 
uncovered checks (or at least checks not covered by sufficient funds) or selling and 
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reselling unsecured mortgages.  Here we encounter the typical neoliberal trade of 
derivatives – this time in the educational domain (p. 623).  

Section 1.6: The Outmoded/Reductive PSE & Necessity for Revolution 

Inspiration from the ‘Revolutionaries’ of Neoliberalism: Hayek & Friedman    
  

Given these bleak and perhaps revolutionary times, it is important to remember the 

argument laid out in the first section of this chapter: that this current and pernicious form of 

neoliberal capitalism did not always exist as our default and all-pervasive social and economic 

organization.  In fact, for most of the 20th century, the United States, and even more so Canada, 

were described as an era where the term socialism was deemed heretical.  According to 

Bregman (2016), this was “A time when the provisions of the New Deal had pushed even the 

United States toward more socialist policies” and when “a defense of the free markets was still 

seen as downright revolutionary” (p. 204).   Yet, in 1947, two revolutionaries and founders of 

neoliberalism, philosopher Friedrich Hayek and public intellectual Milton Friedman, organized a 

meeting in the small village of Mont Pelerin Switzerland with 40 other philosophers, historians 

and economists to devise and unleash a neoliberal dream that would, in just a few decades, 

become a global reality.  As Bregman (2016, p. 204) describes it, not even these 42 figures in 

1947 (who would later be known as the Mont Pelerin Society; and of which eight members of 

the society would go on to win the Nobel Prize) could have predicted such a starry future, 

considering: 

Large swaths of Europe lay in ruins.  Reconstruction efforts were colored by 
Keynesian ideals employment for all, curbing the free market, and regulations of 
banks.  The war state became the welfare state.  Yet it was during those same years 
that neoliberal thought began gaining traction thanks to the efforts of the Mont 
Pelerin Society, a group that would go on to become one of the leading think tanks 
of the 20th century.  “Together, they helped precipitate a global policy 
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transformation with implications that will continue to reverberate for decades,” 
says the historian Angus Burgin (p. 204). 

 
As Peet, Beate, Davis, Feinstein, Feldman and Khan (2005) assert, never underestimate 

the ideas that are first lauded and incubated in the lecture hallways of colleges and 

universities.  Thus, they write:  

the organized, systematic ideas behind an economic discourse often originates in 
theories or ideas ‘floated’ in the public arena by academics in the elite institutions 
embedded in this cultural region [Protestant Western Europe and North America] 
– usually the elite universities, with large endowments stemming from long-
established capital accumulations, collections of the world’s finest intellects, whose 
very density lends ‘truth effects’ even to casual statements (p. 19). 

 
As Bregman (2016) reminds us, neoliberalism, once considered a revolutionary if not impossible 

idea, has, through the convictions and actions of just a handful of economists, philosophers and 

historians, now become the most ordinary if not absolute way of life.  These Mont Pelerin 

Society academics, such as Milton Friedman, were unrelenting.  During his academic tenure at 

the University of Chicago, Friedman: 

Deployed every means possible to spread his ideas, building a repertoire of 
lectures, op-eds, radio interviews, TV appearances, books, and even a 
documentary.  In the preface to his bestselling Capitalism and Freedom, he wrote 
that it is the duty of thinkers to keep offering alternatives.  Ideas that seem 
“politically impossible” today may one day become “political inevitable.”  All that 
remained was to await the critical moment.  “Only a crisis – actual or perceived – 
produces real change,” Friedman explained.  “When that crisis occurs, the actions 
that are taken depend on the ideas that are laying around.” The crises came in 
October 1973, when the Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries 
imposed an oil embargo.  Inflation went through the roof and the economy spiraled 
into recession.  “Stagflation.” As this effect was called, wasn’t even possible in 
Keynesian theory.  Friedman, however, had predicted it.  For the rest of his life, 
Friedman never stopped emphasizing that his success would have been 
inconceivable without the groundwork laid since 1947 (pg. 205).  The rise of 
neoliberalism played out like a relay race, with think tanks passing the baton to 
journalist, who handed it off to politicians.  Running the anchor leg were two of the 
most powerful leaders in the Western world, Ronald Raegan and Margaret 
Thatcher.  When asked what she considered to be her greatest victory, Thatcher’s 
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reply was “New Labour”: Under the leadership of neoliberal Tony Blair, even her 
social democratic rivals in the Labour Party has come around to her worldview.  In 
less than 50 years, an idea once dismissed as radical and marginal had come to rule 
the world (pp. 205-206).   

 
Indeed, these final two sentences remind us that beyond inequity, alienation and greed, it is 

perhaps neoliberalism’s all-pervasive invasion of our minds that has resulted in the greatest 

victory for capitalist.  As Urie (2016) contends (and I will continue to build the case in this 

dissertation) the evolution of current capitalistic order did not transpire overnight but rather 

with help of ‘scientism’ and techno-rational pedagogy has taken at least two centuries to steadily 

become an instantiated and ‘natural’ global ideological truth and reality.  This steady planning is, 

for example, captured in Abbott (2015 citing Vance), who writes that, in just 15 years following 

the end of World War II: 

the American Manufacturers’ Association, in association with marketing experts, 
declared, “Our enormously productive economy…demands that we make 
consumption our way of life, that we convert the buying and use of goods into 
rituals, that we seek our spiritual satisfaction, our ego-satisfaction, in 
consumption…We need things consumed, burned up, replaced and discarded at an 
ever accelerating rate (p. 20).   

 
Yet, as I have maintained in this chapter, it was neoliberalism’s rise and eventual invasion of our 

entire political establishment and liberal institutions that served as capitalists’ most successful 

attack and ultimate elimination of social change, social action, social movements, community 

development, and participatory democracy from the public consciousness.  In a barrage of 

attacks through corporate media, government policy and formal education, capitalists have been 

successful in convincing everyone that self-interest, consumer culture or “economic man” is a 

natural way of being and relating to others and even the natural world.  In the context of 

education, the neoliberal’s anti-collectivist ideology is not concerned with overcoming 
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disadvantage or lack of access and participation; rather, as Smith and Lovat (2003), suggest, it is 

“founded on a belief that disadvantage, while not desirable, is nonetheless acceptable: the 

interest was not in the ‘collective good’ so much as the advancement of the individual based on 

capacity to pay within a free market context (cf. Crump, 1993).  It is not a democratic impulse 

that drives this ideology, but an economic impulse” (p. 223). 

The Ontological Coup d’etat  
 

If two revolutionary intellectuals in Hayek and Friedman (accompanied by a small group 

of others) were so stunningly successful in transforming our social and economic organizations 

(by shifting power from public to private interests), then is it not possible to reverse this trend?  

Why yes, of course these trends can be reversed, as Harden (2017) proposes “Canada is a rich 

country.  We have the means to create a better post-secondary education system and to be a 

more just society.  But piecemeal change is not going to get us there.  It is time for renewal in 

our post-secondary education sector to address decades of bad policy choices” (p. 11).  

However, enacting this formidable task will not be easy because, today, learning for social 

transformation has been deleted if not intentionally suppressed by our PSE career-aimed and 

outcomes-based mandated curriculum.  This is because neoliberal ideology has been so effective 

in normalizing an adaptive or status quo culture in our liberal institutions that any talk of learning 

for social change is deemed politically and pedagogically unacceptable.  For example, Hedges 

(2009) writes: 

The creed of “impartiality” and “objectivity” that has infected the liberal class 
teaches, ultimately, the importance of not offending the status quo.  The 
“professionalism” demanded in the classroom, in newsprint, in the arts or in 
political discourse is code for moral disengagement.  The righteous thunder of the 
abolitionist and civil rights preachers, the investigative journalist who engaged in 
Standard Oil and the owners of the Chicago stockyards, the theater productions 
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such as The Cradle Will Rock that imploded the myths peddled by the ruling class 
and gave a voice to the ordinary people, the unions that permitted African 
Americans, immigrants, and working men and women to find dignity and hope, the 
great public universities such as City College of New York that offered the children 
of immigrants a chance for a first class education, the New Deal Democrats who 
understood that a democracy is not safe if it does not give its citizens an acceptable 
standard of living and protect the state from being hijacked by private power, are 
gone.  The remnants of the liberal class, and the hollow institutions they inhabit, 
flee from those who speak in the strange and unfamiliar tongue of liberty and 
justice (p. 140).  

 
As it relates to education in general, Bregman (2016) writes: 
 

All the big debates in education are about format.  About delivery.  About didactics.  
Education is consistently presented as means to adaption – as a lubrication to help 
guide you more effortlessly through life.  On the education conference circuit, an 
endless parade of trend watchers prophesy about the future and essential 21st 
century skills, the buzzwords being “creative,” “adaptable,” and “flexible.”   
 
The focus, invariably, is on competencies, not values.  On didactics, not ideals.  On 
“problem-solving ability,” but not which problems need solving.  Invariably, it all 
revolves around the question: Which knowledge or skills do today’s students need 
to get hired in tomorrow’s job market…(p. 148). 

 
As noted earlier, neoliberalism has successfully managed an ontological coup d’etat and 

subverted the purpose and reality of life into an unconscious, hyper-individualistic and 

consumptive state.  Here, a small group of extreme capitalistic minded elite continue to 

manipulate and bamboozle an entire global population to vote for political officials who in many 

cases work against humanities social, political, cultural and environmental interests.  

Subsequently, it is in this context that we find ourselves getting a status quo anti-collectivist and 

‘free market’ serving kind of education that only nurtures the utilitarian or instrumental means 

and ends.  Yet, as Bregman (2016) reminds us, it is not the market, technology or a few 

billionaires that should decide what has real value and how we should move forward in life’s 

various affairs, but rather we as a collective society must have the power and agency to make 
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such prescriptive decisions.  As Smith and Lovat (2003) observe, many of the messages from 

today’s dominant formal and hidden curriculum are concerned with maintaining “power, 

authority, access and participation: these are messages that continually shape learners’ 

developing views of the world, their ideologies, their creating of reality and their sense making of 

their reality”(p. 36).  Moreover, they suggest “the most crucial idea to consider in the notion of 

the ‘hidden curriculum’ is that all or some of the messages/learning of the curriculum are hidden 

from one or other teachers and students” (Smith & Lovat, 2003, p. 36).  Subsequently, as I argue 

in this dissertation, it is exposing and dislodging these often hidden agendas/ideologies working 

beneath the ontological, epistemological and axiological surface of our personal and 

instructional thinking that we might awaken our collective consciousness and deliver a 

revolutionary, democratic and sustainable model of education.    

Transcending the Outmoded Models of PSE with Integrative/Transformative Education 
 

Thus, given today’s reductive, outmoded and neoliberal influenced formal and ‘hidden 

curriculum’, we are in a time in which many teachers themselves have unknowingly been denied 

the kind of education that views learning holistically (or learning to know, to do, to be, to live and 

work with others and to contribute to society).  As argued in this chapter, our system of 

education, since the 1980s, has essentially diminished if not eliminated from the curriculum the 

dimensions of learning that lead to personal liberation and social change.  This is a significant 

point since I build an extensive case in chapter 2 and 3 of this dissertation that most teachers not 

only teach the way they were taught (usually in dominant ‘adaptive’ instrumental or technical-

rational pedagogy), but also are highly resistant to epistemological and by extension pedagogical 

change.  However, as I will argue at length in chapter 2, our contemporary models of knowing 
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and teaching established (and mostly unchanged) since the dawn of the 19th century, have been 

built on a narrow and reductive view of science in which knowing and learning is understood in 

an ‘objective’, ‘behavioural’ or ‘cognitive’ sense (devoid of values, consciousness, spirituality, 

emotions, or moral and social responsibility); and where learning and teaching through a 

‘described’ or objectives focused curriculum “is exclusively viewed as a process of information 

transfer, mastery, and application” (Palmer & Zajonc, 2010, p. 102).  Here, our notion of learning 

in many colleges and universities relies heavily on a view of learning as addition (Illeris, 2015) or 

a kind of learning by leading in, or filling of the form, mind or epistemology (Keegan, 2009).  As 

Tagg (2004) further affirms, most teachers and students in PSE continue to “view learning mainly 

as reproducing, as the accurate reproduction of signs” (Tagg, 2004, p. 6). Subsequently, as I 

argue in chapter 2 and 3, it a narrow view of Enlightenment science or scientistim12 world view 

that has paved the way to this techno-rational purely cognitive and behaviourist paradigm of 

pedagogy that now dominate PSE learning and teaching practices.  Here, if scientisim serves as 

the foundation of our current educational enterprise, then techno-rational or solely cognitive 

pedagogical practices accompanied by neoliberal utilitarian motives serve as its twin 

paradigmatic and supporting pillars.  Thus, the outcome in such an inextricably fused and ‘closed’ 

ontological, epistemological and axiological structure is a world in which education simply serves 

as means to filling of the cognitive ‘objective’ mind with atomized fixed facts and absent of 

values, meaning, purpose and integration.  Here, as pointed out earlier, we have reduced the 

                                                
12 According to El-Ansary (2017) there, is “radical difference between science as organized knowledge, which can refer to any level of reality, 
and scientism, which claims that modern science, defined as a strictly empirical or sensory means of knowing the material world, has 
a monopoly on knowledge—that is, that anything beyond the sensory world is unreal, impossible to prove, or purely fanciful” (para. 6).  
Moreover, Walach and Helmut Reich (2005) argue it is difficult to separate or extract a line between science and scientism, since “Mikael 
Stenmar, Gregrory Peterson (2003, 752-53, 759) distinguishes between (a) border-crossing scientisim (of the axiological – science as sources of 
values – or the existential – science as source of meaning and purpose – kind) and (b) totalizing scientism (all knowledge is described or 
describable by science; therefore only science provides knowledge of reality and the nature of things – methodological scientisim) (p. 427).    
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aim of education to job training and serving industry; and, here as pointed out so many times in 

this chapter, learning is understood as knowing and doing in the most reductive and controlled 

sense – devoid of any “integral relationship of mind and body, the inherent connections between 

cognition, emotion, intention and social behaviour, and the importance of all of these 

phenomena for education” (Lovat, Dally, Clement & Toomey, 2011, pp. 24). 

Subsequently, a growing number of today’s leading educators are drawing upon new 

physics, philosophy, psychology, theology, sociology and even neuroscience who claim, “that 

formal education must be transformed so that it can provide an integrating context for total life 

functioning.  At the higher levels of formal education, what is needed are processes of reflection 

on meaning and values, carried out in a critical context” (O’Sullivan, 2002, p. 66).  As Deakin Crick 

(2010) affirms, the combination of our wicked problems and technological advancements 

accompanied by greater understanding of human nature all necessitate that: “values, attitudes, 

dispositions and identity are integral components of learning, teaching and curriculum which 

require professional attention, planning, resourcing and assessment” (p. 884).  Moreover, given 

what I argue at length in chapter 2 about the nature of reality, knowledge and truth and its 

relationship to education, our teaching and learning practices can no longer neglect that our 

knowing and being are an inseparable phenomenon; therefore, it could be said that what we 

know is always filtered through who we are; and who we are will always filter and determine 

why, how and what we know and do.  As King and Baxter Magolda (1996) show in their research 

with college students, “What individuals learn and claim to know is grounded in how they 

construct their knowledge” and “How individuals construct knowledge and use their knowledge 

is closely tied to their sense of self” (p. 166).  Thus, as Lovat and Smith (2003) also pointed out 
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earlier, “By this understanding, no knowledge is neutral.  It is concerned and represented by the 

constructor or knower in a manner which works to protect and further his or her interests, 

whether the interests are altruistic or malevolent.  Such construction, however, may not always 

be explicit or apparent” (p. 32).  Subsequently, as I have argued at length, there is evidence to 

suggest that our ways of knowing involve a constructive process that exist in a contingent 

relationship between cognition and the body, the affect, the social and the spiritual.  In other 

words, the view that knowing was driven principally by cognition has yielded to a realization that 

the cognitive constructive process is only one of many other inseparable processes that also 

include our intentions, our body, our emotions, our sociality, and our sense of spirituality or 

consciousness.  Thus, this holistic or integrative kind of learning moves past simply the notion of 

learning as knowing and doing and also involves being, living and working with others and 

impacting or contributing to society and environment.  

The Causes of Our Widening Gap in Learning & Teaching  
   

However, despite this undeniable and growing body of research about the integrative, 

transformative and constructive properties of pedagogy, the impact on educational outcomes 

such as faculty teaching practices and the student learning experiences has remained negligible 

(Christensen Hughes & Mighty, 2010).  And, yes, there is no question that faculty hold some 

responsibility for this lack of pedagogical change and progress, especially since few college and 

university teachers are formally prepared for their teaching roles (Christensen Hughes & Mighty, 

2010; Cranton, 1996). Ironically, while almost all post-secondary institutions place teaching as a 

priority in their mission statements and are increasingly accompanied by centres of teaching and 

learning, faculty receive very little if any formal/obligated professional learning opportunities 
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during their graduate education, entry into the field or as part/full time professionals (Knapper, 

2010).   For example, Cranton and King (2003, pg. 31) write:  

Educators of adults are in a unique position among professionals in that they often 
have not had the opportunity to learn how to do their job. Most educators of adults 
come into their positions through a circuitous route, one that does not include 
teacher training. At some point in their careers, they may return to school, most 
often to study adult education on a part-time basis, but generally they learn their 
craft through experience, modeling themselves on others and reflecting on their 
practice. Professional development activities when they are available tend to be 
seen as not valuable, perhaps because they are not themselves grounded in adult 
learning theory (p. 31).  
 

Accordingly, Scott and Scott (citing Dunn & Wallace, 2015) assert that even when faculty 

demonstrate the will to become better teachers there is little to no confidence in the 

professional development processes in helping faculty achieve this goal.  This is because many 

faculty development programs (as affirmed by Cranton above) “are deemed irrelevant to 

teaching staff as they are fragmented and ad hoc, context non-specific, and ignore adult learning 

principles” (Scott as cited in Scott & Scott, 2015, pg. 515).  As a result, the practice of teaching 

remains largely instrumental, student learning surface, and curricula are more likely to 

emphasize content coverage than acquisition of integrative, transformative, self-authorizing and 

long-lasting learning.  Consequently, Knapper (2010) argues “most faculty are largely ignorant of 

the scholarship, and instructional practices and curriculum planning are dominated by tradition 

rather than research evidence” (pg. 229). This also echoed by Holst and Brookfield (2013) who 

write that even in adult education research circles, where: 

Adult education has traditionally viewed learning in an all-compassing, 
expansive ways as the deliberate attempts by adults to develop their skills, 
extend their knowledge, or cultivate certain dispositions in a particular 
direction.  The logic of this expansive paradigm is a technical one.  It tends 
to disconnect learning from any particular moral, social or political 
purpose and to focus instead on its mechanics – on how some methods 
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are favored over others, on how learners and teachers decide which 
resources are found to be most useful, on how people gauge in 
effectiveness of their learning, or on how to institute an optimal 
alternation between self-direction and teacher direction.  When adult 
learning is seen as chiefly a technical affair, anything and everything is grist 
for the theoretical and research mill (pg. 23-24).  

 
Yet, as I have maintained throughout this chapter, a significant if not primary reason for this lack 

of preparation and change has been the corporatized and adaptive nature of our PSE system.   

As I argue at length in chapter 2, we live in an era in which a growing body of unrelated 

disciplines ranging from philosophy and new physics to psychology and neuroscience are moving 

to an integrative, relational and systems notion of reality and knowing, it seems that much of our 

education systems remain bogged down in the atomistic, reductive and materialistic view of 

existence.  For example, Yero (2010) argues, the narrow view of Enlightenment science (or 

scientism) via the Newtonian machine or Cartesian mind metaphor continues to represent much 

of how we understand and practice education.  She writes that while, “more and more scientist 

and business organizations shift their thinking to a systems worldview, education persists in the 

mechanistic metaphor” (p. 41).  Systems thinking, according to Senge (1994), is the notion of 

interconnectedness and how we must see that we “nature (and that includes us) is not made of 

parts within wholes.  It’s made of wholes within wholes” (p. 371).  However, as I have argued in 

chapter 2, the ideological triumvirate of scientism, techno-rationalism and utilitarianism 

continue to knowingly (or perhaps unknowingly) to support each other so to hold a reductive 

view of humanity and by extension deliver a system of education that operates (often in 

dysfunctional ways) on an outmoded, ‘objectivist’, binary and deeply materialistic paradigm of 

reality, knowledge and ‘truth’.    
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 For example, here in the Canadian context of learning reform, Christensen Hughes and 

Mighty (2010) argue, despite extraordinary research advances that have occurred in our 

understanding of knowledge, learning and teaching in PSE, remarkably the “impact of 

educational research on faculty-teaching practices and the student learning experiences has 

been negligible” (p. 4).  Yet, despite these learning gaps (as pointed out earlier), many educators 

in the college and university system continue to be influenced by traditional and outmoded 

Western theories of pedagogy that embrace a predominantly scientistic and utilitarian world 

view and a technical-rational approach to design and facilitate learning (Smith, 2010; Palmer & 

Zajonc, 2010; Barr & Tagg, 1996; Lovat, 2019a).  Here, as Smith (2010) tells us: 

The technical rational approach (Schon, 1983) to learning facilitation and design is 
a typical Western approach to learning.  This approach focuses on the intellect 
almost to the exclusion of other ways of knowing, privileging the individual learner, 
autonomy, and independent thought and action over collective ways of learning 
that honor community and interdependence (Marriam & Associates, 2007)...The 
technical rational approach assumes that there is a “correct” body of knowledge 
that has been scientifically verified and that can be put into a neat and tidy package 
and use across multiple adult learning contexts (Schon, 1983)…Although the 
technical rational approach has helped to build the foundation for many of the 
learning theories today, and they are proven to work in many contexts and among 
many student populations, they largely ignore the needs of a growing diverse adult 
population.  The technical rational approach largely ignores the cultural (country 
and community mores; social), emotional (attitudes, interests, attention, 
awareness, and values), spiritual (perceived sense of connection, religious beliefs, 
matters of the spirit), and contextual needs of the learners (p. 151). 
 

Moreover, in such corporatized and techno-rational environments, Brownlee (2015) argues that 

“Teaching has not just fallen on the list of priorities, it has been pushed there by conscious 

resource allocation” (p. 19).  For example, in a published report by the Higher Education Quality 

Council of Ontario, the authors argue: 

One of the primary functions of many Ontario universities and colleges is to provide 
students with a high quality teaching and learning experience. However, as 
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resources are stretched and postsecondary institutions focus more on research, 
funding into teaching development and support has been put at risk. A number of 
additional challenges – including rising student/faculty ratios and class sizes, an 
aging faculty population, outdated methods of instruction and curriculum design, 
and uneven access to teaching development for new instructors – are making it 
even more difficult to develop and maintain quality teaching (Grabove, Kustra, 
Lopes, Potter, Wiggers & Woodhouse, 2012, p. 2).  
 

Yet, this trend is not only counterintuitive to the very core mission of higher learning but runs in 

direct opposition to what the research suggests we should be doing when confronted with a 

culture of diminishing resources in PSE.  For example, there is some research to suggest success 

in student learning and wellbeing “it is not how much is invested in a given collegiate experience 

that is important; it is instead how intentionally these resources are directed” (Ewell, 2008, p. 

11).  This affirmed by Jensen, Hunter, Sonneman & Burns (2012) who argue exemplary education 

systems in the world such as Singapore, which is often rated as one of the top educative systems 

in the world, “focus on the things that are known to matter in the classroom, including 

relentless, practical focus on learning, and creation of a strong culture of teacher education, 

research, collaboration, mentoring, feedback and sustained professional development” (p. 2).  

This is also echoed by World Economic Forum report (2015) in which Finland, Singapore and 

Netherlands ranked number 1, 2 and 3 respectively in delivering quality higher education.  

Among the top reasons for such a ranking, included investments in significant faculty training.  

Not surprisingly, among the 148 economies assessed in the report, Canada’s higher education 

ranking due to lack of faculty investments has dramatically dropped from eight in 2010 to 16th 

place in 2014 and now 18th place in 2015 (World Economic Forum, 2015).  As argued in earlier 

sections, this is because Canada’s PSE system continues to spend its diminishing government 

grant allocation on commercialization of research and increasing administration compensation 
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and hiring practices rather than on the core mission of higher education: learning and teaching.  

Yet, as Ewell (2008) shows, even in these fiscally conservative times, there are exemplary 

institutions which have excelled in delivering quality learning and teaching.  He argues that these 

institutions demonstrate, “it is not how much is invested in a given collegiate experience that is 

important; it is instead how intentionally these resources are directed” (p. 11).  In a large-scale 

project funded by the Pew Charitable Trusts, Ewell (2008) argues: 

One of the most pervasive and unassailable myths about higher education has to 
do with the relationship between outcomes and money.  Doesn’t it stand to reason 
that if you want to improve performance, you need to spend more?  Well, there is 
a good deal of evidence that variations in spending have little to no effect on 
institutional or state higher education performance…Of course, it takes a certain 
level of resources to produce any outcomes at all.  But the standard institutional 
answer to the question of “how much funding is really needed?” is typically “more” 
or “as much as our peers.”  This dodges the question of how much funding is 
enough to underwrite the kinds and levels of performance that a state wants from 
its institutions (p. 10). 

 
Subsequently, Ewell cites a study called Documenting Effective Educational Practices (DEEP) 

project by George Kuh of the National Student Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE).  In the 

study, Kuh and his team compare the spending patterns of 20 unusually effective institutions 

(which ranged from small private colleges to large public research universities) against similar 

institutions across the country.  Institutions in the DEEP study were selected based on their 

record for outperforming their counterparts with respect to both retention and levels of student 

engagement as determined by NSSE.  As Ewell describes it: 

We then compared instruction-related expenditures for each DEEP institution, 
even when the evidence was in.  We found that DEEP institutions did not spend 
more money per student than their peers, but they did spend it differently.  Most 
intriguingly, they spent noticeably higher proportions of their available dollars on 
“academic support,” a category in IPEDS under which most institutions report 
resources dedicated to such things as faculty development, teaching and learning 
centers, and academic support staff such as tutors and counselors.  These were 
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precisely the activities that the DEEP research team noted as key contributors to a 
campus ethos devoted to student success when they visited these institutions.  A 
year or so later, another research team replicated our study using a somewhat 
more statistically sophisticated methodology and found exactly the same thing (see 
Gansemer-Topf, Saunders, Schuh, and Shelly in Resources) (p. 11, bold italics 
added).     
 

In light of these counterintuitive trends, Windshitl (2002, p. 131) argues that implementing new 

constructivist approaches to learning and teaching is “far more difficult than the reform 

community acknowledges.” He writes: 

…the most profound challenges for teachers are not associated merely with 
acquiring new skills but with making personal sense of constructivism as a basis for 
instruction, reorienting the culture of classrooms to be consonant with the 
constructivist philosophy, and dealing with the pervasive educational conservatism 
that works against efforts to reach for understanding (p. 131). 

 
In other words, underlying these impediments to change lie both the conceptual and 

pedagogical capabilities of faculty as well as the cultural and political dimensions of the 

educational context.  In affirming Windshitl, Christensen Hughes and Mighty (2010) argue that 

both faculty and the policy makers of the system should accept responsibility for enacting much 

needed change.  Yet, they argue that the system (under corporatized aims and structures) 

continues to create the following environments: 

• where research prestige (especially if it can be commercialized) is more 
incentivized than teaching effectiveness;  

• when there is no expectation nor additional time awarded to faculty who 
ought to seek professional development and demonstrated continuous 
improvement;  

• when few faculty before, during and after acquiring the position are formally 
prepared for teaching;  

• and when “growing enrollment alongside declining resources, coupled with 
myths concerning the lack of benefits of the reallocation of resources” (p. 
267) 

 
Subsequently, as Christensen Hughes and Mighty advise, such trends and structures “will  
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only further support the status quo” (p. 267).   
 
Change Must Come from the Bottom Up 
 

Given these challenges, it is very doubtful that change will originate from 

government or institutional leaders.  For example, in writing about much needed reform 

if not revolution within the PSE system, Palmer and Zajonc (2010) write: 

In order for new seeds to take root and sprout, the support of academic 
administrators and trustees will be invaluable.  But the roots of deep and lasting 
change in higher education lie, we believe, with small groups of faculty, student life 
administrators, other staff, and students, creating the kind of innovations on which 
progress in every field depends – the ones that come not from a well-financed lab 
but from a garage behind someone’s house (p. 16). 
 

This is further affirmed by Elias and Merriam (2005) who argue that change for radical reform 

will be difficult since most adult education is: 

conducted within institutions that are basically conservative of traditional values 
and societal structures: public schools, religious institutions, business and industry, 
governmental and military institutions.  Though adult educators have often 
expressed criticism of and reservations about the values and structures of these 
institutions, they maintain strong commitments to the institutions within which 
they work.  If they advocate measures of change, these are often moderate (p. 183) 

 
Moreover, as echoed in this chapter and as Holst (2002) affirms, as adult education becomes an 

“increasingly professionalized field within a capitalist economic system, its significant radical 

tradition is being forced to the margins” (p. 5).  He reinforces a key argument in this chapter that 

the radical tradition is being replaced by human resource development (HRD) or corporatized 

vision as the dominant focus.  Here he suggests that radical activities are likely to take place in 

informal settings and led by those who see themselves as activists, not educators.  Consequently, 

these trends suggest that change will likely come from the ground swell of citizens (e.g. 

educators, students and parents) whose needs and aspirations are no longer being met by the 
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governments and institutions that purport to serve their interests.  As Holst and Brookfield 

(2013) nicely summarize: 

Political economy holds that fundamental transformations at the economic level 
(such as the introduction of qualitatively new microchip technology) causes 
fundamental transformations at the social and political levels as well.  Revolutions, 
which are processes that humanity has experienced throughout its history, consists 
of economic, social, and political transformation (Perry, 2002).  Antonio Gramsci 
(1971) understood this process in his own time.  He argued that in a revolutionary 
period, institutions developed in previous epochs no longer serve the needs of 
those whom they were created.  He also understood that one could anticipate 
revolutionary transformations by staying attuned to what he called the 
spontaneous movement of the majority of people in a given society.  In other 
words, the rejection of old institutions and the creation of new institutions by 
people themselves were sure indications that fundamental transformations were 
afoot (p. 143). 

 
As I have maintained extensively throughout this chapter, neither our neoliberal vision of 

governance nor PSE education has successfully delivered on their promises of creating a socially 

just, egalitarian and prosperous life for citizens.  Instead, the evidence over the last several 

decades reveals that the quality of people’s lives (in many dimensions) has indeed diminished.  

These bleak realities are captured by Tony Judt in his 2011 book entitled, Ill fares the Land, 

where he ironically quotes Adam Smith, the father of capitalism, as saying 250 years ago that 

“No society can surely be flourishing and happy, of which the far greater part of the members 

are poor and miserable” (p. 1). He then writes: 

Something is profoundly wrong with the way we live today. For 30 years we made 
a virtue out of the pursuit of material self-interest: indeed, this very pursuit now 
constitutes whatever remains of our sense of collective purpose. We know what 
things cost, but have no idea what they are worth. We no longer ask of a judicial 
ruling or a legislative act: Is it good? Is it fair? Will it bring about a better society or 
a better world?... 
 
The materialistic and selfish quality of contemporary life is not inherent in the 
human condition. Much of what appears ‘natural’ today dates from the 1980s: the 
obsession with wealth creation, the cult of privatisation and the private sector, the 
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growing disparities of rich and poor. And above all, the rhetoric which accompanies 
these: uncritical admiration for unfettered markets, disdain for the public sector, 
the delusion of endless growth. 
 
We cannot go on living like this.  And yet we seem unable to conceive of 
alternatives....If young people today are at a loss, it is not for want of targets. Any 
conversation with students or schoolchildren will produce a startling checklist of 
anxieties......but accompanying these fears is a general sentiment of frustration: 
‘we’ know something is wrong ....but what can we believe in? What should we do? 
(pp. 1-3). 

Section 1.7: Reclaiming & Re-establishing our Socially Transformative Roots Through Networks of 
Relationships, Communities of Practice and Systems of Influence 

What Can We Believe in?   
 

To respond to Judt’s first question: what can we believe in?, it might be useful to include 

Spencer’s (2006) analysis regarding the purpose of adult education in Canada.  According to 

Spencer (2006), there are three broad purposes of adult education that are proposed and 

debated in today’s formal educational circles.  The first concerns education for the reproduction 

of the culture and society, where the concentration is on citizenship, order and maintaining 

culture.  The second involves education for economy or preparing people for work, where the 

focus is placed on investing in human capital, training and human resource development.  The 

last category represents education as serving for transformation/social action or helping to bring 

about societal change.  According to Spencer, this last category involves both individual 

transformation and social change.  He writes: 

There are obviously a number of overlaps in these various categories and other 
writers have expressed the distinctions differently.  For example: reproduction 
could be labeled “conservative” (including education for economy, as above); the 
concern with personal improvement and knowledge might be labeled “liberal:” and 
education for social change is often referred to as “radical/transformational.”  It 
could be argued that, in terms of outcomes, both conservative and liberal 
education are accommodative/adaptive (they have the essential purpose of 
adapting and accommodating citizens to the status quo), and therefore education 
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(including adult education) could be depicted as either accommodative/adaptive 
or transformational.  (Spencer, 2006, p. 3) 

 
As I have insisted in the first section of this chapter: the purpose of PSE in Canada had until the 

latter part of the 20th century held a desirable if uneasy balance of accommodative/adaptive and 

transformational qualities.  In fact, for most of the 20th century, Canada occupied a unique PSE 

transformational identity, with perhaps the most renowned Canadian example being the 

“Antigonish Movement, which combined adult education and cooperative economic 

development” (Spencer, 2006, p. 111).  As Spencer (2006, p. 18) reminds us, “The history of 

Canadian adult education illustrates the diversity of educational purposes ranging from 

education for citizenship and conformity to radical social change, education for 

accommodation/adaptation and education for transformation.” Yet, for most of the 20th century, 

education was viewed as a social activity with a social purpose.  Here, historical cases in 

educational philosophy demonstrated elements of progressive, humanist and radical ideas 

(Spencer, 2006).  However, since the 1980s and 1990s, with the rise of neoliberalism invading 

our government policies, education for reproduction and economy has displaced to a large 

extent education for personal improvement, and simply annihilated education for social 

transformation.  The consequences of such limited and reproductive/adaptive paths include 

Canadians feeling marginalized, polarized and removed from decisions that govern their lives, 

producing circumstances “in which the basic necessities of life (a job, decent education, health 

care) are threatened and unattainable” (Holst & Brookfield, 2013, p. 138).  As Spencer (2006) 

observes: 

It is important to recognize that adults want the skills, knowledge, vocational tools 
and credentials that can improve their chances in the job market…The current 
emphasis of educational provision for adults is, however, much narrower and less 
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ambitious than that envisioned by Lindman and other pioneers. It would seem that 
the real purpose of adult education as social education has been forgotten and now 
needs to be rediscovered (p. 111).   

 
However, given the number of challenges identified in this chapter, accompanied by the 

extraordinary if not existential problems now facing the globe – where the issue of climate 

change, the COVID 19 pandemic, growing social unrest/protest and tensions in international 

relations accompanied by growing number of fascist/autocratic leaders who in some cases hold 

the means to use weapons of mass destruction have The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientist’ Science 

and Security Board moving the doomsday clock two and a half minutes closer to the likelihood of 

human-caused world catastrophe (www.the bulletin.org) – our societies and, in particular, PSEs 

no longer have the luxury nor option to retain the mere reproductive/accommodative course.  

According to Holst & Brookfield (2013, citing Perry, 2002), in light of humanity’s monumental 

challenges: 

it becomes clear that only way a growing sector of humanity is going to survive is 
through a radical social and economic reorganization of society…Although 
dominant ideology does its best to exclude the word socialist from the language or 
to portray it as a failed approach only used by totalitarian governments that repress 
any deviation from the party line, people facing the loss of certainty and security 
find themselves and their families are ready to consider alternative ways of 
organizing the world that are truly democratic and participatory, that is, socialist 
(p. 138).   

 
In a word, a transformational or socially just purpose of PSE becomes undeniable; and when “the 

real purpose of adult education as social education has been forgotten…now needs to be 

rediscovered” (Spencer, p. 111).  

What Should We do? 
 

As to the response to Judt’s second question: what should we do? Here, it seems that a 

hopeful and transformative path to change might be found in the research field of emergence.  
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According to Wheatley and Frize (2015, p. 45), “Despite the ads and slogans, the world doesn’t 

change one person at a time.  It changes as networks of relationships from among people who 

discover they share a common cause and vision of what’s possible” (p. 1). This was evident with 

Hayek and Friedman who could not have realized their utopian neoliberal vision without the help 

of the Mont Pelerin Society and many other key networks they built and established along the 

way.  In their compelling article, entitled Lifecycle of Emergence: Using Emergence to Take Social 

Innovation to Scale, Wheatley and Frize (2015) assert that researchers and social activists are 

beginning to discover the power of networks and networking. Thus, they write: 

Networks are the only form of organization on this planet used by living systems.  
These networks result from self-organization, where individuals or species 
reorganize their interdependence and organize in ways that support the diversity 
and viability of all.  Networks create the conditions for emergence, which is how 
life changes.  Because networks are the first stage in emergence, it is essential that 
we understand their dynamics and how they develop into communities and then 
systems (p. 2). 

 
They suggest emergence is a phenomenon that violates so many of our Western assumptions of 

how change takes place.  Here, it might be worth quoting their analysis at length: 

In nature change never happens as a result of top-down preconceived strategic 
plans or from the mandate of any single individual or boss.  Changes begin as local 
actions spring up simultaneously in many different areas.  If these changes remain 
disconnected, nothing happens beyond each locale.  However, when they become 
connected, local actions can emerge as a powerful system with influence at a more 
global or comprehensive level.  (Global here means a larger scale, not necessarily 
the entire planet). 
 
These powerful emergent phenomena appear suddenly and surprisingly.  Think 
about how the Berlin Wall suddenly came down, how the Soviet Union ended, how 
corporate power quickly came to dominate globally. In each case, there were many 
local actions and decisions, most of which were invisible and unknown to each 
other, and none of which was powerful enough by itself to create change. But when 
these local changes coalesced, new power emerged. What could not be 
accomplished by diplomacy, politics, protests, or strategy suddenly happened. And 
when each materialized, most of us were surprised. Emergent phenomena always 
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have these characteristics: They exert much more power than the sum of their 
parts; they always possess new capacities different from the local actions that 
engendered them; they always surprise us by their appearance. 
 
It is important to note that emergence always results in a powerful system that has 
many more capacities than could ever be predicted by analyzing the individual 
parts. We see this in the behavior of hive insects such as bees and termites. 
Individual ants possess none of the intelligence or skills that are in the hive. No 
matter how intently scientists study the behavior of individual ants, they can never 
see the behavior of the hive. Yet once the hive forms, each ant acts with the 
intelligence and skillfulness of the whole.   
 
This aspect of emergence has profound implications for social entrepreneurs. 
Instead of developing them individually as leaders and skillful practitioners, we 
would do better to connect them to like-minded others and create the conditions 
for emergence. The skills and capacities needed by them will be found in the system 
that emerges, not in better training programs (Wheatley & Frize, 2015, p. 4). 
 

Consequently, Wheatley and Frize (2015) suggest that there are three stages to the lifecycle of  
 
emergence: 
 

Three Stages to Lifecycle of Emergence 
 

Stage One: Networks 
Discovering Shared Meaning and Purpose 
 
This first stage of emergence involves creating networks of relationships where 
people find like-minded others.  They are based on self-interest: people usually 
network together for their own benefit and develop their own work.  These 
networks tend to have fluid membership as people move in and out of them based 
on how much they personally benefit from participating.  
 
Stage Two: Communities of Practice 
Developing New Practices Together 
 
The second stage of emergence involves the development of a community of 
practice (CoPs).  CoPs are also self-organized and people share a common work and 
realize there is great benefit to being in a relationship. They use CoPs to share what 
they know, to support one another, and to intentionally create new knowledge for 
their field of practice.  CoPs differ from networks because people make a 
commitment to be there for each other; they participate not only for their own 
needs, but also to serve the needs of others.  In CoPs the focus extends beyond the 
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needs of the group.  There is an intentional commitment to advance the field of 
practice and to share those discoveries with a wider audience.  They make their 
resources and knowledge available to anyone, especially those doing related work.  
The speed with which people learn and grow in a CoPs is noteworthy, as ideas move 
rapidly among members and new knowledge/practices are implement quickly.   
 
Stage Three: Systems of Influence 
New Practices Become the Norm 
 
The final stage of emergence can never be predicted. It is the sudden appearance 
of a system that has real power and influence.  Pioneering efforts that hovered at 
the periphery suddenly become the norm.  The practices developed by the 
courageous communities become the accepted standard.  People no longer 
hesitate about adopting these approaches and methods and they learn them easily.  
Policy and funding debates now include the perspectives and experiences of these 
pioneers.  They become leaders in the field and are acknowledged as the wisdom 
keepers for their particular issue.  And critics who said it could never be done 
suddenly become chief supporters (often saying they knew it all along) (modified 
from Wheatley & Frize, 2015, pp. 5-6) 
 

These stages by Wheatley and Frize offer us a hopeful explanation for how change (as described 

in this chapter with neoliberalism), through emergence, can manifest from small local initiatives 

(e.g. Hayek, Friedman and the Mont Peril Society) to global systems of influence (network 

globalized neoliberal capitalism).  In fact, Wheatley and Frize’s insights are affirmed in research 

proposed by Erica Chenoweth and Maria Stephan (2011).  In their book entitle, Why civil 

resistance works: the strategic logic of nonviolent conflict, Chenoweth and Stephan make a 

compelling case that it only takes 3.5 percent of a nation’s population to bring about profound 

revolutionary change. In reviewing hundreds of resistance campaigns between 1900 and 200613, 

                                                

13 According to Chenoweth and Stephan (2008), a “resistance” campaign in their research methodology, “designates major nonstate rebellion, 
either armed or unarmed. Instead of using event count data, we identify campaigns – a series of repetitive, durable, organized, and observable 
events directed at a certain target to achieve a goal – as the main unit of analysis.  We measure “effectiveness” by comparing stated group 
objectives to policy outcomes (e.g. state’s willingness to make concessions to opposition movements). This analytical distinction is imperfect, but 
others have used it with success. See Abrahms, “Why Terrorism Does Not Work” (p. 8). 
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they found that non-violent campaigns are twice as likely to achieve their goals as violent 

campaigns.  Moreover, while the specific dynamics of these resistance campaigns depend on 

many variables, they show that it takes roughly 3.5 percent of the population actively 

participating in the mass non-violent protests to ensure revolutionary political change.  

Subsequently, in recent article they assert:  

Violent campaigns have fared much worse, in terms of absolute rates of success, 
than nonviolent campaigns since 1960. In fact, in the aggregate, from 1900 to 2015, 
nonviolent campaigns succeeded 51 percent of the time, whereas violent 
campaigns succeeded 27 percent of the time. So far this decade, 30 percent of 
nonviolent campaigns have succeeded, whereas 12 percent of violent campaigns 
have succeeded — meaning that in fact, the proportional success gap between 
them is now actually wider than average (Chenoweth & Stephan, 2016, para. 12).  

 
Here, Chenoweth and Stephan not only affirm the idea that a small minority has the potential to 

change the world, but that this path to change might be best achieved pragmatically through a 

grassroots movement of committed people who embrace the moral and non-violent 

philosophical teachings of revolutionary figures such as African American abolitionist Sojourner 

Truth, the suffrage social reformer Susan B. Anthony, the Indian independence activist Mahatma 

Gandhi, and US civil rights campaigner Martin Luther King.  In fact, both Wheatley/Frize and 

Chenoweth/Stephan’s research cited above is affirmed by Duhigg (2012), who in his book titled 

The Power of Habit, distills an expansive body of scientific research (such as neuroscience), to 

argue that powerful and transformative change such as the civil rights movement of 1960s 

“don’t emerge because everyone suddenly decides to face the same direction at once. They rely 

on social patterns that begins as the habits of friendship, grow through the habits of 

communities, and are sustained by new habits that change participants sense of self” (p. 244).  
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A final pragmatic consideration affirming the insights noted above comes from Dr. Martin 

Luther King Jr. (1963) and Chris Hedges (2017).  In his letter from a Birmingham jail, Dr. King 

wrote: In any non-violent campaign there are four basic steps: Collection of facts to determine 

whether justice exists; negotiations; self-purification; and direct action” (para. 6).  Here, in his 

letter, Dr. King describes this powerful method to activate and inspire change:   

You may well ask, "Why direct action, why sit-ins, marches, and so forth? Isn't 
negotiation a better path?" You are exactly right in your call for negotiation. Indeed, 
this is the purpose of direct action. Nonviolent direct action seeks to create such a 
crisis and establish such creative tension that a community that has consistently 
refused to negotiate is forced to confront the issue. It seeks so to dramatize the 
issue that it can no longer be ignored. I just referred to the creation of tension as a 
part of the work of the nonviolent resister. This may sound rather shocking. But I 
must confess that I am not afraid of the word "tension." I have earnestly worked 
and preached against violent tension, but there is a type of constructive nonviolent 
tension that is necessary for growth. Just as Socrates felt that it was necessary to 
create a tension in the mind so that individuals could rise from the bondage of 
myths and half-truths to the unfettered realm of creative analysis and objective 
appraisal, we must see the need of having nonviolent gadflies to create the kind of 
tension in society that will help men to rise from the dark depths of prejudice and 
racism to the majestic heights of understanding and brotherhood. So, the purpose 
of direct action is to create a situation so crisis-packed that it will inevitably open 
the door to negotiation. We therefore concur with you in your call for negotiation. 
Too long has our beloved Southland been bogged down in the tragic attempt to 
live in monologue rather than dialogue (para. 9). 
 

As with Dr. King, Hedges (2017) argues that we “will have to build movements and, most 

importantly, new, parallel institutions that challenge the hegemony of corporate power. It will 

not be easy. It will take time” (para. 6). Hedges cites Michael Gecan, a community organizer and 

co-director of the Industrial Areas Foundation (the largest network of community based 

organizations in the United States), who advises that no movement will survive unless it is built 

on the foundation of deep community relationships and that “Organizers must learn to listen, 
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even to those who do not agree with them.  Only then are organization and active resistance 

possible (para. 26).  According to Gecan, interviewed by Hedges (2017): 

Three things have to be happening in great organizations: “people have to relating, 
people have to be learning, people have to be acting,” he said.  “In many religious 
circles, there’s some learning going on, there’s a little bit of relating going on, but 
there’s no action.  There’s no external action. And it’s killed many institutions. In a 
lot of activism, there’s a lot of acting but there’s not much relating or learning, so 
people make the same mistakes again and again” (para. 26). 

 
The insights by Wheatley, Frize, Chenoweth, Stephan, Dr. King, Hedges and Gecan offer faculty 

both hopeful and pragmatic considerations for a way moving forward.  They remind us that 

neoliberalism’s rise, as described as a case study in this chapter, “emerged” with just a handful 

of revolutionary academics (or networks of relationship) which, over time, materialized into 

powerful communities of practice and with an opportune crisis, ultimately manifested into a 

system of influence that has radically changed the social, economic and political configuration of 

the entire globe.  As Berrett (2015) reminded us earlier, “Sometimes, sea changes in attitude 

start small, gradually establishing assumptions until no one remembers thinking differently” 

(para. 10).  Today, if there was ever a place or network of people that could start to reverse or 

rediscover our transformative educational roots and create a more equitable country, then the 

college and university faculty are those people.  In a sense, faculty must attune themselves to 

the trends that have been explored in this chapter, and recognize that the anger with the 

endlessly looping morally bankrupt system, lack of opportunities and “checklist of anxieties” that 

our students are increasingly experiencing are not only justified but that they have been created 

and maintained by the market serving purpose and adaptive nature of our higher education 

systems.  In a word, this utilitarian view of education can no longer remain unquestioned or 

tolerated; we must collectively, through communities of practice, work towards an educational 
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purpose that involves personal, professional and public transformation. It is here where 

rediscovering education’s role as a social democratic movement becomes a fundamental starting 

point, and in which a primary aim must include a radical process of reconstituting society.  As 

Sachs (2008) aptly reminds us, “Great social transformations all begin with public awareness and 

engagement…Each of us [teachers, students, civilians] has a role to play and chance for 

leadership,” (p. 40) and that “there is no substitute for meeting and engaging with people across 

cultures, religions and regions to realize that we are all in this together”.  In a word, “If the public 

leads, politicians will surely follow” (p. 40).   

Making Sense of Today’s Social Unrest: Connecting the Dots Between Power, Resources & Values  
 

In the midst of the COVID 19 pandemic and related social protests, it seems that an 

unprecedented number of people around the planet have once again consciously awakened and 

are organizing, mobilizing and calling out the pernicious and longstanding ideological shadows of 

a corrupt neoliberal power structure that since the 1980s has become internationally 

networked.  However, as the civil rights leader Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. argued in his 1967 

Beyond Vietnam speech, this extreme capitalistic and corrupt power structure simply exploits, 

oppresses and normalizes a ‘thing oriented society’ rather than a ‘people oriented society’.  Put 

otherwise, the ‘thing oriented society’ is really an endlessly looping closed and corrupt socio-

economic structure that Dr. King argued reproduces systemic racism, extreme materialism (read 

gross inequality) and militarism (read violence against people domestically and abroad) that has 

been has been “lurking within our body politic from its very beginning” (para. 5) (but as argued in 

this chapter, the conditions of our ‘thing oriented society’ has especially worsened over the last 

four decades).  Here, the moment and movement of today’s revolt, anger and contempt is being 
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channeled against an internationally networked and corrupt neoliberal power structure and its 

complicit morally bankrupt leaders who have been unable or unwilling to fulfill the societal 

contract in which everyone is treated with dignity, equality and justice.  Yet, when the system 

and by extensions its institutions no longer sincerely serves the interests of its people, then as 

with past revolutionary movements, we are seeing early signs in which a large segment of the 

population is standing together and no longer willing to accept a hegemonic system that 

regularly neglects and abuse laws to serve and protect the corrupt and guilty, whether in the 

halls of political power, corporate boardrooms or local neighbourhood streets.  As Dr. King 

(1963) reminded us, in his letter from the Birmingham jail, “there are two types of laws: there 

are just laws, and there are unjust laws. I would agree with St. Augustine that ‘An unjust law is no 

law at all” (para. 13).  

As with Dr. King’s time, we can see that our democracy is wrought with hypocrisy in 

which our social, economic and political systems and accompanying democratic institutions are 

infested with corruption and unable and unwilling to develop and uphold laws and subsequent 

policies and programs that fairly serve, protect and care (at the most basic level) all members of 

society.  As this chapter has laid out extensively: the political establishment and by extension our 

public post-secondary education systems have been appropriated and coopted in order to serve 

the interest of a private few at the expense of the public many. This ‘thing oriented’ system is 

guilty of not only failing our students and society, but culpable in repressing indigenous peoples, 

black and racialized communities, women, and so many other vulnerable communities in Canada 

and abroad. As this chapter has outlined, the ‘social contract’ and subsequent laws to enforce 

them, especially over the last four decades, have failed catastrophically to redistribute resources 
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equitably through a fair taxation and economic system. Subsequently, this has led to a monopoly 

of political power and record wealth for a small few, while the majority of people suffer from 

fear, uncertainty and diminishing health, education and employment.  To make matters worse, 

this ‘endlessly looping morally bankrupt closed system’ and its complicit leaders are completely 

failing to protect our natural environment (the biodiversity that sustains all life on the planet) 

from looming catastrophic extinction.  As O’Sullivan (2012) aptly put it the introduction, “As the 

species at the forefront of the creation of our present perplexities, we are an enigma to 

ourselves and - as they would no doubt tell us, if they could speak—to all other species. In the 

midst of our creative capacities, we seem to be gripped by powerful forces of ignorance” (p. 

163).   

However, as noted above, we may be witnessing a global awakening from this ‘powerful 

grip of ignorance’ as the social unrest and subsequent protests are growing by the day.  It seems 

that the COVID 19 pandemic along with a number of other related events have dramatically 

shifted the Overton window (or window of discourse and the range of polices politically 

acceptable to the mainstream population at a given time), to much more left and egalitarian end 

of the spectrum. As we are seeing in the protests but also the halls of power, egalitarian laws 

and policies that may have been considered fringe and crazy just a few months ago (such as 

universal basic income, shifting to renewable energy sources or taxing the rich) are now being 

seen as necessary, legitimate and possible.  Yet, those who wish to maintain the status quo of a 

‘thing oriented system’ are deeply concerned and are now doubling down on their shadow 

making untruths.  As recent trends around the world reveal, the puppeteers and their racist, 

iniquitous and violent militaristic ideologies are not going to absolve their power and go away 
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easily.  Instead, they are ratcheting up on their long-standing schemes to hold and maintain 

power within an endlessly looping morally bankrupt closed system.  Here, as Hedges (2020) tells 

us, we are seeing the appropriation and cooption of popular culture movements and public 

displays of solidarity, which are as in the past, smoke and mirrors, and a false demonstration of 

anguish and empathy by bankrupt ruling elites who are out of touch (even those who are 

supposed to be representative of the vulnerable communities in which they purport to 

represent) “with the daily humiliation, streets of economic misery and suffering that defines the 

lives of many of the protesters” (para. 6). Thus, he argues:  

These elites have no intention of instituting anything more than cosmetic change. 
They refuse to ask the questions that matter because they do not want to hear the 
answers. They are systems managers. They use these symbolic gestures to gaslight 
the public and leave our failed democracy, from which they and their corporate 
benefactors benefit, untouched. What we are watching in this outpouring of 
televised solidarity with the victims of police violence is an example of what 
Bertram Gross calls “friendly fascism,” the “nice-guy mask” used to disguise the 
despotism of the ultra-rich and our corporate overseers. Whatever you think about 
Donald Trump, he is at least open about his racism, lust for state violence and 
commitment to white supremacy (para. 7). 
 

Another effective and enduring shadowing making strategy by the corrupt elite to maintain its 

grip on power (and distortion of reality) involves the ancient political strategy of divided and 

conquer (known in today’s parlance as ‘culture wars’).  Here, through spin, lies, disinformation, 

conspiracy theories and propaganda (now supported and amplified by the internet and powerful 

corporate social media platforms such as Facebook), the ‘shadow makers’ exploit our 

homophelic human nature (our tendency to be attracted to those similar to ourselves, or those 

who look sound and think like us) to create fear, dissension, confusion, polarization and tribal 

warfare.  And, even though the human civilization shares a lot more in common than they differ, 

these shadow makers use our beautiful, diverse and unique human qualities and cultures to 
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stoke fear, distrust and blame on the ‘Other’.  Here we are emotionally bribed into a self-fulfilling 

‘class of ignorance and reality’ in which constructs such as race, religion, class, sex, civilization 

and even the view of freedom14 are all used to distract, divide and conquer. Here, rather than 

ask what are the ideological forces that have led to the social roots of racism, inequity, loss of 

democratic vocation, and the diminishment of our health, education, and environment (and the 

structural changes required to combat it), we are manipulated to loathe public unions and 

taxation, duped into the ‘benefits’ of the privatization and the ‘free market’ while divesting in 

public services such as quality education and health care, and deceived into blaming immigrants, 

refugee and other vulnerable population as the source of our problems.  As Dr. King along with 

other civil rights leaders such as Viola Desmond, Malcolm X, Abraham Joshua Heschel, and James 

Baldwin understood all too well, the root of racial injustice is tied to economic injustice, and as 

pointed out in this chapter, there will not be economic justice until we reclaim political power 

back from the hands of the corporate elite.  In other words, there is direct connection between 

racism, inequity and militarism/imperialism (domestically and abroad) and at the root of all of 

this is a corrupt power source that seeks to use duplicity and concentration resources and by 

extension more power to just a handful of people.  Here, the path toward a socially just and 

egalitarian society goes far beyond suturing audiences with slogans such as ‘Black Lives Matter’, 

real social justice means exposing and replacing the structural laws, policies and education 

system that at best diminishes the dignity, worth and opportunities for black, brown and 

vulnerable communities – and at worst, often places them in a state of preputial exploitation, 

                                                
14 Here, a reductive view of freedom is used in hypocritical ways (used when it serves their interests) by various political actors, who suggest an 
absolute view of freedom, that is freedom from the constraint of freedom and that it should be a priori in any context and by any means 
necessary.   
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violence and terminal harm. Thus, Peck (2020) in his article, James Baldwin Was Right All Along, 

argues:    

Why can’t we understand, as Baldwin did and demonstrated throughout his life, 
that racism is not a sickness, nor a virus, but rather the ugly child of an economic 
system that produces inequalities and injustice? The history of racism is parallel to 
the history of capitalism. The law of the market, the battle for profit, the imbalance 
of power between those who have all and those who have nothing are part of the 
foundation of this macabre play. He spoke about this not-so-hidden infrastructure 
again and again: “What one does realize is that when you try to stand up and look 
the world in the face like you had a right to be here, you have attacked the entire 
power structure of the Western world.” And more pointedly: “I attest to this: The 
world is not white; it never was white, cannot be white. White is a metaphor for 
power, and that is simply a way of describing Chase Manhattan Bank.” (para. 10). 

 
Here, Dr. King (1967) added: 
 

Again we have diluted ourselves into believing the myth that Capitalism grew and 
prospered out of the protestant ethic of hard work and sacrifice, the fact is that 
Capitalism was built on the exploitation and suffering of black slaves and continues 
to thrive on the exploitation of the poor –  both black and white, both here and 
abroad. If Negroes and poor whites do not participate in the free flow of wealth 
within our economy, they will forever be poor, giving their energies, their talents 
and their limited funds to the consumer market but reaping few benefits and 
services in return. The way to end poverty is to end the exploitation of the poor, 
ensure them a fair share of the government services and the nation’s resources 
(para. 10). 

 
Yet, despite this clear connection between power and economic/racial injustice, the shadow 

makers (whether in North America, Europe, Asia, Africa, Middle East, or South America) and their 

globally networked closed looping morally bankrupt system continue to mobilize and draw upon 

their divide, distract and conquer fear tactics in order to bamboozle us to stand up against, and 

to demand protection of our superior values, identity and way of life that is being threatened 

and besieged by the ‘Other’, either domestically or abroad.  However, as Hedges (2018) warns, 

the kind of ignorance, racism and selfishness espoused by unreflective, unethical and immoral 

political actors perpetuates a “polarized world – one where we retreat into our own tribe, where 
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we lack the linguistic, historical, and cultural skills to engage others, where we refuse to confront 

the evil within us – dooms us. Ignorance fosters fear. Fear fosters hatred. Hatred sees violence as 

salvation” (para. 27).   

 In response to those in power who exploit and weaponize our diversity, Dr. King (1967) 

reminded us:  

A genuine revolution of values means in the final analysis that our loyalties must 
become ecumenical rather than sectional. Every nation must now develop an 
overriding loyalty to mankind as a whole in order to preserve the best in their 
individual societies. 
 
This call for a worldwide fellowship that lifts neighborly concern beyond one’s 
tribe, race, class, and nation is in reality a call for an all-embracing and 
unconditional love for all mankind. This oft misunderstood, this oft 
misinterpreted concept, so readily dismissed by the Nietzsches of the world as a 
weak and cowardly force, has now become an absolute necessity for the survival 
of man. When I speak of love I am not speaking of some sentimental and weak 
response. I’m not speaking of that force which is just emotional bosh. I am 
speaking of that force which all of the great religions have seen as the supreme 
unifying principle of life. Love is somehow the key that unlocks the door which 
leads to ultimate reality. This Hindu-Muslim-Christian-Jewish-Buddhist belief 
about ultimate reality is beautifully summed up in the first epistle of Saint John: 
“Let us love one another (Yes), for love is God. (Yes) And every one that loveth is 
born of God and knoweth God. He that loveth not knoweth not God, for God is 
love. . . . If we love one another, God dwelleth in us and his love is perfected in 
us.” Let us hope that this spirit will become the order of the day (para. 58-59). 

 
This spirit of love and broader sense of belonging among a broader planetary community is aptly 

captured by the South African indigenous concept of Ubuntu, which means ‘humanity towards 

others’ or ‘I am because we are’.  In a more philosophical sense this concept means the belief in 

a universal bond of shared core values such as honesty, love, respect, dignity, opportunity and 

service to all members of the planet.  As the 10th century Arab poet, al-Mutanabbi said, “Men, 

though separate, need one another; Without knowing, each serves the other” (Yusuf, 2010, p. 

2).  Here, as educators we must ask, is our systems of education truly supporting the kind of 
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student and system that reproduces an egalitarian, pluralistic and democratic system that the 

civil rights leader Malcolm X (1999/1965) dreamed would one day, allow all of humanity to 

“meet together in the light of understanding” (p. xxiv). 

Conclusion 

I began this chapter with a quote from Nelson Mandela who famously said, “Education is the 

most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world” (Ratcliff, 2017, para. 4).  

However, as pointed out in the abstract, when most people hear this quote, they fail to 

recognize that it is not just ‘education’ per se, but rather the kind of education that either serves 

all people in socially just, inclusive and egalitarian ways, or an education that simply becomes a 

tool which a corrupt power interest groups can use to divided, conquer and control toward 

iniquitous, undemocratic and nefarious ends.  In fact, this very important distinction regarding 

the aim and functions of education was captured by John Dewey, when in 1929, the American 

educator and philosopher suggested in a newsreel address that learning and the attainment of a 

college credential were not necessarily one and the same: 

I am not here to knock going to college.  If a young person has the opportunity to 
do so and has the character and intelligence to take advantage of it, it is a good 
thing.  But going to college is not the same thing as getting an education, although 
the two are often confused.  A boy or a girl can go to college and get a degree and 
not much more (Hickman, 2001, p. 2). 

 
This was taken further by the civil rights leader, Malcolm X, when he was asked in an interview 

just a month before his assassination: “what do you think is responsible for race prejudice in the 

US?”, Malcolm responded: 

Ignorance and greed.  And a skillfully designed program of miseducation that goes 
right along with the American system of exploitation and oppression…So it takes 
education to eliminate it.  And just because you have colleges and universities 
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doesn’t’ mean you have education.  The colleges and universities in the American 
educational system are skillfully used to miseducate (Barnes & Sheppard, 1965, pp. 
17-18).     
 

Here, both Dewey and Malcolm (like Mandela) viewed the purpose and functions of education as 

a holistic and moral endeavour in which student growth (e.g. capacity to think for oneself) and 

the development of a free, democratic, socially just and egalitarian society were fundamental 

aims that could help improve the fate of all members of society.  Nonetheless, they also 

cautioned against deeply held assumptions that an education, especially a college and university 

education, automatically produced human virtues and beneficial consequences – either for the 

student or society.  This is because, even in Dewey and Malcolm’s period of life (as with 

Mandela’s), they all understood just as an endlessly looping unintegral closed system of 

knowledge and truth can been created, prescribed and advanced through a combination of story 

generating ideological agents (such as education) to sort people and maintain an unjust, 

iniquitous and unsustainable reality for so many people and communities around the world, so 

too we have the power to challenge and reclaim this system in order to rebuild an open, 

egalitarian and environmentally sustainable/peaceful world.  This is why they believed that, at 

the heart and soul of education, was the development of person’s ontological, epistemological 

and axiological vocation and freedom that allowed both the individual and society the ability to 

live freely, equitably, inclusively and peacefully.  

In light of Mandela, Dewey and Malcolm’s insights, I have argued in this chapter that 

Canada’s PSE purpose since the 1980s has been reduced (more so than ever before) to an 

economic aim in which a growing body of “miseducated” students “get a degree and not much 

more.”  One of the main culprits in this “miseducation” process has been our contemporary 
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neoliberal economic order that has profoundly succeeded in replacing a Keynesian industrial and 

more egalitarian form of capitalism (that in relative terms operated generally well with public 

interest and social justice issues) to a pernicious and even more corrupt network form of 

capitalism (that has not only spread its paradigmatic reach globally, but has also diminished if not 

annihilated public interest and social justice issues at the expense of personal/corporate greed).  

As I have argued at length, beyond inequality, alienation and greed, it is perhaps neoliberalism’s 

all-pervasive occupation of our minds and general loss of social change, social action, social 

movements, community development, and participatory democracy from the public conscious 

and institutions that has resulted in the greatest victory for capitalist ideologues.  In a sense, our 

colleges and universities have over the last three decades moved from a public focused serving 

system to an increasingly privatized focused serving system.  However, as Saul (2002) argues, 

Canada “has been built, from the very beginnings of its democratic system 150 years ago, upon a 

happy linkage between democracy and public education.  These are the basic principles of the 

Canadian democracy” (para. 17).  Thus, he argues, a “tidal wave” of managerial specialist or 

consultants working on behalf of particular interest groups: 

have drawn as their principal conclusion that inclusive systems which serve the 
public good are no longer viable. In other words, the ideologies and fashions of our 
day are devoted in good part to a return of the tragedy of the class based society. 
They are devoted to weakening the universality of the very public education system 
which has made Canada such a remarkable success society….Any move towards 
weakening that system will risk undermining not simply our society, but also our 
prosperity…Our success as a country is built upon this system. It is only with great 
difficulty that I could imagine a greater betrayal of the principles of Canadian 
democracy than piecemeal reduction of public education to private education 
(para. 8).  

 
Thus, as I have argued in this chapter, governments today, that hold considerable influence in 

shaping education, have become the handmaidens of corporations and have focused on a  
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purpose geared almost exclusively to a utilitarian or corporatized vison of education in which 

generating revenue through enrollment; justifying cuts to pedagogical quality; ballooning 

management positions over faculty hires; overcrowded classrooms with increasing part-time 

faculty; serving industry and commercialization of research for private interest; and incubating a 

culture of “privatization/competition” over democracy have become (above all else) the 

dominant agendas of PSE institutional leaders and governments alike.  Thus, it is in this 

instrumental pedagogical context, that we are experiencing a growing and unhealthy iniquitous 

and undemocratic culture in which the social contract is no longer deemed credible by a growing 

number of people, selfishness and greed are institutionalized and where people suffer a loss of 

agency and meaning, a diminishment of health and wellbeing, a deterioration of an inclusive and 

accountable community/democracy, and have become easy victims of corporate and 

government disinformation and control.  Here, as this entire chapter has pointed out, those who 

control education, not only strengthen their power interest, but shape the way in which we see 

our iniquitous and unjust realities as “normal, natural and inevitable (thereby heading off 

potential challenges to the system)” (Brookfield, 2009, p. 1270).  

In returning to the Wi-Fi metaphor from the introduction, it is as if capitalists (using 

governments and vital organs of democracy such as higher learning) have, over the last several 

decades, hijacked our education systems (along with many other public services) and shoved 

their intended purposes and functions into a neoliberal concrete vault (see Figure 3 below) 

where the authentic aims and functions of education have been reduced to a limited if not dead 

signal strength bar of learning connectivity (narrow and limited vision of education in which 

selfishness, job readiness and serving private industry predominate), while neglecting a more 
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fuller and more whole person  (mind, body, heart and spirit) approach to knowing, learning and 

teaching that inspires the 3P purpose of education: personal (meaningful, conscious, 

experiential, logical, ethical/moral, creative, contemplative, systems thinking, and critical self-

reflective education that awakens, inspires and prepares the whole person (mind, body, heart 

and spirit); professional (vocation ready and transdisciplinary education that awakens, inspires 

and prepares a lifelong and self-authorizing learner who develops boundary crossing 

values/capacities such as conscious listening, communication, problem solving and 

interdependence); and public transformation (politically aware and socially responsible 

education that awakens, inspires and prepares a citizenry capable of contributing to the 

common good, economic vitality, vibrant and inclusive democracy and a peaceful and 

sustainable planet). 

Figure 3: Diminished Integrative Knowing Connectivity to Personal, Professional & Public Transformation 
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However, as argued in this chapter, this singular focused kind of learning and knowing has not 

only diminished the quality of our personal and collective lives but is also unable to meet the 

extraordinary challenges and opportunities of the 21st century.   

As O’Sullivan (2012) tells, we are now living at a paradoxical moment in the world in 

which traditional science/education “and its application have brought mixed results to the health 

and wellbeing of the earth” (p. 163).  As O’Sullivan points out, on the one hand, we have 

achieved extraordinary technological and human health advances; while at the same time we 

have created unsustainable social, economic and environmental conditions that are now 

“threatening all special of life on earth, including our own” (p. 163).  Here, this existential crisis 

has been recently addressed by the world’s leading climate scientists from 40 countries who 

published the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) on October 8th 2019.  This 

report that was approved by the government of Canada and includes over 6, 000 scientific 

references that provide a sobering yet authoritative and scientific guide for governments to deal 

with climate change.  Among the key findings of the report is that allowing global mean surface 

temperature to rise above 2C compared with pre-industrial levels would result in extreme 

weather, sea level rise and ocean acidification.  According to the authors of the report, a rise 

above 1.5C would with unequivocally cause a devastating if not existential impact on our wildlife, 

crops, water availability and human health.  As Hedges (2019c) argues, reports such as 

increasingly reveal that:  

The biosphere, including the Amazon rainforest, the oceans and the polar ice caps, 
is visibly deteriorating. Heat waves are crippling Europe, Australia and the American 
Southwest. Floods devastate the Midwest. Last week, southeast Texas suffered 
heavy flooding and deaths when it was hit by the seventh-wettest tropical cyclone 
in U.S. history, with some areas receiving more than 40 inches of rainfall within 
three days. Monster hurricanes ravage the Caribbean and the shores of the United 
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States. Wildfires consume the forests of the West Coast. But despite the tangible 
signs of a climate emergency, the elites continue to assure us we can live as we 
have always lived (para. 13). 

 
Subsequently, Klein (2019a) contends that climate change not is manifesting into a “threat 

multiplier”.  In other words, she makes a compelling case that climate crisis is exacerbating 

threats caused by local and global poverty, weakening of democratic institutions, and the rise of 

xenophobia, political instability and conflict around the world.  As she sombrely puts it:  

This is the dawn of climate barbarism. And unless there is a radical change not only 
in politics but in the underlying values that govern our politics, this is how the 
wealthy world is going to “adapt” to more climate disruption: by fully unleashing 
the toxic ideologies that rank the relative value of human lives in order to justify 
the monstrous discarding of huge swaths of humanity. And what starts as brutality 
at the border will most certainly infect societies as a whole. 
 
These supremacist ideas are not new; nor have they ever gone away. For those of 
us in North America, they are deeply embedded in the legal basis for our nations’ 
very existence (from the Doctrine of Christian Discovery to terra nullius). Their 
power has ebbed and flowed throughout our histories, depending on what immoral 
behaviors demanded ideological justification. And just as these toxic ideas surged 
when they were required to rationalize slavery, land theft, and segregation, they 
are surging once more now that they are needed to justify climate recalcitrance 
and the barbarism at our borders (para. 38-39). 

 
As Hedges (2019c) summarizes, we may have already reached the “tipping point” in which saving 

the world from life-threatening global warming is unstoppable, irreversible or accelerate.  He 

argues that mathematical models from several recent climate emergency reports suggest that 

there are three potentially devastating outcomes:  

a massive die-off of perhaps 70 percent of the human population and then an 
uneasy stabilization; extinction of humans and most other species; an immediate 
and radical reconfiguration of human society to protect the biosphere and make it 
more diverse and productive. This third scenario, which most scientists admit is 
unlikely, is dependent on a halt to the production and consumption of fossil fuels, 
converting to a plant-based diet to destroy the animal agriculture industry – almost 
as large a contributor to greenhouse gases as the fossil fuel industry – and greening 
the deserts and restoring rainforests. We know what we have to do if our children 
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are to have a future. The only question left is how do we empower leaders who will 
save us (para. 14). 

 
As response to this question posed by Hedges, the IPCC report recommends that limiting global 

warming to 1.5C (2.7F) target is possible but will require immediate “deep emission reductions” 

over the next decade; and must involve “rapid, far-reaching and unprecedented change in all 

aspects of society” (IPCC, 2018, p. 1).  Here, as Klein (2019a) argues, our young people have not 

only inherited a potentially sixth global mass extinction, but:  

They are also growing up in the rubble of market euphoria, in which the dreams of 
endlessly rising living standards have given way to rampant austerity and economic 
insecurity. And techno-utopianism, which imagined a frictionless future of limitless 
connection and community, has morphed into addiction to the algorithms of envy, 
relentless corporate surveillance, and spiraling online misogyny and white 
supremacy (para. 37). 
 

To make matters worse, the world is now paralyzed and at mercy of the COVID 19 pandemic 

accompanied by rising social unrest and protests against social injustice (including but not 

limited to structural inequity and racism).  Here, the global pandemic has dramatically exposed 

and exacerbated the immense short comings of the neoliberal globalized reality. Here, we are 

witnessing in real time, a social, economic and political neoliberal system nearing collapse 

because it is unable to equally serve, protect and care (at the most basic level) all members of 

society.  Here, in many respects, COVID 19 has not only forced us to stand still, to reflect and to 

re-evaluate our priorities in life, but as importantly, it has consciously awakened a large number 

of importance of community, solidarity and government, while exposing the extraordinary 

duplicity and hypocrisy of today’s globalized neoliberal system.  As these distressing trends 

reveal, our contemporary and pernicious socio-economic structures accompanied by the 

environmental danger are literally at a revolutionary crossroads.  If we continue with the status 
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quo, then world stability if not life itself is at inevitable peril.  Hence, in order for change to be 

affected, as Holst and Brookfield (2013) assert: 

There is no reason not to state frankly that this current process of polarization 
through which we are passing, like all processes of polarization, is very destructive.  
Polarization is, however, the only process through which qualitative or 
fundamental social change becomes possible.  Every instance of fundamental 
transformation is proceeded by and embedded within a process of polarization.  In 
the U.S. as we know, the defeat of slavery was only possible once the society 
polarized on the issue culminating in the Civil War.  The Civil Rights movement was 
also the culmination of a similar process of polarization, which like that of the Civil 
War period had economic, social, and political manifestations.  These processes of 
polarization are historic processes for adult educators need to be prepared for two 
main reasons.  First, polarization of societies do not automatically lead to 
progressive advances as the victory of fascism in parts of Europe and Asia in the 
mid-20th century teachers us.  Second, processes of polarization create the 
conditions for qualitative transformation, but the direction of this transformation 
is in no way predetermined.  The means adult education in and around social 
movements can and will play a vital role in determining the direction of social 
change in the coming years (p. 220).   
 

Thus, I have proposed in this chapter, as a society we can longer afford to maintain the status 

quo and must break free from the neoliberal corporatized ontological trance and re-discover our 

personal, professional and public transformative purpose and identity – where governments and 

by extension institutions of higher learning re-establish a purpose that truly serve the egalitarian 

interests of Canadians; and in which learning is recognized in its fullest and broadest dimensions. 

Here, I argue that a consciously awakening future might be possible with a ‘whole person’ (mind, 

body, heart and spirit) approach to higher education via the 3P aims (personal, professional and 

public transformation) and UNESCO’s (Delors, 1996) four pillars of learning for the 21st century 

(learning to know, to do, to be, to live and work with others) accompanied by a fifth pillar that I 

have added (learning to impact/influence society and environment). 
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 Consequently, today’s unsettling trends and existential crisis, demand that educators 

consciously or critically awaken and appreciate that our current “mis-educative” trajectory in our 

pedagogical practices is no longer a rationally or morally viable option.  Here, we cannot pretend 

to remain ‘neutral’ or comfortably sit on the social and political fence, as it is perhaps no more 

urgent time as now that educators join the movement around the world and embrace a holistic 

view of education, an integrative way of thinking, in which teachers are able to identify, and then 

to challenge and change, the process by which a grossly iniquitous elite power structure uses an 

internationally networked corrupt neoliberal ideology to convince people this is a normal state of 

affairs. Here, in the parlance of rap artists Ice Cube, today’s historic trajectory necessitates that 

‘we better check ourselves before we wreck ourselves, cause these current trends are bad for 

our health’. Thus, we must choose, do we continue to serve a deeply iniquitous, undemocratic 

and unsustainable system destined for collapse; or will we strive as networks of relationships, 

communities of practice and movements of change to work towards an inclusive, egalitarian and 

sustainable transformation.  Here, O’Sullivan (2012) articulates clearly and succinctly the kind of 

transformative or holistic education that this chapter has argued is essential in today’s global 

context:  

It is a shift of consciousness that dramatically and permanently alters our way of 
being in the world. Such a shift involves an understanding of ourselves and our self 
locations, our relations with other humans and with the natural world; an 
understanding of the relations of power in the interlocking structures of class, race, 
and gender; our body awareness; our visions of alternative approaches to living; 
and our sense of possibilities for social justice and peace and personal joy 
(O’Sullivan, Morrell, & O’Connor, 2002, p. 11). Such a transformative education 
involves emancipation from servitude, yes, but also from the blinders that 
servitude places on us in relation to the rest of the world. It is felt at the personal, 
community, institutional, global, and planetary levels (pp. 175-176). 
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Here, as O’Sullivan (2012) continues, transformative learning should inspire “a process of 

learning that has a sense of adventure. It is learning embraced as a journey, less concerned with 

trying to find fixed facts and more concerned with identifying what we need to learn to live well 

– ecologically, peacefully, and justly” (p. 176).  Finally, he writes, “a transformative education 

requires modes of survival and sustainability, resistance and critique, and creativity and vision. It 

is deeply ecological and integrative” (p. 176).  
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Chapter 2:                                                                                                                                                        
In Search of Knowledge, Reality and Truth in the 21st Century:                                                         

The Case for Integrative Postsecondary Education 
 

When something is impossible to achieve with one paradigm or worldview, it can be surprisingly 
easy to accomplish with a new worldview – Margret Wheatley 

Chapter 2 Summary 

The Sufi poet Rumi from Balkh Afghanistan tells of a story of a drunken man whose neighbour finds him crawling on 
his hands and knees looking for lost keys under a street lamp.  The neighbour immediately joins in the search, but 
without success. When the neighbour asks “are you sure you lost them here?” “No,” replies the drunk, “I dropped 
them in front of my yard – but there’s more light here!” This story has relevance for how society and in particular 
students, teachers, administrators and governments are currently searching for the “keys” to a sustainable, 
democratic, prosperous and peaceful future through the means of post-secondary education (PSE). As I have 
established the case in chapter 1, our current PSE systems, inebriated by neoliberal or ‘turbo' capitalistic ideology 
since the 1980s, search for the “keys” under the “street lamp” in which education not only continues to be held back 
through outmoded and limiting theories of knowledge, learning and teaching, but perhaps more troublingly, it has 
diminished if not eliminated concern for personal growth and public common good from its essential responsibilities15.  
Thus, I argued in this chapter that educators through networks of relationships and communities of practice have the 
capacity to inspire systemic change and reclaim Canada’s personal, professional and public transformative educational 
roots.   

Subsequently, in this chapter, I explore more deeply the limiting and outmoded ontological, epistemological 
and axiological paradigmatic structures currently guiding our post-secondary systems.  I draw upon both the 
methodologies of constructivism and critical theory in an effort to respond to the following three research questions 
that guide the focus of this chapter: 1) What are the contemporary ontological, epistemological and axiological 
foundations in which have built today’s post-secondary education system? 2) Can these contemporary notions of 
reality, knowledge and truth support the proposed 3 purposes of education (personal, professional and public 
transformation) and 5 pillars of learning (learning to know, learning to do, learning to be, learning to live and work 
with others; and learning to impact society and environment)? 3) If our contemporary notions of reality, knowledge 
and truth are incapable of supporting such a proposed integrative aim and practice of education, then what 
alternatives might we consider so to design and deliver a post-secondary education system capable of dramatically 
and permanently awakening our personal, professional and public consciousness?  

In my response to these questions, I experienced a profound revelation in my search for understanding the 
subject of knowledge, reality and truth in the context of higher education.  I realized early in my research that 
neoliberalism is not the only ideological culprit (or hegemonic paradigm) incapacitating our ability to deliver a sound 
and holistic education; nor is this pernicious capitalistic ideology fully responsible for creating today’s social, economic, 
political, cultural and environmental woes. Instead, I argue that our current paradigm of education (and by extension 
our conception of humanity and how we legitimize or prescribe knowledge, reality or truth in general) is built upon 
the foundation and legacy of a narrow view of the Enlightenment science (or scientism); and supported by the twin 
pillars of techno-rational (or solely cognitive/behaviourist) pedagogical practices and neoliberal utilitarian motives. 
Thus, in this chapter, I contend that neoliberalism is a one of three dominant paradigmatic forces that work together 
to keep in place, or better yet, construct or ‘prescribe’ a dominant and reductive notion of knowledge, reality and 
truth that now serve as the emanant and unchallengeable pedagogical structures of our education systems – and by 
extension how most people ‘learn’ to unquestionably accept today’s atomized, materialized and corporatized 

                                                
15 As I have argued in chapter 1, since the formation of higher learning in Canada, there has long existed a desirable if uneasy equilibrium 
between personal, professional and public aims and functions of PSE.  Moreover, I have also maintained that public or social transformation 
played a long and quintessential role in Canadian adult education and PSE purpose.  And, while Canadian educational departments continue to be 
influenced by social justice concerns today, there appears to be another all-pervasive and deeply established trend shaping many programs and 
institutions beyond the schools of education.  Here, these trends surfaced during the 1980s, in which new social and political realities not only 
ushered in a more anti-collectivist and exploitive version of capitalism (known as neoliberalism), but also a narrower aim of education geared 
exclusively to career training, serving industry interests and economic development that now dominates our PSE purpose and practice.   
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existence. Here, I make the case that a reductive view of Enlightenment science informs much of the contemporary 
and outmoded technical-rational (or solely cognitive/behaviourist) pedagogy in our colleges and universities; while 
the neoliberal economic policies (that now shape of our PSE system) staunchly keep in place much of these outmoded 
pedagogical paradigms. Hence, these three ideological forces combine not only to retard our conception of human 
nature and learning but have created conditions in which we have become an ‘unconscious civilization’ that is easily 
manipulated, divided and conquered.  In midst of looming ecological collapse, accompanied by the specter of other 
ominous planetary trends, I make the case that our education systems can no longer maintain the status quo. Instead, 
these ominous trends necessitate that we must awaken our consciousness and support a learning environment of 
understanding and consonance between the self-fulfilling and unnecessary ‘clash of ontologies’ between various 
world views. This urgency is aptly expressed by Dr. Martin Luther King who prophetically warned more than 50 years 
ago, that the human community has a stark choice, either “nonviolent coexistence or violent coannihilation” (1967, 
para. 58).   

Thus, if we accept the notion that education should offer (beyond the ‘banking approach’ or filling of the 
‘objective’ mind with ‘fixed’ facts), an experience in which we draw individuals out of themselves so that they can 
pursue and discover truths, unleash their extraordinary potentials and establish a conscious relationship with their 
social and natural environments, then I maintain that our outmoded and reductive ontological, epistemological and 
axiological foundation in which much of our current PSE systems stand, is simply incapable of delivering such a 
conscious awakening. In a sense, this inebriated and misguided search, especially over the last four decades is causing 
both debilitating consequences to the quality and advancement of our education systems but also to the health and 
wellbeing of our personal, public and planetary lives. Thus, I make the case that a scientistic inspired foundation and 
supporting technical-rational and neoliberal pillars in which we have built our instrumental notions of learning, 
knowledge and teaching are no longer sound nor sustainable.  This widening gap between what we need and want of 
higher learning and what its structures provide comes at a time in which new social, political, cultural, economic, 
technological and environmental realities require more than ever that we become creative, critical and collaborative 
life-long learners who can develop a philosophy of ethics and pluralism16 and fashion entirely new ways of living in the 
world.  Thus, I argue that our contemporary pedagogical structures are beyond reform and incapable of awakening 
our conscious, civic and creative capacities.  Ultimately, today’s PSE systems leaves us in a state of paralysis against 
existential threats such as climate change or nuclear war; as we remain in a grip ignorance and unable to pedagogically 
equip our students and society to seize upon the creative solutions and opportunities available to the international 
community. As such, we are left with an outmoded PSE system that is incapable of preparing our graduates in an ever-
changing post-truth17 and technologically18 disruptive/controlling era.   

In this chapter, I contend that like the drunk in the story above, our inability to locate the “keys” is not for a 
lack of intention or effort, but rather an ontological, epistemological and axiological inebriation in which our status 
quo systems of education systematically deny many educators and by extension students and society, a meaningful, 

                                                
16 Here, as Yusuf (2017) argues, “In the midst of this civilizational decline, the question of pluralism keeps rearing its head, asking to be asked: can 
we live in a multicultural, multi-ethnic, multi-religious society in peace? This, however, begs a deeper question: are we really multi-anything? 
Setting aside the realities of physically different skin colors and of new immigrants who bring their authentic culture to America only to watch it 
disappear quickly, ethnic diversity is now more myth than reality. Most Americans have little or no knowledge of their ethnic lineage. No doubt 
there are still some variations that set us apart—you like jazz, I like hip-hop—but the goals of the culture have been reduced largely to one: 
consume and pursue “goods” and “services” that excite us and keep us “happy.” (para. 10) 
17 Post truth can be defined as a circumstance in which people are more likely to accept an argument based on their emotions and beliefs, rather 
than one based on fact and reason.  The Oxford Dictionaries Word of the Year in 2016 was post-truth.  They defined post-truth as an adjective 
defined as “relating to or denoting circumstances in which object facts are less influential in shaping public opinion than appeals to emotion and 
personal belief” (https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/word-of-the-year/word-of-the-year-2016). In 2018, Dictionary.com’s word of the year was 
misinformation.  According the website, misinformation is defined as “false information that is spread, regardless of whether there is intent to 
mislead.” (www.dictinary.com/e/word-of-the-year/).  However, as Harai (2018c) argues: “A cursory look at history reveals that propaganda and 
disinformation are nothing new. In fact, humans have always lived in the age of post-truth. Homo sapiens is a post-truth species, who conquered 
this planet thanks above all to the unique human ability to create and spread fictions. We are the only mammals that can cooperate with 
numerous strangers because only we can invent fictional stories, spread them around, and convince millions of others to believe in them. As long 
as everybody believes in the same fictions, we all obey the same laws and can thereby cooperate effectively” (para. 2). 
18 As Harari (2018b) warns, advancement in artificial intelligence (AI), “is a weapon unlike any other that human beings have developed”; as “it 
will almost certainly allow already powerful to consolidate their power further” (para. 24).  This is affirmed by Goodwin (2015) who writes, the 
power of the internet, has unleashed a movement in which industrial notions of human enterprise is being exceedingly disrupted if not flipped 
over its head.  Here, in this “internet of things”, “Uber, the world’s largest taxi company, own no vehicles.  Facebook, the world’s most popular 
media owner, creates no content.  Alibaba, the most valuable retailer, has no inventory.  And Airbnb, the world’s largest accommodation 
provider, owns no real estate.  Something interesting is happening” (para. 1).  
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conscious and progressive understanding of the integrative and prescriptive nature of knowledge, learning and 
teaching. Here, there is a convergence/consensus taking place, whether they spring from the pre-modern wisdom of 
the past, new theories in quantum physics, or systems thinking in management studies, these different sources all 
support and point to a view of existence in which nature (and that includes us) are all part of one interconnected or 
relational system. Thus, I contend that one of the major challenges facing our postsecondary systems is to reverse the 
disconnectedness and atomization of the present world (inspired by scientism) and to develop a revolutionary 
ontological and epistemological vocation that is not based on the separateness of knowledge from life and being, but 
upon the inherent holarchy19, unity and integration20. Here, our contemporary notions of reality and knowing have 
largely been influenced by this rigid scientistic or ‘empiricist’21 view of knowledge, in which only the ‘objective’ or 
‘sensory’ nature of knowledge (endowed through the natural or hard sciences) is granted legitimacy or deemed the 
‘criterion of truth’ in scientific and societal affairs. Yet, this categorical error (or mistaken conflation between study of 
natural and social sciences) in our contemporary models of knowing and education (established and mostly 
unchanged since the dawn of the 18th century), have been built on a narrow and reductive view of science in which 
knowing and learning is understood in an ‘objective’, ‘behavioural’ or ‘cognitive/analytical’ sense (devoid of human 
intention, values, consciousness, spirituality, emotions, or moral and social responsibility); and where learning and 
teaching via an instrumental focused curriculum “is exclusively viewed as a process of information transfer, mastery, 
and application” (Palmer & Zajonc, 2010, p. 102).   

However, as I discuss in this chapter, a growing body of research evidence from a transdisciplinary field of 
research indicates that our ways of knowing involve a constructive process that exist in a contingent or unified 
relationship between cognition and our physical, emotional, social and spiritual22 dimensions. In other words, the view 
that knowing was driven principally by cognition has yielded to a realization that our cognitive constructive process is 
only one of many other inseparable processes that include but not limited to our values, our intentions, our body, our 
emotions and our interaction with society. Thus, given this premise, I argue that “no knowledge is neutral. It is 
concerned and represented by the constructor or knower in a manner which works to protect and further his or her 
interests, whether the interests are altruistic or malevolent. Such construction, however, may not always be explicit 
or apparent” (Lovat & Smith, 2003, p. 32). As Safi (1997) points out, there is a profound and significant difference 
between the laws regulating natural and social behaviour, since the laws of natural order are based on the principle 
of necessity or causality (cause-effect manner), and the laws of human behaviour are determined (at least in theory) 
by free choice and possibility. Thus, he argues, “human action is always purposive, aiming at procuring some objects 
or achieving some objectives. Whether the objects of the will are significant or trivial, noble or lowly, is irrelevant 
here; what is central to the notion of purposeful will is that action without purpose is impossible” (pp. 52-53).   

                                                
19 As pointed out in chapter 1, Koestler (1970) argued “All complex structures and processes of a relatively stable character display hierarchic 
organization, and this applies regardless whether we are considering inanimate systems, living organisms, social organizations, or patterns of 
behaviour” (p. 133).  Thus, Koestler (1970) argues, these complex structures are composed of a holarchical phenomenon in which each holarchy 
is composed of holons or units that are autonomous and self-reliant, but also dependent on the greater whole of which they are part.  More 
specifically, Koestler defines a holon as, “any stable sub-whole in an organismic, cognitive, or social hierarchy which displays rule-governed 
behaviour and/or structural Gestalt constancy” (p. 137).   
20 As I have argued in chapter 1, in this compartmentalization of life, we are unable to see that the record rates of anxiety, depression and suicide 
increasingly experienced by our college and university students are a manifestation of their loss of values, meaning and purpose accompanied 
real worries such as extreme tuition debt, political and economic uncertainty and growing threat of climate change.   
21 Here according to the logical positivist and post-positivist, all experience may be reduced to sense data (see, touch, feel, hear, taste and smell) 
and captured scientifically.  Here, the mind or cognition reigns superior and “true” knowledge is deemed values neutral, material and non-
falsified hypothesis that are probable facts and laws (truths), and separate from the knower.   
22 According to Merriam and Bierema (2014), in the context of adult learning, “spirituality is not, as most writers point out, the same as religion.  
Religion has to do with an organized system of belief, and human institutions where participants express their faith.  Although for some people 
religion and spirituality overlap, significant spiritual experiences need not be related to religion or take place in a religious setting” (p. 137).  
According to Merriam and Bierema (2014), “Linked to the Latin spiritus, meaning breath, spirituality is often equated with soul, grace, flow, and 
life force; it is somehow more than, or beyond the corporal body” (p. 137).  As English (2005) defines it is, “an awareness of something greater 
than ourselves” (p. 1171).  And physicist David Bohm defines spirituality as “an invisible force – a life-giving essence that moves us deeply, or as a 
source that moves everything from within” (cited in Lemkow, 2005, p. 24).  Moreover, Mackeracher (2004) describes spirituality, as “the 
experience of feeling expanded beyond the normal limits of my body and mind, of feeling connected to aspects of the eternal world that are of 
value to me – to others, to the earth, and to a greater cosmic being” (p. 172).  Here, as Merriam and Bierema (2014) point out, “Connection, 
whether it be to the self, to others, to the world, or to a higher being, is often a central component of definitions of spirituality” (p. 137).  And, 
Lauzon (2005) adds, that “we must strive to remember that all true spiritual paths lead to that which unites us in our humanity.  Thus, the term 
spirituality in this chapter is a broad and expansive term that can refer to values, meaning and purpose grounded in the self but also connected to 
something greater than the self – whether you prescribe to a secular or sacred perspective.   
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Subsequently, I contend in this chapter that a new foundation in which we rebuild new systems of education 
must acknowledge that our notion of knowledge and reality (and to some extent truth) are a ‘prescribed’ rather than 
‘described’ phenomena, in which both new physics23 (Palmer & Zajonc, 2010) and pre-modern thinkers reminded us 
over 300 years ago, “questions of knowledge could not be asked without question about being, such that 
epistemology becomes identical with ontology” (Rezaee & Mansur, 2009, p. 21). Here, it could be said that what we 
know is always filtered through who we are; and who we are will always filter and determine why, how and what we 
know and do. As King and Baxter Magolda (1996) affirm through their research, “What individuals learn and claim to 
know is grounded in how they construct their knowledge” and “How individuals construct knowledge and use their 
knowledge is closely tied to their sense of self” (p. 166). Thus, in this context, I argue “values, attitudes, dispositions 
and identity are integral components of learning, teaching and curriculum which require professional attention, 
planning, resourcing and assessment” (Deakin Crick, 2010, p. 884). 

Consequently, I propose we can no longer afford to continue with the outmoded and status quo notions of 
reality, knowledge and truth that are ‘objectively described’ to us via the scientistic world view, techno-rational (or 
solely cognitive/behaviourist) pedagogical practices and neoliberal utilitarian motives. Instead, we have in our capacity 
the means in which we can revolutionize and ‘reconstruct/prescribe’ an entirely new and integrative way of 
envisioning, designing and delivering postsecondary education in the 21st century. Here, I argue that a ‘prescriptive’ 
and promising future might be possible with a ‘whole person’ (mind, body, heart and spirit) approach to 
postsecondary education via the 3P aims (personal, professional and public transformation) and UNESCO’s (1996) 
four pillars of learning for the 21st century (learning to know, to do, to be, to live and work with others) accompanied 
by a fifth pillar that I have added (learning to impact/influence society and environment). Thus, I build a case that this 
integrative vision and practice of education requires a revolutionary supporting and complimentary ontological, 
epistemological and axiological establishment.  Subsequently, I recommend that a new ontology for education could 
be established through Taylor’s (2007) super nova of secular inclusive humanistic thesis. Here, both the secular 
(reason/material) and sacred (values/immaterial) are given equal ontological legitimacy based on their area of focus.  
Here, Habermas’s (1972, 1988) theory of knowledge (technical, practical and critical) could serve as its complimentary 
and practical epistemological support.  Habermas’s theory of knowledge and communicative capacity/action not only 
substantiates a key thesis proposed in this chapter: that knowing and being are an inseparable and constructive 
phenomenon; but his theory also allows for a unity or holarchy between the objective and constructive world of 
epistemology.  In a sense, Habermas’s theory of knowing works like a critical self-reflective knowledge-reality-truth 
filter that helps students become self-authorizing beings who can learn ‘how to think and be’ in more integrative and 
imaginative ways rather than ‘what to think’ in the controlled and closed alternative. Thus, I argue that Taylor’s secular 
inclusive humanism accompanied by Habermas’ theory of knowledge may provide one of the most profound ways in 
which we can rebuild the ontological/epistemological foundation of PSE so to inspire students (and by extension 
society) to see the world in more moral/ethical, egalitarian, democratic, imaginative/innovative, sustainable, 
pluralistic and peaceful ways.  

As it relates to the notion of truth, I take the position that while an objective reality and truth (or the 
Universal) may exist, we must appreciate that no one theory or construction of human perception or consciousness, 
either from a person, philosophy or tradition (religious, scientific or cultural) may claim monopoly over it.  Thus, I take 
the position on a theory of truth that proposes correspondence through coherence theory (C&C) of truth (Dunwoody, 
2009; Safi,1997). In other words, a belief-to-belief relation in the form of rationalism (as proposed by coherence 
theory) that is supported by a belief-to-world relation in the form of empiricism (as proposed by correspondence 
theory). However, despite this position, I argue that we would be wise to accept that truth cannot always or solely be 
grasped on epistemological grounds, consciousness, linguistic conventions or conditions of evidence or verifiability 
(Asghar, 2012). Thus, I propose our search for truth should also accept a critical, paradoxical and transcendental 
element.  Here, our search for truth in education can be more authentically realized when we accept that truth is a 
dynamic process that requires both confidence yet also humility.  Here, I recommend a C&C notion of truth should 
remain open and accepting of “paradoxes” (as proposed in new physics); “the community of truth and the 
transcendence” (as proposed by Palmer, 2007); “the many ways, paths and states of mind to the universal” (as 
proposed by Ramadan, 2012), “and three ways of knowing” (as proposed by Habermas, 1972, 1988).  

Together, I believe these ontological, epistemological and axiological alternatives may constitute a ground-

                                                
23 In the context of quantum theory, as Heisenberg (1962) argues (and I intend to explore in greater detail later in this chapter), what “we 
observe is not nature in itself, but nature exposed to our method of questioning” (p. 58).   
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breaking template that fosters a holistic, progressive and comprehensive pedagogy that engages with full dimensions 
of human nature and learning: the cognitive, the intentional, the affective, the social, the somatic, the intuitive, the 
moral, the intellectual, and the spiritual. Thus, it is in this proposed ‘prescriptive’ ideal that we can perhaps transform 
our education systems into ‘radical spaces of possibilities’ that inspire the betterment of self, others and the world.  
 

Introduction & Research Questions 

In his 2018 book Enlightenment Now: The Case for Reason, Science, Humanism and Progress, 

the cognitive scientist Steven Pinker responds to the question, “is life in the 21st century getting 

better or worse?”  In response to this question, the Harvard professor argues that since the 

achievement of the Enlightenment era, our lives are much better off now than any other time 

throughout history.  As a self-proclaimed rational Enlightenment thinker, Pinker offers an 

‘empirical24’ thesis filled with statistics and graphs showing that despite our pessimistic outlooks 

on climate change, nuclear proliferation and gross income inequality, life for people on this 

globe has improved in pretty much every way.  More specifically, Pinker provides analysis on a 

dense amount of quantitative research suggesting, for example that life expectancy which was 

fixed for a millennium at roughly thirty years of age, started to increase dramatically in the 

nineteenth century and now sits worldwide at around 70 years of age.  Moreover, the 

percentage of the world’s population (in the United States and especially in places such as Asia), 

living in extreme poverty has fallen from 90 percent in the early nineteenth century to under 10 

percent in the twenty-first century.  Also, as it relates to world literacy, Pinker shows that we 

have grown people’s reading ability from roughly 10 percent in the early nineteenth century to 

over 80 percent today. In addition to these optimistic statistical revelations, he also points out a 

number of other positive statistical trends that include but are not limited to:  

                                                
24 In line with a constructivist position taken in this dissertation, I argue that survey or empirical studies in which data is presented always begs 
the question of interpretation based on one’s values.   
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• Significantly improving health care;  
• Lower infant and maternal mortality;  
• Children who are increasingly healthier, better fed and safer; 
• A greater number of workers who are paid more with greater benefits as well as 

retirement opportunities;   
• Statistical figures showing that the environment is in fact growing less polluted 

 
Thus, Pinker contends that these overwhelming and ‘objective’ statistics should unequivocally 

lead us to believe that life on the globe is getting much better than worse.  He argues that if we 

simply take a more ‘objective’ view of the world, then it might be possible to overcome our 

many cultural, psychological, political, and spiritual biases that not only keep much of the world 

in ignorance and darkness but create this pessimistic and self-fulfilling prophecy that has gripped 

so many in the world.  

 In light of Pinker’s highly hopeful thesis, there was a swift and overwhelming number of 

critics such as Chris Hedges who described Pinker’s analysis as “magical thinking25”.  In fact, 

many of these critics argued that Pinker’s sense of reality about the present and future state our 

species accompanied by his narrow understanding of Enlightenment thinking, in which empirical 

scientific reasoning can be an antidote to all human trials and tribulations, is simply incorrect if 

not “magical thinking”.  In a direct response to Pinker’s overtly optimistic analysis, Rothman 

(2018) argues:   

But human beings are not objective creatures. When social scientists write about 
life expectancy, educational attainment, nutrition, crime, and the other issues 
Pinker addresses, they often use the abbreviation Q.O.L., for “quality of life.” They 

                                                
25 According to Hedges (2019b), Pinker’s “magical thinking”: “insist the tragedy facing us is not real? What are the technocrats and scientists 
arguing that education and Western civilization can turn us into rational beings other than shamans? What are the corporate titans who make 
their fortunes off the arms, chemical, fossil fuel and animal agriculture industries that are destroying the natural world other than high priests 
demanding human sacrifice?  There is one human story. Dressed in new clothing and using new tools, we endlessly relive it. If we still read 
philosophy, literature, history, poetry and theology we would not be surprised that greed, hedonism and hubris have easily defeated empathy 
and reason. But because we do not, because we spend hours each day getting little bursts of dopamine from electronic screens, we think we are 
unique in human existence. We are unable to see that the climate conditions that allowed civilizations to flourish during the last 10,000 years will 
soon be replaced by a savage struggle to survive” (para. 3). 
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use S.W.B. to refer to “subjective well-being”—the more elusive phenomenon of 
happiness, fulfillment, or life satisfaction. In “Citizen Kane,” Orson Welles’s media 
tycoon enjoys high Q.O.L. and low S.W.B. He is healthy, wealthy, and unhappy. The 
question is whether what befalls individuals might also befall societies. If so, life 
could be getting much better objectively, on the social scale, without getting all 
that much better subjectively, on the individual scale (para. 16). 

 
Furthermore, as Moyn (2018) observes, Pinker’s reductive and one dimensional view of 

Enlightenment betrays the very expansive ontology of some the most prominent philosophers 

and theorists of that time:  

Kant, for example, thought he could discern a “hidden plan” for universal freedom 
and equality in the shape of events. To those who sought a guarded optimism, facts 
served as “signs” of this future, Kant concluded, and he cited the French Revolution 
as the most startling herald of universal freedom and equality. But he insisted that 
even an abundance of such signs could never, on their own, establish belief in 
progress. What facts provide is a catapult for a leap into rational faith. “Hopes for 
the future perfection of men,” the German philosopher Karl Löwith explained 
bluntly in a classic study of the philosophy of progress, are “not the result of 
scientific inference and evidence but a conjecture, the root of which [is] hope and 
faith.” It is a devastating verdict on Pinker’s enterprise. 
 
Pinker attempts valiantly to sidestep the need for what Kant called “rational faith,” 
partly by narrowing his inquiry to the most minimal terms of advancement, terms 
he imagines no one could dispute. From the outset, Pinker insists that he can read 
progress off simple metrics such as how many people survive childhood and live 
relatively long. And who could deny that, whatever ultimate ends people care 
about, they would all like to survive and thrive? But if one claims to be making “the 
case for humanism,” as Pinker does, isn’t the way people live also important? A lot 
of people actually care about meaning and even transcendence—living well rather 
than just living. This is a secondary consideration for Pinker. “It’s easy to extol 
transcendent values,” he observes, in this spirit, “but most people prioritize life, 
health, safety, literacy, sustenance, and stimulation.” (para. 17-18). 

 
Here, as Gutting (2018) adds: 
 

In any case, Pinker’s argument falters when he comes to the crucial question of 
happiness. What good are all our modern health, wealth, and safety if we aren’t 
living happier lives? Pinker is confident that psychologists can measure happiness 
just by asking people – either in surveys (“On a scale of 1-7, how satisfied are you 
with your life overall?”) or in real-time responses to a beeper signal (“How happy 
do you feel right now?”). Of course, such methodologies ignore the ease with which 
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we can deceive ourselves about how happy we are and, especially, the extent to 
which we aren’t sure what real happiness would be. More generally, they ignore 
any aspects of a phenomenon that fall outside the idealizations needed for rigorous 
empirical analysis. But even waving such difficulties, it turns out that there aren’t 
good data about how happy people have been over the ages. Pinker can only 
display graphs showing increases in reported happiness in most countries over the 
last thirty years. (But even so, the United States is an outlier and, he admits, “hasn’t 
gotten systematically happier over the years”.) 
 
As a result, Pinker has to retreat to an argument based on the correlation between 
wealth and happiness: “we now know that richer people within a country are 
happier, that richer counties are happier, and that people get happier as their 
countries get richer (which means that people get happier over time).” But even if 
people in, say, medieval or early modern times got happier over the years, it 
doesn’t follow that their absolute felicity at any given time was lower than ours. In 
particular, they may, despite relative poverty and other material lacks, have had a 
much stronger sense of leading meaningful lives, perhaps due to religious belief 
and sustaining social values. Pinker finesses this last point by presenting happiness 
and meaning as separate components of a “good life,” in the sense, he says, of 
Aristotle’s eudaimonia.  But given this distinction, Pinker should make the good life 
rather than the merely happy life the standard for evaluating societies overall. Since 
he offers no evidence that life in our world is sufficiently meaningful to outrank life 
in earlier times, his case for a decisive improvement in human life over time grinds 
to a halt— particularly given the Enlightenment’s penchant for undermining 
traditional sources of meaning (para. 5-6). 

 
Moreover, Gutting asserts that there are a number of problems with the way in which Pinker 

presents or interprets his data.  He writes:  

A more serious objection notes that Pinker’s many graphs (“jaw-dropping” the 
blurb tells us) often track not the actual number of terrible events—which often 
grow larger as population increases—but the percentage of such events relative to 
the population. World War II, for example, killed 55 million people, far more than 
any previous war, but the ratio of deaths to total population was smaller, and so by 
Pinker’s reckoning, an improvement. Pinker can defend his approach on the 
grounds that what matters is our living in a much safer world. Critics can grant this 
but note that technology inspired by the Enlightenment has, in some important 
respects, made it much easier to kill large numbers of people (para. 4). 

 
Subsequently, Davies (2018) takes on the limitation of “superiority of reason” further by 

questioning Pinker’s inability to respond to following dilemmas:   
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Take nuclear weapons, which on the face of it would suggest potentially 
catastrophic consequences of scientific “progress”. Pinker takes this challenge 
head on, but lapses into some fantastical arguments along the way. Scientists 
working on the first ever nuclear weapon only did so because they were each 
personally invested in beating Hitler, he informs us. “Quite possibly, had there been 
no Nazis, there would be no nukes.” 
 
What he [Pinker] won’t countenance, but which theorists such as Max Weber, 
Hannah Arendt and Zygmunt Bauman pondered at length, is the notion that 
modern science lacks any ethical logic of its own. Could it not be that “progress” is 
both liberating and threatening? That rationality is dangerous precisely because of 
how hugely it expands human power? Even the most pessimistic social theorists of 
the last 150 years were not against enlightenment, so much as the machinery that 
it made available to less enlightened political forces, including capital (para. 8-9). 

 
Here, as Moyn (2018) points out: 

 
Belief in human progress has always depended on a kind of provisional faith. 
Philosophers of the Enlightenment imagined that it was possible to break the 
chains of oppression and bring about the emancipation of all people. After the 
Scientific Revolution, priestcraft and superstition lost credibility, and after 
American independence, the French Revolution established hopes that liberty and 
equality for all were on the way, putting an end to material penury and social 
hierarchy. Yet things went south in the rise of empire and the victory of reaction, 
the explosion of a dehumanizing brand of capitalism, and two world wars, capped 
by Auschwitz and Hiroshima. The lesson from this history is not necessarily that 
progress is unavailable, but that to believe in it is not easy…Almost no one doubts 
that some things are indeed getting better along some dimensions. But most 
people realize that such improvements don’t necessarily make for a better life on 
the whole. It depends what else is going on and how likely it seems that the 
improvements will falter or reverse. How much does it matter, for instance, that 
growth has skyrocketed, if the one percent captures so substantial a part of the 
gains? How will a much-hyped modernity look 100 or 1,000 years from now, on a 
dying or dead planet? (para. 1). 

 
Finally, it is perhaps Rothman (2018) who articulates clearly and succinctly a response to Pinker’s 

thesis and the position I take in this chapter:  

In “Factfulness: Ten Reasons We’re Wrong About the World—and Why Things Are 
Better Than You Think,” the Swedish global-health statistician Hans Rosling, who 
wrote the book with his son and daughter-in-law, tries to find such a picture. Most 
depictions of the world, Rosling thinks, are either too optimistic or too pessimistic; 
if they don’t succumb to despair, they seem to look too quickly away from suffering. 
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Rosling adopts a mantra – “Bad and better” – to avoid these extremes. “Think of 
the world as a premature baby in an incubator,” he suggests: 
 
The baby’s health status is extremely bad, and her breathing, heart rate, and other 
important signs are tracked constantly so that changes for better or worse can 
quickly be seen. After a week, she is getting a lot better. On all the main measures, 
she is improving, but she still has to stay in the incubator because her health is still 
critical. Does it make sense to say that the infant’s situation is improving? Yes. 
Absolutely. Does it make sense to say it is bad? Yes, absolutely. Does saying “things 
are improving” imply that everything is fine, and we should all relax and not worry? 
No, not at all. Is it helpful to have to choose between bad and improving? Definitely 
not. It’s both. It’s both bad and better. Better, and bad, at the same time. . . .That 
is how we must think about the current state of the world. 
 
Rosling’s image captures many of the perplexities of our collective situation. We 
desperately want the baby to survive. We also know that survival doesn’t guarantee 
happiness. The baby is struggling, and suffering, and will continue to do so; as a 
result, we’re more likely to be happy for her than she is to be happy for herself. 
(Pinker, similarly, is happier for us than we are.) It’s possible, moreover, that she’ll 
be saved only temporarily. No one is ever truly out of the woods. 
 
In the meantime, the baby’s survival depends on the act of diagnosis. Until her 
ailments are identified, they can’t be cured. Problems and progress are 
inextricable, and the history of improvement is also the history of problem-
discovery. Diagnosis, of course, is an art in itself; it’s possible to misunderstand 
problems, or to overstate them, and, in doing so, to make them worse. But a world 
in which no one complained—in which we only celebrated how good we have it—
would be a world that never improved. The spirit of progress is also the spirit of 
discontent (para. 28-31, bold italics added).  

 
Here, as Rothman and others above have wisely pointed out, we must temper our “spirit of 

progress with the spirit of discontent”, so as “not to overstate them, and in doing so, to make 

them worse”.   

In the context of postsecondary education, this prudent and tempered response is also 

shared by the University of Toronto professor Edmund O’Sullivan (2012), who in his book 

chapter titled “Deep Transformation: forging a planetary worldview,” argues that we live in 

paradoxical moment in history. According to O’Sullivan, this early phase into the new century 
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suggests that we are confronted by both great possibilities and grave dangers.  According to 

O’Sullivan, there is no question that, “New achievements in science, technology, industry, 

commerce and culture have brought benefits to millions of people and ushered the human 

community into a new age” (p. 163).  However, as he warns (and I have argued at length in 

chapter 1), we are also living in a time in which looming destructive forces such as climate 

change, nuclear proliferation, artificial intelligence and an unjust, exploitive and iniquitous 

economic system have become serious if not existential threats to the global community.   

In fact, our paradoxical circumstance is captured by 2015 UNESCO report on education.  

The report makes a strong case that our contemporary and utilitarian models of education (in 

which I have argue at length in chapter 1) is incapable of preparing students to confront our 

existential threats or myriad of wicked problems26; nor are our systems of education 

pedagogically equipped to seize upon the creative solutions that are available to the 

international community.  The report asserts that our current delivery of primary to territory 

education is simply ineffective in dealing with the following scenarios:  

We are living in a world characterized by change, complexity and paradox. 
Economic growth and the creation of wealth have cut global poverty rates, yet 
vulnerability, inequality, exclusion and violence have escalated within and across 
societies throughout the world. Unsustainable patterns of economic production 
and consumption promote global warming, environmental degradation and an 
upsurge in natural disasters. Moreover, while we have strengthened international 
human rights frameworks over the past several decades, implementing and 
protecting these norms remains a challenge. And while technological progress 
leads to greater interconnectedness and offers new avenues for exchange, 
cooperation and solidarity, we also see proliferation of cultural and religious 
intolerance, identity-based political mobilization and conflict (UNESCO, 2015, p. 

                                                
26 According to Ramaley (2014) citing Rittel and Webber, a wicked problem “cannot be definitively defined; they continue to change as we study 
them; the choice of an appropriate response or solution is never clear-cut; there is little if any room for trial and error; every problem is 
essentially unique; every problem is tangled up with other issues and may be a symptom of a larger, more complex challenge; and there isn’t 
much margin for error in understanding the issues and in choosing strategies for handling the problem because every choice creates new 
problems of its own” (pp. 11-12).   
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85).  
 
Subsequently, as O’Sullivan warns, it is only through a conscious planetary awakening via “deep 

transformation if there is to be a next century in a human earth context” (p. 165).  He proposes 

that this deep transformation comes from seeing the world from a larger perspective or “Great 

Turning” (an idea he borrows from Macy and Brown (1998) that refers to a way of naming the 

vast revolution that is happening today because we have been unable to secure a sustainable 

way of life).  According to O’Sullivan this “Great Turning” requires three main dimensions:  

The first dimension is holding actions in defense of life on earth. Holding actions 
are important because they buy time. They are like a first line of defense; they can 
save a few species, a few ecosystems, and some of the gene pool for future 
generations. But holding actions are not enough to create a sustainable society. It 
is essential to have new social and economic structures, new ways of doing things. 
The second dimension involves an analysis of structural causes and creation of 
alternative institutions. It is an understanding of the structural dynamics that fuel 
the industrial growth society. Macy and Brown (1998) make the point that in this 
dimension we are not only studying structural causes of the global crisis but also 
seeking to create alternatives. Finally, the third dimension involves a shift in 
perception of reality, both cognitively and spiritually. The creation of alternative 
institutions will not take place unless they are rooted in deeply held values - in our 
sense of who we are, who we want to be, and how we relate to each other and the 
living body of earth. This is the third dimension of the Great Turning. It has at its 
foundation a spiritual revolution, awakening perceptions and values that are both 
very new and very ancient, linking back to rivers of ancestral wisdom (Macy & 
Brown, 1998) (p. 165, bold italics added).   

 
Thus, in light of this analysis and a response to the subsequent necessity for deep 

transformation, in chapter 1, I have responded to what O’Sullivan describes above as the second 

dimension of “The Great Turning”.  Here, I argued that governments over the last several 

decades and through neoliberal principles27 (or rather prescriptive economic myths) have 

                                                
27 These neoliberal principles may include but are not limited to: unfettered markets, privatization, deregulation, competition, and extreme tax 
cuts for the wealthy. 
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created a radical redistribution of wealth and reorganization if not reconceptualization of our 

public and democratic institutions, including post-secondary education.  These trends have led to 

the dismantling of the concept and practice of a holistic PSE education, holism connoting a broad 

and balanced model of education committed to an understanding of the full potential of human 

beings (mind, body, heart and spirit) and an approach to knowing, learning and teaching that 

inspires the 3P purpose of education: personal (meaningful, conscious, experiential, logical, 

ethical/moral, creative, contemplative, systems thinking and critical self-reflective education that 

awakens, inspires and prepares the whole person (mind, body, heart and spirit); professional 

(vocation ready and transdisciplinary education that awakens, inspires and prepares a lifelong 

and self-authorizing learner who develops boundary crossing values/capacities such as conscious 

listening, communication, problem solving and interdependence); and public transformation 

(politically aware and socially responsible education that awakens, inspires and prepares a 

citizenry capable of contributing to the common good, economic vitality, vibrant and inclusive 

democracy and a peaceful and sustainable planet). Thus, governments today that hold 

considerable influence in shaping education, have become the handmaidens of corporations and 

have focused on a purpose geared almost exclusively to a utilitarian or corporatized vison of 

education in which selfishness, neglect of democratic vocation, industry interest and profit, 

competition, workforce preparation and the commercialization of research above all else 

become the dominant agenda of PSE institutions and governments alike.  Here, while 

neoliberalism is sold as the utopian way forward, it is in fact constructed on odious and mythical 

ideological assumptions, that not only enriches and empowers a minority group of people at the 

expense of the majority; but more disturbingly it threatens our democracies and creates an 
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unsustainable way of life in which our entire planet in placed in existential danger (Hedges, 

2019b; Klein, 2019b).  

I also argued in this separate chapter that an integrative 3P purpose of our PSE institutions 

seems to aptly fit within the holistic and humanistic vision of learning introduced just a few 

decades ago through UNESCO’s conceptualization of “Education for the 21st Century”, in a report 

entitled Learning: The Treasure Within (Delors, 1996).  This report proposes that the notion of 

formal education and life-long learning must consider the formation of the whole person 

(addressing the mind, body, intelligence, aesthetic appreciation and spiritual28 dimensions) in 

which learning encompasses four important and interconnected pillars: 

5. Learning to know: a broad general knowledge with the opportunity to work in depth on a 
small number of subjects;  

6. Learning to do: to acquire not only occupational skills but also the competence to deal 
with many situations and to work in teams;  

7. Learning to be: to develop one’s personality and to be able to act with growing 
autonomy, judgment and personal responsibility;  

8. Learning to live together: by developing an understanding of other people and an 
appreciation of interdependence (UNESCO, 2015, p. 39).  

 
In this separate chapter, I also argued that a fifth pillar must be added, in which learning also 

involves impacting/influencing society and our environment.   In other words, whether we intend 

it or not, PSE institutions and educators can either become agents of change (of people, societies 

and our natural environment), or alternatively, keepers of the status quo (Holst & Brookfield, 

2013, Lovat & Smith, 2003).   However, one of the challenges with UNESCO’s report is that it did 

                                                
28 In 2011 review of research on the impact of meditative practices in higher education found support for this spiritual practice in three areas, 
“the enhancement of cognitive and academic performance, the management of academic-related stress, and the development of the ‘whole 
person’” (Shapiro, Brown, & Astin, 2011, p. 496).  Moreover, as Merriam and Bierema (2014) point out, “whether primary or higher education, 
spirituality appears to enable meaning-making or knowledge construction in a learning situation.  So too in adult education” (p. 138).  Thus, they 
provide a series of literature examples speak to the use spirituality and its support and enhancement of adult development (e.g. authentic 
identity formation), social movements (e.g. establishing a culture of the common good) and the workplace performance and flourishment. 
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not include any theoretical justifications nor pedagogical tools to bring such transformative kinds 

of learning to life.  As such, this chapters along with chapter 3 attempts to fill this gap.  Thus, if 

the 3P’s become the aim of education, then the five pillars become the necessary integrative and 

practical view of learning that can help us get there.   

Subsequently, in chapter 1, I used a transdisciplinary number of sources and case studies 

to propose a grassroots and pragmatic movement for change.  More specifically, I suggested that 

faculty and PSE stakeholders could learn a lot from the birth and rise of our current neoliberal 

social, political and economic order that “emerged” with just a handful of revolutionary minded 

academics (or network of relationships).  And, over time, this “network or people” and their 

accompanying ‘free market driven’ ideology materialized into powerful communities of practice; 

and ultimately with the help of post-secondary education, this ideology has become the 

dominant and instantiated system of influence (or notion of reality and truth) that has now 

radically changed the social, economic and political configuration of the entire globe.  Thus, I 

argued that just as a handful of people were able to “mis-educate” an entire globe in accepting a 

pernicious, unsustainable and undemocratic neoliberal ideology that work against the majority 

of world’s interest, similarity a handful of academics, through a grassroots movement and 

integrative 3P model of education and five pillars of learning have the capacity to reawaken and 

reclaim a sustainable, socially just, and democratic way of existence.   

 As such, my aim in this chapter is to respond (drawing primarily upon the methodological 
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traditions of constructionism29 and critical theory30) to the third and final notion of “The Great 

Turning”.   Here, as O’Sullivan suggested above, this involves, “a shift in perception of reality, 

both cognitively and spiritually. The creation of alternative institutions will not take place unless 

they are rooted in deeply held values - in our sense of who we are, who we want to be, and how 

we relate to each other and the living body of earth” (p. 165). Moreover, as he pointed out, this 

final dimension, “has at its foundation a spiritual revolution, awakening perceptions and values 

that are both very new and very ancient, linking back to rivers of ancestral wisdom (Macy & 

Brown, 1998) (p. 165).  Subsequently, as Macy and Brown suggest, the three dimensions of the 

“Great Turning” are in fact interrelated in a holarchical fashion, in which the first dimension 

(holding actions) is shaped by the second (structural causes and creation of new alternatives), 

and both of these are subconsciously built and driven by the third (shift in perception of reality, 

both cognitively and spiritually).  In light of this understanding, I realized that “awakening 

perceptions and values” means exploring and understanding both the contemporary and historic 

notions of knowledge, reality and truth and its undeniable relationship to education and life in 

general.   

Thus, it was here that I realized very early into my research study that neoliberal 

                                                
29 According to Creswell (2007), “Social constructivism (which is often combined with interpretivism; see Mertens, 1998) is another worldview. In 
this worldview, individuals seek understanding of the world in which they live and work. They develop subjective meanings of their experiences – 
meanings directed toward certain objects or things. These meanings are varied and multiple, leading the researcher to look for the complexity of 
views rather than narrow the meanings into a few categories or ideas. The goal of research, then, is to rely as much as possible on the 
participants' views of the situation. Often these subjective meanings are negotiated socially and historically. In other words, they are not simply 
imprinted on individuals but are formed through interaction with others (hence social constructivism) and through historical and cultural norms 
that operate in individuals’ lives. Rather than starting with a theory (as in postpositivism), inquirers generate or inductively develop a theory or 
pattern of meaning. Examples of recent writers who have summarized this position are Crotty (1998), Lincoln and Guba (2000), Schwandt (2001), 
and Neuman (2000) (pp. 20-21). 
30 According to Creswell (2007), “Critical theory perspectives are concerned with empowering human beings to transcend the constraints placed 
on them by race, class, and gender (Fay, 1987). Researchers need to acknowledge their own power, engage in dialogues, and use theory to 
interpret or illuminate social action (Madison, 2005). Central themes that a critical researcher might explore include the scientific study of social 
institutions and their transformations through interpreting the meanings of social life; the historical problems of domination, alienation, and 
social struggles; and a critique of society and the envisioning of new possibilities (Fay, 1987; Morrow & Brown, 1994). (p. 27) 
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capitalist ideology is not the only ideological culprit undermining our postsecondary education 

systems and by extension incapacitating our ability to deal with today’s social, economic, 

political, cultural and environmental woes.  Instead, as I argue in this chapter, neoliberalism is 

one of three dominant ideological structures that work together to keep in place, or better yet, 

construct or prescribe a controlled story of knowledge, reality and truth that now serve as the 

emanant paradigmatic structures of our education systems and by extension how most people 

perceive reality, both cognitively and spiritually.   Thus, I contend that our current paradigm of 

education (and by extension our conception of humanity and how many view knowledge, reality 

or truth in general) is built upon the foundation and legacy of a narrow view of the 

Enlightenment science; and supported by the twin pillars of techno-rational (or solely cognitive) 

pedagogical practices and neoliberal utilitarian motives.  In a sense, it could be said that if this 

narrow view of science informs much of the contemporary and outmoded techno-rational (or 

solely cognitive) pedagogy in our colleges and universities, then neoliberal economic policies 

(that now shape of our PSE system) staunchly keep these outmoded pedagogical paradigms in 

place.  Thus, these three ideological structures work together to reduce our conception of 

humanity, retard our learning and create today’s endlessly looping close and utilitarian 

‘prescribed’ view of existence.  As O’Sullivan (2002) tells us, “Our present educational institutions 

which are in line with and feeding into industrialism, nationalism, competitive transnationalism, 

individualism, and patriarchy must be fundamentally put into question.  All of these elements 

together coalesce into a world view that exacerbates the crisis we are now facing.  There is no 

creativity because there is no viewpoint or consciousness which sees the need of new 

directions” (p. 70).  I would also add the longstanding triple prong sickness of racism, inequity 
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and militarism that has been lurking in our ‘thing oriented societies’ from the very beginning 

(King, 1967).   

As pointed out earlier, I take the position that Enlightenment has provided both a 

positive and negative force in shaping our contemporary civilization.  For example, on the one 

hand, we have witnessed over the last three centuries extraordinary advancements in science, 

technology, industry, commerce and culture; allowing benefits to millions of people and ushering 

“the human community into a new age” (O’Sullivan, 2012, p. 163). p. 163).  Yet, on the other 

hand, the legacy and hegemony of the Enlightenment through a narrow scientistic31 (not 

scientific) Newtonian machine or Cartesian mind metaphor deforms much of our thinking about 

the conception of humanity and how we use technology in ethical and sustainable terms (Palmer 

& Zajonc, 2010).  As O’Sullivan told us in chapter 1, despite our immense material progress 

ushered in through the Enlightenment:  

…we are able to lay waste vast portions of the earth and entire populations with 
nuclear arms delivered with laser precision from unmanned crafts on earth and 
from space. On a daily basis, more garbage is being created than can be disposed 
of safely. Manufacturing and refining processes around the globe are generating 
toxic wastes that pollute the earth, water, and air, threatening all species of life on 
earth, including our own. Destructive environmental changes – precipitated by 
industry, hydrocarbonbased transportation systems, and the military – are 
becoming ever more apparent (p. 163). 

 
In the context of education, Palmer and Zajonc (2010) assert:  

 
Since the sixteenth century the twin forces of science and the Industrial revolution 
have played an important role in shaping the picture we have of the world and each 
other.  Education since then has taken place within that emerging scientific and 
technical worldview, with profound consequences.  Science and the development 
of a vibrant industrial economy have brought enormous advances in education to 
many millions around the world who become literate and numerate for the first 

                                                
31 According to El-Ansary (2017) there, is “radical difference between science as organized knowledge, which can refer to any level of reality, 
and scientism, which claims that modern science, defined as a strictly empirical or sensory means of knowing the material world, has 
a monopoly on knowledge—that is, that anything beyond the sensory world is unreal, impossible to prove, or purely fanciful” (para. 6). 
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time in history.  And yet, the myopic vision of science and industry has also failed 
our students and our future.  The ways in which we educate students are, in large 
part, a reflection of our worldview, which itself is an image of nineteenth-century 
science.  In this view, knowledge is largely inert and objective, and education is 
limited to teaching students how to manipulate the knowledge the accumulate at 
school.  The arts have long suffered under this distortion of learning.  Additionally, 
the social embeddedness and ethical implications of our knowledge are largely 
overlooked.  This distortion arises in part due to a mistaken and outdated 
conception of science…” (p. 59).   

 
Here, in addition to losing the social embeddedness and ethical implications of our knowledge, 

O’Sullivan (2002) argues, while “disciplined inquiry in modern science had made impressive 

achievements. Its achievements overshadowed the fragmentation of thought that would come 

in its wake. By the end of the 19th century, this disciplined fragmentation would cast a shadow 

where any attempt at a conception of the whole, as experienced in the organic world view of 

the pre-moderns, was abandoned” (p. 65). 

Subsequently, I provide a lengthy historical analysis in this chapter describing when and 

how natural science was mistakenly conflated with social science, creating a “categorical error” 

and thus leading to today’s truncated view of human nature and by extension the 

compartmental, outmoded and reductive view of knowledge, learning and teaching in post-

secondary education.  Here, much of our notions of science is mistaken for scientism32, in which 

both natural and social domains are misunderstood and reduced to purely naturalist33, 

immanent, mechanical, binary, rational, reductionist, secular, empiricist, atomistic, 

                                                
32 According to Walach and Helmut Reich (2005) it is difficult to separate or extract a line between science and scientism, since “Mikael Stenmar, 
Gregrory Peterson (2003, 752-53, 759) distinguishes between (a) border-crossing scientisim (of the axiological – science as sources of values – or 
the existential – science as source of meaning and purpose – kind) and (b) totalizing scientism (all knowledge is described or describable by 
science; therefore only science provides knowledge of reality and the nature of things – methodological scientisim) (p. 427).    
33 According to Khan (2017), any notion of consciousness in the scientistic paradigm, “largely emerges from the what is termed naturalism – the 
view that all things and events in nature can be explained physically, even if the hard sciences have yet to discover their explanations, because 
natural processes take place of their own accord.  As an explanatory idea, naturalism is most often associate with materialism – or physicalism – 
an ontological position which holds that only “physical matter” really exists.” 5 (para. 6). 
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utilitarian/economic, competitive, deterministic, solely cognitive and materialistic terms (Palmer 

& Zajonc, 2010; Saul, 2013; Yusuf, 2017a; Taylor, 2007).  Subsequently, I contend that much of 

the social sciences research that shapes our education system continues to be dominated by 

such an empiricist bias in which “behaviourism tended to suggest that individual behaviour could 

be monitored and predicted in the same way that was possible of rocks and stars” (Lovat & 

Smith, 2003, p. 61).  However, as Safi (1997) points out, there is clear and profound distinction 

when one studies physical phenomena from social phenomena. He writes:  

The difference between the natural and social orders lies in the fact that while the 
former is subject to laws of necessity, the latter is affected by laws of freedom. 
Things behave in accordance with specific patterns out of sheer necessity; the 
relations between things are, therefore, based on the principle of causality, 
whereby every element of nature interacts with every other element in a cause-
effect manner. Human behaviour, on the other hand, is determined by free choice.  
(p. 52).   

 
Thus, I have termed this outmoded and scientistic foundation in which we have built our 

education systems as the ‘described story of existence’.  In other words, we have since the 

Enlightenment falsely assumed that human beings make sense of reality, knowledge and truth in 

the world through a purely ‘objective’ or ‘descriptive’ lens (rather than a constructive or 

prescriptive lens).  Here, it could be said that this narrow conception of science, or scientism has 

become the default arbiter of reality, knowledge and truth (or the only legitimate story, 

ideology, paradigm or philosophy) in which we can understand, legitimize and establish our lives.   

Subsequently, as I argue in this chapter, it is this scientistic world view that has paved the 

way and established our current techno-rational paradigm of pedagogy that now dominate PSE 

learning and teaching practices.  Here, if scientisim serves as the foundation of our current 

educational enterprise, then techno-rational or solely cognitive pedagogical practices 
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accompanied by neoliberal utilitarian motives serve as its twin paradigmatic and supporting 

pillars.  Thus, the outcome in such an inextricably fused ontological, epistemological and 

axiological structure is a world in which education simply serves as means to filling of the 

cognitive objective mind with fixed facts and absent of values, meaning and purpose. Here, as 

pointed out earlier, the aim of education is stunted to utilitarian ends in which the notion of 

learning involves knowing and doing in the most reductive sense – devoid of an any “integral 

relationship of mind and body, the inherent connections between cognition, emotion, intention 

and social behaviour, and the importance of all of these phenomena for education” (Lovat et al., 

2011, p. 24).  Here, our education systems continue to view “knowledge as the acquisition of 

cognitive skills and understanding and to see this as distinct and separate from personal, social 

and moral development” (Hoskins & Deakin Crick, 2010, p. 124).   

Thus, I argue at length in this chapter, one of the most tragic consequences of such 

reductive and outmoded ideological views is that “Our modern world, in which the university 

functions, has suffered a loss of the cosmological sense and in losing this we have opened up our 

minds to fragmentary experience” (O’Sullivan, 2002, p. 63).  Here, as O’Sullivan explains: 

So when we talk about the loss of cosmology or the loss of a sense of the cosmos 
we do not mean that there was a total absence of a cosmological system. The loss 
of a cosmological sense is for us the subjective sense that there is lacking a sense 
of the wholeness and interrelatedness of things. When the poet William Blake (in 
Schorer, 1946) could “see the world in a grain of sand and eternity for an hour” (p. 
5), he was pointing to a sense of the wholeness of things which was to erode with 
the development of the scientific worldview (p. 64).  
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Figure 4: Contemporary Paradigmatic Structures of Postsecondary Education 

 

 
 
However, as I argue in this chapter and have indicated in Figure 4 above, these three 

ideological structures, confining itself to compartmental, narrow and outmoded ideological 

views, does injustice not to only to the advancement of our education systems but also to the 

kinds of responses we are able to imagine in solving our most pressing personal, local and global 

challenges.  As Dr. King’s (1967) would suggest, our current hegemonic paradigm is guilty of 

reproducing a “thing oriented society” in which the triple prong sickness of systemic racism, 

extreme materialism (read inequity) and militarism (read government and corporate imperial 

violence domestically and abroad).  As pointed out earlier, these challenges – whether they are 

an absence of an integrative and transformative learning possibilities in our classrooms, the 

injustices of structural inequity and racism suffered by so many people around the world or our 
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unsustainable consumptive habits now threatening life on the entire planet – are all merely the 

symptoms of a much larger crises which resides unnoticed in our dysfunctional and ideological 

worldviews.  As the Figure 4 above demonstrates, the scientistic foundation accompanied by the 

two pillars are in a sense ideological reality bubbles that not only incubate and support one 

another, but together they have created and normalized a subconscious life world in which we 

reproduce at our own peril: ignorance, individualism, materialism, compartmentalism, racism, 

militarism, competition, scarcity and serving the economy. Here, the limits of such truncated 

world views - in which immanent, mechanistic, exclusive humanist, materialistic and reductionist 

ontology dominates – is nicely captured by Palmer and Zajonc (2010), who write: 

If we possess only a partial truth, then when we approach problems in the 
environment, medicine, education, economics, mental health, and so on, we do so 
from a limited viewpoint.  Our current conception of higher education and the 
treatment of our students derive from just such a fragmentary and incomplete 
understanding.  We do not have the whole student in mind before us; too often 
students are seen only in part.  As a consequence, our well-intentioned programs 
and pedagogy are predicated on a partial and thus inadequate view.  A diminished 
ontology is a powerful distorting lens that obscures the true multi-dimensional 
reality of our world, hiding the full scope of our humanity and the deeper 
complexity of our world (p. 65).  

 
Thus, this chapter examines the deep rooted and long standing world view of the system in 

which PSE students, teachers and administrators operate. As Lovat and Smith (2003) affirm, this 

is an important starting point because many students and educators can go through their entire 

educational enterprise believing (without question) a world view that is constructed on narrow 

and outmoded notion of pedagogy.  In other words, many within and outside the realm of 

education can uncritically assume that the ontological, epistemological and axiological34 ideas in 

                                                
34 This term refers to the study of truth but also as Lovat and Smith (2003) also point out: “Questions of axiology are concerned with ethics, or 
what constitutes right or wrong human behaviour, and with aesthetics, or questions of beauty and qualities of human experience.  Many of the 
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which education is built represents not only a solid foundation but rather an unquestionable 

‘truth’.  As I have argued elsewhere and will reinforce in this chapter, this uncritical acceptance 

and ideological inebriation which continues to fuel the status quo position of education, has 

caused considerable limits in our capacity to generate and implement more viable ideas or 

alternatives in solving our most pressing personal and societal challenges.  Here, as pointed out 

in the third dimension of the “Great Turning”, we require a shift in perception of reality, both 

cognitively and spiritually” in which the “creation of alternative institutions will not take place 

unless they are rooted in deeply held values - in our sense of who we are, who we want to be, 

and how we relate to each other and the living body of earth”(O’Sullivan, 2012, p. 165).  Thus, as 

pointed out earlier, we are at a point in which reform is simply no longer a viable option, and 

instead we must consider revolutionary options that transcend these outdated, limiting and 

scientisitic worldviews in which our current PSE system are built and operate.  This call to move 

beyond the concept of reform is nicely captured by Yero (2010) who writes: 

The very word reform embodies this limitation. Linguistically, to re-form means to 
change the form of existing parts. This presupposes that those parts must remain. 
Therefore, changes tend to be cosmetic rather than fundamental. Rearrange the 
existing facilities, reorganize the existing subject matter, present the existing 
curriculum in high-tech formats – in short, simply change the form of what is 
already there. Seldom do reformers begin by examining the foundation on which 
the structure is built. By digging into this foundation – checking the validity of some 
of the “truths” on which the educational edifice is built – educators may find that 
at least some of the old, rotted timbers and crumbling concrete needs to be 
replaced (p. 10). 

 
Thus, for any sustainable change to truly establish, we must not only delve into the foundations 

of the “old, rotted timbers and crumbling concrete” in which education has been ontological and 

                                                
judgements we have to make in education are concerned with the quality of the curriculum both in itself and for its value in promoting what is 
regarded as ‘right’ or good behaviour” (p. 13).   
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epistemologically built, but also identify the “new materials or structures” in which we can 

rebuild the system.   As Lovat and Smith (2003) remind us, there is little point in criticizing any 

approach without providing an alternative.  It is perhaps this questioning and dismantling of the 

“validity of these outmoded and limiting truths” and then comparing them to newer possibilities 

that we can create awareness, dialogue and subsequent action toward resolving the myriad of 

challenges within and outside the system of education.  Here, it is hoped that by pointing out the 

history, mythology, limitations and flaws of the current establishment, followed by more viable 

alternatives, then it would be possible to not only see the problems and opportunities through a 

different lens but also how they might be better resolved.  Thus, Wheatley (1999) affirms, “when 

something is impossible to achieve with one paradigm or worldview, it can be surprisingly easy 

to accomplish with a new worldview” (p. 2).    

Here, as I make the case, there seems to be a global convergence or consensus taking 

place with regards to the integrative notion of reality, whether they be from religious and 

spiritual wisdom of the past, new theories in quantum physics, or systems thinking in 

management studies, these unrelated disciplines all suggest that we recognize that people, 

institutions and the planet are all part of one interconnected system.  As Senge (1994) told us in 

chapter 1, “nature (and that includes us) is not made of parts within wholes.  It’s made of wholes 

within wholes” (p. 371).  Thus, as he puts it, our institutional creations such as education: 

…are also systems.  They…are bound by invisible fabrics of interrelated actions, 
which often take years to fully play out their effects on each other.  Since we are 
part of that lacework ourselves, it’s doubly hard to see the whole pattern of change.  
Instead, we tend to focus on snapshots of isolated parts of the system, and wonder 
why our deepest problems never seen to get solved.  Systems thinking is a 
conceptual framework, a body of knowledge and tools that has been developed…to 
make the full patterns clearer, and to help us see how to change them effectively 
(p. 7). 
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Thus, as argued in this chapter, it through a break with the ‘immanent’, closed-secular and solely 

material view of ontology or ‘described story of existence’ that it might be possible to 

‘breakthrough’ and build a fuller, more integrative and meaningful PSE system.  This integrative 

vision of education is nicely captured by Palmer and Zajonc (2010), who write:   

What counts as serious academic research, good teaching, and success have too 
long been reduced to a truncated or fragmented understanding of the world. This 
would be fine if we knew it be true, but in fact we now know that the universe is 
far richer, more subtle, and more interconnected that reductionism allows.  
Conventional materialist notions and the radical deconstruction of texts, persons, 
and communities no longer hold, and a new view is emerging that reinstates 
Lovejoy’s chain of being in a new guise and grants a renewed standing to 
experience.  We are now called to develop a view of higher education that 
simultaneously values the self-consciousness of the new science, literary criticism, 
philosophy, sociology, and anthropology without extremism while also affirming 
the possibility of a way to truth, meaning, and purpose.  Not all values should be 
sanctioned, not all moral arguments are equal, and the cultivation of our humanity 
leads not only to painful self-knowledge but also to greater wisdom and 
compassion.  The consequences of an expanded ontology for the university will be 
profound if we take it to heart (Palmer & Zajonc, 2010, p. 63-64).   

 
Yet, this recognition of a holistic understanding and appreciation for matters of ‘self-

knowledge/consciousness or ways of truth, meaning and purpose’ are simply absent from the 

ideological or pedagogical radar of many classrooms, teacher professional learning courses, 

curriculum development practices or the institutional agenda itself.  In fact, in an increasingly 

privatized PSE system incentivized and shaped by neoliberal government policy, we get leaders 

who are not only oblivious to such expansive, emancipatory and progressive approaches, but 

rather their policies and decisions aggressively work against such integrative and transformative 

ideological ideals. 

In light of this interconnected view of existence, this chapter takes on a transdisciplinary 

and polymathic approach in describing the many limits and profound shortcomings in which our 
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ontological, epistemological and axiological foundations of postsecondary education have been 

built over the last three centuries.  Thus, rather than “focus on the snapshots of isolated parts of 

the system, and wonder why our deepest problems never get solved”, here, I delve straight into 

the historical narrative (going as far back as Enlightenment) and reveal the relationships between 

the ontological, epistemological and axiological beliefs, theories and assumptions that have 

emerged and now directly influence our contemporary systems of education; and by extension 

how people generally view their notions of knowledge, reality and truth.  Here as Lovat and 

Smith (2003), remind us, the challenge will be “to reverse the disconnectedness of the present 

world and to develop a curriculum that is not based on the separateness of knowledge from life 

and being, but upon their inherent unity and integration” (p. 242).  Thus, it is this deep 

investigation of the past coupled with newer integrative insights and conceptions of the present, 

that I hope “fuller patterns are made clearer” so that the integrative model of education and 

change that I am proposing in this chapter might be justified and realized.  More practically, I will 

draw from a transdisciplinary field of sources, including but not limited to academic journals, 

books, conference papers, the internet, public reports and personal experience.  I have 

synthesized the insight and recommendations from these diverse sources, and then assimilated 

them into my own pedagogical, social, cultural and political landscape (Ontario, Canada) in order 

to attempt to generate a narrative sufficiently compelling to engage my students, faculty 

colleagues and decision makers across the board to identify today’s issues and consider 

possibilities.     

Thus, as I will argue in this chapter, there many people both within and outside of the 

realm of education who continue to assume uncritically that this ‘descriptive story’ (rather than 
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what it truly is, a ‘prescriptive’ phenomenon) in which the current foundation of education is 

built, represents the only and unquestionable ‘immanent’ view of reality, knowledge and truth.  

Here, it assumed that all of us view reality and knowing in the same mirror-like fashion.  This 

view only recognizes a physical material and immanent as opposed to one that also includes an 

immaterial, metaphysical or transcendent state of existence and reality.  In this context, the 

dominant view of knowledge (primarily Western) is informed by a strictly ‘objective’ or 

‘described’ nature of existence.  In other words, any notions of learning and knowing are simply 

a secular, ‘values neutral’, ‘non-essential35’.  Thus, as Dagli (2017) puts it, “In modern culture, 

values are something people simply have. They do not correspond to anything beyond the 

personal and the subjective” (para. 32).  And as noted above, in our current context of PSE, any 

form of truth or correspondence of reality and ways of knowing are often placed against a 

reductive view of science in which, “Modern culture relies on science to tell us what reality is, to 

provide us with the objective truth; scientists make this claim, and most others assent to their 

authority” (Dagli, 2017, para. 7).  Here, reality and truth can only be legitimized by science and 

primarily understood through particulars36 (rather than also universals) and induction37 (rather 

than also deduction).  Thus, in this context, science is both the arbiter of ‘objective truth’ and 

holds a monopoly on conjectures38 about physical and metaphysical questions of life and the 

cosmos.  In fact, this monopoly on conjecture and blind dogmatism is aptly covered by Lovat 

                                                
35 Non-essentialism in philosophy is the non-belief in an essence of any given thing, idea, or metaphysical entity such as God.  Non-essentialist 
may also believe that for any entity, there are no specific traits or ground of being which entities of that kind must possess in order to be 
considered “that entity”.  Therefore, non-essentialists may believe that there is no such thing as human nature or that it is impossible to have any 
type of universally shared values that unites us all.   
36 Particulars can be defined as an individual item, as contrasted with a universal quality. 
37 Inductive reasoning moves from specific instances into generalizable conclusions, while deductive reasoning moves from generalizable 
principles that are known to be true to a true and specific conclusion.   
38 A conjecture is an opinion or conclusion formed on the basis of incomplete information. 
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(2018a) in which he tells a story about a scientist responding to a question about dark energy 

and dark matter:   

I recall on Q&A a year or so ago, a theoretical physicist of some note, and rather 
aligned with a Dawkins perspective, taking a question from the audience that ran 
along the lines: ‘when you consider the things that science is telling us today about 
dark energy and dark matter, that they are invisible, so far impossible to detect in 
a satisfactorily empirical way, yet that they are ever-present, what seem to have 
determined the form and substance of the universe and maintain the order and 
regularity on which we rely and without which chaos would reign, do you ever think 
that these ideas make for some interesting conversations with those who have over 
the centuries said the same sorts of things about God?’  It was a hell of a question, 
so to speak!  The impatient and patronizing response: ‘No, because dark matter 
and dark energy are real and God is not!’ (p. 7) 

 
Yet, despite this arrogant thinking from some scientist, there are both philosophers and 

scientists who now recognize the shortcoming of such narrow thinking (Lovat and Smith, 2003; 

Palmer & Zajonc, 2010, Lovat, 2019a).  As we can see from the example above, the very kind of 

‘empirical or positivist reasoning’ that scientism uses to ‘describe’ or legitimize its view of reality, 

knowledge and truth, in effect, contradicts or betrays its own logic.  This is captured by Lovat et 

al. (2011): 

the scientist's claim that there is a gravitational force between Neptune and the 
sun' is telling us a great deal about the traditions and beliefs of the scientific 
community with regard to Neptune and gravitational forces. In contrast to what 
the logical positivist suggests, however, it is telling us nothing about human 
experiences, least of all of ‘direct report’ relationships between statements and 
what is ‘out there’. Like any other area of knowledge, empirical science is replete 
with beliefs, many if not most of them untested by observation, and therefore of 
'heresies', beliefs that contradict the conventional beliefs of the scientific 
community.   
 
Scientists are as suspicious of individual reports that contradict their ‘dogmas’, 
even when based on observation, as are the followers of other disciplines. Through 
this suspicion and consequent resistance to change, so Laura (1981) charges, 
empirical science has imposed the sort of tyranny and suppression on 
contemporary thought as, it is alleged, religion did in the Middle Ages. In fact, Laura 
suggests, empirical science and religious belief have more in common than tends 
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to be acknowledged, and certainly than Ayer would ever have conceded. For Ayer, 
empirical science was about ‘facts’ that were observable and testable, whereas 
religion was about ‘myths’ that were neither observable nor testable. Laura (1978), 
on the other hand, demonstrates that, at the bases of both areas of knowledge, 
there lie un-testable ‘myths’. In the case of religion, the myths centre on faith in a 
transcendent force, a god or spirits. In the case of empirical science, it concerns 
faith in the uniformity of nature: 
 
Both beliefs are…primitive in the sense that they constitute respectively what 
the scientist and the theist regard as reasons for their reasoned beliefs (p. 373). 
 
Neither belief can satisfy the criteria for truth imposed by Ayer. According to the 
very logic that he applied so destructively to religion and morality, the basis of 
empirical science is as meaningless as the basis of religion and morality (p. 30). 

 
Subsequently, as Lovat (2018a) points out:  

 
Many scholars today, including secularists like Jurgen Habermas (1972, 1988, 2002, 
2006), the social philosopher and epistemologist, infer that there can be a certain 
flatness about a scientific method and expression devoid of interpretive and critical 
elements, one that can become every bit as dogmatic and unreflective as the worst 
instances of religious dogma.  In allied fashion, Robert Emmons (2000, 2003), John 
Mayer (2000), Mario Beauregard (Beauregard & O’Leary, 2007; Beauregard & 
Paquette, 2008) and Darcia Narvaez (2014; et al., 2014; Thandeka & Narvaez, 2017) 
are among a myriad of neuroscientists who speak of phenomena, much of it the 
subject of scientific testing, such as ‘spiritual intelligence’, ‘spiritual consciousness’ 
and ‘spiritual, religious and theological knowing’.  An element of this work explores 
the ways in which the human brain appears to have developed over hundreds of 
thousands of years, including its influence from times when imagination rather 
than empirical science was the dominant impeller of knowing.  Thus, highly 
imaginative and creative knowing effectively stretched the human brain beyond 
that of other species and so seems likely to have been part of the impetus for 
development of the neo-frontal cortex that elevated the human brain beyond that 
of other species (p. 7).   

 
Nevertheless, despite scientism’s exposed contradictions and limitations, it has managed since 

the dawn of Enlightenment through positivism/empiricism and now post-positivism (first with 

scientists in the hard sciences and then soon after the social sciences39) to become the 

                                                
39 As Lovat and Smith (2003) argue, the positivist and post-positivist ideology has also become the default epistemology for educational research 
in the disciplines of psychology, sociology and philosophy.  These research disciplines guide and shape much our current pedagogical thinking and 
practice in education 
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authorities of ‘prescribing’ and legitimizing what counts as ‘reality, knowledge and truth’.  Thus, 

as Habermas, (1972; 1988) affirms, our contemporary notions of reality and knowing have 

largely been influenced by this rigid scientistic or ‘empiricist’ view of knowledge, in which only 

the ‘objective’ or ‘sensory’ nature of knowledge (endowed through the hard sciences) is granted 

legitimacy or deemed the ‘criterion of truth’ in scientific and societal affairs.  Here, our 

contemporary models of knowing and education established (and mostly unchanged) since the 

18th century, have been built on a narrow and reductive view of science in which knowing and 

learning is understood in an ‘objective’, ‘behavioural’ or ‘cognitive’ sense (devoid of values, 

consciousness, spirituality, emotions, or moral and social responsibility); and where learning and 

teaching through a ‘described’ or objectives focused curriculum “is exclusively viewed as a 

process of information transfer, mastery, and application” (Palmer & Zajonc, 2010, p. 102).  

Here, our notion of learning in many colleges and universities relies heavily on a view of learning 

as addition (Smith, 2010; Illeris, 2014a; 2015) or a kind of learning by leading in, or filling of the 

form, mind or epistemology (Keegan, 2009).  As Tagg (2004) further affirms, most teachers and 

students in PSE continue to “view learning mainly as reproducing, as the accurate reproduction 

of signs” (Tagg, 2004, p. 6).  

The consequences of such narrow and disconnected paradigm only support and keep in 

place an education system in which our contemporary theories and practices of learning and 

teaching are reduced to utility, behaviourism and mere cognition.  Here, the biological brain 

plays the sole place that learning is processed and knowing is constructed via the “technical 

rational approach”.  As Smith (2010) points out: 

The technical rational approach (Schon, 1983) to learning facilitation and design is 
a typical Western approach to learning.  This approach focuses on the intellect 
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almost to the exclusion of other ways of knowing, privileging the individual learner, 
autonomy, and independent thought and action over collective ways of learning 
that honor community and interdependence (Marriam & Associates, 2007).  This 
approach views individual learners as independent from other learners, their 
community, and their society.  The epistemology behind this approach to learning 
view knowledge as a fixed entity that is external to the learner, much like 
behaviorism.  The technical rational approach assumes that there is a “correct” 
body of knowledge that has been scientifically verified and that can be put into a 
neat and tidy package and use across multiple adult learning contexts (Schon, 
1983).  During the facilitation and design process, educators ask students to master 
knowledge and to acquire specific skills or worldviews.  The learners are expected 
to largely ignore the inconsistencies between their everyday reality and the body 
of knowledge presented, and to adjust their external world to fit the course 
content.  Although the technical rational approach has helped to build the 
foundation for many of the learning theories today, and they are proven to work in 
many contexts and among many student populations, they largely ignore the needs 
of a growing diverse adult population.  The technical rational approach largely 
ignores the cultural (country and community mores; social), emotional (attitudes, 
interests, attention, awareness, and values), spiritual (perceived sense of 
connection, religious beliefs, matters of the spirit), and contextual needs of the 
learners (p. 151).   

 
Consequently, the aim of this chapter is to identify whether our contemporary notions of 

knowledge, reality and truth in the context of education could support such an integrative, 

sound and sustainable vision and practice of education.  More specifically, I used three broad 

questions to help guide the overall direction and framework of this study:   

Question 1: What are the contemporary ontological, epistemological and axiological foundations 
on which today’s post-secondary education system has been built?  
 
Question 2: Can these contemporary notions of reality, knowledge and truth support the 
proposed 3 purposes of education (personal, professional and public transformation) and 5 
pillars of learning (learning to know, learning to do, learning to be, learning to live and work with 
others; and learning to impact society and environment)?   
 
Question 3: If our contemporary notions of reality, knowledge and truth are incapable of 
supporting such a proposed integrative aim and practice of education, then what alternatives 
might we consider so to design and deliver a post-secondary education system capable of 
dramatically and permanently awakening our personal, professional and public consciousness?  
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Section 2.1: An Exploration of PSE’s Contemporary Paradigmatic Foundation & Supporting Pillars 

In his article titled: What Might a Person-Centered Model of Teacher Education Look Like 

in the 21st Century? Dyson (2010) poses some important questions to faculty working in PSE 

systems:  

In an ever-changing society of the 21st-century world, the following questions 
deserve consideration: how do individuals learn to establish a sense of personal 
responsibility for their own actions, develop a sense of responsibility towards their 
fellow human beings, and learn how to make good choices? Are they indeed able 
to? I also wonder about how well new teachers are prepared for the demands 
associated with handling rapid change and the societal changes, in this very altered 
world? Teachers, along with parents and the media, are significant change agents 
in society and, as such, teachers in particular, need to be prepared well and 
differently to enable them to handle the current demands of education (p. 7). 

 
In a response to Dyson, I have pointed out earlier that one formidable way in which we can 

respond to these important questions and propose revolutionary possibilities in postsecondary 

education, is by first digging deep and understanding the foundational ideological structures that 

hold much of the current outmoded system in place.  Here, as noted earlier, our current 

paradigm of education (and by extension our conception of humanity and how many view 

knowledge, reality or truth in general) is built upon the foundation and legacy of a narrow view 

of the Enlightenment science; and supported by the twin pillars of technical-rational pedagogical 

practices and neoliberal utilitarian motives.  In a sense, it could be said that if this narrow view of 

science informs much of the contemporary and outmoded techno-rational pedagogy in our 

colleges and universities, then neoliberal economic policies (that now shape of our PSE system) 

staunchly keep these outmoded pedagogical paradigms in place.  Thus, these three ideological 

structures work together to create the hegemonic world view and the current state of existence 

that we now find ourselves.   
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Yet, despite this arrogant and reductive thinking from some scientists, I intend to show in 

the following sections of this chapter that there are many philosophers and scientists who simply 

dismantle and expose the shortcomings of such narrow thinking.  As pointed out earlier, the very 

kind of ‘empirical or positivist reasoning’ that scientism uses to ‘describe’ or legitimize its view of 

reality, knowledge and truth, in effect, contradicts or betrays its own logic.  Thus, the 

consequences of such narrow and disconnected paradigm only support and keep in place an 

education system in which our contemporary theories and practices of learning and teaching are 

reduced to utility and mere cognition/behaviourism.  Here, the biological brain plays the sole 

place that learning is processed and knowing is constructed via the “technical rational 

approach”.  As Smith (2010) pointed out earlier, the technical rational approach “focuses on the 

intellect almost to the exclusion of other ways of knowing, privileging the individual learner, 

autonomy, and independent thought and action over collective ways of learning that honor 

community and interdependence (Marriam & Associates, 2007)” (p. 151).  Here, as Smith 

pointed out, this ideological approach to education, largely ignores the cultural, social, 

emotional, spiritual, and contextual needs of the learners.  However, as Lovat and Smith (2003) 

assert: 

Ideology, as a set of beliefs and practices, influences every aspect of our 
experiences and the way we make sense of that experience.  Thus, ideology is 
inextricably connected to knowledge, what counts as knowledge and how we come 
to know and prove what we know.  It is through our ideologies that every stimuli, 
everything seen, heard, smelt, tasted, felt and experienced is interpreted and made 
sense of.  Thus, ideology, in one way, is the base on which our knowledge and 
understanding of and about the world is shaped.  By this understanding, no 
knowledge is neutral.  It is concerned and represented by the constructor or 
knower in a manner which works to protect and further his or her interests, 
whether the interests are altruistic or malevolent.  Such construction, however, 
may not always be explicit or apparent (32).   
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Moreover, as Yero (2010) warns, “A worldview [read story or ideology] is a single perspective. Its 

strength lies in the insights it makes available – the understanding it fosters.  The weakness in 

any worldview [read story or ideology] lies in the danger of accepting it as the only way of 

understanding – of equating it with “reality.” (p. 47).  Thus, if we accept Lovat and Smith’s 

assertion above, which is affirmed by Guba and Lincoln’s (1994) position that there is an 

increasingly supported axiom (by scientists in both the natural and social sciences) that answers 

given by a particular worldview such as ‘scientism’ mentioned above, “are in all cases human 

constructions [read stories or ideologies]; that is, they are all inventions of the human mind and 

hence subject to human error” (p. 108).  And, if “No construction [read story or ideology] is or 

can be incontrovertibly right; advocates of any particular construction [read story or ideology] 

must rely on persuasiveness and utility rather than proof in arguing their position” (p. 108); then 

as current problematic trends such as the climate crisis and gross inequality here in Canada and 

across the globe reveal, this foundational ‘described story of existence’ accompanied by its twin 

ideological supporting pillars (the stories of techno-rational/cognitive pedagogy and neoliberal 

economic order), no longer provide a “persuasive” nor “utilitarian” argument to remain the 

default ontological, epistemological, axiological and teleological means in which we can establish 

our civilizational ends.  In other words, while we cannot prove there is a “correct” worldview, we 

can through people’s general living conditions and relationships with each other and natural 

environment determine which kinds of ideologies and subsequent policies lead to healthy, 

meaningful, egalitarian, socially just, happy, democratically peaceful and environmentally 

sustainable lives.  Thus, the following two major sections looks back to see ahead.  More 

specifically, I seek to uncover or unveil at great depth the foundations of the “old, rotted timbers 
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and crumbling concrete” in which education has been ontological, epistemologically and 

axiologically built.  Here, it is hoped that by pointing out the history, mythology, limitations and 

flaws of the current outmoded establishment, followed by new plans, materials or structures in 

which we can rebuild the system, then might it be possible to not only see the problems and 

opportunities through a different lens. 

Pillar One: (Neoliberalism’s Ideological Purpose, Functions and Consequences) 
 
Truncating the Integrative Purpose of PSE  
 

According to Palmer and Zajonc (2010), at the heart of any serious approach to 

educational reform is a set of questions about the core purpose and subsequent functions that 

result from knowing, teaching and learning in PSE.  Here, in the context of education, Yero 

(2010) citing Galloway (1979) suggests the words purpose and function can serve two different 

meanings.  First, the notion of purpose can be understood as the fundamental goals or aims to 

be achieved in the educational endeavour.  On the other hand, functions might be understood as 

by-products or outcomes that may occur naturally as a consequence of the educational process. 

Thus, Yero writes:   

…some teachers believe that the transmission of knowledge is the primary purpose 
of education, while the transfer of knowledge from school to the real world 
happens naturally as a consequence of possessing that knowledge—a function of 
education. Because a purpose is an expressed goal, more effort is put into attaining 
it. Functions are assumed to occur without directed effort. For this reason, it’s 
valuable to figure out which outcomes you consider a fundamental purpose of 
education or simply a function of education (p. 176). 
 

As I have mentioned earlier the purpose of education has been predominantly reduced to 

technical-rational and utilitarian aims, in which most teaching and learning endeavours are 

exclusively geared to accumulation and understanding of ‘fixed’ facts, content delivery and skill 
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acquisition in preparation for job readiness.  Here, many students, teachers, parents and 

administrators ironically and passively assume that by focusing on this instrumental purpose and 

practice of learning, it will lead often tacitly to the learning functions of personal growth, 

professional collaboration and the common good.  Yet, as I have argued in the introduction, 

argued at length in chapter 1 (and will discuss below), this reality is far from the truth.  As stated 

above, this is a time in which our neoliberal unfettered capitalism, through its exploitive, 

unsustainable and globally networked system is like a runaway train moving ever closer to a 

crash collision with climate change and democracy.  Here, one of the detrimental consequences 

of globalization and ‘free trade’ has been the stunning ease in which neoliberal ideological policy 

and by extension view of existence has spread like a wild fire consuming the entire planet both 

metaphorically and literally. This ideology normalizes a mythical life world in which there is 

“extensive trust in the free market, goals toward no public expenditures, intense focus on the 

individual, distaste of collective action, workforce-flexible, few state regulations, high tolerance 

for unemployment, and blaming individuals for their oppression” (Tuck, 2018, p. 150).  

Subsequently, as I have argued in chapter 1, this ascension of neoliberal hegemony over last 

several decades have dramatically and broadly reshaped and stunted the transformative 

possibilities of our primary, secondary and tertiary educational landscape.   

Another difference between purpose and function according to Yero (2010), is that the 

word purpose is often expressed as a stated goal, where much time, energy and resources are 

directed toward it.  While functions on the other hand, are assumed to occur (again often tacitly) 

in the absence of energy, time and resources.  Here, as Tagg (2004) points out, in the college and 

university context, there is a deep disconnect between what colleges are intended for and what 
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they produce in the way of knowledge, learning and teaching.   Yet, in an ironic sense, even if 

one accepts this new corporatized and technical-rational vision of education, Tagg (2004) argues:  

An unbiased observer, looking at any organization, would look to its core processes, 
what its members do, what they get paid for, what it documents and records, and 
what criteria it uses for changing the way it does things.  Kellogs and Post aim to 
make breakfast cereal, Ford and General Motors aim to make cars, hospitals aim to 
make people healthier.  Colleges judged by the same standards and by the evidence 
of their own documentation, aim to have people take classes.  It is as Kellogs saw 
its function as grinding up great amounts of corn, or the RAND Corporation sought 
to fill as many pages as possible with reports.  Kellogs knows what the corn is for, 
or the RAND Corporation knows what the reports are for.  What are classes for?  
There are a lot of potentially good answers to that question, but most of the 
undergraduate colleges do not preserve any information about those answers.  
What they do preserve – the almost exclusive documentation of their work that 
survives the class itself – is grades, transcripts.  Kellogs makes cereal; colleges make 
transcripts.   
 But that is not, I venture to guess, the reason that those of us who work at 
colleges have chosen to work there.  We did not sign on to be cogs in transcript-
generating factories (p. 3).   

 
If the issue of purpose and accompanying functions is truly at the heart of education reform, 

then I argue in this section and subsequent sections that neoliberalism (along with technical-

rationalism and scientism) work together to create the foundational ideological structures and 

supporting pillars of our PSE systems.  In a sense, they act as three holarchical reality bubbles 

that wittingly (or unwittingly) incubate each other and thus provide an endlessly looping closed 

system that denies our ability to find creative solutions to today’s monumental planetary 

problems.  

As it relates to the ideological pillar of neoliberalism, what we have witnessed in the post-

secondary education system of Canada and other institutions around the planet, since the rise of 

neoliberalism over the last several decades, is the dismantling of the purpose and practice of an 

integrative education, that is a broad and balanced model of education based on an 
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understanding of the full potential of human beings (mental, physical, emotional and spiritual) 

and an approach to knowledge, learning and teaching that inspires what I have termed the 3P 

purpose40 of PSE education: personal, professional and public transformation. Instead, 

governments today, that hold considerable influence in shaping education, focus on a purpose 

geared almost exclusively to a utilitarian or corporatized vison of education in which selfishness, 

neglect of democratic vocation, industry interest and profit, competition, workforce preparation 

and the commercialization of research above all else become the dominant agenda of PSE 

institutions and governments alike.  (Brownlee, 2016; Spooner & McNinch, 2018; MacPhail & 

Plumb, 2009; Chan, 2016).  Yet, this shift in purpose has been deeply disconcerting because, 

even if leaders and institutions of the past were not always equipped, capable or even successful 

in delivering the more integrative or authentic kinds of learning noted earlier, their more 

collectivist and welfare state aspirations would have been more open to accepting the calls for 

such change.  Yet, today, despite the undeniable signs of impending crises confronting the 

system and considerable body of research advocating for reform (Palmer & Zajonc, 2012; 

Christension Huges & Mighty, 2010) if not revolution (Holst & Brookfield, 2013), our students 

and schools continue to fall under the selfish, exploitative, anti-collectivist and status quo spell of 

neoliberal ideology (Brownlee, 2016; Spooner & McNinch, 2018).  Subsequently, Palmer and 

Zajonc (2010) write “Something essential has gone missing, something that brought coherence 

and true purpose to our colleges and universities” (p. 3).  As Harry Lewis (2007), the former dean 

                                                
40 As I have pointed out in chapter 1, this 3P purpose of education is aligned with the values and notion of a liberal education that has played a 
critical role in Canada’s educational evolution and allowed it to become an egalitarian inclusive nation over the last 150 years.  According to Yusuf 
(2019) referencing DeNicola’s taxonomy suggest there are five simultaneous purposes of liberal education: “the transmission of cultural 
inheritance across generations; self-actualization, leading to a normative individuality; understanding the world and the forces that shape one’s 
life; engagement with and action in the world; and the acquisition of skills of learning” (para. 5).   
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of Harvard College acknowledges, under such narrow utilitarian aims our colleges and 

universities have lost sight of the essential purpose of education; in which students “learn who 

they are, to search for a larger purpose for their lives, and to leave college as better human 

beings” (p. xiv).  Thus, in the following two major sections, I intend to critically deconstruct how 

today’s neoliberal ideological framing of reality (along with technical-rationalism and scientism) 

have managed to dominate and influence our education systems and by extension how many 

people unquestionably view their diminishing existence on the planet.     

What is Neoliberalism? Defining & Understanding the Ideology of Neoliberalism  
 

According to Lincoln (2018), “Neoliberalism is a set of political, social, and economic 

theories and ideologies loosely rooted in the eighteenth-century liberal economic theory of 

Adam Smith” (p. 5).  According to Martinez and Garcia (1997), neoliberalism is a set of economic 

policies that have become widespread since the 1980s.  They assert, that while “Liberalism can 

refer to political, economic, or even religious ideas”, and that “liberalism has been a strategy to 

prevent social conflict”, and that, “It is presented to poor and working people as progressive 

compared to conservative or Right-wing” (para. 2).  However, they contend, economic liberalism 

is quite different.  They contend: 

“Neo” means we are talking about a new kind of liberalism. So what was the old 
kind? The liberal school of economics became famous in Europe when Adam Smith, 
a Scottish economist, published a book in 1776 called THE WEALTH OF NATIONS. 
He and others advocated the abolition of government intervention in economic 
matters. No restrictions on manufacturing, no barriers to commerce, no tariffs, he 
said; free trade was the best way for a nation's economy to develop. Such ideas 
were “liberal” in the sense of no controls. This application of individualism 
encouraged “free” enterprise, “free” competition – which came to mean, free for 
the capitalists to make huge profits as they wished. 
 
Economic liberalism prevailed in the United States through the 1800s and early 
1900s. Then the Great Depression of the 1930s led an economist named John 
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Maynard Keynes to a theory that challenged liberalism as the best policy for 
capitalists. He said, in essence, that full employment is necessary for capitalism to 
grow and it can be achieved only if governments and central banks intervene to 
increase employment. These ideas had much influence on President Roosevelt's 
New Deal – which did improve life for many people. The belief that government 
should advance the common good became widely accepted. 
 
But the capitalist crisis over the last 25 years, with its shrinking profit rates, inspired 
the corporate elite to revive economic liberalism. That's what makes it “neo” or 
new. Now, with the rapid globalization of the capitalist economy, we are seeing 
neo-liberalism on a global scale (para. 3-5). 
 

Thus, Lincoln (2018) asserts today:  
 

Its basic premises include lip service to the free market economy, although 
Anderson argues that “the free-market doctrine has never guided the policies and 
practices of neoliberal supporters” but rather that “state intervention in favor of 
capital has been the driving force” (2007, 1022); limited or little public expenditure 
on social services “such as welfare and healthcare” (Dolhinow 2006, 350); a focus 
on individual initiative and a distaste for collective action (such as unions); a 
workforce that is mobile and “flexible,” as well as often being part-time, 
inexpensive, and largely without traditional benefits; few, if any, regulatory 
interventions from the state; the mobility of production and manufacturing 
operations, chasing the least expensive workforce; a high tolerance for 
unemployment; and a tendency to blame individuals for their own poverty, 
unemployment, and ill health. Little examination of social structures and 
infrastructures is done to account for such social and civic decrements as structural 
issues (p. 5). 
 

Here, Martinez and Garcia (1997) provide another useful summary highlighting the neoliberal 

ideological principles:  

THE RULE OF THE MARKET. Liberating “free” enterprise or private enterprise from 
any bonds imposed by the government (the state) no matter how much social 
damage this causes. Greater openness to international trade and investment, as in 
NAFTA. Reduce wages by de-unionizing workers and eliminating workers’ rights 
that had been won over many years of struggle. No more price controls. All in all, 
total freedom of movement for capital, goods and services. To convince us this is 
good for us, they say “an unregulated market is the best way to increase economic 
growth, which will ultimately benefit everyone.” It's like Reagan's “supply-side” and 
“trickle-down” economics – but somehow the wealth didn’t trickle down very 
much. 
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CUTTING PUBLIC EXPENDITURE FOR SOCIAL SERVICES like education and health 
care. REDUCING THE SAFETY-NET FOR THE POOR, and even maintenance of roads, 
bridges, water supply – again in the name of reducing government’s role. Of course, 
they don’t oppose government subsidies and tax benefits for business. 
 
DEREGULATION. Reduce government regulation of everything that could diminish 
profits, including protecting the environment and safety on the job. 
 
PRIVATIZATION. Sell state-owned enterprises, goods and services to private 
investors. This includes banks, key industries, railroads, toll highways, electricity, 
schools, hospitals and even fresh water. Although usually done in the name of 
greater efficiency, which is often needed, privatization has mainly had the effect of 
concentrating wealth even more in a few hands and making the public pay even 
more for its needs. 
 
ELIMINATING THE CONCEPT OF “THE PUBLIC GOOD” or “COMMUNITY” and 
replacing it with “individual responsibility.” Pressuring the poorest people in a 
society to find solutions to their lack of health care, education and social security 
all by themselves – then blaming them, if they fail, as “lazy.” (para. 7-11). 

 
Neoliberalism in the Canadian Context  
 

As I have argued in chapter 1, events in the late 1970s and 1980s ushered in a profound 

paradigmatic shift around the globe in which Keynesian or industrial model of capitalism (that in 

relative terms, operated generally well with public interest and social justice issues) surrendered 

to a more pernicious and influential form of capitalism called neoliberalism.  Here, this more 

exploitive form of capitalism has managed over the last several decades to expand or network its 

reach globally (both in physical and ontological terms), but it has also diminished if not 

annihilated public interest, democratic engagement and social justice issues at the expense of 

personal/corporate greed.  Thus, in the Canadian context MacKay (2014) reminded us in chapter 

1: 

Proponents of neoliberalism argue for the supremacy of markets in all aspects of 
social and economic activity, and seek to minimize the role of the state in providing 
public goods and services, in redistributing wealth, and in regulating economic 
activity. In relation to public services like education, healthcare and social services, 
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neoliberal advocates favour privatization, deregulation, and reduced funding 
support. Funding cuts are in turn directly tied to tax cuts on the wealthy and on 
corporations. As neoliberal governments radically reduce their revenue streams, 
they simultaneously manufacture a crisis in public service funding. The economic 
rationale given for tax cuts is to stimulate investment in the real economy via job 
creation, expanded production, and innovation.39 In practice, neoliberal policies 
have led to sharp declines in taxes and government revenues, and sharp increases 
in income inequality (pg. 13). 

 
Thus, today’s international body is afflicted with this singular and ubiquitous economic pandemic 

that not only annihilates the natural planet with its mantra of endless greed, consumption and 

growth (Klein, 2014), but is also, in many Western nations, increasingly threatening our liberal 

democracies (Hedges, 2010; MacPhail & Plumb, 2009; Lorenz, 2012; Bregman, 2016; Ferris, 

2017; Mounk, 2019).  As Lincoln (2018) argues: 

On the even darker side, neoliberalism has been credited with widening the “gap 
between the rich and the poor and increasingly high levels of global poverty” 
(Dolhinow 2006, 331); with “the gutting of civic values” (Porfilio and Malott 2007, 
1025); with the increasing corporatization of both public (Saltman and Gabbard 
2003) and university education; with the concentration of wealth in the hands of 
fewer and fewer corporations, individuals, and families; with the assault on 
academic freedom and tenure at the university level; and with the attacks on the 
liberal arts at tertiary levels. Davis and Monk (2007, ix) describe this globalized 
neoliberalism as a place where the “winner-take-all ethos is unfettered by any 
remnant of social contract and undisturbed by any ghost of the labor movement, 
where the rich can walk like gods in the nightmare gardens of their deepest and 
most secret desires.” (p. 4). 

 
According to Canadian philosopher John Raulston Saul, what we have witnessed over the last 

several decades in our liberal democracies is a “corporate coup d’état in slow motion” (2005).  In 

fact, there is more than enough evidence to assert that the balance of power over the last four 

decades has dramatically shifted from the citizenry to corporations and uber-rich.  In this 

context, neoliberalism has managed to structure (through a strategy of spin and myth) extreme 
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inequality through economic policies (e.g. exploitive taxing system) and programs that 

enfranchises the few at the expense of many.  As Lincoln (2018) points out: 

In Canada, where I live, income inequality has been increasing at a faster rate than 
in the United States (partly, to be sure, because inequality is so much greater to 
begin with in the United States). Between 1980 and 2009, the wealthiest 20 per 
cent of Canadians saw household market income increase by 38 per cent, while 
that of the bottom 20 per cent decreased by 11.4 per cent. Canada’s richest 10 per 
cent now owns 58 per cent of national wealth, while the bottom 50 per cent owns 
3 per cent (Conference Board of Canada 2012). In the United States the numbers 
are more stark. The top 0.1 per cent of American families now owns approximately 
the same share of wealth as the bottom 90 per cent (Saez and Zucman 2014; Saez 
2015). These are, as political economist Gar Alperovitz (2005) observes, “medieval 
numbers.” (p.220, bold italics added). 

 
Here, Lincoln’s analysis is reinforced by Macdonald (2018) who provides statistical analysis 

showing that since 1999 there has been a concentration of wealth favouring the 1% of Canadians 

at the expense of the bottom 90%.  More specifically, his report reveals:  

Canada’s wealthiest 87 families now have 4,448 times more wealth than the 
average Canadian family, and they collectively own the same amount as the lowest-
earning 12 million Canadians. At present, the wealthiest 87 families have a net 
worth of $259 billion, which is about what everyone in Newfoundland and 
Labrador, Prince Edward Island and New Brunswick collectively owns ($269 
billion)…Wealth is clearly accumulating at the very top, where it is needed the least.  
While one might think that our public policy framework works to curb the negative 
consequences of wealth inequities, in general Canada’s tax system is set up to 
encourage concentration of wealth at the very top. Canada taxes income from 
wealth (capital gains and dividends) at lower rates than income from wages. 
Canada also tolerates “aggressive” accounting (tax avoidance), such as the abuse 
of private corporations and tax havens, and has no taxes on inheritance, gifts or 
estates — in contrast to all other G7 countries. Municipal property taxes, which 
some consider a form of wealth tax, tend to hit middle-income Canadians harder 
than wealthier families, and are therefore not a helpful means of reducing the 
wealth gap. 
 Canada could remedy this situation with tax reforms aimed at reducing 
inequality, leveling the playing field for the kids from middle and low income 
families, and discovering a new revenue sources for important social programs and 
supports. Instituting a 45% estate tax on estates values over 5 million, in line with 
the rest of the G7, would add $2 billion to federal revenue. Eliminating the 50% tax 
break for capital gains and 25% tax break on dividends would raise $11 billion and 
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$5 billion annually while almost exclusively targeting Canada’s highest earners (pp. 
4-5, bold italics added).   

 
As many critics now argue, as a global economic order, neoliberalism has managed to structure 

(through myth, policy and education) an exploitive taxing system that not only enfranchises the 

few at the expense of many but also that it has over the last several decades created massive 

inequality around the world (Saez and Zucman 2019; Klein, 2019b; Hedges, 2019; Bregman, 

2016).  For example, Klein (2014) argues, during this triumphal reign of neoliberalism, we have 

made it possible for a small elite to use extreme shocks and distractions, caused by economic 

meltdowns, natural disasters, terrorist attacks, wars and now climate change, to construct a 

mythical reality to “change the collective sense of what is possible, for better but mostly for 

worse” (p. 7).  She writes: 

over the past four decades corporate interests have systematically exploited these 
various forms of crises to ream through policies that enrich a small elite – by lifting 
regulations, cutting social spending, and forcing large-scale privatizations of the 
public sphere.  They have also been the excuse of extreme crackdowns on civil 
liberties and chilling human rights violations (p. 7). 

 
Here, as the evidence above suggests, the balance of power has overwhelmingly shifted from 

governments (the citizenry) to corporations (the wealthy few); in which governments through 

public institutions (such as tax policy or postsecondary education) are more interested in serving 

the private interest rather than public common good.  This is aptly captured by Lincoln’s (2018) 

summary of Burrows’ description on the nature of the neoliberal agenda: 

Burrows (2012, 356), drawing from Foucault’s analyses, points out that, 
traditionally, neoliberalism is characterized by viewing “the role of the state 
[as]...largely restricted to supervising the market.” But Foucault himself rather 
“suggests that this relation between state and market under neoliberalism is, in 
fact, the converse: ‘a state under the supervision of the market rather than a 
market supervised by the state’” (quoted in Burrows 2012, 356). (p. 5, bold italics 
added) 
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In other words, we have in neoliberalism a society that serves and is beholden to the economy 

rather than economy serving and beholden to society.  In a sense, neoliberalism has managed to 

capture our personal and collective consciousness in way that it has institutionalized selfishness, 

greed, extreme consumption, anti-collectivism and competition as normal if not necessary 

human characteristics.  

Neoliberalism’s Influence on PSE Pedagogical & Cultural Practices 
 

Subsequently, it is this “corporate coup d’état in slow motion” since the 1980s and 1990s 

when governments in the West, irrespective of left or right wing allegiances, embraced 

neoliberal ideology (Plumb & McPhail, 2009; Lorenz, 2012; MacKay, 2014), have, as Chan 

pointed out in chapter 1 (2016): 

shifted education worldwide from once a public good to now a private benefit 
(Filippakou & Williams, 2014; Pusser, 2006), whereby colleges and universities have 
begun to operate as a corporate industry with predominant economic goals and 
market-oriented values (Gumport, 2000; Kerr, 1994; Thompson, 2014), which has 
reduced higher education to a transactional process rather than maintaining its 
transformative potential (Bylsma, 2015) (p. 2).  

 
Thus, as Polster and Newson (2015) argue, over the last 35 years, our post-secondary education 

systems in Canada “have become more commercial in orientation, more business-like in 

practice, and more corporate in self-presentation” (p. 1).  Here, they argue that PSE institutions 

not only devalue transformative teaching practices, research and public service, but they 

“progressively work for, with and as businesses” (p. i).  More specifically, they write: 

Indeed, rather than using their money as a means of supporting their teaching, 
research and service functions, universities are progressively seeing and using 
these functions as means of making more money.  One consequence of this 
dramatic reversal whereby universities act as corporations rather than public 
institutions is that universities effectively place their private interests over and 
above the public interest, in contravention of their obligation and commitment to 
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serve the common good.  The de facto loss of an institution devoted to promoting 
and protecting our collective well-being is troubling if not tragic, particularly in 
these neoliberal times when so many other public institutions have been 
eliminated or corrupted… 
 
As income generation trumps all other academic priorities, the quality of university 
education deteriorates through increased class sizes, the greater use of 
inexpensive and overworked part-time and graduate student instructors, and the 
replacement of actual with virtual education (p. ii). 

 
In strikingly similar in-depth analysis about community colleges in Ontario, MacKay (2014) argues 

how the neoliberal government policies and increasingly corporate management practices “have 

eroded quality education and compromised the collegiality and functionality of the learning 

environment (p. 7).  Subsequently, he writes: 

To faculty, the crises stems from a climate of fiscal austerity and an autocratic 
management culture in which faculty are systematically marginalized from 
academic decision making.  As a result, decisions about quality, academic standards 
and student success are being made with more weight given to budgetary 
imperatives, rather than educational outcomes (p. 2). 

 
Here, Sahlberg (2012) calls this kind of neoliberal technocratic reform movement in which school 

systems elevate the pursuit of accountability and standardization above all other educational 

considerations GERM (Global Education Reform Movement).  According to Sahlberg, one of the 

key reasons that Finland has managed to remain among the top systems of education around 

the globe, is because it has avoided this GERM contagion.  As Salhberg puts it:   

This market-based global movement has put many public schools at risk in the 
United States and many other countries, as well. But not in Finland…One thing that 
has struck me is how similar education systems are. Curricula are standardized to 
fit to international student tests; and students around the world study learning 
materials from global providers. Education reforms in different countries also 
follow similar patterns. So visible is this common way of improvement that I call it 
the Global Educational Reform Movement or GERM. It is like an epidemic that 
spreads and infects education systems through a virus. It travels with pundits, 
media and politicians. Education systems borrow policies from others and get 
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infected. As a consequence, schools get ill, teachers don’t feel well, and kids learn 
less (para. 1-4).  

 
In the Canadian context, Westheimer (2018), argues our systems have been unable to ward of 

such a contagion.  And, this unhealthy reform movement has not only caused a malaise in 

schools, teachers and students but has in essence limited if not annihilated critical thinking and 

concern for public good and democratically engaged citizenry.  Instead, he asserts:  

What they learn also tends to follow prescriptive formulas that match the 
standardized tests or whatever other “accountability” measure is put in place. In 
the process, more complex and difficult-to-measure learning outcomes get left 
behind. Professors of education have become exceedingly familiar with the many 
critiques of an accountability-driven, test-based curriculum: its enforced 
uniformity; its bias; its relegation of all but math and literacy to the margins of the 
school experience. University professors are now becoming familiar with these 
trends as well. Standardized tests; value-added, merit-based pay schemes; and 
similar accountability measures settle easily in universities that have moved from a 
mission of public knowledge and citizenship to a mission of job training and 
profitable patents (p. 224). 

 
Here, Torre (2001) citing a compendium of work by the educational theorist Michael Apple who 

has done considerable work on the topic of capitalism and its unhealthy influence on our 

education system, writes:    

One of Apple’s central concerns is the way in which (under capitalism) knowledge 
is produced, ‘sanitised’, appropriated differently to particular groups, and 
(ultimately) accumulated by those in power… The curriculum is never simply a 
neutral assemblage of knowledge, somehow appearing in the texts and classrooms 
of a nation.  It is always part of a selective tradition, someone’s selection, some 
group’s vision of legitimate knowledge.  The decisions to define some group’s 
knowledge as the most legitimate, as official knowledge, while other groups’ 
knowledge hardly sees the light of day, says something extremely important about 
who has power in society. 6 
 Currently, ‘public education is under a concerted attack from right wing 
forces that wish to substitute an ethic of private gain and an accountant’s profit 
and loss sheet for the public good’. 7 More specifically, the ‘Right’8 prefers a market 
style ‘consumer-oriented’ system that would, implicitly, make ‘the needs of 
business and industry into the goals of education’9.  Under such pressures, schools 
lose much of their role as agents of democracy and equality.10 In fact, ‘the idea of 
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democracy has been altered’ from a political concept to an economic one focused 
almost exclusively on instilling habits of consumption.11 The result has been the 
‘marketization’, or ‘commodification’ of schools and their curriculum in which the 
common good is marginalized12 in favour of self-interest of for-profit corporations 
(Channel One; Coca Cola; textbook companies).  Knowledge has become a kind of 
capital that educational institutions manage and distribute to students in a manner 
similar to what economic institutions do with financial capital. 13 As has been 
observed historically, these and other values or ‘social meanings become 
particularly schools meanings, and thus now have the weight of decades of 
acceptance behind them’.  Intrinsically, then, the educational and cultural system 
of the United States is structured and intended for ‘cultural reproduction’. 15 That 
is, to preserve existing social patterns and relationships of dominance and 
subordination, such that particular social groups disproportionally expand their 
allotment of cultural capital, usually procuring such gains as a result of ‘cultural gifts 
that come naturally form their class or race or gender position’. 16 (p. 266) 

 
Subsequently, it is this neoliberal capitalistic order that many schools and by extension teachers 

and administrators (mostly unknowingly) ‘describe’ rather ‘prescribe’ a story or curriculum of 

existence in which many people not only buy into the system that in fact marginalizes them but 

also creates a myth of scarcity in a world of abundance.  Here as Apple points out, the common 

good is marginalized in favour of “individualistic 41 self-interest of for-profit corporations”.  Thus, 

many of today’s PSE systems (whether knowingly or not) perpetuate a Darwinian zero-sum 

society in which selfishness, competition, greed, endless and unsustainable economic growth 

become the ideal aspirational state of personal and collective being.   

An Ontological Hijacking from Public Common Good to Private Gain  
 

In his 2001 speech delivered to the Canadian federation of Teachers, the Canadian 

philosopher John Ralston Saul presented his audience with the following thesis.  He argued that 

one of tragedies of our current increasingly classed based societies, in which public education is 

                                                
41 As Tennent (1997) points out much of the traditional learning theories of adult education that still dominate higher education emphasize an 
ethic of individualism.    
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being threatened and replaced by private interests, is that we end up living in a society that 

institutionalizes selfishness; and as disturbingly, we lose the profound understanding in our 

society about the long-standing and essential role universal and public education plays in making 

us a civilized democracy.  As Saul (2001) stresses, our success over the last 150 years as the 

second or third oldest democracy is built upon this public and universal education system that 

promotes a reality of social justice, democracy and middle-class egalitarian inclusive society.  

Thus, he contends, “It is only with great difficulty that I could imagine a greater betrayal of the 

principle of Canadian democracy than the piecemeal reduction of public education to private 

education” (para. 19).  In chapter 1, I have made a similar and extensive argument suggesting 

that, beyond inequality, alienation and greed, it is perhaps neoliberalism’s all-pervasive 

occupation of our minds and general loss of social change, social action, social movements, 

community development, and participatory democracy from the public conscious that has 

resulted in the greatest victory for capitalism.  In a sense, our colleges and universities have over 

the last three decades moved from a public system to an increasingly privatized system.  

However, As Ralston Saul (2001) argues, Canada “has been built, from the very beginnings of its 

democratic system 150 years ago, upon a happy linkage between democracy and public 

education.  These are the basic principles of the Canadian democracy” (para. 17).   

Meanwhile, Yusuf (2017b) points out, on the surface, realities promoted through 

neoliberalism create an illusion that that everyone in our societies are granted the choice to be 

the free individuals they wish to become, however, what “most people have not noticed [is] that 

their “individualism” is now a product sold for profit…While our society may have an outward 

appearance of diversity of tastes and attitudes, it also has a strikingly inward banality, 
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manifested in the bovine pursuits that capture the hearts of so many people” (Yusuf, 2017b, 

para. 12).  This myth of individualism in which “bovine pursuits capture the hearts of so many 

people” is aptly captured by Bregman (2016) in his description of our current social, political and 

educational systems.  He writes:  

Optimism and pessimism have become synonymous with consumer confidence 
or the lack thereof.  Radical ideas about a different world have become almost 
literally unthinkable. The expectations of what we as a society can achieve have 
been dramatically eroded, leaving us with the cold, hard truth that without utopia, 
all that remains is a technocracy. Politics has been watered down to problem 
management. Voters swing back and forth not because the parties are so different, 
but because it’s barely possible to tell them apart, and what now separates right 
from left is a percentage point or two on the income tax rate.22  

We see it in journalism, which portrays politics as a game in which the stakes 
are not ideals, but careers. We see it in academia, where everybody is too busy 
writing to read, too busy publishing to debate. In fact, the 21st-century university 
resembles nothing so much as a factory, as do our hospitals, schools, and TV 
networks. What counts is achieving targets. Whether it’s the growth of the 
economy, audience shares, publications – slowly but surely, quality is being 
replaced by quantity (p. 22). 

 
Thus, as Bregman claims:   
 

And driving it all is a force sometimes called “liberalism,” an ideology that has been 
all but hollowed out.  What’s important now is to “just be yourself” and “do your 
thing.”  Freedom may be our highest ideal, but ours has become an empty freedom.  
Our fear of moralizing in any form has made morality a taboo in the public debate.  
The public arena should be “neutral,” after all – yet never before has it been so 
paternalistic.  On every street corner we’re baited to booze, binge, borrow, buy, 
toil, stress, and swindle.  Whatever we may tell ourselves about freedom of speech, 
our values are suspiciously close to those touted by precisely the companies that 
can pay for prime-time advertising. 23 If a political party or religious sect had even 
a fraction of the influence that the advertising industry has on us and our children, 
we’d be up in arms.  But because it’s the market, we remain “neutral.”24 
 The only thing left for government to do is patch up life in the present.  If 
you’re not following the blueprint of a docile, content citizen, the powers that be 
are happy to whip you into shape.  Their tools of choice?  Control, surveillance, and 
repression.   
 Meanwhile, the welfare state has increasingly shifted its focus from the 
causes of our discontent to the symptoms.  We go to a doctor when we’re 
overweight, prison when we’re convicted, and a job coach when we’re out of work.  
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All these services cost vast sums of money, but with little to show for it.  In the U.S., 
where the cost of healthcare is the highest in the planet, the life expectancy for 
many is actually going down. 
 All the while, the market and commercial interests are enjoying free reign.  
The food industry supplies us with cheap garbage loaded with salt, sugar, and fat, 
putting us on the fast track to the doctor and dietitian.  Advancing technologies are 
laying waste to ever more jobs, sending us back again to the job coach.  And the ad 
industry encourages us to spend more money we don’t have on junk we don’t need 
in order to impress people we can’t stand.25 Then we go cry on our therapist’s 
shoulder.   
 That’s the dystopia we are living in today (p. 22-23). 
 

Similarly, as Yusuf (2017a) argues, in this neoliberal closed secular society, the “immanent and 

materialistic framework” promotes a reality and way of knowing in which:  

The moral concerns of a culture are too often set aside in the current pursuit of 
scientism and the worship of the idol of progress. Ethics, in particular, is 
impoverished when metaphysics is ignored. In America and in European countries, 
and in their satellite societies that have adopted Western science wholesale, we 
find certain humanistic ethical considerations based mostly upon utilitarian 
concerns, but their proponents offer no sound rational method of determining 
what is ethical and what is not (para. 30).  

 
As Harari (2018a) points out, the ontology of neoliberalism has become so powerful and 

ubiquitous, that even the most fringe players of today’s global society knowingly or unknowingly 

take full participation.  For example, he writes:   

When the Islamic State conquered large parts of Syria and Iraq, it murdered tens 
of thousands of people, demolished archaeological sites, toppled statues, and 
systematically destroyed the symbols of previous regimes and of Western cultural 
influence. Yet when its fighters entered the local banks and found there stashes of 
American dollars covered with the faces of American presidents and with slogans 
in English praising American political and religious ideals, they did not burn these 
symbols of American imperialism. For the dollar bill is universally venerated across 
all political and religious divides. Though it has no intrinsic value – you cannot eat 
or drink a dollar bill – trust in the dollar and in the wisdom of the Federal Reserve 
is so firm that it is shared even by Islamic fundamentalists, Mexican drug lords and 
North Korean tyrants. In premodern times humans have experimented not only 
with diverse political systems, but also with a mind-boggling variety of economic 
models. Nowadays, in contrast, almost everybody believes in slightly different 
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variations on the same capitalist theme, and we are all cogs within a single global 
production line (para. 21). 

 
Thus, it is in this one layer of ontology or neoliberal “prescribed” view of the world in which 

students are viewed by both industry and governments not as people but as tax payers, clients, 

customers, investments, productive machinery and human capital.  As I have made the case in 

chapter 1, this reductive corporatized paradigm pervades every dimension of peoples’ lives so 

that no longer do our public education system nor the economy serve the citizenry but instead, 

the people through education are ‘trained’ to serve the economy. Here, as El-Ansary (2017) 

argues, we have ended up with collective paradigm whether in education or elsewhere, in which:  

Modern society is made up of two spheres: an economic sphere of 
individual initiative and interaction, governed by impersonal laws that assure a 
beneficent outcome by pursuit of self-interest; and the rest of social life, including 
political, religious, and moral interactions that require the conscious balancing of 
self-interest with social considerations. 
 
This is sometimes called the “separate domain” argument; it posits that the 
motivations of “actors” in the economy, whether they are ethical or not, have 
nothing to do with whether a market economy generates “beneficent” outcomes, 
because economic exchange is compatible with a variety of motives, whether 
egoist or altruist, making the free market amoral (as opposed to immoral) (para. 
12). 

 
Reducing Education’s Personal, Professional & Publicly Transformative Roots 
 

Thus, in these ‘neutral’, artificial and binary ideological domains, colleges and universities 

(fashioned and incentivized by governments) have increasingly opted for a path in which 

selfishness, quantity, efficiency, profit, individualism, commercial interests and obedience to a 

particular neoliberal economic agenda reigns superior to the values of egalitarianism, 

cooperation, quality, integrity, critical thinking, creativity, accountability, spiritual contemplation, 

moral and ethical responsibility, personal and social justice, public common good and an 
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engaged democracy.  Subsequently, we have are now in a place in which many of today’s current 

and intentionally ‘prescribed’ aims or objectives of our PSE are not only shaped in the image of 

capitalist ideology and interests, but in many cases our PSE pedagogical practices are mostly 

devoid of any personal or public awakening.  Thus, as I have argued in chapter 1, using a Wi-Fi 

metaphor: it is as if capitalists (using governments and vital organs of democracy such as higher 

learning) have, over the last several decades, hijacked our education systems (along with many 

other public services) and shoved their intended purposes into a neoliberal concrete vault where 

the authentic aims and functions of education have been reduced to a limited if not dead signal 

strength bar of learning connectivity (narrow and limited vision of education in which selfishness, 

job readiness and serving private industry predominate), while neglecting a more fuller and 

essential purposes of PSE: personal (meaningful, conscious, experiential, logical, ethical/moral, 

creative, contemplative, systems thinking and critical self-reflective education that awakens, 

inspires and prepares the whole person (mind, body, heart and spirit); professional (vocation 

ready and transdisciplinary education that awakens, inspires and prepares a lifelong and self-

authorizing learner who develops boundary crossing values/capacities such as conscious 

listening, communication, problem solving and interdependence); and public transformation 

(politically aware and socially responsible education that awakens, inspires and prepares a 

citizenry capable of contributing to the common good, economic vitality, vibrant and inclusive 

democracy and a peaceful and sustainable planet). 

In a sense, we have over the last three centuries but especially over the last several 

decades prescribed a purpose and designed a structure that, in effect, creates a reality, 

knowledge and truth that works against our very personal, public and planetary interest.  It is as 
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R. Buckminister Fuller once proclaimed, “human beings are born geniuses and designed for 

success.  If they fail to display their genius or fail to succeed, it is because their design function is 

being distorted (Barr & Tagg, 1995, p. 23).  However, this singular focused kind of learning and 

knowing has not only diminished the quality of our personal and collective lives but is also unable 

to meet the extraordinary challenges and opportunities of the 21st century. 

Subsequently, as Palmer, cited in Barbezat and Bush (2014) warned in chapter 1, when a 

society and post-secondary education that places an ethic of individualism, credentialing, 

consumerism, privatization and economic servitude as its principal aim and ‘objectivism’ as its 

model of pedagogy, is bound to stifle not only the very principles and understanding of effective 

learning and teaching but also “creates an ethical gap between the educated person and a world 

that is inevitably impacted by his or her actions” (p. viii).  Thus, the consequences of such void in 

moral and social responsibility we have produced a monolithic culture in which “Diversity yields 

to conformity in the service of a mission without meaning” (Yusuf, 2017b, para. 4).  Here, while 

speaking in the American context, Yusuf further adds:  

That, in essence, is the phenomenon that plagues the United States of the twenty-
first century. We find ourselves in a pluralistic society of countless creeds, colors, 
and cultures. In reality, this chromatic character of our society has been subsumed 
into a monotonous monoculture of ersatz arts, entertainment, and consumerism. 
The American people now share a common creed of consumption; our material 
possessions, which are mass-produced and mass-marketed, nevertheless become 
an expression of our “individuality.”   
 
The clothes people wear, the phones they stare at, the fast foods they eat, the 
blockbuster movies they watch at multiplexes, the music that blares into their 
heads through their earbuds—much of it has a sameness that contributes to the 
monoculture that has swallowed and digested the diversity of the ship of state. 
 
Our towns and cities look the same, and their monotony is bound to stifle the 
senses of anyone who makes a long-distance trip across the country, with 
billboards beckoning travelers to banal strip-malls and fast-food restaurants where 
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everyone eats the same metabolically toxic food. Across the world, globalization 
has sullied many beautiful cultures, imposing homogeneity on most places. 
Nonetheless, in some spots, one can still see real diversity in the last remnants of 
traditional societies. Simply traveling a few miles in such lands, one finds an entirely 
different culture, proof of the complexity and beauty of those societies and their 
radical and singular divergence from modern mediocrity and cultural conformity. 
In Palestine, each traditional village has its own unique patterns for women’s garb. 
In Morocco, one could go from the deep desert to the furthest north and find a 
striking diversity of food, clothes, and dialects, something people who have never 
experienced such places would find hard to imagine (para. 5).  

 
The Three Paradoxes of PSE Reform in a Neoliberal Culture 
 

As noted in the opening section and affirmed by Yero (2010), the legacy of the 

Enlightenment through the scientistic Newtonian machine or Cartesian mind metaphor 

continues to represent much of how we view, understand and practice education.  She writes 

that while, “more and more scientists and business organizations shift their thinking to a systems 

worldview, education persists in the mechanistic metaphor” (p. 41).  As Senge (1994) pointed 

out earlier, systems thinking is the notion of ontological interconnectedness and “nature (and 

that includes us) is not made of parts within wholes.  It’s made of wholes within wholes” (p. 371).  

Yet, despite the rise and significance of systems thinking, many of our education systems: 
 

boast they are at the leading edge of technology, yet they steadfastly remain at the 
tailing edge of ideas.  Even as educational theorist come to recognize the range of 
factors – the incredible number of variables – that impact the student’s readiness, 
willingness and ability to learn, the Newtonian/machine worldview remains the 
dominant metaphor of education (Yero, 2010, p. 41). 

 
Subsequently, Yero (2010) assets, “Nowhere are the effects of the Newtonian worldview more 

apparent than in reform efforts. Attempts to improve or re-form education by addressing parts 

without, at the same time, considering the system as a whole result in often-unrecognized 

conflicts” (p. 41).  Thus, she contends: 
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Any worldview necessarily brings some aspects of the world into the foreground 
and focuses less attention on others. A worldview that perceives reality as a 
machine focuses on parts. The underlying belief is that if you understand those 
parts, you will then understand the whole. Reform efforts arising from this 
metaphor focus on “fixing” parts— effective teaching, cooperative learning, 
motivation, discipline, thinking skills, standards, facilities, evaluation, the role of the 
teacher, without consideration for the relationships among those parts. Thus, 
simplistic “answers” to the pressing questions about education are never complete 
(40). 

 
Here, in a neoliberal dominated vision of education, there are at least three paradoxical 

examples in which reform efforts in Canadian colleges and universities are attempts at 

“rearranging the chairs on the Titanic42” or “fixing the parts without consideration for the 

relationship among those parts”.    

Paradox #1: Teacher Professional Development in a Corporatized Culture 
 

This first paradoxical example relates to notions of teacher professional learning and 

preparation within the PSE system.  As noted earlier and argued in chapter 1, another major 

paradox or contradiction of our current utilitarian system is that it works against the support and 

adoption of the most up to date and exemplary research on learning, knowledge and teaching 

practices.  According to a study on faculty development, published in 2015 by the Higher 

Education Quality Council of Ontario, the authors contend:  

Thus, academics graduate the UTC Program only to find that Ontario’s 
postsecondary system works against their effort to teach, design courses and 
assess students appropriately, as noted in the focus groups and open-ended 
comments identifying barriers in departmental and institutional culture, which are 
consistent with other higher educational research on teaching culture (Kustra et 
al., 2014) and with the characteristics identified by Biggs.  These “distorted 
priorities” are to some extent the consequence of university corporatization “which 

                                                
42 In the early hours of April 19, 1912, the British passenger liner RMS Titanic on her maiden voyage from Southampton England to New York City 
tragically collided with an iceberg and sank, killing more than 1500 people.  In light of this tragic accident, we now use (or perhaps overuse) the 
idiom “it’s like rearranging the deck chairs on the Titanic” to suggest that some actions such as rearranging or moving chairs on a ship are 
irrelevant or contribute nothing to the solution of a current problem such as steering away from looming iceberg or disaster.  
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illustrates misalignment at its starkest (Biggs, 2001, p. 235) (Potter, Kustra, 
Ackerson & Prada, 2015, p. 56). 

 
As noted above, in this kind of culture, faculty are systematically marginalized from academic 

decision making.  As Mackay (2014) pointed out earlier, this is because “decisions about quality, 

academic standards and student success are being made with more weight given to budgetary 

imperatives, rather than educational outcomes” (Mackay, 2014, pg. 2).  Yet, these are deeply 

ironic and disconcerting trends.  While almost all post-secondary institutions place teaching as a 

priority in their mission statements and are increasingly touting the accomplishments of their 

centres of teaching and learning, faculty receive very little if any formal/obligator professional 

learning opportunities during their graduate education, entry into the field or as part/full time 

professionals (Knapper, 2010; King & Cranton, 2003).  Accordingly, Scott and Scott (citing Dunn & 

Wallace, 2016) assert that even faculty demonstrate the will to become better teachers there is 

little to no confidence in the professional development processes in helping faculty achieve this 

goal.  This is because many faculty development programs (as affirmed by Cranton above) “are 

deemed irrelevant to teaching staff as they are fragmented and ad hoc, context non-specific, and 

ignore adult learning principles” (Scott as cited in Scott & Scott, 2016, pg. 515).  As a result, the 

practice of teaching remains largely instrumental, student learning surface, and curricula are 

more likely to emphasize content coverage than acquisition of transformative, self-directed and 

long-lasting learning.  Consequently, Knapper (2010) argues “most faculty are largely ignorant of 

the scholarship, and instructional practices and curriculum planning are dominated by tradition 

rather than research evidence” (pg. 229).  This also pointed earlier by Holst & Brookfield (2013), 

who contend that even in adult education research circles:  

Adult education has traditionally viewed learning in an all-compassing, 
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expansive way as the deliberate attempts by adults to develop their skills, 
extend their knowledge, or cultivate certain dispositions in a particular 
direction.  The logic of this expansive paradigm is a technical one.  It tends 
to disconnect learning from any particular moral, social or political 
purpose and to focus instead on its mechanics – on how some methods 
are favored over others, on how learners and teachers decide which 
resources are found to be most useful, on how people gauge in 
effectiveness of their learning, or on how to institute an optimal 
alternation between self-direction and teacher direction.  When adult 
learning is seen as chiefly a technical affair, anything and everything is grist 
for the theoretical and research mill (pg. 23-24).  

 
Yet, as I have maintained thus far, a significant if not primary reason for this lack of preparation 

and change has been the corporatized and adaptive nature of our PSE system, a system that pro-

actively nurtures a “technical-rational” model of learning so that it can maintain its status quo 

nature.  In such corporatized environments, Windshitl (2002, p. 131) argues that implementing 

new constructivist approaches to learning and teaching is “far more difficult than the reform 

community acknowledges.” He writes: 

…the most profound challenges for teachers are not associated merely with 
acquiring new skills but with making personal sense of constructivism as a basis for 
instruction, reorienting the culture of classrooms to be consonant with the 
constructivist philosophy, and dealing with the pervasive educational conservatism 
that works against efforts to reach for understanding (p. 131). 

 
In other words, underlying these impediments to change lie both the conceptual and 

pedagogical capabilities of faculty as well as the cultural and political dimensions of the 

educational context.  In affirming Windshitl, Christensen Hughes and Mighty (2010) argued in 

chapter 1, it seems faculty, administrators and policy makers should all accept responsibility for 

enacting much needed change.  Yet, they argue that the system (under corporatized aims and 

structures) continues to create the following environments: 

• where research prestige (especially if it can be commercialized) is more 
incentivized than teaching effectiveness;  
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• when there is no expectation nor additional time awarded to faculty who 
ought to seek professional development and demonstrated continuous 
improvement;  

• when few faculty before, during and after acquiring the position are formally 
prepared for teaching;  

• and when “growing enrollment alongside declining resources, coupled with 
myths concerning the lack of benefits of the reallocation of resources” (p. 
267) 

 
Consequently, in this context, where learning is predominantly utilitarian, Illeris (2015) warns: 

 
The main outcomes of this seem to be a sweeping tendency to reduce learning to 
what is measured. Teachers and instructors are de-motivated and a stressed and 
dejected environment is developed. Thus, in relation to learning, the competition 
states and their educational policies make the fundamental error of assuming a 
kind of automatism between education and learning and an identity and between 
what is taught and what is learned. Hence, the many educational reforms of the 
competition states tend to produce insufficient learning, especially in the human 
and social dimensions, and an increasing number of drop-outs and students who 
do not meet the current needs of society (p. 39).  

 
Paradox #2: Indigenizing Curriculum in a Closed Secular Society 
  

The second example in which reform efforts via the neoliberal vision of education 

become problematic arises from the indigenizing curriculum movement currently taking place 

across many college and university campuses across Canada.  The Indigenizing curriculum 

movement is a response by many PSE institutions to the 94 calls to action released by the Truth 

and Reconciliation Commission of Canada (TRC, 2015).  The TRC commission was organized by 

the parties of the Indian Residential Schools Settlement Agreement with the purpose of 

documenting the history and impacts of the Indian residential school system.  This commission 

officially concluded in December of 2015 and released a multi-volume report that found the 

schools system amounted to cultural genocide.  Thus, in response to the “calls to action”, PSE 

institutions have pledged to increase their number of Indigenous students and faculty, support 

Indigenous leadership on campus, embody Indigenous history, knowledge and culture in the 
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curriculum; integrate Indigenous perspectives in research ethics, and ensure that there are 

spaces for Indigenous peoples that are reflective of their social, cultural and academic needs.   

However, as Battiste (2018) argues:  

Indigenous Knowledges have only recently found resonances in policy frameworks 
of universities and colleges in Canada. The lag in that effort sits squarely on the 
cognitive, imperialistic, hegemonic foundations of Eurocentric institutions that 
have controlled what knowledge counts, what gets produced and disseminated in 
government-funded institutions, what gets researched, and what metrics are used 
to determine their validity, usefulness, and accessibility. Aboriginal peoples and 
their knowledges get little attention, support, or uptake. Instead, Eurocentric 
researchers report on the paucity of life conditions created by the federal 
government’s avoidance of the constitutional rights of Indigenous peoples. This 
lack creates gaps that support notions of deficiencies and dispositions toward 
neediness that affirm the myth of racial and cultural inferiority (p. 125). 

 
Moreover, in affirming much of the argument in this section, she writes: 
 

As well, universities are increasingly changing the purpose, production, and 
dissemination of knowledges to suit more economic interests over human 
interests, and these contested sites continue to clash in principles, ethics, and 
desired outcomes with those building on Indigenous Knowledges for human and 
environmental sustainability. Often Indigenous peoples have contested and 
resisted these exploitative attempts, as noted in the Idle No More movement, to 
stop companies from exploitative use of Indigenous lands and resources or in 
having their knowledges and their resources again used and abused for gain and 
profits by corporations and governmental interests (Battiste and Henderson 2000). 
(Battiste, 2018, 127). 

 
Thus, as Porter (2017) affirms, indigenizing the PSE is, “a new, elastic term that means everything 

from drawing more aboriginal students and faculty members onto campuses built largely for 

white settlers, to infusing those stodgy Western institutions with aboriginal belief systems and 

traditional knowledge” (para. 3). Here, while many institutions in Canada are attempting to make 

such well-intentioned and concrete changes in their curriculum by “indigenizing” the institution, 

they fail to recognize that these changes cannot be adequately and sustainably viable when the 

ontology, epistemology and teleology of our current education system runs against the very 
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integrative, relational and immaterial view of indigenous knowledge and reality.   As Porter 

(2017) explains:   

Aboriginal scholars say that colonial education philosophies and aboriginal theories 
of knowledge are incompatible. “Here students are really getting developed to be 
trained capitalists,” said Priscilla Settee, a professor of indigenous and gender 
studies at the University of Saskatchewan. “We need to build curriculum that builds 
community and strong connections, in the context of Western development and 
capitalism that’s marginalized many of us.”  Even Peter Stoicheff, the university’s 
president, recognizes the challenges.  “Universities are so inherently white and 
Western, when you start to push against it, you realized how intractable a lot of 
that is,” Mr. Stoicheff said.  “Everything is based on reading stuff,” he explained. 
“Everything is laid out in a hierarchical and linear fashion. Look at the aboriginal 
ways, from visual expression to the wampum belt, dances and oral storytelling. It’s 
not linear. Everything is based on the circle.” (para. 6) 

 
Thus, Porter (2017), writes:   
 

But is it really possible for a university, born from a view that all knowledge — like 
land — is conquerable, to deeply incorporate an aboriginal philosophy, which 
values nature, relationships and balance? “Universities are intrinsically colonial,” 
said Mylan Tootoosis, 30, a doctoral student and co-chairman of the university’s 
Indigenous Graduate Students’ Council. “They are not set up for indigenous 
students. The way to solve indigenous problems is not getting a salary. Why not get 
our land back, get the indigenous lifestyle back?” (para. 19).     

 
As I have argued earlier and will argue at length later in this chapter, the values and recognition 

of reality and knowledge justified or legitimized by our current scientistic and exclusive humanist 

foundation in which our PSE stands (accompanied by the twin pillars of technical-rational 

pedagogy and neoliberal economic order), are simply incompatible if not antithetical to the 

indigenous ontology and epistemology and its notion of the transcendence, holistic learning and 

communal responsibility.  Subsequently, Battiste (2018) argues:  

While this comes to me as a welcome and crucial step in generating ameliorative 
action for post-secondary institutions, the approach is drawn mostly from 
Eurocentric knowledge and the need for Aboriginal students to assimilate into that 
knowledge system. The cultural additions of universities and colleges are seen, as 
one Indigenous scholar put it, as a way to lull the Aboriginal student into 
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assimilation (see Chapter 9 of this book)! Indigenization of the universities is about 
affirming Eurocentric superiority. It is about adding more Aboriginal bodies but 
ignoring their minds and what they bring with them. Institutional rationalizations 
and corporate complicities with funding are becoming conventional approaches to 
address austerity, while the Indigenization of universities for the sake of capacity 
building conflicts with the mandates and premises and conclusions of many 
commissions and studies seeking the reform of education (pp. 127-128). 

 
Thus, given these trends, are there any possibilities in which we can square this circle?  In the 

final section of this chapter, I offer some ontological, epistemological and axiological possibilities 

in which stakeholders in the PSE systems may consider in resolving such blatantly contradictory 

trends inflicting our college and university systems.  

Paradox #3: A PSE System that Cannot See its Immanent Crises  
 

In 1965 the educational reformer John Gardner wrote an article called How to Prevent 

Organizational Dry Rot in which he asked the question: why people in organizations, despite all 

the plentiful warnings, ignore the signs of looming crises?  His response is that most ailing people 

and organizations develop what he called “functional blindness to their own defects”, and that 

people suffer not because they “can’t solve their problem but because they won’t see their 

problems.  They can look straight at their faults and rationalize them as virtues and necessities 

(p. 24).  As I have argued in chapter 1, it is perhaps neoliberalism’s all-pervasive colonization of 

our minds (and how it has managed to “functionally blind us”) that has resulted in the greatest 

victory for capitalism. Here, stakeholders, whether students, faculty or administrators are so 

focused on their narrow aims and interests that they are unable to see the forest for the trees.  

This “functional blindness” is aptly captured by Arum and Roksa (2011), in which they write:  

The changing economic and global context facing contemporary college graduates 
convinces us that the limited learning that exists on U.S. campuses—even if it has 
been a part of the higher-education landscape since the system’s inception—
qualifies today as a significant social problem and should be a subject of concern of 
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policymakers, practitioners, parents, and citizens alike. While the phenomenon can 
accurately be described as a social problem, the situation that exists on today’s 
college campuses in no way qualifies as a crisis, and we have consciously avoided 
the use of rhetoric here that would point to “a crisis in higher education.”  

Limited learning in the U.S. higher education system cannot be defined as a 
crisis because institutional and system-level organizational survival is not being 
threatened in any significant way. Parents—although somewhat disgruntled about 
increasing costs—want colleges to provide a safe environment where their children 
can mature, gain independence, and attain credentials that will help them be 
successful as adults. Students in general seek to enjoy the benefits of a full 
collegiate experience that is focused as much on social life as on academic pursuits, 
while earning high marks in their courses with relatively little investment of effort. 
Professors are eager to find time to concentrate on their scholarship and 
professional interests. Administrators have been asked to focus largely on external 
institutional rankings and the financial bottom line. Government funding agencies 
are primarily interested in the development of new scientific knowledge. In short, 
the system works. No actors in the system are primarily interested in 
undergraduate student academic growth, although many are interested in student 
retention and persistence. Limited learning on college campuses is not a crisis 
because the institutional actors implicated in the system are receiving the 
organizational outcomes that they seek, and therefore neither the institutions 
themselves nor the system as a whole is in any way challenged or threatened (pp. 
123-124). 

 
However, as I have argued at length in chapter 1, and pointed out above, the “crisis” is upon us 

and its threats ever more real.  As Barber, Donnelly and Rzivi (2013) affirm, there is profound and 

rapid change currently facing our PSE systems.  They aptly describe this change as an impending 

avalanche ready to take its course.  They borrow the avalanche metaphor from historian Norman 

Davies, who when asked recently by the Financial Times to describe historical change, 

responded: 

Historical change is like an avalanche.  The starting point is a snow-covered 
mountainside that looks solid.  All changes take place under the surface and are 
rather invisible.  But something is coming.  What is impossible is to say when (Davies 
quoted in Barber et al., 2013, p. 1). 

  
Thus, Barber et al. argue that currently “nothing looks more solid, more like that snow-covered 

mountainside” than our traditional post-secondary institutions.  They suggest these ‘solid’ 
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perceptions are represented by an infrastructure boom in post-secondary institutions across the 

world, with new laboratories, libraries and living accommodation constructed in the past two 

decades.  They are also represented by extraordinary expansion of research and student 

enrollment in the past 30 years.  However, as I have pointed out earlier and as Barber and his co-

authors caution: 

The mountainside looks solid indeed, but there are changes ‘under the surface’.  
There are ‘rather invisible’, but they are unmistakable.  An avalanche is coming.  It’s 
hard, of course, to say exactly when.  It may be sooner than we think.  Certainly, 
there is no better time than now to seek to understand what lies ahead for higher 
education – and to prepare (p. 8). 

 
Subsequently, Arum and Roksa’s analysis above reveals two disconcerting insights.  Frist, that 

there exists a “functional blindness” in the “midst of a looming avalanche”.  And, second, as 

argued throughout this chapter, our ability to prepare or confront this impending change is 

difficult to take place let alone promote when a neoliberal vision of education (delivered through 

an outmoded and reductive technical-rational pedagogy and standing upon the ontological 

foundation of scientism) inebriates our ability to consciously realize that a problem if not crises 

truly exists.  And, by extension, to identify creative ways in which we can prepare for such radical 

changes.  In a sense we are collectively captured and functionally blinded by ideological 

structures that work against our own interest.  How this collective blindness works is aptly 

captured by Palmer and Zajonc (2010), in discussing Kohlberg’s theory of moral development: 

In Kohlberg’s theory of moral stage development, for example, “post-conventional” 
moral principles may be at odds with the conventional ethical and legal standards 
of the community of which one is a part.  A Mahatma Gandhi, Martin Luther King, 
or Nelson Mandela will stand up to the unjust laws of an oppressive regime, but 
most of us go along with the prevailing conventional social norms and comply with 
tradition.  Even today, the caste system of India, racism in the United States, and 
ethnic biases around the world are difficult to overcome in large part because the 
powerful forces that shape conventional morality are rooted in tradition, which 
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have become internalized into the very ways people make meaning.  It orders their 
world, even if tragically so.   

In order to change, we must first find ways to temporarily inhabit other 
ways of being and knowing, exploring them for a time, trying alternatives on for 
size (p. 106). 

 
In following sections I make the case that the pillar (or paradigmatic system) of neoliberal 

ideology is only one of three other ideological forces leading us to looming crisis.  As pointed out 

earlier, neoliberal utilitarian motives are deeply supported by the pillar of techno-rational 

pedagogy and stand upon the ontological foundation of scientism.  Subsequently, all three of 

these ideological structures work synergistically to keep in place – even if tragically so – our 

ability to see the crisis or avalanche and make the necessary changes to thrive if not survive.  

Thus, in the following sections, I delve into these two other ideological structures in which 

education has been ontological and epistemologically built and then compare them to 

alternative possibilities.  Here, I hope these new possibilities can be shared with others so to 

create the awareness, dialogue and subsequent action toward resolving to the myriad of 

challenges within and outside the system of education.  

Pillar Two: The Limits to the Techno-Rational Approach to Learning, Knowing & Teaching 
 
The Learning Gap & The Techno-Rational (Behaviourist/Purely Cognitive) Paradigm  

 
As noted earlier, there is a substantial gap between what we need of higher education 

and what our systems and structures provide.  Also, as pointed out above, many college and 

university educators today continue to be influenced by traditional and outmoded theories of 

knowledge and learning that embrace a predominantly technical-rational or solely 

cognitive/behaviourist approach to design and facilitate learning (Smith, 2010; Holst & 

Brookfield, 2013; Barr & Tagg, 1996).  Thus, as Lovat et al. (2011) warn, “constructing 
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educational regimes that focus exclusively or even overly on a denuded conception of cognition, 

with equal and integrated attention to all the developmental measures, including emotional, 

social, moral and spiritual, are doomed to fail those who need them most” (p. 55).  As Bruffee 

(1993) explains these technical-rational paradigms operate from a foundational point of view 

that assumes “knowledge is a kind of substance contained in and given from the vessel we call 

the mind.  Teachers transfer knowledge from their own fuller vessels to the less full vessels of 

their students.  Teachers impart knowledge that was imparted to them, as it was imparted to 

them” (p. 25).  The result of such outdated philosophical assumptions in the words of Knapper 

(2010), is a PSE system in which:  

• Teaching remains overwhelmingly didactic and reliant on traditional lectures, and 
assessment methods are often trivial and inauthentic; 

• Curriculum development relies far too much on disciplinary tradition and faculty 
interests, rather than on student and societal needs; 

• There is still a “tyranny of the academic disciplines” which mitigates against 
integration of knowledge and insights from different fields; 

• Evaluation of teaching effectiveness and learning outcomes is often superficial (p. 
238). 

 
These ‘surface’ as opposed to ‘deeper’ kinds of learning are confirmed by number of other 

research findings validating Knapper’s analysis.  For example, Gardiner (1998) offers research 

evidence spanned over the last three decades, in which he asserts:   

Society expects college graduates to be able to think critically, solve complex 
problems, act in a principled manner, be dependable, read, write, and speak 
effectively, have respect for others, be able to adapt to change, and engage in 
lifelong learning.1 But the educational experience for many college students does 
not meet these expectations. The studies reviewed here, taken together, 
consistently show that the college experience for most students comprises a 
loosely organized, unfocused curriculum, with undefined outcomes, classes that 
emphasize passive listening, lectures that transmit low-level information, and 
assessments of learning that frequently demand only the recall of memorized 
material or low-level comprehension of concepts (pp. 71-72).  
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A more recent research finding highlighting such disconcerting trends come from Arum and 

Roksa (2011).  According to their recent study of more than 2, 300 undergraduates, these 

researchers found that 45 percent of students in their analysis showed no significant 

improvement in the key measures of critical thinking, complex reasoning and writing by the end 

of their sophomore years.  More specifically, they argue:   

“With regard to the quality of research, we tend to evaluate faculty the way the 
Michelin guide evaluates restaurants,” Lee Shulman, former president of the 
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, recently noted. “We ask, 
‘How high is the quality of this cuisine relative to the genre of food? How excellent 
is it?’ With regard to teaching, the evaluation is done more in the style of the Board 
of Health. The question is, ‘Is it safe to eat here?’”1 Our research suggests that for 
many students currently enrolled in higher education, the answer is: not 
particularly. Growing numbers of students are sent to college at increasingly higher 
costs, but for a large proportion of them the gains in critical thinking, complex 
reasoning and written communication are either exceedingly small or empirically 
nonexistent. At least 45 percent of students in our sample did not demonstrate any 
statistically significant improvement in CLA performance during the first two years 
of college. While these students may have developed subject-specific skills that 
were not tested for by the CLA, in terms of general analytical competencies 
assessed, large numbers of U.S. college students can be accurately described as 
academically adrift. They might graduate, but they are failing to develop the higher-
order cognitive skills that it is widely assumed college students should master. 
These findings are sobering and should be a cause for concern (p. 5).  

 
In the Canadian context, Christensen Hughes and Mighty (2010) argue despite the significant 

advancements in our understanding of knowledge, learning and teaching, many PSE institutional 

cultures continue to incentivize outdated pedagogical theories and practices rather than to 

incorporate the most up to date notions of knowledge, learning and teaching.  Subsequently, 

they assert:    

Despite pockets of pedagogical innovation that exists on most campuses, and the 
best intentions of many hard working faculty, educational developers, and 
administrators – much of our current approach to teaching in higher education 
might be best described as practices of convenience, to the extent that traditional 
pedagogical approaches continue to dominate.  Such practices are convenient in 
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so far as large number of students can be efficiently processed through the system.  
As far as learning effectiveness is concerned, however, such practices are decidedly 
inconvenient, as they fall short of what is needed in terms of fostering “self-
directed” learning (Brookfield 1986), “transformative learning” (Kitchenham 2008; 
Mezirow 1981, 1991, 2000) or “learning that lasts” (Mentkowski and Associates 
2000) (p. 4). 
 

In fact, this analysis by Hughes and Mighty is affirmed in a more recent study released by Higher 

Education Quality Council of Ontario (HEQCO), Canada.  The report by Weingarten, Brumwell, 

Chatoor and Hudak (2018) suggests, “Postsecondary education to a large extent still teaches, 

evaluates and credentials information and content. Statements about the employment-related 

skills of graduates from academic institutions are largely based on inference, opinion, gut 

feelings or aspirations” (p. 10).  Subsequently, the authors of this report cite two large-scale trials 

by HEQO (Essential Adult Skills Initiative (EASI) and Postsecondary and Workplace Skills (PAWS), 

involving more than 7, 500 students at 20 Ontario colleges and universities measuring literacy, 

numeracy and critical thinking skills in entering and graduating students.  Consequently, through 

the EASI trial researchers found that:  

• 25 per cent of participating students scored at ESO Levels 1 and 2 (which is 
recognized as below adequate for today’s labour market).  

• 45 percent scored at ESO Level 3 (the minimum required for graduates to 
perform well in today’s labour market). 

• 25 to 30 per cent scored at Levels 4/5, (the highest level achievable to perform 
well in the labour market) (Weingarten et, al. 2018). 

 
However, while there were some gains found in the EASI trials, remarkably the PAWS trial found 

little difference between critical thinking abilities of incoming and graduating students. In other 

words, student entering a college or university program and then graduating from the same 

program experienced no significant gains in learning as it related to critical thinking.  Moreover, 

both trials found wide variation among different programs within the post-secondary context.  In 
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a word, this analysis suggests that our colleges and universities may not be are delivering the 

kinds of learning that allows them to thrive and succeed within a PSE environment and beyond.   

What do You Mean by Learning?   
 

In these last two citations above, it is worth noting briefly at this point (since I will explore 

this in greater detail later in this chapter and in chapter 3) how the research community define 

deeper learning as either “high order cognitive skills” (e.g. represented by numeracy, critical 

thinking, complex reasoning and written communication) or “learning effectiveness” (e.g. 

represented by self-direction, transformative learning and learning that lasts).  In the Arum and 

Roksa (2011) and Weingarten et al. (2018) examples, the “quality of learning” is defined and 

understood in a cognitive, technical-rational or ‘informative’ sense.  However, in the Smith 

(2010) and to some extent the Chirstensen Hughes and Mighty (2010) examples, these 

researchers are referring to the theories of learning in which learning is understood in a more 

holistic, deep, integrative or ‘transformative’ sense; involving the cognitive but also the moral, 

social, somatic, emotional, intuitive and spiritual dimensions of human nature.  This is an 

important distinction because it points directly to the disparate philosophical assumptions and 

perspectives that I have already noted in the first section of this chapter (and that I intend to 

highlight in greater detail later in this chapter and chapter 3). In other words, even among the 

research community, one’s definition or understanding of learning will dramatically differ based 

on the researcher’s ontological world view, philosophical assumptions about human nature and 

accompanying notions of knowledge, pedagogy and sources of truth.  While in the second half of 

this chapter, I intend to delve into these differences in greater detail, for now it is important to 

highlight at least two important points to help contextualize this remaining section.  First, as I 
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have already established above, deeper learning (whether in the cognitive or integrative sense), 

is simply not taking place in our PSE system.  In a sense, many teachers and administrators 

incorrectly assume (often tacitly) that learning (either in the technical rational/cognitive or 

holistic/integrative sense) happens by osmosis.  Put otherwise, by solving problems on 

assignments or responding to a kind of external formative/summative assessment, teachers 

assume students will learn problem solving competencies and critical thinking skills; or by simply 

working in groups, teachers suppose students will learn the values of teamwork and 

communication.  Yet, as many of the research findings above substantiate, these assumptions 

are ill-founded and simply incorrect. As I will point out later in this chapter and have discussed at 

length in chapter 2, there are sound approaches (conceptually and practically) in which such 

deeper learning may in fact be take place without relying on traditional pedagogical conceptions 

and practices.       

Second, among the research community and faculty, there is a stark difference in how 

the nature of learning, knowledge and teaching is valued, defined and understood.  In other 

words, if you were to ask the stakeholders (students, parents, teachers, administrators), what 

the concept of learning means to them, as with the two examples of above, you will likely get a 

kaleidoscope of responses in which different stakeholders will not only hold different 

perceptions of what learning means to them but also how best these learning outcomes may be 

achieved.  Subsequently, as I have argued in chapter 1, and will argue later, most stakeholders in 

PSE continue to falsely understand the notions of knowledge, learning and teaching in a 

technical-rational (purely cognitive and/or behaviourist) paradigm (Marriam & Bierema, 2014; 

Kawsworm, Rose & Ross-Gordon, 2010; Holts & Brookfield, 2013; Christensen Hughes & Mighty, 
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2010).  In other words, how we view the notions of knowledge, learning and teaching is deeply 

connected to our conscious (or mostly unconscious) notion of knowledge, reality and truth (Elias 

and Merriam, 2005; Guba & Lincoln, 1994; Palmer and Zajonc, 2010; Lovat & Smith, 2003).  

Here, as pointed out earlier, one’s ideological upbringing, learning experiences and assumptions 

about reality and truth accompanied by the context in which one lives, will undeniably influence 

and determine the unconscious world views; and by extension, the beliefs about the purpose of 

education, the nature of knowledge and one’s philosophy about learning and teaching. In a 

sense, these differences (as argued in the opening section and illustrated in the two examples 

above) have caused a balkanization or fragmentation in how learning is either termed, defined or 

understood, causing not only a great sense of confusion but also lack of progress among 

educators (Kirshner, 2015).  I intend to address these arguments in greater detail later in this 

chapter.   

The Symbiotic Relationship Between Neoliberalism & Technical-Rationalism   
 
As I have pointed out earlier, the reason for such dramatic gaps between what we know 

works in PSE learning and teaching and what the structures provide are a consequence of 

neoliberal world view kept in places or unchallenged by a technical-rational practice of learning 

and teaching.  Put otherwise, much of our inability to deliver the kinds of learning that students 

need and society demands comes from the intentional (or perhaps unintentional) and symbiotic 

relationship between neoliberal ideology that shapes and incentivizes much of our PSE systems 

and the technical-rational/cognitive paradigm that holds a reductive view of knowledge, learning 

and teaching in place.  As I intend to show in this section, both these two paradigms, especially 

over the last three decades, work together to conserve the utilitarian and outmoded ‘status quo’ 
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nature of our post-secondary education systems.  In a sense, these two paradigms work against 

both adequate reform if not revolutionary efforts, but also maintain a reductive, outmoded and 

material view of knowledge, reality and truth.  Here, in this context, “many adult educators 

continue to use learning theories that fully or partially embrace the technical rational approach 

to design and facilitate learning.  That is, they treat the body and spirit/emotions as separate 

from the learning process, which can negatively influence student learning” (Smith, 2010, p. 

151).  As Holst and Brookfield (2013) reminded us earlier:  

Adult education has traditionally viewed learning in an all-compassing, expansive 
ways as the deliberate attempts by adults to develop their skills, extend their 
knowledge, or cultivate certain dispositions in a particular direction.  The logic of 
this expansive paradigm is a technical one.  It tends to disconnect learning from any 
particular moral, social or political purpose and to focus instead on its mechanics – 
on how some methods are favored over others, on how learners and teachers 
decide which resources are found to be most useful, on how people gauge in 
effectiveness of their learning, or on how to institute an optimal alternation 
between self-direction and teacher direction.  When adult learning is seen as 
chiefly a technical affair, anything and everything is grist for the theoretical and 
research mill (pp. 23-24, bold italics added).  

 
Thus, in the midst of this technical-rational paradigm, we have ended up with an outcome in 

which many of our contemporary systems of education falsely view, knowledge as the 

acquisition of ‘objective’ cognitive and behavioural ability and to see this as distinct and separate 

from our moral, social and philosophical/spiritual development.  Here, as Bregman (2016) 

argues, in today’s “hallowed out liberal societies”, in which values, morals and social 

responsibility are not only deemed irrelevant but tabooed, we have established a culture of 

education in which:  

All the big debates in education are about format.  About delivery.  About 
didactics.  Education is consistently presented as means to adaption – as a 
lubrication to help guide you more effortlessly through life.  On the education 
conference circuit, an endless parade of trend watchers prophesy about the future 
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and essential 21st century skills, the buzzwords being “creative,” “adaptable,” and 
“flexible.”   
 
The focus, invariably, is on competencies, not values.  On didactics, not ideals.  On 
“problem-solving ability,” but not which problems need solving.  Invariably, it all 
revolves around the question: Which knowledge or skills do today’s students need 
to get hired in tomorrow’s job market – the market of 2030? (p. 148). 

 
Thus, as I intend to show later in this chapter, these “technical-rational” pedagogical approaches 

are the legacy of “the reductionist separation of the spiritual and the material world that 

occurred with the so-called Age of Enlightenment (Capra, 1984) or the equally damaging 

separation of the so-called cognitive, psychomotor and affective dimensions of the person by 

reductionist psychologists (e.g. Bloom, 1971)” (Lovat & Smith, 2003, p. 242).  In other words, 

learning and knowledge (or epistemology) since 19th century has been largely understood 

through a logical empiricist/positivist or ‘objectivist’ prism in which many scientists of that time 

insisted on a wall of separation between the knower and known.  And, even today, many of our 

established research paradigms and accompanying pedagogical theories continue to apply a 

post-positivist view of knowledge that go as far back as the dawn of Enlightenment and suggest 

that any legitimate knowledge is ‘purely objective’, ‘analytically cognitive’, ‘values neutral’ and 

can only very legitimized or verified by the physical senses (Guba & Lincoln, 1994; Lovat & Smith, 

2003).  As Summerlee and Christensen Hughes (2010) point out, most PSE institutions in Canada 

continue to uphold a traditional concept of pedagogy, in which: 

teaching is designed around content, taught in silos, and does not focus on process 
or skill development.  In fact, our efforts have remained very much in keeping with 
the behaviourist tradition advocated by Skinner (1954) who argued, that “the 
whole process of becoming competent in any field must be divided into very large 
number of very small steps, and reinforcement must be contingent upon the 
accomplishment of each step” (94).  Skinner’s work in the early 1950s reinforced 
the conception of learning as mastering atomistic bits of knowledge in sequential 
and hierarchical order that has dominated much of university teaching, particularly 
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in sciences, to this day (p. 247). 
 
This is further expressed by Barr and Tagg (1995) who assert, in this “educational atomism 

universe”:  

the “atom” is the 50-minute lecture, and the “molecule” is the one-teacher, once-
classroom, three-hour-credit course.  From these basic units the physical 
architecture, the administrative structure, and the daily schedules of faculty and 
students are built…The resulting structure is powerful and rigid.  It is of course, 
perfectly suited to the Instruction Paradigm task of offering one-teacher, one-
classroom courses.  It is antithetical to creating almost any other kind of learning 
experience.  A sense of this can be obtained by observing the effort, struggle, and 
rule-bending required to schedule even a slightly different kind of learning activity, 
such as a team-taught course. 
 In the “educational atomism” of the Instruction Paradigm, the parts of the 
teaching and learning processes are seen as discrete entities.  The parts exist prior 
to and independent of any whole; the whole is no more than the sum of the parts, 
or even less.  The college interacts with students only in discrete, isolated 
environments, cut off from one another because the parts – the classes – are prior 
to the whole.  A “college education” is the sum the student’s experience of a series 
of discrete, largely unrelated three-credit classes (p. 19).    

 
Meanwhile, Barr and Tagg contend, this “atomistic” or fractured view of education supports and 

“reflects deeply rooted assumptions about talent, relationships, and accomplishment: that which 

is valuable is scarce [read student ability]; life is a win-lose proposition; and success is an 

individualistic achievement” (p. 22).    

However, this “atomistic” view of education that sees learning as technical-rational is 

being challenged by a wave of new research suggesting that cognition and behaviour cannot 

produce learning without equal and integrative attention to other developmental measures, 

including but not limited to intention, values, sociality, emotions, the body and the philosophical 

and/or spiritual dimension of the student.  This is corroborated by Dyson (2010) who writes: 

…in teacher education courses, there is a central focus on theories and ideas 
including Bloom’s Taxonomy (1956-1964), Gardner’s (1983) Multiple Intelligences, 
Dewey’s (1958) notion of the social environment, Piaget’s (1972) Stages of 
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Development, and Vygotsky’s (1978) Social Constructivism, which all examine 
learning.  However, Hargreaves (1995) expresses his understanding of learning in 
the following way, “many ways of knowing, thinking and being moral – not just 
rational, ‘logical ones’ – are coming to be seen as legitimate” (p. 136).  This point 
seems to be important because it suggests that there is much beyond, and above, 
the purely rational and logical, which for so long has dominated the aspirations of 
an education.  Many of the theories of learning seem to have presented a 
fragmented view of learning and associated understanding that the whole is he 
sum of the parts.  In 2006, Gardner presented at the Open University in the United 
Kingdom, a preview of his latest book, “Five minds in the future,” where he 
emphasized the point that his thinking had now gone beyond the rational or logical 
minds.  The Multiple Intelligences (MI) model, which recognized that each 
intelligence (logical, mathematical, linguistic, musical, spatial, body-kinaesthetic, 
intrapersonal, intrapersonal, naturalistic, and existentialist) had a development 
pattern relatively independent of each other (Gardner, 1983).  In contrast to these 
fragmented intelligence, he presented what he now perceives as themes, or the 
images of the future, images of a very changed world, including globalisation, 
knowledge proliferation, new disciplines and interdisciplinary efforts, instant 
communication, unpresented competitiveness, the genetics revolution, new forms 
of criminal activity (cyber), and the possible/probable clash civilizations (Gardner, 
2006).  He describes his five minds of the future as the disciplined, synthesizing, 
creating, respectful, and ethical minds (Gardner, 2006), which go well beyond the 
logical and rational intellect, and suggest, as emphasized in his concluding quote 
from Emerson’s work that, “Character is more important than intellect.”  These five 
minds also provide an insight into possibilities for the minds of future teachers who 
will need to be able to cope with the complexities of working in schools of the 
future, with children of the future (pp. 5-6, bold italics added). 

 
Consequently, even a leading theorist of learning such as Gardner is beginning to recognize and 

appreciate this more integrative nature of learning that goes “well beyond the logical and 

rational intellect” and in which “character becomes more important than intellect”.  Thus, it is 

this deeper or integrative notion of learning related to character (e.g. intentions, values, identity, 

emotions) and its relationship with the environment/context that I intend to explore further in 

the following section.    

Learning as informative or Transformative: Skills or Character/Values 
 

It seems that we have entered an era in which the learning research accompanied by 
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societal expectations are substantiating the need, recognition and practice of a fuller or 

integrative notion of learning and pedagogical practice in which “character” is becoming as, if 

not, more important than the “logical and rational intellect”.  In other words, beyond simply 

learning to know and do, today’s societal demands require that students also learn to be, 

work/live ethically and effectively with others; and to recognize that each person (whether they 

intend it or not) holds the capacity to influence and shape their natural and social environment.  

However, despite this need, we are witnessing yet another profound paradoxical trend taking 

place within our Ontario postsecondary education systems.  

On the one hand, there is growing trend in which particular political affiliates and 

business/corporate interests aggressively lobby and influence governments to maintain 

neoliberal policies that benefit these corporations via tax cuts and other policies that reduce 

government revenues and erode the public sphere (truncating the quality of public services such 

education, especially as it relates to the area of teaching development43.  Ironically, at the same 

time these corporate lobby groups encourage such favourable taxation policies to grow their 

profits (while at the same time reducing much needed revenues to help deliver a progressive, 

equitable and quality public education system), these companies – in order to compete in the 

‘global knowledge era’ markets – demand in survey after survey that colleges and universities 

need to do a better job in delivering qualified graduates who can learn to demonstrate (beyond 

                                                
43 As I have argued at length in chapter 1, our current PSE system in Ontario, incentivized and shaped by neoliberal government policies incentive 
a culture or system in which we are unable to break with the status quo and outmoded cognitive/behaviourist and utilitarian (learning to know 
and do) models of learning.  Thus, in Ontario we have elected politicians who in their neoliberal quest to create “favourable business conditions” 
(so to please the market or corporations), offer immense tax breaks for the wealthy.  However, as pointed out earlier, these tax breaks create a 
significant loss of revenue in which government are no longer able to deliver quality public services such as postsecondary education.  
Subsequently, we are experiencing here in Ontario a PSE system that is constantly working on diminishing and limited funding from government, 
moving toward a privatization or corporatized model of education and experiencing a degradation of our pedagogical delivery. Here, 
administrator in many colleges and universities are incentivized by a reductive instructional paradigm (learning to know and do” in the lowest 
sense) as opposed a holistic learning paradigm (learning to know, do, be, work/live with others and impacting society/environment in the 
broadest sense).   
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functional or analytical learning, credentials or grades) the very kinds of ‘character’, ‘soft-skills’ 

or ‘identity nurturing’ learning attributes (such as teamwork, communication and 

critically/creative/ethical thinking) that require more adequately funded pedagogical resources 

and integrative/transformative approach to learning.  In sense, these more integrative and 

transformative kinds of learning according to research involve the ‘whole person’ and ‘learner 

centered’ approaches that our that our current content/teacher centered faculty and research 

incentivized institutions are un-incentivized, if not incapable and unequipped at providing.  As I 

have asserted earlier, we have entered an era in which education can no longer neglect the 3P 

aims (personal, professional and public transformation) and five pillars of learning (learning to 

know, do, be, work and live with others and impact society/environment). Here, it seems that an 

integral, intercultural and self-authorizing identity become essential if not non-negotiable 

qualities of the 21st century graduate.  In fact, we are informed by countless industry surveys 

that teamwork, communication, leadership, critical and ethical judgement (rather than the 

delivery of content or functional knowledge) are among the most desirable “skills or 

competencies” sought out by prospective employers and corporations (Hart Research 

Associates, 2018; Borwein, 2014; Hewitt, 2016).   

For example, a recent Royal Bank of Canada (RBC) report (2018) titled The Coming Skills 

Revolution: Humans Wanted - How Canadian youth can thrive in the age of disruption, warns that 

automation has dramatically changed the way in which education systems must now prepare 

students.  The report projects that the top ten sought-out skills that will be in demand between 

2018-2021 for all occupations include: active listening, speaking, critical thinking, reading 
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comprehension, monitoring44, social perceptiveness45, coordination46, time management, 

judgment and decision-making and active learning.  However, these attributes such as active 

listening, critical thinking or social perceptiveness might not only be better described as 

cultivating ‘values, identity, character or even world views’ (rather than ‘skills or competencies’), 

but this deeper kind of learning47 that a vast number of employers are insisting are generally 

unsupported and not even possible with our current conceptual, pedagogical, political and 

cultural views of our PSE systems (Lovat & Smith, 2003; Barr & Tagg, 1995; Christensen Hughes & 

Mighty, 2010; Windschitl, 2002; Tagg, 2004; Palmer & Zajonc, 2010).  As Westheimer (2018) tells 

us, this increasingly corporatized and utilitarian notion of learning nurtures, “the reduction of 

education from its public purpose to goals of job training and individual gain, a focus on 

prescribed knowledge and skills crowds out traditional efforts at developing capacities for critical 

thought” (p. 224).  Thus, he observes: 

As universities turn to business models – becoming certification factories rather 
than institutions of higher learning – democratic educational ideals are fast 
becoming obsolete. Consequently, professors find it more difficult in their teaching 
to foster critical thinking as a necessary underpinning of democratic participation. 
The “shopping mall” university, where students seek the cheapest and fastest 
means for obtaining the basic skills and certification they need, is becoming a 
familiar metaphor and model for university administrators, students, and parents 
(see, for example, Mattson 2008). Courses not directly related to job training look 
more and more like useless dust to be eliminated. Meetings among faculty about 
which program of courses might yield the most robust understanding of a field of 
study, and of the debates and struggles that field entails, are rapidly being replaced 
by brainstorming sessions about how to narrow the curriculum to fit into, for 
example, two weekends, in order to incentivize matriculation and increase student 
enrolment (p. 227). 

 

                                                
44 Monitoring: monitoring/assessing performance of yourself, other individuals, or organization to make improvements or take corrective action.   
45 Social Perceptiveness: being aware of other’s reactions and understanding why they react as they do. 
46 Coordination: adjusting actions in relation to other’s actions. 
47 Arguably all top ten ‘skills’ identified by the RBC report require a deeper approach to learning, in which one’s values or identity rather than 
content knowledge require change.   
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As noted earlier, PSE institutional values resembling utilitarian business practice (wittingly or 

unwittingly) nurture teaching epistemologies and pedagogical practices that rely heavily only on 

‘informative’ or competency/objective48 based approaches to learning (a kind of learning by 

adding (Illeris, 2014a), reproducing (Marton & Booth, 2013), leading in, or filling of the form or 

epistemology (Kegan, 2009).  Rather attributes such as teamwork, critical thinking and active 

listening might not only be better described as cultivating our ‘sense of being, character or 

values’49 rather than ‘skills or competencies’, but they are better nurtured through 

“transformative” conceptions of learning (where the learning puts the frame of reference  

(Merizow, 2009); or identity (Illeris, 2014a); or consciousness (Tisdell, 2012); or epistemology at 

risk of change and not just change but increased capacity (Kegan, 2009).  Simply defined, 

“transformational learning shapes people; they are different afterward, in ways both they and 

others can recognize” (Clark, 1993, p. 47). In fact, transformative learning has “replaced 

andragogy as the dominant educational philosophy of adult education, offering teaching 

practices grounded in empirical research and supported by sound theoretical assumptions” 

(Taylor, 2008, p. 12).  Here, as Merriam and Bierema (2014) tell us, with regard to the theory of 

                                                
48 This epistemological position that supposes education can be consumed; values neutral; and hold unambiguous “truths” independent of 
human perception (Lovat & Smith, 2003).   
49 According to Sankey (2006), values and meanings encountered in the process of life are not only guided by our conscious decisions and 
behaviour, “they also contribute to the making of each individual brain and influence what each self will do when actions and choices are initiated 
subconsciously” (pg. 174).  Thus, he argues using neuroscience research, “the choices we make and the values we hold are constitutive of our 
brains. They are not simply the product of who we are; they make us who we are by physically influencing the strengths of connections at the 
synapses. This view is central to Gerald Edelman’s notion of Neuronal Darwinism. Edelman (1989) argues that our brains work through a process 
of selection, guided by value imposed in the brain, by the brain. What the brain possesses is not a set of genetically acquired ‘rules’, such as 
Chomsky postulated, but rather a value system, which works by sending chemical signals throughout the brain, reinforcing those connections 
that have meaning and salience for the individual. The notion of the conscious/subconscious person presented in this chapter incorporates the 
idea that actions are not arbitrary even when performed subconsciously. They result from the meanings and values laid down in the brain over 
time and through experience…Values and meanings encountered in the process of education not only influence the conscious choices and 
actions of students, they also contribute to the making of each individual brain and influence what each self will do when actions and choices are 
initiated subconsciously….A values-based learning environment is considerably enhanced when children are understood to be 
conscious/subconscious selves on the road to becoming adults, socially, psychologically and neurobiologically” (p. 174).  As I have argued in 
chapter 1, values can be defined as underlying or subconscious principles or priorities that play a central role in ultimately shaping and guiding 
our knowing, identities, beliefs, emotions, behavior and habits.  Here, either knowingly or more likely unknowingly, we use values to filter/justify 
our perception/knowing and action in the world.   
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transformative learning: 

there is still some question as to what is being transformed in this type of learning. 
Is it one’s identity? Is it our consciousness? Is it our actions in the world? Is it the 
social context in which we live? There are different answers to this question 
depending on which theoretical framework you are working from (rational-critical; 
beyond rational; social action). Perhaps also there are different answers to “what” 
transforms depending on one’s sociocultural framework (p. 99).   

 
The Difference Between Transformative & Informative Learning 
 

Transformative or transformational (terms used interchangeably in the literature) theory was 

conceived at the same time Malcolm Knowles’ adult learning theory of andragogy took root in 

North America. In the mid-seventies, Jack Mezirow’s interest in transformative experiences was 

stimulated by the experiences of his wife upon returning to school.  Using this epiphany, 

Mezirow (1978) went on to conduct a national study of re-entry college women and found that 

the experiences led them to question and revise their personal beliefs and values in a fairly 

consistent and linear pattern of transformative change that included the following phases of 

meaning:    

1. A disorienting dilemma  
2. Self-examination  
3. A critical assessment of assumptions  
4. Recognition of a connection between one’s discontent and the process of 

transformation  
5. Exploration of options for new roles, relationships, and action  
6. Planning a course of action 
7. Acquiring knowledge and skills for implementing one’s plan 
8. Provisional trying of new roles 
9. Building competence and self-confidence in new roles and relationships 
10. A reintegration into one’s life on the basis of conditions dictated by one’s new 

perspective (Mezirow, 2009, p. 19) 
 
In 1991, Mezirow introduced a comprehensive theory of transformative learning in his book 

entitled Transformative Dimensions of Adult Learning.  In this book and subsequent works 
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(2003), Mezirow drew upon Habermas’s (1972) three kinds of human cognitive interests and the 

resulting three kinds of knowledge (instrumental or technical, practical or communicative and 

emancipatory or critical).  Here, as Habermas suggests, transformative learning (the acquisition 

of emancipatory knowing) takes place when people critically reflect on instrumental and 

communicative knowledge.   Thus, Mezirow used this framework of knowledge and combined it 

with critical theory and cognitive psychology to produce a working definition that has essentially 

remained the same:   

Transformative learning is learning that transforms problematic frames of 
reference – sets of fixed assumptions and expectations (habits of mind, meaning 
perspectives, mindsets) – to make them more inclusive, discriminating, open, 
reflective, and emotionally able to change. Such frames of reference are better 
than others because they are more likely to generate beliefs and opinions that will 
prove more true or justified to guide action (2003, pp. 58–59). 

 
However, since then, others have expanded on Mezirow’s work and include the holistic, 

extrarational and integrative perspective (Gunnlaugson, 2008).  As noted above, Mezirow’s 

theory of transformative learning is, “at its core a rational, critical, cognitive process that 

requires thinking, reflection, questioning, and examining of one’s assumptions and beliefs” 

(Merriam & Bierema, 2014, p. 86).  However, as Gunnlaugson (2008) points out, the literature on 

transformative learning can be separated into “first wave” and “second wave” theories.  The first 

wave includes those works that build on, critique, or depart from Mezirow’s seminal work.  And, 

the second wave are those authors who attempt to bring together and expand transformative 

learning to include an integrative, extrarational and holistic perspectives.  More recently, this 

second wave could include the unconscious, emotions, relationships, culture, spirit, aesthetics, 

and ecology at the center of the process (Merriam & Bierema, 2014).   

Nevertheless, whether one views the “form that transforms” as consciousness, identity 
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or epistemology; or believes that the “form” that changes includes a rational and beyond 

rational dimension (e.g. emotions and soul) of the human self, we can generally describe 

transformative learning using Mezirow’s (2009) vernacular as a critically reflective and critically 

self-reflective process by which we experience change either through a small 

cumulative/progressive sequence of insights or through epochal/sudden major 

reorientation/change in our “frames of reference”.  In other words, learning that causes a 

dramatic change in a person’s sense of being rather than simply knowing and doing.  According 

to Mezirow (2009), a frame of reference may operate within or outside awareness and is 

composed of two dimensions. The first is “habits of mind”, which are broad, generalized or 

habitual ways of thinking, feeling and acting; and may have to do with professional knowledge, 

social views, spiritual beliefs, self-concept, aesthetics preferences, morality and philosophy of 

life.  These habits of mind are expressed or demonstrated through our “points of view” in which 

we interact with others.   

According to Cranton (2002), there are seven roughly designed and not always sequential 

facets helping to set up a learning environment to promote transformative learning.  I have used 

Cranton’s list to create the following modified list:  

1. A trigger or activating event that typically exposes a discrepancy between what 
a person has always assumed to be true and what has just been experienced, 
heard, or read.  
 
2. Critical reflection or articulating assumptions, that is, recognizing underlying 
assumptions, values, and perspectives that have been uncritically assimilated and 
largely unconscious in the world. 
 
3. Critical self-reflection, that is, questioning and examining our own assumptions 
in terms of where they come from, the consequences of holding them, and why 
they are important. This may be done through: 
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Content reflection: Asking ourselves “What has happened here?”, or “What is 
going on here?” Examining the content of the problem.  
 
Process reflection: Asking ourselves “How we can come to hold a particular belief 
or assumption?”, or “How did I come to believe this?”  
 
Premise reflection: Asking ourselves “Why it is important to consider this issue 
(assumption, belief, perspective) in the first place?”, or “Why does this matter?” 
Examining the premise and most likely lead to transformative learning.   
 
4. Being open to alternative viewpoints. 
 
5. Engaging in discourse, where evidence is weighed, arguments assessed, 
alternative perspectives explored, and knowledge constructed by consensus.  
 
6. Revising assumptions and perspectives to make them more open and better 
justified. 
 
7. Acting on revisions, behaving, talking, and thinking in a way that is congruent 
with transformed assumptions or perspectives.  

 
Consequently, it is perhaps Kegan’s (2009) research and contributions who captures a very good 

distinction between the ‘informative’ and ‘transformative’ kinds of learning that I am discussing 

in this section:  

Learning aimed at increasing our fund of knowledge, at increasing our repertoire 
of skills, at extending already established cognitive structures all deepen the 
resources available to an existing frame of reference. Such learning is literally in-
form-ative because it seeks to bring valuable new contents into the existing form 
of our way of knowing.  

No learning activity, discipline, or field is well nourished without continuous 
opportunities to engage in this kind of learning. Certainly no passenger wants an 
airline pilot whose professional training was long on collaborative reflective 
dialogue leading to ever more complex apprehensions of the phenomena of flight 
but short on the technique of landing a plane in a crosswind; no patient wants a 
doctor well trained in such dialogue but unable to tell a benign lump from a 
cancerous tumor.  

However, learning aimed at changes not only in what we know but changes 
in how we know has an almost opposite rhythm about it and comes closer to the 
etymological meaning of education (“leading out”). “Informative” learning involves 
a kind of leading in, or filling of the form (see Figure 3.1). Trans-form-ative learning 
puts the form itself at risk of change (and not just change but increased capacity). 
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If one is bound by concrete thinking in the study of, say, history, then yes, further 
learning of the informative sort might involve the mastery of more historical facts, 
events, characters, and outcomes. But further learning of a transformative sort 
might also involve the development of a capacity for abstract thinking so that one 
can ask more general, thematic questions about the facts, or consider the 
perspectives and biases of those who wrote the historical account creating the 
facts. Both kinds of learning are expansive and valuable, one within a preexisting 
frame of mind and the other reconstructing the very frame (p. 42).  

 
How PSE can Remain Relevant via Integrative/Transformative Education 
 

As noted earlier, despite these differences between informative and transformative 

approaches to learning, our current structure of education predominantly reflects a technical-

rational or purely cognitive/behaviourist view of knowledge in which any notion of intentions, 

values, emotions, identity and context/sociality is not only deemed irrelevant but artificially 

separated if not neglected from the learning and knowing enterprise. Thus, as Tagg (2004) citing 

Marton points out, today’s students are more likely to fall into this informative category in which 

learning success is viewed “as increasing one’s knowledge, learning as memorizing and 

reproducing, and learning as applying – view learning mainly as reproducing, as the accurate 

reproduction of signs” (p. 6).  Instead, as pointed out above, students are more likely to benefit 

and see long term results from a “transformative” notion of learning, in which learning is viewed 

as “as understanding, learning as seeing something in a different way, and learning as changing 

as a person—see learning as mainly concerned with seeking meaning” (Tagg, 2004, p. 6). 

Here, beyond this research driven recognition of the gap in PSE pedagogical practice and 

by extension learning among graduates, there is a growing trend among industry leaders who 

now questioning the value of a college diploma or university degree as relevant and meaningful 

indicator for qualified graduates.  In fact, many of today’s leading-edge corporations such as 

Apple, Google, and IBM are steadily questioning the value of diplomas/degrees and the ability of 
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colleges and universities in authentically providing the transformative kinds of learning and 

integrative minded graduates that they will need in order to compete and thrive in the 21st 

century (Duffy, 2018).  As Duffy (2018) points out, there are a growing number of industry 

leaders who are simply “eliminating the college degree as a minimum requirement for a new 

employee” (Duffy, 2018, para. 3).  In other words, these leading-edge companies are beginning 

to identify less value in a college diploma or university degree.  As Duffy points out: 

University of Ottawa professor Ross Finnie said the hiring approach taken by 
Shopify and other high tech firms should make post-secondary institutions examine 
themselves. 
 
“These are companies at the cutting edge of innovation and technology: They’re 
the spearhead of the knowledge economy,” said Finnie, director of the Education 
Policy Research Initiative, which seeks to inform policy discussions about education 
and the labour market. 
 
Finnie said the high tech hiring practices suggested universities were not equipping 
students with enough of the “new skills” that employers valued: teamwork, 
communication, problem-solving, flexibility (para. 13-15). 

 
In fact, Finnie’s analysis is affirmed in a 2015 McKinsey and Company study.  According to the 

report, while 83 percent of Canadian education providers felt that their graduates were 

adequately prepared for the workforce, only 44 percent of students and 34 percent of 

employers felt the same way.  For example, Duffy (2018) quotes Cory Michalyshyn, the chief 

financial officer of Solink (a Canadian tech company), as saying:  

Credentials can be an aspect of a candidate’s experience, but we find that real-
world experience, motivation, personality and culture fit are more relevant and 
carry greater weight in our decision making. The concept of education is changing: 
A person can educate themselves on a huge array of technical skills. What can’t be 
learned in school is a person’s innate approach to teamwork, goals, critical thinking, 
problem solving and community participation (para. 9). 

 
Here, Michalyshyn’s point stands correct when he suggests that our current systems of 
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education (focused on a ‘technical’ or ‘technical-rational’ model of pedagogy) is unable to deliver 

this “innate” kind of learning.  However, there are substantive research findings and 

accompanying best practices to suggest that when supported in the right way (e.g. conceptually, 

pedagogically, culturally and politically), such integrative/transformative kinds of learning have 

and can be accomplished in an formal PSE institutional setting (Taylor, Cranton & Associates, 

2012; Jarvis & Watts, 2012; Merriam & Bierema, 2014; Christensen Huges & Mighty, 2010; 

Palmer & Zajonc, 2010).    

Yet, as Smith (2010) points out, despite our need for change and the mounting evidence 

for alternative integrative and transformative approaches, “many adult educators continue to 

use learning theories that fully or partially embrace the technical rational approach to design and 

facilitate learning.  That is, they treat the body and spirit/emotions as separate from the learning 

process, which can negatively influence student learning” (pg. 151).  Subsequently, these trends 

demand a profound ontological awakening and shift in how teachers and society understand and 

practice knowledge, learning and teaching in the 21st century PSE context.  Moreover, these 

trends suggest that if colleges and universities wish to remain relevant in this new and ever-

changing century, then they must overcome their “functional blindness” or cognitive dissonance 

as described earlier. As Biggs (1999), reviewing research on the quality of meaningful learning 

practices in PSE, concludes, “the longer most undergraduate students…stay in [college], the less 

deep and the more surface-oriented they tend to become, and the more their understanding is 

assessment related.  The tendency is almost universal…Learning to tends to become 

institutionalized” (pp. 34-35).  Consequently, as argued through the many sections of this 

chapter, if we as educators and institutions of higher learning are serious about change, then we 
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must move toward an integrative or what Mentkowski and Associates (2000) call “learning that 

lasts” paradigm, involving:   

an integration of learning, development, and performance [during and after 
college].  It connotes change in behaviour and flexibility in perspective, enduring 
commitments, and transformative elements that carry the individual forward 
through unexpected experiences, roles, and life events…(xv)…to encompass the 
integration of learning with the development of the whole person (p. 11). 

 
Thus, as argued at length in this chapter, and as Barr and Tagg (1995) reminded us earlier, 

moving toward such a profound and integrative learning and teaching context requires colleges 

and universities to move from a mere “instructional paradigm” to one that aspires and delivers 

“holistic learning paradigm”.  Here, as I will discuss later in this chapter (and also discuss at 

length in chapter 3), there are numerous ways (e.g. values pedagogy) in which we can (if we 

choose) deliver a successful and integrative/transformative PSE education in the 21st century.  

Since keeping the status quo in which knowledge is separated from values and deemed a 

descriptive or “technical-rational” affair not only ill prepares our teachers and students but more 

pompously, “such instrumentality actually undermines student achievement and, in turn, the 

true power of education to transform the life chances of the population it is meant to serve” 

(Lovat et al., 2011, p. v).   

A New Technological Revolution that Requires Integrative/Transformative Ways of Knowing  
 

Consequently, as one the major themes of this chapter maintains, our current model of 

education – built on a scientistic foundation and supported by the twin pillars of technical-

rational and neoliberal paradigms – cannot respond to the extraordinary challenges and 

opportunities of the 21st century.  We are experiencing a time in which forces such as 

globalization, advancements in technology (such as artificial intelligence) and our notions of 
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learning have “changed forever the ways in which human beings relate to things, to each other 

and to knowledge and the natural and material world” (Deakin Crick, 2010, pg. 884).  Here, we 

have entered an era in which schools and PSE educators must inspire their students to take 

ownership of their learning in more critical, contextual and conscious ways (Lovat & Smith, 

2003). 

As pointed out at length already, much of our contemporary curriculum, teaching and 

institutional practices are still a reflection of the outmoded 19th and 20th century Newtonian-

Cartesian world view, a world view in which the “Cartesian idea “I think therefore I am” has 

informed schools to frame learning as knowledge transfer – from authorities and textbooks to 

the individual’s head” (Brown, 2012, p. 15).  However, as pointed out earlier, this Cartesian view 

is no longer viable when we know that optimal and sound learning involves a deep or 

transformative process that resides in one’s constellation of consciousness, values, 

epistemology, identities and beliefs.  Here, these more meaningful kinds of learning not only 

take place through experience, collaboration and participation but involve a synthesis of our 

moral, social, somatic, emotional and spiritual/philosophical human dimensions.  Here, John 

Seely Brown (personal communication, August 29, 2017) provides an interesting metaphor in 

describing the past, present and future models of education.  He argues that much of today’s 

education systems are stuck in an industrial steamship and digital sail boat metaphor era of 

schooling.  According to Brown, both the steamship and sail boat models of learning rely heavily 

on receiving content, often in isolation and devoid of personal, professional and social 

context. Instead, his research shows that many of the world’s progressive and leading edge 

education systems are now embracing a newer paradigm in which schools not only respond to 
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their students’ personal needs (in which they and their learning environments are viewed 

holistically) but also they prepare them for the many social, economic, technological and cultural 

challenges/opportunities that they will undeniably encounter during and after graduation.  He 

calls this ‘educating in the emerging network era’ and uses the white-water kayaker metaphor to 

illustrate a student who must be ready to learn in real time while navigating in turbulent waters.  

As Brown puts it, this new kind of learner should be prepared and have trust in themselves so to 

quickly analyze and respond to ever-changing, unpredictable and crashing waves and flows of 

knowledge that now confront society.   

Consequently, as I argue below, how we experience, process and legitimize knowledge in 

the context of PSE and broader society has dramatically changed.  As Brown argued above, and I 

discuss below, the demands of our increasingly technologically advanced and digitally 

revolutionized societies – with the ubiquity of artificial intelligence and growing flow of 

information delivered through the internet – has profoundly challenged, if not terminally 

wounded the industrial notions and delivery of knowledge, learning and teaching.  As Deakin 

Crick (2010) put it earlier, these new technological trends have dramatically “changed forever 

the ways in which human beings relate to things, to each other, to knowledge and to the natural 

and material world” (p. 884).  As I argued earlier and will reinforce below, this technological 

change presents both immense opportunities but also grave dangers.  Here, in the context of 

“ever-changing, unpredictable and crashing waves and flow of knowledge” students (like white 

water kayakers) must be prepared to learn, unlearn and relearn in today’s rapidly volatile, 

uncertain, complex and ambiguous (VUCA).  As Merriam and Bierema (2014) aptly affirm: 

It is also clear that one cannot  learn in the first two or three decades all that person 
needs to know for the rest of his or her life.  Most professional preparation 
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becomes outdated before one gets situated in a career.  Hewlett Packard has 
estimated that what one learns in a Bachelor of Engineering program is outdated 
or “deconstructs” in 18 months, and for technology-related fields the half-life is 
even less.  Students need to be prepared as self-directed, lifelong learners “for jobs 
that do not yet exist, to use technologies that have not yet been invented, and to 
solve problems that we don’t even know are problems yet (Darling-Hammond et 
al., 2008) (p. 5).  

 
As Merriam and Bierema affirm, simply memorizing and regurgitating a series of ‘fixed facts’ that 

are likely to become redundant or obsolete within six months is pointless in today’s VUCA 

century.  Instead, the capacity for tacit or subconscious knowing/being such as self-directed 

learning, learning to learn over a life time, or learning to critically discern between truth and 

falsehood (disinformation/misinformation) have become essential and necessary attributes of 

the future PSE graduate.  Here, there is very little doubt, that “learning must be dealt with as a 

holistic developmental enterprise rather than one concerned solely with content, technique and 

measurable outcomes” (Lovat, et al., 2011, pg. v).  Here, our focus must dramatically shift from 

simply downloading content (via ‘informative’ learning), to one that consciously awakens them 

personally, professionally and publicly (via integrative/transformative learning).   

There are at two interrelated and practical arguments related to the 21st century 

experience knowledge in which PSE should be compelled to change from a technical-rational to 

an integrative/transformative paradigm.  The first is pointed out by Lovat and Smith (2003) who 

argue there a disruptive trend taking place in post-industrial and post-information societies.  

They write that our industrial models of education:  

are based on the very notion of institutionalized knowledge (Benjamen, 1973).  
What this means is that schools are built around teachers who are specialist experts 
in particular fields of knowledge and human endeavour.  The assumption is that the 
rate of change in the fields they represent is less than the rate with which teachers 
can be trained: that is, the knowledge in which teachers are trained remains 
current for a long enough time to make the cost of their training economical (p. 
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228).   
 
However, in contrast to these assumptions, Lovat and Smith assert that technological 

advancements have fundamentally challenged this notion of “institutionalized knowledge” in 

three particular ways: 

First, the rate of change in our society is greater than ever before.  Every year, more 
new information that could be fitted into a whole set of encyclopedias is discovered 
and an equivalent amount becomes obsolete.  It is impossible, therefore, for 
teachers to keep up with the knowledge explosion in all aspects of the subjects they 
teach.  In the midst of this, many teachers become defacto “history” teachers, 
teaching ideas and information that are not current, using resources that are 
obsolete.  This is through no fault of their own: it is simply the impact of the ‘third 
wave’.  Second, because of the exponential impact of change, the useful life of a 
teacher after training, before retraining or major inservicing is required, is less and 
less, perhaps only one to two years.  In some areas, of science and technology, the 
environment and information technology, the time that their training remains 
current may be even shorter.  Both of these factors raise serious question about 
the concept of institutionalized knowledge, and the efficacy of training teachers in 
the ways we do.  In fact, the wisdom of our entire higher education system has 
been called into question through recent research (cf. Candy et al, 1994) which 
indicates that most undergraduate courses do very poorly in preparing students for 
life-long learning.  A final factor is that it is now increasingly possible for a learner, 
through a variety of low-cost sophisticated information technology to gain the 
latest information and ideas from data bases all over the world (p. 229).  

 
This suggests, as Brown pointed out earlier and Weinberger (2011) affirms, that the primacy of 

institutionalized knowledge has given way to the notion of networked knowledge.  He argues 

people used to know “how to know” by getting their knowledge as answers or facts from 

experts/editors/scientist and through paper mediums such as newspapers, journals, 

encyclopedias and textbooks.  However, the digital revolution has created conditions in which 

knowledge has moved from experts and onto networks.  In this context, the creation, 

collaboration and access to knowledge has exploded in which topics seem to have no boundaries 

and nobody seems to agree on anything.  Thus, he writes: 
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That knowledge is a property of the network means more than that crowds can 
have a type of wisdom in certain circumstances. And, as we will see, it’s not simply 
that under some circumstances groups are smarter than their smartest member. 
Rather, the change in the infrastructure of knowledge is altering knowledge’s shape 
and nature. As knowledge becomes networked, the smartest person in the room 
isn’t the person standing at the front lecturing us, and isn’t the collective wisdom 
of those in the room. The smartest person in the room is the room itself: the 
network that joins the people and ideas in the room, and connects to those outside 
of it. It’s not that the network is becoming a conscious super-brain. Rather, 
knowledge is becoming inextricable from—literally unthinkable without—the 
network that enables it.  Our task is to learn how to build smart rooms—that is, 
how to build networks that make us smarter, especially since, when done badly, 
networks can make us distressingly stupider (p. xiii). 

 
Consequently, these trends further corroborate the need for schools and educators to move 

past the notions of institutionalized knowledge and adopt new pedagogical conceptions and 

spaces in which learning in an “emerging network knowledge” era must involve the ability to 

self-filter and synthesize knowledge in logical, moral, ethical, collaborative, critical and creative 

manners – all elements of an integrative model of education that calls for transformative 

learning.   In fact, an integrative/transformative approach becomes especially important in a 

post-truth50, disinformation51 and deepfake52 era, in which both governments53 and popular on-

                                                

50 Post truth can be defined as a circumstance in which people are more likely to accept an argument based on their emotions and beliefs, rather 
than one based on fact and reason.  The Oxford Dictionaries Word of the Year in 2016 was post-truth.  They defined post-truth as an adjective 
defined as “relating to or denoting circumstances in which object facts are less influential in shaping public opinion than appeals to emotion and 
personal belief” (para. 1, https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/word-of-the-year/word-of-the-year-2016).  
51 According to Mariam-Webster (2019), disinformation is defined as, “false information deliberately and often covertly spread deliberately (as by 
the planting of rumors) in order to influence public opinion or obscure the truth” (para. 1).  This word is different from misinformation, as the 
latter may be done unintentionally (https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/disinformation).  In 2018, Dictionary.com’s word of the year 
was misinformation.  According the website, misinformation is defined as “false information that is spread, regardless of whether there is intent 
to mislead.” (para. 1, www.dictinary.com/e/word-of-the-year/) 
52 According to Merriam-Webster 2019, the term deepfake is typically defined as, “a video that has been edited using an algorithm to replace the 
person in the original video with someone else (especially a public figure) in a way that makes the video look authentic” (para. 1, 
https://www.merriam-webster.com/words-at-play/deepfake-slang-definition-examples). 
53 As Pomerantsev (2019) argues, we are in living in a time in which autocratic governments and leaders are intentionally creating immense 
confusion by bombarding people with an avalanche of information, disinformation and conspiracy theories.  Thus, this “information 
manipulation” creates a reality in which words like “peace” and “democracy” lose their meaning and it becomes nearly impossible to either 
separate fact from fiction or to trace an idea back to its original source.  He argues, unlike the 20th century, in which authoritarian leaders would 
silence opponents by supressing information and speech, thus creating “information scarcity”; today’s leaders overload us with false information, 
half-truth and competing narratives that become a deeply effective strategy he calls “censorship through noise”.  
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line media platforms such as Facebook, Google, Amazon, Apple, Netflix and Twitter have not only 

become powerful brokers of knowledge, capital exchange and political sway but also the default 

platforms for news, information, entertainment and legitimation of ‘truth’.   

Thus, the threat of artificial intelligence and corporate social media platforms presents 

the second (and closely related to the first) reason why today’s public PSE systems must 

revolutionize in order to better prepare and protect our graduates personally, professionally and 

publicly.  As Harari (2018b) warns, advancement in artificial intelligence (AI), “is a weapon unlike 

any other that human beings have developed”; as “it will almost certainly allow already powerful 

to consolidate their power further” (para. 24).  In this new age of AI, Harari, argues, the real 

threat related to AI is not that computers or robots will develop consciousness and then shortly 

thereafter annihilate all human existence.  Instead, he argues, the same technologies that might 

make billions of people (via automation) irrelevant might also make them easier to monitor and 

control.  Hence, he writes:  

We are unlikely to face a rebellion of sentient machines in the coming decades, 
but we might have to deal with hordes of bots that know how to press our 
emotional buttons better than our mother does and that use this uncanny 
ability, at the behest of a human elite, to try to sell us something—be it a car, 
a politician, or an entire ideology. The bots might identify our deepest fears, 
hatreds, and cravings and use them against us. We have already been given a 
foretaste of this in recent elections and referendums across the world, when 
hackers learned how to manipulate individual voters by analyzing data about 
them and exploiting their prejudices (para. 28).  
 

Subsequently, he writes, “The conflict between democracy and dictatorship is actually a conflict 

between two different data-processing systems. AI may swing the advantage toward the latter” 

(para. 26).  According to Harari:  

More practically, and more immediately, if we want to prevent the concentration 
of all wealth and power in the hands of a small elite, we must regulate the 
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ownership of data. In ancient times, land was the most important asset, so politics 
was a struggle to control land. In the modern era, machines and factories became 
more important than land, so political struggles focused on controlling these vital 
means of production. In the 21st century, data will eclipse both land and machinery 
as the most important asset, so politics will be a struggle to control data’s flow.  

 
Unfortunately, we don’t have much experience in regulating the ownership of data, 
which is inherently a far more difficult task than regulating land or machines. Data 
are everywhere and nowhere at the same time, they can move at the speed of light, 
and you can create as many copies of them as you want. Do the data collected 
about my DNA, my brain, and my life belong to me, or to the government, or to a 
corporation, or to the human collective? 
 
The race to accumulate data is already on, and is currently headed by giants such 
as Google and Facebook and, in China, Baidu and Tencent. So far, many of these 
companies have acted as “attention merchants”—they capture our attention by 
providing us with free information, services, and entertainment, and then they 
resell our attention to advertisers. Yet their true business isn’t merely selling ads. 
Rather, by capturing our attention they manage to accumulate immense amounts 
of data about us, which are worth more than any advertising revenue. We aren’t 
their customers—we are their product (para. 39-41). 
 

Here, as Lanier (2018b) affirms, today’s social media hegemony is riddled with more harm than 

benefit.  He posits that social media not only distorts and compromises the very notion of truth, 

but it is complicit in creating the insanity and confusion of our contemporary times.  Thus, he 

argues, social media is guilty of not only supporting ideological structures/agendas that keep us 

dumb, poor and addicted, but as disturbingly it subverts our politics and renders public discourse 

meaningless54.  In fact, he offers a substantial body of research evidence that show how social 

media destroys the human capacity for free will, empathy, comportment and happiness.  Thus, it 

                                                
54 According to Pomerantsev (2019) one way in which social media helps devastate our ability to achieve or maintain democracy is by providing 
nefarious actors such as autocratic governments/leaders the ability to intentionally create immense confusion by bombarding people with an 
avalanche of misinformation, disinformation and conspiracy theories.  Thus, he argues, this “information manipulation” creates a reality in which 
words like “peace” and “democracy” lose their meaning.  Instead, we end up with a collapse of a shared reality in which it becomes nearly 
impossible to either separate fact from fiction or to realise accountability by tracing an idea back to its original source.  Thus, Pomerantsev 
contends, unlike the 20th century, in which authoritarian leaders would silence opponents by supressing information and speech, thus creating 
“information scarcity”; today’s undemocratic leaders using social media and the internet ‘prescribe’ and overload us with false information, half-
truth and competing narratives that become a deeply effective strategy he calls “censorship through noise”. 
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is in this “emerging knowledge network” (in which institutional knowledge gives wat to 

networked knowledge), growing artificial intelligence (in which data becomes the new gold) and 

social media landscape (in which Facebook and Twitter at networked knowledge platforms 

become data capturing bank robbers), that power, authority, and notions of truth and reality are 

exceedingly moving from the citizenry to algorithms benefiting corporations and autocratic elite.   

Here, as Cohen (2019) warns, we are now living in a time in which social media platforms 

have in effect become “The greatest propaganda machine in history” (para. 12).  In his speech 

delivered to the Anti-Defamation League (ADL) in the United States, Cohen argued:  

Think about it. Facebook, YouTube and Google, Twitter and others – they reach 
billions of people. The algorithms these platforms depend on deliberately 
amplify the type of content that keeps users engaged – stories that appeal to our 
baser instincts and that trigger outrage and fear. It’s why YouTube recommended 
videos by the conspiracist Alex Jones billions of times. It’s why fake news 
outperforms real news, because studies show that lies spread faster than truth. 
And it’s no surprise that the greatest propaganda machine in history has spread the 
oldest conspiracy theory in history – the lie that Jews are somehow dangerous. As 
one headline put it, “Just Think What Goebbels Could Have Done with Facebook.” 
(para. 10). 

 
Subsequently, Cohen tells us we are now living in an era in which six unelected people (all 

billionaires from the United States: Mark Zuckerberg at Facebook, Sunar Pichai at Google, Larry 

Page, Sergey Brin, Susan Wojcicki at YouTube, and Jack Dorsey at Twitter) together can prioritize 

what information becomes relevant or legitimate for the world to see.  Cohen calls these 

billionaires the silicon six, “who care more about boosting their share price than about 

protecting democracy. This is ideological imperialism – six unelected individuals in Silicon Valley 

imposing their vision on the rest of the world, unaccountable to any government and acting like 

they’re above the reach of law. It’s like we’re living in the Roman Empire, and Mark Zuckerberg is 

Caesar” (para. 26).  
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Subsequently, I have argued in chapter 1, and to draw upon Saul’s (1995) parlance, it is in 

this hegemonic movement toward corporate/autocratic control via technological advancements 

that our modern societies are slipping into a “unconscious civilization”.  In other words, today’s 

corporatized education systems and subsequent notion and practice of knowledge, learning and 

teaching does not awaken our conscious personally, professionally nor publicly.  Hence, it is in 

this “unconscious civilizational” context that our education systems and by extension educators 

must figure out ways to reawaken our personal capacities and public responsibilities so that to 

deal with the torrent of controlling, radicalizing, consumerizing, polarizing, propagandizing and 

simply false information inherent and prescribed through an expanding and influential 

technologically advancing era.  Thus, as Harari (2018b) advises, in this AI-controlled era: 

…we need to place a much higher priority on understanding how the human mind 
works – particularly how our own wisdom and compassion can be cultivated. If we 
invest too much in AI and too little in developing the human mind, the very 
sophisticated artificial intelligence of computers might serve only to empower the 
natural stupidity of humans, and to nurture our worst (but also, perhaps, most 
powerful) impulses, among them greed and hatred. To avoid such an outcome, for 
every dollar and every minute we invest in improving AI, we would be wise to invest 
a dollar and a minute in exploring and developing human consciousness (para. 38). 

 
Thus, to avoid falling victim to corporate or autocratic government control, manipulation and 

politics of fear/tribalism, educators and schools must strive to offer an integrative and 

transformative (as opposed to technical-rational) approach to education in which the learning 

unleashes the student’s ability to develop critical, conscious and self-authorizing/self-

transforming ways of knowing and being in the world.   

The Foundation: The Prescribed Scientistic Story of Knowledge, Reality & Truth 
 
Unearthing the Foundation: The Hegemonic Rise & Legacy of Today’s Scientistic World View 
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According to Walach and Reich (2005), a major ontological shift that took place in 

Western societies shortly following the Renaissance (between the 14th and 17th century).  They 

make the case that the ontological pendulum or dominant world view literally swung from one 

extreme (religious dogmatism) to another extreme (scientific dogmatism).  Thus, they argue, 

while attempts to claim freedom from religious influence was present right from the beginning 

of scientific endeavours in the West; nevertheless, “for a long time the majority of scholars 

devoting their lives to scientific inquiry adhered to the basics of the Christian teaching” (p.426).  

However, they contend:   

Gradually, science, as the epitome of rationality, became wed to a critical stance 
toward secular and religious authorities, and, during the general rise of 
Enlightenment, being scientific became tantamount to being modern, critical, 
rational, and self-reliant in the face of political and religious authorities. To be 
enlightened was to be scientifically minded. To put it more simply, science, by a 
marriage with the general movement of eighteenth-century Enlightenment, 
became not only a method of studying the laws of nature or a canon of 
methodological agreements but a general movement of rationality against 
dogmatism and religious teachings. That this breaking free from religious 
dogmatism has created a new dogmatism, namely, scientism, a worldview or 
philosophical stance toward the world in general, has been pointed out by many 
philosophers, Edmund Husserl (1977) being one of the more influential ones, and 
possibly most poignantly by Max Horkheimer and T. W. Adorno ([1969] 2004) in 
their classic text on the dialectics of Enlightenment. In that work they showed (and 
predicted at the same time) that science taken to its extreme and without any 
counterbalance would produce exactly the opposite of what was intended, namely, 
a new scientistic kind of dogmatism, which is not simply a method of how to study 
nature but a worldview on what to believe and not to believe, on what is a 
scientifically correct topic and what is not. Science today has not only become a 
method and way of studying nature but, as scientism, has become a powerful 
worldview (Habermas 1973) (p. 426). 

 
The difference between ‘scientistic’ and scientific knowledge is captured by El-Ansary (2017), 

who writes: 

It is necessary here to highlight the radical difference between science as organized 
knowledge, which can refer to any level of reality, and scientism, which claims that 
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modern science, defined as a strictly empirical or sensory means of knowing the 
material world, has a monopoly on knowledge—that is, that anything beyond the 
sensory world is unreal, impossible to prove, or purely fanciful. Accordingly, 
scientism is an ideological construct that effectively supplants a metaphysical view 
of the universe…It ignores any higher, divine or celestial, levels of reality, and 
qualities such as beauty, justice, and virtue, which are above sensory, empirically 
observable phenomena…In fact, scientism is “bad philosophy,” not “good science.” 
It is self-refuting—because it is impossible to prove that “The only way to know 
anything truly is by using your physical senses” by using your physical 
senses.9 Moreover, contemporary “hard science” itself has now brought to light a 
number of “limit theorems,” a phrase the Catholic philosopher-scientist Wolfgang 
Smith introduces to describe various ways science discloses its own boundaries.10 
(para. 5). 

 
Thus, as Hart (2018) points out, because scientism now rejects any notion of the universal or 

legitimacy via deductive reasoning, its sole focus on particulars and the inductive method simply:  

fails to provide us with a clear physicalist narrative for especially complex or 
exceptional phenomena (like life or consciousness), we now must simply presume 
the existence and force of physico-mechanical laws sufficient to account for the 
emergence of such phenomena; and we must, moreover, do so no less casually and 
vaguely than those schoolmen of old supposedly presumed “obscure” or “occult” 
formal and final causes. We are no less dogmatic than our ancestors; we merely 
have fewer clear reasons for the dogmas we embrace. The older physical logic was 
coherent, though speculative; the newer is incoherent, though empirical. When 
mechanistic method became a metaphysics, and the tinted filter through which it 
viewed nature was mistaken for an unveiling of its deepest principles, all 
explanations became tales of emergence, even in cases of realities—life, 
consciousness, even existence itself — where such tales seemed difficult to 
distinguish from stories of magic (para. 9). 

 
Moreover, Kahn (2017) provides another useful summary in which materialism not only reduced 

our notion of reality and the mind into a “heap of perceptions” but is now being challenged on 

its own subjectivity of its perceived objectivity: 

In Death of the Soul: From Descartes to the Computer, William Barrett has traced 
the gradual exclusion of mind from intellectual deliberations on reality.6 The 
seventeenth century inaugurated a new science that viewed the world as a 
machine, based on a theory of matter that deems physical objects to be composites 
of particles in empty space. The mechanism of this Newtonian science was coupled 
with John Locke’s famous distinction between primary and secondary qualities. 
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According to Locke, since physical objects are merely quantifiable aggregates of 
molecules, they have only “primary qualities” like extension and shape, while 
“secondary qualities” like color, taste, or sound are absent from the objects-in-
themselves and exist only as sensations in people.7 What is “out there” is only the 
quantitative and measurable. Unsurprisingly, if quality is generally removed from 
one’s account of what actually exists, then the mind with all of its qualitative 
features is also susceptible to being reduced to the quantitative brain/body.  
 
The eighteenth century brought another watershed moment with the skepticism 
of David Hume, who reduced human experience to a succession of sense 
impressions, and moreover considered the “self” to be nothing more than a bundle 
of perceptions. Barrett laments, “The I, or ego, suffered here a blow from which 
the fragmentation of the Modern Age has never rescued it. We live in a world 
where the flow of sensations, copiously fed to us by all the devices of technology, 
can virtually turn the ordinary citizen into a heap of perceptions.”8 Barrett notes 
that Hume’s categorical mistake, though, was to search for the self in objective 
sense-data rather than to recognize his own subjectivity in that search. Yet 
subsequent thinkers were captivated by Hume’s ideas; and as technology and the 
hard sciences rapidly advanced, materialism would emerge as a reigning paradigm 
for modern science. Nevertheless, in the eyes of many philosophers of mind, 
materialism has now reached an insurmountable quandary in the question of 
consciousness (para. 4-5).  

 
In a sense, it has been argued that scientism has, in effect, separated ontology from 

epistemology.  And, as Asghar (2012) points out, it is this separation of ontology from 

epistemology in which both modern and post-modern paradigms “set out to reject and to 

replace with a kind of subversive epistemology” (p. 304).  In citing Smith, Asghar writes: 

Huston Smith calls it Procrustean epistemology-scientistic in mode and analytic in 
operation-which has been fatal for all the notions of truth.37 In this epistemology 
the individual artesian consciousness of the thinking subject is taken to be the 
source of all reality and truth. All thinking is reduced to cerebral reasoning. It was 
this separation of epistemology from ontology which deprived Western 
epistemology of more than half of its explanatory power about our life and 
universe, leaving the scientists and thinkers free to dogmatize on their empiricist 
assumptions. Thus, in a single stroke the notion of reality/ truth was first reduced 
to the realm of visible and then was denied altogether.38 Smith's contention on this 
count is at once vivid and accurate. To him this replacement of ontology with 
epistemology has been due to certain pragmatic concerns because this 
epistemology is particularly honed to augment our will to control, which is why it 
fared better than ontology. There are, of course, oceans of historical and 
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psychological reasons for the West's having made this exchange [of ontology for 
epistemology], but no logical reasons. We simply slid into assuming that the most 
reliable viewfinder available to our human lot is the scientistic one that edits our 
spiritual truths in the way X-ray films omit the beauty of faces (pp. 304-305). 

 
As such, Schauffele and Baptiste (2000) tell us:  
 

Throughout the years, learning theorists’ understanding of the nature of human 
beings has shifted from dependence on philosophy to dependence on psychology. 
Until W. Wund’s establishment of the first psychological lab in 1879 (Malone 1990 
: 10) and W. James’ publication of the Principles of Psychology in 1890 (Malone 
1990 : 23), the academic inquiry into human nature was largely the domain of 
philosophers and theologians. Although early Western philosophers such as Plato, 
Bacon, Winthrop, Locke and Rousseau did not all agree on whether humans 
acquired knowledge through deductive logic (beginning with universal principles 
and working down to the particulars) or by inductive logic (relying primarily on 
collection of sensory perceptions and working up to generalizations), they did agree 
that humans, unlike animals, used rational processes to govern their actions. 
Before 1859, educators looked to philosophers to provide a description of the 
nature of human intelligence. Once Darwin’s Origin of Species hit the market in 
1859, however, the general societal perception of humankind changed 
dramatically…Bolstered by the Darwinian argument for continuity of species, many 
educational theorists who we know by the label ‘behaviourists’ began formulating 
hypotheses and conducting experiments using animals as substitutes for humans 
(p 449). 
 

Subsequently, and for over three hundred years, much of the world abides by a reductive 

‘objective’ understanding and legitimation of knowledge, predominantly theorized by 

instrumental reason and positivism.  As Habermas argues, it is through this ‘scientistic’ lens or 

“belief that all worthwhile knowledge is only scientific knowledge” (p. 4) and ‘technicist’ (a view 

that people and situations are simply a means to an end)” (Morrison, 2001).  Thus, it is scientistic 

and its post-positivist view of knowledge that still dominates much of teaching and research 

practices from K-16 education, including PSE (Guba & Lincoln, 1994, Palmer & Zajonc, 2010; 

Merriam & Bierema, 2014; Lovat & Smith, 2003; Kasworm et al., 2010).  As Lovat (2013a) claims, 

much of this reductive epistemology can be traced back to Ayer’s (1936) logical positivism, in 
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which he grounded, “all authentic knowing in the rational or empirically observable/measurable.  

In turn, Tyler (1949) generated from this conceptual identification a virtual science around 

assessment regimes, and Bloom and associates (Bloom, 1956; Krathwohl et al., 1964) built 

further on it in the form of taxonomies of educational objectives” (p. 3).  Here, as Palmer and 

Zajon (2010) assert, we have a system of PSE in which: 

Nearly every subject area in the academy has attempted to make itself into a 
“science” by adopting its own version of the worldview and methods of the old 
physics of objectification and disconnection.  Along the way, the education of the 
whole human being in community and the cultivation of his or her humanity seem 
to be increasingly forgotten for the sake of scientific simplification (pp. 81-82). 

 
However, as Lovat (2013a) points out above, most of our current education systems (and by 

extension our view of knowledge as held by society) is built upon a divided and hierarchical 

notion of knowledge in which Ayers’s (1936) “logical positivism had tried to ground all authentic 

knowing in the rational or empirically observable/measurable” (p. 3).  Here, for example, our 

current primary, secondary and post-secondary education systems place an overwhelming 

emphasis or priority on the academic disciplines of Science, Technology, Engineering and 

Mathematics (STEM); in which an objective or empirical/measurable notion of knowledge not 

only reigns superior but in fact becomes the default arbitrator of how we address educational 

policy and curriculum choices in schools (Guba & Lincoln, 1994; Kasworm et al., 2010; Guba & 

Lincolin Jarvis-Selinger, Collins & Pratt, 2007; Christensen Hughes & Mighty, 2010).  Put 

otherwise, this view of knowledge not only becomes the standard pattern in which we underpin 

knowing, learning and teaching but stands upon a hierarchical ‘forms thesis’55 of knowledge 

                                                
55 According to Lovat (2013a), it was Hirst and Peters that first proposed this ‘Forms Thesis’ and believed, that “there were certain ‘forms of 
knowledge’ which underlay any claim to ‘know’.  The seven forms comprised Mathematics and Logic, Physical Sciences, Human Sciences, 
Literature and Fine Arts, History, Philosophy and Religion.  Each of these forms had an appropriate procedure, or methodology, which suited 
gathering knowledge within its domain.  Hence, while empirical observation and measurement might be appropriate for dealing with forms of 
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illustrated in Figure 5 in which we they prioritized certain ‘forms’ of knowledge over others, on 

the purported basis, that Mathematics and Logic along with Physical Sciences offer the surest 

and most superior knowing (perceived as rational or observable/measurable knowing), while 

other ways of knowing such as Human Sciences, Literature and Fine Arts, History, Philosophy and 

Religion (perceived as subjective and questionable knowing) are increasingly regulated to the 

margins of education (Lovat, 2013a; 2019a; Lovat & Smith, 2003; Jarvis & Watts, 2012).  

Figure 5: Contemporary Knowledge & Disciplines Hierarchy 

 
 
Subsequently, as Lovat (2013a) mentioned above, this apparent divided and hierarchical 

conceptual identification of knowledge is now represented in the predominant assessment 

regimes and taxonomies of educational objectives, as popularized first by Tyler (1949) and then 

later Bloom and associates (1956). Thus, as Windschitl (2002) summarizes, we have now ended 

up in a place in which:  

Unfortunately, the default epistemology of Western schooling is objectivism, which 
in many ways is the antithesis of constructivism (Roth & Roychoudry, 1984).  In this 
view, language can be used as a precise, neutral tool to describe the “real” world – 

                                                
knowledge in the physical sciences, the human sciences required a closer, more subjective approach on the part of the one wishing to know, and 
knowing in the fine arts and religion required something different again.  From this perspective, the great error in logical positivism was in 
supposing that one or two of the forms of knowledge constituted all knowledge” (p. 3-4). 
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to map knowledge as an unchanging object – and to transfer it from the minds of 
the teacher to the minds of the learners.  Congruent with this perspective is the 
transmission model of instruction, in which lecture and demonstration are the 
preferred modes of “delivering” such knowledge to learners.  Teachers instruct the 
entire class and present the “right answers” as well as the “right ways” to solve 
problems; students’ existing knowledge has little relevance in such an environment 
(p. 142).   

 
Hence, Windschitl (2002) argues, maintaining such an ‘objectivist’ view of knowledge provides an 

immense barrier to the conceptualization of ‘student-centered learning’, in which “Teachers with 

absolutist conceptions about the nature of knowledge are more traditional in their approach to 

instruction because they see no reason not to transmit knowledge directly what is perceived to 

be a collection of substantiated facts (Pope & Scott, 1984)” (p. 142).     

Subsequently, Palmer (2007) asserts, for all the power and gifts the empirical truth or binary 

logic has given us in the advancement of modern science and technology, this ‘objective’ “either-

or-thinking has also given us a fragmented sense of reality that destroys the wholeness and 

wonder of life.  Our problem is compounded by the fact that this mode of knowing has become 

normative in nearly every area, even though it misleads and betrays us when applied to the 

perennial problems of being human that lie beyond the reach of logic” (p. 64-65). 

The Rise of Objective, Inert, Mythical & Deforming Ways of Knowing  
   

In their book, The Heart of Higher Education, Palmer and Zajonc (2010), make a case that 

our current notions and systems of education are built on a myopic and objective ontology and 

epistemology that can no longer serve our students nor our futures.  They assert that:  

Since the sixteenth century the twin forces of science and the Industrial revolution 
have played an important role in shaping the picture we have of the world and each 
other.  Education since then has taken place within that emerging scientific and 
technical worldview, with profound consequences.  Science and the development 
of a vibrant industrial economy have brought enormous advances in education to 
many millions around the world who become literate and numerate for the first 
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time in history.  And yet, the myopic vision of science and industry has also failed 
our students and our future.  The ways in which we educate students are, in large 
part, a reflection of our worldview, which itself is an image of nineteenth-century 
science.  In this view, knowledge is largely inert and objective, and education is 
limited to teaching students how to manipulate the knowledge the accumulate at 
school.  The arts have long suffered under this distortion of learning.  Additionally, 
the social embeddedness and ethical implications of our knowledge are largely 
overlooked.  This distortion arises in part due to a mistaken and outdated 
conception of science…” (p. 59).   

 
Similarly, Wheatley (1993) points out that:   
 

Each of us lives and works in organizations designed from 17th century images of 
the universe.  The universe of Isaac Newton and Francis Bacon was a seductive 
place filled with clockwork images promising us prediction and reliability, teaching 
us to view everything, including ourselves, as machines.  We learned to manage by 
separating things into parts.  We engaged in planning for our future that we would 
determine.  We sought for more and more precise and correct measures of a world 
we thought was objective. 

For three centuries we have been planning, predicting and analyzing the 
world.  We’ve held on to an intense belief of cause and effect and we’ve let 
numbers rule our lives.  But at the end of the 20th century, our 17th century 
organizations are crumbling.  Our world grows more disturbing and mysterious.  
Our failures to predict and control leer back at us from many places (p. 2).   

 
Subsequently, Palmer (2007) describes this largely “inert and objective” model of education 

(inspired by the Enlightenment) as both a “myth” creating and human deforming ontologies and 

epistemologies.  According to Palmer, this ‘mythical but dominant model of truth-knowing and 

truth telling’ encompasses four major elements: 

1. Objectivist of knowledge that resides “out there” somewhere, pristine in physical 
or conceptual space, as described by the “facts” in a given field. 
 
2. Experts, people trained to know these objects in their pristine form without 
allowing their own subjectivity to slop over onto the purity of the objects 
themselves.  This training transpires in a far-off place called graduate school, whose 
purpose is so thoroughly to obliterate one’s sense of self that one becomes a 
secular priest, a safe bearer of the pure objects of knowledge. 
 
3. Amateurs, people without training and full knowledge of bias, who depend on 
the experts for objective or pure knowledge of the pristine objects in question. 
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4. Baffles, at every point of transmission – between objects and experts, between 
experts and amateurs – that allow objective knowledge to flow downstream while 
preventing subjectivity from flowing back up (pp. 102-103).   
 

Yet, as Palmer contends:   
 

In the objectivist myth, truth flows from the top down, from experts who are 
qualified to know truth (including some who claim that truth is an illusion) to 
amateurs who are qualified only to receive truth.  In this myth, truth is a set of 
propositions about objects; education is a system for delivering those propositions 
to students; and an educated person is one who can remember and repeat the 
experts’ propositions.  The image is hierarchical, linear, and compulsive-hygienic, 
as if truth came down an antiseptic conveyer belt to be deposited as pure product 
at the end. 

There are only two problems with this myth: it falsely portrays how we 
know, and it has profoundly deformed the way we educate.  I know a thousand 
classrooms where the relationship of teachers, students, and subject look exactly 
like this image.  But I know of no other field – from astronomy to literature to 
political science to theology – where the continuing quest to know truth even 
vaguely resembles this mythical objectivism (p. 104). 

 
Subsequently, the following section dives deeper into this mythical “objective” model of reality, 

knowledge and truth in which contemporary education is built; so that we can understand why 

and how it came to represent our current pedagogical theories, policies and practices.   Thus, I 

will now begin with a historic journey dating as far back as the 14th century of the Renaissance 

and 18th century of Enlightenment in which such a myopic and reductive ontology and 

epistemology began to surface and eventually dominate Western life.    

The Ontological Shift & Separation of Inner from Outer Reality: The Rise of Scientism and 
Defenestration of Religion 
 

According to Wheatley (1999): 
 

Until the advent of western ideas originating in the 17th century, almost all human 
thought and spiritual traditions had described life in terms of interdependency and 
connectedness. But the machine imagery that has grown in strength for three 
hundred years has succeeded in creating modern society with an entirely different 
imagery. Dense webs of connections have been replaced with pre-designed 
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organization charts that neatly detail who should be connected to whom. And we 
quickly forgot that life knows how to organize itself, that organization also is a 
naturally occurring phenomenon. We stopped seeing life as great capacity for self- 
organization and came to believe that if we didn't do the organizing, then nothing 
would get done. Without us, there would be disastrous chaos. In western culture, 
we gradually came to believe that without our efforts, everything would fall apart, 
and we lost sight of the many processes by which life gives birth to order. In our 
blindness, we developed processes that failed to work with life, and as a result, we 
have been unsuccessful in learning how to work well in this changing and evolving 
universe. It's ironic to notice how our many attempts to impose order have created 
just the opposite effect, more disorder. And our continuing failures at trying to 
change people and organizations are teaching us that our mechanistic approaches 
are truly flawed (p. 3). 
 

Yet, how did this “machine imagery that has grown in strength for three hundred years” come to 

rise?  According to Walach and Reich (2005):   

Historically, for instance in the old cultures of Sumer, Egypt, and China, science was 
instrumental in achieving certain overarching societal goals and was embedded in 
a larger cultural context, usually nourished and fostered in particular by religious 
beliefs. In contrast, classical Greece offers an example of a rationality that did not 
accept restraint by religious teachings and concepts. This is apparent in Greek 
philosophy and in first achievements in geometry, astronomy, logic, empirical 
medicine, and some descriptive natural science. These early results of scientific 
work were partially preserved and further elaborated by Islamic scholars, while in 
the Christian culture most was lost because of the breakdown of the Hellenic- 
Roman culture during the Dark Ages. It was only in the Middle Ages that natural 
science became once again a topic of interest, when classical texts reemerged, 
often reintroduced by scholars such as Adelard of Bath ([c. 1137] 1998), who had 
traveled widely in the Mediterranean Greek-Islamic cultural sphere and brought his 
discoveries back to England. From there, scientific endeavors arose, spurred by the 
writings of Robert Grosseteste, who gave them the necessary theological backing 
(Southern 1986). Science was at first a branch of the general human striving to 
understand the world and its contingencies in terms of religious/theological 
interpretations, and only gradually was it possible for Western science to extract 
itself from the overarching authority that theology claimed over all education, 
learning, and rational endeavors (Crombie 1953) (p. 425). 

 
Here, as Yusuf (2017a) adds, during this enlightenment period, it was not long until philosophy, 

once the honored servant of theology, also eventually broke ties with its theological roots.  And, 

thus: 
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Increasingly in Europe, philosophy and theology parted ways, and the “handmaiden 
of the queen of sciences,” untethered from theology, was now free to establish her 
own dominion, with a special emphasis on the empirical sciences; this, of course, 
failed to recognize that replicable subjective experience is also soundly empirical. 
Eventually, the overarching project of fortifying faith with reason, which had so 
preoccupied philosophers in the past, was largely relinquished. Only in the Catholic 
tradition and Eastern Islam did some vestiges of this project remain (Yusuf, 2017a, 
para. 23).  

 
This, Walach and Reich (2005) point out:  
 

In the Western tradition a methodological unity regarding the nature and types of 
experience was accepted until roughly 1260. The term experience (Latin: 
experimentum, experientia; verb: experiri — to experience; expertus sum – I have 
experienced) encompassed both: experience of the outer world through the 
senses, and experience of the inner world through contemplation. Although the 
medieval writers originally placed more emphasis on this inner experience, without 
explicitly saying so, later it became more important to focus on outer experience 
within the framework of science. Inner experience was relegated to the realms of 
mysticism and piety, with no scientific claims as to the veridicality of its results, at 
least in the Western culture (Vandenbroucke 1950) (p. 427).  

 
Thus, as Yusuf (2017a) asserts: 
 

Modern philosophy, by and large, has abandoned the pursuits of earlier 
metaphysics for a number of reasons. At the heart of the matter is the ancient 
debate about universals themselves, a conflict between the essentialist approach 
of the “realists” or “moderate realists” committed to what became known as 
the via antigua (the “old path”), and the nominalist approach committed to the via 
moderna (the “modern path”), championed by William of Ockham (d. 1347) in the 
Christian world, and arguably by Ibn Taymiyyah (d. 728/1328) in the Muslim 
world.8 (para. 26). 

 
According to Ragab (1993) citing Toulmin, a key figure among the nominalist and advancers of 

the “empirical science” movement included Francis Bacon.  Here, Bacon authored the method of 

exhaustive induction as reaction to the deductive method of “the Scholastic reliance on 

Aristotle’s authority by calling for a return to firsthand experience…was preoccupied with 

empirically observed facts as the starting point for all science…”(p. 9).  As Ragab contends: 

To clear away from Aristotle, whose ideas were adopted as official doctrine by the 
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church, an alternative source for gaining true knowledge independent from the 
church had to be found and be consecrated.  Sense experience, available to 
everybody and not monopolized by the clergy was the answer.  However, to free 
science forever from the grip of the church or from any other arbitrary authority, 
for that matter, sense experience were to be seen as the “sole source” of 
scientific knowledge.  This was meant to completely exclude revelation – true or 
false, Christian or otherwise – from occupying anyplace in the scientific enterprise 
(p. 9). 
 

Since then, as Ragab (1993) citing Polkinghorne tells us, “In Western philosophy, there has been 

an ongoing search for a foundation or ground upon which to secure true knowledge.  After 

scriptural authority and Descartes’ clear and undoubtable ideas…were found wanting, there was 

a general acceptance of sense experience as the base for certainty (p. 418)” (p. 8).  Moreover, 

Ragab (1992) adds: 

There seems to be general agreement today that the emergence of that biased 
positivist/empiricist tradition, with is single-minded emphasis on human sense 
experiences was only the bitter harvest of the unfortunate conflict between church 
and science during the Renaissance and the Enlightenment.  While scientist were 
decidedly bent on breaking lose from the church authority at any price, it seems 
that they went on to throw the baby with the bathwater (p. 9). 

 
Thus, it is in this historical record that we see since the 18th century a manufactured separation 

between ontology from epistemology.  According to As El-Ansary (2017), this is indeed ironic, 

since “Rene Descartes, who established the philosophical foundation for secular science by 

denying any qualitative dimension to nature and creating an inseparable gulf between subject 

who knows and the object that is known, was a contemporary of [Islamic scholar] Mulla Sadra” 

(para. 42).  As Rezaee and Mansur (2009), describing the works of Iranian Muslim philosopher 

Mulla Sadra (1571/2-1640), point out:   

Around the same time that Decartes (1596-1650) established the modern school 
of philosophy and tried to separate epistemology from ontology (the school which 
continued up to Kant (1724-1804) who managed to completely separate these two) 
Mulla Sadra took a different view.  He tried to establish a philosophical system in 
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which the questions of knowledge could not be asked without questions about 
being, such that epistemology becomes identical with ontology3.  Sadra’s theory of 
knowledge is part of his whole ontological system and cannot be discussed in 
isolation from it (p. 21). 
 

Yet, despite Sadra’s perspective (and the fact that for a long time the majority of Western 

scholars who devoted their lives to scientific inquiry adhered to the integrative (inner and outer 

experience) of Christian ontology, the movement to separate inner (ontological) from outer 

(epistemological) experience gained traction right at very beginning of the Enlightenment 

movement.  Here, as Radford (2012) reminds us, there were two key figures that were 

instrumental in this movement:  

David Hume would not have made much sense of the spiritual questions identified 
in the introduction above. Unless the experience of the ‘invisible world’ could be 
made clear and immediate to human perception, a matter of empirical fact, then 
for him it has no sense. He argued that sense and understanding is limited to those 
propositions that could either be empirically or logically verified: 
 
If we take in our hand any volume; of divinity or school metaphysics, for instance; 
let us ask, Does it contain any abstract reasoning concerning quantity or number? 
No. Does it contain any experimental reasoning concerning matter of fact and 
existence? No. Commit it then to the flames: for it can contain nothing but 
sophistry and illusion. (Hume 1975, 165) 
 
A.J. Ayer a century and a half later echoes Hume’s position: 
 
…as tautologies and empirical hypotheses form the entire class of significant 
propositions, we are justified in concluding that all metaphysical assertions are 
nonsensical. (Ayer 1936, 41) (p. 233).  

 
Yet, as Radford (2012) points out, even prominent figures of the Enlightenment such David Hume 

wrestled with their own conflicted and limited theoretical underpinnings.  He writes:   

These two quotes might be regarded as the apotheosis of the secular turn in 
enlightenment philosophy. Hume, however, felt some discomfort with what he saw 
as the artificial nature of philosophical reasoning that brought him to his 
conclusion. He recognised the impelling qualities of such personal and reflective 
questions as, ‘Where am I, or what? From what causes do I derive my existence, 
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and to what condition shall I return?’ He also was concerned with questions of his 
social life in the community, ‘Whose favour shall I court and whose anger must I 
dread? What beings surround me? and on whom have I any influence or who have 
any influence on me ?’ (Hume 1978, 269). He realised the limits of reason in 
addressing these personal, emotional and social questions. His philosophical 
reasoning had led him to an abstract theoretical position which seemed to have 
little to do with the practicalities of his personal and social life (p. 233). 

 
Thus, it is in this this manufactured separation, that ‘inner’ experience was relegated to the 

realms of mysticism, piety and superstition.  In this context, prominent figures such as Rene 

Descartes, Francis Bacon, Isaac Newton, David Hume and many other Enlightenment thinkers (of 

both religious and irreligious belief) began to plant the ontological and epistemological seeds in 

which we now come to view and understand our ‘material’, ‘machine like’ and ‘immanent’, and 

‘descried story of existence’.   

For example, and ironically, it was figures such as Isaac Newton, an English 

mathematician, astronomer, theologian and physicists (a self-professed believer of God) who 

proposed theories and ‘laws’ that explained much of the physical world on the basis of ‘matter’ 

alone.  Subsequently, it was under such figures that the natural sciences came to view 

‘materialism’ as part and parcel of the scientific method (Lovat et al., 2011).  According to Ragab 

(1993) citing Theodorson and Theordorson, the scientific method could be defined as “the 

building of a body of scientific knowledge through observation, experimentation, generalization, 

and verification…the assumption that knowledge is based on what is experienced through the 

senses…[and that it] must be empirically variable (375)” (pp. 7-8).  Subsequently, Capra (1982) 

writes: 

For two and half centuries physicists have used the mechanistic view of the world 
to develop and refine…classical physics…Matter was thought to be the basis of all 
existence, and the material world was seen as a multiple of objects assembled into 
a huge machine…[that] consists of elementary parts…complex phenomena could 
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be always understood by reducing them to their building blocks and by looking for 
the mechanisms through which these interacted.  This attitude, known as 
reductionism, …has often been identified with the scientific method (p. 31-32).   

 
In Search of Credibility: Why the Social Sciences Sought to Emulate the Natural Sciences 
 

Subsequently, not to be undone and “Hoping to achieve the same degree of success in 

the study of man, social scientists (or rather philosophers) vehemently called for the application 

of the same methods used in the natural sciences to their own field” (Ragab, 1992, p. 9). For 

example, John Stuart Mill (1843/1906) is said to have been the first to urge social scientists to 

emulate their older, “harder” cousins, promising that if his advice were followed, rapid 

maturation of these fields, as well as their emancipation from the philosophical and theological 

strictures that limited them, would follow. Social scientists took this counsel to heart (probably 

to a degree that would greatly surprise Mill if he was alive today) for other reasons as well” 

(Guba and Lincoln, 1994, p. 106).  As John Stuart Mill wrote, at the time, “The backward state of 

the moral (human) sciences can be remedied by applying to them the methods of the physical 

sciences, dully extended and generalized (1984, p. 416)” (Ragab, 1993 citing Polkinghorne). 

Therefore, one cannot be surprised that:  

Social scientists took this counsel to heart (probably to a degree that would 
generally surprise Mill if he were alive today) for other reasons as well.  They were 
the “new kids on the block”; if quantification could lead to the fulfillment of Mill’s 
promise, status and political leverage would accrue that would enormously profit 
the new practitioners. Imitation might lead to both greater acceptance and to more 
valid knowledge (Guba and Lincoln, 1994, p. 106) 

 
Thus, it was not long that prominent figures such as Aguste Compte with his notion of positivism 

argued that “The methods of the physical sciences are regarded as the only accurate means of 

obtaining knowledge, and therefore the social sciences should be limited to the use of these 

methods and modeled after the physical sciences (Theodrson & Theodorson, 1969, p. 306)” 
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(Ragab, 1993, p. 9).   

Empirical Science: Establishing a Narrow & Reductive View of Knowledge, Reality & Truth 
 

As noted above, the empirical sciences centre on a narrow conception of what 

constitutes truth and ‘real’ knowledge.  While this reductive understanding of knowledge can be 

traced back as far as the writings of German philosopher Immanuel Kant (Lovat, et al. 2011), it 

was not until British philosophers Alfred J. Ayer, who was among the pioneers who established 

the school of thought known as ‘logical positivism’.  In his famous book entitled, Language, Truth 

and Logic (Ayer, 1936), Ayer maintained that there were only two types of propositions 

regarding knowledge, the first analytic and second, synthetic.  According to Ayer cited in Lovat, 

et al. (2011), “…a proposition is analytic when its validity depends solely on the definitions of the 

symbols it contains, and synthetic when its validity is determined by the facts of experience (p. 

105).   Here Lovat, et al. (2011) offer a nice summary and distinction between Ayer’s description 

of analytic vs. synthetic notions of knowledge: 

Analytic propositions were deemed to be true of necessity, not owing to factual 
content but their being built around tautologies or necessary truths.  Synthetic 
propositions, on the other hand, are not true of necessity.  They are statements 
about the real world, based on experience of it.  The factual truth of these can only 
be assured by empirical verification, that is, by being able to stand up to the teat of 
observation and experimentation.  Typically, the propositions of science can be 
tested in this way, whereas the proposition of the arts, humanities, religion and 
morality cannot be tested by observation or experiment and, therefore being non-
provable, cannot be true.  For Ayer, this was sufficient proof that mathematics and 
science represented the only assured ways of ascertaining knowledge.  The 
propositions of other subjects could not be tested and so did not represent 
knowledge at all.  They were empty, literally meaningless.  Ayer (1936) described 
such knowledge claims as “pseudo propositions” (p. 48) (p. 25). 

 
As Lovat et al. (2011) tells us, by “the late nineteenth century and, especially into the twentieth 

centuries, the impact on education of this form of science and its assumptions cannot be 
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overstated” (p. 26).  In particular, this positivist view: 

promoted the notion that mathematics and science were important parts of 
curriculum because they constituted ‘high status knowledge’ (Apple 2004), while 
history and the languages were of medium importance, and art, religion, moral 
education and personal development were of little significance owing to the fact 
that there was no verifiable knowledge base to any of these disciplines, according 
to the criteria established by Ayer for ascertaining true knowledge.  These criteria 
became known widely in academic circles as ‘The Verification Principle’. 
 The verification principle which, Ayer (1936) declared, provided “…a 
criterion by which it can be determined whether or not a sentence is literally 
meaningful,” (p. 7) betrayed his dependence on a particularly narrow form of 
empirical science, known popularly as ‘inductivism’.  Inductivism, or the ‘inductive 
method’, represents a particular belief about knowledge and how it is attained.  In 
simple terms, it is an approach that says: “If I can see, touch, smell, hear or taste it, 
I will believe; if I cannot, I will not.”  This is a method that an increasing number of 
scholars, including natural scientists have come to question as to its sufficiency for 
ascertaining all knowledge, but it nonetheless maintains a certain appeal because 
of its simplicity and apparent surety.  It can still be seen to be the basis of many 
knowledge claims, not only by natural scientists but by psychologist, sociologists, 
and even many philosophers (Lovat, et al., 2011, p. 26). 

                           
According to Guba and Lincoln (1994), positivism in the ontological and epistemological sense 

could be described as paradigm in which: 

An apprehendable reality is assumed to exist, driven by immutable natural laws and 
mechanisms. Knowledge of the “way things are” is conventionally summarized in 
the form of time – and context-free generalizations, some of which take the form 
of cause-effect laws.  Research can, in principle, converge on the true state of 
affairs.  The basic posture of the paradigm is argued to be both reductionist and 
deterministic (Hesse, 1980)…The investigator and the investigated “object” are 
assumed to be independent entities, and the investigator to be capable of studying 
the object without influencing it or being influenced by it.  When influence in either 
direction (threats to validity) is recognized, or even suspected, various strategies 
are followed to reduce or eliminate it.  Values and biases are prevented from 
influencing outcomes, so long as the prescribed procedures are rigorously 
followed. Replicable findings are, in fact, “true.” (p. 109-110). 

  
Yet, as Asghar points out, Ayer’s notion of positivism, “depends upon a surreptitious assumption 

that the only legitimate kind of verification is that used in the physical sciences.  Thus, to him all 

moral, non-empirical and non-analytical judgements are meaningless since they are not 
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scientifically verifiable.  This approach may have served some of the purely linguistic purposes 

but the notion of truth and general human intellectual discourse its implications are indeed 

disastrous” (p. 301).  Subsequently, both Guba & Lincoln (1994) and Lovat, et al. (2011, 2019a) 

provide an overwhelming body of work that deeply challenges if not dismantles the credibility of 

positivism.  For example, Lovat (2013a) argues: 

Meanwhile, Ferre (1982) had begun the dismantling of the apparatus of logical 
positivism in declaring that “facts are never given in isolation from the mind that 
receives them,” (p. 761). Ferre implied that the things we call ‘facts’ are really 
theories, and hence less observable/measurable than in the way that logical 
positivist held to be determined.  Such a rejoinder was further reinforced by 
Lakatos (1974) and Kuhn (1970) who coined the notions of touchstone’ and 
‘paradigm’ respectively to connote the true basis of claims to ‘know’.  In word, 
‘knowing’ is not linear, it is complex; nor is it objective in any simple observable or 
measurable sense because it is infused with the subjectivity of the person doing 
the knowing.  Quine (1953) went on to show just how subjective were the 
assertions of those claiming to be objective and Feyerabend (1975) launched highly 
critical attacks on education systems for the ways in which they had prioritized 
certain forms of knowledge over others, on the purported basis that they offered 
the surer knowing (read rational or observable/measureable), while other ways of 
knowing were relegated to the margins of education (p. 3).  

 
According to Guba and Lincoln (1994) even the natural sciences in which much of this post-

positivism paradigm still dominates:  

The received view of science pictures the inquirer as standing behind a one-way 
mirror, viewing natural phenomena as they happen and record them objectively.  
The inquirer (when using proper methodology) does not influence the phenomena 
or vice versa.  But evidence such as the Heisenberg uncertainty principle and the 
Bohr complementarity principle have shattered the ideal in the hard sciences 
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985); even greater skepticism must exist for the social sciences 
(p. 107). 

 
Thus, in their critique of positivism (also sometimes called naive realism), Guba and Lincoln 

(1994) argue (with evidence from both natural and social science research), that the sets of 

answers given by science (whether natural or social) are in “all cases human construction; that is, 
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they are all inventions of the human mind and hence subject to human error.  No construction is 

or can be incontrovertibly right; advocates of any particular construction must rely on 

persuasiveness and utility rather than proof in arguing their position” (p. 108).   

How Empiricism Continues to Represent our Contemporary Theories & Practice of Education 
 
Despite the mounting critique against positivism’s diminishing utility and 

limited/reductive views of reality, knowledge and truth, it continues, even today, to shape much 

of our physical and social science inquiry and by extension education research and practice.  This 

is affirmed by Guba and Lincoln (1994) who write in the PSE context: 

Proponents of positivism gained hegemony over the past several centuries as 
earlier Aristotelian and theological paradigms were abandoned.  But the mantle of 
hegemony has in recent decades gradually fallen on the shoulders of the 
postpositivists, the “natural” heirs of positivism.  Pospositivist (and indeed many 
residual positivist) tend to control publication outlets, funding sources, promotion 
and tenure mechanisms, dissertation committees, and other sources of power and 
influence.  They were, at least until about 1980, the “in” group, and continue to 
represent the strongest voice in professional decision making (p. 116). 

 
As noted above, positivism evolved over the course of the 20th century into post-positivism or 

post-empiricism (also described as critical realism).  Yet, in the ontological sense it “still assumes 

an objective reality but grants that it can be apprehended only imperfectly and probabilistically” 

(Guba & Lincoln, 1994, p. 111); and in the epistemological sense, its notion of dualism “is largely 

abandoned as not possible to maintain, but objectivity remains a “regulatory ideal” (p. 110).  

Subsequently, as Guba and Lincoln argue, much of this view of knowledge and reality still 

dominate our education systems, in which “special emphasis is placed on external “guardians” of 

objectivity such as critical traditions (Do the findings “fit” with preexisting knowledge?) and the 

critical community (such as editors, referees, and professional peers)” who work toward 

replicating finding that “are probably true (but always subject to falsification)” (Guba & Lincoln, 
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1994, p. 110). 

Enlightenment, Positivism & the Philosophy of Behaviourism Still Guiding Education Theory & 
Practice 
 

Thus, it was under such ‘scientistic’ rather than scientific worldviews (in which social 

sciences wrongly emulated the natural sciences) that the philosophy of behaviourism56 was 

established in the early and mid 20th century.  As pointed out earlier, behaviourism has since this 

time remained the dominant ideological foundation in which much of our current educational 

systems stand (Palmer & Zajonc, 2010; Merriam & Bierma, 2014; Kasworm et al., 2010).  As Elias 

and Merriam (2005) confirm, the ontological and epistemological assumptions from which the 

philosophy of behaviourism is derived date back to the 19th and 20th century influence of the 

material and empiricist natural sciences.  In particular, they provide a very useful summary 

tracing the intersectionality of the various ideas that informed behaviourism:    

Through modern psychological behaviorism has arrived at its conclusions through 
scientific research, it is clear that behaviorism as a system of thought has its roots 
in a number of philosophical traditions in European philosophical ideas.  The first 
of these traditions is materialism, the theory that the laws of matter and motion 
can explain reality without any appeal to mind or spiritual reality.  In the materialist 
viewpoint humans are part of nature, though they are complex parts.  Materialism 
entails some form of determinism of human actions.  This materialist point of view 
is found in the writings of Thomas Hobbes who was both a materialist and a 
determinist.  This British philosopher contended that the psychological make up of 
persons could be explained in mechanistic terms.  For materialist there is no 
internal reality; what is real is external, factual, and observable. 
 A second philosophic tradition to which modern behaviorism is allied is 
scientific realism and empiricism.  Francis Bacon introduced into Western thought 
the inductive method by which one arrived at truth through an examination of 
information gained from the senses alone.  John Lock who denied the innateness 

                                                
56 According to Lovat and Smith (2003), “The behaviouristic school of Psychology was founded, in a sense, and led by the early twentieth-century 
American, John Watson.  He argued that the mind, which was what psychologist were really interested in, could not provide scientific data 
capable of empirical verification.  He rejected earlier forms of introspective psychology and psychoanalysis as being unreliable.  For him, the 
business of psychologist, then, must become a close observer of all human behaviour, even down to the muscular and glandular functions of the 
body.  Provided it was detectable, it was of proper interest to Psychology.  In this way, Watson helped to establish Psychology as a true science, 
along with Biology, Geology, Physics and Chemistry.  According to this belief, they were all ‘objectivating’ sciences; that, is, they all had an 
objective focus for their respective studies: in the case of the geologist, the focus was on rocks, while for the psychologist, it was people (p. 50). 
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of the ideas and explained human knowing through empirical processes of 
association followed Bacon in this viewpoint.  Bertrand Russell contributed to this 
tradition by his preference for the “hard” data of science over the “soft” data of 
the humanities.   
 Positivism is the third philosophical tradition to which modern behaviorism 
is allied.  Philosophical positivism was proposed by August Comte who contend that 
one arrived at knowledge not through theology or traditional philosophy, but 
through scientific observation and the measurement of facts.  Logical positivism, 
prevalent in Germany and England, placed greater emphasis on developing a 
language that corresponded to reality and the and that did not go beyond reality 
that could be experienced.  Finally, the British philosopher Gilbert Ryle (1943) 
developed a philosophical behaviorism through an analysis of language.  In his 
thought, the causes of behavior can be explained by the behavior itself and not by 
any concept of self, mind, consciousness, or “ghost in the machine.” 
 A distinctive psychological orientation toward the study of human behavior 
is root in the thought of the seventeenth century French Philosopher Rene 
Descartes.  He viewed behavior systematically when he suggested that all instances 
of behavior could be classified as voluntary or involuntary.  The involuntary or 
automatic behavior identified by Descartes led to the development of the “reflex” 
concept in the eighteenth and nineteenth century.   
 Charles Darwin’s work provided another impetus for the emergence of 
behaviorism.  The instinctual behavior in animals delineated by Darwin was viewed 
as involuntary, reflexive, and dependent upon internal stimuli.  His Origin of the 
Species (1859) also proposed the notion of biological continuity, which impelled 
that humans were more intelligent, perhaps, but not separate from other species.  
The idea that humans are in continuity with the animal world led to an examination 
of the similarities between humans and animals, and the beginnings of animal 
psychology.  Humans were thus at the mercy of their environment and if humans 
thought they could plan their behavior and affect their environment, then so could 
animals. Such ideas gave rise to research into animal intelligence in the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth century (p. 85). 
 

As Lovat and Smith (2003) affirm, it was the convergence of these various scientistic ontological 

and epistemological ideas that now give us the technical-rational pedagogy and instrumental 

models of learning that dominate much of the education system.  Yet, as Ragab (1993) writes: 

When the traditional scientific method was applied to the social sciences, it carried 
with it the same intellectual baggage.  Man was understood and has been studied 
in the same mechanical, reductionist, and materialistic terms.  Research methods 
and research designs reflecting these same ontological and epistemological 
assumptions were used (Ford, 1984).  All this was done without serious reflection 
on how the subject matter of the social sciences differed in very significant ways 
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from that of the physical sciences.  This type of confusing very different phenomena 
is sometimes called a “category error” or a “category mistake”, which “occurs when 
very different categories of phenomena are treated alike” (Weick, 1987: 222).  
These effects were debilitating indeed (p. 10).    

 
Here, Lovat and Smith (2003) offer some very good examples of the limitations and 

consequences of such categorical mistakes.  First, they argue:  

the apparent total lack of ideology or ‘values orientation’ in the behavourist 
method.  This is, of course, typical of the objectivating sciences.  Their job is to 
describe, not to evaluate or moralize.  One of the problems involved in making 
‘people as data’ equivalent to ‘rocks as data’ is seen in this.  It is one thing to 
analyze rocks in terms of what they are rather than what they should be; it is 
another thing to do the same of people.  Any study which is claiming to advance 
our understanding of the human condition cannot leave out the question of the 
moral fabric which holds life for all of us together, without becoming a very 
limited study indeed (53). 

 
Moreover, they write: 
 

suffice to say that a great deal of scholarship since the 1930s has served to 
indicate that so-called ‘empirical’ means of providing the truth of something are 
only good for a small number of all those things which can count as knowledge.  
In short, they are good, to a point, in verifying scientific types of knowledge 
propositions.  There are, however, a whole lot of things other than these which 
we claim to know. 
 
For instance, I might wish to claim that I know that my mother loves me, or that 
murder is wrong, or that I need to work hard in order to get ahead in life, or that 
God exists.  These are all important knowledge claims, but obviously I cannot prove 
any of them in the sense that I can point to, smell, touch or taste the proof.  Quite 
simply, these are all non-scientific (in the popular sense of the world; in another 
sense, they could be said to be quite scientific) types of knowledge, and therefore 
they cannot be verified in a scientific kind of way.  In other words, different types 
of knowledge require different modes of verification.  The overly lofty claim of the 
empirical mode was that it should stand guard over all knowledge.  This is simply 
not acceptable.  It is no more acceptable than similar claims by Theology or 
previous eras to be able to discern all truth from all falsity (53). 

 
Finally, Lovat and Smith argue:  
 

There are two major consequences for any discipline which follows too closely the 
empirical mode of proving truth claims, as Behaviourist Psychology certainly did.  
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First, it becomes incapable of understanding and interpreting the meanings which 
people place their own existence (in other words, it lacks hermeneutical reflection).  
To do this, after all, a discipline needs to accept that many truth claims cannot be 
verified empirically.  It needs to listen, and take seriously, the very personal and 
heartfelt ways in which people put their world together.  Behavourist Psychology, 
and much of Psychology generally, become too fond of labeling those 
interpretations of life which did not fit within its tight empirical bounds as 
‘maladjusted’ in some way.  In short, it had no way of coping with all the personal 
data which people have to offer, other than their behavioural display.  For any 
discipline which purports to be exploring the essence of humanity, as Psychology 
claims, this is disastrous.  
 Second, the empirical mode of proving truth claims is unable to engage in 
self-critique (in other words, it lacks critical reflection).  Everything about the 
methods tends to place the psychologist in a ‘god-like’ position.  Let him observe 
your behviour, and he will tell you what is going on in your mind.  The more one 
comes to believe in behaviourism and the empirical mode, the better one is able 
to delude oneself that one has a virtual foolproof means at one’s disposal, by which 
all the meanings in life can be put together.  The problem is that the 
behaviourist/empiricist had already decided on the boundaries within which 
meaning was allowed to be found.  Stray beyond that boundary, and you would be 
labelled with a nasty name, like ‘abnormal’, ‘psychotic’ or ‘neurotic’ (pp. 53-54) 

 
Yet, despite these clear limitations and contradictions (and in pursuit of acceptance and 

credibility as noted earlier), much of the social sciences continue be dominated by an empiricist 

bias in which “behaviourism tended to suggest that individual behaviour could be monitored and 

predicted in the same way that was possible of rocks and stars” (Lovat & Smith, 2003, p. 61).  As 

indicated, this kind of thinking was first fueled by ideas such as Descartes’ identification of 

voluntary and involuntary behaviour in the 17th century which was then followed by Pavlov’s57 

famous experiments with conditional reflexes in the 18th and 19th century.  This then led to 

Watson and Skinner’s behaviourism and the concept of reinforcement in the 20th century. 

The Dominance of Behaviourism in Contemporary Education Practice  
     

                                                
57 According to Illeris (2012), Ivan Pavlov (1849-1936) was a Russian physiologist and Nobel Prize winner who “studied how a dog could learn by 
conditioning: he let a bell ring immediately before the dog was fed, and soon he could observe that it started to produce saliva whether the bell 
rang.  Later he performed a lot of experiments about the effects of various conditions in this connection (Pavlov, 1927)” (p. 19) 
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According to Merriam and Bierema (2014), the school of behaviourism was founded and 

led in the 1913 by John Watson (1878-1958) and then later developed by his contemporaries 

Edward L. Thorndike (1974-1949) and B.F. Skinner (1904-90).  At the core of behviourism’s belief 

was that “The business of psychology was to predict and control human behaviour” (Lovat & 

Smith, 2003, p. 50). Hence, Merriam and Bierema (2014) write: 

behaviorists believe that human behavior is the result of the arrangements of 
particular stimuli in the environment.  If this behavior is reinforced or rewarded, it 
is likely to continue; if it is not reinforced it is likely to disappear.  Thus what one 
learns is a response to particular stimuli arranged in the environment for the 
purpose of bringing about learning.  Further, observable behavior, not internal 
mental or emotional feelings, determines whether learning has occurred.  Learning 
for behaviorist is defined as a change in observable behavior (p. 26). 

 
Subsequently, as Elias & Merriam (2005) point out, there is perhaps no other philosophical 

tradition in the social sciences and through the discipline of psychology that has had the same 

level of influence in shaping both general and adult education as the school of behaviourism.  

More specifically, they write:  

a case can be made that education in the United States and elsewhere draws 
extensively both on the psychological research and philosophical assumptions of 
behaviorism.  Behaviorism rests on certain philosophical assumptions about human 
beings, the society for which they are educated, as well as the aims content, and 
methods of education.  This is true not only for the education of children but also 
for the that of adults.  The philosophical aspects of behaviorism are seen especially 
in the latter writings of B.F. Skinner.  It is our belief that many adult educators and 
many adult education practices are rooted in the philosophy of behaviorism (p. 84). 
 

More specifically, the ubiquity of behaviourism in our everyday lives but also in education is also 

affirmed by Merriam and Bierema (2014), who write: 

The key components of a behaviorist approach to learning are part of our everyday 
vocabulary.  For example, we might “reward” ourselves with a special purchase 
when we reach a particular weight-loss goal, we “reinforce” our children’s good 
behavior with a compliment (and ignore bad behavior so as to not reinforce it), and 
we use behavioral objectives in our instruction, objectives that specify the 
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conditions under which behavior will be performed and the criteria for judging that 
behavior.   
 Not only are behavioral principles integrated into K-12 curriculum and 
instruction, behaviorism is also alive and well in adult education practice.  Adult 
educators often use behavioral objectives to specify particular learning outcomes, 
and the notions of competency-based curricula, instructional design models, and 
some program-planning models are behaviorist in nature.  What has become 
known as evidence-based practice wherein quantifiable, systematic, and 
observable “outcomes” are used as markers of learning and in turn used to 
structure learning activities is behaviorist-oriented model permeating adult basic 
education (ABE) and continuing professional education especially in the areas of 
health and medicine (Da, Malick, & Khan, 2008). 
 Behaviorism is particularly evident in adult career and technical education, 
business and industry, and the military.  Much of the adult vocational education is 
focused on identifying skills needed for specific occupations, teaching those skills 
from basic to expert levels, and then requiring learners to demonstrate certain 
levels of competency in performing those skills.  Whether learning to be an auto 
mechanic or a chef, one begins as a novice learning and practicing the basic skills 
before progressing to higher skill levels.  Some countries, such as Australia, 
Singapore, and the United Kingdom, have national skill qualification programs 
across manufacturing and service sectors of their economies.  In business and 
industry and the military, the emphasis for many is on performance improvement, 
training, and behavioral change.  Sleezer, Conti, and Nolan (2003) note that human 
resource development professionals “who rely on behaviorism…emphasize 
rewards, the stimuli that learners receive from the environment, [and] the systemic 
observations of behavior” (p. 26) (p. 28). 

 
Subsequently, it was this behavioural view of existence combined with Ayer’s (1936) logical 

positivism that grounded “all authentic knowing in the rational or empirically 

observable/measurable.  In turn, Tyler (1949) generated from this conceptual identification a 

virtual science around assessment regimes, and Bloom and associates (Bloom, 1956; Krathwohl 

et al., 1964) built further on it in the form of the taxonomies of educational objectives (Lovat, 

2013a, p. 3).   

Behaviourism’s Influence on Sociology   
 

As indicated above, psychology was not the only discipline in the social sciences in search 

of acceptance and credibility from the empiricist “natural science church”.   As Lovat and Smith 
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(2003) assert, just as “behaviourism tended to suggest that individual behaviour could be 

monitored and predicted in the same way that was possible of rocks and stars”; so, to “the 

functionalist version of sociology tended to suggest the same about social groupings” (Lovat & 

Smith, 2003, p. 61).  Thus, one of the founders of sociology (and perhaps its most influential of 

the time), Frenchman Emile Durkheim (1858-1917), himself insisted that if sociology:  

wished to be taken seriously, it must treat its material in the same way as the 
natural sciences.  Material for the sociologist was the group…It was a matter of 
observing, hypothesizing and testing those elements of human behaviour which 
are a result of collective, or group, living.  For Durkheim, the data of sociology is not 
speculative, but concrete, objective facts.  For him sociology was a ‘hard science, 
just like Physics and Geology (Lovat & Smith, 2003, p. 62). 

 
Thus, it was this social behaviourist epistemological underpinning that led Durkheim to his 

theoretical insights and eventual birth of the sociological school of functionalism58 or structural 

functionalism: 

Central to Durkheim’s thought is the notion of ‘social solidarity’, that is, the 
obligation of the individual towards the group.  In the early stages of development 
this happens automatically.  As people grow, they learn, through the process of 
socialization (in which education plays a large part), to function for the group, 
rather than for themselves.  This is in the interest of all, for in Durkheim’s view, the 
group is a greater reality than any individual part of it, and it is only when the group 
is functioning well that any individual part will benefit. 
 
Indeed, Durkheim went so far as to suggest that individuals should not be seen as 
preceding the group, as Psychology and other Sociologies would have it, but, 
rather, individuals should be seen as products of society.  This is, through the 
process of socialization, individual identities are actually created by the processes 
involved in collective living.  In this sense, individuals do not enter into contractual 
arrangements in order to form a society, as some sociologist would suggest 
(Rumney, 1934), but, rather, society is actually the only viable reality, the ultimate 
binding force on all individuals, to which all owe their very meaning and existence 

                                                
58 According to Lovat & Smith (2003), functionalism could be defined as “Sociology which stresses the importance of structure which is society, 
and of the various structures, or institutions, of society socialize individuals into social beings…,therefore, on those structures known as ‘family’, 
‘social class’, ‘ethnicity’, ‘politics’, ‘law’, ‘religion’, etc. would all have the same ultimate purpose, namely, to illustrate that individuality was, 
largely, out of the question for people in society.  The forces related to social living are too strong for that.  It is they that will determine who and 
what we become” (p. 61-62) 
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(Durkheim, 1976) (p. 62). 
 
As Lovat and Smith (2003), assert, while sociology was unable (like psychology) to convince the 

scientific community that it should deserve the same status given to the “hard sciences”; and nor 

like psychology did it have the same profound influence on education; it nevertheless for much 

of the 20th century, via the functionalist variant, did manage to serve as the dominant kind of 

sociology in which much educational research was likely influenced.  For example, Lovat and 

Smith (2003) write: 

In most stances, this type of Sociology, while sensitizing the student teacher to the 
harsh social realities, has tended to fulfill Durkheim’s thesis that education is all 
about the socializing of an individual to understand and accept his or her place in 
society.  For Durkheim, education was not about changing the structures of society, 
but, rather, learning to conform to them.  The sociological strand of most teacher 
education programs has, wittingly or unwittingly, tended to promote the same 
objective.  It has encouraged a mixture of sympathy, allowance for differences and 
individual remedial action, but as assumed like the functionalist, that the forces of 
society are supreme (p. 64). 

 
Subsequently, as Benseman (2008) points out, the functionalist legacy continues to shape much 

of our PSE and adult education systems, in which many of the theoretical developments are:  

dominated by the assumptions of technical rationality wherein solutions to most 
educational and social problems could be found by employing a “scientific” 
approach that privileged a kind of empirical analysis which avoided, or “controlled 
for,” value judgements and political considerations.  Many of these models 
regarded “needs” as objective conditions that could be identified using empirical 
tools like questionnaires, test, interviews, observations, and so on. These models 
are based on what Sandra Pearce (1998) calls a “functionalist perspective” that 
“assume needs can be identified objectively and that they are measurable” (pp. 
251-252) (Sork, 2008, p. 423). 

 
Considering an Alternative & Expansive view of Sociology 
 

According to Lovat and Smith (2003), during the same time Durkheim was developing 

and establishing the functionalist approach to sociology, the seeds of two very different theories 
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of sociology were also being proposed by Karl Marx and Max Weber.  One of these was called 

critical or conflict theory as proposed by German philosopher and revolutionary socialist Karl 

Marx (1818-83).  In the following quote, Lovat and Smith (2003) offer a really good summary of 

conflict theory as expressed by Marx in his famous book on materialist philosophy, economics 

and politics entitled Das Kaptial (Captial) (1974): 

Marx analyzed capitalist societies in terms of their economic structures and 
concluded that these particular structures represented exploitation of the working 
class by the ruling class.  In this sense, the structures were not in anyway essential, 
but, rather, of human construction.  As such, they did not have an inevitable power 
over individuals.  They could be, and should be, changed.  Here, it seems, was a 
Sociology which held all the institutions of society up for critical appraisal.  It 
seemed to follow that society was not, therefore, a greater entity than individuals, 
but rather, something constructed by individuals.  More accurately, society, in the 
form we know it, is constructed by a particular class of individuals, the dominant 
culture, in order to keep themselves in control and another class subordinate (p. 
65). 

 
The second sociological theory rivaling functionalism was called interactionism as proposed by 

Max Weber (1864-1920), who is often credited, along with Durkheim and Marx, as the three 

founders of sociology.  While both Marx and Weber challenged the functionalist approach to 

sociology: 

Weber was, in a sense, even more critical than Marx.  He believed that Marxism 
was still a little too mechanistic and deterministic.  For him, Marxism would lead, 
ultimately, to a static, rather than dynamic (or Interactionist), account of society, 
one which would see society as a system dominated by its forms of production, by 
economics and by class struggle.  Furthermore, there was a certain historical 
inevitability that society would eventually develop a socialist or communist form.  
Weber saw little role for the individual spirit or for cultural viability in this scheme 
of things.   
 
In contrast, Weber (1949) cannot concede that structures and institutions have any 
potential for action, or force in themselves.  They are all products of a human 
interaction, individual and corporate.  The human subject should be the focus for 
sociologist, and society should be analyzed only in terms of this prior focus.  The 
reality we call ‘society’ is contingent upon a multiplicity of events which, in the last 
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analysis, are given meaning by individual subjects.  There is no meaning in a 
structure, institution or system beyond the which is given by individuals and groups 
struggle to find meaning in life.  Social action, therefore, does not denote a force 
external to individuals and groups, as functionalism would have it, but is, rather, 
something produced by individuals and groups.   
 
Weber was critical of the functionalist account of society, mainly because it 
separated facts from values.  Functionalist studied the ‘facts’ of social behaviour, 
just as behaviourism studied the ‘facts’ of individual behaviour. Both of made the 
mistake of ignoring individual will, beliefs and values.  These were seen to be 
imponderables, matters of faith, beyond empirical verification and, therefore, 
meaningless.  For Weber, values were not simply matters of faith and beyond 
empirical testing: he devoted some time to illustrating their validity within the 
scientific framework (1949) (p. 66). 

 
Subsequently, as Lovat and Smith (2003) tell us, the prevailing social, political and cultural forces 

in the West – such as the hegemonic influence of logical empiricism accompanied by anti-Soviet 

communist sentiments – provided a hostile climate in which neither Marx nor Weber’s theories 

were given nearly the same legitimacy or attention as functionalism (Lovat & Smith, 2003).   

These historic illustrations suggest that despite well-grounded critique and alternative 

viewpoints to a positivism/empiricism in the social sciences (even during their early 

establishment), this scientistic worldview of “objectivism” or “functionalism” has managed to 

shape much of our thinking about how we understand ourselves, others, the world in general.  In 

fact, the legacy of such deterministic (or read prescribed) ontological and epistemological 

dominance inflicting our schools and educators is aptly captured by Lovat et al. (2011) who 

write: 

When one peruses the average sociology text designed to support the foundations 
of teaching and teacher education, one is struck by the dominance of the 
paradigms of thought that juxtapose deterministic and conflict (or neo-Marxist) 
theoretical positions, perhaps softened by some Weberian moderation around the 
symbolic interactionism.  These courses tend to give the impression that 
educational sociology is a fairly remote discipline that has little power other than 
to analyse and speculate about social phenomena as they pertain to schools, finally 
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giving the impression that the real choices are either to become reconciled to the 
fact that the students on one’s care as a teacher will be determined by forces 
beyond their own or the teacher’s control, or else to form them into bands of neo-
Marxist rebels who will forge their own proletarian revolution.  Neither of these 
options really offer future teachers any hope that they will be able to make a real 
difference to the lives of their students, least of all for those who need intervention 
most because of their heritage, disadvantage or disability.  While updated a little, 
much of the determinism of Talcott Parsons (Parsons and Bales 1956) (‘Families are 
the factories of life’) and Christopher Jencks (Jencks 1972) (‘What comes out of the 
school is what went in’) seems to be essentially in place, with the only alternative 
for a teacher who wants to make a difference being in resistance if not demolition 
of the hegemony (p. 42).   

 
The Educational Foundational Disciplines & Dominance of Cognitive Psychology 
 

As argued earlier, the social sciences via formal education have served as a major force in 

promoting if not advancing an objective or functional view of reality and knowledge in society. In 

fact, in the education system, these social science disciplines are commonly described as the 

‘Foundational Disciplines’ or ‘Educational Foundations’ (Lovat & Smith, 2003).  These disciplines 

include but are not limited to: Educational Psychology (influenced predominantly by 

behaviourism and cognitivist theories), Sociology of Education (influenced predominantly by 

structural functionalism or neo-Marxist theories), Philosophy of Education (influenced 

predominantly by post-positivism) and Curriculum Theory (influenced by all of these schools).  In 

a sense, these disciplines are deeply important in the ontological, epistemological and 

pedagogical formation of future teachers, since they:  

presupposes that that a sound educator is not merely someone who knows his/her 
content (Mathematics, Music, Geography, etc.), nor someone who has developed 
an array of classroom and program management skills.  The effective educator is 
someone who also understands people (how the develop, gather knowledge and 
cope with personal problems), society (how it influences people and schooling 
through the groups and cultures which comprise it) and the importance of ideas 
(how they affect the goals of people, the expectations which society has for its 
schools and the priorities which are established among curricula).  All of this is 
referred to as ‘foundational knowledge’ and is covered in the teacher education 
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program through a component variously described as ‘Foundation Studies’ or 
sometimes as ‘Educational Studies’ or ‘Education’.  Curriculum, as an area of the 
teacher education program, exists as a discipline in its own right.  As well, however, 
it is closely aligned to these Foundation or Educational Studies…In  this context, it 
is often referred to as ‘Curriculum Theory’ (Lovat, 1998).  In some teacher 
education programs, Curriculum Theory even operates as a distinct and discrete 
strand within the program.  When this happens, the strand draws heavily on the 
insights gained from the disciplines of education and applies them to the 
immediate concerns of Curriculum Design, Development and Evaluation, which 
may be operating as a discrete, through obviously related, strand as well (p. 42). 

 
Yet, despite the profound impact such foundational disciplines have on teacher and curriculum 

development (not to mention the way in which our students and society are then enculturated 

or learn to perceive the world through the hidden curriculum), not all of the varying disciplines 

are equally involved nor share the same priority or influence in teacher development.  For 

example, Lovat and Smith (2003) assert “For much of the history of teacher education, 

psychology was considered to be the most important of the foundational disciplines” (p. 45).  As 

indicated, this is because psychologists were among the early ontological/epistemological 

adopters of the natural or so called ‘hard sciences’.  Thus, like the natural sciences, in which 

hypothesis about inanimate things (like comets, gases, rocks or weather patterns) could be 

proven by empirical verification, similarly, early psychologists believed the same kind of thinking 

could just as easily have applied to predict human behaviour (Lovat & Smith, 2003).  

Subsequently, Lovat & Smith (2003) write: 

Psychology, then won for itself a place among the so-called ‘hard’ sciences, at 
least as far as many were concerned.  A lot of the physicist and chemist were 
never totally convinced about this, but university councils certainly were, and 
Psychology departments became much a typical part of the modern university as 
Geology, Physics and the like. 
 As such, Psychology, being regarded as a ‘real’ science, became an 
important part of many tertiary courses.  As well as offering degrees in pure 
Psychology, other tertiary courses, like medicine, social work and certainly 
teacher education, began to make use of the findings of Psychology.  Through 
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most of the 1950s, 1960s, and even 1970s, Psychology had a certain prior place 
among the foundational disciplines in teacher education. Sociology had, after all, 
never really been accepted as one of the ‘hard’ sciences and Philosophy just 
seemed way of out of touch with these new ways of thinking about proofs and 
verification (p. 46).   

 
As Korthagen (2004) argues, psychology’s acceptance into the “hard science” or “empiricist” 

ontological/epistemological circle of legitimacy is very ironic since the original meaning of the 

word “psyche” is spirit or soul, and, that: 

Various authors point out that in this sense psychology appears to have distanced 
itself from its roots.  For example, Graham (1986, p. 21) is critical of this 
development: “Bereft of its soul or psyche, psychology became an empty or hollow 
discipline; study for its own sake.”  Graham points to transpersonal psychology as 
a branch of psychology striving to re-establish the link with the concept of ‘soul’ (p. 
85). 

 
Nevertheless, given psychology’s growing acceptance as a “hard science”, Lovat & Smith (2003) 

write, “It has been not uncommon, therefore, for student teachers to go through an entire 

program without touching on Sociology or Philosophy.  On the other hand, very few student 

teachers of the past twenty years or so would have escaped exposure to at least some of the 

major developmental and cognitive (intellectual) theories of Educational Psychology” (46).  This 

is because in addition to behaviourism’s lasting legacy on education, cognitive (or technical-

rational) theories of learning and teaching have also shaped much of the more recent 

educational landscape.  For example, Illeris (2014a) writes: 

During the 1920s and 1930s various different approaches to learning psychology 
were developed in Europe with a common understanding that – in contrast to 
behaviouist psychology that dominated the USA – they also involved mental 
processes that cannot be measured, but must be understood and interpreted (p. 
17). 

 
In other words, in addition to behaviourism, cognitive psychology was also beginning to gain a 

foothold in the future development of education theory, policy and practice.  As Illeris (2012) 
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points out, these ‘mental processes’ also known as the “concept of cognition has always had a 

central position in psychology and not least in relation to the psychology of learning” (p. 18).  

Moreover, cognition comes from the Latin, cognitus, which translates as knowledge in the 

broadest sense.  Yet, as noted earlier, cognition over the last three centuries has been 

understood in narrower or more reductive sense.  For example, Illeris writes “Cognition is a 

broad term including everything that has to do with knowledge, thinking, reason and 

understanding, and is traditionally placed in opposition to the other elements of the mind: the 

affective, which has to do with feelings and emotions, and the conative, which has to do with 

volition (e.g. Hilgard, 1980) (p. 18).  This opposition is a legacy of Rene Descartes’ maxim, ‘I think, 

therefore I am’; in which the notion of cognition is “often regarded as the foundation of the 

separation between the mental and the bodily, which for centuries has been so significant in 

Western philosophy and mentality and has, among many other things, derailed and confused the 

basic understanding of human learning by also separating the cognitive from the social, and the 

emotional” (Illeris, 2012, p. 18).   Moreover, as Lovat et al. (2011) (citing Schopenhauer (1974) 

and Ryle (1949) assert, this Cartesian duality of the mind and body has: 

led to the fallacy of supposing that one’s mental states (cognition and intention) 
were separable from one’s practical actions and behaviors.  Furthermore, they 
proffer that there is not so much a causal connection between the two, but rather 
that the two are one:  
 
But I say that between the act of will and the bodily action there is no causal 
connection whatever; on the contrary, the two are directly one and the same thing 
perceived in a double way, namely in self-consciousness or the inner sense as an 
act of will, and simultaneously in external spatial brain-perception, as bodily action. 
(Schopenhauer 1974, p. 21) (p. 24).  

 
Another way to understand how cognitivist and behaviourist theorist ontologically and 

epistemologically generally share a similar notion of learning is captured by Driscoll (2005) who 
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writes:   

Behaviorists define desired learning goals independent of any learner and then 
proceed to arrange reinforcement contingencies that are presumed to be effective 
with any learner; only the type of reinforcer is assumed to vary according to the 
individual.  Although information processing theorists put mind back into the 
learning equation, they, too, appear to assume that knowledge is ‘out there’ to be 
transferred to the learner.  The computer metaphor itself suggests that knowledge 
is input to be processed and stored by learners (p. 387).  

 
Subsequently, it this Cartesian dualist view of the mind and body that has ultimately reduced and 

confined many contemporary educational theorists to understand learning in thinking or 

cognitive sense rather than more integrative (mind, body and spirit) (Smith, 2010; Merriam & 

Bierema, 2014; Lovat et al., 2011).  Yet, as Boucouvalas and Lawerence (2010), point out:  

Thinking while important, is only one way of knowing (Boucouvalas, 2005)…The 
present foundational understanding of cognitive development in adulthood, which 
is often unfortunately restricted to thinking, was laid by Piaget in his “formal 
operations” or the ability to think abstractly.  Some cognitive developmental 
scholars have built upon that foundation with the development of postformal 
cognition, elucidating adult cognitive thought as moving from categorical to 
relativistic and dialectical thinking, and beyond problem solving to problem finding 
(36).   

 
Consequently, this purely cognitive paradigm has in Western education led to a predominantly 

technical rational approach (Schon, 1983, Smith, 2010).  

Consequently, I have tried to illustrate in the previous sections how entrenched, 

reductive and limiting the scientisitic ontological/epistemological world views have been on 

development of theories guiding educational research.  Here, as pointed out earlier, the 

philosophies of behaviourism united with the notions of cognitive psychology work to produce 

the technical-rational pedagogy that now ubiquitously guide pedagogical theory, policy and 

practice.  In a sense, the two pillars (techno-rational pedagogy and neoliberal utilitarian aims) 

accompanied by the scientistic “described story of existence” disproportionately prioritizes the 
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academic (or behaviour, intellect or cognition) over the integrative (mind, body, heart and spirit) 

and transdisciplinary approach to knowledge, learning and teaching.  The next major section of 

this chapter offers an alternative ontological, epistemological and axiological foundation in which 

education and in particular knowledge, learning and teaching might be understood and delivered 

via the integrative, relational and transformative sense.  

Section 2.2: Moving Beyond Reductionism: A Relational, Integrative & Inclusive View of Existence 
& Consonance Between the Secular & Sacred 

Transcending the Outmoded & Reductive Views of Reality 
 

We live in an era in which, while a growing body of unrelated disciplines ranging from 

philosophy, and new physics to psychology and neuroscience are moving to an integrative, 

relational or systems notion of reality and knowing, it seems that much of our education systems 

remain bogged down in the atomistic, reductive and materialistic view of existence. 

Subsequently, as Yero (2010) reminded us earlier, “Nowhere are the effects of the Newtonian 

worldview more apparent than in reform efforts. Attempts to improve or re-form education by 

addressing parts without, at the same time, considering the system as a whole result in often-

unrecognized conflicts” (p. 41).  Thus, she contends: 

Any worldview necessarily brings some aspects of the world into the foreground 
and focuses less attention on others. A worldview that perceives reality as a 
machine focuses on parts. The underlying belief is that if you understand those 
parts, you will then understand the whole. Reform efforts arising from this 
metaphor focus on “fixing” parts – effective teaching, cooperative learning, 
motivation, discipline, thinking skills, standards, facilities, evaluation, the role of the 
teacher, without consideration for the relationships among those parts. Thus, 
simplistic “answers” to the pressing questions about education are never complete 
(40). 

 
As I have pointed out in chapter 1, there is perhaps, more research material now about the 
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nature of human learning, knowledge and teaching and its importance to individuals and to 

society at large than at any previous time.  Yet, as pointed out, the gap between what we know 

can work and what actually takes place in contemporary PSE classrooms unfortunately defies 

both reason and ethics.  Here, much of this growing body of research contends that our notions 

of learning, knowing and teaching should draw on the full and integrative qualities of human 

nature in which our biological brain “constructs” knowing in synergy with the body, emotions, 

sociality, and the mind/spirit/ consciousness (Palmer & Zajonc, 2010; Taylor et al., 2012; 

Merriam & Bierema, 2014; Kasworm et al., 2010; Lovat, et al., 2011; Jarvis & Watts, 2012; 

Merriam & Grace, 2011).   

Interestingly, much of this new research in a way re-affirms the wisdom of the pre-

moderns and many Non-Western and indigenous perspectives about the nature of knowledge, 

learning and human flourishment of the past (Lovat, et al., 2011; Jarvis & Watts, 2012; Merriam 

& Sek Kim, 2011; Merriam & Associates, 2007).  As Lovat et al. (2011) contend, pre-modern 

figures such as: 

Confucius, Aristotle and al-Ghazali are, among other things, early pioneers of the 
philosophy of mind, that branch of philosophy that focusses on the relationship 
between the mind and the body, and therefore on matters of cognition, emotion, 
intention and social behaviour, and the connections between them. Through these 
pioneers, we learned early lessons about the importance of such connections to 
education. While it is an ancient art in some respects, philosophy of mind 
nonetheless developed a more analytical and critical focus with advances in 
science, including neuroscience (Armstrong 1968; Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson 
2006; Chalmers 1997; Ryle 1949; Schopenhauer 1974). While modern philosophers 
and scientists often take issue with elements of the thinking of the ancients, they 
nonetheless confirm their essential postulations about the integral relationship of 
mind and body, the inherent connections between cognition, emotion, intention 
and social behaviour, and the importance of all of these phenomena for education 
(pp. 23-24). 

 
Furthermore, as Merriam and Sek Kim (2011) point out, Non-Western systems (such as those of 
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the indigenous (Native American Navajo, Maori and African) and also religious traditions 

(Buddhist, Hindu, Islamic, and Confucian) all share a view of learning and knowing that is holistic, 

communal, life-long and informal.  In particular, they write, “If there’s anything that non-

Western systems of learning and knowing have in common, it’s that notion that learning involves 

not only the mind but the body, the spirit, and the emotions.  There is no separation of the mind 

from the rest of our being” (p. 384).  Thus, as Boucouvalas and Lawrence (2010) assert: 

While our earlier way of learning are preverbal and precognitive, traditional 
schooling has focused on educating the mind, appealing to the intellect.  When 
reaching higher education, many are so conditioned to rational ways of knowing 
that other ways seem foreign or even exotic.  Yet, as indigenous cultures have 
known for centuries, learning is a holistic process involving the body, heart, and 
spirit, as well as mind.  We learn through many modalities, among them intuition, 
and by engaging with various creative and imaginative processes…adult learners, 
knowingly or unknowingly, navigate many roads in learning, and in life itself.  
Holistic learning encompasses all of these various roads, including cognitive, 
somatic, affective, and spiritual domains along with artistic and transpersonal 
domains…these many ways of knowing, and the accompanying learning processes, 
operate simultaneously and interactively…(p. 36). 

 
In this context, Nepo’s forward in Palmer and Zajonc (2010) references some interesting 

research findings and subsequently asks a very insightful question to which this chapter intends 

to respond in detail.  He writes: 

Consider the interesting conundrum that the legendary researchers Sandy and 
Helen Astin of UCLA observed through six years of survey research regarding 
spirituality and higher education. After they surveyed over 1, 200 undergraduates 
and over 800 faculty from over eighty different institutions, a startling insight 
surfaced. When asked, almost 80 percent of both undergraduates and faculty said 
they considered themselves spiritual and that they were committed to a search for 
purpose and meaning. When asked how often they experienced such a search in 
the classroom, almost 60 percent of both undergraduates and faculty responded 
never. Since the overwhelming majority of faculty and students have the 
interpersonal and collective power to shape their classroom experiences, this 
alarming discrepancy raises the disturbing yet hopeful question: Who’s stopping 
us? What imagined, habitual, or real barriers are preventing our educational 
communities from actualizing meaningful dialogues around spirit, purpose, and 
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transformation? (Palmer & Zajonc, 2010, p. x). 
 
Thus, in light of this disconnect and despite advancements about a more integrative notions of 

learning and knowing (either from wisdom of the past or contemporary research findings of the 

present), what imagined, habitual or real barriers are stopping us?  In response to this question, I 

have argued at length that many educators in the college and university system continue to be 

influenced by traditional and outmoded Western theories of pedagogy that embrace a 

predominantly scientist, technical-rational and corporatized approach to design and facilitate 

learning.  As Bruffee (1993) explains, a technical-rational paradigm operates from a foundational 

point of view that assumes “knowledge is a kind of substance contained in and given from the 

vessel we call the mind.  Teachers transfer knowledge from their own fuller vessels to the less 

full vessels of their students.  Teachers impart knowledge that was imparted to them, as it was 

imparted to them” (p. 25).  However, Knapper (2010) asserts, “there is increasing empirical 

evidence from a variety of international settings that prevailing teaching practices in higher 

education do not encourage the sort of learning that contemporary society demands, and 

indeed that most university professors claim they would like to see” (p. 230).  And similarly, 

Kemmis (1995) argues (and I have indicated throughout this chapter), there is widespread 

agreement in social and educational circles that our contemporary systems of education – 

“whether of theory, policy or practice – do not equip us adequately to deal with contemporary 

problems” (p. 160).   

A Revolutionary Ontological Idea Whose Time has Come: New Physics & the Relational, 
Integrative & Ecological View of Reality & PSE 
 

As argued at length earlier, we are at point in history in which, “Genuine solutions, 

adequate to our problems – personal, societal and environmental – will only arise from an 
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expanded ontology that embraces the richness that is the universe” (Palmer and Zajon, 2010, p. 

65).  Here, as I have argued at length in this chapter, much of our observations and our theories 

about the world are constrained by our singular understanding of reality based upon a 

constructed or “pre-scribed” scientistic or mechanistic, reductive, immanent and materialistic 

view of the world.  Yet, at beginning of this new century, there seems to dramatic break with this 

scientistic world view in which disparate fields ranging from new physics and psychology to 

neuroscience and education are increasingly supporting and advocating for an 

integrative/relational (and constructivist) view of reality and knowledge (Lovat et al., 2011, 

2019a; Capra, 2000; Senge, 1994; Palmer & Zajonc, 2010; Lovat & Smith, 2003).   

Here, we begin with the physicist Fritjof Capra (1982, 1991; 2000) who describes some of 

the new developments in which the post-Newtonian or post-reductionist scientistic era is being 

terminally challenged by new understandings in quantum physics.  In particular, Capra writes: 

Gradually, physicists began to realize that nature, at the atomic level, does not 
appear as a mechanical universe composed of fundamental building blocks, but 
rather as a network of relations, and that, ultimately, there are no parts at all in this 
interconnected web.  Whatever we call a part is merely a pattern that has some 
stability and therefore captures our attention (2000, p. 329).   

 
Moreover, Capra (1996) argues, these: 
 

dramatic changes of concepts and ideas that has occurred in physics…in our current 
theories of matter…[have] brought about a profound change in our worldview; 
from the mechanistic…to a holistic and ecological view…[with] deep insights into 
the nature of matter and its relation to the human mind…The worldview implied 
by modern physics is inconsistent with our present society…A radically different 
social and economic structure will be needed: a cultural revolution in the true sense 
of the word (p. xvii-xviii). 

 
Some of these revolutionary insights and fascinating developments arise from the pioneering 

work of Albert Einstein on relativity, and Neils Bohr (complementary principle), Erwin 
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Schrodinger and Werner Heisenberg’s (uncertainty principle) work on quantum theory.  

According to Capra (1982), contributions from these new findings: 

shattered all the principal concepts of the Cartesian world view and Newtonian 
mechanics.  The notion of absolute space and time, the elementary solid particles, 
the fundamental material substance, the strictly causal nature of physical 
phenomena, and the objective description of nature – none of these concepts 
could be extended to the new domains into which physics was now penetrating (p. 
62). 

 
As Capra describes, one of the most striking findings of the theory of relativity included: 
 

The realization that mass is nothing but a form of energy…Physicists…measure the 
masses of particles in the corresponding energy units…Atoms consist of particles, 
and these particles are not made of any material stuff.  When we observe them 
we never see any substance;…[only] dynamic patterns continually changing into 
one another – the continuous dance of energy (1991, pp. 81-82). 

 
In a sense, these new discoveries in atomic and subatomic physics reverberated a sense of 

“great shock” to even its founders, who “struggled mightily with the implications of their 

discoveries at the dawn of the twentieth century” (Palmer & Zajon, 2010, p. 66).  They realized 

“Far from being hard, solid particles, atoms were found to consist of vast regions of space in 

which electrons moved around the nucleus, which in turn comprised of protons and neutrons” 

(Ragab, 1993).  Yet, according to Capra (1982), even when these subatomic particles were 

examined more closely, they:  

were nothing like the sold objects of classical physics…[They] are very abstract 
entities which have a dual aspect.  Depending on how we look at them, they appear 
sometimes as particles, sometimes as waves…The situation seemed hopelessly 
paradoxical until it was realized that the ‘particle’ and ‘wave’ refer to classical 
concepts which are not fully adequate to describe atomic phenomena.  An electron 
is neither a particle nor a wave, but in it may show particle-like aspects in some 
situations and some wave-like aspects in others (p. 67). 

 
Subsequently, these new paradoxically rich discoveries and dual aspects of matter have 

profound ramifications for how we understand the universe.  As Capra (2000) citing Bohr writes: 
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Isolated material particles are abstractions, their properties being definable and 
observable only through their interactions with other systems.  Subatomic 
particles, then, are not ‘things’ but are interconnections between ‘things’, and 
these ‘things’, in turn, are interconnection between other ‘things’, and so on.  In 
quantum theory you never end up with ‘things’; you always deal with 
interconnection.  This is how modern physics reveal the oneness of the universe (p. 
69-70, bold italics added). 

 
As Barbour (1990), claims, our material or atomistic view of being is starting to lose its centuries 

of reign on our cultural imagination, today: 

Nature is understood now to be relational, ecological, and interdependent.  Reality 
is constituted by events and relationships rather than separate substances or 
separate particles.  We are now compelled to see nature as “a historical community 
of interdependent beings” (p. 221, bold italics added). 

 
These extraordinary discoveries in quantum physics according to Palmer and Zajonc (2010) have 

utterly dismantled our older paradigm of science and with it our notions of reality, knowledge 

and truth. In particular, they affirm one of the key arguments in this chapter, that one’s notion of 

ontology, epistemology and axiology are inextricably linked.  Specifically, they write: 

We begin with the fallacy of the disconnected onlooker, which in underscored by 
Einstein’s theory of special relatively.  Science since Locke and Newton had 
privileged spatial extension and mass over “secondary qualities” like color and 
sound.  But relativity theory and its supporting experiments demonstrate that even 
primary qualities like extension, mass, and temporal duration depend 
fundamentally on the relative states of motion between observer and observed.  
Relativity of simultaneity, length contraction, and time dilation show that lengths 
are shortened along their direction of motion, and moving clocks run slow.  Length 
and temporal intervals thus depend on the frame of reference in which they are 
measured.  Since no frame of reference is privileged in relativity theory, we must 
give up on the notion of objects possessing inherent objective attributes like size, 
shape, mass, and rate of change.  We need to learn to see these as existing through 
relationships with the observer, not as attributes of the “thing-in-itself.”  Indeed, I 
would go so far as to say that all of the attributes by which we identify objects only 
arise through relationships to an observer, real or imagined.   
 There is no privileged, God’s – eye view that can see the true state of affairs.  
In fact, no relationship-free “true” state of affairs exists.  Yet we do have a godlike 
power, and that is the power to change our vantage point.  We can circle the 
subject of interest, gaining with each new perspective another view in.  If we do 
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this with care, each experience exposes another side of the reality we seek.  Instead 
of thinking of the universe as composed of minute hidden particles modeled on 
sense objects, we begin to experience the potent creative agency in the universe 
that can manifest in such varied phenomena once a relationship is established.  We 
shift from viewing nature as object to nature as activity… 
 The new physics encourages an epistemology that knits together the 
observer and the creative world in an indissoluble manner.  In his book on special 
relativity, David Bohm summarizes the implications of Einstein’s theory by saying 
“the analysis of the world into constituent objects has been replaced by its analysis 
in term of events and processes.”14 Objects conceived of as nonphenomenal 
material bodies are unsupportable; phenomena are all we have.  This gives a whole 
new significance to the so-called epiphenomena of consciousness.  In our search 
for more fundamental components to nature, we can never “get behind” 
phenomena.  Atoms are no different, in this regard, from the pebbles on the beach.  
They are real because they have attributes.  They are like the “objects” of everyday 
life, which certainly exist, but as phenomenal entities in relationship to a group of 
observers.  The phenomena we experience are simultaneously a reflection of world 
reality and our specific state of mind.  Thus, education should be, in part, the 
cultivation of the mind so that the breadth and depth of the world can be explored 
(pp. 67-68).   

 
Moreover, Palmer and Zajonc (2010) assert the architects of the “new physics” – Heisenberg, 

Einstein, Bohr, and Schrodinger – have through sensitive experiments in quantum mechanics and 

relativity “forced many to abandon the naïve materialistic paradigm in favor of one that puts 

experience in the place of object, and see relationship no longer as mediated solely by 

conventional forces between isolated entities; a deeper holism is at play” (p. 66).   In a sense, 

“the issues which philosophers have debated for centuries are, in some cases, now open to 

experimental investigation, and the results of that research are profound”; yet, they argue “only 

recently has experimental and technical prowess advanced to the point where the full 

implications of quantum theory and relativity can be explored and even harnessed for 

technological applications” (Palmer & Zajonc, 2010, p. 66).  Thus, they posit, speculations and 

theories of the “founders have only recently been clarified and the full implications of the new 

physics realized” (p. 66). 
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In describing these realizations in new physics, Palmer and Zajonc (2010) offer two 

fascinating examples that make a profound case for a new ontological outlook beyond 

reductionism.  The first includes Einstein’s theory of relativity and quantum mechanics, in which 

they argue “both undermine objectification and support a relational view of reality in which 

phenomena are co-created by the observer and the world” (p. 81).  And, second, using an 

example derived from the notions of entanglement and emergence in physics, they offer 

“evidence for an ontological holism that grants wholes a standing long denied them.  Parts are 

no longer privileged” (p. 81).  Consequently, they propose: “These two realizations are essential 

to a proper philosophical infrastructure for higher education” (p. 81).  As such they write: 

In a seminal paper aptly titled “More Is Different,” the Nobel physicist Philip 
Anderson states, “At each level entirely new properties appear…Psychology is not 
applied biology, nor is biology applied chemistry…We can now see that the whole 
becomes not merely more, but very different from the sum of its parts.”4  Nobel 
physicist Robert Laughlin put it another way: “We live not at the end of discovery 
but at the end of Reductionism, a time in which the false ideology of human 
mastery of all things microscopics is being swept by events and reason.”5  
Reductionism is, indeed, a false ideology.  While we surely learn a great deal by 
attending to microscopic parts, we must be careful not to fall in love with the 
myopic view that mode of analysis offers.  We must complement it with an equal 
attention to relationships and wholes.  Only then will we truly behold the painting, 
appreciate the mind, and understand the complex reality that is the ecosystem.  
Only then can we arrive at a pedagogy that sees students as whole and complex 
beings and educates students with an eye to this reality (pp. 79-81). 

 
In light of these revolutionary arguments, Palmer and Zajonc (2010) insist that college and 

university learning and teaching seriously consider the following ontological prescription:  

Nearly every subject area in the academy has attempted to make itself over into a 
“science” by adopting its own version of the worldview and methods of the old 
physics of objectification and disconnection.  Along the way, the education of the 
whole human being in community and the cultivation of his or her humanity seem 
to be increasingly forgotten for the sake of scientific simplification.  If we take 
Laughlin and others seriously, then these fields need to reconceive themselves 
according to a postreductionist paradigm in which the lived experience, 
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connection, and complexity are given far more attention.  Every field will also 
benefit from adopting ways of teaching and learning that are in closer alignment 
with relational and integrative view of reality we now possess (p. 81-82, bold italics 
added). 

 
Thus, it is in this relational and integrative ontological perspective that I argue in the next 

few sections that today’s education systems must remain open to consonance between 

the secular and sacred world views.   

Rebalancing Reason, Ethics & Emotion & the Necessity of the Inner or Spiritual Dimension  
 

As I have made the case in chapter 1, and have reinforced in this chapter, our current and 

reductive understanding and practice of knowledge, reality and “truth” that we have 

“prescribed” over the last several centuries but especially in the last four decades has been 

deeply damaging to our personal, professional, public and planetary lives.  Here, a growing body 

of research (accompanied by existential threats, opportunities and disruptions of this new 

century) reveals that our current scientistic “prescribed story of existence” accompanied by the 

corporatized, behavioural and solely cognitive theories of knowing have shown to be utterly 

antiquated, simply inadequate and in many cases antagonistic to a better way of life within our 

social, political, economic, spiritual, cultural and environmental spheres. 

Here, if we accept the premise that contemporary science or education59 like all 

paradigms represents the collective ideology of a particular society at a particular time, then I 

maintain in the following sections that our current scientistic hegemonic secular exclusive 

humanistic ontology has been a major source and incubator of our inability to deal with the 

planet’s planetary opportunities and challenges.  Here, if we consider Ian Barbour’s four 

                                                
59 Here as Lovat & Smith (2003) assert, “Education, its organization and practices, and the beliefs, perceptions and theories on which these are 
based, is always influenced strongly by the dominant culture and its ideology in a particular society at a particular time.  It is this ideology which 
informs and controls the ideas, skills, beliefs and knowledge which are represented in the curriculum” (p. 241).   
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categories in which people might frame the interaction between secular science and sacred 

spirituality/religion: conflict, independence, dialogue and integration (Guessoum, 2010); then I 

contend (drawing heavily on Charles Taylor’s (2007) extraordinary work), that today we live in an 

era in which public postsecondary education is “prescribing” and creating a self-fulling and 

unnecessary “clash of ontologies” between secular science and sacred spiritual camps, rather 

than nurturing a context of independence, dialogue or integration.  Yet, as Guessoum (2010) 

points out: 

science and religion are two worldviews. They claim to describe ‘‘reality’’ and to 
explain our existence and that of the world; hence they often come to compete for 
humans’ minds. In his latest book Freeman Dyson (2007), describes religion as ‘‘an 
essential part of the human condition, more deeply rooted and more widely shared 
than science’’ (p. 131). In fact, one of the main reasons which make science and 
religion compete for people’s minds is that each claims to be a source of 
knowledge—or sometimes the source of knowledge. Science and religion are 
fundamentally different conceptual systems, however. It is thus of utmost 
importance to understand their differences, their domains of overlap, and the 
possible ways in which they can and must interact (p. 68, bold italics added). 

 
Thus, it is in contentious conflict between science and religion that George (in Yusuf, 2017c) 

provides an interesting historical analysis of how we have shifted our collective ideological 

assumptions or paradigms over the last several hundred years.  He argues that over the last 

several centuries, we have dramatically shifted our ontological, epistemological and axiological 

notions about religion and science in extreme and counterproductive ways.  While admitting his 

argument is an over-simplification, he nonetheless proposes an interesting analysis.  He argues 

that if the ideological criterion of truth, knowledge and reality in the pre-modern era (such as the 

time during medieval history) was represented by the age of faith (or immaterial or 

metaphysical), in which conformity to the truth, whether Indigenous, Jewish, Christian, Buddhist 

or Muslim traditions were represented by the higher moral demands of goodness and virtue (the 
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way we distinguished right from wrong, desirable from undesirable, worthy from unworthy)60; 

then, the so called Age of Enlightenment or science (which followed and subsequently overthrew 

the age of faith), the criterion of truth became reason or empirical science.  Here, any conformity 

to the truth was distinguished by scientific rational inquiry or empirical evidence (or “fact”), in 

which logical positivism or objective/material only views of knowledge via the “outer senses” 

validated truth.  Subsequently, George asserts, that if the medieval period was characterized as 

the age of faith, and the modern Enlightenment as the age of reason, then today, he argues, we 

have entered the post-modern age of feeling in which neither faith nor reason play a significant 

role in validating truth against falsehood, right against wrong, goodness against evil, virtue 

against vice or worthiness against unworthiness.  Here, in our post-modern age of feeling, 

according to George, the criterion of truth (or validity against any claim) now tends to neglect 

both scientific evidence or standard of faith, but instead has defaulted to a subjective and 

personal sense of how a person simply feels and views reality.  This is affirmed by Yusuf (2017a) 

who claims: 

This fragmentation of reason has made basic communication and dialogue 
increasingly frustrated. Sense is overpowered and repressed by sensibility, and 
feeling now determines meaning. In this post-modern philosophical world, the 
human being as a triad of appetites, emotions, and reason is replaced with a fluid 
being whose unstable self, formed in the crucible of destabilized language, is a 
bundle of experiences with no sustaining source and no essential nature (para. 32). 
 

As I have argued earlier, when our systems of education seized by particular neoliberal ideology 

                                                
60 According to Yusuf (2017c), describing the middle ages or pre-modern era as simply the age of faith (devoid of reason) is clearly an over-
simplification, since a number great thinkers of the Jewish, Christian and Muslim traditions of that time balanced faith with reason.  And, as 
pointed out earlier, it was theological thinkers of this pre-modern era that gave birth today’s empirical sciences.  In fact, as Lovat (2018a), 
Ramadan (2012) and Yusuf (2017a) all argue, during both the pre-modern and modern eras, many of the prominent thinkers (e.g. from Muslim 
scholar al-Ghazali to Christian scholar Aquinas) of the time balanced faith/ethics with that of reason and argued that both were necessary to help 
the human condition understand and move forward. As he argues, many of these thinkers (in both eras) did not see faith and reason in sharp 
opposition, but rather as forming a unity (as relying on each other and being mutually supportive).   
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over the last four decades resulted in the final death of personal and public awakening from the 

curriculum; we no longer have a system of learning that truly nurtures the importance and 

harmony between the logical, spiritual (ethical), and emotional senses within the curriculum.  In 

fact, the divide between the scientistic material physics guiding our current educational systems 

and metaphysical61 philosophies (now generally absent) is so wide that we now have a 

conceptual map of higher education and academia, that “places science and religion in 

opposition to one another” (Palmer & Zajonc, 2010, p. 118).   Thus, as Yusuf (2017a) argues, the 

root of our current crisis in the West, is that we have entered a “crisis of knowledge”, in which 

metaphysical foundations of society are dislodged, with materialism as the dominant mode of 

knowing and by extension being62.  Here, our collective ideological conscious has arrived at a 

time in which inside the education system, we have elevated a particular type of reason and 

divorced it entirely from metaphysics (or ways of knowing that involve one’s possible faith and 

importance of values, meaning and purpose). And, outside the education system, we are 

increasingly witnessing religious adherents or communities who have elevated faith but largely 

divorce it from reason.  Thus, as today’s trends around the globe reveal (including here in the 

West), “Religion is reduced, at best, to “blind faith” and, at worst, to fanatical conformity that 

                                                

61 According to Yusuf (2017a), “Metaphysics” was a term used in the first century B.C. by Andronicus of Rhodes, the editor of Aristotle’s works, to 
refer to Aristotle’s treatise on theology, which Andronicus had placed immediately after Aristotle’s book on physics: The term literally means 
“what follows physics” and simply identified the book’s physical location. The label, however, stuck. Over time, it came to mean “the study of 
what is beyond the physical world.” Aristotle himself referred to the subject at times as “theology” and at others as “the first philosophy,” given 
its pursuit of the first causes of things, not to mention its ranking, in his estimation, as the most important human pursuit among our varied 
intellectual endeavors” (para. 2). 
61 As Yusuf (2017a), argues, “In this, they have failed to grasp something fundamental and consequential: Western science cannot be divorced 
from its metaphysics. The two are inseparable. It is their metaphysics that produced their science, and if one adopts a civilization’s science 
without understanding that it is the product of a particular worldview, one is unwittingly adopting that civilization with all of its attributes, 
including its social and spiritual ailments. This is not a critique of science; on the contrary, it is an affirmation that science is worthwhile when it 
serves a society, and it can only serve a society when its embedded assumptions are spiritually sound, but this can be ascertained only if those 
assumptions are fully revealed and understood” (para. 25). 
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often leads to enmity towards those outside their faith and even virulent violence towards those 

within and without” (Yusuf, 2017a, para. 1).  Instead, as Yusuf asserts, “A revival of philosophy – 

and, in particular, metaphysics – is crucial for the restoration of genuine faith fortified with 

reason and genuine civilization that cultivates care for the common good” (para. 1). Here, this 

distinction between the physical and metaphysical is captured by Yusuf (2017a) who writes:  

The metaphysician seeks to understand being—or existence—as being, unlike the 
physicist, who wants to understand being as physical objects in motion, or the 
mathematician, who explores being as abstracted quantities, or the natural 
scientist, who studies being in all the diversity of its animate and inanimate species. 
The metaphysician also attempts to understand the various types of being, 
including the immaterial—in the realm of realities beyond matter, such as God, 
angels, the human soul, and the experiential world of non-quantifiable quality.  
 
Metaphysics is also the science of abstraction: the attempt to grasp the nature of 
things in their immaterial and universal essences. (The physical sciences, in this 
way, have a metaphysical dimension in that their universal laws are statements 
about essence abstracted from particular instances.) Metaphysics aims to 
understand first principles, including those of causation itself, its nature, scope, and 
limits. This invariably means it investigates the contents of our minds, including our 
presuppositions (all that we assume or take for granted), how it is that we perceive 
the world, and the effects of those presuppositions on our active life, which are left 
unexamined by most people—hence, Socrates’ famous dictum, “The unexamined 
life is not worth living.”1 
 
Ultimately, then, metaphysics reveals a method of analysis to understand problems 
from first principles, which then allows the challenges that those problems present 
to be addressed at their causative levels—at their hidden roots, not just their visible 
branches. In this way, metaphysics precedes method (para. 2-5).  

 
In fact, this call for attention to the inner dimension, in which the inclusion of ideas such as 

soul/spirit or values, meanings and purpose in the context of academia is also an area that is 

increasingly in demand by stakeholders outside the research arena (English & Tisdell, 2010).  A 

few examples that support such a trend include the indigenizing curriculum movement currently 

taking place at many college and universities campuses across Canada.  As an increasing number 
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of PSE institutions now propose (even if symbolically at this point), it is time that higher 

education begin to honour, respect and integrate the spiritual and values centric ontology and 

epistemology of our First Nations People.   

Also, given the acceleration of globalization and its growing flow/exchange of 

people/capital from across nations, an increasing number of Canadian PSE institutions are 

internationalizing or recruiting and accepting ever increasing enrollment of international 

students.  Many of these students come from Non-Western backgrounds in which notions of 

reality and knowledge are understood in a more holistic, communal, in-formal and life-long 

sense (Merriam & Sek Kim, 2011).  In other words, there is no separation of the mind from the 

rest of being and the world.  

In addition to these important trends, Palmer and Zanjonc (2010) assert, in the North 

American context, the “relationship between spirituality and higher education is drawing 

increased attention in conferences, research, and publications” (p. 115).   Here, for example, the 

work of contemporary scholars cited in this chapter such Terry Lovat, Hamza Yusuf, Parker 

Palmer, Peter Jarvis, Arthur Zajonc, Leona English, Elizabeth Tisdell, Sharan Merriam, John Drikx, 

Regina Smith, Edmund O’Sullivan and many others provide a strong case for the reintegration or 

inclusion of spirituality and religion into the public education curriculum.  These scholars along 

with many others suggest that spiritual, religious or contemplative education can contribute 

positively to the development of our personal, academic, social and planetary aspirations (Lovat, 

2018a, 2019a, 2019b; English & Tisdell, 2010; Jarvis & Watts, 2012; Merriam & Sek Kim, 2011; 

Palmer & Zajonc, 2010; Merriam, Caffarella & Baumgartner, 2012; Merriam & Associates, 2007).  

Here, as Merriam and Birema (2014) assert: 
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“Why would anyone play a one-string guitar where there are five other strings? 
asks Virginia Griffin” (2001, p. 131).  In most learning situations, she points out, the 
rational, cognitive mind is the one string we focus on at the expense of emotional, 
relational, physical, intuitive, and spiritual ways of knowing…we bring two of these 
neglected “strings” to the forefront – learning in and through the body, and 
learning in conjunction with the spirit.  Not only are embodied learning and 
spirituality and learning two approaches receiving attention in adult learning 
theory, they are central pillars in the growing literature on holistic education (p. 
127). 

 
As such, a 2011 review of research on the impact of meditative practices in higher education 

found support for this spiritual practice in three areas, “the enhancement of cognitive and 

academic performance, the management of academic-related stress, and the development of 

the ‘whole person’” (Shapiro, Brown, & Astin, 2011, p. 496).  In addition to these findings, there 

is a growing demand by students who believe and expect that PSE should offer programs of 

study in which the exploration of meaning, values and purpose become part and parcel of the 

PSE experience (Astin, 2004).  For example, the Higher Education Research Institute (HERI) at 

UCLA63 published results of a large study (Astin, Astin, Lindholm & Bryant, 2005) that showed 

while colleges and universities could take some justifiable pride in helping their students achieve 

particular outer accomplishments, unfortunately, “Institutions have increasingly come to neglect 

the student’s ‘inner’ development – the sphere of values and beliefs, emotional maturity, self-

understanding, and spirituality.” (p. 1).  Thus, the authors of this large scale report found that 

interest in spirituality among students was found to be very widespread.  The study covering a 

                                                
63 In this landmark study, UCLA’s Higher Education Research Institute (HERI), which is a premier research and policy organization concerned with 
postsecondary education in the United States, surveyed over 100, 000 students and 40, 000 faculty in over 400 colleges and universities 
regarding the intersection between higher education and spirituality.  In particular, the HERI research studies asked: “How many students are 
actively searching and curious about spiritual issues and questions such as the meaning of life and work? How do students view themselves in 
terms of spirituality and related qualities such as compassion, generosity, optimism, and kindness? What spiritual/religious practices (e.g., rituals, 
prayer/meditation, service to others) are students most/least attracted to? How do spiritual/religious practices affect students’ academic and 
personal development? What is the connection between traditional religious practices and spiritual development? What in the undergraduate 
experience facilitates or hinders students’ spiritual/religious quest?” (Astin et al., 2005, p. 2). 
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five year span, showed that 80 percent of 112, 232 entering freshman in 236 diverse colleges 

and universities were interested in spirituality, with 41.8 percent of them reporting that 

“integrating spirituality into my life” was “essential” or “very important.”  In fact, this percentage 

increased to 50.4 percent for these students by the time they were juniors.  They also found that 

while frequent religious observance declined significantly over the three years of HERI’s 

longitudinal study (from 43.7 percent to 25.4 percent), other measures of spirituality and ethical 

concern increased between freshman and junior years.  Among the most interesting aspects of 

this study, was that first-year college students have “high expectations for the role their 

institutions will play in their emotional and spiritual development” (p. 3).  More specifically, the 

report found that: 

While today’s entering college freshmen clearly expect their institutions to play an 
instrumental role in preparing them for employment (94%) and graduate or 
advanced education (81%), they also have high expectations that college will help 
them develop emotionally and spiritually. About two-thirds consider it “essential” 
or “very important” that their college enhance their self-understanding (69%), 
prepare them for responsible citizenship (67%), develop their personal values 
(67%), and provide for their emotional development (63%). Moreover, nearly half 
(48%) say that it is “essential” or “very important” that college encourage their 
personal expression of spirituality (p. 6). 

 
As Jarvis (2012a) points out, these findings in which young people are seeking values, meaning and 

purpose are not unusual since, “Sociologists of religion have found that adolescents going through 

the status of change from childhood to adulthood are more likely to become committed to a 

religious faith through conversion than almost any other age group, as they seek meaning systems 
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and reference groups to reinforce their ideas about life” (p. 175).  In commenting on the UCLA 

HERI studies64, Palmer and Zajonc (2010) write: 

Even in a time of increased emphasis on the pragmatics of education for 
employment, we see that students still wish to explore the values, meaning, and 
purpose of their lives while in college.  Parallel with the study of their major and 
the mastery of the marketable skills, students long for a forum that can address 
their inner or spiritual concerns thoughtfully and deeply.  If we are to educate the 
whole human being, then these dimensions of their nature cannot be forgotten.  In 
fact, as Kronman has argued, our ways of teaching and learning should engage in 
meaning, purpose and values as an essential part of a college education for all 
young people (p. 117). 

 
The Call for Secular & Sacred Consonance   
 

In the context of higher education and the call for a consonance between the secular and 

sacred possibilities, Palmer (2007) writes: “I believe that knowing, teaching and learning are 

grounded in sacred soil and that renewing my vocation as a teacher requires cultivating a sense 

of the sacred” (p. 114).  However, he also points out:   

I am well aware of the marriage of knowing and the sacred has not always produced 
admirable offspring.  But history of education will show that spirituality is no worse 
than secularism in its propensity to sow bad seed.  I know no religious pathology, 
from fear to bigotry to rigid orthodoxy, that is not also found in secular form, 
comfortably ensconced in the groves of academe.  The health of education 
depends on our ability to hold the sacred and secular together so that then can 
correct and enrich each other (p. 114).     

 
According to Palmer, the sacred is “a paradoxical concept – as one would expect when 

exploring the most profound truth of all”.  He writes: 

On the one hand, the word points to an ineffable immensity beyond concept and 
definition, the sacred as Rudolf Otto defined it in The Idea of the Holy – the 
mysterium tremendum, the numinous energy at the heart of reality. 23 On the other 

                                                
64 According to Palmer and Zajonc (2010), “UCLA’s Higher Education Research Institute (HERI) has performed similar research studies of the 
professoriate. 26 The findings of these studies are decidedly more mixed than those of the students.  Professors agree with students concerning 
the high importance of values, meaning and purpose in life, and they report that they personally cultivate them, but the role these should play in 
their teaching is unclear. Thus, while student interest in and expectations around spirituality are high, the academy is unsure of how to respond.  
But as Parker Palmer has remarked, this is one of the “messy” areas that cannot be avoided in a comprehensive treatment of higher education” 
(p. 118)   
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hand, sacred means, quite simply, “worthy of respect.”  Access to the mysterium 
tremendum is not a staple of my daily experience, so I cannot depend on a steady 
stream of numinosity to renew my teaching.  But I can practice continuous respect 
for the great things of the world.  
 Many critics have noted the growing disrespect inherent in our social 
relations and the sad implications of such incivility for the future of democracy.  But 
fewer have noticed our growing disrespect for the “grace of great things” and its 
sad implications for the future of teaching and learning and the life of the mind.  

In a culture of disrespect, education suffers the worst possible fate – it 
becomes banal.  When nothing is sacred, deemed worthy of respect, banality is the 
best we can do.  What could be more banal than to stand in the midst of this 
astonishing universe, sifting its wonders through reductionist screens, debunking 
amazement with data and logic, downsizing mystery to the scale of our own minds?  
The root of all banality – including, as Hannah Arendt named it, “the banality of 
evil” – is our failure to find the other worthy of respect. 24  
 In a world stripped of the sacred, the inner landscape holds no mystery, for 
it has no variety.  Traveling through it, one does not move from prairie to woods to 
water, from desert to mountain to valley, from the plotted and cultivated to the 
primal and wild.  The desacralized landscape is utterly flat, bereft of texture and 
tangle, color and flair – and traversing it soon becomes tedious beyond telling. 
 If this were only an aesthetic failure, it would be bad enough.  But the 
flatness of the desacralized landscape breeds more than sensory fatigue.  It creates 
a specific spiritual pathology that diminishes our ability to know, to teach, to learn: 
we lose our capacity for surprise (pp. 114-115). 

 
In light of Palmer’s analysis, I argue in this major section on ontology that our current scientistic 

foundation or “described view of existence” in which much of our systems of education continue 

to stand, simply cannot support the integrative kinds of learning, knowing and teaching that is 

thus far proposed in this chapter.  Here, given the extraordinary challenges and opportunities 

facing humanity in the 21st century, the time has arrived for a revolutionary and post-scientistic 

ontological foundation and accompanying epistemological structures of higher education.  

However, what would that look like?  Subsequently, by drawing on a number of scholars who 

have already done the heavy lifting on this matter, I asset in this major section that one of the 

most difficult challenges but opportunities in the West for education and by extension 

contemporary society (either for people predominantly in the ontological camp of science 
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(reason) or for people in the ontological camp of faith (ethics), is to re-establish at the 

epistemological, axiological and pedagogical level, dialogue and consonances between the 

secular and sacred camps.  Here, I make the case that humanities only wise, peaceful and 

sustainable way forward, is via a consonance or finding of common ground between the material 

(secular/science) and immaterial (sacred/philosophical), the quantitative (number/inductive) and 

qualitative (language/deductive), the objective (reason) and subjective (ethics), the left brain 

(analytic/reason) and right brain (imagination/meaning).  In this consonance, both material 

(secular/reason) and immaterial (sacred/philosophical) not only share a common and passionate 

pursuit of truth but by supporting and challenging one another they have the potential to 

overcome their self-imposed limitations and transcend to new extraordinary heights.  This 

means, we must move past our often conflicting and binary tendencies and welcome and 

embrace a paradoxical position in which both secular and sacred can co-exist in our pursuit of 

learning, knowing and teaching.  I have termed this new ontological and epistemological hybrid 

in which we might considering building our systems of education, the “Prescribed View of 

Existence”.  As noted earlier, since neither science nor religion can hold a monopoly over the 

notions of reality, knowledge and truth, they can instead (based on their areas of strength: 

science’s focus on reason, particulars and outer experience combined with religion’s focus on 

the ethics/consciousness/universals and inner experience) offer prescriptive or constructive 

“ways, paths and states of mind” in which we may grasp a more full and meaningful view of 

reality.  This notion is captured by Walach and Reich (2005): 

Bohr, who made complementarity (Laurikainen 1988) the key notion of quantum 
mechanics, borrowed this concept from psychology (Plaum 1992). He had come to 
know the vexing figure-ground images of Edgar Rubin that represent two things as 
one or the other: an old hag or a young beauty, a rabbit or a duck, two faces or a 
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chalice. It was recently shown that complementarity is indeed a notion of quantum 
mechanics that cannot be reduced or relinquished and is thus basic to our scientific 
grasp of reality (Kim and Mahler 2000). We take it that in such a sense science and 
spirituality are complementary: They both try to touch reality in their respective 
ways and by their respective methods of experiential knowledge. Seemingly, they 
both mutually exclude each other; either we think or we meditate, either we open 
our senses and experience the world or we turn inward and experience our inner 
world. And yet they are both necessary to describe the full meaning of knowledge. 
In that sense they are not reducible to each other; neither is one of them more 
important. They have different domains and scopes, and in a given context one 
explains more than the other does (Reich 2002). Together, they constitute what 
human methods of understanding the world we have (p. 438). 

 
Thus, as Hart (2017) contends, these two (sacred and secular) not only naturally share 

the same goals but need each other to respond to the life’s countless mysteries.  He 

writes: 

The sciences need not aspire to total exhaustive explanation; they are often most 
powerful when they consist largely in local and narrow investigations, and then in 
theoretical interpretations of very particular discoveries. For the culture of the 
sciences, however, as well as for a true consonance (rather than a mere amicable 
segregation) between the sciences and theology, it could scarcely be more 
consequential. For one thing, it is always salubrious to be reminded of the limits of 
our methods; and, for anyone committed to the search for truth, it is always wise 
to think about the universal frame of reality within which one’s investigations take 
place. If one does this, one may approach a place where the deepest aspirations of 
the sciences and the most essential affirmations of theology prove to be both 
irresistibly apposite. When we think seriously about the complex rational structure 
of reality and the way in which it seems to be reflected in the structure of rational 
mind, we enter the realm of spirit, of intellect, of a formal and final logic in nature 
already analogous to mind or rational thought. Perhaps only for this reason can the 
veil of Isis be lifted, and nature be revealed to mind, and perhaps it is also only for 
this reason that mind can inhabit nature. Here the physical sciences themselves 
urge us toward a certain metaphysical supposition. It may be that, pursued to its 
logical terminus, the very enterprise of scientific reasoning suggests or even 
secretly presumes that the being of the world—the ontological horizon within 
which it takes shape and exists—is something like an act of thought. Here the 
questions of science and those of theology converge upon the same mysteries, not 
through some maladroit confusion of two incompatible kinds of causal narrative 
(the cosmological and the ontological, say), but quite naturally, because the very 
concept of causality itself still demands for itself the full richness of all its possible 
logical acceptations. No physical science can answer or explain away the mysteries 
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that here come into view; neither can any theology; but both would do well to 
recognize the threshold upon which they stand (para. 15).  

 
Here, Guessoum (2010) expresses another way that such consonance between the two camps 

can move forward:  

My own position regarding the possible relation between science and religion is 
that one can and should find a terrain of dialog and cooperation between the two. 
But some conditions must be upheld: while the fundamental mechanisms of 
science (falsifiability, in particular) should not be corrupted or negotiated, a fruitful 
exchange and mutual enrichment is possible at the ‘‘metaphysical’’ level, as 
different general philosophical frameworks can be adopted for science, ranging 
from the materialistic to the theistic.  

My view is that a non-destructive theistic envelope can be added both 
without loss of rigor and with gains in meaning, ethic, and general outlook 
(worldview). To paraphrase Dyson, science and religion can avoid conflict and be 
positive engines in humanity’s growth if Science can accept to give up its 
imperialistic dreams and if Religion can accept to be less ‘‘dogmatic’’ and more 
open to contributions from other fields of knowledge (science, arts, etc.) (p. 68). 

 
Yet, this consonance that I and others above are proposing between the secular and sacred is 

not a modern phenomenon (proposed only by contemporary thinkers of today).  Instead, the 

consideration of such ontological synthesis was proposed by various pre-modern scholars who in 

fact helped give birth to the creation of our modern sciences.  For example, Yusuf (2017a) 

asserts:  

The ancients and their pre-modern inheritors understood reality to be objectively 
knowable: Mind and matter—the immaterial qualitative and the material 
quantitative — symbiotically engaged one another in a synthesis called “reality.” 
The requisite tools to accurately perceive the correspondence of mind and matter 
were to be found in language and number (para. 36).  

 
And, more specifically Ramadan (2012) asserts:    
 

The advocates of both universals use weighty arguments to defend their respective 
theses: if there is a God, He is in a better position than any individual man to speak 
the universal truth about man; if, on the other hand, man is left to his own devices, 
then he must rely upon reason, which is a faculty common to all human beings, if 
he hopes to deduce universal truths that apply to all human beings.  For such very 
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different minds as Saint Augustine and Luther it was a matter of faith that the 
former thesis was self-evident, whilst the philosophers of the Enlightenment were 
convinced that only the intellect could enlighten us with common truths.  Midway 
between these two positions, both the twelfth-century Muslim scholar Abu Hamid 
al -Ghazali (in his search for Deliverance from Error) and Thomas Aquinas (in his 
Averroist rereading of Aristotle) tried to reconcile these two aspects of the 
universal: that of the transcendent Being and that of the immanent reason, the two 
orders of the concrete and the abstract universal (pp. 17-18). 

 
Moreover, as Lovat (2018a) and others have affirmed (Taylor, 2007; Ben-Zaken, 2010; Walach 

and Reich, 2005; Ramadan, 2012; Lovat & Crotty, 2015) this inclusive polymathic approach from 

the likes of Ghazali and Aquinas (involving spiritual and religious inspiration (inner experience) 

combined with reason and scientific method (outer experience) has played an extraordinary 

influence in the advancement of music, art, architecture, moral order, politics, science and 

powerful institutions.  For example, as Lovat (2018a) argues, the religious scholars of the pre-

modern past were not only open and influenced by rational scientific thinking but also influenced 

them in turn.  Thus, Lovat (2018a) writes: 

In the way it is defined here, public theology was at the heart of the sophisticated 
and ground-breaking moments when the god option first confronted the earliest 
modern science options in the Middle Ages, and the ways the medieval Muslims of 
the likes of al-Farabi (1968) and al-Ghazali (1999), for instance, and of later 
medieval Christians like Thomas Aquinas (1948), coped with this challenge and 
merged and blended the two options.  An overly denominational theology, locked 
into its own religious world view, did not have the capacity to reach out to the new 
sciences in the way these believers did, boldly and often risking being turned out 
by their respective traditions made up of predictably less bold believers.  The public 
theologies of Farabi, Ghazali and Aquinas were not only influenced by the emerging 
sciences but influenced them in turn.  Indeed, without the influence of their kind 
of theology, we would not have the kinds of sciences on which we came to rely (p. 
12).   

 
Thus, as I intend to argue in the following sections, it is inheriting a secular inclusive (as opposed 

to exclusivist) humanistic ontological/epistemological framework in society (Taylor, 2007) and by 

extension in education (in which secular and sacred paradoxically co-exist to help challenge and 
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support one another), that perhaps to borrow a metaphor from Yusuf (2017a), the secular and 

sacred combined view of knowledge, reality and truth can become two wings in which a society 

can take flight and flourish; since lacking either, a society is like a bird with a broken wing, 

floundering on the ground, agitated, helpless and gripped by emotional and illogical paralysis. 

What Do You Mean by Religion? Public Theology, Religion & Spirituality in Context of Post-
Secondary Education 
 

According to Lovat (2018a), the word ‘religion’:  
 

literally from the Latin ‘religare’, means to bind or hold together.  Religion should 
be the thing that superordinates over the kind of human frailty and myopia that 
allows differences in ethnicity (and for that matter, institutional religious 
differences) to divide us.  Rather, as the binding force, it should hold us together 
with an eagle-eye, god-like vision of our essential sameness.  Authentic, god-like 
religious dogma would therefore, in other words, overcome and outweigh the 
imagined local differences and arbitrary religious dogmas of which Cox speaks.  
Instead, history tells us it is more likely to exacerbate them, if not indeed become 
their prime motivational device.  Religion’s credentials in binding humanity are 
poor but in fuelling supremacism of one sort or another, and so sowing division, 
hatred and conflict, the credentials are sadly way more obvious.  So, in this sense, 
religion could be said to have become part of the problem, rather than the solution 
it might (perhaps should) always have been.  Why is this? (p. 2). 

 
While in the next section I intend to respond to this theologically, politically and culturally 

charged question in greater depth, for now, it might be useful to both help ease worries and also 

define what I mean when I use term religion and spirituality in the adult education context.  In 

particular, there are at least two interrelated ways in which we can define and consider the use 

of religion and spirituality within the PSE context.  The first comes from Lovat (2018a, 2018b) and 

his notion of public theology.  And, the second draws upon a rising interest of spirituality in field 

of adult education.  Thus, I take the position that both of these perspectives could be considered 

upon rebuilding of a new ontological/epistemological foundation of higher education.    

In his argument for reclaiming spiritually in the public square, Lovat (2018a) writes:  
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Habermas’s critique of much contemporary science and social science is that they 
deal well enough with the outside of things (those things most easily observed 
and/or measured in a narrow 19th century scientific way) but not with the inside.  
In understanding religion, for instance, the social scientist can describe the rituals, 
myths and institutional structures of religions but fail badly in penetrating the inner 
world of those beliefs, values and identity that offer meaning and motivate their 
adherents.  This can create in Western social science a veritable blind spot about 
our history, about who we are and how we have come to be who we are.  It’s a 
blind spot and a narrowness of thought that can retard our capacity to manage a 
more complex world than arguably we’ve had before (including around religious 
issues).  In other words, amidst all the supposed evolutionary development and 
greater sophistication of our knowledge systems, it could be that we’ve actually 
lost something of a mega-view that we arguably once had.  In a word, it could be 
that we have put a part of our brains to sleep! (p. 8). 

 
Subsequently, in arguing for a re-awakening of the spiritual brain and the role of public theology, 

Lovat (2018a) writes:   

Habermas’s interest is not in religion or religiousness as such, least of all in whether 
there is a God, many competing gods or none, but rather in ways of knowing, the 
ways in which we perceive and understand our world, and indeed ourselves.  And, 
as suggested, most fascinatingly for this rather strenuous atheist, the kind of 
knowing we lack he describes as theological.  Much of our past, of our history is 
built around theological premises, the positing of the God option, if you like, or 
perhaps more profoundly the assuming and premising of a vast ‘other’; sensing that 
the ultimate meaning for which we all strive is not to be found just in the here and 
now, in the terrestrial, but partly in an order beyond, in a realm we might describe 
as spiritual and, as such, being content with the fact that we will never be able to 
grasp, control or even ‘prove’ this ‘other’ in the way the scientist (I’d add the 
unsophisticated 19th century-type scientist) would demand (p. 8-9).   

 
Thus, in another article, Lovat (2018b) contends:  

 
Graeme Ward (2000) and David Ford (2011) proffer that theology is an 
archetypal cross-disciplinary discipline, arguably one needed more than ever in 
a complex and intricately interconnected world characterized by, among other 
things, religious tensions, misunderstandings and conflicts. Ward and Ford are, 
in many ways, echoing the sentiments of John Henry Newman’s justification of 
theology as the centrepiece discipline for a university curriculum. 
For Newman (1921, 1927), this had nothing to do with theology as a 
proselytizing mechanism, or what he would describe as “illiberal theology”. In 
contrast, “liberal theology”, as he referred to his favoured form, offered a cross-
disciplinary balance for other disciplines in its primary concern as a discipline 
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aimed principally and undistractedly at the pursuit of truth. The inference is two-
fold: understood this way, theology is not merely a religious tool but one that 
sheds light on human knowing in general; furthermore, it does not just deal with 
religious content but moreover has potential to address matters in the public 
square in a unique way. In that sense, theology is in part a public discipline, or 
what I refer to here for the sake of emphasis as “public theology” (p. 1). 

 
More specifically, Lovat (2018b) defines public theology as:   

 
shorthand for “theology in the public square”. While profoundly informed by 
scripture and tradition, it can be contrasted with purely academic theology in 
proffering that theology is ultimately about achieving certain practical ends, 
including understanding and action (Paeth 2005; Graham 2013). It also stands 
against the notion that theology is mainly concerned with internal religious 
doctrines and institutional justifications but is, rather, essentially directed to the 
world, its good order, harmony and wellbeing (Moltmann 2016). It has decided 
synergy with Newman’s notion on liberal theology as a lynchpin discipline in the 
public curriculum. 

Public theology also has synergy with Aquinas (1948) and his Muslim 
mentors, for whom there was no knowing of God to be had without knowing the 
world that God had created. His theological efforts were directed towards 
gaining optimal understanding of the natural and social order in order to know 
the God who lay behind them. This led him to apply his theological lens to the 
Cosmos as known at the time, to earthly creation in all its life forms and to the 
social world in all its differences, religious and otherwise. In this sense, Aquinas 
is an archetypal public theologian, deeply grounded in scripture and tradition but 
constantly directing his inspiration and insights to the world in its vastness, 
complexity and mystery.  

Public theology stands effectively as a critique of both secular and 
institutional religious dispositions in scholarship of the past century or so. The 
secular disposition has tended to marginalize theology as an anachronistic and 
inauthentic discipline owing to its alleged monopoly by institutional religion and 
hence its gravity towards closing rather than opening minds. This disposition 
typically has contrasted theology as a closed discipline with the sciences as open 
and probing ones, disciplines that are freed from authoritarianism and disposed 
only to open exploration. Furthermore, science as a provider of certainty is 
contrasted with theology as a purveyor of mythology; science is founded on the 
sure knowledge that emanates from empirical methodology, while theology’s 
content fails every empirical test. Meanwhile, in this contest of ideas, the 
institutional religious disposition has tended to draw theology into its own 
internal domain, rendering it as little more than a tool for intra and inter-
institutional polemics, so in a sense confirming further the secular notion that 
theology has little to offer to the modern learner (p. 3).  
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Religion & Spirituality as Defined, Valued and Practiced in Adult Education 
 

As Merriam et al., (2012) observe, “any attempt to summarize the role of spirituality in 

learning would be only a partial view given the array of understandings, definitions, and 

conceptualizations of the phenomenon. Spirituality, is, by its very nature, difficult to capture in 

the rational prose of academia” (p. 206). However, they contend, “given that this dimension of 

our experience deals with meaning-making, it is an appropriate topic to consider because most 

significant adult learning is about meaning making. Whatever label one prefers, spirituality and 

the creative and imaginative techniques for eliciting its presence have a role to play in a more 

complete understanding of adult learning” (p. 207). Yet, they caution that this role presents 

some challenges since, “we have definitions of spirituality and conditions that might elicit it in an 

instructional setting, what we do not yet have is an understanding of or theoretical models of 

spiritual learning as we do, for example, with self-directed learning or transformational learning” 

(p. 207). 

Nevertheless, despite this absence of theoretical models, in the Canadian context, 

Lauzon (2007) argues, “After World War II, adult educators essentially ignored spirituality as a 

dimension of human life, human learning, and education”.  However, he asserts, “in the last 10 

to 15 years there has been a renewed interest in spirituality and the role it plays in the learning 

of both children and adults” (p. 42).  Here, Lauzon (2007) agrees and argues, that our current 

“banking approach” to education, in which information is understood to be poured into the 

heads of students without meaning, values and context, simply “squashes the human spirit” (p. 

44).  Instead, he asserts, what we need is to “create spaces in which learner experience can be 

used in meaningful ways, not merely as an adjunct to the ‘main’ learning and there is sufficient 
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fluidity to allow for underdetermined learning outcomes.  This is the learning of spirit, arising 

from learners creating meaning, constructing knowledge” (p. 45).  Here, as Cranton (2012) adds, 

we can no longer neglect our students’ experiences both in and out the PSE classroom.  And, bell 

hooks writes, the most fruitful learning process comes to those teachers who believe education, 

“is not merely to share information but to share in the intellectual and spiritual growth of our 

students” (p. 1994, p. 13).  Thus, she advocates for an approach to pedagogy that “teach in a 

manner that respects and cares for the soul of our students…[and] provides the necessary 

conditions where learning can most deeply and intimately begin” (p 13). In a sense, there is 

growing evidence from the learning research community that the notion of knowing connotes a 

holistic/integrative enterprise, one in which the inner and outer cannot be separated so easily, 

nor the inner landscape be neglected.   Subsequently English (2005) argues, “The quest for the 

explicitly spiritual dimensions of adult education has been legitimated in adult education by Vella 

(2000, 2002), Tisdell (2000a, 2000b, 2003), Jarvis and Walters (1993), Hunt (1998), and Dirkx 

(2000), all of whom have researched the somewhat rocky terrain of integrating spirituality into 

adult education and training and of exploring how this is linked in some way to larger social 

change projects” (p. 1173). 

According to Merriam and Bierema (2014), in the context of adult learning, “spirituality is 

not, as most writers point out, the same as religion.  Religion has to do with an organized system 

of belief, and human institutions where participants express their faith.  Although for some 

people religion and spirituality overlap, significant spiritual experiences need not be related to 

religion or take place in a religious setting” (p. 137).  According to Merriam and Bierema (2014), 

“Linked to the Latin spiritus, meaning breath, spirituality is often equated with soul, grace, flow, 
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and life force; it is somehow more than, or beyond the corporal body” (p. 137).  As English 

(2005) defines it as, “an awareness of something greater than ourselves” (p. 1171).  And 

physicist David Bohm defines spirituality as “an invisible force – a life-giving essence that moves 

us deeply, or as a source that moves everything from within” (cited in Lemkow, 2005, p. 24).  

Moreover, Mackeracher (2004) describes spirituality, as “the experience of feeling expanded 

beyond the normal limits of my body and mind, of feeling connected to aspects of the eternal 

world that are of value to me – to others, to the earth, and to a greater cosmic being” (p. 172).  

Here, as Merriam and Bierema point out, “Connection, whether it be to the self, to others, to the 

world, or to a higher being, is often a central component of definitions of spirituality” (p. 137).  

And, Lauzon (2005) adds, “we must strive to remember that all true spiritual paths lead to that 

which unites us in our humanity.  To borrow a phrase from Buber (1970), we must, as teachers, 

embrace learners as “thou” in relationship to our “I” and the “I” of others; there is no room in a 

spiritually inspired pedagogy for “its.”  It is in the relationship of I-thou [rather than “I-it”] that 

we recognize within one another our humanity and that we reflect back to one another our own 

image that connects us in our aspirations and desire for a meaningful, and authentic, existence” 

(p. 45).  Finally, English and Gillen (2000) define spirituality as “an awareness of something 

greater than ourselves a sense that we are connected to all human beings, and to all creation” 

(p. 1). Thus, they contend, to neglect spirituality in adult learning would be omit the “importance 

of a holistic approach to adult learning as well as the complexity of the adult learner” (p. 2).  

According to English and Tisdell (2010), in the context of adult education, “spirituality has 

been used and understood in our field in many ways (English et al., 2003; Hunt, 1998; Tisdell, 

2003” (p. 287).  Subsequently, in drawing upon their own research accompanied by a wider 
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contemporary body of literature, they propose the following four major assumptions and 

definitions of spirituality in the adult education context.  First, they argue, while: 

religion in contemporary literature refers to an organized community of faith, with 
an official creed and codes of regularity behavior (determined by those with the 
most power in these institutions), as well as formalized ritual and sacred story or 
text.  Spirituality, on the other hand, refers the other hand, refers to an individual’s 
personal experience of making meaning of the sacred, often in relationship to what 
is perceived as God or an interconnecting life force.  Given that one’s personal 
experience of the sacred can happen anywhere, spirituality is not necessarily 
related to religion.  Yet, it is important to recognize that given that most people are 
socialized in some sort of religious tradition, their earliest stage of spiritual 
development often develops in the context of religion (p. 287). 

In their second theme, they argue that, almost all “discussions in the literature highlight that 

spirituality is about an individual’s meaning-making journey in dialogue with what is seen as 

sacred” (p. 288).  More specifically, they write: 

A participant in one of our studies of the role of spirituality among emancipatory 
adult educators (Tisdell, 2000, 2003) noted that spirituality is a journey toward 
wholeness.” This journey was described in relation to seeing the 
interconnectedness of everything; moving toward/claiming one’s more authentic 
self (deconstructed and reconstructed through analyzing one’s socialization 
processes), often in relation to a perceived higher sense of self, alternatively 
termed God, higher power, the life force, Great Spirit, or Buddha nature…The most 
commonly reported significant spiritual experiences were births, dreams and 
synchronicities, “bliss” experiences in meditation and nature, or human 
connectedness (p. 288). 

 
Moving on to their third theme, they assert that there exists a clear link between “spirituality 

and working for the common good, social transformation, and care for the world (English & 

Gillen, 2000)” (p. 289).  In particular, they write: 

Daloz, Keen, Keen, and Parks (1996) found spirituality to be a strong influence in 
the motivations of the community leaders in their study.  We have also found this 
link to be strong in our own studies of the role of spirituality among social justice 
workers and diversity educators (English, 2005b; Tisdell, 2000, 2003; Tisdell & 
Tolliver, 2003).  But this interest is also strong for those interested in environmental 
education (O’Sullivan, 1999) and organizational learning (Driscoll & Wieb, 2007; 
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Groen, 2004).  This dimension brings adult educators into the public realm, where 
spirituality focuses on justice and civil society.  There is an intricate cross between 
spirituality and social justice, and arguably, many have been attracted to adult 
education because it is concerned about social good and the promotion of 
education to address social and economic problems.  This is not to suggest, 
however, that all in the field who are interested in spirituality are necessarily 
advocates of social justice.  Nor are all who are doing social justice work necessarily 
motivated to do so because of spirituality.  But suffice to say that many in the field 
doing social justice work are motivated by their spiritual commitments.  For them, 
their spirituality gives them hope and the courage to move forward in working for 
social justice (p. 289).  

 
Finally, the last way in which the adult education literature defines spirituality is: 
 

how people construct knowledge through what faith development theorist James 
Fowler (1981) referred to as “symbolic processes” and “unconscious structuring 
processes other than those constituting reasoning” (p. 103).  Artist and educator 
Peter London (2007), in writing about the connection between spirituality and art 
or creativity, makes a similar point.  He notes that the expression of spiritual 
experiences is often given form through another medium beyond descriptive 
language.  “At these moments,” he says, “we spontaneously” yield to tears, 
laughter, silence, and art.  In life’s high moments we shift inexorably from walking 
to dancing, and from speech to song” (p. 1480).  Similarly, in life’s low moments, 
we might rely on other forms of imaginative or artistic expression “to console us, 
to hold us fasten in trembling times, and carry us closer to the life and world we 
would prefer…We call upon the arts to rejoin our solitary, singular self with the rest 
of creation” (p. 1480) (p. 289).  

The Developmental, Social and Professional Benefits of Spiritual Learning 
 

If we recall from an earlier section, there are many researchers who are beginning to 

make a strong case for the involvement of non-rational or affective, social, embodied and 

spiritual construction or meaning making.  Synthesizing a body of work on spirituality and 

learning, Mackeracher (2004) proposes that spiritual learning helps the adult learner to: 

• connect with a higher consciousness or cosmic being through what is described as 
‘transcendent’ learning (Wilber, 1986);  
 

• move beyond the limits of our model of reality through what is described as 
‘transformative; learning (Drix, 1997; Mezirow, 2000; Scott, 1997); 
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• move beyond the limit of our self-system to connect to others in meaningful ways 
through what is described as ‘transpersonal’ learning (Roberts & Clark, 1975); 

 
• move beyond a separation of action and awareness to the experience of ‘flow’ a 

holistic sensation associated with total involvement, intrinsic, and personal 
transcendence (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990).  (pp. 175-176). 

Meanwhile, Merriam and Bierema (2014) point out, “whether primary or higher education, 

spirituality appears to enable meaning-making or knowledge construction in a learning situation.  

So too in adult education” (p. 138).  Here, they provide a series of literature examples that speak 

to the use spirituality and its support and enhancement of adult development (e.g. authentic 

identity formation), social movements (e.g. establishing a culture of the common good) and the 

workplace performance and flourishment. Thus, as Lauzon (2005) tells us:  

The difference between the current period of adult education and pre-World War 
II adult education is that prior to the war spirituality and religion informed the social 
mission of adult education, often embodied in the Good News, while now 
spirituality is not only a means of informing the mission of adult education but is 
part and parcel of identity, the learning process, and knowledge construction, 
which is the basis for social transformation.  The origins of today’s spirituality are 
not doctrine but are constructed out of the individual’s and the collective’s 
experience.  Thus, spirituality is not just about relationships to others and the larger 
environment but is also about identity and knowledge construction; it begins to 
heal the modern split between the individual and the social and this informs the 
practice of adult education (p. 39-40).  
 

In her paper entitled Historical and Contemporary Explorations of the Social Change and Spiritual 

Directions of Adult Education, English (2005) makes a strong case that social change and 

spirituality were (and must once again be) a central mission and practice of adult education.  

According to English, spirituality and awareness of a force greater than ourselves, can be both 

private and individual in nature, but also public and secular as in social movements.  In her many 

references to either individuals or movements, she builds a strong case for how spirituality and 

social change have permeated adult education in Canada and in many other places around the 
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globe.  In particular, and consistent with the general argument of this chapter, she writes, “The 

acceptance of the twin purposes for adult education, spirituality and social change, affects 

epistemology in our field, what it means to know and how one goes about knowing; how it 

affects practice, what it means to practice, and to go about practicing; how it affects morality, 

what it means to reclaim a focus on a social change mandate rooted in axiological categories 

such as moral value, beauty and worth” (p. 1187).  In addressing some the challenges with 

bringing such spiritual/social purpose to a highly secular PSE practice, English is hopeful that:  

In a world struggling to understand the aftermath of the war in Iraq, that the threat 
of further violence, and the vain struggles of the world leaders to negotiate the 
complex politics of religion and its relationship (if any) to the violence, the time is 
ripe for adult educators to contribute to the wide variety of purposes and causes, 
yet to establish some core concerns and commitments…adult educators can move 
beyond the polarized views of the education and training, spirituality and religion; 
we have much to teach the world about how it balances, negotiates, and embraces 
differences and how it moves beyond binaries to effect spiritual growth and social 
change (p. 1188). 

 
At a practical level, Dorothy Mackeracher (2004) synthesizing a body of sources on the topic 

spiritual learning concludes that spiritual learning is more likely to occur when the following 

seven conditions are in place: 

1. Spiritual learning often involves an altered or higher state of consciousness 
(Weibust & Thomas, 1994; Wilber, 1986) 
 
2. Spiritual learning occurs more often among learners who are open to new 
experiences and new ideas and who are willing to risk participating in learning 
activities that are, in outward appearance, the antithesis of traditional learning 
and education. 
 
3. Spiritual learning favours those who are aware of their own state of 
consciousness and who are alert to thoughts, images, metaphors, analogies, 
physical sensations, and other experiences associated with altered states of 
consciousness that might occur at odd times and places. 
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4. Spiritual learning occurs more often among learners who are able to avoid 
judging their thoughts or experiences. 
 
5. Spiritual learning favours those who reflect on their thoughts and experiences. 
6. Spiritual learning occurs more readily when learners share their experiences 
through interactive dialogue (English, 2000; Tisdell, 1999; Vella, 2000). 
 
7. Spiritual learning favours those who look for connections in unlikely places, 
between apparently unconnected and desperate ideas and experiences (pp. 177-
179). 

 
Finally, Tisdel (2008) provides a few ideas in which the tension of the term spiritual learning in a 

closed secular society may be navigated in PSE practice:   

So what does this mean for adult education practice, where there is often 
confusion between spirituality and religion? Additionally, many of us are educating 
in secular places that emphasize “separation of church and state”; what of this? 
First, attending to spirituality in learning doesn’t mean that one need necessarily 
discuss it directly in classes or learning activities. One can ask learners about the 
experience of a shimmering moment in their lives, relative to a particular topic, and 
then explore what was so significant about the experience. This of course doesn’t 
necessarily mean that spirituality will come up. But it creates a space where it may. 
Of course, what one person calls spiritual, another might call an experience of 
creativity, and another might call an experience of deep connection.  
 
Second, it’s important to keep in mind that people construct knowledge in powerful 
ways through spiritual experience that leads to further development. There is 
power in trying to engage people in spiral learning opportunities that draw on 
multiple realms of being, including the rational; the affective; and the symbolic, 
imaginal, and spiritual domains. Engaging the latter domains may be important for 
all learners in some contexts, but it might be particularly important for learners 
whose cultures have been marginalized; doing so often stimulates creativity for 
making change and thus gives hope. Walters and Manicom (1996) highlight this 
point in relation to popular education and emancipatory practices, noting how 
“culturally distinct groups, women recovering ‘womanist’ traditions and ethnic 
collectives, draw on cultural and spiritual symbols in healing and transformative 
education” (p. 13). The ability to create, imagine, and come to further insight 
through symbol, metaphor, and art is part of the experience of being human that 
is so often ignored in education. Thus, making use of these ways of knowing in the 
educational process might permit many learners to connect to the spiritual realm 
or their own creativity, as they envision new ways of working for change.  
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Finally, there also may be times when it is perfectly appropriate to directly include 
spirituality as part of the course content, if it’s relevant to one’s educational 
purpose. Our purpose as adult educators is to facilitate learning and nurture 
development, “to recognize what is already inherent within our relationships and 
experiences, to acknowledge its presence with the teaching and learning 
environment, to respect its sacred message” (Dirkx, 1997, p. 83). Similarly, in 
creating learning communities both hooks (2003) and Palmer (1998) discuss the 
importance of attending to paradox, sacredness, and graced moments in teaching 
and learning. This means attending to the shimmering moments in our own 
teaching and learning in our own journey toward wholeness—times when 
something beckoned and said “Listen! This will heal you!” By doing that listening, 
and attending to those shimmering moments as teachers of adults and adult 
learners ourselves, we might encourage our students to do the same. Indeed, that’s 
part of attending to spirituality in adult learning (p. 34). 

 
Charles Taylor: The Defenestration of the Transcendence & Rise of Closed Secular (or Exclusivist 
Humanist) Ontology 
 

In his 2007 book entitled A Secular Age, the Canadian philosophical anthropologist 

Charles Taylor asks in the opening passages of chapter 1: “why was it virtually impossible not to 

believe in God in, say, 1500 in our Western society, while in 2000 many of us find this not only 

easy, but even inescapable” (p. 25).  Thus, in this section, I draw heavily upon both Taylor’s 

(2007) work and several other sources to respond to this profoundly important question in the 

Canadian context.  While I understand that a full and reasonable response is well beyond the 

scope of this chapter, I hope this section provides some context as to why I am proposing 

Taylor’s ontological vision of a secular inclusive humanistic society in the context of PSE 

education.  

Taylor’s response to the question above and his overall thesis is consistent with much of 

what I have argued thus far in this chapter, that scientism has developed such a hegemonic grip 

on reality, knowledge and truth that its notion of secularization has shifted from once neutral to 

now a hostile position toward religion and spirituality. As Taylor (2007) points out, our Western 
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civilization over the last several centuries has dramatically shifted its conception of a secular 

society.  He writes that while Western secularism following the Enlightenment has provided both 

positive and negative contributions to advancement of human flourishment (both in a religious 

and non-religious sense), it has now shifted its notion in way that has seems counterproductive if 

not worrisome.   According to Taylor, we later moderns now live in a universally accepted 

ontology, epistemology and axiology where belief in the transcendence is not only marginalized, 

but also that the lives of believers and unbelievers alike are understood to take place “within a 

self-sufficient immanent order” (p. 543).  Thus, as Taylor points out, this “immanent” reality that 

we now unquestionably accept is usually told as “subtraction story” in which science came into 

the picture, freed the world from its pseudo-religious superstitions and people were finally 

emancipated by the illusion of faith.  In a word, our religious myth and superstition gave way to 

scientific fact and reason.   

While Taylor (like much of the arguments posed in this chapter) rejects this story, he 

does acknowledge that secularization has overall, provided progress for both science and 

religion. According to Taylor, there are three definitions or ways in which the notion of secularity 

has dramatically evolved its general meaning over the last five hundred years.  He calls his first 

definition secularity 1 as taking place during the earlier part of Enlightenment, in which it was 

defined in “terms of public spaces.  These have been allegedly emptied of God, or of any 

reference to ultimate reality…[or] the emptying of religion from autonomous social sphere” (p. 

1).  In other words, secularization during this time referred to one’s geography or position within 

society (e.g. the priest had a sacred vocation while the baker, butcher and candle stick maker 

had a secular vocation).   
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However, Taylor tells us, as we moved even further into modernity, secularity 2 could be 

described as “the falling off of religious belief and practices, in people turning away from God, 

and no longer going to Church” (p. 2).  Put otherwise, this definition took on a more neutral 

connotation, in which we no longer accepted preferences nor expectation within or among 

religious and non-religious traditions.  Meanwhile, in today’s late modern era, Taylor argues that 

we have moved into what he calls the “exclusively humanist” secularity 3 or “closed secularism”.  

Here, Taylor posits, “Secularity 3 came to be along with the possibility of exclusive humanism, 

which thus for the first time widened the range of possible options, ending the era of ‘naïve’ 

religious faith” (p. 20).  In another work, Taylor (2011) defines exclusive humanism as closing, 

“the transcendent window, as though there were nothing beyond –…as though it weren’t a 

crying need of the human heart to open the window, gaze, and the go beyond; as though feeling 

this need were the result of a mistake, an erroneous worldview, bad conditioning, or, worse, 

some pathology.  Two radically different perspective on the human condition: who is right?” (p. 

178).  As Taylor argues, exclusive humanism is a form of humanism that is an affirmation of 

humanity and the good of human life and human flourishing.  However, what makes this form of 

humanism exclusive, is that it excludes any aim or goal for humanity beyond the good of human 

flourishing; or as Taylor puts above, “any good beyond life”.   Thus, Taylor tells us, this a version 

of humanism that is “purely self-sufficient humanism…accepting no final goals beyond human 

flourishing, nor any allegiance to anything else beyond the flourishing” (2007, p. 18).  

Subsequently, Taylor asserts, in this third definition, secularity is a matter of changed “conditions 

of belief.  This shift to secularity in this sense consists among other things of a move from a 

society where belief in God is unchallenged and indeed unproblematic, to one in which it is 
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understood to be one option among others and frequently not the easiest to embrace” (p. 2).  In 

other words, our current contemporary view of secularism humanism (or exclusivist humanism) 

is not only non-neutral but it aggressively chooses or prefers a non-religious ontology and 

epistemology over religious perspectives. And this has shifted to such an extent (as argued 

below) that it is now beginning to marginalize if not minimalize any perspective related to faith, 

spirituality and religion.  Here, as Lovat (2018a) pointed out earlier, this de-legitimization of 

religious and/or spiritual ontology not only neglects the opportunity in which we may 

understand the world in more, “intelligent, probing, creative, imaginative, and perhaps even 

unifying consideration” but also that it degrades our ability to understand and deal with 

contemporary problems such as terrorism.   Subsequently, Taylor, argues, in this “immanent 

framework” and accompanying “close secularism”, the modern identity feels trapped and is 

“buffered” or always distant from an unreflective acceptance of a meaningful life.  Thus, he 

contends, we now live in a time in which people suffer a malaise from a diminishment of dignity, 

social alienation and the hegemony of instrumental reason.   

In light of Taylor’s analysis regarding our increasingly “closed secular” societies, I have 

provided a few examples that describe the paradoxical and challenging circumstance that now 

confront both believers and non-believers in the Canadian context.  For example, on the one 

hand, a great majority of people around the world (Canadians included65) adhere to a religious or 

transcendental identity/ontology; and as pointed out earlier, there is ample evidence to suggest 

religion and spiritualty played and continue to provide a positive contribution in people’s 

                                                
65 According to Statistics Canada (2011), over 75 percent of Canadian hold a religious affiliation.   
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personal and public aspirations.  Yet, despite these contributions, Taylor and others make a 

strong case that our increasing closed secular or exclusive humanistic societies no longer support 

or allow space for the transcendental world view.  Here, as I argue, the story of faith, religion and 

spirituality in the public square is more than often unjustly reduced to one story and generally 

prescribed as: intolerant, backward, superstitious, terrorising, illogical, un-liberating, closed 

minded, and a detriment or even threat to civil progress.    

However, as I noted at length earlier, the imagined dichotomy between science and 

religion/spirituality (or reason vs. faith) must be transcended.  Here, using Taylor’s proposal, I 

justify that our PSE systems must be open to a consonance or coexistence between the secular 

and sacred perspectives in the Canadian context.  As I point out, delegitimizing religious and 

spiritual ontology from the public sphere not only ignores the significant contributions of the 

past (in both cultural/social justice and scientific matters), but it will also retard and limit our 

advancement moving forward into the future.  Moreover, as Taylor (2007) argues, if matters 

religion and spirituality are no longer granted ontological and epistemological credibility within 

the public sphere, then the modern identity for many people may feel trapped and “buffered” in 

a way that keeps them distant from an unreflective acceptance of a meaningful life.   

Thus, I believe that a reintegration of sacred and secular holds at least three promising 

possibilities.  First, it allows Canadians a pathway to reintegrate or reintroduce the rightful place 

of values, meaning and purpose back into higher education and by extension society.  Here, as I 

have already noted earlier, there are many benefits of religion, spiritualty and faith in supporting 

a healthier and more conscious society.  As I will argue in this major section, not only does 

religion and spirituality remain an important dimension in the lives a majority of people both in 
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the West and around the globe, but if we approach this controversial topic in an open, respectful 

and inclusive way as Taylor advises, then it has immense potential to improve the quality of both 

our personal and public lives.  Thus, as Fleming and Lovat (2014) affirm:  

it is important to note that, whilst the dominant Christian worldview of the ‘old 
normal’ in the Western world in the early twentieth century has passed, it has not 
been replaced by atheistic secularism as the ‘new normal’ (Bouma, 2011, p. 21). 
Instead, what we notice is that ‘societies are becoming both more religious and less 
religious at the same time’ (Bouma, 2011, p. 13). This points towards what Ford 
refers to as the multi-religious and secular society, understood as a society wherein 
both religion and secularity exist together, ‘and this can be in very different 
proportions and also in very different relationships with each other’ (Ford, 2007, p. 
130, see also Castelli, 2012, p. 210). As such, ‘religious’ and ‘secular’ ‘are not 
mutually exclusive terms, even though rhetoric from extreme positions identifying 
with one or the other often sets them in opposition’ (Ford, 2007, p. 130) (p. 381). 

 
However, at the same time that I argue religions continues to play both a major role and positive 

force in many lives across Canada, I also point out that religious ideology and identity is guilty 

and capable of unleashing very dark and sinister outcomes.  As Yusuf (2004), argues, the 

righteous/violent track recorded and claim of faith and commitment of a few extremist/zealous 

religious followers and communities “have too often made religion and spiritualty the objects of 

hatred” (p.4).  Yet, as I point out, it is not religion that inspires such wretched ideologies, beliefs 

and actions, but rather how people construct (ontologically, epistemologically and axiologically) 

their interpretation/prescription and practice of religion.  In other words, the intention/action to 

either “do good or bad” in the world can come from both religious and non-religious people, 

thus, demonstrating the paradoxes, idiosyncrasies and inconsistences of all human beings 

irrespective of faith or non-faith, believer or non-believer.   

Second, a consonance between science and religion may allow each to escape their ever 

growing blinding and dogmatic paradigms.  Here, as Lovat (2018a) referencing Habermas 
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pointed out earlier, such “flatness of knowing” of empirical sciences neglects the opportunity in 

which we may understand the world in more, “intelligent, probing, creative, imaginative, and 

perhaps even unifying consideration”; that it is akin to “a flat enjoining worthy of the most 

autocratic and mindless Pope or Caliph!” (p. 8). Thus Guessoum (2010) citing Dyson remarks, 

“science and religion can avoid conflict and be positive engines in humanity’s growth if Science 

can accept to give up its imperialistic dreams and if Religion can accept to be less ‘‘dogmatic’’ 

and more open to contributions from other fields of knowledge (science, arts, etc.)” (p. 68).   

Third, in a growing interconnected world in which diversity is increasingly becoming the 

new normal in many Western nations, nurturing such a consonance allows us to pro-actively 

confront or immunize the population against the self-fulfilling prophecy of clash of civilizations 

(or what Syed called clash of ignorance and what Ramadan (2012) calls clash of perception).  In 

this chapter and using Taylor’s ontological thesis, I call it a clash of ontologies, in which education 

must play a fundamental role by nurturing an open, inclusive, ethical and critical mind (as 

opposed to dogmatic and absolutist mind) that has the potential to manifest in believers and 

non-believers, but also between believers of different faiths.  As Fleming and Lovat (2014) point 

out:  

‘Western’ democratic nations, including Canada, the US, the UK, most European 
countries, Australia and New Zealand are characterised by what the Australian 
sociologist Gary Bouma (2011, p. 15) refers to as a ‘new normal’ regarding the 
prevalence of religious diversity. In such contexts, the principles of freedom of 
religion and religious tolerance are well established, allowing for contexts in which 
multiple religious (and non-religious) worldviews exist together, but not necessarily 
prescribing methods for navigating this diversity effectively (Ford, 2007). In view of 
this, the quality of interaction between persons and groups of different religious 
worldviews—whether peaceful or in conflict—is of concern on moral, civic and 
religious grounds (UNHCR, 2004). At a minimum, this is because they relate to 
social cohesion (or lack thereof, as the case may be), understood as the recognition 
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of the legitimate place of religious ‘others’ in a particular context and a willingness 
to inhabit and function as a society with them (p. 378). 

 
In this critical notion of understanding the “religious others”, Yusuf (2017c) argues that the most 

viable pathway to defeat terrorism begins: 

with sincere and concrete efforts to reach out to Muslim communities – and 
especially their most influential leaders – with the aim of engaging them, restoring 
their sense of enfranchisement and improving their economic conditions. Large 
majorities of Muslims in the West have benefited greatly from the countries in 
which they live, and feel a great sense of gratitude for the opportunities afforded 
them there. They would welcome and support efforts to protect their young people 
from the ideologues who prey on them.  
 
The greatest preventative to terrorism is Muslim religious literacy. The acquisition 
of knowledge – knowledge of both the world and of their own religion – will 
inoculate young people against extremist ideologies (para. 13-14).   

 
Thus, I argue at the end of this major section, that our education systems should stand upon and 

support Taylor’s secular inclusive (as opposed to exclusivist) humanistic ontological framework 

(in which the secular and sacred can paradoxically co-exist peacefully and help to challenge and 

support one another).  Here, it is perhaps this combined and coexisting approach, in which we 

can develop an open, integrative and inclusive ontological vocation and vision, that we can 

develop, as noted earlier, two wings (secular and sacred) in which a society can take flight and 

flourish.  

Historical Revisionism: An Unsavoury & Prescribed Story of Religion (Ignoring the Contributions of 
a Sacred Ontology toward the Advancement of Canadian and World Civilization)  

As I made the case earlier in this chapter (and argued in chapter 1), in the Canadian 

context, the combined and complimentary forces of religion and social justice movements have 

contributed deeply to the historical aims and functions of our PSE systems and by extension 

social and egalitarian benefits to our society. The legacy of these long and enduring societal 
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contributions in Canada and around the world include the abolishment of slavery led by the 

Quakers (Carey & Plank, 2014); establishment of civil, women and worker rights movements in 

the United States and Canada (Cranton & English, 2009; Berger, 200966); and the creation of 

Canada’s Universal Health Care system which most Canadians not only benefit from immensely 

but see as a proud distinguishing legacy of Canada’s collectivist identity (English, 2005; Lauzon, 

2007; Cranton & English, 2009).  

In addition to these extortionary social and egalitarian benefits, religion and religiously 

inspired figures have also contributed to the birth and progress of today’s scientific 

advancements. For example, Ben-Zaken (2010) and Attar (2007) both argue that the birth of our 

contemporary humanistic values and ideals (such as individual rights, independent thinking, 

empiricism and rationalism) are generally and falsely credited to secular minded founders of 

Enlightenment.  Specifically, much of our Western history books credit the following figures of 

the 17th and 18th century as the founders of such emancipating and humanistic thought: John 

Locke, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Isaac Newton, Thomas Hobbes, Voltaire and Immanuel Kant.  

However, as Ben-Zaken and Attar both contend, these thinkers are indebted to the scholarly 

works of pre-modern thinkers such as 12th century Arab Andalusian Muslim polymath 

(theologian, philosopher, physician and astronomer) Ibn Tufayl’s and his revolutionary book 

entitled Hayy Ibn Yaqzan (Alive, son of Awake).  As both Ben-Zaken and Attar tells us, the 

influence of this religiously inspired scholarship from Jewish, Christian and Islamic thought 

                                                
66 The American president Franklin Delano Resolvent and his secretary of labour Frances Perkins (who was a devout Catholic and first women to 
hold a U.S. Cabinet position and the primary inspiration and architect behind the policies and programs of the “New Deal”) used the crisis and 
massive unrest of the Great Depression to justify enacting revolutionary policies leading to a more egalitarian and democratic society (Berger, 
2009). 
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played an undeniable role in the birth and advancement of Enlightenment.  For example, Attar 

asserts, the philosophical novel of Hayy Ibn Yaqzan:  

could be considered one of the most important books that heralded the Scientific 
Revolution. Its thoughts are found in different variations and to different degrees 
in the books of Thomas Hobbes, John Locke, Isaac Newton, and Kant. But if Ibn 
Tufayl's fundamental values, such as equality, freedom and toleration, which the 
thinkers of the European Enlightenment had adopted as theirs, paved the way to 
the French Revolution, they certainly marked the end of the age of reason in 
southern Spain and the rest of the Islamic world. Ibn Tufayl's philosophy was 
appropriated, subverted, or reinvented for many centuries. But the memory of the 
man who wrote such an influential book was buried in the dust of history (p. 1). 

 
Yet, she writes despite the numerous translations and scholarly works on this book during the 

Enlightenment or even today: 

there is hardly anything that situates Ibn Tufayl squarely in the midst of modern 
European thought.  Western theorist continue to ignore his profound influence on 
modern Europe.  Ibn Tufayal, one of the genuine mentors of European philosophers 
and writers was buried in the dust of history.  His book, Hayy ibn Yaqzan, had 
survived for more than nine hundred years, but only in the ghetto of Orientalist 
studies.  Those who had barrowed freely from Hayy, had either kept silent about 
their debt for different reasons, or simply did not know that they were quoting this 
Arabic book.  Illustrious names in Western thought are always paraded in books as 
the pillars of Western civilization, quite distinct from those ‘Others’ in the East.  
Their ideas about God, nature, man, society and history are exclusively the product 
of Western societies.  They may be indebted to each other, but certainly not to 
non-Western aliens, particularly Arab and Moslems (p. 2).   

 
This further affirms Taylor’s (2007) thesis pointed out earlier: that our today’s scientistic and 

“immanent” hegemonic reality that we now unquestionably accept is told as “subtraction story” 

in which science came into the picture, freed the world from its pseudo-religious superstitions 

and people were finally emancipated by the illusion of faith.  In a word, our religious myth and 

superstition gave way to scientific fact and reason.  Instead, what really took place is religious 

and spiritually inspired figures such as Ibn Tufayal or St. Thomas helped pave the way for some of 

the most profound social and scientific developments in human history.  However, as noted 
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earlier, when the immanent framework in close secular society no longer allows the 

transcendent framework to demonstrate value or worth as a world view, then a story of faith, 

religion and spirituality is reduced to one story, which is more than often painted as intolerant, 

backward, superstitious, terrorising, illogical, un-liberating, closed minded, and a detriment or 

even threat to civil progress.  Yet, as we have seen thus far, this one-sided story is far from the 

truth.   

In fact, beyond this revised historical record (or revisionist history), we know through a 

PEW global study that belief in the transcendence continues to play an important and growing 

dimension in the value system and identity of more than 80 percent of the world’s population 

(Hackett, Grim, Stonawski, Skirbekk & Potancokova, 2012).  Moreover, we also know that 

atheists, agnostics and other people who do not affiliate with any religion (though increasing in 

nations such as the United States and France) represent a declining share of the world’s total 

population (Hackett, Connor, Stonawski, Skirbekk, Potancoková & Abel, 2015).  Yet, despite these 

trends, accompanied by the benefit of religion to our past and present lives, why are Canadians 

experiencing such an antithetical or antagonistic view of religion in the public square?  Here, for 

example, a 2017 study by Angus Reid Institute conducted in partnership with Faith in Canada 

150, found, that “Canadians are much less hostile toward religion than declining church 

attendances might imply.  Indeed, relatively few Canadians could be described as “not religious 

at all.”  Many more express personal belief in the existence of God or a higher power and have 

some degree of spiritual life” (p. 1).  However, the study reported three main findings that 

seemed somewhat conflicting.  For example, the first finding suggested that 19 percent of 

Canada’s population were Non-Believers, 30 percent were Spiritual Uncertainty, 30 percent were 
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Privately Faithful, and 21 percent were Religiously Committed.  In other words, most people in 

Canada, even if uncertain, tend to subscribe to view of transcendence.  Second, the findings 

asserted, that, “Though most Canadians do not rule of personal faith, they are more likely to 

view the word “religion” negatively (33%) than positively” (25%)” (p. 1).  And, finally, they 

concluded that, “Higher levels of belief are correlated with higher levels of personal happiness, 

charitable giving, volunteerism, and overall community engagement” (p. 2).  In light of these 

findings, Pennings (2017) writes: 

Despite this religious openness, the same polling indicates a significant disconnect 
between the perception and reality of faith’s role in today’s Canada. 
 
Simply put, religion has an image problem in Canada. In fact, the word “religion” is 
more likely to be seen negatively than positively, according to this new poll. 
Moreover, just over half of Canadians say they disagree with the claim that 
religion’s overall impact on the world is positive. 
 
About half of Canadians polled say they’re uncomfortable around those who are 
religiously devout. Throw in terms like born-again, theology and evangelism, and 
just 15 per cent of respondents associate those words with a positive meaning. 
 
But how well do Canadians actually understand the role faith plays in everyday life? 
Asked what’s most important in life, the 21 per cent of Canadians who are 
religiously committed are most likely to prioritize family life, honesty and concern 
for others. 
 
Conversely, concern for others was a lower priority for non-believers. Instead, they 
are more likely to select a comfortable life, self-reliance and good times with friends 
as important. Not to put too fine a point on it, but those who are most likely to pray 
to God, attend religious services regularly and read the Bible or another sacred text 
seem most oriented toward others and their welfare. 
 
What about Canadians’ emotional lives? The religiously committed are the 
happiest amongst us. Fully 47 per cent of them say they’re very happy or extremely 
happy overall, compared with 35 per cent of non-believers. They also report the 
highest levels of happiness among friends and in their communities. None of that 
is terribly surprising. If anything, it simply confirms what other research has shown. 
It makes sense, then, that the religiously committed are also more likely to be “very 
optimistic” about the future. 
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When it comes to community engagement and charitable giving, once again it’s the 
religiously committed who report the strongest involvement. Slightly more than 
half of non-believers say they are uninvolved in community groups or activities. 
That percentage drops to 17 per cent of the religiously committed. In fact, 41 per 
cent of the religiously committed have at least some involvement in their 
community, with another 42 per cent reporting heavy involvement. 
 
Almost a third of the religiously committed say they regularly volunteer compared 
with 13 per cent of non-believers. Dare we ask about charitable giving?  Only 12 
per cent of non-believers say they try to donate to whatever charities they can. 
That jumps to 43 per cent among the religiously committed. These are not selfish 
people. 
 
The numbers present a clear picture: Religiously committed Canadians tend to be 
the most concerned about others, the happiest and most generous. So, why do 
Canadians have a negative view of religion? Arguably, the story of faith in Canada 
is not being well told. The narrative around faith is often negative. Religion is 
frequently presented as something that divides rather than unites people within 
communities (para. 3-11). 
 
Thus, as I argue below, the pendulum has swung from one extreme ontological 

hegemony, the story in which knowledge and truth was prescribed/legitimized by a dogmatic 

and blind religious fanaticism of pre-modern era, to another, in which the story of knowledge 

and truth are now told through the story of arrogant scientistic fundamentalism.  Here, despite 

religion’s growth, benefit and importance across the planet, the ideology of scientisim has found 

a way to prescribe a “subtraction story” that now both neglects and places religion in a deeply 

negative light.  However, as Yero (2010) reminded us earlier, such extreme dichotomies, can be 

deeply counterproductive since they, “force people to take sides and inhibit them from seeing 

other alternatives that may address everyone’s concerns.  Productive questions become buried 

under mountains of name-calling and incorrect assumptions” (p. 47).  Here, as I have argued 

earlier and will illustrate below in the Canadian context, beyond a self-fulfilling “clash of 

civilizations” in which we mythically create an arch nemesis (or “the other”) and then convince 
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ourselves that conflict is inevitable because we share such differing values; we are today 

experiencing an unnecessary and self-fulfilling “clash of ontologies”.  Hence, we are witnessing a 

exclusive humanist secular view of reality unnecessarily deemed superior and at war with a 

sacred view of reality.  Thus, we are “educated” and “learn” through both the formal and hidden 

curriculum in PSE that there can exist no consonance between these two varying world views.   

The Canadian Context: The Paradoxical Relationship & Cognitive Dissonance Between Religious 
Perception & Statistical Reality 

In this section, I contend that we are witnessing in Canada and across the globe a 

paradoxical trend and unnecessary “clash of ontologies”.  As pointed out earlier, on the one 

hand, a great majority of people around the world (Canadians included) adhere and benefit from 

a religious or transcendental ontology.  Here, as many of the studies pointed out earlier, a 

growing and significant number of students in higher education and professionals in the 

workplace are finding benefit from a spiritual dimension to their respective environments.  In 

addition to this, and inspired by the Truth and Reconciliation Report (2015), many of today’s PSE 

systems are aspiring to recognize indigenous people’s rights and accompanying ontologies and 

epistemologies (in which the religious and spirituality dimension plays a fundamental role).  

Moreover, as a nation, Canada’s demographic profile is fast changing due to low domestic birth 

rates and rising immigration numbers67.  Here, a great majority of people immigrating to Canada 

                                                

67 According to Grenier (2017), the 2016 census data on immigration, ethno-cultural diversity, housing and Indigenous people shows that 
Indigenous population is growing at more than four times the rate of non-Indigenous population, reaching nearly 1.7 million in 2016.  The census 
also shows that the share of immigrants has reached its highest level in almost a century with 21.9 percent of Canadians report being or having 
been an immigrant or permanent resident.  Here, statistics Canada also estimates that immigrant could represent up to 30 percent of all 
Canadian by 2036.  According to Statistics Canada the largest individual sources of new immigrants come from Asia (countries such as Philippines, 
India, China, Iran and Pakistan).   
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are not only expected to represent up to 30 percent of all Canadians by 2036; but an 

overwhelming number of these eventual citizens come from Non-Western belief systems in 

which religion plays a central role in their core identities/lives (Grenier, 2017). However, despite 

these trends related to both the growth and difference between religious adherents among 

Canadians, we are at the same time witnessing (as Taylor pointed out above), a paradoxical and 

worrisome counter trend.  Here, in our secular exclusivist humanist societies, we are prescribed 

a dominant narrative or story in which faith, spirituality and religion are increasingly viewed (and 

represented/prescribed) as irreconcilable ontological/epistemological position within a closed 

(rather than open) secular world view (Taylor, 2007).    

Thus, illustrated by the data below, when the dominant ontology of our public spheres 

such as education or government move from neutrality to hostility (or inclusive humanism to 

exclusive humanism), then we end up reproducing a cycle of confusion, ignorance, fear, 

polarization, hate that has possibility to erupt into violence. As I demonstrate with statistical data 

and examples later in this section, this exclusive humanistic (or closed secular) ontology not only 

deprives us of the value and worth of religious ontology; but more disturbingly, it nurtures or 

inflames an ignorant society in which some religious communities and their adherents are at 

best misunderstood, feared, falsely labelled and marginalized and worst placed at risk of violence 

and oppression.   

Subsequently, as Taylor’s (2007) thesis affirms, when a closed secular society no longer 

allows space or legitimacy for the transcendent world view to demonstrate value or worth, then 

the dominant or monolithic story of faith, religion and spirituality that is often labelled, told and 

repeated involves intolerance, backwardness, superstitious, terrorising, illogical, un-liberating, 
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closed minded, and a detriment to civil progress. In fact, as Lovat (2018a) points out, there is 

indeed some credence and legitimacy to the dark and violent story of religion:  

In our own time, and especially in the Western world, religion is under huge 
scrutiny around its authenticity.  A heavily secular populace and its media are 
unflinching in their critique of religious people and institutions when they fail in the 
honesty, care or benevolence test at home or abroad.  And rightly so!  Midst such 
critique, the preponderance of religious abuse and the oft-associated recourse to 
black letter law to escape punishment or even accountability, along with the 
persistent spectre of religion as an apparent cause of violence around the world, 
violence often of the most horrific kind, serves only to sharpen minds and pens 
against religion.  For those with no pretension to believe, it becomes just another 
instance of the innate falsity, hypocrisy and delusion-ridden nature of religious 
belief.  For those who do believe, or wish to believe, religion and its institutions 
come to be seen as obstructions rather than pathways to God, as stumbling blocks 
in exploring the spiritual rather than the facilitators of the search that they ought 
to be (p. 3).     

 
Moreover, this unwelcome and tragic side of religion, faith and spirituality is hard to refute since 

it has throughout history and even today produced followers who espouse to a “God (or Gods) 

who is not only mean, spiteful, partisan, unforgiving, but a God, that fits too easily into our frail 

human agendas, “rather than God as God would wish to be God” (Lovat, 2018a, p. 4).  As Lovat 

(2018a) tells us, there is no question that there exists on the one hand a reductive and 

prescriptive view of religion in which people, communities and nations are guilty of egregious 

atrocities.   For example, he writes:   

Hitler and the Nazis employing Christian scriptures and theologies to justify their 
dastardly deeds, especially in relation to the genocide against the Jews, or the 
Apartheidites misappropriating the Hebrew Bible to justify the virtual 
imprisonment of a people in their own land, based on nothing other than their skin 
colour, or when Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, self-alleged Caliph of Islamic State, 
misquotes and misconstrues the Qur’an in urging terrorism against innocent 
populations based on the central idea that his hateful and divisive god is the only 
god.  But can we see it in the more day to day religious phenomena and utterings, 
such as when religion is used as a device to justify discrimination against the gay 
community, against women’s rights, against the followers of other religions, against 
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the claims of victims of child abuse, or even just against those who ‘don’t belong’? 
(p. 4).   
 

In fact, news headlines, Twitter feeds and Facebook postings are teeming with such disturbing 

examples in which religion is used or abused to justify hate crimes, racism, xenophobia, murder, 

genocide and many other horrendous acts.  As Yusuf (2004) points out: 

The great tragedy of modern religion is that it is now seen as a toxin polluting the 
waters of possibility.  We who claim faith and commitment have too often made 
our faith the objects of hatred.  With our zealousness, we have driven away 
countless people who see the worst aspects of humanity embodied in religious 
peoples.  For some of us, it is easy to write them off as skeptics, mockers, or 
secularists who just hate religion, but the truth is that most of them are not so.  
They are simply people who know intuitively that the behaviour of those claiming 
to be religious is both inhumane and irreligious, and seek other philosophies to 
guide them (p. 4). 

 
Subsequently, in light of this dubious track record, one wonders how religion has even managed 

to remain alive if not relevant within the personal of public sphere?  In other words, given this 

sinister “brand” in which religion is so “prescribed” and labeled in such a negative light, how is it 

that so many people continue to identify with it? In fact, this tension between our urge to belief 

in the transcendence on the one hand with the negative “brand” or story in which religion often 

suffers is aptly captured in another recent Canadian IPSOS (2017) poll.  According to this poll, 61 

percent Canadians hold a religious identity, and that, “there appears to be more religious 

acceptance and understanding among Canadians today compared to 2011” (p. 5); however, as 

the analysis in the report suggest, “there is less certainty about the positivity of the role religion 

can play.  Nine in ten (91%) say they are completely comfortable around people of different 

religions (+2 pts), while nearly six in ten (57%) agree religious practices are an important factor in 

the moral life of Canadians (+5 pts).  At the same time, half (51%) feel religion does more harm 

than good in the world (+7 pts), and few (24%) agree religious people are better citizens (-8 pts)” 
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(p. 11).  Moreover, and to complicate matters even more, a 2017 poll also conducted by Angus 

Reid (2017b) showed that while Canadians feel they benefit from the Judeo-Christian religions 

(the largest benefit coming from Catholicism), a large percentage of Canadians surveyed feel 

negative impacts are arising from Islam, Sikhism and Atheism. And, while the percentage of 

Canadians thinking Atheism and Sikhism is hurting the country is under 25%, for Islam that jumps 

significantly to 46%.   In the analysis regarding these findings, the authors assert: “No other 

group tops 30 percent “benefiting,” and only one religion – Islam – is widely seen to be 

“damaging” Canada… Twice as many Canadians say the presence of Islam in their country’s 

public life is damaging as say the same about any other religion, a finding that follows a well-

documented patter in Angus Reid Institute polling in recent years. Namely: if Islam is involved, a 

significant segment of Canadians will react negatively” (p. 10).  Moreover, they point out, that 

“Collectively, these findings speak to a widespread unease with Muslims and the Islamic faith in 

Canada, and this unease further underscored by the fact that two-thirds (65%) of those asked 

about Islam in this latest survey say the religion’s influence in Canadian public life is growing.  No 

other group tops 40%...”(p. 11).  Subsequently, the report suggests:  

that almost half of Canadians view the presence of Islam as a bad thing for their 
country and that two-thirds see Islam’s influence in society as growing – suggests 
an outsized focus on a group that, while rapidly growing, makes up less than four 
percent of Canada’s total population. 

The view that Islam is damaging to Canadian society pervades the four segments 
almost equally, rising from 40 percent among the Religiously Committed to 49 per 
cent among the Privately Faithful, with two less-religious cohorts in between (p. 
11).   

 
Thus, this poll further highlights the worrisome and paradoxical relationship that 

Canadians hold with religion and atheism.  On the one hand, the majority of Canadians 
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according to the poll hold a religious identity, are open to other religions (save Islam and 

Sikhism), and see religion as playing an important role in the moral development of our 

lives.  However, on the other hand, more than half of the people surveyed believed that 

religion did more harm than good and that Islam in particular was overwhelming viewed 

(contrary to the evidence) as damaging to Canadian society.  In fact, a more recent poll 

suggests that people’s fear and antagonism about Muslims is only growing.  A 2019 

IPSOS poll conducted for Global News revealed that more than a quarter of Canadians 

believe that over the past five years, it’s become “more acceptable” to discriminate 

against Muslims (Dangerfield, 2019).  As Dangerfield asserts, this polling seems to 

correlate with 2017 statistics Canada report that reveals an increase in hate crimes 

targeting Muslims living in Canada.   Since 2017, hate crimes targeting Muslims jumped 

151 percent, with the largest increases taking place in Ontario at 207 percent and 

Quebec at 185 percent.   According to Dangerfield some of the possible reasons for such 

hikes, include Quebec’s Bill 21 “religious neutrality bill” (discussed below) and the 

increasing new obsession with far-right groups and politicians such as Donald Trump and 

Maxime Bernier (who when regularly promote such anti-immigration and anti-Muslim 

rhetoric) normalize such hateful and violent acts (Dangerfield, 2019).  

As noted above, religion has demonstrated its ability to contribute immensely to our 

personal and public lives.  Moreover, a majority of Muslims are as peaceful and law abiding as 

any other faith or non-faith community in Canada.  However, when a monolithic and odious 

caricature of religion – and especially in a post-9/11 era of Islam – imagines, emphasises, 

exaggerates and distorts (by both believers and non-believers), then such poll numbers no 
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longer seem strange. Here, as I noted earlier, the problem is not religion but rather the believer 

and non-believer’s ontological/epistemological prescription or story of religion.  This paradoxical 

nature of religion is captured by Yusuf (2004) who writes: 

Like all things in which humans engage, religion has many paradoxical aspects.  On 
the one hand, it elevates our ideals and aspirations to the heaven themselves giving 
us such priceless principles as, “The Entire Torah can be summed up in two 
statements: love God with all your heart, and love your neighbours as yourself; 
everything else is commentary”; “Do unto other as you would have other do unto 
you”; and “Taking one life unjustly is as if you have killed all of humanity.”  These 
are taken from the Jewish, Christian, and Muslim faiths, respectively.  Meanwhile, 
some adherents to each faith justify with their teaching the most heinous 
depredations against fellow men.  Jonathan Swift remarked, “We have just enough 
religion to make us hate, but not enough to make us love one another.”  Perhaps 
that is true; for many people, religion is no longer a solution to anything but very 
much a part of the problem (p. 4).  

 
Moreover, as Hedges (2018) reminds us, the story of religion, whether from Islamic, Jewish or 

Christian traditions is far more compelling, nuanced and hopeful than what we find in dark and 

sinister practices of ISIS, biased reporting of the media or the irreligious imaginations and 

writings of Richard Dawkins, Christopher Hitchens or Sam Harris.  According to Hedges:   

It was the monotheistic faiths that elevated the concept of the individual, the idea 
that we can exist as distinct from the crowd or the tribe. It was the monotheistic 
faiths that taught us that as individuals we are called upon to make moral choices, 
even ones that can jeopardize our status and security. The central importance of 
individual responsibility in Islam, Judaism, and Christianity is accompanied by calls 
for altruism. The idea of the individual as a distinct moral being, coupled with the 
importance of altruism, laid the foundations for the open society.  
 
We are taught to love our neighbor, not our tribe. The prophets—Moses, 
Muĥammad, and Jesus—saw dissent and criticism on behalf of the powerless as a 
religious vocation. They understood the importance of the separation of powers. 
Culture and society were not formed to cater exclusively to the privileged and the 
powerful. The religious life, these faiths taught, often requires us to oppose 
authority. Immanuel Kant built his ethics upon this radical individualism. Kant’s 
injunction, “always recognize that human individuals are ends, and do not use them 
as mere means,” is rooted in the teachings of the Qu'ran and the Hebrew and Greek 
Bibles.  
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The writer of Ecclesiastes says God put “olam” into human consciousness. “Olam” 
means “eternity,” but it can also be translated as “mystery” or “obscurity.” We do 
not know what this mystery means. It teases us, as the poet John Keats wrote, out 
of thought. But once we recognize this mystery and honor it, simplistic answers no 
longer work. We are all born lost. We all suffer. And “the only certain happiness in 
life,” as Leo Tolstoy wrote, “is to live for others.”  
 
Resistance to evil, to abstract hatred, requires us to build relationships with the 
demonized and the oppressed. It requires us to be acutely aware of our capacity 
for evil. It requires the emotional ability to see in all human beings, indeed in all 
life, the sacred. It requires us to remain rooted in a world not of hypermasculine 
strength but of compassion and tenderness. It requires us to find ways to overcome 
the deep dissociation that defines the modern, digital age. It requires the capacity 
for self-awareness that wards off the allure of mass emotions (para. 14-17).  

 
Yet, it is this mass emotion found in the dogmatic ontological/epistemological camps of both 

sacred and secular camps that we now find today’s modern predicament.  This “clash of 

ontologies” is aptly captured by Yusuf (2004): 

Organized religion, with its self-righteous pugnaciousness and its officious 
meddling in the affairs of others, has driven many moderns to relegate it to the 
dustbin of discarded ideas.  The irony, of course, is that the religious people feel 
the secularists are the pugnacious ones forcing secularity down their throats, 
ignoring their most sacred beliefs or relegating them to the a few minutes on shows 
such as Thought for the Day.  The more religion is marginalized, the angrier religious 
people get; the angrier they get, the more others want to marginalize religion, ad 
nauseam.  We have found ourselves in a vicious cyclical clash between secularists, 
who, in many ways, abandoned the Enlightenment project of a more humane world 
long ago, and religious utopians battling for piece of turf in the modern world – 
both sides bitter, both sides with minorities that use indiscriminate violence to 
lesser and greater effectiveness, both sides becoming intolerant (p. 4). 

 
However, as Ramadan (2012) warns (and as I argue later at length) any monopoly over truth or 

the universal, whether claimed by reason (science/secular), faith (religion/sacred), ideology 

(capitalism vs. communism) or civilization (Eastern vs. Western) can be become an ill-fated affair.  

Thus, he writes:  
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Some have no qualms about arrogating to themselves the ground of universal 
values and stating, forcefully and arrogantly, ‘this is mine…and my people’s’.  The 
quest for the universal is sometimes – and all too often – transformed from being 
a need to being a close and exclusive property, into an instrument of power and 
domination that has provoked wars and deaths, crusades, offensives and 
expansionist jihads, forced conversions, civilizing missions, colonizations and so 
many other ‘misfortunes’ and ‘horrors’.  Someone should indeed have pointed out 
that that which is universal (and which, by definition, cannot be appropriated) is 
summed up by the simple formula ‘the fruits belong to all’ and the ‘the earth to 
nobody’…and those values are everyone’s property and everyone’s exclusive right 
(pp. 18-19)  

 
Thus, according to Ramadan, this monopolization of truth leads to a dogmatic mind, in which:   
 

The common feature of the various attitudes that gradually lead to monopolization 
of the path to the universal has less to do with the object of the quest than the with 
the disposition of the intellect that goes on it.  Points of view are determined by 
states of mind: all these attitudes have succumbed to the dogmatic temptation that 
colonizes the intellect.  In that sense, the dogmatic mind is not necessarily a 
religious or a believer’s mind, and it is quite capable of influencing very rational 
intellects.  The characteristic feature of the dogmatic mind is its tendency to see 
things from one exclusive angle, and to think in terms of absolutes: the dogmatic 
mind thinks that it is God and passes judgement from on high in the name of 
eternity, just as it thinks it is the absolute view (Bergson see this as a contradiction 
in terms) and the only centre of what is seen and what there is to see.  Exclusivity 
is its territory and its property, and the universal is its ideal: its truth alone is true, 
its reason alone are rational, and only its doubts are certified. 

The dogmatic mind displays, moreover, one further characteristic.  It would 
be a mistake to think that it accepts the existence of only one point of view: the 
dogmatic mind is a binary mind.  Whilst it states that its truth is the only truth, that 
its Way is exclusive and that its universal is the only universal, that is because it 
stipulates – at the same time – that anything that does not partake of that truth, 
that path, that universal is, at best, absolutely the ‘other’ and, at worst, culpably 
mistaken (p. 22). 
 

Subsequently, the dire consequences of such dogmatic thinking now inflaming our societies is 

aptly captured by Ramadan: 

This simplistic state of mind can sometimes be astonishingly sophisticated; it is, to 
say the least, disturbing to observe, at the heart of post-modernity and 
globalization, the rise of mass movements that are, in varying degrees, 
intellectualized or emotive, that shape dogmatic and binary minds that are 
increasingly incapable of accepting the complex multiplicity of points of view, paths 
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and ways.  It is as though mass communication, with their colossal powers, their 
capacity to bring psychological pressure to bear and the uncontrolled complexity 
of their power to influence us, had shaped a new ordinary human being, in both 
the East and the West, the North and the South.  This increasingly universal human 
being is, like his fellows, in danger of becoming simplified: we are seeing the global 
birth of a binary mind that is increasingly devoid of complex ideas and nuances, 
easily convinced of the truths it is told again and again, colonized by perceptions 
and impressions that are as intellectually vague as the way it judges others is cut 
and dried and final (p. 22).   

 
In fact, our current trends whether here in Canada or around the globe are increasingly fraught 

with examples that show we have entered an amplified “post-truth” and disinformation era in 

which emotion or use of emotional bribes and demonizing “the other” becomes the convenient 

and default mechanism in which power elite, corporations and political actors are able seize 

and/or maintain power.  As Muggah and Velshi (2019) report: 

Religious violence is undergoing a revival. The past decade has witnessed a sharp 
increase in violent sectarian or religious tensions. These range from Islamic 
extremists waging global jihad and power struggles between Sunni and Shia 
Muslims in the Middle East to the persecution of Rohingya in Myanmar and 
outbreaks of violence between Christians and Muslims across Africa. According to 
Pew, in 2018 more than a quarter of the world's countries experienced a high 
incidence of hostilities motivated by religious hatred, mob violence related to 
religion, terrorism, and harassment of women for violating religious codes. 
 
The spike in religious violence is global and affects virtually every religious group. A 
2018 Minority Rights Group report indicates that mass killings and other atrocities 
are increasing in countries both affected and not affected by war alike. While 
bloody encounters were recorded in over 50 countries, most reported lethal 
incidents involving minorities were concentrated in Syria, Iraq, Nigeria, India, 
Myanmar, Pakistan and Bangladesh. Hostilities against Muslims and Jews also 
increased across Europe, as did threats against Hindus in more than 18 countries. 
Making matters worse, 55 of the world’s 198 countries imposed heightened 
restrictions on religions, especially Egypt, Russia, India, Indonesia and Turkey (para. 
1-2). 

 
Thus, when a society and by extension their political leaders and systems of education retards 

our ability to think critically and awaken our personal, public and planetary consciousness, it 
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becomes very easy for nefarious political actors to tap into our socialized, tribal or dogmatic 

minds and use spin, fear, conspiracy theories, identity politics and outright lies to anger and 

mobilize large numbers of people to vote for policies that in many cases run against their very 

self-interest.  As Ramadan affirms (2012):  

We have entered the realm of emotional politics or, to be more specific, of the 
politics of emotions.  The technique is familiar, and has long been used by far-right 
populist parties that stir up fears, stigmatize the other and glorify the pure identity 
of the race or nation.  We are now seeing the normalization of that technique, and 
the normalization of the very substance of a populist politics that is designed to 
seduce rather than convince voters.  The political attitude, which is more interested 
in the individual or collective amygdala than in the neo-cortex, certainly makes it 
possible to win elections, but in the long term it has devastating effects on the 
future of societies and democracies (p. 121). 

 
Consequently, it is not hard to see these sentiments as having real world impacts on the lives of 

both believes, non-believers, and especially minority groups such as Jews and Muslims across 

Canada.  Here, as pointed out above, it seems we are witnessing the hegemony of “closed 

secular exclusive humanism” create an unnecessary and self-fulfilling “clash of ontologies” not 

only between believers and non-believers but also between believers of different faiths.  As 

Yusuf (2017d) points out:  

Today’s secular mindset, especially among “new atheists”, is such that it sees no 
virtue in religion, dismissing it as ideas, traditions and behaviours that comfort 
simple people. Ironically, the atheists of the 17th, 18th, and 19th centuries often 
understood the utilitarian benefits of religion, especially in promoting morality 
among the less educated. It was a cynical view that led many of them to mask their 
materialistic behaviour behind a religious veneer; in other words, they were saving 
appearances for the sake of social cohesion.  
 
Even the founding fathers of the United States saw the benefit of religion, and 
enshrined freedom to exercise faith in the First Amendment of the Constitution. 
Most legislative bodies, including Congress, usually begin their sessions with a 
prayer from a religious leader. 
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But things are changing rapidly, both in the US and across Europe. Today, a strong 
anti-religious sentiment has emerged in Europe, and increasingly in the more 
religious America. It’s a sentiment that reflects the French model of laicism that has 
effectively banished religion from the public sphere.  
 
Providing fuel for the anti-religious fire has been the rise of so-called 
"Islamofascism", which seeks to strike terror and chaos into the heart of European 
and American societies, believing these nations and their values to be the cause of 
many miseries in Muslim-majority countries. This threat has led many – especially 
those not familiar with normative Islam – to perceive of Islam not as a religion but 
as a political cult.  
 
This, in turn, has led to a resurgence of nationalistic and xenophobic elements of 
the far right, who are once again rearing their heads, singularly focused on 
cleansing their homelands of any overt sign or expression of Islam. In Europe at 
least, this charge of the right brigade serves as an unwelcome reminder of the not-
so-distant 1930s and 1940s; of the rise of fascism, Nazism and communism. It is 
worth noting that the term Islamofascism was coined to draw an analogy between 
today’s militant Islamic movements and the European fascist movements of the 
early 20th century (para. 2-6).  

 
In the Canadian context, we are also witnessing the “closed secular” culture manifest in 

increased conflict between secular (often represented by liberal leaning citizens/governments) 

and sacred ontologies (often represented by conservative leaning citizens/governments).  For 

example, on June 15, 2018, Trinity Western University (a privately funded university) lost a 

landmark case in the Supreme Court of Canada in which the high court ruled that the law 

societies of British Columbia and Ontario have the power to refuse accreditation of a law school 

based on the Christian school’s requirement that students follow a strict code of conduct 

including abstinence from sex outside of heterosexual marriage.  More recently, the 

conservative government of Alberta enacted a five percent cut on the public post-secondary 

education system but left status quo funding for religious colleges and universities.  As Rieger 

(2019) points out, some public education advocates are concerned that “the provincial 

government’s grant funding cuts appear to favour religious colleges and universities over the 
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other post-secondaries” (para. 1).  In a 2017 keynote talk to the Canadian Science Policy 

Conference in Ottawa, the Governor General of Canada, Julie Payette openly and incredulously 

mocked those who believe in God, she asserting, “And we are still debating and still questioning 

whether life was a divine intervention or whether it was coming out of a natural process let 

alone, oh my goodness, a random process” (Urback, 2017, para. 8).  In Quebec (once a deeply 

religious province), the newly elected premier, Francois Legault has warned that if necessary he 

will invoke the notwithstanding clause to work around the Charter of Rights and Freedoms so 

that his government can continue enforcing bill 21 that bans people in positions of authority in 

the province from wearing religious symbols.    

With regards to minority groups such as Jews or Muslims, as indicated earlier, these 

negative sentiments are metastasizing into even more disconcerting trends.  According to 

Statistics Canada data released in 2015, hate crimes against the Muslim community have risen 

253 percent between 2012 and 2015 (despite the overall number of such crimes decreasing over 

the same period).  In addition to these troubling numbers we are witnessing more brazen and 

disturbing mass attacks from radicalized and extremist “believers”.  For example, on October 22, 

2014, a man inspired by ISIS stormed the Parliament Building in Ottawa tragically killing a 

Canadian solider.  Just a few years later on August 10, 2016, police shot and killed another ISIS 

inspired terror suspect in Ontario who was planning to detonate a homemade bomb in Canadian 

city during the morning or afternoon rush hour.  Moreover, on January 29, 2017, a right wing 

inspired lone gunman walked into a Quebec City mosque and opened fire on fifty-three people 

during the end of their evening prayer.  Here, the man professing his hatred for Muslims 

tragically killed six people, injuring 19 others.  In another tragic incident on October 27, 2018, a 
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man who declared himself a white nationalist and alt right supporter who despised people of the 

Jewish faith walked into a Pittsburgh synagogue and tragically killed 11 worshipers during 

Saturday Shabbat religious services.  In addition to these tragic events, there are anti-Semitic or 

anti-Muslim rallies across the country; and in places such as Quebec, the province’s bill 21 has 

been pointed out by many Canadian academics and public leaders as a law that erroneously and 

specifically targets Muslim women.  

It is important to note that during these polarizing times, the hegemony of “closed 

secular exclusivist humanist culture is taking place at a time in which a majority of people both in 

Canada and across the globe continue to ascribe to a spiritual or religious identity. As Pennings 

(2017) points out, “the push for secular supremacy — often done in the name of inclusion or 

neutrality – doesn’t mesh well with Canadian society. In fact, the latest Angus Reid Institute (ARI) 

poll conducted in partnership with the think-tank Cardus suggests those who are anti-religious 

are the outliers” (para. 4). As Hackett et al., (2012) tells us, “Worldwide, more than eight-in-ten 

people identify with a religious group. A comprehensive demographic study of more than 230 

countries and territories conducted by the Pew Research Center’s Forum on Religion & Public 

Life estimates that there are 5.8 billion religiously affiliated adults and children around the globe, 

representing 84% of the 2010 world population of 6.9 billion” (p. 9).  Here, beyond these 

examples, and as it stated earlier, there are many reasons to transcend our “closed secular” 

societies toward a more inclusive humanistic ontology. For example, if Canadian governments 

are truly serious about implementing the recommendations of the 2015 Truth and Reconciliation 

Report, then honouring and including our First Nations people in the fold of society and decision 

making processes (through, for example, indigenizing curriculum practices in PSE) means we 
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have to respect and include their spiritual or transcendental worldview.  Here, the belief in a 

“great spirit” or God(s) and spiritual existence sits at the very core of Indigenous life (Parrott & 

Filice, 2018).  Also, as stated earlier, if we wish to create a more sound and progressive 

education system then including space for a transcendental component in our pedagogical 

practices allows for values, meaning and purpose to naturally flow into the education landscape.  

Moreover, as Lovat (2018a; 2018b) and others have argued above, delegitimizing and 

demonizing religious and spiritual ontology from the public square does not help us against the 

worrisome rise of radicalization, xenophobia and violence plaguing our societies.  In fact, the 

best way to immunize or counter such ignorant and violent trends is to provide an inclusive and 

critical educative environment in which people from both believing and non-believing camps 

learn about their shared values and interests over their often insignificant and mythologized 

differences (Lovat, 2018a).  Finally, as noted earlier, our history as a nation is abound with the 

influence of the Indigenous and Christian Gospel ontology/epistemology influencing our 

democratic and social conscious way of life. In fact, the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms 

begins with the preamble, “Whereas Canada is founded upon principles that recognize the 

supremacy of God and the rule of law” (p. 1); and the ninth verse of our Canadian national 

anthem reads, “God keep our land glorious and free!”.  These points are not intended to argue 

for a superior position of the sacred (or theist perspective) but rather to suggest that despite the 

claim by anti-theist and anti-humanist about the dying status and irrelevance of spiritually, 

religion and faith, this analysis clearly shows that not only is it a fully alive and part and parcel of 

our human condition but that when prescribed accordingly holds immense potential to improve 
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the standard of our personal, professional, public and planetary lives.  Here, this much needed 

consonance between secular and sacred is aptly summarized by Lovat (2018a): 

So, this is where public theology comes in.  I would argue that this take on a 
theology that helps us not only understand better our past so as to understand 
better who we are today, how we’ve come to be who we are and therefore how to 
move forward, and that furthermore helps us to unravel matters in the public 
square, yesterday’s, today’s and tomorrow’s, be all this from a faith perspective like 
Newman’s or an informed secular perspective a la Habermas and others, makes it 
an essential component of any modern public setting, education, healthcare, 
political, immigration, security, etc.  Somehow, this perspective, this ‘take’ on the 
world, needs to be there as an artefact of education, of strategic analysis, of 
intelligence, of healing, of counselling, etc., indeed of any public information or 
service (p. 14-15).     

 
Re-building the Ontological Foundation of Postsecondary Education: A Proposed Ontology   
 

As I have argued above, the pendulum has swung from one extreme ontologically 

hegemony (the story in which knowledge and truth was legitimized by the dogmatic religious 

fanaticism of the pre-modern era) to another extreme paradigm (in which the story of 

knowledge and truth are now told through the story of zealous scientistic fundamentalism).  

However, such dogmatic or extreme dichotomies can be deeply counterproductive since they 

force people to take sides and often obstructs them from working together to solve the 

problems that would serve everyone’s concerns.  In this context, productive questions and a 

path to understanding become buried under the mountain of misconceptions and assumptions 

that in some cases leads to violence.  Here, as I have made the case, beyond a self-fulfilling 

“clash of civilizations” we are now in the midst of self-fulfilling “clash of ontologies” or as Siad 

(2001) calls “clash of ignorance” and Ramadan (2012) calls “clash of perception”.  And, as I have 

argued above, because in these clashes, there are no winners, we might be wise to find 
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consonance between the secular and sacred realities through Taylor’s (2007) secular inclusive 

humanistic ontology (or super-nova of modern, plural beliefs including the secular and sacred).   

In fact, this call for consonance between secular science and sacred religion/spirituality is 

captured and affirmed by Tisdell (2012) citing a large scale mixed methods research study 

conducted by Schlitz, Vieten and Amorok (2007) and the Institute of Noetic Sciences.  Here, in 

seeking the question of deep living in contemporary society, Tisdell writes that Schiltz et al. 

(2007) “based their discussion on a study ‘of the transformative processes – from analysis of 

hundreds of stories of transformation, teacher focus groups, fifty interviews, with teachers and 

masters of transformative processes, and almost nine hundred surveys with people engaged in 

their own transformative journeys’ (pp. 10-11)” (p. 30).  Moreover, Tisdell describes the study as:  

informed by “leading theories of transformation” as well as “direct wisdom from a broad cross 

section of religious, spiritual, and transformative practices” and “scientific evidence from a 

diverse array of fields (p. 11). They do not cite Mezirow, O’Sullivan, or Friere, but rather their 

work in transpersonal psychology and other consciousness studies scholars, from science, 

religion, and psychology” (pp. 30-31).  Subsequently, Tisdell tells us that the study points to the 

importance and focus on:  

…the interconnection of the “I” and the “we” and suggest that attention to both is 
necessary to facilitate individual and social transformation, and that one 
paradoxically leads to the other. They aver that we are currently a culture that is 
between worldviews in forging a new story: “Both science and spirituality have a 
stake in the story that is being created. Each alone has only partial answers to the 
questions of how we are what we are capable of becoming. Indeed, as twenty-first 
century life unfolds, it is becoming increasingly clear that each of us has a voice in 
the answers to these questions. Through transformations in consciousness, each 
of us is empowered to help craft a new story – one that is more just, 
compassionated, and sustainable, now and for future generations” (pp. 201-211) 
(p. 31).    
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Moreover, as Walach and Reich (2005)68 point out:   
 

The spark of creativity, the speck of (sudden) nonanalytic intuitive awareness 
seminal to science, might be from the same source as the light of spiritual 
enlightenment, a fact pointed out already by Grosseteste at the cradle of scientific 
reasoning during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries (Grosseteste [ca. 1230] 1912; 
Crombie 1953; Southern 1986). If this is true, science and spirituality have a 
common ground not only in their respective initiation. They also have a common 
goal: to understand reality. Moreover, they are ignited and nourished by the same 
initial process: an experiential, intuitive, holistic grasp of reality, realized by 
consciousness turning back on itself and touching reality experientially. Their ways 
part later on: while spirituality tries to deepen this inner experiential grasp of 
reality, science turns toward the world and explores the ramifications of the initial 
grasp by rational thinking, is the position and the role of human beings in a 
sustainable environment…The time has come for reconnecting science and 
spirituality (pp. 436-438). 

 
Yet, despite these calls for consonance between secular and sacred world views, I have argued 

above and Taylor (2007) pointed out earlier, many of today’s philosophical debates continue to 

be understood as developments out of, or reactions to, the apparently incompatible notions of 

the highest good – “life” (natural/immanent order) or something “beyond” (supernatural/ 

transcendent order).  Here, as Taylor tells us, the philosophical debate is now “shaped by two 

extremes, transcendent religion, on the one hand, and its frontal denial, on the other” (p. 20).  

More specifically, he provides a nuanced framework, illustrated in Figure 6, in which the 

battlefield or struggle for ontological and epistemological belief and unbelief can be “divided up 

                                                
68 Walach and Reich (2005) provide another interesting point worth noting here: “There is another angle to these considerations. Every good 
scientific theory carries an element of nonalgorithmic reasoning, which was called abduction by Charles Sanders Peirce (Sebeok 1985; Wirth 
1996), a fact that was in essence already pointed out by Aristotle in his last part of the Organon (Aristotle [c. 350 B.C.E.] 1990). We would 
venture to postulate that those intuitive insightful moments (Sternberg and Davidson 1995) at which an idea lights up in the mind of a 
researcher as the seminal outline of a new theory which then has to be worked out and tested are akin to spiritual experiences. Plato, in his sixth 
letter, described the insight into truth as a sudden lightening up, using the terminology of spiritual experience (Plato [c. 360 B.C.E.] 1967). Every 
great scientific success, be it Newton’s literal apple that gave him his insight into gravitation, Albert Einstein’s ideas about relativity, or Max 
Planck’s, Niels Bohr’s, Erwin Schrödinger’s, and Werner Heisenberg’s concept of quantum mechanics, started with a seminal, intuitive grasp of 
reality (Primas 1981), akin to a spiritual experience. This nonalgorithmic, abductive reasoning, which is holistic and synthetic and gives science its 
guiding notions and nascent theories, is a mode of insight complementary to the analytic way of every- day science (Nisbett et al. 2001). We 
presume that an intuitive, experiential grasp of reality is at the base of that process, which is very similar to that advocated in spiritual traditions 
proper if not identical in essence” (p. 436). 
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into three possibly four corners”.  The first corner #1, he calls the Neo-Nietzscheans, the Anti-

Humanists, and he anti-theists.  The second Corner #2 includes the “secular humanists” or what 

he calls the “exclusive humanist” (this is the corner I have discussed above and is currently 

swaying the notion of secularism). The third Corner #3, he terms, “acknowledgers of the 

transcendence” or “those who acknowledge some good beyond life”.  Finally, the fourth Corner 

#4, which he does necessarily name but suggests it involves an explosion or “nova” of new forms 

of belief and unbelief arising out of the post-revolutionary, individualization, and self-

expressiveness of personal experience of the transcendent in our era.  As Taylor points out, the 

ontological modern debate is about more than belief or unbelief in the transcendence, it is also 

about the nature and value of ordinary human flourishing.  Thus, he writes:   

There are secular humanists, there are neo-Nietzscheans, and there are those who 
acknowledge some good beyond life. Any pair can gang up against the third on 
some important issue. Neo-Nietzscheans and secular humanists together condemn 
religion and reject any good beyond life. But neo-Nietzscheans and acknowledgers 
of transcendence are together in their absence of surprise at the continued 
disappointments of secular humanism, together also in the sense that its vision of 
life lacks a dimension. In a third line-up, secular humanists and believers come 
together in defending an idea of the human good, against the anti-humanism of 
Nietzsche’s heirs (p. 637).   
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Figure 6: Taylor’s (2007) Four Corners of Ontology 

 
 

As noted above, Taylor also identifies the possibility of a fourth corner to the debate.  In fact, it is 

this fourth option that Taylor not only self identifies but argues has the possibility to overcome the 

confining categories and challenges of the other corners in the debate.  He writes:  

A fourth party can be introduced to this field if we take account of the fact that the 
acknowledgers of transcendence are divided. Some think that the whole move to 
secular humanism was just a mistake, which needs to be undone. We need to 
return to an earlier view of things. Others, in which I place myself, think that the 
practical primacy of life has been a great gain for human kind, and that there is 
some truth in the self-narrative of the Enlightenment: this gain was in fact unlikely 
to come about without some breach with established religion…but we 
nevertheless think that the metaphysical primacy of life espoused by exclusive 
humanism is wrong, and stifling, and that its continued dominance puts in danger 
the practical primacy (p. 637). 

 
Thus, despite Taylor’s critical analysis of contemporary society with its notions of the “immanent 

order” or “closed secularism”, he maintains (and I have argued above) that we are not sliding 

toward pure materialism. Instead, he argues, and as reinforced thus far, neither spirituality nor 
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the notion of the transcendence are dying as, say, the anti-theist and anti-humanist imagine.  As 

he puts it, “the yearning for eternity is not the trivial and childish thing it is painted as,” since 

most people are incapable of being indifferent to the transcendent possibility (2007, p.722).  

According to Taylor, we are moving toward what he calls a “nova-effect” (a cosmologic term 

referring to a pluralism of exploding stars, and the Latin word meaning “new”) in which people in 

search of fullness are able to draw from the harvest of intellectual, cultural and spiritual gains 

mounted over the past several centuries (Campbell, 2017).  Here, as Taylor puts it, this nova 

effect broke out of the humanism of freedom and benefit in the 18th century; and then 

culminates in the twentieth century with a generalized culture of authenticity or expressive 

individualism69.  In this time of increasing culture fragmentation, people not only in the elite 

circles but also general population are encouraged to discover their own fulfillment.  

Subsequently, he asserts, not only is “the nova effect, the widening gamut of new positions – 

some believing, some unbelieving, some hard to classify – which have become available for us” 

(423), but also, he claims, “we are now living in a spiritual super-nova, a type of galloping 

pluralism on the spiritual plane” (p. 300).   

Consequently, while Taylor claims this “nova” or “super-nova” effect can certainly 

produce fragmentations and shallow options, the secular age beats the conformity and 

dogmatism of the pre-modern age of fundamentalism.  Thus, he argues, in our transition from a 

secular to post-secular age, the challenge will be to combine within a secular inclusive humanism 

                                                
69 Here, Campbell (2017) analyzing Taylor’s work asserts: “In this regard, Taylor underlines that it is of importance in understanding Hegel’s work 
to recognize that it is strongly anti-dualist: it strives to overcome the body-soul dichotomy, or the spirit-nature dichotomy, which was the legacy 
of Descartes and others. In contrast, “expressivist theory makes freedom a, if not the central, value of human life.”5

 
These distinctions in 

aspiration can of course be linked to the four corners of the battlefield of belief and unbelief outlined in Chapter 6, with Corners #1 and #2 being 
oriented more to the Enlightenment model, and Corners #3 and #4 oriented more to the expressivist model” (p. 238).   
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(as opposed to exclusive humanism) the strengths of universal values found both in the secular 

(e.g. reason) and sacred (e.g. ethics/values) outlooks.  Here, Taylor’s ontological thesis is 

synthesized nicely by Spohn (2015) who writes:    

The important implication of this is that the modern Western secular moral outlook 
rests on a specific vision of the human being and society that competes in the plural 
field of philosophical anthropologies and social scientific paradigms. The crucial 
point Taylor is getting at is that none of these visions or paradigms, whether secular 
or religious, can prove its epistemic superiority over any of the others.41 In light of 
this construction story (as against subtraction stories) of Western secularity, the 
hierarchical dichotomization of secular and religious reason looks suspect. Against 
the background of Taylor’s theory of Western modernity, one is bound to recognize 
that a secular moral outlook is not “simply the absence of religion” but rather “the 
presence of a particular way of looking at the world.”42 (p. 128). 
 

Moreover, to reinforce the combined ontological/epistemological position taken in this chapter, 

and worth quoting at length in his comparison between Habermasian and Taylorian views on 

modern secularism, Spohn (2015) contends: 

The fundamental divide between Taylor and Habermas on modern Western 
secularity suggest the wider theoretical background of their disagreement on the 
epistemological distinction between religious and secular moral reasons and the 
role of religious reasons in the public sphere.  This means that one must be careful 
not to take Tayrlor’s statement “that there are zones of a secular state in which the 
language used has to be neutral” just as a paraphrase of the conventional liberal 
principle of public reason.  The important difference is that Taylor does not believe 
in the possibility of a truly independent or “neutral” in the its style leaves certain 
things unspecified.  This means that official documents should refer to the general 
values and principles enshrined in the overlapping consensus while refraining from 
explicitly naming the authorities of particular religious or secular world-views, such 
as the Bible, Kant, or Marx 48.  
 It is perfectly clear, though, that behind the neutral wording, a particular 
moral outlook must be at work which determines the ideological thrust of the 
policy in question.  To be sure, the policy must be in line with the shared values of 
the overlapping consensus.  But as we saw earlier, Taylor does not believe in the 
availability of an independent justification of this shared ethic, which therefore 
must be justified and interpreted light of some comprehensive doctrine or other.  
We need to be sensitive to these nuances to comprehend what might otherwise 
look like a paradoxical or inconsistent position.  For Taylor argues that “the state 
can be neither Christian nor Muslim nor Jewish…[nor] Marxist nor Kantian nor 
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Utilitarian, “ while at the same time he thinks that it “will end up passing laws which 
(in the best case) reflects the actual convictions of its citizens, which will be either 
Christian, or Muslim, and so forth.” 49 Thus the important thing to bear in mind in 
dealing with Taylorian neutrality is that nothing like “independent” reason or 
“freestanding” justification is involved…The question of whether the liberal duty of 
public reason must be viewed as an implementation or as a violation of the 
principle of equal freedom hinges on the interpretation of Western modernity 
(which means here specifically the secularization of norms) as an acultural 
subtraction story (the loss of illusions, rationalization as universalization) or as a 
cultural construction story (the creation of novel, particular self- understandings, 
the discovery of new sources of the good). As long as we are divided about these 
major paradigms of Western modernity, we will remain divided about the fairness 
of the duty of public reason. Taylor takes the cultural trajectory in this controversy 
in that he rejects the idea that the secular moral outlook of contemporary Western 
societies is expressive of some universal, independent reason (“reason alone”). 
Instead, he views it as a particular, comprehensive outlook that has been 
constructed over centuries within the moral horizon of Western civilization. This 
cultural view of secularity makes him reject all concepts that claim the primacy of 
secular reasons, which leads to a truly equal standing of secular and religious views 
in public discourse without any “thresholds” or “filters” for religious reasons. The 
hierarchical distinction between secular and religious moral reasoning is dropped 
altogether because it is viewed as being based on unwarranted beliefs about the 
neutrality and independence of secular reasons. Thus in Taylor’s model of post-
secularism, religious and secular views are both conceived as emanating from 
comprehensive moral outlooks that compete, on an equal footing, for interpretive 
power regarding the shared values of the overlapping consensus (pp. 128-129). 

 
Consequently, in Spohn’s final analysis on Taylor’s proposed and preferred secular inclusive 

humanistic perspective, he offers some insightful commentary and practical example affirming 

one of central positions in this chapter: the appeal for a particularistic focus of shared universal 

values within pluralizing secular and sacred historical context.  Thus, I quote Spohn at length 

here so to not lose any of the substance or meaning of his argument:  

To escape this triumphalist version of Eurocentrism, we do not have to resort to 
acultural rationalism as the supposed lesser of two evils. Nor do we have to give in 
to cultural relativism. I agree with Veit Bader that the acknowledgement of the 
cultural boundedness of all moral-political thinking is not the end of universalistic 
philosophy but “only the starting point of all interesting discussions.”54 The 
alternative to these two forms of Eurocentrism is not, in my view, moral relativism, 
but what Michael Walzer called “reiterative universalism.”55 This type of 
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universalism presupposes that people from very different cultural contexts can 
come to agree on a couple of basic norms on the basis of shared experiences of 
suffering, such as those having to do “with lordship and bondage, that is, with 
oppression, vulnerability, and fear, and, pervasively, the exercise of power.”56

 

People tend to react to such experiences by appealing to moral concepts which 
Western political philosophy captures in terms such as autonomy, emancipation or 
equal respect, while in other cultural contexts, people may find different terms 
more appropriate to designate the same moral aspiration or intuition. 

What is important from the viewpoint of reiterative universalism is to 
recognize that experiences of suffering as well as the formulation of moral 
reactions to these always take place in specific historical contexts. This means 
acknowledging that, for instance, the universal evil of oppression can take very 
different forms in concrete contexts. This is why, for example, generalizing 
analogies between veiled women in, say, Paris, and veiled women in Afghanistan, 
so often evoked in European debates about Muslim veiling are very misleading. We 
have to distinguish between universal human values as such (the freedom of 
expression underlying the choice to dress in a certain way) from concrete 
actualizations of these values in response to the conditions of specific historical 
situations (the freedom to wear a veil in public spaces in France today and the 
freedom to wear no veil in public spaces in Afghanistan today). Failure to make this 
distinction between universal values and their concrete historical actualizations in 
specific circumstances prevents one from recognizing different and apparently 
contradictory reactions as expressions of a shared moral intuition. The main point 
here is that we will never be able to specify the “core meaning” of any given set of 
universal values in the abstract because values are always realized anew, that is, 
reiterated in particular historical situations. This implies that the concrete meaning 
of universal values can vary across time and cultural contexts and is constantly 
undergoing change: “Every iteration transforms meaning, adds to it, enriches it in 
ever-so-subtle ways. In fact, there really is no ‘originary’ source of meaning, or an 
‘original’ to which all sub- sequent forms must conform.”57 This is what is meant by 
reiterative universalism’s “particularist focus and pluralizing tendency “58 (p. 130, 
bold italics added). 

 
Subsequently Spohn (2015) writes:  
  

Taylor’s model of post-secularism can be understood in terms of reiterative 
universalism. It appeals to a set of shared values on a very general level and at the 
same time leaves a lot of space for both secular and religious iterations of these 
values in the course of deliberation processes in concrete societal contexts. I take 
this to be the most promising trajectory to meet the challenge of growing religious 
and cultural diversity, more promising at least than both acultural rationalism and 
culturalist triumphalism. Thus I believe that Taylor is basically on the right track with 
his model of post-secularism. 
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I wonder, however, whether he is not too optimistic that iterative processes 
imply mutual understanding or bring about a fusion of horizons. As “a hopeless 
German romantic of the 1790s,” Taylor may cling too strongly to the Herderian 
ideal of “humanity as the orchestra, in which all the differences between human 
beings could ultimately sound together in harmony.” 

In a world where conflict, not harmony, is the normal state of affairs, 
however, concepts like “‘gritted teeth’ tolerance,”60 or modus vivendi,61 deserve 
closer consideration. The debate about post-secularism needs to open up to more 
agonistic models of managing diversity that do not presuppose an ideal of rational 
consensus nor thick notions of mutual understanding (p. 132)70.   

 
Finally, Campbell (2017) in his PhD dissertation on Taylor’s (2007) theory of post-secularism, 

provides the following synthesis of Taylor’s ultimate agenda:   

In this way there can be a possible reconciliation between the contradictions and 
oppositions regarding the place of the transcendent in Western secular modern 
culture. It, therefore, brings us to the conclusion of our study because, as suggested 
above, this culminating reconciling synthesis brings together and demonstrates the 
elements of our hypothesis…This is the importance of restoring and reinvigorating 
the transcendental horizon to its necessary place in secular modern lives and 
culture. It is backed up as we have claimed by the three main components of 
Taylor’s “rather tightly related agenda” supporting that focus. These are (1) 
polemical arguments against those who marginalize the transcendent in society, 
disregard human subjectivity in the academic social sciences, and propagate 
“subtraction stories” arguing for the inevitability of decline in belief; (2) acts of 
retrieval from the wealth of past spiritual insight and knowledge, and (3) acts of 
persuasion or teaching that restore the proper place of the transcendent in secular 
modernity (pp. 252-253). 

 
Subsequently, I affirm both Spohn and Campbell’s analysis of Taylor’s work and believe that it is 

Taylor’s secular inclusive humanistic ontology (or super-nova of modern, plural beliefs including 

                                                
70 According to Spohn (2015) citing Taylor, “The second requirement Taylor formulates is that citizens should get used to a state of permanent 
moral and political conflict. That is, the notion that disagreement will continue should be central to their horizon of expectations as citizens of a 
diverse society. Related to this is the demand that citizens be ready to make compromises and to accept this practice as the default mode of 
constructing political solutions.30

 This demand in particular makes Taylor’s model of post-secularism look somewhat like a moderate form of 
modus vivendi pluralism, where modus vivendi means a tolerably accepted political arrangement in the absence of society-wide consensus. 31 

Since Taylor combines the expectation of persistent disunity and a corresponding readiness to compromise with the notion of hermeneutic 
dialogue and its orientation towards a fusion of horizons, we can view his model of post-secularism as a “hopeful” version of modus vivendi 
theory” (p. 126). 
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the secular and sacred) that provides perhaps the most promising and peaceful way that our 

shared humanity can move forward in the 21st century.  As Harari (2018a) argues: 

Whatever changes await us in the future, they are likely to involve a fraternal 
struggle within a single civilisation rather than a clash between alien civilisations. 
The big challenges of the 21st century will be global in nature. What will happen 
when climate change triggers ecological catastrophes? What will happen when 
computers outperform humans in more and more tasks, and replace them in an 
increasing number of jobs? What will happen when biotechnology enables us to 
upgrade humans and extend lifespans?  

 
No doubt, we will have huge arguments and bitter conflicts over these questions. 
But these arguments and conflicts are unlikely to isolate us from one another. Just 
the opposite. They will make us ever more interdependent. Though humankind is 
very far from constituting a harmonious community, we are all members of a single 
rowdy global civilisation (para. 31-32).  

Thus, as noted in the opening section of this chapter, change in the education systems begins 

with a critical reflection and self-reflection of how we view reality, knowledge and truth.   Here, 

whether we admit or not, Taylor’s corners become the stories or window frames in which we 

observe the world.  This is aptly captured by Ramadan (2012) who writes:  

We all observe the world through our own windows.  A window is a viewpoint over 
a horizon, a framework, a piece of glass that is always tinted to some extent, and it 
has its orientation and its limitations: all of this, together, imparts its colour and 
qualities to the surrounding landscape.  We have to begin, humbly, by admitting 
that we have nothing more than points of view, in the literal sense, and that they 
shape our ideas, our perceptions and our imagination.  Coming to terms with the 
very essence of the relativity of our gaze does not imply that we have to doubt 
everything and can be sure of nothing.  It might mean quite the opposite, and the 
outcome might be a non-arrogant confidence, and a healthy energetic and creative 
curiosity about the infinite number of windows from which we all observe the same 
world (p. x). 

 
Thus, if we place the Taylor’s four corners of ontology in Ramadan’s window frame metaphor, 

then we must ask ourselves as educators, which of these four window frames (as a culturally 

prescribed story of existence) aligns most with the three aims of PSE education and allows for 

the most tolerant, peaceful, sustainable and democratic co-existence?  In other words, which of 
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these four ontological windows fits or most aligns with the 3P’s aims of PSE and 5 pillars of 

learning?  Consequently, as I have argued, I believe that it is in a super nova of secular and 

sacred inclusive humanistic ontology/epistemology (rather than a scientistic exclusive humanistic 

world view) combined with a Habermasian material and immaterial view of knowledge that we 

can help our students and society better understand and apply the relational, integrative and 

systems approach to education so necessary in the 21s century.  Here, as I will argue in greater 

detail in the section on Jurgen Habermas’s theory of knowledge, ontology/epistemology and its 

relationship to learning and teaching must become part of the course curriculum whether in the 

area of teacher professional learning or our work with students in the classroom.  As Cranton 

and Taylor (2012) citing Freire (1984) reminded us in chapter 1, “It is about developing 

“ontological vocation” (p. 12), a theory of existence that views people as subjects, not as objects, 

who are constantly reflecting and acting on the transformation of their world so that it can 

become a more equitable place for all to live” (p. 197).   And, it is in this inclusive humanistic 

ontological foundation, that I propose we revolutionize and rebuild our education systems; and it 

perhaps through this inclusive and ontological vocation that we may unleash our creative 

capacities so to solve today’s existential challenges.   

Section 2.3: Reconceptualizing Knowledge, Learning & Teaching in the 21st Century 

Understanding Knowledge: Objectivism, Constructionism or Both? 
 

As indicated, there is a dominant scientistic ontology/epistemology that has over the last 

three centuries shaped much of our thinking and understanding related to knowledge, learning 

and teaching.  Thus, if the 19th and 20th century are described as periods in which the notions of 

pedagogy were grounded and dominated by the secular, scientistic and empiricist 
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epistemological assumptions of behaviourism and cognitivism psychology, then the evidence 

from the new sciences and educational research mentioned earlier, suggests that the 21st 

century belongs to a relational/integrative/systems view of reality and constructivist theory of 

knowledge in which learning, knowledge and teaching are understood in the broadest sense, 

including and appreciating the immaterial and sacred notions of reality.   

Thus, we are witnessing over the last several decades a formidable challenge against the 

once undisputable notion of an “objectivist” view of knowledge and reductionist view of reality 

(Palmer & Zajonc, 2010; Lovat et al., 2011; Guba & Lincoln, 1994; Merriam & Grace, 2011). As 

noted earlier, this “scientific oversimplification” of human nature is deeply ingrained in our 

education systems and pedagogical practices.  In this context:  

Information is always limited in its explanation of events by the conditions under 
which the observations are made and the theories that are used to inform 
observations.  Thus, we would be very cautious about accepting the account of a 
description of a painting from someone who suffers from colour blindness!  
Nonetheless, it could be that all of our information has suffered from such 
inadequacies.  All of our observations and our theories of the world are restricted 
by our singular notion of reality based upon a physical and materialistic view of the 
world.  Because of our empirical roots, we tend to believe that which we can 
observe, see, hear, feel and smell and what we can prove through experimentation; 
the only reality many of us accept is that of the physical and material (Lovat & 
Smith, 2003, p. 239). 
 

However, as much of the evidence reveals, these scientistic oversimplifications are now being 

terminally challenged.  As Lovat and Smith (2003) affirm, “There is increasingly strong 

speculation in the works of scientist that there are more realities that the one based on the 

physical world”; and that: 

Such ideas, coming from the scientific community, have been described as the basis 
for moving from a materialistic and reductionist view of science to the ‘modern 
mystical schema’ (McCusker & Sutherland, 1987).  Increasingly, scientist are not 
afraid to admit they do not have all the answers and that, ultimately, all the answers 
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may not be derived in scientific terms.  Increasingly, scientist are becoming 
prominent in raising questions and addressing realities including those of the 
spiritual, that only a decade or two ago no self-respecting scientist would have 
admitted (cf. Davies, 1992; Mathews, 1992) (p. 240).   

 
Thus, we are entering a time in which revolutionary insight from diverse fields, ranging from 

educational research to philosophy, psychology, neuroscience and even Non-Western paradigms 

are receiving serious consideration (Merriam & Grace, 2011; Palmer & Zajonc, 2010; Lovat et al., 

2011, 2019a).  Many of these driplines and paradigms are casting “shadows of doubt on many of 

the dominant twentieth-century developmental theories and allied pedagogical practices, 

rendering them with more than an appearance of inadequacy to the task of educating students 

in the twenty-first century” (Lovat, et al., 2011, p. v).   

As noted earlier, and reaffirmed through a growing body of work (as for example 

proposed by: Ferre, 1982; Lakatos, 1974; Kuhn, 1970; Quine, 1953; Feyerabend, 1975; Guba & 

Lincoln, 1994), there is significant evidence that knowing “is not linear, it is complex; nor is it 

objective in any simple observable or measurable sense because it is fused with the subjectivity 

of the person doing the knowing” (Lovat, 2013a, p. 3).  Thus, in contrast to the school of logical 

positivism which gave way to learning theories of behaviourism and cognitivism, many newer 

theories of knowledge and learning subscribe to an alternative and increasingly accepted theory 

called constructivism.  Thus, as I intend to show in this section, constructivism is not only 

understood in a myriad of different ways but also that this varying notion of constructionism 

simply affirms the thesis in this chapter that our ways of knowing are inextricably linked to our 

sense of being (or our pre-existing views of established reality and truths).   

Our view of Constructivism Depends on Our View of Reality  
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According to Guba and Lincoln (1994) if positivism71 can be defined as knowledge 

consisting “of verified hypothesis that can be accepted as facts or laws”; then constructivism, 

may be described in the following manner:  

Knowledge consists of those constructions about which there is relative consensus 
(or at least some movement toward consensus) among those competent (and, in 
the case of more arcane material, trusted) to interpret the substance of the 
construction.  Multiple “knowledges” can coexist when equally competent (or 
trusted) interpreters disagree, and/or depending on social, political, cultural, 
economic, ethnic, and gender factors that differentiate the interpretations.  These 
constructions are subject to continuous revision, with changes most likely to occur 
when relatively different constructions are brought into juxtaposition in a 
dialectical context (p. 113). 

 
Thus, Guba and Lincoln’s definition above further affirms the thesis in this chapter that one’s 

social, political, cultural, economic, gender (and I would add secular or sacred) views of reality or 

existence, truly differentiates and provides a window in which one interprets or “constructs” 

knowledge.  Put simple, one’s view of constructivism then depends on one’s view of reality and 

truths (first principles).   

According to Merriam and Bierema (2014), constructivism is less a single theory of 

knowing “than a collection of perspectives all of which share a common assumption that learning 

is how people make sense of their experience – learning is the construction of meaning from 

experience” (p. 36).  This view is consistent with the new physics discussed earlier in which 

Heisenberg (1962) reminded us that “we observe is not nature in itself, but nature exposed to 

our method of questioning” (p. 58).  Moreover, as Palmer and Zajonc (2010) reminded us earlier 

                                                
71 As noted earlier, positivism transformed over the course of the 20th century into post-positivism or post-empiricism. Thus, the nature of 
knowledge in post-passivism could be described as: “Knowledge consists of nonfalsified hypothesis that can be regarded as probable facts or 
laws” (Guba & Lincoln, 1994, p. 110). 
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in their discussion of the ontology of new physics and its relationship to epistemology and 

axiology: 

We begin with the fallacy of the disconnected onlooker, which in underscored by 
Einstein’s theory of special relatively…The new physics encourages an 
epistemology that knits together the observer and the creative world in an 
indissoluble manner…In our search for more fundamental components to nature, 
we can never “get behind” phenomena.  Atoms are no different, in this regard, 
from the pebbles on the beach.  They are real because they have attributes.  They 
are like the “objects” of everyday life, which certainly exist, but as phenomenal 
entities in relationship to a group of observers.  The phenomena we experience are 
simultaneously a reflection of world reality and our specific state of mind.  Thus, 
education should be, in part, the cultivation of the mind so that the breadth and 
depth of the world can be explored (p. 67-68).   

 
Here, as Kegan (2009) remarks, “Constructivism recognizes that reality does not happen 

preformed and waiting for us merely to copy a picture of it.  Our perceiving is simultaneously an 

act of conceiving, of interpreting. “Perception without concept is blind,” Kant said.  “Our 

experience,” Huxley said, “is less what happens to us, and more what we make of what happens 

to us.” (p. 44).  Here, Smith and Taylor (2010), add that:  

We do not come to know objective reality (i.e., something that exists external to 
ourselves, knowledge of which is there to be “discovered”), but rather, we create 
(construe, construct) “reality” as we make meaning of whatever happens to, 
within, and around us.  This is not to claim that there is no objective reality, but that 
what we know of it is necessarily filtered by our lenses of perception (von 
Glaserfeld, 1996) – and we can no more see these lenses that we can see the 
eyeglasses we are wearing.  We therefore cannot know to what extent these lenses 
distort or limit our vision (p. 54). 

 
In the context of education, Driscoll (2005) point outs that constructionists see knowledge as 

“constructed by learners as they attempt to make sense of their experiences.  Learners therefore 

are not empty vessels waiting to be filled, but rather active organisms seeking meaning” (p. 387).  

Here, Windschitl (2002) argues a constructivist view of the world could be described as the very 

antithetical response to our current and default Western objectivist educational philosophy.  As 
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Windschitl asserts, objectivism claims that:  

Language can be used as a precise, neutral tool to describe the “real” world – to 
map knowledge as an unchanging object – and to transfer it from the minds of 
teachers to the minds of learners.  Congruent with this perspective are the 
transmission models of instruction, in which lecture and demonstrations are the 
preferred models of “delivering” such knowledge to learners.  Teachers instruct the 
entire class and present “right answers” as well as the “right ways” to solve 
problems; students’ existing knowledge has little relevance in such environments.  
The instructional philosophy stemming from objectivism (which has contributed 
heavily to classroom practice throughout the 20th century) can be summed up by 
the Benedictine monastic rule: “It belongeth to the master to speak and to the 
teach; it becometh the disciple to be silent and to listen” (Benedict, 1987, p. 11).  
Maintaining such an epistemology is a significant impediment to the 
conceptualization of student-centered learning (p. 142). 

 
On the other hand, Windschitl asserts: 
  

The epistemological assumptions underpinning constructivism suggest that the 
world does not harbor unambiguous “truths” independent of human perception, 
revealed to us through instruction; rather, the world is knowable only through the 
interaction of knower and experienced phenomena (von Glaserfeld, 1987).  
Learning is an act of both individual interpretation and negotiation with other 
individuals.  Knowledge in the various disciplines, then, is a corpus of constructions 
that are subject to change as different kinds of evidence are discovered and 
members of the disciplinary communities’ debate about new ideas becoming part 
of the cannon (p, 142). 
   

Subsequently, Lovat and Smith (2003) tell us, the constructivist ways of knowing “is about as far 

from the absolutist terms of behaviourism as it is possible to go.  A constructivist view connotes 

reflectivity and an ever-present critical overview of one’s own assumptions and preferred 

positions” (p. 56).  This is echoed by Feldman and McPhee (2008) who claim constructionists 

view of individual leaners involving knowing through experience, active reflection, and personal 

interpretation and “not by passive absorption or mental manipulation according to fixed rules” 

(p. 56).  They suggest that some schools of constructivism do “not deny that knowledge has 

objective qualities external to the mind that people can agree on” but rather, “it reworks this 
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idea with an emphasis on people’s specific and unique understanding and use of knowledge” (p. 

57).  Similarly, using research from quantum physics, Palmer and Zajonc (2010) write:  

As we have seen already, our method of inquiry shapes, in part, the phenomena 
themselves, and it is only these phenomena to which we have access.  If we attend 
to separate parts, that is what we see.  If we are interested in wholes and devise an 
experimental method suited to that interest, then wholes show themselves.  This 
is no mere relativism or pure constructivism, but rather an example of the world’s 
richness that rivals itself in stages in response to us and our properly posed 
questions (p. 81).   

 
Thus, as Guba and Lincoln (1994) reminded us earlier, knowledge is, “in all cases human 

constructions; that is they are all inventions of the human mind and hence subject to human 

error.  No construction is or can be incontrovertibly right; advocates of any particular 

construction must rely on persuasiveness and utility rather than proof in arguing their position” 

(p. 108).  As Merriam and Bierema (2014) point out, in the adult education context: 

Constructivists draw from a number of well-known theorist including Piaget, 
Dewey, and Vygotsky.  From Piaget comes his theory of cognitive development 
wherein our cognitive structure changes as we mature, allowing us to construct 
meaning at more sophisticated levels….Dewey’s notion (1938) of experience is that 
it is “a transaction taking place between an individual and what, at the time, 
constitutes his environment” (p. 41).  This experience then, is the basis for “genuine 
education.”  Vygotsky (1978) drew attention to the very important role of the 
sociocultural context in how people construct meaning from experience.  He 
pointed out that this process is a social process mediated through a culture’s 
symbols and language (p. 36).   

 
Subsequently, as Windschitl (2002) affirming a central thesis in this chapter points out, 

knowledge encompasses a direct relationship to people’s worldviews.  He writes:    

Knowledge is commonly thought to be at the heart of school reform, but it is too 
often treated as an attribute that teachers and others can “pick up.”  From an 
epistemological point of view, knowledge is much more than that (Clandinin & 
Connellly, 1998). The fundamental changes in worldviews required for 
constructivist teaching are not easily realized; they are akin to conversions or 
gestalt shifts (Nespor, 1987) (p. 143).   
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Cognitive vs Social Constructivism 
 

Subsequently, these many different contributions to constructivism have led to a 

continuum in which, on one end, there are those who advocated for a psychological (or 

Piagetian) position to knowledge called cognitive constructivism while, on the other, there are 

those who favour a social (or Vygotskyian) conception of knowledge, termed social 

constructivism.  Here, Windschitl (2002) argues depending on the particular paradigm of 

knowledge a teacher consciously or unconsciously prefers (for example, cognitive constructivism 

or social constructivism), “the goals, learning activities, and even the culture of the classroom 

can differ dramatically” (p. 140).  Yet, he claims:  

The generic use of the phrase “constructivist teaching” in practitioners’ literature 
obscures critical differences between cognitive and social constructivisms and the 
implications of each for methods of instruction.  Review of summaries of literature 
aimed at practitioners that make generalizations about the character or 
effectiveness of constructivist teaching without acknowledging these critical 
differences undoubtedly contribute to the confusion of the teacher audience (p. 
142). 
 

Thus, Windschitl offers a very good summary in how the two differ in their respective 

approaches.  He writes: 

Cognitive constructionism is a system of explanations of how learners, as 
individuals, adapt and refine knowledge (Piaget, 1971).  In this view, learners 
actively restructure knowledge in highly individual ways, basing fluid intellectual 
configurations on existing knowledge, formal instructional experiences, and a host 
of other influences that mediate understanding.  Cognitive constructionism posits 
that meaningful learning is root in the indexed by personal experience (Brown, 
Collins, & Duguid, 1989) and that learners maintain ideas (for example, about the 
working of the human body, how governments operate, and the meaning of 
fractions) that seem intuitively reasonable to them.  The ideas, however are often 
at odds with canonical knowledge held by the various disciplines; they typically lack 
explanatory power or application across various situations and exhibit little internal 
coherence.  These inaccurate conceptions significantly influence how learners 
respond to formal instruction and often hinder the development of conceptions 
and interpretations held as acceptable by scientist, mathematicians, or historians.   
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 Within this framework, the teacher’s task is to help students move from 
their inaccurate ideas toward conceptions more consonant with what has been 
validated by disciplinary communities (p. 140). 

 
On the other hand, he describes social constructionism as:  
 

Views knowledge as primarily a cultural product (Vygotsky, 1978).  From this 
theoretical perspective, originating in the work of Lev Vygotsky and elaborated by 
member the sociohistorical school (Leonteiv, 1930; Luria, 1928, 1932), knowledge 
is shaped by micro – and macro – cultural influences and evolves through increasing 
participation within different communities of practice (Cole, 1990; Scribner, 1985).  
Whereas cognitive constructionism focuses on the internal structure of concepts, 
social constructionism focuses on the context of their acquisition (Panoksky, John-
Steiner, & Blackwell, 1990).  Vygotsky emphasized meaningful, “whole” activities 
(e.g., conducting scientific inquiries, solving authentic mathematical problems, and 
creating and interpreting literary texts), as opposed to decontextualized skill-
building, as the fundamental units of instruction in educational settings; he viewed 
thinking as a characteristic not only of the child but of the “child-in-social-activities” 
(Moll, 1990, p. 12).  Vygotsky also introduced the “zone of proximal development” 
– the notion that developing mental functions must be fostered and assessed 
through collaborative activities in which learners participate in constructive tasks 
or problem solving, with the assistance of more knowledgeable others.  Through 
this assistance the child internalizes the supportive talk and tactics used on the 
social plane and becomes able to accomplish such tasks independently.  From the 
social constructivist perspective, a major role of schooling is to create the social 
contexts (zones of proximal development) for mastery and the conscious 
awareness of the use of cultural tools (e.g., language and technologies of 
representation and communication) so that the individual can acquire the capacity 
for higher – order intellectual activities (Olson, 1986) (Windschitl, 2002, p. 141). 

 
Subsequently, Windschitl writes:  
 

 From these premises follow pedagogically relevant assumptions that are 
different from those suggested by cognitive constructionism.  Teachers become 
representatives of canonical science, mathematics, or history in the classroom.  As 
such, they are disciplinary practitioners who must model intellectual skills and 
dispositions for students and thus engage them in scientific, mathematical, or 
historical discourse.  Students participate in activities relevant to the discipline, 
using tools commonly available to practitioners as they carry on their work.  Tools 
are seen as powerful mediators of learning.  They include language itself, 
computers, diagrams, maps, math symbols – anything that can facilitate the co-
construction of knowledge among learner (Roth, 1995; Wertsch, 1991) (Windschitl, 
2002, p. 141). 
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Given these dramatic differences between the cognitive and social constructionists, Windschitl 

advises: 

Some scholars have proposed a useful synthesis of cognitive and social 
constructivist perspectives, claiming that knowledge is personally constructed and 
socially mediated (Driver, Asoko, Leach, Mortimer, & Scott, 1994; Sheppard, 2000; 
Tobin & Tippens, 1993).  Along these theoretical lines, Philips (1995) describes the 
current reform vision of learning as a moderate version of cognitive constructivism 
nested within a moderate version of social constructivism.  This hybrid view forms 
the basis of a general set of instructional guidelines that combine, with reasonable 
complementarity, aspects of both the cognitive and social traditions (p. 137). 

 
The Four Dilemmas to Accepting Constructivism 
 

In light of these two ways of understanding constructivism, Windshitl (2002) argues that 

implementing new constructivist approaches to learning and teaching is “far more difficult than 

the reform community acknowledges.” (p. 131). In particular, he offers four dilemmas (which are 

consistent with findings of this chapter) in which neither faculty nor the system have been 

successful in adopting new epistemological and pedagogical research findings established in 

constructionist paradigm.  These four dilemmas include the technical-rational or instrumental 

conceptual, pedagogical, cultural and political values and notions of knowledge, learning and 

teaching that work against constructivist pedagogy.  In a sense, he argues that an objectivist 

epistemological view serves as the de facto barrier in which both individuals and the system are 

unable to reap the practical benefits of constructivism. Windschitl writes: 

…the most profound challenges for teachers are not associated merely with 
acquiring new skills but with making personal sense of constructivism as a basis for 
instruction, reorienting the culture of classrooms to be consonant with the 
constructivist philosophy, and dealing with the pervasive educational conservatism 
that works against efforts to reach for understanding (p. 131). 

 
Accordingly, he argues the first dilemma, in which many teachers are unable to conceptually 

“understand the philosophical, psychological, epistemological underpinnings of constructivism” 
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(p. 132), in essence leads to the second dilemma, where they remain pedagogically stunted.  

Here, it could be said that teachers are simply unable to pedagogically develop “more complex 

approaches to designing curriculum and fashioning learning experiences that constructivism 

demands” (p. 132).  Subsequently, Windschitl (2002) argues, “one of the most powerful 

determinants of whether constructivist approaches flourish or founder in classrooms is the 

degree to which individual teachers understand the concept” (p. 138).  Thus, without a good 

working understanding of constructivism, “teachers cannot be expected to link constructivist 

objectives for learning with appropriate types of instruction and assessment or to adopt 

constructivist principles to their particular classroom contexts” (p. 138).  This is because with 

only a superficial or naïve understanding of this epistemology of knowing and learning, teachers 

not only place an “inordinate amount of faith in students to structure their own learning”, but 

also “place too much emphasis on activities as opposed to ideas” (p. 138).  Consequently, 

activities such as student participation, active/experiential learning or group work become a 

“starting point and basic unit of planning, and little thought is given to the intellectual 

implications of an activity (Yinger, 1997)” (p. 138).  As Palmer and Zajonc (2010) affirm in the PSE 

context, “Experience alone opens a door, but intellectual framing and reflection are required if 

meaning is to be made of the experience” (p. 108).  Subsequently, Windschitl claims, these 

experiential or group learning activities in which constructionism is misunderstood then may 

falsely lead to the impression that innovation or reform efforts are taking place, while preserving 

fundamental or epistemological ideas about the subject matter, teaching and learning.   

 In corroborating Windschitl’s four dilemmas in the PSE context, Andrews, Leanard, 

Colgrove and Kalinowski (2011) published a research study in which they concluded, “active 
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learning as designed and implemented by typical college biology instructors may superficially 

resemble active learning used by educational researchers, but lacks the constructivist elements 

necessary for improving learning” (p. 394).  In particular, they randomly sampled college biology 

instructors from a list of major universities in the United States who held a range of science 

education expertise (but not in science education research) and were involved in using active 

learning approaches in their classroom.  They compared these results with studies done in which 

the study authors held science education research backgrounds and were likely drawing upon 

these experiences to prepare them to use active learning more effectively.  Andrew’s et al., 

(2011) study concluded, “Without this expertise [or understanding of constructivism], the active 

learning exercises an instructor uses may have superficial similarities to exercises described in 

the literature, but may lack constructivist elements necessary for improving learning (NRC, 200)” 

(p. 400).  Consequently, the results of their study offer at least two implications for instructors 

worth noting here.  The first, includes:   

no one can assume that they are teaching effectively just because they are using 
active learning.  Therefore, instructors need to carefully assess the effectiveness of 
their instruction to determine whether active learning is reaching its potential… We 
recommend using these tests in a pre-posttest design to assess the effectiveness 
of instruction, as well as using formative assessment to monitor learning 
throughout instruction (Angelo and Cross, 1993; Marrs and novak, 2004) (p. 403).   

 
And secondly:  
 

our results suggest that addressing common student misconceptions may lead to 
higher learning gains.  Constructivist theory argues that individuals construct new 
understanding based on what they already now and believe (Piaget, 1973; 
Vygotsky, 1978; NRC, 2000), and what students know and believe at the beginning 
of a course is often scientifically inaccurate (Halloun and Hestenese, 1985; Bishop 
and Anderson, 1990; Gregory, 2009).  Therefore, constructivist theory argues that 
we can expect students to retain serious misconceptions if instruction is not 
specifically designed to elicit and address the prior knowledge students bring to 
class (p. 400)…Thus, instructors need to elicit misconceptions create situations that 
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challenge misconceptions, and emphasize conceptual frameworks, rather than 
isolated facts (Hewson et al., 1998; Tanner and Allen, 2005; Kalinwski et al., 2010) 
(p. 403).  

 
In summary, Merriam and Bierema (2014) point out that “constructionism is foundational to 

understanding much of adult learning theory and practice” (p. 37).   This is affirmed by Candy 

(1991) who writes “teaching and learning, especially for adults, is a process of negotiation, 

involving the construction and exchange of personally relevant and viable meanings” (p. 275).   

Consequently, as it has been pointed out above, aspects of constructionism, especially a 

social constructivist view of knowledge, has been central to both contemporary and non-

Western theories of adult learning including but not limited to: communities of practice (Meriam 

& Biereme, 2014); integrative or holistic learning (Palmer & Zajonc, 2010; Boucouvalas & 

Lawerence, 2010); developmental constructivism (Kegan, 1994; Baxter Magolda,1999); somatic 

or embodied learning (Boucouvalas & Lawerence, 2010); spiritual or contemplative learning 

(English & Tisdell, 2010); non-Western perspectives of learning (Merriam & Kim, 2008).  Thus, as 

Hill (2005) asserts: 

Social constructivist asks that adult educators respect and respond to learners’ 
lives, experiences, beliefs, values, and opinions that do not follow normative 
scripts, and are not simple, linear, predictable, uncomplicated, innocent, ahistorical 
or asocial.  Only then will the field develop schemes of skepticism about regimes of 
truth that open up new possibilities of being and doing in the world (pp. 574-575).   

 
As it relates to teacher development, Windschitl (2002) offers the following advice:  
 

…to understand constructivism, knowledge of its underlying principles is a 
necessary but insufficient condition.  Teachers hoping to teach for understanding 
should be prepared not only to learn how constructivist fundamentals translate 
into classroom strategies but also to undergo a major transformation of thinking 
about teaching and learning.  In this context, epistemology must become an explicit 
target of change.  Without such change as a priority, efforts directed at teacher 
development become narrowly focused on changing the kinds of attributes and 
skills that may be added to, or subtracted from, or modified.  Knowledge is 
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commonly thought to be at the heart of school reform, but it is too often treated 
as an attribute that teachers and others can “pick up.”  From an epistemological 
point of view, knowledge is much more than that (Clandinin & Connellly, 1998).  
The fundamental changes in worldviews required for constructivist teaching are 
not easily realized; they are akin to conversions or gestalt shifts (Nespor, 1987).  To 
know about constructivism, then, is difficult enough, but transforming classroom 
practice in meaningful, coherent ways requires that one also come to think as a 
constructivist (p. 143).   

 
Here, we see again Windschitl highlighting the importance ontology in the development of a 

constructivist epistemology.   

A Broader View of Constructivism 
 

While constructivism, as understood by Windschitl and others, may primarily be viewed 

in secular context, there are many researchers who are beginning to make a strong case for the 

involvement of non-rational or affective, social, embodied and spiritual construction or meaning 

making (Palmer and Zajonc, 2010; Marriam & Bierema, 2014; Kawsworm et al., 2010; Jarvis & 

Watts, 2012; Merriam & Grace, 2011; MacKeracher, 2004).  As Merriam and Bierem (2014) 

assert, “It seems to us that it is the connection of meaning making or knowledge construction 

that affords spirituality a legitimate place in our understanding of its place in adult learning” (p. 

137).  Moreover, Tisdell (2001) claims: 

Spirituality is one of the ways people construct knowledge and meaning.  It works 
in consort with the affective, the rational or cognitive, and the unconscious and 
symbolic domains.  To ignore it, particularly in how it relates to teaching for 
personal and social transformation, is to ignore an important aspect of human 
experience and avenue of learning and meaning-making.  This is why spirituality is 
important to the work of adult learning (p. 3). 

 
Nothing New Under the Sun: Non-Western & Pre-Modern Views of Knowledge 
 

In staying with a consistent theme in this chapter, our education systems are simply 

overdue for an ontological and by extension epistemological paradigmatic shift.  Here, if we truly 
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wish to achieve revolutionary change in PSE education, then we must acknowledge that our 

notion of knowledge, reality and truth continue to be a constructed or “prescribed” rather than 

“objective” and “described” phenomena.  In this section, I intend to show that such an 

integrative conception between ontology and epistemology is not a new phenomenon as for 

example verified by contemporary philosophy, educational research or new physics.  Instead, 

both Non-Western and pre-modern world views of knowing have long understood that reality 

and knowing could not be separated but rather encompass a fused relationship.  As Wheatley 

(1999), pointed out earlier,  

Until the advent of western ideas originating in the 17th century, almost all human 
thought and spiritual traditions had described life in terms of interdependency and 
connectedness (p. 3). 

 
Meanwhile, and also quoted earlier, the Iranian Muslim metaphysician and philosopher Mulla 

Sadra72 reminded us over 300 years ago, that questions “questions of knowledge could not be 

asked without questions about being, such that epistemology becomes identical with ontology” 

(Rezaee & Mansur, 2009, p. 21).  In this context, Merriam and Sek Kim (2008) argue Non-

Western systems (such as those of the indigenous (Native American Navajo, Maori and African) 

and also religious traditions (Buddhist, Hindu, Islamic, and Confucian) all share a view of learning 

and knowing that is holistic, communal, life-long and informal.  In particular, they write, “If 

there’s anything that non-Western systems of learning and knowing have in common, it’s that 

notion that learning involves not only the mind but the body, the spirit, and the emotions.  There 

is no separation of the mind from the rest of our being” (p. 76).  A specific passage from this 

                                                
72 As El-Ansary (2017) argues, it is ironic that this Cartesian view born out of Rene Decartes, “who established the philosophical foundation for 
secular science by denying any qualitative dimension to nature and creating an inseparable gulf between the subject who knows and the object 
that is known” was in fact a contemporary of the Muslim scholar Mulla Sadra (para. 41).   
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article that is worth quoting at length asserts: 

In non-Western traditions, learning and education are in the service of developing 
more than just the mind. Equally important is developing a moral person, a good 
person, a spiritual person, who by being part of the community uplifts the whole. 
In the Navajo tradition, “knowledge, learning, and life itself are sacred, inseparable, 
and interwoven parts of a whole.  The quality of each determines the quality of the 
other” (Benally, 1997, p. 84; italics in original). In contrast, the West “separates 
secular and sacred knowledge and thus fragments knowledge. Consequently, some 
learning is forgotten soon after academic program requirements are met because 
it was never grounded or connected to life processes” (p. 84). Because indigenous 
peoples do not separate the sacred from the secular, it is not at all “personally or 
communally troubling” that human experiences, “especially ‘religious’ experiences, 
are not reducible to objects or logic” (Wildcat, 2001, p. 53)…Unlike the West, which 
privileges abstract and theoretical knowledge, non-Western traditions privilege 
experience in the everyday world. Learning that occurs in the experience is holistic; 
it has not just cognitive but physical, emotional, and sometimes spiritual 
dimensions, all of which are kept in balance…The holistic nature of learning in non-
Western traditions is of course interrelated with learning being a lifelong journey, 
a journey in community with others. At some level, most adult educators recognize 
that learning can be more than formal schooling, and knowledge can be more than 
abstract cognition (Merriam & Sek Kim, 2008, p. 76). 
 

This analysis not only affirms the constructivist view of knowledge as argued in this chapter, but 

it also affirms Lovat and Smith’s (2003) assertion pointed out earlier that not all answers are 

solvable by scientific means and that the paradigm of science alone does not hold the monopoly 

of understanding over reality, knowledge and truth.  Here, as these examples illustrate, the 

notion in which knowledge and reality are inseparable was long understood by pre-modern 

thinkers that now new physics is simply re-affirming.  It perhaps fitting when Jastrow (2000) 

wisely reminds us:  

For the scientist who has lived by his faith in the power of reason, the story ends 
like a bad dream.  He has scaled the mountains of ignorance, he is about to conquer 
the highest peak; and as he pulls himself over the final rock, he is greeted by a band 
of theologians who have been sitting there for centuries (p. 107). 

 
This sentiment is reinforced by Asghar (2010) quoting Frithjof Schuon (1998): 
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Few topics are so unrewarding as conventional laments about the ‘researchers of 
the human mind’ never being satisfied; in fact, everything has been said already, 
though it is far from being the case that everyone has always understood it. There 
can therefore be no question of presenting ‘new truths’; what is needed in our 
time... is to provide some people with keys fashioned afresh-keys no better than 
the old ones but merely more elaborated-in order to help them to rediscover the 
truths written in an eternal script in the very substance of man's spirit.43 (pp. 306-
307). 
 

Furthermore, to borrow a phrase from Peter Maurin, founder of the Catholic Workers 

Movement, this relational and interdependent synthesis or philosophical view of reality and 

knowledge “is so old that it looks like new” (Day, 1975, para. 33); or as the Bible verse in 

Ecclesiastes 1:9 reminds us, “What has been will be again, what has been done will be done 

again; there is nothing new under the sun” (New International Version, 2011).  All of these 

statements seem to aptly capture the way in which ontology and epistemology were long ago 

and are now once again understood in the integrative or relational sense.   

The Notion of Paradigms (“Breaking Through” by “Breaking with” Outmoded Views of Reality)   
 

As much of the growing evidence from both Western and Non-Western traditions (pre-

modern and modern) reveals, our views of reality and knowledge are not only interconnected 

but are grounded in a “construction” of ideology in which both material (physiological brain) and 

immaterial (notion of consciousness or unconsciousness) must be given equal weighting.  Here, 

as I have argued significant detail in this chapter, our ideology, as an intertwined framework of 

values, beliefs, perceptions and practices are not only susceptible to myth and manipulation but 

also:  

influences every aspect of our experience and the way we make sense of that 
experience.  Thus, ideology is inextricably connected to knowledge, what counts as 
knowledge and how we come to know and prove that we know.  It is through our 
ideologies that every stimuli, everything seen, heard, smelt, tasted, felt and 
experienced is interpreted and made sense of.  Thus, ideology in on way, is the base 
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on which our knowledge and understanding of and about the world is shaped.  By 
this understanding, no knowledge is neutral.  It is constructed and represented by 
the constructor or knower in manner in which works to protect and further his or 
her interest, whether the interests are altruistic or malevolent.  Such construction, 
however, may not always be explicit or apparent (Lovat & Smith, 2003, p. 32). 

 
Thus, ideology whether from a Western or Non-Western civilization, religious or scientific 

tradition, right or left political loyalty, individualistic or collectivist culture, and behavioural or 

humanistic teaching philosophy, in effect, serve as framework of values, identities, “beliefs, 

perceptions and practices with which both individuals and groups make sense of phenomena, 

events, actions and relationships in the world and by which they represent these to others” 

(Lovat & Smith, 2003, p. 32).  Here, as Kuhn (1970) argues, our grasp of ‘knowledge’ is limited to 

a paradigmatic view in which the ‘truth’ we are dealing with, in any absolute notion of the term, 

is in fact a relative truth of particular collective ideology (or way of seeing the world) in a 

particular time and place.  Here, as Kuhn’s theory of paradigm explains, fundamental ‘truths’ or 

conceptual frameworks in science do not slowly evolve but radically shift in a revolutionary 

matter, completely breaking with that which was deemed absolute truth in the scientific 

community beforehand.  Thus, in a paradigm shift our new ways of thinking do not necessarily 

borrow and build on older ideas, but rather these older ideas are completely displaced.  Here, 

there at least three dramatic examples in which one entrenched scientific or social paradigm 

were overthrown by another revolutionary view.   

The first arises in the context of cosmology in which the Polish astronomer Nicolai 

Copernicus’ (1473-1543) heliocentric paradigm (or Sun-Centered Solar System model/theory of 

cosmology) replaced the geocentric paradigm (Earth-centred Universe model).  In fact, the 

geocentric model proposed by the ancient Greek astronomer and mathematician Ptolemy held 
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firm as the dominant paradigm of cosmology in Western thinking for more than 2000 years.  

However, in the 16th century, Copernicus challenged and overthrew this contemporary 

cosmological world view of the time by proposing the heliocentric model in which the Earth and 

other planetary objects orbit the sun.  This new model rapidly spread around the globe and 

became the foundation and inspiration of future scientist such as Galileo, Sir Isaac Newton and 

Johannes Kepler.   

The second example relates to social paradigmatic shifts related to abolitionism (or 

movement to end slavery) and women’s suffrage (right of women to vote).  As we learned in our 

history classes, both slavery (up until the 19th century) and women’s suffrage (up until 20th 

century), were considered uncontestable social paradigms or “truths” that were legitimized on 

both ethical and legal standards.  However, in the latter part of the 19th century (with regards to 

slavery) and 20th century (with regards to women’s suffrage), both of these well established and 

entrenched social conventions (regulated by law) were terminally challenged by small groups of 

courageous people across the planet.  It was the Christian Quakers in the United Kingdom such 

William Wilberforce and American social reformer and activist Susan B. Anthony who led the way 

in convincing their broader societies (and eventually much of the world) that such paradigmatic 

conventions were not only deemed immoral and no longer acceptable but that it was possible to 

inhabit other ways of being and knowing in the world.   

The final and most recent example emanates from the field of physics.  Here, both the 

theory of relativity and quantum mechanics first introduced in the early part of the 20th century 

have displaced if not put into question many of the scientific notions of the universe as proposed 

by Newtonian physics.  As pointed out earlier by Capra (2000), in the early 20th century: 
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Gradually, physicists began to realize that nature, at the atomic level, does not 
appear as a mechanical universe composed of fundamental building blocks, but 
rather as a network of relations, and that, ultimately, there are no parts at all in this 
interconnected web.  Whatever we call a part is merely a pattern that has some 
stability and therefore captures our attention (p. 329).   

 
Moreover, Capra (1996) argues, these: 
 

dramatic changes of concepts and ideas that has occurred in physics…in our current 
theories of matter…[have] brought about a profound change in our worldview; 
from the mechanistic…to a holistic and ecological view…[with] deep insights into 
the nature of matter and its relation to the human mind…The worldview implied 
by modern physics is inconsistent with our present society…A radically different 
social and economic structure will be needed: a cultural revolution in the true sense 
of the word (p. 5) 

 
Subsequently, these new discoveries and dual aspects of matter have profound ramifications in 

how we understand the universe.  As Barbour (1990) suggested earlier, our material or atomistic 

view of being is starting to lose its centuries of reign on our cultural imagination, today: 

Nature is understood now to be relational, ecological, and interdependent.  Reality 
is constituted by events and relationships rather than separate substances or 
separate particles.  We are now compelled to see nature as “a historical community 
of interdependent beings” (p. 221). 

 
Consequently, in light of the topic of paradigms, Guba and Lincoln (1994) assert: 
 

A paradigm may be viewed as a set of basic beliefs (or metaphysics) that deals with 
ultimates or first principles.  It represents a worldview that defines, for its holder, 
the nature of the “world,” the individual’s place in it, and the range of possible 
relationships to that world and its parts, as, for example, cosmologies and 
theologies do.2 The beliefs are basic in the sense that they must be accepted simply 
on faith (however well argued); there is no way to establish their ultimate truth-
fullness.  If there were, the philosophical debates reflected in these pages would 
have been resolved millennia ago (p. 107).   

 
In light of paradigms, and given the importance of these integrative, non-rational and relational 

ways of constructing knowledge, the next section delves into the topic of truth and how we may 

be able to view constructivism in a paradoxical sense in which both objective and constructive 
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views might find consonance.  

Constructed Knowledge in an Objective Asymptotic Reality 
 

If as I have argued thus far, our way of knowing (via our perception or consciousness) is 

derived through a constructive process, does this mean there is no such thing as an objective 

reality or objective/universal notion of truth?  While a section later on responds to the topic of 

truth more specifically, here I argue that indeed there must exist an independent and objective 

reality, separate from our human consciousness.  However, as argued earlier, this understanding 

of nature/reality can only be obtained through our human senses in an ever nearer, but never 

fully grasping sense.  This is captured by Guessoum (2010), when he remarks, “Our quest tends 

toward the truth, but we may never reach it completely, and so at any time we will have only 

achieved a certain degree of certainty of our ‘correct’ understanding of various aspects of reality 

(say light or electricity or evolution or other parts of nature). But our comprehension 

continuously improves with time” (p. 61).  As Palmer and Zajon (2010) remind us earlier using 

the field of new physics, just because accept a relational and constructive view of reality, this 

does not mean, we fall into, “mere relativism or pure constructivism, but rather an example of 

the world’s richness that rivals itself in stages in response to us and our properly posed 

questions” (Palmer & Zajonc, 2010, p. 81).  This is also affirmed by Smith and Taylor (2010) who 

argue, while we construct our knowledge, “This is not to claim that there is no objective reality, 

but that what we know of it is necessarily filtered by our lenses of perception (von Glaserfeld, 

1996) – and we can no more see these lenses that we can see the eyeglasses we are wearing.  

We therefore cannot know to what extent these lenses distort of limit our vision” (p. 54).  Thus, 

by taking a constructivist view of knowledge, we do not have to “deny that knowledge has 
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objective qualities external to the mind that people can agree on”; but rather, “it reworks this 

idea with an emphasis on people’s specific and unique understanding and use of knowledge” 

(Feldman and McPhee, 2008, p. 57).  Here, it could be said that an asymptotic ontology precedes 

a constructive epistemology.   

Guessoum (2010) provides a useful response to the proponents of constructivism who 

suggest there is no such thing as an objective reality, and for some constructivist skeptics such as 

Staver (2010) who suggest there exists a reality but that reality behaves to its own rules, thus 

independent of us and not to be knowable.  According to Guessoum (2010) there are “three 

factors which help ascertain the ‘reality’ of the observed world, that is the independence from 

our mind of the phenomena being observed, described, and understood” (p.  60).  These include:  

a) the independence of the observations made by different people of a given 
phenomenon;  

b) the repeatability, without prior information or influence, of observations 
and experiences;  

c) the simultaneous discovery of phenomena and laws by individuals with no 
mutual communication whatsoever (p. 61).  

 
Moreover, he points out that “humans have gradually come to realize that there is more to this 

world than meets the (human) eye, for example the existence of invisible radiation and particles 

(e.g. neutrinos) which hardly interact with us or with our everyday world and which we would 

never have invented by our imagination, had it not been for measuring devices, which cannot be 

viewed as representing our ‘perception’” (p. 61).   

 As Guessoum (2010) points out, proponents of absolute constructivism such as Staver 

also use quantum theory in devising their arguments against the notion of a knowable reality.  

For example, he writes that Staver: 
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approvingly quotes Purves and Lotto (2003): ‘‘is it not just common sense that one 
object cannot be in two distant places at once? …. And does it not go without saying 
that there is a real world ‘out there,’ whether or not we look at it? Quantum 
mechanics challenges each of these intuitions by having (conscious) observation 
actually create the physical reality observed’’ (p. 99). Staver adds, ‘‘Moreover, 
these challenges are well documented by experimental results, which show that 
one object can be in two distant places at once, that events here can be affected 
by simultaneous events at great distances, and that conscious observation creates 
reality.’’ (pp. 61-62) 

 
However, as Guessoum (2010) remarks:  
 

Let me discuss this viewpoint. First, it all depends on what one means by ‘‘object’’; 
a wave is by definition a distributed ‘‘entity,’’ and it is at many points at the same 
time; likewise, ‘‘quantum objects,’’ which are not simply ‘‘objects,’’ that is, particles 
in the ‘‘common sense’’ way, have their own rules of existence. Common sense 
cannot be trusted and applied to areas where it is not meant to apply. Secondly, 
we can accept that there is indeed a ‘‘real world ‘out there’, whether or not we 
look at it,’’ and quantum mechanics will not contradict this. It will simply say that 
the ‘‘observed reality’’ will be a projection of the ‘‘reality’’ that was there before 
we made the observation, and there is no contradiction or paradox to worry about. 
As to the presumed ‘‘experimental result’’ that ‘‘one object can be in two distant 
places at once,’’ that is a misrepresentation of the facts. What has been found is 
the continued (simultaneous) relation between two quantum objects at great 
distances (several kilometers), such that any measurement on one affects the other 
simultaneously, and that is highly significant, but it is not the same thing as one 
object being at two distant places at once. Furthermore, Staver declares quantum 
mechanics to be ‘‘a controversial theory because it ultimately connects the well-
defined discipline of physics with the ill-defined concept of consciousness’’ and that 
it remains ‘‘an incomplete theory … with variables still hidden and awaiting 
construction that will render [it] more consistent with common sense.’’ 

These statements represent only a fringe minority opinion among the 
community of physicists, and the overwhelming majority of scientists will reject 
them. Hence, attempting to rely on such a portrayal or quantum mechanics in 
constructing a vision of physical reality that requires ‘‘an alternative concept of 
truth’’ is ill founded (p. 62). 

 
Finally, Staver also argues that human knowledge of objective reality is unattainable because of 

“the problem of the criterion” (Guessoum, 2010).  According to McCain (2019), in the Problem of 

the Criterion (or the wheel) is an ancient problem that is still “considered by many to be a 
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fundamental problem of epistemology” (para. 60).  This concept can be summarized in the 

following manner:   

A popular form of the Problem of the Criterion can be raised by asking two 
seemingly innocent questions: What do we know? How are we to decide in any 
particular case whether we have knowledge?  One quickly realizes how troubling 
the Problem of the Criterion is because it seems that before we can answer the first 
question we must already have an answer to the second question, but it also seems 
that before we can answer the second question we must already have an answer 
to the first question.  That is, it seems that before we can determine what we know 
we must first have a method or criterion for distinguishing cases of knowledge from 
cases that are not knowledge.  Yet, it seems that before we can determine the 
appropriate criterion of knowledge we must first know which particular instances 
are in fact knowledge.  So, we seem to be stuck going around a circle without any 
way of getting our epistemological theorizing started (McCain, 2019, para. 1). 

 
As McCain tells us, it has been the through the work of Roderick Chisholm (1973) that the 

Problem of the Criterion has managed to continue in the contemporary field of epistemology.  

Here, Chisholm introduces the Problem of the Criterion with the following pairs of questions:  

a) What do we know? What is the extent of our knowledge? 
b) How are we to decide whether we know? What are the criteria of 

knowledge? (McCain, 2019, para. 4). 
 
Subsequently, Chisholm argues that there are only three responses to the Problem of the 

Criterion: 

The particularist assumes an answer to (1) and then uses that to answer (2), 
whereas the methodist assumes an answer to (2) and then uses that to answer 
(1).  The skeptic claims that you cannot answer (1) without first having an answer 
to (2) and you cannot answer (2) without first having an answer to (1), and so you 
cannot answer either. Chisholm claims that, unfortunately, regardless of which of 
these responses to the Problem of the Criterion we adopt we are forced to beg the 
question (McCain, 2019, para. 11).   

 
In light of these three responses, those who reject the dominant realist paradigm such as Staver 

take the position of the “skeptical, constructivist”.   Thus, Staver using the insights of Chisholm 

(2002): 
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defines this problem as the impossibility to build a procedure to distinguish 
between true and false appearances for ascertaining the validity and accuracy of 
the procedure would require us already to be able to distinguish between true and 
false procedures. Hence, Staver concludes, one cannot seek any knowledge of 
reality with any certainty, and so the constructivists recommend silence (or 
agnosticism) on this crucial issue. This ‘‘problem of the criterion’’ is thus regarded 
as ‘‘a single experiential character, and therefore a limit, on our knowing.’’ 
(Guessoum, 2010, p. 62). 

 
However, as Guessoum responds: 
 

Philosophers of science (of the dominant paradigm) would argue, however, that 
the criterion of prediction, added of course to the criteria of falsifiability, 
repeatability, universality, and independence (‘‘objectivity’’ of any model/theory), 
is sufficient to distinguish between ‘‘procedures’’ for knowing whether what is 
being described is ‘‘real’’ (independent of the subject) or ‘‘illusionary.’’ Moreover, 
scientists have long known that one can only hope to describe what is accessible to 
us and not any deeper level of reality, hence the concept of ‘‘veiled reality’’ invoked 
in quantum mechanics (by d’Espagnat, in particular) to distinguish what we can 
measure from what exists in the quantum world. But scientists remain convinced 
that the outer level of reality that is accessible to us is not an illusionary 
construction, since it can be predicted, measured in many independent ways, and 
repeated. The ‘‘problem of the criterion’’ is far from being a crippling problem for 
the realist philosophy of science or epistemology (p. 62). 

 
Consequently, in the major section on the topic of truth, I make the case that while truth and 

reality exist, we may never grasp either in its entirety.  This latter point is aptly expressed by 

Ashgar (2012) citing Hannah Arendt who poignantly remarked, “Whatever is not given to the 

senses…is more real, more truthful, more meaningful than what appears; this is not just beyond 

sense perception but above the world of the senses” (p. 302).  

Section 2.4: In search of Truth in a “Post-Truth” Era 

Serving Truth or Power? 
 

In his book Paradoxes of Learning Peter Jarvis (2012a) writes, “The question “What is 

truth?” has haunted Western civilization for more than two millennia”.  Thus, as Harari (2018c) 
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tells us, “We are repeatedly told these days that we have entered the terrifying new era of post-

truth, in which not just particular facts but entire histories might be faked. But if this is the era of 

post-truth, when, exactly, was the halcyon age of truth? And what triggered our transition to the 

post-truth era? The internet? Social media? The rise of Putin and Trump?” (para. 1).  Instead, he 

argues:  

A cursory look at history reveals that propaganda and disinformation are nothing 
new. In fact, humans have always lived in the age of post-truth. Homo sapiens is a 
post-truth species, who conquered this planet thanks above all to the unique 
human ability to create and spread fictions. We are the only mammals that can 
cooperate with numerous strangers because only we can invent fictional stories, 
spread them around, and convince millions of others to believe in them. As long as 
everybody believes in the same fictions, we all obey the same laws and can thereby 
cooperate effectively (para. 2). 
 

Subsequently, as Harari contends, the human species has always had a dilemma with the notion 

of truth.  As he tells us, “The truth is, truth has never been high on the agenda of Homo sapiens. 

If you stick to unalloyed reality, few people will follow you. False stories have an intrinsic 

advantage over the truth when it comes to uniting people” (para. 13).  Thus, he argues, as a 

species, history shows that there has always been a paradoxical relationship and tension 

between those in power (or having control) and their capacity to offer truth.  Thus, he contends:   

Truth and power can travel together only so far. Sooner or later they go their 
separate paths. If you want power, at some point you will have to spread fictions. 
If you want to know the truth about the world, at some point you will have to 
renounce power. You will have to admit things — for example, about the sources 
of your own power — that will anger allies, dishearten followers, or undermine 
social harmony. 
 
Scholars throughout history have faced this dilemma: Do they serve power or 
truth? Should they aim to unite people by making sure everyone believes in the 
same story, or should they let people know the truth even at the price of disunity? 
The most powerful scholarly establishments — whether of Christian priests, 
Confucian mandarins or Communist ideologues — placed unity above truth. That’s 
why they were so powerful (para. 19-20). 
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Here, just as scholars experience this dilemma, I argue, so too educators in the higher education 

system also face a similar and stark choice: do they through their profession and pedagogical 

practice serve power or truth?  Hence, Palmer writes, “truth is not a word spoken in educational 

circles these days.  It suggests an earlier, more naïve era when people were confident they know 

the truth.  But we are confident we cannot, so we refuse to use the word for fear of 

embarrassing ourselves” (p. 102).  Yet, as he tells us:  

Of course, the fact that we do not use the word does not mean that we have freed 
ourselves from the concept, let alone the possibilities to which it points.  On the 
contrary, the less we talk about truth, the more likely that our knowing, teaching 
and learning will be dominated by traditional – and mythical – model of truth, the 
objectivist model so deeply embedded in our collective unconscious that to ignore 
it is to give it power (p. 102). 

 
In fact, I have often pointed out in my classrooms that we get more truth from comedians on the 

internet than we do from our leaders in academia, faith traditions, government and industry.  

Thus, in this section, I argue that if educators wish to serve truth, then they can no longer hang 

on to or maintain the “traditional and mythical model of truth” that serves vested powers within 

the walls of higher education.  Here, I offer an approach in which educators could understand 

and practically confront truth in an ethical and effective manner.    

Admittedly, in my literature review of this topic, I quickly realized that the topic of truth 

has been a central topic of discussion for thousands of years.  Thus, given the abyssal amount of 

content that has accumulated over these many years, “it becomes impossible to survey all there 

is to say about truth in any coherent way” (Glanzberg, 2018, para. 2).  Hence, in this section I 

avoid pursuing such an unending task, and instead, stitch together a theory of truth that fits with 

the position that I have taken with regards to knowledge (Habermas) and reality (Taylor).  Here, I 
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hope to offer both a conceptual and practical approach in which educators can authentically and 

practically inspire students in their pedagogical quest for truth in college and university 

classroom.   

More specifically, I begin the first part of this major section with a discussion on how we 

individually perceive truth.  Here, using much of the arguments laid out in this chapter on the 

relationship between reality and knowledge, I contend that no way is one’s personal 

understanding of truth necessarily preceded by knowledge or followed by moral/values 

disposition.  Instead, I make the case that these three can only properly be understood as one 

integrative or holarichal phenomena, forever fused and mutually dependent each other.   

Following this section, I make a case for a theory of truth that both unites and transcends 

the objective/absolute theory of truth on the one hand, and the relativist/nihilistic theory of 

truth on the other.  More specifically, I argue that truth has three distinct yet interrelated 

dimensions that include the correspondence theory of truth (or content-to-belief), the 

coherence theory of truth (or belief-to-belief) and the critical, paradoxical and transcendental 

nature of truth.  Thus, I argue it is remaining open to these three interconnected dimensions of 

truth that might allow educators to inspire their students to search for truth for the sake of truth 

(either personally, professional or publicly) as opposed to an alloyed or prescribe “truth” that 

merely works to serve power.   

Holarchy of Truth, Knowledge & Values 
 

In line with my position on knowledge, I take the position that one’s notion of truth or 

even denial of truth is also deeply connected to one’s subconscious understanding of knowledge 

and morals/values motivation (Dagli, 2017; Lovat, 2013a, 2013b; Sankey, 2006; Haidt, 2012).  
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Thus, I contend that in no way is one’s personal understanding of truth necessarily preceded by 

knowledge or followed by moral/values disposition.  Instead, these three can only properly be 

understood as one integrative or holarichal phenomena – as illustrated below in Figure 7) –

forever fused and mutually dependent on each other.   

Figure 7: Holarchy of Truth, Knowledge & Values 

 
As noted in the first section, the manner in which we ‘know’ is a by-product of both the tacit 

(who we are) and explicit (what/how we know) dimension of our human nature.  Here, it could 

be said that one’s “first principles” or basic, foundational, self-evident propositions, morals, 

values and assumptions about how the world “ought to be” are a result of chains of transmission 

that have over a lifetime become subconsciously saturated in one’s synergistic perception of 

knowledge, truth and values pursuits.  Here, using findings from neuroscience, Sankey makes 

this point as it relates to values, human decision making and the link to education.  He writes: 

the choices we make and the values we hold are constitutive of our brains. They 
are not simply the product of who we are; they make us who we are by physically 
influencing the strengths of connections at the synapses. This view is central to 
Gerald Edelman’s notion of Neuronal Darwinism. Edelman (1989) argues that our 
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brains work through a process of selection, guided by value imposed in the brain, 
by the brain. What the brain possesses is not a set of genetically acquired ‘rules’, 
such as Chomsky postulated, but rather a value system, which works by sending 
chemical signals throughout the brain, reinforcing those connections that have 
meaning and salience for the individual. The notion of the conscious/subconscious 
self presented in this paper incorporates the idea that actions are not arbitrary 
even when performed subconsciously. They result from the meanings and values 
laid down in the brain over time and through experience. This brings us to an 
important point with regard to schooling. School is one very influential arena of 
experience where meaning and value are assimilated into the neuronal 
connections that make the students who they are. It is not the only arena, of 
course, but it should be a very significant one. Values and meanings encountered 
in the process of education not only influence the conscious choices and actions of 
students, they also contribute to the making of each individual brain and influence 
what each self will do when actions and choices are initiated subconsciously. This 
seems to me to put a strong case for the centrality of values in the whole 
educational process. Not simply as an item on the curriculum but, as the Living 
Values approach is particularly highlighting, the school itself has to become a 
values-based learning environment. This is portrayed, for example, by Neil Hawkes 
in Francis Farrer’s (2000) book, A Quiet Revolution. A values-based learning 
environment is considerably enhanced when children are understood to be 
conscious/subconscious selves on the road to becoming adults, socially, 
psychologically and neurobiologically (p. 174). 

 
Yet, as argued earlier, our modern thought and education systems have lost the capacity to help 

people recognize, differentiate and appreciate the notion of values and matters of philosophy.  

In other words, most people take their individual perspectives on matters of knowledge, truth 

and moral reasoning as a given or even deemed superior, without deliberate and critical thought 

as to the origin, relevance and outcomes of their thinking/being.  Yet, as Dagli (2017) argues 

below, these three (truth, knowledge and values) always work together like a filter to either form 

or deform our consciousness and by extension our identities, beliefs, emotions, competencies 

and behaviours.  Subsequently, these various layers of the self ultimately ossify or manifest for 

better or worse as habits of the mind and subsequent interaction with our environments.   

According to Dagli (2017) all disagreements on matters of truth, no matter how trivial or 
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profound, are about three kinds of intersectional claims that we encounter in intellectual life – 

factual (or what is) [read truth], theoretical (what can be) [read knowledge], and moral (what 

ought to be) [read moral/values motivation].  He writes: 

First, there are factual claims, such as the statement “The speed of light is 
299,792,458 meters per second,” which we can only know when we interpret our 
experience in light of an existing theory of how things work (e.g., mathematical 
physics) and a moral framework regarding what is good and whom to trust (e.g., 
the scientific community). 
 
Second, there are theoretical or analytical claims, whereby one predicts or 
retroactively explains what might happen, cannot happen, or must happen. For 
example, a scientific theory is meant to tell us, given some initial state of a system, 
what will definitely happen, what definitely cannot happen, and the probability of 
certain other things happening, and how. A social science theory, such as Marxism, 
will do the same in the realm of human affairs: explain or predict states of human 
affairs based upon a certain vision of cause and effect that leads to conclusions 
about what can, cannot, or must occur in society. Such theoretical claims make 
sense only in light of a reality they make predictions about (the world of nature in 
the case of science, human beings in the case of Marxism), and in terms of a good 
or goal that justifies them (e.g., revealing the workings of the natural world, or the 
improvement of the state of human beings’ lives).  
 
Third, there are moral or normative claims about what is good and bad, such as 
“People should elect their leaders.” Moral stances are only intelligible as moral 
stances when understood against the background of other possibilities (e.g., 
“People should submit to kings because God chooses kings” or “The strongest 
should rule”), and also in light of what reality is, such that the moral claim in 
question and the spectrum of possibilities from which it is chosen make sense (e.g., 
the belief that human beings are free agents capable of contemplating monarchy 
or democracy) (para. 2-4). 

 
Here, Dagli makes it clear that our normative or ontological position on matters such as 

existence of God, human nature or the notion of truth are going to determine not only the 

source but also legitimacy of what constitutes as legitimate knowledge.  In a sense, this notion of 

reality establishes an epistemological lens that provides the foundation for a specific worldview 

or general vision that defines how people understand truth but also values, themselves, 
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relationships, education, politics, law, philosophy, science, art, theology or even the entire 

cosmos.  Subsequently, as Dagli (2017) contends, our notions of science, philosophy and art 

ultimately sit “at the origin of the intellectual and spiritual food chain” (para. 14).  He writes:  

We should all care about the state of the definitions and demarcations of these 
ultimate disciplines because they are at the origin of the intellectual and spiritual 
food chain. When we watch a nature documentary or listen to the speech of a 
political activist or read the arts section of the newspaper, we would do well to 
remember that the ideas, methods, techniques, and commitments we encounter 
were acquired from someone, who got the principles from someone else, who was 
a student of someone else—until we come to the first link in that chain. Follow 
these links to their origin, and we arrive at the level of ultimate questions.  To put 
it in the language of Islamic intellectual culture, our favorite professor, activist, or 
artist all have their sanad (support or backing) or silsilah (chain) even if neither they 
nor their audience view their ideas, method, or commitments in terms of such 
chains of authority. Taken together, the aggregate conception of what science, 
philosophy, and art are—and what scientists, philosophers, and artists do—forms 
the very framework that global modern life has for inquiring into ultimate 
questions; they are the de facto dimensions of thought, the building blocks of 
discourse. 
 
If we cannot come up with a coherent, non-circular, non-question-begging way of 
conceptualizing what these activities and people are and do—beyond a kind of 
cultural inheritance and informal agreement (“I know it when I see it”)—then we 
are in a very odd and ungrounded intellectual position. And despite the failure of 
demarcation for science, philosophy, and art, these and related words (scientist, 
scientific, scientifically, philosopher, philosophical, philosophically, artist, artistic, 
artistically) are constantly and widely deployed in our intellectual discourse to 
make sweeping and consequential arguments, as if their boundaries of meaning 
were as clear as the difference between addition and subtraction or between the 
sun and the moon (para. 15-16).  

 
Subsequently, Dagli (2017) proposes, when each type of claim (factual, theoretical and 

normative) are not properly understood in light of their integrative properties, then three 

potential problems arise and create an “intellectual culture in which talking with people whom 

you disagree about your points of disagreement ultimately make no sense and serves no 

purpose” (para. 35).  According to Dagli:   
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The first problem (the false sense of the obvious) produces people who think that 
what they believe is obvious and needs no argument. They tend to believe that 
people who disagree with them are either obstinate or stupid, because it’s obvious 
what is true. Only someone with bad intentions or defective intelligence could 
possibly miss what is so clearly there.  
 
The second problem (methods of analysis run amok) produces people who think 
that an opponent’s beliefs (though never their own) are completely explainable in 
terms of some outside factor, and thus that person’s arguments can be ignored in 
favor of analyzing that outside factor. Every event or state of affairs is read through 
the prism of class or race or gender—or in terms of some mysterious “evolutionary 
past” whereby all human behavior (mental or otherwise) is seen as a function of 
random genetic mutations that enabled the owners of those mutations to survive 
and reproduce, while other genetic configurations simply disappeared.  
 
The third problem (arbitrary morality) produces people whose goals or agendas are 
hidden to others or even themselves, and whose commitments can never be open 
to critique or discussion. They become muddle-headed or tyrannical. They do not 
situate good and bad in terms of what is rational or real, so the best they can do is 
loudly proclaim what they want. The good becomes a blind impulse, an 
incomprehensible given, or even a sublimated glandular effusion (para. 36-38).  

 
As Dagli tells us, it is these kinds of problems that today we are experiencing a world of incivility 

and loss of wisdom in which people are no longer interested “in listening and responding to beliefs 

of others” (para. 39).  Yet, as he points out and I have tried to argue for much of this chapter, these 

problems, “have their roots in the fragmented and scattered fashion through which science, 

philosophy and art deal with ultimate questions” (para. 39).  Instead, he proposes:   

No individual today can undo the fragmentation modernity has handed us, but one 
can resist that fragmentation in one’s own mind and help others to do the same. In 
the realm of agreement and disagreement, of claims and counterclaims, one can 
have recourse to a spatial metaphor: think of the way pilots keep track of their own 
three spatial coordinates (latitude, longitude, and altitude), as well as the 
coordinates of other places. This image can help one to remember that one should 
evaluate one’s own claims and those of others by keeping in mind the three types 
of claims (factual [read truth], theoretical [read knowledge], normative [read 
values]), or “thought coordinates,” and remembering that no single one of them is 
fully intelligible in the absence of the other two. Like the three dimensions of space, 
the three dimensions of thought always go together. This means we ought to 
remember that every factual claim is embedded in a theoretical claim and 
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dependent upon a moral claim, every theoretical claim is about a factual claim and 
guided by a moral claim, and every moral claim presupposes a factual claim and is 
chosen via a theoretical claim (para. 41). 
 

Subsequently, it is in this subconscious “three dimensions of space” in which we operate, that 

Lovat (2013b) makes the case (using insights from both religious, philosophical and social 

scientific neuro-science research) that knowing of the self might have the most promising 

potential to motivate superlative moral action; and as Habermas argued earlier, it is also this 

self-knowing that allows:   

…to reflect critically on our subject matter, our sources and ultimately ourselves as 
agents of knowing. Such agency impels us to go to any lengths to be assured that 
what we know is, as far as is possible, the unfettered truth, free of cultural bias and 
partial interpretation, including as those might function in ourselves. For 
Habermas, this way of knowing provides for the only truly assured, totally 
comprehensive and authentic human knowing. It is a deeply moral knowing in that 
it drives fearlessly beyond the politically correct or skewed, the safe, and the 
partisan interested, including as these blind spots play out in oneself. It requires 
profound forms of human encounter and ultimately of self-knowledge (Lovat, 
2019a, p. 3). 

 
Thus, as Lovat contends: irrespective of your background (either religious or non-religious; 

philosophic or scientific), moral motivation (action to do good and become integral) is all about 

“being moved to do the good rather than merely postulate on it”; and this he argues, is a “result 

from a self-knowing that demands one’s practical actions conform to one’s beliefs and 

intentions” (p. 260).   

Constructed Knowledge in an Objective Asymptotic Truth  
 

If we accept this position argued above, that truth holds a constructive and hoarchical 

relationship between knowledge and values (or moral motivation), does this mean we can we no 

longer agree on an objective notion of truth?  Or, like the post-modern deconstructivst can we 

simply relativize or abandoned truth, meaning and moral responsibility in the objective or 
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universal sense?  In other words, are we to embrace a kind of relativism that suggests there is no 

such thing as an objective reality or single interpretation of fact, reason or moral good that can 

be acceptable to everyone?  Quite the contrary, in this section I take the position that while an 

objective reality and truth (or the Universal) may exist, we must appreciate that no one theory or 

construction of human perception or consciousness, either from a person, philosophy or 

tradition (scientific, religious or cultural) may claim monopoly over it.  However, as pointed out 

by Palmer and Dagli above and discussed at length in the next few sections, this modest and 

paradoxical notion of truth becomes very difficult to accept in an education system that trains 

students and by extension society to continue viewing existence through either an 

arrogant/objective/binary lens or through a nihilistic meaningless post-modernist view.   

Thus, to avoid the pitfalls of either absolutism or nihilism, in this section I draw upon the 

field of new physics, theology, philosophy and education to offer one possible way in which we 

can find consonance or harmonize the differences between the absolute, empirical or objective 

view of truth on the one end, with the person centered relative or constructive view of truth on 

the other.  In other words, I argue that we must avoid the hubris of both the absolutist view of 

the universal in which truth is legitimized by single source and pathway (e.g. scientific, religious 

or ideological) or the post-modern de-constructivist view, in which any notion of truth is purely 

relative and therefore must be abandoned.  As Palmer (2007) affirms, in our search for truth: 

The great things disappear in the face of both absolutism and relativism.  With 
absolutism, we claim to know precisely the nature of great things, so there is no 
need to continue in dialogue with them – or with each other.  The experts possess 
the facts, and all that remains is for them to transmit those facts to those who do 
not know.  With relativism, we claim that knowledge depends on wholly on where 
one stands, so we cannot know anything with certainty beyond our personal point 
of view.  Once again, there is no need to continue in dialogue with great things or 
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with each other: one truth for you, another for me, and never mind the difference 
(p. 112). 

  
Subsequently, Palmer asserts, these polar opposites (absolutism vs. relativism) views of truth 

and reality have in essence “ravaged not only the things of the world but our sense of the 

knowing self as well” (p. 113).  Thus, he writes, “We are whiplashed between an arrogant 

overestimation of ourselves and a servile underestimation of ourselves, but the outcome is 

always the same: a distortion of the humble yet exalted reality of the human self, a paradoxical 

pear of great price” (p. 113).  

Correspondence Theory & the Limitation of “fact”  
 

According to David (2016), the correspondence theory of truth is the oldest and most 

widely accepted notion of truth among philosophers.  As Plato once remarked, “correspondence 

is intuitively recognizable by humans” (Asghar, 2012, p. 296).  Furthermore, Asghar tells us:  

in Western philosophical tradition there has been no dearth of those who 
maintained this abiding and enduring feature of truth.  Plato, Pythagoras (d. ca. 
495Be), Gottfried Leibniz (d. 1716), Georg Hegel (d. 1831) all believed in the 
permanence and universality of truth.  Hegel believed that absolute truth or reality 
exists and that the human mind can know it because whatever is real is rational.  
He conceived the subject matter of philosophy to be reality as a hole, a reality that 
he referred to as “Absolute Spirit,” or cosmic reason.  The world of human 
experience, whether subjective or objective, he viewed as the manifestation of 
Absolute spirit. 48 Hegel, Francis Bradley (d. 1924) and Harold Joachim (d. 1938) 
believed in the organic nature of truth whereby truth was totally identified with 
reality – truth is but reality quo thought. 49 In recent times, the German philosopher 
Theodore Adorno (d. 1969) has mounted a well-argued critique of Heidegger and 
others who denied the constancy objectivity of truth.  He also argued that 
rationality has not been emancipatory force, but that modern science is an 
instrument of dehumanization.50 Likewise, the American philosopher Josiah Royce 
(d. 1916) believes in an absolute truth about the existence of which everyone 
agrees.  Denying the existence of absolute truth affirms the existence of another 
and so confirms the possibility of truth. 51 The opinions of these Western thinkers 
(both ancient and modern) show that even within the Western tradition, the 
constancy and objectivity of truth has been widely recognized and the present day 
postmodern dismissal of it is more of an aberration than normality (pp. 308-309).   
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At the most basic level, correspondence theory suggests that an idea or statement which 

corresponds with reality is true while an idea or statement which does not correspond with 

reality is false.  Or, put otherwise, correspondence theory attempts to posit a relationship 

between thoughts or statements on one hand, and things or facts on the other. Here, for 

example, a belief (or statement, proposition or sentence) that describes the substance of water 

freezing at 0 degree Celsius is a true belief because of the fact that water freezes at 0 degree 

Celsius.  Here, Cline (2019) shows how proponents73 of correspondence make a distinction 

between truth, belief and fact:  

It is important to note here that “truth” is not a property of “facts.” This may seem 
odd at first, but a distinction is being made here between facts and beliefs. A fact 
is some set of circumstances in the world while a belief is an opinion about what 
those facts are. A fact cannot be either true or false, it simply is because that is the 
way the world is. A belief, however, is capable of being true or false because it may 
or may not accurately describe the world (para. 2).  

 
However, as Dunwoody (2009) points out, in the epistemological context, this ‘ultimate’ status 

given to ‘facts’ did not receive any real opposition until the nineteenth century when pragmatists 

and idealist74 argued:   

that the apprehension of a fact was itself an act of judgment and perception and 
consequently, a belief held by an individual.  Because objects in the world are not 

                                                
73 Subsequently, as Raatikainen (in press) points out, given these valid challenges noted above, the more contemporary notions of 
correspondence acknowledge:   On the whole, the trend among the advocates of the correspondence theory has been away from the stronger 
congruence idea towards the weaker correlation view. The theory of Austin (1950) is an already classic example. Instead of naïve ideas of 
‘picturing’ or ‘mirroring’ reality, weaker and more flexible conceptions of correspondence have been suggested.  Goldman (1986), for 
example, has proposed the metaphor of ‘fittingness’ – that language or thought corresponds to reality like clothes fit a body; indefinitely many 
different kinds of trousers may fit one’s body, but many others just do not fit. Recycling Ramsey’s old metaphor, Kitcher (2001) has compared 
scientific theories to maps such as the underground map of London. Depending on its purpose, such a map is highly selective and involves 
conventional elements such as colours. It would be absurd to think that it comprehensively mirrors London and is the whole truth about it. The 
idea of a uniquely correct map makes no sense. Nevertheless, a map can be more or less accurate for its purpose. Kitcher suggests that our 
theories correspond (or not) to the world in a somewhat analogous way (p. 12). 
74 According to Guyer and Horstmann (2018), within modern philosophy there are two fundamental notion of idealism: “1. something mental 
(the mind, spirit, reason, will) is the ultimate foundation of all reality, or even exhaustive of reality, and 2. Although the existence of something 
independent of the mind is conceded, everything that we know about this mind-independent “reality” is held to be so permeated by the creative, 
formative, or constructive activities of the mind (of some kind or other) that all claims to knowledge must be considered, in some sense, to be a 
form of self-knowledge (para. 3). 
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directly knowable, but mediated by our senses, they are only representations of 
objects in the world. Correspondence of beliefs with facts, they argued, was 
impossible to assess since facts were also beliefs (Schmitt, 2004) (p.117).  

 
Moreover, as Lovat and Smith (2003) quoting Ferre (1982, p. 160) affirm, “Facts…are never 

‘given’ apart from the minds which receives them” (p. 160).  Thus, they write: 

For Ferre, it is the human mind which translates “…blooming, buzzing confusion of 
bare sensation” (1982: 161) into the meaningful patterns we call ‘facts’.  Without 
the intervention of the mind, the ‘facts’ we experience would be no more than 
random and unrelated happenings and sensations. It is the mind which organizes 
these into apparently related and internally consistent ‘facts’. The mind, then, acts 
as a theorizer. It perceives reality and organizes it according to patterns which make 
it understandable and meaningful. These understandable and meaningful patterns 
are, for Ferre, enshrined in the notion of ‘theories’. What people call ‘facts’ are 
really no more than ‘theories’: The ‘facts’ of science are, typically, theories 
overwhelmingly confirmed by conceptually organized experience…If the ‘facts’ of 
science are really no more than theories, confirmed not by the apparent certainties 
of observation, but by the conceptual organizations of the mind, then these ‘facts’ 
are no different from the ‘facts’ of religion or ethics or ballet. They are all valid and 
meaningful within their appropriate context: …all facts of whatever kind are 
relative…to the system in which they play a key role…facts…depend for their 
confirmation on the adequacy of the system in which they operate (1982: 161) (pp. 
82-83). 
 

As Cline (2019) points out, beyond this limitation regarding the notion of ‘facts’, correspondence 

theory also runs into linguist paradoxes:   

According to Eubulides, the Correspondence Theory of Truth leaves us in the lurch 
when we are confronted with statements such as "I am lying" or "What I am saying 
here is false." Those are statements, and hence capable of being true or false. 
However, if they are true because they correspond with reality, then they are false, 
and if they are false because they fail to correspond with reality, then they must be 
true. Thus, no matter what we say about the truth or falsehood of these 
statements, we immediately contradict ourselves (para. 6). 

 
Subsequently, these are just a few examples that capture the limitations of correspondence 

theory.  However, as Asghar (2012) noted above, proponents of the correspondence theory 
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would still argue that all other theories of truth such as pragmatic75 presuppose correspondence 

when they make their arguments.  In other words, even a post-modern de-constructivist 

claiming “there is no truth”, is in fact, presupposing correspondence and making a truth 

statement (Lovat & Smith, 2003).  Thus, given this premise, it seems that no epistemological or 

axiological (truth) theoretical argument can avoid some element of the nature of 

correspondence in order to get off the ground.  Still, as Cline (2019) fairly points out, 

correspondence theory is unable on its own to provide a pure and comprehensive explanation of 

the nature of truth.  In other words, he argues, correspondence theory may provide, “a fair 

description of what truth should be, but it may not be an adequate description of how truth 

actually works in human minds and social situations” (para. 7).  Asghar (2012) takes this even 

further (and affirms his point), that truth cannot always or solely be grasped on epistemological 

grounds, consciousness, linguistic conventions or conditions of evidence or verifiability.  

Subsequently, in line with what we know about knowledge and reality, the following sections 

argues for a combination of principles of correspondence and coherence theory (or 

correspondence through coherence (C&C) as starting ground; however, I also point out that 

truth holds a critical, contemplative and transcendental dimension: in which “truth has no 

obligation to accommodating itself to us; it is we who must accommodate ourselves to it” 

(Ashgar, 2012, p. 306).    

                                                
75 According to Dunwoody (2009), “Pragmatism is the most recent of the three main theories of truth and attempts to deal with some of the 
limitations in the correspondence and coherence views. These limitations,…include the possibility of a coherent set of beliefs that do not 
correspond with reality, and the difficulty in selecting and identifying facts for correspondence. The pragmatic theory argues that the utility of a 
belief is a good measure of truth value. False beliefs are not likely to be useful. This theory of truth is primarily associated with Charles Pierce and 
William James. Charles Pierce argues that reality impinges itself upon our senses and slowly forces beliefs to conform to reality (Kirkham, 1992). 
At first this may sound like correspondence, but the emphasis here is on the function, not objective reality. Reality forces us to adopt pragmatic 
beliefs. One thing that may make them pragmatic is that they are true. William James shares this type of pragmatism with Peirce. Both argue 
that it is the functional value of the beliefs that makes them true (and that true beliefs are functional) (p. 122). 
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Correspondence through Coherence (C&C): A Complimentary Starting Point in Search for Truth  
 

According to Dunwoody (2009), it was this challenge to the notion of ‘facts’ accompanied 

by ‘systems thinking’ that gave way to “the coherence theory of truth, the idea that truth is 

assessed via consistency of belief (Schmitt, 2004)” (p.117).  More specifically, the coherence 

theory of truth can be described in the following manner: a belief is true if and only if we are 

able to incorporate it in an orderly and logical manner into a larger and coherent system of 

beliefs.  As Glanzberg (2018) tells us, this theory was advanced by the British absolute idealist in 

the 20th century and definitively formulated by Harold Henry Joachim (1906).  Here, Glanzberg 

offers a brief synopsis of Joachim’s view on coherence: 

Perhaps most importantly, Joachim talks of ‘truth’ in the singular. This is not merely 
a turn of phrase, but a reflection of his monistic idealism. Joachim insists that what 
is true is the “whole complete truth” (p. 90). Individual judgments or beliefs are 
certainly not the whole complete truth. Such judgments are, according to Joachim, 
only true to a degree. One aspect of this doctrine is a kind of holism about content, 
which holds that any individual belief or judgment gets its content only in virtue of 
being part of a system of judgments. But even these systems are only true to a 
degree, measuring the extent to which they express the content of the single 
‘whole complete truth’. Any real judgment we might make will only be partially 
true. 

To flesh out Joachim’s theory, we would have to explain what a significant 
whole is. We will not attempt that, as it leads us to some of the more formidable 
aspects of his view, e.g., that it is a “process of self-fulfillment” (p. 77). But it is clear 
that Joachim takes ‘systematic coherence’ to be stronger than consistency. In 
keeping with his holism about content, he rejects the idea that coherence is a 
relation between independently identified contents, and so finds it necessary to 
appeal to ‘significant wholes’ (para. 32-33). 

 
Thus, as Glanzberg points out, if “The neo-classical correspondence theory seeks to capture the 

intuition that truth is a content-to-world relation. It captures this in the most straightforward 

way, by asking for an object in the world to pair up with a true proposition”; then “The neo-
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classical coherence theory, in contrast, insists that truth is not a content-to-world relation at all; 

rather, it is a content-to-content, or belief-to-belief, relation” (para. 42).   

 In providing a more contemporary perspective, Dunwoody (2009) suggests consistency 

and logical standards stand as the core of the post neo-classical coherence theory of truth.  Thus, 

by quoting Blanshar in Kirkman (1992), he writes: “It is perhaps in such a systems as Euclidean 

geometry that we get the most perfect examples of coherence that have been constructed” 

(cited in Kirkham, p. 106, 1992) (p. 117).  Moreover, Dunwoody (2009) claims that “coherence 

theory is not limited to the beliefs held by one person” (or what he calls intrapersonal 

coherence) (p. 117); but rather “The coherence theory of truth extends beyond the 

intrapersonal coherence to interpersonal coherence” (p. 117).  Subsequently, he asserts, the 

“beliefs held by an individual are true if they are consistent with widely accepted beliefs of other 

individuals.  This interpersonal coherence is what gives the coherence theory of truth normative 

standing” (p. 117).  Moreover, in addressing the criticism laid against coherence theory, 

Dunwoody suggest that only a consonance between the two views (correspondence and 

coherence (C&C) are necessary in trying to understand the nature of truth.  He writes:  

Philosophers acknowledge that it is possible to have two internally coherent belief 
systems, meaning that individually they are not self-contradictory, that may 
contradict each other. The assumption of coherence philosophers is that reality 
cannot be self-contradicting. So, while the coherence of a set of beliefs does not 
necessitate that the beliefs are true, coherence is a necessary feature of true 
beliefs. A related weakness of the coherence theory of truth is the criticism that it 
“seems possible for a coherent system of beliefs, even an ideal coherent system, 
to be false. We can imagine a system of beliefs that describes a fantasy world, one 
substantially different from the actual world” (Schmitt, 2004, p. 15). Like-wise, 
Hammond (1996; 2007) has argued that coherence of judgment does not 
guarantee correspondence of judgment with facts. Baron (2004) uses the terms 
coherence and calibration, rather than correspondence, to describe these 
approaches. Baron (2008) writes, “judgments can be coherent without being 
calibrated. For example, I can say that the probability of heads is .90 and the 
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probability of tails is .10. These two are consistent with each other, but not with 
the facts” (p. 119). 

Because the coherence of a set of beliefs does not guarantee truth, some 
correspondence of the beliefs with facts is needed. Despite the limitations of C&C 
theories of truth, and their historic opposition, they are inseparable. If nature is 
necessarily lacking in self-contradictions, as the coherence theorists argue, then 
beliefs that correspond with nature should ultimately be coherent as well. 
Coherence is seen as a necessary, but insufficient condition for truth.  Because 
coherent beliefs systems can be widely accepted and false, such as the previously 
accepted view that the earth was flat, correspondence is inescapable as a criterion 
of truth (p. 117). 

 
Here, we also find Safi (1997) providing a similar argument from an Islamic perspective, in which  

he contends that the principles of correspondence are secondary and the principles of 

coherence first.  The following excerpt sums up his argument squarely:      

The lack of immediate connection between complex ideas and reality undermines 
the correspondence theory of truth. The threefold schema of language, mind, and 
world (or words, ideas, and things) points towards a theory of truth in which the 
principle of correspondence becomes secondary, and the principle of coherence 
primary. That is to say, in the absence of immediate connection with complex 
thoughts and external things, truth has to be ascertained in two steps. First, the 
mental/verbal propositions about external reality have to be systematically 
structured so as to eliminate internal contradictions and inconsistencies. When this 
consistency is attained, and thoughts constitute a coherent system, one becomes 
in a position to examine the truth of his system of thought by establishing 
correspondence between the conclusion derived from it and outside reality… 

Linguistic symbols mediate between the objects of the world and their 
image in the human mind. Therefore, every linguistic expression (lafz) has two 
counterparts: one is mental belonging to the human mind, al-dalalah or reference; 
the other is existential, belonging to the objective world, al-madlul or referent. 
Because expression, reference, and referent represent three distinct but closely 
interrelated realms (viz. language, mind, and reality), understanding results from 
explicating the relationship between the three. The fact that linguistic 
interpretation (tafsir) is crucial to understanding further illustrates the futility of a 
correspondence theory of truth, and underlines the importance of coherence, or 
al-tafsir al-ahsan to use a Qur'anic term, as a criterion of truth; And no question do 
they bring to you but We reveal to thee the truth and the best explanation (thereof) 
(25:33). 

Indeed, the explanatory power of ideas and concepts, and their ability to 
bring coherence and clarity to human understanding are the ultimate criterion of 
truth. Our understanding of the structure of the atom, the universe, or society is 
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not based on sheer correspondence between objects and concepts, but on both 
the principle of correspondence and the principle of coherence. Correspondence 
takes place at the level of perception. But establishing the truth of something is 
ultimately a question of a coherent system of ideas and concepts. Our 
understanding of the relationship between the earth and the sun, for instance, is 
mediated by mental constructs, and is hence completely at variance with the 
immediate impressions received through the senses. Our immediate sensuous 
experience leads us to believe that the sun rotates around the earth. It is indeed 
our ability to construct theories by analyzing, and then synthesizing received 
impressions that permits us to avoid the optical illusion resulting from observing 
the movement of the sun in the sky, and conclude that the earth is a satellite of the 
sun, not the other way around (pp. 50-51). 

 
Subsequently, Dunwoody (2009) like Safi, take the position that modern scientific reasoning 

would be wise to accept and apply a combination of coherence (in the form of rationalism) with 

correspondence (in the form of empiricism).  He writes, “Coherence is used to organize data 

through the creation and modification of theories, and in reasoning about specific hypotheses. 

Theories must be coherent. That is, theories cannot be self-contradictory and generally, they 

must be consistent with other widely held beliefs within that scientific community” (p. 117).  As 

he points out, “It was for this very reason that Einstein never accepted the probabilistic nature 

of quantum physics and the notion of complementarity. Einstein rejected the idea that a 

quantum element could act as both a particle and a wave and assumed that there must be some 

coherent explanation that has yet to be discovered” (p. 117).  Subsequently, he claims, “New 

theories that contradict widely held beliefs face an up-hill battle because they challenge 

normative beliefs. In time, such theories can achieve normative standing as the field re-

examines its core beliefs and engages in a paradigm shift (Kuhn, 1962/1996; Ziman, 1984) (p. 

117). 

A Response to the Deniers of Truth & Reality: Avoiding the Meaninglessness of Relativism 
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As Palmer (2007) reminds us, for all the power and gifts the empirical truth or binary logic 

has given us in the advancement of modern science and technology, absolute or “either-or-

thinking has also given us a fragmented sense of reality that destroys the wholeness and wonder 

of life.  Our problem is compounded by the fact that this mode of knowing has become 

normative in nearly every area, even though it misleads and betrays us when applied to the 

perennial problems of being human that lie beyond the reach of logic” (p. 64-65).  However, a 

worldview standing in extreme opposition to the empirical/absolute truth spring from the social 

and philosophical views of post-modern deconstructivists, who believe there is no truth, but only 

person centered “discourse about particular truths as these are constructed (regulated) between 

individuals (Lovat & Smith, 2003, p. 108).  According to Asghar (2012): 

In sum, the whole drift of postmodern argument goes on to question the 
efficacy of language and to relativize the truth by deconstructing all the 
metanarratives spun by the Enlightenment. Consequently, postmodernism 
does not so much negate the truth as discounts it. Much of the twentieth 
century as dominated by the analytic philosophy whose avowed aim was to 
clarify and analyze language. Given its strong empiricist leanings and its single 
minded obsession with analysis, the analytic philosophy considered all non-
empirical and non-analytical sentences meaningless. With the arrival of 
deconstruction, the very possibility of establishing meanings/interpretations as 
disputed because we were told that an interminable dijferance leads to ever new 
interpretations. Truth was termed just a free play of signifier without any 
corresponding reality either textual or contextual. However, in the final analysis 
deconstruction, like relativism, is judged to be self-dismantling (p. 311). 
 

Among the most prominent and founding figures of such a proposed paradigm of reality and 

truth include French theorists Jacques Derrida and Michel Foucault.  According to Lovat and 

Smith (2003), these two figures influenced by the horrors unleashed by German Nazi regime, 

“tended to see an inevitable end of the kind of modernism which was established in the 

Enlightenment.  This kind of modernism, to them, canonized the modern state in all its 
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structuralism, elevating it in importance above the individual.  In a sense, modernism, so 

understood, had objectified the state and reified the entire external social order” (p. 108) 76.  

Subsequently, as it relates to truth, Elias and Merriam (2005), write: 

Deconstructive postmodernists seek to abandon truth and theory and accept 
relativism and pluralism of truths.  For them it is impossible to say anything with 
confidence.  “There is no such thing as truth itself.  But only a surfeit of it.  Even if 
it should be for me, about me, truth is plural” (Derrida, 1979, 103).  For Foucault 
truth cannot be separated from power and ideology.  He states that “we are 
subjected to the reproduction of truth through power, and we cannot exercise 
power except through the production of truth” (1976, 14).  In rejecting truth, 
postmodernist reject the Enlightenment and certain concepts connected with it: 
order, rules, values, and dependence on logic, rationality and reason.  Truth for 
radical postmodernist is a form of distorted rhetoric or propaganda (p. 227-228). 

 
However, in their critique toward the deconstructivist position, Lovat and Smith using Habermas 

respond by writing:  

Ironically, according to Habermas, Derrida and Foucault only seem to achieve the 
deconstruction of empirical reality by constructions of new forms that themselves 
appear to be absolutist.  The evidence for some of validation for person-centered 
reason is taken as given by Derrida in a way which relies on wholesale mysticism, 
as far as Habermas is concerned.  Similarly, the notion of ‘power’, utilized by 
Foucault and so apparent as to form his rationale for all human discourse, seems, 
to Habermas, at least as much a ‘given’ as the theist’s God.  In a further irony, this 
power is dealt with in such an assumed fashion by Foucault as to render it de facto 
an object of empiricism.  That is, in attempting to portray the nature of reality, 
power becomes the prime descriptor.  It is not difficult to construct an argument 
to suggest that, in the work of these postmodernists, all mystery about reality is 
lost, in such a way it was in the narrow empiricism of the recent past.  More 
accurately, perhaps, it is lost in the way of those ancient mystics for whom force 
from above was the prime descriptor in conceiving reality (p. 109).   

 

                                                
76 According to Lovat & Smith (2003), “For Derrida (1976), the ‘modernist’ quest, by which such categorization of reality was seen to be possible, 
was illusory.  The quest for modernity had led to a sense of ‘utopia’.  In this utopia, ‘grand narratives’ about society and the state had ultimately 
alienated and depersonalized individuals.  Derrida’s recourse was to abandon scientific reasoning in favour of a person-centered reasoning.  In 
similar vein to Derrida, Foucault (1974) ‘deconstructs’ regulated scientific realities, reducing them to mere ‘discourse of power’.  These might be 
conceived as ideologically biased claims that are able to be maintained because of the power of the science.  All human discourse, modernist 
included, are characterized as poorly veiled attempts to regulate.  In this view, there is no truth, but only discourse about particular truths as 
these are constructed (regulated) between individuals” (p. 108).  
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Here, as Dagli (2017) argues, in denying any sense of truth, these kinds of nihilistic ontologies 

become so meaningless and contradictory that they ultimately undermine themselves.  For 

example, he writes:  

We are told in countless ways that it is impossible for human beings to escape from 
outside factors—our genes, class, ideology, gender, race, language—that 
determine and shape our subjectivity, but if this claim is to have any validity, then 
its claimant must have achieved objectivity, which means that it is possible to 
escape. Every time someone denies the possibility of objectivity, they are 
proclaiming, “No human being can do what I, a human being, am doing right now.” 
We constantly encounter claims that abolish their own validity. Thinkers deny free 
will or reason or goodness, but that very denial is an argument that presupposes 
free will, reason, and the good, since the denier was free to deny, understood what 
he was denying, and deemed it worthwhile to deny. If human beings are 
determined by the molecular activity in their brains or by race and gender or by 
their cultural-linguistic inheritance, then the theory that makes such a claim about 
human beings is also determined (because it came from a human being), and hence 
is meaningless. And if people are indeed entirely driven by such factors outside 
themselves, then the goal toward which they work in providing such an analysis is 
similarly determined by those outside factors, and is thus also arbitrary (para. 31). 

 
Subsequently, Dagli argues: 
 

Some thinkers, such as Foucault, whose ideas are still incredibly influential in the 
fields of humanities and social sciences, disavowed the notion of morality entirely, 
all while making their own moral demands. Others, such as the philosophers in the 
analytic movement (which completely dominates philosophy departments in North 
America), have mostly denied that anything “meaningful” or “interesting” could be 
said about questions of good and bad, and have avoided questions of value to focus 
on “real” philosophical issues. This approach simply renders them incapable of 
seeing the assumptions about what is good and bad that guide their ideas (para. 
34). 
 

As Asghar (2012) points out, and I have argued earlier, it is this separation of ontology from 

epistemology in which post-modern paradigms “set out to reject and to replace with a kind of 

subversive epistemology” (p. 304).  In citing Smith, Asghar writes: 

Huston Smith calls it Procrustean epistemology-scientistic in mode and analytic in 
operation-which has been fatal for all the notions of truth.37 In this epistemology 
the individual artesian consciousness of the thinking subject is taken to be the 
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source of all reality and truth. All thinking is reduced to cerebral reasoning. It was 
this separation of epistemology from ontology which deprived Western 
epistemology of more than half of its explanatory power about our life and 
universe, leaving the scientists and thinkers free to dogmatize on their empiricist 
assumptions. Thus, in a single stroke the notion of reality/ truth was first reduced 
to the realm of visible and then was denied altogether.38 Smith's contention on this 
count is at once vivid and accurate. To him this replacement of ontology with 
epistemology has been due to certain pragmatic concerns because this 
epistemology is particularly honed to augment our will to control, which is why it 
fared better than ontology. There are, of course, oceans of historical and 
psychological reasons for the West's having made this exchange [of ontology for 
epistemology], but no logical reasons. We simply slid into assuming that the most 
reliable viewfinder available to our human lot is the scientistic one that edits our 
spiritual truths in the way X-ray films omit the beauty of faces. (pp. 304-305). 

 
Thus, Asghar (2012) concludes, “It is ontology per se which postmodernism sets out to reject 

and to replace it with a kind of an utterly analytical and deconstructive epistemology which 

has been proved fatal for all the notions of truth and reality as in this epistemology the individual 

Cartesian consciousness of the thinking subject is taken to be the source of all reality and truth” 

(312).  Thus, what we tend to get with a postmodern deconstructivists denial of truth and 

nihilistic view of reality is the loss of meaning or purpose since everything in an ironic and 

absolutist sense is relative.  This is captured by Palmer and Zajonc (2010), who claim: 

Too often, in the wake of postmodern deconstruction, a radical pluralistic 
confusion and an oddly playful nihilism are all that remains.  The important insights 
concerning the social construction and content of texts are swamped by an 
iconoclastic zeal that slays meaning wherever it arises.  Since the 1980s, I have sat 
across from some of Amherst College’s brightest students who, having mastered 
the philosophy and techniques of deconstruction advocated by Derrida, Foucault, 
and Lacan, lamented the subsequent loss of meaning and sought ways to regain 
the value of the texts themselves and a purpose to their lives (p. 63). 

 
Here, as Asghar (2012) points out, we are witness during our time to an increasing trend in which 

the “enduring and stable characteristic of truth is being increasingly rejected in the name of 

relativism”.  However, he argues, “relativism is an unliveable philosophy as Huston Smith puts 
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it53 and is in constant danger of spiraling into cynicism and despair.  Moreover, absolute 

relativism is not even a coherent philosophy, for in turning relativism into an absolute it evolves 

into an internal contradiction” (p. 309).  Finally, he contends, when “relativism collapses into the 

view that nothing is better than anything else”, we are left with only pragmatic pleas and the 

following disturbing questions:   

• If nothing is better than anything else then why should we prefer civilization 
over barbarity or, for that matter, peace over war? 

• If nothing matters then freedom, justice, equality, and all other higher values 
recognized in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights57 are meaningless.  

• If one choice is as good as another then choice is nothing more than a 
preference. Moreover, our freedom is epitomized by our ability to choose. 
Choice is therefore central to human existence, and it is inescapable; even the 
refusal to choose is a choice. This very essentiality of choice was the 
nightmare of all the existentialist from Kierkegaard to Sartre (p. 309).  

 
Thus, given these extreme views of truth (propagated by either a pure relativist or objectivist 

world view), in the following section I argue that correspondence through coherence should 

accompany a third and complimentary dimension of truth.  More specifically, I argue that it is 

perhaps through these three additional perspectives that we can help our students and society 

escape either the arrogant closed mindednesses of absolutism or the meaningless (nihilistic) 

vacuum of relativism. In a sense, I contend these three distinctive yet complimentary 

perspectives allow for a synergy between empirical or objective view of truth, the person 

centered relativist/constructivist view of truth and the transcendental/universal view of truth.  

The first dimension emanates from new physics, in which the section above argued at length for 

a view of reality and knowing that escapes this grip of absolute or binary reasoning and to think 

the world as relational, contextual, and integrative ecosystem”, in which the notion of “profound 

truth” allows for a pedagogy that sees students as whole, paradoxical and complex beings and 
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educates students with an eye to this imaginative reality and truth.  The second possible way of 

viewing truth, comes from Parker Palmer and his notion of “community of truth” and “grace of 

great things” accompanied by Tariq Ramadan (2012) and his notion of ways, paths and states of 

mind regarding universals and the transcendental mountain peak (Ramadan, 2012).  Finally, I 

discus Habermas’ three forms of knowledge as practical, cotemporary and critical self-reflective 

knowledge/truth filter that can be taught in the college/university classroom.     

The Relationship between Truth & Paradoxes in New Physics 
 

The Nobel Prize winning physicist Neils Bohr, is cited by Palmer (2007) as claiming, “The 

opposite of a true statement is a false statement, but the opposite of a profound truth can be 

another profound truth.” (p. 65).  In light of Bohr’s notion of profound truth, Palmer, writes: 

With a few well-chosen words, Bohr defines a concept that is essential to thinking 
the world together – the concept of paradox.  In certain circumstances, truth is 
found not by splitting the world in either-ors but by embracing it as both-and.  In 
certain circumstances, truth is a paradoxical joining of apparent opposites, and if 
we want to know that truth, we must learn those opposites as one.   
 In the empirical world, as Bohr makes it clear, there are choices to be made 
between true and false, choices that must be informed by fact and reason.  If the 
question before us is whether a particular tree is an oak or a maple, we can examine 
its pedigree in full confidence that it cannot be both and that certain empirical 
markers will reveal what kind it is.   
 But Bohr also affirms another realm of knowing where binary logic misleads 
us.  This is the realm of “profound truth,” where, if we want to know what is 
essential, we must stop thinking the world into pieces and start thinking it together 
again.   
 Profound truth, rather than empirical fact, is the stuff of which paradoxes 
are made.  But profound need not mean exotic or esoteric.  We encounter 
paradoxical profundities every day because we are human, for we ourselves are 
paradoxes that breath!  Indeed, breathing itself is a form of paradox, requiring 
inhaling and exhaling to be whole (p. 65). 

 
As Jarvis (2012a) also points out, the notion of paradoxes is part and parcel of the human 

condition, in which contradictions of living in society are abounding with examples that reveal: 
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there can be no freedom without constraint, no certainty without uncertainty, no 
truth without falsehood, no joy without sorrow, no sense of peace without the 
threat of war, and so on.  Above all, there can be no learning without ignorance 
and no growth and development without learning.  But even more important, 
people seek meaning for their lives and discover only that as one meaning unfolds, 
still more questions lie beyond it (p. xi). 

 
In affirming Bohr’s fascinating insights on profound truth through Paradox (as expanded upon by 

Palmer) and Jarvis’s link between paradox, learning and meaning, Bohm (1985) asserts that it 

was this imaginative kind of thinking that led to much of Einstein’s breakthroughs on relativity, 

he writes:   

In physics reflection on the meanings of a wide range of experimental facts and 
theoretical problems and paradoxes eventually led Einstein to new insights 
concerning the meaning of space, time, and matter, which are at the foundation of 
the theory of relativity.  Meanings are thus seen to be capable of being organized 
into ever more subtle and comprehensive over-all structures that imply, contain, 
and enfold each other in ways that are capable of indefinite extension – that is, one 
meaning enfolds another, and so on (p. 75). 

 
Thus, this analysis suggests that if one is able to adopt such profound notions of truth and 

paradoxical ways of knowing, like the Einstein’s example above, “Meaning, then, is capable of 

greater levels of interpretation and learning – and so for those who have not reached the end of 

the inquiry, for whom there is still another level of meaning, there is still further opportunity to 

learn” (Jarvis, 2012a, p. 176).  However, for those who either hold an absolute/binary way of 

truth or maintain a relativist (or meaningless) way of truth, then Jarvis argues, these people “are 

both unable to learn and may expect others to learn unreflectively in order to reproduce their 

knowledge.  Where power is exercised, this expectation is common, because power and a belief 

in correctness or truth often go together” (p. 176).   

 Yet, as Palmer (2007) points out, despite our instinctual capacities from birth to hold 

paradoxes together, we have been “educated” to think the world apart.  In an excellent 
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summary (in which I have decided to quote at length below not to lose any meaning), he offers 

some of the limitations and consequences of such binary or “discriminatory” ways of thinking:  

Watch a young child go through the day, and you will see how action and rest, 
thought and feeling, tears and laughter are intimate inseparable companions. 
 In a child, the opposite commingle and co-create each other with the animal 
fluidity of breathing in and out.  But that easy embrace of paradox is soon drummed 
out of us.  Early in our journey toward adulthood, we are taught that survival 
depends on our ability to dissect life and discriminate among its parts.  
 The ability to discriminate is important – but only where the failure to do so 
will get us in trouble.  A child must learn the difference between hot and cold to 
keep from getting hurt and the difference between right and wrong to keep from 
harming others.  But it is equally important that we retain, or recover, the ability to 
embrace paradox where discrimination will get us in trouble – the kind of trouble 
we get into when we enter adulthood with partitions between thinking and feeling, 
personal and professional, shadow and light (p. 67). 
 We split paradoxes so reflexively that we do not understand the price we 
pay for our habit.  The poles of a paradox are like the poles of a battery: hold them 
together, and they generate the energy of life; pull them apart, and the current 
stops flowing.  When we separate any of the profound paired truths of our lives, 
both poles become lifeless specters of themselves – and we become lifeless as well.  
Dissecting a living paradox has the same impact on our intellectual, emotional, and 
spiritual well-being as the decision to breath in without ever breathing out would 
have on our physical health.   
 Consider the paradoxical need for both community and solitude.  Human 
beings were made for relationships: without a rich and nourishing network of 
connections, we wither and die.  I am not speaking metaphorically.  It is a clinical 
fact that people who lack relationships get sick more often and recover more slowly 
than people surrounded by family and friends.   
 At the same time, we were made for solitude.  Our lives may be rich in 
relationships, but the human self remains a mystery of enfolded inwardness that 
no other person can possibly enter or know.  If we fail to embrace our ultimate 
aloneness and seek meaning only in communion with others, we wither and die.  
Other-directedness may serve us well in certain roles or at certain stages of life, but 
the farther we travel toward the great mystery, the more at home we must be with 
our essential aloneness in order to stay healthy and whole. 
 Our equal and opposite needs for solitude and community constitute a 
great paradox.  When it is torn apart, both of these life-giving states of being 
degenerate into deathly specters of themselves.  Solitude split off from community 
is no longer a rich and fulfilling experience of inwardness; now it becomes 
loneliness, a terrible isolation.  Community split off from solitude is no longer a 
network of relationships; now it becomes a crowd, an alienating buzz of too many 
people and too much noise. 
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 As Dietrich Bonhoeffer said, “Let [the person] who cannot be alone beware 
of community.  Let [the person] who is not in community beware of being alone.”3 
In a culture that rips paradoxes apart, many people know nothing of the rich dialect 
of solitude and community’ they know only a daily whiplash between loneliness 
and the crowd. 
 We even have personality technologies to make the whiplash stronger.  I 
am thinking of the psychological tests we use, or misuse, to categorize ourselves as 
personality “types.” Am I introverted or extroverted, inner-directed or other-
directed, intuitive or sensate, feminine (and made for community) or masculine 
(and made for competition)?  We put ourselves in either-or boxes, or are put there 
by others, and fail to embrace the paradoxical nature of the human self (p. 67-68). 

 
According to Palmer, the world of education is filled with broken paradoxes and subsequent 

lifeless results.  For example:  

• We separate head from heart.  Result: minds that do not know to feel and 
hearts that do not know how to think. 

• We separate facts from feelings. Results: bloodless facts that make the world 
distant and remote and ignorant emotions that reduce truth to how one feels 
today. 

• We separate theory from practice.  Results: theories that have little to do with 
life and practice that is uninformed by understanding. 

• We separate teaching from learning.  Results: teachers who talk but do not 
listen and students who listen but do not talk (p. 68). 

 
Mackeracher (2004) asserts that in practically cognitive terms, “adults need to be able to deal 

with paradoxical situations. Doubt, ambiguity, uncertainty, systems thinking and self-reflective 

thought tend to give rise to paradoxes.”  As Gord Downie from the Tragically Hip tells us, “We 

live to survive our paradoxes”.   Thus, “a paradox can only be resolved by moving outside the 

frame of reference (or personal model of reality) that contains it, and beyond the cognitive 

strategies that are creating It. This kind of learning is called perspective transformation” (p. 121, 

italics in original).  The following excerpt by Yero (2010) appropriately captures this paradoxical 

ability to move beyond a single ‘frame of reference’:  

With apologies for my own “epitomizing,” the objectivist view answers the 
question, “Is there an objective reality of which all humans should be aware?”  The 
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constructivist view answers the question, “How do humans internalize 
information?” One camp is arguing for the existence of information external to the 
mind and the other is arguing for how people learn. Is it logical to place these ideas 
in opposition to one another? Why have to choose when this is not an either/or 
issue?  Jean Piaget and Lev Vygotsky both believed in the importance of the 
interaction between learners and the environment. Piaget believed intelligence 
matured internally and expressed itself externally. Vygotsky believed intelligence 
begins in the social environment and directs itself inward. Aren’t these simply two 
halves of the cycle of development? Similar arguments have long existed between 
the nature and nurture “camps.” Newer theories in the neurosciences suggest 
people are born with certain internal processes that may be “turned on” by the 
appropriate environment. Those processes are then used to create new 
connections and genera hat we say or do in the external world.12 It isn’t one or the 
other – it’s both. A child is born with latent language processes that are “turned 
on” when the child hears the speech of his parents. His own language matures and 
expresses itself externally. The development of language is only one example of the 
critical importance of both internal and external process the old song suggests, 
“…you can’t have one without the other.” (p. 138). 

 
Thus, given the undeniable place of paradox in life, Jarvis (2012a) cautions against both 

absolutist and pure relativist vision of truth in which paradox is denied, since they are both 

capable of leading to non-learning or non-reflective learning.  As he aptly puts it, “Paradoxically, 

an awareness of ignorance is the beginning of wisdom (Jarvis, 2012a, p. 165).  If we recall, this 

was sense of humility in movement toward truth was affirmed earlier by Lovat and Smith in their 

discussion on Habermas and his argument against post-modern deconstructivism in which the 

path to arrogant relativism becomes no different than hubris of absolutism.  In response to these 

extreme views, Jarvis writes (2012a) paradoxically, “people can be confident without being 

arrogant; people can be in authority without being authoritarian; people can be who seek truth 

can never be sure they have found it; in open relationships, it might be possible to discover 

unchanging understandings about life” (p. 172).  While Jarvis elaborates on each of these four 

points, it is his last point that perhaps affirms Palmer above and speaks to the notion of profound 

truth as it relates to learning and teaching: 
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If there is truth, it is by definition unchanging and should be proven in every 
situation.  Teachers who will not allow students to question or doubt but assert 
that what they teach is the truth show that they have scant confidence in their 
claims – since if what they teach were true, it would stand the test of human 
questioning and learning.  If knowledge is relative and changes over time, then for 
teachers to claim otherwise is itself an untruth.  This provides an interesting clue – 
to claim other-wise might always untrue, and so there might be some phenomena, 
such as human values, that do not change over time.  Values experienced in human 
relationships, such as love and trust, seem to be constant, and it is because people 
can experience them in relationship that they can learn and grow though 
interaction.  Teaching, then, becomes interaction and relationship – a mutual 
search for truth – rather than imposition and instruction.  This is a paradox, for in 
the relationship there lies the possibility of something constant, but the knowledge 
outcome of a teaching and learning transaction is relative (p. 173-174). 

 
Community of Truth 
 

In light of the notion of profound truths in which meaning and paradoxes are relational 

and inseparable phenomena, it is Palmer’s ‘community of truth’ that offers yet another avenue 

in which we can find a reasonable and meaningful way of defining truth. According to Palmer 

(2007), the ‘community of truth’ stands as the alternative to the unconscious and mythical 

objectivism (or absolute truth).  In defining this alternative, Palmer using findings from new 

physics (as affirmed earlier in this chapter), writes in that the “hallmark of the community of 

truth is in its claim that reality is a web of communal relationship, and we can know reality only 

by being in community with it” (p. 97).  He further writes: 

In the community of truth, as in real life, there are no pristine objects of knowledge 
and no ultimate authorities.  In the community of truth, as in real life, there are no 
pristine objects of knowledge and no ultimate authorities.  In the community of 
truth, as in real life, truth does not reside primarily in propositions, and education 
is more that delivering propositions about objects to passive auditors.  In the 
community of truth, knowing and teaching and learning look less like General 
Motors and more like a town meeting, less like a bureaucracy and more like 
bedlam. 
 The community of truth is, in fact, many communities, far flung across space 
and ever-changing through time. I name it with a singular noun because in any 
given field, the many are made one by the fact that they gather around a common 
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subject and are guided by shared rules of observation and interpretation that 
requires them to approach the subject in the same way.  Thus biologist in twenty-
century America and Linneaus and his colleagues in eighteen-century Sweden, 
despite their vast differences in theory and technique, are one, giving this form of 
community a longevity and reach that make it one of our most powerful social 
forms (p. 140). 

 
More specifically Palmer describes the community of truth within a pedagogical context in the 

following manner: 

At the center of this communal circle, there is always a subject – as 
contrasted with the object at the top of the objectivist ladder. This distinction is 
crucial to knowing, teaching, and learning: a subject is available for relationship; an 
object is not.  When we know the other as a subject, we do not merely hold it at 
arm’s length.  We know it in and through relationship, the kind relationship 
Barabara McClintock had with the corn plants that she studied.  

This relationship begins when we allow the subject to occupy the center of 
our attention, exactly as the diagram suggests.  This contrasts sharply with 
objectivism, which puts the expert at the center of our attention: in objectivism, 
the objects of knowing are so far beyond our reach that the expert is the only party 
with whom we can connect. 

When we make the subject the center of our attention, we give it the 
respect and authority that we normally give only to human beings.  We give it 
ontological significance, the significance that Barabara McClintock gave to an ear 
of corn, acknowledging its unique identity and integrity.12 In the community of 
truth, the connective core of all our relationships is the significant subject itself – 
not intimacy, not civility, not accountability, not the experts, but the power of the 
living subject. 

As we try to understand the subject in the community of truth, we enter 
into complex patterns of communication – sharing observations and 
interpretations, correcting and complementing each other, torn by conflict in this 
moment and joined by consensus in the next.  The community of truth, far from 
being linear and static and hierarchical, is circular, interactive, and dynamic (p. 140) 

 
As such Palmer argues, ideally this community of truth: 
 

 advances our knowledge through conflict, not competition.  Competition is a 
secretive, zero-sum game played by individuals for private gain; conflict is open and 
sometimes raucous but always communal, a public encounter in which it is possible 
for everyone to win by learning and growing.  Competition is the antithesis of 
community, an acid that can dissolve the fabric of relationships.  Conflict is the 
dynamic by which we test ideas in the open, in a communal effort to stretch each 
other and make better sense of the world.   
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This communal dynamic is governed by rules of observation and 
interpretation that help define us as a community by bringing focus and discipline 
to our discourse.  To be in the community of truth, we must abide by its norms and 
procedures, which differ from one field to another, from art history to chemistry to 
philosophy.  These standards are strong but not chiseled in stone: they evolve, even 
as our understanding of a subject evolves.  We can challenge and change the 
norms, but we must be able to justify any deviation from them in a public and 
compelling way.   

Implicit in this exploration of how we know is an image of truth that can 
now be made explicit: truth is an eternal conversation about things that matter, 
conducted with passion and discipline (p. 106).   

 
The Openness to the Transcendence & The Grace of Great Things  
 

As I have noted above, I take the position in this chapter, that a constructive 

epistemology does not necessarily mean a subjective notion of reality nor a relative 

understanding of truth.  Instead, and to borrow a metaphor from Asghar (2012), I believe the 

subjective pole of knowing and being is vertically linked to the objective or transcendental pole 

of reality and truth.  Here, I argue below that truth cannot be solely grasped on epistemological 

grounds, consciousness, linguistic conventions or conditions of evidence or verifiability.  Instead, 

as Ashgar (2012) points out, “truth has no obligation to accommodating itself to us; it is we who 

must accommodate ourselves to it” (p. 306).  This is captured by Smith (1977) in which he writes: 

There are some who mistake this point [the failure of metaphysics to demonstrate 
the existence of truth] for the end of the world; whatever can be neither imaged 
nor coherently conceived, they argue, does not exist. But truth does not need us 
and is in no way dependent upon our powers of conceptualization. There are 
regions of being – the unimaginable perfection of totality is at the moment the case 
in point-that are quite unrelated to the contours of the human mind. The mind is 
comfortable with facts and fictions. It not made for grasping ultimates (p. 58). 

 
Subsequently, as Asghar (2012) aptly remarks, truth holds a transcendental nature and “is not 

dependent upon reason because reason has not created it.  Instead, truth reveals itself and 

becomes explicit with the help of reason.  We do not say that something is true because it is 
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logical, but rather the reverse, that it is logical because it is true.  One is reminded of C.S. Lewis 

(d. 1963) who once said that he believed that the sun had risen not because he could see it but 

because by the way of it he could see everything else. 46” (p. 308).   

 Consequently, I turn to Palmer’s (2007) notion of ‘Grace of Great Things’, to suggest that 

we can never come to know or ascertain a complete picture of reality and truth, but rather we 

have to take a humble approach and know that our quest for reality and truth may be limited.  

However, as Palmer points out, it is perhaps through this humble and transcendental 

interpretative approach that may in fact (and paradoxically) allow us to move and improve with 

time toward a fuller comprehension of reality and truth.  The following excerpt fittingly sums up 

Palmer’s point: 

In rejecting the objectivist model, I have not embraced a relativism that reduces 
truth to whatever the community decides, for the community of truth includes a 
transcendent dimension of truth-knowing and truth-telling that takes us beyond 
relativism or absolutism alike.  The clearest and most compelling naming of that 
dimension is found in a couplet by Robert Frost: “We dance round in a ring and 
suppose,/But the Secrete sits in the middle and knows.”13  
 Frost honors the transcendent secrete of the subject at the center of the 
community of truth, a secret that is equally obscured by absolutism, which claims 
that we can know the full reality of things, and by relativism, which claims that 
things have no reality save what we know.  The subject knows itself better than we 
can ever know it, and it forever evades our grasp by keeping its own secretes.   
 If this were not the case, the process of knowing would have long ago come 
to a halt.  Why did we not settle for the pre-Socratic view of the nature of the 
physical world or the medieval view or the view of early modern science?  Why are 
we pressing, even now, on the view we hold today?  Because at the center of our 
attention is a subject that continually calls us deeper into its secret, a subject that 
refuses to be reduced to our conclusions about it… 

We say that knowing begins in our intrigue about some subject, but that 
intrigue is the result of the subject’s action upon us geologist are people who hear 
rocks speak, historians are people who hear the voices of the long dead, writers are 
people who hear the music of words.  The things of the world call us, and we are 
drawn to them – each of us to different things, as each is drawn to different friends 
(p. 108). 
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Here, it is in this humble and sincere quest for truth, Palmer tells us:  
 

As we gather around the subject in the community of truth, it is not only we 
who correct each other’s attempts at knowledge, rejecting blurry observations and 
false interpretations.  The subject itself corrects us, resisting our false framing with 
the strength of its own identity, refusing to be reduced to our self-certain ways of 
naming its otherness.   

Eventually, as our insights deepen, the subject yields to a certain naming, 
and we conclude that we know it.  But the transcendent subject always stands 
ready to take us by surprise, calling us into new observations, interpretations, and 
naming and into the mystery that can never fully be named. 

Openness to the transcendence is what distinguishes the community of 
truth from both absolutism and relativism.  In this community, the process of truth-
knowing and truth-telling is neither dictatorial nor anarchic.  Instead, it is a complex 
and eternal dance of intimacy and distance, of speaking and listening, of knowing 
and not-knowing, that makes collaborators and co-conspirators of the knowers and 
known (p. 109).  

 
In light of this openness to the transcendence, Palmer introduces the concept of ‘grace of 

great things’, in which he argues: 

the reality we belong to, the reality we long to know, extends far beyond human 
beings interacting with another.  In the community of truth, we interact with 
nonhuman forms of being that are as important and powerful as the human and 
sometimes even more so.  This is a community held together non only by our 
personal powers of thought and feelings but also by the power of the “grace of 
great things.”17 (p. 109). 

 
According to Palmer, the ‘grace of great things’ are “the subjects which the circle of seekers has 

always gathered – not the disciplines that study these subjects, not the texts that talk about 

them, not the theories that explain them, but the things themselves” (p. 110).  For example, he 

writes, these ‘great things’ could represent the genes and ecosystems in biology, the symbols 

and referents of philosophy and theology, the architypes of betrayal and forgiveness and loving 

and loss that are the stuff of literature, the artifacts and lineages of anthropology, the materials 

of engineering with their limits and potentials, the logic of systems in management, the shape 
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and colours of music and art, the novelties and patterns of history, and the elusive idea of justice 

under law.  Subsequently, he writes:  

Great things such as these are the vital nexus of community in education.  It is the 
act of gathering around them and trying to understand them – as the first humans 
must have gathered around fire – that we become who we are as knowers, 
teachers, and learners.  When we are at our best, it is because the grace of great 
things has evoked forms the virtues that give educational community its finest 
form: 
 

• We invite diversity into our community not because it is politically correct but 
because diverse viewpoints are demanded by the manifold mysteries of great 
things. 

• We embrace ambiguity not because we are confused or indecisive but because we 
understand the inadequacy of our concepts to embrace the vastness of great 
things. 

• We welcome creative conflict not because we are angry or hostile but because 
conflict is required to correct our biases and prejudices about the nature of great 
things. 

• We practice honesty not only because we owe it to one another but because to lie 
about what we have seen would be to betray the truth of great things. 

• We experience humility not because we have fought and lost but because humility 
is the only lens through which great things can be seen – and once we have seen 
them, humility is the only posture possible. 

• We become free men and women through education not because we have 
privileged information but because tyranny in any form can be overcome only by 
invoking the grace of great things (p. 111). 

 
However, as Palmer reminded us above, these polar opposite ends in the reality and truth debate 

(objectivism vs. relativism), “have ravaged not only the things of the world but our sense of the 

knowing self as well” (p. 113).  In particular, he writes, “We are whiplashed between an arrogant 

overestimation if ourselves and a servile underestimation of ourselves, but the outcome is always 

the same: a distortion of the humble yet exalted reality of the human self, a paradoxical pear of 

great price” (p. 113).  Instead, he argues, we should consider the Hasidic tale in which “We need 

a coat with a two pockets.  In one pocket there is dust, and in the other pocket there is gold.  We 
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need a coat with two pockets to remind us who we are.”22 (p. 113).  Consequently, he writes 

“Knowing, teaching, and learning under the grace of great things will come from teachers who 

own such a coat and who wear it to class every day” (p. 113).   

The Mountain Peak of Truth & The Many Ways, Paths & States of Mind on the Mountain Side 
 

It is in this delicate balance between confidence and humility noted above, that Ramadan 

(2012) calls for an inclusive humanistic view on truth or the Universal.  Here, Ramadan not only 

affirms much of the position that I have taken on the topic of knowledge, reality and truth, but 

he provides yet another clear and useful description:  

All (non-theistic) spiritual or religious traditions have some notion of the universal.  
The concept of the universal refers, in one way or another, to a Being, Idea or Way 
(concrete universal) that speaks, a priori, of the essence of human experience.  No 
matter whether we believe that Nature is inhabited by a soul or souls, that we must 
free ourselves from the ego and the prison of the eternal rebirth through an 
initiation or self-transcendence, or that we must recognize the One and practice a 
rite…each and everyone one of us implicitly assumes that truths and ritual and 
ethical exigencies must, respectively, be regarded as universally true.  Truth 
(insofar as it is a value) and meaning (for itself) are, quite logically, regarded as the 
truth and meaning of everything.  The assumption that there is such a thing as an 
priori universal does not, however, necessarily imply that, for spiritualties and 
religions, there is no legitimacy in constructing the universal on a rational basis, or 
that the two paths can never converge.  As we shall see, the two approaches are 
not mutually exclusive, but that depends, once again, on the mental attitude of the 
thinker or seeker in question.  This is not simply a matter of determining how we 
believe we can discover the universal, but of being able to listen to (though one 
might not always understand) the other’s apprehension of the universal.  It is a 
matter of listening to what she/he says about it, of understanding where she/he is 
speaking from, and of learning to apprehend different forms of the universal: the 
transcendent universal, the immanent universal, the inner universal, the universal 
of the heart, the universal of reason…and even the nihilistic universal of 
nothingness and non-meaning.  The question of the universal is therefore primarily 
a question of ways, paths and states of mind (pp. 13-14). 

 
Thus, as I have argued at length to this point and as Hart (2017) affirms, “it is here, at the level of 

culture, that the truly irreconcilable conflicts between scientific and theological thinking are 
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inevitably found; for in most circumstances it is not what we can prove, but what we 

presuppose, that determines what we think we know or imagine we have discovered” (para. 2). 

Thus, Ramadan offers another apt metaphor that captures this “community of truth” or what he 

calls “ways, paths and states of mind” in which no one person, tradition or paradigm can claim to 

hold monopoly over truth:    

The universal that calls upon us to choose a path should, for example, never, by 
definition, deny either reality of the essential necessity – which is quasi ontological 
– of other paths.  I must experience other truths if my responsibility for having 
chosen my truth in all conscience is to be meaningful.  Without the truth – or errors 
– of others, my truth is no longer my choice or my responsibility.  If it were forced 
upon me in its uniqueness, it would lose its meaning, and there would be no 
justification for its existence.  That is the profound intuition we find in the teachings 
of Hinduism and Buddhism, but it also central to the most profound messages of 
the monotheisms.  The mystical and Sufi traditions constantly remind us that there 
are many ways, just as there are many paths up the mountainsides that their 
initiates scale to reach the same summit, ideal or truth.  That there are many ways 
does not detract from the nature of the essential truth, just as the fact that there 
are different paths up the mountain does not mean that the peak is not 
transcendent – quite the contrary.  The absolute is not relative to the paths that 
lead to it.  Not everything is relative. 
 When we set out to look for the universal or affirm its existence, it is, then, 
important to remember that we are on a quest, progressing along a path, and to 
recall that our hearts and our reasons aspire to something.  We have to remember 
that we are on the side of the mountain and remain aware that the absolute of the 
peak is a goal, an ideal and a hope.  That should be our original state of mind, no 
matter whether we are believers or unbelievers, rationalist, idealist, materialist or 
mystical philosophers (pp. 15-16). 

 
As educators, it is accepting and encouraging this position in which we stand at the side or 

bottom of the mountain peak regarding truth and encouraging our students to do the same, that 

we may nurture in our education system and by extension society the much needed values of 

empathy, curiosity, critical thinking and imagination that pre-emptively immunizes us against 

fearmongering, dogmatic and violent closed mindedness that is increasingly gripping the world.  

Here, in approaching truth in this confident yet also humble way, in which we are open to 
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“paradoxes”, “the community of truth” and the “many ways, paths and states of mind to the 

universal”, we can perhaps nurture the inclusive, expansive and imaginative contexts in which 

our education systems and our classrooms may become “radical spaces of possibilities” (bell 

hooks, 1994, p. 12).   

Section 2.5: Jurgen Habermas Theory of Knowing (An Integrative and Practical Way Forward) 

A Starting Point: Free-Will, Intentionality & Education  
 

In his article titled: The neuronal, synaptic self: having values and making choices, Sankey 

(2006) using neuroscience research argues that the materialistic Cartesian dualism that reduces 

our “being to that of robots” and offers a reducible account of brain activity is no longer sound, 

realistic nor productive ontological, cosmological and biological view of the human condition.  

Instead, he makes a strong case that human beings and their brains and minds have capacity to 

become sensitive, deliberating and choice making agents who can become morally responsible, 

intention based, self-aware and develop a particular sense of identity and character.  He argues 

that: 

the individuality of each of our brains provides for the individuality of our conscious 
and subconscious personhood, where we do not always know why we do what we 
do. That will lead to a consideration of how freewill, values and meaning may be 
related at the level of the individual self and how our social interactions transform 
that individuality into the consciousness of our being, tailoring our ability to make 
choices and have values. My argument as a whole is premised on the view that 
each human being is a multileveled psychosomatic unity; a biological organism and 
a responsible self making choices and having values (p. 166). 

 
As Sankey contends, many philosophers such as Strawson (1959) and Searl (2004) tend to place 

far too much weight on consciousness and intentionality to argue against reductive materialism.  

However, while Sankey agrees these are important considerations, he argues: 
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I would nevertheless caution against putting so much weight on consciousness 
when defining the self. It has become increasingly clear that much of our thought 
operates below the level of consciousness – not in the Freudian sense of repressed, 
but simply below the level of conscious awareness. I am, of course, referring to 
what is often called the cognitive unconscious. George Lakoff and Mark Johnson 
make the point that ‘All our knowledge and beliefs are framed in terms of a 
conceptual system that resides mostly in the cognitive unconscious … It thus shapes 
how we automatically and unconsciously comprehend what we experience’ (1999, 
p. 13) (p. 168).  

 
As Sankey argues, the subconscious nature of our thinking and actions are corroborated by 

research undertaken in the laboratory and that there is considerable evidence to suggest, “that 

much of what we have inherited through evolution in regard to perception, thought and action is 

operating below the level of consciousness. And that means much of what makes us who we 

are” (p. 169).  Moreover, citing the neuroscience work of Antinio Damasio (1994), Sankey argues 

that emotions and feelings are essential to the process of rational thought.  Thus, despite the 

fact that primary emotions (activated subconsciously in the limbic system of the brain) and 

secondary emotions (activated in the pre-frontal cortices) are located in separate regions of the 

brain; they normally work in unison in the decision making process.  As Sankey tells us, “Rational 

choices, according to this view, depend as much on the exercise of emotion and feelings as on 

logical deliberation. The important thing is keeping both in balance” (p. 171).  To complicate 

matters even more, Sakey citing the work of Chris Frith (2002) argues: 

The extent to which the subconscious plays a part in making us who we are is well 
illustrated by Chris Frith (2002) in a paper entitled ‘Attention to action and 
awareness of other minds’. He reviews some recent work building on Benjamin 
Libet’s pioneering discovery that our awareness of making a bodily movement 
occurs after the movement has begun, suggesting that our conscious sense of 
intending to act is reactive, not proactive. Recent research, he claims, supports 
Libet’s original findings and furthermore suggests that ‘consciousness has no role 
to play in the short-term control of our actions …’ (p. 482). This not only appears to 
undermine our common sense notions of free will, it also raises the question of 
why our subjective experience so strongly suggests that we are in control of our 
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actions. Perhaps the feeling that we are in control, even if we are not, provides 
some evolutionary advantage? (p. 172). 

 
Subsequently, Sankey responds to this question between free will and determinism by arguing 

against a positivist Decartian view and taking on the paradoxical response of philosophical 

Compatibilism.  According to Sankey, Compatibilism: 

is the belief that both determinism and freewill are correct. The basic idea is that 
what we do is determined by our inner psychological processes, our thoughts, 
beliefs, values, desires and intentions. If this is correct, then given the notion of the 
conscious/subconscious self, we can imagine that even if consciousness plays no 
role in the short-term control of our actions, our choices are no less real, our 
actions no less rational, if they arise from the cognitive subconscious. In fact the 
process may be two-way. Ratey believes that: Our own free will may be the 
strongest force directing the development of our brains, and therefore our lives … 
Experiences, thoughts, actions and emotions actually change the structure of our 
brains. By viewing the brain as a muscle that can be weakened or strengthened, we 
can exercise our ability to determine who we become (2001, p. 17) (p. 173). 

 
Subsequently, Sankey while accepting we are biological selves, makes the case using 

neuroscience research that questions of freewill and consciousness can only be resolved by 

going down to the ontological and quantum level.  Thus, he argues that there are two kinds of 

indeterministic arguments, one based on epistemology and the other involving ontology.  He 

writes: 

The epistemic argument is that the world is essentially deterministic, but 
limitations on our ability to know all we need to know can make it appear 
indeterministic. The second, ontological argument is that the world is essentially 
indeterministic. Contemporary quantum physics employs ontological 
indeterminism. Strict materialists will only admit to the first kind of indeterminism 
when referring to the self. But there are those within the materialist camp, such as 
the philosopher Owen Flanagan, who are now admitting to agnosticism on the 
issue. He says: Now I don’t claim to know whether, when it comes to persons, the 
right kind of causation to assume is deterministic or indeterministic. Nor do I think 
anyone else knows. There is work nowadays in chaos and complexity theories and 
in self-organising dynamical systems theory that suggests that the human nervous 
system operates, at least sometimes, in ontologically indeterministic ways. 
(Flanagan, 2002, p. 121). Flanagan says that ‘nobody knows’ whether quantum 
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indeterminism applies to persons. In a sense he is right, if ‘knows’ is meant to 
convey a notion of consensus. There is no consensus, but there does seem to be a 
shift in opinion. For example, the philosopher John Searle, who has been much 
opposed to quantum indeterminacy being applied to the issue of free will, is 
changing his mind. He says: ‘It always seemed to me in the past that the 
introduction of quantum mechanics into the discussion of free will was totally 
irrelevant’ (2004, p. 231). But having expressed doubt about his earlier argument 
on this matter, he now says: as far as we know, the only established 
nondeterministic element in nature is the quantum level, and if we suppose that 
consciousness is nondeterministic, that the gap is not only psychologically real but 
neurobiologically real, then, given the present state of physics and neurobiology, 
we have to suppose that there is a quantum mechanical component in the 
explanation of consciousness. I see no way to avoid this conclusion. (Searle, 2004, 
p. 232). These are interesting times; there may be much more to our notion of the 
self, its values and choices, than we ever supposed on the basis of ‘modern’ 
Cartesian/ Newtonian science. If it is the case that the elementary particles 
comprising the brain are not rigidly determined, then the mind can influence them. 
In this way, we can better understand how we are responsible not only for the 
decisions we make, but also the way that children and adults behave (p. 175). 

 
Once again, using neuroscience research, Sankey suggests that “the deepest aspects of our 

selfhood may be beyond the reach of neurobiology, because they are a product of social 

interaction” (p. 176). He writes: 

That idea, that we are a product of social interaction is not new. Psychologists have 
long been aware of ‘the multiple ways in which women and men struggle to come 
to terms with their membership of societies and with their own sense of who they 
are in the midst of a vast but structured field of signs, symbols and voices from the 
culture(s) in which they live’ (Penuel & Wertsch, 1995, p. 90). But in this struggle to 
find ourselves, is there a connection between the biological individuality of each 
brain, the similarity of processes across brains, our sense of self-awareness and 
social interaction? 

Let us go back to Frith’s observation, quoted earlier, that ‘one of the brain 
regions involved in representing the mental states of others is certainly adjacent to 
and probably overlaps with a region involved in the representation of our own 
mental states’ (Frith, 2002, p. 485). This seems to suggest there is a close 
connection between our sense of selfhood and our interactions with others. Wolf 
Singer (1999) certainly believes there is. At the biological level, he believes, it may 
not be too difficult to account for self-awareness, but this will only encompass 
some connotations of conscious. It will not account for our sense of being an 
individual person, with private feelings, thoughts and sensations that senses, above 
all, a fair degree of control on what we think and do. 
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Singer invokes the notion of the ‘inner eye’ to describe the experience we 
have of being aware, and then being aware of others being aware of their 
experiences, and then of others being aware of our being aware. This ‘meta-
awareness’ he believes ‘results from an iteration of the very same processes that 
support primary cognitive functions, except that they are not applied to the signals 
arriving from the sense organs but to the computational results of the primary 
cognitive operations’ (Singer, 1999, p. 231). All that is needed are additional cortical 
areas that allow for the processing of signals generated within other cortical areas. 
Thus, he believes it should be possible, at least in principle, to identify the neuronal 
correlates of those ‘operations that underlie the higher cognitive functions which 
lead us to awareness of being aware, or, in other terms, generate awareness of our 
own mental states’ (p. 232) (p. 176). 

 
Subsequently, Sankey argues:  
 

But when it comes to our sense of selfhood, the consciousness of one’s self 
and one’s feelings, what he calls the hard problems in the discussion of 
consciousness, these only arise when sufficiently differentiated brains can enter 
into interpersonal dialogue. In other words, self-awareness is necessary but is not 
sufficient for our sense of being a personal self. Neurologically, we need other 
selves in order to become truly our ‘self’. For this to occur, brains must first interact 
with one another in interactive and reciprocal dialogue and, second, each brain 
must have the ability to model the presumed state of the other brain with which it 
is in communication. This ability would seem to be what Frith is pointing to, as 
resulting from the two relevant cortical areas of the brain sharing an adjacent 
location. 

The upshot of this is that while it does not lead to a dualistic position, as we 
are still talking about brain processes, insofar as these processes have a social and 
cultural origin they are ‘not simply an emergent property of an isolated brain’. They 
therefore seem to ‘transcend the reach of conventional neurobiological 
approaches’ (Singer, 1999, p. 245). If Singer is right, neuroscience is in the business 
of providing a biologically naturalistic account of mind and brain, but it will not 
readily support the eliminative materialist’s claim for a fully materialistic, 
reductionist and deterministic account of all human experience (p. 176). 

 
Here, Safi (1997) affirms Sankey’s thesis on “free will and purpose” from a transcendental 

perspective.  According to Safi, intentionality can be defined as the “phenomena which have a 

direction towards something outside themselves.  As such both written texts and human actions 

may be designated as intentionality while objects or things lack intentionality” (p. 52).  

Subsequently, Safi argues, “Mainstream modern thought obscures this distinction and attempts 
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to use natural sciences as a model for social sciences, and has almost done away with the 

element of intentionality” (p. 52).  As pointed out above and noted in an earlier section of this 

chapter77, we cannot separate facts from values; as for example the functionalist propose when 

studying the ‘facts’ of social behaviour or the behaviourist when studying the ‘facts’ of individual 

behaviour (Lovat & Smith, 2003).  Yet, as Ragab (1992) remarked earlier:  

When the traditional scientific method was applied to the social sciences, it carried 
with it the same intellectual baggage.  Man was understood and has been studied 
in the same mechanical, reductionist, and materialistic terms.  Research methods 
and research designs reflecting these same ontological and epistemological 
assumptions were used (Ford, 1984).  All this was done without serious reflection 
on how the subject matter of the social sciences differed in very significant ways 
from that of the physical sciences.  This type of confusing very different phenomena 
is sometimes called a “category error” or a “category mistake”, which “occurs when 
very different categories of phenomena are treated alike” (Weick, 1987: 222).  
These effects were debilitating indeed (p. 10).    

 
As suggested earlier in this chapter, it was this categorical error that has led to today’s dominant 

and reductionist/behaviourist and solely cognitively inspired approach to education .  Thus, 

much of the social sciences research that shapes our education system continues to be 

dominated by such an empiricist bias in which “behaviourism tended to suggest that individual 

behaviour could be monitored and predicted in the same way that was possible of rocks and 

stars” (Lovat & Smith, 2003, p. 61).  However, as Safi (1997) points out, there is clear and 

profound distinction when one studies physical phenomena from social phenomena. He writes:   

The claims that the methods developed for studying physical phenomena are 
adequate for the study of social phenomena can be granted only when the two 
types of phenomena do not have any intrinsic differences which limit the 
applicability of those methods, a claim advanced by mainstream Western social 
science. The question which we have to raise here may be put as follows: Are social 
and natural phenomena, and hence social and natural laws, of the same nature? It 

                                                
77 As indicated in an earlier section of this chapter, this kind of thinking was first fueled by ideas such as Descartes’ identification of voluntary and 
involuntary behaviour in the 17th century which was then followed by Pavlov’s famous experiments with conditional reflexes in the 18th and 19th 
century.  This then led to Watson and Skinners behaviourism and the concept of reinforcement in the 20th century. 
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is true that the phenomenon of law is not peculiar to human society, but a universal 
one permeating the entire existence. In its simplest form, law refers to regularities 
and similarities in the behaviour of persons and things. At the first glance, law 
seems to involve a variety of principles describing general patterns of behaviour, 
both in the natural and social order. That is to say, the behaviour of things and 
persons seems to be governed by general principles revealing themselves through 
regularity and harmony of movement and action (p. 52). 

 
As such, Safi contends:  
 

On closer examination, however, one can recognize a profound and 
significant difference between the laws regulating behaviour in the realm of nature 
and those regulating social behaviour. The difference between the natural and 
social orders lies in the fact that while the former is subject to laws of necessity, 
the latter is affected by laws of freedom. Things behave in accordance with specific 
patterns out of sheer necessity; the relations between things are, therefore, based 
on the principle of causality, whereby every element of nature interacts with every 
other element in a cause-effect manner. Human behaviour, on the other hand, is 
determined by free choice. People do not behave out of necessity, but rather of 
possibility, for they always have, at least in theory, options to choose from. The 
human will is free, and human action is thus the outcome and result of volition with 
which human will is endowed. But if human action belongs to the realm of freedom, 
it does not necessarily follow that people behave arbitrarily, at least not from the 
subjective point of view. Rather, human action is always purposive, aiming at 
procuring some objects or achieving some objectives. Whether the objects of the 
will are significant or trivial, noble or lowly, is irrelevant here; what is central to the 
notion of purposeful will is that action without purpose is impossible (p. 53).   

 
Moreover, Safi adds that freedom of human action and human agency is not necessarily 

“immune to outside pressures, precipitated either by natural causes or human agents” (p. 53).    

Instead, he argues:   

The significance of human freedom lies in the fact that external pressures do not 
act directly on the will in a mechanical or causal manner, but rather indirectly 
through psychological forces. That is, although natural and social forces attempt to 
influence individual behaviour through reward and coercion, they succeed only 
insofar as man chooses to succumb to external threats or temptation. Society, for 
instance, attempts to control social behaviour through the use, or the threat, of 
force; but the individual may choose not to be influenced by outside pressures even 
at the expense of life itself. In short, human volition belongs not to the realm of 
necessity but of possibility and freedom; the efficient reason of human volition is 
not cause but purpose (p. 53). 
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Finally, as he points out, while human agency is capable of choosing its own purpose, there are 

practical considerations in achieving this purpose, since:  

the realization of one’s objectives takes place in the actual world where the 
possibility of encountering circumstances conducive to the realization of these 
objectives are determined by social conditions.   This means that one’s ability to 
realize one’s objectives is contingent on the ability to overcome social and natural 
obstacles.  In other words, one’s ability to realize one’s purposes in life, and hence 
to overcome natural and social barriers, depends on social coordination among 
individuals who share similar purposes.  Yet if the human will is to maintain its 
freedom and to both set goals and realize them, men must see to it that the efforts 
he exerts to achieve his purposes in life will not be frustrated by the wills of other 
people whose purposes may conflict with his own. This means that the regularities 
of social interaction is the outcome of unity of purpose among the members of 
society, or at least unity of purpose of the dominant group. Consequently, a 
scientific study of social regularities requires that analysis be done at both the 
individual and communal levels.  

The study of individual action allows us to identify the rules which guide 
individual action. These are of two types: (1) normative, signifying the intention of 
the action, and technological, consisting of the various skills that an actor may have 
recourse to. Communal regularity marks the unity of the normative and 
technological rules. It follows that causal explanation of social action is possible 
only when, and in so far as, the uniformity of action is assumed (p. 54). 

 
As such, Kahn (2017) further supports Safi in which his article on human consciousness argues, 

“many philosophers of mind, materialism has now reached an insurmountable quandary in the 

question of consciousness” (para. 5).  Thus, Khan contends:   

Indeed, despite the celebrated achievements of the physical sciences, materialism 
as an all-encompassing worldview has gradually faded, if not altogether failed, in 
light of those features of the world that cannot be reduced to physical matter—
morals, values, purpose, meaning, rationality, aesthetics, and—arguably the most 
recalcitrant to naturalist reduction—consciousness. The robust features of human 
consciousness cannot be dismissed in philosophical deliberation, and philosophical 
deliberation cannot be forced to fit into the narrow assumptions of scientism (para. 
19). 

 
Subsequently, Kahn suggest that such “robust features of consciousness, or conscious 
states, include”: 
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• Sensation or sentient awareness, whether of external things (through sense-data: 
sight, smell, taste, hearing, and touch), or of internal states (such as hunger, thirst, 
pain, and pleasure). Emotions, too—anger, sadness, joy, empathy, and the like—
are sensed internally. In fact, one’s very existence is apprehended directly by 
consciousness. 

• Intellection, including the direct unmediated grasp of first principles, or mediated 
reasoning through the deduction of conclusions from premises. Noteworthy in this 
regard is the very foundation of human reasoning: simple apprehension, or the 
abstraction of universals from particulars, so as to form and understand concepts. 

• Belief, or the internal assent to a proposition and the act of regarding it as true or 
false, likely or unlikely. 

• Desire or wanting. 
• Memory. 
• Will or choice, meaning the faculty that selects between alternatives so as to act 

accordingly. 
• Motive, meaning the impetus that propels a person towards or away from an action 

(para. 20).  
 
Here, Kahn concludes:  
 

Many philosophers would include intuition, insight, and what is termed “common 
sense.”25.  All of these features are integrated in the centered self and together 
inform one’s choice, agency, and experience. Furthermore, human consciousness 
has the unique property of “awareness of one’s very consciousness”—the profound 
capacity of self-reflection, wherein consciousness faces itself and “sees” its own 
awareness, apprehension, realization, and sapience. All of the above features of 
consciousness are experienced internally and privately by the subject: they are 
first-person, subjective, and have an undeniable immediacy for the individual. They 
cannot be described in the third-person or objective language used for what is 
physical, even if a correlation between mental states and physical states/events in 
the brain is empirically found (para. 21). 

 
Thus, in this chapter, I take the position that whether you accept a biological secular or 

transcendental sacred perspective, today’s education system simply ignores a fundamental and 

important dimension of human existence, in which questions of intentionally, purpose or 

consciousness are simply unaddressed.  Here, as pointed out above, there seems to be 

agreement (whether from biological or transcendental positions), that human nature is 
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comprised of material and immaterial, including the emotional, social, cognitive/rational, 

physical, and philosophical (in secular terms) and spiritual (in the sacred terms).   

Consequently, like Sankey (2006)78 who argued earlier in the secular neuroscience 

context for the role of free will and values education, Lovat (2019a) describing Husserlian79 

philosophy, argues this neglect of values, free will and consciousness in today’s education system 

has created an instrumental pedagogy in which the conflation of social science with natural 

science in educational research has stunted our ability to deliver a sound and progressive 

education.  Thus, he writes:   

Husserl [18] was a nineteenth century empiricist who saw even then the limitations 
of the narrower assumptions and functioning of a simple understanding of 
empiricism, ones that emanated from the Verification Principle and became the 
basis of logical positivism. He described this kind of empiricism as “descriptive 
science,” fundamentally the same conception as to be found in Habermas’s 
empirical-analytic knowing, the knowing of basic facts and figures, purely 
descriptive knowing. 

While a useful foundation for scientific knowing, for Husserl, it lacked the 
more important and essential human knowing that was the product of what he 
referred to as “eidetic science,” the knowing and understanding of meanings, of 
different perceptions that can only be unraveled by human beings interacting and 
by deep forms of reflective learning. Eidetic science was heavily subjective and that 
was the very thing that was being in a sense forbidden by the obsession with 
descriptive science, creating in turn an inherent obstacle to deeper forms of 
learning. For Husserl, human sciences had to include a human element and yet that 
was being denied to them by the scientific assumptions of the day. The irony herein 
was that knowledge of the deeper kind was being blocked in the name of a science 

                                                
78 As Sankey (2006) argued earlier using neuroscience research: “the choices we make and the values we hold are constitutive of our brains. They 
are not simply the product of who we are; they make us who we are by physically influencing the strengths of connections at the 
synapses…School is one very influential arena of experience where meaning and value are assimilated into the neuronal connections that make 
the students who they are. It is not the only arena, of course, but it should be a very significant one. Values and meanings encountered in the 
process of education not only influence the conscious choices and actions of students, they also contribute to the making of each individual brain 
and influence what each self will do when actions and choices are initiated subconsciously. This seems to me to put a strong case for the 
centrality of values in the whole educational process. Not simply as an item on the curriculum but, as the Living Values approach is particularly 
highlighting, the school itself has to become a values-based learning environment. This is portrayed, for example, by Neil Hawkes in Francis 
Farrer’s (2000) book, A Quiet Revolution. A values-based learning environment is considerably enhanced when children are understood to be 
conscious/subconscious selves on the road to becoming adults, socially, psychologically and neurobiologically” (p. 174). 
79 According to Lovat (2019a), “Habermas [15] is quite explicit that, for him, his thinking here owes much to Husserlian philosophy” (p. 3). 
Moreover, “Husserl [18] was a nineteenth century empiricist who saw even then the limitations of the narrower assumptions and functioning of a 
simple understanding of empiricism, ones that emanated from the Verification Principle and became the basis of logical positivism. He described 
this kind of empiricism as “descriptive science,” fundamentally the same conception as to be found in Habermas’s empirical-analytic knowing, the 
knowing of basic facts and figures, purely descriptive knowing” (p. 3). 
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purporting to be the means of all knowing. The same irony is reflected in both 
Habermasian epistemology and Feyerabend’s and Apple’s reflections on what was 
ensuing in education. In the name of sound education, sound education was being 
denied (pp. 3-4). 

 
Thus, in light of this difference between the study of physical and social phenomena and its 

relationship to intentionality, purpose and consciousness, I respond in the next section to the 

question: how could we take these relational and integrative insights about knowledge, reality 

and truth and find a contemporary and conceptual framework that will lead toward the interests 

of a truly sound education? Here, the response to this question might be found in the seminal 

work of Jurgen Habermas, who according to Lovat (2013a) might serve as ‘education’s reluctant 

hero’80.  Here, it could be said, that if Taylor’s super nova of secular and sacred inclusive 

humanism serves as a normative ontological educational foundation, then Habermas’s theory of 

knowledge could serve as its complimentary and practical epistemological support.  Thus, I 

propose in this section (as have many others) that teachers and institutions of higher learning 

consider Jurgen Habermas’s (1971; 1984) theory of knowledge (Instrumental, Communicative 

and Emancipatory) that constitutes an epistemological template that at one hand, impels clarity 

and unity amongst desperate and conflicting theories of knowing; at the other end, has inspired 

and supports a number of educational theories and practices that fosters a holistic, 

contemporary and comprehensive pedagogy that engages with full dimensions of learning: the 

cognitive, the affective, the social, the somatic, the intuitive, the moral, the  intellectual, the 

somatic, the moral, and the spiritual (Lovat, 2013a, 2019b; Palmer and Zajonc, 2010; Marriam & 

Bierema, 2014; Kawsworm et al., 2010; Jarvis & Watts, 2012; Merriam & Grace, 2011; 

                                                
80 According to Lovat (2013a) Habermas did not target education when arguing for his theory of knowledge.  Thus, Habermas expressed surprise 
given the extensive and prolific impact his work has had on the field of education.   
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MacKeracher, 2004; Taylor & Cranton, 2012; Cranton, 1996; 2006; Mezirow, Taylor & Associates, 

2009).  As I intend to show in this section, Habermas’s theory of knowledge and communicative 

capacity/action not only substantiates a key thesis proposed in this chapter: that knowing and 

being are an inseparable and constructive phenomenon; but also, that it works like a unifier and 

“evaluative” knowledge/reality/truth filter between the objective and constructive world of 

epistemology.  Thus, I contend that it is through Habermas theory of knowledge and its practical 

integration into our PSE system may hold both the potential to deepen our understanding in 

several areas of education, including the role of teacher and learning, as well the potential of 

schools to serve as sites of holistic learning (Lovat, 2013a, 2019a, 2019b).  In a word, a 

Habermasian view and practice of knowledge inspires a kind of education that is not just 

concerned, “with the facts of information, nor only with the meanings behind those facts, but 

with instilling critical reflection leading to praxis, that practical action on reflection which is 

oriented to change, change for the betterment of self, others and the world” (Lovat & Smith, 

2003, pg. 242).  Put otherwise, his theory of knowledge provides a practical and fitting 

conceptual methodology to help bring about the 3P aims of PSE and five pillars of learning that 

has been argued throughout this entire chapter.   

Jurgen Habermas’s Life World Perspective 
 

As noted throughout much of this chapter, we are living in a time in which, “Many 

scholars today, including secularists like Jurgen Habermas (1972, 1988, 2002, 2006), the social 

philosopher and epistemologist, infer that there can be a certain flatness about a scientific 

method and expression devoid of interpretive and critical elements, one that can become every 
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bit as dogmatic and unreflective as the worst instances of religious dogma” (Lovat, 2018a, p. 7).  

As Lovat (2018a) argued earlier: 

Habermas’s critique of much contemporary science and social science is that they 
deal well enough with the outside of things (those things most easily observed 
and/or measured in a narrow 19th century scientific way) but not with the inside.  
In understanding religion, for instance, the social scientist can describe the rituals, 
myths and institutional structures of religions but fail badly in penetrating the inner 
world of those beliefs, values and identity that offer meaning and motivate their 
adherents.  This can create in Western social science a veritable blind spot about 
our history, about who we are and how we have come to be who we are.  It’s a 
blind spot and a narrowness of thought that can retard our capacity to manage a 
more complex world than arguably we’ve had before (including around religious 
issues).  In other words, amidst all the supposed evolutionary development and 
greater sophistication of our knowledge systems, it could be that we’ve actually 
lost something of a mega-view that we arguably once had.  In a word, it could be 
that we have put a part of our brains to sleep! (p. 8). 

 
In a separate work, Lovat (2019a), points out how Habermas’s contributionshave, among other 

things, demonstrated:   

the limitations of logical positivism’s conception of knowing and all it has led to, the 
limitations being set essentially around a knowing of basics, a knowing he describes 
as empirical- analytic, useful for certain basic knowledge and skills but a long way 
from the full reaches of knowing. It is an especially long way from the more 
sophisticated knowing related to interpretations and meanings, and the more 
moral knowing that entails deep human encounters and, finally, a ruthless self-
knowing, all of which require deep levels of imagination and emotionality. Seeing 
it this way helps to understand why Feyerabend was so critical of education that 
prioritized more basic knowing to the exclusion of holistic knowing (p. 3). 

 
Thus, according to Lovat (2013a) it is precisely at this time in which logical positivism (or the 

scientistic paradigm) has put our brains to sleep that Habermas’s integrative theory of knowing 

(Instrumental, Communicative and Emancipatory) has becomes such an important and necessary 

intervention in theorizing and delivering education.  He writes: 

It is within the terms of this historical moment that Habermas’s work comes to have 
most meaning, including education.  Habermas (1972, 1974) in a sense constructed 
his forms thesis but laid it on firmer epistemological and cognitive grounds, a rare 
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but timely conjunction, seeing it resting not on portioned knowledge sets as 
ontological reifications but rather on the ways in which the mind works in 
constructing reality…this construct of knowing, a rare combination of philosophy 
and science, might yet have greater potential than has been realized so far for 
conversation with the emerging neurosciences (p. 4). 

 
Here, as noted above, it could be said that Habermas’s theory of knowledge and communicative 

capacity/action works like an “evaluative” knowledge/reality/truth filter so to allow help our 

students understand and learn in an integral, relational, authentic, imaginative and 

emancipatory pedagogical way forward.  In fact, it might be an understatement to suggest that 

over the past several decades Habermas’s framework or conception of knowledge and 

communicative action has played a tremendous role in deepening our understanding of 

education, including but not limited to learning, the role of the teacher, effective pedagogy, as 

well as the radical possibility of schools to serve as sites of holistic and transformative learning 

(cf. Cranton; 1994; Lovat & Smith, 2003; Morrison, 2001; Lovat, 2013a, 2019a).  This is pointed 

out by Cranton (1994) who writes: 

Habermas’s goal in his writing has been to develop a comprehensive theory of 
knowledge, comprehensive enough to encompasses science, morality, and art.  The 
relevance of Habermas’s work to education is clear; there were thirty-two hundred 
published articles in the education literature between 1972 and 1987 that 
reference Habermas (Eweret, 1991).  Habermas’s description of our interests and 
ways of knowing encompass and explains much about educators’ perspective and 
practice (p. 16). 

 
Moreover, as Lovat (2004) tells us, “A vast amount of important educational research has been 

spent in making application of the Habermasian thesis to a range of issues relevant to educational 

theory and practice (Van Manen, 1977; Young, 1989; Doll, 1993). Of special interest is the 

application to curriculum theory, where each of the ways of knowing can be seen to issue in 
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different philosophical work in classroom-based curriculum practice (Lovat & Smith, 2003)” (p. 

148).  Here, Morrison (2001) adds: 

Though a social theorist and philosopher rather than an educationist, Habermas 
has exerted a profound influence on education.  His early work takes forward the 
project of the Frankfurt School of critical theory (e.g. Horkheimer, Adorno, 
Marcuse) in its critique of instrumental reason and positivism as being ‘scientistic’ 
(the belief that all worthwhile knowledge is only scientific knowledge (Habermas 
1972, p. 4) and ‘technicist’ (e.g. treating people and situations as means to an end), 
and in its expressed political intention of emancipating disempowered individuals 
and groups within an egalitarian society.  Habermas’ early work is an attempt to 
base a social theory on epistemology, and is explicitly perspective and normative, 
entailing a view of what behaviour in a social democracy should entail.  Its intention 
is not simply to provide an account of society and behaviour but to realise a society 
that is based on equality and democracy for all its members.  The purpose of his 
theory is not merely to understand situations, power and phenomena but to 
change them, to eradicate inequality (p. 216). 

 
Thus, as Morrison (2001) tells us, Habermas’s theory: 
 

seeks to uncover interests at work in particular situations and to interrogate the 
legitimacy of those interests, identifying the extent to which they serve equality 
and democracy.  The intention of his theory is transformative: to transform society 
and individuals to social democracy.  In this respect the purpose of critical 
educational research is intensely practical – to bring about a more just, egalitarian 
society in which individual and collective freedoms are practiced, and to eradicate 
the exercise and effects of illegitimate power. For critical theorist and critical 
educationist, teachers and researchers can no longer claim neutrality and 
ideological or political innocence” (p. 217).   

 
For Habermas, who was born in 1929 in Dusseldorf, Germany, the development of his theory of 

knowledge and communicative action is deeply personal (Lovat, 2013a).  According to Lovat 

(2013a), Habermas’s inspiration critical theory: 

represented a way of repairing what he came to understand increasingly as the 
corrupt regime of Nazism, a thoroughly shameful moment in Germany history.  For 
one who grew up in a marginally pro-Nazi family, who joined the Hitler youth 
(compulsorily) and, at 15 years of age, was sent to man the Western defences as 
the Third Reich was crumbling, the sense of shame seems to have been 
personalized to the extent that it has come to drive his critical theory with particular 
passion.  The passion is around ensuring that, in future, personal, social and political 
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action is so informed with norms of reason and compassion that there could never 
again be a Third Reich.  Arguably, Habermas’s single most enduring influence has 
been his epistemological work, a theory of knowing that impels the kind of 
reasoned and compassionate reflection and self-reflexivity that issues in 
benevolent action.  Granted his entire platform of thought rests on a theory of 
knowing, there would seem to be much for educationist to consider.  While, on 
self-admission, Habermas has paid little attention to the details and niceties of 
formal education and its paraphernalia, he nonetheless presents as the reluctant 
hero of education for the power of his epistemology to depict authentic learning 
as being considerably beyond the techne if the goal of learning is to be one befitting 
being human (p. 2). 

 
Introducing Habermas’s 3 Forms (or Integrative or Holarchical) Ways of Knowing 
 

As pointed out throughout this chapter, a scientistic view of knowing is built upon an 

epistemic foundation and legitimized by an empiricist or “objective” view.  Here, knowledge is 

structured in a compartmentalized way in which physical or natural sciences and disciplines such 

as math/physics are given more legitimacy over social or metaphysical sciences and 

sociological/religious studies.  In contrast, Habermasian (1972; 1988) ‘Ways of Knowing’ thesis 

suggests irrespective of discipline or field there is a consistent pattern across all areas by which 

knowledge is revealed and further negotiated as a constructive process involving both an inner 

and outer dimension.  In a sense, Habermas offers a framework that recognizes (like the position 

taken in this chapter) the inseparable link between ontology and epistemology; or knowing that 

involves a fusion or synergy of between the inside and outside ways of knowing.  This is aptly 

captured by Lovat (2019b), when he writes, “An implication of this education intention is around 

the removal of any artificial division between knowing and values, since all knowing has an 

ethical component and is related in some way to human action. With this understanding, 

Habermas challenges contemporary education to deal with the essentials rather than mere 

basics of learning. He offers an epistemology that impels holistic and comprehensive pedagogy 
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that engages with the full array of human development and social good. And values pedagogy is 

just such an educational means!” (p. 65).  Here, rather than an apparent division of epistemology 

and ontology or fields and disciplines, for Habermas there is essentially a unified knowledge 

reality and that these differences arise not from anything inherent about knowledge, but from 

human intention and construction (or perception) of that knowledge (1972).  Thus, this 

perception arises from three ‘cognitive interests’ that are part and parcel of how the human 

mind works.  First, there is an interest in prediction and technical control which impels ‘empirical 

analytic or objective’ type of knowing.  Second, there is an interest in interpretation and 

understanding meanings that gives way to a ‘historical hermeneutic or practical’ form of 

knowing.  Third, there is an interest in being free or emancipated that gives rise to a ‘critical self-

reflective or inner’ way of knowing.  As Lovat (2004) points out: 

As far as Habermas is concerned, all three interests are operative regardless of the 
discipline area. Whatever the subject matter, our interest in technical control will 
lead us to want to know all the facts and figures associated with the subject at hand; 
this is where the quest for empirical-analytic knowing originates and is of use in the 
total quest to ‘know’. Similarly, our interest in understanding the meaning behind 
an event will lead us to explore the inner dimensions, to try to relate one factor to 
another; this impels an historical-hermeneutic type of knowing which serves to 
extend our understanding and the totality of our knowing. Finally, our interest in 
ensuring our autonomy as a knower will make us reflect critically on our subject 
matter, our sources and ultimately ourselves as agents of knowing. This is the 
preserve of critical or self-reflective knowing and where, according to Habermas, 
the only truly assured and totally comprehensive knowing occurs (p. 147).  

 
More specifically, Lovat provides an interesting example to express Habermas’s knowledge 

interest in a practical example:  

As an example, the knowing relevant to the fullness of understanding about 
the Vietnam War could be seen to reflect these three ways of knowing. Empirical-
analytic knowing would be relevant to understanding who was involved, what 
events were crucial, what years certain things happened, and so on: through this 
way of knowing, our cognitive interest in technical control can ultimately be 
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satisfied. Historical-hermeneutic knowing would help to ascertain what these 
events meant to the histories of the nations involved, as well as to their people, 
why they felt the way they did, where the anger, confusion and hatred came from, 
and like concerns: through this way of knowing, our cognitive interest in 
understanding meanings can finally be satisfied.  Self-reflective, or critical, knowing 
would then be relevant to asking whether the information we have received is 
reliable, whether there might be points of view other than the ones we have heard, 
whether we are ultimately in a position to know the truth, or whether we might 
not somehow be controlled by the forces of propaganda which surround us. At this 
point, we may need to ask of ourselves whether what we ‘know’ stands up to the 
best evidence before us or whether, in part at least, what we claim to ‘know’ might 
not be the result of dispositions. In other words, how free are we in fact as agents 
of knowing? Only at this point, according to Habermas, can we truly claim to know, 
or are we in a position to stretch the accepted boundaries of knowing and engage 
in praxis, action for change. For Habermas, praxis is the ultimate goal of the quest 
to know and the final measure that knowing has occurred (p. 148).  

 
As it relates to adult education, Cranton (2006) provides a useful analysis worth quoting at 

length to demonstrate Habermas’s theory of knowledge and its inextricable relationship to both 

informative (or technical), interpretative (or historical hermeneutic) and transformative (or 

critical self-reflective) approaches to learning.  Here, Cranton describes Habermas’s first 

knowledge interest in the following manner:  

Technical knowledge is that which allows us to manipulate and control the 
environment, predict observable physical and social events, and take appropriate 
actions. Empirical or natural scientific methodologies produce technically useful 
knowledge, the knowledge necessary for industry and production in modern 
society. In this paradigm, knowledge is established by reference to external reality, 
using the senses. There is an objective world made up of observable phenomena. 
The laws governing physical and social systems can be identified through science, 
and these systems are seen to operate independently of human perceptions. 
Habermas criticizes technical rationality when it becomes such a pervasive ideology 
that we either believe all knowledge is instrumental or try to fit all knowledge into 
that category. In the Age of Enlightenment, the application of reason was seen as 
the way to solve the world’s problems. As a result, empirical scientific methods 
were viewed as superior to subjective, qualitative, or spiritual ways of knowing. 
Only recently has modernism (the reign of logic) been criticized in the social 
sciences and education as not allowing a deeper, more open understanding of 
human interactions. 
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 Mezirow (1991) refers to the acquisition of technical knowledge as 
instrumental learning.  Much of adult education practice has instrumental learning 
as a goal.  Workplace programs often consist of training and retraining programs 
that focus on instrumental learning.  Trades and technology programs contain both 
theoretical and practical, hands-on learning in concrete areas such as marine or 
automobile mechanics, silviculture, dental hygiene, and electronic 
communications.  A good proportion of professional development for health 
professionals emphasize new scientific information and techniques.  However, 
problems arise when areas such as interpersonal relations and communications are 
treated as instrumental learning and forced into the training model (p. 12). 

 
Moreover, she describes practical or interpretative knowledge as:  
 

The second kind of knowledge is based on our need to understand each 
other through language. Habermas (1971) called this practical or communicative 
knowledge. Human beings have always been social creatures, instinctively forming 
groups, tribes, communities, cultures, and nations to satisfy their mutual needs. 
For people to survive together in groups and societies, they must communicate 
with and understand each other. There are no scientific laws governing these 
communications—when we communicate with others, we interpret what they say 
in our own way. This does not mean that communicative knowledge is entirely 
individual. All societies share and transmit social knowledge, that is, a code of 
commonly accepted beliefs and behavior. As a society, we come to agree on how 
things should be and are in reference to standards and values, moral and political 
issues, educational and social systems, and government actions. Communicative 
knowledge is derived from shared interpretation and consensus and then often 
becomes “truth”. Habermas criticized communicative knowledge as being too 
dependent on subjective understanding. He argued that people may misinterpret 
the world around them based on distorted assumptions about themselves or 
society. We want social knowledge to be objective and concrete and therefore stop 
questioning the systems around us, unaware of the distortions that may exist in our 
assumptions. 

It is fairly obvious that the acquisition of practical or communicative 
knowledge comprises a good deal of what people do in adult education.  Studies in 
psychology, sociology, politics, education, language, literature, fine arts, and 
history focus on communicative learning.  Leadership training, interpersonal skills, 
teamwork, conflict resolution, communication skills, and the new emphasis on 
emotional intelligence illustrates the importance of communicative learning in 
workplace settings.  Almost wherever you see people working collaboratively in 
groups to share and interpret their experience and construct new understanding, 
you have communicative learning take place (p. 13). 

 
Finally, she describes the final knowledge interest as a: 
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kind of knowledge, which derives from a questioning of instrumental and 
communicative knowledge, Habermas called emancipatory. By nature, people are 
interested in self-knowledge, growth, development, and freedom. Gaining 
emancipatory knowledge is dependent on our abilities to be self-determining and 
self-reflective. Self-determination can be described as the capacity to be aware and 
critical of ourselves and of our social and cultural context. Self-reflection involves 
being aware and critical of our subjective perceptions of knowledge and of the 
constraints of social knowledge. Emancipatory knowledge is gained through a 
process of critically questioning ourselves and the social systems within which we 
live. The philosophical foundation of emancipatory knowledge lies in critical theory. 
In this paradigm, instrumental and communicative knowledge are not rejected but 
are seen as limiting. If we do not question current scientific and social theories and 
accepted truths, we may never realize how we are constrained by their inevitable 
distortions and errors.  Without the possibility of critical questioning of ourselves 
and our beliefs, such constraining and self-defeating knowledge can be accepted 
by entire cultures. 
 Emancipatory learning has been a goal of adult education through time and, 
to some extent, across cultures.  In a history of adult education in Britain, Harrison 
(1961) states that “it has been in the main regraded as a movement for freedom 
and liberation, both personal…and social” (p. xxi).  In North America, Lindeman 
(1926) describes ideal adult education as cooperative, non-authoritarian, informal, 
and as a quest for the roots of our preconceptions.  Freire (1970) saw his work in 
literacy education in South America as a “deepening awareness of both the 
sociocultural reality which shapes [learners’] lives and…their capacity to transform 
the reality through action upon it” (p. 27). 
 A careful reading of Mezirow’s (1991) expression of the goal of adult 
education as transformative learning reveals how it is drawn from Habermas’s idea 
of emancipatory knowledge and also reflects the thinking of earlier theorists: “The 
goal of adult education is to help adult learners become more critically reflective, 
participate more fully and freely in rational discourse and action, and advance 
developmentally by moving toward meaning perspectives that are more inclusive, 
discriminating, permeable, and integrative of experience” (pp. 224-225) (p. 14).  
 
Subsequently, she writes:  
 
 Emancipatory learning occurs in informal and formal educational settings, 
including community development groups, self-help groups, professional 
development programs, literacy education, union education, and political and 
environmental movements, to name just a few.  Perhaps more important, 
emancipatory learning can occur in any setting where learning occurs.  A person 
acquiring a technical skill can gain new self-confidence and begin to see his or her 
place in the world in a new light.  When I first learned Black-board and WebCt 
(software programs for online teaching), I acquired instrumental knowledge, but I 
revised my perspective on what good education is as a result.  In some of the great 
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social change movements in Canada (for example, see Gillen, 1998), people 
obtained basic economic, literacy, and social skills, which provided them with the 
foundation for emancipatory learning (p. 14).  

 
Thus, in light of Cranton’s final paragraph above, it could be said that rather than placing 

knowledge in a binary or hierarchical debate (between objective vs. constructive or technical vs. 

critical self-reflective or concrete vs. abstract), in which at one end of the continuum, we find 

those who advocate for a technical or “objective” view of knowledge that is “out there” and a 

fixed, unchanging commodity which no human endeavour can adjust or alter in any way; while 

on the opposite end, we find those who view knowledge as emancipatory or constructive or 

solely “created within”, a kind of relative, dynamic, ever-changing commodity which is purely 

and simply the result of individual human endeavour.  In contrast a Habermasian view of 

knowledge would be viewed through holarchical lens81 in which all three knowledge interests 

(technical (“objective”), practical (interpretive) and emancipatory (constructive/transformative)) 

are inextricably linked and when understood this way can offer a more integrative and 

imaginative paradigm of education and by extension pedagogical practice. In other words, and 

using Koestler’s (1970) vernacular, each knowledge perspective may be considered a holon and 

may display: rule-governed behaviour in that there are specific descriptions, methodologies and 

                                                
81As I have made the case in chapter 1 and 3, and will also make the case in this chapter, our view of reality and knowledge, especially in the field 
of education, might be better served if we look at phenomena through integrative, systems or holarhcial (rather than hierarchical relationship). 
According to Koestler (1970), “All complex structures and processes of a relatively stable character display hierarchic organization, and this 
applies regardless whether we are considering inanimate systems, living organisms, social organizations, or patterns of beheviour” (p. 133).  Thus, 
Koestler (1970) argues, these complex structures are composed of a holarchical phenomenon in which each holarchy is composed of holons or 
units that are autonomous and self-reliant, but also dependent on the greater whole of which they are part.  More specifically, Koestler defines a 
holon as, “any stable sub-whole in an organismic, cognitive, or social hierarchy which displays rule-governed behaviour and/or structural Gestalt 
constancy” (p. 137).  Moreover, he tells us that holons within an organismic or social hierarchy are “Janus-faced entities: facing upward, toward 
the apex, they function as dependent parts of a larger whole; facing downward, as autonomous wholes in their own right” (p. 141).  In other 
words, a holarchy is a hierarchy of self-regulating holons that operate both as autonomous wholes and as dependent parts.  In addition, “holons 
on successively higher levels of the hierarchy show increasingly complex, more flexible and less predictable patterns of activity, while in 
successive lower levels we find increasingly mechanized, stereotyped and predictable patterns” (p. 150).   
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approaches that define each perspective, and that each perspective might be considered whole 

unto itself.   

Figure 8: Habermas’ Holarchy of Knowledge 

 
 

 
Put otherwise, and as illustrated in Figure 8 above, each knowledge interest can stand on its 

own, without reference to the other ways of knowing.  In this sense, each proposed knowledge 

interest is a holon.  If we look downward on the hierarchy, each knowledge interest serves as 

encompassing whole and could suggest that we have a complete view of knowledge.  However, 

if we chose to look up, then each separate theory points to and establishes a more holistic or 

integrative notion of knowledge.  It could be said that each successively lower knowledge 

interest (e.g. technical) outlined in Habermas’s theory encompasses a more controlled and 

mechanistic, “objective”, predictable patterns and assessment of perception, behaviour, 

outcomes and structure (e.g. knowledge as objective/control, teacher as expert/director and 

truth legitimized via verifiable facts).  However, each successively higher knowledge interest (e.g. 

practical and emancipatory) outlined by Habermas encompasses less control and more 
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constructive, flexible, less predictable patterns of perception, behaviour, assessment and 

structure (e.g. knowledge as interpreted/negotiated, teacher as facilitator/partner and truth 

legitimized via consensus; or knowledge as constructed/freedom, teacher as listener and student 

as director, and truth legitimized via unfolding/multiplicity/relative).  In a holarhical view of 

knowing, every subject offers examples of “technical or instrumental knowing” (rules, facts or 

conventions), “practical or communicative knowing” (negotiation of meaning), and 

“emancipatory or critical knowing” (knowing inside).  Thus, we have in Habermas a view of 

epistemology that fuses with ontology and reintegrates the material/immanent with 

immaterial/transcendent ways of knowing.  

Figure 9: Habermas’s (1972) Holarchy of Knowledge Focus of Major Learning Orientations 

 
 
As I will argue in greater depth in chapter 3, it seems that we could place both Merriam and 

Bierema’s (2014) five major orientations to learning, and Day and Amstutz’s (2003) core values 

of adult education, within the Habermas’s holarchical framework of knowledge interest (See 
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Figure 9 above).  For example, it could be said that orientations of the Behaviourist/Cognitivist 

and the Scientific Scholarship/Cultural Custodianship/Useful Knowledge core values generally 

focus on the technical and practical areas of the knowing holarchy; and the orientation of the 

Humanist/Social Learning/Constructivist and Individual-Group Growth/Personal Existence/Social 

Reconstruction/Spiritual Connectedness core values generally lean toward the practical and 

emancipatory side of the holarchical knowing continuum.  An example of this is holarchical view 

of knowledge in which all three ways of knowing synergistically intersect in an educational 

setting irrespective of kinds of learning or subject matter is aptly captured by Lovat and Smith 

(2003): 

It is important that each subject, or area of knowledge, in the curriculum deals with 
knowledge that comes from all three ways of knowing. Unfortunately, too many 
people assume that it is Science and Mathematics that represent the best type of 
technical knowing and the Humanities and Social Sciences and Creative Arts that 
contain knowing through negotiations of meaning.  Nothing could be further from 
the truth.  Every subject offers examples of ‘technical knowing’ ‘knowing through 
negotiation of meaning’ and ‘knowing inside’.  Thus, while Art is concerned with 
the appreciation of aesthetic quality, which is dependent upon negotiation of 
meaning, it is also concerned with technical and conventional knowing.   

For example, if you were asked to paint in primary colours, you would be 
wrong if you used secondary or tertiary colours.  Likewise, if you were asked to 
paint using a Cubist style, you would be wrong if you used a Post-Impressionist or 
Realist style.  Similarly, although Mathematics is based on a great deal of technical 
knowing, these conventions are only true if you employ a number system based on 
10.  This is a negotiated meaning, in a sense.  Furthermore, if we are wanting 
students to develop a computer program or solve a problem or consider the impact 
of computers on society, they will require a great deal more than technical 
knowledge.  In fact, if they only have technical knowledge, they will be very limited 
in their creative problem solving abilities.  Thus, every subject that we teach has 
examples of all three ways of knowing (p. 103).  

 
Subsequently, Lovat and Smith (2003) citing Habermas assert: 
 

For Habmermas, it is only when we have reached the third level that we are 
guaranteed true knowledge because true knowledge demands that we be free.  At 
the first two levels, we are still liable to be controlled, to be insulated from critiques 
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which are outside our immediate frame of reference.  The so called ‘truths’ which 
we receive at these levels can be the result of ideology or ‘unreflective action’.   
 
This was the great problem with Ayer, as with empiricists in general: they tended 
to be so locked in the ‘technical control’ interest that they admitted no other 
interest.  The ‘facts’ which empiricism purports as directly apprehended truths are, 
in reality, filtered through language, theories and generalizations.  The empiricist 
who has not passed to the critical level of reflection is a victim of what Habermas 
calls ‘illusion’ and ‘sterilization’ of knowledge (1972: 162).  

 
At this sterilized level, truth is thought to be a matter of merely describing one’s 
‘observations’.  Apart from the fact that it naively assumes accuracy and universal 
agreement about the nature of observation, there is another aspect which renders 
it less adequate as truth.  One of the most obvious truths is that things are ever-
changing, often because of human will and endeavour.  Engaging in truth requires 
involvement, not the static, supposedly detached stance of the empiricist.  
Discerning truth is far more an active endeavour than that.  It requires the sort of 
action which seeks to participate in change.  This is what Habermas describes as 
praxis of action; this is the sort of practice which, having reflected on the knowledge 
gained from the three cognitive interests, sets out to be a participant and actor in 
change (1972; 198f; 1974: 254f; 1975; 121f).  Without the sort of knowledge which 
results in praxis, we might learn about, but never become part of, the truth.  More 
seriously still, the implication is that we will never come to know the truth about 
ourselves.   
 
This is what Hambermas describes as ‘Critical Theory’.  Without the third level of 
reflection, any learning does little more than offer information about data which is 
outside and apart from ourselves.  It is critical theory, implicit in the third level of 
reflection, which forces us to scrutinize and appraise the adequacy of this 
information and to evaluate its meaning for ourselves.  Without critical theory, the 
information which comes from any subject can become a means of bondage, rather 
than emancipation, a way of oppressing people or keeping them in straitjackets 
(pp. 89-90).   

 
Thus, as Lovat (2013a) put it: 
 

At the heart of Habermas’s thesis is the notion that the cognitive interest to be 
emancipated, or free, in our knowing impels an intensive critique of all of the 
assumptions and sources of our knowing up to that point in time. Among the 
assumptions and sources are those of both the external and internal world. 
Externally, one confronts one’s enculturated past, one’s corporate beliefs and 
community values, one’s family, school, political and religious heritage. Internally, 
one confronts one’s self: there is no knowing without knowing the knower. Through 
critical, self-reflective knowing, one is challenged to let go of much of the past and 
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to embrace new futures. The end of critical, self-reflective knowing is praxis, 
practical action for change. One cannot remain in the same place once one has 
confronted one’s past and one’s self. In a sense, the ultimate point of the learning 
game is to be found in knowing oneself and the consequent change of belief and 
behaviour that inevitably follows.  Habermas saw this process as cleansing and 
purifying one’s intentions and actions in ways that were lacking in the germination 
of the Third Reich and its many followers.  It is here that some of his passion to 
ensure that the Third Reich could never happen again can be seen (p. 5). 

 
Habermas’s Communicative Capacity & Action: A Values & Prescriptive Approach to Education  
 

As noted throughout this entire chapter, knowledge especially as it relates to the social 

sciences is a prescriptive and intentional process in which one’s unconscious ontological world 

view or ideology (e.g. first principles, values, identity and beliefs) play an inseparable role in the 

knowing, learning and teaching process.  As Lovat (2013a) reminded us earlier, “’knowing’ is not 

linear, it is complex; nor is it objective in any simple observable or measurable sense because it is 

infused with the subjectivity of the person doing the knowing” (p. 3).  Here, Habermas’s theory 

of knowing affirms this position since his ways of knowing are “explicitly prescriptive and 

normative, entailing a view of what behaviour in a social democracy should entail. Its intention is 

not simply to provide an account of society and behaviour but to realize a society that is based 

on equality and democracy for all its members.  The purpose of his theory is not merely to 

understand situations, power and phenomena but to change them, to eradicate inequality 

(Morrison, 2001, p. 216).  Thus, as Lovat (et al., 2011) points out: 

As with the educational theory of all the afore-mentioned scholars, Habermasian 
epistemology renders the notion of values neutrality in education inappropriate 
and non-viable. Habermasian epistemology challenges the authenticity of an 
education conceived of solely in instrumentalist outcomes-based or competencies 
terms. Habermasian epistemology impels for any legitimate education a values-
laden pedagogy that saturates the learning experience in both a values-filled 
environment as well as in explicit teaching that engages in discourse about values-
related con- tent, transacts practical and personalized values, and in turn inducts 
students into personal empowerment over their own stated and lived out values. 
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Habermasian epistemology also challenges therefore the notion that values 
education connotes merely a moral option among various approaches to 
education, perhaps more suitable to religious than to public systems of schooling. 
On the contrary, Habermasian epistemology confirms the views of all the scholars 
noted above that values education is best understood as holistic pedagogy aimed 
at the full range of developmental measures. Rather than connoting a mere moral 
or, least of all religious option, values pedagogy connotes an effective and 
indispensable way in which learning should proceed in any setting. In a word, 
Habermas offers a most comprehensive and convincing justification for values 
pedagogy, as we are defining it in this book (p. 33). 

 
Thus, in alignment with the position taken in this chapter regarding aims and functions of 

education, Morisson tells us: 

Habermas’ theory of knowledge-constitutive interests seeks to uncover the 
interests at work in particular situations and to interrogate the legitimacy of those 
interests, identifying the extent to which they serve equality and democracy.  The 
intention of his theory is transformative: to transform society and individuals to 
social democracy.  In this respect the purpose of critical education research is 
intensely practical – to bring about a more just, egalitarian society in which 
individual and collective freedoms are practised, and to eradicate the exercise and 
effects of illegitimate power.  For critical theorist and critical educationist, teachers 
and researchers can no longer claim neutrality and ideological or political 
innocence (p. 217).       

 
Thus, in a later work, Habermas (1984, 1987) builds on his theory of knowing by introducing the 

theory of ‘communicative capacity’ as an initial outgrowth of the self-reflective knower leading 

to ‘communicative action’.   According to Lovat (2019b), “The Habermasian notion of critical and 

self-reflective knowing issues in emancipating and empowerment, so spawning communicative 

capacity and communicative action, both justify and explain the effects of an approach to 

learning that prioritizes the transaction of values.  Why? Because the ways of knowing he posits 

are superior (truly emancipated knowing) and the forms of communication he proposes as those 

conforming to the mature, autonomous social agency of humanity at its best are values-laden by 

their very nature.  Hence, any education inspired by Habermas must equally be values-laden” 
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(pp. 62-63).  Here, Lovat (2013a) provides a good summary of these two additional concepts: 

Communicative capacity is when the self-reflective knower comes to see his or her 
own life-world as just one that needs to function in a myriad of life-worlds, and so 
comes to possess communicative capacity.  It is in a sense the fully flourished result 
of the historical-hermeneutical or ‘communicative’ way of knowing when infused 
with the critical/self-reflective way of knowing, a veritable formula for the modern, 
globally competent, intercultural communicator.     

Beyond this is the notion of communicative action, an action orientation 
beyond that which can be impelled by historical-hermeneutical knowing, requiring 
instead the more profound knowing that comes from self-reflectivity.  Herein, the 
self-reflective knower takes a step beyond mere tolerance of other life-worlds to 
take a stand to defend the right of all legitimate life-worlds to exist and be 
accommodated within the human community.  The stand is both for justice and for 
oneself because one’s new found self, one’s own integrity, is at stake.  This is a 
concept about personal commitment, reliability and trustworthiness that impels 
and demands practical action that makes a difference.  It is a refinement and 
sharpening of the outpouring of authentic knowing, namely praxis, as conceived of 
in Habermas’s theory of knowing, the kind of committed action that can only come 
from the wellspring enshrined in the notion of self-reflectivity, from one who knows 
who they are, values the integrity of being authentic and commits oneself to 
establishing the kinds of caring and trusting relationships that bear the best fruits 
of human interactivity.  Again, Habermas’s passion to correct the wrongs of the 
past, especially around German Christian anti-Semitism, and ensure such travesties 
can never happen again, can be seen in the way this theory is constructed (pp. 5-
6).  

 
Habermas’s Critical Knowing: Imagination a Key Organ to Meaning & Sound Education 
 

As argued above, both Habermas’s theory of knowledge and communicative capacity and 

action provides a comprehensive, intentional/prescriptive and practical way in which teachers 

can inspire an education that champions a democratic vision built on compassion, justice and 

peace.  In addition to this, it seems that Habermas’ epistemology provides a way in which we can 

overcome the impasse between the narrow/exclusivist perspectives of the empiricist (or 

absolutist) on the one hand; and the nihilistic/relativist perspectives found in the post-modernist 

deconstructivitist on the other.  This is affirmed by Lovat and Smith (2003) who write: 
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We suggest that there is, in Habermas, a balance which much of the 
poststructuralist thought lacks.  The balance is between the technical (or 
absolutist), at one end, and the reflective (or relativist), at the other.  The technical 
is dealt with best reflectively, so avoiding technicism.  On the other hand, the 
reflective admit of a measure of technicality, so avoiding the extremes of 
individualism, and hence vacuum of certainties, created by elements of 
poststructuralism (p. 109). 

 
Moreover, Habermas’s theoretical framework also allows a pragmatic entry point in which we 

(both educators and students) can use the holarichal ‘ways of knowing’ to see the inseparable 

link between ontology and epistemology.  Here, in a Habermasian view of knowing, the 

fundamental starting point of learning (either from an understanding standpoint or imaginative/ 

transformative), begins with who the learner is and what he or she already knows and believes 

about a particular subject (Lovat & Smith, 2003; Cranton, 2006; Taylor & Cranton, 2012).  This is 

nicely summed by both Ausuble (1968), when he exclaimed, “The most important single factor 

influencing learning is what the learner already knows” (p. vi); and by Lovat et al. (2011), when 

referring to Habermas’s unified theory of knowledge, remarks, “There is no knowing, without 

knowing the knower”, and the knower is oneself.  In a sense, the ultimate end of learning is to be 

found in knowing oneself” (p. 33).  Hence, we could say that the most authentic and 

transcendental path to ascertain knowledge, reality and truth, necessitates that we go beyond 

the bounds of controlled/technical and interpretive/communicative knowing.  As Lovat (2019a), 

drawing upon Habermas’s work points out, escaping our technical or controlled knowledge 

opens the door to our limitless imagination.  Thus, Lovat (2019a) writes:  

Third, there is an interest in being emancipated, a free agent as it were, which 
issues in a “critical” or “self-reflectivity” way of knowing, the knowledge that comes 
ultimately from knowing oneself. This is the knowing that causes us to reflect 
critically on our subject matter, our sources and ultimately ourselves as agents of 
knowing. Such agency impels us to go to any lengths to be assured that what we 
know is, as far as is possible, the unfettered truth, free of cultural bias and partial 
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interpretation, including as those might function in ourselves. For Habermas, this 
way of knowing provides for the only truly assured, totally comprehensive and 
authentic human knowing. It is a deeply moral knowing in that it drives fearlessly 
beyond the politically correct or skewed, the safe, and the partisan interested, 
including as these blind spots play out in oneself. It requires profound forms of 
human encounter and ultimately of self-knowledge. It also requires much in the 
way of imagination. Habermasian literature, primary and secondary, is replete with 
the notion of imagination as a prerequisite for knowing of the fullest kind. Indeed, 
against both modernism’s and especially post-modernism’s unimaginative 
conceptions of the Enlightenment project, he proffers that what they have robbed 
us of is “… the spontaneous powers of imagination, of self-experience and of 
emotionality.” ([15], p. 13) For Habermas, this is an aberration of what the 
Enlightenment project was intended to do [16, 17]. (p. 3). 

 
Subsequently, Lovat (2019a) citing the contemporary works of neuroscientists such Damasio 

(2003) and Immordino-Yang (2011), who provide a strong link between cognition, sociality and 

emotionality in the learning process.  And, then drawing upon the works of Narvaez (2010, 2013, 

2014, 2016), he writes:   

Narvaez [27–30] builds on these ideas, both as a neuropsychologist and educator, 
in the ways she positions imagination as the confidence-builder and architect of 
the mindset essential to what she refers to as “efficacious learning.” She ties 
imagination, emotion and cognition together in suggesting that it is imagination 
that unlocks the emotions that are needed for sound reasoning. In a word, 
reasoning is both rational and emotional. The mind thinks both logically and 
emotionally (p. 5). 

 
Finally, Lovat (2019a) drawing upon Habermas and astrophysician Neil de Grasse Tyson (2017), 

makes the case that, like good science, a sound education must find ways to nurture the student’s 

imagination.  In describing de Grasse Tyson’s analysis of incredible breakthroughs and imaginative 

and legendary pioneers in astrophysics, Lovat writes:    

Albert Einstein, fairly unarguably the greatest scientist to ever live, yet one not 
given at all to simple empiricism or to being limited by Husserl’s notion of 
descriptive science. He [de Grasse Tyson] says of Einstein that he “… hardly ever set 
foot in the laboratory; he did not test phenomena or use elaborate equipment. He 
was a theorist who perfected the “thought experiment,” in which you engage 
nature through your imagination” (p. 62). De Grasse Tyson refers to the book, 
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titled, 100 scientists against Einstein [20] showing how these mainly simple 
empiricists (Husserl’s descriptive scientists) were wrong and Einstein’s imaginative 
methods (Husserl’s archetypal eidetic scientist) were ultimately proved correct. As 
examples of the limitations of their simple empiricism, some of Einstein’s critics 
described as “fantasy” the notion of the so-called “cosmic constant,” the central 
tenet in his theory of relativity. In fact, the “cosmic constant” was finally ratified 
with a measure of empirical evidence in 1998 [21], something further 
demonstrated by the famous 2016 gravitational wave detected by the Hadron 
Collider [22] and to an extent ratified even further by the famous and ground-
breaking picture of the black hole in 2019 [23]. 

 
As such, Lovat tells us:  
 

Einstein’s knowing was finally endorsed by highly sophisticated forms of 
empiricism but the basis and impulsion of his knowing came not from empirical 
method but from what I refer to as imaginative method. On the other hand, the 
reliance on a simple empiricism on the part of the 100 adversarial scientists blinded 
them, while Einstein’s on imagination released him to speculate on realities that 
were quite beyond empirical verification of the kind most scientists of the day were 
relying on. In Husserlian terms, it illustrates the reliance for holistic knowing 
purposes on descriptive and eidetic sciences intersecting and interacting. In 
Habermasian terms, the 100 scientists’ cognitive interest was in control, where 
Einstein’s was in imaginative exploration of the kind that characterizes the true 
agent of knowing. He wanted to know the truth and to get there he had to go 
beyond the bounds of controlled knowing. There is a lesson here for all learning 
ventures, including school-based pedagogy. Over-controlling of the knowledge 
process in the form of endless measuring of outcomes, accountability and assorted 
forms of instrumentalism can actually create blind spots and retard knowing of the 
most important kinds. On the other hand, releasing and nurturing the imagination 
might well be the most useful thing that schools can do (pp. 4-5). 

 
Here, Lovat’s analysis is clearly and poetically summed by C.S. Lewis (1969) when he writes, “For 

me, reason is the natural organ of truth; but imagination is the organ of meaning.  Imagination, 

producing new metaphors or revivifying old, is not the cause of truth, but its condition” (p. 265). 

Three Habermasian Informed Questions to Evaluative Knowledge, Reality and Truth  
 

If we accept the premise of knowledge as argued by Habmeras above and discussed at 

length in this chapter: that reality and knowledge are inseparable and that how we know is really 

a prescriptive rather than descriptive phenomenon, in which “all answers given by a particular 
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human perceptions of knowledge are human constructions, that is, they are all inventions of the 

human mind and hence subject to human error” (Guba & Lincoln, 1994, p. 108); then we must 

acknowledge that our systems of education and by extension, any teacher that interprets 

“curriculum makes assumptions about the nature of reality, truth and knowledge, and also 

conveys views of reality, truth and knowledge” (Lovat & Smith, 2003, p. 13).  Thus, given the 

totality of what I have discussed in this section and beyond, I developed three important 

discussion questions and sub-questions that might allow students and teachers to situate, 

compare and perhaps better understand themselves and other’s 

intentions/perspectives/influences on matters of reality, knowledge and truth and its 

relationship to often contested and debatable matters of life (e.g. purpose of education, 

government policy and existence or denial of the transcendence).  As Lovat and Smith (2003) 

reminded us earlier, “no knowledge is neutral.  It is concerned and represented by the 

constructor or knower in a manner which works to protect and further his or her interests, 

whether the interests are altruistic or malevolent.  Such construction, however, may not always 

be explicit or apparent” (32).  As Dagli made clear earlier, our ontological position on matters 

such as existence of God, human nature or truth are going to determine not only the source but 

also legitimacy of what constitutes as legitimate knowledge.  In a sense, our notion of reality 

establishes an epistemological lens that provides the foundation for a specific worldview or 

general vision that defines how people understand values, themselves, relationships, education, 

politics, law, philosophy, science, art, theology or even the entire cosmos.  Subsequently, as Dagli 

(2017) pointed out, our notions of science, philosophy and art ultimately sit “at the origin of the 

intellectual and spiritual food chain” (14). Thus, as way to identify our subconscious chain of 
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authority and make explicit and apparent our ultimate questions (or philosophy) in which we 

construct our source of reality, knowledge and truth, I have developed the following working 

questions inspired by a Habermasian framework (e.g.  technical/instrumental 

communicative/interpretative and emancipatory/critical self-reflective).  These questions might 

provide a useful starting point in allowing students and teachers to reflect and make explicit or 

apparent their non-neutral construction of knowledge/reality/truth that I have argued arises 

from our philosophical subconscious chain of authority/transmission (or technical/controlled 

source of knowledge). 

The three questions and sub-questions that we can ask ourselves and others during a 

group discussion are as follows: First, we can ask: what ontological window do we use to receive, 

filter and validate knowledge and truth?  In other words, do we adhere strictly to a secular 

scientific (or “empirical/objective”) source of reality or only to a sacred religious or metaphysical 

source; or are we simply open to any source that could help move us toward truth in both the 

natural and social order of life?   

Second, we can ask: what epistemological structure or methodology are we more likely 

to favour in our quest to ascertain and understand reality and truth?  Here, for example, do we 

subscribe to a modernist (positivist/empiricist) framework in which any legitimate way of 

knowing is purely “objective” or absolute in nature only confirmed by the physical senses; or do 

we abide by a post-modernist “deconstructivist” notion of knowledge, in which knowledge is 

solely in the individual’s mind and purely relative in nature?   

Finally, we can ask: what is the paradigm or dominant worldview in which we understand 

our specific view of ontology, epistemology and axiology?  Here, for example, do we live and 
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learn in a time and place in which the dominant ideology in society is informed by a secular or 

sacred world view?  This question is important, since I have made the case in this chapter that 

the historical era/system/culture in which we live deeply informs and filters how most people 

view and accept knowledge, reality and truth.   

In this final question regarding the relationship between the dominant world view and 

our personal views of reality, knowledge and truth, there are three important sub questions, 

especially in the context of higher education.  Here, we can first ask: what is the intent or 

purpose in which we seek our seek knowledge? Second, what do we wish to achieve as an 

objective or goal of acquiring this knowledge? And, finally, what are the concrete outcomes (in 

our personal, professional and public aspirations) that we are seeing from the dominant 

ontological, epistemological and axiological axioms that have been systemised in our 

organizational systems such as education?  In other words, do we have an alignment and 

consistency between our espoused or idealized values/expectations promoted in our various 

organizations (e.g. government, education and industry) and the actual values and actions that 

are manifested in our personal, professional and public realities?  

Consequently, these questions may provide a useful and important starting point in 

which students and teachers could reflect and identify which window of reality, knowledge and 

truth influences their perspective human nature and its relationship to learning and teaching.  In 

other words, they might develop the ontological, epistemological and axiological vocation to 

“break with” their technical or socialized/ideological controlled knowing so to “break through” 

and become free or emancipated citizens.  Here, as Lovat (2019a) told us earlier, Habermas’s 

third dimension of knowing suggests that we have an interest in being emancipated, in which we 
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are, “a free agent as it were, which issues in a “critical” or “self-reflectivity” way of knowing, the 

knowledge that comes ultimately from knowing oneself. This is the knowing that causes us to 

reflect critically on our subject matter, our sources and ultimately ourselves as agents of 

knowing….It requires profound forms of human encounter and ultimately of self-knowledge (p. 

3).  Here, as Habermas might say, whether you know it or not, you subconsciously ascribe to a 

philosophical (or first principles) chain of authority/transmission/ideology that filters and creates 

your notions of reality, knowledge and truth.  Hence, one of the formidable strengths of a 

Habermasian epistemology is that it provides an evaluative knowledge/reality/truth filter that 

inspires or emancipates authentic movement from an ideology based on control or sophistry 

(use of deceptive reasoning or arguments, especially with the intention of deceiving) to one that 

allows for philosophy in the truest sense of the word (sincere study of the fundamental nature of 

knowledge, reality and truth).  Here, if ideology via control or sophistry is something that is done 

to you, then philosophy or critical/contemplative self-knowing is something that you ethically 

and morally do for yourself and others.   

A Copernican Revolution of the Self and Society: Breaking Through the Closed System of 
Scientism, Technical-Rationalism & Neoliberal Anti-Collectivism   
 

The transdisciplinary research covered in this chapter thus far points to an overwhelming 

argument that our atomized, reductive and material ideological foundation (scientism) and 

supporting structures (technical-rationalism and neoliberal utilitarianism) of postsecondary 

education are no longer sustainable nor viable options for the 21st century.  In fact, a growing 

and extensive body of research from both modern and pre-modern sources reveals that the 

notions of knowing, learning and teaching encompass a holistic or integrative nature in which 

the biological brain “constructs” or “prescribes” knowing in synergy with the body, emotions, 
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sociality, and the spirit/consciousness.  Here, from philosophy and neuroscience to new physics 

and sociology, psychology and management studies all call a paradigm shift in education such as 

the one experienced by the Copernican revolution.  As Palmer and Zajonc (2010) reinforce, “It is 

imperative that we look at the higher education for the twenty-first century not through the lens 

of Newton and Descartes but of Einstein and Bohr, whose science is not of matter and 

mechanism but of relationships and dynamic processes” (p. 11).  However, as noted throughout 

this entire chapter, a paradigm shift of this magnitude begins with a Copernican revolution of the 

self, in which PSE stakeholders begin first by examining the deep rooted and long standing world 

views or constructed/prescribed stories of knowledge, reality and truth in which they operate.  

Here, as pointed out in much of this chapter, when the mythical and outmoded philosophical 

assumptions in PSE continue dominate without question nor challenge, then the teaching 

“profession can become obsessed with methodology at the expense of its underlying root 

system and raison d’etre82, leading to uprooting, distortion, and even malpractice” (Palmer & 

Zajonc, 2010, p. 13).   

Thus, as I have pointed out above via Habermas and made the case in chapter 1, the 

conceptual and pedagogical critical self-examination is an important point starting point because 

many teachers and administrators can go through their entire educational enterprise thinking 

and accepting a world view that is constructed/prescribed on mythical, exclusive and 

undemocratic ideological assumptions.  Here, as I have argued in this chapter, our PSE systems 

(as ideological constructive agents) have, especially over the last several decades, been used to 

not only prescribe, normalize and maintain a neoliberal economic structure that enfranchise and 

                                                
82 A French expression, meaning: The most important reason or purpose for someone or something's existence. 
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empower a minority at the expense of the majority; but more disturbingly, this same reductive, 

unconscious and anti-collectivist education is now a source of our deteriorating democracies and 

unsustainable way of life that now threatens all species on the plant.   

Here, for example, Sternberg’s83 (2003) ground-breaking work on intelligence provides 

just one empirical example in which a technical-rational education inspired by scientistim (and 

kept in place by neoliberalism) has limited if not truncated our conception and recognition of 

intelligence.  As Sternberg points out, much of our education system over the last few centuries 

is built on evaluating only one kind of intelligence often referred to as analytical or intelligent 

quotient (IQ).  However, as his research shows, in addition to analytical, there are at least two 

additional types of intelligence that help people manage and thrive throughout life – creative 

and practical.  According to Sternberg, creative intelligence involves cognitive processes and 

allows individuals to cope with relative novelty or “out of the box” thinking.  As he puts it, this 

kind of intelligence allows individuals to solve “problems that are either convergent or divergent 

in nature” (p. 49).  Moreover, he asserts that practical intelligence involves acquiring and using 

tacit knowledge gained from experience and used to apply to problems that confront people in 

daily life, at work and in the home.  As Sternberg (2003) contends, several studies show that 

encompassing all three of these intelligences are necessary and important; however, it is 

drawing upon our practical and creative intelligence rather than analytical that provides the best 

predictor of success in life.  Yet, he argues, despite these findings, both our education systems 

and many theorists continue to propagate the idea about the “invisible hand of nature” in which 

                                                
83 According to Merriam, Caffarella & Baumgarnter (2007) it is perhaps the work of Sternberg and his colleagues “that have been the most active 
and prolific scholars responding to the challenge to reframe the concept of intelligence” (p.377).  As Sternberg and his associates (2000) point 
out, “the problems faced in everyday life often have little relationship to the knowledge and skills acquired through formal education or the 
abilities used in the classroom activities” (p. 32).   
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a person endowed with a higher IQ generally rises toward the top of the socioeconomic strata; 

while those with lower IQs tend to “fall toward the bottom of the strata” (p. 67).  Hence, as 

Sternberg (2003) argues, while there may be some inheritable component of intelligence and 

that some jobs are more complex than others, likely requiring higher levels of analytical 

intelligence accompanied by more complex/higher levels of education, “the sorting influence of 

intelligence in society is more a societal invention than discovery of an invisible hand of nature 

(Sternberg, 1997b)” (p. 67).  Subsequently, he writes, the societal invention perspective reveals 

[read constructed or prescribed perspective] that: 

The United States and some other countries have created societies in which test 
scores matter profoundly. High test scores may be needed for placement in higher 
tracks in elementary and secondary school. They may be needed for admission to 
selective undergraduate programs. They may be needed again for admission to 
selective graduate and professional programs. Highest scores help individuals gain 
the access routes to many of the highest paying and most prestigious jobs. Low GRE 
scores, in contrast, may exclude one not only from one selective graduate program, 
but from many others as well. To the extent that there is error of measurement, it 
will have comparable effects in many schools. 
 
According to this point of view, there are many able people who may be 
disenfranchised because the kinds of abilities they have, although important for job 
performance, are not important for test performance. For example, the kinds of 
creative and practical skills that matter to success on the job typically are not 
measured on the tests used for admission to educational programs. At the same 
time, society may be overvaluing those who have a fairly narrow range of skills, and 
a range of skills that may not serve them particularly well on the job, even if they 
do lead to success in school and on the tests (p. 67). 

 
As such Sternberg argues:  

 
On this view, it is scarcely surprising that ability tests predict school grades, because 
the tests originally were explicitly designed for this purpose (Binet & Simon, 1916b). 
In effect, the United States and other societies have created closed systems: 
Certain abilities are valued in instruction, for example, memory and analytical 
abilities. Ability tests are then created that measure these abilities and thus predict 
school performance. Then assessments of achievement are designed that also 
assess for these abilities. Little wonder that ability tests are more predictive in 
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school than in the workplace: Within the closed system of the school, a narrow 
range of abilities leads to success on ability tests, in instruction, and on 
achievement tests. But these same abilities are less important later on in life. 
 
According to the societal-invention view, closed systems can be and have been 
constructed to value almost any set of attributes. In some societies, caste is used. 
Members of certain castes are allowed to rise to the top; members of other castes 
have no chance. The members of the successful castes believe they are getting 
their due, much as did the nobility in the Middle Ages who were born at the top 
and, without thought, subjugated their serfs. Even in the United States, if one were 
born a slave before 1863, one’s IQ would make little difference: One would die a 
slave. Slave owners and others rationalized the system, as social Darwinists always 
have, by believing that the fittest were in the roles they rightfully belonged in. 
 
The general conclusion is that societies can and do choose a variety of criteria to 
sort people. Some societies have used or continue to use caste systems. Others use 
or have used race, religion, or wealth of parents as bases for sorting people. Many 
societies use a combination of criteria. Once a system is in place, those who gain 
access to the power structure, whether through elite education or otherwise, are 
likely to look for others like themselves to enter into positions of power. The 
reason, quite simply, is that there probably is no more powerful basis of 
interpersonal attraction than similarity, so that people in a power structure look for 
others similar to themselves. The result is a potentially endlessly looping closed 
system that keeps replicating itself (pp. 67-68). 

 
Sternberg’s analysis of this “closed system replicating itself” is affirmed by Lovat and Smith 

(2003) with regards to the context of curriculum.  They argue:  

The selection of knowledge and experience included in any curriculum create a 
particular reality and sense making for learners, a reality that serves the interest of 
those who have the power to be able to enforce the selection decisions.  In this 
sense, curriculum is a reality creating agency serving the interest of those in power 
in any society or country.  Curricula, through their ideological bases, give messages 
to learners about who has, has not and should have power, control, authority and 
access to resources.  Any curriculum provides a representation of the social 
structuring of the society in which it is operating.    
 
Schools and curricula are thus ideological agents.  Along with agents such as media, 
peers, parents, family experiences and the church, they help to shape the manner 
in which individuals experience and make sense of the world.  The knowledge and 
activities of the curriculum that are chosen by teachers and others at the school, 
state and national levels are very important in this shaping process (p. 34) 
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Here, as I pointed thus far, our “closed systems” of education via curriculum have since 

Enlightenment but especially over the three decades “self-replicates” a technical-rational 

pedagogy and neoliberal vision that prescribes, nurtures and justifies a social, political and 

economic reality that enfranchises and empowers a minority group of people at the expense of 

the majority.  As pointed out earlier, soon after World War II and up until the 1980s, our Western 

systems subscribed to an ideology in which Keynesian economics nurtured a vision (while not 

always perfect) of collectivism or socialism.  During this time, as Lovat and Smith argue, a 

collectivist ideology was both concerned about the individual and also “concerned about the 

welfare of others and the world in which we live” (p. 220).  However, in stark contrast to this 

position, the neoliberal socio-economic agenda: 

became one of anti-collectivism (Lawton, 1988).  This ideology was not concerned 
with overcoming advantage of lack of access and participation.  It was founded on 
the belief that disadvantages, while not desirable, is nonetheless acceptable: the 
interest was not the collective good so much as the advancement of the individual 
based on the capacity-to-pay within a free market context (cf. Crump, 1993) (p. 
223).   

 
Thus, as I have argued in this chapter, it is this collaboration between scientism, technical-

rationalism and neoliberal dominated world views, that allow the dominant minority group to 

use education as an ideological prescribing proxy to reinforce particular power structures and to 

maintain the “closed system”.  As Habermas would argue (1972, 1974, 1988, 1990), it is this 

“technical” or controlled way of knowing that serves perfectly well to advance the dominant 

group’s power, ideological vision and agenda.  However, as noted above, a “technical” or 

technical-rational pedagogy (or filling/socializing of the mind or epistemology) may be 

worthwhile (or serve us well) when the dominant group’s intentions are empowering, inclusive, 

egalitarian and democratic, but not so good when it favours a self-serving, disempowering, 
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exclusive humanistic and un-democratic agenda.  Here as noted above, and argued elsewhere at 

length in chapter 1, the “dominant minority group” (especially since the 1980s) can use 

governments, the media, our faith institutions and our education systems to prescribe and justify 

an agenda that unfortunately works at enfranchising a few at the expense of many.  Thus, it is 

this technical or instrumental way of knowing (as opposed to also practical/interpretative and 

critical/contemplative/emancipatory ways of knowing) in our PSE system that today’s dominant 

minority can maintain (like all other dominant groups throughout history) control over the 

masses and create an uncritical/unconscious existence.  It is this kind of zombie like existence in 

which many around the planet today suffer a malaise from a loss of agency and meaning, 

diminishment of dignity, community and democracy, and are now easy victims of emotional 

manipulation over sound reason and ethics.   

Section 2.6: An Integrative Reality Necessitates an Integrative Education 

The Case for Meeting the Future with an Integrative or Holistic Approach to Education 
 
As I have argued so far in this chapter (and at length in chapter 1), our widening gap 

between what we need and want of higher learning and what its structures provide comes at a 

time in which new social, political, cultural, economic, technological and environmental realities 

require more than ever that we become creative, critical and collaborative life-long learners who 

can develop a philosophy of ethics and pluralism and fashion entirely new ways of living in the 

world.  For example, Carusetta and Cranton (2009) argue:  

On a much larger scale, power relations in the world – among races, cultures, 
countries, and political regimes – have led to war, unrest, poverty, torture, 
oppression, and fear.  Educators and institutions of higher education are 
responsible for addressing these issues.  For this to happen we need educators who 
are aware of power structures, critical of prevailing government and social norms, 
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and willing and able to encourage their learners to do the same…Another current 
and pressing global issue is how to address and reverse the damage we have done 
to the environment…on a scales that is greater than changing the kind of lightbulbs 
we use or the number of plastic shopping bags we use.  The future depends on 
being able to see from different perspectives and develop entirely new paradigms 
for how we live in the world.  Yet colleges are more likely to maintain the status quo 
through dissemination of existing knowledge than the creation of new knowledge 
(pg. 80, bold italics added).  

 
Thus, as argued in this chapter, this is a time in which an unfettered and pernicious kind of 

capitalism, through its exploitive, inequitable and globally dominated system accompanied by 

exponentially growing technological advancements are like run-away trains heading ever closer 

to a crash collision with climate change and democracy.  As Harari (2017b) affirms, Western 

democracies and the world in general are being undermined by forces, in which even:   

The nationalist wave sweeping across the world cannot turn the clock back to 1939 
or 1914. Technology has changed everything by creating a set of global threats to 
human existence that no nation can fight on its own. A common enemy is the best 
catalyst for forging a common identity, and humankind now has three such 
enemies – nuclear war, climate change and disruptive technology. If, despite these 
threats, we choose to privilege our particular national loyalties above everything 
else, the results may be far worse than in 1914 and 1939 (para. 21). 

 
In light of these existential threats, accompanied by a myriad of other disconcerting challenges 

(e.g. the rise of fascist political leaders and extremist movements; the rise of misinformation 

resulting in a loss of any semblance or coherence of the truth; and a society in which power and 

authority are rapidly moving from the citizenry to authoritarians, corporations and algorithms), 

our systems of education must move past their truncated and conservative pedagogical 

tendencies and produce an environment of learning in which students are able to learn and 

understand themselves and their contexts in meaningful, critical, contemplative, collaborative 

ways so that they may become socially responsible, self-directed and lifelong learners “for jobs 

that do not yet exist, to use technologies that have not yet been invented, and to solve problems 
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that we don’t even know are problems yet” (Darling-Hammond, Barron, Pearson, Schoenfeld, 

Stage & Zimmerman, Cervetti & Tilson, 2008, pg. 2).  In a sense, we need an education that 

allows for personal, professional and public transformation.  Yet, as Lovat et al. (2011) assert:  

Transforming beliefs and behaviour does not mean imposing a different set of 
beliefs and values on students from those with which they entered the school. 
Imposing someone else's comfort zone would be a contradiction of everything 
implied by critical and self-reflective knowing. It does however mean challenging 
students to see that whatever beliefs and values they brought with them are but 
one set, one life-world, and to consider the life-worlds of others and the rights of 
those others to their life-worlds. This is the hallmark of what Habermas (1984, 
1987) describes as 'communicative capacity' and, beyond that, 'communicative 
action'. Communicative capacity is when the self-reflective knower comes to see 
his or her own life- world as just one that needs to function in a myriad of life-
worlds, and so comes to possess communicative capacity. In a sense, this is a 
formula for the modern, glob- ally competent, intercultural communicator. Beyond 
this, however, is the notion of communicative action. Here, the self-reflective 
knower takes a step beyond mere tolerance to take a stand both for justice and for 
oneself because one's new found self, one's own integrity, is at stake. This is a 
concept about personal commitment, reliability and trustworthiness that spills over 
into practical action that makes a difference, or what Habermas (1972, 1974) 
describes as praxis. It is the kind of action that can only come from the wellspring 
enshrined in the notion of self-reflectivity, from one who knows who they are, 
values the integrity of being authentic and commits oneself to establishing the 
kinds of caring and trusting relationships that bear the best fruits of human 
interactivity.   

 
What is important to say, in many ways against the conventional wisdom, is that 
clearly the best place that transformation can occur.  While this is not to pit the 
school against the other social agencies of home, peers, religion, media, etc., it is 
to boldly assert that, for most people, these agencies tend towards a narrowing of 
life-worlds and towards pressure to conform to those life-worlds, to compound the 
sense that “we’ve got it right!”.  The school’s bolder role should be to stretch the 
comfort implied by this and to open minds to the breadth of life worlds.  Ideally, 
this will be done carefully and with the support of other agencies, especially the 
home, but one should not be surprised if there are occasional tensions between 
the role of the school and other agencies (p. 37).  

 
This call for paradigmatic shift in education must nurture a kind of learning in what Kegan (2009) 

argues must take students from a socialized mind to a self-authorizing consciousness.  As 
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Kemmis (1995) insists (and perhaps holds more truer now than ever before), we have entered a 

period in society in which a new social formation through changed social structures and 

functions have substantially shifted the way in which people experience the world.  Thus, he 

writes:  

If our societies have changed so dramatically, and if our ways of experiencing the 
world have changed with them, then these shifts must have very significant 
implications for the conduct of social life and education. Arguably, they demand 
the development of new forms of analysis and new social practices in philosophy, 
the arts, natural and social science, and education. For some, however, these 
changes are so significant that they may be regarded as decisive - they have called 
into question the very possibility of doing philosophy, art, science and education in 
the ways these activities have been understood over the past century-and perhaps 
the past four centuries or more (p. 234). 

 
More recently, Palmer and Zajonc (2010), re-affirming Kemmis’s analysis, argue that findings 

from various fields ranging from educational research and neuroscience and to new physics and 

psychology suggest that these new ways of experiencing or understanding the world must 

involve an integrative and relational view of reality (ontology) and knowledge (epistemology).  In 

making their case for an integrative or holistically led vision of post-secondary education, Palmer 

and Zajon using Barbour’s three-stage summary of the complex history of ontology, describe the 

evolving notion of knowledge and education as perceived over the last several centuries:  

Ian Barbour, the distinguished philosopher of science, offers a quick and helpful 
three-stage summary of the complex history of ontology, the nature of being and 
how we perceive it, at least in Western civilization. In the medieval era, says 
Barbour, we viewed we viewed reality as mental and material “substance” or 
“stuff”.  “In the Newtonian era our image of reality became atomistic, positing 
separate particles, rather than substances, to be the basic nature of reality”5.  
Philosophical ideas sometimes have a trickle-down effect.  The image of atoms 
colliding in the void as the building blocks of reality morphed into a way of thinking 
that had massive societal implications.  In the Western world, it got translated (with 
the help of social Darwinism) into an atomistic notion of self and a competitive 
“survival of the fittest” concept of human relations.  That view, in turn, helped 
shape an educational system premised on the notion that knowledge consists of 
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collecting atomistic facts about an atomistic reality, facts to be delivered by 
individuals who know them to others who do not in a system where learners 
compete with each other for scarce rewards (p. 25). 

 
However, Palmer and Zajon contend:  
   

But today, in the stage three of Barbour’s brief history of ontology, the 
atomistic view of being is starting to lose its grip on our cultural imagination: 
 
“Nature is understood now to be relational, ecological, and interdependent.  
Reality is constituted by events and relationships rather than separate substances 
or separate particles.  We are now compelled to see nature as “a historical 
community of interdependent beings”6. 

 
Physicist Henry Stapp says it is no longer possible even to think of the atom as a 
discrete entity: “an elementary particle is not an independently existing, 
unanalyzable entity.  It is, in essence, as set of relationships that reach outward to 
other things.”7 (p. 26). 
 

Yet, as noted in the opening section of this chapter, a change in seeing the world through a 

“relational, ecological and interdependent” world view of such magnitude requires that teachers 

and institutions first begin to question “why they are doing what they are doing, to think 

seriously or deeply about the purposes or consequences of education” (Silberman, 1970, p. 11).  

In other words, as a society and in particular as teachers and institutions of higher learning, we 

must recognize that ours current pedagogical paradigm in which knowledge is separated from 

values and deemed a “technical-rational” affair not only ill prepares our teachers and students 

but more pompously, “such instrumentality actually undermines student achievement and, in 

turn, the true power of education to transform the life chances of the population it is meant to 

serve” (Lovat et al., 2011, p. v).  Thus, as I have proposed in this chapter, an integrative and 

transdisciplinary vision and practice of education must take precedence and serve as a launching 

pad in which graduates can cope with change and complexity in their personal, professional and 

public aspirations.  Given these uncertain and ever-changing times, students more than ever, 
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“need not just acquisition but also transformation, not just more facts but also metamorphosis” 

(Tagg, 2004, p. 8).  This integrative case for education is also echoed in a recent UNESCO (2015) 

report entitled Rethinking Education: Towards a Global Common Good?  As the report tells us, 

our contemporary education systems can no longer afford to neglect multiple worldviews and 

alternative knowledge systems that see education in a more holistic endeavour.  As I have 

argued at length thus far, if we are serious about offering students and society the kind of 

education that will prepare, inspire and transform the 21st century, then we can no longer 

artificially separate and create a binary in which the intellectual is pitted against the moral, the 

individual against the social and the material (immanent) against the spiritual (transcendent)      

(Lovat, 2013, Palmer and Zajonc, 2010; Marriam & Bierema, 2014; Kawsworm et al., 2010; Jarvis 

& Watts, 2012; Merriam & Grace, 2011; MacKeracher, 2004; Taylor & Cranton, 2012; Cranton, 

1996; 2006; Mezirow, Taylor & Associates, 2009). As the UNESCO (2015) report asserts, while 

education alone cannot solve all our global challenges: 

a Humanistic or holistic approach to education can and should contribute to 
achieving a new development model. In such a model, economic growth must be 
guided by environmental stewardship and by concern for peace, inclusion and 
social justice. The ethical and moral principles of a humanistic approach to 
development stand against violence, intolerance, discrimination and exclusion. 
Regarding education and learning, it means going beyond narrow utilitarianism and 
economism to integrate the multiple dimensions of human existence. This 
approach emphasizes the inclusion of people who are often subject to 
discrimination – women and girls, indigenous people, persons with disabilities, 
migrants, the elderly and people living in countries affected by conflict. It requires 
an open and flexible approach to learning that is both lifelong and life-wide: an 
approach that provides the opportunity for all to realize their potential for a 
sustainable future and a life of dignity. This humanistic approach has implications 
for the definition of learning content and pedagogies, as well as for the role of 
teachers and other educators. It is even more relevant given the rapid development 
of new technologies, in particular digital technologies (p. 10). 
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As the report strongly advises: “Rethinking the purpose of education and the organization of 

learning has never been more urgent” (p. 10).   In the context of adult learning, English (2005) 

writes: 

What exactly constitutes the field and practice of adult education is strongly 
contested.  A definition given by Merriam and Brocket (1997) shows how broadly 
the field can be conceived and how difficult it is to be more precise in defining it: 
“activities intentionally designed for the purpose of bringing about learning among 
those whose age, social roles, or self-perception define them as adults” (p. 8).  Even 
though adult educators can basically agree on a vague definition such as this, it is 
clear that the authors’ emphasis is on who constitutes an adult.  The more 
interesting and provocative question for academics and practitioners alike is: For 
what purpose are we educating this adult?  Although it can be argued that the 
purpose of adult education has increasingly moved toward furthering  the bottom 
line and advancing training (as opposed to education), as argued by 
Wildermeersch, Finger, and Jansen (2000), there is evidence today that both 
spiritual and social change purposes of adult education are being given closer 
scrutiny in all aspects and contexts of adult education (see, for instance, United 
Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization [UNESCO], 1997), in 
including personal development programs, international education, basic 
education, literacy, health education, and workplace education (p. 1170). 

 
 Given these new challenges and opportunities, Barr and Tagg (1995) make a good case in 

which many PSE institutions who currently represent an “Instructional Paradigm” (in which 

colleges exist is to provide atomistic instruction and is teacher-centered), should strive to 

transform into a “Learning Paradigm” (in which colleges exist to produce holistic learning and is 

learning-centered).  They argue, in an Instructional Paradigm: 

the chief agent in the process is the learner.  Thus, students must be active 
discoverers and constructors of their own knowledge.  In the Learning Paradigm, 
knowledge consists of frameworks or wholes that are created or constructed by 
the learner.  Knowledge is not seen as cumulative and linear, like a wall of bricks, 
but as a nesting and interacting of frameworks.  Learning is revealed when those 
frameworks are used to understand and act.  Seeing the whole of something – the 
forest rather than the trees, the image of the newspaper photo rather than its dots 
– giving meaning to its elements, and that whole becomes more than a sum of 
component parts.  Wholes and frameworks can come in a moment – a flash of 
insight – often after much hard work with the pieces, as when one suddenly knows 
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how to ride a bicycle. 
 In the Learning Paradigm, learning environments and activities are learner-
centered and learner controlled.  They may even be “teacherless.”  While teachers 
will have designed the learning experiences and environments students use – often 
through teamwork with each other and other staff – they need not be present for 
or participate in every structured learning activity (Barr & Tagg, 1995, pp. 21-22).  

 
Thus, Smith (2010) argues, for such learning centred cultures to become reality, college and 

university faculty must embrace an integrative pedagogical world view, in which the mind, body 

and spirit are given full and undivided attention, not in parts but as a whole.   

 Consequently, the analysis above further substantiates the point that educators today 

recognize that ontology cannot be separated from epistemology in the practice of pedagogy.  

Here, understanding the invisible or immaterial being (whether we call it philosophy, values, 

epistemology, character, identity, spirit, consciousness or many other numerous terms used) 

become as if not more important than our material or technical knowing.  Thus, Palmer and 

Zajonc (2010) affirming this synergy between being and knowing, argue for a holistic or 

integrative delivery to PSE education.  They posit:  

True integrative higher education must, therefore, make use of the extensive 
investigation of insights into the stages of cognitive, affective, moral, and spiritual 
development of the human being throughout life as articulated by researchers such 
as William Perry, Jack Mezirow, Robert Kegan, Lawerence Kohlberg, Sharo Parks, 
and Ken Wilber.1 Each of these has argued that in addition to the acquisition of 
knowledge and skills, children and adults also mature through stages each one of 
which changes the fundamental way in which they make meaning of the world.  
Mezirow terms these transformations of “perspectives” or later “frames of 
reference”; Kegan calls them changes in our epistemologies.  These researchers 
suggest a developmental or transformative approach in the most powerful way to 
conceptualize the growth of the whole human being, and that growth should also 
be an important goal of higher education.  In all cases a simple model of education 
that is exclusively viewed as a process of information transfer, mastery, and 
application is shown to be inadequate (p. 102). 
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A Proposed Way Forward: The 3P Purpose of Postsecondary Education & 5 Pillars of Learning 
 

In chapter 1, I affirmed this revaluation and more integrative purpose of education.  

More specifically, I argued that current global trends – whether in social, cultural, economic, 

technological or environmental domains – necessitate that our Canadian PSE systems must move 

past their corporatized and accommodative tendencies and have little choice but to consider a 

more holistic aim.  More specifically, I employed the metaphor of a signal strength scale or bar 

(SSB) found in Wi-Fi wireless network connections.  In light of this reference, I place students in 

post-secondary education at the dot located at the bottom of the SSB and argue that, today, if 

we truly wish to prepare our students for the 21st century, then we must offer an education and 

way of knowing that unleashes an understanding of the full potential of human beings (mental, 

physical, emotional and spiritual) and an approach to knowledge, learning and teaching that 

inspires what I have termed the 3P purpose of PSE education: personal (meaningful, conscious, 

experiential, logical, ethical/moral, creative, contemplative, systems thinking, and critical self-

reflective education that awakens, inspires and prepares the whole person (mind, body, heart 

and spirit); professional (vocation ready and transdisciplinary education that awakens, inspires 

and prepares a lifelong and self-authorizing learner who develops boundary crossing 

values/capacities such as conscious listening, communication, problem solving and 

interdependence); and public transformation (politically aware and socially responsible 

education that awakens, inspires and prepares a citizenry capable of contributing to the common 

good, economic vitality, vibrant and inclusive democracy and a peaceful and sustainable planet).   

In chapter 1, I argued that this integrative 3P purpose of knowing aptly fits within the 

holistic and humanistic vision of learning introduced just a few decades ago through UNESCO’s 
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conceptualization of “Education for the 21st Century”, in a report entitled Learning: The Treasure 

Within (Delors, 1996).  According to Tawil and Cougoureux (2013), UNESCO’s humanistic 

philosophical perspective in the debate about education’s purpose and integrative view of 

learning was especially important since most reform advocates and studies at the time, and even 

still today, focus on an instrumental and market-driven agenda.  In this ground-breaking report, 

the Delors commission argued that formal education tends to emphasize functional and 

economic aims to the harm of other essential and sustaining human development endeavours.  

Here, Delors and his counterparts argued (as I will argue in this chapter) the choices we make 

about the purpose and functions of education will undeniably determine the kinds of societies 

we ultimately build to live.  In particular, they proposed an integrative vision of education based 

on two key concepts: learning throughout life and the four pillars of learning.  Moreover, the 

report responds to a wide range of societal challenges and developmental issues; ranging from 

globalization to the knowledge society, social cohesion, inclusion, exclusion, gender equality, and 

democratic participation.  It proposes that the notion of formal education and life-long learning 

must consider the formation of the whole person (addressing the mind, body, intelligence, 

aesthetic appreciation and spiritual dimensions) in which learning encompasses four important 

and interconnected pillars: 

1. Learning to know: a broad general knowledge with the opportunity to work in depth on a 
small number of subjects;  

2. Learning to do: to acquire not only occupational skills but also the competence to deal 
with many situations and to work in teams;  

3. Learning to be: to develop one’s personality and to be able to act with growing 
autonomy, judgment and personal responsibility;  

4. Learning to live together: by developing an understanding of other people and an 
appreciation of interdependence (UNESCO, 2015, p. 39).  

 
In chapter 1, I argued that a fifth pillar must be added, in which learning also involves 
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impacting/influencing society and our environment.   As a growing body of research over the last 

several decades reveal, both personal and social transformation are inextricably linked and 

deeply infused in the learning and teaching process (Illeris, 2015; Lovat, 2013, Palmer and 

Zajonc, 2010; Marriam & Bierema, 2014; Kawsworm et al., 2010; Jarvis & Watts, 2012; Merriam 

& Grace, 2011; MacKeracher, 2004; Taylor & Cranton, 2012; Cranton, 1996; 2006; Mezirow etal., 

2009; Taylor & Associates, 2009).  In other words, whether we intend it or not, PSE institutions 

and educators can either become agents of change (of people, societies and our natural 

environment), or alternatively, keepers of the status quo (Cranton, 1996; Lovat & Smith, 2003; 

Kawsworm et al., 2010).   However, as already mentioned earlier, maintaining that status quo is 

no longer a viable or realistic option.    

Thus, as I have argued in chapter 1, and in this chapter, this fifth pillar must be 

considered because education like the media, parents and our places of worship, serve as 

powerful social ideological agents (Freir, 1972; Apple, 1989, 2012, 2018; Lovat & Smith, 2003; 

Holst & Brookfield, 2013).  In a sense, education helps to shape the manner in which individuals 

and by extension groups relate, experience and make sense of the world.  As Lovat and Smith 

(2003) affirm, the “knowledge and activities of the curriculum that are chosen by teachers and 

others at school, state and national levels are very important in this shaping process” (Lovat & 

Smith, 2003, p. 34).  Here, education as a transmitter of cultural, personal and social values can 

play a powerful “ideological agent” in either supporting a peaceful, inclusive, collectivist, 

equitable and democratic society or it can be used for advancing nefarious, exclusivist, anti-

collectivist and malicious agendas (Freir, 1972; Apple, 2018, Lovat & Smith, 2003; Holst & 

Brookfield, 2013).  
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Thus, this more expansive and integrative vision of education proposed above not only 

offers a sober way forward, but it equally honours Canada’s egalitarian and socially conscious 

history, in which Canadian PSE and adult education has long and historically been associated 

with personal and social change, social action, spirituality and social movements, community 

development, and participatory democracy (Spencer, 2006; English & Cranton, 2009; Lauzon, 

2007).  For example, as English (2005) asserts, “spirituality and social change were integral to the 

Canadian practice of adult education in its early years and spirituality can be linked in many ways 

to the field’s roots and initial purposes” (English, 2005, p. 1173).  However, as Lauzon (2007) 

points out: 

The onset of World War II marked a turning point in adult education in Canada and 
elsewhere.  Subsequent to the war, in the 1950s and in the early 1960s, adult 
education was professionalized, with an increased emphasis on adult educators 
acquiring the necessary technical skills but with little consideration as to how those 
skills would be used.  In many ways, adult education during this period separated 
from its historical mission and replaced by an ethos that was dominated by 
psychology of learning and the adult learner.  Furthermore, in an attempt to 
legitimize their “professional” existence, adult educators argued that practice must 
be based upon an empirical research base grounded in positivist epistemology.   
 It was by attempting to become scientific that adult educators attempted 
to legitimize the profession and their expertise at the expense of the historical 
social mission of Canadian adult education.  Practice was to be guided by science, 
and adult educators were to become “experts” with knowledge in the sciences of 
teaching adults.  Increasingly, the focus became the individual and individual 
change, with a particular emphasis on education, employment, and the economy 
or, in other words, human capital formation.   Spirituality and spiritually inspired 
education were increasingly marginalized as the separation between state and 
church began in earnest under the auspices of professionalization and let to the 
secularization of Canadian adult education.  Consequently, spirituality was then 
only addressed in the context of religious education (English, 2005b) (p. 38) 

 
In light of Lauzon’s analysis, I have also argued in chapter 1, that institutions of higher learning in 

Canada have undergone dramatic changes since their early existence.  These changes suggest 

that numerous aims and services, including but not limited to – serving God, liberating the 
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rational mind, personal growth, professional preparation and social change – have long existed 

in desirable if uneasy equilibrium. I have also made the case that public or social transformation 

(in which both indigenous and spiritual traditions served importance influence) played a long and 

quintessential role in Canadian adult education and PSE purpose.  However, while Canadian 

educational departments today continue to be influenced by social justice and change concerns, 

there appears to be another all-pervasive and deeply established trend shaping many programs 

and institutions beyond the schools of education.  As I argued in chapter 1, and Lauzon pointed 

out above, these trends surfaced soon after the World War II but dramatically changed during 

the 1970s and 1980s, in which new social and political realities not only ushered in a more 

pernicious, anti-collectivist and turbo version of capitalism (often described as neoliberalism), 

but also a narrower aim of education geared exclusively to career training and economic 

development that now dominates much of our PSE purpose and practice.  Subsequently, with 

the rise of neoliberalism deeply influencing our government policies, education for reproduction 

and economy has displaced to a large extent, education for personal growth, and simply 

annihilated education for social transformation (English & Cranton, 2009; MacPhail & Plumb, 

2009; Lauzon, 2007).  As argued above, the consequences of such reproductive and adaptive 

tendencies have not only kept in places these outmoded pedagogical theories of knowledge, 

learning and teaching but perhaps more disturbingly they have resulted in a trend in which many 

Canadians feel isolated, marginalized, and removed from decisions that govern their lives.  Here, 

we have over the last several decades used the power of education to prescribe and 

institutionalize a society in which selfishness is institutionalized and people have lost their sense 

of values, meaning, vocation, health and wellbeing, personal and communal relationships, 
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recreational pursuits, natural environment, civic engagement and democratic freedoms.  As 

Spencer (2006) observes in the Canadian context: 

It is important to recognize that adults want the skills, knowledge, vocational tools 
and credentials that can improve their chances in the job market…The current 
emphasis of educational provision for adults is, however, much narrower and less 
ambitious than that envisioned by Lindman and other pioneers. It would seem that 
the real purpose of adult education as social education has been forgotten and now 
needs to be rediscovered (p. 111).   
 

And more recently, Westheimer (2018) argues: 
 

The insidious genius of neoliberalism as an ideology is that it enlists notions of 
freedom, autonomy, and self-determination in the service of control, dependence, 
and top-down bureaucracy. Distraction from the core goals of neoliberal reform 
has come in the form of multiple strategies explored in this chapter. It has, 
therefore, become increasingly difficult for faculty, administrators, students, and 
public officials even to talk about the public role of universities in a democratic 
society. This was not always the case. Universities in Canada, as elsewhere, were 
founded on ideals of knowledge and service in the public interest. Universities had 
a noble mission—if not always fulfilled—to create knowledge and foster learning 
that would serve the public good and contribute to social welfare. Academic 
workers at all levels and of all kinds need to fight to regain this central mission (p. 
230). 

 
The Five Pillars & 3 Aims of PSE are Built on the Premise of Integrative Education Theory: Moving 
from Transmission to Transformation  
 

As I pointed out in the previous section and Huber and Hutchings (2004) affirm, “One of 

the great challenges in higher education is to foster students’ abilities to integrate their learning 

across contexts and over time. Learning that helps develop integrative capacities is important 

because it builds habits of mind that prepare students to make informed judgments in the 

conduct of personal, professional, and civic life; such learning is, we believe, at the very heart of 

liberal education” (p. 1).  Here, I have argued that both pre-modern philosophies and new 

discoveries in physics, neuroscience, educational research and many other disciplines confirm an 

entirely different worldview that is richer and more expansive than the one which has been 
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established over the last three centuries.  These new insights affirm that life whether at the 

physical or metaphysical dimension are deeply relational and integrated.  Here, as Lovat and 

Smith (2003) reminded us earlier, we much realize that the social sciences research that shapes 

our education system and instructional practices continue to be dominated by such an empiricist 

bias in which “behaviourism tended to suggest that individual behaviour could be monitored and 

predicted in the same way that was possible of rocks and stars” (p. 61).  However, as Safi pointed 

out, there is clear and profound distinction when one studies physical phenomena from social 

phenomena.  Here, as he tells us, “one can recognize a profound and significant difference 

between the laws regulating behaviour in the realm of nature and those regulating social 

behaviour. The difference between the natural and social orders lies in the fact that while the 

former is subject to laws of necessity, the latter is affected by laws of freedom” (p. 52); thus, he 

contends human behaviour is determined by free choice and: 

of possibility, for they always have, at least in theory, options to choose from… But 
if human action belongs to the realm of freedom, it does not necessarily follow that 
people behave arbitrarily, at least not from the subjective point of view. Rather, 
human action is always purposive, aiming at procuring some objects or achieving 
some objectives. Whether the objects of the will are significant or trivial, noble or 
lowly, is irrelevant here; what is central to the notion of purposeful will is that 
action without purpose is impossible (pp. 53).   

 
Subsequently, it is in this integrative and purposeful world, that Palmer and Zajonc (2010) argue:  
 

Values such as compassion, social justice, and the search for truth, which animate 
and give purpose to the lives of students, faculty, and staff, are honored and 
strengthened by an integrative education.  But to be truly integrative, such an 
education must go beyond a “values curriculum” to create a comprehensive 
learning environment that reflects a holistic vision of humanity, giving attention to 
every dimension of the human self.  Integrative education honors communal as 
well as individual values and cultivates silent reflection while encouraging vigorous 
dialogue as well as ethical action.  The geometry of the human soul is dense with 
such antinomies.  They are essential to our nature, and real teaching and learning 
must reflect that inner complexity (p. 152).   
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Moreover, as Huber and Hutchings (2004) point out:  

While education has long been seen as a vehicle for learning how to integrate life 
experiences, formal study, diverse perspectives, and knowledge gained over time, 
the challenges of the contemporary world have brought a new urgency to the 
issues of connection and integration. Integrative learning is clearly important for 
today’s college graduates, who will face complex issues in their professional lives 
and in the broader society. In fact, it could be argued that in most fields except 
education—from the workplace to scientific discovery to medicine to world and 
national affairs – multilayered, unscripted problems routinely require integrative 
thinking and approaches (p. iv). 

 
Here, as Lovat et al. (2011) tell us, an integrative or values approach to education and instruction 

does not raise one discipline or system over all the others but rather harmonizes diverse areas of 

study and recognizes that no one field, discipline or system has a monopoly over learning and 

teaching.  Instead, they argue:  

This implies that the complexities of education and learning cannot be understood 
by one discipline alone and therefore they need a 'trans-disciplinary' approach 
(Ronstadt and Yellin 2010; Samuels 2009). Diamond (2007) holds that such 
collaboration among disciplines is necessary in order to understand the 
"complexity of human experience" and the need for collaboration between the 
"social, cultural, neuroscientific, biological and cognitive sciences." (p. 154). 
Goswami (2008) concludes: Biological, sensory and neurological influences on 
learning must become equal partners with social, emotional and cultural influences 
if we are to have a truly effective discipline of education. (p. 397) 
 
The movement towards a trans-disciplinary approach is indicative of a rejection of 
the singular reductionism that defined the sciences in the previous century and a 
recognition that uni-faceted notions of learning and intelligence are no longer 
adequate to account for the complex nature of human experience. As Diamond 
(2007) and Goswami (2008) imply, one discipline is incapable of accounting for the 
complexity and diversity of the dynamic and interacting components associated 
with learning and education. This reflects the breakdown of a singular belief in 
eliminative reductionism (in this case explaining everything in terms of biology 
alone) and the movement towards a post-reductionist view of science which 
recognizes that no particular discipline can satisfactorily describe or explain all 
facets of a particular phenomenon.  
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Therefore, a plurality of descriptions is needed in order to adequately describe the 
whole (e.g. Cacioppo et al. 2007; Franks 2010; Horst 2007; Lilienfeld 2007). The 
general picture that emerges from this examination is that it takes many disciplines 
to be able to interpret what is happening in learning and education, and no one 
discipline can give an adequate description of what is a multi-dimensional 
phenomenon (pp. 46-47).  
 

Finally, the case to revolutionize our outmoded adult learning and PSE systems toward more for  

holistic or integrative pedagogical aims and instructional practices is also proposed by Jarvis 

(2009) who writes:  

I have suggested that the person is about knowledge, skills, attitudes, emotions, 
beliefs, values, senses and even identity and that through learning each of these 
can be changed and develop further.  But if we look carefully at the literature on 
learning we find that there is work on personal and cognitive development (Fowler, 
1981), on moral development (Kohlberg, 1981) and so on.  In precisely the same 
way, there is research in the way that we develop both our personal and social 
identities, including Mead (Strauss, 1964) and Wagner (1998) in their different 
ways.  If we are to understand how the person learns to become a whole person, 
then we need to combine all of these theories (pg. 30).   
 

The Conceptual and Practical Considerations for Integrative Education 
 

According to Esbjorn-Hargens, Reams, and Gunnlaugson (2010), “Academic discourse on 

integral education has thus far been largely absent from mainstream educational literature, as 

well as from leading conferences and publications in holistic, transformative, and other modes of 

progressive education” (p. 3). However, they suggest, “In the last few years this has started to 

change through various seminars, conferences, and academic publications all focused on integral 

education” (p. 3).  Nevertheless, Palmer and Zajonc (2010) suggest that while the interest in 

integrative learning and teaching has been on the rise over the last two decades, “Its character, 

aims, and methods has been slow to emerge” (p. 7).  In this context, Esbjorn-Hargens et al. 

(2010) tell us that integrative educational theory and instructional practice falls under varying 
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designations such as (but not limited to): alternative, holistic and trans formative education.  

Thus, they write:  

Thus there are a number of substantive approaches to education that find 
expression in contemporary schools, including those informed by the metaphysical 
perspectives of philosopher-sages like Rudolph Steiner (1965, 1967, 1983, 1997), 
Alfred North Whitehead (1929), Jiddu Krishnamurti (1912, 1953, 1974, 1975), and 
Sri Aurobindo.2 There are also a growing number of schools along the entire 
spectrum of education (from elementary school programs to doctorate degrees) 
that provide various expressions of alternative education in action. These 
approaches are often referred to as holistic and are associated with the educational 
approaches of individuals like John Dewey (1975) and Maria Montessori (1916, 
1965, 1973). Lastly, there are the transformative learning approaches connected 
to the research of Jack Mezirow (1978, 1990, 1991). Often, these approaches are 
contrasted with the more mainstream, conventional, or traditional forms of 
education, which tend to focus on the acquisition of knowledge, development of 
cognitive skills, and individual achievement. This division in educational approaches 
has many sources and a long history (Crain, 2000; Forbes, 2003; Miller, 1997). 
 

Thus, in its “Statement on Integrative Learning”, the Advancement of Teaching and Association 

of American Colleges and Universities (AAC&U) suggests that:  

Integrative Learning come in many varieties: connecting skills and knowledge from 
multiple sources and experiences; applying theory to practice in various settings; 
utilizing diverse and even contradictory points of view; and, understanding issues 
and positions contextually (Huber & Hutchings, 2004).   

 
While Palmer and Zajonc (2010) affirm AAC&U’s statement above, they suggest there are some 

broad patterns in which integrative learning could be understood.  They write: 

The prevalent way of viewing integrative learning is a modification of the 
undergraduate curriculum and instruction to include greater explicit connection 
between:  
 
• courses within the major  
• courses in the major and other courses beyond the major 
• curricular and co-curricular activities, including community engagement (p. 8) 
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Accordingly, they suggest that: 
 

These goals can be implemented by a wide variety of techniques such as linked 
courses, general education and capstone courses, service learning, team teaching, 
first-year experiences, and learning communities.  In order for such strategies to 
work, faculty needs to practice integrative methods of instruction and student 
assessment, which in turn necessitates faculty development as well as institutional 
support and initiatives (p. 8). 

 
According to Esbjorn-Hargens et al., (2010), “Integral education is an emerging field that draws 

broadly from an array of mainstream, alternative, and transdisciplinary sources of knowledge” 

(p. 5).  Thus, given the diversity of perspectives on this growing movement, they avoid giving a 

singular or overarching perspective on integral education.  Instead, they encourage the following 

multiple (even contradictory) ten key characteristics/approaches to integral education.  As they 

put it, these ten are neither mutually exclusive nor exhaustive:   

Exploring multiple perspectives: Our view of integral education is that it avoids 
splitting complex issues into simple binaries; paradox, contradiction, polarity, 
multiplicity, and dialectics are invited, cultivated, and embraced. Reality is 
multidimensional and as a result we need to include the insights and truths from 
myriad perspectives as they all have something to offer a more complete 
understanding of any topic or phenomena. This integrative process often does not 
lend itself to (re)presenting a clean well-organized single reality. 
 
Including first-, second-, and third-person methodologies of learning and teaching: 
We recognize the simultaneity of subjective, intersubjective, and objective aspects 
of reality and the need to make contact with these aspects with domain 
appropriate injunctions and criteria. Thus, combining learning modes like artistic 
expression, participatory inquiry, and empirical analysis is commonplace in integral 
education. 
 
Weaving together the domains of self, culture, and nature: Our experience has led 
us to valuing how these respective areas fi t together and can be integrated. These 
three domains serve as an integral checks and balances system that minimizes 
excess in any particular area. 
 
Combining critical thinking with experiential feeling: Every action has an explicit or 
more often implicit logic behind it. These logics are affective as well as cognitive, 
requiring a commitment to intellectual rigor and the grounding of such rigor in 
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direct knowing and embodied experience. Thus, an ongoing effort is made to 
ground conceptual distinctions within our lived experience and shared resonance 
with others. 
 
Including the insights from constructive-developmental psychology: We see a 
central role for developmental approaches that recognizes that individuals –
students and teachers—are at different stages of growth in their personal and 
educational journeys. The more we can inform our classrooms by these insights the 
more contexts we can provide to engage with this vital transformative potential. 
 
Engaging regular personal practices of transformation: We can each engage in 
various practices to participate in our own “interior” growth allowing us to embody 
more perspectives through various practices of “body, mind, and spirit.” There are 
all kinds of informal and formal techniques for exercising our embodiment, 
awareness, and presence—the more we develop each of these the more open we 
are to learning. 
 
Including multiple ways of knowing: We recognize that not only do we all develop, 
but also we develop along multiple pathways of being (e.g., cognitive, emotional, 
moral, kinesthetic, transpersonal). Each of these pathways provides us with a 
distinctive way of knowing and learning that is irreducible and therefore needs to 
be honored on its own terms and included as fully as possible. This includes a 
multidimensional view of humans that honors body, heart, mind, soul, and spirit. 
 
Recognizing various types of learners and teachers: The comprehensive nature of 
an integral approach also embraces the complexity that various typologies add to 
the picture. Issues of learning styles, personality types, pedagogical styles and more 
lead us to be aware of the need to appeal to multiple modes of learning and 
expression. 
 
Encouraging “shadow work” within learners and teachers: We also have learned 
the importance of students and teachers becoming more self-reflective and 
increasingly aware of their trigger points – what makes us reactive, dismissive, or 
shut down to ideas and other people. By learning to look at what we do not want 
to see in ourselves (and others) we become more compassionate and open to 
learning. This is an ongoing process of owning our projections, minimizing 
idealization, avoiding the tendency to split things into good and bad, catching 
ourselves when we are rationalizing away our responsibility and so forth. 
 
Honoring other approaches to education: We feel that one of the attributes of 
integral education is that it is committed to being knowledgeable about the 
strengths and limits of conventional, alternative, holistic, and transformative 
approaches to education. Each of these approaches has valuable contributions to 
make toward a more integral approach (pp. 5-6, bold italics added). 
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Here, as Palmer and Zajoc (2010) nicely summarize:  
 

A truly integrative education engages students in the systematic exploration of the 
relationship between their studies of the “objective” world and the purpose, 
meaning, limits, and aspirations of their lives.  The greatest divide of all is often 
between the inner and outer, which no curricular innovation alone can bridge.  The 
healing of this divide is at the heart of education during the college years, rightly 
understood (p. 10). 

 
As such, Smith (2010) offers yet another example in which we are seeing the integrative 

education movement (or what she calls holistic education) is gaining traction within the adult 

learning and PSE context.  However, like Palmer and Zajonc, she also cautions that if integrative 

education is to achieve “coherence, intentionality, trajectory and power” it must first involve 

educators and administrators who truly adopt an expansive worldview about teaching, learning 

and the nature of knowledge.  And as she points out and I have affirmed in chapter 1, this 

involves an ontological and epistemological shift from a technical-rational view to one that 

involves an integrative and relational understanding of learning/teaching and its inextricable 

relationship with the mind, body and spirit (Smith, 2010).  Thus, she believes that once this 

occurs, educators are more likely to move from a teacher to learner-centered instruction (Barr & 

Tagg, 1995), in which the learner-centered, “instruction is characterized by several attributes 

that change the focus from teaching to learning, passive participation to active involvement, 

single representation and perspectives to multiple representation and perspectives, and 

decontextualized to contextualized learning content (Jonassen, 1997; Merriam et al., 2007)” 

(Smith, 2010, p. 147).  Subsequently, in a pedagogical sense, this means: 

Many adult educators, therefore, embrace the need to change their learning design 
and facilitation approaches in at least three ways.  First, they promote learning that 
is culturally (Guy, 1999), professionally, and personally relevant (contextualized), 
which actively engages the learner in social learning activities such as problem 
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solving (Jonassen, 1997; Merriam et al., 2007), simulations, role playing, etc.  
Second, educators (Cunningham, 1998; Freire, 1970; hooks, 1994; Lindeman, 1921) 
promote educational efforts that also serve to empower and liberate learners and 
society.  Accordingly, learning must concern itself with social learning conditions 
that enable the learner to challenge and overthrow current societal structures 
through dialogue, discussion, reflection, and then action (Freire, 1970).  Third, 
researchers (Smith & Berg, 1987; Tennant, 1997) advocate collaborative learning 
that promotes individual identity change and development.  These changes reflect 
the ways learners make sense of and negotiate the intrapsychic and interpersonal 
experiences they encounter in these active and contextualized environments.  
Tennant (1997) explains that traditional thinking about learning emphasize an ethic 
of individualism.  On the other hand, leaners can both make sense of and reshape 
their thinking in learner-centered environments that emphasize active 
participation in learning within social contexts with diverse perspectives (Smith, 
2010, p. 147).  

Conclusion: 

As O’Sullivan (2012) pointed out in the introduction, we are living in paradoxical moment 

of both great possibility and grave danger.  As I have argued throughout this chapter, it is only 

through a deep and revolutionary transformation of consciousness, values and actions, in which 

formal education can play a fundamental role, in which we can hope to secure, “a next century 

in a human earth context” (O’Sullivan, 2012, p. 165).  Here, given our myriad of opportunities 

accompanied by our existential threats, I have argued in this chapter (and in chapter 1), 

maintaining the status quo in education is simply no longer a wise nor viable/realistic option. 

Here, as I have pointed out in this chapter, our current educational views of knowledge, reality 

and truth, confining itself to compartmental, reductive and outmoded ideological views, does 

injustice not to only to the advancement of our education systems but also to the kinds of 

responses we are able to imagine in solving our most pressing personal, local and global 

challenges.  These challenges – whether they are the rapidly widening gaps between the ultra 

rich minority and the poverty-stricken majority that eventually manifests into resentment, unrest 
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and rage (as witnessed today by the global protests and unending violence, war and terrorism), 

increasing threat and nefarious use of disruptive technological advancements such as artificial 

intelligence and social media platforms, or the unsustainable consumptive habits now 

threatening life on the entire planet – are all merely the symptoms of a much larger crisis which 

resides unnoticed in our hegemonic, dysfunctional and ideological worldviews.     

Thus, in this chapter, I pursued a transdisciplinary and polymathic approach in describing 

the many limits and profound shortcomings of how our postsecondary education systems have 

been ontologically, epistemologically, axiologically and pedagogically of shaped over the last 

three centuries.  As argued earlier, this is an important point starting point because many 

students and educators can go through their entire educational enterprise believing (without 

question) a world view that is constructed on a narrow and outmoded notion of pedagogy.  In 

other words, many within and outside the realm of education can uncritically assume that the 

triple prong world view of scientistism, technical-rationalism and neoliberalism in which 

education is built represents the only and unquestionable way forward.  However, as I have 

reinforced in this chapter, this uncritical acceptance and ideological inebriation which continues 

to retard contemporary education, has caused considerable limits in our capacity to generate 

and implement more viable ideas in solving our most pressing personal, professional, public and 

planetary challenges.  Here, as pointed out by O’Sullivan (2012) in the introduction, today’s 

circumstance (or “Great Turning”) requires a shift in perception of reality, both “cognitively and 

spiritually”, in which the “creation of alternative institutions will not take place unless they are 

rooted in deeply held values - in our sense of who we are, who we want to be, and how we 

relate to each other and the living body of earth” (p. 165).  This means we are at a moment in 
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history in which reform is simply no longer a wise nor viable/realistic option.  Instead we must 

consider and act on revolutionary options that escape these outdated, limiting and reductive 

worldviews in which our current PSE systems are built and operate.  Thus, in my effort to break 

with reform efforts and break through with revolutionary ideas in higher education, I hope I have 

sufficiently exposed some of the “old, rotted timbers and crumbling concrete” in which 

education has been ontological, epistemologically and axiologically built.  I also hope I have been 

able to adequately introduce the new ideological “materials or structures” in which we can 

sustainably rebuild for ourselves and by extension the system the requires fundamental and 

necessary change. Thus, my aim in this chapter was not only to question, challenge and 

dismantle the “validity of these outmoded and limiting truths”, but also to successfully contrast 

them with newer possibilities.  Here, I hoped that I could use this learning so to create 

awareness, dialogue and subsequent action in my own personal context as college teacher in the 

province of Ontario, Canada.  Here, in Habermasian sense, it is making apparent or explicit the 

history, mythology, limitations and flaws of the current ontological, epistemological and 

axiological ideological establishment, and then identifying more viable alternatives, that perhaps 

I along with my students, and colleagues could be freed to see the world through a uniquely 

different lens.  A lens that has potential to prescribe a more egalitarian, democratic and peaceful 

world.  

 Subsequently, in response to this deep if not revolutionary call for change in our PSE 

systems, I proposed in chapter 1, and affirmed in this chapter, that we consider a more holistic 

aim of postsecondary education.  Here, as I have argued at length, our contemporary 

circumstances accompanied by both very new research and very ancient wisdom calls for a 
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broad and balanced model of education committed to an understanding of the full potential of 

human beings and an approach to learning and teaching that inspires the 3P purpose of 

education: personal (meaningful, conscious, experiential, logical, ethical/moral, creative, 

contemplative, systems thinking, and critical self-reflective education that awakens, inspires and 

prepares the whole person (mind, body, heart and spirit); professional (vocation ready and 

transdisciplinary education that awakens, inspires and prepares a lifelong and self-authorizing 

learner who develops boundary crossing values/capacities such as conscious listening, 

communication, problem solving and interdependence); and public transformation (politically 

aware and socially responsible education that awakens, inspires and prepares a citizenry capable 

of contributing to the common good, economic vitality, vibrant and inclusive democracy and a 

peaceful and sustainable planet).  Moreover, I have argued that this 3P purpose of education 

naturally fits with the research on learning and aligns seamlessly with the holistic and humanistic 

vision of learning introduced just a few decades ago through UNESCO’s conceptualization of 

“Education for the 21st Century”, in a report entitled Learning: The Treasure Within (Delors, 

1996).  This report proposes (and I have affirmed in this chapter) that the notion of formal 

education and life-long learning must consider the formation of the whole person (addressing 

the mind, body, intelligence, intentions, aesthetic appreciation and spiritual dimensions) in 

which learning encompasses four important and interconnected pillars: Learning to know; 

Learning to do; Learning to be; Learning to live together.  Here, I have argued thus far in this 

dissertation, a fifth pillar must be added, in which learning also involves impacting/influencing 

society and our environment.  Consequently, I have recommended that if we wish to reignite our 

personal, professional and public capacities and live as Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. (1967) 
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suggested as a “people oriented society” represented by love, justice and peace as opposed to 

our current “thing oriented society” that nurtures: racism, inequity and government/corporate 

imperialism, then this new foundation and supporting pillars of integrative education could be 

effectively supported by Taylor’s (2007) open secular or super nova of plural beliefs including the 

secular and sacred humanistic ontological thesis, accompanied by Habermas’s (1972, 1988) 

theory of knowledge (technical, practical and critical). Together, these offer a way in which we 

can foster a holistic, contemporary and comprehensive pedagogy that engages with full 

dimensions of knowledge, learning and teaching: the cognitive, the affective, the social, the 

intentional, the somatic, the intuitive, the moral, the intellectual, and the spiritual. Here, both 

Taylor’s reality thesis and Habermas’ knowledge thesis would suggest that truth (or the 

Universal) may exist, but that we must accept and appreciate that no one theory or construction 

of human perception or consciousness, either from a person, philosophy or tradition (religious, 

scientific or cultural) may claim monopoly over it. Thus, it is O’Sullivan who perhaps articulates 

most clearly and succinctly the kind of vision that I believe such an integrative or transformative 

kind of education must deliver:     

transformative education involves experiencing a deep structural shift in the basic 
premises of   our thoughts, feelings, and actions. It is a shift of consciousness that 
dramatically and permanently alters our way of being in the world. Such a shift 
involves an understanding of ourselves and our self locations, our relations with 
other humans and with the natural world; an understanding of the relations of 
power in the interlocking structures of class, race, and gender; our body awareness; 
our visions of alternative approaches to living; and our sense of possibilities for 
social justice and peace and personal joy (O’Sullivan, Morrell, & O’Connor, 2002, p. 
11). Such a transformative education involves emancipation from servitude, yes, 
but also from the blinders that servitude places on us in relation to the rest of the 
world. It is felt at the personal, community, institutional, global, and planetary 
levels (pp. 175-176). 

 
Thus, the aim of this chapter was to identify whether our contemporary notions of knowledge, 
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reality and truth in the context of higher education could support such an integrative, sound and 

sustainable vision and practice of education as argued above.  More specifically, I used three 

broad questions to help guide the overall focus and framework of this study.  My first two 

research questions asked:    

Question 1: What are the contemporary ontologically, epistemologically and axiologically 
foundations in which have built today’s post-secondary education system?  
 
Question 2: Can these contemporary notions of reality, knowledge and truth support the 
proposed 3 purposes of education (personal, professional and public transformation) and 5 
pillars of learning (learning to know, learning to do, learning to be, learning to live and work with 
others; and learning to impact society and environment)?   
 
Summary Response to Research Questions 1 & 2 
 

The response to the first two questions is that our contemporary ontological, 

epistemological and axiological foundations on which today’s post-secondary education system 

is built are simply outmoded, limiting and unsustainable to confront the grave dangers nor profit 

from the great possibilities of the 21st century.  In a word, these Enlightenment inspired 

scientisitic/solely cognitive/materially reductive/secular exclusivist views of knowledge, reality 

and truth now guiding our PSE systems are not only incompatible with the 3 aims of education 

and 5 pillars of learning as proposed in this chapter; but they aggressively work against such 

integrative and transformative ideals. What we have witnessed since the dawn of Enlightenment 

is both advancements in our civilizational progress but also an unnecessary and self-fulling clash 

of ontologies between secular (reason) and sacred (values, meaning and purpose) world views.  

Thus, when today’s secular material/quantitative world views are unnecessarily considered 

superior and placed in perceived conflict with the sacred immaterial/qualitative world views (and 

suggested that there can be no consonance between the two), we end up (as witnessed in 
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today’s global trends) with a clash and collapse of a shared and integrative reality, a crisis in 

knowledge and the loss of truth.  As O’Sullivan (2002) observes, while “disciplined inquiry in 

modern science had made impressive achievements. Its achievements overshadowed the 

fragmentation of thought that would come in its wake. By the end of the 19th century, this 

disciplined fragmentation would cast a shadow where any attempt at a conception of the whole, 

as experienced in the organic world view of the pre-moderns, was abandoned” (O’Sullivan, 2002, 

p. 65). 

Subsequently, we have ended up in an era in which many within and outside the 

realm of education uncritically assume that this scientistic and immanent ontological, 

epistemological and axiological foundation in which our systems of education are built, 

accompanied by its twin pillars, represents the only and unquestionable story of learning 

and teaching.  Yet, as Lovat (2018a) referencing Habermas points out, such “flatness of 

knowing” of empirical sciences neglects the opportunity in which we may understand the 

world in more, “intelligent, probing, creative, imaginative, and perhaps even unifying 

consideration”; that it is akin to “a flat enjoining worthy of the most autocratic and 

mindless Pope or Caliph!” (p. 8).  As I have made the case in this chapter, a scientistic 

view of knowing is built upon an epistemic foundation and legitimized by an empiricist or 

“objective” view.  Here, knowledge is structured in a compartmentalized way in which 

physical or natural sciences and disciplines such as math/physics are given more 

legitimacy over social or metaphysical sciences and philosophical/sociological/religious 

studies.  
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Thus, as I have noted thus far, our systems of education continue to be captured by an 

instrumental or technical-rational way of knowing.  However, this uncritical acceptance and 

ideological inebriation which continues to fuel the status quo has caused considerable limits in 

our capacity to find the “keys” to more viable alternatives in solving our most pressing societal 

and environmental challenges.  In a sense, this reductive view of epistemology creates a paralysis 

in which we can no longer envision a future of possibilities.  As Bregman (2016) aptly puts it, “the 

real crisis of our times, of my generation, is not that we don’t have it good, or even that we 

might be worse off later on.  No, the real crisis is that we can’t come up with anything better” (p. 

21).  As I have repeated several times in this chapter, we are at a moment in time in which 

reform is simply no longer a wise nor viable/realistic option.  Instead, we must consider 

revolutionary options that transcend this outdated, anti-collectivist and scientistic worldview in 

which our current PSE systems are captured.   

Subsequently, I have argued that our postsecondary education systems have been built 

and continue to be paralyzed by this reductive view of Enlightenment science or scientisim.  As 

El-Ansary (2017) pointed out earlier, there is “radical difference between science as organized 

knowledge, which can refer to any level of reality, and scientism, which claims that modern 

science, defined as a strictly empirical or sensory means of knowing the material world, has 

a monopoly on knowledge—that is, that anything beyond the sensory world is unreal, impossible 

to prove, or purely fanciful” (para. 6).  Moreover, Walach and Helmut Reich (2005) point out that 

it is difficult to separate or extract a line between science and scientism, since “Mikael Stenmar, 

Gregrory Peterson (2003, 752-53, 759) distinguishes between (a) border-crossing scientisim (of 

the axiological – science as sources of values – or the existential – science as source of meaning 
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and purpose – kind) and (b) totalizing scientism (all knowledge is described or describable by 

science; therefore only science provides knowledge of reality and the nature of things – 

methodological scientism)” (p. 427).   Nevertheless, it these scientistic views such as Newtonian 

materialism (materialistic absent of values, meaning and purpose), Cartesian (mind or purely 

cognition process) and Darwinian (survival of fittest or utilitarian aims) world view in which 

“many colleges are more likely to maintain the status quo through dissemination of existing 

knowledge than to the creation of new knowledge” (Carusetta & Crantion, 2009, p. 18).  

However, as already mentioned earlier, given our grave predicament with climate change 

accompanied newer and disruptive trends (such the COVID 19 pandemic, technological 

advancements/disruptions and rising inequality), maintaining that status quo is no longer a 

viable nor realistic option.  Here, I accepted the position that Enlightenment and its scientific 

revolution has served both a positive and negative force in shaping our contemporary 

civilization.  So, while on the one hand, we have witnessed over the last three centuries 

extraordinary advancements in science, technology, industry, commerce and culture; allowing 

benefits to millions of people and ushering “the human community into a new age” (O’Sullivan, 

2012, p. 163). p. 163).  However, as Moyn (2018) pointed out, we have also seen Enlightenment 

give “rise of empire and the victory of reaction, the explosion of a dehumanizing brand of 

capitalism, and two world wars, capped by Auschwitz and Hiroshima”; and today “…How much 

does it matter, for instance, that growth has skyrocketed, if the one percent captures so 

substantial a part of the gains? How will a much-hyped modernity look 100 or 1,000 years from 

now, on a dying or dead planet?” (para. 1).  Here, as I have argued at length, it seems that the 

legacy and hegemony of the Enlightenment through a narrow scientistic (not scientific) 
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Newtonian machine or Cartesian mind metaphor has also demonstrated a darker side in which 

we continue to reduce, compartmentalize and deform much of our thinking about the 

conception of humanity and its relationship to the environment, technology, governance, 

industry and education.   

Thus, I have termed this outmoded and scientistic foundation in which we have built our 

education systems as the “described story of existence”.  And, as pointed out above, we have 

since the Enlightenment falsely assumed that human beings make sense of reality, knowledge 

and truth in the world through a purely “objective” or “descriptive” lens (rather than a 

constructive or prescriptive lens).  Here, it could be said that this narrow conception of science, 

or scientism has become the default arbiter of reality, knowledge and truth (or the only 

legitimate story, ideology or philosophy) in which we can understand, legitimize and establish 

our existence.  Here, in especially the last century, we have been given a “described story of 

existence” or what Taylor (2007) calls the “subtraction story” in which science came into the 

picture during the Enlightenment, freed the world from its pseudo-religious superstitions and 

people were finally emancipated by the illusion of faith or the transcendence.  In a word, this 

“subtraction story” suggest religious myth and superstition (ontology of transcendence) gave 

way to scientific fact and reason (ontology of immanence).  However, as Taylor points out, this 

“immanent” scientistic reality that we now unquestionably accept has over the last century 

shifted a view of secularism from “neutral” to “closed” on matters of transcendence and by 

extension the importance of values, meaning and purpose in society.  In other words, our 

current contemporary view of secularism humanism (or what Taylor also calls exclusivist 

humanism) is not only non-neutral but it aggressively chooses or prefers a non-religious ontology 
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and epistemology over religious or transcendental perspectives.  Yet, as I have argued 

extensively in this chapter, this kind of “endlessly looping closed system” of “exclusive 

secularism” not only nurtures the dogmatic or binary mind (both in the secular and sacred 

camp), but it disturbingly and unnecessarily self-prophesizes Samuel Huntington’s “clash of 

civilizations” (or what Said (2001) calls “clash of ignorance” and Ramadan (2012) calls clash of 

perception) and what I have labelled in this chapter: an unnecessary clash of “ontologies”.    

Also, as I have made the case, delegitimizing religious and spiritual ontology from the 

public sphere not only ignores the significant contribution religious and spiritual figures, cultures 

and movements that have contributed to the advancement of civilization (including and 

especially science), but it also limits the ability of religiously minded community to find peaceful 

ways of coexistence, support future social justice movements and spark scientific advancements.  

Moreover, at the personal level, if religion and spirituality continue to lose its ontological and 

epistemological credibility within the public sphere, as Taylor argued (and I affirmed), the 

modern identity for many people may feel trapped and “buffered” in a way that always keeps 

them distant from an unreflective acceptance of a meaningful life.  Thus, Taylor contends, we 

live in a time in which this “immanent framework” and accompanying “closed secularity” have 

created a culture in which people suffer a malaise from a diminishment of dignity and purpose, 

social alienation and the hegemony of instrumental reason.   

Thus, as I have argued in this chapter, there many people both within and outside of the 

realm of education who continue to assume uncritically that this “descriptive story” (rather than 

what it truly is, a “prescriptive” phenomenon) in which the current foundation of education is 

built, represents the only and unquestionable “immanent” view of reality, knowledge and truth.  
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Here, it assumed that all of us view reality and knowing (as proposed by correspondence theory) 

of truth can be perceived in the same mirror like fashion.  This view only recognizes a physical 

material and immanent as opposed to also an immaterial, constructive, metaphysical or 

transcendent state of existence and reality.  In this context, the dominant view of knowledge 

(primarily Western) is informed by a strictly “objective” or “described” nature of existence.  In 

other words, any notion of learning and knowing are simply a secular, “values neutral”, “non-

essential84”.  Thus, as Dagli (2017) puts it, “In modern culture, values are something people 

simply have. They do not correspond to anything beyond the personal and the subjective” (para. 

36).  And as noted above, in our current context of PSE, any form of truth or correspondence of 

reality and ways of knowing are often placed against a reductive view of science in which, 

“Modern culture relies on science to tell us what reality is, to provide us with the objective truth; 

scientists make this claim, and most others assent to their authority” (Dagli, 2017, para. 7).  

Here, reality and truth can only be legitimized by science and primarily understood through 

particulars85 (rather than also universals) and induction86 (rather than also deduction).  Thus, in 

this context, science is both the arbiter of “objective truth” and holds a monopoly on 

conjectures87 about physical and metaphysical questions of life and the cosmos.  Yet, as Guba 

and Lincoln (1994) pointed out earlier:   

The received view of science pictures the inquirer as standing behind a one-way 
mirror, viewing natural phenomena as they happen and record them objectively.  
The inquirer (when using proper methodology) does not influence the phenomena 

                                                
84 Non-essentialism in philosophy is the non-belief in an essence of any given thing, idea, or metaphysical entity such as God.  Non-essentialist 
may also believe that for any entity, there are no specific traits or ground of being which entities of that kind must possess in order to be 
considered “that entity”.  Therefore, non-essentialist may believe that there is no such thing as human nature or that it is impossible to have any 
type of universally shared values that unites us all.   
85 Particulars can be defined as an individual item, as contrasted with a universal quality. 
86 Inductive reasoning moves from specific instances into generalizable conclusions, while deductive reasoning moves from generalizable 
principles that are known to be true to a true and specific conclusion.   
87 An educated guess or opinion/conclusion formed on the basis of incomplete information. 
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or vice versa.  But evidence such as the Heisenberg uncertainty principle and the 
Bohr complementarity principle have shattered the ideal in the hard sciences 
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985); even greater skepticism must exist for the social sciences 
(p. 107). 
 

Moreover, as Lovat and Smith (2003) reminded us earlier, we much realize that the social 

sciences research that shapes our education system continues to be dominated by such an 

empiricist bias in which “behaviourism tended to suggest that individual behaviour could be 

monitored and predicted in the same way that was possible of rocks and stars” (p. 61).  

However, as Safi (1997) pointed out earlier, there is clear and profound distinction when one 

studies physical phenomena from social phenomena.  Here, as he tells us, “one can recognize a 

profound and significant difference between the laws regulating behaviour in the realm of 

nature and those regulating social behaviour. The difference between the natural and social 

orders lies in the fact that while the former is subject to laws of necessity, the latter is affected 

by laws of freedom” (p. 52); thus, he contends human behaviour is determined by free choice 

and: 

of possibility, for they always have, at least in theory, options to choose from… But 
if human action belongs to the realm of freedom, it does not necessarily follow that 
people behave arbitrarily, at least not from the subjective point of view. Rather, 
human action is always purposive, aiming at procuring some objects or achieving 
some objectives. Whether the objects of the will are significant or trivial, noble or 
lowly, is irrelevant here; what is central to the notion of purposeful will is that 
action without purpose is impossible (pp. 53).   

 
Nevertheless, despite scientism’s exposed contradictions and many limitations pointed out in 

this chapter, it has managed over the last two centuries through positivism/empiricism and now 

post-positivism (first with scientists in the hard sciences and then soon after the social 
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sciences88) to become the authorities of “prescribing” and legitimizing what counts as “reality, 

knowledge and truth”.  Thus, as Habermas, (1972; 1988) affirms, our contemporary notions of 

reality, knowing and truth, have largely been influenced by this rigid scientistic or “empiricist” 

view, in which only the “objective” or “sensory” nature of knowledge (endowed through the 

hard sciences) is granted legitimacy or deemed the “criterion of reality and truth” in natural and 

social affairs.  Here, our contemporary models of knowing and education established (and mostly 

unchanged) since the dawn of the 19th century, have been built on a narrow and reductive view 

of science in which knowing and learning is understood in an “objective”, “behavioural” or 

“cognitive” sense (devoid of values, consciousness, spirituality, emotions, or moral and social 

responsibility); and where learning and teaching through a “described” or objectives focused 

curriculum “is exclusively viewed as a process of information transfer, mastery, and application” 

(Palmer & Zajonc, 2010, p. 102).  Here, our notion of learning in many colleges and universities 

relies heavily on a view of learning as addition (Illeris, 2015) or a kind of learning by leading in, or 

filling of the form, mind or epistemology (Keegan, 2009).  As Tagg (2004) further affirms, most 

teachers and students in PSE continue to “view learning mainly as reproducing, as the accurate 

reproduction of signs” (Tagg, 2004, p. 6). Subsequently, this scientistic world view also paved the 

way to this techno-rational purely cognitive and behaviourist paradigm of pedagogy that now 

dominate PSE learning and teaching practices.  Here, if scientism serves as the foundation of our 

current educational enterprise, then techno-rational or solely cognitive pedagogical practices 

accompanied by neoliberal utilitarian motives serve as its twin paradigmatic and supporting 

                                                
88 As Lovat & Smith (2003) argue, the positivist and post-positivist ideology has also become the default epistemology for educational research in 
the disciplines of psychology, sociology and philosophy.  These research disciplines guide and shape much our current pedagogical thinking and 
practice in education 
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pillars.  Thus, the outcome in such an inextricably fused and “endlessly looping closed” societal 

structure is a world in which education simply serves as means to filling of the cognitive 

“objective” mind with atomized fixed facts and absent of values, meaning, purpose and 

integration.  Here, as pointed out earlier, we have reduced the aim of education to job training, 

and serving industry; and, here as pointed out so many times in this chapter, learning is 

understood as knowing and doing in the most reductive, uncreative and controlled sense – 

devoid of any “integral relationship of mind and body, the inherent connections between 

cognition, emotion, intention and social behaviour, and the importance of all of these 

phenomena for education” (Lovat et al., 2011, pp. 24). 

Summary Response to Research Questions 3 
 
Question 3: If our contemporary notions of reality, knowledge and truth are incapable of 
supporting such a proposed contemporary integrative aim and practice of education, then what 
alternatives might we consider so to design, rebuild and deliver a post-secondary education 
system capable of dramatically and permanently awakening our personal, professional and 
public consciousness?  
 

As the evidence above suggests, our systems of education must transform with the times 

and accept that “learning must be dealt with as a holistic developmental enterprise rather than 

one concerned solely with content, technique and measurable outcomes” (Lovat, et al., 2011, 

pg. v).  Thus, it is perhaps no time as urgent as now in which post-secondary education must 

transcend its truncated and corporatized paradigm in which learning, knowledge and teaching 

are built on the outmoded and reductive world view of utility, behaviourism and cognition.  As 

Lovat et al. (2011) assert, “constructing educational regimes that focus exclusively or even overly 

on a denuded conception of cognition, without equal and integrated attention to all the 

developmental measures, including emotional, social, moral and spiritual, are doomed to fail 
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those who need them most” (p. 55). Here, in light of today’s wicked problems, our 

understanding and practice of education requires a paradigm shift such as the one experienced 

by the Copernican revolution, in which “developments in mathematics shifted the 

anthropocentric viewpoints, form the focus on the Earth to the dynamics of the heavens” 

(Sankey (2006) citing Freeman (1999, p. 174).  As El-Ansary (2017) points out, contemporary 

problems such as climate change are merely the “tip of the iceberg,” since they are 

manifestations of unnoticed larger problems residing in our dysfunctional and ignorant 

worldviews.  Thus, as El-Ansary affirms and I argued in this chapter, the only way in which we can 

prepare for the 21st century and solve these existential and interrelated challenges noted above, 

is by looking at the root causes, and this involves a radical shift in “how we look at the world, at 

ourselves – and ultimately, at Reality13” (para. 9).  Here, as Abbott (2014) proposes, “A whole 

new way of doing things has to be found. It is not just the political realm, or the economic, or 

even the scientific or the spiritual realms, but it is all of these elements of human experience that 

have to be considered. And considered in their entirety, not separately” (p. 100).  As Palmer and 

Zajonc (2010) assert, every challenge we face as a society – social, economic or environmental – 

calls for creative, integrative and collaborative responses, ones that draws on our most 

comprehensive understanding of human nature, including the intellect, morals, emotions, and 

our capacity for relational, imaginative, spiritual, contemplative, and bodily knowing.  Here, as 

Ramaley (2014) argues: 

Today’s global challenges (The Millennium Project, 2013) are especially difficult 
wicked problems, ranging from democratization to sustainable development and 
climate change, clean water, health issues, energy sources, and peace and conflict. 
To prepare ourselves and our students to deal with problems like these, whether 
they are playing out in our own communities or across the globe, we must learn to 
engage our students, faculty, staff, and community partners in the task of working 
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on a problem that changes as we study it, defies easy solutions, and requires us to 
work with people we have never met before who may or may not share similar 
values and who most certainly bring with them very different perspectives and 
expertise (p. 14). 

 
In addition, to threat such as Climate change, as Harari (2018b) warned earlier, advancements in 

artificial intelligence (AI), “is a weapon unlike any other that human beings have developed”; as 

“it will almost certainly allow already powerful to consolidate their power further” (para. 24).  In 

this new age of AI, as Harari (2017b) argued earlier, the real threat related to AI is not that 

computers or robots will develop consciousness and then shortly thereafter annihilate all human 

existence.  Instead, he argues, the same technologies that might make billions of people (via 

automation and artificial intelligence) irrelevant might also make them easier to monitor and 

control.  Hence, he writes:  

We are unlikely to face a rebellion of sentient machines in the coming decades, 
but we might have to deal with hordes of bots that know how to press our 
emotional buttons better than our mother does and that use this uncanny 
ability, at the behest of a human elite, to try to sell us something—be it a car, 
a politician, or an entire ideology. The bots might identify our deepest fears, 
hatreds, and cravings and use them against us. We have already been given a 
foretaste of this in recent elections and referendums across the world, when 
hackers learned how to manipulate individual voters by analyzing data about 
them and exploiting their prejudices (para. 28).  
 

Subsequently, he writes, “The conflict between democracy and dictatorship is actually a conflict 

between two different data-processing systems. AI may swing the advantage toward the latter” 

(para. 26).   

It is in light of such disturbing trends, that educators must turn to a new trend and 

growing global convergence/consensus taking place with regards to the integrative notion of 

reality, whether they be from pre-modern or spiritual wisdom of the past, new theories in 

quantum physics, or systems thinking in management studies. In fact, all of these unrelated 
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disciplines are affirming a paradigm in which all matter from people, to institutions and even our 

natural ecosystems are all part of one interconnected system.  Here, as Senge (1994) argued 

earlier, “nature (and that includes us) is not made of parts within wholes.  It’s made of wholes 

within wholes” (p. 371).  Thus, as argued in this chapter, it is only with a break with our solely 

material/compartmental and closed-secular (or exclusive humanistic) view of 

ontology/epistemology (or “described story of existence”) that it might be possible to 

“breakthrough” and “prescribe” a fuller, integrative and more meaningful PSE system.  Yet, this 

recognition of a holistic/systems understanding and appreciation for matters of ‘self-

consciousness or ways of truth, meaning and purpose’ are simply absent from the 

ontological/epistemological and by extension pedagogical radar of many classrooms, teacher 

professional learning courses, curriculum development practices or the institutional agenda 

itself.  In fact, in an increasingly growing conservative PSE systems, governments and PSE leaders 

are not only oblivious to such expansive, emancipatory and progressive approaches, but rather 

they (knowingly or unknowingly) aggressively work against such integrative and transformative 

ideological ideals.  As Lovat (2019a) affirms with substantive evidence, “We live in an era that is 

blessed with the scientific understanding of learning”, yet the irony is that “many modern 

educational regimes have the evidence before them but ignore it and establish regimes of 

learning that are actually hostile to efficacious learning” (p. 10).  

Here, as I have argued and Lovat and Smith (2003) assert, “The challenge is to reverse the 

disconnectedness of the present world and to develop a curriculum that is not based on the 

separateness of knowledge from life and being, but upon their inherent unity and integration” 

(p. 242).  Thus, as I have argued, we must provide our PSE students with opportunities in which 
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learning is not only delivered holistically (mind, body and spirit (Smith, 2010) but more 

specifically allows them to critically examine their assumptions and views of themselves, their 

subjects, their contexts, and the world in general (Mezirow, Taylor & Associates, 2009; Taylor & 

Cranton, 2012).  Here, as Keegan (1994) reminded us earlier, one of the aims of higher education 

should be to allow students to confront their socialized minds (level 3) (or in the Habermasian 

vernacular the technical or controlled ways of knowing) and then help them elevate it to another 

level of consciousness he calls self-authorizing (level 4) (or in the Habermasian vernacular the 

critical self-reflective knowing).  In a sense, both Habermas and Keegan’s theories in intention 

resemble an updated notion of a liberal arts education89.  Thus, as Keegan’s (1994) 

developmental psychology research suggests, in this fourth level students recognize and 

understand that their knowledge is closely tied to their sense of being, and that moving toward 

self-authorship allows them to become “self-initiating, self-correcting, and self-evaluating rather 

than depend on others to frame the problems, initiate the adjustments, or determine whether 

things are going acceptably well” (p. 168).  It is perhaps here, if we borrow a phrase from bell 

hooks (1994), inheriting such integrative and transformative insights that our systems of 

education and our classrooms may become “radical spaces of possibilities” (p. 12).   

Subsequently, a growing number of today’s leading educators (as indicated in the earlier 

sections) are drawing upon new physics, philosophy, psychology, theology, sociology and even 

                                                
89 According to Yusuf (2019), “A liberal education was given to freemen, as opposed to the vocational training given to the servants and slaves 
that taught them utilitarian skills, so they could provide the goods and services society needed. Such skills and crafts could be learned through 
apprenticeship and did not require the rigorous training of the mind” (para. 1). Moreover, “The seven liberal arts divide the world into spirit and 
matter, quality and quantity, soul and body. An educated person achieved competency in both the life of the mind and the life of matter. The 
qualitative studies involved the spoken language of literature, especially poetry; the thought processes of the mind that conceptualize, judge, and 
reason; and the development of an aesthetic sense necessary to effectively persuade, praise, accuse, or defend. The quantitative studies focused 
on the mysteries of numbers through a mastery of arithmetic and geometry and applying them to music as numbers in time, and then to the 
supernal world as numbers in time and space” (para. 3). 
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neuroscience who claim, “that formal education must be transformed so that it can provide an 

integrating context for total life functioning.  At the higher levels of formal education, what is 

needed are processes of reflection on meaning and values, carried out in a critical context 

(O’Sullivan, 2002, p. 66).  As Deakin Crick (2010) affirms, the combination of our wicked 

problems and technological advancements accompanied by greater understanding of human 

nature all necessitate that: “values, attitudes, dispositions and identity are integral components 

of learning, teaching and curriculum which require professional attention, planning, resourcing 

and assessment” (Deakin Crick, 2010, p. 884).  Moreover, given what I have discussed about the 

nature of reality, knowledge and truth and its relationship to education, our teaching and 

learning practices can no longer neglect that our knowing and being are an inseparable 

phenomenon; therefore, it could be said that what we know is always filtered through who we 

are; and who we are will always filter and determine why, how and what we know and do.  As 

King and Baxter Magolda (1996) show in their research with college students, “What individuals 

learn and claim to know is grounded in how they construct their knowledge” and “How 

individuals construct knowledge and use their knowledge is closely tied to their sense of self” (p. 

166).  Thus, as Lovat and Smith (2003) also pointed out earlier, “By this understanding, no 

knowledge is neutral.  It is concerned and represented by the constructor or knower in a manner 

which works to protect and further his or her interests, whether the interests are altruistic or 

malevolent.  Such construction, however, may not always be explicit or apparent” (32).  

Subsequently, as I have argued at length, there is evidence to suggest that our ways of knowing 

involves a constructive process that exist in a contingent relationship between cognition and the 

body, the affect, the social and the spiritual.  In other words, the view that knowing was driven 
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principally by cognition has yielded to a realization that the cognitive constructive process is only 

one of many other inseparable processes that also include our intentions, our body, our 

emotions, our sociality, and our sense of spirituality or consciousness.  

Subsequently, I contend that a new foundation in which we rebuild new systems of 

education must acknowledge that our notion of knowledge and reality are a “prescribed” rather 

than “described” phenomena, in which both new physics90 (Palmer & Zajonc, 2010) and 

metaphysician Mulla Sadra91 reminded us over 300 years ago, “questions of knowledge could 

not be asked without question about being, such that epistemology becomes identical with 

ontology” (Rezaee & Mansur, 2009, p. 21).  This view is consistent with the new physics 

discussed earlier in which Heisenberg (1962) reminded us that what “we observe is not nature in 

itself, but nature exposed to our method of questioning” (p. 58).  As Palmer and Zajonc (2010) 

assert:  

Contrary to the objectivist myth that has dominated higher education, the knower 
cannot be separated from the known for the sake of so-called objectivity.  Given 
what we now understand about the mutually influential relationship of the knower 
and the known, objectivism is no longer a viable way to frame knowing, teaching 
or learning, or the true meaning of objectivity, for that matter…I believe in 
objectivity, which is to say that I believe in a model of knowing that goes beyond 
truth claims made by individuals on merely subjective grounds.   Objectivity, rightly 
understood, emerges from testing what we think we know in the context of a 
community of inquiry guided by shared principles and practices.  But I also believe 
that there is no way to eliminate human subjectivity from human knowing…(p. 21). 

 
In a sense, this relationship between ontology and epistemology was also argued by the physical 

chemist and philosopher of science Michael Polayni (1960).  In his classic work Personal 

                                                
90 In the context of quantum theory, Heisenberg (1962) argued, “we observe is not nature in itself, but nature exposed to our method of 
questioning” (p. 58).   
91 As El-Ansary (2017) argues, it is ironic that this Cartesian view born out of Rene Decartes, “who established the philosophical foundation for 
secular science by denying any qualitative dimension to nature and creating an inseparable gulf between the subject who knows and the object 
that is known” was in fact a contemporary of the Muslim scholar Mulla Sadra (para. 37).   
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Knowledge, Polayni argued that knowledge holds both an explicit dimension (empirical or 

concrete knowing) and tacit dimension (self and subjective bodily knowing).  Here, as Palmer & 

Zajonc (2010) relaying Polanyi’s ideas put it:  

…that our scientific knowledge is dependent on us being in the world as whole 
persons, that if we did not have bodies and selves that “indwell” the physical 
phenomena of the world in an altogether inarticulate way, we could not know any 
of what we know at an articulate conceptual, logical, empirical level.  Our explicit 
knowing depends, argues Polanyi, on a vast subterranean layer of tacit human 
knowing, and we will be arrogant about the hegemony of science until we learn to 
honour its wordless underground foundations (pp. 21-22). 

 
Here as Palmer and Zajon (2010) tell us:    
 

If we would expand the worldview that supports education, we can find no better 
place to begin than by opening ourselves to the full scope of human experience.  
Life comprises an infinitely rich array of sensorial, emotional, and intellectual 
experience.  Whether walking beside a forest stream or listening to the premiere 
of a new opera, whether contra dancing or working at a laboratory bench, the 
theater of the mind is dense with impressions, feelings, thoughts, and impulses 
toward action.  Parallel to the universe of outer experience is a comparably rich 
world of inner experience.  Taken together they constitute the world of human 
experience.  Strangely though, reductive philosophy and science, even higher 
education, seem bent on gutting the richness of experience, reducing it to 
evolutionary adaptive strategies and synapse firings.  Experience has been labeled 
“epiphenomenal” and considered by some to be merely the froth on the wave of a 
neuro-physical reality.  Yet it is here that we live our lives, that we suffer and rejoice, 
struggle to understand, to love to act (Palmer & Zajonc, 2010, p. 62).  

 
As I have pointed out at length using Habermas’s theory of knowledge, it could be said that how 

we know could be described as holarchical phenomenon and, like an ice berg illustrated below in 

Figure 10, knowledge holds an explicit or visible dimension (technical or material and “objective” 

of what we know) that is fused with a tacit or invisible dimension (communicative and critical 

self-reflective or immaterial and “constructive/subjective” of who we are).  As Palmer (2007) 

affirms:   

Modern physics has debunked the notion that knowing requires, or even allows, a 
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separation of the knower from the known.  Physicists cannot study subatomic 
particles without altering them in the act of knowing, so we cannot maintain the 
objectivist gap between the world “out there” and the observe “in here” as posited 
by premodern science.  Knower and known are joined, and any claim about the 
nature of the known reflects the nature of the knower as well (p. 100).     

 
Figure 10: Indivisible Iceberg of Knowing & Being 

 
 
Thus, as a substantial body of research (cf. Ferre, 1982; Lakatos, 1974; Kuhn, 1970; Quine, 1953; 

Feyerabend, 1975; Guba & Lincoln, 1994), argues, “‘knowing’ is not linear, it is complex; nor is it 

objective in any simple observable or measurable sense because it is fused with the subjectivity 

of the person doing the knowing” (Lovat, 2013a, p. 3).  As pointed out earlier, this means how 

we perceive knowledge (or our notion of human nature or learning for that matter) is deeply 

informed by our subconscious ideological chains of authority/transmission that are developed 

and evolved through years of conscious and but mostly unconscious saturation (or life 

experience) in which family upbringing, education, the media, governments and culture all play a 

critical role in shaping or constructing our values, identities and beliefs; that in turn determine 

how we filer reality and judge claims of truth or falsehood in the classroom or the world (Lovat & 
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Smith, 2003)92.   In other words, the manner in which we ‘know’ is a by-product of both the tacit 

(who we are) and explicit (what/how we know) dimension of our human nature.  For example, as 

it relates to student learning in the postsecondary context, King and Baxter Magolda (1996) 

argue through the developmental constructivist approach, that:  

1. What individuals learn and claim to know is grounded in how they construct 
their knowledge (p. 165). 

2. How individuals construct knowledge and use their knowledge is closely tied to 
their sense of self (p. 166). 

3. The process by which individuals attempt to make meaning of their experiences 
improves in a developmentally related fashion over time (p. 166). 

4. Educators who endorse these principles will use a broad definition of learning 
that encompasses both cognitive and personal development [read sense of 
being] and that this is sensitive to the developmental issues underlying the 
process of education (p. 167). 

 
Here, it could be said that one’s “first principles/philosophy” or basic, foundational, self-evident 

propositions and assumptions about human nature and life in general becomes deeply 

important in how one views reality, knowledge and truth.  In a sense, our notions of reality, 

knowledge and truth always work together or combine to either form or deform our 

consciousness and by extension our values, identities, beliefs, emotions, competencies and 

behaviours.  Subsequently, these various layers of the self ultimately ossify or manifest as habits 

and correspond with our respective environments.  As Lovat & Smith (2003) reminded us earlier, 

“no knowledge is neutral.  It is concerned and represented by the constructor or knower in a 

manner which works to protect and further his or her interests, whether the interests are 

altruistic or malevolent.  Such construction, however, may not always be explicit or apparent” 

                                                
92 According to Lovat and Smith (2003), conscious saturation is a term proposed by Apple (1979) in which, our “life experiences that produce our 
individual and group ideologies are so pervasive in their effects that we are not aware of their influences.  Further, these experiences act in such 
powerful ways that we come to believe that they are reality: that is, our experience of the world and the language codes that we are socialized 
into using to give meaning to, and express meaning about these experiences is reality, rather than just one way of making sense of it.  Further, 
because of the power of this saturation, we come to act, usually without thinking explicitly about it, as though our way of being and making sense 
of the world is the same for everybody else (p. 31)   
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(32).  Thus, as Dagli (2017) advised earlier, give what we know about this integrative nature of 

knowledge and reality, we would be prudent to recognize that all disagreements, no matter how 

trivial or profound, are about three kinds of intersectional claims that we encounter in 

intellectual life – factual (or what is), theoretical (what can be), and moral (what ought to be).  

Subsequently, Dagli (2017) provided useful metaphor earlier to capture this inescapable 

connection between our material and immaterial world:  

No individual today can undo the fragmentation modernity has handed us, but one 
can resist that fragmentation in one’s own mind and help others to do the same. In 
the realm of agreement and disagreement, of claims and counterclaims, one can 
have recourse to a spatial metaphor: think of the way pilots keep track of their own 
three spatial coordinates (latitude, longitude, and altitude), as well as the 
coordinates of other places. This image can help one to remember that one should 
evaluate one’s own claims and those of others by keeping in mind the three types 
of claims (factual, theoretical, normative), or “thought coordinates,” and 
remembering that no single one of them is fully intelligible in the absence of the 
other two. Like the three dimensions of space, the three dimensions of thought 
always go together. This means we ought to remember that every factual claim is 
embedded in a theoretical claim and dependent upon a moral claim, every 
theoretical claim is about a factual claim and guided by a moral claim, and every 
moral claim presupposes a factual claim and is chosen via a theoretical claim (para. 
37).  

 
Thus, as Dagli made it clear earlier, our ontological position on matters such as existence of God, 

human nature or truth are going to determine not only the source but also legitimacy of what 

constitutes “real” knowledge.  Here, as I have argued, our ontological position on matters such 

as existence of God, human nature or truth are going to determine not only the source but also 

legitimacy of what constitutes legitimate knowledge. In a sense, this conscious or more likely 

sub-conscious notion of reality establishes an epistemological lens that provides the foundation 

for a specific worldview or general vision that defines how people understand values, 

themselves, relationships, education, politics, law, philosophy, science, art, theology or even the 
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entire cosmos.  Subsequently, as Dagli (2017) contends, our notions of science, philosophy and 

art ultimately sit “at the origin of the intellectual and spiritual food chain” (para. 14).  Thus, as 

Lovat (2019a) citing Habermas pointed out earlier, our third interest in knowing involves 

emancipation via critical self-reflection, in which we are: 

…a free agent as it were, which issues in a “critical” or “self-reflectivity” way of 
knowing, the knowledge that comes ultimately from knowing oneself. This is the 
knowing that causes us to reflect critically on our subject matter, our sources and 
ultimately ourselves as agents of knowing. Such agency impels us to go to any 
lengths to be assured that what we know is, as far as is possible, the unfettered 
truth, free of cultural bias and partial interpretation, including as those might 
function in ourselves. For Habermas, this way of knowing provides for the only truly 
assured, totally comprehensive and authentic human knowing. It is a deeply moral 
knowing in that it drives fearlessly beyond the politically correct or skewed, the 
safe, and the partisan interested, including as these blind spots play out in oneself. 
It requires profound forms of human encounter and ultimately of self-knowledge 
(p. 3). 

 
Subsequently, as Hart (2017) pointed out earlier, “it is here, at the level of culture, that the truly 

irreconcilable conflicts between scientific and theological thinking are inevitably found; for in 

most circumstances it is not what we can prove, but what we presuppose, that determines what 

we think we know or imagine we have discovered” (para. 2).  Here, Ramadan (2012) aptly 

captures this in what he calls ‘ways, paths and states of mind’ using a window metaphor that I 

have substituted into a story metaphor: A story is a viewpoint into our lives, a framework, a tale 

that is always flawed to some extent, and it has its orientation and its limitations: all of this, 

together, imparts its reality and ways of knowing to the surrounding plot of life.  We have to 

begin, humbly, by admitting that we have nothing more than our prescribed story, in the literal 

sense, and that they shape our ideas, our perceptions and our imagination.  Coming to terms 

with the very essence of the relativity of our story does not imply that we have to doubt 

everything and can be sure of nothing.  It might mean quite the opposite, and the outcome 
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might be a non-arrogant confidence, and a healthy energetic and creative curiosity about the 

infinite number of stories from which we all understand the same world.    

As Harari (2018a) points out, this storytelling phenomena is filled with ideas, imagination 

and perception that are part and parcel of both the individual and societal condition:  

If European civilisation for the past 25 centuries has been defined by democracy 
and human rights, what are we to make of Sparta and Julius Caesar, of the 
Crusaders and the conquistadores, of the Inquisition and the slave trade, of Louis 
XIV and Napoleon, of Hitler and Stalin? Were they all intruders from some foreign 
civilisation? 
 
In truth, European civilisation is anything Europeans make of it, just as Christianity 
is anything Christians make of it, Islam is anything Muslims make of it, and Judaism 
is anything Jews make of it. And they have made of it remarkably different things 
over the centuries. Human groups are defined more by the changes they undergo 
than by any continuity, but they nevertheless manage to create for themselves 
ancient identities thanks to their storytelling skills. No matter what revolutions they 
experience, they can usually weave old and new into a single yarn (para. 12-13). 

 
Thus, as I have argued, our epistemology cannot be segregated nor stand apart from ontology 

and that our ways of knowing are indeed conditional on our ways of being (especially at given 

time and place in society).  Thus, in the story telling exercise, what may seem consciously or 

unconsciously as a “common sense” view of absolute reality or truth, is rather, as Kuhn reminds 

us, a paradigmatic or “communal prescriptive” of the world around us.  Here, as noted earlier, 

education along with upbringing, family, the media, governments and increasingly corporations 

play powerful ideological agents in development of our prescriptive being and knowing in the 

world.  As Habermas (1972, 1988, 1990) asserts and Apple affirms (1979, 1989, 2012, 2018), it is 

through years of technical knowing or unconscious saturation (via the explicit and hidden 

curriculum), that a “described story of existence” accompanied by its twin supporting pillars (or 

stories) can become so pervasive, ingrained and habitualized that we are not even aware of its 
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ubiquitous influence.  Thus, as ideological or story telling agents, our education systems through 

pedagogical content, curriculum and teaching, “makes assumptions about the nature of reality, 

truth and knowledge, and also conveys views of reality truth, and knowledge in its practices” 

(Lovat & Smith, 2003, p. 13).  Here, for example, Palmer and Zajonc (2010) aptly summarize the 

deeply powerful consequences of such inseparable fusion between ontology, epistemology, 

pedagogy and ethics: 

Every epistemology – rooted (as all of them are) in a particular ontology, and 
manifesting (as all of them do) in a particular pedagogy – has an impact on the 
ethical formation of learners.  Epistemology becomes operational in students’ lives 
not through overt conversations or explicit knowledge but through modes of 
teaching and learning that tacitly form or deform learners in a particular way of 
relating to the world (p. 32).  

 
Subsequently, as I have argued at length, our contemporary notions of knowledge and 

reality have manifested into an outmoded, reductive and unethical pedagogical practice that is 

incapable of “forming” the kinds of learners we need in order to thrive if not survive the 21st 

century.  As Yero (2010) warned earlier in this chapter, “A worldview is a single perspective.  Its 

strength lies in the insights it makes available – the understanding it fosters.  The weakness in 

any worldview lies in the danger of accepting it as the only way of understanding – of equating it 

with “reality.” (p. 47).  Thus, if we accept Guba and Lincoln’s (1994) increasingly supported axiom 

(by scientist in both the natural and social sciences), that answers given by a particular 

worldview such as “scientism” mentioned above, “are in all cases human constructions [read 

stories or ideologies]; that is, they are all inventions of the human mind and hence subject to 

human error” (p. 108).  And, if “No construction [read story or ideology] is or can be 

incontrovertibly right; advocates of any particular construction [read story or ideology] must rely 

on persuasiveness and utility rather than proof in arguing their position” (p. 108); then as current 
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trends (e.g. climate change or gross income inequality) here in Canada and across the globe 

reveal, this foundational “described story of existence” accompanied by its twin ideological 

supporting pillars (the stories of techno-rational/cognitive pedagogy and neoliberal economic 

order), no longer provide a “persuasive” nor “utilitarian” argument to remain default ontological, 

epistemological, axiological and teleological means in which we can establish our civilizational 

ends.  In other words, while we cannot prove there is a “correct” worldview, we can through 

people’s general living conditions and relationships with each other and natural environment 

determine which kinds of values, ideologies, and policies lead to healthy, meaningful, 

democratically peaceful, pluralistically inclusive and environmentally sustainable lives.   

Consequently, I have proposed in this chapter (and in chapter 1) that there is no choice but to 

revolutionize and rebuild our postsecondary education systems on a concept and practice of an 

integrative or holistic education, holism connoting a broad and balanced model of education 

committed to an understanding of the full potential of human beings and an approach to 

learning and teaching that “prescribes” the 3P purpose of education: personal (meaningful, 

conscious, experiential, logical, ethical/moral, creative, contemplative, systems thinking, and 

critical self-reflective education that awakens, inspires and prepares the whole person (mind, 

body, heart and spirit); professional (vocation ready and transdisciplinary education that 

awakens, inspires and prepares a lifelong and self-authorizing learner who develops boundary 

crossing values/capacities such as conscious listening, communication, problem solving and 

interdependence); and public transformation (politically aware and socially responsible 

education that awakens, inspires and prepares a citizenry capable of contributing to the 

common good, economic vitality, vibrant and inclusive democracy and a peaceful and 
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sustainable planet).  Moreover, I have recommended that this integrative 3P purpose of our PSE 

institutions seems to aptly fit within the holistic and humanistic vision of learning introduced just 

a few decades ago through UNESCO’s conceptualization of “Education for the 21st Century”, in a 

report entitled Learning: The Treasure Within (Delors, 1996).  This report proposes that the 

notion of formal education and life-long learning must consider the formation of the whole 

person (addressing the mind, body, intelligence, aesthetic appreciation and spiritual dimensions) 

in which learning encompasses four important and interconnected pillars: 

1. Learning to know: a broad general knowledge with the opportunity to work in depth on a 
small number of subjects;  
2. Learning to do: to acquire not only occupational skills but also the competence to deal 
with many situations and to work in teams;  
3. Learning to be: to develop one’s personality and to be able to act with growing autonomy, 
judgment and personal responsibility;  
4. Learning to live together: by developing an understanding of other people and an 
appreciation of interdependence (UNESCO, 2015, p. 39).  

 
Here, as I have argued at length thus far in this dissertation, we must also consider and add a 

fifth pillar, in which learning also involves impacting/influencing society and our environment.   In 

other words, whether we intend it or not, PSE institutions and educators can either become 

agents of change (of people, societies and our natural environment), or alternatively, keepers of 

the status quo (Cranton, 1994; Lovat & Smith, 2003, Kawsworm et al., 2010; Apple, 2018).    

Revolutionizing PSE through a Newly Proposed Ontological, Epistemological and Axiological 
Ideological Structure 
 

Thus, in light of the overwhelming evidence, I have concluded in this chapter that our 

contemporary and dominant notions of reality, knowledge and truth guiding today’s colleges and 

universities are simply irreconcilable with the 3P aims and 5 pillars of learning proposed above.  

Subsequently, in my search for an alternative, I argue that educators and stakeholders in PSE 
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might consider the following ways in which we “prescribe” reality, knowledge and truth in the 

postsecondary education classroom.    

On Prescribing or Legitimizing Reality in the PSE Classroom  
 

As it relates to reality, I have proposed that we revolutionize and rebuild our PSE systems 

on Taylor’s (2007) secular inclusive humanistic ontology (or super-nova of modern, plural beliefs 

including the secular and sacred rather than a scientistic secular/solely material and exclusive 

humanistic world view).  Here, as Taylor contends (and I have argued at length), today’s new 

century requires a revolutionary shift from a secular to post-secular age in which we find 

consonance between the secular and sacred wold views.  In this consonance, it could be said 

that both sources or authorities have legitimacy in the search for reality, knowledge and truth.   

In this light of this proposed consonance between the secular and sacred ontologies, I have 

argued at length (and Taylor confirms) neither science nor religion can hold a monopoly over the 

notions of reality, knowledge and truth, they can instead (based on their areas of strength: 

science’s focus on logic, particulars and outer experience combined with religion’s focus on the 

ethics/consciousness/universals and inner experience) offer prescriptive or constructive “ways, 

paths and states of mind” in which we may grasp a fuller and more meaningful view of reality.  

Subsequently, as Spohn (2015) commenting again on Taylor’s work pointed out earlier:  

Taylor takes the cultural trajectory in this controversy in that he rejects the idea 
that the secular moral outlook of contemporary Western societies is expressive of 
some universal, independent reason (“reason alone”). Instead, he views it as a 
particular, comprehensive outlook that has been constructed over centuries within 
the moral horizon of Western civilization. This cultural view of secularity makes him 
reject all concepts that claim the primacy of secular reasons, which leads to a truly 
equal standing of secular and religious views in public discourse without any 
“thresholds” or “filters” for religious reasons. The hierarchical distinction between 
secular and religious moral reasoning is dropped altogether because it is viewed as 
being based on unwarranted beliefs about the neutrality and independence of 
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secular reasons. Thus in Taylor’s model of post-secularism, religious and secular 
views are both conceived as emanating from comprehensive moral outlooks that 
compete, on an equal footing, for interpretive power regarding the shared values 
of the overlapping consensus (p. 129). 

 
Thus, what we get in a Taylorian super-nova ontology is a particularistic focus of shared universal 

values and search for truth within a pluralizing secular and sacred historical context.  Thus, as 

Spohn pointed out earlier, Taylor’s super-nova ontology allows us to avoid two forms of 

Eurocentrism that he calls acultural rationalism and culturalistic triumphalism.  According to 

Spohn, acultural rationalism “generalizes the secular and individual-oriented political ethic of 

Western societies as “reasonable” and universally valid without leaving much space for cultural 

variation…In this case, excluding or dis-advantaging citizens who bring different moral 

landscapes and perspectives to Western societies is not intended but results from the acultural 

(mis-) interpretation of Western understandings of democratic values as universal, independent 

and neutral” (p. 130).  By contrast, culturalistic triumphalism “deliberately aims at “colonizing” 

values like freedom and equality by claiming them as genuinely and exclusively Western. This is 

what Samuel Huntington’s “clash of civilizations” thesis might amount to at the end of the day51” 

(p. 130).  Subsequently, as Spohn argues, Taylor’s super-nova ontology allows us to escape both 

of these “triumphalist version of Eurocentrism” that leads to self-fulfilling “clash of civilizations” 

(or self-fulfilling “clash of ontologies”) but it also avoids the traps of nihilistic and amoral 

relativism.  Here, Spohn (2015) suggests Taylor’s super-nova ontology allows for what Michael 

Walzer calls reiterative universalism.  More specifically he writes:    

The main point here is that we will never be able to specify the “core 
meaning” of any given set of universal values in the abstract because values are 
always realized anew, that is, reiterated in particular historical situations. This 
implies that the concrete meaning of universal values can vary across time and 
cultural contexts and is constantly undergoing change: “Every iteration transforms 
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meaning, adds to it, enriches it in ever-so-subtle ways. In fact, there really is no 
‘originary’ source of meaning, or an ‘original’ to which all sub- sequent forms must 
conform.”57 This is what is meant by reiterative universalism’s “particularist focus 
and pluralizing tendency.”58 

Taylor’s model of post-secularism can be understood in terms of reiterative 
universalism. It appeals to a set of shared values on a very general level and at the 
same time leaves a lot of space for both secular and religious iterations of these 
values in the course of deliberation processes in concrete societal contexts. I take 
this to be the most promising trajectory to meet the challenge of growing religious 
and cultural diversity, more promising at least than both acultural rationalism and 
culturalist triumphalism. Thus I believe that Taylor is basically on the right track with 
his model of post-secularism (p. 131). 

 
Subsequently, the insights of this chapter have affirmed much of Spohn’s analysis and 

confirmation of Taylor’s work; as both Spohn and I believe that Taylor’s secular inclusive 

humanistic ontology (or super-nova of modern, plural beliefs including the secular and sacred) in 

which we can avoid the self-filling clash of ontologies and possibly “prescribe” the most 

promising, inclusive, peaceful and sustainable way that our shared humanity can authenticate 

reality and move forward in the 21st century.  Here, in the wake of climate change, COVID 19, 

social injustice/inequity and the diminishing state democracy world wide, it seems that Martin 

Luther King Jr.’s call in 1967 “for a worldwide fellowship that lifts neighbourly concern beyond 

one’s tribe, race, class, and nation is in reality a call for an all-embracing and unconditional love 

for all mankind” (para. 56), is more relevant today than ever before.  As King told his audience in 

a speech called “Beyond Vietnam” in New York, the human species has a stark choice, either 

“nonviolent coexistence or violent coannihilation” (para. 58).   

On Prescribing or Legitimizing Truth in the PSE Classroom 
 

As pointed out earlier, “Truth is not a word spoken in educational circles these days.  It 

suggests an earlier, more naïve era when people were confident they know the truth.  But we 
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are confident we cannot, so we refuse to use the word for fear of embarrassing ourselves” 

(Palmer, 2007, p. 102).  However, as Palmer reminded us:  

…the fact that we do not use the word does not mean that we have freed ourselves 
from the concept, let alone the possibilities to which it points.  On the contrary, the 
less we talk about truth, the more likely that our knowing, teaching and learning 
will be dominated by traditional – and mythical – model of truth, the objectivist 
model so deeply embedded in our collective unconscious that to ignore it is to give 
it power (p. 102) 
 

In a response to Palmer’s remarks, I have provided a prescriptive notion of truth that is both 

consistent with the general thesis of this chapter and fits nicely with Taylor’s super-nova of 

modern, plural beliefs including the secular and sacred ontologies.  I have argued that how we 

understand truth (explicitly or implicitly) can either unleash and illuminate our capacities or it 

can straightjacket and blind our ability to grow and flourish as human beings.  Here, in keeping 

with the constructive theme of this chapter, I have argued that one’s notion of truth or even 

denial of truth is also deeply connected to one’s subconscious understanding of knowledge and 

its undeniable relationship to our morals/values motivation (Dagli, 2017; Lovat, 2013a; Sankey, 

2006; Haidt, 2012).  Thus, I contend that no way is one’s personal understanding of truth 

necessarily preceded by knowledge or followed by moral/values disposition.  Instead, these 

three can only properly be understood as one integrative or holarichal phenomena, forever 

fused and mutually dependent of each other.  As Dagli (2017) argued, all disagreements on 

matters of truth, no matter how trivial or profound, are about three kinds of intersectional 

claims that we encounter in intellectual life – factual (or what is) [read truth], theoretical (what 

can be) [read knowledge], and moral (what ought to be) [read moral/values motivation].  Dagli’s 

point is consistent with what I have argued in this chapter: the manner in which we ‘know’ is a 

by-product of both the tacit (who we are) and explicit (what/how we know) dimension of our 
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human nature.  Here, it could be said that one’s first principles or basic, foundational, self-

evident propositions, morals, values and philosophical assumptions about how the world “ought 

to be” are a result of chain of transmission that have over a lifetime become subconsciously 

saturated in one’s synergistic perception of knowledge, truth and values pursuits.  However, as 

argued earlier, modern thought and our education systems have lost the capacity to help people 

recognize, differentiate and appreciate this connection between our material knowing and 

immaterial being.  In other words, most people take their individual perspectives on matters of 

knowledge, truth and moral reasoning as a given (and maybe even deemed superior), without 

deliberate and critical thought as to the origins, intentions, relevance and outcomes of their 

thinking/being.  Yet, as I have argued, these three (truth, knowledge and values) always work 

together like a filter to either form or deform our consciousness and by extension our identities, 

beliefs, emotions, competencies and behaviours.  Subsequently, these various layers of the self 

ultimately ossify or manifest for better or worse as habits of the mind and subsequent 

interaction with our environments.  However, as I discussed earlier, the lack of critical self-

reflection and inability to recognize and learn about our subconscious philosophical assumptions 

has manifested (as witnessed in today’s global trends) with a collapse of a shared and integrative 

reality, a crisis in knowledge and the confusion if not loss of truth.  Here, as Dagli (2017) pointed 

out, the outcomes of such trends, is an “intellectual culture in which talking with people whom 

you disagree about your points of disagreement ultimately make no sense and serves no 

purpose” (Dalgi, 2017, para. 35).  Instead, we are increasingly witnessing a fractured and 

polarized world that produces people who:  

think what they believe is obvious and needs no argument…people who think that 
an opponent’s beliefs (though never their own) are completely explainable in terms 
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of some outside factor, and thus that person’s arguments can be ignored in favor 
of analyzing that outside factor…people whose goals or agendas are hidden to 
others or even themselves, and whose commitments can never be open to critique 
or discussion. They become muddle-headed or tyrannical. They do not situate good 
and bad in terms of what is rational or real, so the best they can do is loudly 
proclaim what they want. The good becomes a blind impulse, an incomprehensible 
given, or even a sublimated glandular effusion (Dagli, 2017, para. 38).  

 
Subsequently, it is in this subconscious “three dimensions of space” in which we operate, that 

Lovat (2013a) pointed out earlier (using insights from both religious and social scientific 

research) that knowing of the self [read “learning to be”] has perhaps the most potent potential 

to motivate superlative moral action.  Thus, as Lovat contended: irrespective of your background 

(either religious or non-religious), moral motivation (action to do good and become integral) is all 

about “being moved to do the good rather than merely postulate on it”; and this he argues, is a 

“result from a self-knowing that demands one’s practical actions conform to one’s beliefs and 

intentions” (p. 260).   

However, by accepting this constructive and hoarchical relationship between truth, 

knowledge and values (or moral motivation), this does not mean I have accepted or abandon an 

objective notion of truth in favour of a post-modern deconstructivst relativist or nihilistic view.  

Quite the contrary, I have argued that the best way in which we can help our college and 

university students thrive and survive in this new century is to acknowledge that while an 

objective reality and truth (or the Universal) may exist, we must appreciate that no one theory or 

construction and moral/normative claim of human perception or consciousness, either from a 

person, philosophy or tradition (scientific, religious or cultural) may claim monopoly over it.  

However, this modest and paradoxical notion of truth becomes very difficult to accept in an 

education system that only “prescribes” to students and by extension society either an arrogant 
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and absolutist/objective modernist orientation or to a meaningless and nihilistic/relativist post-

modernist view.   

Thus, to avoid the pitfalls of either absolutism or relativism, I have drawn upon the field 

of new physics, theology, philosophy and education to suggest we can find consonance or 

harmonize the differences between the absolute, empirical or objective view of truth, the person 

centered relative or constructive view of truth, and the transcendental or sacred nature of truth.  

In other words, I argue that we must avoid the hubris of both the absolutist view of the universal 

in which truth is legitimized by single source and pathway (e.g. scientific, religious or ideological) 

or the post-modern de-constructivist view, in which any notion of truth is purely relative and 

therefore must be abandoned.  Subsequently, as Palmer (2007) pointed out, these polar 

opposites (absolutism vs. relativism) views of truth and reality have in essence “ravaged not only 

the things of the world but our sense of the knowing self as well” (p. 113).  Here, it could be said 

that if absolutism obstructs our capacity to learn more deeply about ourselves, others and the 

cosmos, then relativism obstructs our ability to find meaning and a shared ethical sense of 

reality.  Thus, as Palmer (2007) aptly put it, in today’s colleges and universities, “We are 

whiplashed between an arrogant overestimation of ourselves and a servile underestimation of 

ourselves, but the outcome is always the same: a distortion of the humble yet exalted reality of 

the human self, a paradoxical pear of great price” (p. 113).  

Consequently, I have taken the position that truth exists and that we could support and 

encourage in our PSE institutions an understanding of truth at the foundational level that 

promotes the principles of correspondence and coherence theory (or correspondence through 

coherence (C&C).  Here, as Dunwoody (2009) and Safi (1997) pointed out, the principles of 
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correspondence are secondary and the principles of coherence first.  Subsequently, as 

Dunwoody (2009), pointed out, modern scientific reasoning (and I would argue our system of 

education) would be wise to accept and apply a combination of coherence (in the form of 

rationalism) with correspondence (in the form of empiricism).   

However, I have also taken the position that truth cannot always or solely be grasped on 

epistemological grounds, consciousness, linguistic conventions or conditions of evidence or 

verifiability (Ashgar, 2012). As Ashgar (2012) citing Hannah Arendt pointed out earlier, 

“Whatever is not given to the senses…is more real, more truthful, more meaningful than what 

appears; this is not just beyond sense perception but above the world of the senses” (p. 302).  

Thus, I proposed three other ways/perspectives that could help PSE stakeholders gain value by 

being open to the paradoxical, communal and transcendental nature of truth.  As I have argued, 

the C&C theory of truth accompanied by these three other approaches support both the 

Taylorian thesis on ontology and Habermas’s notion of knowledge preferred in this chapter.  

Here, to put into the Habermasian vernacular, the open and humble view of truth that I have 

argued and summarize below, I believe allows us to escape the “illusion” or “sterilization” of 

reality and knowledge in which, “truth is thought to be a matter of merely describing one’s 

‘observations’”; therefore, as Lovat & Smith (2003) tells us, “Apart from the fact that it 

[empiricism] naively assumes accuracy and universal agreement about the nature of 

observation, there is another aspect which renders it less adequate as truth.  One of the most 

obvious truths is that things are ever-changing, often because of human will and endeavour.  

Engaging in truth requires involvement, not the static, supposedly detached stance of the 
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empiricist.  Discerning truth is far more an active endeavour than that.  It requires the sort of 

action which seeks to participate in change” (p. 90).   

On Prescribing or Legitimizing Knowledge in the PSE Classroom 
 

As pointed out earlier by Safi (1997), “Mainstream modern thought obscures this 

distinction and attempts to use natural sciences as a model for social sciences, and has almost 

done away with the element of intentionality” (p. 52).  Yet, as pointed out above we cannot 

separate facts from values, as the functionalist propose we do when the study the ‘facts’ of 

social behaviour and the behaviourist suggest when the study the ‘facts’ of individual behaviour 

(Lovat & Smith, 2003).  Yet, as Ragab (1992) remarked earlier:  

When the traditional scientific method was applied to the social sciences, it carried 
with it the same intellectual baggage.  Man was understood and has been studied 
in the same mechanical, reductionist, and materialistic terms.  Research methods 
and research designs reflecting these same ontological and epistemological 
assumptions were used (Ford, 1984).  All this was done without serious reflection 
on how the subject matter of the social sciences differed in very significant ways 
from that of the physical sciences.  This type of confusing very different phenomena 
is sometimes called a “category error” or a “category mistake”, which “occurs when 
very different categories of phenomena are treated alike” (Weick, 1987: 222).  
These effects were debilitating indeed (p. 10).    

 
As suggested earlier in this chapter, it was this categorical error that has led to today’s dominant 

and reductionist/behaviourist and solely cognitively inspired approach to education (e.g. 

outcomes-based learning).  Thus, much of the social sciences research that shapes our education 

system continues to be dominated by such an empiricist bias in which “behaviourism tended to 

suggest that individual behaviour could be monitored and predicted in the same way that was 

possible of rocks and stars” (Lovat & Smith, 2003, p. 61).  However, as Safi points out, there is 

clear and profound distinction when one studies physical phenomena from social phenomena. 

He writes:   
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On closer examination, however, one can recognize a profound and significant 
difference between the laws regulating behaviour in the realm of nature and those 
regulating social behaviour. The difference between the natural and social orders 
lies in the fact that while the former is subject to laws of necessity, the latter is 
affected by laws of freedom. Things behave in accordance with specific patterns 
out of sheer necessity; the relations between things are, therefore, based on the 
principle of causality, whereby every element of nature interacts with every other 
element in a cause-effect manner. Human behaviour, on the other hand, is 
determined by free choice. People do not behave out of necessity, but rather of 
possibility, for they always have, at least in theory, options to choose from. The 
human will is free, and human action is thus the outcome and result of volition with 
which human will is endowed. But if human action belongs to the realm of freedom, 
it does not necessarily follow that people behave arbitrarily, at least not from the 
subjective point of view. Rather, human action is always purposive, aiming at 
procuring some objects or achieving some objectives. Whether the objects of the 
will are significant or trivial, noble or lowly, is irrelevant here; what is central to the 
notion of purposeful will is that action without purpose is impossible (pp. 52-53).   

 
Moreover, as Safi adds that freedom of human action and human agency is not necessarily 

“immune to outside pressures, precipitated either by natural causes or human agents” (p. 53).    

Instead, he argues:   

The significance of human freedom lies in the fact that external pressures do not 
act directly on the will in a mechanical or causal manner, but rather indirectly 
through psychological forces. That is, although natural and social forces attempt to 
influence individual behaviour through reward and coercion, they succeed only 
insofar as man chooses to succumb to external threats or temptation. Society, for 
instance, attempts to control social behaviour through the use, or the threat, of 
force; but the individual may choose not to be influenced by outside pressures even 
at the expense of life itself. In short, human volition belongs not to the realm of 
necessity but of possibility and freedom; the efficient reason of human volition is 
not cause but purpose (p. 53). 

 
Thus, in light this difference between purpose over cause, I have argued in this chapter that  

“no knowledge is neutral.  It is concerned and represented by the constructor or knower in a 

manner which works to protect and further his or her interests, whether the interests are 

altruistic or malevolent.  Such construction, however, may not always be explicit or apparent 

(Lovat & Smith, 2003, p. 32).  Here, as I have laid out in this chapter, our sense of reality or being 
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and view of knowledge share an inseparable relationship and that how we know is really a 

prescriptive rather than descriptive phenomenon, in which “all answers given by a particular 

human perception of knowledge are human constructions, that is, they are all inventions of the 

human mind and hence subject to human error” (Guba & Lincoln, 1994, p. 108).  Moreover, we 

must also acknowledge that our systems of education and by extension any teacher that 

interprets “curriculum makes assumptions about the nature of reality, truth and knowledge, and 

also conveys views of reality, truth and knowledge” (Lovat & Smith, 2003, p. 13).  Thus, given this 

position, I have argued that a Habermasian notion of knowledge offers perhaps the most 

suitable and complimentary framework of knowledge that we can prescribe in the PSE system.  

Here, as I have noted, if Taylor’s super nova of secular and sacred inclusive humanism serves as a 

normative ontological educational foundation, then Habermas’s theory of knowledge could 

serve as its complimentary and practical epistemological support.  Thus, I propose in that 

teachers and institutions of higher learning consider Jurgen Habermas’s (1972, 1974, 1984, 

1987, 1990) theory of knowledge (Instrumental, Communicative and Emancipatory) that 

constitutes an epistemological template that at one hand, impels clarity and unity amongst 

desperate and conflicting theories of knowing; at the other end, has inspired and supports a 

number of educational theories and practices that fosters a holistic, contemporary and 

comprehensive pedagogy that engages with full dimensions of learning: the cognitive, the 

affective, the social, the somatic, the intuitive, the moral, the  intellectual, the somatic, the 

moral, and the spiritual (Lovat, 2013; Palmer and Zajonc, 2010; Marriam & Bierema, 2014; 

Kawsworm et al., 2010; Jarvis & Watts, 2012; Merriam & Grace, 2011; MacKeracher, 2004).   
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As pointed out throughout this chapter, a scientistic view of knowing is built upon an 

epistemic foundation and legitimized by an empiricist or “objective” view.  Here, knowledge is 

structured in a compartmentalized way in which physical or natural sciences are not only 

conflated as the same but disciplines such as math/physics are given more legitimacy over social 

or metaphysical sciences and sociological/religious studies.  In contrast, Habermasian (1972; 

1988) ‘Ways of Knowing’ thesis suggests irrespective of discipline or field there is a consistent 

pattern across all areas by which knowledge is revealed and further negotiated as a constructive 

process involving both an inner and outer dimension.  In a sense, Habermas offers a framework 

that recognizes (like the position take in this chapter) the inseparable link between ontology and 

epistemology; or knowing that involves a fusion or synergy of between the inside and outside 

ways of knowing.  This was aptly captured by Lovat (2019b) earlier, when he wrote: “An 

implication of this education intention is around the removal of any artificial division between 

knowing and values, since all knowing has an ethical component and is related in some way to 

human action. With this understanding, Habermas challenges contemporary education to deal 

with the essentials rather than mere basics of learning. He offers an epistemology that impels 

holistic and comprehensive pedagogy that engages with the full array of human development 

and social good. And values pedagogy is just such an educational means!” (p. 65).  Here, rather 

than an apparent division of epistemology and ontology or fields and disciplines, for Habermas 

there is essentially a unified knowledge reality and that these differences arise not from anything 

inherent about knowledge, but from human intention and construction (or perception) of that 

knowledge.  Thus, this perception arises from three ‘cognitive interests’ that are part and parcel 

of how the human mind works.  First, there is an interest in prediction and technical control 
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which impels ‘empirical analytic or objective’ type of knowing.  Second, there is an interest in 

interpretation and understanding meanings that gives way to a ‘historical hermeneutic or 

practical’ form of knowing.  Third, there is an interest in being free or emancipated that gives rise 

to a ‘critical self-reflective or inner’ way of knowing.  As Lovat (2004) points out: 

As far as Habermas is concerned, all three interests are operative regardless of the 
discipline area. Whatever the subject matter, our interest in technical control will 
lead us to want to know all the facts and figures associated with the subject at hand; 
this is where the quest for empirical-analytic knowing originates and is of use in the 
total quest to ‘know’. Similarly, our interest in understanding the meaning behind 
an event will lead us to explore the inner dimensions, to try to relate one factor to 
another; this impels an historical-hermeneutic type of knowing which serves to 
extend our understanding and the totality of our knowing. Finally, our interest in 
ensuring our autonomy as a knower will make us reflect critically on our subject 
matter, our sources and ultimately ourselves as agents of knowing. This is the 
preserve of critical or self-reflective knowing and where, according to Habermas, 
the only truly assured and totally comprehensive knowing occurs (p. 147).  

 
As I have argued earlier, Habermas’s theory of knowledge and communicative capacity/action 

provides a unique consonance between the objective (empiricist/material) and constructive 

(subjective/immaterial) world of epistemology.  Moreover, I have argued that it can serve as an 

evaluative knowledge filter in which Habermas argues, allows us to escape our “illusion and 

sterilization of knowledge”, since at this sterilized level, truth is thought to be a matter of merely 

describing one’s ‘observations (1972: 162)’” (Lovat & Smith, 2003, p. 89).  Thus, as Lovat (2019a) 

citing Habermas put it earlier, it is our critical self-reflective or emancipatory knowledge interest 

that: 

…impels us to go to any lengths to be assured that what we know is, as far as is 
possible, the unfettered truth, free of cultural bias and partial interpretation, 
including as those might function in ourselves. For Habermas, this way of knowing 
provides for the only truly assured, totally comprehensive and authentic human 
knowing. It is a deeply moral knowing in that it drives fearlessly beyond the 
politically correct or skewed, the safe, and the partisan interested, including as 
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these blind spots play out in oneself. It requires profound forms of human 
encounter and ultimately of self-knowledge (p. 3). 

 
Subsequently, as Lovat & Smith put it, “Without the third level of reflection, any learning does 

little more than offer information about data which is outside and apart from ourselves”; and 

thus, without this third knowledge intention, “the information which comes from any subject can 

become a means of bondage, rather than emancipation, a way of oppressing people or keeping 

them in straitjackets (p. 90).   

Consequently, I contend Habermas theory of knowledge and its practical integration into 

our PSE system offers perhaps the most promising way forward to deepen our understanding in 

several areas of education and offers a way forward to realize an integrative PSE system. Here, as 

Lovat & Smith pointed out earlier, Habermasian view and practice of knowledge, whether in the 

area of teacher professional learning or our work with students in the classroom, inspires a kind 

of education that is not just concerned, “with the facts of information, nor only with the 

meanings behind those facts, but with instilling critical reflection leading to praxis, that practical 

action on reflection which is oriented to change, change for the betterment of self, others and 

the world” (Lovat & Smith, 2003, pg. 242).   

A final word on Prescribing an Integrative Model of Education in the 21st Century 
 

In his 2016 book titled Utopia for Realist: how we can build the ideal world, the young 

Dutch historian Rutger Bregman affirms one of the main arguments pointed out in the 

introduction of this chapter: that we are living in a paradoxical moment in history in which 

people’s lives are simultaneously getting profoundly better and dramatically worse.  Thus, he 

argues, “the real crisis of our times, of my generation, is not that that we don’t have it good, or 

even that we might be worse off later on. No, the real crisis is that we can’t come with anything 
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better” (p. 21).  Subsequently, he asserts: 

If there’s one place, then, where we can intervene in a way that will pay 
dividends for society down the road, it’s in the classroom. 

Yet that’s barely happening.  All the big debates in education are about 
format.  About delivery.  About didactics.  Education is consistently presented as 
means to adaption – as a lubrication to help guide you more effortlessly through 
life.  On the education conference circuit, an endless parade of trend watchers 
prophesy about the future and essential 21st century skills, the buzzwords being 
“creative,” “adaptable,” and “flexible.”   
 
The focus, invariably, is on competencies, not values.  On didactics, not ideals.  On 
“problem-solving ability,” but not which problems need solving.  Invariably, it all 
revolves around the question: Which knowledge or skills do today’s students need 
to get hired in tomorrow’s job market – the market of 2030? (Bregman, 2016, p. 
148). 
 

As Lovat, (2019a) affirms, it is precisely this competency focused or instrumental kind of pedagogy 

that has done such immense damage to learning potential, especially in the long term.  More 

specifically, Lovat argues, instrumental learning:  

…can offer the kind of short term learning required for immediate tasks and 
satisfying testing requirements but it offers little to lifelong and/or higher learning 
and, furthermore, can work against it. The effects of such are multiple, ranging 
from a narrowing of the kinds of critique necessary to overturn age-old prejudices 
that lead invariably to dysfunctional societies and a fractious world through to a 
surfeit of doctoral candidates in universities who are less equipped than they 
should be in independent learning strategies.  In this sense, instrumentalist 
pedagogies are formulas for retarded learning (p. 10). 

 
As I have argued in this chapter, this instrumental paradigm of education (and by extension our 

conception of humanity and how many view knowledge, reality or truth in general) is built upon 

the foundation and legacy of a narrow view of the Enlightenment science (or scientisim); and 

supported by the twin pillars of techno-rational (or solely cognitive/behaviourist) pedagogical 

practices and neoliberal utilitarian motives.  In a sense, it could be said that if this narrow view of 

science informs much of the contemporary and outmoded techno-rational (or solely cognitive) 
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pedagogy in our colleges and universities, then neoliberal economic policies (that now shape of 

our PSE system) staunchly keep these outmoded pedagogical paradigms in place.  Thus, these 

three ideological structures work together to “retard learning” and to create the hegemonic 

world view and current “prescribed” state of existence.  As O’Sullivan (2002) pointed our earlier, 

“Our present educational institutions which are in line with and feeding into industrialism, 

nationalism, competitive transnationalism, individualism, and patriarchy must be fundamentally 

put into question.  All of these elements together coalesce into a world view that exacerbates 

the crisis we are now facing.  There is no creativity because there is no viewpoint or 

consciousness which sees the need of new directions” (p. 70). 

Thus, if can return to the drunk searching for his keys story mentioned in the introduction 

and abstract of this chapter, I contend that only when we as teachers, students and society 

“sober up” and stop looking for the “keys” where the search seems convenient (at least for 

some), rather than where the ontological, epistemological, axiological and teleological “keys” to 

a better life through education are likely to be hiding, can we muster the collective will to “break 

with” these limiting assumptions about human nature and outmoded practices about the nature 

of learning, knowledge and teaching.  In a sense, it is only this “break with” our older and 

established solely material and closed-secular (or exclusive humanistic) “described story of 

existence” that it might be possible to “breakthrough” and “prescribe” a fuller, integrative and 

meaningful PSE system.  Subsequently, I contend that a new foundation in which we rebuild new 

systems of education must acknowledge that our notion of knowledge and reality are a 

“prescribed” rather than “described” phenomena, in which both new physics (Palmer & Zajonc, 

2010) and metaphysician Mulla Sadra reminded us over 300 years ago, “questions of knowledge 
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could not be asked without question about being, such that epistemology becomes identical 

with ontology” (Rezaee & Mansur, 2009, p. 21).  In light of this “prescriptive” nature, Bregman 

(2016) implicitly poses some interesting and affirming analysis regarding the future of education.  

He contends, rather than asking “which knowledge or skills do today’s students need to get hired 

in tomorrow’s job market?”, we should instead pose or “prescribe” an entirely different 

question, such as:  

which knowledge and skills do we want our children to have in 2030? Then, instead 
of anticipating and adapting, we’d be focusing on steering and creating. Instead of 
wondering what we need to do to make a living in this or that bullshit job, we could 
ponder how we want to make a living. This is a question no trend watcher can 
answer. How could they? They only follow the trends, they don’t make them. That 
part is up to us. To answer this question, we’ll need to examine ourselves and our 
personal ideals. What do we want? More time for friends, for example, or family? 
For volunteer work? Art? Sports? Future education would have to prepare us not 
only for the job market but, more fundamentally, for life. Do we want to rein in the 
financial sector? Then maybe we should give budding economists some instruction 
in philosophy and morals. Do we want more solidarity across race, sex, and 
socioeconomic groups? Start in social studies class. 

If we restructure education around our new ideals, the job market will 
happily tag along. Let’s imagine we were to incorporate more art, history, and 
philosophy into the school curriculum. You can bet there will be a lift in demand for 
artists, historians, and philosophers. It’s like the dream of 2030 that John Maynard 
Keynes had back in 1930. Increased prosperity – and the increased robotization of 
work – would finally enable us to “value ends above means and prefer the good to 
the useful.” The purpose of a shorter workweek is not so we can all sit around doing 
nothing, but so we can spend more time on the things that genuinely matter to us. 

In the end, it’s not the market or technology that decides what has real 
value, but society. If we want this century to be one in which all of us get richer, 
then we’ll need to free ourselves of the dogma that all work is meaningful. And, 
while we’re at it, let’s also get rid of the fallacy that a higher salary is automatically 
a reflection of societal value. Then we might realize that in terms of value creation, 
it just doesn’t pay to be a banker (pp. 148-149). 

 
Here, Bregman aptly summarizes and implicitly affirms much of what I have argued in this 

chapter: that we do not have to settle on the outmoded and status quo reality that is 

“described” to us via the scientistic world view, techno-rational (or solely cognitive/behaviourist) 
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pedagogical practices and neoliberal utilitarian motives.  Instead, as Bregman argues above, we 

have in our capacity the means in which we can “prescribe” an entirely new way of conceiving 

and delivering education in the 21st century.  Thus, I have argued this “prescriptive” and 

promising future might be possible with a “whole person” approach to education via the 3P aims 

of PSE and five pillars of learning.  This new vision and practice of education could fit seamlessly 

within the Taylorian inclusive humanistic ontology and complimented practically by a 

Habermasian theory of knowledge and correspondence through coherence theory of truth that 

remains open to “paradoxes” (as proposed in new physics), “the community of truth and the 

transcendence” (as proposed by Palmer, 2007) and the “many ways, paths and states of mind to 

the universal” (as proposed by Ramadan, 2012). Together, all of these may provide the 

ontological, epistemological and axiological vocation or “theory of existence that views people as 

subjects, not as objects, who are constantly reflecting and acting on the transformation of their 

world so that it can become a more equitable place for all to live” (Cranton and Taylor (2012) 

citing Freire (1984), p. 197). 
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Chapter 3:                                                                                                                                              
Teaching Beyond the Grades: An Integrative Approach to                                                             
Teacher Professional Learning in and for the 21st Century 

 
There is no knowing without knowing the knower – Jurgen Habermas  

Chapter 3 Summary 

In his book titled The Republic, Plato in the chapter he calls the Allegory (or myth) of the Cave and Ascent to the Good, 
tells us (using Socrates as his spokesman) to imagine a group of prisoners who are chained at the bottom of an 
underground cave whose entrance is a long pathway that rises through the ground to the light outside (Nash, 
2013). These prisoners are chained from birth in such a way that they cannot look behind them or to either side, 
they can only see the cave wall in front of them. A little way off, there is a fire burning above and behind the 
prisoners, with a curtain wall that has been built in front of the fire, like a screen at a puppet show between the 
operators and their audience.  Here, the prisoners can only interpret the world intelligible to them through the 
shadows of “reality” cast on the cave wall by the people walking by the entry way or by the people behind the 
curtain wall putting on the puppet show.  In other words, the prisoners have no knowledge of the real world 
and, therefore, the shadows they see reflected on the wall and echo of voices they hear in the cave, have in 
effect become their accepted reality. Here, as Nash (2013) commentating on Plato’s work, writes, “The prisoners 
do not know that there is much more to reality that the shadow world on the back wall of the cave. They know 
nothing about a nonphysical world that is far more real and important than their shadow world. Like the 
prisoners chained in the cave, each human being perceives a physical world that is but a poor imitation of a more 
real world. But every so often, one of the prisoners gets free from the shackles of sense experience, turns 
around, and sees the light!” (p. 94).  
 As I have argued in chapter 1 and 2 of this dissertation, our education system and by extension our 
educators, students and society are currently chained in a cave in which the ‘scientistic’, ‘technical-rational’ and 
‘neoliberal’ ideological shadows of reality cast on the walls of post-secondary education, are being peddled as 
the ‘objective’, ‘natural’, and ‘inevitable’ truths, rather than what they really, merely shadows of truth cast on 
the wall of personal, professional and public perception. However, as Plato tells us, one the prisoners in his 
parable eventually escapes his chains and is able to see the light of truth represented first by the fire in the cave, 
and then the sun in which the prisoner sees once he is outside. Here, Nash tells us:  
 

One purpose of the allegory of the cave is to show that there are different levels of human 
awareness [read education], ascending from sense perception to a rational knowledge of the 
Forms and eventually to the highest knowledge of all, the knowledge of the Good. Only after 
humans, with great effort, leave the objects of sensation in the cave do they see the objects of 
knowledge such as the Forms of Truth, Beauty, and Justice. With persistence, it is possible that 
they will see the Light itself, that is, the Good (p. 95). 

 
Here, Plato argued that this ‘Good’ required a rise (or alignment) of the soul or consciousness into the intellectual 
world, in which all knowledge of the good represented all things beautiful and right ethically, and reason and 
truth intellectually. As Velasquez (2011) commenting on this Plato’s parable tells us, teachers can help inspire 
and facilitate such higher levels of knowledge and learning, by including a philosophical dimension to education, 
in which “a teacher who, as Plato says, “drags him up the steep and rugged ascent from the cave and forces him 
out into the full light of the sun.” The teacher does this by getting the learner to ask himself or herself the hard 
questions that the student is reluctant to ask on his or her own” (p. 7).   

Subsequently, in the spirit of this parable, that so resonates with much of the research used in chapter 
1 and 2 of this dissertation, I sought a practical effort to help educators recognize the manufactured shadows of 
‘reality’ related to knowledge, learning and teaching cast on walls of PSE. Thus, this chapter takes a practical turn 
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in designing and delivering an integrative model of education that begins with the philosophical dimension of 
teacher professional leaning.  More specifically, this chapter and study responds to the following questions: 1) 
How can I design and implement a teaching professional learning program that will help guide college educators 
to adopt an integrative education approach that diverges significantly from their existing 
traditional/instrumental teaching practice? 2) How successful is the program in helping educators change their 
perspective on learning, knowledge and teaching? 3) How do educators experience this program? 4) How can 
this program be improved? 5) What did I learn from this study experience?   

Subsequently, in a response to the first half of question 1, I draw upon a design-based research 
methodology to design (in the first half of this chapter) a model of pedagogy called the Integrative- Knowledge, 
Learning and Teaching (I-KLT) Rubric/Chart. In essence, this rubric was created by drawing upon the insights and 
theories of chapter 1 and 2 and then combining these with a further literature review in this chapter on the 
topics of knowledge, learning and teaching. As Kirshner (2015) tells us, in the context of teacher professional 
learning, most educators are faced with confusing and competing “dysfunctional Balkanization of educational 
thought” in which teachers are forced to locate themselves squarely within a single tradition of pedagogical 
theory (e.g. behaviourist or constructivist or situativists or critical theorist) “– yet most do not – they are faced 
with a discordant array of pedagogical advice” (Kirshner, 2015, p. 2). Thus, he argues, in aggregate, this has 
caused debilitating consequences to the advancement of pedagogy in the postsecondary context. Moreover, as 
Korthagen (2004) points out, while there are some teacher professional learning opportunities in which teachers 
are engaged in philosophical development and critical reflection, “it is not always clear exactly what teachers 
are supposed to reflect on when wishing to become better teachers. What are important contents of 
reflection?” (2004, pg. 78).  As such, one of the major goals of the I-KLT rubric is to provide such content for 
philosophical reflection and to argue that such ‘Balkanization’ of educational thought is unnecessary since many 
of the competing traditions and subsequent pedagogical theories are embedded in values and forms of 
knowledge that can potentially operate and exist (depending on why and when they are needed) in an 
integrative or holarchical (rather isolated or binary) fashion. Thus, the I-KLT model is designed to serve as a kind 
of philosophical and pedagogical ‘map’ and ‘compass’ (and accompanying tools) to free educators from the 
shadows of their traditional and instrumental teaching practices (content focused and teacher centered); and 
to adopt an integrative pedagogical approach (learner focused and society centered).   

Moreover, the second half of this chapter responds to the research questions 2 to 5 highlighted above. 
Here, I draw upon a multi methods intervention and use the I-KLT rubric as a centre piece in order to deliver a 
teacher professional learning workshop over a six-month period with 10 educators at an Ontario college. The 
design and delivery of this workshop was grounded in both integrative and transformative learning theory in 
which learning processes should not merely present the new or desired way of thinking and doing, but should 
involve participants examining, enhancing and altering their ways of being, working and living with others and 
impact society and environment. This section of the chapter draws upon a multi methods approach involving 
workshop documents, participant interviews and self-reported inventory measures completed as part of the 
workshop process. The inventory measures included: Teacher Perspective Inventory (TPI) (Pratt & Associates, 
2005), Zinn Philosophies of Adult Education Inventory (PAEI) (Zinn, 1990); Approaches to Teaching Inventory 
(ATI) (Trigwell & Prosser, 2004). These inventories were analyzed statistically using conventional statistical 
assumptions. In addition to these inventories, participants were asked to complete a pre and post teaching 
philosophy statement, specifically related to learning, knowledge and teaching. Finally, at the end of the 
workshop, participants were invited to take part in a 45 minute semi-structured interview. Thus, I could infer 
from both the qualitative and quantitative results in this study that the workshop accompanied by the I-KLT 
rubric, had indeed, accomplished some transformative change in helping participants shift their view toward a 
more integrative nature and practice of knowledge, learning and teaching. However, the data also revealed that 
while a conceptual shift had clearly taken place among participants, a more widely adopted practical 
implementation would require much more teacher professional learning commitment, deliberate practice and a 
community of practice initiated by participants. Also, change toward a more broadly accept model of integrative 
pedagogy would require institutional transformation supported by college administration and government 
leadership/policy.   
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Introduction & Research Questions 

As I have argued at length in chapters 1 and 2, the scientistic inspired foundation and 

supporting technical-rational and neoliberal paradigmatic pillars in which we have built our 

instrumental notions education systematically deny many educators and by extension students 

and society, a meaningful, conscious and progressive understanding of the integrative and 

prescriptive nature of knowledge, learning and teaching. Here, there is a convergence/consensus 

taking place, whether they spring from the pre-modern wisdom of the past, new theories in 

quantum physics, or systems thinking in management studies, these different sources all support 

and point to a view of existence in which nature (and that includes us) are all part of one 

interconnected or relational system. Thus, I contend that one of the major challenges facing our 

postsecondary systems is to reverse the disconnectedness and atomization of the present world 

(inspired by scientism) and to develop a revolutionary ontological and epistemological vocation 

that is not based on the separateness of knowledge from life and being, but upon the inherent 

holarchy, unity and integration. Here, our contemporary notions of reality and knowing, have 

largely been influenced by this rigid scientistic or ‘empiricist’ view of knowledge, in which only 

the ‘objective’ or ‘sensory’ nature of knowledge (endowed through the natural or hard sciences) 

is granted legitimacy or deemed the ‘criterion of truth’ in scientific and societal affairs. Yet, this 

categorical error (or mistaken conflation between study of natural and social sciences) in our 

contemporary models of knowing and education (established and mostly unchanged since the 

dawn of the 18th century), have been built on a narrow and reductive view of science in which 

knowing and learning is understood in an ‘objective’, ‘behavioural’ or ‘cognitive/analytical’ sense 

(devoid of human intention, values, consciousness, spirituality, emotions, or moral and social 
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responsibility); and where learning and teaching via content and teacher focused curriculum “is 

exclusively viewed as a process of information transfer, mastery, and application” (Palmer & 

Zajonc, 2010, p. 102).   

Subsequently, I have made the case thus far in this dissertation, today’s postsecondary 

education systems in which we have built our instrumental and retarded notions of learning, 

knowledge and teaching are no longer sustainable nor relevant options for the 21st century.  The 

legacy of such outmoded and reductive status quo educational regimes, especially over the last 

four decades, is causing debilitating consequences both to the quality and advancement of our 

education systems but also to the health and wellbeing of our personal, public and planetary 

lives.  As Knapper (2010) affirms, “there increasing empirical evidence from a variety of 

international settings that prevailing teaching practices in higher education do not encourage the 

sort of learning that contemporary society demands, and indeed that most university professors 

claim they would like to see” (p. 230).  According to Christensen Hughes and Mighty, despite the 

extraordinary research advances that have taken place in our understanding of knowledge, 

learning and teaching in postsecondary education (PSE), remarkably in Canadian context, the 

“impact of educational research on faculty-teaching practices and the student learning 

experiences has been negligible” (Christensen Hughes & Mighty, 2010, p. 4).  As several more 

recent studies confirm, many of today’s Canadian colleges and universities have been unable to 

deliver the transformative kinds of learning that allow students to thrive, prepare and succeed 

within and beyond the campus grounds of higher learning (Christensen Hughes & Mighty, 2010; 

Cranton, 2006; Polster and Newson, 2015; Weingarten, Brumwell, Chatoor and Hudak, 2018; 

Grayson, Cote, Chen, Kenedy & Roberts, 2019; Spooner & J. McNinch, 2018). 
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However, this widening gap between what we need and want of postsecondary 

education and what its educators and structures provide comes at a time in which new social, 

political, cultural, economic, technological and environmental realities require more than ever 

that we become creative, critical and collaborative life-long learners who can develop a 

philosophy of ethics and pluralism and fashion entirely new ways of living in the world.  In other 

words, as a society and in particular as educators and institutions of higher learning, we must 

recognize that our current pedagogical paradigm in which knowledge is viewed as the acquisition 

of ‘objective’ cognitive and behavioural ability that distinct and separate from our moral, social, 

emotional and spiritual/philosophical development, not only ill prepares our teachers and 

students but more pompously, “such instrumentality actually undermines student achievement 

and, in turn, the true power of education to transform the life chances of the population it is 

meant to serve” (Lovat, et al., 2011, p. v). Here, as Palmer aptly cautions, a post-secondary 

education that places economic utility as its principal aim and outmoded pedagogical practices, 

such as objectivism (an epistemology rooted in a false conception of science that insists on a wall 

of separation between the knower and known) as its model of pedagogy, not only stifles the very 

nature of deep and meaningful learning but also “creates an ethical gap between the educated 

person and a world that is inevitably impacted by his or her actions, a failure to embrace the fact 

that one is a moral actor with communal responsibilities” (Palmer foreword in Barbezat & Bush, 

2014, p. viii).   Thus, as I have argued our contemporary pedagogical structures are beyond 

reform and incapable of awakening our mental, physical, emotional and spiritual capacities (or 

intelligence).  Ultimately, today’s PSE systems leave us in a state of paralysis against looming 

planetary threats such as climate change.  Here, we remain in a grip of ignorance and unable to 
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pedagogically equip our students and society to seize upon the creative solutions and 

opportunities available to the international community. As such, we are left with outmoded ways 

of knowledge, learning and teaching that are incapable of preparing our graduates nor society to 

deal with a volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous (VUCA) post-truth and technologically 

disruptive/controlling era. 

As I have argued at length thus far, we are living in unprecedented times in which an 

integrative view and practice of education must replace today’s reductive and outmoded PSE 

systems.  As Palmer and Zajonc (2010) aptly tells us: 

We believe that the current generation of educators possess all that is needed to 
take on the great adventure of remaking higher education in the fullness and 
beauty it deserves. To those who might see our suggestions as utopian, we reply 
that every challenge we face as a society – social, environmental, or economic – 
calls for a holistic or “integrative response, one that draws on our most 
comprehensive understanding and ethical sensibility.  Only integrative answers will 
suffice, and only an integrative education will equip our students to meet those 
challenges (Palmer & Zajonc, 2010, p. 153).   
 

Subsequently, Palmer and Zajonc (2010) tells us, “It is imperative that we look at the higher 

education for the twenty-first century not through the lenses of Newton and Descartes but 

Einstein and Bohr, whose science is not of matter and mechanism but of relationship and 

dynamic processes” (p. 11).  Thus, I have proposed that we revolutionize and rebuild our 

postsecondary education systems on a concept and practice of an integrative or holistic 

education, holism connoting a broad and balanced model of education committed to an 

understanding of the full potential of human beings and an approach to learning and teaching 

that “prescribes” the 3P purpose of education: personal transformation (meaningful, conscious, 

experimental, logical, ethical/moral, creative, contemplative, systems thinking, and critical self-

reflective education that awakens, inspires and prepares the whole person (mind, body, heart 
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and spirit); professional transformation (vocation ready and transdisciplinary education that 

awakens, inspires and prepares a lifelong and self-authorizing learner who develops boundary 

crossing values/capacities such as conscious listening, communication, problem solving and 

interdependence); and public transformation (politically aware and socially responsible 

education that awakens, inspires and prepares a citizenry capable of contributing to the 

common good, economic vitality, vibrant and inclusive democracy and a peaceful and 

sustainable planet).  Moreover, I have recommended that this integrative 3P purpose of our PSE 

institutions seems to aptly fit within the holistic and humanistic vision of learning introduced just 

a few decades ago through UNESCO’s conceptualization of “Education for the 21st Century”, in a 

report entitled Learning: The Treasure Within (Delors, 1996).  This report proposes that the 

notion of formal education and life-long learning must consider the formation of the whole 

person (addressing the mind, body, intelligence, aesthetic appreciation and spiritual dimensions) 

in which learning encompasses four important and interconnected pillars: 

1. Learning to know: a broad general knowledge with the opportunity to work in depth on a 
small number of subjects;  
2. Learning to do: to acquire not only occupational skills but also the competence to deal 
with many situations and to work in teams;  
3. Learning to be: to develop one’s personality and to be able to act with growing autonomy, 
judgment and personal responsibility;  
4. Learning to live together: by developing an understanding of other people and an 
appreciation of interdependence (UNESCO, 2015, p. 39).  

 
Here, as I have argued in chapter 1 and 2, we must also consider and add a fifth pillar, in which 

learning also involves impacting/influencing society and our environment.   In other words, 

whether we intend it or not, PSE institutions and educators can either become agents of change 

(of people, societies and our natural environment), or alternatively, keepers of the status quo 

(Cranton, 1994; Lovat & Smith, 2003, Kawsworm et al., 2010; Apple, 2018).   
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As such, I have built a case thus far in this dissertation, that this integrative vision and 

practice of education requires a supporting and complimentary revolutionary ontological, 

epistemological and axiological establishment.  Subsequently, I recommend that a new ontology 

for education could be established through Taylor’s (2007) super nova of secular inclusive 

humanistic thesis. Here, both the secular (reason/material) and sacred (values/immaterial) are 

given equal ontological legitimacy based on their area of focus.  Accordingly, Habermas’s (1972, 

1988) theory of knowledge (technical, practical and critical) could serve as its complimentary and 

practical epistemological support.  Habermas’s theory of knowledge and communicative 

capacity/action not only substantiates a key thesis that I proposed in chapter 2: that knowing 

and being are an inseparable and constructive/prescriptive phenomenon; but his theory also 

allows for a unity or holarchy between the objective and constructive world of epistemology.  In 

a sense, Habermas’s theory of knowing works like a critical self-reflective knowledge-reality-truth 

filter that can help students become as Kegan (1994) would suggest self-authorizing if not self-

transforming beings.  In other words, Habermas’s thesis on knowing encourages people ‘how to 

think and be’ in more integrative and imaginative ways rather than ‘what to think’ (as in the 

controlled, sanitized and closed knowledge alternative).  Hence, Taylor and Habermas’s 

contributions constitutes a combined ontological and epistemological prescriptive template that 

at one hand, impels consonance, peace and progress amongst desperate and conflicting theories 

of reality and knowing; at the other end, has inspired and affirms (as I make a case in this 

chapter) a number of educational theories and practices that fosters a holistic, contemporary 

and comprehensive pedagogy that engages with full dimensions of learning: the cognitive, the 

affective, the social, the somatic, the intuitive, the moral, the  intellectual, and the spiritual 
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(Lovat, 2013a; Palmer and Zajonc, 2010; Marriam & Bierema, 2014; Kawsworm et al., 2010; 

Jarvis & Watts, 2012; Merriam & Grace, 2011; MacKeracher, 2004).  Thus, in combining Taylor’s 

secular inclusive humanism ontology accompanied by Habermas’s theory of knowledge, we may 

get one of the most profound ways in which we can rebuild the ontological/epistemological 

pedagogical foundation of PSE so to inspire students (and by extension society) to create a more 

egalitarian, peaceful and sustainable world. 

In addition to these, I have proposed that the concept of truth (like the notion of reality 

and knowledge) must be a topic adequately explored in the PSE curriculum.  Here, both Taylor’s 

reality thesis and Habermas’ knowledge thesis would suggest that truth (or the Universal) may 

exist, but that we must accept and appreciate that no one theory or construction of human 

perception or consciousness, either from a person, philosophy or tradition (religious, scientific or 

cultural) may claim monopoly over it. Thus, I take the position on a theory of truth that proposes 

correspondence through coherence theory (C&C) of truth (Dunwoody, 2009; Safi,1997). In other 

words, a belief-to-belief relation in the form of rationalism (as proposed by coherence theory) 

that is supported by a belief-to-world relation in the form of empiricism (as proposed by 

correspondence theory). However, despite this position, I argue that we would be wise to accept 

that truth cannot always or solely be grasped on epistemological grounds, consciousness, 

linguistic conventions or conditions of evidence or verifiability (Asghar, 2012).  In other words, 

there is sometimes limits in our quest to find the absolute truth.  Thus, I propose our search for 

truth should also accept a critical, paradoxical and transcendental element.  Here, our search for 

truth in education might be more authentically realized when we accept that truth is a dynamic 

process that requires both confidence yet also humility (Palmer, 2007).  In fact, it could be 
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argued that many of our civilizational breakthroughs and advancements (irrespective of field or 

domain) occurred because people used this humble yet confident approach to truth to challenge 

and transcend the controlled, ‘objective’, dogmatic and absolute view of truth.  Subsequently, I 

recommend a C&C notion of truth should remain open and accepting of ‘paradoxes’ (as 

proposed in new physics); ‘the community of truth and the transcendence’ (as proposed by 

Palmer, 2007); ‘the many ways, paths and states of mind to the universal’ (as proposed by 

Ramadan, 2012), ‘and three ways of knowing’ (as proposed by Habermas, 1972, 1988). Thus, 

together, I have argued these may provide the ontological, epistemological and axiological 

vocation or “theory of existence that views people as subjects, not as objects, who are 

constantly reflecting and acting on the transformation of their world so that it can become a 

more equitable place for all to live” (Taylor & Cranton (2012) citing Freire (1984), p. 197).  

In view of the above, this chapter takes a practical turn and uses a design based research 

methodology and multi-methods approach to ask the following questions that guide the focus of 

this research study:    

1. How can I design and implement a teaching professional learning program that will help guide 
college educators to adopt an integrative education approach that diverges significantly from 
their existing traditional/instrumental teaching practice? 

 
2. How successful is the program in helping educators change their perspective on learning, 
knowledge and teaching? 
 
3. How do educators experience this program?  
 
4. How can this program be improved? 
 
5. What did I learn from this study experience?  
 
In a response to the first half of question one above (regarding design), I draw upon a design 

based research methodology to distill a number of principles from chapters 1 and 2 of this 
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dissertation, accompanied by further literature review on the topics of knowledge, learning and 

teaching (as laid out in the first half of this chapter labelled Part A), to design a heuristic teacher 

professional learning model called the Integrative- Knowledge, Learning and Teaching (I-KLT) 

Rubric (see Figure 11 below).  According to Barab and Squire (2004), “Design-based research is 

not so much an approach as it is a series of approaches, with the intent of producing new 

theories, artefacts, and practices that account for and potentially impact learning and teaching in 

naturalistic setting” (p. 2).  According to Wang and Hannafin (2006) design based research can be 

defined as, “a systematic but flexible methodology aimed to improve educational practices 

through iterative analysis, design, development and implementation based on collaboration 

among researchers and practitioners in real-world settings, and leading to contextually sensitive 

design principles and theories” (p. 6).  Moreover, they suggest that design based research can be 

characterized by five common practices: “pragmatic, grounded, interactive, iterative and 

contextual” (p. 7).  As such, Plomp (2013), argues, “By its nature, design research is relevant for 

educational practice (and therefore also for educational policy) as it aims to develop research-

based solutions for complex problems in educational practice or to develop or validate theories 

about processes of learning and teaching” (p. 17).  Thus, it is in the spirt of design based 

research, in which the design features of the I-KLT model are theoretically justified in the first 

half of this chapter, and then used as both a conceptual and pedagogical ‘map’ and ‘compass’ in 

which I deliver a series of workshops called Teaching Beyond the Grades (TBG) to educators at 

an Ontario college. This primary aim of this workshop was to help participant educators adopt an 

integrative constructivist teaching philosophy and approach that diverged significantly from their 

existing technical-rational (or competency based) pedagogical practice. 
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Figure 11: Integrative Knowledge, Learning and Teaching Rubric 

 

 
 

Subsequently, the second half of this chapter (labelled Part B) responds to the second 

half of research question 1 (regarding implementation), along with a response to research 

questions 2 to 5 of this chapter.  More specifically, I provide an account of a multi methods 

intervention in which I-KLT model above was used as a centre piece to deliver a teacher 

professional learning workshop over a six-month period with 10 educators at an Ontario college. 
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As such, the workshop process was grounded in integrative constructivist learning theory in 

which the learning goals are intended not merely to present the new or desired way of thinking 

and doing, but strives to challenge and encourage participants to examine, enhance and alter 

their way of being, living and working with others and to impact their society and environment.  

Thus, this second half of this study draws upon a multi methods approach involving workshop 

documents, participant interviews and self-reported inventory measures completed before, 

during and after the workshop.  The inventory measures included: Teacher Perspective Inventory 

(TPI) (Pratt & Associates, 2005), Zinn Philosophies of Adult Education Inventory (PAEI) (Zinn, 

1990); Approaches to Teaching Inventory (ATI) (Trigwell & Prosser, 2004). These inventories 

were analyzed statistically using conventional statistical assumptions.  In addition to these 

inventories, participants were asked to complete a pre, during and post document open and 

closed ended questionnaires (such as teaching philosophy statement, specifically related to 

learning, knowledge and teaching).  Finally, following the completion of the last workshop, 

participants were invited to take part in a 45 minute semi-structured interview involving open 

ended questions.  

Pragmatism: The Broader Methodological Approach  

According to Creswell (2007) there are at least four paradigms or world views that 

researchers may position themselves in the contemporary practice of qualitative research 

design: post positivism, constructivism, advocacy/participatory, and pragmatism.  As Creswell 

points out, implicitly or explicitly these will influence the researcher’s assumptions about the 

nature of reality, knowledge and truth, including how they design the research questions and 

interpret the data.  Thus, more broadly, as an educational researcher, I have taken a position 
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that integrates or blends all of these paradigms within my dissertation.  For example, while I 

have argued for a constructivist perspective in education, I have also taken the position that an 

objective reality and truth may exist, but that we must appreciate that no one theory or 

construction of human perception or consciousness, either from a person, philosophy or 

tradition (religious, scientific or cultural) may claim monopoly over it.  Moreover, I share and 

recognized the many inherent values present in all of these paradigms, yet become weary, if 

when we are told that one paradigm is more superior than all others.  Therefore, rather than 

select one paradigmatic domain, I believe it would more prudent to select a lens (and 

accompanying set of values) of research paradigm that would best assist my research inquiry.  

Thus, for this study, I have decided more broadly to place myself in the pragmatic research 

tradition, as it allows me to draw upon (or blend) the benefits of the other three paradigms.   

According to Haack and Lane, (2006) the purpose of the pragmatic philosophical tradition 

or ‘pragmatic maxim’, is not to describe, represent or mirror reality, but rather to seek practical 

consequences.  Moreover, Creswell (2007) writes, while there are many forms of pragmatism, 

researchers “holding this worldview focus on the outcomes of the research – the actions, 

situations, and consequences of inquiry – rather than antecedent conditions (as in 

postpositivism). There is a concern with applications – “what works” – and solutions to problems 

(Patton, 1990)”. I believe adopting such pragmatic research lens for this study and overall 

dissertation becomes especially important, since, “educational research is often divorced from 

the problems and issues of everyday practice – a split that resulted in a credibility gap and 

creates a need for new research approaches that speak directly to problems of practice and that 

lead to the development of ‘usable knowledge’” (Design-Based Research Collective, 2003, p. 5).  
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Thus, Reeves (2000) reflecting on the lack of practical contribution from educational research, 

makes the following recommendation:  

Such a proposal is likely to lead to protests among those who put academic 
freedom above all other concerns such as social responsibility. These critics will 
proclaim that without the right to pursue basic research without any considerations 
of practical value, many of the most important discoveries in fields such as physics, 
chemistry, biology, and medicine would never have been made. I agree, and 
therefore I would not support a Human Benefits Review for research in those fields. 
But education is a fundamentally different type of science, if it is a science at all, 
and educational researchers have never produced discoveries even remotely 
analogous to those in the physical and biological sciences. Educational researchers 
must confront the sterility of their past labors and take radical steps to conduct 
inquiry in more productive ways (p. 10). 

 
Here, Elias and Merriam (2005) affirm the importance of pragmatism further, when they suggest, 

“A major dispute among philosophers concerns the relationship between philosophy and action 

or between theory and practice” (p. 4).  They argue, that some see either see theory 

building/philosophy and action as mutually exclusive and belonging to different realms, some 

view practice more important than theory or view theory more important than practice, while 

others synthesize the two in one view.   However, they assert, “There appears to be an emerging 

consensus among philosophers that both are necessary in the life of men and women” (p. 4).  

They conclude, “Theory without practice leads to an empty idealism, and action without 

philosophical reflection leads to mindless activism” (p. 4). In light of this pragmatic consideration, 

Creswell (2007) offers the following of list of basic characteristics that may be shared by 

pragmatic researchers:   

• Pragmatism is not committed to any one system of philosophy and reality. 
 

• Individual researchers have a freedom of choice. They are “free” to choose the 
methods, techniques, and procedures of research that best meet their needs and 
purposes. 
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• Pragmatists do not see the world as an absolute unity. In a similar way, mixed 
methods researchers look to many approaches to collecting and analyzing data 
rather than subscribing to only one way (e.g., quantitative or qualitative). 
 

• Truth is what works at the time; it is not based in a dualism between reality 
independent of the mind or within the mind. 
 

• Pragmatist researchers look to the “what” and “how” to research based on its 
intended consequences – where they want to go with it. 
 

• Pragmatists agree that research always occurs in social, historical, political, and 
other contexts. 
 

• Pragmatists have believed in an external world independent of the mind as well as 
those lodged in the mind. But they believe (Cherryholmes, 1992) that we need to 
stop asking questions about reality and the laws of nature. "They would simply like 
to change the subject" (Rorty, 1983, p. xiv.) (p. 23). 

 
Thus, I believe pragmatism allows me stay relatively consistent with my views of reality, 

knowledge and truth as described in the introduction of this chapter.  As such, I am employing 

this approach because I believe it would allow me to utilize and blend (in a complex educational 

environment) a number of methodological lenses that most appropriately allows me to 

effectively resolve my research inquiry.  This decision is affirmed by Agger (2007) who writes for 

“every truth, there are many possible methods.  I will go further: multiple methodologies 

enhance the search for truth, allowing us to view the world and ourselves from different angles, 

and with differing depths and dimensions” (p. 16).  Because I cut across the 

qualitative/quantitative methodological approaches (e.g. elements of post-positivism, 

constructionism and critical theory), I have decided (adhering to Agger’s advice noted above) to 

avoid having my research approach confined to labels and, rather, to follow a pragmatic 

philosophical tradition.  This particular epistemology will not only allow for the flexibility needed 

to resolve my research question, but it offers through design based research (discussed in the 
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next section), “systems of inquiry rooted not in claims of truth, but rather in the viability of 

theories to explain phenomena and produce change in the world” (Barab & Squire, 2004, p. 6).  

Here, despite this pragmatic approach taken in this chapter, I would also like to reinforce my 

position that no knowledge stands upon purely ‘objective’ or unchallengeable foundations 

(especially in the social domain).  Instead, knowledge are conjectures that are filtered through 

our conscious and sub-conscious value systems and sense of being. Therefore, any claims that I 

make in this chapter may be based on valid justifications but are by no means error free or 

undisputable; instead, they remain open to modification or correction upon further evidence.  As 

such, my arguments in this chapter and analysis of data are open to the widest possible critical 

examination.  I hope that no one will regard my critical insights and recommendations 

interspersed in this chapter but also the entire dissertation as authoritative and complete.  

Instead, I have arrived at this position regarding knowledge, learning and teaching because I 

cannot concede that an alternative position is as yet viable, either ontologically, 

epistemologically, axiologically or pedagogically.  This work of study that has helped me better 

understand, that the seeker of knowledge should strive to be humbler than dust in mind, words, 

and deeds, and only then, and not until then, will the seeker find a glimpse of truth but also 

justice and peace within himself and then the world.     

Designed Based Research: A Pragmatic Methodological Approach 

While broadly, I positioned myself in the “pragmatic maxim” for this chapter, more 

specifically, this study followed an offshoot of pragmatism called design research or design based 

research (DBR).  According to Barab and Squire (2004) DBR “is not so much an approach as it is a 

series of approaches, with the intent of producing new theories, artifacts, and practices that 
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account for and potentially impact learning and teaching in naturalistic settings” (p. 2).  First 

introduced by Ann Brown in 1992, the purpose of this methodology was to “engage in design 

experiments intended to transform classrooms from academic work factories to learning 

environments that encourage reflective practice among students, teachers, and researchers” 

(Brown, 1992, p. 174).  To further highlight the pragmatic roots and characteristics of DBR, Barab 

and Squire (2004) write: 

Design based research that advances theory but does not demonstrate the value 
of the design in creating in impact on learning in the local context of study has not 
adequately justified the values of the theory.  As such, design based research 
suggests a pragmatic philosophical underpinning, one in which the value of a theory 
lies in its ability to produce change in the world…Such a system of inquiry might 
draw less from traditional positivist science or ethnographic traditions of inquiry, 
and more from pragmatic lines of inquiry where theories are judged not by their 
claims to truth, but by their ability to do work in the world (Dewey, 1938). (p. 6).  

 
This line of pragmatic, reflective and contextualized thinking in educational research becomes 

especially relevant, since Jarvis (2012a) points out that, “learning is a subject worthy of study, 

not merely because by understanding it people can be encouraged to learn more effectively, but 

because it lies at the foundation of all human being”; thus, he asserts, “To study learning is, 

therefore, to study people – not people isolated in laboratories or in artificial situations, like 

classrooms, but people in time, space and society” (p. 3).  Moreover, Plomp (2013) suggest that 

the term DBR is often interchanged with other terms; and therefore: 

is used as a common label for a family of related research designs which may vary 
somewhat in goals and characteristics, examples are – design experiments (e.g. 
Brown, 1992; Cobb, Confrey, diSessa, Lehrere, & Schauble, 2003), design studies 
(Shavelson, Phillips, Towne, & Feuer, 2003; Walker, 2006), design-based research 
(Design-Based Research Collective, 2003), developmental research (Lijnse, 1995; 
van den Akker, 1999) and engineering research (Burkhardt, 2006). In addition to 
these, other members of this ‘family’ are participatory action research (Eilks & 
Ralle, 2002; Marks & Eilks, 2010) and design-based implementation research 
(Penuel, Fishman, Cheng, & Sabelli, 2011) (pp. 12-13). 
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In light of these many various approaches to DBR, Barab and Squire (2004) outline the following 

common characteristics of DBR:  

• design-based research results in the production of theories on learning and 
teaching 

• design based research employs an interventionist approach, where the 
researcher enters a classroom or some other type of learning setting with a 
design 

• takes place in a naturalistic context (classroom as compared to laboratory) 
• and design based research is iterative, meaning that the design will pass 

through successive stages towards greater improvement (p. 3) 
 
In addition to these tenets of DBR, Dasoo (2009) citing Greyling (2007) and Seligman (2008) 

would add that the, “principles of design are crystallised from theory and are then converted to 

curriculum design principles” (p. 17).  Here, as Reeves (2000) argues, methods of design based 

research are not necessarily different from those in other approaches (e.g. theoretical, empirical, 

interpretivist, postmodern and action). However, as he points out, there are major differences 

between the philosophical framework and goals of these different approaches.  For example, he 

writes: 

As illustrated in Figure 3, the influence on practice of traditional empirical 
approaches to educational research is based upon the optimistic assumption that 
practitioners can or will apply the theories derived from empirical investigations. If 
the theories have any merit, the persistence of significant problems in education 
and training suggest that this optimism is misplaced and that practitioners must be 
more directly engaged in the conduct of educational research. A fundamental tenet 
of development research is collaboration among practitioners, researchers, and 
technologists. Another fundamental tenet of development research is the 
dedication to providing direct benefits to all stakeholders within the context of the 
research (p. 10).  

 
Thus, Reeves argues, “the overall goal of research within the empirical tradition is to develop 

long-lasting theories and unambiguous principles that can be handed off to practitioners for 

implementation” (p. 12). Yet, “Development research, on the other hand, requires a pragmatic 
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epistemology that regards learning theory as being collaboratively shaped by researchers and 

practitioners. The overall goal of development research is to solve real problems while at the 

same time constructing design principles that can inform future decisions” (p. 12).  As such, 

Plomp (2013) defines DBR as a research methodology in which researchers aim:  

to design and develop an intervention (such as programs, teaching-learning 
strategies and materials, products and systems) as a solution to a complex 
educational problem as well as to advance our knowledge about the characteristics 
of these interventions and the processes to design and develop them, or 
alternatively to design and develop educational interventions (about for example, 
learning processes, learning environments and the like) with the purpose to 
develop or validate theories (p. 15). 

 
According to Plomp (2013), irrespective of the purpose of DBR, “the research process always 

incorporates systematic educational design processes” (p. 17), that is “cyclical in character: 

analysis, design, evaluation and revision activities are iterated until an appropriate balance 

between ideals (‘the intended’) and realization has been achieved4” (p. 17).  While there are 

many ways in which such a design research process can be delivered and visualized (Plomp, 

2013), I drew upon and adapted Reeves’ (2000; 2006) model to explain below (Figure 12) how I 

incorporated the phases of design based research into this research inquiry.  
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Figure 12: Design Based Research Processes & Phases of the Study 

 
 

(adapted from Reeves, 2000, p. 25) 
 
As indicated earlier, unlike a traditional empirical educational study (hypothesis, experiment to 

test hypothesis, theory refinement (based on test results) and application), a DBR study does not 

follow such a precise and generally straightforward path.  In my study, there was an iterative and 

dynamic process between phase 1 and 4, in which I constantly looked to refine my problems, 

solutions, methods and design principles.  In other words, in my study, the problems, solutions, 

methods and design principles progressed through successive stages, with new issues, meanings 

and windows of clarity arising and leading to adaptations and greater improvement.  Thus, by 

having such a design research framework, I was able to maintain logic and clarity while ultimately 

forming a coherent whole with audit path of why and how my research unfolded over the course 

of this study.  Consequently, this pragmatic methodology has allowed me to both develop and 

validate educational theory that has been collaboratively shape by both the researcher and 
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practitioner; and, it has sought to solve “real problems while at the same time constructing 

design principles that can inform future decisions” (Reeves, 2000, p. 12).   

Section 3.1: Aligning an Integrative Notion of Reality, Knowledge & Truth with the 21st Century 
Notions of Pedagogical Practice 

The Integrative Nature of Reality and Holarchical Approach Knowledge, Learning and Teaching 
 

As I have argued in chapter 2, the legacy of the Enlightenment through the scientistic 

prescribed story of existence or Newtonian machine/Cartesian mind metaphor continues to 

represent much of how we understand human nature and the practice of education.  As Palmer 

and Zajonc (2010) tell us, “It is imperative that we look at the higher education for the twenty-

first century not through the lens of Newton and Decartes but of Einstein and Bohr, whose 

science is not of matter and mechanism but of relationships and dynamic processes” (p. 11).  

Here, I have made a case that the alternative foundation in which to rebuild a new system of 

education must acknowledge that our notion of knowledge, reality and truth are a ‘prescribed’ 

rather than ‘described’ phenomena, in which both new physics (Palmer & Zajonc, 2010) and 

metaphysician Mulla Sadrareminded us over 300 years ago, “questions of knowledge could not 

be asked without questions about being, such that epistemology becomes identical with 

ontology” (Rezaee & Mansur, 2009, p. 21). Here, as I made clear through Dagli (2017) and others 

in chapter 2, our normative ontological positions on matters such as the existence of God, 

human nature or the notion of truth are going to determine not only who and where we accept 

as our source of knowledge but how we confirm or legitimatize that knowledge.  In a sense, our 

notion of being (or sense of reality) work together with our epistemological lens and together 

these two establish the foundation for a specific worldview or general vision that defines how 
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people make sense of truth, values, themselves, relationships, education, politics, law, 

philosophy, science, art, theology and their sense of place in the entire cosmos.  As Palmer 

(2007) affirmed, “Modern physics has debunked the notion that knowing requires, or even 

allows, a separation of the knower from the known.  Physicists cannot study subatomic particles 

without altering them in the act of knowing, so we cannot maintain the objectivist gap between 

the world “out there” and the observe “in here” as posited by premodern science.  Knower and 

known are joined, and any claim about the nature of the known reflects the nature of the 

knower as well” (p. 100).  Moreover, as Senge (1994), pointed out, “nature (and that includes us) 

is not made of parts within wholes.  It’s made of wholes within wholes” (p. 371).  This 

interconnected view of reality was even affirmed by Capra (2000) discussing the new ontology of 

quantum physics: 

Gradually, physicist began to realize that nature, at the atomic level, does not 
appear as a mechanical universe composed of fundamental building blocks, but 
rather as a network of relations, and that, ultimately, there are no parts at all in this 
interconnected web.  Whether we call a part is merely a pattern that has some 
stability and therefore captures our attention (p. 329). 

 
As such, Senge (1994) told us earlier:  
 

…Human endeavors are also systems.  They…are bound by invisible fabrics of 
interrelated actions, which often take years to fully play out their effects on each 
other.  Since we are part of that lacework ourselves, it’s doubly hard to see the 
whole pattern of change.  Instead, we tend to focus on snapshots of isolated parts 
of the system, and wonder why our deepest problems never seen to get solved.  
Systems thinking is a conceptual framework, a body of knowledge and tools that 
has been developed…to make the full patterns clearer, and to help us see how to 
change them effectively (p. 7) 

 
Thus, it is this relational or systems view that serves as the accepted ontology/epistemology/ 

axiology position in which I have both developed and believe the I-KLT rubric/chart can be 

understood and applied in the context of PSE.  In a sense, the I-KLT rubric is designed to both 
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exposes the underlying assumptions between philosophy and pedagogy and it also seeks to bring 

together (in an integrative or holarchical layer by layer fashion as illustrated below in Figure 13) 

the disparate theoretical and practical perspectives on knowledge, learning and teaching.  As 

such, it is hoped that by understanding this integrative and often unconscious relationship 

between our philosophy (or sense being and knowing) and our pedagogical practice, that 

educators might be able to facilitate the most effective and ethical learning experiences for their 

students.  Subsequently, I make the case in the next section that the competing seminal theories 

and accompanying practice that have been constructed or prescribed about pedagogy over the 

intervening years can be understood in a holarichal (integrative) rather hierarchical (binary) 

perspective. 

Figure 13: Integrative or Holarchical View of Existence (Backdrop Image of I-KLT Rubric) 
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Introducing the Notion of Holons and Holarchy  
 

According to Koestler (1970) the mention of hierarchy often conjures a strong emotional 

resistance because people will either pejoratively link this term with a rigid, authoritarian 

structure or it may be wrongly used to refer to simple, linear orders of rank.  As he writes, 

“almost universal applicability of the hierarchical mode may arouse suspicion that is logically 

empty; and this may be a further factor in the resistance against it.  It usually takes the form of 

what one may call the ‘so what’ reaction: ‘all this is old hat, it is self-evident’ – followed by the 

non sequitor “and anyway, where is your evidence?” (p. 195).  However, Koestler asserts, not 

only is the idea of hierarchy pervasive in the biological world, but it is also inescapable and 

deeply misunderstood in the social world.  Thus, he claims, “All complex structures and 

processes of a relatively stable character display hierarchic organization, and this applies 

regardless whether we are considering inanimate systems, living organisms, social organizations, 

or patterns of beheviour” (p. 193).  Moreover, he introduces the concept of autonomous holon 

and how it provides a better understanding in the pervasiveness of what he calls holarchy rather 

than hierarchy.  According Koestler, a holon is defined as, “any stable sub-whole in an 

organismic, cognitive, or social hierarchy which displays rule-governed behaviour and/or 

structural Gestalt constancy” (p. 197).  Moreover, he tells us that holons within an organismic or 

social hierarchy are “Janus-faced entities: facing upward, toward the apex, they function as 

dependent parts of a larger whole; facing downward, as autonomous wholes in their own right” 

(p. 207).  In addition, “holons on successively higher levels of the hierarchy show increasingly 

complex, more flexible and less predictable patterns of activity, while in successive lower levels 

we find increasingly mechanized, stereotyped and predictable patterns” (p. 215).   
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  Thus, I make the case that the nature of holons provides a fascinating parallel to the way 

in which we can better understand and apply the integrative view of both reality, knowledge and 

truth but also knowledge, learning and teaching.  Here, each perspective within a theory of 

knowledge or learning and between theories may be considered a holon in Koestler’s vernacular.  

In other words, each part of the theory (and between theories) may display rule-governed 

behaviour in that there are specific descriptions, methodologies and approaches that define 

each perspective, and that each perspective might be considered whole unto itself.  Put 

otherwise, each part of the theory/practice and whole theory/practice in itself can stand on its 

own, without reference to other subunits or other theories/practices.  In this sense, and as I will 

show later in this chapter, each proposed theory/practice related to knowledge, learning and 

teaching is a holon.  If we look downward on the hierarchy, each subunit serves as encompassing 

whole and could suggest that we have a complete view of pedagogy.  However, if we chose to 

look up, then each separate theory points to and establishes a more holistic or integrative notion 

of pedagogy.  It is important to note that each successively lower (or far left side) theoretical and 

practical notions of pedagogy outlined in IKLT rubric/chart continuum encompasses a more 

controlled and mechanistic, “objective”, predictable patterns and assessment of perception, 

behaviour, outcomes and structure (e.g. outcomes-based or behaviourist orientations of 

pedagogy (Lovat & Smith, 2003).  However, each successively higher (or far right side) theoretical 

and practical ideas of pedagogy illustrated on this IKLT rubric/chart encompasses less control and 

more interpretive, constructive, flexible, less predictable patterns of perception, behaviour, 

assessment and structure (e.g. procedural and critical/constructivist orientations of pedagogy 

(Lovat & Smith, 2003).  Thus, in this IKLT rubric/chart I provide several distinctive theoretical and 
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practical perspectives (moving from material objective to immaterial constructive knowing, 

learning and teaching), but also show how each perspective has the potential to move toward a 

more integrative and transcendent paradigm of pedagogy.  It is important to note that this 

framework is a tool to stimulate understanding, reflection and possible change in philosophy and 

practice, not a heuristic model with a definitive bounded and rigid framework.  As such, there is 

much overlap between and among these holons, and demarcation-lines and colour schemes 

between each of the boxes on this rubric should be seen as porous, overlapping and at times 

even paradoxical.   

Section 3.2: The Many Different Perspectives or Orientations to Adult Knowledge, Learning & 
Teaching Theory (Moving Toward a Holarchical Perspective) 

The Numerous Classifications of Knowledge & Learning: Speaking Different Languages  
 
According to Merriam and Bierema (2014) while for centuries philosophers explored the 

nature of knowledge and learning:  

it was not until the late nineteenth century that learning was investigated 
“scientifically”; that is phychologists in Europe and North America began to 
systematically study learning by conducting laboratory experiments and observing 
behaviour. And perhaps because of the focus on behaviour, learning first became 
defined as a change in behaviour.  But, as many have pointed out, one can learn 
something such as an attitude or an emotion without any accompanying overt 
behaviour change (Hill, 2002).  A more nuanced definition of learning is “a change 
in human dispositions or capacity that persists over a period of time and is not 
simply ascribable to process of growth” (Gagne, 1985, p. 2).  Now learning is 
thought to be both a process, as in “I am learning to use my new iPhone,” or “I am 
learning to cope with diabetes,” and an outcome, as in “I have figured out how to 
use my iPhone.”  Furthermore, learning can emphasize the cognitive as in gaining 
knowledge about something, psychomotor as in learning a new physical skill, or 
affective, having to do with emotions and attitudes (p. 25). 

 
However, despite an immense body of research and accompanying theories proposed in the 

field of adult learning and teaching, there is unfortunately, “little consensus as to which 
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orientations are considered “theories” or how many theories there are.  Further, different 

writers divide and label the knowledge base using different criteria” (Merriam & Bierema, 2014, 

p. 25).  Thus, even if some theories and orientations share similar meaning and values, they 

continue to use different terms and make it difficult if not confusing between the educational 

researchers and the teaching community to close the gap between new research and practice.  

As Kirshner (2016) pointed out earlier, in this diverse menu of learning approaches, educators in 

a given era often vary in their choice of preferred philosophy or epistemology.  As a result, 

“theorists are speaking many different languages as they attempt to articulate foundations for 

pedagogy, and they are robbed of the opportunity to build professional discourse of teaching 

together” (pg. 2).  Thus, as Kirshner put it, we have in today’s educational systems a “Babel 

Effect”, in which these varying philosophies of learning not only manifest into extreme 

confusion, but can also lead to conflict between alternative versions of learning and subsequent 

modes of teaching practice. Here, Kirshner really captured this sense of the noise and confusion 

often experienced by teachers, when he argued: “Whether we are behaviourist or constructivist 

or situativists or critical theorist (to name a few prominent schools) we have coherent and 

convergent conversations about learning and teaching, and perhaps a sense that we are making 

progress.  But in aggregate, this Balkanization of educational thought is dysfunctional.  Unless 

teachers locate themselves squarely within a single tradition of pedagogical theory – and most 

don’t – they are faced with a discordant array of pedagogical advice (pg. 2).  Thus, as Taylor 

(2006) points out, “this arbitrary application of the term learning poses a challenge for the 

practitioner and scholar alike when trying to define learning from a particular perspective.” (p. 

348).  As noted by Kirshner above, there are many patterns or systems in which we can 
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understand adult learning theory.  For example, Merriam and Bierema (2014) assert: 

Gross (1990), echoing Reese and Overton (1970), groups theories in according to 
either a mechanistic or organic worldview.  Gredler (1997) discusses seven 
contemporary “perspectives.”   Even adult educators vary in their classifications of 
learning theory.  Garrison and Archer (2000) discuss three orientations – 
behaviourist, cognitive, and “integrative,” which considers the interaction between 
the environment and the learner.  Illeris (2004b) draws from a number of learning 
theorists under three general “dimensions” of learning – cognitive, psychodynamic, 
and social-societal (p. 26). 

 
Moreover, Cranton (2006) citing Merriam and Brockett (1997) offer the following chronically 

ordered philosophical classification and brief description of adult learning theories including 

liberalism, progressivism, behaviourism, humanism and radicalism: 

The oldest philosophy in Western society is liberal education, where the goal is to 
produce “intelligent, informed, cultured, and moral citizenry” (p. 33).  In the mid 
nineteenth century, progressivism emerged in response to industrialization.  In this 
philosophy, more emphasis is placed on knowledge derived from science and 
rationality, and experience is seen as a source of learning.  The behaviourist of the 
1950s saw learning as a change in behaviour that occurs as people respond to 
stimuli from the environment and are rewarded or punished.  Knowledge is seen 
to be external to the self.  Humanist philosophies came forward in reaction to 
behaviourism, although the roots of this way of thinking are much older.  The 
humanist of the 1960s viewed learning as personal development through 
interpersonal relationships which, in turn, contributes to the common good of 
humanity.  The radical philosophical framework of education came to the fore in 
the late 1960s and early 1970s through the work of Paulo Freire and Ivan Illich.  The 
goal is social change through challenges to the current capitalist and democratic 
systems (pp. 9-10). 

 
In a more comprehensive work of these philosophies noted above, Elias and Merriam (2005) in 

their book entitled Philosophical Foundations of Adult Education, present seven theoretical 

approaches to adult education and offer the historical grounding as well as basic principles for 

each approach.  The general description and key philosophers of these seven orientations are 

provide in the Table 1 below.  They suggest, these seven philosophical approaches, like all other 

thought systems: 
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originate within particular sociocultural context.  Though individual philosophies 
are responsible for developing a philosophical approach to adult education, the 
development of their thought is greatly influenced by the particular problems, 
issues, and challenges that exist in their culture.  To understand adequately a 
philosophy of education then, one must analyze it within in the context in which it 
originated and developed.  This does not mean that the particular theory cannot 
be adapted to other cultural situations with some degree of success. But there are 
problems with these attempts at application to differing cultural contexts (p. 12). 

 
Table 1: Elias & Merriam’s Overview of Philosophies of Adult Education 

Adult Education Philosophy Philosophers who represent this 
viewpoint: 
 

1. Liberal Adult education has its beginnings in  
the philosophical theories of the classical Greek philosophers, 
Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle. This liberal education tradition was 
adopted and adapted in the Christian schools in early, medieval, 
and modern times. It became the predominant educational theory 
in the Western world and is still a strong force in educational 
thought today. The emphasis in this tradition is upon liberal 
learning, organizing knowledge, and the development of the 
intellectual powers of the mind… 
 
An educational program that is inspired by this orientation is the 
Great Books Program (Elias & Merriam, 2005, p. 12). 
 

Mortimer Adler, Robert Hutchins, Jacques 
Maritain, Mark Van Doren, Allan Bloom, 
E.H. Hirsch.   

2. Progressive Adult Education has its beginning in the progressive 
movement in politics, social change, and education. This approach 
to educational philosophy emphasizes such concepts as the 
relationship between education and society, experience-centered, 
vocation, and democratic education… 
 
Various educational practices in adult education are inspired by this 
philosophical orientation: Americanization education, English as a 
Second Language, and the Community School movement. Since the 
beginnings of the adult education movement in this country were 
in the progressive period of history, this movement has been 
greatly influenced by this particular philosophy of education (Elias 
& Merriam, 2005, pp. 12-13). 
 

Leading progressive educators include: 
William James, John Dewey, William 
Kilpatrick.  Philosophers of adult education 
with progressive orientations include: 
Eduard Lindman, Paul Bergevin, Kenneth 
Benne, Robert Blakely  

3. Behaviourist Adult Education has its roots in modern 
philosophical and scientific movements.  Behaviourism in adult 
education emphasizes such concepts as control, behavioural 
modification, learning through reinforcement, and management by 
objectives…The most prominent behaviourist philosophy is that of 
B.F. Skinner.  His ideas have permeated many disciplines and fields 
of study and practice.  
 
Various adult education practices are inspired by this philosophic 
view: programmed learning, behavioural objectives, and 

Early behaviourists include: Edward 
Thorndike, Ivan Pavlov, James Watson. B.F. 
Skinner built upon the ideas of these early 
behaviourists.      
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performance based educational programs. Behaviourist principles 
are also predominant in industrial and corporate training programs 
(Elias & Merriam, 2005, p. 3). 
 
4. Humanistic Adult Education is related in its development to the 
existential philosophy and humanistic psychology. The key concepts 
that are emphasized in this approach are freedom and autonomy, 
trust, active cooperation and participation, and self-directed 
learning…Among adult educators, Malcolm Knowles is prominent in 
espousing this orientation in his needs-meeting and learner-
centered andragogical approach to adult learning… 
 
There are numerous adult education practices connected with this 
philosophical approach: group dynamics, group relations training, 
group processes, self-help groups and self-directed learning (Elias & 
Merriam, 2005, p. 13). 

Philosophical roots are found in such 
writers as Martin Heidegger, Jean Paul 
Sartre, Albert Camus, Gabriel Marcel and 
Martin Buber.  The third force 
psychologists have been equally 
responsible for the development of this 
particular approach to education: 
Abraham Maslow, Carl Rogers, Rollo May, 
Gordon Allport and Erich Fromm.  Adult 
educators Malcolm Knowles, Allen Tough.  
One finds elements of humanistic adult 
education in the worlds of such adult 
educators as Stephen Brookfield, Sherman 
Stanage, Jack Mezirow, and Peter Jarvis. 

5. Radical or Critical Adult Education derives from the various 
radical movements that have emerged in eh past three centuries: 
anarchism, Marxism, socialism, left-wing Freudianism, critical 
theory and radical feminism.  The radicals in education propose 
education as a force for achieving radical social change. Education 
in this view-point is closely connected with social, political, and 
economic understanding of cultures, with the development of 
methods to bring people to awareness of responsible social 
action…An important adult educator of this philosophic position is 
Paulo Freire who has proposed radical conscientization as the true 
function of education among the oppressed. 
 
Educational practices inspired by this philosophy include the 
Freedom Schools in the South during the 1960s, free schools, and 
Freire’s radical approach to adult literacy education. More recently, 
elements of what we are calling radical can be seen in application 
of critical theory, critical pedagogy and feminist pedagogy in the 
field of adult education (Elias & Merriam, 2005, pp. 13-14).  
 

This philosophic orientation was revived 
during the 1960s in the efforts of Jonathan 
Kozol, John Holt, Paul Goodman, Ivan Illich, 
Paulo Freire and Jurgen Habermas.   

6. Analytic Philosophy of Adult Education has made a significant 
contribution to adding intellectual rigour to the philosophy of adult 
education. It originated in such movements as logical positivism, 
scientific positivism, and British analytic philosophy.  This approach 
to philosophy emphasizes the need for clarifying concepts, 
arguments, and policy statements used in adult education…Lawson 
and Peterson are two British philosophers of adult education who 
have pioneered this approach. This approach finds its practical 
application not in any particular educational practice or program, 
but rather in its attempt to establish a sound philosophic basis for 
field of adult education (Elias & Merriam, 2005, p. 14).  
 

Philosophies of adult education in this 
tradition include Israel Scheffler, R.S. 
Peters, and Thomas Green. 

7. Postmodern Adult Education offers a trenchant criticism of the 
entire enterprise of adult education. Postmodern critique, which 
began in the arts, now permeates all academic disciplines, including 

The foremost postmodernist thinkers 
include the French Scholars Michel 
Foucault, Jacques Derrida, Jean Lyotard, 
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education. Based on the writings of well-known Europeans 
philosophers and theorists this philosophy questions such 
fundamental concepts as truth, theory, reality, knowledge and 
power. In questioning the modernist and Enlightenment 
achievement it casts on many accepted truths. A number of adult 
educators, notably Robin Usher, have attempted to utilize its ideas 
to critique education and to provide proposals for living in a 
postmodern society (Elias & Merriam, 2005, p. 14).  

Jean Baudrillard, and the American Stanley 
Fishbin Usher. 

 
More recently, Merriam and Bierema (2014) citing Taylor, Marienaau, and Fidler (2000) adapted 

(see Table 3) a summary of five orientations to learning and teaching as found in order of 

appearance in the psychological and educational literature and also that represent the 

foundational understanding of our current thinking about adult learning theories and practice.    

Table 2: RELATIONSHIPS OF DIMENSIONS OF TEACHING AND ORIENTATION TO LEARNING 

When Your Belief That the Locus of Learning Is     Your Orientation to 
Learning Is Predominantly 

 
Stimuli in external environment       Behaviorist 
Internal cognitive structuring       Cognitivist 
Affective and cognitive needs       Humanist  
Interaction of person, behavior, and environment     Social learning  
Internal construction of reality by individual      Constructivist 
 
When You Identify the Purpose of Education as     Your Orientation to 

Learning Is Predominantly 
 
Producing change in desired direction      Behaviorist 
Develop capacity and skills to learn better      Cognitivist 
Becoming self-actualized, autonomous      Humanist 
Modeling new roles and behavior       Social learning 
Constructing knowledge        Constructivist 
 
When You View Your Role as a Teacher Is to      Your Orientation to 

Learning Is Predominantly 
 
Arrange environment to elicit desired response     Behaviorist 
Structure content of learning activity      Cognitivist 
Facilitate development of the whole person      Humanist 
Model and guide new roles and behavior      Social learning 
Facilitate learners’ negotiation of meaning      Constructivist 
 
When Your View of the Learning Process Is      Your Orientation to 

Learning Is Predominantly 
 

Changes in behavior        Behaviorist 
Internal mental process        Cognitivist 
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A personal act of fulfill potential       Humanist 
Interaction with and observation of others in a social context   Social learning 
Construction of meaning from experience      Constructivist 
 
When Your Efforts with Adults Are  Your Orientation to Learning Is 

Predominantly 
 
Toward meeting behavioral objectives      Behaviorist 
Competency-based        Behaviorist 
Toward skill development and training      Behaviorist 
Toward cognitive development       Cognitivist 
Learning how to learn        Cognitivist 
Correlating with intelligence, learning, and memory with age   Cognitivist 
Framed by andragogy        Humanist 
Toward self-directed learning       Humanist and Constructivist 
Toward socialization and social roles      Cognitivist 
Framed by mentoring        Social Learning 
Orientation to the locus of control      Social learning 
Framed by experiential learning       Constructivist 
Toward perspective transformation      Constructivist 
Toward reflective practice        Constructivist 
 

(Taylor, Marienau, & Fiddler (2000), adapted from Merriam and Caffarella (1999)  
in Merriam & Bierema, 2014, p. 39) 

 
According to Tisdell and Taylor (2002), “One’s educational philosophy is imbedded both in what 

one believes about teaching and learning and what one actually does in their practice” (p. 6).  

Moreover, they assert that, “practitioners in the field actually straddle several orientations each 

emerging to the fore as the teaching context shifts and changes” (p. 10).  This is affirmed by Elias 

and Merriam (2005) in which they argue, “In the practice of adult education I must be 

recognized that persons can be rather flexible in their philosophical approaches.  One’s 

philosophy may be shaped by the context within which one is working.  The nature of the 

organization or institution, the goals of the enterprise, the types of persons involved may 

influence one’s theoretical and practical approaches” (p. 252).  Moreover, in the conclusion of 

their book, they suggest one of the most important questions should be, “what stance should 

the adult educator adopt as his or her personal philosophy of adult education?” (p. 250).  They 

respond by asserting, “The professional adult educator should be constantly examining, 
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evaluating, and perhaps rejecting and modifying what has been received from the past.  A study 

of philosophies of adult education should produce professionals who question their own 

theories, practices, institutions, and assumptions as well as those of others” (p. 251).  Finally, 

they suggest in deciding upon a philosophy of education, that there are three options in which 

an educator may choose:   

Option #1: The first option is to choose one of the philosophies, or to determine 
that one has already espoused, perhaps implicitly, one of the 7 major philosophies 
discussed earlier.  The advantage of this stance is that the educator has a clearly 
articulated approach that possesses a great degree of consistency.  In addition, the 
criticism offered of the various philosophies provide the educator with opportunity 
to critically examine the assumptions underlying his or her chosen philosophical 
position (p. 251). 
 
Option #2: The second option is to choose one particular theory as a framework 
upon which one builds a personal educational philosophy. Within this structure, 
views from other theories can be incorporated that are not inconsistent with the 
basic position.  This approach gives a certain consistency to one’s theory and 
practice, yet does not close off the possibility of influence from other viewpoints 
(p. 252).   
 
Option #3: The third option is choosing an eclectic approach to one’s philosophy of 
adult education.  In this approach, one chooses certain elements and values from 
different theories and operates according to those principles. This alternative has 
the advantage of flexibility and the possible disadvantage of inconsistency.  Yet 
many persons see themselves as truly eclectic, constantly working towards a 
synthesis and integration of views.  This eclectic approach seems to be similar to 
the core values approach advocated by Day and Amstutz (2003).  They propose that 
adult educators commit themselves to values apparent or implied in adult 
education practice. We note, however, that their core values are quite similar to 
those found in the theories treated in this book: cultural custodianship (liberal adult 
education), useful knowledge (progressive adult education), spiritual 
connectedness (religious version of adult liberal education), personal existence 
(humanist adult education), individual growth (humanist adult education), social 
reconstruction (radical or critical adult education), and scientific scholarship 
(behaviourism) (p. 251). 

 
A Values & Integrative/Synthesis Approach Over a Binary Classification Approach 
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Thus, I believe the third option above fits most appropriately with the integrative and 

values approach perspective that I have argued for at length in this dissertation.  As Day and 

Amstutz (2003) argue, the current classification of philosophies in adult education such as those 

provided by Elias and Merriam (2014) above: 

as well as Meriam (1997), and Zinn (1999), may not be as useful and meaningful for 
adult education practice as alternative ways of conceptualizing the connections 
between our beliefs and practices.  A philosophical classification whether it is 
liberal, progressive, behaviourist, humanist, perennialist, essentialist, social 
reconstructivist, etc seems to suggest that adult educators are already reflections 
of particular adult education philosophies.  In an introduction to a special issue of 
Adult learning, Price (2001) reiterated the work of Elias and Merriam (1994) who 
conceptualized the six “enduring” philosophical traditions noted above.  An 
essential problem with identifying oneself as holding a particular philosophical 
orientation is that such a designation may not actually indicate the types of values 
a person holds.  Apps (1985) indicated that a problem of identification with one of 
the traditional philosophical schools of thought is that,  
 They can prevent analysis and original thought. Once one reads through a 
description of these various philosophers, the tendency is to try to fit one’s own 
philosophy into one of these established philosophies. Once one has done so, the 
inclination is to become comfortable with this new found intellectual home and 
stop questioning and challenging and constantly searching for new positions (pp. 
72-73).  
 To say that one is a humanist (which many adult educators have a proclivity 
to do) does not indicate that that person might also hold specific spiritual values or 
that he or she is also values social reconstruction. The central problem with simple 
philosophical identification creates many misunderstandings.  For example, a 
human resource specialist may identify him or herself as a behaviourist but that 
label would not usually convey that the same person might also hold values of 
cultural custodianship.  To discuss values instead of philosophical identification 
more clearly indicates to others a person’s worldview (p. 92). 

 
Moreover, Day and Amstutz (2003) argue, as well as others (Cranton, 2006; Jarvis & Watts, 2012; 

Kasworm, et al., 2010; Merriam & Bierema, 2014) affirm, “The philosophies typically identified in 

adult education are often placed in systems that preclude multiple ways of thinking” (p. 92).  For 

example, some literature classify behaviourist as teacher centered; cognitivist and humanist as 

student-centered; and social learning and constructivist as society centered. In a sense, various 
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philosophical orientations to teaching and learning are placed on a continuum from left focusing 

on subject/content (e.g. perennialism/essentialism/behaviourist/cognitivism) to centre focusing 

on individual and group (e.g. progressivism/humanism) to far right focusing on society 

(existentialism/reconstructionism/constructivist).  Thus, in affirming the integrative or holarchical 

position taken in this chapter, Day and Amstutz assert that, “holding one set of beliefs does not 

eliminate the possibility of holding additional belief-sets.  Thus, one can value reconstructionism 

and at the same time also value perennialism for its emphasis on the development of timeless 

virtues such as justice and temperance” (p. 93).  In In other words, a teacher’s who may be 

focused on content or subject (transmission or behaviourist focused), does not mean they do 

not value the self of the student (developmental or humanist focused) nor does this teacher 

neglect the social or societal conditions in which the student both live and shape (social 

reformer or radical focused).  Rather, as I have argued and the research suggests, these three 

are not only forever tumbling and existing in an integrative relationship with one another but 

these three whether we realize or not, all equally play important roles in the philosophical 

priorities of educators.  Subsequently, they point out three major challenges arise when 

educator dogmatically cling to a binary (or either or) philosophical assumption and recognize one 

single perspective as the only pedagogical way forward.  First, they assert: 

The philosophies typically identified in adult education are also placed in systems 
that commonly acknowledge only two dimensions of interactions, those between 
individuals and society…the point is adult education philosophies tend to only 
recognize potential tensions that exist between the social group and the individual.  
But what about the relationship that exists between individuals, the societies to 
which they belong, and the natural world in which they reside?  It is time this 
dimension also becomes a part of the discussion pertaining to values and adult 
education practice (p. 93). 

 
Furthermore, they claim: 
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Over twenty years ago, Cunningham (1982) indicated that people hold 
contradictory and inconsistent views: “It is not problematic that inconsistencies 
occur when a thoughtfully conceived system of value is put into practice.  What is 
worrisome is that continuing educators develop and operate programs without a 
clearly visualized set of values in which the adult learner and societal well-being are 
central concerns” (p. 85). (emphasis added).  Brookfield (1998) in his discussion of 
moral learning in adults pointed out the “regressions, contradictions, repetition 
and confusion” (p. 5) that adults struggle with to determine moral decisions 
probably based on the values formed from both their positive and negative 
experiences.  These two examples indicate a problem with the ways in which we 
currently conceptualize philosophical orientations.  Both Cunningham and 
Brookfield acknowledge the contradictions one faces when critically assessing a 
value oriented decision (p. 93). 

 
Finally, in their final critique and perhaps one of the main points argued earlier in this chapter, 

Day and Amstutz contend:  

The current descriptions of philosophies also seem to be particularly Western in 
orientation.  Philosophical systems need to reflect the broadening of views that 
many educators in our field have embraced. For instance, if one holds a philosophy 
that values the unity she or he believes exists among all things (a common Native 
American and Eastern value), where is that reflected in our current system? Eastern 
values (admittedly a generalization) often offer multiple viewpoints from which to 
critically asses one’s values.  The Eastern idea that wisdom begins with the inner 
world and then reaches to the outer world of action questions the Western world’s 
most basic commitments to science and rationality. For example, Buddhism 
emphasizes harmony in the universe where one does not attempt to change forces. 
Confucian, Hindu, Shinto, and Taoist thought offer alternative value systems that 
need to be recognized as holding potential for Westerners to move toward a 
holistic philosophical views.  Native American thought varies widely among the 
more than 500 acknowledge tribes. However, they seem to hold in common the 
value that pursuit of knowledge should be subordinate to a respect for natural 
universe. African thought also reflects diversity. Many African cultures hold a 
philosophy that values nonrational thought. Feelings and personal relationships are 
viewed as important components in seeking knowledge and wisdom (Nieto, 1992).  
Communal culture and working cooperatively with others rather than 
independently are values that underlie many African philosophies.  These desirable 
characteristics need to be reflected in our value systems (p. 93). 

 
In light of such limitations of the binary classification orientation, Day and Amstutz provide the 

following alternative core values orientation (see Table 3) in which the “values recognize varying 
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interactions between individuals, the societies in which they reside and the natural environment 

that may nourish physical, moral, and spiritual growth” (p. 94).  They suggest, “These values can 

morph into prominence, can decrease with new understanding or lay dormant until an issue 

arises that promotes reconsideration of one’s values” (p. 94). 

 

 

Table 3: Day and Amstutz’s (2003) Core Values in Adult Education 

Core Values Examples of Adult Educators 
who Seem to Possess This 
Perspective:  

Cultural custodianship this orientation conjures up ideas within a culture that 
maintains significance from generation to generation and from epoch to 
epoch, e.g. ideas about excellence the good life and life’s purpose. There are 
specific ideas in a culture’s history and literature that articulate appropriate 
traits for that culture. Adult educators with a cultural custodianship 
perspective typically stress ideas in the classroom. These educators treat 
reverently the “higher” achievements of their culture (in art, history, literature 
philosophy, religion, etc.) and conclude that embedded in these cultural 
expressions are eternal truths. Such educators likely encourage their students 
to develop their minds through challenging reading and discussion. They may 
employ Socratic dialogue to foster disciplined thinking (Day & Amstutz, 2003, 
p. 94).  
 

 
Mortimer Adler, Margaret Fuller 
Ossoli, and Everett Dean Martin. 

Useful knowledge.  This orientation stems in part from colonial times and 
stresses practical material. it suggests there are certain skills and knowledge 
individuals should master to be successful in life. Those who share these 
values may believe that teachers should be experts in their content area and 
know how to teach it. Educators with a useful knowledge orientation 
commonly stress practical material believe is useful in life. Generally, these 
educators value concrete knowledge and skills more than abstract ideas. They 
tend to utilize direct instruction as a primary teaching method, allow time for 
students to apply what they’ve learned and frequently evaluate student 
progress. These educators likely encourage their students to master course 
content. They frequently lecture, demonstrate, and check for understanding 
(Day & Amstutz, 2003, p. 94).  
 

 
Benjamin Franklin, Justin 
Morrill, and Booker T. 
Washington. 

Spiritual connectedness. This orientation is significantly different than the 
previous two. Rather than an emphasis on culture (past  or present ideas or 
practical material) this orientation stresses the world humans did not create. 
It stresses both the natural and spiritual world and the unity of all things. It 
suggests there is an attitude and awareness individuals adopt to understand 
and feel their place in the world. In this view, teachers should explore spiritual 
(not necessarily religious) things with their students. Educators with a spiritual 

 
John Muir, Chief Joseph, and 
Sitting Bull. 
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connectedness perspective commonly stress the unity they feel exists among 
all things. Though they may recognize the material and cultural context of 
contemporary life they also acknowledge the spiritual dimension of life. They 
tend to emphasize connections amongst all things and design lessons that 
encourage time spend in communion with both the natural and spiritual 
world: watching, listening, feeling, contemplating, and being. Such educators 
likely spend lots of time outside their classrooms (Day & Amstutz, 2003, p. 
94). 
 
Personal existence. This orientation stresses the individual, often viewed in 
opposition to the norms, values, and expectations of society. This orientation 
stresses responsibility for choices made as acts of free will, views intuition and 
emotion as useful vehicles for understanding and accepts uncertainty in life. 
Those who share these values may believe that teachers should provide lots 
of choices for student in order to minimize conformity. Educators with a 
personal existence perspective commonly provide numerous options for 
student in both planning and attaining course objectives; individualized 
learning contracts may be very popular. These educators feel especially 
uncomfortable with direct instruction, manipulating student behavior, and 
utilizing any form of standardized testing (Day & Amstutz, 2003, p. 95).  
 

 
Jean-Jacques Rousseau, 
Elizabeth Cady Stanton, and 
Malcolm Knowles. 

Individual/Group growth. This orientation views change as natural and 
progress as both inevitable and desirable, a continuing evolution of society 
fueled by now problems and situations. Key to this perspective is the belief 
that the basic building block of learning is the previous experience of students 
and that education is a social endeavor. People valuing this perspective may 
believe that teachers should develop lessons that expose students to new and 
novel situations/problems. Educators with an individual/group growth 
perspective, commonly stress the evolutionary and social nature of learning. 
They generally develop lessons that expose students to new and novel 
situations/problem, begin lessons by tapping in to the previous experience of 
their students, and utilize various forms of group learning activities. They may 
also treat truth as organic (i.e., constantly evolving) and apply scientific 
methods to problem solving (Day & Amstutz, 2003, p. 95). 
 

 
Susan B. Anthony, John Dewey, 
Eduard Lindeman, and James 
Adams. 

Social reconstruction. Rather than satisfaction with the status quo, this 
orientation is often critical of behaviors adopted by the social group. These 
individuals tend to seek forms of transformation by attacking their society 
power structures and its various vested interest groups. Those who share 
these values may believe that teachers should primarily nurture and support 
skepticism and critical awareness. Educators with a social reconstruction 
perspective commonly seek transformation in how students view their world. 
They examine with their students (via critical discussions) the societal 
underpinnings that may support and nature attitudes and behaviours, such as 
those that perpetuate injustice and inequalities. They tend to also engage 
students in forms of political action to change these practices (Day & Amstutz, 
2003, p. 95)..  
 

 
Martin Luther King, Jr., Paulo 
Freire, and Myles Horton. 

Scientific scholarship. This orientation is rooted in the belief that positive 
knowledge (based on natural phenomena as verified by empirical sciences) is 
more useful mode of knowledge then either theology or metaphysics. Those 
who share this value believe that life would be viewed through a scientific lens 

 
Herbert Spencer, Edward L. 
Thorndike, B.F. Skinner, and 
Robert Gagne.      
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and that teachers should adopt a scientific approach to instruction. Educators 
with a scientific scholarship perspective commonly stress are more likely to 
achieve specific outcomes. They also tend begin instruction with clear 
expectations (instructional objectives). Today, computer-aided instruction is 
often used to guide learning and provide instant feedback (Day & Amstutz, 
2003, p. 95).  
 

 
Consequently, Day and Amstutz assert: 
 

How educators apply these values to their daily practice is not always evident.  
However, the same can be said of philosophic orientation.  It may not be that the 
identification of core values takes place of philosophy; rather, the naming of the 
values on which practice is based provides a broader perspective to be identified, 
demonstrated and applied.  It is often suggested that an examination of values 
provides two opportunities for educators: one is the opportunity to explore how 
consistent our teaching methods are with the values we have adopted; the other 
is the opportunity to measure our level of satisfaction with those values. It can also 
be argued that such examination is one of the most meaningful activities in which 
adult educators [and I would add, their students] can engage (p. 96).  

 
Thus, it is in this core values centric and critical self-reflective perspective/approach that 

educators are encouraged when learning about the I-KLT rubric/chart.  In a way, this most aligns 

with the integrative or hoarchical position about learning, knowledge and teaching argued in this 

chapter.   

Section 3.3: A Literature Review of Classical & Contemporary Theories of Learning (In Search of 
an Integrative Theory of Learning) 

According to Cranton (2012), “A theory is simply an explanation of the relationship 

among facts or observations with the goal of predicting future events” (p. 6).  Moreover, she 

asserts, “Theories are developed in two ways. Someone may have an idea or a “hunch” as to 

how things are related, then collect information to prove or disprove that hunch.  Or, someone 

may collect data and from these data develop an explanation. Most theories are developed 

slowly and carefully over many years” (p. 6).  Thus, Cranton claims, “In the area of teaching and 
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learning we cannot apply methods taken from the sciences.  Learning cannot be measured using 

a caliper; counting the number of times a specific behavior happens cannot explain teaching”.  

Thus, using a Habermasian framework of technical and practical knowledge, Cranton (2012) 

asserts: 

Knowledge about teaching and learning is not technical or predictable as is 
knowledge about mathematics or science.  Rather, it is based on people’s 
perception of what happens, how people communicate with each other and on our 
understanding of social expectations and norms.  The teacher who inspires me may 
leave you cold.  The teacher who works well with a small groups of tradespeople 
may be at a loss giving an academic lecture. There are no absolute or objective 
truth to be discovered. 
 
As long as we accept their limitations and continue to question their validity in our 
context, theories can provide us with ways of summarizing, explaining, interpreting, 
and understanding the multifaceted nature of our practice. A theory can offer us 
guidelines, suggestions, or new ideas for our work with learners…Although theories 
of teaching and learning cannot provide us with clear predictions, they remain 
important for educators who are interested in developing their practice (p. 6-7).     

 
Thus, as pointed out earlier in this chapter and Cranton (2012) affirms, early learning theories of 

the 20th century “were taken from behaviourist and cognitive psychology and from humanist 

psychology (Carl Roger, for example)” (p. 13).  Here, as Jarvis (2012b) tells us, at this time, “two 

major approaches to learning were prevalent – behaviourism and cognitive development; both 

are very weak theories, since behaviourism can be characterised as the ‘mindless body’, while 

cognitivism can be seen as the ‘the bodiless mind’” (p. 135).  In their book entitled, Learning in 

Adulthood, Merriam, Caffarella and Baumgartner (2007) ask, “Do adults learn differently than 

children do?  What distinguishes adult learning and adult education from other areas of 

education? What particular characteristic about the learning transaction with adults can be 

identified to maximize their learning?” (p. 83).  Subsequently, they respond by asserting:   
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Prior to the 1970s, adult educator relied primarily on psychological understanding 
of learning in general to inform their practice…With the publication of Houle’s The 
Design of Education (1972), Kid’s How Adults Learn (1973), and Knowles’s The Adult 
Learner: A Neglected Species (1973) and the Modern Practice of Education (1970), 
attention turned to research and theory building efforts in adult learning. Attempts 
to codify differences between adults and children as a set of principles, a model, or 
even a theory of adult learning have been, and continue to be, pursued by adult 
educators. However, just as there is no single theory that explains all human 
learning, there is no single theory of adult learning.  Instead, we have a number of 
frameworks, or models, each of which contributes to our understanding of adults 
as learners (p. 83). 

 
Thus, in their comprehensive overview of adult learning theories, Merriam et al.  (2007) list 

Knowles’s andragogy, self-directed learning, transformative learning and experiential learning as 

classic approaches; and newer approaches include: embodied, spiritual and narrative learning; 

non-Western perspectives; and critical theory, postmodern and feminist perspectives.  It is well 

beyond the scope of this chapter to cover all of these theories in depth.  Instead, I provide a brief 

synthesis of a number of significant theories that have impacted our past and those that are 

paving our way toward the future.  I hope this section contextualizes and act as a useful 

backdrop for when I introduce and justify the I-KLT rubric/chart.   

Importantly, there are at least three important points to be kept in mind upon reading 

this section.  First, as Merriam (2008) tells us, “Whether it be from non-Western epistemological 

systems or from our own Western perspective, it appears that adult learning research and 

theory building are expanding to include more than just an individual, cognitive understanding of 

learning.  The mind, body, spirit, emotions, and society are not themselves simply sites of 

learning; learning occurs in their intersections with each other” (p. 97).  Second, as Cranton 

(2012) observes, “It is difficult to separate theories of instruction form theories of learning.  

There is no instruction without learning, or at least without the learners. There may, however, be 
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learning without teaching. The separation I make here is open to critical questioning” (p. 7).  

And, finally, as Merriam et al, (2007) assert (and I have argued at length in this chapter), the 

theory that is used consciously or unconsciously in practice and “to a large extent, the learning 

that goes on in adulthood can be understood through an examination of the social context in 

which it occurs. How is learning in adulthood shaped by the society in which it takes place? How 

does the sociocultural context determine what is learned and by whom?” (p. 7).  Thus, in light of 

these three points, the theories of learning that I discuss below not only include and transcend 

the Western notions of learning but also emphasize the intention, process, context and outcome 

for learning, usually with clear implications for students, teachers and society.  Thus, as build a 

case in this chapter, if we are to transcend our reductive and outmoded paradigms of higher 

education and move passed the confusing and competing “dysfunctional Balkanization of 

educational thought”, then we must work toward an integration of theoretical perspectives 

rather than to continue with further fragmentation.   

Andragogy  
 

According to Cranton (2006) Malcolm Knowles’s text The Modern Practice of Adult 

Education: from andragogy to pedagogy published in 1980, “still forms the foundation of much 

of what we do in adult education today” (p. 4).  In 1968 Knowles proposed andragogy as “a new 

label and a new technology” of adult learning to distinguish it from pedagogy or pre-adult 

learning (p. 351).  According to Knowles (1980) the concept of andragogy can be defined as “the 

art and science of helping adults learn,” while pedagogy could be understood as the art and 

science of helping children learn (p. 43).  Andragogy is based on the following assumptions about 

the adult learning.   
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1. As a person matures, his or her self-concept moves from that of a dependent 
personality toward one of a self-directing human being.  
2. An adult accumulates a growing reservoir of experience, which is a rich 
resource for learning.  
3. The readiness of an adult to learn is closely related to the developmental task 
of his or her social role. 
4. There is a change in time perspective as people mature – moving from future 
application of knowledge to immediacy of application. Thus, an adult is more 
problem centered than subject centered in learning (Knowles, 1980, pp. 44-45). 
 

In his later publications, Knowles introduced a fifth and sixth assumptions:  
 
5. Adults are mostly driven by internal motivation, rather than external 
motivations (Knowles & Associates, 1984) 
6. Adults need to know the purpose or reason for learning something (Knowles, 
1984). 

 
Thus, Knowles believed these assumptions as foundational to designing learning opportunities 

for adults.  In light of these assumptions, Knowles proposed numerous implications for the 

design, implementation and evaluation of activities with adults.  Thus, as Merriam and Bierema 

(2014) point out, “While a pedagogical model emphasizes content – content determined, 

organized, delivered, and evaluated by the teacher – an andragogical model emphasizes process. 

In this model, the facilitator sets a climate for learning that physically and psychologically 

respects adult learners and then involves the learners in the planning, delivery and evaluation of 

their own learning (Knowles, 1984) (p. 47).  However, as Merriam et al. (2007) observe while 

andragogy has become a rallying point for those trying to define the field of adult education as 

different from other areas, “it has also stimulated controversy, philosophical debate, and critical 

analysis matched only, perhaps, by the recent discussions on transformative learning” (p. 85).  

A Brief Critique of Andragogy: Moving from Andragogy to Humanagogy 
 

As Jarvis (2012b) points out, when Knowles first wrote the Modern Practice of Adult 

Education, he sub-titled it andragogy versus pedagogy; however, as a result of the critical and 
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philosophical debates that followed, Knowles changed the sub-title in the second edition 

published in 1980 to from pedagogy to andragogy.  Here, as Jarvis tells us, in the early debate 

after the 1970 edition of Knowles: 

Houle (1972: 221-23) gently disagreed with Knowles’s claim in the original sub-title 
by suggesting that education is a single process, but the debate really did not take 
off until later in the decade.  McKenzie (1977) sought to provide Knowles’s rather 
pragmatic formulation with a sounder philosophical base by arguing that children 
and adult are existentially different. Eias (1979) disagreed and responded to this by 
claiming that this is not necessarily significant since, men and women are 
existentially different, but no one has yet suggested that men and women should 
be taught differently, to which McKenzie (1979) replied that, while they might be 
existentially different, their readiness to learn was not related to their gender. At 
the same time Knudson (1979) suggested that humanagogy would be a better 
term, because it merely suggested that we are teaching human beings whether 
their age or gender and, while this idea did not really receive much attention, it was 
perhaps much more valid. However, by 1980 Knowles re-entered the debate with 
his revised edition of the original book – with a new sub-title, from pedagogy to 
andragogy (p. 134).   

 
Soon after the revised and new sub-titled edition, Hartree (1984) observed that assumptions 

underlying andragogy are shaky and that it was unclear whether Knowles’s andragogy presented 

a theory of learning or a theory of teaching, how adult learning was different from child learning, 

and whether it was a theory at all or simply a set of injunctions or principles for good practice. As 

Hartree points out, Knowles’s assumptions, “can be read as descriptions of the adult learner…or 

as prescriptive statements about what the adult learner should be like” (p. 205).  Thus, Hartree 

claims, while: 

many adult educators might accept that the principles of adult teaching and 
conditions of learning which he evolves have much to offer, and are in a sense 
descriptive of what is already recognized as good practice by those in the field, 
conceptually Knowles has not presented a good case for the validity of such 
practice…Although he appears to approach his model of teaching from the point of 
view of a theory of adult learning, he does not establish a unified theory of learning 
in a systematic way (pp. 206-207). 
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In 1986, Brookfield’s book, Understanding and Facilitating Adult Learning, further questioned the 

underlying assumptions of andragogy, especially three of the assumptions that he argued are 

problematic when drawing conclusions for practice. The first assumption about self-direction 

raises the questions whether or not adults actually are or can be self-directed. In other words, is 

self-direction more a desired outcome than a given or empirically demonstrated condition.  And, 

the third and fourth assumptions relating to learning to particular social roles and focusing on 

immediate application, “can lead to a techno-logical interpretation of learning that his highly 

reductionist” (p. 99).  In essence, the underlying tenets of this view of learning, “could lead 

practitioners to equate the sum total of adult learning with instrumental learning; that is, 

learning how to perform at an improved level of competence in some predefined skill domain. 

This behaviouristically inclined, competency based view of learning can lead practitioners to 

neglect the complexity and multifaceted nature of learning” (p. 99).  Finally, while Brookfield 

acknowledges assumption two on experience to be well grounded, even this assumption has 

been deeply challenged.  For example, Merriam et al. (2007) assert: 

The fact that adults have lived longer than children and thus have quantity of 
experience greater than children does not necessarily translate into quality 
experience that can become a resource for learning; indeed, certain life 
experiences can function as barriers to learning (Merriam, Mott, & Lee, 1996). 
Further, children in certain situations may have a range of experiences qualitatively 
richer than some adults (Hanson, 1996) (p. 86).   

 
Here, as Jarvis (2012b) also observes, the more we have learned about human learning, the 

more we realize that it is not a question of comparing education of adults with that of children, 

but recognize that, “as human beings, we all learn in similar ways but have different experiences 

at different levels and we learn from these” (p. 142).  Thus, he writes:  
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Children learn more frequently from primary experience since they do not know 
the meaning of the experience that they have. Having learned the meaning, often 
through trial and error but also from having been taught by others, and practiced 
their answer on many occasions and found it be the social group in which they are 
members, they can internalise it and take it for granted. They then do not 
concentrate on the sensations, but on the meaning of the sensation for future 
learning and, in this sense, their future cognitive learning depends upon their 
experience – in precisely the way that Knowles recognized. However, it is not age 
that determines their level of experience, but the learning from their previous 
experience, so that younger children are able to deal with cognitive learning when 
they have internalized the meaning as a result of many previous experiences.  
 By contrast, adults who experience a new taste, sound, smell, etc. – who 
have a new sensation – do not know its social meaning either and so they have to 
learn the meaning attached to their primary experience before they can take their 
primary experience for granted and move on to learning from meaning or 
secondary experiences. Obviously, the more experienced we are, the more 
frequently we learn through secondary experience, although there are times when 
even experienced adults still have to learn from primary experience.  In addition, 
we are now well aware that in experiential learning we try to help adults, usually in 
workplace simulations or work place student experiences, learn from the primary 
experiences that we have provided. 
 Meanings are only attached to sensations by cultures and societies – so to 
learn a meaning of a sensation, whether it is a word or a feeling, may be only to 
learn what is socially acceptable and conformist. It is the ability to recreate 
disjuncture and question the socially accepted meaning through reflection and 
criticality that empowers individuals to develop their individuality. 
 Consequently, we can see that teaching people by providing them with 
primary experience demands a different technique to teaching them through 
secondary experience. Knowles was right thus far.  He was also right about focusing 
teaching upon previous learning, but age and experience cannot be equated, and 
so, while he moved in the right direction in the later book, he could not break away 
from the adult-child dichotomy (pp. 141-142). 

 
As Merriam et al. (2007) point out: 
 

Knowles’s later position, as reflected in the 1980 subtitle, is that pedagogy-
andragogy represents a continuum ranging from teacher-directed to student-
directed learning and that both approaches are appropriate with children and 
adults, depending on the situation. For example, an adult who knows little or 
nothing about a topic will be more dependent on the teacher for direction; at the 
other extreme, children who are naturally curious and who are “very self-directing 
in their learning outside of school…could be more self-directing in school” 
(Knowles, 1984, p. 13).  Andragogy now appears to be situation-specific and not 
unique to adults (p. 87). 
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Yet, despite these warranted challenges and numerous critiques of Knowles’s andragogy, it 

“continues to be a major theory/model/approach to understanding and planning instruction for 

adult learners” (Merriam & Bierema, 2014).  As Cranton (2012) observes, while adult researchers 

no longer cite the concept of andragogy expect in historical descriptions of the field “it seems we 

are still shaped by Knowles’s work” (p. 13).  In particular Cranton cites Smith (2010) who has 

been referenced on numerous occasions in this chapter: 

Smith (2010) for example, provides an overview of contemporary theories in the 
facilitation and design of adult learning.  She describes a current shift from teacher-
centered to learner-centred instruction (as Knowles advocated 30 years ago). Smith 
believes that this shift has failed due to “an incongruence between espoused 
theories and theories-in-use” and “the separation of the mind, body, and spirit in 
learning (pp. 147-148). In other words, we do not do what we say we are doing, 
and we do not consider the whole person in planning instruction. 
 Also, in line with earlier theorists, Smith sees adult educators as promoting 
contextualized learning; that is, learning that is culturally, professionally, and 
personally relevant, and she notes that approaches to adult education have long 
had the goal of empowering and liberating learners (p. 13).    

 
Self-Directed Learning Theory 
 

According to Cranton (2006), “The concept of self-directed learning has permeated adult 

education theory and practice to such an extent that it is almost equated with adult education” 

(p. 3).  Alan Tough (1967) provided the first comprehensive model of self-directed learning (SDL), 

initially calling it “self-teaching”.  For example, Merriam and Bierema (2014) citing both Tough 

and more recently Livingstone,  write, “90% of the 66 adults in his [Tough’s 1971] study were 

engaged in at least one learning project and that 70% of all learning projects were planned by 

the learners themselves.  Subsequent studies have confirmed that upwards of 90% of adults are 

engaged in some sort of informal learning project (Livingstone, 1999; 2002)” (p. 62).  As pointed 

out above, one of Knowles’s (1984) six major assumptions of adult learning involved the belief 
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that we become increasingly self-directed as we mature in age, and that self-directed learning 

(SDL) is a hallmark of adult learning.  However, as Cranton (2006) points out:  

Unfortunately, the definitions of self-directed learning are varied and confusing. It 
was Knowles (1975, 1980) who started this when he suggested that all adults have 
a preference for being self-directed. The word “preference” was overlooked, and 
educators assumed learners were self-directed. Knowles saw self-directed learning 
as a process by which people made the instructional design decisions – identifying 
their needs, setting their goals, choosing how to learn, gathering materials, finding 
resources, and judging their progress. Knowles felt this was a distinguishing 
characteristic of adult learning. It was by no means intended to be an independent 
or isolating way of learning (p. 3).   

 
As Merriam and Bierema (2014) assert, “At the heart of SDL is that notion that the learner takes 

control of his or her own learning that is, the learner decides what and how to learn. SDL does 

not necessarily mean you are sitting in a room all alone…The key is that the learner takes 

responsibility, that is, self-directs what and how something is learned” (p. 63).  As Cranton (2006) 

tells us, “Over the years, self-directed learning came to mean a characteristic of a person (similar 

to autonomy), a method of teaching, a developmental goal, and several other variations of the 

themes” (p. 3).  Thus, because the term “self-directed learning” came to mean different things to 

different people, in 1991, Candy in a comprehensive review of literature developed a helpful 

framework. Candy’s (1991) framework and its four interrelated dimensions is synthesized by 

Cranton (2012) in the following list: 

• Personal Autonomy, the disposition toward thinking and acting independently in 
all situations and the inclination to exert control over one’s learning endeavours. 

 
• Self-Management, the willingness and capacity to conduct one’s own education. 

 
• Learner Control, the means by which instruction is organized in formal settings so 

as to allow students to make decisions about their learning. 
 

• Autodidaxy, the individual, non-institutional pursuit of learning opportunities in 
the natural societal setting (p. 14). 
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More recently, Merriam et al. (2007) tells us that depending on the underlying philosophical 

position of the writer, there are three main goals of self-directed learning, “(1) to enhance the 

ability of adult learners to be self-directed in their learning, (2) to foster transformative learning 

as central to self-directed learning, and (3) to promote emancipatory learning and social action 

as integral part of self-directed learning” (p. 107).  Moreover, they observe that SDL as a process 

of learning, “in which people take the primary initiative for planning, carrying out, and evaluating 

their own learning experiences” has three types of models:  

Linear Models: such as Knowles (1975, 1980) model moving through a series of 6 
steps - identifying their needs, setting their goals, choosing how to learn, gathering 
materials, finding resources, and judging their progress. 
 
Interactive Models: such as Garrison’s (1997) Model in which self-direction is 
multidimensional - interactive grounded in a collaborative constructivist 
perspective: integrates self-management (contextual control), self-monitoring 
(cognitive responsibility) and motivational (entering and task) dimensions. 
 
Instructional Models: such as Grow’s (1991, 1994) Model in which he proposed four 
stages that a learner can travel in becoming a self-directed learner: dependent 
learner, interested learner, involved learner, and self-directed learner (Merriam et 
al, 2007).   

 
Transformative Learning Theory 
 

According to Cranton (2012), “Over the past three decades, transformative learning 

theory has become a powerful way of understanding how adults change their beliefs, values, and 

perspectives” (p. 15).  As Taylor and Laros (2014) observe, while andragogy has experienced 

continual challenge due to controversial and inconclusive and contradictory evidence, 

Transformative Learning (TL) theory, “on the other hand is experiencing ever-increasing interest, 

both within the academy and among practitioners” (p. 135).  They suggest, TL theory “has 

overshadowed andragogy among scholars’ work, moving from the margins to the center of the 
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study of adult learning both in the field of adult education and beyond other disciplines (e.g., 

Howie & Bagnall, 2013)” (p. 135).  In fact, Taylor (2008) goes as far as suggesting TL has 

“replaced andragogy as the dominant educational philosophy of adult education, offering 

teaching practices grounded in empirical research and supported by sound theoretical 

assumptions” (p. 12).  As Taylor and Cranton (2012) propose, “transformative learning theory 

has brought a new and exciting indemnity to the field of adult education” (p. 16).  According to 

Merriam and Bierema (2014): 

As a testimony to its central place in adult learning theory, there are hundreds of 
articles and chapters and dozens of books, the most recent being the 600-page The 
Handbook of Transformative Learning (2012), a journal devoted to this type of 
learning (Journal of Transformative Education), and biannual international 
conferences on transformative learning. In just one setting, that of higher 
education for example, Kasworm and Bowles (2012) report reviewing 250 
published reports on research grounded in the theoretical framework of 
transformative learning (p. 83).  

  
According to Merriam and Bierema, given the vast array of definitions, frameworks and theories 

of TL, there several organizational schemes that have been proposed in summarizing this ever-

growing material: 

We could proceed historically which is loosely what Gunnlaugson (2008) does 
with his division of the literature into “first” and “second wave” theories. The 
first wave centers on Mezirow’s groundbreaking work and includes Mezirow’s 
own refinements as well as research building on, and critiquing his theory. The 
second wave includes those who depart from Mezirow’s rationalistic 
perspective and expand transformative learning to include holistic, 
extrarational, and integrative perspectives. Dirkx (1998) proposed four lenses 
for understanding transformative learning— emancipatory, cognitive, 
developmental, and spiritual-integrative, and Taylor (2008) suggested that 
Mezirow’s psychocritical approach could be augmented by neurobiological, 
cultural-spiritual, race-centric and planetary conceptions (p. 83). 

 
A more recent organizing scheme is offered by Cranton’s (2013) three-part framework consisting 

of the cognitive perspective, beyond rational perspective, and social change perspective.  She 
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argues that, “If the theory of transformative learning is to continue to develop and inform adult 

education practice in a meaningful way, scholars need to work toward an integration of 

theoretical perspectives rather than to continue with further fragmentation” (p. 273).   

Jack Mezirow & The Origins of Transformative Learning Theory: The Cognitive Perspective  
 

Transformative or transformational (terms used interchangeably in the literature) 

theory was conceived at the same time andragogy took root in North America. In the 

mid-seventies, Jack Mezirow’s interest in transformative experiences was stimulated by 

the experiences of his wife upon returning to school.  Using this epiphany, Mezirow 

(1978) went on to conduct a national study of re-entry college women and found that the 

experiences led them to question and revise their personal beliefs and values in a fairly 

consistent and linear patterns of transformative change that included the following 

phases of meaning:    

1. A disorienting dilemma  
2. Self-examination  
3. A critical assessment of assumptions  
4. Recognition of a connection between one’s discontent and the process of 

transformation  
5. Exploration of options for new roles, relationships, and action  
6. Planning a course of action 
7. Acquiring knowledge and skills for implementing one’s plan 
8. Provisional trying of new roles 
9. Building competence and self-confidence in new roles and relationships 
10. A reintegration into one’s life on the basis of conditions dictated by one’s new 

perspective (Mezirow, 2009, p. 19) 
 
In 1991, Mezirow introduced a comprehensive theory of transformative learning in his book 

entitled Transformative Dimensions of Adult Learning.  In this book and subsequent works 

(2003), Mezirow drew upon Habermas’s (1971) three kinds of human cognitive interests and the 

resulting three kinds of knowledge (instrumental or technical, practical or communicative and 
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emancipatory or critical).  Here, as Habermas suggests, transformative learning (the acquisition 

of emancipatory knowing) takes place when people critically reflect on instrumental and 

communicative knowledge.   Thus, Mezirow (2003) used this framework of knowledge and 

combined it with critical theory and cognitive psychology to produce a working definition that 

has essentially remained the same:   

Transformative learning is learning that transforms problematic frames of 
reference – sets of fixed assumptions and expectations (habits of mind, meaning 
perspectives, mindsets) – to make them more inclusive, discriminating, open, 
reflective, and emotionally able to change. Such frames of reference are better 
than others because they are more likely to generate beliefs and opinions that will 
prove more true or justified to guide action (2003, pp. 58–59). 

 
For example, when we encounter an experience or perspective that is so dramatically 

incompatible with our beliefs and values that it causes us to stop and examine how we think 

about that experience or perspective.  In a sense, that encounter has the potential to call our 

beliefs and values into question and lead to a deep shift in the way we ontologically see 

ourselves and the world.  According to Mezirow (2009) frames of reference: 

are the structures of culture and language through which we construe meaning by 
attributing coherence and significance to our experience. They selectively shape 
and delimit our perception, cognition and feelings by predisposing our intentions, 
beliefs, expectations and purposes. These preconceptions set our ‘line of action’. 
Once set or programmed, we automatically move from one specific mental or 
behavioural activity to another, and we have a strong tendency to reject ideas that 
fail to fit our pre- conceptions. 
 
A frame of reference encompasses cognitive, conative and affective components, 
may operate within or outside awareness and is composed of two dimensions: a 
habit of mind and resulting points of view. Habits of mind are broad, abstract, 
orienting, habitual ways of thinking, feeling and acting, influenced by assumptions 
that constitute a set of codes. These codes or canon may be cultural, social, 
linguistic, educational, economic, political, psychological, religious, aesthetic and 
others. Habits of mind become articulated in a specific point of view – the 
constellation of belief, memory, value judgement, attitude and feeling that shapes 
a particular interpretation. Points of view are more accessible to awareness, to 
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feedback from others. An example of a habit of mind is ethnocentrism, the 
predisposition to regard others outside one’s own group as inferior, untrustworthy 
or otherwise less acceptable. A resulting point of view is the complex of negative 
feelings, beliefs, judgements and attitudes we may have regarding specific 
individuals or groups with characteristics different than our own. Having a positive 
experience with one of these groups may change an ethnocentric point of view but 
not necessarily one’s ethnocentric habit of mind regarding other groups (pp. 92-
93).  

 
Here, as Mezirow (2009) claims, transformative learning may also occur in both instrumental 

learning (usually involving task-oriented learning) and communicative learning (usually involving 

what someone means when they communicate), but that it usually involves critical self-

reflection.  Mezirow identifies seven types of meaning perspectives or habits of mind that are 

related to knowledge and how we acquired knowledge: 

1. sociolinguistic – involving cultural canon, social norms, customs, ideologies, paradigms, 
linguistic frames, language games, political orientations and secondary socialization 
(thinking like a teacher, doctor, policeman or an administrator), occupational or 
organizational cultures’ habits of mind; 

2. moral-ethical – involving conscience, moral norms and values; 
3. learning styles – sensory preferences, focus on wholes or parts or on the concrete or 

abstract, working alone or together; 
4. religious – commitment to doctrine, spiritual or transcendental world views; 
5. psychological – theories, schema, scripts, self-concept, personality traits or types, 

repressed parental prohibitions, emotional response patterns, dispositions; 
6. health – ways of interpreting health problems, rehabilitation, near-death experience; 
7. aesthetic – values, taste, attitude, standards, judgements about beauty and the insight 

and authenticity of aesthetic expressions, such as the sublime, the ugly, the tragic, the 
humorous, the drab (p. 93). 

 
According to Mezirow these habits of mind are deeply embedded through a metacognitive 

epistemology of evidential (instrumental) and dialogical (communicative) reasoning.  In other 

words, these habits of mind are consciously and unconsciously constructed within us; not easily 

accessible, often unexamined and can create constraints that prevent people from learning or 
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critically questioning their perspectives.  Mezirow (2009) describes the transformative learning 

process as follows: 

• reflecting critically on the source, nature and consequences of relevant assumptions – 
our own and those of others; 

• in instrumental learning, determining that something is true (is as it is purported to be) 
by using empirical research methods; 

• in communicative learning, arriving at more justified beliefs by participating freely and 
fully in an informed continuing discourse; 

• taking action on our transformed perspective – we make a decision and live what we 
have come to believe until we encounter new evidence, argument or a perspective 
that renders this orientation problematic and requires reassessment; 

• acquiring a disposition – to become more critically reflective of our own assumptions and 
those of others, to seek validation of our transformative insights through more freely 
and fully participating in discourse and to follow through on our decision to act upon a 
transformed insight (p. 94).  

 
Importantly, Mezirow points out (2009) that, “Transformation may be epochal – sudden major 

reorientations in habit of mind, often associated with significant life crises – or cumulative, a 

progressive sequence of insights resulting in changes in point of view and leading to a 

transformation of habit of mind. Most transformative learning takes place outside of awareness; 

intuition substitutes for critical reflection of assumptions” (p. 94).  Here, Cranton (2013) offers a 

useful summary of the pragmatic ways in which reflection may be used to help educators 

support students’ ability and inclination to engage in transformative learning: 

In the recent literature on transformative learning theory, the central concepts 
include: consciousness-raising in order to make habits of mind conscious, discourse 
or dialogue with others, critical reflection and critical self-reflection in relation to 
assumptions and values, support from others, and action on changed perspectives. 
In contexts where there is a facilitator or educator, consciousness-raising may 
involve strategies such as role playing, journal writing, critical questioning, 
experiential activities, and arts-based activities. Consciousness-raising also occurs 
in self-help groups, online chat groups, blogs, retreats, book club discussions, or in 
any context where people exchange views related to their perspectives and habits 
of mind. Mezirow (2003, p. 59) defines discourse as dialogue involving the 
assessment of beliefs, feelings, and values. Discourse is more formalized than 
conversation or simple dialogue. The ideal conditions of discourse include: having 
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accurate and complete information, being free from coercion, being able to weigh 
evidence and assess arguments, being open to alternatives, being able to reflect 
critically, having equal opportunity to participate, and being able to accept 
informed consensus as valid (Mezirow, 1991, p. 78). Critical reflection and critical 
self-reflection involve an examination of the content, process, and premise of a 
problem or experience. This can be in relation to the outside world (critical 
reflection) or in relation to one’s self (critical self-reflection). Content reflection 
means asking “What is happening here? What is going on?” Process reflection is an 
examination of the strategies that are being used to address an issue: “How did this 
come to be? How did I get to this place?” Premise reflection focuses on the premise 
underlying the issue: “Why is this important to me in the first place? Why do I care 
about this?” It is premise reflection that has the greatest potential to lead to 
transformative learning, and premise reflection usually follows content 
and process reflection (pp. 269-270). 

 
Finally, as Merriam and Bierema (2014) point out: 
 

In light of a growing body of research on his theory, Mezirow has acknowledged 
that emotions, intuition, context, and relationships play a role in the 
transformational learning process, although still secondary to the critical cognitive 
aspects (Baumgartner, 2012). He also clarified his view on the relationship of 
perspective transformation to social action. Action itself, the final component of 
the process, can be in terms of “immediate action, delayed action or reasoned 
reaffirmation of an existing pattern of action” (Mezirow, 2000, p. 24). Social action 
is not the goal of transformative learning; rather, personal transformation “leads 
to alliances with others of like mind” which can lead to social action (1992, p. 252). 

 
Transformative Learning: Beyond Rational Perspective 
 

As discussed in the previous section, Mezirow’s theory of transformative learning is, at its 

core a rational, critical, cognitive process that requires thinking, reflection, questioning, and 

examining of one’s assumptions and beliefs” (Merriam & Bierema, 2014, p. 86).  However, as 

Gunnlaugson (2008) pointed out above, the literature on transformative learning can be 

separated into “first wave” and “second wave” theories.  The first wave encompasses those 

works that build on, critique, or depart from Mezirow’s seminal work, and the second wave are 

those authors who attempt to bring together and expand transformative learning to include an 

integrative, extrarational and holistic perspectives.  More recently, this second wave could 
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include the unconscious, emotions, relationships, culture, spirit, aesthetics, and ecology at the 

center of the process (Merriam & Bierema, 2014).   

 If as pointed out above, Mezirow overtly focuses on the rational process of 

Transformative Learning, then it could be said that Dirkx (2012a) views transformative learning 

as emotional “soul work”.  He draws upon Jungian psychology and the work of Boyd and Myers 

(1988) who see transformation as centred in the emotional and inner unconscious world of the 

human psyche.  According to Dirkx (2012a), the process of transformation takes place by 

accessing the unconscious world and incorporating it into our conscious being or our ego.  This is 

done by attending to our emotions, since: 

It is the ego that comes to represent or mirror conscious content of the psyche. For 
us to become conscious or aware of unconscious content in our lives, it must be 
represented in some manner in the ego. Insights or epiphanies are examples of the 
ego making conscious connections with psychic content that was previously 
unconscious. Such experiences are usually associated with a surge of psychic 
energy or emotions, such as surprise, enthusiasm, excitement, or…anger (p. 118). 

 
As Dirkx (2001) tells us, emotions such as joy, boredom, anger, intimidation, pleasure or 

excitement are always present, whether in conventional learning environments or online 

contexts. Thus, attending to rather than ignoring these emotions (or what he calls “messengers 

of the soul”) can support our learning toward powerful if not potentially transformative ways.  As 

Dirkx puts it, “I argue that personally significant and meaningful learning is fundamentally 

grounded in and derived from the adult’s emotional, imaginative connection with the self and 

with the boarder social world” (p. 64).  He calls this process of learning “soul work or the 

“imaginal method”.  According to Dirkx (2001), the imaginal method allows us to “recognize, 

name and come to a deeper understanding of the images revealed through our deep, often 

emotional experiences of text” (Hillman, 1975) (p. 69).  Thus, he asserts: 
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Our soul work—our learning—is to recognize, elaborate, and differentiate them as 
a means of developing a deeper understanding of our experience in the context of 
adult learning. The purpose of the imaginal method or soul work is not to analyze 
and dissect these emotions and feelings but to imaginatively elaborate their 
meaning in our lives. In contrast to Mezirow’s (1991) notion of transformative 
learning, in which we are encouraged to ask “how” or “why” questions about these 
feelings and emotions, we might simply ask “what”: What do these emotions feel 
like, remind me of? What other times have I felt this way, experienced these 
emotions? What was going on then? Who was involved in that incident? As we 
elaborate these feelings and emotions, the nature of the image behind them may 
begin to emerge. As we recognize, name, and work with these images, we move 
toward a deeper, more conscious connection with these aspects of ourselves. We 
befriend that person or persons within our psyche. We transform ordinary 
existence into the “stuff of soul” (Moore, 1992, p. 205), establishing through 
imagination a meaningful connection between the text and our life experiences. 
These emotionally charged images provide access to the psyche, an invitation to 
the journey of the soul and to coming to know oneself as a more fully 
individuated being. As they take shape within consciousness, they can deepen 
our understanding of their meaning. We are allowed to glimpse the nature of 
soul through the work of the imagination (Hillman, 1989) (pp. 69-70). 

 
Here, it is important to point out that Dirkx (2012a) suggests “soul work” is not meant to replace 

the more analytic, reflective, and rational processes that have been associated with 

transformative learning. Rather, it is intended to provide a more holistic and integrated way of 

framing the meaning-making that occurs in contemporary context for adult learning” (p. 127). 

 In another expansive strand of transformative learning (and aligned with the ontological 

basis or vision of this chapter), O’Sullivan (1999) proposes moving toward a planetary and 

ecological model in which we move from an individualistic, dysfunctional political, market-driven 

and technical Western world view to view that “recognizes the interconnectedness among 

universe, planet, natural environment, human community, and personal world.  Most significant 

is recognizing the individual not just from a social-political dimension but also from an ecological 

and planetary one” (Taylor, 2008, p. 9-10).  As O’Sullivan (2012) asserts, his definition of 

transformative learning, as follows, is: 
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Transformative learning involves experiencing a deep, structural shift in the basic 
premise of thought, feelings, and actions. It is a shift of consciousness that 
dramatically alters our way of being in the world. Such a shift involves our 
understanding of ourselves and our self-locations; our relationships with other 
humans and with the natural world; our understanding of relations of power in 
interlocking structures of class, race, and gender; our body awareness, our visions 
of alternative approaches to living; and our sense of possibilities for social justice 
and peace and personal joy (O’Sullivan, Morrell, & O’Connor, 2002, p. 11) (p. 164). 

 
According to O’Sullivan, if there is to be a next century in a human earth context, then a deep 

transformation must trigger a vast revolution or “Great Turning” in which humans pivot “from a 

period of human devastation of the earth to a period in which humans will be present to the 

planet in a mutually beneficial manner” (p. 165).  Here, this “Great Turning” requires three main 

dimensions – 1) Holding actions in defense of life on earth; 2) An analysis of structural causes 

and creation of alternative institutions; 3) A shift in perception of reality, both cognitively and 

spiritually.  As O’Sullivan, tells us, it is this last dimension, that has “at its foundation a spiritual 

revolution, awakening perceptions and values that are both very new and very ancient, linking 

back to rivers of ancestral wisdom (Macy & Brown, 1998)” (p. 165).  Thus, in O’Sullivan’s 

proposal of transformative learning, education systems encourage an imperative to survive, 

critique (education for critical understanding) and create (education for integral creativity).  He 

asserts, an education for survival mode is a “learning process that requires the ability to deal 

with denial, despair, and grief” (p. 167). An education for critique seeks to understand and see 

the universe as a whole, makes us more conscious and ensure a critical examination of 

hierarchical power.  And finally, an education for integral creativity inspires a planetary 

consciousness, integral development for quality of life and welcomes the contributions of 

education and the sacred.   
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As O’Sullivan (2012) observes, “We are one species living on a planet called Earth, and all 

living and vital energies come out of this organic cosmological context” (p. 169).  The “deep” 

transformation he is calling for requires an ontological and epistemological shift that views the 

world holistically as argued in this chapter.  As O’Sullivan aptly summarizes:  

Complexity theory reminds us that our mechanistic belief structures are ill 
conceived. We cannot control everything, and we must now engage in more 
emergent, integrative thinking to envision change. Complexity theory encourages 
a “learning while moving” kind of education that teaches a response to 
contingency. Creativity is the basis of such education, and it must be restored in 
contemporary education. We need to reengage whole areas of creativity to honor 
holism and to honor ourselves as whole persons in relation to a cosmos and a 
biosphere. We must learn to attend to our surroundings as whole persons in the 
web of life. We must also begin to think and to talk in terms of webs and circles 
rather than hierarchies. We must build a participatory consciousness and set up 
our institutions to encourage this kind of consciousness, so that we actually 
participate with one another and cross boundaries to negotiate and to develop a 
consensus that helps people feel like parts of a learning process that enhances the 
quality of their lives. So it is a web—the web of life—making connections not only 
to the human world but also to the natural world. We must begin to look at, 
appreciate, and learn from cultures that have honored the natural processes as a 
matter of course (p. 173-174). 

 
Here, in addition to seeking the much needed wisdom of women and indigenous people within 

our societies and education, he also stresses the significant and relevant place of the ‘sacred’:   

It is possible that if you spoke to someone at the beginning of the past century, he 
or she might have said that religion would no longer be around by the mid-
twentieth century and that with increased secularization, there would no longer be 
a need for God, religion, or spirituality. But that did not happen. Atheism no longer 
has the same kind of currency, even in universities. Different manifestations of 
religion are on the rise across the world. This rise in religious participation seems 
to be a two-edged sword. Although there are many positive features of renewed 
interest in religion, one must recognize a downside. As the world is becoming more 
religious, is it also becoming a lot more dangerous as a result of religious 
intolerance? On another level, secular modernity masks the fact that we are 
material spirits, spirits of matter. Our spirituality is a mystery. The type of 
spirituality that will become important is marked by what Brian Swimme and 
Thomas Berry (1992) outline as differentiation, subjectivity, and communion. There 
are diverse expressions of what it means to be a human spirit, and we should be 
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interested in and appreciative of these, while still being ourselves. Our spirituality 
should open us to differences and to the “inscape,” the inner mysteries of life. As 
Swimme and Berry remind us, “The universe is a communion of subjects, not a 
collection of objects” (1992, p. 243). The Universe Story and a deep sense of 
interiority and an appreciation of difference invite us to a wider, more inclusive 
community (Swimme & Berry, 1992) (p. 175). 

 
Thus, O’Sullivan is very clear that, with a holistic and transformative education less concerned 

with “trying to find fixed facts” and more concerned with modes of survival and sustainability, 

resistance and critique, and creativity and vision, it might be possible to find a way in which we 

can “learn to live well – ecologically, peacefully and justly” (p. 176). 

Transformative Learning: Social Change Perspective 
 

A social change perspective or what Taylor (2008) calls a social-emancipatory perspective 

has long been a goal of adult education (c.f. English, 2005; Lauzon 2007).  As Cranton (2013) 

points out a social change perspective played a role: 

from the founding of the Antigonish movement in Canada in the late 1920s and the 
founding of the Highland Folk School in the United States in 1932. Selman (1989) 
takes this back much further to the Corresponding Societies in Britain in the late 
1700s which were interested in political change and the Adult Schools which were 
dedicated to promoting literacy. Adult educators interested in social reform were 
seen by many as agitators (promoting literacy empowered people in a time when 
empowerment of the “masses” was seen as a threat). More than 100 years later, 
the Antigonish movement was seen, by some, as communist-inspired (Selman), and 
in the context of the time, this was a strongly negative statement (p. 271). 

 
In fact, Cranton and Taylor (2012) argue that there is still a tension in adult education between 

humanism (psychological) and critical theory (non-psychological) which views transformative 

learning as a socially constructed phenomena that “is contextualized in the history, culture, and 

social fabric of the society in which he/she lives…at the intersection of the personal biography 

and social structure (Cunningham, 1998, p. 160)” (p. 197).   Moreover, they suggest: 
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This view reflects a shift in the unit of analysis from the individual to the individual 
within the context of society, more specifically about transforming society in 
concert with individual change. Similar to a sociological perspective of 
constructivism, it is concerned with how public knowledge is created, as well as 
emphasizing the importance of fostering an awareness, a consciousness of the 
dominant culture and its relationship to power and positionality in defining what is 
and is not knowledge in society (p. 197). 

 
Among the most influential and foundational theorist of this view is educator and philosopher 

Paulo Freire whose work in Brazil with oppressed and illiterate farmers held that social 

transformation was the goal of teaching adults.  In his 1972 book entitled Pedagogy of the 

Oppressed, Freire argued that much of our system of education and notion of learning are based 

on a “banking model” in which students are viewed as “containers” or “receptacles” to be filled 

by teachers.  This perspective, he believed did nothing but simply reinforce the notion that the 

teacher has the power (the knowledge) and does little to empower the student.  In chapter 2 of 

Pedagogy of the Oppressed, he writes:  

It is not surprising that the banking concept of education regards men as adaptable, 
manageable beings. The more students work at storing the deposits entrusted to 
them, the less they develop the critical consciousness which would result from their 
intervention in the world as transformers of that world. The more completely they 
accept the passive role imposed on them, the more they tend simply to adapt to 
the world as it is and to the fragmented view of reality deposited in them preserve 
a profitable situation. Thus they react almost instinctively against any experiment 
in education which stimulates the critical faculties and is not content with a partial 
view of reality but always seeks out the ties which link one point to another and 
one problem to another. 
 
Indeed, the interests of the oppressors lie in “changing the consciousness of the 
oppressed, not the situation which oppresses them”(de Beayvuiym, 1963, p. 34) 
for the more the oppressed can be led to adapt to that situation, the more easily 
they can be dominated. To achieve this end, the oppressors use the banking 
concept of education in conjunction with a paternalistic social action apparatus, 
within which the oppressed receive the euphemistic title of “welfare recipients.” 
They are treated as individual cases, as marginal persons who deviate from the 
general configuration of a “good, organized, and just” society. The oppressed are 
regarded as the pathology of the healthy society, which must therefore adjust 
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these “incompetent and lazy” folk to its own patterns by changing their mentality. 
These marginals need to be “integrated,” “incorporated” into the healthy society 
that they have “forsaken.” 
 
The capability of banking education to minimize or annul the students’ creative 
power and to stimulate their credulity serves the interests of the oppressors, who 
care neither to have the world revealed nor to see it transformed. The oppressors 
use their “humanitarianism” to preserve a profitable situation. Thus they react 
almost instinctively against any experiment in education which stimulates the 
critical faculties and is not content with a partial view of reality but always seeks 
out the ties which link one point to another and one problem to another. 
 
Indeed, the interests of the oppressors lie in “changing the consciousness of the 
oppressed, not the situation which oppresses them”; (de Beauvoir, 1963, p. 34) for 
the more the oppressed can be led to adapt to that situation, the more easily they 
can be dominated. To achieve this end, the oppressors use the banking concept of 
education in conjunction with a paternalistic social action apparatus, within which 
the oppressed receive the euphemistic title of “welfare recipients.” They are 
treated as individual cases, as marginal persons who deviate from the general 
configuration of a “good, organized, and just” society. The oppressed are regarded 
as the pathology of the healthy society, which must therefore adjust these 
“incompetent and lazy” folk to its own patterns by changing their mentality. These 
marginals need to be “integrated,” “incorporated” into the healthy society that 
they have “forsaken.” 
 
The truth is, however, that the oppressed are not “marginals,” are not people living 
“outside” society. They have always been “inside” — inside the structure which 
made them “beings for others.” The solution is not to “integrate” them into the 
structure of oppression, but to transform that structure so that they can become 
“beings for themselves.” Such transformation, of course, would undermine the 
oppressors’ purposes; hence their utilization of the banking concept of education 
to avoid the threat of student conscientizacao. 
 
The banking approach to adult education, for example, will never propose to 
students that they critically consider reality. It will deal instead with such vital 
questions as whether Roger gave green grass to the goat, and insist upon the 
importance of learning that on the contrary, Roger gave green grass to the rabbit. 
The “humanism” of the banking approach masks the effort to turn women and men 
into automatons — the very negation of their ontological vocation to be more fully 
human (Freire, 2012, p. 22-23, bold italics added). 

 
In his later work, Pedagogy of Hope, Freire (1984) explored the same themes, but with additional 

insights that came from his decades of experience as an educator.  Here, he argued, educational 
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practices, whether authoritarian or democratic, are always directive and political, never neutral.  

Thus, to avoid manipulation the teacher must understand and become part of the learner’s 

culture and always respect opposing positions so not to interfere with the learner’s own capacity 

to learn and become free/empowered.  As Cranton and Taylor (2012) tell us, the ultimate goal of 

Freire’s work was to develop: 

…“ontological vocation” (p. 12), a theory of existence that views people as subjects, 
not objects, who are constantly reflecting and acting on the transformation of their 
world so that it can become a more equitable place for all to live. Social 
transformation is seen as the unveiling of demythologizing of reality by the 
oppressed through the awaking of their critical consciousness – conscientization, 
where they learn to become aware of political, social and economic contradictions 
and to take action against conditions that are oppressive. This awakening of an 
individual’s critical consciousness is the consequence of the transformative 
experience (Cranton & Taylor, 2012, p. 197).  

 
Thus, in addition to ideology critique there is a liberating dialogical approach to teaching that 

“consists in acts of cognition, not transferals of information” (Freire, 2012, p. 27).  He calls this 

teaching practice problem-posing education since it breaks with the vertical characteristic of 

banking education, and:  

Through dialogue, the teacher-of-the-students and the students-of- the-teacher 
cease to exist and a new term emerges: teacher-student with students-teachers. 
The teacher is no longer merely the-one-who-teaches, but one who is himself 
taught in dialogue with the students, who in turn while being taught also teach. 
They become jointly responsible for a process in which all grow. In this process, 
arguments based on “authority” are no longer valid; in order to function, authority 
must be on the side of freedom, not against it. Here, no one teaches another, nor 
is anyone self-taught. People teach each other, mediated by the world, by the 
cognizable objects which in banking education are “owned” by the teacher. 

The banking concept (with its tendency to dichotomize everything) 
distinguishes two stages in the action of the educator. During the first he cognizes 
a cognizable object while he prepares his lessons in his study or his laboratory; 
during the second, he expounds to his students about that object. The students are 
not called upon to know, but to memorize the contents narrated by the teacher. 
Nor do the students practice any act of cognition, since the object towards which 
that act should be directed is the property of the teacher rather than a medium 
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evoking the critical reflection of both teacher and students. Hence in the name of 
the “preservation of culture and knowledge” we have a system which achieves 
neither true knowledge nor true culture. 

The problem-posing method does not dichotomize the activity of the 
teacher-student: she is not “cognitive” at one point and “narrative” at another. She 
is always “cognitive,” whether preparing a project or engaging in dialogue with the 
students. He does not regard cognizable objects as his private property but as the 
object of reflection by himself and the students. In this way the problem-posing 
educator constantly re-forms his reflections in the reflection of the students. The 
students — no longer docile listeners — are now critical co-investigators in 
dialogue with the teacher. The teacher presents the material to the students for 
their consideration, and re-considers her earlier considerations as the students 
express their own. The role of the problem-posing educator is to create, together 
with the students, the conditions under which knowledge at the level of the doxa 
is superseded by true knowledge, at the level of the logos (p. 27). 

 
As such Freire writes:  
 

Whereas banking education anesthetizes and inhibits creative power, problem-
posing education involves a constant unveiling of reality. The former attempts to 
maintain the submersion of consciousness; the latter strives for the emergence of 
consciousness and critical intervention in reality. 
 
Students, as they are increasingly posed with problems relating to themselves in 
the world and with the world, will feel increasingly challenged and obliged to 
respond to that challenge. Because they apprehend the challenge as interrelated 
to other problems within a total context, not as a theoretical question, the resulting 
comprehension tends to be increasingly critical and thus constantly less alienated. 
Their response to the challenge evokes new challenges, followed by new 
understandings; and gradually the students come to regard themselves as 
committed. 
 
Education as the practice of freedom — as opposed to education as the practice of 
domination — denies that man is abstract, isolated, independent, and unattached 
to the world; it also denies that the world exists as a reality apart from people. 
Authentic reflection considers neither abstract man nor the world without people, 
but pea-pie in their relations with the world. In these relations consciousness and 
world are simultaneous: consciousness neither precedes the world nor follows it 
(pp. 27-28). 
 

In much alignment with Freire’s work, critical theory is also grounded in ideology critique and 

critical reflection intended toward social change.  As Brookfield (2009) observes, “Critical theory 
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views thinking critically as being able to identify, and then to change and change, the process by 

which a grossly inequitable society uses dominant ideology to convince people this is a normal 

state of affairs” (p. 126).  Here, social notions of transformative learning differ from the rational 

perspective, since “Mezirow (2000) distinguishes between the educational goal of helping 

people become aware of oppressive structures and change them, and the political goal of forcing 

economic change” (Cranton, 2013, p. 272).  As Merriam and Bierema (2014) tells us: 

Critical theory, which Mezirow draws from in his transformational learning theory, 
has added to the notion that transformative learning is about examining dominant 
ideologies with the goal of changing social inequities…Merizow was criticized for 
neglecting social change in his theory. His response was to say that individual 
transformation was his focus and a necessary precursor to aligning with other like-
minded people to effect social change (p. 89).   

 
However, as Brookfield (2012) responds, critical reflection without social action is a “self-indulgent 

form of speculation that makes no real difference to anything” (p. 143).  Thus, he argues critical 

theory has an indispensable relationship to transformative learning:  

As a body of work, critical theory has a transformative, metamorphosing impulse, 
so its connection to transformative learning seems natural and obvious . . . The kind 
of transformative learning that is endemic to critical theory is learning how to 
create the cooperative and collective structures, systems, and processes necessary 
for democratic socialism (Brookfield & Holst, 2010; Gramsci, 1971; Horkheimer, 
1995) . . . Critical theory’s focus on how adults learn to challenge dominant 
ideology, uncover power, and contest hegemony is crucial for scholars of 
transformative learning to consider if transformative learning is to avoid sliding into 
an unproblematized focus on the self” (pp. 131–132). 

  
Thus, Brookfield (2000) argues because transformative learning may be a rare occurrence and no 

longer having a clear meaning, he not only prefers to focus on ideology critique rather than 

transformative learning but he consistently refrains from using transformative learning as “a 

central point of analysis in his own writing” (2000, p. 141).  Newman (2012a) takes this even a 

step further and proposes:  
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that we strike the phrase transformative learning from the educational lexicon 
altogether. The word learning has been around for a while, so it seems reasonable 
to assume that it refers to a single phenomenon; and that the different kinds of 
learning identified in the literature, be they drawn from the humanists, cognitivists, 
behaviorists, transformative learning theorists or whomsoever, are actually 
different aspects of that single phenomenon. Elsewhere (Newman, 1999/2007) I 
proposed eight aspects, but now I am proposing nine: instrumental, 
communicative, affective, interpretive, essential, critical, political, passionate, and 
moral. In different acts of learning different aspects will dominate, but when all 
nine are present we will have, with all the ambiguity the word implies, good 
learning (p. 51). 

 
Subsequently, in the ongoing challenge to transformative learning, Cranton (2013) offers 

consonance by asserting: 

Transformative learning is a learning process. Individual people learn. 
Organizations and societies and cultures may change, but they do not learn in the 
way that people learn. Individuals may learn about a variety of things, and they may 
transform their perspectives in a variety of ways. Some of this learning is inner- 
oriented and personal (but still always within a social context), and other times this 
learning may be about social injustice, unveiling oppression, social action, and so 
forth, but it is the individual who is transforming his or her perspectives on social 
issues. Transformative learning involves action, so when a person transforms a 
perspective related to social issues, that person acts on the transformed 
perspective. And there we join individual transformation and social action. 

 
As such, Cranton argues:  

 
If the theory of transformative learning is to continue to develop and inform adult 
education practice in a meaningful way, scholars need to work toward an 
integration of theoretical perspectives rather than to continue with further 
fragmentation. We also need to work toward clarity on what is and what is not 
transformative learning. To do that, we need to focus on the full phrase—
transformative learning—and include only what is related to adult learning and 
include only the learning that results in a deep shift in perspective, regardless of 
the process (for example, rational or beyond rational) of getting there. In that way, 
we can bring together the existing perspectives rather than set them up as 
dualisms. I interpreted my mother’s story through both a rational and a beyond-
rational lens, for example. The same person can experience transformative learning 
in different ways depending on the context and the content of the learning; 
transformative learning related to my work might be purely cognitive, and 
transformation related to a personal loss might be primarily beyond rational. And 
different people might respond to the same situation in diverse ways depending on 
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their personality or learning style preferences. In other words, the rational, beyond 
rational, and social change perspectives can be a part of the same theoretical 
framework (p. 273). 

 
Experiential Learning as Cognitive, Existential and Instructional 
 

According to Merriam and Bierema (2014): 

Philosophers at least as far back as Aristotle have considered the role of experience 
in learning. For Aristotle, all knowledge or theory needs to be tested in the real 
world of our everyday experience.: “Hence we ought to examine what has been 
said by applying to it what we do, and how we live; and if it harmonizes with what 
we do, we should accept it, but if it conflicts we should count it [mere] words 
(Aristotle NE: 1179a20) (cited in Dyke, 2009, p. 303) (p. 105).   
 

However, in the 20th century, it is the philosopher and educator John Dewey and his 1938 book 

Experience and Education that has arguably played the most influential role in our understanding 

of experience in learning.  According to Dewey (1963), learning is a lifelong process in which both 

experience and reflection play critical roles.  These two insights were radical ideas at that time 

and Dewey observed, that “What one has learned in the way of knowledge and skill in one 

situation becomes an instrument of understanding and dealing effectively with the situation 

which follows. The process goes on as life and learning continue” (p. 44).  Dewey called this the 

principle of continuity in which one’s present learning is connected to past experiences and thus 

has potential for future application.  However, he recognized that not all experiences are 

“genuinely or equally educative” (1963, p. 25).  As Dewey tells us, some experiences can be 

miseducative, meaning some experiences create “the effect of arresting or distorting the growth 

of further experience” (p. 25).  Thus, he explains: 

An experience may be such as to engender callousness; it may produce lack of 
sensitivity and of responsiveness. Then the possibilities of having richer experiences 
in the future are restricted (pp. 25–26) . . . Wholly independent of desire or intent, 
every experience lives on in further experiences. Hence the central problem of an 
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education based upon experience is to select the kind of present experiences that 
live fruitfully and creatively in subsequent experiences” (pp. 27–28).  
 

 
Kolb’s Experiential Learning Cycle & Basic Learning Styles: A Cognitive Approach   
 

As Boucoulvalas and Lawrence (2010) observe, “experience has occupied a central role in 

the theory and practice of relevant to adult learning from Dewey’s time to the present, and 

experiential learning has been conceptualized in many different ways” (p. 39).  For example, 

Eduard Lindemen one of the early pioneers of adult education observed, “the whole of life is 

learning” and “the resource of highest value in adult education is the learner’s experience” 

(1961, p. 6).  He followed this by asserting, “experience is the adult leaner’s living textbook” (p. 

7).  Influenced by the works of both Dewey and Lindemen, Malcolm Knowles (1980) also placed 

experience at the heart of his major assumptions of andragogy.  According to Knowles’s (1980) 

second assumption, “An adult accumulates a growing reservoir of experience, which is a rich 

resource of learning” (pp. 44-45). However, as Knowles affirming Dewey observes, prior 

experience can also potentially inhibit or obstruct new learning, since “the fact of greater 

experience also has some potential for negative effects. As we accumulate experiences we tend 

to develop mental habits, biases, and presuppositions that tend to cause us to close our minds to 

new ideas, fresh perceptions, and alternative ways of thinking” (Knowles, Holton, & Swanson, 

2011, p. 65).  Here, as Merriam and Bierema (2014) remind us, there are occasions in which a 

new technique or research finding (for example in CPR training) require that we “unlearn” 

previous learning and re-commit to a new action.  They also write that experience plays a 

foundational role in both self-directed learning and transformative learning:  

While self-directed learning is about taking control of your own learning…what you 
wish to learn, and how you go about it, involves life experience…Transformative 
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learning….is a form of learning very much embedded in life experience.  The 
process actually begins with an experience that causes us to question our 
assumptions about how the world works or how life is.  There is something of a 
disjuncture between our experience and our understanding of it. Dewey noted that 
learning is stimulated when previous experience fails to explain a present situation. 
Dewey “regarded non-reflective experience based on habits as a dominant form of 
experience. The reflective experience, mediated by intelligence and knowledge 
grows out from the inadequacy and contradictions of the habitual experience and 
ways of action. For Dewey, the basis of, and reason for reflection was the necessity 
of solving problems faced in habitual ways of action” (Miettinen, 2000, p. 61). In 
transformative learning, because our previous beliefs, attitudes or habits fail to 
accommodate a present experience, we find new ways of thinking about and 
dealing with the problem. Transformative learning occurs when the way we make 
meaning of experience changes; that is, our meaning-making process has become 
transformed into one that is more accommodating of our real-world experience 
(Merriam & Bierema, 2014, p. 107). 

 
As Merriam and Bierema point out, while there are many models of experiential learning, it is 

“Kolb’s experiential learning cycle which has influenced several subsequent modes and used” (p. 

108).  Cranton (2012) asserts, “Kolb’s (1984) work on learning style and Learning Style Inventory 

remains one of the most popular and commonly used ways of understanding learning style after 

more than two decades” (p. 32).   According to Kolb (1984) experience plays a fundamental role 

in the learning process.  He defines learning as the “process whereby knowledge is created 

through the transformation of experience” (p. 38).  His model consists of a four stage cycle that 

the learner must engage so as to reach effective learning.  He writes, ‘Learners, if they are to be 

effective, need four different kinds of abilities – concrete experience abilities (CE), reflective 

observation (RO), abstract conceptualizing abilities (AC) and active experimentation abilities (AE)” 

(Kolb, 1984, p. 30).   

Concrete experience (CE): they must be able to involve themselves fully, openly 
and without bias in new experience.  
 
Reflective observation (RO): they must be able to reflect on and observe their 
experience from many perspectives.  
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Abstract conceptualization (AC): they must be able to create concepts that 
integrate their observations into logically sound theories. 
 
Active experimentation (AE): they must be able to use these theories to make 
decisions and solve problems. 

 
As the diagram above indicates, the abilities associated with each stage of experience combine 

to form clusters or four basic learning styles – Convergers, Assimilators, Accommodators and 

Divergers.  Thus, according to the model, people generally prefer one part of the learning cycle 

over the others.  These learning styles can be defined as: 

Convergers prefer abstract conceptualization and active experimentation. They 
prefer to arrive quickly at specific, concrete solutions. They tend to be emotional 
and prefer working with ideas or things rather than people. 
 
Assimilators prefer abstract conceptualizations and reflective observation. They 
like to integrate ideas into models and theories, but are relatively uninterested in 
the application of the theories in real life. 
 
Accommodators prefer concrete experience and active experimentation. They 
learn by experience. They adapt well to circumstances and prefer trial-and-error 
approach to learning.  
 
Divergers work best in the concrete experience and reflective observation stages 
of the learning cycle. They generate ideas, are good at brainstorming, and enjoy 
working with others. However, they do not quickly reach solutions, because they 
first want to explore all the possibilities in a given situation (Cranton, 2012, p. 33).  

 
As Merriam and Bierema (2014) point out, “Kolb’s theory and Learning Style Inventory are not 

without their critics” (p. 111).  For example, they suggest, the: 

theory seems to be context-free; that is, experience and reflection on that 
experience seem to occur in a vacuum unimpeded by power dynamics present in 
any social context.  One wonders, for example, how reflecting on experience and 
experimenting in a totalitarian regime might work out! Others suggest that some 
learners may not move through the process as Kolb suggests. Rather, the model 
might “be viewed as a sparking chamber in which the learner makes contact with 
each point, but not in any specified mechanical order” (Dyke, 2006, p. 121). Still 
others note that novice facilitators are likely to teach from their own preferred 
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style, rather than teaching to relate to all styles. Finally, “issues of reliability and 
validity persist with the LSI” (Bergsteiner, Avery, & Neumann, 2010, p. 31) and a 
number of researchers have gone on to construct learning style instruments that 
claim to have more validity and reliability (see, for example, Vermunt & Vermetten, 
2004) (p. 111). 

 
Moreover, as Jarvis points out, “Kolb focused on the learner’s experience and then on reflection 

on that experience, which was also in line with Knowles’s own work. Kolb, however, then claimed 

– perhaps wrongly – that reflection led to generalization and abstraction, and from there to 

experimentation, but when I (Jarvis, 1987) developed my learning model in 1987 – which was a 

development on Kolb – I found very few people actually generalized from a single learning 

experience” (pp. 135-136). Yet, according to Jarvis, Kolb’s “cycle has become as symbolic of 

experiential learning as Knowles’s concept of andragogy became of adult education” (p. 136).   

Jarvis’s Learning Process of Primary & Secondary Experience: An Existential Approach   
 

According to Jarvis (2012b) Kolb’s model focuses entirely on the mind, but experience is 

neither “mindless”, “bodiless” or “selfless”.  Here, Jarvis moves toward an existential experiential 

learning process in which he bases on primary and secondary experience.  In the primary 

experience, Jarvis (2009) observes, “All of our experiences of our life-world begin with bodily 

sensations which occur at the intersection of the person and the life-world.  These sensations 

initially have no meaning for us as this is the beginning of the learning process” (p. 25).  Yet, he 

observes, that “Most learning theorists tend to restrict their analysis of experience to knowledge 

and skills, although a few have more recently ventured into the emotions and attitudes, e.g. 

Goleman (1996): but there are a few who have tried to examine the whole person in the 

situation” (p. 137).  Thus, he writes: 

once we discuss the whole person, disjuncture can occur and cause dissonance in 
any aspect, knowledge, skills, sense, emotions, beliefs, and so on…Disjuncture, 
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then, is a varied and complex experience, but it is from within the disjuncture that 
we have experiences which, amongst other things, start the learning process.  
There is a sense in which learning occurs whenever harmony between us and our 
world has been broken, so that the relationship between our present 
understanding and our experience of the ‘now’ needs to be established, or re-
established” (p. 137).  
 

As Jarvis points out, “experience itself begins with body sensations, e.g. sound, sight, smell, and 

so on. This is a human experience – it is universal. Indeed, we transform these sensations and 

learn to make them meaningful to ourselves, and this is the first stage in human learning” (p. 

138).  However, he writes, we are more aware of these primary experiences or sensations in 

childhood because we have yet learned their meaning, “but in adulthood we have learned 

sounds, tastes, etc., and so we utilize the meaning as the basis for either our future learning, or 

for our taken-for-grantedness, in our daily lives” (p. 138).  Importantly, Jarvis (2012b) points out 

that “primary experiences as more than just the sensation, since, through reflection and 

interaction with others, we give meaning, so that we know that a certain odour comes from a 

flower in the garden or the factory in the town, or taste of a certain food etc.” (p. 137). 

Moreover, he contends, “There are also primary experiences to which science cannot give 

meaning – for example, what is the meaning of the cosmos? Our daily lives consist of primary 

experience to which we respond in a wide variety of ways, but though which we seek meaning” 

(p. 137).  Thus, he asserts, in this first stage of human learning we transform these first kinds of 

sensations into “the language of our brains and minds and learn to make them meaningful to 

ourselves” (25).  Yet, he stresses, that “we cannot make this meaning alone; we are social human 

beings, always in relationship with us, and as we grow, we acquire a social language, so that 

nearly all the meanings will reflect the society into which we are born” (p. 25).  Jarvis (2009) 

describes the learning from primary experience diagram above in the following manner: 
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Traditionally, however, adult educators have claimed that children learn differently 
from adults, but the processes of learning from novel situations is the same 
throughout the whole of life, although children have more new experiences than 
adults do and this is why there appears to be some difference in the learning 
processes of children and adults. These are primary experiences and we all have 
them throughout our lives; we all have new sensations in which we cannot take the 
world for granted – when we enter a state of disjuncture and immediately we raise 
questions: What do I do now? What does that mean? What is that smell? What is 
that sound? and so on. Many of these queries may not be articulated in the form 
of a question, but there is a sense of unknowing (Box 2). It is this disjuncture that is 
at the heart of conscious experience – because conscious experience arises when 
we do not know and when we cannot take our world for granted. Through a variety 
of ways we give meaning to the sensation and our disjuncture is resolved. An 
answer (not necessarily a correct one, even if there is one that is correct) to our 
questions may be given by a significant other in childhood, by a teacher, 
incidentally in the course of everyday living, through discovery learning or through 
self- directed learning and so on (Box 3). However, there are times when we just 
cannot give meaning to primary experiences like this – when we experience beauty, 
wonder and so on – and it is here that we may begin to locate religious experiences 
– but time and space forbid us to continue this exploration today (see Jarvis and 
Hirji, 2006) (p. 27). 

 
Subsequently, Jarvis contends:  

 
When we do get our disjunctures resolved, the answers are social constructs, and 
so immediately our learning is influenced by the social context within which it 
occurs. We are encapsulated by our culture. Once we have acquired an answer to 
our implied question, however, we have to practise or repeat it in order to commit 
it to memory (Box 4). The more opportunities we have to practise the answer to 
our initial question, the better we will commit it to memory. Since we do this in our 
social world, we get feedback, which confirms that we have gotten a socially 
acceptable resolution or else we have to start the process again, or be different 
from those people around us. A socially acceptable answer may be called correct, 
but here we have to be aware of the problem of language – conformity is not always 
‘correctness’. This process of learning to conform is ‘trial and error’ learning – but 
we can also learn to disagree, and it is in agreeing and disagreeing that aspects of 
our individuality emerge. However, once we have a socially acceptable resolution 
and have memorised it, we are also in a position to take our world for granted again 
(Box 5), provided that the social world has not changed in some other way. Most 
importantly, however, as we change and others change as they learn, the social 
world is always changing and so our taken-for-grantedness becomes more suspect 
(Box 5) since we always experience slightly different situations. The same water 
does not flow under the same bridge twice and so even our taken-for-grantedness 
is relative (p. 27). 
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According to Jarvis (2012b), in addition primary experience, human beings undergo a second 

stage which he calls “secondary” or “mediated” experience.  Here, we through interaction and 

sharing, Jarvis posits, “We transform experience into discourse and this we do with many other 

aspects of our lives, including learning.  This is precisely the way in which culture is shared” (p. 

138).  Jarvis describes secondary experience in the following manner: 

It is through interaction that we experience other people, and this is a primary 
experience. But it is not just the person whom we experience; in the interaction we 
share our narratives and even listen to each other’s discourses. The content of the 
narrative or discourse is also experienced, but this is a secondary experience.  
Indeed, the meaning that we give to primary experience is secondary once we try 
to tell it to others. Most of we learn about the world comes from secondary 
experience and much of what we are taught in college or university, often called 
theory, is also secondary experience, although we can also have facts mediated to 
us through teaching. But often it is the interpreted experience of others that are 
transmitted by us or to us and about which we always need to be critical. Many 
educators have endeavoured to provide primary experiences, through role play, 
simulation, and so on in order that learners experience cognitively, physically and 
emotionally, so that they then relate theories that they learn (secondary 
experiences) to the world of reality. 
 Experiential learning, in this limited sense, is also existential, but all 
existential learning would not be considered by all experiential learning 
practitioners as experiential, although we would maintain that it is (p. 138).    

  
According to Jarvis (2012b) it is at the point in which we take our sensations or life-world for 

granted and give them meaning that we may experience a cognitive disjunction.  Here, he points 

out, our “previous experiences might be question, the meaning that we have read might not 

seem correct, and so on.  In the same way, the values and beliefs that we have worked out may 

be questioned by others, including teachers, or even by something that we see on television, and 

so on” (p. 141).  Thus, while we go through the same process as learning from primary 

experience, in this second cycle of learning, “we are transforming meaning, values, beliefs, and 

so on. It is at this point that this argument approaches Mezirow’s theorising about adult 
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learning” (p. 141). However, as Jarvis (2012b) suggests, human learning is more than just 

transforming what Mezirow calls “meaning perspectives”, but “it is also about transforming the 

whole of our experience through thought, action and emotion and, thereby, transforming 

ourselves as we continue to build perceptions of external reality into our biography” (p. 141). 

Yet, he cautions, “we have to combine these two processes and recognize that the whole person 

has both these primary and secondary experiences, usually simultaneously, and learns” (p. 141).  

Subsequently, he asserts learning is a complex process of experiencing both sensations and 

meanings simultaneously and can be defined as: 

the combination of processes throughout a lifetime, whereby the whole person – 
body (genetic, physical and biological) and mind (knowledge, skills, attitudes, 
values, emotions, beliefs and senses) – experience social situations, the perceived 
content of which is then transformed cognitively, emotively or practically (or 
through any combination) and integrated into the individuals biography, resulting 
in a continually changing and more experienced person (Jarvis, 2009, p. 25). 

 
On a final note and related to the practical matters of delivering education in the post-secondary 

context, Jarvis (2012b) also observes, that the more we have learned about human learning, the 

more we realize that it is not a question of comparing education of adults with that of children, 

but recognize that, “as human beings, we all learn in similar ways but have different experiences 

at different levels and we learn from these” (p. 142).  Thus, he writes:  

Children learn more frequently from primary experience since they do not know 
the meaning of the experience that they have. Having learned the meaning, often 
through trial and error but also from having been taught by others, and practiced 
their answer on many occasions and found it be the social group in which they are 
members, they can internalise it and take it for granted. They then do not 
concentrate on the sensations, but on the meaning of the sensation for future 
learning and, in this sense, their future cognitive learning depends upon their 
experience – in precisely the way that Knowles recognized. However, it is not age 
that determines their level of experience, but the learning from their previous 
experience, so that younger children are able to deal with cognitive learning when 
they have internalized the meaning as a result of many previous experiences.  
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 By contrast, adults who experience a new taste, sound, smell, etc. – who 
have a new sensation – do not know its social meaning either and so they have to 
learn the meaning attached to their primary experience before they can take their 
primary experience for granted and move on to learning from meaning or 
secondary experiences. Obviously, the more experienced we are, the more 
frequently we learn through secondary experience, although there are times when 
even experienced adults still have to learn from primary experience.  In addition, 
we are now well aware that in experiential learning we try to help adults, usually in 
workplace simulations or work place student experiences, learn from the primary 
experiences that we have provided. 
 Meanings are only attached to sensations by cultures and societies – so to 
learn a meaning of a sensation, whether it is a word or a feeling, may be only to 
learn what is socially acceptable and conformist. It is the ability to recreate 
disjuncture and question the socially accepted meaning through reflection and 
criticality that empowers individuals to develop their individuality. 
 Consequently, we can see that teaching people by providing them with 
primary experience demands a different technique to teaching them through 
secondary experience. Knowles was right thus far.  He was also right about focusing 
teaching upon previous learning, but age and experience cannot be equated, and 
so, while he moved in the right direction in the later book, he could not break away 
from the adult-child dichotomy…As different teaching techniques, he was right to 
differentiate between learner-centered and teacher-directed methods – but in the 
wider educational vocabulary neither term is specifically restricted to teaching 
methods (pp. 141-142, bold italics added). 

 
Other Ways of Understanding Experiential Learning 
 

In this section, it can be said that I have only scratched the surface of the many different 

theoretical perspectives related to experiential learning.  As Merriam et al. (2007) propose, in 

addition to the cognitive and constructivist models that I have discussed above, there are many 

theoretical perspectives including the situative approach focusing “on getting learners involved 

in the community of practice because in this view learning is intertwined with doing”; the 

“psychoanalytic lens emphasizes the learner’s need to get in touch with his or her unconscious 

desires and fears”; the “critical approach focuses on the need to resist dominant social norms”; 

and lastly, the “complexity theory of experiential learning emphasizes the relationship among 

experiences” (p. 185).  A few of these perspectives are discussed below:  
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Experiential Learning: An Instructional Perspective 
 

Tennant and Pogson (1995) propose four “levels” or ways in which experiential learning 

can be used as a resource or instructional method for learning (prior experience, current 

experience, new experience, and learning from experience). These four levels are nicely 

summarized by Boucoulvalas and Lawrence (2010): 

Prior experience: One way adults learn is to connect new concepts and theories 
with something they already know, critically reflecting upon prior experiences in 
order to make sense of them, thus creating a bridge between the unknown and 
known. 
 
Current experience: Most of our formal education began with theories or concepts 
introduced by teachers and textbooks. Sometimes later, we found ourselves 
putting the theory into practice. Experiential learning assumes that knowledge has 
been created through practice. Once we learn theory, we can begin to name  what 
we already know. The theory seems less abstract because we understand how it 
works in practice. 
 
New experience: As educators, we can create structured shared experiences in our 
courses via class discussions, simulations, role-play, and other activities. In this way 
we develop a common knowledge base. As we reflect on and the process these 
experiences as a group, we co-create knowledge.  
 
Learning from experience: Often learning does not occur until after the experience 
is over and we take time to process it. In sharing our experiences and reflecting as 
a group, we find that our individual experiences take on share meaning. This shared 
meaning is necessary for collective action to occur. While education is grounded in 
experiences, we don learn from all our experiences. As Dewey (1938) cautioned, 
not all learning experiences are educative; some may even be “miseducative.” 
Adults may enter learning with experiences that have been unpleasant, or worse – 
painful. Recognizing how this experience manifests in a learning situation is an 
important part of being an effective adult educator (pp. 39-41). 

 
Subsequently, Boucoulvalas and Lawrence (2010) add two more levels to Tennant and Pogson 

(1995) list: 

Learning from loss: Much can be learned from difficult experiences. Based on the 
catastrophic natural and human-made disasters during the last decade, the 
experience of learning from loss may serve as a signature for this period that 
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provides context for a contemporary discussion of adult learning. IN many 
instances of such megadisasters, a shared community forms. Wall and Luchakova 
(2002) found that with shared pain a unique meaning of oneness emerges in 
individuals that assists them in transcending the loss and activates a lasting shift in 
consciousness and the cultivation of a larger sense of Self. For many, the learning 
from such an experience is lasting and includes the emergence of global 
compassion. 
 
Learning from others’ perspective: While learning occurs through examining our 
individual experiences, we also learn from the experiences of others. While one 
may not have direct personal experience with sexual harassment, racial 
discrimination, or being an immigrant, listening to the stories of others’ 
experiences often helps us make connections to ideas in new ways, reexamine our 
view and assumptions, and see different ways to bridge new and prior learning in 
potentially powerful ways. We also learn more about our own experiences when 
we share them with others. WE again return to Dewey: “The experience has to be 
formulated in order to be communicated. TO formulate requires getting outside of 
it, see it as another would see it, considering what points of contact it has with the 
life of another so it may be got into such a form that he can appreciate its meaning” 
(p. 1916, pp. 5-6) (p. 40).  

 
Experiential Learning: A Reflective Practice 
 

According to Merriam and Bierema (2014) reflective practice or practice-based learning, 

“is learning that is acquired through reflection on or in practice (experience)” (p. 115).  More 

specifically, Chapman and Anderson (2005) define reflective practice (RP) as an “amorphous 

term”, “to describe the many ways that instrumental, critical, poetic, and or/or contemplative 

reflection on the part of professional and adult educators helps them make meaning and sense 

out of the tacit knowledge, interactions and experiences of their daily practice with learners and 

clients” (p. 541).  They further suggest, the aim of this approach may be, “to improve practice, to 

deepen personal understanding of values and ethics, and to better understand workings of 

power in that daily practice” (p. 541).   

As noted earlier, the value and importance of reflection was legitimized by John Dewey in 

the 1930s; it was Donald Schon’s seminal text, The Reflective Practitioner (1983) and then later 
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Educating the Reflective Practitioner (1987) that popularized the concept of reflective practice 

among education and other social sciences professions.  Here, Schon (1983) argued that the real 

world of practice is a “swampy lowland” in which the traditional reliance on scientific knowledge, 

or technical rationality is simply a starting point. Instead, he suggested, it was the practice (or 

experience) itself coupled with the development of “artistry” and “wisdom” encouraged through 

reflection-on-action and reflection-in-action that allowed useful learning to occur.  Reflection-

on-action is a concept that is closely linked to experiential learning, in which we have an 

experience and then consciously reflect back on what has happened.  Here, this evaluative 

reflection on practice can prompt us to either do the same thing or something entirely different 

in similar future circumstance.  As Schon (1987) tells us, reflection-in-action is what distinguishes 

a more expert from novice practitioner and can be characterized as developing the ability to act 

and reflect while designing and re-designing action in the moment.  In other words, here the 

practitioner holds the capacity to experiment, change direction, and immediately respond to a 

changing context of practice.   

In addition to these two important concepts described above, a reflective practice can 

also be viewed through analyzing one’s “espoused theories” and versus “theories-in-use” 

(Argyris and Schon, 1974).  Here, “espoused theories” are what we say what we believe about 

our practice and “theories in-action” are what we actually do in practice.  This, according Argyris 

and Schon 

When someone is asked how he would behave under certain circumstances, the 
answer he usually gives is his espoused theory of action for that situation. This is 
the theory of action to which he gives allegiance, and which, upon request, he 
communicates to others. However, the theory that actually governs his actions is 
the theory-in-use, which may or may not be compatible with his espoused theory; 
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furthermore, the individual may or may not be aware of incompatibility of the two 
theories (pp. 6-7). 

 
Here, they argue, there is a conscious and unconscious reasoning process that influences action.  

In other words, people hold maps, schemata or theories in their thinking to help them plan, 

implement and review their actions.  However, as Argyris and Schon contend, not only are few 

people aware of these maps but that generally there is a disconnect or incongruence between 

people’s maps (or theories) used to plan and the theories intended to create their actions.  This 

phenomenon of incongruence according to Argyris and Schon (1974) could take hold true for not 

only teachers but also students, institutions and society.  Therefore, closing this gap, or at least 

recognizing that it exists, is a critical step if we wish to make change and improve our way 

forward.  Thus, as Chapman and Anderson (2006) assert, reflective practice can be found in 

many contexts in which an “experienced reflective practitioner purposefully establishes a clearly 

articulated goal for their RP, makes disciplined use of a personally satisfying method for 

reflection from the many varieties available, regularly assesses what they learn from their 

reflections, and above all, makes a commitment to make change to their practice, personally or 

professionally, based upon that learning” (p. 542).  

Experiential Learning: A Contextualized Perspective 
 

Merriam and Bierema (2014) define situated cognition or contextualized learning as 

learning that takes place in a context or experience in which the context or experience shapes 

the learning. They assert that while reflective practice is most often thought of as reflecting on 

experience or practice, contextualized learning “is more akin to learning in practice in a context” 

(p. 118).  Here, the focus shifts from the individual to the context in which “Learning occurs as 

people interact with other people in a particular context with the tools at hand (tools can be 
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objects, language, or symbols)” (p. 118).  Thus, they contend, “Viewing learning from a situated 

cognition perspective removes learning from that which only occurs within the person’s mind 

and highlights the importance of context and social interaction as determinants of the learning 

that takes place. And context and social interactions are culturally and politically defined” (p. 

118).   

Subsequently, Merriam and Bierema assert that a contextualized learning experience 

needs to be as contextualized or “authentic” as possible and can include instructional strategies 

such as role play, case studies, simulations games and introducing problems or issues from 

outside the classroom.  As more distinct instructional approaches, they highlight cognitive 

apprenticeship and communities of practice as two uniquely contextualized learning 

perspectives that focus on learning and its relationship to the context, tools, symbols, and social 

interaction of learners.   

Cognitive apprenticeship is a process in which, “novices are taught to think about what 

they are doing as well as learning the skills associated with the activity (Fenwick, 2003). Like 

traditional apprenticeship in which the apprentice learns a trade such as auto repair or culinary 

arts by working under a master teacher, cognitive apprenticeship allows the master to model 

behaviours and the thinking that accompanies the task” (Merriam & Bierema, 2014, p. 119).  

According to Collins, Brown and Holum (1991) cognitive apprenticeship can be described as 

“making thinking visible” since: 

In traditional apprenticeship, the process of carrying out a task to be learned is 
usually easily observable. In cognitive apprenticeship, one needs to deliberately 
bring the thinking to the surface, to make it visible, whether it’s reading, writing, 
problem solving. The teacher’s thinking must be made visible to students and the 
student’s thinking must be made visible to the teacher. That is the most important 
difference between traditional apprenticeship and cognitive apprenticeship (p. 9).  
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Here, Merriam and Bierema (2014) point out, the cognitive apprenticeship approach to teaching, 

“does not have to be only with skill-based, such as learning to use a computer or learning to 

swim; it is equally applicable to learning which is primarily cognitive, as in solving a physics 

problem, or emotional, as in dealing with grief, or even spiritual, as in learning to meditate”(p. 

120).  Thus, using the work of Brown, Collins, and Duguid (1989), they provide the following 

steps that can be followed in practicing cognitive apprenticeship: 

1. The master explains exactly what she is doing and thinking as she simultaneously 
models the skill. The learner/apprentice develops a conceptual model of the 
processes involved.  
 

2. The learner then attempts to imitate those behaviors with the master observing 
and providing support and coaching when needed. This is often called “scaffolding” 
the learning. Coaching is particularly critical at the skill level just beyond what the 
learner/apprentice could accomplish by him or herself. Vygotsky (1978) referred to 
this as the Zone of Proximal Development and believed that fostering development 
within this zone leads to the most rapid learning.  
 

3. The coaching process includes additional modeling if necessary, corrective 
feedback, and reminders, all intended to bring the apprentice’s performance closer 
to that of the master’s. 
 

4. As the apprentice becomes more skilled through the repetition of this process, the 
feedback and instruction provided by the master “fades” until the apprentice is, 
ideally, performing the skill at a close approximation of the master’s level (p. 119). 

 
Communities of Practice 
 

Communities of practice, also sometimes called learning networks/communities, are 

another contextualized learning perspective often associated with the work of Etienne Wenger 

(1998; 2000; Wenger & Snyder, 2000).  As Chapman (2008) tells us, this term was coined by Lave 

and Wegner in 1991 to describe a model of learning based on apprenticeship whereby new 

members learn by a process of acculturation which “occurs through involvement in community 
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of practices and increasing roles and responsibilities within community” (p. 41).  According to 

Wenger (2000): 

Since the beginning of history, human beings have formed communities that share 
cultural practices reflecting their collective learning: from a tribe around a cave fire, 
to a medieval guild, to a group of nurses in a ward, to a street gang, to a community 
of engineers interested in brake design. Participating in these ‘communities of 
practice’ is essential to our learning. It is at the very core of what makes us human 
beings capable of meaningful knowing (p. 229). 

 
In brief, communities of practice can be defined as “groups of people who share a concern, set 

of problems, a passion about a topic, and who deepen their knowledge and expertise in this area 

by interacting on an ongoing basis” (Wenger, McDermott & Snyder, 2002, p. 4).  According to 

Wenger (1998), we cannot design learning per se, we can only design the context and curriculum 

since, with respect to learning “Ultimately, it belongs to the realm of experiences and practice. It 

follows the negotiation of meaning; it moves on its own terms. It slips thought the cracks; it 

creates its own cracks. Learning happens, design or no design. And yet there are few more 

urgent tasks than to design social infrastructure that fosters learning” (p. 225). Thus, as Wenger 

tells us, a community of practice becomes a learning community when learning is not only a 

matter of course in the history of its practice, but at the very core of its enterprise” (pp. 214-

215).  Thus, drawing upon a socio-constructivist theories, his work identifies significant 

characteristics and techniques that enable learning within different settings, including 

educational, institutions and industry.  Here, regardless of context, Wegner, McDermott and 

Snyder (2002) assert communities of practice share a basic structure based on three 

fundamental elements that include: “a domain of knowledge, which defines a set of issues; a 

community of people who care about this domain; and the shared practice that they are 

developing to be effective in their domain” (p. 28).  
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The Domain creates common group and a sense of common identity. A well-
defined domain legitimizes the community by affirming its purpose and value to 
members and other stakeholders. The domain inspires members to contribute 
and participate, guide their learning, and gives meaning to their actions. Knowing 
the boundaries and the leading edge of the domain enables members to decide 
exactly what is worth sharing, how to present their ideas, and which activities to 
pursue. It also allows them to recognize the potential in tentative or half-baked 
ideas. To you, an apple falling from a tree is just natural, but to a physicist who is 
trying to understand the dynamics of gravity, the very sight can reconstruct the 
whole universe. 

 
The Community creates the social fabric of learning. A strong community fosters 
interactions and relationships based on mutual respect and trust. It encourages a 
willingness to share ideas, expose one’s ignorance, ask difficult questions, and 
listen carefully. Have you ever experienced this mixture of intimacy and openness 
in inquiry? Community is an important element because learning is a matter of 
belonging as well as an intellectual process, involving the heart as well as the 
head. 
 
The Practice is a set of frameworks, ideas, tools, information, styles, language, 
stories, and documents that community members share. Whereas the domain 
denotes the topic the community focuses on, the practice is the specific 
knowledge the community develops, shares, and maintains. When a community 
has been established for some time, members expect each other to have 
mastered the basic knowledge of the community, just as biochemist expect 
members of their discipline to understand the basic chemistry. The body of share 
knowledge and resources enables the community to proceed efficiently in dealing 
with its domain (p. 28). 

 
Thus, Wegner, McDermott and Snyder (2002) point out, when these three elements function 

well together they “make a community of practice an ideal knowledge structure – a social 

structure that can assume responsibility for developing and sharing knowledge” (p. 28). 

Spiritual, Religious & Non-Western Notions of Learning: A Holistic & Transcendental Perspective  
 

According to Palmer and Zajonc (2010), in the North American context, the “relationship 

between spirituality and higher education is drawing increased attention in conferences, 

research, and publications” (p. 115).   As Merriam and Bierem (2014) tell us, “It seems to us that 

it is the connection of meaning making or knowledge construction that affords spirituality a 
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legitimate place in our understanding of its place in adult learning” (p. 137).  As such, there is a 

growing body of respected work from scholars such Terry Lovat, Hamza Yusuf, Parker Palmer, 

Peter Jarvis, Arthur Zajonc, Leona English, Elizabeth Tisdell, Sharan Merriam, John Drikx, Edmund 

O’Sullivan and many others who make a strong case for the reintegration or inclusion of 

spirituality and religion into public spaces such as higher education. Here, these scholars along 

with many others suggest that spiritual, religious or contemplative education can contribute 

positively to the development of our personal, academic and social endeavours (Lovat, 2018a, 

2019b; English & Tisdell, 2010; Jarvis & Watts, 2012; Merriam & Sek Kim, 2011; Palmer & Zajonc, 

2010; Merriam, et al., 2007).  Here, as Merriam and Bierema (2014) assert: 

“Why would anyone play a one-string guitar where there are five other strings? 
asks Virginia Griffin” (2001, p. 131).  In most learning situations, she points out, the 
rational, cognitive mind is the one string we focus on at the expense of emotional, 
relational, physical, intuitive, and spiritual ways of knowing…we bring two of these 
neglected “strings” to the forefront – learning in and through the body, and 
learning in conjunction with the spirit.  Not only are embodied learning and 
spirituality and learning two approaches receiving attention in adult learning 
theory, they are central pillars in the growing literature on holistic education (p. 
127). 

 
In a 2011 review of research on the impact of meditative practices in higher education found 

support for this spiritual practice in three areas, “the enhancement of cognitive and academic 

performance, the management of academic-related stress, and the development of the ‘whole 

person’” (Shapiro, Brown, & Astin, 2011, p. 496).  Moreover, as Merriam and Bierema (2014) 

point out, “whether primary or higher education, spirituality appears to enable meaning-making 

or knowledge construction in a learning situation.  So too in adult education” (p. 138).  Thus, 

they provide a series of body of literature that affirms the use spirituality in supporting and 

enhancing adult development (e.g. authentic identity formation), social movements (e.g. 
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establishing a culture of the common good) and the workplace performance and flourishment. 

Synthesizing a body of work on spirituality and learning, Mackerarcher (2004) proposes that 

spiritual learning helps the adult learner to: 

• connect with a higher consciousness or cosmic being through what is described as 
‘transcendent’ learning (Wilber, 1986);  
 

• move beyond the limits of our model of reality through what is described as 
‘transformative; learning (Drix, 1997; Mezirow, 2000; Scott, 1997); 
 

• move beyond the limit of our self-system to connect to others in meaningful ways 
through what is described as ‘transpersonal’ learning (Roberts & Clark, 1975); 
 

• move beyond a separation of action and awareness to the experience of ‘flow’ a 
holistic sensation associated with total involvement, intrinsic, and personal 
transcendence (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990).  (pp. 175-176). 

 
At a practical level, Mackeracher (2004), synthesizing a body of literature on spiritual learning, 

contends that spiritual learning is more likely to occur when the following seven conditions are in 

place: 

1. Spiritual learning often involves an altered or higher state of consciousness 
(Weibust & Thomas, 1994; Wilber, 1986) 
 
2. Spiritual learning occurs more often among learners who are open to new 
experiences and new ideas and who are willing to risk participating in learning 
activities that are, in outward appearance, the antithesis of traditional learning 
and education. 
 
3. Spiritual learning favours those who are aware of their own state of 
consciousness and who are alert to thoughts, images, metaphors, analogies, 
physical sensations, and other experiences associated with altered states of 
consciousness that might occur at odd times and places. 
 
4. Spiritual learning occurs more often among learners who are able to avoid 
judging their thoughts or experiences. 
 
5. Spiritual learning favours those who reflect on their thoughts and experiences. 
6. Spiritual learning occurs more readily when learners share their experiences 
through interactive dialogue (English, 2000; Tisdell, 1999; Vella, 2000). 
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7. Spiritual learning favours those who look for connections in unlikely places, 
between apparently unconnected and desperate ideas and experiences (pp. 177-
179). 

 
Embodied & Emotional Learning: A Non-Rational Perspective  
 

An embodied or somatic perspective of learning can be defined as “being attentive to the 

body and its experiences as a way of knowing” (Freiler, 2008, p. 40).  Yet, as Boucouvalas and 

Lawrence (2010) point out, “This most basic form of learning is the least discussed in 

contemporary adult education literature” (p. 37).  They further suggest, “Embodied learning 

challenges the Cartesian dualistic belief of the mind being separate from the body by calling 

attention to the body as source of learning” (p. 37).  Here, Merriam and Bierema (2014) tells us: 

The body and our mind and our emotions are indeed connected. The brain, where 
these connections occur, is a physical organ, a part of our body. Separating the two 
makes little sense…Basically, unifying, rather than separating the mind and the 
body, is what embodied learning is all about. Rather than relegating physical 
knowing to the sidelines in our learning, we attend to it; we incorporate it into our 
understanding of the world in which we live (p. 130). 

 
Here, Boucouvalas and Lawrence (2010) provide an apt example in which embodied learning 

takes place: 

Imagine making a speech in public for the first time. You feel your face getting 
warm, you may begin to sweat or your heartbeat may become rapid. You eventually 
register feelings of fear or embarrassment; however, these visceral sensations are 
the first indicators. The knowledge is first experienced in the body. As you begin to 
cognitively process these feelings and bodily sensations you realize that the fear is 
about forgetting what you are supposed to be talking about, not being able to 
express yourself in intelligent ways, and possibly making a fool of yourself in public. 
Once these thoughts come into your awareness you may eventually be able to deal 
with the feelings, and even find ways to project more self-confidence (p. 37). 

 
According to Merriam and Bierema (2014) there are several terms that may be used 

interchangeably in the growing literature on embodied learning.  These include embodied 
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learning, embodiment, somatic learning, and embodied cognition.  For example, they suggest 

somatic learning, “draws from the Greek word soma, which means body, and is most readily 

associated with learning that takes place in specific body centered activities such as dance, yoga, 

or tai chi” (p. 130).  In defining embodied cognition, they write: 

Cheville’s notion (2005) of embodied cognition as locates “human body at the 
intersection of culture and cognition” (p. 130).  She illustrates this concept through 
her ethnographic study of a women’s basketball team. She found that learning 
meant negotiating their physicality (associated with males) on the court with their 
femininity off the court, and that spatial and physical learning on the court was 
overlaid by differentials in power between coach and players and more and less 
experienced player (p. 130). 
 

Another way in which embodied learning is defined is by intuition.  According to Lawrence 

(2012), when we are able to know without reason and transcend cognition, then embodied 

learning may be viewed as an intuitive process.  She writes: 

Intuition is spontaneous, heart-centered, free, adventurous, imaginative, playful, 
nonsequential, and nonlinear (Lawrence, 2009). We access intuitive knowledge 
through dreams, symbols, artwork, dance, yoga, meditation, contemplation, and 
immersion in nature. Most of these processes call upon embodied knowing…the 
most primal way of accessing knowledge is through the body as our earliest forms 
of knowing are preverbal (Lawrence, 2012, pp. 5-7).  

 
Here, as Kupers (2005) observes, our “tacit knowledge” is “a personal skill or capability, 

something individuals can rely on in everyday life without being aware of it, let alone 

understanding it…Tacit knowledge is a bodily competence [which] Polanyi calls ‘embodied 

knowledge’ (Polanyi, 1966, 1969). But not only do we ‘know more than we can tell’ (Polanyi, 

1966, p. 4) . . . we are immersed in an embodied world of experience in which the lived is always 

greater than the known” (p. 117). 

 Drikx (2001) argues, “significant and meaningful learning is fundamentally grounded in 

and is derived from the adult’s emotional, imaginative connection with the self and with the 
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broader social world” (p. 64).  Thus, Merriam and Bierema (2014) point out, “we feel these 

emotions in our body, that is, they are embodied” (p. 131).   Here, Dirkx (2001) asserts, this 

emotional process of meaning making are essentially:  

imaginative and extrarational, rather than merely reflective and rational. 
Emotionally charged images, evoked through the contexts of adult learning, 
provide the opportunity for a more profound access to the world by inviting a 
deeper understanding of ourselves in relationship with it…providing us with a 
means for developing self-knowledge. They are an integral part of how we interpret 
and make sense of the day-to-day event in our lives (p. 65)  

 
Here, Mulvihill (2003) also points out this inextricable connection between the rational mind and 

the emotional body: 

There is no such thing as a behavior or thought, which is not impacted in some way 
by emotions. There are no neurotransmitters for “objectivity”; rather even the 
simplest responses to information signals are linked with possibly several 
“emotional neurotransmitters” (Haberlandt, 1998). Because the 
neurotransmitters, which carry messages of emotion, are integrally linked with the 
information, during both the initial processing and the linking with information 
from the different senses, it becomes clear that there is no thought, memory, or 
knowledge which is “objective,” or “detached” from the personal experience of 
knowing. (p. 322) 

 
Subsequently, Merriam and Bierema (2014) tell us:  
 

Although work explicitly about embodied learning in adult education is fairly recent 
(Clark, 2012; Lawrence, 2012a), links can be drawn between embodied learning 
and experiential learning…, andragogy…, and transformative learning...Beginning 
with experiential learning, for example, not only do people learn from reflecting on 
an experience, they learn in an experience. Fenwick (2003) writes that “Learning is 
rooted in the situation in which the person participates, not in the head of that 
person as intellectual concepts produced by reflection” (p. 25). Indeed, experience 
is “the adult learner’s living textbook” (Lindeman, 1961, p. 7). Experience, which 
involves one’s body, emotions and spirit, and not just the mind, is also a key 
assumption in Knowles’s andragogy. He proposed that not only do adults bring 
more and varied life experiences to a learning situation, which differentiates them 
from children, these experiences are a resource for learning; that is, adults can 
connect new learning to their life experiences as well as share their experiences to 
assist others in their learning (Knowles, 1980). 
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The key to recognizing life experiences as sites of embodied learning is to recognize 
that it is not just the mind that is having the experience, but the body—and 
attending to what we are learning through the body is embodied learning. Finally, 
much of the recent work on transformative learning suggests that it involves more 
than rational discourse and critical reflection as Mezirow (2000) first proposed. A 
more holistic approach to transformative learning appears to be taking hold. This 
approach “recognizes the role of feelings, other ways of knowing (intuition, 
somatic), and the role of relationships with others in the process of transformative 
learning. Dirkx (2006) suggests it is ‘about inviting ‘the whole person’ into the 
classroom environment, we mean the person in fullness of being: as an affective, 
intuitive, thinking, physical, spiritual self’ (p. 46)” (Taylor, 2008, p. 11) (pp. 135-
136). 

 
Yet, another case for embodied learning arrives from the field of neuroscience and Antonio 

Damasio’s work on consciousness, memory and emotion.  Here, Damasio work along with others 

in his field (e.g. Immordino-Yang) have deeply disrupted the notion of learning as simply a 

rational process.  They write:   

Modern biology reveals humans to be fundamentally emotional and social 
creatures. And yet those of us in the field of education often fail to consider that 
the high-level cognitive skills taught in schools, including reasoning, decision 
making, and processes related to language, reading, and mathematics, do not 
function as rational, disembodied systems, somehow influenced by but detached 
from emotion and the body (Immordino-Yang and Damasio 2007, p. 3) 
 

Here, both Damasio and Immordino’s work implies that if education is to move forward and keep 

up with the times, then all developmental measures including emotion and sociality, rather than 

purely rational or cognitive measures must be given equal attention.  

Brain, Mind and Neuroscience in Learning: A Biological & Beyond Brain Perspective 
 

According to Boucouvalas and Lawrence (2010), there are many disciplines that have 

contributed to the understanding of adult learning, and among one of the most burgeoning 

fields has been the work of neuroscience.  Yet, they suggest this is not a new trend since “as 

early as the 1970s, prominent adult educators such as Kidd and Houle stressed the importance 
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pf the potential contribution of neuroscience to adult learning, with Kidd emphasizing that adult 

educators stay informed of advances and Houle urging that one draw neuroscientists into the 

adult education field” (p. 43).  Moreover, they caution that many neuroscientists then and now 

“voice concern about prematurely generalizing the findings of their research to applied settings” 

(p. 43). In other words, “Oversimplification and overgeneralization can result from a lack of 

appreciation of the complexity of the territory” (p. 43). However, they assert one insight they 

can propose with confidence is that, ‘Barring disease or extreme disuse, life in the adult brain is 

neither static nor totally decremental in nature. Growing, adapting neuronal structures and 

networks are evident, and learning itself stimulates such brain changes” (p. 44).   

 However, more specifically, what exactly do we know about the brain and its connection 

to the learning phenomena?  We know, according Merriam and Bierema (2014) that the brain is 

attached to the spinal cord and acts as the control center constantly monitoring all functions of 

the human organism (e.g. heart rate, breathing and what takes place immediately around the 

body).  Here, as Martin and Martin assert, in the West we recognize that the information or data 

about the world comes into the body through the senses (e.g. seeing, hearing, touching, tasting 

and smelling).  We come to understand that these senses are not only fused with our cognitive 

functioning/interpretation but they seldom work in isolation, mostly interacting to “create a 

holistic sense picture for the brain” (p. 8). Moreover, “Of the five main senses, Laird (1985) 

quotes research that found that 75% of adult learning was through sight, followed by 13% for 

hearing, and with touch, smell and taste accounting for the remaining 12%” (p. 7). Thus, they 

suggest, “Humans arguably developed acuity in their senses related to particular their 
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environment, whether it is being ‘street wise’ in a city or understanding the very different signs 

in the African bush” (p. 7-8).  However, they also suggest: 

Early references to the senses appear in the Katha Upanishad, written between 400 
and 800 BC. It likens the senses to ‘horses’ that draw the ‘chariot’ of the body, with 
the mind as ‘reins’ and the ‘charioteer’ as the potentially controlling reason. It 
describes the purpose of the sense as, ‘this by which we perceive colours and 
sounds, perfumes and kisses of love; by which alone we attain knowledge; by which 
verily we can be conscious of anything (Mascaro, 1965: 62). 
 This Upanishad identifies the five senses that Western society sees as the 
main senses, namely sight, sound, smell, touch and taste. However, there are only 
the senses of which we are most aware. Barbara Stafford (in Elkin, 2008) sees our 
consciousness as, ‘born aloft on an ocean of “automatic life regulators””, which are 
estimated to be approximately 90% of our bodies’ sensory system including 
balance, temperature regulation, heart rate, breathing, gland secretions, pain, 
Kinaesthetic sense and many others. As well as the core physical senses, there are 
other senses such as telepathy and extra sensory perception that Sheldrake (2003) 
calls aspects of the ‘extended mind’, which appear in human experience but which, 
as yet, have little scientific evidence to support their existence. He has also 
proposed a hypothesis of “Morphic Resonance” (Sheldrake, 2009), where past 
forms and behaviours of organisms can affect organisms in the present time and 
space (p. 7). 

 
In addition to the powerful role our senses play in delivering data to the brain so that human 

beings may make conscious and unconscious adjustments, identify meaning and keep out of 

danger, scientists have also mapped out the brain in two different ways we process these senses 

– the three-level triune brain and two-part hemispheric brain.   

The Triune Brain 
 

The triune brain represents (see Figure 14 below) three different levels or regions of 

functioning responsible for processing information.  These three areas as a whole work through 

a precarious, constantly changing balance that include: 
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1. the reticular activating system or ‘reptilian brain’, so-called because it is found in 
reptiles, as well as birds and mammals.  
 
2. the limbic system or ‘primitive mammalian brain’, so call-called because it is 
found in the birds and mammals.  
 
3. the neo-cortex or ‘modern mammalian brain’, so called because it is found only 
in the highest order of primates (Mackeracher, 2004, p. 95).  

 
Figure 14: The Triune Brain 

 
 

According to Mackeracher (2004) the first level or reticular system “is both the lowermost and 

innermost part of the brain” and serves as “a relay station between nerves entering and leaving 

the brain and those within the brain. It can suppress or augment stimuli moving in either 

direction on the basis of individual needs for survival and safety, specifically for the primitive 

emotions driving the basic functions of feeding, fighting, fleeing, and sexual behaviours” (pp. 95-

96).  Thus, “if this relay station does not ‘turn on’ (become activated), the higher brain centers 

will not be activated (Hart, 1982)” (p. 96).  This part of the brain is impervious to learning and it is 

also a “unitary structure that is not divided laterally (right and left)” and “Its memory relates to 

survival and threat” (p. 96). 
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  The middle level or limbic system of the triune brain wraps around the reptilian brain and 

is responsible for taking in all sensory data or experience so that patterns are identified and 

meanings developed in the neo-cortex.  Here, according to Mackeracher (2004) is in the limbic 

system in which: 

Emotional content of experience is processed before meaning is processed, and is 
under the control of brain structures below those responsible for thinking and 
reasoning. The limbic system controls the individual’s basic value system, enhances 
or suppresses short-term memory (strategies for remembering what happened in 
the past twenty-four hours), and has marked effect on what we store in long-term 
memory (Hart, 1975; Pinker, 1997). The limbic system determines how the brain 
will respond to all information received. New experiences trigger memories to 
which feelings and values are attached. If the experience that originally created the 
memory was associated with positive feelings (happiness or pleasure), then the 
response to the new experience will also be positive. If the experience that 
originally created the memory was associated with negative feelings (pain, anxiety, 
or fear), then the response to the new experience will also be negative (Ferro, 
1993).   

 
In other words, if we are “presented with a learning experience that rouses a previously 

threatening or painful memory, this new experience will be avoided or, at best, seen as negative. 

Likewise, a learning event that connects with a memory of a positive learning experience will be 

embraced and seen as positive” (Merriam & Bierema, 2014, p. 170).  Thus, Merriam and Bierema 

point out, “Although “we may think of ourselves as thinking creatures that feel, biologically we 

are feeling creatures that think” explains a lot of what we know about adult learning (Taylor, 

2009, p. 17, italics in original).  As Mackeracher (2004) points out, this part of the brain is also 

not divided laterally.  It is also “relatively impervious change through learning but can be 

changed through some forms of psychotherapy, particularly those that do not rely on verbal 

dialogue. New learning is mostly restricted to expanding existing values and registering new 

experiences” (p. 97).   
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 The neo-cortex is the third part of the brain and “consists of the cerebral cortex, which is 

divided laterally into two cerebral hemispheres, and the corpus callosum, which connects the 

two hemispheres” (p. 97).  This part of the brain covers the limbic system and is distinct to 

primates and human beings. As Mackeracher (2004) asserts: 

Virtually all the learning we are concerned with in formal education and informal 
learning occurs in the cerebral cortex. All verbal speech functions originate within 
it (Pinker, 1997). It reasons, plans, worries, writes poems, makes lists, invents 
engines, paints pictures, and programs computers. Its products are foresight, 
hindsight, and insight; it is the ‘mother of invention’ and the ‘father of abstract         
thought’ (Hart, 1975). It co-ordinates our relationships with the outside world 
through its centers for vision, hearing, taste, smell, bodily sensations, and motor 
responses. Its memory has kinesthetic components (skin sensations, muscular 
movements, balance), iconic components (images, sounds, tastes, smell), and 
words or verbal components (Hart, 1983). 
 The neo-cortex has control over conscious activity and thought; but it is 
dependent on the lower levels of the brain to pass information, yield control over 
various activities, and keep the entire system activated. Walking activities bring the 
cerebral cortex into action. Whether sensory stimuli implying a threat to the 
individual are received, consciously or unconsciously, from the inner or outer 
environment, the brain will down-shift, taking control over cognitive functions 
away from the neo-cortex and giving it to the limbic system or the reticular 
activating system (Hart, 1983) (p. 97).  

 
Thus, as it relates to learning, shifting down means, “self-preservation becomes more important 

than learning and the cerebral hemispheres are put on hold” (p. 97). As Mackeracher points out, 

to reactivate the learning process, the lowest levels must be satisfied that the threat to self has 

been resolved” (p. 97). Here, for example, real or perceived threats that stimulate overwhelming 

emotions or values of fear, anger or anxiety not only directly affect brain functioning but they 

can cause “the brain to down-shift, thereby stopping normal learning process” (p. 97). 
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Figure 15: The Hemispheric Brain 

 
 
The hemispheric brain (see Figure 15 above) is another way or map that may help us understand 

how the brain work in relation to the learning process.  Here, the right and left hemispheres of 

the brain are connected to each other through nerve fiber called the corpus callosum.  According 

to Mackeracher (2004), research done on patients whom this unifying bridge has been 

disconnected has shown that, in most people, each half has different mental functions. Thus, the 

“left hemisphere controls most of the sensory input and all of the motor responses for the right 

side of the body, and the right hemisphere for the left side of the body” (p. 98).  According to 

Stein (2012), “In 97 percent of people, including two thirds of left-handers, the left hemisphere is 

relatively much more specialized for speech and language whereas the right is more important 

for visuospatial analysis and emotional expression” (p. 426). However, he cautions, that these 

differences are not necessarily absolute, since “the right hemisphere is important for some 

aspects of language, such as its emotional tone, and the left hemisphere plays a part in some 

visuospatial functions, such as helping to determine the relative position of letters in a word” (p. 
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426).  Merriam and Bierema (2014) summarize the functional strengths of the right hemisphere 

as verbal, linguistic, analytical, and sequential and the left hemisphere as non-verbal, more 

holistic, pictorial, and spatial.   According to Mackeracher (2004), citing astronomer-biologist Carl 

Sagan (1997), the search for patterns (right hemisphere) and critical analysis (the left 

hemisphere) are both necessary for knowledge, learning and science to move forward and allow 

humanity to thrive.  In particular, he writes, “Sagan suggest that scientists, like all humans, see 

what they want to see and identify pattern that, in fact, may not be supported by the 

information available. All identified patterns, therefore, must be subjected to critical analysis. All 

learning, as well as the effective pursuit of knowledge, requires the function of both 

hemispheres” (pp. 99-100).  Here, Merriam and Bierema (2014) point out, “our educational 

system tends to favor the verbal and analytical strengths of the left brain”; yet, “it is important to 

note that learning is maximized when the strengths of both sides of the brain are activated” (p. 

171).  They write: 

While learning activities that draw upon our creative, emotive, and physical sides 
along with verbal and analytical assignments generates brain activity in both 
hemispheres. For example, one can learn economic theory by reading about it and 
perhaps working through some mathematical formulas. But say this learning is 
supported by setting up a simulation game in which the classroom becomes an 
“economy” where people and businesses buy and sell, save and spend. This 
experiential dimension activates the right brain, reinforcing the left brain learning 
(p. 171). 

 
Another important point involving the brain and adult learning is the significant paradigm shift 

that took place in the 1960s in which the “doctrine of anatomical fixity (that neuronal capacity 

was not amenable to change once adulthood was reached)” was empirically challenged by the 

view “of neuroplasticity (the modifiability and regenerative capacities of selected areas of the 

adult brain; see Gage, 2001), the potential ability of the adult brain to repair itself, and the role 
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that learning plays in that process” (Boucouvalas & Lawrence, 2012, p. 44).  As Taylor (2009) puts 

it, the brain has the ability to “repair, replace, and retrain its neural circuitry” (p. 35).  Here, as 

Merriam and Bierema (2014) tell us, there are at least two unique and important findings related 

to the concept of neuroplasticity or plasticity.  First, they suggest it has a profound ability to 

change upon challenge.  For example, they write: 

New information enters the brain in the form of electrical impulses; these impulses 
form neural networks, connecting with other networks and the stronger and more 
numerous the networks the greater the learning. The brain learns when 
challenged: “When a mental process is easy, it is either trivial or needs only 
previously well-stabilized synapses. Such processes certainly qualify as brain use, 
but not as learning. Brain use then, is quite a bit different from brain change, and 
it is the latter we are trying to elicit” in learning (Leamnson, 1999, cited in Gravett, 
2001, p. 32). Zull (2006) points to a study “demonstrating change in the human 
neocortex when learning. In particular, an increase in the density of a small sensory 
region of the neocortex, the region that senses movement, was demonstrated 
when people learned to juggle. The density of this region decreased when people 
forgot some of their juggling skills (Draganski and others, 2004)…This and many 
other experiments have shown that increased signaling by cortical neurons 
generates the growth of more branches” (p. 4) (pp. 171-172). 

 
Moreover, they point out the importance of context in the brain and learning relationship:   
 

Further, years of research with placing rats in standard, enriched, and 
impoverished environments has revealed that an enriched environment leads to 
an increase in the weight of a rat’s brain; in addition, rats equivalent in age to 
humans in their sixties and seventies were found to increase their brain weight “by 
10 percent when they lived with younger rats in an enriched environment” (Gross, 
1999, p. 25). This is really exciting research from the perspective of learning and 
aging. Obviously, you can teach an old dog new tricks! And we do not need to be 
“taking a class” for our brains to learn. We need only challenge ourselves with ideas 
and opportunities in an enriched environment to maintain and enhance brain 
functioning. Even popular culture has picked up on the ability of the brain to learn. 
There are now brain institutes and brain “trainers” offering programs to boost brain 
power, Internet sites where one can learn exercises for the brain, and popular 
magazine articles such as AARP’s recent article titled “Age-Proof Your Brain: 10 easy 
ways to stay sharp forever “ (Howard, 2012). Among the suggestions are engaging 
in physical exercise, learning new skills, and reducing stress (p. 172.) 
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In addition to the cognitive functions noted above, there two other areas that are often explored 

in adult education text books related to the brain and learning – memory and intelligence.  

As noted earlier, the concept of memory and how information is remembered depends 

on how it is first processed (depending on our feelings at the time) in the limbic system.  Also, as 

pointed out earlier, data first travels into our senses (reptilian region of the brain) and values and 

emotions (limbic region of the brain) before this data is carried to the neo-cortex for meaningful 

processing.  Thus, as Merriam and Bierema point out, “no two persons share the exact same 

experiences, each person attends to, processes, and remembers information differently from the 

next person. This helps explain why several people can witness the same car accident or purse 

snatching, for example, but when asked to recall the event, remember it slightly different” (p. 

173).  Here, according to Merriam and Bierema, memory can be divided into the following three 

processes – sensory memory, working memory and long-term memory: 

Sensory memory involves the way or quality (e.g. sound or familiarity of a name) in 
which “something” enters our senses (e.g. see, hear, taste, smell, or touch) so that 
it can move or encode from sensory, to working, to long-term memory.  
 
Working memory is located in the neo-cortex in which the information you attend 
to is processed and given meaning. Here, as Foos and Clark, (2008) tell us, “this part 
of memory does the real work of paying attention to information in the sensory 
memories (or ignoring that information), encoding, abstracting, selecting, 
retrieving, and other mental processes” (p. 131).    
 
Long-term memory is activated when data that is processed or encoded in working 
memory enters long-term where it is stored for future use. As Merriam and 
Bierema (2014) tells us, the difference between working memory and long-term 
memory are akin to the difference of dealing with data placed on the top of your 
desk and the file cabinet next to your desk. They write, Decisions are made about 
items that come across the desk – do you discard the item, set it aside to deal with 
it late, or attend to it, that is, process it so that you can file it in your file cabinet? 
(p. 174) 
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There are three kinds cabinets or long-term memories in which information is stored. These 

include: procedural or habitual memories that include cognitive and motor skills such as reading, 

playing cards or driving a car; episodic93 memories have to do with memories of past events and 

are recalled with the sights, sounds and feelings of the original experience; and semantic 

memories that involve memories related to knowledge, facts, understanding, and meaning that 

have been acquired as a result of life experiences and learning (Merriam & Bierema, 2014).  

Thus, they assert, a key feature in the learning process of adults is how well they are to encode 

or use strategies to place information into long-term memory; and also, how well they can 

retrieve and recall this information.  In particular, they suggest there many strategies to develop 

and strengthen memory.  For example, more generally these might include challenging ourselves 

in physical and mental exercises in the form of continuing learning/experiences; or more 

practically, using acronyms to memorizing a grocery (e.g. TEACH to represent tomatoes, eggs, 

apples, cheese and hamburger); and placing the contents of speech into familiar sections of a 

house (e.g. with the intro of the speech representing the front door or hallway, the living room 

representing the first major section of the speech and so on).   

 The second concept related to the brain and learning involves the notion of intelligence.   

As Tennant and Pogson (1995) assert, historically, Western culture has placed cognitive activity 

or intelligence more important than manual work.  Subsequently, this has led to “the exaltation 

of the theoretical or contemplative over practical” (p. 39) in which cognitive attributes such as 

verbal, abstract, and complex thinking is much more valued than either concrete/sensual 

                                                
93 According to Merriam and Bierema (2014), “It is these episodic memories of earlier school experiences that sometimes impede adults from 
pursuing learning later in life” (p. 174). 
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thought or practical use of knowledge. Moreover, Merriam and Bierema (2014) point out, 

despite the numerous models that have challenged the limited scope of “general intelligence (or 

combination of fluid and crystalized intelligence)” or “intelligent quotient” (IQ) over the last 

thirty years, much of contemporary society and higher education still view intelligence primarily 

as a fixed psychometric measurable cognitive function that can measure individual difference 

based on age that may include a person’s ability to remember information, express verbal and 

written language effectively, analyze problems via pattern recognition, execute deductive 

reasoning and logical thought.  Thus, they write, “the West has so privileged the notion that 

intelligence is an individual, innate ability measurable by tests that other dimensions of what 

might be considered “intelligent” behaviour in a real-world, multicultural context have been 

overlooked” (pp. 177-178).  Subsequently, below I will describe the most influential theory of 

generalized intelligence or IQ as proposed by Catell (1963) and Horn and Catell (1966); and then 

introduce three other contributions that have move passed the limited notion of IQ and include 

Garner’s theory of multiple intelligence, Sternberg’s triarchic model, Goleman’s notion of social-

emotional intelligence and Zohar and Marshall’s spiritual intelligence.   

Generalized Intelligence or IQ as both Fluid and Crystalized Intelligence 
 

According to Merriam and Bierema (2014), Horn and Catell (1966), and their theory of 

fluid and crystalized intelligence, were among the early pioneers who pushed outside the single 

construct of IQ and the most influential theorists to date, as it relates to aging.   The Catell-Horn 

theory of intelligence includes two key facets that work together (fluid and crystalized 

intelligence) to produce an overall individual or what they called “general intelligence”.   Here, 

Merriam and Bierema (2014) provide a useful summary: 
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They [Catell and Horn] reasoned that fluid intelligence is “hard-wired,” dependent 
on the central nervous system, and involves abstract reasoning, pattern 
recognition, and response speed. Crystallized intelligence is dependent on life 
experience and education. “It consists of the set of skills and bits of knowledge that 
we each learn as part of growing up in any given culture, such as the ability to 
evaluate experience, the ability to reason about real-life problems, and technical 
skills learned for a job and other aspects of life (balancing a checkbook, counting 
change, finding the salad dressing in the grocery store)” (Bjorklund, 2011, p. 106). 
An example of a test item for fluid intelligence might be to determine what comes 
next in a series of shapes. One would have to recognize the logic of the pattern of 
the given shapes (that is, number of sides, amount of shading) to select the next 
logical shape. A test item for crystallized intelligence might be to select a word that 
means the opposite from the given word (p. 176). 

 
Thus, fluid intelligence may be described as “street smart” or the ability to think and reason 

abstractly and solve problems.  As noted above, this form of intelligence is “hard-wired” or 

“fixed” and considered independent of learning, experience and education.  It is deemed 

adaptable (like water in its fluid form) and it allows us to identify patterns and use logic to solve 

problems in both familiar and unfamiliar situations.  Finally, research suggests that cognitive 

abilities associated with fluid intelligence tends to decline with age, “perhaps due to the slowing 

down of response rate with age” (Merriam & Bierema, 2014, p. 177).   

 Crystalized intelligence may be described as “book smart” or having the ability to use 

prior learning and past experience.  This kind of intelligence is based upon facts, open to growth 

and dependent upon life experiences and education. According to research, as we age and 

accumulate new knowledge and understanding, then this facet of intelligence increases or 

becomes stronger.  Therefore, the more you learn and experience, the more you develop your 

crystalized intelligence.  Subsequently, Merriam and Bierema point out, these two opposing 

trends in which one facet of intelligence decrease while another increases, provides a stable 

measure of intelligence over time. Thus, “Combining the two measures of intelligence at a point 
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in young adulthood, for example, will yield an average similar to combining a high crystalized 

score with a low fluid measure in adulthood” (p. 177).  

However, more recent research tells us two interesting and ground-breaking findings within this 

theoretical field.  First, as Zelinksi and Kennison (2007) have pointed out, there is evidence to 

suggest that culture might dramatically alter the patterns in which these two respective facets of 

intelligence either increase or decrease with age may not hold true for future generations.  In 

particular, they write that increase in fluid intelligence might be partially attributed to:  

those of cultural changes, including improvements in nutrition and hygiene, 
population movement from rural to urban areas, increased access to schooling in 
the first half of the 20th century, increased educational levels of parents, smaller 
families, parental engagement in practices that encourage cognitive development 
(e.g., Williams, 1998), and changes in processing from more characteristically 
verbal to more iconic representations due to the rise of visually oriented modalities 
in film, television, computer games, and other media (for descriptions see 
Greenfield, 1998). Blair, Gamson, Thorne, and Baker (2005) suggested that recent 
fluid ability increases additionally reflect a shift in the content of mathematical 
curricula in primary and secondary schools toward fluid-like tasks that involve 
working memory and improve frontal functioning. 
 
The less consistent findings of cohort-related increases for some types of 
crystallized abilities have also been interpreted as due to historical changes in 
reinforcement. Instructional time spent imparting traditional school related 
knowledge has been reduced (see Williams, 1998), and people are more likely to 
watch movies and television than to read. The visual environment of movies and 
television promotes basic vocabulary and use of contextualized grammatical 
structures rather than the more advanced vocabulary and complex, 
decontextualized grammatical forms of written literature, leading to stable 
vocabulary scores on intelligence tests yet simultaneously declining verbal SAT 
scores (e.g., Greenfield, 1998). Consistent with this explanation, Bowles et al. 
(2005) reported that a cohort-sequential analysis over age showed greater 
improvement in more recently born cohorts for basic vocabulary items than for 
advanced ones (p. 547). 

 
Subsequently, they summarize:  
 

it has been suggested that culture affects the cognitive environment so that 
cognitive abilities adapt to it (e.g., Barber, 2005). This leads to the hypothesis that 
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discrepancies in cohort effects in older populations will vary to the extent that 
larger cohort increases will be observed for the fluid-like cognitive skills that have 
been more emphasized in recent decades than previously, whereas crystallized 
skills that have been consistently empathized over the past century would show 
less cohort change (p. 547).  

 
As Merriam and Bierema (2014) point out, Zelinksi and Kennison’s findings further corroborate 

the “notion that culture and context play a role in shaping what is considered “intelligent” 

behaviour and that intelligence might be more than verbal and analytical reasoning” (p. 177).   

 The second finding that poses a significant challenge to the Catell-Horn theory of fluid 

and crystalized intelligence comes from Jeaggi, Buschkuehl, Jonides and Perrig (2008) who 

challenge the long-standing assumption that fluid intelligence is largely “fixed” and untrainable.  

In particular, this study according to Sternberg (2008) has provided significant contributions to 

the literature by asserting that: 

1. Fluid intelligence is trainable to a significant and meaningful degree;  
2. The training is subject to dosage effects, with more training leading to greater 
gains;  
3. The effect occurs across the spectrum of abilities, although it is larger toward 
the lower end of the spectrum; and 
4. The effect can be obtained by training on problems that, at least superficially, 
do not resemble those on the fluid-ability tests (p. 6791).  

 
Subsequently, Steinberg suggests, “Their study therefore seems, in some measure, to resolve the 

debate over whether fluid intelligence is, in at least some meaningful measure, trainable” (p. 

6791).  Moreover, he writes the Jaeggi et al. article provides important implications for 

educational policy because it: 

suggest that the results of conventional tests of intellectual abilities and aptitudes 
provide indices that may be dynamic rather than static and modifiable rather than 
fixed. Most researchers have viewed intelligence as largely fixed (13), although 
others have argued strongly for its modifiability (14). The latter are shown to be 
justified in their beliefs (p. 6791). 
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Here, Merriam et al, (2007) observe, there at least two important reasons that we should seek to 

understand the revealing limitations of such “traditional approaches” to intelligence: 

The first is that the different lenses these researchers use “come not only from 
ideological biases affecting what is said, but also from what defines the concept of 
intelligence” (Sternberg, Lautrey, & Lubart, 2003, p. 3). And second, many of the 
ideas from these traditions still dominate the thinking and practice related to how 
intelligence is viewed, and hence, often unbeknownst to us, frame our practice as 
educators of adults (p. 360). 

 
Consequently, Merriam et al. (2007) assert, major challenges about the nature of intelligence 

have been made by a number of scholars and through a number of sources over the last several 

decades.  In particular, they suggest there are three main issues: 

The first is the major focus on the individual, and more specifically, differences 
between individuals as measured by psychometric tests. Second, there is, in the 
words of Sternberg, Lautrey, and Lubart (2003), “a fighting for the ‘truth’…with the 
underlying notion…that only one model or theory could be correct” (p. 11). Third, 
the majority of these traditional ways of thinking about intelligence in adulthood 
do not take into account “real-world” or “everyday” intelligence. Theorists who 
advocate that the basic nature of intelligence has to be reframed most often view 
intelligence as a combination of biological, psychological, social, cultural, life 
experiences, and environmental factors. Rather than focusing on just one or two of 
these frames, scholars from this tradition argue that intelligence consists of 
multiple domains and most often is conceived as an interaction among three or 
more of them (p. 373) 
 

Gardner’s Multiple Intelligence 
 

Howard Gardner’s (1993) theory of multiple intelligence draws upon psychometric and 

experiential psychology along with cognitive and developmental psychology, differential 

psychology, neuroscience, anthropology and cultural studies to answer the question: “How did 

the brain/mind evolve over many thousands of years, in order to allow individuals (and the 

species) to survive across a range of environments?” (2000, p. 28). Thus, he defines intelligence, 

“as a biopsychological potential to process information that can be activated in a cultural setting 
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to solve problems or create products that are of value in a culture (Gardner & Morgan, 2006, p. 

227).  Accordingly, he challenges the notion of fixed “general intelligence” or “IQ” by first 

proposing seven forms of intelligence, writing: 

In addition to the linguistic and logical–mathematical forms of intelligence that are 
at a premium in the schools, I proposed five additional intelligences (here listed 
along with specimen individuals who exemplify each intelligence): musical 
(composer, performer); spatial (sailor, architect); bodily-kinesthetic (athlete, 
dancer, surgeon); interpersonal (therapist, salesperson); and intrapersonal 
(individual with keen introspective skills) (p. 28). 

 
In the mid 1990s he added an eighth – naturalist intelligence, “that of the naturalist, the 

individual who readily recognizes patterns in the flora and fauna in the wild” (p. 28); and 

considered a ninth, spiritual or existential intelligence, “that captures at least part of what we 

individuals mean when they speak of spiritual concerns” (p. 28).  However, he has since (2000) 

decided against the inclusion of “spiritual intelligence” because of the contested and ambiguous 

nature of the term “spiritual”.  In a paper arguing against the inclusion of spirituality as a form of 

intelligence, he writes:  

Put succinctly, I am intellectually a splitter, whereas I suspect Emmons [who is in 
support of spirituality as an intelligence]  is a lumper. That is, I like to make 
distinctions and I also believe that intellectual progress is likely to follow if the right 
distinctions are proposed. My assumption is that Emmons is attracted to the 
discovery of relations among items, perhaps especially far-stretching relations, and 
that he believes intellectual progress is tied to these connections (pp. 32-33). 

 
Thus, as a self-confessing “inveterate splitter in intellectual style” as opposed to “avid lumper” 

he writes: 

Spirituality is worthy of study as an intelligence if that lens illuminates its nature; 
the possibility that it may encourage more study of religion, or improve religion’s 
place in the world, is not in my mind a proper rationale. I know whereof I speak 
because my own work on multiple intelligences has often been drawn on as a 
justification for arts education. I happen to be a staunch advocate of arts education, 
but I have often had to explain that there is no such 
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thing as artistic intelligence (p. 33). 
 
Interestingly, in a more recent book called Five Minds of the Future (2007), Gardner seems to 

have perhaps shifted on his “splitting intellectual” position and emphasises that his thinking has 

now gone beyond the rational and logical mind in “describing” intelligence in relatively 

autonomous 7 to 9 cognitive abilities to one of “prescribing” five integrative themes or minds 

that must be cultivated in a dramatically disruptive world. In fact, in many places throughout the 

book, he seems to place what could be termed moral values as important as intellectual skills (or 

performance values) 94.  Thus, he writes that we live in a time of dramatic change that includes 

globalization, knowledge proliferation, new disciplines and interdisciplinary efforts, growing 

hegemony of science and technology, and possible clash of civilizations.  In this context, he 

argues that schools, businesses and the professions must consider the following five integrated 

cognitive abilities that will command a premium in the year ahead:  

1. The disciplined mind has mastered at least one way of thinking— a distinctive 
mode of cognition that characterizes a specific scholarly discipline, craft, or 
profession. Much research confirms that it takes up to ten years to master a 
discipline. The disciplined mind also knows how to work steadily over time to 
improve skill and understanding—in the vernacular, it is highly disciplined. Without 
at least one discipline under his belt, the individual is destined to march to someone 
else’s tune. 
 
2. The synthesizing mind takes information from disparate sources, understands 
and evaluates that information objectively, and puts it together in ways that make 
sense to the synthesizer and also to other persons. Valuable in the past, the 

                                                
94 According to Davidson, Khmelkov and Lickona (2010), character can be divided into two interdependent facets, moral character and 
performance character.  They assert that research shows that both are necessary for human development and achievement, since “without 
moral character, we can easily fall into using unethical means to achieving our performance goals.  With performance character, we will have 
difficulty developing our human potential and enacting our moral values effectively” (p. 431). Thus, they argue: “Various studies show the 
contributions of performance character and moral character to human development and achievement. In their handbook Character Strengths 
and Virtues, Peterson and Seligman (2004) identify the cross-cultural importance of performance character attributes such as creativity, curiosity, 
love of learning, and persistence. Longitudinal studies such as Talented Teenagers (Csikszentmihalyi, Ratunde & Whalen, 1993) find that gifted 
adolescents who develop their talent to high levels, compared to those who do not, tend to show high levels of performance character qualities 
such as goal-setting and wise time management. Colby’s and Damon’s study, Some Do Care: Contemporary Lives of Moral Commitment (1998), 
reveals how strong performance character and strong moral character work synergistically to account for exemplars’ achievements in fields as 
varied as civil rights, education, business, philanthropy, the environment, and religion. Such exemplars do good, and do good well. In a flourishing 
life, ethics and excellence go hand in hand” (p. 432). Thus, I have modified these terms and call them moral and performance values. 
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capacity to synthesize becomes ever more crucial as information continues to 
mount at dizzying rates. 
 
3. Building on discipline and synthesis, the creating mind breaks new ground. It puts 
forth new ideas, poses unfamiliar questions, conjures up fresh ways of thinking, 
arrives at unexpected answers. Ultimately, these creations must find acceptance 
among knowledgeable consumers. By virtue of its anchoring in territory that is not 
yet rule-governed, the creating mind seeks to remain at least one step ahead of 
even the most sophisticated computers and robots. 
 
4. Recognizing that nowadays one can no longer remain within one’s shell or on 
one’s home territory, the respectful mind notes and welcomes differences 
between human individuals and between human groups, tries to understand these 
“others,” and seeks to work effectively with them. In a world where we are all 
interlinked, intolerance or disrespect is no longer a viable option  
 
5. Proceeding on a level more abstract than the respectful mind, the ethical mind 
ponders the nature of one’s work and the needs and desires of the society in which 
one lives. This mind conceptualizes how workers can serve purposes beyond self-
interest and how citizens can work unselfishly to improve the lot of all. The ethical 
mind then acts on the basis of these analyses (p. 2). 

 
According to Smith (2002, 2007) there are at least three important questions or challenges to 

Gardner’s theory.  First, citing John White he writes: 

there are significant issues around the criteria that Howard Gardner employs. 
There are questions around the individual criteria, for example, do all intelligences 
involve symbol systems; how the criteria to be applied; and why these particular 
criteria are relevant. In respect of the last, and fundamental question, White states 
that he has not been able to find any answer in Gardner’s writings (ibid.: 19). 
Indeed, Howard Gardner himself has admitted that there is an element of 
subjective judgement involved (p. 8). 

 
Second, Smith asks does Gardner’s conceptualization of intelligence necessarily hold together?  

He responds with:  

For those researchers and scholars who have traditionally viewed intelligence as, 
effectively, what is measured by intelligence tests – Howard Gardner’s work will 
always be problematic. They can still point to a substantial tradition of research 
that demonstrates correlation between different abilities and argue for the 
existence of a general intelligence factor. Howard Gardner (1993: xxiv) disputes 
much of the evidence and argues that it is not possible, as yet, to know how far 
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intelligences actually correlate. More recent developments in thinking around 
intelligence such as Robert Sternberg’s (1985, 1996) advancement of a ‘triarchic 
model’ have shared Gardner’s dislike of such standard intelligence theory. 
However, in contrast to Howard Gardner, Robert Sternberg does not look strongly 
at the particular material that the person is processing. Instead he looks to what he 
calls the componential, experiential and contextual facets of intelligence. A further 
set of criticisms centre around the specific intelligences that Howard Gardner 
identified. For example, it can be argued that musical intelligence and bodily-
kinesthetic intelligence are better approached as talents (they do not normally 
need to adapt to life demands) (p. 5).  

 
Finally, Smith points out that Gardner’s work has lacked the grounding in empirical evidence to 

support his theory.  He writes: 

A common criticism made of Howard Gardner’s work is that his theories derive 
rather more strongly from his own intuitions and reasoning than from a 
comprehensive and full grounding in empirical research. For the moment there is 
not a properly worked-through set of tests to identify and measure the different 
intelligences. I once thought it possible to create a set of tests of each intelligence 
– an intelligence-fair version to be sure – and then simply to determine the 
correlation between the scores on the several tests. I now believe that this can 
only be accomplished if someone developed several measures for each 
intelligence and then made sure that people were comfortable in dealing with the 
materials and methods used to measure each intelligence. (Gardner 1999: 98).  
Howard Gardner himself has not pursued this approach because of a more 
general worry with such testing – that it leads to labelling and stigmatization. It 
can be argued that research around the functioning of the brain generally 
continues to support the notion of multiple intelligence (although not necessarily 
the specifics of Howard Gardner’s theory) (p. 8). 

 
Sternberg’s Theory of Successful Intelligence (PQ): Triarchic Theory of Intelligence  
 

According to Merriam et al. (2007) it is perhaps the work of Sternberg and his colleagues 

“that have been the most active and prolific scholars responding to the challenge to reframe the 

concept of intelligence” (p.377).  As Sternberg, Forsythe, Hedlund, Harvath, Wagner and 

Williams (2000) point out, “the problems faced in everyday life often have little relationship to 

the knowledge and skills acquired through formal education or the abilities used in the 

classroom activities” (p. 32).  As Merriam et al. (2007) assert, the triarchic theory of intelligence 
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is the main theoretical framework underpinning the study of “successful” or “practical” 

intelligence.  Moreover, the triarchic theory is composed of three subtheories including:  

1. a componential subtheory, describing the internal analytical mental mechanisms 
and processes involved in intelligence; 
 
2. an experiential subtheory, focusing on how a person’s experience combined with 
insight and creativity affects how she thinks; and  
 
3. a contextual subtheory, emphasizing the role of the external environment in 
determining what constitutes intelligent behavior in a situation (p. 378).  

 
Subsequently, Merriam et al. (2007) highlight:  
 

The first part of the subtheory, the mental mechanisms of intelligence, is posited 
as universal: “Although individuals may differ in what mental mechanisms they 
apply to a given task or situation, the potential set of mental mechanisms under- 
lying intelligence is claimed to be the same across all individuals, social classes, and 
cultural groups” (Sternberg, 1986a, pp. 23–24). The other two parts of Sternberg’s 
theory, which emphasize the experience of the learner and the real-world context, 
are seen as having both universal and relativistic components. The universal aspect 
has to do with areas being studied within each of these sub- parts of the theory 
(such as the processes of automation, environmental adaptation, and shaping). 
These processes are seen as important no matter what the cultural milieu or the 
person’s experience with the tasks or situations chosen to measure these aspects. 
The relativistic nature of these parts of the theory comes from the recognition that 
what constitutes intelligent behavior is not the same for all groups of people. As 
Sternberg puts it, “Parts of the theory are culturally universal, and parts are 
culturally relative” (1986a, p. 24) (p. 387).  

 
Thus, from this grounding95, Sternberg (2003) has developed and proposed a theory of 

“successful intelligence”, “according to which intelligence can be seen in terms of various kinds 

of information-processing components combining in different ways to generate analytical, 

creative, and practical abilities” (p. 39).  In contrast to most intelligence theories, the theory of 

successful intelligence views intelligence as broader and more integrative/systems sense (e.g. 

                                                
95 According to Sternberg (2003), successful intelligence includes the same underlying components of triarchic theory but they are labelled 
differently and hold slightly different meanings.   
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intrapersonal, interpersonal and extrapersonal).  Thus, successful intelligence can be defined and 

include the following dimensions: 

1. Intelligence is defined in terms of the ability to achieve success in terms of one’s 
personal standards, within one’s sociocultural context. 
 
2. One’s ability to achieve success depends on capitalizing on one’s strengths and 
correcting or compensating for one’s weaknesses. 
 
3. Balancing abilities is achieved in order to adapt to, shape, and select 
environments. 
 
4. Success is attained through a balance of analytical, creative, and practical abilities 
(pp. 42-43). 

 
According to Sternberg (2003) analytical abilities (which is derived from the componential 

subtheory of the triarchic theory) is comparable to IQ and involves cognitive facets such as 

analyzing, evaluating, judging, or comparing and contrasting “problems that are largely academic 

because they are abstracted from the substance of everyday life” (p. xiv).  Creative abilities are 

engaged when the components are applied to relatively novel problems and allow individuals to 

cope with “out of the box” thinking so to solve “problems that are either convergent or 

divergent in nature” (p. 49).  And, practical abilities draw from tacit knowledge gained from 

experience and used to solve problems that confront people in daily life, at work and in the 

home. More specifically, practical abilities involve: 

Applying the components of intelligence to experience to (a) adapt to, (b) shape, 
and (c) select environments. Adaptation is involved when one changes oneself to 
suit the environment. Shaping is involved when one changes the environment to 
suite oneself. And Selection is involved when one decides to seek another 
environment that is a better match to one’s needs, abilities, and desires. People 
differ in their balance of adaptation, shaping, and selection, and in the competence 
with which they balance among the three possible courses of action (p. 55-56). 
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As noted above, tacit knowledge plays a core dimension of practical knowledge and can be 

defined as “knowledge that reflects the practical ability to learn from experience and to apply 

that knowledge in the pursuit of personally valued goals” (Sternberg et. al, 2000, p. 104).  More 

precisely, he defines this construct of tacit knowledge “as what one needs to know in order to 

work effectively in an environment that one is not explicitly taught and that often is not even 

verbalized” (p. 56).  According to Sternberg (2003):  

The basic idea motivating this research is that practical intelligence derives largely 
from the acquisition and utilization of tacit knowledge – the procedural knowledge 
not explicitly taught and often not even verbalized that one needs to know to 
succeed in an environment. For an academic psychologist, for example, tacit 
knowledge would include knowing how to win acceptance of articles submitted to 
journals and knowing how to get resources from the Chair of one’s department. 
We represent this knowledge in the form of production systems, which are ordered 
series of conditional (“if–then”) statements. Thus, one keeps asking which piece of 
tacit knowledge to apply (the “if” antecedent) and executes the tacit knowledge 
(the “then” consequent) when the right piece of tacit knowledge is found (p. xv). 

 
Much of the work of Sternberg and his colleagues with adults is measured by using work related 

problems that one might encounter on the job and include a wide range of critical incidents and 

simulations to the initial development and testing of tacit knowledge inventories.  The research 

on measuring tacit knowledge with adults includes two dozen occupations such as management, 

academia, sales, teaching, school administrators, secretarial work and the military.  A typical 

tacit-knowledge related problem may include “people who are asked to read a story about a 

problem someone faces and to rate, for each statement in a set of statements, how adequate a 

solution the statement represents” (Sternberg, 2003, p. 56).  Thus, among some of their findings, 

are “that individuals who exhibit the ability to acquire and use tacit knowledge are more 

effective in their respective performance domains” (Sternberg et al., 2000, p. 223).  Here, as 

Sternberg (2003) asserts: 
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We have developed (Sternberg, Wagner, Williams, & Horvath, 1995; Wagner & 
Sternberg, 1985) and continue to develop (Sternberg et al., 2000) instruments to 
assess the acquisition and utilization of tacit knowledge. We have now tested 
thousands of people in more than two dozen occupations, including that of 
academic psychologist. 

The tests are all based on the same notion. Participants are presented with 
scenarios from the everyday life of people going about their business (as students, 
as employees, or whatever). The participants then either state a solution to the 
problem posed in the scenario (in one format), or evaluate the quality of alternative 
solutions proposed to them (in another format). 

The results have been fairly consistent across studies: Tacit knowledge 
typically does not correlate with IQ-based measures but predicts school and job 
performance as well as or better than IQ-based measures. The correlations are not 
always zero. At the lower (but not higher) ranks of military officers, we obtained 
weak but significant positive correlations. Among children in rural Kenya, we 
obtained significant negative correlations: The anthropological members of our 
team – Wenzel Geissler and Ruth Prince – recognized a fundamental fact about 
family values. The children saw that their path to success was not through obtaining 
high grades in formal schooling but rather through acquiring the tacit knowledge 
that led to adaptation to the demands of village life. 

In other words, our measures supplement, although obviously do not 
replace, the IQ-based measures. They are not replacements because we are 
focusing here on practical abilities, whereas IQ-based measures focus on analytical 
abilities (p. xv italics emphasized). 

 
Moreover, “although the acquisition of tacit knowledge appears to be influenced, to some 

extent, by ‘g’ [generalized intelligence] and by the amount of experience, tacit knowledge 

inventories are not simply new measures of these constructs” (Sternberg et al., 2000, p. 223).  

Consequently, Sternberg et al. conclude that “tacit knowledge appears to reflect a single 

underlying ability, which we label practical intelligence” (p. 223). However, as Sternberg et al. 

caution, despite the promise of this new generation of measures of practical intelligence, “we 

are the first to admit that existing evidence for the new measures does not yet match that 

available for traditional cognitive-academic tests. Consequently, the use of both kinds of 

measures explain more variance in performance than reliance on either kind alone” (p. 224). 
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According to Merriam and Bierema (2014) the work of Sternberg and his colleagues has 

provided major contributions to the promotion of the valuing of experiential learning and the 

“practical intelligence” that accompanies learning” (pp. 180-181).  More specifically, Merriam et 

al. (2007) provide three reasons why Sternberg and his colleagues have been so important to the 

advancement of adult education: 

First…[Sternberg and his colleagues offer]…a  provided a twenty-year research 
history that provides a different level of credibility to this work [on intelligence] 
than to that of Gardner, or…to the concept of emotional intelligence. For educators 
of adults it provides rich evidence that adult intelligence is much more than 
academic abilities and measures on the more traditional IQ tests, but also 
encompasses what many of us have believed it to include all along: everyday or 
practical intelligence. Second, Sternberg and his colleagues have provided us with 
initial inventories of both successful and practical intelligence. Although, as was 
discussed previously, additional validation studies need to be completed on these 
inventories, we hope that at some point they will be as accepted as the current 
traditional battery of tests of intelligence in adults. And finally, Sternberg and his 
colleagues have added their voices to those who have said that intelligence can be 
taught (see Grotzer & Perkins, 2000, for an overview) and offer resources that can 
be used with adults in the instructional process (for example, Sternberg, 1986a, 
1988, 1997) (p. 380). 

 
Sternberg (1996) himself offers the following humble and cautionary words of advice on the 

topic of intelligence: 

We need to be much more cautious than we have been in trumpeting as truths our 
views on the nature of intelligence. In this respect, psychologists have been less 
than circumspect. Almost all psychologists agree, at the level of definition, that 
intelligence involves adaptation to the environment (see "Intelligence and Its 
Measurement," 1921; Sternberg & Detterman, 1986). What is left unclear is just 
what environment is being talked about. 

If we are talking about cultural environment, it is quite clear that the 
overwhelming majority of theories and tests have been tailored to Western 
environments and might not apply as well in non-western ones (see Cole, 1990; 
Laboratory of Comparative Human Cognition, 1982). Indeed, non-Western tests 
might look quite different from Western ones and might create a rank-ordering 
different from the one we are comfortable creating. 

If we are talking about biological adaptation, species other than the human 
one might get the last laugh. Although humans are quick to put themselves at the 
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top of the evolutionary scale in intelligence, even evaluating dogs and other species 
in terms of the kinds of skills that we, as humans, value (Coren, 1994), our view may 
be rather species-specific. For example, if the devastation wrought by the HIV virus 
were attributed to extraterrestrial aliens who attacked Earth and devised weapons 
and counter-weapons that so far always outwitted our own, we might view the 
aliens as smarter than we are. And if we read of some other species that was unique 
in the history of all species in devising the weapons of its own mass destruction, we 
might not necessarily conclude that this species was the most intelligent of all. The 
question of what is intelligent in a long-term evolutionary perspective, therefore, 
is wide open (pp. 11-12).  

 
Consequently, Sternberg (2003) proposes for that for the time being, a synthetic integration of 

intelligence grounded upon a system theory, may perhaps offer: 

the best way to achieve a certain coherence in the field is to recognize that there 
is no one right “model” or “approach” and that different ones elucidate different 
aspects of a very complex phenomenon. Models such as the systems models are 
useful in attempting integrations, but they fall short in integrating all that we know 
about intelligence. The time may come when such large-scale integrations can be 
achieved in ways that are theoretically meritorious and empirically sound. In the 
meantime, it is likely that many different conceptions of intelligence will compete 
for the attention of the scientific world as well as of the lay public (p. 41). 

 
Goleman’s’ Emotional & Social Intelligence (SQ/EQ) 
 

The concept of emotional intelligence was first introduced by Salovey and Mayer (Mayer 

& Salovey, 1993; Salovey & Mayer, 1990).  They defined emotional intelligence as “the ability to 

perceive accurately, appraise, and express emotion; the ability to access and/or generate 

feelings when they facilitate thought; the ability to understand emotions and emotional 

knowledge; and the ability to regulate emotions to promote emotional and intellectual growth 

(Mayer, Salvoey, & Caruso, 2000a, 2000b)” (Sternberg, 2003).  This notion of intelligence was 

expanded upon and popularized to the mainstream by the psychologist and science writer Daniel 

Goleman in his 1995 book titled Emotional Intelligence.  According to Goleman, “emotional 

intelligence can be as powerful and at times more powerful than IQ” (p. 24).  According to 
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Merriam et al. (2007), Goleman’s and Salovey and Mayer’s emotional intelligence is comparable 

to Gardner’s concept of inter-intra personal intelligence and Sternberg’s characteristics and 

attributes of people displaying successful intelligence.    

More specifically, Goleman (1995) uses new discoveries found in the emotional makeup 

of the brain to point out that human beings have two different yet intertwined ways of knowing, 

the rational and the emotional, which he asserted are “exquisitely coordinated; feelings are 

essentially to thought, thought to feeling” (p. 9).  For example, Goleman points out, “Because it 

takes the rational mind a moment or two longer to register and respond than it does the 

emotional mind, the “first impulse” in an emotional situation is the heart’s, not the head’s… This 

rapid-fire emotional reaction takes over in situations that have the urgency of primal survival” (p. 

293).  However, as Goleman suggests, there is also a “slow path” to emotion, in which it 

“simmers and brews first in our thoughts before it leads to feelings. This second pathway to 

triggering emptions is more deliberate, and we are typically quite aware of the thoughts that 

lead to it” (p. 293).  Thus, he argues, that emotional intelligence (or emotional quotient: IQ) and 

then later social intelligence (social quotient: SQ) (2007) underpin the effective use of IQ and 

should be explicitly nurtured.  Yet, as Goleman contends, even though our socio-emotional 

intelligence are better predictors of life happiness and success than IQ, this latter intelligence is 

generally devalued and overlooked by education and by extension, broader society.   

 According to Goleman’s model of emotional intelligence, which he attributes to the 

earlier work of Salovey and Mayer (1990), there are five domains: knowing one’s emotions 

(being self-aware of our feelings), managing one’s emotions (handling our feelings), motivating 

oneself (guide our feelings toward a goal), recognizing emotions in others (empathy plays a vital 
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role in this), and handling relationships (managing emotions in others).  Subsequently, he has 

developed a profile of specific learnable competencies (see Table 4 below) that range across four 

different areas of personal ability and may separate the “best leaders and performer apart from 

average” (Goleman, 2015, para. 4). 

Table 4: Goleman’s (2015) Framework of Social & Emotional Competencies (para. 5-8) 

 Self 
Personal Competencies 

Other 
Social Competencies 

 
 
 
Recognition  
 

 
Self-Awareness concerns knowing one’s 
internal states, preferences, resources, and 
intuitions.  
 

• Emotional Awareness: Recognizing 
one’s emotions and their effects. 

• Accurate Self-Assessment: Knowing 
one’s strengths and limits. 

• Self-Confidence: A strong sense of 
one’s self-worth and capabilities. 

 

 
Social Awareness refers to how people handle 
relationships and awareness of others’ feelings, 
needs, and concerns.  
 

• Empathy: Sensing others’ feelings and 
perspectives, and taking an active 
interest in their concerns. 

• Organizational Awareness: Reading a 
group’s emotional currents and power 
relationships. 

• Service Orientation: Anticipating, 
recognizing, and meeting customers’ 
needs. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Regulation  

 
Self-Management refers to managing one’s 
internal states, impulses, and resources.  
 
 

• Emotional Self-Control: Keeping 
disruptive emotions and impulses 
in check. 

• Transparency: Maintaining 
integrity, acting congruently with 
one’s values. 

• Adaptability: Flexibility in handling 
change. 

• Achievement: Striving to improve 
or meeting a standard of 
excellence. 

• Initiative: Readiness to act on 
opportunities. 

• Optimism: Persistence in pursuing 
goals despite obstacles and 
setbacks. 

 

 
Relationship Management concerns the skill or 
adeptness at inducing desirable responses in 
others.  
 

• Developing Others: Sensing others’ 
development needs and bolstering 
their abilities. 

• Inspirational Leadership: Inspiring and 
guiding individuals and groups. 

• Change Catalyst: Initiating or managing 
change. 

• Influence: Wielding effective tactics for 
persuasion. 

• Conflict Management: Negotiating and 
resolving disagreements. 

• Teamwork & Collaboration: Working 
with others toward shared goals. 
Creating group synergy in pursuing 
collective goals. 
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As Merriam and Bierema (2014) tell us, despite a lack of research evidence on this kind of 

intelligence as proposed by Goleman, it continues to resonate with adult educators and human 

resource development practitioners…and others who have known that there is more to success 

in life than just IQ” (p. 181).  Furthermore, Merriam et al. (2007) suggest:  

 
Although Goleman’s work has been quoted and used most often as a base for 
practice with both children and adults, there is little if any empirical evidence to 
support the majority of his basic assertions about emotional intelligence. Rather, 
as observed by Mayer, Salovey, and Caruso (2000) and Brody (2004), Goleman’s 
very strong claims on emotional intelligence are based primarily in proprietary 
research and not published in peer-review journals. In addition, Goleman ascribes 
his five-domain model of emotional intelligence as one that was conceptualized by 
Salovey, citing an earlier work of Salovey and Mayer (1990), as his source. However, 
in our review of the original source for that model it was our observation that 
Goleman’s model is not a good representation of the work of either the original 
model Salovey and Mayer proposed (1990) or of their more recent work (Mayer & 
Salovey, 1997; Mayer, Salovey, & Caruso, 2000). In essence, the Mayer and Salovey 
model has four branches: “(a) perceiving emotions, (b) using emotions to facilitate 
thought, (c) understanding emotions, and (d) managing emotions” (Mayer & 
Salovey, 1997, as cited by Salovey & Pizarro, 2003, p. 263). Although some of the 
language is similar to that of Goleman’s description of emotional intelligence, the 
actual meanings are quite different. First, Mayer and Salovey’s work is situated in 
a rich body of both theory and research. Second, the Mayer and Salovey model has 
become foundational for some highly sophisticated work on emotional intelligence 
that both these authors and other scholars continue to revise and use in their 
research (Mayer, Salovey, & Caruso, 2000; Palmer, Gignac, Manocha, & Stough, 
2005; Salovey & Pizarro, 2003) (pp. 381-382).  

 

Spiritual Intelligence (SQ) 
 

As indicated earlier, traditional conceptions of intelligence relied heavily on a logical and 

analytical abilities measured in the form of IQ.  However, as illustrated above, the last three 

decades the work of Gardner, Sternberg, Mayer, Salovey, Goleman and many others have 

contributed immensely to the broadening of this limited view of human nature and cognitive 

ability.  Thus, while traditional theories of intelligence such as IQ tend to focus on “fixed” logical 
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and analytical abilities, and EQ focuses on one’s ability to understand oneself and others and to 

deal effectively with emotions and relationships, there is increasing research evidence from 

“natural or hard science” such the field of neuroscience that now qualify the value and 

legitimacy of spiritual intelligence (SQ).  According to Lovat (2018a): 

Robert Emmons (2000, 2003), John Mayer (2000), Mario Beauregard (Beauregard 
& O’Leary, 2007; Beauregard & Paquette, 2008) and Darcia Narvaez (2014; et al., 
2014; Thandeka & Narvaez, 2017) are among a myriad of neuroscientists who 
speak of phenomena, much of it the subject of scientific testing, such as ‘spiritual 
intelligence’, ‘spiritual consciousness’ and ‘spiritual, religious and theological 
knowing’.  An element of this work explores the ways in which the human brain 
appears to have developed over hundreds of thousands of years, including its 
influence from times when imagination rather than empirical science was the 
dominant impeller of knowing.  Thus, highly imaginative and creative knowing 
effectively stretched the human brain beyond that of other species and so seems 
likely to have been part of the impetus for development of the neo-frontal cortex 
that elevated the human brain beyond that of other species (p.7).    

 
As I have made the case in chapter 1 and 2, our current reductive paradigm of education and 

more specifically how we understand human nature (or the notion of intelligence in the broadest 

sense) is unable to address today complex and interdependent issues.  As such, in this section, I 

describe the work of several theorists who make the case that IQ (our rational or analytical 

intelligence usually applied in solving logical or strategic problems), and EQ (our social-emotional 

intelligence usually used to help us successfully cope with our emotions so to manage our 

relationships with others) need to be underpinned or lead by spiritual intelligence (our ability to 

access higher meaning, values and purpose through a greater level of self-knowledge, 

awareness, and consciousness).  This perspective is aptly capture by Covey (2004) in which he 

argues, “Spiritual intelligence is the central and most fundamental of all the intelligence, because 

it becomes the source of guidance for other[s]” (p. 53).  Thus, as all of the theorist arguing for 

this position would affirm, from a Western perspective, we are only at the beginning of the 
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journey and immense potential with respect to understanding and benefiting from spiritual 

intelligence.    

Zohar and Marshall’s Theory of Spiritual Intelligence  
 

In their book titled Spiritual Intelligence (2000/2012) and then later Spiritual Capital 

(2004/2012), Zohar and Marshall, while affirming Goleman’s insights that emotional intelligence 

offers “a basic requirement for the effective use of IQ”, contend that “an array of recent but so 

far undigested scientific data shows us that there is a third ‘Q’” called spiritual intelligence 

(2000/2012, p. 3).  According to this wife (Danah Zohar) and husband (Ian Marshall) duo, who 

are credited for coining the term spiritual intelligence, SQ not only provides a fuller picture of 

human intelligence but it can be defined as: 

The intelligence with which we address and solve problems of meaning and value, 
the intelligence with which we can place our actions and our lives in a wider, richer, 
meaning-giving context, the intelligence with which we can assess that one course 
of action or one life-path is more meaningful than another. SQ is the necessary 
foundation for the effective functioning of both IQ and EQ. It is our ultimate 
intelligence (Zohar & Marshall, 2000/2012, pp. 3-4).  

 
They suggest that science is increasingly moving toward profound insights that “wholes can be 

greater than the sum of their parts” and that these wholes contain a “richness, a perspective, a 

dimensionality not possessed by the parts. So the whole is not just a larger quantity, but has 

added quality too” (p. 18).  Thus, they argue this new understanding of science also helps to 

understand the spiritual, in which: 

the ‘spiritual’ means to be in touch with some larger, deeper, richer whole that puts 
our present limited situation into a new perspective. It is to have a sense of 
‘something beyond’, of ‘something more’ that confers added meaning and value 
on where we are now. The spiritual ‘something more’ may be a deeper social reality 
or social web of meaning. It may be an awareness or attunement to the 
mythological, archetypal or religious dimension of our situation. It may be a sense 
of some more profound level of truth or beauty. And/or it may be an attunement 
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to some deeper, cosmic sense of wholeness, a sense that our actions are part of 
some greater universal process (pp. 17-18).  

 
According to Zohar (2005), IQ or intelligent quotient was discovered in the early 20th century in 

which scientists recognized that it was a way of demonstrating our ability to use our rational, 

logical, rule-bound, problem solving intelligence in a rational, goal-oriented thinking.  As she put 

it, “All of us use some IQ, or we wouldn’t be functional” (p. 46).  However, in the mid 1990s, she 

observes and as discussed earlier, Goleman (1995) articulated, another kind of intelligence called 

emotional intelligence.  This kind of intelligence “manifests in trust, empathy, self-awareness, 

and self-control, and in the ability to respond appropriately to the emotions of others. It’s a 

sense of where people are coming from” (p. 46).  Finally, she argues, spiritual intelligence (SQ): 

underpins IQ and EQ. Spiritual intelligence is an ability to access higher meanings, 
values, abiding purposes, and unconscious aspects of the self and to embed these 
meanings, values, and purposes in living a richer and more creative life. Signs of 
high SQ include an ability to think out of the box, humility, and an access to energies 
that come from something beyond the ego, beyond just me and my day-to-day 
concerns. SQ is the ultimate intelligence of the visionary leader. It was the 
intelligence that guided men and women like Churchill, Gandhi, Nelson Mandela, 
Martin Luther King Jr., and Mother Teresa. The secret of their leadership was their 
ability to inspire people, to give them a sense of something worth struggling for (p. 
46).  
 

Interestingly, while they acknowledge Gardner’s 7 forms of multiple intelligence, they write, “But 

I will argue in this book that all our possibly infinite intelligences can be linked to one of three 

basic neural systems in the brain, and that all of the intelligences Gardner describes are actually 

variations of the basic IQ, EQ, and SQ and their associated neural arrangements” (p. 3).  

Subsequently, Zohar and Marshall’s (2000/2012; 2004/2012) theories and frameworks draw 

upon their backgrounds in physics, psychology, and philosophy, and also complexity theory, and, 

in particular complex adaptive systems and neuroscience.  As Zohar (2005) tells us:  
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In biology, complex adaptive systems are living systems that create order out of 
chaos. They are highly unstable, poised at the edge of chaos, and that is what makes 
them so sensitive. These systems are holistic, emergent, and respond creatively to 
mutations. They're in constant creative dialogue with the environment. 
 
Each one of us is a conscious complex adaptive system, both physically and 
mentally. Any great enterprise on which we hope to embark will have flexible 
boundaries and be in constant creative dialogue with its environment. As I describe 
the properties of conscious complex adaptive systems, I am also describing the 
qualities of great, spiritually intelligent leadership, underpinned by vision, purpose, 
meaning, and values (p. 47).  

 
According to Zohar and Marshall, the concepts of “IQ nor EQ, separately or in combination, is 

enough to explain the full complexity of human intelligence, nor the vast richness of the human 

soul and imagination” (p. 5).  Thus, they argue, these three intelligence are not mutually 

exclusive, yet they contend that SQ is a prerequisite for both IQ and EQ to work effectively, thus 

they claim it is our “ultimate intelligence”.  For example, they write: 

Computers have high IQ: they know what the rules are and can follow them without 
making mistakes. Animals often have high EQ: they have a sense of the situation 
they are in and know how to respond appropriately. But neither computers nor 
animals ask why we have these rules or this situation, or whether either could be 
different or better. They work within boundaries, playing a finite game’. SQ allows 
human beings to be creative, to change the rules and to alter situations. It allows 
us to play with the boundaries, to play an ‘infinite game’.3 SQ gives us ability to 
discriminate. It gives us our moral sense, an ability to temper rigid rules with 
understanding and compassion and an equal ability to see when compassion and 
understanding have their limits. We use SQ to wrestle with questions of good and 
evil and to envision unrealized possibilities – to dream, to aspire, to release 
ourselves out of the mud. 

It is in its transformative power that SQ differs mainly from EQ (p.5). 
 

In other words, both IQ and EQ work within rules and boundaries, while a strong SQ enables the 

ability to alter the rules and boundaries, to play an “infinite game” in which we access higher 

levels of consciousness and are able to solve complex social problems.  Moreover, Zohar (2005) 

contends, that all human beings are born with the capacity to use all three intelligence to some 
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measure, because each contributes toward survival.  However, an important point is that each 

can be nurtured and developed.  She highlights 12 principles that can be applied to achieve 

spiritual intelligence and transformational change at the person, organizational and societal 

level: 

1. Self-Awareness: Knowing what I believe in and value, and what deeply motivates me 
2. Spontaneity: Living in and being responsive to the moment 
3. Being Vision- and Value-Led: Acting from principles and deep beliefs, and living 

accordingly 
4. Holism: Seeing larger patterns, relationships, and connections; having a sense of 

belonging 
5. Compassion: Having the quality of "feeling-with" and deep empathy 
6. Celebration of Diversity: Valuing other people for their differences, not despite them 
7. Field Independence: Standing against the crowd and having one's own convictions 
8. Humility: Having the sense of being a player in a larger drama, of one's true place in the 

world 
9. Tendency to Ask Fundamental "Why?" Questions: Needing to understand things and get 

to the bottom of them 
10. Ability to Reframe: Standing back from a situation or problem and seeing the bigger 

picture; seeing problems in a wider context 
11. Positive Use of Adversity: Learning and growing from mistakes, setbacks, and suffering 
12. Sense of Vocation: Feeling called upon to serve, to give something back (p. 47).  

 
Subsequently, in their book titled Spiritual Capital (2004/2012), they argue that our modern 

(scientistic) and globalized capitalistic system has fashioned a culture in which we act from our 

lower motivations (fear, greed, anger, and self-assertion) rather than acting from our higher 

motivations (exploration, cooperation, power-within, master, and higher service).  Yet, they 

argue, that amoral culture fixated on short-term self-interest, profit maximization, emphasis on 

shareholder value, isolationist thinking, and increasing disregard of long term consequences is 

moving toward a trajectory at the personal and societal level that is simply unsustainable and a 

“monster set to consume itself”. Thus, if their theory of spiritual intelligence (2000/2012) was 

intended to show how people can move from their lower motivations to higher motivations so as 
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to live peaceful and prosperous lives, then their argument in Spiritual Capital (2004/2012) 

suggests that this shift can also take place in the collective cultural or organizational level. Thus, 

they propose broadening the notion of capital from material, human, social, and natural to 

include also spiritual capital.  Here, they define spiritual capital as a “sense of wider meaning, the 

passion of an enlivening or inspiring vision…and a deep sense of wider purpose” (p. 27).  Thus, 

they offer a radically different philosophy for corporate governance that alters the meaning and 

purpose of business and wealth creation.  Thus, they assert that the central unifying thread in 

their 2004/2012 book is expressed as follows: 

We need a sense of meaning and values and sense of fundamental purpose 
(spiritual intelligence in order to build the wealth that these can generate (spiritual 
capital). It is only when our notion of capitalism includes spiritual capital’s wealth 
of meaning, values, purpose and higher motivation that we can have sustainable 
capitalism and a sustainable society…People, organizations, and culture that have 
spiritual capital will be more sustainable because they will have developed qualities 
that include wider, values based vision, global concern and compassion, long-term 
thinking, spontaneity (and hence flexibility), an ability to thrive on diversity, and an 
ability to learn from and make positive use of adversity (p. 5-6). 

 
Thus, they propose (2004/2012) three kinds of capital associated with one of the three major 

forms of human intelligence: rational intelligence (IQ) with material capital (What I think: 

demonstrating our ability to use our rational, logical, rule-bound, problem solving intelligence in 

a goal-oriented thinking to solve logical or strategic problems); emotional intelligence (EQ) with 

human capital (What I feel: demonstrating our ability to develop trust, show empathy, self-

awareness, and self-control; and in the ability to respond appropriately to the emotions of 

others. We are able to respond to different situations and behave appropriately to the context of 

different situations); and spiritual intelligence (SQ) with spiritual capital (What I am: 

demonstrating intelligence with which we address and solve problems of meaning and value; the 
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intelligence with which we can place our actions and our lives in a wider, richer, meaning-giving 

context; the intelligence with which we can assess that one course of action or one life-path is 

more meaningful than another. SQ is the necessary foundation for the effective functioning of 

both IQ and EQ) (p. 6) 

Emmons’s Theory of Spiritual Intelligence  
 

In his article titled Is Spirituality an Intelligence? Motivation, Cognition, and the 

Psychology of Ultimate Concern, Robert Emmons (2000a) introduces into scientific discourse an 

in-depth argument using Gardner’s (1993) criteria for intelligence to support spiritual 

intelligence as a set of related competencies.  According to Emmons, the integration between 

intelligence and spirituality may overcome “previously neglected theoretical and practical 

dividends” in which this new research has the potential to yield “fresh insights into the spiritual 

basis of behaviour” (p. 3).  As he puts it, “emerging trends in psychology of religion have yielded 

an impressive but as of yet unintegrated account of the adaptive functioning, in which spiritual 

beliefs, commitments, and practices have been associated with a wide variety of criteria of 

success in living including physical health, psychological well-being, and material satisfaction and 

stability” (p. 4).   

 As Emmons tells us, there is little agreement on the definition of intelligence and that, 

“Many conceptions equate intelligence with adaptive problem-solving behaviour, where 

problem solving is defined with respect to practical goal attainment and some sort of positive 

developmental outcome” (p. 6).  As he points out, many of the “central theme behind these 

definitions of intelligence is a focus on adaptive problem solving” (p. 6).  Thus, given that much 
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of the intelligence theories such as Gardner’s multiple intelligence theory are viewed through 

the scientific or material/utilitarian/biological ontological lens, Emmons’ writes: 

It may be useful to think of spirituality, in addition to the other meanings it took on, 
as comprised of a set of specific abilities or capacities. Spirituality may be then 
conceptualized in adaptive, cognitive–motivational terms, and, as such, may 
underlie a variety of problem-solving skills relevant to everyday life situations. This 
pragmatic approach to spirituality offers a perspective on spirituality that can 
counter the mistaken belief that spiritual states of mind are somehow on another 
“plane of existence”—a state of being that is phenomenologically valid, but has 
little relevance for problem solving and goal attainment in concrete life situations 
(p. 8). 

 
Thus, he tells us:  
 

Before continuing this line of reasoning, however, a cautionary flag must be lifted. 
I do not wish to be misunderstood on the following important point. Viewing 
spirituality as an intelligence does not imply that spirituality is nothing more than 
problem solving, or that individuals merely “use” their spirituality to negotiate the 
problems of daily living. To make this erroneous inferential leap would be an 
example of committing the “nothing-but fallacy” (Paloutzian, 1996) which led to 
much misunderstanding in the psychology of religion. Spirituality is an enormously 
rich and diverse construct that defies easy definition, simple measurement, or easy 
identification in the life of another person. My thesis is twofold: (a) that there exist 
a set of skills and abilities associated with spirituality which are relevant to 
intelligence, and (b) individual differences in these skills constitute core features of 
the person. I am not suggesting that spirituality can be reduced to intelligence, or 
even to a set of cognitive abilities and capacities. I am not denying that there is a 
nonfunctional quality to faith that is not explicable in purely utilitarian terms (p. 9). 

 
Subsequently, using Gardner’s (1993) eight criteria for the existence of an intelligence, he makes 

a case for spirituality as a set of related competencies and abilities to be recognized as an 

intelligence.  As such he defines spiritual intelligence as “the adaptive use of spiritual information 

to facilitate everyday problem solving and goal attainment” (Emmons, 2000b, p. 59).  Thus, 

Emmons (2000a) proposes at least five core abilities that define spiritual intelligence.  He argues, 

there is nothing sacred about these five abilities but that they are valued by all if not a majority 

of cultures around the world.   
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Emmons’ Five Core Components of Spiritual Intelligence 
(presented in no predetermined order)  

 
1. The capacity to transcend the physical and material:  
 
Transcendence connotes a rising above or going beyond the ordinary limits of 
physicality. It may describe rising above our natural world to relate with a divine 
being, or it may refer to going beyond our physical state to effect a heightened 
awareness of ourselves (Slife, Hope, & Nebeker, 1997)96.  

 
2. The ability to experience heightened states of consciousness: Spiritually 
intelligent individuals are likely to be especially skilled in entering…states of 
consciousness, as well as other spiritual states, such as contemplative prayer 
(Foster, 1992)97.  

 
3. The ability to sanctify everyday experience: To sanctify means to set apart for a 
special purpose – for a holy or a godly purpose. A recognition of the presence of 
the divine in ordinary activities is an aspect of spiritual knowing in all major religions 
of the world (Monk et al.,1998)98.  

 

                                                
96 According to Emmons (2000a), “Themes of transcendence figure prominently in definitions of spirituality. For example, Elkins, Hedstrom, Hughes, 
Leaf, and Saunders (1988) stated that spirituality is “a way of being and experiencing that comes about through awareness of a transcendent 
dimension and that is characterized by certain identifiable values in regard to self, others, nature, life, and whatever one considers to be the 
Ultimate” (p. 10). Transcendence has been described as a fundamental capacity of persons that enables a person to sense a synchronicity to life 
and to develop a bond with humanity that cannot be severed, even by death (Piedmont, 1999). It has been viewed “as an art” capable of developing 
capacities of the mind such as attentional training and refining awareness (Walsh & Vaughan, 1993). Mysticism is the awareness of an ultimate 
reality that takes the form of a sense of oneness or unity in which all boundaries disappear and objects are unified into a totality” (p. 10). 
97 As Emmons (2000a), tells us: “Considerable empirical work has been conducted on mystical experience (see Hood, Spilka, Gorsuch,& Hunsberger, 
1996, chap. 6–7 for a review). Newberg and d’Aquili (1998) described the social significance of unitary spiritual experiences arising from ceremonial 
religious rituals as well as the physiological benefits from individual meditation. …Considerable empirical work has been conducted on mystical 
experience (see Hood, Spilka, Gorsuch, & Hunsberger, 1996, chap. 6–7 for a review). Newberg and d’Aquili (1998) described the social significance 
of unitary spiritual experiences arising from ceremonial religious rituals as well as the physiological benefits from individual meditation” (p. 11). 
98 According to Emmons (2000a), “Contemporary research is documenting that there are important consequences of this sanctification process. 
When work is seen as a calling rather than a job (Davidson&Caddell, 1994; Novak, 1996), or when parenting is viewed as a sacred responsibility 
(Dollahite, 1998), it is likely to be approached differently than when viewed in purely secular terms. Even seemingly ordinary activities such as 
running or golf can become imbued with spiritual significance (Murphy, 1972). In the film Chariots of Fire (Hudson, 1981), Eric Liddell reflects on 
the deeper significance of running in revealing that “when I run, I feel His pleasure.” Religious sanctification occurs when the self, family, home, 
occupation, and goals are imbued with the sacred. Mahoney et al. (1999) found that when marital partners viewed their relationship as imbued 
with divine qualities, they reported greater levels of marital satisfaction, more constructive problem-solving behaviors, decreased marital conflict, 
and greater commitment to the relationship compared to couples who did not see their marriage in a sacred light. Casting in the language of 
intelligence enables sanctification to be viewed as expertise that people might bring to bear to solve problems and plan effective action. Emmons, 
Cheung, and Tehrani (1998) demonstrated that personal strivings in life can become spiritualized through a process of sanctification. Spiritual 
strivings are intentional states that represent ultimate concerns in a person’s life. Imbued with a sense of the sacred, these goals take on a 
significance and power not found in secular strivings (Emmons et al., 1998). Drawing on Tillich’s (1957) conception of religion as ultimate concern 
described in the beginning of this article, Emmons et al. (1998) developed criteria for reliably identifying ultimate concerns through personal goal 
strivings. Examples of spiritual strivings are “discern God’s will for my life,” “apply knowledge of the Koran to everyday life,” “be compassionate 
and forgiving,” “lovingly share the gospel with my coworkers,” and “focus my life so that I might get closer to God.” Research indicates that when 
people’s lives are oriented around ultimate concerns, they tend to experience a sense of meaningfulness, fulfillment, and personality unification 
(Emmons, 1999; Emmons et al., 1998)” (pp. 11-12). 
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4. The ability to utilize spiritual resources to solve problems: the ability to utilize 
spiritual resources to solve problems in living, encompasses religious and spiritual 
coping (Pargament, 1997)99.  

 
5. The capacity to be virtuous: spiritual intelligence is reflected in the capacity to 
engage in virtuous behavior on a consistent basis: to show forgiveness, to express 
gratitude, to exhibit humility, to be compassionate, and to display sacrificial love. 
There is no pretense here that this list is exhaustive100.  
 

In a later work Emmons’ (2000b) fifth capacity was removed due to its focus on human 

behaviour rather than ability.  In other words, he conceded at least for now that this fifth ability 

did not meet the previous established scientific criteria for intelligence. Nevertheless, in light of 

these core components, Emmons makes a strong case101 in which: 

Spirituality is a broader, more encompassing construct that has as its focus a search 
for the sacred. It is a search for experience that is meaningful in and of itself. 
Intelligence is the implementation of a set of tools to arrive at a more productive, 
effective, happier, and ultimately more meaningful life; spirituality determines how 
“meaningful” is defined. Spiritual intelligence is thus a mechanism by which people 
can improve their overall quality of life. It is the application of a domain of 
knowledge to problems in living. Spiritual intelligence, as promotive of well-being, 

                                                
99 As Emmons (2000a) points out, “Pargament reviews a large literature documenting the effectiveness of spiritual and religious resources in the 
coping process. Problem solving is the sine qua non of effective coping, as effective coping entails the implementation of problem-solving 
skills…These are abilities that are required when prior goals are abandoned and new goals are adopted. Spiritual conversions can shape the 
reprioritization of goals (Paloutzian, Richardson,&Rambo, 1999), and the ability to revise and reprioritize goals are indicators of intelligence 
(Haslam&Baron, 1994). Furthermore, intrinsically religious individuals are more likely to be adept at handling traumatically induced stress; they 
are more likely to find meaning in traumatic crises and are more likely to experience growth following trauma than are less religious persons 
(Park,Cohen,&Murch, 1996). Not all forms of spiritual coping are equally effective; for example, collaboration with God is generally more adaptive 
than is passively deferring to God (Pargament, 1997)” (p. 12). 
100 As Emmons (2000a), tells us: “These virtues are included under the rubric of spiritual intelligence because of the salience of these concepts in 
virtually all major religious traditions. They are considered skills in that from Aristotle to the present (Wallace, 1978; Zagzebski, 1996) these 
qualities are seen as capable of being cultivated through practice and instruction. Zagzebski (1996) defines virtues as “acquired excellences of 
the person,” coming closer to “defining who the person is than any other category of qualities” (p. 135).Virtues connect to both motivation, 
representing ultimate concerns, and to effective action. Conceiving of these inner qualities as virtues, implies that these are sources of human 
strength that enable people to function effectively in the world. Of longstanding interest to moral philosophers (Zagzebski, 1996) and 
theologians (Schimmel, 1997), psychologists are beginning to turn their attention to the study of these human strengths (Baumeister & Exline, 
1999; Seligman, 1998). Baumeister and Exline (1999) proposed that self-control is the core psychological trait underlying the majority of virtues, 
and is essential for success in virtually all life domains. Similarly, self-control failures lie at the heart of the seven deadly sins: gluttony, sloth, 
pride, anger, greed, lust, and envy. In a later section, I elaborate on the benefits of one virtue in particular, humility” (p. 13). 

101 According to Emmons (2000a), “Spiritual intelligence enhances the plausibility of a scientific spirituality by locating spirituality within an 
existing acceptable psychological framework, one that proved to be extremely useful in understanding the common ground between personality 
and behavior. It allows spirituality to become anchored to rational approaches to the mind that emphasize goal attainment and problem solving 
(Haslam & Baron, 1994; Pinker, 1997). Moreover, the spiritual intelligence framework opens the door for new links to be forged with areas of 
psychology that have been slow to examine spiritual issues, including developmental, cognitive, and much of personality psychology. Conversely, 
an anchoring of spirituality in the intelligence tradition might enable theology to deal with challenges that arise from cognitive science and other 
naturalistic frameworks that attempt to model human nature (Brand, 1997; Peterson, 1997)” (pp. 19-20).  Thus, he provides a thorough analysis 
in which linking spirituality with intelligence can contribute to: antidote for antireligious intellectualism; an integrative framework for spirituality 
and health; spirituality as a dynamic construct; increased appreciation for cross-cultural expressions of spirituality; cultivation of Spiritual Skills. 
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is largely a positive, adaptive construct whereas spirituality may be positive or 
negative depending on how it is expressed in particular contexts (2009, p. 59). 

 
Wigglesworth’s Competency Model of Spiritual Intelligence: SQ21 Deep Change  
 

In building on the work of Zohar and Marshall (2000), Emmons (2000a) and  

Goleman’s EI (2015) model discussed earlier, Fry and Wigglesworth (2013) and Wigglesworth 

(2014a) have developed a developmental, competency-based model of spiritual intelligence that 

can be quantified so to be used as a tool for future research and leadership development.  

According to Wigglesworth (2014a), spirituality can be defined as “the innate human need to 

connect to something larger than ourselves, something we consider to be divine or of 

exceptional nobility” (p. 8).  Here, as she puts it, religion (as a specific set of beliefs and practices, 

often involving a sacred text and represented by a community of people) can support people in 

their spiritual growth, but it is not the only path to spiritual development.   Thus, taking a “faith 

friendly and faith neutral” position, she argues: 

Spiritual Intelligence, as distinct from both spirituality and religion, is a set of skills 
we develop over time, with practice. It can be developed either within or 
independent of a religious belief or tradition. The key point to note here, however, 
is that it does need to be developed. I believe we are all born spiritual, but we are 
not born spiritually intelligent. Spiritual Intelligence takes work and practice. In the 
same way, a child may be born with musical talent, but unless she learns the skill 
of playing an instrument, and practices her art consistently she will not grow up to 
be a great musician (p. 8). 

 
As such, she defines spiritual intelligence as, “The ability to behave with wisdom and 

compassion, while maintaining inner and outer peace, regardless of the situation” (p. 8). As she 

explicitly points out, there are three key facets to this definition.  First, she tells us, the word 

“behave” is critical to her definition since, “Spiritual intelligence must show up in our actions and 

behaviors. If we see spiritual development only as an inner experience, if we do not embody it in 
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some exterior, visible way, then I would say we have not yet lived up to the spiritual exemplars 

we so admire” (p. 9). Second, she mentions that originally her preference was to use the word 

love in her definition of SQ but felt that the word in the Western zeitgeist was too vague and 

imprecise.  Thus, in her quest to find a word that represented love in more precise and 

measurables ways, she came across a definition of love from the East that read: “Love is a bird 

with two wings. One wing is compassion; the other wing is wisdom” (Wigglesworth, 2014a, p. 9).  

And, as she puts it, these two words allowed her to “operationalize” the word love as they 

represent to her “the best of the heart and the best of the head coming together to create loving 

behavior” (p. 9).  Finally, the last section of her definition of SQ (“ability to maintain inner and 

outer peace, regardless of the situation), she writes: 

We must hold our wisdom and compassion within a larger container of 
peacefulness. And the reason I specify “inner and outer” is that a lot of people can 
fake peacefulness on the outside, yet can be anything but peaceful internally. This 
is not always a bad thing to do in certain circumstances, but it is a tremendous 
energy drain…The kind of peace that is the expression of highly developed spiritual 
Intelligence is a peace that comes from the inside. Inner peace is therefore more 
genuine, and less likely to be rattled in times of crisis or stress (pp. 9-10). 

 
In addition to this definition of SQ, Wigglesworth establishes her theory by making the case for 

the multiple streams of intelligence (as for example proposed by Gardner (1998). However, 

unlike Gardner, she takes a more pragmatic approach to these varying streams of intelligence by 

proposing and focusing on only four kind of intelligence that are most relevant and practical to 

living a successful, happy and meaningful life: physical (PQ), cognitive (IQ), emotional (EQ) and 

spiritual (SQ).  As she puts it, “Theorists like Gardner can sit and ponder over whether there are 

seven or eight or nine intelligences, but for most of us four are plenty to be worrying about” 

(p.20).  Thus, she writes: “Most of us, are less concerned about whether we will fulfill some 
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innate potential to become the next Einstein and more concerned about how we can become 

more effective, productive, and happy in our work and in our relationships. Unless you long to be 

a pilot or an architect, spatial intelligence may not be high on your list of concerns. Unless you 

cherish dreams of playing Carnegie Hall, musical intelligence may not be something you give a lot 

of thought to” (p. 20).  Subsequently, she contends that SQ can become most effective when it is 

part of an integrated assessment that includes these three other key intelligences PQ, IQ and EQ.  

As such, she argues, “While these four are by no means the only intelligence, they are the 

ones I have found to be the most critical for leaders.  Leaders need all four of the primary 

intelligences, and they need to understand their interrelationships are. Most importantly, they 

need to understand the special role of SQ as an integrating intelligence – a “capstone” that links 

and amplifies our rational and emotional capacities” (Wigglesworth, 2014b, p. 4).  Also, 

Wigglesworth (2014a) points out that these four intelligences have a unique relationship in 

which they can operate as both independent and interdependent of each other.  Here, she offers 

two models, while acknowledging their oversimplification, that provides a useful visual of this 

unique relationship.  The first model she calls the Parallel lines model in which the lines of 

intelligence can grow fairly independently. In other words, you can be highly developed in one or 

two of her proposed intelligence, but underdeveloped or average developed in the others.  The 

second model is represented by pyramid design akin to Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs) in which 

she places physical intelligence as the base and argues, “our PQ – needs to be strong in order to 

support the “weight” of the levels above.  When we don’t take care of our bodies, everything 

else suffers” (p. 23).   
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Thus, she posits, if our physical intelligence is underdeveloped, then we will not have the focus 

or energy to develop or use effectively our cognitive, emotional, or spiritual capacities.  Here, as 

she tells us, “When we are exhausted, our hormones out of balance, or our blood sugar levels 

too low, even high IQ, EQ, and SQ people can make mistakes in logic, become inconsiderate, and 

see things from a narrow self-interested point of view.  However, if your physical body is in good 

order and getting the support it needs to function optimally, your attention is freed for other 

kinds of intelligence” (p. 23).   

 Subsequently, Wigglesworth (2014a) argues that SQ, like the other three key intelligence 

can be nurtured, developed and combined to create what she calls “deep change”.  As such, she 

developed a tested and validated practical inventory called the 21 skills to SQ.  This inventory 

provides a measure to evaluate (at any given point in time) what SQ skills a person might need 

to acquire or increase their SQ capacity.  Thus, she places these 21 skills in four quadrant system 

that she points out directly and intentionally parallels at a deeper level Goleman and Boyatzis 

competencies of emotional intelligence.  In a sense, the SQ21 model provides a kind of critical 

self-reflective road map that allows people to identify whether their actions and behaviours are 

aligned with skills outlined in the SQ model; and to identify which skills need to be nurtured 

through action or behaviour to support the desired outcomes as outlined in the SQ21 model. 

As Wigglesworth tells us, each of the 21 skills accompanies 5 levels of proficiency on a 0 

to 5 scale, with 5 by no means indicating there is no more improvement to be done with that 

specific skill.  Moreover, she suggests this model is no one presented as a superior way of human 

enlightenment and progress, but “It is an assessment designed to begin a conversation and a 

learning journey. It is not perfect. But it's really good as a starting place for one of the richest 
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conversations you might ever have with a coach, or with yourself” (Wigglesworth, 2014a, p. 

194). 

Section 3.4 (Part A): Designing a Conceptual Model for Understanding & Practicing Integrative 
Education)  

Explaining the Underlying Assumptions & Layer of Integrative Knowledge, Learning and Teaching 
(I-LKT) Rubric 
 

In this section, I present a model of pedagogy called the Integrative Knowledge Learning 

and Teaching (I-KLT) Rubric/Chart that combines and synthesizes a contemporary and seminal 

body of literature on the topic of knowledge, learning and teaching.  Here, I have created this 

model in order to make a case that pedagogy should be viewed and practice in an integrative or 

holistic sense.   As I have made the case earlier, over the last few centuries our scientistic, 

technical rational and neoliberal paradigmatic assumptions have managed to separate knowing 

and learning from being and its interaction sociality.  Here, under the influence of such 

reductive, utilitarian and instrumental assumptions and often fragmented adult educational 

research theories and practice, our systems of education continue to view knowledge as the 

“neutral” and “objective” acquisition of cognitive and behavioural understanding and to see this 

as distinct and separate from our moral, social and spiritual/philosophical dimension.  Hence, in 

this major section, I attempt to provide a blueprint and justification in how we can reimagine 

knowledge, learning and teaching in an integrative or holarchical sense.  In a way, this rubric or 

heuristic model provides a pedagogical map or blueprint in how teachers may better understand 

and actualize the 3P aims of higher education (personal, professional and public transformation) 

and five pillars of learning (learning to know; to do; to be; to live/work with others; and to impact 

society/environment).  As such, I begin with the ontological foundation or world view in which 
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this I-KLT rubric is supported and prescribes as the most ideal way forward in the 21st century.  

This section is then followed by three other sections and subsections that discuss the underlying 

assumptions and theoretical principles that make up of each holon or layer as displayed in the I-

KLT rubric.   

The Integrative – Knowledge, Learning & Teaching Rubric (I-KLT Rubric) 

 

 
 

Thus, this I-KLT rubric (and accompanying literature) is designed to serve as conceptual 
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and practical tool for educators to identify where they intuitively or philosophically situate 

themselves on the rubric continuum (e.g. seeing knowledge as objective vs constructive; learning 

as informative vs transformative; and teaching as content centered vs learner/society centered); 

and then through a critically self-reflective educative process determine whether they wish or 

need to grow (or expand) their philosophical view and pedagogical practice.  In a sense, and 

using Kegan’s vernacular, the I-KLT rubric serves as a development or learning bridge in which a 

student teacher encompassing traditional and instrumental views of pedagogy can (through 

reflection and dialogue) be encouraged to develop (ontologically/epistemologically/ 

axiologically) a more integrative pedagogical paradigm.    

In fact, before moving forward, I must also point out that I am not naïve and realize that 

the rubric and accompanying set of principles that I am proposing here are by no means 

professing to be the only and complete pathway in which an integrative approach to learning 

might be achieved.  In fact, As Merriam et al. (2007) remind us, it is utterly impossible to 

synthesize in a set of principles the endless theories and concepts of learning, since “adulthood 

is embedded in its context, a single set of principles is not likely to hold true for the wide-ranging 

diversity of learners and learning situations” (p. 422).  In fact, I realized early in my research 

endeavour for this chapter that the vast trove of literature and principles derived from new 

learning theories would take more than a lifetime to review and then synthesize into a 

comprehensive and coherent way forward.  As Weimer (2002) argues, there are at least three 

reasons it is difficult to summarize what we know about learning: 

First, the literature is vast.  Interest in learning may be recent, but the study of it is 
not.  It spans decades, starting in modern times with the work of Dewey.  It crosses 
disciplines with work being done in education and various subfields like educational 
psychology, higher education, and adult education.  Other relevant work is 
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underway in women’s studies and psychology.  Still more work has been completed 
in fields with content totally unrelated to learning, like engineering and math.  And 
finally there are interdisciplinary initiatives, like practitioner-oriented work on 
active learning, group work and inquiry-based approaches, the writing across 
curriculum movement, and multicultural curricular reforms.  Besides occurring 
across the decades and in multiple disciplinary contexts, the research and theory 
on learning is literally being completed around the world.  It is a body of literature 
that would take a lifetime to read and another one to summarize and integrate. 
 Second, add to the vastness of the literature on learning the fact that this 
body of knowledge remains largely unassembled.  It resembles a giant jigsaw puzzle 
that has a whole community working on it.  A few sections are more or less finished.  
Collections of related abut not yet connected pieces lie close together in other 
sections.  And there are still a lot of individual pieces, definitely part of the puzzle 
but currently just spread out on the table.  I do not mean to convey the impression 
that what is known about learning exists in some exceptional state of disarray.  Like 
all other puzzles, this one comes with the picture on the box: we know what 
learning looks like when it happens.  And what is still not known about how it all fits 
together could be said of the state of knowledge in many other fields.  We push 
forward the horizons of knowledge faster than we map the newly discovered lands.  
But the disparate state of this vast knowledge base makes it more difficult to say 
how findings in one field and on one topic relate to what has been discovered in 
other fields and on different topics. 
 Finally, the task of extrapolating principles from the learning literature is 
made difficult by the ongoing separation of research and practice.  For the most 
part, research results are presented with implications identified for future 
research.  You can read many research studies, even the theoretical postulations 
that inform research, and rarely encounter advice for the practitioner.  Some books 
and articles are exceptions, but recommendations for applying in the classroom 
what is being advanced as knowledge about learning are not regularly offered (p. 
7-8). 

 
Thus, in light of Weimer’s analysis and advice, rather than impossibly collect and make applicable 

this extraordinary if not abyssal knowledge base, I specifically select and assemble a number of 

seminal theories related to knowledge, learning and teaching that seamlessly fit together in 

order to propose one possible way in which educators may be able understand and 

pedagogically deliver a practical integrative educational experience.  As such, this rubric and set 

of underlying assumptions and principles are intended to provide a taxonomy (or framework of 

research content) and practical means in which post-secondary stakeholders might be able to in 
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their own specific needs, contexts and programs provide an integrative approach to learning and 

teaching in the 21st Century.  Subsequently, this next section begins with Taylor’s (2007) secular 

inclusive humanistic ontology (or super-nova of modern, plural beliefs including the secular and 

sacred).  I make the case that Taylor’s proposed view of validating and normalizing reality in our 

public systems such as education may provide the most ideal launching pad in which educators 

could prescribe an inclusive and authentic shared sense of reality in the classroom.  As such, this 

Taylorian ontological thesis is positioned and justified as both the backdrop or canvass of the I-

KLT rubric and also as we should prescribe or encourage reality in the context of higher 

education.   

Starting with an Ontological Backdrop (or Foundation) of the I-KLT Rubric: Prescribing a “Super 
Nova” of Reality     
 

I have argued in chapters 1 and 2 at length, the pendulum has swung from one extreme 

ontological hegemony, the story in which knowledge and truth was prescribed/legitimized by a 

dogmatic and blind religious fanaticism of pre-modern era, to another, in which the story of 

knowledge and truth are now told through the story of arrogant scientistic fundamentalism.  

However, as Yero (2010) points out, extreme dichotomies can be deeply counterproductive since 

they, “force people to take sides and inhibit them from seeing other alternatives that may 

address everyone’s concerns.  Productive questions become buried under mountains of name-

calling and incorrect assumptions” (p. 47).  Here, as I have argued in chapter 2, beyond a self-

fulfilling “clash of civilizations” in which we mythically create an arch nemesis (or “the other”) 

and then convince ourselves that conflict is inevitable because we share such differing values; we 

are today experiencing an unnecessary and self-fulfilling “clash of ontologies” (or as Said (2001) 
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calls “clash of ignorance102” and Ramadan (2012) calls “clash of perception).  And, as I have 

argued, because in these clashes, there are no winners, we might be wise to find consonance 

between the secular and sacred realities through Taylor’s (2007) secular inclusive humanistic 

ontology (or super-nova of modern, plural beliefs including the secular and sacred).  In fact, this 

call for consonance between clashing ontologies (especially between secular science and sacred 

religion/spirituality) is captured and affirmed by Tisdell (2012) citing a large scale mixed methods 

research study conducted by Schlitz, Vieten and Amorok (2007) and the Institute of Noetic 

Sciences.  Here, in seeking the question of deep living in contemporary society, Tisdell writes that 

Schiltz et al., (2007) “based their discussion on a study “of the transformative processes – from 

analysis of hundreds of stories of transformation, teacher focus groups, fifty interviews, with 

teachers and masters of transformative processes, and almost nine hundred surveys with people 

engaged in their own transformative journeys (pp. 10-11)” (p. 30).  Moreover, Tisdell describes 

the study as: informed by “leading theories of transformation” as well as “direct wisdom from a 

broad cross section of religious, spiritual, and transformative practices” and “scientific evidence 

from a diverse array of fields (p. 11). They do not cite Mezirow, O’Sullivan, or Friere, but rather 

their work in transpersonal psychology and other consciousness studies scholars, from science, 

religion, and psychology” (pp. 30-31).  Subsequently, Tisdell tells us that the study points to the 

importance and focus on:  

…the interconnection of the “I” and the “we” and suggest that attention to both is 
necessary to facilitate individual and social transformation, and that one 
paradoxically leads to the other. They aver that we are currently a culture that is 

                                                
102 As Edward Said argues in this article, labels like “Islam” and the “the West” used by people such as Samuel Huntington to describe and 
mythologize the superiority of one “civilization” at the expense (and diminishment) of other less or inferior “civilizations” serve only to “confuse 
us about a disorderly reality”.  This in essence leads to a self-fulfilling prophecy and path of ignorance, hate, violence and war rather than an 
ontological lens illuminating our shared universal values and actions leading to greater justice, peace and coexistence among our fellow human 
beings.  
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between worldviews in forging a new story: “Both science and spirituality have a 
stake in the story that is being created. Each alone has only partial answers to the 
questions of how we are what we are capable of becoming. Indeed, as twenty-first 
century life unfolds, it is becoming increasingly clear that each of us has a voice in 
the answers to these questions. Through transformations in consciousness, each 
of us is empowered to help craft a new story – one that is more just, 
compassionated, and sustainable, now and for future generations” (pp. 201-211) 
(p. 31).    
 

Subsequently, as I have argued and Taylor (2007) tells us, many of today’s philosophical debates 

continue to be understood as developments out of, or reactions to, the apparently incompatible 

notions of the highest good – “life” (natural/immanent order) or something “beyond” 

(supernatural/ transcendent order).  Here, as Taylor tells us, the philosophical debate, is now 

“shaped by two extremes, transcendent religion, on the one hand, and its frontal denial, on the 

other” (p. 20).  More specifically, he provides a nuanced framework in which the battlefield or 

struggle for ontological and epistemological belief and unbelief can be “divided up into three 

possibly four corners”.  The first corner #1, he calls the Neo-Nietzscheans, the Anti-Humanists, 

and he anti-theists.  The second Corner #2 includes the “secular humanists” or what he calls the 

“exclusive humanist” (this is the corner I have discussed above and is currently swaying the 

notion of secularism). The third Corner #3, he terms, “acknowledgers of the transcendence” or 

“those who acknowledge some good beyond life”.  Finally, the fourth Corner #4, which he does 

necessarily name but suggests it involves an explosion or “nova” of new forms of belief and 

unbelief arising out of the post-revolutionary, individualization, and self-expressiveness of 

personal experience of the transcendent in our era.  As Taylor points out, the ontological 

modern debate is about more than belief or unbelief in the transcendence, it is also about the 

nature and value of ordinary human flourishing.  Thus, he writes:   
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There are secular humanists, there are neo-Nietzscheans, and there are those who 
acknowledge some good beyond life. Any pair can gang up against the third on 
some important issue. Neo-Nietzscheans and secular humanists together condemn 
religion and reject any good beyond life. But neo-Nietzscheans and acknowledgers 
of transcendence are together in their absence of surprise at the continued 
disappointments of secular humanism, together also in the sense that its vision of 
life lacks a dimension. In a third line-up, secular humanists and believers come 
together in defending an idea of the human good, against the anti-humanism of 
Nietzsche’s heirs (p. 637).   

 
As noted above, Taylor also identifies the possibility of a fourth corner to the debate.  In fact, it is 

this fourth option that Taylor not only self identifies but argues has the possibility to overcome the 

confining categories and challenges of the other corners in the debate.  He writes:  

A fourth party can be introduced to this field if we take account of the fact that the 
acknowledgers of transcendence are divided. Some think that the whole move to 
secular humanism was just a mistake, which needs to be undone. We need to 
return to an earlier view of things. Others, in which I place myself, think that the 
practical primacy of life has been a great gain for human kind, and that there is 
some truth in the self-narrative of the Enlightenment: this gain was in fact unlikely 
to come about without some breach with established religion…but we 
nevertheless think that the metaphysical primacy of life espoused by exclusive 
humanism is wrong, and stifling, and that its continued dominance puts in danger 
the practical primacy (p. 637). 

 
Thus, despite Taylor’s critical analysis of contemporary society with its notions of the “immanent 

order” or “closed secularism”, he maintains (and I have argued above) that we are not sliding 

toward pure materialism. Instead, he argues, and as reinforced thus far, neither spirituality nor 

the notion of the transcendence are dying as, say, the anti-theist and anti-humanist imagine.  As 

he puts it, “the yearning for eternity is not the trivial and childish thing it is painted as,” since 

most people are incapable of being indifferent to the transcendent possibility (2007, p.722).  

According to Taylor, we are moving toward what he calls a “nova-effect” (a cosmologic term 

referring to a pluralism of exploding stars, and the Latin word meaning “new”) in which people in 

search of fullness are able to draw from the harvest of intellectual, cultural and spiritual gains 
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mounted over the past several centuries (Campbell, 2017).  Here, as Taylor puts it, this nova 

effect broke out of the humanism of freedom and benefit in the 18th century; and then 

culminates in the twentieth century with a generalized culture of authenticity or expressive 

individualism103.  In this time of increasing culture fragmentation, people not only in the elite 

circles but also general population are encouraged to discover their own fulfillment.  

Subsequently, he asserts (and I have affirmed in the Canadian context in chapter 1 and 2), not 

only is “the nova effect, the widening gamut of new positions – some believing, some 

unbelieving, some hard to classify – which have become available for us” (423), but also he 

claims, “we are now living in a spiritual super-nova, a type of galloping pluralism on the spiritual 

plane” (p. 300).   

Consequently, while Taylor claims this “nova” or “super-nova” effect can certainly 

produce fragmentations and shallow options, the secular age beats the conformity and 

dogmatism of the pre-modern age of fundamentalism.  Thus, he argues, in our transition from a 

secular to post-secular age, the challenge will be to combine within a secular inclusive humanism 

(as opposed to exclusive humanism) the strengths of particular values found both in the secular 

(e.g. reason) and sacred (e.g. ethics) outlooks.  Here, Taylor’s ontological thesis is synthesized 

nicely by Spohn (2015) who writes:    

The important implication of this is that the modern Western secular moral outlook 
rests on a specific vision of the human being and society that competes in the plural 
field of philosophical anthropologies and social scientific paradigms. The crucial 
point Taylor is getting at is that none of these visions or paradigms, whether secular 
or religious, can prove its epistemic superiority over any of the others.41 In light of 

                                                
103 Here, Campbell (2017) analyzing Taylor’s work asserts: “In this regard, Taylor underlines that it is of importance in understanding Hegel’s work 
to recognize that it is strongly anti-dualist: it strives to overcome the body-soul dichotomy, or the spirit-nature dichotomy, which was the legacy 
of Descartes and others. In contrast, “expressivist theory makes freedom a, if not the central, value of human life.”5

 
These distinctions in 

aspiration can of course be linked to the four corners of the battlefield of belief and unbelief outlined in Chapter 6, with Corners #1 and #2 being 
oriented more to the Enlightenment model, and Corners #3 and #4 oriented more to the expressivist model” (p. 238).   
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this construction story (as against subtraction stories) of Western secularity, the 
hierarchical dichotomization of secular and religious reason looks suspect. Against 
the background of Taylor’s theory of Western modernity, one is bound to recognize 
that a secular moral outlook is not “simply the absence of religion” but rather “the 
presence of a particular way of looking at the world.”42 (p. 128). 
 

Subsequently, I affirm Spohn’s analysis regarding Taylor’s work and believe that it is Taylor’s 

secular inclusive humanistic ontology (or super-nova of modern, plural beliefs including the 

secular and sacred) that provides perhaps the most promising and peaceful way that our shared 

humanity can move forward in the 21st century.  Thus, as noted earlier, change in people and by 

extension the education systems begin with a critical reflection and self-reflection of how we 

view reality, knowledge and truth.   Here, whether we admit or not, Taylor’s corners become the 

stories or window frames in which we observe the world.  As Ramadan (2012) aptly puts it in 

chapter 2: 

We all observe the world through our own windows.  A window is a viewpoint over 
a horizon, a framework, a piece of glass that is always tinted to some extent, and it 
has its orientation and its limitations: all of this, together, imparts its colour and 
qualities to the surrounding landscape.  We have to begin, humbly, by admitting 
that we have nothing more than points of view, in the literal sense, and that they 
shape our ideas, our perceptions and our imagination.  Coming to terms with the 
very essence of the relativity of our gaze does not imply that we have to doubt 
everything and can be sure of nothing.  It might mean quite the opposite, and the 
and the outcome might be a non-arrogant confidence, and a healthy energetic and 
creative curiosity about infinite number of windows from which we all observe the 
same world (p. x). 

 
Thus, if place the Taylor’s four corners of ontology in Ramadan’s window frame metaphor, then 

we must ask ourselves as educators, which of these four window frames (as a culturally 

prescribed story of existence) aligns most with the three aims of PSE education and allows for 

the most pluralistic, tolerant/inclusive, peaceful, sustainable and egalitarian co-existence?  In 
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other words, which of these four ontological windows fits or most aligns with the 3P’s aims of 

PSE and 5 pillars of learning?   

Figure 16: Taylor’s (2007) Four Corners or Window frames of Ontology                                                                            
Aligns with 3P Purpose of PSE & 5 Pillars of Learning 

 
 
Consequently, as Figure 16 above illustrates, it is in Taylor’s super nova of secular and sacred 

inclusive humanistic ontology (rather than a scientistic exclusive humanistic view of existence) 

and accompanying integrative/holarchical backdrop in which the three major sections or layers 

of this chart are placed (and encouraged among educators); so to help us understand the 

relational, integrative and systems approach to education in the 21s century.  In a sense, I am 

arguing that ontology along with epistemology and its relationship to learning and teaching must 

become part of the course curriculum whether in the area of teacher professional learning or 

our curriculum work with students in the classroom.   
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As such, if we accept the premise of knowledge (as argued above): that reality and 

knowledge are inseparable and that how we know is really a prescriptive rather than descriptive 

phenomenon, in which “all answers given by a particular human perceptions of knowledge are 

human constructions, that is, they are all inventions of the human mind and hence subject to 

human error” (Guba & Lincoln, 1994, p. 108); then we must acknowledge that our systems of 

education and by extension, any teacher that interprets “curriculum makes assumptions about 

the nature of reality, truth and knowledge, and also conveys views of reality, truth and 

knowledge” (Lovat & Smith, 2003, p. 13).  Thus, given this premise and in the context of Taylor’s 

four corners (or windows) or reality, I developed three important discussion questions and sub-

questions that might allow students and teachers to situate, compare and perhaps better 

understanding themselves and other’s intentions/perspectives/influences on matters of 

knowledge, learning and teaching and its relationship to often contested and debatable matters 

of life (e.g. purpose of education, government policy and existence or denial of the 

transcendence).  As Lovat and Smith (2003) reminded us earlier, “no knowledge is neutral.  It is 

concerned and represented by the constructor or knower in a manner which works to protect 

and further his or her interests, whether the interests are altruistic or malevolent.  Such 

construction, however, may not always be explicit or apparent” (32).  In a sense, these questions 

might provide a useful starting point in allowing educator (and by extension students) to critically 

examine, self-reflect and make explicit or apparent their non-neutral construction of 

knowledge/reality/truth that I have argued arises from our philosophical subconscious chain of 

authority/transmission (or technical/controlled source of knowledge).  
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Three Questions & Subs-questions to Developing Ontological, Epistemological and Axiological 
Vocation of Pluralism  
 

The three questions and sub-questions that we can ask ourselves and others during a 

group discussion are as follows: First, we can ask: what ontological window do we use to receive, 

filter and validate knowledge and truth?  In other words, do we adhere strictly to a secular 

scientific (or “empirical/objective”) source of reality or only to a sacred religious or metaphysical 

source; or are we simply open to any source that could help move us toward truth in both the 

natural and social order of life?   

Second, we can ask: what epistemological structure or methodology are we more likely 

to favour in our quest to ascertain and understand reality and truth?  Here, for example, do we 

subscribe to a modernist (positivist/empiricist) framework in which any legitimate way of 

knowing is purely ‘objective’ or absolute in nature only confirmed by the physical senses; or do 

we abide by a post-modernist ‘deconstructivist’ notion of knowledge, in which knowledge is 

solely in the individual’s mind and purely relative in nature?   

Finally, we can ask: what is the paradigm or dominant worldview in which we understand 

our specific view of ontology, epistemology and axiology?  Here, for example, do we live and 

learn in a time and place in which the dominant ideology in society is informed by a secular or 

sacred world view?  This question is important, since I have made the case in this chapter that 

the historical era/system/culture in which we live deeply informs and filters how most people 

view and accept knowledge, reality and truth.   

In this final question regarding the relationship between the dominant world view and 

our personal views of reality, knowledge and truth, there are three important sub questions, 

especially in the context of higher education.  Here, we can first ask: what is the intent or 
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purpose in which we seek our seek knowledge? Second, what do we wish to achieve as an 

objective or goal of acquiring this knowledge? And, finally, what are the concrete outcomes (in 

our personal, professional and public aspirations) that we are seeing from the dominant 

ontological, epistemological and axiological axioms that have been systemised in our 

organizational systems such as education?  In other words, do we have an alignment and 

consistency between our espoused or idealized values/expectations promoted in our various 

organizations (e.g. government, education and industry) and the actual values and actions that 

are manifested in our personal, professional and public realities?  

Consequently, together these questions may provide an important starting point in which 

educators could reflect and identify which window of reality and source of truth most influences 

their perspective regarding the aims and functions of education or how they perceive human 

nature and its relationship to pedagogical practice. As such, the aim of the backdrop of the I-KLT 

rubric is to develop the “ontological, epistemological and axiological or “theory of existence that 

views people as subjects, not as objects, who are constantly reflecting and acting on the 

transformation of their world so that it can become a more equitable place for all to live” (Taylor 

and Cranton (2012) citing Freire (1984), p. 197). It is perhaps here, that educators might start 

their philosophical journey in ‘breaking with’ their technical or socialized/ideological controlled 

knowing so to ‘break through’ and become free and truly student and society serving 

practitioners.   

The Three Holorichal Layers of Curriculum 
 

As I have pointed out above, the I-KLT rubric/chart is grounded in an integrative or 

holarhical view of reality accompanied by Taylor’s (2007) secular inclusive humanistic ontology. 
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Thus, this becomes the canvass or backdrop in which I have built the three holons or layers of 

the IKLT rubric/chart.  These three layers synthesize and bring together a large territory of 

research and are introduced in a way in which teachers can access, explore and make sense of 

the deeply complex, compartmentalized and confusing nature of pedagogical theory and 

practice. These three layers are supported by the seminal and most up to date literature on 

knowledge, learning and teaching.  As such, each layer (or proposed theory and related practice) 

holarchically compliments (or fits/accommodates relatively well) the layer before and after.  

The first layer is related to notion of knowledge and its relationship to the integrative 

nature of reality that I have proposed in this chapter.  In particular, I make the case for a 

constructivist approach to pedagogy that includes the seminal theoretical work of German 

philosopher Jurgen Habermas.  This layer is then followed by a second layer that delves into the 

notions of informative vs. transformative learning.  Here, I draw upon and synthesize the work of 

various learning theorists and show how the learning research from these various theorists 

implicitly fits or can be placed within a Habermasian framework of knowledge.  And, finally, the 

last layer draws upon the developmental constructivist approach to teaching to introduce a 

pragmatic model of curriculum and evaluation/assessment.  More precisely, I synthesize a large 

body of work on instructional theory and assessment – that fits within an integrative view of 

reality and Habermasian framework of knowledge – to proposed both a model of integrative 

instruction and integrative evaluation/assessment.   

The Underlying Assumptions of Holon or Layer #1: Why Start with Knowledge as Construction? 
  
According to Lovat and Smith (2003), “if education is about one thing, it is about 

knowledge.  What we hold knowledge to be will determine just about everything else about 
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education; it will form our ideas about what teachers should do; how students learn best; what 

role schools play in our society and who should control curriculum and how they should control 

it” (pg. 77).  Here, as pointed out earlier, a growing body of research confirms (from primary, 

post-secondary and adult education literature) that any significant change in the classroom 

begins with what the teacher and student think about the nature of knowledge, learning and 

teaching (Kane, Sandretto and Heath, 2002; Fairbanks, Duffy, Faircloth, He, Levin, Rohr and 

Stein, 2010; Christensen Hughes & Mighty, 2010).  This starting point for change is further 

echoed by Pratt and Associates (1998) who contend, consciously or unconsciously our epistemic 

assumptions and ideas about learning “will significantly shape, define, and limit a given 

perspective on teaching” (p. 72).  They suggest, irrespective our intentions, our fundamental 

beliefs or philosophical understanding of teaching and learning will direct actions during the 

design and delivery of student learning process.  Accordingly, Hofer (2002) pointed earlier, there 

is significant consensus that “beliefs about knowledge and knowing have a powerful influence on 

learning, and deepening our understanding of this process can enhance teaching effectiveness” 

(p. 13). In fact, the importance of such a point is further affirmed by Pratt (2005), who asserts:  

Beliefs regarding knowledge and learning are some of the most central beliefs 
related to teaching.  Beliefs about knowledge determine what will be taught, how 
it will be rendered, and what will be accepted as evidence people have learned.  
Beliefs about learning shape not only the teacher’s selection and adaptation of 
tools, they also shape the way in which one’s professional knowledge and identity 
will be called forth and used during moments of teaching (p. 613). 

 
As such, I have argued at length in chapter 2, there is evidence to suggest that our ways of 

knowing involve a constructive process that exists in a contingent relationship between cognition 

and the body, the affect, the social and the spiritual.  In other words, the view that knowing was 

driven principally by cognition has yielded to a realization that the cognitive constructive process 
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is only one of many other inseparable processes that also include our intentions, our body, our 

emotions, our sociality, and our sense of spirituality or consciousness. (This constructivist view is 

aptly captured by King and Baxter Magolda (1996), who provide 4 ways in which their research 

suggests our ways of knowing is inextricably connected to our sense of being:   

1. What individuals learn and claim to know is grounded in how they construct 
their knowledge (p. 165). 

2. How individuals construct knowledge and use their knowledge is closely tied to 
their sense of self (p. 166). 

3. The process by which individuals attempt to make meaning of their experiences 
improves in a developmentally related fashion over time (p. 166). 

4. Educators who endorse these principles will use a broad definition of learning 
that encompasses both cognitive and personal development and that this is 
sensitive to the developmental issues underlying the process of education (p. 
167). 

 
Here, as Guba and Lincoln (1994) point out earlier, that our ways of knowing, “are in all cases 

human constructions that is they are all inventions of the human mind and hence subject to 

human error” (p. 108).  And, if “No construction is or can be incontrovertibly right; advocates of 

any particular construction must rely on persuasiveness and utility rather than proof in arguing 

their position” (p. 108).  However, as I have argued and Windshitl (2002) affirms, much of 

today’s education systems (and by extension educators) continue to view knowledge, learning 

and teaching through an objectivist prism or filling of the cognitive “objective” mind with 

atomized fixed “facts” that are absent of our values (learning as simply knowing and doing).  Yet, 

as he points out, this “objectivist” epistemological paradigm in effect serves as the barrier in 

which both individuals and the system are unable to reap the practical and transformative 

benefits of constructivism (or learning to be, work and live with others and to impact society and 

environment).  Subsequently, Windschitl writes: 
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…the most profound challenges for teachers are not associated merely with 
acquiring new skills but with making personal sense of constructivism as a basis for 
instruction, reorienting the culture of classrooms to be consonant with the 
constructivist philosophy, and dealing with the pervasive educational conservatism 
that works against efforts to reach for understanding (p. 131). 

 
Thus, he argues, implementing new constructivist approaches to learning and teaching is “far 

more difficult than the reform community acknowledges.” (p. 131). In particular, he offers four 

dilemmas (which are consistent with my findings in chapter 1 and 2) in which faculty nor the 

system have been unable to successfully adopt new epistemological and pedagogical research 

findings established through a constructionist paradigm.  These four dilemmas include the 

technical-rational or instrumental conceptual, pedagogical, cultural and political values and 

notions of knowledge, learning and teaching that work against constructivist pedagogy.  As such, 

these four dilemmas are interconnected.  Here, many teachers either choose not to (on personal 

grounds) or are unable (due to the lack of cultural and political support ingrained within the 

system) to conceptually “understand the philosophical, psychological, epistemological 

underpinnings of constructivism” (p. 132); and therefore, this leads to an institution and by 

extension faculty and student body who by in large remain pedagogically stunted.  In other 

words, many teachers are not conceptually and pedagogically equipped and culturally and 

politically incentivized/supported to pedagogically deliver “more complex approaches to 

designing curriculum and fashioning learning experiences that constructivism demands” (p. 132).  

Subsequently, Windschitl (2002) argues, “one of the most powerful determinants of whether 

constructivist approaches flourish or founder in classrooms is the degree to which individual 

teachers understand the concept” (p. 138).  Thus, without a good working understanding of 

constructivism, “teachers cannot be expected to link constructivist objectives for learning with 
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appropriate types of instruction and assessment or to adopt constructivist principles to their 

particular classroom contexts” (p. 138).  This is because with only a superficial or naïve 

understanding of this epistemology of knowing and learning, teachers not only place an 

“inordinate amount of faith in students to structure their own learning”, but also “place too 

much emphasis on activities as opposed to ideas” (p. 138).  Consequently, activities such as 

student participation, active/experiential learning or group work become a “starting point and 

basic unit of planning, and little thought is given to the intellectual implications of an activity 

(Yinger, 1997)” (p. 138).  As Palmer and Zajonc (2010) affirm in the PSE context, “Experience 

alone opens a door, but intellectual framing and reflection are required if meaning is to be made 

of the experience” (p. 108).  Subsequently, as Windschitl claims, these experiential or group 

learning activities (in which constructionist pedagogy is misunderstood and misapplied) may 

falsely lead to the impression that innovation or reform efforts are taking places, while 

preserving fundamental or epistemological “objectivist” centered ideas about the subject 

matter, teaching and learning.   

   As such, as I have made the case elsewhere (using a Habermasian theory of knowing) 

that inheriting a constructivism conceptual and practical view of knowledge does not mean 

abandoning an “objective” position on reality, knowledge or truth and therefore yield to 

relativism.  Instead, I have made the case that we must avoid the hubris of both the modernist 

objective (or absolutist) view of knowing in which reality, knowledge and truth are legitimized by 

a single source and binary pathway (e.g. scientific, religious or ideological) and also to the post-

modern de-constructivist view, in which any notion reality, knowledge and truth are purely 

relative and therefore must be abandoned.  As Palmer (2007) affirms, in our search for truth: 
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The great things disappear in the face of both absolutism and relativism.  With 
absolutism, we claim to know precisely the nature of great things, so there is no 
need to continue in dialogue with them – or with each other.  The experts possess 
the facts, and all that remains is for them to transmit those facts to those who do 
not know.  With relativism, we claim that knowledge depends on wholly on where 
one stands, so we cannot know anything with certainty beyond our personal point 
of view.  Once again, there is no need to continue in dialogue with great things or 
with each other: one truth for you, another for me, and never mind the difference 
(p. 112). 

  
Subsequently, Palmer asserts, these polar opposites (absolutism vs. relativism) views of reality, 

knowledge and truth have in essence “ravaged not only the things of the world but our sense of 

the knowing self as well” (p. 113).  Thus, he writes, “We are whiplashed between an arrogant 

overestimation of ourselves and a servile underestimation of ourselves, but the outcome is 

always the same: a distortion of the humble yet exalted reality of the human self, a paradoxical 

pear of great price” (p. 113). Instead, I argued elsewhere and will discuss below in the context of 

teacher development, German philosopher Jurgen Habermas’s (1972, 1982) theory of 

knowledge and communicative capacity and action provides a comprehensive, intentional, 

prescriptive and practical way in which teachers can overcome the impasse between the 

narrow/exclusivist perspectives of the empiricist (or absolutist) on the one hand; and the 

nihilistic/relativist perspectives found in the post-modernist deconstructivitist on the other.  This 

is affirmed by Lovat and Smith (2003) who write: 

We suggest that there is, in Habermas, a balance which much of the 
poststructuralist thought lacks.  The balance is between the technical (or 
absolutist), at one end, and the reflective (or relativist), at the other.  The technical 
[read objectivism] is dealt with best reflectively, so avoiding technicism.  On the 
other hand, the reflective admit of a measure of technicality, so avoiding the 
extremes of individualism, and hence vacuum of certainties, created by elements 
of poststructuralism (p. 109). 
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The value of accepting this “middle” ground of epistemology as proposed by Habermas is aptly 

captured by Crooks (2017) citing Perry (1970) in which she writes: 

Indeed, he [Perry] observed that the students passed through a more or less 
predictable sequence of stages of intellectual and epistemological growth, moving 
from a particularly naïve “absolutist” epistemology, in which knowledge is take to 
be completely objective, and knowing is simply a matter of getting the “facts” from 
an expert, to a considerably more sophisticated view of knowing as deeply 
contextual and dependent on evidential analysis and judgement, knowing as 
“evaluativism.” In between these two epistemological extremes, Perry observed 
that the students often went through an intermediate stage of “relativism” in which 
they came to recognize and reckon with the existence of diversity of belief, and to 
conceive of knowing as a subjective, indeed, idiosyncratic process, which is 
impervious to critique or evaluation from alternative viewpoints (p. 3).   

 
Thus, Crooks goes on to argue that both educators and students can avoid the traps of both 

absolute and relativist extremes of knowledge by understanding the “evaluative” nature of 

epistemology and its link to the learning process.  For example, she asserts: 

Arguably these two groups of students – the absolutists and the relativists – are 
miles apart in terms what they believe about the nature of knowledge and knowing. 
The vast majority of the class – the absolutists – believed that knowledge is certain 
and objective, and that knowing is about receiving the truth transmitted to them 
by the experts, that is, their professors. The second and much smaller group of 
students – the relativists – subscribed to a radical subjectivism. Knowledge is 
personal to the individual, a matter of opinion upon which no one else should be 
allowed to infringe. There is no such thing as expertise as such; all beliefs are 
equally legitimate. 

Yet, closer examination reveals that these two groups of students share 
important epistemological commonalities. To begin, neither group has any 
conception of knowing as a process; absolutists are given knowledge, while 
relativists simply “have” it as a matter of individual right. Neither group conceives 
of knowledge as being the product of evidential inquiry or as involving an 
assessment of the relative merits of competing perspectives. Indeed, it is striking 
that the concepts of evidence, argumentation, and justification never arise in either 
group’s epistemologies. Most importantly, neither group can see any point in 
engaging with other minds in exploratory discourse, or argumentation. The 
epistemological absolutists believe that knowledge is certain and that experts have 
it, and so there is nothing for them to do but receive the knowledge experts have 
to give. For them, any form of discussion and argumentation is superfluous. 
Similarly, the epistemological relativists believe that everyone is entitled to believe 
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what they will, and so there is no need or place for the weighing of evidence or the 
consideration of alternative viewpoints. All viewpoints are essentially equal (p. 5-
6). 

 
As I have argued in chapter 1 and 2, despite the mounting critique against the ‘objective’ or 

positivist view of knowledge, and its revealed diminishing utility and limited/reductive views of 

life and education, it continues, even today, to shape much of our physical and social science 

inquiry and by extension education research and practice. In this context, Crooks (2017) provides 

an interesting analysis that has been affirmed by others (Christensen Hughes & Mighty, 2010; 

Baxter Magolda, 1999):  

…It may be that some teachers operate with a kind of dual epistemology: one for 
themselves, in their capacity as researchers (an epistemology which recognizes the 
complex and conflicted nature of knowledge production), and another, more 
simplified one, for their educational practice. In such a case, the teachers would be 
completely separating what they think of as real academic inquiry – as practised by 
discipline specialists and reported in scholarly journals – from teaching. Also, it may 
be that some faculty may not particularly want to think through the implications of 
their epistemological beliefs, as researchers, such that these beliefs actually inform 
their educational practice. After all teaching in a top-down absolutist manner has 
significant advantages – for the teacher. Absolutist teaching is straightforward and 
seamless; the teacher simply needs to go into the classroom and perform what she 
knows very well, with little or no interruption via student questions. There is a 
considerable measure of control and certainty in this. By contrast, evaluative 
teaching involves taking risks. In such a class the teacher is not the authority who 
delivers knowledge to the students, but the facilitator of an intellectual dialogue 
which develops naturally and spontaneously, and moves often in unpredictable 
directions, depending on how the students react, what questions they ask, what 
answers they give, and so on (p. 8). 

 
In fact, Crooks along with many others (Lovat & Smith, 2003; King & Baxter Magolda, 1996; 

Baxter Magolda, 1999; Kegan, 1994; Cranton, 1996; Christensen Hughes & Mighty, 2010) make a 

very strong case in which an “evaluative” view of knowledge (and as I have argued also view of 

ontology) should be included as part and parcel of the teacher professional learning and student 

curriculum process. Thus, in light of such findings, a key question worth asking is how practically 
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could these ideas about a “middle ground” constructivist view knowing be better integrated into 

teacher professional learning and curriculum development in schools?  The response to this 

question might be found in the seminal work of Jurgen Habermas, who according to Lovat 

(2013a) might serve as ‘education’s reluctant hero’.  As I make the case in the next section, 

Habermas’s theory of knowing works like a critical self-reflective knowledge-reality-truth filter 

that helps students become self-authorizing beings who learn “how to think and be” in more 

integrative and imaginative ways rather than “what to think” (as in the controlled, sanitized and 

closed knowledge alternative). Thus, I argue that Taylor’s secular inclusive humanistic ontology 

coupled with Habermas’ theory of knowledge may provide one of the most profound ways in 

which we can rebuild the ontological/epistemological foundation of PSE so to inspire students 

(and by extension society) to see the world in more authentic, moral/ethical, democratic, 

imaginative/innovative, sustainable, pluralistic and peaceful ways.   

Holon or Layer #1: Jurgen Habermas and the 3 Integrative Kinds of Knowing* 
 

 
*As noted earlier, in this IKLT rubric/chart I provide several distinctive theoretical and practical perspectives, but also show how each perspective 
builds toward a more integrative and transcendent paradigm of pedagogy.  It is important to note that this framework is a tool to stimulate 
discussion, understanding, reflection and possible change in practice, not a heuristic model with a definitive bounded and rigid framework.  There 
is much overlap between and among these holons, and demarcation-lines between each of the boxes on this rubric should be seen as porous and 
overlapping.    

 
As pointed out above, the first layer or holon of the I-KLT rubric presents the seminal 

work of German philosopher Jurgen Habermas (1972; 1984) and his theory of knowledge 

(Instrumental, Communicative and Emancipatory).  As this constitutes an epistemological 

template that at one hand, impels clarity and unity amongst desperate and conflicting theories 

of knowing; at the other end, has inspired and supports a number of educational theories and 
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practices that fosters a holistic, contemporary and comprehensive pedagogy that engages with 

full dimensions of learning: the cognitive, the affective, the social, the somatic, the intuitive, the 

moral, the  intellectual, the somatic, the moral, and the spiritual (Lovat, 2019a; 2019b, Palmer 

and Zajonc, 2010; Marriam & Bierema, 2014; Kawsworm et al., 2010; Jarvis & Watts, 2012; 

Merriam & Grace, 2011; MacKeracher, 2004; Taylor & Cranton, 2012; Cranton, 1996; 2006; 

Mezirow, Taylor & Associates, 2009).  As I intend to show in this section, Habermas’s theory of 

knowledge and communicative capacity/action not only substantiates a key thesis proposed in 

this chapter: that knowing and being are an inseparable and constructive phenomenon; but also, 

that it works like a unifier and “evaluative” knowledge/reality/truth filter between the objective 

and constructive world of epistemology.  Thus, I contend that Habermas’s theory of knowledge 

and its practical integration into our PSE system may hold both the potential to deepen our 

understanding in several areas of education, including the role of teacher and learning, as well 

the potential of schools to serve as sites of holistic learning (Lovat, 2013a, 2019a, 2019b).  In a 

word, a Habermasian view and practice of knowledge inspires a kind of education that is not just 

concerned, “with the facts of information, nor only with the meanings behind those facts, but 

with instilling critical reflection leading to praxis, that practical action on reflection which is 

oriented to change, change for the betterment of self, others and the world” (Lovat & Smith, 

2003, pg. 242).  Put otherwise, his theory of knowledge provides a practical and fitting 

conceptual methodology to help bring about the 3P aims and five pillars of learning in higher 

education as argued and proposed in this chapter.   

A Summary Habermas’s 3 Forms (or Integrative or Holarchical) Ways of Knowing 
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As pointed out throughout this chapter, a scientistic view of knowing is built upon an 

epistemic foundation and legitimized by an empiricist or “objective” view.  Here, knowledge is 

structured in a compartmentalized way in which physical or natural sciences and disciplines such 

as math/physics are given more legitimacy over social or metaphysical sciences and 

sociological/religious studies.  In contrast, the Habermasian (1972; 1988) ‘Ways of Knowing’ 

thesis suggests irrespective of discipline or field there is a consistent pattern across all areas by 

which knowledge is revealed and further negotiated as a constructive process involving both an 

inner and outer dimension.  In a sense, Habermas offers a framework that recognizes (like the 

position take in this chapter) the inseparable link between ontology and epistemology; or 

knowing that involves a fusion or synergy of between the inside and outside ways of knowing.  

This is aptly captured by Lovat (2019b), when he writes, “An implication of this education 

intention is around the removal of any artificial division between knowing and values, since all 

knowing has an ethical component and is related in some way to human action. With this 

understanding, Habermas challenges contemporary education to deal with the essentials rather 

than mere basics of learning. He offers an epistemology that impels holistic and comprehensive 

pedagogy that engages with the full array of human development and social good. And values 

pedagogy is just such an educational means!” (p. 65).  Here, rather than an apparent division of 

epistemology and ontology or fields and disciplines, for Habermas there is essentially a unified 

knowledge reality and that these differences arise not from anything inherent about knowledge, 

but from human intention and construction (or perception) of that knowledge (1972).  Thus, this 

perception arises from three ‘cognitive interests’ that are part and parcel of how the human 

mind works.  First, there is an interest in prediction and technical control which impels ‘empirical 
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analytic or objective’ type of knowing.  Second, there is an interest in interpretation and 

understanding meanings that gives way to a ‘historical hermeneutic or practical’ form of 

knowing.  Third, there is an interest in being free or emancipated that gives rise to a ‘critical self-

reflective or inner’ way of knowing.  As Lovat (2004) points out: 

As far as Habermas is concerned, all three interests are operative regardless of the 
discipline area. Whatever the subject matter, our interest in technical control will 
lead us to want to know all the facts and figures associated with the subject at hand; 
this is where the quest for empirical-analytic knowing originates and is of use in the 
total quest to ‘know’. Similarly, our interest in understanding the meaning behind 
an event will lead us to explore the inner dimensions, to try to relate one factor to 
another; this impels an historical-hermeneutic type of knowing which serves to 
extend our understanding and the totality of our knowing. Finally, our interest in 
ensuring our autonomy as a knower will make us reflect critically on our subject 
matter, our sources and ultimately ourselves as agents of knowing. This is the 
preserve of critical or self-reflective knowing and where, according to Habermas, 
the only truly assured and totally comprehensive knowing occurs (p. 148).  

 
Thus, in light of Lovat’s (2004) description and as I have argued thus far in this dissertation, it 

could be said that rather than placing knowledge in a binary or hierarchical debate (between 

objective vs. constructive or technical vs. critical self-reflective or concrete vs. abstract), in which 

at one end of the continuum, we find those who advocate for a technical or “objective” view of 

knowledge that is “out there” and a fixed, unchanging commodity which no human endeavour 

can adjust or alter in any way; while on the opposite end, we find those who view knowledge as 

emancipatory or constructive or solely “created within”, a kind of relative, dynamic, ever-

changing commodity which is purely and simply the result of individual human endeavour.  In 

contrast a Habermasian view of knowledge would be viewed through holarchical lens104 in which 

                                                
104As I have made the case in chapters 1 and 2, and will also make the case in this chapter, our view of reality and knowledge, especially in the 
field of education, might be better served if we look at phenomena through integrative, systems or holarhcial (rather than hierarchical 
relationship). According to Koestler (1970), “All complex structures and processes of a relatively stable character display hierarchic organization, 
and this applies regardless whether we are considering inanimate systems, living organisms, social organizations, or patterns of beheviour” (p. 
133).  Thus, Koestler (1970) argues, these complex structures are composed of a holarchical phenomenon in which each holarchy is composed of 
holons or units that are autonomous and self-reliant, but also dependent on the greater whole of which they are part.  More specifically, Koestler 
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all three knowledge interest (technical (“objective”), practical (interpretive) and emancipatory 

(constructive/transformative) are inextricably linked and when understood this way can offer a 

more integrative and imaginative paradigm of education and by extension pedagogical practice. 

In other words, and using Koestler’s (1970) vernacular, each knowledge perspective may be 

considered a holon and may display: rule-governed behaviour in that there are specific 

descriptions, methodologies and approaches that define each perspective, and that each 

perspective might be considered whole unto itself.  Put otherwise, each knowledge interest can 

stand on its own, without reference to the other ways of knowing.  In this sense, each proposed 

knowledge interest is a holon.  If we look downward on the hierarchy, each knowledge interest 

serves as encompassing whole and could suggest that we have a complete view of knowledge.  

However, if we chose to look up, then each separate theory points to and establishes a more 

holistic or integrative notion of knowledge.  It could be said that each successively lower 

knowledge interest (e.g. technical) outlined in Habermas’s theory encompasses a more 

controlled and mechanistic, “objective”, predictable patterns and assessment of behaviour, 

outcomes and structure (e.g. knowledge as objective/control, teacher as expert/director and 

truth legitimized via verifiable facts).  However, each successively higher knowledge interest (e.g. 

practical and emancipatory) outlined by Habermas encompasses less control and more 

constructive, flexible, less predictable patterns of behaviour, assessment and structure (e.g. 

knowledge as interpreted/negotiated, teacher as facilitator/partner and truth legitimized via 

                                                
defines a holon as, “any stable sub-whole in an organismic, cognitive, or social hierarchy which displays rule-governed behaviour and/or 
structural Gestalt constancy” (p. 137).  Moreover, he tells us that holons within an organismic or social hierarchy are “Janus-faced entities: facing 
upward, toward the apex, they function as dependent parts of a larger whole; facing downward, as autonomous wholes in their own right” (p. 
141).  In other words, a holarchy is a hierarchy of self-regulating holons that operate both as autonomous wholes and as dependent parts.  In 
addition, “holons on successively higher levels of the hierarchy show increasingly complex, more flexible and less predictable patterns of activity, 
while in successive lower levels we find increasingly mechanized, stereotyped and predictable patterns” (p. 150).   
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consensus; or knowledge as constructed/freedom, teacher as listener and student as director, 

and truth legitimized via unfolding/multiplicity/relative).  In a holarhical view of knowing, every 

subject offers examples of ‘technical or instrumental knowing’ (rules, facts or conventions), 

‘practical or communicative knowing’ (negotiation of meaning), and ‘emancipatory or critical 

knowing’ (knowing inside).  Thus, we have in Habermas a view of epistemology that fuses with 

ontology and reintegrates the material/immanent with immaterial/transcendent ways of 

knowing.  As I have argued in chapter 2, it seems that we could place both Merriam and 

Bierema’s (2014) five major orientations to learning, and Day and Amstutz’s (2003) core values 

of adult education, within the Habermas’s holarhical framework of knowledge interest.  For 

example, it could be said that orientations of the Behaviourist/Cognitivist and the Scientific 

Scholarship/Cultural Custodianship/Useful Knowledge core values generally focusing on the 

technical and practical areas of the knowing holarchy; and the orientation of the Humanist/Social 

Learning/Constructivist and Individual-Group Growth/Personal Existence/Social 

Reconstruction/Spiritual Connectedness core values generally lean toward the practical and 

emancipatory side of the holarchical knowing continuum.   

Moreover, in a later work, Habermas (1984, 1987) builds on his theory of knowing by 

introducing the theory of ‘communicative capacity’ as an initial outgrowth of the self-reflective 

knower leading to ‘communicative action’.   According to Lovat (2019b), “The Habermasian 

notion of critical and self-reflective knowing issues in emancipating and empowerment, so 

spawning communicative capacity and communicative action, both justify and explain the effects 

of an approach to learning that prioritizes the transaction of values.  Why? Because the ways of 

knowing he posits are superior (truly emancipated knowing) and the forms of communication he 
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proposes as those conforming to the mature, autonomous social agency of humanity at its best 

are values-laden by their very nature.  Hence, any education inspired by Habermas must equally 

be values-laden” (pp. 62-63).  Here, Lovat (2013a) suggests, “Communicative capacity is when 

the self-reflective knower comes to see his or her own life-world as just one that needs to 

function in a myriad of life-worlds, and so comes to possess communicative capacity.  It is in a 

sense the fully flourished result of the historical-hermeneutical or ‘communicative’ way of 

knowing when infused with the critical/self-reflective way of knowing, a veritable formula for the 

modern, globally competent, intercultural communicator” (p. 5).  And, communicative action 

means the knower has moved toward a more profound knowing that comes from self-

reflectivity. Here, according to Lovat (2013a), “the self-reflective knower takes a step beyond 

mere tolerance of other life-worlds to take a stand to defend the right of all legitimate life-

worlds to exist and be accommodated within the human community.  The stand is both for 

justice and for oneself because one’s new found self, one’s own integrity, is at stake.  This is a 

concept about personal commitment, reliability and trustworthiness that impels and demands 

practical action that makes a difference” (p. 6). 

Habermas’s Critical Knowing Opens the Door to Meaningful, Imaginative & Sound Education 
 

As argued above and in chapter 2, Habermas’s theory of knowledge, communicative 

capacity and action provides a comprehensive, intentional/prescriptive and practical way in 

which teachers can inspire an education that champions a democratic vision built on 

compassion, justice and peace.  In addition to this, it seems that Habermas’ epistemology 

provides a way in which we can overcome the impasse between the narrow/exclusivist 

perspectives of the empiricist (or absolutist) on the one hand; and the nihilistic/relativist 
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perspectives found in the post-modernist deconstructivitist on the other.  This is affirmed by 

Lovat and Smith (2003) who write: 

We suggest that there is, in Habermas, a balance which much of the 
poststructuralist thought lacks.  The balance is between the technical (or 
absolutist), at one end, and the reflective (or relativist), at the other.  The technical 
is dealt with best reflectively, so avoiding technicism.  On the other hand, the 
reflective admit of a measure of technicality, so avoiding the extremes of 
individualism, and hence vacuum of certainties, created by elements of 
poststructuralism (p. 109). 

 
Moreover, Habermas’s theoretical framework also allows a pragmatic entry point in which we 

(both educators and students) can use the holarichal ‘ways of knowing’ to see the inseparable 

link between ontology and epistemology.  Here, in a Habermasian view of knowing, the 

fundamental starting point of learning (either from an understanding standpoint or imaginative/ 

transformative), begins with who the learner is and what he or she already knows and believes 

about a particular subject (Lovat & Smith, 2003; Cranton, 2006; Taylor & Cranton, 2012).  This is 

aptly summed by both Ausuble (1968), when he exclaimed, “The most important single factor 

influencing learning is what the learner already knows” (p. vi); and by Lovat et al. (2011), when 

referring to Habermas’s unified theory of knowledge, remarks, “There is no knowing, without 

knowing the knower”, and the knower is oneself.  In a sense, the ultimate end of learning is to be 

found in knowing oneself” (p. 33).  Hence, we could say that the most authentic and 

transcendental path to ascertain knowledge, reality and truth, necessitates that we go beyond 

the bounds of controlled/technical and interpretive/communicative knowing.  As Lovat (2019a), 

drawing upon Habermas’s work points out, escaping our technical or controlled knowledge 

opens the door to our limitless imagination.  Thus, Lovat (2019a) writes:  

Third, there is an interest in being emancipated, a free agent as it were, which 
issues in a “critical” or “self-reflectivity” way of knowing, the knowledge that comes 
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ultimately from knowing oneself. This is the knowing that causes us to reflect 
critically on our subject matter, our sources and ultimately ourselves as agents of 
knowing. Such agency impels us to go to any lengths to be assured that what we 
know is, as far as is possible, the unfettered truth, free of cultural bias and partial 
interpretation, including as those might function in ourselves. For Habermas, this 
way of knowing provides for the only truly assured, totally comprehensive and 
authentic human knowing. It is a deeply moral knowing in that it drives fearlessly 
beyond the politically correct or skewed, the safe, and the partisan interested, 
including as these blind spots play out in oneself. It requires profound forms of 
human encounter and ultimately of self-knowledge. It also requires much in the 
way of imagination. Habermasian literature, primary and secondary, is replete with 
the notion of imagination as a prerequisite for knowing of the fullest kind. Indeed, 
against both modernism’s and especially post-modernism’s unimaginative 
conceptions of the Enlightenment project, he proffers that what they have robbed 
us of is “… the spontaneous powers of imagination, of self-experience and of 
emotionality.” ([15], p. 13) For Habermas, this is an aberration of what the 
Enlightenment project was intended to do [16, 17]. (p. 3). 

 
Subsequently, Lovat (2019a) citing the contemporary works of neuroscientist such Damasio (2003) 

and Immordino-Yang (2011), who provide a strong link between cognition, sociality and 

emotionality in the learning process.  And, then drawing upon the works of Narvaez (2010, 2013, 

2014, 2016), he writes:   

Narvaez [27–30] builds on these ideas, both as a neuropsychologist and educator, 
in the ways she positions imagination as the confidence-builder and architect of 
the mindset essential to what she refers to as “efficacious learning.” She ties 
imagination, emotion and cognition together in suggesting that it is imagination 
that unlocks the emotions that are needed for sound reasoning. In a word, 
reasoning is both rational and emotional. The mind thinks both logically and 
emotionally (p. 5). 

 
Finally, Lovat (2019a) drawing upon Habermas and astrophysics Neil de Grasse Tyson (2017), 

makes the case, that like good science, a sound education must find ways to nurture the student’s 

imagination.  In describing de Grasse Tyson’s analysis on incredible breakthroughs and imaginative 

and legendary pioneers in astrophysics, Lovat reminded us earlier:  

Albert Einstein, fairly unarguably the greatest scientist to ever live, yet one not 
given at all to simple empiricism or to being limited by Husserl’s notion of 
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descriptive science. He [de Grasse Tyson] says of Einstein that he “… hardly ever set 
foot in the laboratory; he did not test phenomena or use elaborate equipment. He 
was a theorist who perfected the “thought experiment,” in which you engage 
nature through your imagination” (p. 62). De Grasse Tyson refers to the book, 
titled, 100 scientists against Einstein [20] showing how these mainly simple 
empiricists (Husserl’s descriptive scientists) were wrong and Einstein’s imaginative 
methods (Husserl’s archetypal eidetic scientist) were ultimately proved correct. As 
examples of the limitations of their simple empiricism, some of Einstein’s critics 
described as “fantasy” the notion of the so-called “cosmic constant,” the central 
tenet in his theory of relativity. In fact, the “cosmic constant” was finally ratified 
with a measure of empirical evidence in 1998 [21], something further 
demonstrated by the famous 2016 gravitational wave detected by the Hadron 
Collider [22] and to an extent ratified even further by the famous and ground-
breaking picture of the black hole in 2019 [23]. 

 
As such, Lovat writes:  
 

Einstein’s knowing was finally endorsed by highly sophisticated forms of 
empiricism but the basis and impulsion of his knowing came not from empirical 
method but from what I refer to as imaginative method. On the other hand, the 
reliance on a simple empiricism on the part of the 100 adversarial scientists blinded 
them, while Einstein’s on imagination released him to speculate on realities that 
were quite beyond empirical verification of the kind most scientists of the day were 
relying on. In Husserlian terms, it illustrates the reliance for holistic knowing 
purposes on descriptive and eidetic sciences intersecting and interacting. In 
Habermasian terms, the 100 scientists’ cognitive interest was in control, where 
Einstein’s was in imaginative exploration of the kind that characterizes the true 
agent of knowing. He wanted to know the truth and to get there he had to go 
beyond the bounds of controlled knowing. There is a lesson here for all learning 
ventures, including school-based pedagogy. Over-controlling of the knowledge 
process in the form of endless measuring of outcomes, accountability and assorted 
forms of instrumentalism can actually create blind spots and retard knowing of the 
most important kinds. On the other hand, releasing and nurturing the imagination 
might well be the most useful thing that schools can do (pp. 4-5). 

 
Here, Lovat’s analysis is clearly and poetically summed by C.S. Lewis (1969), when he writes, “For 

me, reason is the natural organ of truth; but imagination is the organ of meaning.  Imagination, 

producing new metaphors or revivifying old, is not the cause of truth, but its condition” (p. 265). 

The Underlying Assumptions of Holon or Layer #2: An Expansive, Integrative and Holistic View of 
Learning 
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As pointed out earlier, there at least three points that must be considered when seeking 

the notion and application of learning. First, as Merriam (2008) reminded us, “Whether it be 

from non-Western epistemological systems or from our own Western perspective, it appears 

that adult learning research and theory building are expanding to include more than just an 

individual, cognitive understanding of learning.  The mind, body, spirit, emotions, and society are 

not themselves simply sites of learning; learning occurs in their intersections with each other” (p. 

97).  Second, as Cranton (2012) observes, “It is difficult to separate theories of instruction form 

theories of learning.  There is no instruction without learning, or at least without the learners. 

There may, however, be learning without teaching. The separation I make here is open to critical 

questioning” (p. 7).  And, finally, as Merriam et al. (2007) assert (and I have argued at length in 

this chapter), the theory that is used consciously or unconsciously in practice and “to a large 

extent, the learning that goes on in adulthood can be understood through an examination of the 

social context in which it occurs. How is learning in adulthood shaped by the society in which it 

takes place? How does the sociocultural context determine what is learned and by whom?” (p. 

7).  This is why Taylor (2005) argues, “Learning is a concept that is central to the field of adult 

education, but most often the term is not defined since it is assumed that its meaning is 

understood” (p. 348).  Thus, he asserts this becomes even more problematic when: 

Learning is paired with other words, as in “reflexive learning,” “situational 
learning,” “workplace learning,” “embodied learning,” and “accelerated learning.”  
When the term is defined, the definitions are often varied and contested.  
“Learning defies easy definition and simple theorizing” (Merriam & Caffarella, 
1999, p. 248).  For example,, the definitions of learning include: both an outcome 
or a process such as change in behaviour or the potential for change (Hergenhahn 
& Olson, 1993); the receiving, storing, retrieving and using of knowledge; a process 
of transforming experience into knowledge, skills, and beliefs, (Merriam & 
Caffarella); a change as a result of imitation and interaction with the environment 
(Bandura, 1986); and the use of prior interpretations to make meaning of one’s 
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experience in order to guide future action (Mezirow, 2000).  The arbitrary 
application of the term learning poses a challenge for the practitioner and scholar 
alike when trying to define learning form a particular perspective (p. 348).    

 
In fact, when I began the literature review on the topic of learning, I was overwhelmed by what 

seems to be an unending field of theories and definitions related to the topic.   As I found, these 

numerous and sometimes competing theories and accompanying definitions not only developed 

from a wide range of disciplinary (and interdisciplinary) fields of knowledge (including but not 

limited to: psychology, sociology, physics, philosophy and neuroscience) but they were also 

constructed by the researcher’s particular vantage point of reality, knowledge and “truth” within 

a given discipline, time, place and culture.  Here, as Merriam et al. (2007) tell us:  

Clearly, people learn from experience. However, scholars’ perceptions of how 
people learn differ depending upon their theoretical orientation. Kolb’s (1984) and 
Jarvis’s (1987) models arise from the constructivist paradigm, while Boud and 
Walker (1991) and Usher, Bryant, and Johnson’s (1997) models are situative in 
nature. Although the psychoanalytic, critical, and complexity approaches to 
experiential learning proposed by Fenwick (2003) do not have models per se, their 
theoretical underpinnings show us how people learn (p. 163). 

 
As such, to help provide some at least some level of coherence amongst this abyssal and 

confusing field of learning research, Taylor (2005) provides a useful (yet still arguably partial or 

limited) summary of the four broader and overlapping Western perspectives that learning (as a 

construct) is analyzed and defined in the field of adult education.  I have placed the summary of 

these four broader constructions of learning as summarized by Taylor in the following table 7 

below.   

Table 5: Taylor’s (2005) Classification of Learning Perspectives 

Learning Perspectives in Adult Education Specific Perspectives & Leading Theorist 
 
A Theoretical Perspective provides an 
organized set of principles; a framework for 
research; a model for explaining bot simple 

 
Traditional Theoretical Perspectives: 
 
Behaviourism: Learning is an observable external event, rather 
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and complex events; and a mechanism for 
identifying the underlying dynamics of a 
learning event.  By comparing and critiquing 
varied theoretical orientations differences 
emerge, further clarifying the meaning of 
learning.  There are three broad traditional 
perspectives and newer more contemporary 
orientations to learning. 

than internal mental event; it is a response to elements in the 
environment; and the outcomes of learning as a change in 
behaviour (Gredler; Merriam & Caffarella, 1999). Well known 
behaviourist are  Watson, Tolman, Hull and Skinner (Driscoll, 
1994). 
 
 
Cognitivism: Assumes that internal mental process in the human 
mind are the foremost unit of analysis in understanding 
learning.  A contemporary metaphor for this orientation is a 
computerized information-processing view of learning where 
the learning is seen as “information input from the 
environment, processed and stored in memory, and output in 
the form of some learning capability” (Driscsoll, 1994, p. 68).  
Contributions to this orientation look at cognition 
developmentally and culturally (Piaget; Vygotsky), and as 
metacognitive processes – an awareness of one’s own thinking 
and related cognitive strategies (Flavell, Gardner). 
 
Interactionist: Assumes that the environment, mental 
processes, and behaviour are all involved in learning.  Key 
assumptions are best explained in a natural setting, as opposed 
to a laboratory.  Learning involves observation/modeling of 
others, a particular environment mediated by internal mental 
events that influence perception and action; and the outcome 
of internal symbolic codes that guide future behaviour.  
Contributors include Bandura, Lewin, Rotter).   
 
Newer Theoretical Perspectives: 
 
Neurophysiological: Learning is understood in relationship to 
anatomy, physiology, and the pathology of the brain and its 
various functions as a physical entity. Learning is seen as 
physiological change, neuron development and greater activity 
in various different structures of the brain that previously have 
been less active (Merriam & Caffarella, 1999); Restak, 1995). 
Contributors to this orientation include Boucouvalas, Restak, 
Sylwester, Caine and Caine and Gardner.  
 
Evolutionary: Learning involves understanding the role that 
evolution plays in conjunction with experience in determining 
and shaping behaviour, such that all organisms, including 
humans, are predisposed to learn certain things in certain ways. 
A major assumption of this perspective is that the human mind 
contains a large number of innate learning mechanisms 
(Barkow, Cosmides, & Tooby, 1992).  These mechanisms 
evolved over time to solve specific adaptive problems in the 
ancestral environment.  They are triggered by only a narrow 
range of information, which is transferred through decion rules 
and manifested in the form of behaviour that increased fitness 
in the past.  Contributors to this orientation include Buss, 
Gazzinga, Pinker, Barkow, Cosmides and Tooby (Taylor, 2005, 
pp. 349-350).    
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An Epistemological Perspective analyses 
learning in relationship to the nature of 
knowledge.  The learner is viewed as a 
knower and learning as a way of knowing.  
Epistemology means exploring questions 
such as: What is knowledge? What are 
legitimate ways of knowing? And, most 
important to this discussion, is what does it 
mean to know? How these questions are 
answered reflects assumptions on how the 
learner acquires knowledge of and about 
the world. For example, does the learner 
acquire knowledge through actual 
experience or through reason and 
interpretation? Whereas some learners 
assert that “knowledge is a matter of 
internally representing the external world 
and is primarily acquired through 
experience…other argue that knowledge is a 
matter of interpretation that learners 
actively construct by imposing organization 
on the world about them (Driscoll, 1994, p. 
10). Much of the difference between these 
two perspectives rests on underlying 
assumptions held about reality, the nature 
of truth, and the source of knowledge.   

 
There are several different epistemological perspectives, such 
as objectivism, pragmatism, and interpretivism. Most significant 
to the field of adult education is interpretivism, in which reality 
is seen not as objective and singular, as in the case of 
objectivism, but instead as constructed, multiple, and holistic. 
Truth is seen as something that is constructed, contested, and 
culturally rooted. The primary source of knowledge is reason.  
From this epistemological perspective the learner does not 
passively take in and respond to information about the world 
around him or herself; instead the learner is an active knower 
and learner, who constructs and makes meaning of information 
based on a personal interpretation. Conceptions of learning in 
adult education that are informed by this view of epistemology 
include: other ways of knowing, situational knowing, relational 
knowing, and embodied knowing. Similar assumptions are 
found in adult learning theories, such as transformative learning 
and constructivism. For example, Mezirow (1996) defines 
transformative learning “as the process of using prior 
interpretation to construe a new or revised interpretation of the 
meaning of one’s experience in order to guide future action” (p. 
162). Through exploring epistemology and analyzing underlying 
assumptions about the nature of knowledge and knowing, the 
contested and varied perspectives of learning are better 
understood. The selection of a particular theoretical orientation 
provides guidance in what questions to ask, where to look for 
learning (its locus of control), and how it manifests, when 
attempting to make meaning of learning (e.g. behavioural 
change, internal mental processes, physiological change) 
(Taylor, 2005, pp. 350-351).    
 

 
A Situational Perspective analyses learning 
from the perspective of the sites of learning 
or practice, where learning is being fostered. 
Examples include rural learning, urban 
learning, cohort learning, and workplace 
learning. The fact that learning is being 
defined from different sites implies that 
learning is situated and the site plays a 
unique role in the nature, meaning and/or 
process of learning.  

 
For example, the term cohort learning refers to a shared 
learning experience that takes place among a supportive peer 
group over an extended period of time. Learning in this 
particular context is relational and has been found to be the 
most effective at fostering affective outcomes (e.g. belonging, 
confidence). Fenwick (2001) identifies several different themes 
(e.g., situated learning, cultural, text and discourses) that help 
explain how learning is conceptualized in the workplace. Since 
learning is situated, each site of learning has an implicit situated 
community of practice unique to its particular setting. By 
participating in a particular community of practice (inclusive of 
unique tools, activities) learning can be viewed as social as well 
as “tool dependent’ because the setting provides the 
mechanisms (e.g., computers, small groups, paper and pencil) 
that aid, and more importantly structure the cognitive process” 
(Wilson, 1993, p. 73). Wilson notes that it is “the interaction 
with the setting itself in relation to its social and tool dependent 
nature that determines the learning” (p. 73). A third example 
about sites of learning emerges in the terms such as formal, 
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nonformal, informal learning, and incidental learning. The 
meaning of the terms reflects a view of learning emblematic of 
varying degrees of structure, purposefulness, and self-
directedness imposed on or engaged by the learner. Formal 
learning is usually a highly structured, purposeful, teacher led, 
classroom-based learning experiences, while incidental learning 
is usually unintentional or unplanned, often not recognized or 
labelled as learning by learners or others. By exploring the 
underlying assumptions of the varied site or practice, greater 
clarity emerges about the meaning of learning. 
 

 
A Promotional Perspective focuses on the 
various means of promoting learning. These 
are strategies or approaches to learning, 
teaching, instructional design, and program 
development with a goal of fostering 
learning. Learning from this perspective is 
seen both as an outcome and as means to 
an means to an end. Although the meaning 
of learning itself is often not defined, greater 
insight into it can be gained by 
understanding the nature of the approach or 
strategy and its general intent.  

 
Terms that fall within this perspective include reflexive learning, 
problem based learning, action learning and accelerated 
learning. For example, reflexive learning is a metacognitive 
process, often considered a higher from of learning, where the 
learner is encouraged to monitor and think about his or her 
learning as it is happening. Learning is seen as an approach to 
greater personal understanding in which the learner is reflecting 
on the present experience in relationship to prior experience, 
replaying events and monitoring feelings associated with the 
learning experience, and evaluating the experience (Merriam & 
Caffarella, 1999). Another example, is action learning, a strategy 
for organizational change which involves learners across sectors 
of an organization, working in teams, addressing organizational 
problems by drawing on their varied experiences, and 
developing solutions (Swanson, York, O’Neil, & Marsick, 1999). 
A third example, is accelerated learning which is an instructional 
design of educational programs to assist in learners to complete 
courses in a time intensive manner (Wlodkowski & Kasworm, 
2003). These example of learning share a common theme that 
offer insight about the nature of learning in adult education, 
that of the centrality of experience. Each relies on the 
importance of prior experience in shaping and making meaning 
of future actions. It is experience that provides the gist for 
reflection, for making sense of organizational change, and the 
cognitive complexity essential for accelerated learning. Through 
an exploration of varied approaches to learning the different 
meanings of learning are better understood (Taylor, 2005, p. 
352).   
 

 
Subsequently, in this chapter, I have taken the position of an epistemological perspective that 

Taylor describes in the table above as interpretivism, since “reality is seen not as objective and 

singular, as in the case of objectivism, but instead as constructed, multiple, and holistic. Truth is 

seen as something that is constructed, contested, and culturally rooted” (p. 350).  As indicated 
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earlier, I have come to this conclusion from an integrative perspective in which contemporary 

natural science (e.g. new physics) and social science theorists are rediscovering and accepting 

the pre-modern position that suggests “questions of knowledge could not be asked without 

question about being, such that epistemology becomes identical with ontology” (Rezaee & 

Mansur, 2009, p. 21).  This is affirmed by Palmer (2007) who reminds us: 

Modern physics has debunked the notion that knowing requires, or even allows, a 
separation of the knower from the known.  Physicists cannot study subatomic 
particles without altering them in the act of knowing, so we cannot maintain the 
objectivist gap between the world “out there” and the observe “in here” as posited 
by premodern science.  Knower and known are joined, and any claim about the 
nature of the known reflects the nature of the knower as well (p. 100).     

 
Thus, as I have argued at length through this chapter, the dominant view of reality, knowledge 

and “truth” adopted by many scientist and subsequent educational practices in the West today 

have been shaped by the legacy of Enlightenment scientistic Newtonian machine and 

Cartesian105 mind (or “I think, therefore I am” maximum), in which not only is the mind deemed 

separate or superior to the body (since it was considered inert or dumb), but the spirit (or 

consciousness) in any notion of the word (religious or otherwise) was egregiously dismissed if 

not eradicated from the collective conscious as serving no sense of legitimacy or purpose (Yusuf, 

2017a).  According to Merriam and Biereme (2014): 

Eighteen-century Enlightenment philosophers further elevated the mind as the 
source of reasoning and knowledge.  Reason, rationality, and objectivity came to 
dominate all of education in the West as the most legitimate pathway to knowledge 
and learning.  Indeed, even today, reasoning, critical thinking, evidence-based 
knowledge, and the “scientific” method are more highly valued than any other 
forms of knowledge (p. 128).  

                                                
105 According to Merriam and Bierema (2014): “The dominance of the rational mind in the West can be traced to the seventeenth-century French 
philosopher Descartes whose famous assertion, “I think, therefore I am” resulted in a mind/body split…He further declared that “I [that is, my 
mind, by which I am what I am] is entirely and truly distinct from my body” (Descartes, 1637/1960, p. 165, cited in Michelson, 1998, p. 218).  For 
Descartes, “the mind, or consciousness, is thought as having the properties of understanding and intelligence.  In contrast, the body, and the 
physical and organic world more generally, are seen as having the property of spatial existence, and thereby as inert, or dumb (Dall’Alba & 
Barnacle, 2005, p. 723).   
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Thus, as Jarvis (2012b) pointed out earlier, a techno-rational approach stands upon the two 

major approaches to learning, “behaviourism and cognitive development; both are very weak 

theories, since behaviourism can be characterised as the ‘mindless body’, while cognitivism can 

be seen as the ‘the bodiless mind’” (p. 135).  In an ironic twist, I have argued in chapter 2, it is 

also this myopic technical rational view of knowledge and learning (as noted by Habermas earlier 

as claiming itself a monopoly on the order of knowing and learning) in which we find ourselves in 

a state of paralysis unable to solve our most pressing 21st century social, economic, political, 

cultural and environmental challenges.  Moreover, it also this reductive, immanent, utilitarian 

and hegemonic scientistic worldview that now stands against the very revolutionary discoveries 

found in the natural and social sciences that call for a relational, integrative, systems and 

multiple ways of viewing reality, knowledge and “truth” leading to an integrative education.  

Here, over the last several decades there has been a considerable paradigmatic shift in how 

philosophy, psychology, sociology, neuroscience and new physics and many other disciplines 

understand knowledge and the learning process.  According to Smith and Lovat (2003, pg. 58), 

“At the heart of this revolution is the concept that learning is not something done to an 

individual, but something constructed by both the teacher and the learner.  This is what Phillips 

(2000) describes as active construction of knowledge, or what Walker and Debus name as a 

“…process of making meaning” (p. 3).  With this understanding, it could be argued that no 

knowledge is considered neutral or objective.  In accepting this premise that knowledge is 

constructive rather than objective, the issues of learning, knowledge and teaching intersect 

naturally and unavoidably with those of socio-cultural environments and values.  In this context, 

it becomes important to learn how to think for ourselves and critique our own thought process; 
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especially when much of how we see knowledge and view the world is deeply influenced by our 

upbringing, family, friends, the media, academic disciplines, educational institutions, faith 

community, the state and increasingly corporations.  As Day and Amstutz (2003) affirm: 

Values guide our lives and shape our approach to adult education.  They are our 
core beliefs about life’s meaning and purpose.  Mostly learned, values are formed 
by our upbringing, relationships with significant others, and places we reside.  Each 
of us is composite of varying values and, not too surprisingly, we carry those values 
into our classrooms.  In adult education literature, discussions related to values 
commonly link them to specific philosophic traditions.  A reflection of this 
connection appears in the recent observation by Tisdell and Taylor (2002) that, 
“One’s educational philosophy is imbedded both in what one believes about 
teaching and learning and what one actually does in their practice (p. 91).    

 
Thus, rather than attempt the impossible task of capturing and then synthesizing the vast 

literature landscape on the topic of learning, I instead provide a summary of a few prominent 

traditional and contemporary theories and then offer one particular pathway in which learning 

can be understood in an integrative sense (3P aims and five pillars of learning); and also align 

with the Taylor’s ontological premise and Habermas’s unified view of knowledge.   This 

integrative approach is affirmed by Jarvis (2012b) who claims, “Learning actually relates to the 

whole of human existence”, and so it should “encompasses a variety of fields” (p. xi).  Moreover, 

there is a growing body of researchers also calling for a holistic or integrative approach in 

theorizing, defining and practicing learning (Lovat, 2019b; Lovat, et al., 2011; Boucouvalas & 

Lawerence, 2010; Merriam & Grace, 2011; English & Tisdell, 2010; Jarvis & Watts, 2012; Merriam 

& Sek Kim, 2011; Palmer & Zajonc, 2010).  For example, Lovat et. al. (2011) assert:  

The movement towards a trans-disciplinary approach is indicative of a rejection of 
the singular reductionism that defined the sciences in the previous century and a 
recognition that uni-faceted notions of learning and intelligence are no longer 
adequate for the complex nature of human existence.  As Diamon (2007) and 
Goswami (2008) imply, one discipline is incapable of accounting for the complexity 
and diversity of the dynamic and interacting components associated with learning 
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and education.  This reflects the breakdown of a singular belief in eliminative 
reductionism (in this case explaining everything in terms of biology alone) and the 
movement towards post-reductionism view of science which recognizes that no 
particular discipline can satisfactorily describe or explain all facets of a particular 
phenomenon.  Therefore, a plurality of descriptions is needed in order to 
adequately describe the whole (e.g. Cacioppo et al. 2007; Franks 2010; Horst 2007; 
Lilienfeld 2007). The general picture that emerges from this examination is that it 
takes many disciplines to be able to interpret what is happening in learning and 
education, and no one discipline can give adequate description of what is a multi-
dimensional phenomenon (p. 47). 

 
This is also echoed by Jarvis (2009), who writes:  
 

I have suggested that the person is about knowledge, skills, attitudes, emotions, 
beliefs, values, senses, and even identity and that through learning each of these 
can be changed and developed further.  But if we look carefully at the literature on 
learning we find that there is work on personal and cognitive development (Erikson, 
1963; Piaget, 1929), work on religious faith development (Fowler, 1981), on moral 
development (Kohlberg, 1981) and so on.  In precisely the same way, there is 
research in the way we develop both our personal and social identities, including 
Mead (Strauss, 1964) and Wenger (1998) in their different ways.  If we are to 
understand how the person learns to become a whole person, then we need to 
combine all of these theories…(p. 30). 

 
In light of this call for a holistic or integrative conception and practice of learning, there is an 

increasingly accepted body of transdisciplinary research available over the last few decades 

focusing on the emotional, relational, physical, intuitive and spiritual ways of learning and 

knowing in education (Kasworm, et al. 2010; Lovat, 2019b; Lovat, et. al, 2011; Boucouvalas & 

Lawrence, 2010; English & Tisdell, 2010; Merriam & Grace, 2011Jarvis & Watts, 2012; Merriam & 

Kim, 2008; Palmer & Zajonc, 2010).  As Merriam and Bireme (2014) point out, not only are these 

more expansive and integrative notions of learning and knowing (such as embodied or spiritual 

learning) “receiving more attention in adult learning theory, they are central pillars in the 

growing literature on holistic education” (p. 127).   
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Holon or Layer #2: An Integrative or holistic View of Learning as both Informative and 
Transformative 

 

 
 

In light of this literature review in which I have only grazed the surface, it seems very 

clear that the topic of learning is a broadly understood and complex/contested phenomena.  

Nevertheless, as this literature review affirms and Merriam (2008) reminds us: 

Whether it be from non-Western epistemological systems or from our own 
Western perspective, it appears that adult learning research and theory building 
are expanding to include more than just an individual, cognitive understanding of 
learning. The mind, body, spirit, emotions, and society are not themselves simply 
sites of learning; learning occurs in their intersections with each other (Merriam, 
2008, p. 97). 

 
Thus, in this section I have combined some of the theories mentioned above to both fit with the 

Taylorian/Habermasian ontological/epistemological constructivist framework and to also provide 

the second layer of the IKLT chart/rubric in which learning might be understood in an integrative 

and practical sense.  Thus, in Kegan (2009) and Illeris’ (2014a) vernacular, I have described the 

intention, context, process and outcome of learning as either informative/adding (or surface 

level) approaches to learning and transformative/changing (or deeper level) approaches to 

learning.  Informative approaches to learning may generally involve primary experience and 

focus within the technical/interpretive domain of knowing.  Here, it could be said that 

informative aims of learning might be to develop one’s knowledge, competencies or hard skills.  

Moreover, this kind of learning may be viewed as adding, visible (explicit knowing) and divisible 
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(skills), discipline and system specific, and a matter of knowing and doing (Delors’ pillars 1 and 2 

of learning).   

On the other hand, transformative learning would involve learning from secondary 

experiences and predominantly fall under the interpretive/critical domain of knowing.  Here, it 

could be said that transformative aims of learning might be to awaken, challenge and nurture 

one’s consciousness, values, identity or soft-skills.  This kind of learning may be qualified as 

changing, invisible (tacit knowing) and indivisible (values), already a part of you, boundary 

crossing and high transfer value, and a matter of being, working and living with other and impact 

society/environment (Delors’ pillars 3 to 5 of learning).  As the research above and below 

suggests both kinds of learning are necessary for human development and achievement.  Here, 

to borrow again from Kegan’s (2009) vernacular, both kinds of learning are expansive and 

valuable, one within the pre-existing ontological and epistemological frame (of what I suggest 

could be termed consciousness, spirit, mind, values, identity and beliefs and competencies); and 

the other reconstructing the very frame.   

Thus, as I have made the case in this chapter and elsewhere, contemporary higher 

education and by extension society, tends to focus on the “informative” while neglecting the 

necessity and importance of the “transformative” realm.  Yet, it is in the transformative domain 

that a learner can be nurtured to deeper or more meaning oriented learning but also then 

demonstrate and carry forward that learning later/longer in life.  Here, the research shows, that 

if a student does not possess the ontological and epistemological values, identity and beliefs (or 

“learning to be”) in which they appreciate and believe they are fully capable of learning subjects 

such as math, English or science (Dweck, 2000); or that they do not possess or better yet enact 
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the necessary values of appreciation, respect, effort, collaboration, focus and perseverance 

necessary to do well in these subjects, then these students will likely hold a surface-level 

opposed to deep-level processing approach to learning (Marton & Saljo, 1997; Marton & Booth, 

1997; Tagg, 2004; Entwistel, 2010).  As Tagg (2004) points out, “Students who take a surface 

approach to learning a task are focusing on the signs – the words of the essay, the numbers in 

the physical problem.  Those who take a deep approach are focusing on the meaning – what the 

signs signify, the ideas the author is presenting, the concepts the numbers represent” (p. 5).  

Thus, Tagg writes depending on the approach, surface-level learners could be characterized as 

“studying for the test”, whereas deep-level focused learners could be characterized as “studying 

for life”.  Summarizing and synthesizing the work of Marton and Booth (1997) and Dweck (2000), 

Tagg provides an insightful and practical breakdown between the informative (or surface) and 

transformative (or deeper) approaches and goals to learning.  First, he highlights Dweck’s 

research in which she argues there are two kinds of goals in which learners approach a task or 

achievement situation – performance goals or learning goals.  Tagg writes, “Performance goals 

are “about winning positive judgement of your competences and avoiding negative ones” (p. 

15). With learning goals, on the other hand, your aim is to “increase[e] your competence.” The 

students who sets a performance goal wants the A. The students who sets the learning goal want 

the understanding – or more (p. 5). Subsequently, Tagg references Marton and Booth’s (1997) 

book Learning and Awareness in which they discuss a detailed study of university student 

conceptions of learning done by Marton and his colleagues completed in the United Kingdom in 

1980s.  In this study, Marton argue that student conceptions of learning could be characterized 
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into six categories and two broad descriptions.  Thus, Tagg synthesizing both Dweck and Marton 

and Booth’s work writes: 

Marton notes that students in the first three categories – learning as increasing 
one’s knowledge, learning as memorizing and reproducing, and learning as 
applying—view learning mainly as reproducing, as the accurate reproduction of 
signs. Those in the last three categories – learning as understanding, learning as 
seeing something in a different way, and learning as changing as a person – see 
learning as mainly concerned with seeking meaning. But we can also see that the 
first three levels are chiefly concerned with producing a satisfying performance 
while the last three levels are concerned with development and personal growth. 
Those who set performance goals tend to take a surface approach to learning; 
those who set learning goals tend to take a deep approach.  
 
Why do students then pursue performance goals rather than learning goals? The 
first and most direct answer to that question is that it is because of what they 
believe about themselves. Learning goals are goals for personal change. If the 
learning is to stay with you it must become a part of you. If it doesn’t, you leave it 
behind. The point was made forcefully by one of the interviewees in Marton’s study 
who viewed learning as memorizing: “When you have achieved whatever it was 
learned for, then that’s it, it can go away, it’s disposable, you can get rid of it” (p. 
36). My own students, in much the same spirit, often describe their goals for a 
course as to “get it out of the way.” Learning environments, from the perspective 
of performance goals, are obstructions to be moved past and then discarded (p.6).  

 
While I accept and affirm Tagg’s analysis above, I would also argue that a number of research 

sources argued in this chapter (and argued in chapter 1 and 2), also suggests that transformative 

learning (whether we intend or not) shapes, influences and transcends personal growth.  In 

other words, learning is not just about seeking meaning toward personal development, 

performance and growth, but also as means of identifying the social, political, cultural and 

environemental policies and practices that might work for some people and not so well for 

others.  Here, learning includes a social dimension that could be used help people awaken or find 

freedom from social or systemic constraints that work against their interest.  Thus, as pointed 

out in the introduction, whether we intend it or not, PSE institutions and educators can either 
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become agents of social change (of societies and our natural environment), or alternatively, 

keepers of the status quo (Cranton, 1994; Holts & Brookfield, 2013; Lovat & Smith, 2003, 

Kawsworm et al., 2010; Apple, 2018).   

Illeris’s Model of Learning as Adding (Informative) and Change (Transformation) 
 
 Another way in which this informative versus transformative can be understood is 

reviewing the notion of learning as proposed by Illeris (2009, 2014a, 2014b, 2015).  In fact, 

Illeris’s model of learning not only fits nicely with the Habermasian theory of knowledge but also 

indirectly affirms the unity between knowing and being.  According to Illeris (2009), learning 

involves the interaction between both the individual (or psychological) and the environmental 

(or social) process.  In constructing his model of learning, he uses a vertical double arrow 

representing the individual at the top; and the environment at the bottom since as he notes, “is 

the general basis” (p. 9).  In addition to this vertical double arrow, he introduces a horizontal 

double arrow representing the individual’s internal or psychological acquisition process.  He 

writes, this top horizontal double arrow represents, “a process of integrated interplay between 

two equal psychological functions involved in any learning, namely the function of managing the 

learning content and the incentive function of providing and directing the necessary mental 

energy that runs the process” (p. 9). Moreover, he stresses that the double arrows represent an 

ongoing interaction and that these three angles depict three spheres or dimensions of learning 

that always take place in the learning process.  

According to Illieris (2009) the content dimension represents the what is learned (or the 

understanding and capacity of the learner) and usually involves acquisition or development of 

competencies in knowledge and skills but also opinions insights, meaning, attitudes, values, ways 
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of behaviour, methods, strategies. In other words, the “endeavour of the learner is to construct 

meaning and ability to deal with challenges of practical life and thereby an overall personal 

functionality is developed” (p. 10).  Moreover, the incentive sphere generates and directs the 

mental energy that is required for the learning process to unfold.  Here, according to Illeris, this 

involves elements such as feelings, emotions, motivation and volition.  As he tells us, “Its 

ultimate function is to secure the continuous mental balance of the learner and thereby it 

simulataneously develops a personal sensitivity” (p. 10).  He writes: 

These two dimensions are always initiated by impulses from the interaction 
processes and integrated in the internal process of elaboration and acquisition. 
Therefore, the learning content is, so to speak, always ‘obsessed’ with the 
incentives at stake – e.g. whether the learning is driven by desire, interest, necessity 
or compulsion. Correspondingly, the incentives are always influenced by the 
content, e.g. new information can change the incentive condition. Many 
psychologists have been aware of this close connection between what has usually 
been termed the cognitive and the emotional (e.g. Vygotsky 1978; Furth 1987), and 
recently advanced neurology has proven that both areas are always involved in the 
learning process, unless in cases of very severe brain damage (Damasio 1994) (pp. 
10-11).  

 
The interaction dimension represents the impulses or sense data that initiate the learning 

process.  This could include a learner’s perception, transmission, experience, imitation, activity, 

participation.  As he Illeris puts it, “It serves the personal integration in communities and society 

and thereby also builds up the sociality of the learner. However, this building up necessarily 

takes place through the two other dimensions” (p. 11).  Thus, he writes, “No learning process 

can be fully understood without considering all three dimension” (2015, p. 1).  And that the “the 

tension field of learning in general and of any specific learning event or learning process as 

stretched out between the development of functionality, sensibility and sociality – which are also 

the general components of what we term as competencies” (p. 11).   
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 Moreover, Illeris’s theory of learning distinguishes between two superior kinds of 

learning and four learning types. According to Illeris (2015) learning is a constructive 

phenomenon in which the learner uses mental schemes or patterns to build up or interpret their 

learning in mental structures. Thus, he writes: 

These structures exist in the brain as dispositions that are usually described by a 
psychological metaphor as mental schemes. This means that there must in the 
brain be some organisation of the learning outcomes since we, when becoming 
aware of something – a person, a problem, a topic, etc. – in fractions of a second 
are able to recall what we subjectively and usually unconsciously define as relevant 
knowledge, understanding, attitudes, reactions and the like. But this organisation 
is in no way a kind of archive, and it is not possible to find the different elements at 
specific positions in the brain. It has the nature of what brain researchers call 
‘engrams’, which are traces of circuits between some of the billions of neurons that 
have been active at earlier occasions and therefore are likely to be revived, perhaps 
with slightly different courses because of the impact of new experiences or 
understandings  
 However, in order to deal systematically with this, the concept of schemes 
is used for what we subjectively tend to classify as belonging to a specific topic or 
theme and therefore mentally connect and are inclined to recall in relation to 
situations that we relate to that topic or theme. This especially applies to the 
content dimension, whereas in the incentive and interaction dimensions we would 
rather speak of mental patterns. But the background is similar in that motivations, 
emotions or ways of communication tend to be organised so that they can be 
revived when we are oriented towards situations that ‘remind’ us of earlier 
situations when they have been active (2009, p. 12).  

 
Subsequently, Illeris drawing on the work of Piaget (1952) and Flavell (1963) proposes two major 

learning outcomes. The first he terms learning as addition, in which he includes two types of 

learning: cumulative (adding new elements to existing schemes), and assimilative (adding new 

elements to existing schemes).  And learning as change in which he distinguishes into learning 

as: accommodative (changing elements of schemes), and transformative (changing elements of 

identity which involves a multitude of schemes).  More specifically, he defines cumulative or 

mechanical learning as “characterized by being an isolated formation, something new that is not 
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a part of the anything else” (Illeris, 2009 p. 13).  He uses the example of child learning something 

new for the first time; however, he points out that this kind of learning can also happen later in 

life when a person has to learn something with no context of meaning or personal significance 

(e.g. new PIN code or using a smart phone).  As he puts it, this kind of learning “is characterized 

by a type of automation that means that it can only be recalled and applied in situations 

mentally similar to the learning context. It is mainly this type of learning which involved in the 

training of animals and which is therefore also referred to as conditioning in behaviourist 

psychology” (p. 13).   

 According to Illeris, assimilative or learning by addition is the most common type of 

learning.  Here, learning means a new element is linked as an addition to a scheme or pattern 

that is already established.  He suggests this happens in everyday life but also in schools when 

students are expected to learn subjects by adding or building up what has already been learned.  

He writes:  

The results of learning are characterised by being linked to the scheme or pattern 
in question in such a manner that it is relatively easy to recall and apply them when 
one is mentally oriented towards the field in question, for example a school subject, 
while they may be hard to access in other contexts. This is why problems are 
frequently experienced in applying knowledge from a school subject to other 
subjects or in contexts outside of school (Illeris 2008) (2009, p. 13).  

 
The next type of learning Illeris calls accommodative or transcendental learning.  Here, he 

asserts, this kind of learning happens when a situation or experience takes place in which we are 

unable to understand or relate to any existing scheme or pattern, but we are compelled to 

acquire this new learning.  Hence, this kind of learning means that we break down parts of 

existing scheme and transform it in a way that the new learning can be integrated.  

Subsequently, Illeris asserts: 
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Thus one both relinquishes and reconstructs something, and this can be 
experienced as demanding or even painful, because it is something that requires a 
strong supply of mental energy. One must cross existing limitations and understand 
or accept something that is significantly new or different, and this is much more 
demanding than just adding a new element to an already existing scheme or 
pattern. In return, the results of such learning are characterised by the fact that 
they can be recalled and applied in many different, relevant contexts. It is typically 
experienced as having understood or got hold of something which one really has 
internalised (2009, p. 13).  

 
The final type of learning proposed by Illieris is transformative or learning in which the whole 

organization of being or personality of the self changes.  Here writes this kind of learning is 

characterized by: 

simultaneous restructuring of a whole cluster of schemes and patterns in all of 
the three learning dimensions – a break of orientation that typically occurs as the 
result of a crisis-like situation caused by challenges experienced as urgent and 
unavoidable, making it necessary to change oneself in order to get any further. 
Transformative learning is thus both profound and extensive, it demands a lot of 
mental energy and when accomplished it can often be experienced physically, 
typically as a feeling of relief or relaxation (p. 14).  

 
According to Illeris (2009; 2014a), much of today’s education system and by extension many of 

its stakeholders continue only to understand and focus on the theories and activities 

concentrated on the assimilative type of learning.  However, as he and many others point out, 

this limited understanding and accompanying practices are simply insufficient in the 21st century, 

and that the much needed generic competencies or identity nurturing values such as critical 

thinking, teamwork and ethics can only be built up by an integration of assimilative, 

accommodative, and eventually, transformative learning processes.  Finally, Illeris (2015) adds 

another dimension to his learning theory in which he argues, the learner experience barriers to 

their learning.  He suggests this happens “when intended learning is not understood or is 
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understood in an insufficient or distorted way” (p. 30).  As such, he proposes three categories 

which: 

are mainly related to each of the three learning dimensions, but with a strong 
tendency to merge: Mislearning is mainly related to the content dimension and 
includes misunderstandings, lack of concentration, lack of relevant conditions or 
prior learning, unclear communication, etc. Learning defence is mainly related to 
the incentive dimension and includes rejected or distorted learning, due to what 
Freud termed defence mechanisms, or conflicting learning, due to ambivalence or 
the like. Finally, learning resistance is mainly related to the interaction dimension 
and includes learning which is unwanted or contrary to the learner’s values, 
preferences, understandings, etc. In addition, the theory involves various other 
areas, the most important of which are the learners’ personal dispositions and 
preconditions, learning at different ages, the influence of different kinds of learning 
spaces, and the influence of the general conditions of society (p. 30).  

 
Underlying Assumptions of Holon or Layer #3: Instruction in an Integrative Sense 

 
Holon 3 is Built on the Premise of Integrative Education Theory: Moving from Transmission 
(content) to Transformation (context, conscious/values and content) 
 

According to Cranton (2012), it is difficult to separate theories of instruction from 

theories of learning.  She asserts, “there is no instruction without learning, or at least without 

learners”, however, “there can be learning without teaching” (p. 7).  Moreover, she tells us, on 

the hand theories of learning may emphasise the process of how we learn, while theories of 

teaching or instruction focus on what the educator does to promote and facilitate learning.  In 

particular, she specifically points out and summarizes the works of four prominent theorist (who 

I have covered at length in the literature review of this chapter) of instruction who have shaped 

much of our understanding about Western adult education.  She begins with John Dewey (1916, 

1938) who portrayed education as a life-long process and focused on experience and reflection 

as two major components of adult learning.  Subsequently, Cranton writes, experience and 

reflection, “remain integral elements of modern-day descriptions of adult learning”, and to, 
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“which learning in this way leads to a model of instruction in which the teacher’s role is one of 

guide and facilitator rather than expert or formal authority” (p. 8).  She summarizes Dewey’s 

work as: 

• The educator selects experiences for and with the learner. 
• The learner’s needs and past experiences are an integral part of the teaching 

and learning process. 
• Students participate in cooperative and mutual learning experiences with the 

teacher. 
• The environment must be considered in all learning experiences (p. 8).  

 
Next, Cranton moves on to the work of Eduard Lindeman (1926) whose book The Meaning of 

Adult Education was dedicated to the promotion democratic values in adult education.  As 

Cranton tells, Lindeman’s vision was that adult education was a democratic process in which he 

believed, “involved critical analysis, concern for others, the acceptance of opposing perspectives, 

and a willingness to live with potentially uncomfortable majority decisions” (p. 9).  Here, Linden 

contended, “that adult education was more than just a technical practice and strongly advocated 

its social purpose” (p. 9).  Cranton summarizes Lindeman’s work as: 

• Adult education is an act of free will. 
• Discussion or discourse is the primary teaching method. 
• The goal of adult education is a democratic society informed by networks of 

discussion groups (p. 9). 
 
According to Cranton, another very influential and foundational theorist of adult education was 

Paulo Freire (1973, 1994) whose work in Brazil with oppressed and illiterate farmers held that 

social transformation was the goal of teaching adults.  In his 1973 book entitled Pedagogy of the 

Oppressed, Freire argued that much of our system of education and notion of learning are based 

on a “banking model” in which students are viewed as “containers” or “receptacles” to be filled 

by teachers.  This perspective, he believed did nothing but simply reinforce the notion that the 
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teacher has the power (the knowledge) and does little to empower the student.  In his later 

work, Pedagogy of Hope, Freire (1984) explored the same themes, but with additional insights 

that came from his decades of experience as an educator.  Here, he argued, educational 

practices, whether it be authoritarian or democratic, are always directive and political, never 

neutral.  Thus, to avoid manipulation the teacher must understand and become part of the 

learner’s culture and always respect opposing positions so not to interfere with the learner’s 

own capacity to learn and become free/empowered.  Thus, in addition to ideology critique there 

is a liberating dialogical approach to teaching that “consists in acts of cognition, not transferals 

of information” (Freire, 2012, p. 27).  He calls this teaching practice problem-posing education 

since it breaks with the vertical characteristic of banking education.  Thus, Cranton summarizes 

Freire’s work as: 

• The role of the educator is to understand and become part of the learner’s 
culture, to stimulate learning, and hence to free or empower the 
individual. 

• The educator also a learner, listening to and understanding the needs and 
culture of the individual. 

• Learners participate actively in the learning process, through dialogue with 
their teacher, who is a co-learner with them. 

• Educator and learner are mutually responsible for the teaching and 
learning process (p. 9). 

 
Finally, Cranton references the work of Malcolm Knowles whose work has been discussed at 

length in this chapter.  Among Knowles’s contributions was popularizing the notion of 

“andragogy” “as the art and science of helping adults learn” (Knowles, 1980, p. 30).  According to 

Cranton, Knowles was a major figure who contributed to the learner centered as opposed to 

teacher centered instruction movement.  Moreover, he advocated for self-directed learning, and 

introduced learning contracts in which encouraged teachers to work with students so to 
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encourage and “achieve their own learning goals rather than to tell them what to learn and how 

to learn” (p. 10).  According to Cranton, Knowles’ assumptions about the art and science of 

helping adults learn lead to the following detailed instructions for practice and suggestions for 

research and theory building:  

• The learning climate, both physical and psychological, should be carefully 
developed.  

• The adult’s desire for self-directed learning is in direct conflict with the 
traditional practice of instructor-directed learning. 

• Students should be involved in the planning of their own learning, with the 
instructor acting as a guide and resource person. 

• The teaching and learning process is the mutual responsibility of the instructor 
and the learner; the instructor’s role is one of resource person, co-inquirer, 
facilitator, catalyst and guide. 

• Based on andragogical assumptions, the leaner should evaluate her own 
progress, with the instructor helping to gather evidence as to the extent goals 
are being reached.  

• Adult are themselves a rich resource of experience. They learn from listening 
to, analyzing, and questioning each other’s experiences.  

• Adult learners tend to be interested in and ready to solve problems; the starting 
point for instruction should be the problem or concern that adults have as they 
enter the educational setting (p. 12).  

  
Subsequently, Cranton writes that while Knowles’s work provided adult educators a unique 

identity, there have been numerous critiques to his work such as from Brookfield (1986) who 

“questioned some of the underlying assumptions of andragogy, especially whether or not adults 

actually are or can be self-directed. He [Brookfield] acknowledged that self-direction and 

autonomy in work, personal relationships, social structures, and educational pursuits are 

desirable, but perhaps not empirically demonstrated (p. 94)” (Cranton, 2012, p. 12).  Moreover, 

these critiques continued with the likes of Pratt (1983) who argued that “andragogy did not live 

up to our expectations for it would contribute to the field” and “Critical theorist, such as Collins 

(1998), focused on the technical rationality inherent in andragogy (with its black and white or 
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cause and effect statements)” (Cranton, 2012, p. 13).  Thus, Cranton writes, while “it seems we 

still are shaped by Knowles’ work, though, we no longer cite him except in historical descriptions 

of the field” (p. 13).   

 In describing more contemporary theories of instruction, Cranton citing Smith (2010) 

(who I have quoted at length in this chapter) suggests that much of the newer theories of 

instruction continue to affirm the humanistic assumptions of learner-centered as opposed to 

teacher-centered instruction, as proposed by the likes of Dewey, Lindeman, Freire and Knowles.  

Yet, Smith believes (and I have argued at length in this chapter and in chapter 2) this shift toward 

learner-centered instruction has failed for two reasons.  First, there is an incongruence between 

adult educators’ “espoused theories and theories-in-use”, or put otherwise: most educators do 

not realize they are not doing what they say or think what they are doing.  As Smith puts it, 

“Adult educators who seek to adopt learner-centered perspectives to design and facilitate 

learning are often unware of the need to go beyond new facilitation and design strategies and 

adopt a different worldview about teaching, learning, and the nature of knowledge” (Smith, 

2010, p. 148).  Second, educators separate the mind, body and spirit and thus continue to view 

the process and outcome of learning in a very limited or reductive sense.  Here, many educators 

do not consider the whole person in planning instruction.  As Smith observed in chapter 2:  

The technical rational approach (Schon, 1983) to learning facilitation and design is 
a typical Western approach to learning.  This approach focuses on the intellect 
almost to the exclusion of other ways of knowing, privileging the individual learner, 
autonomy, and independent thought and action over collective ways of learning 
that honor community and interdependence (Marriam & Associates, 2007).  This 
approach views individual learners as independent from other learners, their 
community, and their society.  The epistemology behind this approach to learning 
view knowledge as a fixed entity that is external to the learner, much like 
behaviorism.  The technical rational approach assumes that there is a “correct” 
body of knowledge that has been scientifically verified and that can be put into a 
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neat and tidy package and use across multiple adult learning contexts (Schon, 
1983).  During the facilitation and design process, educators ask students to master 
knowledge and to acquire specific skills or worldviews.  The learners are expected 
to largely ignore the inconsistencies between their everyday reality and the body 
of knowledge presented, and to adjust their external world to fit the course 
content.  Although the technical rational approach has helped to build the 
foundation for many of the learning theories today, and they are proven to work in 
many contexts and among many student populations, they largely ignore the needs 
of a growing diverse adult population.  The technical rational approach largely 
ignores the cultural (country and community mores; social), emotional (attitudes, 
interests, attention, awareness, and values), spiritual (perceived sense of 
connection, religious beliefs, matters of the spirit), and contextual needs of the 
learners (p. 151). 

 
Thus, in line with the theorists noted above, Smith also affirms that empowering and liberating 

the learner has and should continue to be the goal of adult education.  As such, she argues, this 

“empowering and liberating” paradigm of education requires both a contextualized approach to 

instruction that is personally, culturally and professionally relevant; but also, recognizes a great 

body of research (as pointed out in this chapter) that suggest the most impactful and meaningful 

learning happens when educators include a holistic approach including the mind, body, and 

spirit.  Moreover, she writes, “a holistic approach recognizes the interdependence of learners 

and focuses on the interaction among learners as well as the interaction of the learner, the 

community, and the larger society. This interdependence encompasses many adult learning 

theories” (p. 152).  Finally, she provides two profound reasons why educators might be reluctant 

to use holistic approaches to learning.  First, she argues  

(a) it becomes more difficult to use current assessment, evaluation, and grading 
methods to measure learning from a holistic perspective (Miller, 2006). (b) The 
focus on the soul/spirit has many religious connotations (Orr, 2005). Although 
many view spirituality and religion separately, to do so splits aspects of the whole 
person. This is especially true when the religious aspects of soul/spirit are deeply 
rooted in the culture and community (Orr, 2005). However, in the Western world, 
we take great strides to make this separation, and our institutions are not 
supportive of the promotion of religion in the classrooms. (c) It is difficult to address 
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the emotional issues that surface when the emotional and physical aspects of 
learning are included (Horseman, 2001). Horseman (1998) readily admits that 
many teachers are not prepared to deal with emotional issues, and would rather 
these issues be reserved for therapist (p. 153). 

 
However, as Smith argues (and I have shown in the literature review above), the emotional (and 

spiritual or philosophical) element in learning is “not only important, but they become integral 

part of the learning because they present possibilities for healing of unconscious issues learners 

bring to the classroom (King & Gates, 2007) and healing the soul (Horseman, 2000)” (p.153). 

According to Smith, the second reason (as also argued at length in chapter 2), educators 

may find it difficult or unwilling to adopt a holistic orientation is because this involves a dramatic 

transformation in an educator’s epistemology or view of learning/knowing.  Here, she argues, 

this involves a developmental epistemological change as opposed to simply adopting new 

strategies.  Thus, citing Bruff (1999), she writes:  

A change to learner-centered instruction, therefore, requires a change from 
foundational educational to nonfoundational educational models, or a change in 
teacher epistemological beliefs.  

The foundational model reflects transmission beliefs, that is, the instructor 
as transmitter of knowledge and primary classroom authority. The nonfoundational 
model represents learner-centered beliefs, that is, share and active construction of 
knowledge and classroom authority such as those observed in social constructivist 
as well as many social justice related theories (p. 148).   

 
Subsequently, citing Pratt and Associates (1998) Smith asserts: 
 

consciously or unconsciously, our epistemology remains the lens through which we 
view teaching and learning. Regardless of our intentions (espoused theory), our 
fundamental beliefs or philosophical understanding of teaching and learning 
(theories in use) will determine our actions during the design and facilitation of 
adult learning processes. It is in later stages of epistemological development, or 
from a foundational belief system, that teachers are able to truly design and 
facilitate instruction that is learner centered, because their intentions and action 
reflect the ability to allow students to share classroom authority and they believe 
that students have the ability to create knowledge (p. 149). 
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In light of the underlying assumptions discussed above, I have synthesized these insights from 

above (and also accompanying literature below) to create and propose in the next section an 

alternative instructional approach and accompanying heuristic principles that fit within the 

philosophy of the I-KLT rubric.  Thus, it could be said that the traditional or technical-rational 

(instrumental) approach to teaching is grounded in behaviourist/cognitive tradition.  This means 

that the focus and intention of teaching or instruction is focused on the transmission of content 

and the underlying notions of knowledge and learning are primarily found and understood as 

expressed on the far-left side of the I-KLT rubric.  In contrast, the alternative approach proposed 

in the next section is grounded in the integrative learner/society centered and developmental 

constructivist approach (as discussed in the last two sections).  Here, the focus and intention of 

instruction is focused on meaning making and the transformation of both person, profession and 

society.  More specifically, this approach includes three key interrelated principles: context, 

conscious and content.  In this alternative approach, rather than starting with transmission of 

content from teacher to student, this alternative approach proposes that we begin with begin 

with students’ personal and societal meaning making and context; facilitate a journey into the 

students’ conscious/subconscious world; and then facilitate ways in which the student can learn 

the desired/expected learning in transdisciplinary way.  In this next section, I provide a more in-

depth discussion between the teaching values and practices located on the far left side of the I-

KLT rubric and those located on the far right.   

Layer or Holon #3: The U-Shaped vs. I-Shaped Approach to Human Development, Instruction & 
Curriculum Practice  
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In his book titled, The Courage to Teach, Palmer (2007), tells a story that aptly captures our 

current instrumental approach to teaching.  I have included the story and Palmer’s analysis in its 

entirety below so not to lose any of the substance of his argument: 

Some years ago, I met the dean of an experimental college who was guiding 
that project into its second year on the campus of a major university. He had just 
come from a faculty meeting, and it was clear from his demeanour that things had 
not gone well.  
 “What happened?” I asked.  
 “The faculty spent most of the morning complaining about the quality of 
our students. They said that this program would never work if we did not recruit 
young people who were better prepared.” 
 “What did you tell them?” 
 “I listened as long as I could,” he said, “but they could not get off their 
blame-the-students shtick. Finally, I said that they sounded like doctors in a hospital 
saying, ‘Don’t send us anymore sick people – we don’t know what to do with them. 
Send us healthy patients so we can look like good doctors.” 
 His analogy helped me understand something crucial about teaching: the 
way we diagnose our students’ condition will determine the kind of remedy we 
offer.  But we teachers spend little time thinking with each other about the 
condition of our students, about the maladies for which our teaching is supposed 
to be the cure.  We have nothing to compare with the “grand rounds” common in 
hospitals, where doctors, nurses, therapists, and other professionals collaborate in 
diagnosing a patient’s need.  Instead, we allow our “treatment mode” to be shaped 
by the thoughtless stereotypes of students that float freely in faculty culture (p. 
41). 

 
As such, Palmer argues:  
 

 The dominant diagnosis, to put it bluntly, is that our “patients” are brain-
dead.  Small wonder, then, that the dominant treatment is to drip data into our 
students’ veins, wheeling their comatose forms from one information source to the 
next until the prescribed course of treatment is complete, hoping they will absorb 
enough intellectual nutrients to maintain their vital signs until they have graduated 
– and paid their tuition in full. 
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That caricature highlights a truth: our assumptions that students are brain-
dead lead to pedagogies that deaden their brains. When we teach by dripping 
information into their passive forms, students who arrive in the classroom alive and 
well become passive consumers of knowledge and are dead on departure when 
they graduate. But the power of this self-fulfilling prophecy seems to elude us: we 
rarely consider that our students may die in the classroom because we use 
methods that assume they are dead (p. 42).  

 
In light of this analysis, accompanied by a significant body of research in adult education 

research (and not to mention the related fields of research on the study of human nature related 

to knowledge, learning and teaching), this section affirms Palmer’s analysis and introduce a very 

different diagnostic and teaching practice.    

In this section, I make the case (as laid out in the I-KLT rubric) that if the intention of 

knowledge is technical in nature and desire of learning informative, then a didactic approach 

(transmission of content) to instruction might be rationalized and deemed appropriate and 

effective.  However, if the knowledge sought is interpretative or critical/emancipatory in nature 

and the learning desired as meaning making, self-authorizing and transformative, then a 

dialectical approach would be better suited for such a focus.  Thus, the evidence provided in this 

chapter suggests that much of our PSE instructional paradigms and practices continue to fall 

under a predominantly didactic or technical/instrumental approach located on the far-left side of 

the I-KLT rubric.  However, as discussed at length thus far, such a ‘banking’ or downloading 

approach to learning and instruction (what I have termed the i-shape or teacher/content 

centered approach) has not only its limits but is unable on its own to deliver the kinds of deep, 

self-authorizing, transformative or critical knowing and learning that enable “students to select, 

make meaning of and creatively use information in a manner that connects with their own life 

purpose and is applicable to the world beyond the classroom” (Deakin Crick, 2010, p. 885).  As 
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such, as I indicate below, while there may be occasions in which the deductive and didactic 

approach (or working from universals toward particulars) to instruction in PSE may be 

appropriate and worthwhile (learning to know and do via transmission), the literature above has 

been very clear that an inductive and dialectical (or working from particular toward universals) 

(or developmental constructivist approach involving context, conscious and content or what I call 

the U-shape approach to instruction) is better suited to facilitating the integrative knowledge 

/education and informative/transformative kinds of learning that is proposed in the I-KLT rubric.  

In other words, this U-shape approach to instruction, I believe allows the most effective means 

in which to achieve personal, professional and public transformation; and to facilitate learning 

that is understood in holistic sense (construction of knowing via the mind, body, heart and spirit) 

and involving the 5 holarchical pillars of learning: learning to know, learning to do, learning to be, 

learning to live and work with others and learning to impact society and environment).  As such, I 

have borrowed and adapted this U-shape idea from the work of Senge, Scharmer, Jaworski and 

Flowers (2004) and Scharmer’s (2007) who propose a view of human development they call 

‘theory U’.  Thus, as suggested below, ‘theory U’ fits well with the underlying philosophical and 

theoretical assumptions that have been proposed and inherent in this third holon or layer of the 

I-KLT rubric.   Moreover, this theory provides an intuitive and visually accessible structure that I 

have adapted in order to create the three core principles areas (context, conscious/construction 

and content) of the U-shape approach to integrative teaching and curriculum practice.  I have 

designed this heuristic model as a map or guide in which teachers could use to reflect and better 

understand the learner and society centered constructivist instruction that is being encouraged 

in this third layer of the I-KLT rubric.  
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According to Scharmer (2007), as affirmed by many other researchers discussed in the 

sections to follow, the standard pattern of thinking to solving problems and making decisions 

involves an automatic downloading of solutions from the brain.  More specifically, he writes 

“What we do is often based on habitual patterns of action and thought.  A familiar stimulus 

triggers a familiar response. Moving toward a future possibility requires us to become aware of – 

and abandon – the dominant mode of downloading that causes us to continuously reproduce 

the patterns of the past” (p. 115).  Instead, Scharmer provides an example in which a peace 

master researcher Johan Galtug predicted the collapse of the Berlin Wall in 1989, not because he 

accumulated a vast amount of knowledge, but rather because he was able to develop a different 

way of seeing the world.  As Scharmer tells us, Galtug “had a more disciplined way of paying 

attention to the world. He was able to suspend his habitual judgment and pay undistorted 

attention to the reality in front of him” (p. 116).  Subsequently, he writes: 

Meetings and habitual conversations in organizations, for example, are often based 
on downloading past patterns [read technical knowledge in Habermasian 
vernacular or socialized knowing in Keegan’s vernacular]. We collectively 
reproduce existing patterns of behavior and thought. When operating from the 
place of downloading—that is, from within the closed boundaries of our own 
organization—we are captured in our old world like a prisoner in a cell: there is no 
way out. We see only the mental constructs that we project onto the world (p. 117).  

 
Scharmer’s thesis affirms much of what I have argued in this chapter and in chapter 2, that we 

do not “describe knowing and reality” but rather “prescribe” it through the lens of our 

enculturated past, our corporate beliefs, our deep seeded values and assumptions shaped by 

family, school, political and religious heritage and on many other related and unrelated 

experiences.  In a sense, these become the ‘reality, knowledge and truth filters’ in which we 

receive data/information/knowledge from our human senses and download it against a problem 
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or opportunity.  Subsequently, as illustrated in Figure 17 below, today’s didactic and deductive 

instructional paradigm and practices resemble such a downloading approach.  Here, the 

contemporary technical-rational or instrumental (e.g. behaviourist/cognitivist) approach to 

education generally views teaching as a deductive and didactic process in which instruction is 

primarily understood as a transmission or downloading of content or ‘objective facts’ from the 

minds of the teacher to minds of the student (‘banking approach’). Put otherwise, the aim of 

learning via transmission is to know and do in a hierarchical, controllable and ‘values neutral’ 

sense. 
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Figure 17: i-shape or Traditional/Instrumental Approach to Teaching & Curriculum Practice 

 
Thus, as Figure 17 above illustrates, in such an instructional approach a teacher may view 

knowledge in a strictly technical or ‘objective’ manner and learning as an informative process.  

Moreover, learning is reduced to simply knowing and doing in usually one discipline (e.g. 

economics) and one system (e.g. business); and the primary aim of a diploma or degree is 

professional preparation.   

Senge et al. (2004) and Scharmer (2007) argue, however, if we wish to transcend this this 

habitual or “socializing” nature of being and knowing, then they propose that there is another 

way of being and knowing in the world in which they call “U Theory”.  They make the case that 

this “Theory U” approach to change is capable of bringing forth new realities more in line with 

our deepest aspirations.  More specifically, they argue that most learning and change processes 
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that tend to involve a downloading approach fail because they are not able to access and work 

with the underlying field of potential from which new possibilities can emerge.  Instead, they 

make the case that “U Theory” to meaningful and transformational change involves several 

distinct stages and dimensions of change.  More specifically, they begin with the five stages of 

change that are described from the shallowest response (reacting) down through the deepest 

(re-generating).  Thus, Scharmer (2007) writes the bottom of the U or what he calls “Presencing” 

[read consciousness] is described as seeing from our deepest source so that we can sense and 

operate from our highest future potential.  Here, he argues, this is a state of being in which 

“each of us can experience when we open not just our minds but our hearts and our wills – our 

impetus to act – in order to deal with new realities emerging all around us” (p. 29).  Here, as 

Scharmer argues and others have affirmed through this chapter, this happens through deep and 

critical self and social reflective knowledge in which we observe deeply, connect to what values, 

behaviours and wants we wish to emerge and then acting on it instantly. In a sense, this kind of 

reflection and subsequent action is captured by Lovat (2013a) as he discusses Habmermas’ 

critical form of knowing: 

Externally, one confronts one’s enculturated past, one’s corporate beliefs and 
community values, one’s family, school, political and religious heritage. Internally, 
one confronts one’s self: there is no knowing without knowing the knower. Through 
critical, self-reflective knowing, one is challenged to let go of much of the past and 
to embrace new futures. The end of critical, self-reflective knowing is praxis, 
practical action for change. One cannot remain in the same place once one has 
confronted one’s past and one’s self. In a sense, the ultimate point of the learning 
game is to be found in knowing oneself and the consequent change of belief and 
behaviour that inevitably follows (p. 5). 

 
Subsequently, Lovat writes: 
 

In Habermas’s (1984; 1987) later theory of communicative action, he builds on the 
theory of knowing, describing the development of ‘communicative capacity’ as the 
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initial outgrowth of the self-reflective knower and then, moreover, of 
‘communicative action’.  Communicative capacity is when the self-reflective 
knower comes to see his or her own life-world as just one that needs to function in 
a myriad of life-worlds, and so comes to possess communicative capacity.  It is in a 
sense the fully flourished result of the historical-hermeneutical or ‘communicative’ 
way of knowing when infused with the critical/self-reflective way of knowing, a 
veritable formula for the modern, globally competent, intercultural communicator.     
 
Beyond this is the notion of communicative action, an action orientation beyond 
that which can be impelled by historical-hermeneutical knowing, requiring instead 
the more profound knowing that comes from self-reflectivity.  Herein, the self-
reflective knower takes a step beyond mere tolerance of other life-worlds to take 
a stand to defend the right of all legitimate life-worlds to exist and be 
accommodated within the human community.  The stand is both for justice and for 
oneself because one’s new found self, one’s own integrity, is at stake.  This is a 
concept about personal commitment, reliability and trustworthiness that impels 
and demands practical action that makes a difference.  It is a refinement and 
sharpening of the outpouring of authentic knowing, namely praxis, as conceived of 
in Habermas’s theory of knowing, the kind of committed action that can only come 
from the wellspring enshrined in the notion of self-reflectivity, from one who knows 
who they are, values the integrity of being authentic and commits oneself to 
establishing the kinds of caring and trusting relationships that bear the best fruits 
of human interactivity.  Again, Habermas’s passion to correct the wrongs of the 
past, especially around German Christian anti-Semitism, and ensure such travesties 
can never happen again, can be seen in the way this theory is constructed (pp. 5-
6).  

 
According to Scharmer, there are three major aspects to transformative change. They include 

“sensing” which involves learning to see freshly or transforming our perception of present reality 

and our part in creating it.  “Presencing” involves becoming open to what is seeking to emerge 

and discovering our genuine commitment to transforming self and will. And, finally, “prototyping 

or realizing” which involves transforming our action as we begin to act in the service of what is 

seeking to emerge.  More specifically, there are seven thresholds or infliction points that allow 

individuals or groups to experience a process of profound innovation and change of emerging 

futures.  As Scharmer tells us, these seven points allow for a sparking of “becoming aware that 

moves us beyond the downloading – beyond reenacting patters of the past” in which “attending 
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to from this angle, the world is seen through the lens (and limitations) of our old habits of 

thought, when noting new can enter our minds” (p. 38).  These seven infliction points 

synergistically work together and include:  

• suspending (enables us to “see our seeing”);  
• redirecting (allows us to see from “within the whole” and to see our part in 

creating what is; letting go and letting come (allow new versions of what is 
possible);  

• prototyping (translates vision into living microcosms that embody the new);  
• performing or embodying/institutionalizing (embeds new ways of thinking and 

acting in self-sustaining forms) (pp. 28-29). 
 

As Scharmer tells us, “Theory U” can be summarized by five further key propositions.  First, he 

asserts, it relies on new type of social technology that is based on three built in human 

instruments or capacities that can be developed both individually and collectively. They include 

an ‘open mind’ which is based on our ability to access our intellectual intelligence (IQ).  He 

suggests like a parachute, the mind only works if it remains open and thus “allows us to see with 

fresh eyes, to deal with the objective figures and facts around us” (p. 40).  Next, he suggests we 

must have an ‘open heart’ which relates to our ability to access our social-emotional intelligence 

(EQ).  Here, we “have the capacity to empathize with others to tune in to different contexts, and 

to put ourselves into someone else’s shoes” (p. 41).  And, lastly, Scharmer contends that we 

must draw upon an ‘open will’ that relates to our ability to access our authentic purpose and 

self.  He argues, this type of intelligence may be referred to as intention or spiritual 

intelligence/self-knowledge (SQ).  This last capacity not only nurtures the fundamental actions of 

letting go and letting come but can also be developed as an instrument at both the individual 

(subjective) and collective (intersubjective) levels.  Here, based on the literature on learning as 

discussed in this chapter, I have taken Scharmer’s three sources of intelligence or capacities 
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(mind (SQ), heart (EQ) and Spirit (SQ) and I have added a fourth: an ‘open body’ (PQ) 

(Wigglesworth, 2014b).  Thus, I contend that it is ensuring these four kinds of intelligence are 

awakened and full activating that learning might be obtained in a more integrative and 

transformative sense.  Subsequently, I have adapted and created the following heuristic model 

(see Table 8 below) of intelligence to represent the journey this move toward presenting and 

ultimately a new way of knowing and being in the world: 

Table 6: Opening the 4 Intelligence Toward Presencing & Learning 

Intelligence or Learning Capacity Action & Type of Presence 
 
Physical intelligence (PQ) can be defined as 
foundational in our state of being and can be define as, 
“Body awareness and skillful use.” It begins in 
childhood with mastering simple skills like rolling over, 
crawling, walking, throwing, and catching a ball. It 
continues through our lives in terms of how we 
observe and manage our energy, stamina, sleep 
patterns, and our overall health” (Wigglesworth, 
2014b, p. 4). 

 
When possible, we should encourage our students to 
critically self-reflect and determine whether they are 
regularly and sufficiently receiving enough food, sleep, 
water and exercise. Thus, enhancing their physical and 
physiological capacities to ensure the “quantity and 
health of their bodily presence in the learning 
process”.    
 

 
Mental Intelligence (IQ) “is the kind of intelligence we 
are most familiar with, and its development is 
supported by our education systems. Initially we focus 
on mathematical and linguistic intelligences, and basic 
technical skills” (Wigglesworth, 2014b, p. 5).  However, 
more sophisticated mental or cognitive intelligence 
may involve our ability to think critically, 
holistically/systemically or metasystemically 
(Wigglesworth, 2014b).    

 
When possible, we should encourage our students to 
critically self-reflect and determine whether they are 
regularly and sufficiently developing their literacy, 
numeracy, and critical/systems thinking abilities. Thus, 
enhancing their mental or cognitive capacities to 
ensure the “focus and logic of their mental presence 
required in the learning process”. 
 

 
Emotional intelligence is related to our emotional self-
self-awareness and empathy and emotional self-
management.  It can be defined as the ability to, 
“recognize my own feelings; perceive and even 
anticipate the feelings of other people; manage my 
own behaviors and emotions; and manage my 
relationships well” (Wigglesworth, 2014b, p. 5).   
 

 
When possible, we should encourage our students to 
critically self-reflect and determine whether they are 
regularly and sufficiently managing their social-
emotional abilities.  Thus, enhancing their emotional 
and relationship building capacities to ensure the 
“quality of their emotional and motivational presence 
required in the learning process”.   

 
Spiritual intelligence can be associated and reinforce 
by religion, “but spiritual intelligence can be developed 
independent of belief or tradition. Spiritual intelligence 
is a set of skills we develop over time, with practice. 
We are all born as inherently spiritual beings, but we 

 
When possible, we should encourage our students to 
critically self-reflect and determine whether they are 
regularly and sufficiently aligning their core values and 
identify with their various part identities (Illeris, 
2014a).  Thus, enhancing their spiritual or philosophical 
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are not born spiritually intelligent. In the same way, we 
are born with emotions, but we have to develop the 
skills of emotional intelligence” (Wigglesworth, 2014b, 
p. 5).  Thus, spiritual intelligence can be defined as, 
“the ability to behave with wisdom and compassion 
while maintaining inner and outer peace regardless of 
the situation. The word “behave” is critical in this 
definition. If we do not prove it with our behaviors - if 
SQ doesn’t show up in some exterior way - we are not 
yet really developed in this area” (Wigglesworth, 
2014b, p. 5).  
 

capacities to ensure the “purpose, meaning and values 
presence required in the learning process”. 

 
The second proposition involves the evolving nature of human beings at the bottom of 

the U in which the first-half self (lower case “s”) communicates with the second-half Self (capital 

“S”) in the essence of presencing.  Here, Scharmer argues it is: 

At the bottom of the U is a fundamental threshold one must cross. We might call it 
going through the eye of the needle. If the process of going through falls short, all 
our efforts to change will remain somewhat superficial. They won’t touch our 
essential core, our emerging future Self. We must learn to drop our ego and our 
habitual “self” in order for the authentic Self to emerge. When our “self” and our 
“Self” begin to communicate, we establish a subtle but very real link to our highest 
future possibility that can then begin to help and guide us in those situations where 
the past can’t offer us useful advice (p. 42). 

 
The third proposition suggests that going through “the eye of the needle” is difficult inner work 

and involves dealing “with at least three inner voices of resistance, three enemies that can block 

the entrance to one of the deeper territories” (p. 43).  The first enemy is called the Voice of 

Judgement (VoJ) which attempts to block the gate to an open mind. Here, we must strive to shut 

down our Voice of Judgement so that we can make progress in accessing our real creativity and 

presence.  The second enemy is the Voice of Cynicism (VoC) which attempts to block the doors 

to an open heart, creating emotional acts of distancing.  Here, we must aim to confront and 

apprehend this enemy since moving through “the eye of the needle” toward “creativity and Self 

requires that we put ourselves into a position of vulnerability, which distancing usually prevents” 
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(p. 43).  The last enemy is the Voice of Fear (VoF) which “seeks to prevent us from letting go of 

what we have and who we are” (p. 43).  As Scharmer tells us, “It can show up as fear of losing 

economic security. Or fear of being ostracized. Or fear of being ridiculed. And fear of death. And 

yet meeting and dealing with that voice of fear is the very essence of leadership: to facilitate the 

letting go of the old “self” and letting come the new “Self.” Only then can we step into another 

world that begins to take shape once we overcome the fear of stepping into the unknown” (p. 

44).  Subsequently, because I have added an open body, the enemy to an open body is the voice 

of distraction. These distractions may include physical (e.g. noise) or physiological (e.g. lack of 

sleep or nutrition).   

According to Scharmer the fourth insight to consider with regards to “Theory U”:  

…concerns an observation that puzzled me when I noticed that some of the early 
adopters of the U process applied the principles of this theory in a rather 
mechanical, linear manner. What this brings to mind is that the essence of Theory 
U is just the opposite: it works as a matrix; that is, it works as an integral whole 
[read holarchical], not as a linear process. When you watch Bruce Lee, or 
Muhammad Ali, or Michael Jordan, or Lionel Messi, you’ll notice that their actions 
do not follow a linear process. Rather, they dance with the situation they are 
dealing with—they constantly observe and sense (connect), allow the inner 
knowing or intuition to emerge, and then act in an instant. And they do it all the 
time. It’s not three different stages enacted sequentially. You can’t plan to do one 
each week, with a few days of break in between. Instead, you dance with what 
surrounds you and with what emerges from within all the time. You dance to all 
three movements of the U simultaneously, not sequentially. Yet for practical 
purposes, there is also a real benefit to breaking it down this way: During the co-
sensing movement, focus primarily on sensing; during the co-presencing 
movement, focus on inner knowing; during the co-creation movement, focus on 
enacting. But keep in mind that all the other movements and capacities are always 
present. You could think of the U as a holographic theory: each component reflects 
the whole, yet in a very specific and particular way (p. 44).  

 
Scharmer’s final insight regarding “Theory U” moves to the transpersonal and paradoxical level in 

which he argues today’s generation is encountering both spaces of social emergence and 
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creation (cycle of presencing) but also experiencing the rise and social space of destruction (cycle 

of absencing).  He argues that these two opposing forces are related to each other in a single 

evolutionary movement in which we often “see how people in the face of the utmost 

destruction have the ability to wake up to a higher level of awareness and consciousness” (p. 

45).  Subsequently, he provides a number of examples and stories in which: 

All of us around the world participate in two different types of social connection, 
two different qualities of the social field. One of them is governed by the dynamics 
of anti-emergence and destruction, which amplifies the collective social body that 
is about to die. The other is governed by the dynamics of emergence and collective 
creativity, which leads to the new social body that is about to be born. What 
happens in numerous social situations of violence and connection today is that we 
are torn between these two worlds. We can switch from one space (the space of 
collective creativity) to the other (the space of collective destruction) in an instant 
at almost any time and place, and our noticing this switch depends on how awake 
we are to one another (pp. 45-46).  

 

Consequently, in light of this affirming and magnanimous approach to human development 

accompanied by what has been discussed thus far in this major section of teaching (or holon or 

layer 3 of the I-KLT rubric), I believe much of what has been discussed thus far can be 

synthesized into three distinct yet integrative constructivist principles or phases of teaching as 

illustrated below.  Thus, as argued at length below and in the following sections, it is such a U-

shaped approach (with its three distinguished yet interconnected heuristic principles) to 

instruction that much of the new research in various fields suggest educators might find a better 

way of delivering an integrative and learner and society centered practice of instruction.  Here, 

this U-shape approach consisting of three key principles (context, conscious and content), 

recognizes that a deep, self-authorizing and transformative teaching approach is best achieved 

through an inductive and dialectical approach that sees the teacher and students as partners 
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(like the mid-wife example noted above: ‘for bringing forth the new’) who both understand that 

learning is an integrative and meaning making constructive process in which ‘what’ they both 

desires to learn (and know) is intractably connected to ‘who’ they are and ‘why’ and ‘how’ they 

wish to know/do/be/live & work with others/impact society and environment .  As stated earlier, 

“questions of knowledge could not be asked without question about being, such that 

epistemology becomes identical with ontology” (Rezaee & Mansur, 2009, p. 21). Thus, drawing 

on Habermas’s critical form of knowing and the importance of self-reflection, Lovat (2013a) 

remind us earlier:  

Externally, one confronts one’s enculturated past, one’s corporate beliefs and 
community values, one’s family, school, political and religious heritage. Internally, 
one confronts one’s self: there is no knowing without knowing the knower. 
Through critical, self-reflective knowing, one is challenged to let go of much of the 
past and to embrace new futures. The end of critical, self-reflective knowing is 
praxis, practical action for change. One cannot remain in the same place once one 
has confronted one’s past and one’s self. In a sense, the ultimate point of the 
learning game is to be found in knowing oneself and the consequent change of 
belief and behaviour that inevitably follows (p. 5 bolded italics added). 
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Figure 18: U-shape Approach to Integrative Teaching and Curriculum Practice 

 
 
Here, as Figure 18 above illustrates, rather than starting a curriculum with a didactic or deductive 

i-shaped approach that is content/teacher focused and generally resides on the left side of the I-

KLT rubric; in contrast, the U-shape approach is learner and society focused and generally begins 

in the middle and far-right side of the I-KLT rubric.  Here, there is an inductive and dialectical 

approach that is focused on the interpretative and critical forms of knowing and transformative 

realms of learning.  Moreover, just as there is an inextricable relationship between the three 

interest of knowledge and two kinds of learning, so to in this the U-shape approach to 

instruction, there is an ongoing or cyclical relationship and movement between the areas of 

‘context’, ‘conscious’ and ‘content’.  Here, while there is no inherent and artificial division 
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between these three phases, where we generally begin (left side or right side of the U-shape) 

does as Palmer alluded to earlier (and research comprising the I-KLT rubric affirms) determine 

how we diagnose and deliver (top down or bottom up) instruction.   

The specific steps and phases of such an integrative constructivist approach to instruction 

can be described in the following manner: 1. Context: begins with the focus on the learner in 

society.  Thus, there is both an individual (intrapersonal constructivist) and social (interpersonal 

and extrapersonal constructivist) dimension involved in this process.  The intrapersonal 

constructivist dimension means teacher(s) begin and diagnose the learning process by seeking 

baseline information regarding the learner’s sense of reality, knowledge and truth about the 

expected topic but also how they view knowledge and learning. This baseline data could include 

for example, the student’s history, experiences, values, feelings, identity, beliefs, motivations, 

assumptions, and competencies or skills and environmental influences. As Baxter Magolda 

(1999) citing Kegan (1994) puts it, “knowing what our students understand is insufficient; rather, 

we must know the way they understand it. By this he means knowing their organizing principles 

or assumptions for making meaning of their experience”.  Here, drawing upon Kegan’s (1994) 

bridge metaphor, he argues in a developmental constructivist106 approach, the learner could be 

described as being on one side of a development bridge and the learning goals on the other.  

                                                
106 According to Baxter Magolda (1999) there are three principles emerging from her longitudinal study that foster a structure of developmental 
constructivist pedagogy: validating students as knowers, situating learning in student’s own experiences, and defining learning as mutually 
constructing meaning.  Thus, she writes, “Validating students as knowers means acknowledging their capacity to hold a point of view, recognizing 
their current understanding, and supporting them in explaining their current views. Validation as a knower helps students view themselves as 
capable of learning and knowing, heightening their engagement in learning. Situating learning in student’s own experience means using students’ 
experience, lives, and current knowledge as a starting point for learning. This places learning in a context students can readily understand. 
Situating learning in the students’ experience can draw existing experiences into the learning context form which students can work. It also 
means connecting to students’ ways of making meaning. Defining learning as mutually constructing meaning makes both teacher and student 
active players in learning. It suggests that the teacher and students put their understanding together by exploring students’ experiences and 
views in the context of knowledge the teacher introduces. Together they construct knowledge that takes experience and evidence into account. 
Through this mutual construction, misunderstandings in previous knowledge are resolved; this, validating students as knowers does not mean 
endorsing misunderstanding (pp. 27-28). 
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Another way in which the importance of identifying a learner’s context (or place on the ‘bridge’) 

is affirmed and aptly expressed through Korthagen’s (2005) notion of small t (or theory) vs 

capital T (or Theory) of knowledge and meaning making of a subject as understood by both 

teachers and students.  According to Korthagen drawing upon Aristotle (and constructivist 

principles), it could be said that a learner who enters a learning context usually brings with them 

their own small theory or sense of knowing about a particular subject or topic.  Thus, he suggests 

this is akin to Aristotle’s notion of phronesis in which small theory could be described as holding 

the following characteristics:   

• is aimed at concrete action, in a specific situation; 
• focuses the attention on specific aspects of the situation (certain “cues”); 
• is based on one’s own experiences; 
• is perceptual: it shapes our perception of specific situations (p. 81). 

 
Here, in Kegan’s parlance, phronesis or small theory could be described as the ‘organizing set of 

‘theories’ or values, principles and assumptions for knowing and making meaning of experience’ 

that the learner brings when standing on their side of the knowing/being bridge.  In contrast, 

Korthagen’s notion of capital Theory is represented by the scientific ‘Theories’ (or conventional 

and desired knowing/being) that a leaner is expected to learn at the other end of the end bridge. 

Here, Korthagen suggests this is analogous to Aristotle’s notion of episteme in which capital 

Theory is characterized as having the following features:  

• it is aimed at knowledge about many situations; 
• it uses general concepts; 
• it is based on scientific research; 
• it is conceptual: it helps us to understand many situations (p. 81). 
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Figure 19: Bridging Between ‘Small t’ & ‘Capital T’ via Integrative Education 

 
 

Thus, as Figure 19 suggests and both Korthagen and Kegan affirm (and I will discuss at 

length in the following sections), helping learners close the bridge between theory 

(capital T) and practice (small t) involves an integrative constructivist view of knowledge 

(as argued in chapter 2) an integrative view of learning, and a U-shaped approach to 

teaching.  It is also important to point out (as the arrows above are double pointed) that 

while it would be prudent to start (or diagnose) with context, such a crossing involves a 

back and forth sub-conscious (or constructive) diving process, especially since ‘context’, 

‘conscious’ and ‘content’ can only be properly understood as one holarchical process, 

intimately and intricately interwoven.  In other words, they are forever tumbling on each 

other as the process of knowledge, learning and teaching unfold.   

The social constructivist dimension in the phase of context means teacher(s) understand 
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the moral107 and social dimension of teaching and are able to motivate and facilitate meaning 

making in the learning process by developing an ambiance of trust108 (Bryk and Schneider, 2003; 

Lovat et al., 2011; Lovat, 2019b) and drawing upon the students’ personal, professional and 

publicly relevant expectations and experiences.  As Smith (2010) points out, “people learn more 

effectively when they are learning something about which they have prior knowledge, that 

interests them, and that offers them opportunities to use their prior experience to make new 

sense of the knowledge” (p. 152). Here, the teacher(s) also fosters an environment in which the 

student can become both aware and is able to identify how they are being shaped (both past 

and present) by the local and global social forces (e.g. experiences with family, society and 

culture).  As Smith (2010) tells us, “Social constructivism (Vygotsky, 1978) emphasizes the critical 

importance of culture and the importance of the social context for cognitive development and 

knowledge creation among learners” (p. 149). Thus, as Cranton and Taylor (2012) advise, rather 

than holding a dualistic viewpoint of “individual versus social”, it would be prudent to approach 

pedagogical practice with a unified theoretical stance since, “there is no reason that both the 

individual and the social perspectives cannot peacefully coexist; one does not deny the existence 

of the other, but rather they share common characteristics and can inform each other” (p. 195).  

This is further affirmed by Tisdell (2012) citing Schiltz, Vieten and Amorok (2007) who observes, 

the attention to interconnection of the “I” and the “we” are both necessary, “to facilitate 

                                                
107 As Campbell (2008) reminded us earlier, “the process of teaching as an interpersonal journey are far more nuanced and layered than what the 
teacher’s mastery of curricula and pedagogical techniques can fully enable.  The intangibles are morally and ethically infused” (p. 357).   
108 In a large study which examined over hundreds of Chicago schools, Bryk and Schneider (2003), found that relational trust was a key factor in 
student success and school reform.  In other words, a teacher who demonstrated relational trust (defined as respect, personal regard, 
competence in core role responsibilities, and personal integrity), was able to strengthen “connective tissue that binds individuals together to 
advance the education and welfare of students” (p. 41).  However, they found that, “A school cannot achieve relational trust simply through 
some workshop, retreat, or form of sensitivity training, although all of these activities can help. Rather, schools build relational trust in day-to-
day social exchanges” (pg. 43).  
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individual and social transformation, and that one paradoxically leads to the other” (p. 31). 

2. Conscious: is the phase when teachers create learning conditions that help the 

students delve ‘consciously’ or better yet subconsciously into the constructive meaning 

making process of a particular topic or subject.  This may happen through values 

pedagogy or transformative learning in which critical self-reflection and dialogue become 

important tools of assessment. Here, if we continue with Kegan’s bridge metaphor, once 

teacher(s) have developed context, the conscious and constructive phase of instructional 

practice involves a teacher’(s) explicit approach in facilitating the journey between where 

the learners stand on one side of the bridge (as they understand and make meaning of 

their context/experiences) and where the expected learning (capital T) may be desired 

and located on the other side of the bridge.  As I have argued at length in chapter 2, 

there is evidence to suggest that our ways of knowing involve a constructive process (e.g. 

technical, communicative and critical), and our ways of learning an integrative process 

combining both the informative and transformative dimension of change and a holistic 

understanding of human nature.  In other words, the view that knowing and learning was 

driven principally by cognition has yielded to a realization that the cognitive constructive 

process is only one of many other inseparable processes that also include our intentions, 

our body, our emotions, our sociality, and our spiritual/philosophical inclinations that all 

reside in our sub-consciousness world. In light of this understanding, the teacher(s) who 

is equipped with the integrative and constructivist pedagogical paradigm will know that 

such journey across the knowing/being bridge involves a deeper learning process in 

which the consciousness and more likely subconsciousness of the student’s sense of 
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knowing/being or values109 are placed at risk of change and not just change but increased 

capacity (Kegan, 2009). Here, this deeper kind of change means the person’s sense of 

knowing and being are challenged in a such an epochal way that they are dramatically 

different afterward, in which “both they and others can recognize” (Clark, 1993, p. 47).  

Thus, this deeper approach as appointed out draws upon the expansive view of human 

nature or intelligence that involves not only the mind (intelligence quotient (IQ) but also 

the body (physical quotient (PQ), the heart (emotional quotient (EQ) and the spirit 

(spiritual or philosophical quotient (SQ) (Taylor & Cranton, 2012; Kawsworm et al., 2010; 

Merriam & Bierema, 2014; Emmons, 2000; Wigglesworth, 2014a).  More specifically, and 

as noted above and discussed in following sections, such a transformative approach may 

be achieved through the process of self-reflection, critical questioning, dialogue (Cranton 

& King, 2003) and values pedagogy (Lovat et al., 2011; Deakin Crick, 2010) (e.g. discovery 

and alignment of boundary crossing values).   

3. Content: as pointed out already, in a technical-rational or instrumental model 

of curriculum and teaching practice, the content or knowledge is usually transmitted (top 

down) and confined to one discipline emerging from one system (e.g. biology as 

discipline emerging from physical or natural sciences).  However, in the U-shape model, 

when the teacher(s) facilitate the bridging process between context, conscious and 

content, they do so with a transdisciplinary and constructivist approach.  Put otherwise, 

                                                
109 Here, as suggested later in this chapter, the ‘form that transforms’ in transformative learning is a contested topic in which Kegan (2009) 
suggest that it is our ‘epistemology’; Tisdell (2012) suggests it is our ‘consciousness’; Merizow (2009) suggests that it is the ‘frame of reference’; 
Lovat (2019a) suggests that it is our ‘values’; Illeris (2014a) suggest that it is our ‘core and part identities’. As argued later in this chapter, all of 
these suggestions might be described as simply a semantic drift and thus all share a common meaning if not label.  Thus, I have argued in chapter 
two, and will elaborate later in this chapter, I have decided that the ‘form that transforms’ could be described as the interactable and interwoven 
relationship between our knowing, being and values.   
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the teacher(s) is able to inspire the student to understand and process knowledge 

through a technical, practical and critical way so to become both informed and 

transformed.  Here, teacher(s) foster conditions in which the student has the freedom to 

challenge or contribute new knowledge to the body of the existing canon of the 

curriculum.    

Moreover, while there may be a focus on one discipline within one system in the 

teacher(s) focus, here, there is an expectation that teacher(s) also ensure that the learner 

is able to draw upon varying perspectives and to make meaningful connections to other 

disciplines and systems.  This is affirmed by Plamer and Zajonc (2010), who suggest an 

integrative approach to education requires that our colleges and universities dramatically 

modify their curriculum and teaching practices in which our knowing and doing is 

supported by an explicit connection between courses within the major; courses in the 

major and other courses beyond the major; and curricular and co-curricular activities, 

including community engagement (e.g. service learning).  More specifically, they 

suggested, “These goals can be implemented by a wide variety of techniques such as 

linked courses, general education and capstone courses, service learning, team teaching, 

first-year experiences, and learning communities.  In order for such strategies to work, 

faculty needs to practice integrative methods of instruction and student assessment, 

which in turn necessitates faculty development as well as institutional support and 

initiatives” (p. 8).  Moreover, Esbjorn-Hargens et al. (2010) told us earlier, “Integral 

education is an emerging field that draws broadly from an array of mainstream, 

alternative, and transdisciplinary sources of knowledge” (p. 5).  Thus, among a key 
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feature of an integrative approach to teaching, they suggested involves an exploration of 

multiple perspectives.  In other words, teacher(s) in this transdisciplinary approach: 

avoids splitting complex issues into simple binaries; paradox, contradiction, 
polarity, multiplicity, and dialectics are invited, cultivated, and embraced. Reality is 
multidimensional and as a result we need to include the insights and truths from 
myriad perspectives as they all have something to offer a more complete 
understanding of any topic or phenomena. This integrative process often does not 
lend itself to (re)presenting a clean well-organized single reality (p. 5). 

 
In fact, there is evidence to suggest that a transdisciplinary approach to learning via project or 

phenomena-based learning (PBL) (also interchangeably referred to as topic or theme-based 

learning in the research literature) is currently being used by many of the leading education 

systems around the world such as Finland (Spiller, 2017).  In the American PSE context, Tessier & 

Tessier (2015) report:  

Scholars have articulated the rationale for using a theme based [read project based 
learning] approach as a “meaningful” way to personally engage students in the 
learning process (Handal & Bobis, 2004; Lipson, et al., 1993); connect to students’ 
life experiences, interests, and existing knowledge bases (Handal & Bobis, 2004; 
Lipson, et al., 1993; Mangan, 2014); create a focus for learners that reveals 
connections among knowledge areas (Lipson, et al., 1993); promote positive 
attitudes in learners (Lipson, et al., 1993); and improve student 
success/achievement (Handal & Bobis, 2004; Mangan, 2014). Mangan (2014) 
reports increased student performance in theme based classes, citing an 87% pass 
rate in “fear and horror” themed introductory English classes at a community 
college, compared to a 78% pass rate in traditional versions of these classes across 
the Texas community college system (p. 2).  

 
Subsequently, the essence of the above discussion regarding the role of content within the U-

shape model could summarized in Figure 20 below in which the paradigm of instruction moves 

from the top left side to the bottom right side.   
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Figure 20: i vs U Approaches to Teaching 

 
 

The vertical dimension of this graph represents the way in which teacher(s) understand the 

nature of knowledge and its relationship to content. Here, if the notion of knowledge is held as 

strictly technical-rational perspective (or behaviourist/cognitive), then knowledge is seen as an 

‘objective’ transmission from expert teacher to novice learner (or i-shape approach to 

informative instruction).  Thus, in this content and teacher focused approach, content usually 

involves coverage of one discipline within one system.    

In contrast, the U-shape approach to instruction shifts the focus from the top to the 

bottom of the axis in which knowledge is understood as both an individually and socially 

constructed (technical, communicative and critical) phenomenon involving the mind (cognition) 

but also the body, heart and spirit.  Here, the focus and starting point is with the learner and the 

society in which the learner resides.  Here, content involves the relationship between one 

discipline and system within many disciplines and systems.  
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The horizontal dimension involves the aims, quality and outcomes of learning. Here, as 

suggested earlier, the goal of learning within an informative enterprise usually involves an 

individualizing and socializing focus that seeks to reproduce knowledge toward the primary aims 

job preparation.  However, as argued in this dissertation, such a reductive and outmoded 

perspective is unable to prepare our graduates nor is able to adequately meet the extraordinary 

challenges and opportunities of the 21st century.  Instead, much of the research in this 

dissertation points to an integrative aim, practice and outcome of learning that nurtures the co-

creation of knowledge and self-authorizing student who is personally, professional and publicly 

awakened and transformed.   

Consequently, the following section provides an in-depth argument behind the 

theoretical principles that make up the U-shape approach to integrative instruction.  More 

specifically, it focuses on why the bottom section of the U-shape (sub-conscious construction of 

meaning and values) plays such an important dimension within the developmental constructivist 

paradigm.  I also offer an in-depth discussion on the theoretical and practical considerations of 

assessment within an integrative instructional framework.   

The Subconscious Self & Intersection of Values, Knowledge, Emotions & Identity 
 
Creating an Implicit Link Between Habermas, U-Theory and Robert Kegan’s Stages of 
Consciousness Development: Instruction as Socializing, Self-Authorizing or Self-Transforming  
 

As pointed out earlier, I have taken the position of developmental constructivism as 

offering the most fitting way in which learner and society centered teaching might be 

understood in an integrative or transformative sense (Delors’ 5 pillars of learning).  If we recall, 

constructivism, “describes knowledge as temporary, developmental, non-objective, internally 
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constructed, and socially and culturally mediated” (Twomey Fosnot, 1996, p. ix).  Here, Baxter 

Magolda (1999), asserts, “Constructivist-developmentalists believe (and have research evidence 

to support it) that growth in meaning-making evolves through eras according to regular 

principles of stability and change (Keegan, 1982). These researchers argue for connecting 

teaching to student’s ways of making meaning in order to create the conditions to promote 

growth to more complex meaning-making” (p. 23).  Here, they posit, “Piaget’s (1932) notion that 

people construct their reality by virtue of organizing their experiences stands at the foundation 

of this view. Perry (1970) pointed out that human beings organize meaning, and he laid the 

groundwork for theories of how assumptions about the nature, limits, and certainty of 

knowledge evolve during adult life” (p. 6).  Among the leading theorists in this field is 

developmental psychologist Robert Kegan (1982, 1994, 2009).  As I make the case, it is perhaps 

through Kegan’s developmental constructivism theory that we may find an entry point in which 

the world of ontology and epistemology are recognized united so to be used to help educators 

arrive at an integrative view of education as proposed in this chapter.  In other words, Kegan’s 

theory fits very well with Habermas’s forms of knowing and also offers one conceptual 

pedagogical pathway in which we can unite and understand the important link between 

ontology with epistemology in the learning and teaching process.  As Kegan (2009) tell us:  

Constructive developmental psychology (Kegan, 1982, 1994; Piaget, 1954; 
Kohlberg, 1984; Belenky et al., 1986) attends to the natural evolution of the forms 
of our meaning-constructing (hence “constructive-developmental”). A more 
explicit rendering of transformational learning, I suggest, attends to the deliberate 
efforts and designs that support changes in the learner’s form of knowing. Adult 
educators with an interest in supporting transformational learning can look to 
constructive-developmental theory as a source of ideas about (1) the dynamic 
architecture of “that form which transforms,” that is, a form of knowing; and (2) 
the dynamic architecture of “reforming our forms of knowing,” that is, the 
psychological process of transformations in our knowing (p. 45). 
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According to Kegan, his research suggests that we can distinguish learning in two formative ways 

(informative and transformative). Moreover, he identifies six stages of epistemological or 

conscious development that he labels between 0-5.  His first three stages include pre-adulthood 

(the incorporative, impulsive and imperial mind), while the last three concern the adult learner 

(the socialized, self-authorizing and self-transforming mind).   

Stage 0- Incorporative mind (baby) 
Stage 1- Impulsive mind (early childhood) 
Stage 2- Imperial mind (adolescence, and 13% to 36%110 of adult population 
between ages 19-55)  
Stage 3- Socialized mind (43% to 46% of the adult population) 
Stage 4- Self-Authoring mind (18% to 34% of the adult population) 
Stage 5- Self-Transforming mind (3% to 6% of the adult population) (adapted from 
Kegan, 1994, p. 195) 

 
Thus, Kegan argues constructive-developmental theory suggests that transitioning to the higher 

stages listed above involves a subject to object shift.  He writes:  

Constructive-developmental theory invites those with an interest in 
transformational learning to consider that a form of knowing always consists of a 
relationship or temporary equilibrium between the subject and the object in one’s 
knowing. The subject–object relationship forms the cognate or core of an 
epistemology. That which is “object” we can look at, take responsibility for, reflect 
upon, exercise control over, integrate with some other way of knowing. That which 
is “subject” we are run by, identified with, fused with, at the effect of. We cannot 
be responsible for that to which we are subject. What is “object” in our knowing 
describes the thoughts and feelings we say we have; what is “subject” describes 
the thinking and feeling that has us. We “have” object; we “are” subject.  

Constructive-developmental theory looks at the process it calls 
development as the gradual process by which what was “subject” in our knowing 
becomes “object.” When a way of knowing moves from a place where we are “had 
by it” (captive of it) to a place where we “have it,” and can be in relationship to it, 
the form of our knowing has become more complex, more expansive. This 
somewhat formal, explicitly epistemological rendering of development comes 

                                                
110 These are different ranges that Kegan (1994) bases on his various study references in which some samples represents a relatively high 
educated/socio-economic demographic (higher percentage numbers listed on chart); while the other samples represents an assortment of 
educational/socio-economic diverse groups (lower percentage numbers listed on the chart). Please see Kegan (1994) for more specific discussion 
on these figures.   
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closest, in my view, to the real meaning of transformation in transformational 
learning theory (Kegan, 2009, p. 45). 

 
In other words, the more we move or detach from a subject orientation (“I am” my subconscious 

personality traits, assumptions, values, truths, emotions and behaviours controlling me) towards 

an object orientation (“I have” a conscious self-concept that I can detach, reflect upon, 

challenge, control and connect to something else), the greater the likelihood we move forward 

on Kegan’s adult developmental stages.  Kegan (1994) writes, an objective orientation includes 

“those elements of our knowing or organizing that we can reflect on, handle, look at, be 

responsible for, relate to each other, take control of, internalize, assimilate, or otherwise operate 

upon” (p. 32). Thus, Kegan tells us, when we understand things as Object, we can understand 

that “the element of knowing is not the whole of us; it is distinct enough from us that we can do 

something with it” (p. 32). Here, as we begin to see elements of our knowing as Object, then our 

world view or entire meaning-making systems can increasingly become more complex and move 

from Subject to Object.  This shift leads to Kegan’s five orders of the mind or consciousness in 

which each stage allows us to see and act in qualitatively different ways of construction reality or 

being.  Thus, each shift produces a change in which we transform our understanding of the 

world.  As Kegan points out, most of the time adults are at different stages and behave at 

different stages with different people.  However, while much of our reality may exist in the 

Subject orientation, Kegan’s focus or concern is moving our orientation from Subject to Object in 

our various contexts.  Thus, the aim is to recognize which stage we fall under and with 

who/where so that we can consciously work to change our values, assumptions, perspectives, 

thoughts, emotions, feeling and actions (sense of being).  As Kegan argues, we have the capacity 

to organize our experiences according to higher order principles in which we can realize that: 
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what we take as subject and what we take as object are not necessarily fixed for 
us. They are not permanent.  They can change. In fact, transforming our 
epistemologies, liberating ourselves from that in which we were embedded, 
making what was subject into object so that we can “have it” rather than “be had” 
by it – this is the most powerful way I know to conceptualize the growth of the 
mind. It is a way of conceptualizing the growth of the mind that is as faithful to the 
self-psychology of the West as to the “wisdom literature” of the East. The roshis 
and lamas speak to the growth of the mind in terms of our developing ability to 
relate to what we were formerly attached to.11 The experiencing that our subject-
object principle enables is very close to what both East and West mean by 
“consciousness” (p. 34).  

 
Thus, in Kegan’s understanding of knowing or epistemology, he differentiates learning into two 

distinguished forms leading to two different outcomes.  He writes: 

Learning aimed at increasing our fund of knowledge, at increasing our repertoire 
of skills, at extending already established cognitive structures all deepen the 
resources available to an existing frame of reference. Such learning is literally in-
form-ative because it seeks to bring valuable new contents into the existing form 
of our way of knowing.  

No learning activity, discipline, or field is well nourished without continuous 
opportunities to engage in this kind of learning. Certainly no passenger wants an 
airline pilot whose professional training was long on collaborative reflective 
dialogue leading to ever more complex apprehensions of the phenomena of flight 
but short on the technique of landing a plane in a crosswind; no patient wants a 
doctor well trained in such dialogue but unable to tell a benign lump from a 
cancerous tumor.  

However, learning aimed at changes not only in what we know but changes 
in how we know has an almost opposite rhythm about it and comes closer to the 
etymological meaning of education (“leading out”). “Informative” learning involves 
a kind of leading in, or filling of the form (see Figure 3.1). Trans-form-ative learning 
puts the form itself at risk of change (and not just change but increased capacity). 
If one is bound by concrete thinking in the study of, say, history, then yes, further 
learning of the informative sort might involve the mastery of more historical facts, 
events, characters, and outcomes. But further learning of a transformative sort 
might also involve the development of a capacity for abstract thinking so that one 
can ask more general, thematic questions about the facts, or consider the 
perspectives and biases of those who wrote the historical account creating the 
facts. Both kinds of learning are expansive and valuable, one within a preexisting 
frame of mind and the other reconstructing the very frame (p. 42). 
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As such, Kegan (1994) claims, by the time a student enters college education, she/he has 

developed as a learner into the “Socialized Mind or epistemology”.  At this point, he argues the 

students have sufficiently internalized epistemologically the cognitive structures, values, 

aesthetics, customs, mores, and expectations of their culture.  Here, the students’ thoughts and 

actions naturally reflect the internalized epistemologies and moral system they need to make 

meaning of the world.  Here, the socialized mind allows the student to, “think abstractly, 

construct values and ideals, introspect, subordinate his short-term interests to the welfare of a 

relationship, and orient to and identify with the expectations of those social groups and 

interpersonal relationships of which he wishes to feel himself a part” (p. 48).  However, Kegan 

claims, given the complexity of the “life curriculum” in which of today’s generation faces 

qualitatively more difficult challenges, the development of the socialized mind is simply 

insufficient.  Instead, today’s graduates are required to be critical, creative and reflective 

thinkers who are self-authorizing with their beliefs and who have the ability to appreciate human 

differences and to act responsibly.  Here, according to Kegan, these kinds of attributes are 

beyond technical, “the sort that can be addressed by what [Kegan] call[s] “informational 

learning”, but adaptive challenges, the kind that require not merely knowing more but knowing 

differently” (p. 49).  Thus, Kegan, posits, if students in this context are unable to get sufficient 

support via transformative learning to meet these demands, then they can find themselves 

overwhelmed or what Kegan terms, “in over their heads.” Here, as King and Baxter Magolda 

(1996) point out, many post-secondary education students do not have an internal sense of self 

or belief in themselves as knowers: 

King and Kitchener (1994) reported that first-year college students generally were 
prereflective thinkers who recognized knowledge as uncertain, albeit temporarily. 
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These students were confused about having to make decisions without absolute 
knowledge as Ned’s comments quoted earlier convey. Similarly, Baxter Magolda 
(1992) noted that most of the first- and second- year students in her study assumed 
that knowledge is certain (absolute knowing), or realized that some knowledge is 
uncertain (transitional knowing). Eighty percent of those students as seniors still 
used transitional knowing, by relying on authorities for knowledge in certain areas 
and on their own opinions in uncertain areas. Comparably, King and Kitchener 
(1994) reported that seniors generally exhibited quasi-reflective thinking, a way of 
making meaning that assumes “many possible answers to every question and no 
absolutely certain way to adjudicate between competing answers. Individuals with 
this assumption will therefore argue that knowledge claims are simply idiosyncratic 
to the individual” (p. 225). These students do not demonstrate reflective thinking 
in which they can critique their own judgments in relation to alternative judgments. 
These works suggest that college students are just beginning to construct 
knowledge for themselves and express their voices when they graduate. Kegan 
(1994) estimated that half of the adult population has yet to achieve an internally 
generated sense of self. In the comments cited earlier, Dawn and Ned indicated 
that as entering college students, they did not have this internal sense of self or 
belief in themselves as knowers (pp. 168-169).  

 
Subsequently, the next stage in Kegan’s epistemological development model is the “Self-

Authorizing Mind”, in which the individual can internalize multiple view points and author his or 

her own independent one.  As Kegan’s (1994) longitudinal studies indicate (and others have 

corroborated: Baxter Magolda, 1999; King & Baxter Magolda, 1996), “around one-half to two 

thirds of the adult population appear not to have fully reached the fourth order of 

consciousness.” (p. 191).  According to Kegan, this fourth order (self-authorship) not only 

transcends the second order (socialized mind), but is more complex because: 

It takes all of these as objects or elements of its system, rather than the system 
itself; it does not identify with them but views them as parts of a new whole.  This 
new whole is an ideology, an internal identity, a self-authorship that can 
coordinate, integrate, act upon, or invent values, beliefs, convictions, 
generalizations, ideals, abstractions, interpersonal loyalties, and intrapersonal 
states.  It is no longer authorized by them, it authors them and thereby achieves a 
personal authority (p. 1994, p. 185).   
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Finally, in Kegan’s fifth stage of consciousness, we have the possibility of entering into the “self-

transforming” mind.  Here Kegan makes the case that higher education should strive toward this 

level since it moves the learner from an independent to interdependent consciousness.  This 

order of development is characterized by maintaining the elements of the fourth order, but also 

detaching from an individualized viewpoint in which an adult can sustain multiple dynamically 

changing and paradoxical viewpoints at the same time.  In other words, the adult is able to 

understand from different perspectives.  Thus, the adult can view across other inner systems and 

ideologies and recognize that what used to look like differences is in fact hidden similarities.  

Moreover, the adult in this stage is able to see the world as interconnected as opposed to binary.  

They are able to hold multiple ideologies, embrace paradoxical thinking and manage the tension 

of opposites.  As Kegan (1994) writes, “The recognition of multiple selves, for the capacity to see 

conflicts as an over-identification with a single system, for the sense of our relationships and 

connections as prior to and constitutive of the individual self, for an identification with the 

transformative process of our being rather than formative produces of our becoming (p. 351).  

Thus, at this stage, the person is no longer holds to a firm or deeply attached identity since they 

recognize that the complexities and ever-changing circumstances of life will require a 

reinvention or self-transformation of the identity.  In a sense, it could be said that Kegan’s final 

three stages fit nicely with Habermas’s three kinds of knowledge interests. The Socialized mind 

tends to be dependent and sees knowledge in an objective or absolute sense, or as Habermas 

would call it the socialized/technical or instrumental way of knowing.  While the Self-Authorizing 

mind focuses on independence and mostly on making meaning through an interpretative or 

communicative way of knowing.  And, the Self-Transforming mind strives for interdependence by 
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calling upon all three knowledge interests, but especially keeps consciously active with the 

emancipatory or critical way of knowing.  

Kegan’s Developmental or Evolutionary Bridges: 
 

According to Kegan (2009), “constructive-developmental theory suggests that (a) it is not 

the only transformation in the form of our knowing possible in adulthood; (b) even this 

transformation will be better understood and facilitated if its history is better honored and its 

future better appreciated; and (c) we will better discern the nature of learners’ particular needs 

for transformational learning by better understanding not only their present epistemologies but 

the epistemological complexity of the present learning challenges they face in their lives” (p. 46). 

Thus, in light of this understanding, Kegan proposes educators in the postsecondary context 

work to build “developmental or evolutionary bridges” from one epistemological stage to 

another.  Here, given the central arguments laid out in this chapter, there is more than enough 

evidence and justification to suggest that educators help students to move from the socialized 

mind (level three) to self-authorizing mind (level four).  In fact, King and Baxter Magolda (1996) 

affirm this point by arguing, “The achievement of self-authorship (Kegan’s level 4) should be 

heralded as a central purpose of higher education” (p. 166). In her longitudinal studies with 

college students and building on Kegan’s developmental constructivist work, Baxter Magolda 

(1999) argues college students experience four ways of knowing (absolute, transitional, 

independent and contextual).  She writes, “each is characterized by a qualitatively different set 

of epistemic assumptions” (p. 27).  In summary of all four she writes: 

Students’ epistemic assumptions as well as their reasoning patterns affect the 
learning processes. Expectations of instructors, peers, and learners themselves 
change as assumptions about the nature of knowledge change and vary according 
to reasoning patterns. Absolute knowers acquire information from authorities, 
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either by listening (receiving) or by actively questioning and responding to authority 
(mastery). Transitional knowers focus on understanding knowledge; some do via 
accessing others’ views regarding uncertainty (interpersonal), and other do so via 
being forced to think (impersonal). Independent knowers feel free to decide their 
own opinions. Interindividual pattern students tend to focus primarily on their 
peers’ views in this process whereas individual pattern student focus primarily on 
their own views. The relational and impersonal dimensions merge in contextual 
knowing in which students construct knowledge by judging the evidence, others’ 
views, and their own beliefs. Following students longitudinally revealed that their 
epistemic assumptions evolved from absolute to contextual over the course of the 
study. Absolute knowing was prevalent during the first two years of college and 
virtually disappeared by the senior year. Transitional knowing was prevalent during 
college but dissipated after college. Independent knowing emerged late in college 
and developed further after college. Contextual knowing was rare in college but 
developed for most participants in the years following college (p. 53). 

 
Subsequently, she propose:  
 

Three threads, or story lines, weave through the four ways of knowing and 
gender-related patterns – developing the student voice, changing relationships 
with authority, and changing relationships with peers. As epistemic assumptions 
evolved, the student voice changed from an echo of authority to an expression of 
the student’s own perspective. Relationships with authority change as the view of 
them as omnipotent gave way to viewing them as experts in a given context. 
Relationships with peers also develop as they evolved from simply helping one 
understand what authority had said to people whose views counted as valid 
knowledge if they became experts in a context. All three story lines are mediated 
by students’ cognitive, intrapersonal, and interpersonal development. Because 
epistemological development is intertwined with these other strands of 
development, exploring their role is necessary to connect to students’ experience 
in the learning process (p. 53).  
 

Thus, using Kegan’s stages and notion of “developmental bridges”, Baxter Magolda proposes an 

instructional model that will be describe below that helps students move from a socialized to a 

self-authorizing mind.   

According to Kegan (2009), these developmental bridges should support, “a holding 

environment that provides both welcoming acknowledgments to exactly who the person is right 

now as he or she is, and fosters the person’s psychological evolution. As such, a holding 
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environment is a tricky transitional culture, an evolutionary bridge, a context for crossing over” 

(p. 43).  Moreover, as Kegan tells us, this developmental bridge means that there is recognition 

that students are on one side of the bridge and the more complex ways of learning on the other. 

Here, educators must nurture conditions that both respect and welcome the students’ ways of 

making meaning on their side; while at the same time the educator facilitates the journey 

toward a more complex way of making meaning or learning on the educational. As Kegan, 

advises, “We cannot simply stand on our favoured side of the bridge and worry or fume about 

the many who have not yet passed over. A bridge must be well anchored on both sides, with as 

much respect for where it begins as for where it ends” (p. 62).   

Subsequently, drawing heavily upon the work of Kegan, King and Baxter Magolda (1996) 

ask how educators “can create and sustain support systems – bridges – for students that support 

their learning and development?” (p. 169).  They respond with: 

Kegan (1982) suggested that meaning is made in the space between an event and 
the person’s reaction to it, the space in which the person privately composes and 
makes sense of the event. This active, individual construction of meaning is affected 
by individual’s epistemic assumptions, previous life experience, and interaction 
with the environment surrounding the event. Thus, the side of the student’s bridge 
that educators wish to respect and connect to initially is a complex human entity 
with multiple characteristics. As educators invite students onto and across the 
bridge, both the invitation and the journey itself will take multiple forms. That is, 
the dynamic nature of students’ meaning making will necessitate a constant 
dialogue with them so that educators can, first, better understand how students 
are making meaning in a particular time and context and, second, make better-
informed choices about the appropriate forms of invitation. Bridge-building 
requires mutual reinforcements and a dynamic relationship: students’ current 
meaning making shapes the supports that educators erect, and those supports in 
turn shape how students continue the process of making meaning in their lives (p. 
169). 

 
Moreover, they suggest ongoing assessment and evaluation become a constant feature of the 

bridge building process in which understanding the particular development of students in 
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particular contexts is combined with appropriate questions and dialogue with students.  Here, as 

they note, “Continued dialogue during the bridge building process provides educators with 

feedback on the progress, information on what supports are working, and insights into need 

adjustments” (p. 170).  More specifically, they suggest the following three key steps in which 

educators can create and sustain “evolutionary bridges” of learning that foster learning and 

development.   

Developmental goals grow out of this ongoing, mutual dialogue with students. 
Student affairs educators enter the dialogue aware of their developmental goals, 
the anchor for the far side of the bridge. Their initial assessment identifies the 
anchor for the beginning side of the bridge, or students’ current ways of making 
meaning. By understanding how development occurs, educators can better identify 
the nature of the transformations necessary for students to move across the 
bridge. Then the educators are in a position to talk meaningfully with students 
about developmental goals that they see as within range of their current 
perspectives. Developmental goals emerge from mutual identification of 
reasonable expectations for students given their current ways of making meaning. 
 
Plans to achieve these goals also emerge from the dialogue. Educators who know 
what students have experienced and how they make sense of events can offer 
experiences that create reasonable amounts of dissonance. Many of these 
experiences are a natural part of the college environment, thereby requiring only 
that educators help students reflect on them. By under- standing students’ context-
specific development, educators can select more effective support systems to use 
to help students work through the dissonance to make meaning in more complex 
ways. 
 
The mutual exchange inherent in this ongoing dialogue is an evolutionary bridge in 
and of itself. Students are validated as people who have something valuable to 
share, thereby supporting their ability to know and express their thoughts. 
Development is situated in their own experience as goals and plans for achieving 
them are created in contexts students view as meaningful. The mutual construction 
of meaning that underlies the dialogue encourages students to view themselves as 
knowledge constructors and people capable of creating their own values and 
beliefs. The increasing ability to view oneself in this manner is what eventually leads 
to an internally defined self that can construct knowledge reflectively (p. 170). 
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Subsequently, in her 1999 book Creating Context for Learning and Self-Authorship: Constructive-

Developmental Pedagogy, Baxter Magolda provides considerable evidence through longitudinal 

studies in which she shows how a constructive developmental pedagogy can help college 

students acquire deeper or more transformative ways of meaning making or self-authorship.  

She argues: 

Constructive-developmentalists believe (and have research evidence to support it) 
that growth in meaning-making evolves through eras according to regular 
principles of stability and change (Kegan, 1982). These researchers argue for 
connecting teaching to students’ ways of making meaning in order to create the 
conditions to promote growth to more complex meaning making. This requires an 
understanding of ways of making meaning (p. 23). 

 
Subsequently, she believes self-authorship involves a journey in which students experience 

growth by shifting their ways of knowing from absolute to transitional, independent and 

ultimately contextual.  Here, in her longitudinal studies involving diverse fields of college courses 

(e.g. biology, math, sociology) and the ways in which students evolve their knowing and complex 

meaning making in these courses, she identified three inextricably intertwined principles that 

have allowed students to “cross the border” to develop self-authorship and move toward more 

complex ways of meaning making.   She writes: 

The three principles emerging from the longitudinal study are validating students 
as knowers, situating learning in students’ own experiences, and defining learning 
as mutually constructing meaning. Validating students as knowers means 
acknowledging their capacity to hold a point of view, recognizing their current 
understanding, and supporting them in explaining their current views. Validation 
as a knower helps students view themselves as capable of learning and knowing, 
heightening their engagement in learning. Situating learning in students’ own 
experience means using students’ experiences, lives, and current knowledge as a 
starting point for learning. This places learning in a context students can readily 
understand. Situating learning in students’ experience can draw existing 
experiences into the learning context or create experiences within the learning 
context from which students can work. It also means connecting to students’ ways 
of making meaning. Defining learning as mutually constructing meaning makes 
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both teacher and student active players in learning. It suggests that the teacher and 
student put their understanding together by exploring students’ experiences and 
views in the context of knowledge the teacher introduces. Together they construct 
knowledge that takes experience and evidence into account. Through this mutual 
construction, misunderstandings in previous knowledge are resolved; this, 
validating students as knowers does not mean endorsing misunderstanding (p. 28). 

 
Subsequently, Baxter Magolda argues that: 
 

Together these three principles thus form the structure of constructive 
developmental pedagogy – a structure that continuously incorporates students’ 
lived experience and the meaning they have made of it into teaching. This structure 
is crucial in both connecting to the range of students’ development and connecting 
to a wide range of student experience. Because the principles involve listening to 
students’ thinking and dialogue among learners, students’ epistemic assumptions 
can be surfaced in the learning environment. Understanding and connecting to 
these assumptions can help educators assist students in evaluating and altering 
their assumptions toward increasing complexity. The principles by their very nature 
encourage the complex epistemic assumptions that are inherent in self-authorship. 

This structure also facilitates developing effective learning opportunities for 
students with diverse backgrounds and experience. Because constructive-
developmental pedagogy hinges on the students’ own experience, their particular 
experiences are surfaced in the learning environment. Understanding and 
connecting to those experiences help educators gain an appreciation for diverse 
students; welcoming students’ experiences simultaneously makes students feel 
that they have a place in the learning environment. Validating students as knowers 
and defining leaning as mutually constructing meaning let students know that they 
are an integral part of the learning process and that their experiences count. Given 
the increasing diversity of student populations, using a structure that accesses and 
welcomes all students is crucial to effective pedagogy (p. 29). 

 
What Form Transforms? An Integration of Epistemology, Identity/Being and Consciousness  
    

In his paper What “form” transforms? A constructive-developmental approach to 

transformative learning, Kegan makes a case that Mezirow (2009) terms “frames of reference” 

involving both a habit of mind and point of view may all be colouring our emotional, social and 

moral colouring of how we know in the world.  Thus, he argues, “at its root, a frame of reference 

is a way of knowing” and that:  
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“Epistemology” refers to precisely this: not what we know but our way of knowing 
Attending to the epistemological inevitably involves attending to two kinds of 
processes, both at the heart of a concept like transformational learning. The first is 
what we might call meaning-forming, the activity by which we shape a coherent 
meaning out of the raw material of our outer and inner experiencing. 
Constructivism recognizes that reality does not happen preformed and waiting for 
us merely to copy a picture of it. Our perceiving is simultaneously an act of 
conceiving, of interpreting. “Percept without concept is blind,” Kant said. “Our 
experience,” Huxley said, “is less what happens to us, and more what we make of 
what happens to us.” 

The second process inherent in the epistemological is what we might call 
reforming our meaning-forming. This is a metaprocess that affects the very terms 
of our meaning-constructing. We do not only form meaning, and we do not only 
change our meanings; we change the very form by which we are making our 
meanings. We change our epistemologies (p. 44). 

 
However, in their chapter on the theory of transformative learning, Merriam and Bierema (2014) 

suggest that the question as to what “form” is being transformed continues to be debated.  

Thus, they ask: “Is it our actions in the world? Is it the social context in which we live? There are 

different answers to this question depending on which theoretical framework you are working 

from (rational-critical; beyond rational; social action). Perhaps also there are different answers to 

“what” transforms depending on one’s sociocultural framework” (p. 99).  For example, they 

reference Ntseane (2012) who makes the case that in the African perspective of transformative 

learning, “communality and interdependence are valued over individual and autonomous 

learning. There is also an emphasis on the “unity of spirit, mind, and body as well as emotions 

instead of a focus on cognitive qualities” (p. 285) (Merriam & Bierema, 2014, p. 99).  Moreover,  

Illeris (2014b) points out, Kegan’s very direct question, what form transforms? “has never been 

answered clearly and satisfactorily” (p. 3).  He makes a case that the first step in this resolving 

this question hinges on the term used for the target area of transformative learning and ‘must, in 

a targeted way, cover all dimensions of human mental capacity and learning – that is, as already 
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mentioned the cognitive, the emotional, the social dimensions – as well as situatedness and 

societal and environmental embeddedness” (p. 4).  Thus, he provides a list of possible terms to 

respond to Kegan’s question as offered by various theorists, such as person/the individual, and 

the learner (Jarvis, 2009, 2012b); the personality; the self (Rogers, 1951; Tennant, 2005, 2009); 

the identity (Erikson, 1968, 1982; Buaman, 2000; Cote & Levine, 2002; Giddens, 1991; Jenkins, 

2004); the soul (Drikx, 1997, 2012); Biographicity (Alheit, 2009); competence (Illeris, 2003, 2009) 

(Illeris, 2014b). Subsequently, he argues that “the self or personal identity may be the most 

appropriate choice for the target area of transformative learning since it provides the most 

balanced term [more explicitly including the social environment and interaction with the 

individual] to cover and include the learning dimension as a coherent whole” (p. 6). Moreover, 

he provides an up to date structure or model of a typical identity as understood in Western 

countries. He starts with the core identity as established in infancy when the baby experiences 

being a separate being; and then as a “young child discovers other fundamental identity 

elements such as gender, family relations, environmental conditions, appearance, 

characteristics, temperament, desires, emotionality, and so on and the idea of being unique and 

specific person takes form” (p. 9).  As Illeris points out, “When fully developed by the end of 

youth, this core unit is generally stable, but it is distinctive that in ‘‘liquid modernity’’ important 

changes take place considerably more frequently than ever before, and almost all adults will find 

themselves in situations in which changes in the core identity are relevant, required, or 

necessary” (p. 9). In addition to the core identity, he proposes three other elements including 

the personality layer, layer of preference and part identities.  According to Illeris, in contrast to 

the core, the personality layer is not so much about the relationship with oneself but rather 
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about how one relates to others, communities and groups, important issues and instances, 

significant evets, and incidents – overall to the outside world, society, and environment of which 

one is a part” (p. 9). Thus, he writes, this layer is what Mezirow would refer to as meaning 

perspectives, frames of reference, and habits of mind.  It is in this “layer in which we are usually 

willing to make changes if there are good reasons, but on the other hand, these are not matters 

we change without being convinced about the relevance and appropriateness of the new 

content. Thus, in general, the demands for and the relevance of transformative learning, as this 

this expression is usually understood and defined, are very much concentrated in the personality 

layer” (p. 10).  The final or most peripheral layer of identity Illeris refers to as the layer of 

preference.  Here, he suggests: 

we find all the many things and issues we meet in our everyday life that are 
meaningful and of some importance to us but not very crucial matters. It has to do 
with how we do all the many things we are used to doing, out routines, our more 
or less automatic reactions in different situations, what we say and how we say it, 
and what we instantly feel in and about all the many everyday situations we deal 
with but are not so strongly committed to. In this layer, we find most of what 
Mezirow has termed meaning schemas, and in general changes in this area are not 
so dependent on what we feel and thing but rather whether we actually are able 
and willing to mobilize the energy to change. We not so committed, but it is all right 
if the reason for a change is acceptable and we are able to exert ourselves to do it 
(p. 10).  

 
In addition to the personal identity made up of the three layers discussed above, Illeris points 

out that we have other or part identities such as family, work, religious, national and others that 

can be analyzed in similar ways.   

 In another more expansive or beyond rational/cognitive response to Kegan’s question 

what “form” transforms? Tisdell (2012) writes: 

There are different types of transformational experiences, and different 
“forms that transform” (Kegan, 2000, p. 35). Some alter our very being, our beliefs, 
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and our core sense of self—the core theme by which we live and move and define 
our being. Mezirow (1991) refers to these as transformative learning experiences. 
Other types transpose our hearts and our moods and give us a glimpse of a larger 
learning about the Big Questions of life—what it means to be human, why we’re 
here, what makes the universe go on, and the nature of human consciousness itself 
(Parks, 2000). These types often fill us with awe and wonder, yet they do not 
necessarily change our core identity or our core theme. Rather, they take our 
breath away in their profundity as we move to living more deeply (Schlitz, Vieten, 
& Amorek, 2007). We are transposed—as music is changed into a different key—
to a variation on the theme of our core identity, and we live larger because of these 
types of experiences. The experience I had this morning, described at this chapter’s 
opening (and to which I’ll return later) is an example of this type of experience, 
which might function as a type of experience that transposes my consciousness in 
a given moment but not my core identity. Integrated together over time, however, 
such moments that transpose our consciousness can often—even on a daily basis, 
if we seek out such changes in consciousness through meditation or other active 
efforts at living more deeply – act as part of what Clark (1993) refers to as the 
integrating circumstance(s) of the transformative learning process. 

Still a third type of transformational learning experience happens more in 
the context of working for social change in a community. People meet; their eyes 
and hearts and minds engage. They work together to make their communities 
better as they challenge systems of privilege and oppression, in what is often 
referred to as emancipatory learning efforts (Horton & Freire, 1990). Often 
communities are transformed in various ways, and so are the individuals within (p. 
22). 

 
Subsequently, Tisdell argues: 
 

These three types of transformational experiences are neither mutually exclusive 
nor representative of all types of possible experiences. Further, the demarcations 
among them are not as clear as have been delineated here, as different authors 
use different terms to describe both similar and different types of experiences. But 
because there are many different types of transformational learning experiences 
(the collective term I will use for all types), they have been written about 
differently, both in adult education and in other disciplines. This has caused 
confusion, because often it is not clear what people mean when they refer to 
“transformative learning” or “transformational learning” as it is variously called; 
also, some people seem to use the term so loosely that it is almost a synonym for 
learning of any kind, rendering the term transformative nearly meaningless (p. 22). 

 
Moreover, Tisdell suggest that a corollary to Kegan’s question would also beg the question: 
“what form transforms what?” In a response, she writes:   
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Some forms transform one’s being, whereas others transform one’s thinking, 
though obviously there are overlaps between the two. But trying to negotiate the 
realities of falling in love and into a more mature relationship appears to be quite 
different from having a breakthrough in understanding the chemical compounds 
of organic chemistry. The first appears to relate to a “form” involving more of the 
affective domain, whereas the latter is more in the cognitive domain. The “form” 
that transforms in both situations likely involves multiple dimensions of being, no 
matter what, but one domain is likely more primary than others, depending on 
what is being transformed. 

Some transformative learning experiences transform our very core 
identity or worldview. Mezirow (2009) refers to these major shifts as “epochal,” 
which he defines as “involving dramatic or major changes” (p. 23). He is writing 
about the kinds of experiences that alter one’s core beliefs about oneself and the 
world, metaphorically one’s core theme. He is not writing here about switching 
from regular lattes to soy lattes because one reads an article on the benefits of 
soy and learns to develop a taste for it! Although he acknowledges the fact that 
there are many types of transformative learning experiences, some of which are 
incremental, he appears to be primarily concerned with those that facilitate major 
identity or worldview shifts (p. 25). 

 
Thus, she contends: 
 

There are likely many times in one’s life when one has transformational 
experiences that are integrative to transform one’s thinking. But there are likely 
few instances of an epochal shift that transforms one’s being and identity. In these 
instances, the “form” that transforms involves multiple domains on a significant 
level – emotional, rational, physical, and perhaps spiritual as well (p. 26). 

 
Subsequently, she makes a case that transformational learning and the question to ‘what form 

transforms and what form transforms what?’ must involve an educational vision that includes an 

integration of cognition and emotion with spirituality, consciousness studies, neuroscience and 

complexity.  In particular, she writes: 

Consciousness studies tend to focus more on what changes consciousness, whereas the 
area of neuroscience examines the science of how it happens. Complexity science 
perspectives fundamentally examine how organisms (including single cells, entire human 
beings, and social units) “self-organize” in the face of threat and create new patterns of 
connection to ensure their survival (Capra, 1996). But these areas of complexity, 
consciousness studies, and neuroscience are interrelated. In essence, the emphasis in 
consciousness studies is on how to facilitate this reorganization of patterns of connection 
by focusing on the relationship of the disciplines of spirituality/religion and science, to 
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facilitate a sense of greater global consciousness. Tobin Hart (2008) has recently discussed 
extensively how this plays out in contemplation states and its role in and relationship to 
transformative learning. Neuroscientists focus on the science of it all (p. 32). 

 
Subsequently, Tisdell points to the work of neuroscientist Daniel Siegal (2010) and writes: 
 

Daniel Siegel is one whose work in neuroscience is more accessible for those not schooled 
in the firing and mechanics of neurons. In his most recent book on the science of 
transformation, Siegel (2010) argues for the cultivation of consciousness that he calls 
“mindsight” and defines it as “a kind of focused attention that allows us to be aware of our 
mental processes rather than being swept away by them” (p. xi). His basic premise is that 
we can each develop the skill of mindsight, and that doing so physically and mentally 
changes the brain and hence the whole person. As one learns to cultivate mindsight and 
reorganizes to form new patterns of connection at the cellular intrapersonal, and 
interpersonal levels, one transforms and experiences a greater sense of well-being. 
Although he doesn’t use the term “transformative learning” per se, he provides wonderful 
case studies and examples of how individuals have been transformed through cultivating 
mindsight and offers insights into how this is happening from a neuroscience perspective. 

Siegel (2010) discusses the cultivation of “mindsight” more from a bio- logical 
perspective than a spiritual perspective, though he acknowledges that religious and 
spiritual traditions offer help in finding ways to cultivate this greater consciousness. Other 
neuroscientists such as Newberg and Waldman (2009) from the University of Pennsylvania 
have more directly studied brain patterns through neuroimaging technology when subjects 
are engaged in meditation states. They then discuss the findings in relation to the varieties 
of spiritual experience. They offer specific suggestions for cultivating imagination and 
greater consciousness leading to “transforming your inner reality” (p. 149), and they offer 
both a biological and a spiritual explanation in naming the process (p. 32). 

 
In her closing summary, Tisdell argues that adult educators can draw upon new literature on 

consciousness studies, spirituality, complexity, and neuroscience to find new ways to facilitate 

transformative learning; and that:  

it is clear that there are many themes and variations to transformational learning; 
some change our hearts forever as they transform our identity as a core theme. 
Others, in their many variations, bring us into a larger consciousness as we forge 
new patterns of connections that change the vibration of our cells and our souls, 
our brains and our beings. Still others happen when we summon the courage to 
stand up to power, on behalf of ourselves and others, to create a more just world. 
Ideally, all of them pull us open as we embrace the paradox of new life in the midst 
of death, creativity in the midst of critique, and love in the midst of apathy. May we 
continue to research and write about these new dimensions and directions of 
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transformative learning and the forms that transform. More important, may we 
cultivate the consciousness that allows us to embrace them as we live and love ever 
more deeply (pp. 33-34). 
 

Here, as I have argued in chapter 2, and Khan (2017) affirmed: 
 

Indeed, despite the celebrated achievements of the physical sciences, materialism 
as an all-encompassing worldview has gradually faded, if not altogether failed, in 
light of those features of the world that cannot be reduced to physical matter—
morals, values, purpose, meaning, rationality, aesthetics, and—arguably the most 
recalcitrant to naturalist reduction—consciousness. The robust features of human 
consciousness cannot be dismissed in philosophical deliberation, and philosophical 
deliberation cannot be forced to fit into the narrow assumptions of scientism (para. 
19). 

 
Thus, as Khan concluded:   

 
Many philosophers would include intuition, insight, and what is termed “common 
sense.”25.  All of these features are integrated in the centered self and together 
inform one’s choice, agency, and experience. Furthermore, human consciousness 
has the unique property of “awareness of one’s very consciousness”—the profound 
capacity of self-reflection, wherein consciousness faces itself and “sees” its own 
awareness, apprehension, realization, and sapience. All of the above features of 
consciousness are experienced internally and privately by the subject: they are 
first-person, subjective, and have an undeniable immediacy for the individual. They 
cannot be described in the third-person or objective language used for what is 
physical, even if a correlation between mental states and physical states/events in 
the brain is empirically found (para. 21). 
 

Thus, in this chapter (as argued in chapter 2), I take the position that whether you accept a 

biological or transcendental perspective, the “form that transforms” is our consciousness which 

is made up of an inseparable fusion of our core being/identity in which transformation may 

involve or be triggered by a constellation or multiple domains on a significant level – emotional, 

social, cognitive/rational, physical, and spiritual.  However, as I will argue in the next section, it is 

ultimately values, in in particular the way in which we teach, develop and use our moral and 

performance values individually and collectively that both inform and transform the 
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consciousness/subconscious and determine how one learns, knows and becomes an 

interdependent human being in the various identities of existence.  

The Subconscious Self is Led by Values First, Independent & Reasoned Judgment Second 
 

In his article referenced earlier and titled: The neuronal, synaptic self: having values and 

making choices, Sankey (2006) drawing upon neuroscience research argues that the materialistic 

Cartesian dualism that reduces our “being to that of robots” and offers a reducible account of 

brain activity is no longer sound, realistic nor productive ontological, cosmological and biological 

view of the human condition.  Instead, he makes a strong case that human beings and their 

brains and minds have capacity to become sensitive, deliberating and choice making agents who 

can become morally responsible, intention based, self-aware and develop a particular sense of 

identity and character.  He argues that: 

the individuality of each of our brains provides for the individuality of our conscious 
and subconscious personhood, where we do not always know why we do what we 
do. That will lead to a consideration of how freewill, values and meaning may be 
related at the level of the individual self and how our social interactions transform 
that individuality into the consciousness of our being, tailoring our ability to make 
choices and have values. My argument as a whole is premised on the view that 
each human being is a multileveled psychosomatic unity; a biological organism and 
a responsible self making choices and having values (p. 166). 

 
Thus, Sankey’s argument about subconscious self, social influence and values is affirmed by John 
Haidt’s 2012 published book titled The Righteous Mind.  Drawing upon the latest research in 
neuroscience, genetics, social psychology and evolutionary modeling, his main argument is that 
our moral intuitions (or read values manifested in habitual actions111) come first, and strategic 
moral reasoning second.  In line with much of Sankey’s argument above about the relationship 
between the subconscious self, social interaction and the power of values (or what Haidt terms 
intuition), he writes: 
 

Moral intuitions arise automatically and almost instantaneously, long before moral 
reasoning has a chance to get started, and those first intuitions tend to drive our 

                                                
111 In fact, in his book The Power of Habits, Duhig (2014) also providing neuroscience research makes a strong case that a significant portion of 
our human behaviour or who we think, what ways and our overall actions falls into the category of habit or autopilot. 
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later reasoning. If you think that moral reasoning is something we do to figure out 
the truth, you’ll be constantly frustrated by how foolish, biased, and illogical people 
become when they disagree with you. But if you think about moral reasoning as a 
skill we humans evolved to further our social agendas - to justify our own actions 
and to defend the teams we belong tom then things will make a lot more sense. 
Keep your eye on the intuitions, and don’t take people’s moral arguments at face 
value. They’re mostly post hoc constructions made up on the fly, crafted to advance 
one or more strategic objectives (pp. xx-xxi). 

 
Subsequently, Haidt uses an apt elephant and rider metaphor to describe the distinction 

between moral intuition (values) and moral reasoning (logic).  According to Haidt, the mind is 

divided up like a rider (reason) siting on an elephant (intuition).  Thus, he writes, “The rider is our 

conscious reasoning – the stream of words and images of which we are fully aware. The elephant 

is the other 99 percent of mental processes – the ones that occur outside of awareness but that 

actually govern most of our behavior.8” (p. xxi). Here, he draws upon his previous book titled The 

Happiness Hypothesis, in which he shows how the rider in most cases simply serves the elephant.   

More specifically, it seems that Haidt also comes to the same conclusion as Sankey above 

and argues that there is no emotion-cognition contrast since both play an instrumental role in 

our decision-making process.  As he puts it, “Emotions were long thought to be dumb and 

visceral, but beginning in the 1980s, scientist increasingly recognized that emotions were filled 

with cognition. Emotions occur in steps, the first of which is to appraise something that just 

happened based on whether it advanced or hindered your goal38” (p. 52). Moreover, he argues, 

“Emotions are not dumb. Damasio’s patients made terrible decisions because they were 

deprived of the emotional input into their decision making.  Emotions are a kind of information 

processing39. Contrasting emotions with cognition is therefore as pointless as contrasting rain 

with weather, or cars with vehicles” (pp. 52-53).  Thus, Haidt concludes that: 
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moral judgement is a cognitive process, as are all forms of judgement. The crucial 
distinction is really between two different kinds of cognition: intuition [read values] 
and reasoning. Moral emotions are one type of moral intuition, but most moral 
intuitions are more subtle; they don’t rise to the level of emotions40. The next time 
you read a newspaper or drive a car, notice the many tiny flashes of condemnation 
that flit through your consciousness. Is each such flash an emotion? Or ask yourself 
whether it is better to save the lives of five strangers or one (assuming all else is 
equal). Do you need an emotion to tell you to go for the five? Do you need 
reasoning? No, you just see, instantly, that five is better than one. Intuition is the 
best word to describe the dozens or hundreds of rapid, effortless moral judgments 
and decisions that we all make every day. Only a few of these intuitions come to us 
embedded in full-blown emotions (p. 53).  

 
Subsequently, Haidt provides a useful decision-making diagram in which he argues that intuition 

(read values) not reason is the main cause of moral judgement (link 1).  He points out that the 

dots in the diagram suggest that independent reasoned judgement is possible in theory but rare 

in practice. Instead, he argues, “reasoning typically follows that judgement (link 2) to construct 

post hoc justifications. Reason is the servant of the intuitions. The rider was put there in the first 

place to serve the elephant” (p. 54).  

If reasoning follows intuition (values) in our choice making process (as both Sankey and 

Haidt make their case), then one way to escape determinism and improve our decision according 

to Haidt is through the practice of personal and interpersonal reflection (as pointed out earlier 

when discussing the research on transformative learning).  Thus, Haidt writes: 

We make our first judgments rapidly, and we are dreadful at seeking out evidence 
that might disconfirm those initial judgments.43 Yet friends can do for us what we 
cannot do for ourselves: they can challenge us, giving us reasons and arguments 
(link 3) that sometimes trigger new intuitions, thereby making it possible for us to 
change our minds. We occasionally do this when mulling a problem by ourselves, 
suddenly seeing things in a new light or from a new perspective (to use two visual 
metaphors). Link 6 in the model represents this process of private reflection. The 
line is dotted because this process doesn’t seem to happen very often.44 For most 
of us, it’s not every day or even every month that we change our mind about a 
moral issue without any prompting from anyone else.   
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Far more common than such private mind changing is social influence. 
Other people influence us constantly just by revealing that they like or dislike 
somebody. That form of influence is link 4, the social persuasion link. Many of us 
believe that we follow an inner moral compass, but the history of social psychology 
richly demonstrates that other people exert a powerful force, able to make cruelty 
seem acceptable45 and altruism seem embarrassing,46 without giving us any 
reasons or arguments (p. 56). 

 
In fact, Haidt’s last point about the sinister side effects of social pressure was aptly captured by 

Palmer and Zajonc (2010) in chapter 2, when discussing Kohlberg’s theory of moral 

development: 

In Kohlberg’s theory of moral stage development, for example, “post-conventional” 
moral principles may be at odds with the conventional ethical and legal standards 
of the community of which one is a part.  A Mahatma Gandhi, Martin Luther King, 
or Nelson Mandela will stand up to the unjust laws of an oppressive regime, but 
most of us go along with the prevailing conventional social norms and comply with 
tradition.  Even today, the caste system of India, racism in the United States, and 
ethnic biases around the world are difficult to overcome in large part because the 
powerful forces that shape conventional morality are rooted in tradition, which 
have become internalized into the very ways people make meaning.  It orders their 
world, even if tragically so.   

In order to change, we must first find ways to temporarily inhabit other 
ways of being and knowing, exploring them for a time, trying alternatives on for 
size (p. 106). 

 
In light of dense literature review above accompanied by both Sankey and Haidt’s arguments, I 

proposed in the next section a heuristic model of PSE teaching that involves a subconscious 

intervention involving a natural synergy between constructive developmentalism and values 

pedagogy in the context of post-secondary education.   

Considering a Values Based Approach to Pedagogy & Instructional Practice  
 

As Hadit and Sankey point out above and Fairholm & Fairholm (2009) affirm in this 

section, our subconscious values are deeply influenced by the people and the environments in 

which we live.  More specifically, values “define us, determine the goals we seek and the 
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methods we will use to attain them, and dictate our measure of success” (Fairholm & Fairholm, 

2009, pg. 3).  As they put it, “Everybody has values and these values trigger our behavior” (p. 3).  

In fact, they make the case that great leadership means being a great teacher, and being a great 

teacher means having the ability to “act and influence at the level of values, because values are 

more powerful than plans, policy, procedure, or system. They define the person of the leader – 

and each follower – and constitute the measure of personal success and acceptability of others’ 

actions” (p. 3).  Thus, they argue:  

In a more practical sense, values leadership encompasses the actions of leaders 
who internalize and legitimize group values and teach these values to followers 
who internalize and express them in their individual behaviors. In this sense, 
leaders are teachers with a unique capacity to understand the values that enervate 
a group and individuals and to communicate them effectively (Tichy 1997). Upon 
these principles also rests the communitarian notion of the good society, one that 
trusts its members to behave in a way that reflects their values because they are 
core beliefs, not because they fear public officials or are motivated by economic 
gains (Etzioni 1996). In this way, leaders create a culture of trust that allows 
individuals to act in ways supportive of the group values and goals while enhancing 
their autonomy because of self-led activity (Fairholm and Fairholm 2000; Fairholm 
1994; Kouzes and Posner 1993; Mitchell 1993) (p. 16). 

 
As the literature review in this chapter has established and researchers above affirmed, our ways 

of being/consciousness/subconsciousness and knowing are undeniably linked to our 

subconscious value systems that in infect inform or transform our identities, beliefs, 

competencies, behaviours and habits.  Here, in a holarhical and cyclical sense, our values can 

inform or transform the way in which we shape our environments and our environments can 

inform or transform the way in which we shape our values.  As Deakin Crick (2010) puts it, in the 

context of education, “the ‘bottom up’ approach to the co-generation of knowledge is inherently 

values-laden. The metaphor is no longer curriculum as prescription, but curriculum as narration 

(Goodson, Biesta, Tedder, & Addair, 2010) as the student as learning agent negotiates a 
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personally meaningful pathway through the ‘plethora’ of information and opportunities available 

and then projects forwards toward a negotiated, publicly accessible learning outcome” (p. 885).  

Thus, she argues: 

In a word, human activity is always values-laden. Values are foregrounded from the 
moment that the student uncovers the narratives embedded in how humans have 
related to the object of inquiry and continues as the learner compares how these 
stories critically intersect with his or her own life narrative, as well as the narratives 
of the particular learning community in which he or she is situated. This is an 
inescapable part of the process of meaning making, relevance and engagement in 
authentic pedagogy (p. 886). 

 
As such, Hamberger and Moore (1997) assert, “Cognitive psychologists state that human beings 

organize information that comes to them from the environment into schemas, or conceptual 

clusters”; thus teachers, “can facilitate the development of values schemas by discussing 

definitions of the term values and of specific values such as compassion and integrity” (p. 303).  

Moreover, citing Rokeach (1968) who affirms much of what has been argued thus far, they write: 

A value is type of belief, centrally located within one’s total belief system (p. 124) 
and an enduring belief that a specific mode of conduct or end-state of existence is 
personally and socially preferable to an opposite or converse mode of conduct or 
end-state of existence (Rokeach, 1973, p. 5). Rokeach based his research on values 
on the assumptions that individuals have a relatively small number of values and 
that the antecedents of human values can be traced to culture, society and its 
institutions, and personality. Furthermore, the consequence of values are evident 
in virtually all phenomena that social scientist investigate.   
 Values have several functions. They are conceptual tools and weapons that 
we all employ in order to maintain and enhance self-esteem (Rokeach, 1973, p. 25). 
People use values as standards to guide their actions and shape their attitudes as 
they make judgements and attempt to influence others. They serve adjustive, ego-
defensive, knowledge, and self-actualizing functions (Rokeach, 1973, p. 25) (p. 
303).  

 
In other words, either knowingly or unknowingly we use values to guide our identities, beliefs, 

competencies, behaviours, habits and interactions with the environment.  In a sense, they 
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become a subconscious prescriptive “reality, knowing and truth” filter that influences how we 

make decisions, behave, learn or change in the world.  

 Subsequently, despite the semantic drift (between Sankey, Fariholm and Fairholm, Haidt, 

and Deakin Crick; Hamberger and Moore), there seems to be agreement that values and more 

specifically why, how and when they are used/misused and reflected upon can play a central role 

in ultimately shaping and guiding our knowing and learning/development process and by 

extension the nature of our emotions, identities, beliefs, competencies, behaviors and habits.  As 

such, there is a growing body of research (mostly in primary and secondary contexts) that a pro-

active, comprehensive, constructivist, collaborative and scientifically led values pedagogy 

approach in schools has the potential to the address the whole person approach to learning (as 

proposed in this chapter); and to significantly improve a student’s full range of developmental 

measures, including personal, social, emotional, moral, spiritual and academic learning (Lovat, 

2019a, 2019b; Benninga, Berkowitz, Kuehn, & Smith, 2003; Berkowitz and Bier, 2005;  Berkowitz, 

Battistich and Bier, 2008; Lovat et al., 2011; Deakin Crick, 2010; Hoskins & Deakin Crick, 2010).   

As I indicated above and argued in chapter 2, values education is perhaps one the most 

powerful way in which we can revolutionize our education systems and to re-design our learning 

and teaching environments in ways that may overcome the immense limitations as set by our 

current and dominant western instrumental112 pedagogies.  As Lovat (2019a) tells us, our 

contemporary education systems are deeply “shaped and influenced by instrumentalist 

                                                
112 As Lovat (2019a) argues despite the mounting evidence of educational theory to consider more wholistic approaches such as values 
education: “instrumentalism in pedagogy and education generally seem to be the standard modus operandi of educational systems. The desire 
for accountability, invariably motivated by political agendas, including of control, rather than inspired by educational theory, diverse systems 
towards the most easily measurable, invariably the basics, Habermas’s empirical-analytic knowing, Husserl’s descriptive science, Damasio’s and 
Immordino-Yang’s disembodied systems. When this drive becomes an obsession, affecting individual schools’ reputations, the key performance 
indicators of school administrators, the political slogans of governments and oppositions, the “be all and end all” of ranking in international 
testing, then the casualty is imaginative pedagogy and its associated efficacious learning” (p. 5). 
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imperatives emanating from the high age of logical positivism” (p. 1).  However, as Lovat (2019a) 

points outs, and much of this chapter has affirmed, the more we “insturmentalize” education 

and bombard our students with facts, figures and decontextualized outcomes: 

the more boring it [learning] risks becoming, the more skewed in favor of those 
with retentive memories and the more unfair and potentially damaging it becomes 
to those many people who learn better in other ways.  Additionally, the case being 
made above by the likes of Habermas [philosopher] and Narvaez 
[neuropsychologist and educator] is that, important as the facts and figures might 
be, the less we stimulate the interpretative, critical and imaginative ways of 
knowing, the more we stifle efficacious learning, and indeed the more we risk 
atrophying cognitive powers generally. In that sense, instrumentalist forms of 
pedagogy risk “de-educating: and stifling learning potential, rather the opposite 
that is intended (p. 7) 

 
As such, Lovat along with many others have argued that one way in which to counter such 

reductive trends, is by radically changing our instrumental pedagogical approaches to an 

integrative or values-based model.  As such, there is a growing body of research (mostly in 

primary and secondary contexts) that a pro-active, comprehensive, constructivist, collaborative 

and scientifically led values education approach in schools has the potential to the address the 

whole person and significantly improve a student’s full range of developmental measures, 

including personal, social, emotional, moral, spiritual and academic learning (Lovat, 2019a. 

2019b; Benninga, Berkowitz, Kuehn, & Smith, 2003; Berkowitz and Bier, 2005;  Berkowitz , 

Battistich and Bier, 2008; Lovat et al., 2011; Deakin Crick, 2010; Hoskins & Deakin Crick, 2010).  

These studies suggest that a values approach to education can come in a wide variety of 

methods and can influence a wide range of cognitive, affective, behavioural and academic 

outcomes.  According to Toomey (2009), “by making values an explicit and central part of the 

curriculum and our day to day work with our students, we can produce improved student 

outcomes in terms of intellectual depth, communicative competence, capacities for reflection, 
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self-management and, most importantly, self-knowledge” (p. 141).  In essence, these studies 

broaden our definition of education from academic achievement to one that strives toward 

character development, student well-being, happiness, resilience and societal transformation.  

According to Kirschenbaum (1992) successful Values Education models usually include a 

comprehensive approach in which both traditional approaches such as direct inculcation and 

modeling values are synthesized with more newer approaches such as values clarification and 

service learning.  These successful models tend to include and allow input from everyone in the 

learning community (e.g. students, teachers, administrators, parents and the larger community).   

As Lovat, Toomey and Clement (2010) point out, since the 1990s, values education has 

enjoyed a renaissance primarily in the primary and secondary education context.  In fact, values 

education falls under varying names and designations around the world such as (but not limited 

to): service learning, moral education, character education, ethics education, social-emotional 

learning, contemplative studies, transformative learning, civic education and positive youth 

development.  According to Lovat and Toomey (2009) many of these varying terms hold slightly 

different meanings, with sometimes one or more distinctive features, yet they all place the 

student’s localized context and personal construction of values, emotions, meaning and purpose 

as a critical dimension of the learning process.   

Subsequently, in the following section, I draw upon some of the values pedagogy 

research and combine it with contemporary research on learning and intelligence to discuss the 

conceptual and pragmatic elements of the lower section of the U-shape approach to integrative 

teaching and curriculum practice.  As I have argued chapter 2, a scientistic view of knowing is 

built upon an epistemic foundation and legitimized by an empiricist or “objective” view.  Here, 
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knowledge is structured in a compartmentalized way in which physical or natural sciences are 

not only conflated as the same but disciplines such as math/physics are given more legitimacy 

over social or metaphysical sciences and sociological/religious studies.  In contrast, Habermasian 

(1972; 1988) theory of knowledge or ‘ways of knowing’ thesis (technical, practical and critical113) 

suggests irrespective of discipline or field there is a consistent pattern across all areas by which 

knowledge is revealed and further negotiated as a constructive or prescriptive process involving 

both an inner and outer dimension.  In a sense, Habermas offers an integrative or holarchical 

notion of knowledge (material “objective” combined with immaterial “constructive” knowing) 

and framework that recognizes the inseparable link between ontology and epistemology; or 

knowing that involves a fusion or synergy between the inside and outside ways of knowing. This 

is aptly captured by Lovat (2019b): “An implication of this education intention is around the 

removal of any artificial division between knowing and values, since all knowing has an ethical 

component and is related in some way to human action. With this understanding, Habermas 

challenges contemporary education to deal with the essentials rather than mere basics of 

learning. He offers an epistemology that impels holistic and comprehensive pedagogy that 

engages with the full array of human development and social good. And values pedagogy is just 

such an educational means!” (p. 65). Here, it could be said that rather than an apparent division 

of epistemology and ontology (or between fields and disciplines), for Habermas there is 

essentially a unified knowledge reality and that these differences arise not from anything 

inherent about knowledge, but from human intention and construction (or perception) of that 

                                                
113 According to Habermas (1972), human perception arises from three ‘cognitive interests’ that are part and parcel of how the human mind 
works.  First, there is an interest in prediction and technical control which impels ‘empirical analytic or objective’ type of knowing.  Second, there 
is an interest in interpretation and understanding meanings that gives way to a ‘historical hermeneutic or practical’ form of knowing.  Third, there 
is an interest in being free or emancipated that gives rise to a ‘critical self-reflective or inner’ way of knowing.   
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knowledge (filtered through our values, emotions and subconscious philosophical assumptions 

about reality, knowledge and truth).  

Subsequently, Lovat (2019b) (inspired immensely by Habermas’s work) and drawing upon 

his extensive work and contributions in the field of values education (he now terms values 

pedagogy), argues that there is an “inextricable link between quality teaching and an integrated 

values orientation, as well as the particularly beneficial effects of a service learning component 

as part of the mix” (p. 29).  Here, Lovat’s work is substantiated by a growing body research being 

conducted (mostly in the primary and secondary levels of education) in which researchers have 

identified both an implicit and explicit values dimension that appears evident in research findings 

around quality teaching (Lovat and Toomey, 2009; Dasoo, 2010, Narvaez & Nucci, 2010).  As 

Lovat and Clement (2008) discussing a number of studies on values pedagogy contend, “The 

findings within demand that values education be at the heart of all pedagogical and curricular 

ventures and that any educational regime that sets out to exclude a value dimension in learning 

will be weakening its potential effects on all learning and student wellbeing, including academic 

learning” (pg. 13).  Advocates of values education have demonstrated that maximizing the 

effects of quality teaching requires that explicit attention be paid to the values dimension and 

the building of a well-crafted values education program (that includes at the very top of the 

priority scale: leadership support and professional development opportunities).  Toomey (2009) 

argues that successful learning outcomes that develop the whole student (moral, social, spiritual 

and cultural development of students) are a direct result of placing values education at the heart 

of the teaching development.  As a result, the link between values education and quality 

teaching is described by Lovat and Toomey (2009) as the “missing link” or borrowing from the 
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field of genetics the ‘double helix’ relationship.  Subsequently, in describing a major Australian 

study completed in the primary and secondary school context called Values Education Good 

Practice Schools Project (VEGPSP), Lovat (2019b) writes:  

…the VEGPSP phases 1 and 2 reports illustrated the dynamics of the reciprocal 
interaction between values pedagogy and good (or quality) teaching. We would 
come in time to refer to this relationship as a “Double Helix” (Lovat & Toomey, 
2009), a term borrowed from the field of genetics that refers to two things bound 
together so tightly, they cohere and become one thing. Courtesy of the evidence, 
we had ample demonstration that a well-constructed, clear and intentional values 
pedagogy, integrated implicitly and explicitly into the fabric of the school, has 
potential to bring transformational changes to the ethos of the school and the 
learning environment of the classroom. Transformational changes were seem most 
markedly in student and teacher behaviour, student motivation to learn and the 
day-to-day learning habits that other research studies have correlated with 
improved academic achievement (p. 28). 

 
A few passages later, Lovat writes: 
 

Granted the high stakes around the academic achievement claim, the study was 
characterized by intensive quantitative and qualitative methods of analysis. In the 
end, we believed there was sufficient tested evidence to support the claim that a 
well-crafted values education programme, functioning as best practice pedagogy 
(values pedagogy), had potential to impact on a range of measures typically 
correlated with student achievement. These measures included, in turn, school 
ambience, student–teacher relationships, student and teacher wellbeing and 
student academic diligence (p. 29). 

 
According to Lovat (2019a), an imaginative nurtured values pedagogy requires both an implicit 

side being the safe, values-filled learning environment and the explicit being the values-focused 

pedagogy” (p. 7).  More specifically, he describes the implicit side of values pedagogy in the 

following manner:  

By implicit is meant that the learning environment must be values-filled, 
characterized by care, trust, respect and encouragement. There is any amount of 
research that has demonstrated the importance of the values-filled “ambience,” as 
Newmann [36] described it. Newmann’s work was in the area of “authentic 
pedagogy,” the pedagogy most associated with teaching that works best. Findings 
from his research were factor analyzed into five “pedagogical dynamics,” five 
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features or characteristics that seemed to sum up the things most obviously 
associated with teaching that was working, achieving its goals, including academic 
achievement. The last and most important was the “ambience of care and trust.” 
The ambience of care and trust is the starting point, or sine qua non, of values 
pedagogy. The learning environment must be characterized by care and trust, 
positive relationships and safety and security [37–39] (p. 7). 

 
On the other hand, he describes the explicit side as “the orientation of the learning discourse 

being around values, the values inherent in curriculum content, rather than merely the “facts 

and figures” or most easily measurable features of the content. One of the many misconceptions 

about values pedagogy is that it means doing something additional to the standard curriculum” 

(p. 7).  As Lovat tells us, this formal guided side, “does not require separation from the 

curriculum; rather, it determines the direction of the curriculum through becoming the 

pedagogy” (p. 7, bold italics added).  Subsequently, he writes:  

The content of any curriculum area tends to focus on the facts and figures (what 
Habermas calls the “empirical/analytic”) relevant to the area in question. Why? 
Because that is the most easily measured. When employed judiciously and seen as 
first step or means to a greater end, this can assist in the foundations of sound 
pedagogy. On the other hand, when it is seen as the entire step or end in itself, it 
becomes a malevolent force against sound pedagogy, instead settling for what I am 
describing as instrumentalist pedagogy. As most teachers know well, the more 
education that follows this kind of instrumentalism, the more boring it risks 
becoming, the more skewed in favor of those with retentive memories and the 
more unfair and potentially damaging it becomes to those many people who learn 
better in other ways. Additionally, the case being made above by the likes of 
Habermas and Narvaez is that, important as the facts and figures might be, the less 
we stimulate the interpretive, critical and imaginative ways of knowing, the more 
we stifle efficacious learning, and indeed the more we risk atrophying cognitive 
powers generally. In that sense, instrumentalist forms of pedagogy risk “de-
educating” and stifling learning potential, rather than the opposite that is intended 
(p. 7). 

 
Thus, drawing upon his practical experience in values pedagogy, Lovat (2019a) offers the 

following practical approach in the classroom:  
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So, in the values pedagogy work as it functioned in the Australian program, all 
extant content was derived from the set syllabuses but instead of settling for the 
standard objectives, largely the easily measurable ones, the values inherent in the 
content became the focus, thereby stretching rather than limiting the cognitive 
powers being called on. In other words, instead of simply rolling out the content 
because it was there in the syllabus and because a measurable outcome for 
reporting was demanded by the system, lessons were begun with questions like 
“what value is in this content? What value for students’ important knowledge, vital 
understanding of the world into which they are moving, crucial skills and 
competencies for future work, important insights for their wellbeing and the 
wellbeing of those with whom they will form relationships? What value is it to their 
future personal and social development? What value is it for the world in general? 
What vital lessons about humanity and the Cosmos, if any, might be contained in 
this content?” (pp. 7-8).  

 
Subsequently, he writes, “Evidence suggests that when these kinds of values questions were 

stimulating and determining the pedagogical direction, then the easily measurable content 

knowledge fell out anyway and, in all irony, students were actually more likely to remember the 

facts and figures at the center of such content knowledge, far beyond the measuring device, 

because of the contextual stimulation that was being applied” (p. 8).  Thus, he remarks, “In 

Habermasian terms, interpretive, critical, self-reflective and imaginative knowing was being 

Impelled” (p. 8).  Here, it might be important to point out that much of the impressive work on 

values pedagogy (along with Lovat’s) is completed within the primary and secondary education 

context. I propose in the sections below that such an approach could be considered via the U-

Shape model in the PSE context.    

The Power of Values in Intentional Learning or ‘Learning How to Learn’   
 

According to Deakin Crick (2010) values education provides an important and 

constructivist way in which we can help our students ‘learn how to learn’ and to become 

intentional learners who are aware of themselves (motivated and self-regulating) and others in 

the learning process.  Here, in the context of developmental constructivism, Kegan (2009) would 
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suggest this involves creating development or revolutionary bridges in which we help our 

students move from socialized to self-authorizing minds.  Thus, Deakin Crick (2010) writes: 

When pedagogy focuses on the development of student awareness and ownership 
of learning, and the capacity to take responsibility for learning choices in a 
curriculum designed to stimulate inquiry, the question of value becomes a local, 
personal one, concerned with its relevance to a context and the purpose brought 
to it by a learner. What I learn cannot be separated from what matters to me – it is 
a product of intention and desire (Zembylas, 2007). Knowledge is no longer simply 
what I learn, but also how and why I learn and how I apply that learning in my life. 
Intentional learning begins with desire, which is autogenic and personal but the 
outcomes of formal learning are mostly assessable by publicly agreed criteria set 
by a particular community of practice and are thus formal, external and publicly 
valued. The journey from personal choice in learning to a formal and assessable 
outcome is a dynamic process in which critical attention to values is an integral and 
inescapable part of the process (p. 887). 

 
Moreover, she writes:  
 

learning to learn as a ‘competence’ or ‘as the ability to successfully meet complex 
demands in a particular context through the mobilization of psychosocial 
prerequisites (including cognitive and non-cognitive aspects)’, includes dimensions 
of knowledge, cognitive skills, practical skills, attitudes, emotions, values and ethics 
and motivation (Rychen & Salganik 2003, p. 44). Research into ‘learning power’ 
suggests that there are clusters of values, attitudes and dispositions which are 
necessary for effective learning. These have been identified as the seven 
dimensions of learning power: changing and learning; critical curiosity; meaning 
making; creativity; learning relationships; strategic awareness and resilience 
(Deakin Crick, Broadfoot, & Claxton, 2004a; Deakin Crick & Yu, 2008). In an 
Aristotelian sense, people have the capacity to act in a certain way by virtue of 
possessing the disposition to do so. People become strong or brave by doing strong 
or brave things and, by consistently choosing such actions, they become better able 
to act with strength or courage (Ackrill, 1973). Aristotle described a disposition as 
a habit (hexis), which is produced by similar acts and inclines to similar acts. 
Aristotle was primarily concerned with the development of character and its 
relationship to moral behaviour, although he applied the same ideas to bodies of 
knowledge – for example, one who has trained as a scientist is disposed to act in a 
scientific way (Hope, 1960) (p. 887). 

 
Subsequently, Deakin Crick contends that ‘learning how to learn’ via values and virtues such as 

critical curiosity that are practiced over time allows students “to make sense of their own 
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learning by possessing the capacity for meaning making, more able to respond to novel 

situations by possessing the creativity to do so” (p. 50).  Thus, she writes, practicing such 

strategies and thought patterns “enable a learner to become strategically aware of their own 

learning and processes, they actually become more self-aware and more able to identify, select 

and negotiate a range of formal and informal learning opportunities” (p. 888).  In this context, 

Deakin Crick argues that virtues that often called ‘soft-skills’ are: 

integral part of values education in contemporary learning communities as entities 
in themselves (values) or as behaviours (virtues). As ‘virtues’, they provide the 
scaffolding, or the framework, which guides the process of knowledge construction 
– whether that is the scaffolding required to support the selection of an object or 
artefact of personal interest for inquiry, the formulation of a problem, the process 
of devising a novel solution or negotiating and presenting a ‘product’ for formal 
assessment. At the same time, they provide a framework for personal reflection, 
and mentored conversations, which move between the Self or identity of the 
learner and the ‘texts’ of the curriculum, and for critical engagement with 
questions of values. When there is dissonance between the learner’s personal 
experience, the values of their community, and the values implicit in the narratives 
uncovered in knowledge construction, then learning to learn dispositions or 
‘virtues’ (such as creativity, curiosity, etc.) act as vehicles for personal development 
and the formation of personally chosen value judgments, enabling the student to 
identify and articulate their own values set (p. 888).  

 
The Myths & Problems with “Values Neutrality” in Education  
 

According to Deakin Crick (2010) there one of the major historical problems associated 

with values education involves the myth of ‘values neutrality’ in learning, in which the era of 

modernity simply obliterated the language and practice of moral values in the context of 

education. As Dagli (2017) puts it, “In modern culture, values are something people simply have. 

They do not correspond to anything beyond the personal and the subjective” (para. 32). 

However, as I have made the case earlier, “no knowledge is neutral.  It is concerned and 

represented by the constructor or knower in a manner which works to protect and further his or 
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her interests, whether the interests are altruistic or malevolent.  Such construction, however, 

may not always be explicit or apparent” (32).  In this context, and discussed at length later, there 

is growing research that places values, “at the heart of all pedagogical and curricular ventures 

and that any educational regime that sets out to exclude a value dimension in learning will be 

weakening its potential effects on all learning and student wellbeing, including academic 

learning” (pg. 13).   

Nevertheless, in his article It’s not too Late to Teach College Students About Values, 

Arthur Schwartz (2000) offers three often cited criticism held against values education in the 

post-secondary context.  First, he notes that there is a false belief that a person’s values are 

often formed (and most difficult to change) by the time he or she gets to college or university.  In 

response, I have argued in this chapter and Heuser (2007) citing Pascarella and Terenzini affirms, 

“There is abundant and consistent evidence that changes toward greater altruism, 

humanitarianism, and send of civic responsibility and social conscience occur among students 

during the college years” (pg. 300).  Second, Shwartz writes that some critics believe that 

colleges or universities, and especially faculty members, are not in the business of fostering 

values.  However, as I have argued in this chapter and in chapter 2, whether colleges, universities 

or faculty decide to call it values education, transformative learning or learning that lasts, the 

ability to explicitly reflect upon values plays a critical if not the most important dimension of the 

learning and teaching process (Lovat, 2019b; Tagg, 2004; Palmer & Zajonc, 2010). Moreover, 

Kinzie (2010) drawing upon the National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE)114, makes the 

                                                
114 According to Kinzie, NSSE (see www.nsse.iub.edu) is a widely used student survey both in the US and in Canada.  The NSSE survey is “designed 
to help institutions focus on engagement in effective educational practices by assessing students’ participation in activities associated with 
desired learning outcomes, persistence, and satisfaction. NSSE annually obtains information from scores of baccalaureate colleges and 
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case that post-secondary institutions and faculty, whether they intend or not, play a 

monumental role in the development and formation of student norms, values and attitudes 

regarding learning but also how they view their lives upon graduation. Finally, Schwartz (2000) 

writes that critics identify the term values or “character” education as code for religious or 

conservative ideology.  Schwartz responds to this politicized challenge by writing:  

Character development is about encouraging and inspiring students to develop the 
virtues and traits that will enable them to be responsible and mature adults. How 
can anyone argue that the virtues of honesty, respect, and caring for those less 
fortunate are inherently liberal or conservative?...Although religious faith can 
inform behavior, one clearly does not have to be religious to believe in and act on 
a set of moral ideals and commitments. Sources of conviction come in many shapes 
and sizes (p. 1). 

 
In fact, this line of thinking is affirmed by Lovat (2013b) who drawing upon the scholarly work of 

both major ancient religious traditions/mystics and current human social sciences research 

makes a case that moral motivation/values or ‘the act to do good’ is impelled by self-knowing 

that is “a human artefact with enduring power beyond religious belief” (p. 262).  In other words, 

there seems to evidence and agreement both in the scholarly work of religion and science that 

human beings encompass a moral self and that through the act of ‘knowing thy self’, moral 

virtues can be summoned toward superlative moral action.  

through the process of in which the process of knowing of this self potentially inspire.   

However, despite a growing body of evidence from contemporary social science research, 

especially in the field of education, in which moral and performance values are understood as 

part and parcel of the knowing, learning and teaching process, the language and practice of 

                                                
universities about student participation in programs and activities that institutions provide for their learning and personal development” (p. 
141).  
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values (especially moral values) are simply absent from higher education curriculum process.  As 

I have argued in chapter 2, and Deakin Crick (2010) confirms, during “the industrial era of the 

20th century, in western schooling systems, values were understood as separate entities from 

rational justified forms of knowledge (Hirst, 1974) which formed the bedrock and focus of the 

curriculum” (p. 883).  Thus, she argues: 

In this context, values education – that is learning and teaching that attends to the 
spiritual, moral, social and cultural development of students and the formation of 
virtue and character – was understood, practiced and resourced separately form 
the core business of schooling which was about the acquisition of knowledge in the 
form of testable outcomes. The popular idea of the ‘values neutral’ school and 
curriculum was upheld as an ideal way to deal with the increasingly complex multi-
cultural, multi-ethnic and multi-faith society. At best values were an add on to the 
central task of schooling – relevant to people’s private lives, traditions and 
communities but of little significance in the public world of the curriculum, and 
beyond in the world of work (p. 883).  

 
However, as I have argued in chapter 2, and Palmer affirms, a post-secondary education that 

places economic utility as its principal aim and traditional/instrumental (or ‘values neutral’) 

pedagogical practices, such as objectivism (an epistemology rooted in a false conception of 

science that insists on a wall of separation between the knower and known) as its model of 

pedagogy, not only stifles the very nature of deep and meaningful learning proposed in this 

chapter, but also “creates an ethical gap between the educated person and a world that is 

inevitably impacted by his or her actions, a failure to embrace the fact that one is a moral actor 

with communal responsibilities” (Palmer foreword in Barbezat & Bush, 2014, p. viii).  Thus, the 

movement toward market and instrumental vision and practice of education (that pretends to 

be ‘values neutral’ or knowledge that absent of values) distorts the priorities of students and 

their value for learning.  In this context, Palmer bemoans:   
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Of course, many college graduates go on to do socially constructive, occasionally 
noble, and sometimes heroic things with their lives.  But when I look at the 
malfeasance of well-educated leaders in business and finance, in health care and 
education, in politics and religion, I see too many people whose expert knowledge 
– and the power that comes with it – has not joined to a professional ethic, a sense 
of communal responsibility, or even simple compassion (Palmer Foreword in 
Barbezat & Bush, 2014, p. vii). 

 
As Palmer points out, our current reductive and market driven purpose and practice of 

education (that pretends to be ‘values neutral’) distorts not only the priorities of students and 

their value for personal and professional learning but has created ominous consequences to our 

public common good.  Our inability to develop such personal compassion, professional ethic and 

public responsibility is further corroborated by Heuser (2007) in which he argues our post-

secondary institutions will certainly have varying differences in terms of purpose but nonetheless 

have a responsibility to develop social cohesion and instill “values, attitudes and ethics into the 

accomplishment of their objectives of knowledge and skill development” (pg. 294).  He makes 

the case that the global proliferation of fraud and corruption inside and outside of higher 

education could be generally attributed to the poor job that colleges and universities are doing 

in “adopting and exercising moral imaginations” (Heuser, 2007, pg. 300).  This notion is affirmed 

by Hursh (2005, pg. 5) who argues that colleges and universities are viewed as “less concerned 

with developing the well-rounded liberally educated person and more concerned with 

developing the skills required for a person to become an economically productive member of 

society”.  Thus, Heuser (2007, pg. 294) argues that “Social, economic and ethical properties 

under-girding societal progress is the core and seemingly intangible benefits created by 

universities”.  Moreover, he believes the model of Academic Social Cohesion (the triangulation of 

human capital, social capital and social virtue/common good) make up the critical elements 
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necessary to meet the desired outcomes of most college and university mission statements: 

teaching, research and service.  He places the highest priority on developing moral imagination 

and enhancing personal, institutional and societal values.  He argues that despite the varying 

differences placed on the direct development of personal character and social morals by each 

post-secondary institution, “when moral and ethical considerations are built (and acted upon) 

into every aspect of the primary activities of higher education – research, teaching and public 

service – the ability of colleges and universities to create academic social cohesion is greatly 

amplified, as is their propensity to generate social cohesion in society” (pg. 299).  As I intend to 

show later, we have arrived at a point in which a values pedagogy containing both a moral and 

performance dimensions have potential to play a critical role in the successful delivery of a 

personally, professionally and publicly transformative education.   

Whose Universal Values Promoted & Espoused? Values Identified Locally & Practiced via Casuistry  
 

According to Deakin Crick (2010), a second major problem often associated with values 

education “has been the question of ‘whose [core or universal] values should be promoted and 

espoused in any learning community” (p. 888).  As a response, I have argued in this chapter and 

also in chapter 2, that such a question might be best resolved through Taylor’s thesis on post-

secularism as synthesized by Spohn (2015).  According to Spohn, in Taylor’s post-secular thesis, 

“The hierarchical distinction between secular and religious moral reasoning is dropped 

altogether because it is viewed as being based on unwarranted beliefs about the neutrality and 

independence of secular reasons” (p. 129).  As such, “in Taylor’s model of post-secularism, 

religious and secular views are both conceived as emanating from comprehensive moral 

outlooks that compete, on an equal footing, for interpretive power regarding the shared values 
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of the overlapping consensus (p. 129). Thus, Spohn tells us, “Taylor’s model of post-secularism 

can be understood in terms of reiterative universalism. It appeals to a set of shared values on a 

very general level and at the same time leaves a lot of space for both secular and religious 

iterations of these values in the course of deliberation processes in concrete societal contexts” 

(p. 132).  Here, Spohn suggests this reiterative universalism allows us to escape two reductive 

and harmful forms of Eurocentrism that he describes as acultural rationalism and culturalistic 

triumphalism.  Here defines acultural rationalism as a philosophical assumption that: 

generalizes the secular and individual-oriented political ethic of Western societies 
as “reasonable” and universally valid without leaving much space for cultural 
variation. This is what liberal theories of public reason tend to do, although to 
varying degrees50. In this case, excluding or dis-advantaging citizens who bring 
different moral landscapes and perspectives to Western societies is not intended 
but results from the acultural (mis-) interpretation of Western understandings of 
democratic values as universal, independent and neutral (p. 130).   

 
According to Spohn, by contrast culutralistic triumphalism: 
 

deliberately aims at “colonizing” values like freedom and equality by claiming them 
as genuinely and exclusively Western. This is what Samuel Huntington’s “clash of 
civilizations” thesis might amount to at the end of the day51. Moreover, right-wing 
populists campaigning against Islam and Muslim immigration in Europe avail 
themselves of this perspective. Right-wing political movements in Europe have 
changed course in that they have largely turned away from a defense of “tradition” 
and conservative values. Today they try to occupy the discourses of civil rights and 
liberation movements in order to advance their anti-Islamic agenda. The awkward 
effect of this is that we increasingly face situations where we find defenders of 
liberal values and leftist emancipatory ideals arguing side-by-side with right-wing 
nationalists against multiculturalism and Islam52. An example of this is the debate 
on Muslim veiling in France where right-wing populism and republican currents of 
feminism have merged into an unholy alliance that tends to threaten basic human 
rights of Muslim women, like religious freedom, freedom of movement and 
freedom of work.53 These new “progressive” right-wing political ventures in fact 
oscillate between the two forms of Eurocentrism in that they tend to present the 
idea of equal freedom as both universal and genuinely Western (p. 130). 
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Subsequently, Spohn argues, to escape both of these two kinds of reductive and divisive form of 

Eurocentrism and also to avoid falling into the trap of moral relativism, he proposes Taylor’s 

(2007) post-secular thesis about ‘universal values’ opens an alternative possibility that Michael 

Walzer calls reiterative universalism.  According to Spohn:  

 
This type of universalism presupposes that people from very different cultural 
contexts can come to agree on a couple of basic norms on the basis of shared 
experiences of suffering, such as those having to do “with lordship and bondage, 
that is, with oppression, vulnerability, and fear, and, pervasively, the exercise of 
power.”56

 
People tend to react to such experiences by appealing to moral concepts 

which Western political philosophy captures in terms such as autonomy, 
emancipation or equal respect, while in other cultural contexts, people may find 
different terms more appropriate to designate the same moral aspiration or 
intuition. 

What is important from the viewpoint of reiterative universalism is to 
recognize that experiences of suffering as well as the formulation of moral 
reactions to these always take place in specific historical contexts. This means 
acknowledging that, for instance, the universal evil of oppression can take very 
different forms in concrete contexts. This is why, for example, generalizing 
analogies between veiled women in, say, Paris, and veiled women in Afghanistan, 
so often evoked in European debates about Muslim veiling are very misleading. We 
have to distinguish between universal human values as such (the freedom of 
expression underlying the choice to dress in a certain way) from concrete 
actualizations of these values in response to the conditions of specific historical 
situations (the freedom to wear a veil in public spaces in France today and the 
freedom to wear no veil in public spaces in Afghanistan today). Failure to make this 
distinction between universal values and their concrete historical actualizations in 
specific circumstances prevents one from recognizing different and apparently 
contradictory reactions as expressions of a shared moral intuition. The main point 
here is that we will never be able to specify the “core meaning” of any given set of 
universal values in the abstract because values are always realized anew, that is, 
reiterated in particular historical situations. This implies that the concrete meaning 
of universal values can vary across time and cultural contexts and is constantly 
undergoing change: “Every iteration transforms meaning, adds to it, enriches it in 
ever-so-subtle ways. In fact, there really is no ‘originary’ source of meaning, or an 
‘original’ to which all sub- sequent forms must conform.”57 This is what is meant by 
reiterative universalism’s “particularist focus and pluralizing tendency.”58…I take 
this to be the most promising trajectory to meet the challenge of growing religious 
and cultural diversity, more promising at least than both acultural rationalism and 
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culturalist triumphalism. Thus I believe that Taylor is basically on the right track with 
his model of post-secularism (p. 131). 

 
Thus, in the context of education, Deakin Crick (2010) provides a pragmatic approach to values 

education that fits with ‘reiterative universalism’s particularist focus and pluralizing tendency’.  

According to Deakin Crick, while the identification of shared set of universal values might be an 

important topic for further research, it is not necessary that such a question needs to be 

resolved at a governmental level and then passed on to education systems to be integrated into 

the curriculum.  In other words, rather than coming from high above (e.g. governments), the 

selection and language creation of such personal or ‘universal core’ values should “be locally 

negotiated in order that it can connect with ‘lived experiences’ of learners in a rich, 

archaeological approach to learning” (p. 894). Thus, she argues, in the context of the learning 

community, it is the particular set of shared locally identified values which become a starting 

point for the assessment and development of values education.  Hence, she writes: 

When it comes to pedagogy for values education within a particular learning 
community, it is the underlying shared ‘myths’ or belief systems which inform both 
the language and the identification of behaviours which manifest these values, that 
is, they form a crucial element of the pedagogical task. The term ‘justice’ may mean 
nothing to a 7- year-old – however, most 7- year-olds are keenly attuned to the 
expectation of ‘fairness’. Making the connections between the lived values of the 
particular community and a set of ‘universal values’ that can inform pedagogy is a 
discursive task of educators which can only be undertaken by careful dialogue and 
mutual purpose. Where unfairness, or lack of dignity for example, has been 
structured into particular communities and societies – such as the colonization of 
indigenous communities, or the structural discrimination against particular groups, 
the process of engaging with the ‘lived experiences’ and stories of individual 
learners and their communities becomes a pedagogical imperative of values 
education, and an important aspect of assessment. The ‘lived experiences’ of the 
learner, their affective, cognitive and conative resources and stock of memories 
and experiences is an under developed, but crucial aspect of Vygotsky’s 
(1934/1962, 1978) legacy 
which he described using the term ‘perezhivanie’ (Mahn & John-Steiner, 2002) (p. 
889).   
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Subsequently, in the spirit of ‘reiterative universalism’s particularist focus and pluralizing 

tendency’, Deakin Crick proposes:  

When particular communities are genuinely engaged in the task of identifying 
‘what really is of worth to us here, in our learning community, in this particular 
place, in the light of our particular story/s’ there is a much richer, more authentic 
context for the assessment of values education. In the light of what Bauman (2001) 
describes as the disembeddedness of post-modernity (p. 144), this pedagogical 
task takes on more significance. Each community will have gone through a different 
discursive process to arrive at shared values. Those values are likely to change over 
time, and the language and their re-presentation will be unique to each 
community, even though there may be evidence to suggest that the same 
‘universal values’ will reappear across communities and cultures, albeit ‘dressed’ 
differently (p. 889). 

 
Here, I submit that once the local community has collectively identified their core values, these 

values could be promoted through the reasoning/reflective process of casuistry.  According to 

Arras (1991), citing Jonsen, “casuistry is the art or skill of apply abstract or general principles 

[values] to particular cases (1986b)” (p. 30).  Moreover, Arras writes, “in stark contrast to ethics 

theories that begin from ‘on high’ with the working out of a moral theory and culminate in the 

deductive application of norms to particular factual situations…casuistry works from the ‘bottom 

up’, emphasizing practical problem solving by means of nuanced interpretations of individual 

cases” (p. 30)115.  Thus, drawing upon the work of Jonsen and Toulmin (1988), Arras writes, 

“Instead of focusing on the need to fit principles [values] to cases [specific experiences or 

                                                
115 According to Freeman and Francis (2006) “Jonsen and Toulmin (1988) have presented casuistry as an alternative pedagogical system for 
making ethical decisions. In this case-based approach, principles are neither discarded nor ignored; they serve as general statements describing 
human behavior. Casuistry, although not specifying exactly how one is to act in a particular situation, is a process that helps to define how 
principles relate to real-life practice. The casuist’s approach uses the outcome of previous experience, carrying over procedures and solutions 
from previous problems and applying them to novel problem situations. According to this approach, ethical reasoning begins by focusing on a 
group of cases around a paradigm of a principle or rule. Similar problematic cases are then compared with the paradigm cases, and decisions 
regarding the appropriateness of a given action are made by exploring similarities and differences. Methodologically, casuistry is described as the 
examination of a series of cases from the simplest to the most complex, which undertakes to resolve the doubt inherent in ethical dilemmas; 
reasonable expectations discovered in subsequent cases drive the search until resolution is reached. This approach sets out to join unique 
individual cases with general principles without discounting the validity of either, all the while determining what actions are ethical in a particular 
situation” (p. 147). 
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conflicts], this interpretation stresses the particular nature, derivation, and function of the 

principles manipulated by the new casuists. Through this alternative theory of principles, we 

begin to discern a morality that develops, not from the top down as in most interpretations of 

Roman law, but rather from case to case (or from the bottom up) as in the common law” (p. 31).  

Hence, he argues, “What differentiates the new casuistry from applied ethics, then, is not the 

mere recognition that principles must eventually be applied, but rather a particular account of 

the logic and derivation of the principles that we deploy in moral discourse” (p. 31).  More 

specifically, as it relates to the role of principles (or values), Freeman and Francis (2006) write:  

Casuistry keeps ethical reflection and analysis close to actual situations or cases, 
but it should not be viewed as a relative of situationism or contextualism. Neither 
does the casuistic process reject principles or rules. Strong (1988) argued that the 
revival of casuistry resulted from the failure of theoretical (principle) ethics to 
provide plausible remedies for particular ethical quandaries rather than from a 
theoretical rejection of moral philosophy. Arras (1991) spoke of casuistry as a 
search engine of thought that derives its direction from values, concepts, and 
theories outside itself. The individual cases surrounding the paradigm determine 
which values are present, what principles apply and in what order, and how they 
are affected by other considerations defining the particular set of circumstances. 
Relevant rules and principles and their application to the case emerge through the 
narrative and are understood in context. Stories or narratives are not a substitute 
for rules and principles. The two are in dialogue, with the goal being practical 
wisdom, forged experientially and honed by circumstance (p. 150).   

 
Here, if we reflect back on Haidt’s (2012) model of habitualized decision making, he pointed out 

that our intuition (or subconscious values system) not reason is the main source and trigger of 

our day to day judgements.  In other words, in most cases, we intuitively and automatically act 

on our subconscious selves (e.g. that may not be using our core values in a contextualized, 

prudent and independent fashion to respond or better yet drive the decision/judgment making 

process), and then use reason to justify our decisions.  In this context, I submit that values 

education (via a casuistical reasoning process) could allow an individual to develop “a search 
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engine of thought that derives its direction from values, concepts, and theories outside itself”.  

Here, rather than simply download an intuitive subconscious and socialized value system upon a 

judgement or choice, an individual trained in drawing upon a casuistical reasoning process would 

consider an alternative approach. Thus, in this casuistic reasoning process (or re-structured 

reflective, reasoning or meaning making processes), rather than downloading one’s own default 

value system in making meaning and judgement, this model of reflection or reasoning process 

encourages us (in a desired or undesired experience) to approach a problem or opportunity on 

its own individual merits. In other words, in phase one of this reflective or meaning making 

process, we would start with the specifics of a desired or undesired experience/context (bottom 

up) and then move to the second phase of critical intrapersonal, interpersonal and transpersonal 

reflection.  This second phase allows us to a gain a more general awareness and understanding 

of what we and others achieved in a desired/idealized experience or did not achieve in 

unwanted or undesired situation. This phase of the reasoning process would also reveal the 

applied or unapplied idealized values, feelings, identity, beliefs, competencies, behaviours 

and/or environments that allow or obstruct us and/or others from achieving such as an idealized 

outcome.  An individual example illustrating a restraining feeling and belief might sound like this: 

‘I hate (self-constrained feeling) working in teams (self-constrained value) because all people are 

selfish (self-constrained belief).  Alternatively, an environmental self-constrained experience 

might involve a teacher who is expecting the core values of teamwork and collaboration from his 

or her students but has unknowingly created a context that incentivizes through his or her 

instrumental assessment model the values of independence, competition or zero-sum game 

behavior/working environment.    
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This second phase of the reasoning process is then followed by developing a critical 

awareness and reflection in which we contrast and compare the moral or performance values 

(or concepts/theories) that are need (in action) or were needed (on action) to realize the ideal 

situation and to overcome the self-fulfilling constraints. Here, to elaborate on the examples 

above, a teacher who uses a casuistic reflection process may realize that his or her past negative 

experiences about teamwork has in fact manifested into a self-constrained set of habitualized 

values, feelings and beliefs that are now serving as self-fulfilling prophecies.  And, the teacher 

who desires to teach teamwork and collaboration also recognizes through a casuistic reflection 

(in action or on action) process that they are in fact creating a constrained or misaligned 

assessment environment that in fact contradicts their intended aspirations.  Thus, in both cases, 

there is critical awareness and shift in meaning making (step 3 awareness of core moral or 

performance values), in which the appropriate values are mobilized and actualized so to imagine 

an alternative judgment and decision in the moment or for the future (step 4) and ultimately to 

test this desired action (step 5).  

Thus, while a caustic reasoning process represents a method of application based on 

principles and established conclusion of values, concepts or theories, “It does not define 

objective morality nor the circumstances that modify morality [or values, concepts or theories]. 

Rather, its inquiry considers the extent of the presence or absence of objective morality [or 

values, concepts or theories] or circumstances that modify morality in a given case. Casuistry 

mediates conversation between principles and concrete situations” (Freeman & Francis, 2006, p. 

151).  In other words, rather than automatically downloading your own intuitive subconscious 

and habitualized value system on an experience or case (desirable or undesirable) that you are 
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or have confronted, you consciously start with the case in front of you, and then proceed to your 

moral and performance values (or concepts and theories).  

Here, the following two scenarios illustrate another useful example to make highlight the 

difference between a teacher who downloads their sub-conscious value system and a teacher 

who applies a casuistic approach to values reflection.  In the first example, a teacher who 

expects and starts with the core values of respect, active listening and work ethic in his 

classroom, becomes increasingly upset with a student who generally performs well on 

assignments and tests, but who is regularly absent from his classes, sits at the very back of the 

class and tends to fall asleep during his lectures.  Here, this teacher over the course of the 

semester becomes upset and agitated with the student’s poor behaviour and begins to respond 

to the student in abrupt and sarcastic ways because he feels/believes that the student is not 

respecting nor taking his class seriously. However, a critically self-reflective teacher in the same 

context and using the casuistic reasoning process, might approach the student afterwards to 

speak to the student about the issue to realize that the values of respect, active listening and 

work-ethic do not necessarily apply in this experience/case (or perceived problem).  During their 

conversation, the teacher finds out that the student is a young single father (with two children 

both under the age of five) who is seeking to upgrade his career because his current full-time job 

(that requires night shift every other week) does not allow him to adequately care for his 

children, especially since one them is diagnosed with low functional autism.  The student 

apologizes for his lack of engagement in the class and the teacher tells the student that he 

understands and appreciates the student’s circumstance and is looking forward to supporting 

the student in the best way possible.  Subsequently, as pointed out above, this reflective 
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judgement process involves a deeply moral stance by the teacher who is able to set aside their 

general and subconsciously saturated values/principles and proceed with a case by case basis.  

Here, as noted above, the teacher or individual practicing such a moral reasoning process may 

learn and realize that their predisposed values or general considerations are simply not relevant 

in this particular instance.  Here, this moral responsibility of a teacher is extensively and aptly 

captured in the work of Campbell (2008) and affirmed by others (Al-Ghazali, 1951; Alavi, 2007; 

Lovat, 1998; Palmer, 2007):  

the process of teaching as an interpersonal journey are far more nuanced and 
layered than what the teacher’s mastery of curricula and pedagogical techniques 
can fully enable.  The intangibles are morally and ethically infused; they may be 
perceived in the tone of voice a teacher uses to speak to a child, in the way a 
teacher justly adjudicates among competing needs and interests in the classroom, 
in the way a teacher selects resources with care, evaluates student work with 
honesty and respect, and conducts his or her daily practice with honour, diligence, 
fairness, and compassion.  Taken together, then, ethics and teaching seem 
inherently compatible and unavoidably intertwined (Campbell, 2008, pp. 357-358).  

 
A Moral & Performance Values Based Approach to PSE Pedagogy 
 
 As Lovat, Toomey and Clement (2010) have pointed out, since the 1990s, values 

education has enjoyed a renaissance and lives under various names around the world.  These 

various names may include for example but not limited to: service learning, moral education, 

character education, ethics education, civic education and positive youth development116.  

According to Lovat and Toomey (2009) each of these varying terms hold slightly different 

meanings, with sometimes one or more distinctive features.  Nevertheless, despite these 

differences there “is a common theme born of a growing belief that entering into the world of 

                                                
116 In the context of higher education, these may include for example: integrative education, social-emotional learning, spiritual or contemplative 
education and transformative learning.   
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personal and societal values is a legitimate and increasingly important role for teachers and 

schools to play” (xi).  In fact, it can be argued that in the modern era of education, philosopher 

John Dewey was one of the early pioneers in shifting the discussion of character development in 

education as not just a moral imperative but one that also improved student learning and 

performance.  Today, this moral and performance argument is captured by the research of 

Davidson, Khmelkov and Lickona (2010) who write: 

All schools face challenges in two critical areas: academic 
performance and ethical behavior. Performance challenges include 
helping students learn; improving students’ performance on 
standardized tests; motivating them to care about the quality of 
their work and work to potential, not just attain better grades or 
higher test scores; reducing dropouts; and preparing students for 
college and/or the workplace.  Ethical challenges include teaching 
students to respect legitimate authority, rules, law, and the rights of 
others; preventing peer cruelty and promoting kindness; fostering 
honesty, including academic integrity; reducing risky behaviors; and 
helping students become responsible citizens.  These moral and 
performance challenges can be reduced to two: How can we get 
students to do their best work?  How can we teach them to respect 
and care about themselves and others? (p. 427). 

 
Moreover, they assert:   
 

Throughout history and in cultures around the world, education 
rightly conceived has had two great goals: to help students become 
smart and to help them become good.  They need character for both.  
They need “performance character” [Deakin Crick would call 
performance virtues] – qualities such as self-discipline, confidence, 
diligence and determination – in order to develop their talents, strive 
for excellence, and succeed in school and beyond.  They need “moral 
character” [Deakin Crick would call moral virtues]  – qualities such as 
integrity, respect, justice, and compassion – in order to behave 
ethically, live, and work in community, and assume the 
responsibilities of active citizenship (pg. 427-428) 

 
Subsequently, Davidson et al., argue that character (or what Deakin Crick calls virtues and what I 

have called ways of being/consciousness/values) can be divided into two interdependent 
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constructs which they call moral character (and what I adapted and suggest require moral 

values) and performance character (or what I have adapted and suggest require performance 

values).  In their research, they show that both kinds of character are necessary for a human 

development and achievement, since “without moral character, we can easily fall into using 

unethical means to achieving our performance goals.  With performance character, we will have 

difficulty developing our human potential and enacting our moral values effectively” (p. 431). 

Thus, they contend:  

Various studies show the contributions of performance character and moral 
character to human development and achievement. In their handbook Character 
Strengths and Virtues, Peterson and Seligman (2004) identify the cross-cultural 
importance of performance character attributes such as creativity, curiosity, love 
of learning, and persistence. Longitudinal studies such as Talented Teenagers 
(Csikszentmihalyi, Ratunde & Whalen, 1993) find that gifted adolescents who 
develop their talent to high levels, compared to those who do not, tend to show 
high levels of performance character qualities such as goal-setting and wise time 
management. Colby’s and Damon’s study, Some Do Care: Contemporary Lives of 
Moral Commitment (1998), reveals how strong performance character and strong 
moral character work synergistically to account for exemplars’ achievements in 
fields as varied as civil rights, education, business, philanthropy, the environment, 
and religion. Such exemplars do good, and do good well. In a flourishing life, ethics 
and excellence go hand in hand (p. 432).  

 
In light of Davidson et al.’s analysis above, it could be said that a lived performance value may 

often manifest as virtues or behavior in our individual and task related affairs; while a lived moral 

value may often manifest as behavior in our interpersonal or social matters. Yet, as pointed out 

above and argued at length in chapter 2, this does not mean these two constructs are truly 

separate in nature, but rather operate in an entangled and even entailed paradoxical 

phenomena.  For example, it could be said that the performance value of ‘focus’ has a mutually 

entangled relationship with the moral value of respect.  This is captured in the following 

example: a strong math student will likely demonstrate the virtue of focus (performance value) 
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on a math problem because they have developed a strong virtue of respect (moral value) for the 

subject of math.  Alternatively, an individual who demonstrates high esteem or respect (moral 

value) to a friend, will often demonstrate great focus as they listen to that friend during a 

conversation.  Moreover, as noted above, these values and virtues could be said to hold a 

paradoxical relationship as captured aptly by Schwartz, Gomes and McCarthy (2016):  

It’s also true that we’re likely to be most effective doing whatever it is we already 
enjoy most and do best. On the other hand, a sole focus on strengths creates its 
own problems. “There is always an optimal value,” explained the philosopher 
Gregory Bateson, “beyond which anything is toxic, no matter what: oxygen, sleep, 
psychotherapy, philosophy.” The stoic philosophers referred to this paradox as 
anacoluthia, the mutual entailment of the virtues. No virtue, they argued, is a virtue 
by itself. Even the noblest virtues have their limits.  
 Honesty in the absence of compassion becomes cruelty. Tenacity 
unmediated by flexibility congeals into rigidity. Confidence untampered by humility 
is arrogance. Courage without prudence is recklessness.  Because all virtues are 
connected to others, any strength overused ultimately becomes a liability. Inhaling 
deeply is useful, but only if we’re equally capable of exhaling just as deeply. Even 
pleasure and pain are connected. Pushing beyond our comfort zone is 
uncomfortable, but it’s the only means by which we can learn and grow, and 
ultimately perform better and experience deeper satisfaction (pp. 30-31).  

 
Consequently, I make the case below that given the significant role of our “state of 

being” (or role of subconscious constellation of values or philosophical assumptions about 

reality, knowledge and truth) in the knowing process, the localized development of moral and 

performance values become a non-negotiable dimension in the learning and teaching of post-

secondary education context.  In the context of PSE education, I have argued in this chapter and 

in chapter 2, a growing body of research on knowledge, learning and teaching accompanied by 

the challenges and possibilities of the 21st century have profoundly challenged the technical-

rational approach to pedagogy. As I have pointed out, and Deakin Crick (2010) affirms, the 

combined needs and technological advancement of this new century along with growing body of 
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research over the last several decades necessitate that “values, attitudes, dispositions and 

identity are integral” if not undeniable “components of learning, teaching and curriculum which 

require professional attention, planning, resourcing and assessment” (pg. 884).  Here, the 3P 

aims (personal, professional and public transformation) accompanied by the five pillars of 

learning (learning to know, do, be, work and live with others and impact society and 

environment) should become essential if not standard qualities of a 21st century PSE graduate.   

In this context, I have made the case that most students entering PSE could be described 

(using Kegan’s research and vernacular), as ‘socialized minds’ in which there is little awareness, 

intentional learning and self-knowledge regarding their underlying philosophical and values 

assumptions about the world or learning.  Here, if use a butterfly metaphor (see Figure 21), we 

can say a student in a ‘socialized state of being’ is like a caterpillar who has yet metamorphosed 

(or realized, understood nor mastered) the capacity in which to use, align and mobilize as 

needed their moral and performance value wings in personally, professionally and publicly 

transformative ways.  Therefore, acquiring this awareness via intentional learning and self-

knowledge of values and virtues in more aligned/forming rather than misaligned/deforming ways 

can help students experience the metamorphosis in which they are able to flourish into unique 

‘self-authorizing’ and ultimately ‘self-transforming’ butterflies with two purposeful and freeing 

wings.  Here, the one side of the butterfly wing may be represented by the locally identified 

‘universal moral values’ that allow students to nurture their ethical, inclusive and positively 

interdependent relationships (for example, learning to be, learning live and work with others, 

and learning to impact society and environment).  These locally identified and negotiated ‘moral 

virtues or character’ may include qualities such as honesty, respect, empathy, humility, justice, 
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and compassion.  As such, the other side of the butterfly wing may be represented by the 

‘universal performance values’ that may allow students to complete academic or personal tasks 

with effectiveness and success (e.g. learning to know and do).  These locally identified and 

negotiated ‘performance virtues’ may include qualities such as focus, agency, resilience, 

persistence, imagination, self-discipline, work-ethic, creativity, diligence and determination.  

I make the case below, that when a learner is able to recognize, develop and consciously 

mobilize these entangled but also distinctively unique wings, they are able (using Kegan’s 

vernacular) to soar from a socialized or scripted ‘state of knowing/being’ into a self-authorizing 

and if possible self-transforming state of consciousness.  This transcendental flight from 

unconscious or socialized caterpillar to awakened and conscious self-authorizing butterfly may 

allow the learner to flourish personally, professionally and publicly.  However, if a learner’s 

formal, informal and non-formal education is unable to awaken and draw out such emancipating 

wings, then the learner and by extension society is like a community of caterpillars who remain 

grounded, vulnerable and unable to grow into a world of possibilities.  Thus, in this grounded 

socialized state of knowing and being, neither the leaner nor society is capable of flight 

personally, professionally and publicly.  
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Figure 21: Moral & Performance Values 

 
Here, if we accept the premise positioned in this chapter, that knowing and being are an 

inseparable process, in which who we are (guided by our subconscious values) determines or 

filters how we know, then to use and modify Kegan’s parlance, I argue that: our ability to move 

from a ‘socialized state of knowing and being’ into a ‘self-authorizing state of knowing and being’ 

(and ideally, into a ‘self-transforming state of knowing and being’), is best realized through 

pedagogical practice such as values pedagogy (e.g. intentional learning) and transformative 

learning (e.g. critical self-reflection and dialogue).  Here, values pedagogy or transformative 

learning create or foster developmental (or knowing and being) bridges in which the learner with 

the support of the teacher, peers and her community can experience a transformative learning 

opportunity.  In other words, these pedagogical practices nurture intentional learning and 

casuistic reasoning processes that allow the learner to critically self-reflect (in or on action) so to 

step outside of themselves and determine if or how they are using (congruent and forming) or 
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misusing (incongruent and deforming) their moral and performance values in a particular 

experience or context.   

Thus, in drawing upon Illeris’s (2014a) vernacular and notion of identity, we can ask for 

example, the question: are our personal and communal moral and performance values really 

understood and residing in our core identity (or state of consciousness); and are these virtues 

mobilized and actualized bottom up so to inform our numerous part identities (e.g. family 

member, student, friend, worker and citizen) and by extension actualized in our emotions, 

beliefs, competencies, habits and interaction with the world?  Thus, I have drawn upon the 

general argument in chapter 2 (about the integrative link between our knowing and our values, 

our identities, our feelings, our beliefs, and our competencies and our interaction with the 

environment) to provide an oversimplified illustration and accompanying set questions for each 

holarchical layer of the self/being in relation to his or her environment.  Here, depending on the 

moment and context, and using a casuistic critical self-reflective process, we can identify the 

congruence or incongruence between our sub-conscious core moral and performance 

values/knowig/being and the rest of the self (e.g. emotions, identity, conscious beliefs, 

competencies and behaviours) in relation to the environment. 
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Figure 22: Holarchy of our Values, Being, Knowing, Doing & Interaction with the Environment 

 
 

As such, it could be said that a person who resides in a ‘socialized state of being’ is 

unconsciously reliant or dependent (whether congruent and forming or incongruent and 

deforming) on a set of values and subsequent ways of knowing that have been enculturated and 

habitualized by his or her choices and environment over a lifetime.  In other words, they simply 

download their values top down and then use reason to justify them.  Here, in Habermasian 

vernacular we could say they are controlled by their technical or socialized ways of knowing and 

unaware of the power of values in their decision and meaning making process.  Thus, a person 

residing in a socialized state of being may be characterized as a learner who is guided by their 

unconscious or unreflective self. As such, these learners are simply unaware that their socialized 

values accompanied by their ways of knowing and being filter (whether in forming or deforming 

ways) not only how they perceive the world but how these values guide or misguide their 
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emotions, core/part identities, dominant beliefs, competencies and behaviours with their 

corresponding world.   

A learner who moves into a ‘self-authorizing state of being’ is driven by an internal 

authority that becomes critically aware of their independent ways of knowing. Here, they are 

able to recognize that their moral and performance values can play a critical role in their 

intrapersonal and interpersonal growth.  Hence, they are able to critically self reflect (in or on 

action) to gain access of their subconscious selves.  Here, they are able to identify, mobilize and 

align their moral and performance values with bottom up rather than top down view of reality, 

knowledge and truth.  In other words, they are able to find congruence (in forming rather than 

deforming ways) between their moral and performance values and their various layers of the self 

(e.g. emotions, core/part identities, beliefs, competencies and behaviours) in correspondence 

with their environment.  Here, in the Habermasian framework of knowledge, we could say the 

person is starting to move beyond instrumental knowing and drawing upon their two other 

knowledge interests – communicative/practical and critical/imaginative. In a sense, they are able 

to periodically stand outside of themselves (in or on action) in order to make intentional and 

conscious choices that are guided by an independent way of knowing that aligned bottom up 

with their moral and performance values. In other words, what moral or performance value is 

needed in this circumstance, and will I mobilize and actualize this?  

Finally, a “self-transforming state being” could be described as person who is driven by 

both an internal and extra-personal authority.  They possess an interdependent recognition in 

their ways of knowing in which their moral and performance values are consistently aligned with 

the various layers of the self in correspondence with the world. Thus, while they are able to 
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regularly critically self-reflect (intrapersonally, interpersonally and extra-personally) in and on 

action in order to mobilize their moral and performance values bottom rather than top down, 

they are more likely to reflect in action or in experience, so to remain pro-active in the meaning 

and decision making process rather than reactive.  As such, a person in this advanced state of 

knowing and being is able to transcend the reductive/dogmatic/binary socialized mind and able 

to embrace an integrative, pluralistic and paradoxical view of knowledge, reality and truth.  

What is Values Education/Pedagogy?  
 

In responding to the question: what is values pedagogy? Deakin Crick responds by 

describing values education as a “complex, embedded pedagogy which critically holds a creative 

tension between personal, idiosyncratic, local and particular on the one hand and the public, 

consensual, universal and global on the other hand” (p. 890). Thus, she contends, the “learner is 

a person embedded in a socio-cultural, historical and ethical trajectory, with a capacity for 

agency, intention and capability in real life contexts of achievement, lifelong learning and 

citizenship” (p. 890). As such, she describes values education: 

as a complex process of sustainable human learning and change over time. The 
telos of the process is a person who is competent in a particular domain – for 
example, a competent mathematician, designer or carpenter – and able to 
negotiate and renegotiate their identity, values, attitudes and dispositions over 
time whilst engaging with the world as a competent lifelong learner and citizen. In 
other words, the overarching purpose is that of human fulfilment and wellbeing in 
society. The focus is on learning as a dynamic process in the following way: 
. . . intelligence/thinking/learning is a single, dynamic, multi-faceted, functional 
capacity that is inherent in human consciousness [which] may be expressed in a 
variety of modes. (Clark, 1997, p. 29) (p. 890).  

 
Learning as Informative (Skills) or Transformative (Values/Character/Virtues)? 
 

As I have argued in a previous work, both the learning research community and segments 
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of society in general are increasingly placing greater importance toward the deeper and 

integrative approaches to learning (such as expressed above).  However, as argued at length in 

this chapter and chapter 2, despite this demand for values pedagogy or transformative learning, 

there is profound paradoxical trend taking place within PSE education. On the one hand, there is 

a growing trend in the neoliberal era in which private business interests aggressively lobby and 

influence governments to create favourable polices such as paying lower taxes on their profits.  

Yet, these very same tax evasive policies supporting if not grossly enriching the corporations and 

very wealthy in society have created diminishing revenues for governments.  Hence, with 

dwindling revenue sources, governments enforce austerity measures in which the delivery of 

public funded services such as health care and education have been increasingly disseminated.  

In this context, PSE leaders are either unwilling or unable to hire adequate teachers nor prepare 

these teachers to deliver the kinds of learning proposed in this chapter.  Thus, in an ironic twist, 

the very same private business interests and corporations (who strive to compete in the global 

‘knowledge era’ markets), are demanding (beyond mere functional knowledge, credentials or 

grades or ‘learning to know and do’) from our PSE intuitions the very kinds of 

integrative/transformative learning (or ‘learning to be’, to live and work with others and to 

impact society and environment) that develop a student’s ‘character/virtues’, ‘soft-skills’ or 

‘identity nurturing’ attributes).  These soft-skills are often termed as teamwork, communication 

and critically/creative/ethical thinking.  However, as pointed out at length in this dissertation, 

these integrative and deeper kinds of learning involve ‘personal, social and moral development’ 

that our current instrumentally minded and ‘professionally’ focused system of education and 

instruction is simply un-incentivized, incapable and unequipped at providing.   
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Yet, as I have asserted earlier, the evidence is very clear: the 3P aims (personal, 

professional and public transformation) and five pillars of learning (learning to know, do, be, 

work and live with others and impact society/environment) in which we understand ourselves 

and have the ability to react to our fast-changing global conditions with an integral, intercultural 

and self-authorizing identity become essential if not non-negotiable qualities of the 21st century 

graduate.  In fact, as a growing body of industry surveys continually demand, soft-skills or virtues 

such as teamwork, communication, leadership, critical and ethical judgement (rather than the 

delivery of content or functional knowledge) are among the most desirable ‘skills or 

competencies’ sought out by prospective employers and industries (Hart Research Associates, 

2018; Borwein, 2014; Hewitt, 2016).   

As pointed out in chapter 2, increasingly, there is demand for soft rather than hard skills 

that employers are seeking from PSE graduates.  For example, a recent Royal Bank of Canada 

report (2018) projects that the top ten sought-out skills that will be in demand between 2018-

2021 for all occupations include: active listening, speaking, critical thinking, reading 

comprehension, monitoring (assessing performance of self), social perceptiveness, coordination 

(adjusting actions in relation to other’s actions), time management, judgment and decision-

making and active learning.  However, as pointed out in chapter 2, attributes such as active 

listening, critical thinking or social perceptiveness might not only be better described as 

cultivating “values, virtues, identity, character or world views” rather than “skills or 

competencies”, but this deeper kind of learning that a vast number of employers are insisting are 

generally unsupported and not even possible by our current conceptual, pedagogical, political 

and cultural paradigmatic views of higher learning (Lovat & Smith, 2003; Barr & Tagg, 1995; 
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Christensen Hughes & Mighty, 2010; Windschitl, 2002; Tagg, 2004; Palmer & Zajonc, 2010).  As 

argued earlier, our systems of education continue to view knowledge as the acquisition of 

“neutral” and “objective” cognitive and behavioural ability and to see this as distinct and 

separate from personal, social and philosophical/spiritual development.  Here, in the context of 

PSE, Westheimer (2018) adds, that our increasingly corporatized and instrumental notions of 

learning and teaching have reduced “education from its public purpose to goals of job training 

and individual gain, a focus on prescribed knowledge and skills crowds out traditional efforts at 

developing capacities for critical thought” (p. 224).  However, as argued through much of this 

dissertation, PSE institutional values resembling utilitarian business practice (wittingly or 

unwittingly) nurture teaching epistemologies and pedagogical practices that rely heavily only on 

‘informative’ or competency/objective based approaches to learning (a kind of learning by 

adding (Illeris, 2014a) reproducing (Marton & Booth, 2013), leading in, or filling of the form or 

epistemology (Kegan, 2009).  Rather attributes such as teamwork, critical thinking and active 

listening might not only be better described as cultivating our “sense of being, character or 

values” rather than “skills or competencies”, but they are better nurtured through 

“transformative” conceptions of learning (where the learning puts the frame of reference 

(Merizow, 2009); or values (Lovat, 2019a); or identity (Illeris, 2014a); or consciousness (Tisdell, 

2012); or epistemology at risk of change and not just change but increased capacity (Kegan, 

2009).  Simply defined, “transformational learning” shapes people, “they are different afterward, 

in ways both they and others can recognize” (Clark, 1993, p. 47).  In fact, the informative vs. 

transformative learning labels are among a host of other descriptors in the literature, including: 

“learning as addition” (starting a new mental scheme and adding new elements to existing 
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schemes) vs. “learning as change or reconstruction” (changing elements of schemes or changing 

elements of the identity” (Illeris, 2015); “surface or re-production oriented learning” (learning 

that is extrinsically motivated and concerned by trying to reproduce information) vs. “deep or 

meaning-oriented learning” (Christensen Hughes & Mighty, 2010; Baeten, Kyndt, Struyven & 

Dochy, 2010); “learning for a moment in time” (demonstrated through one’s ability to recall 

facts or repeat what one has been told for a test or exam” vs. “learning that lasts” (change in 

behaviour and flexibility in perspective, enduring commitments, and transformative elements) 

(Mentkowski & Associates, 2000; Christensen Hughes & Mighty, 2010).  Thus, it is in this context, 

that I have proposed in the next section PSE educators should develop a values-based approach 

to learning and instruction in the 21st century.  

Moving Beyond the Grades: An Indirect Case for Teaching Moral & Performance Values in Higher 
Education 
 

In this section I draw upon several studies that offer indirect examples in which we can 

see the power of moral and performance values playing a prominent if not undeniable role in the 

learning and teaching of students in higher education.  The first example derives from John 

Tagg’s 2004 article, titled Why Learn? What we may really be teaching students.  In this article, 

Tagg argues that many of our PSE institutions are incentivizing a culture of grades and superficial 

learning at the expense of deeper and transformative ways of learning.  More specifically he 

provides several research studies that indirectly point to the power of moral and performance 

values playing a fundamental role in the transformative (as opposed to informative) kind of 

learning that most students, faculty and institutions need so to prepare for an increasingly 

volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous 21st century.   
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According to Tagg, there is a deep disconnect between what colleges say they purport to 

do and what they actually produce or deliver in the way of knowledge, learning and teaching.   

He writes: 

An unbiased observer, looking at any organization, would look to its core processes, 
what its members do, what they get paid for, what it documents and records, and 
what criteria it uses for changing the way it does things.  Kellogg and Post aim to 
make breakfast cereal, Ford and General Motors aim to make cars, hospitals aim to 
make people healthier.  Colleges judged by the same standards and by the evidence 
of their own documentation, aim to have people take classes.  It is as Kellogg saw 
its function as grinding up great amounts of corn, or the RAND Corporation sought 
to fill as many pages as possible with reports.  Kellogg knows what the corn is for, 
or the RAND Corporation knows what the report are for.  What are classes for?  
There are a lot of potentially good answers to that question, but most of the 
undergraduate college do not preserve any information about those answers.  
What they do preserve – the almost exclusive documentation of their work that 
survives the class itself – is grades, transcripts.  Kellogg makes cereal; colleges make 
transcripts.   
 But that is not, I venture to guess, the reason that those of us who work at 
colleges have chosen to work there.  We did not sign on to be cogs in transcript-
generating factories (p. 3).   

 
However, as Tagg argues, our current PSE system is not only flawed because it tends to focus on 

the wrong outcomes (e.g. grades and credentials) but more disturbingly our overemphasis on 

the quantitative grading system incentivizes teachers and students toward an informative or 

surface approach to learning.  He gives examples in which this overemphasis on a quantitative 

grading provides little evidence that securing an A in course actually means that a student has 

actually learned anything.  In a personal anecdote, Tagg draws upon a personal experience in 

which one student named Jack enrolls in his college course and receives an A; while another 

student named Jill experienced difficulties at the end of his course and failed.  However, as Tagg 

tells us, a year after these students had taken his course, Tagg realizes that Jack had forgotten 

most of what he had learned, while Jill on the other hand was deeply transformed by her 
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experience in his course.  Thus, reflecting upon the learning outcome of these two students, 

Tagg writes: 

The success story here, you quickly decide, is Jill. Why? The learning experience Jill 
had in your class continued after the class was over, changed her under- standing, 
affected her decisions, her ideas, and her behavior, and continued to do so a year 
later. It became a part of her and she a part of it, so she was different for it. It’s not 
just that she changed her major. Had she become confirmed in her original choice 
of major, come to understand it better and embrace it more fully, you would have 
been equally satisfied. Jill carried the learning away with her and made it her own. 
Jack, from what little evidence you have, left it behind (p. 3). 

 
Subsequently, Tagg writes:  

 
But what about the grade? Here too the contrast is stark. One student excelled and 
one flunked. Yet a year later the grade has ceased to be valid evidence of much of 
anything. It is overwhelmed by the evidence of the students’ knowledge, behavior, 
and beliefs as they have developed subsequently. 
 
Your preference for Jill over Jack, you realize, suggests something a bit unnerving 
about the way most of us in higher education are doing business these days. As you 
made your way across the quad after your two chance encounters you had 
reflected on the paradox that, from the point of view of the institution where you 
work, Jack is a better student than Jill. The coincidence of these encounters coming 
so close together had raised to your consciousness a concern that has dogged you, 
in less explicit form, for a long time. Your sinking feeling had reached the pit of your 
stomach as you reached the door of the Emanuel Schmedlap Humanities Complex. 
You suspected that if you were to meaningfully assess the results of that class for 
these two students today, a year later, your evaluation would be entirely different, 
perhaps the opposite of what it had been at the end of the term. And it was not 
lost on you that the implications of this fact go far beyond Jill and Jack. You couldn’t 
help but think about some research you had recently read on student motivation 
and retention of learning from one term to the next. Jack, you thought, spoke for 
many, many more students than Jill (p. 3). 

 
A few paragraphs later, Tagg writes:   
 

WHAT, THEN, should our students value? What do we want them to seek, to aim 
for? This is not a hard question to answer. We saw that answer, in living color, in 
Jill. Why is her example so satisfying? Because she learned something, she kept 
what she learned, and she used it. The difference between Jack’s and Jill’s grades 
is a quantitative difference. He got more points on a test than she did. The purpose 
of multiple-choice tests is to convert knowledge into numbers, to quantify. This 
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process is inherently reductionistic; it reduces the full-color relief map of the 
student’s understanding into a two- dimensional, black-and-white cartoon. And the 
assignment of a grade on the basis of multiple-choice tests further reduces the 
delineations, leaving as the surviving report a primitive blot. 
 
If the difference between Jack’s and Jill’s grades is quantitative, however, the 
difference between their understandings is qualitative. Even if our impressions of 
Jill and Jack are correct, we still have no basis for deciding whether Jill learned more 
than Jack learned. We do, however, have some evidence that she learned better 
than he did. And this, I think, goes right to the heart of what we value, of what we 
seek, in the educational enterprise. It explains our disappointments and 
frustrations, our complaints and our bitterness, our satisfactions and our successes. 
What we really want is quality, not just quantity. This is not to say we should never 
count or measure the results; but if we do so, we want to be counting something 
of value. So how can we define quality? (p. 4). 

 
Subsequently, Tagg offers an empirical study by physicist Eric Mazur who “after several years as 

a “successful” teacher…had begun to see evidence that his students in introductory physics were 

not really getting it, even though they were doing well enough on his examinations” (p. 4).   

Thus, Tagg referencing Mazur’s study writes: 

He set out to investigate. Alongside the challenging and highly quantitative 
multiple-choice tests he gave in the course, he administered a set of questions 
developed by physicist David Hestenes at the University of Arizona that sought to 
determine through “simple” and commonplace examples students’ basic 
conceptions of Newtonian physics. The results were striking. One student asked, 
“Professor Mazur, how should I answer these questions? According to what you 
taught us, or by the way I think about these things?” (Which role shall I play for this 
test: Jack or Jill?) And when Mazur paired “simple” qualitative questions with 
“difficult” quantitative ones on the same test, 40 percent of the students did better 
on the quantitative problems than they did on the conceptual ones. What was 
going on here? “Many students,” Mazur concluded, “concentrate on learning 
‘recipes,’ or ‘problem solving strategies’ as they are called in textbooks, without 
considering the underlying concepts.” Many students, in other words, study as Jack 
did. The reason they cannot recall the correct answers a year—or a month—later 
is that they never really understood them in the first place (p. 4). 

 
In fact, this analysis by Tagg and Mazur in the American context is affirmed in the Canadian 

context in an edited book by Christensen Hughes and Mighty (2010) and a recent report released 
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by Higher Education Quality Council of Ontario (HEQCO), Canada.  According to Christensen 

Hughes and Mighty, despite the extraordinary research advances that have taken place in our 

understanding of knowledge, learning and teaching in PSE, remarkably the “impact of 

educational research on faculty-teaching practices and the student learning experiences has 

been negligible” (2010, p. 4).  In fact, this analysis by Hughes and Mighty is affirmed in a more 

recent study released by HEQCO in which Weingarten, Brumwell, Chatoor and Hudak (2018) 

report:  

Innumerable industry surveys have demonstrated that the greatest concern of 
employers and students is not the content that Canadians acquire in their 
postsecondary programs, but rather an apparent shortcoming in a set of cognitive 
and behavioural skills necessary for success in volatile, changing and unpredictable 
job markets (Business Council of Canada, 2018). The most-cited skills needed for 
job success are, at a cognitive level, an adequate level of literacy and numeracy, 
problem solving and critical thinking; and at a behavioural level, effective 
communication skills, resourcefulness and adaptability. From an accountability 
perspective, a public-policy perspective and most importantly a learning-gain 
perspective, skills are now synonymous with quality in postsecondary education. 
 
However, we do not know whether these concerns are justified, or whether 
postsecondary programs are doing an adequate job of fostering these cognitive 
and behavioural skills. Why? Because we do not measure them in a consistent way. 
Postsecondary education to a large extent still teaches, evaluates and credentials 
information and content. Statements about the employment-related skills of 
graduates from academic institutions are largely based on inference, opinion, gut 
feelings or aspirations (p. 10). 

 
Subsequently, the authors of this report cite two large-scale trials by HEQO involving more than 

7, 500 students at 20 Ontario colleges and universities measuring literacy, numeracy and critical 

thinking skills in entering and graduating students.  More specifically, in the first trial called the 

Essential Adult Skills Initiative (EASI), the researchers administered to more than 4, 600 first and 

final year students a literacy, numeracy and problem-solving assessment called the Education 

and Skills Online (ESO) assessment that is widely used by the Organization for Economic Co-
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operation and Development.  The second trial called the Postsecondary and Workplace Skills 

(PAWS) project used a test called the HEIghten Critical Thinking assessment on over 2, 900 

students at two institutions and conducted by the Education Policy Research Initiative at the 

University of Ottawa in partnership with HEQCO.  This assessment measured students entering 

and then graduating on their ability to analyze evidence, understand implications and 

consequences, and to develop valid arguments.  Subsequently, there were two major goals set 

for designing these trials.  The first aim was to provide further insight on the ongoing debate in 

Ontario over the skills gap among postsecondary graduates; and, the second aim was to 

encourage colleges and universities to consider beyond discipline specific content the necessity 

to teach, measure and credential skills that increasingly sought by employers and the labour 

market (Weingartenet, al., 2018).  Consequently, through the EASI trial researchers found that:  

• 25 per cent of participating students scored at ESO Levels 1 and 2 (which is 
recognized as below adequate for today’s labour market).  

• 45 percent scored at ESO Level 3 (the minimum required for graduates to 
perform well in today’s labour market). 

• 25 to 30 per cent scored at Levels 4/5, (the highest level achievable to perform 
well in the labour market) (Weingarten et, al. 2018). 

 
However, while there were some gains found in the EASI trials, remarkably the PAWS trial found 

little difference between critical thinking abilities of incoming and graduating students. In other 

words, students entering a college or university program and then graduating from the same 

program experienced no significant gains in learning as it related to critical thinking.  Moreover, 

both trials found wide variation among different programs within the post-secondary context.  In 

a word, this analysis suggests that our colleges and universities are simply not delivering the 

kinds of learning that allows them to thrive and succeed within an PSE environment or beyond.   
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In fact, this gap in learning effectiveness begins much earlier or down stream in our 

education system as highlighted in a recent 2019 study in which researchers from four Ontario 

Universities (York University, Western University, the University of Waterloo, and the University 

of Toronto), surveyed 2, 230 students to identify their abilities in writing, test taking, analysis, 

time and group management, research, giving presentations and elementary numeracy skills 

(Grayson, Cote, Chen, Kennedy & Roberts, 2019).  According to the researchers:   

Although the provincial secondary educational system has clearly articulated and 
laudable objectives, these desiderata are not being met to the extent that most 
people assume. Our results suggest that large numbers of unprepared graduates 
of Ontario high schools enter the province’s universities. Moreover, their 
deficiencies are often not remedied over the course of their studies. As a result, it 
is likely that many employers end up with new employees who are unable to live 
up to expectations regarding their ability to process more abstract types 
of information (p. 6). 

 
More specifically, the advanced statistical algorithms allowed researchers to conclude that: 
 

• only about 44 percent of students felt they had the generic skills needed to do 
well in their academic studies; 

• 41 percent could be classified as at risk in academic settings because of their 
limitations of basic skills;  

• 16 percent lacked almost all of the skills needed for higher learning. 
 
Consequently, the authors argue that data reveals some troubling trends both in our secondary 

and post-secondary learning contexts.  Here, they contend:  

less than half of the students who entered the institutions under study were 
prepared in significant ways for the demands of university learning. Moreover, the 
skill levels of the student body did not improve over the course of their university 
careers. These findings give credence to concerns of employers that many 
university graduates are not prepared for the workforce in certain ways….Of 
particular concern to us was the finding that students with low basic skill levels 
were still able to attain reasonable grades in both their high school and in their 
university courses. How was this possible? (p. 35). 
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However, while there were some gains found in the EASI trials, remarkably the PAWS trial found 

little difference between critical thinking abilities of incoming and graduating students. In other 

words, student entering a college or university program and then graduating from the same 

program experienced no significant gains in learning as it related to critical thinking.  Moreover, 

both trials found wide variation among different programs within the post-secondary context.  

As I have made the case in chapter 1 and 2, our colleges and universities (along with our primary 

and secondary levels) are simply not incentivizing nor delivering the kinds of learning that allows 

them to thrive and succeed within an PSE environment or beyond.  What these studies all reveal, 

(and as I have argued this at length throughout this dissertation thus far), our contemporary 

higher education models and by extension society, tends to focus on an “informative” or surface 

kind of approach to learning that is often incentivized through a narrow and limited pedagogical 

practice (and usually involving a reductive and limited evaluation and assessment grading 

system).  Here as Tagg (2004) argues, students in our contemporary PSE system have been 

incentivized or conditioned both by teachers and the PSE system (via our curriculum, evaluation 

and assessment measures) to view learning as performance goals (taking a surface approach to 

learning involving pursuit of grades) rather than learning goals (taking a deeper approach 

involving development and personal growth).  As such, Tagg (2004) offers an interesting 

anecdotal example in which a student can be grades or performance focused in school yet 

growth focused in so many other areas of his life:   

Jack is a clear example of someone who set a certain kind of performance goal in a 
particular context: he took a class with the purpose of achieving a good grade. Why 
did he do this? Was he just a born grade-grubber, with no conception of 
development or personal growth? If you could see Jack play video games or 
volleyball or work hour after hour with the small band he had formed in which he 
both plays bass guitar and writes songs, you would not think so. Indeed, if you 
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watched Jack at the right times, in the right places, you would see an incremental 
theorist dedicated to self-improvement even at very high cost. But that is not when, 
where, or how you saw Jack. You saw Jack in your college class. Why was he so 
different there, so narrow and limited and trapped in the short-term and 
meaningless, such a grade-grubber? (p. 9). 

 
Accordingly, Tagg responds to his own question by citing the work of Milton, Pollio and Eison 

(1986) whose book titled Making Sense of College Grades confirmed that “students who set 

learning goals learn more, retain it better, and apply it more effectively than other students who 

set performance goals” (p. 9).  Yet, despite this outcome, the most direct reason that Milton et 

al., found that many college students continue to choose performance goals over learning goals 

was the design and incentivization of the learning environment.  In other words, the teachers 

and PSE system create a pedagogical culture and by extension motivation in which grades are 

prioritized and preferred over growth.  This is aptly described by Milton et al., (1986):  

We feel that a student may be grade-oriented not because he or she necessarily 
wants to be, but because such an orientation is a plausible and situationally 
effective way of dealing with the traditional classroom environment. . . . In many 
instances, an instructor’s classroom policies and procedures make such an 
orientation seem both logical and reasonable for the student (p. 142). 

 
Subsequently, Tagg argues, it is not just the educator’s pedagogical policies that are responsible 

for such surface and ineffective approaches to learning but also the polices and structures of our 

PSE systems.  Thus, Tagg writes: 

Most of the assessment that places a value on student work reduces it to 
quantifiable points, and the student with the most points wins the best grade. The 
only thing the college preserves about the student’s work in the class is the grade. 
Thus, when students become grade-oriented they are merely responding to the 
incentives in their environment. They put quantity above quality, prefer the cut and 
dried epistemology of successful test performance to developmental growth in 
learning. In making these choices, they merely emulate their colleges; they value 
that on which their institutions place the highest value. In this environment we 
would expect that students would become more, not less, likely to pursue 
performance goals and more surface-oriented in their approach to learning the 
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more they are exposed to the environment. And the sad news is that that is exactly 
what we do find. John Biggs is a professor of education at the University of New 
South Wales in Australia who has also held chairs in education in the United 
Kingdom, Canada, and Hong Kong. Surveying research on the question, he 
concludes that “the longer most undergraduate students . . . stay in [college], the 
less deep and the more surface-oriented they tend to become, and the more their 
understanding is assessment related. The tendency is almost universal…Learning 
tends to become institutionalized” (pp. 34–35) (p. 9). 
 

Here, this institutionalized surface approach to learning, in which the measure and success of 

grades sadly trump the value of growth, can be aptly expressed through Strathern’s (1997) 

adaptation of Goodhart’s law in the higher education context: “when a measure becomes a 

target, it ceases to be a good measure” (p. 308).  According to Strathern, many of today’s PSE 

systems have been overcome by an audit explosion (or proliferation of procedures for evaluating 

performance).  Here, the intended aims and outcomes of PSE are distorted and replaced by an 

audit movement in which the institutions and by extension teachers have become thoughtlessly 

focused on achieving inputs (enrollment) and delivering processes (instruction) rather than the 

real and meaningful outcomes (e.g. drawing capabilities out of people during their higher 

education experience).  Thus, as Barr and Tagg (1996) affirm, many of today’s PSE audit culture 

produces an instructional paradigm (instead of a holistic learning paradigm) in which, “The 

criteria for quality are defined in terms of inputs and process measures” (p. 16).  These inputs 

and processes included, for example: 

Factors such as selectivity in student admissions, number of PhDs on the faculty, 
and research reputation are used to rate colleges and universities. Administrators 
and boards may look to enrollment and revenue growth and the expansion of 
courses and programs. As Guskin put it, "We are so wedded to a definition of quality 
based on resources that we find it extremely difficult to deal with the results of our 
work, namely student learning."… under the Instruction Paradigm, student 
outcomes are simply irrelevant to the successful functioning and funding of a 
college…Our faculty evaluation systems, for example, evaluate the performance of 
faculty in teaching terms, not learning terms. An instructor is typically evaluated by 
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her peers or dean on the basis of whether her lectures are organized, whether she 
covers the appropriate material, whether she shows interest in and understanding 
of her subject matter, whether she is prepared for class, and whether she respects 
her students' questions and comments. All these factors evaluate the instructor's 
performance in teaching terms. They do not raise the issue of whether students 
are learning, let alone demand evidence of learning or provide for its reward (p. 
17). 

 
Subsequently, Barr and Tagg make a case that our PSE systems need to transcend such limited 

and meaningless measures and move toward the delivery of holistic learning outcomes.  Thus, 

they argue, that “while some learning is difficult, even impossible to measure”; this, however, 

“does not follow that useful and meaningful assessment is impossible” (p. 18).  Hence, they 

argue that today’s understanding of learning research provides more than ample ways in which 

we can construct such useful, effective and meaningful assessment regimes.  And, that such 

assessment methods should nurture, capture and focus on establishing what college and 

university graduates have learned before, during and after their academic tenure. In this context, 

success in learning means graduates are able to use their learning in personally, professionally 

and publicly enriching ways that transcend their formal education days.     

  In light of the analysis above, it is clear that much of our PSE systems are trapped in an 

outmoded and ineffective instructional paradigm in which learning in a transformative sense is 

simply not incentivized, nurtured nor assessed by teachers or by the institutional culture. Yet, it 

is in the transformative domain that a learner can thrive and find beneficial consequences during 

and after their graduate experience.  Here, as Tagg (2004) referenced earlier, the research both 

directly and indirectly shows that if a student is unable to possess the moral and performance 

values (or ontological and epistemological values, identity and beliefs or “learning to be”) in 

which they find purpose in their learning and also believe they are fully capable in learning 
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subjects such as math, English or science (Dweck, 2000 cited in Tagg, 2004); or if they are unable 

to possess or better yet draw out or enact the necessary values of appreciation, respect, effort, 

collaboration, focus and perseverance necessary to do well in these subjects, then the research 

is clear: the students will likely hold a surface-level processing as opposed to deep-level 

approach to learning (Marton & Saljo, 1997; Marton & Booth, 1997; Tagg, 2004; Entwistel, 

2010).  In other words, our ability to learn technical or complex cognitive skills (such as knowing 

and doing in higher levels in subjects such math or grammar) or even social skills (team work and 

effective communication) relies heavily in our ability to nurture our values and subconscious 

sense of self (learning to be).  Here, as I have argued earlier in this chapter, in a holarichal sense, 

“learning to be, live and work with others and impact society and environment” (in which the 

development and enrichment of our moral and performance values play a substantial role) may 

in fact become a pre-condition or a prior to “learning to know and do” in the most effective and 

ethical manner.  However, as I discuss in the next section, such integrative view and practice of 

pedagogy also requires that educators dramatically shift in how they understand and deliver 

assessment and evaluation.  Thus, I provide a heuristic framework in which evaluation and 

assessment might be aligned with the rest of I-KLT rubric and understood/practiced in this 

integrative sense.    

Evaluation in an Integrative Sense & Teaching Beyond the Content: Moving Toward an Integrative 
& Practical Approach to Assessment & Evaluation   
 

According to Lovat and Smith evaluation contains the word ‘value’ and can be defined as 

placing some values-based judgment standard or judgment of worth on a piece of information.  

Here, Cranton (2012) suggests that if evaluation can be defined as “a judgment of the quality or 

degree of something”; then learning might be defined as “a change in knowledge, skill or values” 
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(p. 145).  As such, Lovat and Smith (2003) contend that evaluation or assessment117 could be 

described as one of the most important facets in the curriculum development and delivery 

process.  This position on the importance of evaluation is affirmed by Fostaty Young (2005) who 

writes:    

Assessment has long been recognised as the single most influential factor in 
shaping what and how students in higher education choose to learn (eg. Ames, 
1992; Ramsden, 1992; Pintrich, Marx, & Boyle, 1993). In fact, it seems that no 
matter what innovative and engaging teaching methods are used, assessment will 
“swamp the effects of any other aspect of the curriculum” (Boud, 1990, p. 103) 
causing students to base their decisions regarding approaches to learning on 
how they will be graded, not on how they are taught. The influences of assessment 
on approaches to learning are so strong that Ramsden (1992, p. 187) insisted that 
assessment “defines the curriculum” (p. 1). 

 
Yet, despite the centrality of evaluation in curriculum development process, there are at least 

two related reasons (as discussed below) in which our current outmoded and purely technicist or 

instrumental procedures of evaluation and assessment (such as criterion-based or norm-based 

assessment) are unable to meet the demands and expectations of the integrative and 

transformative ways of knowing, learning and teaching in the rapidly changing 21st century. The 

first is pointed out by Lovat and Smith (2003), who using Habermas’s three knowledge interests 

or intentions, argue that much of today’s pedagogical practice has been influenced by learning 

theorists whose assessment and evaluation procedures are both limited and reductive in nature 

and purely fixated on disseminating control and power toward a particular neoliberal economic 

agenda.  In this context, many of today’s educators tend to, “characterize evaluation as the final 

                                                
117 As Lovat and Smith (2003) will point out later in this section, while these two words are often used interchangeably, they can hold differing 
meanings.  Assessment can be defined as “placing an interpretation [usually in some written form] on measurement information concerning a 
student’s or students’ performance” (p. 175).  While, evaluation can be understood as, “the overarching concept which both depends upon 
measurement and assessment, and brings together a number of measurements and assessments to a make a composite judgement or decision” 
(p. 187).  
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step in the curriculum process, to see if what was intended actually happened” (p. 169).  In other 

words, assessment is placed as an afterthought in the curriculum development process, rather 

than as a key element that influences and shapes the intention, process and outcome of entire 

pedagogical journey.  Yet, as discussed throughout this entire chapter and addressed below, why 

and how we think and practice evaluation and assessment deeply impact the kinds of learning 

outcomes we experience and produce in the higher education context.  Thus, I make a case 

below that evaluation and assessment must move from a purely technical procedure to one that 

also includes the interpretive and critical/emancipatory ways of knowing and learning.     

 The second reason/trend (and deeply related to the first) represents the many 

unfortunate paradoxes taking place in the Canadian (and arguably global) higher education 

context.   As pointed out in in the beginning of this chapter, we are in a time in which a great 

body of research around the world calls for more expansive and integrative view of learning and 

teaching (including the development of more authentic, reliable, valid and trustworthy 

evaluation and assessment practices) (Deakin Crick, 2010).  Yet, many governments and PSE 

bureaucrats (captured by neoliberal ideological agendas) rather than embrace these proven 

pedagogical advancements, are simply doubling down on their outmoded and reductive 

pedagogical practices; in which evaluation and assessment procedures continue to remain (if not 

progress even further) toward a limiting and reductively technicist paradigm.  Here, Lovat and 

Smith provide an apt example to illustrate the contradictions of such a limited approach: 

The most important assumption on which a norm-referenced system of 
assessment depends is control. It is this control that supposedly assures that every 
participant in the assessment process does so on a level playing field or with equal 
chances. Thus the central features of any norm-referenced assessment includes a 
common curriculum or set of activities, a testing or data gathering process, such as 
an external exam, that is common to all and sat for at the same time and on the 
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same day with assessors or markers, that if not the same for all participants, are 
certainly using the same criteria. Underpinning all of these features is the central 
assumption that all participants basically follow similar paths through the 
curriculum and assessment process, i.e. study the course or curriculum for much 
the same time and in the same pattern (Griffin & Smith, 1997).  These features and 
assumptions must be evident if there is to be any reliability or validity in the results 
and their interpretation by those who are looking to use them, e.g. employers, 
universities, etc. While all of these assumptions about norm referencing are built 
around sameness and stability the world itself is becoming more rapidly changing 
and diverse…These changes have forces us to rethink the usefulness of such forms 
of assessment. 
 Increasingly, the popoulation of learners about which decisions have to be 
made is becoming more diverse in age, social background, ethnicity, etc. In 
addition, with increasingly flexible pathways for learning, it is not possible to 
assume that two learners have necessarily spent the same time in achieving an 
accreditation or have had the same learning experiences to achieve it. Thus in the 
students wishing to enroll in a course, there may be one coming straight from 
secondary school, one who left school in year 10 and has been working for 10 years 
during which time they completed their final school exam by distance education, 
and one who has been a mother, is now a mature aged student who has not 
completed any final examination but has passed an entry examination to enter the 
course. Add to this that one is someone born in a country outside Australia (pp. 
179-180). 

 
As Cantiller (2019) points out in the Canadian context, over the last several decades we have 

experienced a significant growth in both the number and diversity of higher education student 

enrollment: 

With the increase in PSE enrollments, there has been increased attention and effort 
to support the inclusion and success of students from underrepresented (i.e. equity-
seeking) groups in Canadian PSE. Some of these groups have included women 
(Harrigan, 1990), first-generation students (Priebe, Ross & Low, 2008), students 
with lower socioeconomic status (SES) (Bourke et al., 2019), students with 
disabilities (Aylward & Bruce, 2012), and Indigenous learners (Pidgeon, 2016). With 
the needs of industry changing, increasing numbers of older adults are experiencing 
the need to return to PSE to upgrade their skills or facilitate new career directions 
(Berger & Motte, 2007). As such, Canadian PSE has also had to adapt itself to better 
meet the needs of mature students, part-time students, commuter students and 
distance/online learners (para. 2). 
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In addition to these eclectic bodies of students, there has been a considerable recruitment effort 

and almost doubling of enrollment growth (since 2009) of international students studying in 

Canadian colleges and universities (Usher, 2019).  According to Usher (2019), in 2016, over 20 

percent of students enrolled in higher education (13 percent university and 7.5 percent colleges) 

were students who came from abroad118.  As these statistics clearly reveal, today’s PSE 

demographic enrollment represents an ever diverse a body of students who require a more 

contextualized and integrative learning environment that is culturally, professionally and 

personal relevant, in which our current evaluation and assessment models are incapable of 

offering.  

Thus, as pointed out in the previous section, much of our evaluation and assessment 

models in PSE incentivize and nurture a surface or instrumental kind learning that is 

predominantly focused on a grade rather than growth orientation.  In this section, I explore how 

we can understand and potentially facilitate evaluation and assessment that values and captures 

a growth or integrative learning paradigm.  In light of this intention, I recognize that there is 

insufficient space here to adequately and fairly examine and address the many perspectives and 

issues surrounding the nature of evaluation and assessment.  Thus, in this section, I draw upon a 

focused number of sources with the intention to: describe and make sense of the fundamental 

features of evaluation and assessment; identify the issue as it relates to the differing kinds of 

knowing and learning related to I-KLT rubric; and to argue for a more expansive and authentic 

                                                
118 As Usher (2019) tells us, international students are recruited more aggressively because they pay on average four times what domestic 
students pay.  As such, international students now pay over one-third of all tuition fees in Canada.   
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evaluation that fits with in the I-KLT rubric and aligns with in the integrative philosophy and 

practical scheme of this section.   

Formative & Summative Assessment  
   

As Lovat and Smith (2003) tell us using Bloom’s (1971) vernacular, evaluation and/or 

assessment in the curriculum development process are often distinguished in ways: ‘formative’ 

and ‘summative’. Formative evaluation can be defined as diagnostic process in which the teacher 

gathers during the planning and implementation of a curriculum project (e.g. series of activities 

or unit of work).  Here, the teacher is seeking to discover: “what the students already know 

about a topic, whether students have understood the task set and whether instructions are clear 

and sufficient, or what students have learned from an activity so that planning for the next 

activity might proceed” (p. 170). Summative evaluation is described as process that takes place 

at the end of an activity or course and allows the teacher to determine: “whether what was 

intended to happen, did in fact occur (Print, 1993)”; and that such information collection might 

relay “what students have learned, or such things as the effectiveness of resources used or 

particular activities or roles of the teachers and/or learners” (p. 170).   

Difference between Measurement, Assessment, Evaluation & Link to Three Ways of Knowing  
 
 As pointed out earlier and discussed below, despite being used interchangeably, it is 

important to understand that the concept of evaluation differs in its meaning and relationship 

with the concepts of measurement and assessment.  Here, as with other aspects of curriculum 

and pedagogical practice, each of these concepts in Habermasian terms can be understood and 

activated with technical, communicative or critical interests/intentions.  As Lovat and Smith tell 

us, “Measurement, in the manner in which it has been used, is largely technical in nature and 
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used for the purposes of control…While there are forms of assessment and evaluation which are 

also technical, they are more likely, especially more recently, to have the interest of 

communication and interpretative understanding” (Lovat & Smith, 2003, p. 170).  Here, as they 

suggest, the way in which we capture what individuals know: 

 
very much depends on the nature of what is being measured and assessed. It 
depends on how we come to know something and prove that we know 
it…Technical knowing can be measured and assessed in technical ways, using 
multiple choice tests, for example. Knowledge which relies on interpretative 
understanding must be negotiated through spoken word or written language. 
‘knowing inside’ may not be able to be expressed at all, like our meditation example 
(p. 176). 

 
Thus, in the latter part of this section, we will consider options in which features of assessment 

and evaluation could be understood and acted upon in the interest of critical reflection and 

emancipation of individuals – or facilitating and capturing the assessment/evaluation of learning 

in an integrative sense.   

Measurement as Systematic, Reliable and Valid   
 

According to Smith and Lovat (2003), measurement can be understood as gathering 

information about what people think, feel and can do – that is usually compared against some 

established numerical or non-numerical scale.  As they further point out, much of our 

measurement in contemporary education is unfortunately captured and reduced through 

written form, even though there is evidence to suggest that there are “many things that we 

know, and ways of knowing, that cannot be measured in written forms” (p. 171). Moreover, they 

contend that the “most important criteria for measurement, given that it will be always be 

subjective, is that it is systematically gathered and reliable and valid” (p. 175).  Here, information 

that is deemed to be more reliable, is expected to be gathered on more than one occasion and 
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collected in many ways. Meanwhile, validity might be understood as “the accuracy with which 

we actually gather the information that we think we are gathering” (p. 173). In light of these two 

important conditions, Lovat and Smith tell us, “the current structure and practice of schools, the 

beliefs and perceptions underlying curricula, the student population and the dynamic and 

complex nature of knowing, there are many problems in ensuring that our measurements of 

students’ ability and learning are reliable and valid (p. 175).  Here, they provide two very 

interesting examples to highlight these ongoing problems in education practice. The first is 

related to the notion of reliability:   

Let us imagine that we have a bundle of thirty essays and five markers to rank them. 
It is a well known fact that essay marking is very subjective and an essay in which 
one marker gives 8/10, a second marker may give only 2/10. In fact, the intermarker 
reliability in subjects such as History and English may be as low as 3/10 – in other 
words, in only 3 out of 10 cases do the markers agree about the student’s mark! 
The problem of reliability increases as what we are trying to measure becomes 
more ambiguous, as the ways of knowing something resides in the knower more 
than the measure. Imagine, for example, measuring someone else’s ability to 
mediate! (p. 173)…  

 
The second example, here, challenges validity:  
 

let us assume that we are trying to measure how much a student knows about 
rivers in Geography. We set a question that asks for a description, in English, of a 
river valley in China. Our student, however, is someone who was not born in 
Australia and whose first language is not English. He/she cannot read English very 
well and has difficulty writing English. Thus, it is difficult for her/him to write down 
ideas about the river valley. The result, of course, is that this student will not score 
very high marks on the question. Is the question valid, however? Are we really 
testing this student’s knowledge of Geography? No, we are not? In fact, in this task, 
we are really measuring the skill that students have in reading, comprehension and 
expressing ideas in writing English. The final irony would be if the student was born 
in China and lived in the river valley we are asking him/her to describe! (p. 174). 

 
Assessment 
 

According to Lovat and Smith (2003), assessment can be described as “placing an  
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interpretation [usually in some written form] on measurement information concerning a 

student’s or students’ performance” (p. 175).  As such, assessment can be completed by 

assigning a quantitative mark (e.g. 88/100), grade (e.g. B+) or rank (e.g. 33th percentile); and/or it 

could involve designating a qualitative measure that may include terms such as ‘Outstanding’ or 

‘this was an exceptionally argued paper’.  In some cases, assessments may also be 

communicated orally (such as feedback given after an individual or group presentation); or 

diagrammatically/graphically (Lovat & Smith, 2003). In all instances, “assessment has a sense of 

comparison: comparison of the information derived from the measurement of one student with 

measurement from other students; comparison of a student with her/himself at some other 

time; comparison with an ideal or faultless response” (p. 175).  Here, as with reliability and 

validity, there are also subjective, ambiguous and complex challenges related with the nature of 

assessment.  As Lovat and Smith (2003) point out: 

The assignment of a mark, grade or rank means little on its own. Consider the 
following comment: “Susie scored 56/100 on her test in Technics”. What does this 
mean? If the class average on the test was 47/100, then Susie has done fairly well 
in comparison to the other students. If, however, the class average was 65/100, 
then Susie did not do as well – but if we add that, in her last test on the same topic, 
Susie only scored 28/100 – then, compared to her last result, Susie has scored 100% 
better. 
 
Thus, assessment provides a context in which to consider the information collected 
from the measurement procedure. For example, let us consider tow student 
teachers placed in schools for their practicum. One goes into a school where there 
are no classroom management problems and the staff is very supportive. The 
second student goes into a school which has massive classroom and school 
management problems and where the morale of the staff is low and teachers are 
not supportive. Both students are awarded Highly Satisfactory results. Is their 
teaching and their performance in these two settings, however, of equal standard 
and merit? Does the context tell us anything about the way these results should be 
interpreted? (p. 176). 
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There are many different kinds of comparisons in which assessment can be used to make 

judgements and decisions about students’ and/or teachers’ performance.  These may include 

but are not limited to: formal and informal assessment; norm-reference assessment; criterion-

referenced assessment; objectives-based assessment; goals-based assessment. I briefly discuss 

the features and related issues of these concepts below. 

Formal and Informal Assessment  
 

As Craton (2012) tells us, formal assessments/evaluations are measured against a 

criterion and contribute to quantified marks, grades, or official records, including pass/fail test; 

or situations that count the number of correct answers or rate of the quality of response.  Thus, 

formal assessments/evaluations usually accompany workshops and accredited programs.  

Informal assessment/evaluation require no quantification and serve to provide anecdotal 

feedback to further learning, but do not become official in any way and are not accessible by 

other individuals, such as administrators or employers (Craton, 2012).  There are four different 

forms of formal assessment that are describe below: norm-referenced assessment; criterion-

referenced assessment; objectives-based assessment and goals based assessment.    

Norm-Referenced Assessment  
 

According Lovat and Smith (2003), “Norm-referenced assessment compares the 

performance of one student with another using the same measuring device and attempting to 

keep the context in which the information has been gathered as similar as possible” (p. 177). 

There are different kinds of norms-referenced assessments including standardized tests, 

entrance examinations, external examinations and aptitude tests.  A common norm-referenced 

assessment is the standardized tests.  This test is used as measuring devices which have been 
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“normed” or “standardized” on a very large and representative sample of people, encompassing 

certain ages, educational backgrounds, and possibly cultures. This standardized test is then used 

to measure the capabilities or knowledge of another similar population.  As Cranton (2012) 

points out, there are two critical assumptions that are related to this approach: “ability or 

achievement is normally distributed in the population, and the sample upon which the 

instrument was standardized is an adequate representation of the population” (pp. 146-147). 

According to Lovat and Smith (2003), norm-referenced assessment falls under the technical or 

instrumental way of knowing, since its main interest is control.  As such, individuals beings 

assessed using this approach, usually: 

have no part in the assessment process nor in the interpretation of the information 
gathered. Technical assessments provides the opportunity for those who are in 
control of the assessment process to control also the information or knowledge 
that counts as correct, even when the judgment as to what is the correct answer is 
highly problematical or when there are a number of possible correct answers. This 
is well illustrated in the external controlled examinations, where the instruction 
provided is to ‘identify the most correct answer’. What this really mans is, ‘guess 
what the markers think are the correct answers!’ (p. 178).  

 
Criterion-Referenced Assessment  
 
 In the case of criterion-referenced assessment, a comparison is being made against a 

certain pre-specified criterion or standard. Such standards are usually developed to assess the 

technical or instrumental knowledge of an individual; however, it could also be concerned with 

an interest interpretive understanding. The criterion selected is not intended to compare 

students but rather to determine if an individual has (or has not) mastered a particular objective 

or set of objectives.  These objectives may relate to the contents of a final item or product 

measured (e.g. provide a list of the elements necessary to create water) and/or include 

process/performance of arriving at the result (e.g. demonstrate the use of an automated 
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external defibrillator during first aid and CPR training).  These two examples would likely entail a 

pure or strictly objective approach to criterion-referenced assessment, as there would be no 

allowances made for the degree of quality in the student response or performance.  However, in 

cases in which we are judging subjective work such as poem, essay or artistic work/performance, 

or when we ask a question to our students, we have to recognize that we are measuring (even if 

the criteria are not specified) against an ideal or unconscious set of criteria that fits with the 

answer we were expecting (Lovat & Smith, 2003).  Thus, as Lovat and Smith advise: 

If we are not using norm-referenced criteria, then, whether we are aware of it or 
not, we are using criteria-referenced assessment, even if the criteria are not 
specified…This unexplained, non-explicit, unconscious use of criteria is a very 
powerful way of controlling our students, as well as controlling the knowledge that 
is legitimized or rejected in classrooms by measurement and assessment 
processes. It is very important that, if our assessment processes are to be fair and 
just, as well as accurate, reliable and valid, the criteria that we use must be explicit 
and consciously used. Being explicit in our assessment criteria means that, as 
teacher, we are forced to think more deeply and carefully about our work so that 
our students know on what grounds they are being assessed (p. 184).  

 
Outcomes Based Assessment  
 
 Outcomes based assessment is perhaps the most popular and growing kind of measure 

championed today by government and PSE institutions.  According to Lovat and Smith (2003), 

one of the challenges in determining outcome-based assessment is “to identify and specify what 

it is (i.e. the knowledge, skills, understandings, experiences) that are necessary or essential for 

someone to possess to be able to undertake a job, role, or course successfully” (p. 180).  Thus, in 

this context, the focus in outcomes-based assessment is not on ensuring that every individual 

has followed the same journey or pathway, but rather that individual after her/his learning 

experience has been able to demonstrate they have achieved the outcomes. Hence, outcomes 
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can be defined as “a framework against which judgements are made about someone’s capacity 

or potential (Griffin & Smith, 1997)” (Lovat & Smith, 2003, p. 180).   

 Despite the rising movement of the outcomes-based assessment model, Lovat and Smith 

point out some significant problems.  They suggest that is not the concept of outcomes-based 

assessment that is the problem, but rather: 

the critical and technical manner in which outcomes have been defined and 
employed. As Spady (1993) has shown, outcomes, employed in a critically insightful 
way can contribute to enhanced teaching and learning within a framework of 
curriculum that is expanded and relevant to the present and future lives of students 
and teachers. But what is the rational for outcomes based assessment? Why have 
we moved to adopt it so quickly? What implications does it have for curriculum 
development, teachers’ and students’ work in the classrooms and for assessment 
practices?  (p. 179).    

 
According to Lovat and Smith, the answers to these questions “are completely values laden and 

so far many of the referents are from an economic rationalist framework” (p. 181).  They 

suggest, on most occasions “outcomes are linked to a set of standards that hypothetically are 

supposed to represent some ideal of development and progression, is actually the very antithesis 

of an outcomes-based approach” (p. 181).  And, as concerning, they ask, “who will determine 

the outcomes and will this be done in a participatory and critically reflective manner?” (p. 181).  

As Lovat and Smith tell us (and I confirmed in chapter 1 and 2), much of the control over 

outcomes is increasingly being controlled by governments and their educational bureaucrats 

that have forced their neoliberal views on to teachers and pedagogical practice.  As MacKay 

(2014) argues, in the context of Ontario colleges, neoliberal government policies and increasingly 

corporate management practices “have eroded quality education and compromised the 

collegiality and functionality of the learning environment (p. 7).  Subsequently, in this context, 
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many faculty are overwhelmed with excessive work burdens and losing control of their 

curriculum decision making autonomy.  As MacKay, aptly describes it:  

To faculty, the crisis stems from a climate of fiscal austerity and an autocratic 
management culture in which faculty are systematically marginalized from 
academic decision making.  As a result, decisions about quality, academic standards 
and student success are being made with more weight given to budgetary 
imperatives, rather than educational outcomes (p. 2). 

 
As such, this is all leading to a culture in which many of today’s neoliberal influenced government 

and PSE leaders are heralding through outcomes-based assessment a view of knowledge and 

human beings that is technicist and reductionist rather than freeing, integrative and 

transformative.    

 As suggested in the previous sentence, the problem does not lie with the concept of 

outcomes, but in the manner in which they have the potential to be used for political purposes 

that are not necessarily based in any critical reflective understanding of the nature of effective 

teaching and learning” (Lovat & Smith, 2003, p. 183).  Thus, when “used with such 

understanding, they have, as Spady has demonstrated, the capacity to be powerful tools for 

teaching and learning” (p. 183).    

  To end this discussion, Lovat and Smith take a position that outcomes-based assessment 

might be effective if they are used in a participatory and critically reflective manner in which they 

can be developed by drawing upon systems documents (set of available resources or a text 

book/computer program); or they can be developed from an ideal value that a school is wishing 

to manifest.  As I argued later in this section, outcomes may also be generated by identifying a 

set of contextualized values and dispositions that the school and community would like all 

students to demonstrate.  As such, Lovat and Smith provide the following list of related activities 
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that could support teachers in generating explicit evidence as to whether an individual student 

has achieved (or not) the outcomes selected and at what level: 

• The first is to identify, plan and implement in the classroom activities that will 
provide the opportunity for the students to demonstrate that they can achieve the 
outcomes…no matter which approach, it should include numerous opportunities 
for a student to demonstrate achievement.  
 

• The second task is to make clear and explicit to students both the outcomes to be 
achieved and the criteria by which their achievement or not will be judged. 
 

• The third task is to make accurate, reliable and valid records of the observations of 
each student working on the task and the degree to which the student has been 
observed demonstrating the outcome.  
 

• The final task is to use the records of observation as the basis for reporting to 
students, parents, the community, on the degree to which a student has been able 
to achieve the selected outcomes (pp. 181-182).  

 
Goal Based Assessment 
 

According to Lovat and Smith (2003), while goal-based assessment can be found in many 

varieties, they all encompass a key set of principles and assumptions related to their practice.  

Among such principles and assumptions is the varying degree of collaboration and negotiation 

between teacher and student.  As Lovat and Smith point out, “Very often, the degree of 

negotiation is dependent upon the system and school frames…which a teacher perceives are 

restricting his/her decision making space” (p. 185).  In other words, “a teacher in Mathematics, 

both because of the nature of the subject and because of the prescriptive syllabus issued by the 

system, may perceive there is less room to negotiate than a teacher in Music or Art. That does 

not mean, however, that there is no room to negotiate” (p. 185).   

As Lovat and Smith tell us, goal-based assessment usually encompasses the following key 

steps. The “teacher, sometimes with the students, bearing in mind all of the frames and frame 
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factors that are present, establishes the goals that must be achieved by a student in a topic, unit 

of work, or course. The goals will be broad and will leave some, or a great deal of, room for 

negotiation” (p. 185). An example of such a goal developed by a teacher might look like this, 

“Each student will submit four pieces of writing including a transactional piece of writing, a 

creative piece of writing and a poem” (p. 186).  Subsequently, Lovat and Smith suggest that: 

Such a goal leaves the specific details of the writing pieces to be decided by the 
teacher themselves or negotiated with the teacher. Such details include themes of 
the writing, their length, when and in what order they will be completed, and which 
ones, out of all the pieces of writing that are completed during the unit, will be 
selected to be submitted. This process of assessment then sees the students as 
participants in decisions about their own learning and as co-owners of the 
assessment process. 

The contract concerning the exact details of the pieces of writing and the 
criteria by which they will be judged are negotiated and agreed to by both teacher 
and student. The student then proceeds to complete the task as agreed. Of course, 
sometimes, three is the need for some renegotiation as the task and their 
completing unfold (p. 186).    

 
As Lovat and Smith tell us, while implementing goal-based assessment takes considerable time, 

energy and skill from both the teacher and students, there is good evidence to “suggest that this 

time is well spent (VNGPEPC, 1986)” (p. 186). As such, they provide several important reasons 

why such an assessment approach might be worth a teacher’s time and investment: 

First, students are more motivated and interested in work in which they perceive 
they have some control and ownership. Because of this motivation, they are more 
likely to complete the work and complete it quickly. This seems to be particularly 
the case with students who are not motivated by traditional ways of teaching. 
Second, students are learning the skills of learning and how they, as individuals, 
learn. There is much talk in education today about students ‘learning how to learn’, 
learning the skills and process by which they learn. Goals-based assessment 
increases this possibility. Third, there are changes in the relationship between 
teacher and learner; learners’ ideas and wants become important. The student 
becomes a collaborator in her/his learning and assessment processes. The teacher, 
rather than being ‘expert’, becomes a facilitator and mentor for the student (p. 
186). 
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Subsequently, as I discuss in the next section on evaluation, assessment modes such as goal-

based assessment help us dramatically shift away from a technicist paradigm of assessment that 

is used by those educators and PSE systems that (whether knowingly or unknowingly) to exert 

control and power; and to reinforce a closed socialized system that might benefit some at the 

expense of many others. Instead, as I make the case below, assessment or evaluation models 

have the potential beyond informative learning (learning to know and do) to become 

pedagogical transformative tools that inspire collaboration, interpretation and even 

emancipation for the student, teacher and society (learning to be, work and live with others and 

impact society and environment).   

Evaluation: Technical, Interpretive & Emancipatory   
 

According to Lovat and Smith (2003) evaluation could be defined as “an overarching 

concept which both depends on measurement and assessments to make a composite judgment 

or decision” (p. 187).  Thus, when student is given a number of measurement tasks (interpreted 

through one or more assessment procedures), all of these separate interpretative judgments can 

be brought together as an evaluation that is offered in report at the end of the semester or year.  

Here, as Lovat and Smith tell us, evaluation involves more than simply capturing information that 

is derived from student assessment and “can be undertaken…with teachers, with resources or 

programs/courses in a single subject, a group of subjects (e.g. the Social Sciences) or a whole 

school” (p. 187).    

As with assessment, evaluation may have each of the knowledge interests proposed by 

Habermas, and therefore, the kind of interests served, depends as pointed out earlier, “depends 
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very much on the type of information being used in the evaluation, as well as the degree of 

collaboration negotiation involved in the evaluation and the degree of ownership by those 

participating in the evaluation” (Lovat & Smith, 2003, p. 188).  As Lovat and Smith point out, until 

the 1960s evaluation was synonymous with student test scores and the ‘objectives models’ in 

which a purely technical approach left control of the evaluation procedures in the hands of 

evaluators, not the participants.  However, during the 1960s and 1970s the scope and field of 

evaluation broadened considerably and evaluators “became interested not only in outcomes but 

also intentions and the gaps between these” (p. 188). Here, a body of research recognized that 

most often, the meanings and interpretations constructed by the evaluators were not accurate 

(or valid and reliable) representations of the perceptions of the individual being assessed.  As 

such, it was accepted by some in the field that if an “evaluator was seen as someone who was 

attempting to provide an accurate, authentic and honest account, then it was impossible for the 

evaluator to construct this without the participants” (p. 188). Thus, as Lovat and Smith contend, 

if evaluators strive to be honest brokers, “then she/he needed to base the evaluation in the 

meanings and perceptions of the situation, negotiated with the various participants. This 

negotiation of meaning is not only of the information collected, but how that information is 

interpreted in the context and used in any written report (Smith, 1988; Smith & Hope, 1992)” (p. 

189).   

Student Self-Evaluation  
 

In light of the analysis stated above, and given the highly ambiguous and multi-faceted 

nature of learning in the postsecondary education context, Cranton (2012) reports that student 
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self-evaluation is a recommended option in the adult education literature.  Here, like Lovat and 

Smith, she draws on Habermas’s knowledge interests, but also Bloom’s three domains of  

learning (cognitive, affective and psychomotor)119 and the general adult education literature to 

make a case that student self-evaluation is an important way to deliver and capture evaluation.  

As pointed out above, this is because there are some interests of knowledge (e.g. knowing of the 

inside) and domains of learning (high order cognitive or affective learning), in which, “it is 

unlikely an instructor knows as well as the learner the changes she has made” (pp. 149-150).  As 

such, she writes:  

It is only the learner who can truly speak to values development, for example, or 
changes in personal perspectives. Self-evaluation also has to do with issues of 
power in the relationship between teacher and learner. If students are being 
encouraged to becoming autonomous, independent learners and yet the instructor 
maintains the power of assigning marks, full student autonomy cannot be achieved 
(p. 150). 

 
Thus, it is in this “values development” or “changes in perspectives” kind of knowing in which the 

next section makes a case that alternative procedures of evaluation (such as goals based or self-

evaluation) might serve as more reliable and valid options in some learning and teaching 

contexts.  

 

 

 

                                                
119 Here, as Cranton (2012) argues, (and I have affirmed through much of this chapter), Bloom’s three domains of learning continue (even fifty 
years later) to dominate much of our traditional and conventional instructional design.  However, as she points out, there have been a number of 
learning theorist (such as MacKeracher, 2004) who in addition to the cognitive processes, make a strong case for the emotional, social, physical, 
and the spiritual aspects of learning.  In other words, effective learning is not only analytical, but also can be holistic, and include the non-verbal, 
non-logical, and non-rational.  Thus, she proposes that Bloom’s three learning domains are not only intertwined but should be viewed in this 
more holistic sense.   
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Evaluating Knowing as Values & Disposition: Validity and Reliability or Authenticity and 
Trustworthiness? 
 

According to Deakin-Crick (2010), the “so-called soft skills, or virtues, are an integral part 

of the values education in contemporary learning communities as entities in themselves (values) 

or as behaviours (virtues)” (p. 888).  As such, she writes: 

As ‘virtues’, they provide the scaffolding, or the framework, which guides the 
process of knowledge construction – whether that is the scaffolding required to 
support the selection of an object or artefact of personal interest for inquiry, the 
formulation of a problem, the process of devising a novel solution or negotiating 
and presenting a ‘product’ for formal assessment. At the same time, they provide 
a framework for personal reflection, and mentored conversations, which move 
between the Self or identity of the learner and the ‘texts’ of the curriculum, and for 
critical engagement with questions of values. When there is dissonance between 
the learner’s personal experience, the values of their community, and the values 
implicit in the narratives uncovered in knowledge construction, then learning to 
learn dispositions or ‘virtues’ (such as creativity, curiosity, etc.) act as vehicles for 
personal development and the formation of personally chosen value judgments, 
enabling the student to identify and articulate their own values set (p. 888). 

 
Moreover, she writes that values, as virtues or habits are qualities which are constructed by an 

individual in the context of life experiences and relationships with others in the community over 

time.  She argues that, rather than coming from high above (e.g. governments), the selection and 

language creation of such personal or universal core values should “be locally negotiated in 

order that it can connect with ‘lived experiences’ of learners in a rich, archaeological approach to 

learning” (p. 894). Thus, she asserts:  

On the spectrum of personal to public, they are located at the personal end of the 
spectrum, inextricably linked with a person’s sense of identity and desire. On the 
other hand, shared values as ‘ideals to which we aspire’ are located at the public 
end of the spectrum. One important assessment question in relation to the 
personal has to do with authority. The most valid form of assessment for virtues or 
dispositions is self-assessment because desire and dispositions are embodied and 
unique to each person. The person is literally the author of his or her own unique 
set of values and aspirations, and these shape their dispositions. What can be done 
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‘from the outside’ is to suggest criteria for what good choosing might look like, or 
how curiosity might manifest itself1 (Deakin Crick, 2009a, 2009b). 

The identification of a personal set of values to aspire to and the formation 
of the virtues which serve them are articulated through narrative (p. 891). 

 
Subsequently, Deakin Crick contends it is through this story telling process in which we not only 

construct our identities as human beings but also how we make sense of reality life and our 

relationships in general.  In a sense, and in story form, they subconsciously filter and shape both 

our daily encounters and future possibilities.   As such:  

Values education is most potent when a personal narrative intersects with 
narratives uncovered in the process of inquiry, and the narratives ‘lived’ within the 
particular, local community (Deakin Crick , Coates, Taylor, & Ritchie, 2004b, Deakin 
Crick et al., 2005, Deakin Crick, 2002). Where there is dissonance between these 
narratives, there is potential for deep learning and change, and this is also a site for 
the negotiation of values and for social transformation. When learning is ‘bottom 
up’, narratives are an integral part of the process of knowledge construction. The 
negotiation of value, and the formation, articulation and defence of value 
judgments, is a stepping stone in the inquiry.  

Assessment events which use narrative thus provide a link between the 
personal and the public, between the autogenic and the formal. Describing, or 
‘telling’, a learning process as a story enables the construction of a learning identity 
and the formation of learning dispositions through meaning making and 
identification (p. 891). 

 
Subsequently, Deakin-Crick makes a case that “any summative assessment of values or 

depositions at the end of a learning process can only engage with what the learner describes has 

been achieved or what the teacher has observed to be the case, either directly or deductively on 

the basis of the evidence presented in the product of learning” (p. 892).  As such, she writes: 

Such evidence may be identified in learners’ narrative accounts of the ‘real life’ 
issues they have explored in the formulation of their learning outcome, or in the 
metacognitive reflection on the process of learning. Polanyi (1967; Polanyi & 
Ignotus 1961) argues that criteria for validating knowledge can be subjective whilst 
offering a valid basis for objective judgment, criteria such as beauty, simplicity and 
coherence. Assessment criteria for summative purposes, at the end of a process, 
need not only be technical and subject-specific, but also ethical and aesthetic, 
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taking account of ephemeral evidence of the process as well as tangible evidence 
in its more durable products (p. 892). 

 
In this context, and given this interpretive and critical nature of knowing and transformative 

notion of learning, Deakin-Crick makes a good case that the criterion of evaluation shifts from a 

purely external validation (e.g. via validity and reliability) to one that also includes an internal 

validation (e.g. via authenticity and trustworthiness).  Thus, she writes: 

Important though such reliability is for some purposes of assessment, such as 
comparing standards or performances using pre-determined criteria across 
particular populations, it is only one alternative criterion of quality for assessment. 
Values education, especially the formation of virtues or dispositions and the ability 
to engage with questions of value, is not served easily by such concepts of reliability 
and validity. Moss (1994) suggests that the purpose of assessment should be to 
improve learning, and for this we should adopt an interpretive approach which 
would honour the purposes and lived experiences of students and the collaborative 
judgments and discernment of teachers.  

When it comes to assessing values and dispositions, people and 
communities are not the same and nor should they be. Thus, there is no ethical or 
educational purpose to be served by seeking a standardized, summative 
assessment measure of students’ values and dispositions, even it were possible to 
do so. The purpose of the assessment for values and dispositions is to enable and 
strengthen the individual learner, and to provide teachers and mentors with 
diagnostic information so that they can target their pedagogical practices more 
precisely. Authenticity and trustworthiness, not reliability, are necessary conditions 
for validity. Does this particular assessment represent an authentic picture of the 
individual at a particular point in time and in a particular domain? While there may 
be public agreement that curiosity or courage is manifest in certain behaviours, 
such as asking questions or standing up for one’s beliefs, their actual manifestation 
in situ cannot be generalized, nor can they be quantitatively compared across 
individuals or across cultures because of the presence of so many confounding 
variables, both internal and external to the learners. At most, a range of possible 
criteria for ‘curiosity’ might be drawn upon in making judgments in relation to an 
individual and a context. Then, ultimately, the ‘face validity’ of the assessment for 
the individual must be the final arbiter (pp. 892-893). 

 
In light of the above, she proposes three procedures of assessment that might be relevant and 

appropriately used to capture values and dispositions: “self-assessment by the learner; the 

analysis of self-report questionnaires or interview; and observation of behaviour by teachers, 
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mentors or peers” (p .893). And, that information/knowledge/data from these procedures may 

be used formatively (e.g. to stimulate awareness, ownership and responsibility) or summatively 

(e.g. to summarize a learners’ achievements at a particular point in time).  Consequently, she 

advises:    

Assessment events for values and dispositions also need to be valid and authentic: 
do they measure what they claim to measure, and include the learner as well as 
the teacher in their validation? They need to be flexible and pedagogically useful: 
can learners and their teachers adapt them to particular contexts and domains and 
to particular learners? They also need to be relational – since there is an implicit 
movement within the assessment of dispositions between the self of the learner 
and the formal ‘text’ of what is being learned, requiring trust in pedagogical 
relationship(s) which affirm and challenge the learner to take responsibility for his 
or her own journey (p. 893).    

 
Finally, as Lovat and Smith (2003) contend, an integrative form of evaluation that captures (as 

intended and needed) the technical, interpretative and critical nature of knowledge provides a 

pedagogical paradigm in which, “evaluation is not only concerned with issues of economy and 

efficiency, which are the concerns of technical outcomes-based evaluation, but the with 

concerns of ethics and justice…and who benefits form the present educational structures and 

practices. It is also concerned with changing these structures and practices to create a more just 

and equitable society” (p. 189).   

Selecting Evaluation Techniques 
 

According to Cranton (2012) effective evaluation techniques should, first and foremost, 

consider the nature and expected outcome of the learning.  In other words, an evaluation task 

must allow for the expression of the kind of learning involved.  For example, a multiple-choice 

test does not allow for the expression of communicative (or interpretative) abilities; while an 

evaluation of an essay does not allow for a comprehensive survey of remembered facts. 
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However, as Cranton points out, beyond this important step, a teacher must also consider 

practical considerations such as group size, facilities, time limitations, or certification 

requirements; and also, learner characteristics that may include verbal ability, special needs, or 

previous test experience. Thus, drawing upon Habermas’s knowledge interests and Bloom’s 

taxonomy of learning, she writes: 

Learning that is concrete, technical, or instrumental in nature is best evaluated by 
objectively scored techniques. The lower levels of the cognitive domain fall into this 
realm. Although much psychomotor learning is also technical or instrumental in 
nature, it is impossible to directly represent it with paper-and-pencil instruments. 
Psychomotor learning is demonstrated in a physical performance, which must then 
be observed by someone or reported on by the learner. Learning that is 
communicative or emancipatory in nature is acquired when people construct 
knowledge through discussion and interaction with others. It is interpretative in 
nature. When there are no definite right answers, educators use subjectively 
related evaluation techniques, those that allow for interpretation. The higher levels 
of the cognitive domain and most of the affective domain include learning of this 
nature (pp. 151-152).  
 

Thus, in the diagram below, I have synthesized many of the insights from above to provide a 

visual that brings the integrative conceptions of knowledge, learning and teaching in alignment 

with the appropriate evaluation and instructional procedures.   

Figure 23: Alignment of I-KLT with Assessment & Evaluation 
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As indicated above, the first step in selecting evaluation and teaching/instructional methods 

depends to a large extent on the intention of knowing and learning, the purpose of the 

evaluation, the conditions/requirements of teaching context (e.g. characteristics of learners) and 

evaluation techniques based on the nature of the learning as expressed in the objectives, and if 

it is relevant, a grading scheme (Cranton, 2012).  Here, as pointed out earlier, these general 

considerations are very important and could include further questions such as: Is the assessment 

formal and leading to an official grade; or is it informal, leading to feedback and unofficial 

documentation? Should the teacher use a norm-referenced model, comparing students to an 

external norm, or a goal-based assessment, negotiating with the student the expectations of 

learning achieved?  Does the teacher wish to administer instructor evaluation, student self-

evaluation process or some combination of the two?  As pointed out above, these questions may 

not be dichotomous in nature, but teachers who wish to deliver greater success in their 

pedagogical practice should think through these decisions and approaches carefully. 

Selecting Instructional Techniques 
 

As pointed out in the justification of the I-KLT rubric, depending on intention and context 

of knowing and learning, instruction could either take an inductive approach (working from 

particulars toward universals) or it could take a deductive approach (working from universals 

toward particulars).  Moreover, on the far-left side (technical knowledge and informative 

learning) of the I-KLT rubric, it is assumed that teaching may be delivered through a didactic 

method, while on the far-right side (critical or emancipatory knowledge and transformative 

learning), the approach to teaching is suited for a dialectical method.  The evidence provided in 

this chapter thus far suggests that much of our PSE instructional practices continue to fall under 
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the left side of the I-KLT rubric.  However, as discussed at length through this chapter, such a 

singular a limited approach on its own has been unable to deliver the kinds of critical knowing 

and transformative learning that enable “students to select, make meaning of and creatively use 

information in a manner that connects with their own life purpose and is applicable to the world 

beyond the classroom” (Deakin Crick, 2010, p. 885).  This is not to say that the approaches of the 

far-left side of the I-KLT rubric are not worthwhile and ineffective in all cases, but the ability to 

understand and deliver the integrative kinds of learning proposed in this chapter, teachers must 

learn how to deliver instructional methods that align with the far-right side of the I-KLT rubric.   

Here, Cranton (2012) provides a useful categorization of instructional techniques (see 

Figure 24) that move from instructor-centered methods (far left-side of the I-KLT rubric) to 

experiential methods (far right-side of the I-KLT rubric).   

Figure 24: Selecting Instructional Methods that Align with Knowledge & Learning Intentions 

  
 
I have selected Cranton’s categorization because she bases it on both on Habermas’s knowledge 

interest and on Bloom’s domains of learning (as she understands in a more wholistic sense).  As 

she put it, “I am most interested, here, in the nature of learning [in a holistic sense] required by 

the objective and how we can use methods that best engage students in the process and 

facilitate that learning” (p. 123).  I have slightly adapted and rearranged Canton’s categorization 

by adding a critical self-reflective dimension.  Thus, these different instructional methods are 

discussed in detail below: 

Instructor Centered Approach: include methods such as lectures, questioning, and 
demonstration.  This is generally a didactic approach in which the direction of the 
communication is primarily from the teacher to the students. Underlying these 
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methods is the assumption is that the teacher has information to convey or give to 
the students. Students acquire concepts, facts and fundamentals of the subject.   
 
Individualized Approach: include methods such as modularized instruction, online 
teaching and learning, and independent projects.  These instructional methods 
facilitate students to work on their own and at their own pace. The assumption is 
that people can use resources and engage in research and investigation to acquire 
basic information, discover new concepts and ideas, solve problems, critique 
theories, synthesize information from a variety of sources.  

 
Experiential Approach: include methods such as field or clinical experiences, 
laboratory work, role-playing, simulations and games, drills, and service learning. 
These instructional methods require students to take action in either a real or 
simulated setting. Underlying the selection of experiential learning methods is the 
assumption that the objectives require students actually to operate equipment, 
acquire physical skills, practice, or experience a situation.  
 
Interactive Approach/Critical Self-Reflective: include methods such as class 
discussions, discussion groups (including online discussion forums), group projects, 
peer teaching, Case Studies, Problem Based Learning and Values Pedagogy.  These 
methods encourage communication and critical self-reflection that takes place 
between student and teacher, and among students. Here, it is assumed that 
knowledge is constructed through dialogue among people. Students bring their 
ideas, experiences, values, beliefs and opinions, and by working with others, create 
knowledge that they would not attain by working on their own, listening to a person 
talk, or reading a book. This kind of instructional methods seeks to transformative 
learning opportunities in which students may experience an epochal shift in world 
views (adapted from Cranton, 2012, pp. 123-124).   

 
An ICE Approach to Facilitating Assessment, Evaluation & Instruction in an Integrative Sense 
 

As pointed out above, beyond revealing what we consciously or unconsciously value and 

incentivize in pedagogical outcomes (e.g. information/grades or transformation/growth), the 

kinds of assessment and evaluation methods we choose can also shed light on our beliefs about 

the nature of knowledge and learning – and by extension how we instruct in the classroom.  In 

light of this premise, I introduce in this section a practical model of evaluation and assessment 

that aligns with the integrative approach to pedagogy as promoted in the I-KLT rubric.  As argued 

above, much of our contemporary assessment and evaluation models and accompanying 
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taxonomies of learning tend to convey and can only capture a technicist and sometimes 

interpretive approach, often leaving out emancipatory ways of knowing. Thus, in this section, I 

draw upon and adapt Fostaty Young and Wilson’s (2000) ICE (ideas, connections and extensions) 

model to introduce an assessment and evaluation procedure that holds the potential to convey 

the value and capture the practice of integrative learning.  In other words, an adapted ICE model 

seamlessly fits with Habermas’s three knowledge interests and the integrative approach to 

learning as proposed in the I-KLT rubric.   

According to Fostaty Young (2005), they developed the ICE model in order to ensure 

assessment in their courses would convey “a value for personal meaning-making and for deeper 

approaches to learning” (p. 3).  As she puts it: 

…it was important that assessment methods were congruent with more of a 
cognitive transformative view of learning than a behavioural one. I wanted to find 
an effective and efficient way to help explain to students why more of the same is 
not always better, or more accurately, that when professors ask for “more of an 
answer” we are not looking for more words or more pages but rather, looking for 
more depth and greater expertise (p. 3) 

 
However, as noted above, and as Fostaty Young (2005) confirms, it is rare to find an assessment 

model and accompanying taxonomy of learning that can help meet (with practical ease) the 

more integrative and transformative expectations of learning.  As Fostaty Young (2005) tells us, 

taxonomies such as Bloom’s, “compartmentalize learning into separate domains as if cognitive, 

affective and psychomotor are discrete processes, mutually exclusive from one another” (p. 3). 

Moreover, as she points out, these three domains of learning that include separate taxonomies 

for each of the different domains of learning, with 6 levels of learning (remember, understand, 

apply, analyze, evaluate and create), “makes the model unwieldy and reduces its portability for 
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effective use in the classroom” (p. 4). In other words, Bloom’s taxonomy not only represents 

learning in a more reductive sense but it is impractical within a schooling context.     

According to Fostaty Young (2005), an alternative to Bloom’s domains of learning is the 

SOLO taxonomy (structured of observed learning outcomes) introduced by Biggs and Collis 

(1982).  Here, this model not only captures a more expansive view of learning but it resonates 

with many faculty expectations in which learning is understood as “a transformative process 

where the learning as well as the learner is altered through development” (p. 4).  The Solo 

Taxonomy is grounded in a Piagetian view of cognitive development, and depicts learning as a 

process (from simple to complex) in which learning consists of five hierarchical levels of 

understanding that range from incompetence (novice) to expertise.   

1. Prestructural: Incompetence in which nothing is known about the subject or task 
2. Unistructural: One relevant aspect is known 
3. Multistructural: Several relevant independent aspects are known 
4. Relational: Aspects of knowledge are integrated into a structure 
5. Extended Abstract: Knowledge is generalizable into a new domain 

However, as Fostaty Young points out, while the SOLO “taxonomy is useful in developing 

educators’ and researchers’’ understanding of how learning occurs, the five levels of learning 

(prestructural; unistructural; mutlitstructural; relational; and extend abstract) make it difficult to 

use in anything less than a formalized way” (p. 4)   As such, she writes, “Faculty members report 

that while the model does reflect the way in which they believe learning occurs, students with 

whom they share the model spend more time trying to decipher the model than they do on their 

own learning of the course material” (p. 4).   

 Subsequently, in response to the limitations of both Blooms’ and Biggs and Collis models, 

Fostaty Young and Wilson (2000) condensed the cognitive transformative literature to develop a 
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portable and easy model of assessment and evaluation called ideas, connections and extensions 

(ICE) to represent three different levels of learning growth from novice through to competence 

and expertise.  As Fostaty Young tells us: 

The approach is portable in that it is easily remembered and called to mind and it 
is applicable to learning across domains and levels of education. It is accessible in 
that the language of the model makes it easy to share and understand, so much so 
that Grades 4 and 5 students were recently responsible for explaining the model to 
a group of pre-service teachers enrolled in an undergraduate assessment course. 
The model is simple without being simplistic (p. 4). 

 
As indicated above, Fostaty Young and Wilson have developed their theory of ICE based on the 

cognitive developmental constructivist theory of transformative learning theory. Thus, I have 

taken their model and adapted below by viewing it through an integrative developmental 

constructivist perspective.  In other words, it is based on a view of knowing and learning that 

transcends cognition and includes the emotions, the body, the intentions and the spirit.   

Figure 25: ICE: An Integrative Learning & Assessment Taxonomy 

 
 

As figure 25 above shows, “Ideas represent the building blocks of learning. They are the 

fundamental, discrete pieces of information that make up the basics of new learning. Some 

teachers describe Ideas as being only information, something students acquire then possess. 

They include facts, definitions, vocabulary, steps in a process and discrete skills. Any reiteration, 

or recall of information from a textbook, notes or lecture can be said to be a demonstration of 

Ideas level learning” (Fostaty Young, 2005, p. 5).  According to Fostaty Young, there are two 

kinds of Connections, those that are made at the content level and those that may be said to be 

personal meaning-making” (p. 5).  Thus, she writes: 
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Connections at the content level are demonstrated when students are able to 
articulate relationships among discrete Ideas. When students are able to describe 
cause-and-effect relationships, articulate the relationship between or among 
concepts, or when they are able to successfully blend two or more discrete skills 
into a fluid, efficient movement, they are demonstrating Connections at the 
content level. Connections at the more personal, meaning-making level are 
demonstrated when students are able to relate their new learning to what they 
already know. It is during this phase of personal meaning-making that learning 
appears to take on a new dimension in that it seems to become more easily 
retrievable and longer-term than learning at the Ideas level (p. 5).  

 
At the Extensions level, Fostaty Young tells us, “new learning is created from old so that students 

are able to use it in novel and creative ways that may well be quite removed from the original 

learning context” (p. 5). Here, she contends, at this stage: 

Learning becomes internalized to such a degree that it helps students answer 
extrapolative questions, articulate implications, and anticipate outcomes. 
Extensions are referred to by some as the AHA! phase of learning and by others as 
the “so what?” phase. The “so what” question is the one that is often left unasked: 
So, now that you know what you know, what difference does it make to the way 
you see the world and to what you can do? Students reaching Extensions are able 
to answer those questions (pp. 5-6). 

 
In the context of an integrative constructivist paradigm, this stage could also be depicted in a 

way in which the student experiences an epochal philosophical or spiritual change in their 

conscious being; and are able to challenge and transcend their existing ways of viewing reality, 

knowledge and truth in the world.  

 As Fostaty Young (2005) contends, the ICE taxonomy can be used to create effective, 

pragmatic and proven assessment rubrics (with or without students) that conveys and captures 

“a view of learning as a qualitative, cognitive transformative process rather than a quantitative, 

behavioural one” (p. 11).  She makes a case that when ICE is fully understood and applied in the 

pedagogical context with students, “professors report a developing consciousness and greater 

awareness in themselves and their students about learning, about how to foster it, and how to 
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demonstrate it. Students become better able to self-assess and, as a result, can better plan for 

improvement” (p. 14). Thus, she postulates, ICE “enables us to move beyond learning that is 

content based and beyond a reliance on assessment that focuses knowledge, recall and 

demonstration. It instead turns our attention to the interaction between the learner and the 

content and places emphasis on learning as personal meaning making” (p. 11).  I would add that 

ICE could also be implemented in a way in which faculty could encourage and capture learning 

and assessment in a critical self-reflective way.  Here, the aim and outcome of learning would be 

for students to devise new ways (beyond the expectations of the curriculum) to contribute new 

knowledge and to challenge/improve contemporary societal systems.  To end this discussion, I 

have provided below an adapted summary of benefits as proposed by Fostaty Young (2005): 

• Portable and easily understood assessment framework for both teachers and 
students 

• Independent of the task and can include an intention, process and outcome of 
learning 

• Provides a shared meta-cognitive (or subconscious) framework for teachers 
and students to plan and talk about learning 

• Encourages a deep and integrative approach to learning  
• Promotes learner dependence through self-assessment  
• Can create new forms of knowledge  
• Fits well within the I-KLT rubric in order to promote an integrative approach to 

learning  

Section 3.5 (Part B): Implementing & Evaluating an Integrative Teacher Professional Learning (A 
Multi-Methods Account of the Teaching Beyond Grades Workshop)  

As noted in the introduction, within the design based research methodology I used a 

mixed or multi methods approach of data collection involving both a quantitative and qualitative 

dimension (Creswell, 2007).  Thus, the aim and central premise of such as approach is described 

by Creswell (2007) as, “the use multiple methods of data collection to best answer the research 

question, will employ both quantitative and qualitative sources of data collection, will focus on 
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the practical implications of the research, and will emphasize the importance of conducting 

research that best addresses the research problem” (p. 23).  Thus, the methods of inquiry for 

this study were predominantly qualitative, but one main quantitative method of data collection 

and data processing was also employed, namely the pre and post teaching inventories.  The 

qualitative data sources included one-on-one semi-structured interviews and document 

analysis. 

Thus, this second half of this chapter provides the findings of multi methods intervention 

in which I designed and delivered a faculty professional learning program or workshop called 

‘Teaching Beyond the Grades’ (TBG).  As such, it responds to the second half of research 

question one (implementing a teacher professional learning program) and questions two to four 

as indicated below:   

1. How can I design and implement a teaching professional learning program that will help guide 
college educators to adopt an integrative education approach that diverges significantly from 
their existing traditional/instrumental teaching practice? 

 
2. How successful is the program in helping educators change their perspective on learning, 
knowledge and teaching? 
 
3. How do educators experience this program?  
 
4. How can this program be improved? 
 
5. What did I learn from this study experience? 
 
The aim in responding to these questions was to investigate how teachers engaged with an 

integrative and constructivist approach to pedagogy for and in the 21st that is grounded in the 

research and literature of adult learning and adult education.  The aim was also to deliberate 

what this would mean for the improvement of the I-KLT rubric and adjustments of its design 

principles for future use.  As Lawler and King (2003) point out, “While there is ample research on 
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principles and practices of adult education and their effectiveness, there is very little research on 

the theoretical foundations used in the planning, delivery, and evaluation of faculty development 

initiatives and a paucity of data from an adult education perspective” (p. 241).  Subsequently, I 

used this integrative I-KLT rubric (designed in response to the first research question of this 

study) as a philosophical and pedagogical ‘road map’ and ‘compass’ (and accompanying tools) to 

deliver five full day workshops (that were stretched over a 6 month period) to educators at an 

Ontario community college (that I will use the pseudonym Bahlah College for the purposes of 

this study).  Here, I received invaluable support from the director of Bahlah College’s faculty 

development office.  The director (or dean) of Bahlah College’s faculty development office 

offered both a location to host the TBG workshops and provided resources to support the ten 

educators who were recruited to participate in the program.  The TBG workshop design and 

delivery was grounded in integrative education theory and practice.  As pointed out in much of 

this chapter, the purpose of such a holistic educational enterprise involves personal, professional 

and public transformation. Moreover, the process of learning is understood and practiced as not 

merely transmitting new or desired ways of thinking and doing, but rather how learners can 

consciously and critically examine, enhance or alter their ways of being, working and living with 

others and impact society and environment.  Thus, this section of the study aimed at using the I-

KLT rubric as conceptual and pedagogical guide to help change the teacher perspectives and 

practices that exemplified an instrumental (or teacher centered and content focused) approach 

to an approach that would engage learners and teachers in an integrative model of education 

(learner and society centered).  The research further aimed at improving the ways in which I-KLT 

rubric and TBG workshop could be improved for future application.   
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 To achieve this purpose a mixed method design (Creswell, 2007) was employed in an 

overall design based research format. Here, I drew upon and analyzed both quantitative data 

(pre-test and post-test self-report inventories) and qualitative data sourced from questionnaires, 

interviews and documents administered before, during and after the study.  The inventory 

measures included: Teacher Perspective Inventory (TPI) (Pratt & Associates, 2005), Zinn 

Philosophies of Adult Education Inventory (PAEI) (Zinn, 1990); Approaches to Teaching Inventory 

(ATI) (Trigwell & Prosser, 2004). These inventories were analyzed statistically using conventional 

statistical assumptions.  In addition to these inventories, participants were asked to complete a 

pre and post teaching philosophy statement, specifically related to learning, knowledge and 

teaching.  Finally, at the end of the workshop, participants were invited to take part in a 45-

minute semi-structured interview (appendix A). Thus, I could infer from both the qualitative and 

quantitative results in this study that the workshop accompanied by the I-KLT rubric, had indeed, 

accomplished some transformative change in helping participants shift their view toward a more 

integrative nature and practice of knowledge, learning and teaching. However, the data also 

revealed that while a conceptual shift had clearly taken place among participants, a more widely 

adopted practical implementation would require much more teacher professional learning 

commitment, deliberate practice and a community of practice initiated by participants.  Also, 

change toward a more broadly accept model of integrative pedagogy would require institutional 

transformation supported by college administration and government leadership/policy.   
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Section 3.6: The Study & Workshop Context  

The Gap in Evidence Based & Integrative Teacher Professional Learning in PSE  
 

As I have argued in this chapter, a major paradox or contradiction of our current 

outmoded, corporatized and instrumental pedagogical PSE system is that neglects if not works 

against the support and adoption of the most up to date and integrative research on learning, 

knowledge and teaching practices.  In fact, as pointed out, the personally, professionally and 

publicly enriched education that is required and should be expected in our democratic societies 

is sadly unsupported and not even possible by our current conceptual, pedagogical, political and 

cultural paradigmatic views of higher learning (Lovat & Smith, 2003; Barr & Tagg, 1995; 

Christensen Hughes & Mighty, 2010; Windschitl, 2002; Tagg, 2004; Palmer & Zajonc, 2010).  As 

Illeris (2015) tells us, when learning is deemed a corporatized, instrumental or utilitarian 

endeavour:  

The main outcomes of this seem to be a sweeping tendency to reduce learning to 
what is measured. Teachers and instructors are de-motivated and a stressed and 
dejected environment is developed. Thus, in relation to learning, the competition 
states and their educational policies make the fundamental error of assuming a 
kind of automatism between education and learning and an identity and between 
what is taught and what is learned. Hence, the many educational reforms of the 
competition states tend to produce insufficient learning, especially in the human 
and social dimensions, and an increasing number of drop-outs and students who 
do not meet the current needs of society (p. 39). 

 
Thus, it is in this context that a study published in 2015 by the Higher Education Quality Council 
of Ontario on faculty development (or faculty professional learning)120, the authors contend:  
 
                                                
120 According to Saroyan and Trigwell (2015), the term faculty development is sometimes used synonymously and sometimes differently with 
terms such as ‘‘educational development’’, ‘‘academic development’’, ‘‘instructional development’’, ‘‘professional development’’ and 
‘‘professional competence’’.  However, as they point, the inconsistency of using these varying terms not only make it difficult and confusing to 
makes sense (and generalize) research findings (based on a cumulative body of knowledge), but also that the term development and developer 
may connote an undermine of the role and agency of academics in the development process.  Hence, they suggest the use of ‘‘professional 
learning’’ in reference to activities that result in enhancing teaching and learning” (p. 93). I accept this position and will use the term professional 
learning as enrichment rather than training or development (Stabile & Ritchie, 2013) “to denote activities and processes that academics engage 
in to ameliorate their academic performance and the impact of their performance on student learning” (p. 93). 
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Thus, academics graduate the UTC Program only to find that Ontario’s 
postsecondary system works against their effort to teach, design courses and 
assess students appropriately, as noted in the focus groups and open-ended 
comments identifying barriers in departmental and institutional culture, which are 
consistent with other higher educational research on teaching culture (Kustra et 
al., 2014) and with the characteristics identified by Biggs.  These “distorted 
priorities” are to some extent the consequence of university corporatization “which 
illustrates misalignment at its starkest (Biggs, 2001, p. 235) (Potter, Kustra, 
Ackerson & Prada, 2015, p. 56). 
 

As noted above, in this kind of culture, faculty are systematically marginalized from academic 

decision making.  As MacKay (2014) points out in the Ontario college system, this is because 

“decisions about quality, academic standards and student success are being made with more 

weight given to budgetary imperatives, rather than educational outcomes” (MacKay, 2014, pg. 

2).  Yet, as already addressed, these are deeply ironic and disconcerting trends.  While almost all 

post-secondary institutions place teaching as a priority in their mission statements and are 

increasingly touting the accomplishments of their centres of development for teaching and 

learning, faculty receive very little if any formal and required professional learning opportunities 

during their graduate education, entry into the field or as part/full time professionals (Knapper, 

2010).   For example, Potter et al. (2015) tell us, while formal educational professional learning 

and development programs for faculty members and graduate students have proliferated since 

the 1970s: 

they are still not the norm in North America. Instead, dedicated faculty members 
try to infer from their student evaluation of teaching (SET) scores how to improve. 
Some use informal student feedback for clues. Very few use peer evaluations of 
teaching. Most do not – perhaps will not – read scholarship of teaching and learning 
(SoTL) literature on their own, and unless doing so would help them improve, this 
practice is nothing to lament. Given how little support emerging scholars receive 
to develop as competent teachers, the situation is unsurprising. Evers et al. (2009) 
and Britnell et al. (2010) found that more than two-thirds of faculty members in 
their studies had learned about teaching on the job, by being forced to adapt 
quickly when they worked as teaching assistants. Fewer than half reported having 
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informal discussions with peers about teaching. Less than one-fifth had taken even 
one graduate course on teaching and learning. Informally, some faculty members 
found support in the early stages of their teaching development as graduate 
students, in the form of conversations with peers, advice from faculty members in 
their departments, and sometimes workshops. Again, this support is typically ad 
hoc and many faculty members report wishing that they had access to mentorship 
regarding their teaching roles and more opportunities for conversations about 
teaching (Britnell et al., 2010; Evers et al., 2009; Theall & Centra, 2001; Brookfield, 
1995). More than half of faculty members surveyed wanted some help with 
pedagogical issues from their local teaching and learning centres, most often in 
matters related to assessment of student learning (Britnell et al., 2010; Evers et al., 
2009 ) (p. 9). 
 

Moreover, Cranton and King (2003, pg. 31) point out that:  

Educators of adults are in a unique position among professionals in that they often 
have not had the opportunity to learn how to do their job. Most educators of adults 
come into their positions through a circuitous route, one that does not include 
teacher training. At some point in their careers, they may return to school, most 
often to study adult education on a part-time basis, but generally they learn their 
craft through experience, modeling themselves on others and reflecting on their 
practice. Professional development activities when they are available tend to be 
seen as not valuable, perhaps because they are not themselves grounded in adult 
learning theory (p. 31).  
 

Accordingly, Scott and Scott (citing Dunn & Wallace, 2016) assert that even when faculty 

demonstrate the will to become better teachers there is little to no confidence in the 

professional development processes in helping faculty achieve this goal.  This is because many 

faculty development programs (as affirmed by Cranton above) “are deemed irrelevant to 

teaching staff as they are fragmented and ad hoc, context non-specific, and ignore adult learning 

principles” (Scott as cited in Scott & Scott, 2016, pg. 515).  As a result, the practice of teaching 

remains largely instrumental and professionally focused (neglecting personal and social growth), 

student learning surface, and curricula are more likely to emphasize content and competency 

coverage (learning to know and do in a reductive sense) rather than also integration, 

transformative, self-authorization and long-lasting learning (learning to be, learning to work and 
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live with others and learning to impact society and environment).  Consequently, Knapper (2010) 

argues “most faculty are largely ignorant of the scholarship, and instructional practices and 

curriculum planning are dominated by tradition rather than research evidence” (pg. 229).  Yet, as 

I have maintained thus far, a significant if not primary reason for such ironic practices has been 

the outmoded and corporatized culture of our PSE system.  In such corporatized PSE 

environments, as Brownlee (2016) argued earlier, “Teaching has not just fallen on the list of 

priorities, it has been pushed there by conscious resource allocation” (p. 19).  

In light of these counterintuitive trends, Windshitl (2002, p. 131) argues that 

implementing new constructivist approaches to learning and teaching is “far more difficult than 

the reform community acknowledges.” He writes: 

…the most profound challenges for teachers are not associated merely with 
acquiring new skills but with making personal sense of constructivism as a basis for 
instruction, reorienting the culture of classrooms to be consonant with the 
constructivist philosophy, and dealing with the pervasive educational conservatism 
that works against efforts to reach for understanding (p. 131). 

 
In other words, underlying these impediments to change lie both the conceptual and 

pedagogical capabilities of faculty as well as the cultural and political dimensions of the 

educational context.  In affirming Windshitl, Christensen Hughes and Mighty (2010) argue that 

both faculty and the policy makers of the system should accept responsibility for enacting much 

needed change.  Yet, they argue that the system (under corporatized aims and structures) 

continues to create the following environments: 

• where research prestige (especially if it can be commercialized) is more 
incentivized than teaching effectiveness;  

• when there is no expectation nor additional time awarded to faculty who 
ought to seek professional development and demonstrated continuous 
improvement;  
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• when few faculty before, during and after acquiring the position are formally 
prepared for teaching;  

• and when “growing enrollment alongside declining resources, coupled with 
myths concerning the lack of benefits of the reallocation of resources” (p. 
267). 

 
The Evolution of Ontario Colleges Within a Neoliberal System  
 

This study was conducted at Bahlah College (pseudonym), one of 24 Ontario community 

colleges making up the Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology system (CAATs).  The CAATs 

system was founded in 1965 when Bill Davis, then Ontario Minister of Education, passed a Bill 

called 153, which was an amendment to the Department of Education Act.  Here, Bill 153 

grounded the mission of community colleges on four principles: 

1. they must embrace total education, vocational and avocational, regardless of 
formal entrance qualifications, with provision for complete vertical and horizontal 
mobility; 
2. they must develop curricula that meet the combined cultural aspirations and 
occupational needs of the student; 
3. they must operate in the closest possible cooperation with business and 
industry, and with social and other public agencies, including education, to ensure 
that curricula are at all times abreast, if not in advance of the changing 
requirements of a technological society; 
4. they must be dedicated to progress, through constant research, not only in 
curricula but in pedagogical technique and in administration (MacKay, 2014, p. 10). 

 
Oversight of these 24 colleges is assigned to the provincial government, while each institution is 

directed by a Board of Governors (BOG) appointed from the community (MacKay, 2014).  

According to Usher (2018), while community colleges in Canada were mostly vocation and trade 

program focused and seen as a separate, but complementary system to Ontario’s universities, 

“Over time, as the economy has become more service-driven, the offerings of colleges have 

become white-collar oriented. They remain focused on professional education leading directly to 

careers, but increasingly, these careers are in health care, technology and business” (p. 6). As 
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such, with this rising trend of professionalization, many Ontario colleges today are offering both 

four year professional degrees (such as Bahlah College’s two newly introduced bachelor degree 

programs) and moving toward three year diploma programs with students having the option to 

bridge over to a partner university, and receive a professional degree with an additional two 

years of study (Usher, 2018).  In other words, in Ontario, the line between a college and 

university education is increasingly overlapping and blurring.   

In addition to these trends, MacKay (2014) tells us that a considerable shift has taken 

place in Ontario colleges since their founding in the 1960s: 

the landscape of post-secondary education in Ontario has shifted drastically, 
bringing new challenges to the quality and integrity of college education. Changes 
in government funding models, management strategies, instructional technologies 
and student enrolment are all having a transformative impact. In addition, old 
tensions present at the founding of the CAATs continue to manifest in operational 
contradictions, strained labour relations, and decreased system effectiveness (p. 
7).   
 

As such, and as MacKay reminded us earlier (and I have affirmed at length in the first chapter of 

this dissertation) one of the greatest challenges facing today’s Ontario college system, is the 

growing influence of neoliberal policies in which the college system has essentially, “been 

operating under a state of perpetual austerity, in which understaffed educators seek to serve a 

growing student body with severely constrained resources. Such a condition is not conducive to 

a collegial and productive work environment, or to student success” (MacKay, 2014, p. 31).  

Thus, in this context, there is a growing “climate of fiscal austerity and an autocratic 

management culture in which faculty are systematically marginalized from academic decision-

making. As a result, decisions about quality, academic standards and student success are being 

made with more weight given to budgetary imperatives, rather than educational outcomes” (p. 
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2).  Here, because colleges faculty in Ontario unlike university faculty have no guaranteed 

academic freedom: 

management can completely control what is taught, how it is taught, and how it is 
evaluated. It does not matter if the professor teaching a course has a Ph.D. and 20 
years of experience in her field, while her manager has absolutely no relevant 
expertise; the manager can dictate academic terms to the faculty member. Such a 
situation sounds absurd to many who first hear it, and yet the lack of academic 
freedom has been a constant fact, and constant source of conflict, from the very 
beginning of the CAATs. While at times and in certain institutions there have been 
cultures of collegiality in which managers left academic decisions largely to faculty, 
these instances have always proven to be fleeting, and susceptible to changes in 
management, changes in government mandates, and funding pressures. Today, 
with a climate of intense fiscal austerity, and a corporate approach to 
administration, the lack of college faculty academic freedom is being felt more 
acutely than ever (p. 58). 

 
Thus, it was in this context that I approached the director of an Ontario college’s teacher 

professional learning office to propose the TBG workshop and accompanying study to be 

delivered to 15 to 20 faculty at the college.  In fact, during this time, Bhalah College (pseudonym) 

may have been an outlier with respect to support in faculty professional learning, since both 

Bahlah College’s faculty development director along with the academic leadership team at that 

time were eager to find ways in which learning and teaching practices could be improved at the 

college.  In fact, the aims of this study aligned with Bahlah College’s academic Strategic Mandate 

Agreement (SMA)121.  More specifically, the TBG workshop overlaps with nearly all of the six key 

academic priorities in their SMA related to the evolution of teaching and learning at Bahlah 

College.  These five priorities include: delivering learning through effectively designed 

curriculum; renewing the focus on essential employability skills; providing increased 

                                                
121 To strengthen Ontario’s public postsecondary sector, the Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities (MTCU) has launched a process to 
establish strategic mandate agreements with each of Ontario’s 44 colleges and universities “that will strongly inform future decisions, including 
allocation decisions and program approvals.” (http://www.heqco.ca/en-CA/About%20Us/policyadvice/Pages/smas.aspx). 
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opportunities for experiential learning including applied research and social innovation; 

developing Communities of Practice; and engaging in professional development activities.  Also, 

during the time in which I delivered the TBG workshop, Bahlah College was among the first and 

perhaps only Ontario college and/or university at the time to deliver a mandatory professional 

teaching learning certificate for new faculty hires.  In other words, all new full-time faculty hires 

at Bahlah College were expected to enroll in a three-course (+ 2 optional) certificate program on 

learning and teaching in higher education.  Upon completion of the first three courses, there 

were two additional optional courses offered to faculty who were willing to complete these 

courses on their own time.  However, despite this very important and significant step in a college 

to support faculty pro-actively in their development as teachers (especially since faculty hires in 

the college sector are generally hired based on their professional and educational credentials 

and not necessarily on their PSE teaching expertise and experience), all of the courses delivered 

through Bahlah College’s teacher learning certificate program were generally not grounded in 

adult learning theory; and any adult learning theory that was used in the certificate program (e.g. 

Bloom or Kolb), were understood in a technical-rational or cognitivist/behaviourist view of 

pedagogy.  Here, as Holst and Brookfield (2013) affirm, despite a growing body of evidence 

pointing to a more integrative or constructivist notion of education, much of the contemporary 

adult education research and learning theory and training continue to fall into the competency 

or technical-rational model.  As such, they write:   

Adult education has traditionally viewed learning in an all-compassing, 
expansive way as the deliberate attempts by adults to develop their skills, 
extend their knowledge, or cultivate certain dispositions in a particular 
direction.  The logic of this expansive paradigm is a technical one.  It tends 
to disconnect learning from any particular moral, social or political 
purpose and to focus instead on its mechanics – on how some methods 
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are favored over others, on how learners and teachers decide which 
resources are found to be most useful, on how people gauge in 
effectiveness of their learning, or on how to institute an optimal 
alternation between self-direction and teacher direction.  When adult 
learning is seen as chiefly a technical affair, anything and everything is grist 
for the theoretical and research mill (pg. 23-24).  

 
Subsequently, in this context, and as pointed out earlier, the treatment of knowledge, learning 

and teaching in Bahlah’s teacher professional learning program (as with much of today’s 

education systems) could be described as a competency-based approach (Korthagen, 2004) (or 

‘informative learning’ as simply knowing and doing with regards to a teacher’s competencies and 

behaviours) rather than an integrative and constructive approach that involves both an 

informative but also transformative approach (values/knowing/being, identity and beliefs).  Here, 

as pointed out throughout this dissertation, teaching is an inductive and deductive process in 

which learning is understood as forever tumbling between our knowing, doing, being, living and 

working with others and impacting society and environment). Here, as Korthagen (2005) makes 

clear, our approach to teacher professional learning is dramatically shifting toward an integrative 

and constructivist approach:   

For a long time, especially around the time ISATT was founded, researchers 
believed that teacher behaviour was directed by teacher thinking, especially by the 
theories about teaching and learning in the minds of teachers (see, for example, 
Clark & Peterson, 1986). If you believe in this assumption, it seems to be logical to 
use the traditional, deductive approach. As explained above, in this approach, 
teachers are introduced to 'useful' educational theories, with the aim of having 
them apply these theories in their teaching. However, serious doubts about the 
assumption have been raised. Many researchers have shown that teachers make a 
large number of instant decisions during their teaching (see Eraut, 1995), so that at 
least part of these decisions have to be taken in an unconscious or semi-conscious 
way. Carter (1990, p. 27) states: 
 
"One of the major conclusions from this research tradition [the teachers as 
decision-makers tradition] was that prior assumptions about teachers' decision-
making were often inaccurate. (...) during interaction, teachers seldom made 
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logical choices among several different alternatives. Rather, their actions seemed 
to be largely governed by rules and routines, with decision-making in a studied, 
deliberative sense taking a minor role in their interactive 
thinking." 
 
According to Shavelson and Stern (1981), and Yinger (1986), such teacher routines 
are to a large degree based on habit formation. Talking about actions that we carry 
out spontaneously, Schön (1983, p. 54) states: “We are often unaware of having 
learned to do these things; we simply find ourselves doing them.” Dolk (1997) 
labelled the kind of teacher behaviour that occurs without much reflection and 
deliberate choice as immediate teaching behaviour. Korthagen & Lagerwerf (1996) 
consider such behaviour the result of an internal process, in which a dynamic 
conglomeration of needs, values, feelings, tacit knowledge, meanings, and 
behavioural inclinations all play a role. They call such a conglomeration a Gestalt. 
In their explanation of teacher behaviour, Korthagen and Lagerwerf not only 
emphasise the often unconscious sources of teacher behaviour, but also the non-
rational aspects mediating between perception and behaviour. Using the analogy 
of the left and the right side of the brain, one could say that much teacher 
behaviour is not so much guided by the analytic, rational and verbal functions of 
the left hemisphere, but rather by the tacit, holistic, a-rational, and integral modes 
of information processing characteristic for the right hemisphere (pp. 82-83).  

 
Thus, in this context, and despite Bahlah College’s best intentions, Bahlah College’s five course 

teacher professional learning certificate may be described as a program situated in the 

informative or competency-based approach (learning that is focused on ‘mechanics’ and 

‘outcomes-based learning’ (e.g. competencies and behaviours) and generally disconnected from 

the learning that explores the ‘moral, social or political dimension’ (e.g. unconscious relationship 

between values, knowing, being, and interaction with the environment).    
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Figure 26: Teacher Professional Learning: A Shift from Competency Based to Integrative Based Learning 

 
 

In Figure 26, this competency-based approach is represented above by the top three layers 

above; the transformative is represented by the lower three layers; and the integrative approach 

includes all six layers combined.  Thus, one of the aims of the TBG workshop was to use the I-KLT 

rubric and model above to help educators’ transition from an informative or competency-based 

model of faculty professional learning to one that also includes the transformative faculty 

professional learning dimension.  Hence, an integrative approach to faculty professional learning 

combines both of these holarchical or interconnected dimensions of learning in order to prepare 

effectively and ethically faculty and by extension our students to deal with this new century’s 

personal, professional, public and planetary challenges and opportunities.   
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 Thus, the holarchy diagram above, provides a useful illustration and accompanying set of 

reflective questions in which educators in the TBG workshop can both understand the underlying 

theoretical principles behind the workshop and also how they might view learning in their own 

professional context in a more integrative sense.  Thus, while decision makers and educational 

developers in many PSE institutions (such as Bahlah Colleges faculty professional learning 

program) continue to focus on the delivery of outcomes in terms of competencies, much of the 

contemporary research in adult education (Boucouvalas & Lawerence, 2010; English & Tisdell, 

2010; Jarvis & Watts, 2012; Merriam & Kim, 2008; Merriam & Bierema, 2014; Merriam & Grace, 

2011) and teacher professional learning (Korthangen, 2004; Korthagen & Vasalos, 2005; Saroyan 

& Trigwell, 2015; Bronkhorst, Meijer, Koster & Vermunt, 2011) is increasingly moving toward an 

integrative model of pedagogy in which the focus and emphasis is on the tumbling and 

congruence/incongruence between the teacher’s self <-> pedagogical theory <-> pedagogy 

practice <-> societal democratic needs.  However, as Korthagen (2004) points out, even when 

the emphasis is on the teacher as self, “there is considerable emphasis on promoting reflection 

in teachers, but at the same time, it is not always clear exactly what teachers are supposed to 

reflect on when wishing to become better teachers.  What are important contents of 

reflection?” (2004, pg. 78).  Subsequently, in another related article, Korthagen and Vasalos 

(2005) drawing on a very similar model to the the six levels of the holarchy diagram discussed 

above, suggest that “a good teacher will not always show ‘good teaching’: although someone 

may have excellent competencies, the right beliefs, and an inspirational self and mission, the 

level of the environment may put serious limits on the teacher’s behaviour (see e.g., Zeichner & 

Gore, 1990)” (p. 87).  Thus, they contend, through the process of core reflection (or what can be 
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called values pedagogy or values reflection in and on experience), teachers can become explicitly 

aware and develop both their strengths and limitations (and also other peoples’) with regards to 

the alignment or misalignment of values, beliefs, competencies, behaviours and interaction with 

the environment. Thus, they provide a useful description and example regarding the practical 

importance of such alignment or misalignment between the various layers:   

The idea behind the model is that the inner levels determine the way an individual 
functions on the outer levels, but that there is also a reverse influence (from 
outside to inside).  

In this model, two new levels are added to the levels of environment, 
behaviour, competencies and beliefs: the level of (professional) identity (Beijaard, 
1995) and the level of mission (for the latter Dilts, 1990, uses the term ‘level of 
spirituality’). Reflection on the level of mission triggers such issues as ‘why’ the 
person decided to become a teacher, or even what he sees as his calling in the 
world. In essence, this level is concerned with what inspires us, and what gives 
meaning and significance to our work or our lives (for an elaboration of the issue 
of the teacher’s calling see Hansen, 1995; Palmer, 1998; Korthagen, 2004). This is 
a transpersonal level, since it involves becoming aware of the meaning of our own 
existence in the world, and the role we see for ourselves in relation to our fellow 
man. Whereas the level of identity has to do with how we experience ourselves and 
our self-concept, the level of mission is about ‘the experience of being part of 
meaningful wholes and in harmony with super-individual units such as family, social 
group, culture and cosmic order’ (Boucouvalas, 1988, pp. 57–58).  

Getting in touch with the levels of identity and mission has a very practical 
significance. For example, a beginning teacher may be so focused on surviving in 
the classroom that he takes on the role of ‘policeman’ (identity level). This kind of 
teacher has quite a different influence on the class from the one who is conscious 
of the interests and needs of the pupils, and whose actions are sincerely rooted in 
a pedagogical ideal (on the level of mission). Where the first teacher may ‘invite’ a 
power struggle, the second often succeeds in creating an atmosphere of 
togetherness, so that the pupils also consider it important to work together in a 
pleasant and productive atmosphere (p. 53). 

 
In light of this analysis, Bronkhost et al. (2011) suggest that the literature on teachers’ 

approaches to professional learning appear to take on two different approaches.  The first, they 

contend, is surface oriented and referred to as the ‘survival-reproduction’ [read competency-

based model] approach to learning in the teacher professional learning context.  More 
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specifically, they characterize this approach to learning as, “the complete captivation of 

immediate teaching practice, leaving little room for learning. Reproduction-orientated student 

teachers direct their learning to improving teaching performance and have little room or 

attention for developing a frame of reference for teaching” (p. 1121).  However, in contrast to 

such a surface approach is the deeper orientation they refer to as ‘meaning-oriented learning’ 

[read integrative learning model].  This approach they suggest “can also be characterized by the 

attention paid to improve teaching performance, but also by the value afforded to and the effort 

invested in understanding the underlying processes that play a role in teaching” (p. 1121).  

Moreover, they write: 

A meaning orientation consists of actively comparing sources and drawing 
conclusions from this comparison for own teaching practice (Zanting, Verloop, & 
Vermunt, 2001). Student teachers with this orientation actively seek to combine 
information from different sources. Moreover, as meaning-oriented student 
teachers’ reflection goes beyond evaluation of what works but also includes critical 
analysis of why something may or may not work (Mansvelder-Longayroux, Beijaard, 
Verloop, & Vermunt, 2007), this orientation leads to an understanding of how 
pupils learn. Bakkenes et al. (2010) reported that even daily teaching activities 
accompanied by meaning-oriented reflection induce more learning than those 
accompanied by a reflection focused on performance. Lastly, the ability to apply 
knowledge across situations (i.e. enactment) is thought to increase when learners 
seek to understand the structure and critical elements of every situation 
(Korthagen & Kessels, 1999). Next to a conceptual preference for meaning-oriented 
learning, expressed by many authors (Baeten et al., 2010), empirical results also 
indicate that it is exactly the understanding of (the effects of) teaching that makes 
the difference in teacher quality, according to a comprehensive review of best 
practices in the United States (Darling-Hammond, 2006) as well as recently 
completed study in the Netherlands (Bakkenes et al., 2010).   

In sum, research conducted in different parts of the world indicates that if 
student teachers’ learning were meaning-oriented in nature, they would become 
better equipped to deal with the challenges of the profession. However, knowledge 
on how teacher education programs can foster meaning-oriented learning is 
currently not widely available. Moreover, a recent review indicated that influencing 
the nature of students’ learning is not an easy task (Baeten et al., 2010) (p. 1121). 
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Thus, the TBG workshop accompanied by the I-KLT rubric are designed to nurture this deeper or 

meaning oriented learning found in an integrative education model as opposed to the surface 

survival-reproduction approach currently representing the competency based approach.  

Subsequently, the following section provides an argument of why a such deeper or meaning 

oriented approach should begin with teachers’ philosophical assumptions (e.g. 

values/knowing/being) about the nature of knowledge, learning and teaching.   

Why Start with an Educator’s Philosophy of Knowledge, Learning & Teaching? 
 
The concepts of knowledge, learning and teaching are central to the field of education, 

but most assume its meaning and related practice are agreed upon, yet as I have argued at 

length in this chapter and elsewhere such agreement is far from the truth.  As this section points 

out, the way in which a teacher perceives these important concepts is deeply connected to their 

philosophical (ontological, epistemological and axiological assumptions) in which the 

constellation of values, ideologies and beliefs unconsciously direct pedagogical action in the 

classroom.  As such, many students, parents, teachers, and administrators are often unaware of 

the philosophical assumptions that are driving (by default) their view of reality and by extension 

how they behave in their day to day personal, professional and public lives.  Thus, as a growing 

body of research in the teacher professional learning field affirms, any significant and productive 

change in the classroom begins with what a teacher thinks and understands philosophically 

about the nature of knowledge, learning and teaching (Saroyan, 2010; Hubball, Collins & Pratt, 

2005; Windschitl, 2002; Hargreaves, Lieberman, Fullan & Hopkins, 1998).  However, changing 

entrenched philosophical and pedagogical beliefs about knowledge, learning and teaching is not 

an easy feat (Saroyan, 2010; Hargreaves et al., 1998; Cranton, 2012). As Cranton (2012) asserts 
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one of the general characteristics of adult learning is that “Adults are reluctant to change their 

values, opinions, or behaviors” (p. 24).  This is summarized by Kane, Sandretto & Heath (2002): 

Block and Hazelip (1995) explained that beliefs [read philosophy] vary in strength 
and kind, and over time form a system or networks.  The ease with which a teacher 
can change his or her belief is related to the strength of those beliefs [read 
ontology/epistemology/axiology].  The stronger the belief, the major resistance it 
becomes to change. Several researchers (e.g. Kegan, 1992a; Pajares, 1992) have 
supported Block and Hazelip’s claim that “teachers and their belief system are 
grounded in their personal experiences and, hence, are highly resistant to change” 
(1995, p. 27).  Thompson’s (1992) review of the beliefs and conceptions of primary 
and secondary mathematics teachers noted that “thoughtful analyses of the nature 
of the relationship between beliefs and practices suggest that beliefs systems are 
dynamic, permeable mental structures, susceptible to change in light of 
experience” (p. 149). 

   
As the passage above reveals, while “stronger beliefs” are highly resistance to change, they are 

still “dynamic, permeable mental structures, susceptible to change in light of experience”.  

However, as I have argued in chapter 2 (and Windschitl (2002) and Smith (2010) affirm), seeking 

change toward an integrative and learner centered pedagogy becomes especially difficult when 

the conscious or more likely unconscious conceptual, pedagogical, cultural and political values, 

beliefs and assumptions of the stakeholders in PSE (e.g. students, parents, teachers, and 

administrators) run contrary to integrative and constructivist view of education proposed in this 

chapter.  Thus, as I have argued in chapter 1, and Silberman (1970) affirmed so many years ago:  

If teachers make a botch of it, and an uncomfortably large number do, it is 
because it never simply occurs to more than a handful to ask why they are doing 
what they are doing, to think seriously or deeply about the purpose or consequence 
of education. 

This mindlessness – the failure to think seriously about educational 
purpose, the reluctance to question established practice – is not the monopoly of 
the public school; it is diffused remarkably throughout the entire educational 
system, and indeed the entire society. 

If mindfulness is the central problem, the solution must lie in infusing the 
various educating institutions with purpose, more important, with thought about 
purpose, and about the ways in which technique, content, and organization fulfill 
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or alter purpose (p. 11).   
 
Thus, in the following section, I provide several studies on faculty development that point to the 

importance of beginning with an educator’s philosophical assumptions about the nature of 

knowledge, learning and teaching.  Here, the goal of the TBG workshop will be to help educators 

recognize if they are unconsciously captured by an outmoded and reductive view of knowledge, 

learning and teaching that is influenced by a scientistic, technical-rational and neoliberal 

ideological paradigm. In a sense, these outmoded paradigmatic views of education deny many 

educators the contemporary and conceptual understanding of an integrative and constructivist 

view of pedagogy.  Thus, there is no surprise that under the influence of such reductive, 

utilitarian and instrumental assumptions and often fragmented adult educational research 

theories and practice, our systems of education continue to view knowledge as “neutral” and 

“objective” acquisition of cognitive and behavioural understanding and to see this as distinct and 

separate from personal, social and philosophical/spiritual development.  

As such, this reductive paradigm then creates a view of learning in which many educators 

in PSE understand learning as simply “a knowing and doing process” (or an informative or 

competency kind of learning) and separate and unrelated from our “being, living and working 

with others and impacting society and environment” (or a personal/social transformative kind of 

learning). Hence, the integrative model proposed in this chapter and encouraged in the TBG 

workshops would include the importance and relationship between the informative and 

transformative kinds of learning as necessary pedagogical aims in the education process.  Thus, 

as the next section suggests, if the notions of knowledge, learning and teaching are to be fully 

realized in the broadest and integrative sense as proposed in this chapter, then a “breakthrough” 
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in teacher professional learning resulting in meaningful change begins with a “break with” 

educators’ entrenched outmoded and reductive philosophical assumptions about the nature of 

reality, knowledge and truth and their inextricable relationship with how they view learning and 

teaching.   

Unearthing Teachers’ Philosophical Assumptions: An Exploration of Philosophy, Beliefs and Values  
 

In his book chapter entitled Changing Teaching Practice: Barriers and Strategies, Knapper 

(2010) asks and then responds to a very intriguing question related to improving the quality of 

learning and teaching in Canadian colleges and universities: 

If you as a faculty developer or educational researcher had the attention of all the 
teachers in your institution for say, half a day, just what would you tell them?  For 
me the answer is quite simple: I would try to raise the issue of how students learn, 
beginning by having faculty consider what they know intuitively from half a life-
time of learning themselves, and ending by encouraging them to become familiar 
with some of the seminal research from the past 30 years that helps explain how 
the way we teach affects the quality and effectiveness of student learning (p. 230). 

 
Consequently, this section affirms Knapper’s analysis in which a growing body of research (from 

primary, post-secondary122 and adult education literature), suggests any significant change in the 

classroom begins with what the teacher philosophically thinks about the nature of knowledge, 

learning and teaching (Kane et. al, 2002; Fairbanks, Duffy, Faircloth, He, Levin, Rohr and Stein, 

2010; Korthagen, 2004; Christenesen Hughes & Mighty, 2010).  This starting point for change is 

further corroborated by Pratt and Associates (1998) who contend, consciously or unconsciously 

our epistemic assumptions and ideas about learning “will significantly shape, define, and limit a 

given perspective on teaching” (p. 72).  They suggest, irrespective of our intentions, our 

                                                
122 As Entwistel and Walker (2000) assert “while teaching in higher education is bound to have distinctive characteristics, it also has elements in 
common with more general ways of describing teaching.  Consequently, we can draw on research on school teaching” (p. 5).     
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fundamental beliefs or philosophical understanding of teaching and learning will direct actions 

during the design and delivery of student learning processes.  

As I have drawn upon Habermas (1972, 1982) and others, it could be said that our ways 

of knowing involve an integrative or holarchical phenomenon that consists of an explicit (or 

visible) dimension (described by Habermas as ‘technical/material’ interest or form of what/how 

we know) that is fused with a tacit (or invisible) dimension (described by Habermas as including 

both a ‘communicative/interpretative’ and ‘critical self-reflective/immaterial’ interest or form of 

what/how we know).  In other words, questions of knowledge (how and what we know as an 

‘objective/material’ reality) could not be asked without questions of being (how we interpret and 

who we are), such that our epistemology becomes identical with our sense of ontology and 

axiology.  In fact, this interdependence between the knower (being) and known (epistemology) is 

aptly captured by Palmer (2007):  

Modern physics has debunked the notion that knowing requires, or even allows, a 
separation of the knower from the known.  Physicists cannot study subatomic 
particles without altering them in the act of knowing, so we cannot maintain the 
objectivist gap between the world “out there” and the observe “in here” as posited 
by premodern science.  Knower and known are joined, and any claim about the 
nature of the known reflects the nature of the knower as well (p. 100, bold italics 
included).     
 

Thus, as Lovat (2013) confirms drawing upon a substantial body of research (such as Ferre, 1982; 

Lakatos, 1974; Kuhn, 1970; Quine, 1953; Feyerabend, 1975; Guba & Lincoln, 1994): “‘knowing’ is 

not linear, it is complex; nor is it objective in any simple observable or measurable sense because 

it is fused with the subjectivity of the person doing the knowing” (p. 3).  As such, this means how 

we perceive knowledge (or even our notion of human nature and learning for that matter) is 

deeply informed by our subconscious ideological chain of authority/transmission that is 
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developed and evolved through years of conscious (but mostly unconscious saturation of life 

experiences) in which family upbringing, education, the media, governments and culture all play 

a critical role in shaping or constructing our values, identities and beliefs.  These, in turn 

determine how we both filter reality and reason our claims of truth or falsehood within and 

beyond the classroom (Lovat & Smith, 2003).  In other words, as noted above, the manner in 

which we ‘know’ is a by-product of both the tacit (who we are) and explicit (what/how we know) 

dimension of our human nature. Hence, in the teaching professional learning context, this 

perspective is aptly captured by Hamachek (1999) who writes, “Consciously, we teach what we 

know; unconsciously we teach who we are” (p. 209).  As such Hamachek (1999) writes:  

In all of this, perhaps, there is an implicit bottom line that might be stated in the 
following way: The kind of teacher one is depends on the kind of person one is. This 
may seem apparent on the surface, but sometimes in our quest for better teaching 
methods, more efficient instructional strategies, specifically defined behavioral 
objectives, and more effective methods of inquiry, we lose sight of the fact that the 
success of those "better" things depends very much on the emotional makeup and 
psychological underpinnings of the teacher who uses them (p. 209). 

 
Thus, as Hofer (2002) contends, a significant body of research affirms the idea that teacher 

“beliefs about knowledge and knowing have a powerful influence on learning, and deepening 

our understanding of this process can enhance teaching effectiveness” (p. 13).  And, as pointed 

out above a teacher’s philosophy or belief about these fundamental concepts is often shaped or 

influenced by: life background and history as learners (e.g. K-12 and undergraduate experiences 

as students) (Kane et al., 2002; Smith & Lovat, 2003); their disciplines in which they teach and 

research (e.g. sociology, math, psychology, physics, biology; philosophy) (Jarvis-Selinger, Collins 

& Pratt, 2007); and the context (technical applied college or research university) (Cranton, 1996; 

Barr & Tagg, 1995) and societal era in which they operate (20th and early part of the 21st century 
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still dominated and influenced by a behaviourist approach to pedagogy) (Elias & Merriam, 2005; 

Merriam & Bierema, 2014).  As such, Pratt (2005) offers a fitting and comprehensive description 

that I have quoted at length in which he acknowledges the relationship between knowing and 

being as perhaps serving the single most important starting point for dramatic change in the 

classroom: 

Teaching is more than an intellectual act; it is also a moral and philosophical 
undertaking (Fenstermacher, 1990).  It is moral because it is guided by a sense of 
what is right, good, or just.  It is philosophical because it requires a critical 
examination of the underlying beliefs and values that guide teaching towards 
particular purposes; asking why those ends are justified and by what means they 
might be reasonably and appropriately accomplished.   

Beliefs about the means and ends of education represent a commitment to 
underlying values.  As such, they are held with varying degrees of clarity, 
confidence, and centrality.  Some are vague and implicit; others are clear and 
readily explained.  Some are held tentatively; others are considered incontestable.  
Some are marginal to the way a person thinks; others are central and even 
dominant.  When they are central or dominant they represent the core of one’s 
philosophical aspects of teaching.   

Teaching involves not just the intellectual purpose, but social purposes and 
responsibilities that are morally and intellectually grounded.  It is not possible to 
talk about teaching with, at least implicitly, adopting some view of knowledge and 
learning in relation to those intellectual and moral purposes.  What is meant by 
“Knowledge” and “learning” is usually taken for granted.  It is either assumed that 
educators are “in agreement” on what they mean, or that these concepts are not 
particularly relevant to the question of how to teach.   

Beliefs regarding knowledge and learning are some of the most central 
beliefs related to teaching.  Beliefs about knowledge determine what will be taught, 
how it will be rendered, and what will be accepted as evidence people have 
learned.  Beliefs about learning shape not only the teacher’s selection and 
adaptation of tools, they also shape the way in which one’s professional knowledge 
and identity will be called forth and used during moments of teaching (p. 613, bold 
italics added) 
 

Pratt’s analysis not only highlights the importance of philosophy as starting point for change but 

also stresses and I have argued elsewhere the interconnectivity or integrative (e.g. intellectual, 

philosophical, moral and social) nature of knowledge, learning and teaching.  As Lovat and Smith 
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affirm, our education system via curriculum and teaching practice, “makes assumptions about 

the nature of reality, truth and knowledge, and also conveys views of reality truth, and 

knowledge in its practices” (Lovat & Smith, 2003, p. 13).  Thus, drawing on Habermas’s critical 

form of knowing and the importance of self-reflection, Lovat (2013a) remind us earlier:  

Externally, one confronts one’s enculturated past, one’s corporate beliefs and 
community values, one’s family, school, political and religious heritage. Internally, 
one confronts one’s self: there is no knowing without knowing the knower. Through 
critical, self-reflective knowing, one is challenged to let go of much of the past and 
to embrace new futures. The end of critical, self-reflective knowing is praxis, 
practical action for change. One cannot remain in the same place once one has 
confronted one’s past and one’s self. In a sense, the ultimate point of the learning 
game is to be found in knowing oneself and the consequent change of belief and 
behaviour that inevitably follows (p. 5). 

 
The “Babel Effect” & Confusion of Teacher Professional Learning 
  

As pointed out earlier, even when an educator strives to proactively change or transcend 

their traditional philosophical and pedagogical precepts and assumptions, it is nearly impossible 

to avoid the overwhelming if not confusing (and sometimes contradictory) nature of the of 

research advice proposed in the countless books, journals, conferences and reports (Feldman & 

McPhee, 2008; Kane et. al, 2002).  Admittedly, this was my experience when researching the 

unending territory and disparate scholarship of knowledge, learning and teaching for this 

chapter.  The extraordinary breadth and depth of this research is captured by Weimer (2002):   

the literature is vast.  Interest in learning may be recent, but the study of it is not.  
It spans decades, starting in modern times with the work of Dewey.  It crosses 
disciplines with work being done in education and various subfields like educational 
psychology, higher education, and adult education.  Other relevant work is 
underway in women’s studies and psychology.  Still more work has been completed 
in fields with content totally unrelated to learning, like engineering and math.  And 
finally there are interdisciplinary initiatives, like practitioner-oriented work on 
active learning, group work and inquiry-based approaches, the writing across 
curriculum movement, and multicultural curricular reforms.  Besides occurring 
across the decades and in multiple disciplinary contexts, the research and theory 
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on learning is literally being completed around the world.  It is a body of literature 
that would take a lifetime to read and another one to summarize and integrate (p. 
7). 

 
This vast and abyssal research, especially as it relates to teacher beliefs or philosophies about 

learning and teaching, has surprisingly created a number of different terms and accompanying 

theories.  For example, Kegan (1990) writes “Terms such as teacher cognition, self-reflection, 

knowledge and belief can each be used to refer to different phenomena.  Variation in the 

definition of a term can range from the superficial and idiosyncratic to the profound and 

theoretical” (p. 456).  This semantic drift is affirmed by Pajares’ (1992) review, in which he 

writes: 

Defining beliefs is at best a game of player’s choice.  They travel in disguise and 
often under alias – attitudes, values, judgements, axioms, opinions, ideology, 
perceptions, conceptions, conceptual systems, preconceptions, dispositions, 
implicit theories, explicit theories, personal theories, internal mental processes, 
action strategies, rules of practice, practical principles, perspectives, repertoires of 
understanding, and social strategies, to name a few but few that can be found in 
the literature (p. 309). 

 
Accordingly, Kegan (1992) argues “even the term ‘teacher belief’ is not used consistently, with 

some researchers referring instead to teachers’ ‘principles of practice’, ‘personal 

epistemologies,’ ‘perspectives,’ ‘practical knowledge’ or ‘orientations’” (p. 66).  Subsequently, 

Clandinin and Connelley (1987) assert this lack of agreement in terminology among researchers 

is “simply different words naming the same thing” (p. 448).  Yet, even if many of these terms 

share similar meaning, they continue to make it difficult if not confusing between the 

educational researchers and the teaching community to close the gap between new research 

and practice.  For example, Kane et al. (2002) address this difficulty in their review: 

The variety of approaches has resulted in a number of different theories and terms 
used to describe teachers’ beliefs and conceptions at the tertiary level.  Marland 
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(1987) noted that “the terminology babel in research on teacher thinking is causing 
confusion and impeding productive dialogue” at the primary and secondary levels 
(p. 503).  We would argue that the lack of a common terminology at the tertiary 
level is in danger of causing the same confusion (p. 181). 

 
This is affirmed by Kirshner (2016), who argues, unlike the professional field of medicine: 
 

In the case of education, the entire infrastructure for rational organization of 
practice is undermined by the presence of unreconciled theorization, as 
emblematized by the typical educational psychology textbook in which the diverse 
offerings of learning theorists are presented as separate chapters together with 
recommendations for practice (e.g. Eggen & Kauchak, 2013; Ormond, 2009).  Such 
an approach abdicates collectively responsibility for rationally organized 
educational practices, leaving individual teachers to find their own way through the 
thicket of diverse and competing claims (Wojcikiewicz & Wenzel, 2012) (p. 3) 

 
Consequently, Kirshner (2016) argues that given this diverse menu of learning approaches, 

educators in a given era often vary in their choice of preferred philosophy or epistemology.  As a 

result, “theorists are speaking many different languages as they attempt to articulate 

foundations for pedagogy, and they are robbed of the opportunity to build professional 

discourse of teaching together” (pg. 2).  Kirshner calls this the “Babel Effect”, where these 

varying philosophies of learning not only manifest into extreme confusion, but can also lead to 

conflict between alternative versions of learning and subsequent modes of teaching practice.  

For example, Windschitl (2002) argues: 

The generic use of the phrase “constructivist teaching” in practitioners’ literature 
obscures critical differences between cognitive and social constructivisms and the 
implications of each for methods of instruction.  Review of summaries of literature 
aimed at practitioners that make generalizations about the character or 
effectiveness of constructivist teaching without acknowledging these critical 
differences undoubtedly contribute to the confusion of the teacher audience (p. 
142). 

 
This sense of noise and confusion often experienced by many teachers is aptly captured by 

Kirshner (2016), in which he writes:   
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Less salient for our community, but more debilitating in its consequence, is the 
sense of confusion and eventually dissipation that ensues from multiple sources for 
pedagogical precepts.  Within each pedagogical enclave things may not seem 
terribly amiss.  Whether we are behaviourist or constructivist or situativists or 
critical theorist (to name a few prominent schools) we have coherent and 
convergent conversations about learning and teaching, and perhaps a sense that 
we are making progress.  But in aggregate, this Balkanization of educational 
thought is dysfunctional.  Unless teachers locate themselves squarely within a 
single tradition of pedagogical theory – and most don’t – they are faced with a 
discordant array of pedagogical advice (Kirshner, 2016, p. 2). 

 
Thus, it was under such confusion and Balkanization that I created the I-KLT rubric as a guide in 

which educators could identify at least two goals.  First, they could identify whether there is an 

alignment between their espoused theories (philosophical intentions) and theories in use 

(pedagogical practice).  Second, the I-KLT rubric provide a heuristic in which educators could 

view knowledge, learning and teaching in their own professional context in a more integrative 

sense.   

The Link Between Philosophy, Context, Educational Discipline & Pedagogical Practice  
 

In spite of this confusion and lack of consensus noted above, there seems to be some 

consistency between academic disciplines and contexts and where educators tend to 

philosophically and pedagogically locate themselves in the PSE context.  For example, in their 

research paper titled Do Academic Origins Influence Perspectives on Teaching?, Jarvis-Selinger et 

al. (2007) assert:   

Yet we know from other research that the types of knowledge to be taught (and 
learned) do influence the approach a teacher takes.  For example, using two of 
Habermas’ (1971) forms of knowledge (instrumental and communicative), Cross 
(1991) and Cranton (2002) found that the sciences were more concerned with 
transmitting instrumental knowledge, while disciplines that study human 
interactions were more often concerned with facilitation of communicative 
knowledge.  This bespeaks of difference not only in forms of knowledge, but in 
forms of teaching.  Moreover, Lattuca and Starak (1995) and Braxton (1995) found 
that disciplines such as biology, physics, and chemistry tended to be less receptive 
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to concerns for the improvement of teaching (such as changing from transmission 
to facilitation) than did the humanities and social sciences.   Menges and Austin 
(2001) noted disciplinary difference in the characteristic of thinking that were 
fostered among students across disciplines.  And in a 1991-1992 survey, the 
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching found that faculty members 
held stronger affinity and loyalty to their disciplines than their department or their 
institution.  Presumably the common commitment was established during training 
in their respective disciplines and continued into their professional lives.  Finally, 
Knight and Trowler (2000) found that faculty members tended to take on the 
normative values, beliefs, and practices of teaching within their discipline.  They 
found, for example, that faculty members believed that the teaching practice of 
their own discipline were not only appropriate to that discipline but were generally 
preferable to forms of teaching found in other disciplines.  It seems that a culture 
of teaching exists within disciplines and that students are, wittingly or not, 
enculturated into the norms of teaching and learning that characterize their 
disciplines (Patt & Nesbit 2000). 

Thus we know that studying within a discipline, especially to a level 
commensurate with an understanding or graduate degree, is a form of 
enculturation into ways of thinking, forms of knowledge, and normative roles for 
both teachers and learners (p. 67).   

 
This analysis further affirms that the kind of discipline into which a teacher is enculturated will 

largely determine the educational philosophy or values and subsequent pedagogical practice 

they aspire.  Thus, Tisdell and Taylor (2001) assert:  

one’s educational practice and one’s beliefs about practice inform each other – our 
philosophy informs our practice, which in turn informs and helps develop our 
philosophy.  And, so the cycle continues.  In order for this cycle to be set in motion, 
we must make conscious our underlying educational philosophy and how it is 
reflected in our practice (p. 6).  

 
Similarly, Richardson (1996) affirms, “Studies of the origins of teachers’ beliefs indicate that 

many different life experiences contribute to the formation of strong and enduring beliefs about 

teaching and learning.  Within a constructivist learning and teaching framework, these beliefs 

should be surfaced and acknowledged during the teacher education program if the program is to 

make a difference in the deep structure of knowledge and beliefs held by the students” (p. 111)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
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Once again, the importance of starting with philosophy is further highlighted by Elias and 

Merriam (2005) who contend: 

Philosophy is a more reflective and systematic activity than common sense.  
Philosophy raises questions about what we do and why we do it, and goes beyond 
individual cases and phenomena to treat questions of a general nature.  When 
considering the interrelationship of philosophy and activity, it is clear that 
philosophy inspires one’s activities, and gives direction to practice. The power of 
philosophy lies in its ability to enable individuals to better understand and 
appreciate the activities of everyday life (p. 5). 
 

Here, Tisdell and Taylor (2001) recommend five questions that can be used by teachers in 

articulating their philosophy and pedagogical practice: 

1. What us the purpose of education? 
2. What the role of the adult educator? 
3. What is the role students or adult learner in the classroom? 
4. What is your conceptualization of differences among adult learners? 
5. What is your worldview, or the primary lens you use in analyzing human needs? 
(p. 7). 

 
In chapter 2, I focused more precisely on these kinds of philosophical questions and have argued 

that our ontology (view of reality) is fused with our epistemology (view of knowledge) and 

axiology (view of truth).  Thus, these three immaterial constructs subconsciously work together 

to form a filter bubble in which we view all aspects of material and immaterial life. Here, as Dagli 

(2017) made clear in chapter 2, all disagreements on matters of truth, no matter how trivial or 

profound, are about three kinds of intersectional claims that we encounter in intellectual life – 

factual (or what is) [read truth], theoretical (what can be) [read knowledge], and moral (what 

ought to be) [read moral/values motivation].  Here, Dagli’s thesis is consistent with what I have 

argued earlier and in chapter 2: the manner in which we ‘know’ is a by-product of both the tacit 

(who we are) and explicit (what/how we know) dimension of our human nature.  Here, it could 

be said that one’s first principles or basic, foundational, self-evident propositions, morals, values 
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and philosophical assumptions about how the world “ought to be” (or what is the purpose of 

education should be) are a result of chain of transmission that have over a lifetime become 

subconsciously saturated in one’s synergistic perception of knowledge, truth and values pursuits.  

However, as argued earlier, modern thought and our education systems have lost the capacity to 

help people recognize, differentiate and appreciate this connection between our material 

knowing and immaterial being.  In other words, most people take their individual perspectives 

and prescriptions on matters of knowledge, truth and moral reasoning as a given (and maybe 

even deemed superior), without deliberate and critical thought as to the origins, intentions, 

relevance and outcomes of their thinking/being.  Yet, as I have argued, these three (truth, 

knowledge and values) always work together like a filter to either form or deform our 

consciousness and by extension our identities, beliefs, emotions, competencies and behaviours.  

Subsequently, these various layers of the self ultimately ossify or manifest for better or worse as 

habits of the mind and subsequent interaction with our environments such as our beliefs about 

knowledge, learning and teaching.  However, as noted above, the lack of critical self-reflection 

and inability to recognize and learn about our subconscious philosophical assumptions has 

manifested (as witnessed in the examples provided above) with a confusing and competing 

“dysfunctional Balkanization of educational thought” in which teachers are forced to “locate 

themselves squarely within a single tradition of pedagogical theory – and most do not” and “they 

are faced with a discordant array of pedagogical advice” (Kirshner, 2015, p. 2).  Thus, as pointed 

out earlier, one of the major aims of this chapter and of I-KLT rubric and TGG workshop is to 

make the case that such Balkanization of educational thought is unnecessary since many of the 

competing traditions (such as behaviourist, humanist, cognitivist, social learning and 
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constructivist) or pedagogical theories can potentially operate and exist (depending on the 

intention and focus of knowledge/learning/teaching) in an integrative or holarchical (rather 

isolated or binary) fashion.  Consequently, the aim of the TBG workshop is to provide via 

transformative learning at least one conceptual and practical way forward in which educators 

might develop a more integrative model of education as argued in this chapter.   

The Conceptual & Pedagogical Grounding of the TBG Workshops 
 

As noted earlier, I-KLT rubric was used as a philosophical and content centre piece to 

deliver five teacher professional learning workshops over a six-month period to ten recruited 

educators working at an Ontario College.  The workshop design and delivery were grounded in 

both integrative and transformative learning theory. Hence, the aim of the workshops was not 

merely to present the new or desired way of thinking and doing in the context of teacher 

professional learning, but rather to develop an approach to learning and teaching in which the 

participants involved would examine, enhance and alter their way of being, working and living 

with others and impact society and environment.  In addition to this, and drawing upon the 

teacher professional learning research, the workshops attempted to follow the five common 

practical mechanisms that have been commonly deployed to foster professional learning for 

teaching (Saroyan & Trigwell, 2015).  According to Saroyan and Trigwell, these five include: 

(a) the value of reflection in improving teaching, especially when it is based on 
feedback from multiple sources, including student course ratings, peers, and 
experts (McAlpine & Weston, 2000; Scho¨n, 1983);  
(b) the benefits of engaging in the scholarship of teaching and learning (Hutchings 
& Shulman, 1999; Shulman, 1987; Trigwell & Shale, 2004);  
(c) the role of communities of practice, networking, and peer interaction in 
supporting professional learning (Palmer, 1998; Simons & Ruijters, 2004; van 
Schalkwyk, Cilliers, Adendorff, Cattell, & Herman, 2012; Wenger, 1998); 
(d) the importance of situated learning in facilitating transfer (Brown, Collins, & 
Duguid, 1989; Lave & Wenger, 1991); 
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(e) the necessity and significance of developing a professional identity (McAlpine, 
Amundsen, & Turner, 2013) (p. 94). 

 
Moreover, as Saroyan and Trigwell, tell us, “New learning necessitates change and the human 

condition cannot be ignored in this learning process” (p. 95).  Thus, drawing upon adult learning 

research and quoting Fullen (1993), they contend, “change cannot be mandated: ‘‘. . . you 

cannot make people change. You cannot force them to think differently or compel them to 

develop new skills’’ (p. 23). What we can do, however, is to draw on the psychological literature 

to understand what conditions best enable or are likely to hinder professional learning” (p. 95).  

As such, they provide four conditions that foster or enable deep learning and four conditions 

that hinder or inhibit deep learning.  Here, citing Centra’s (1999) model, they suggest the 

following four condition that enable learning: 

(a) individuals are likely to acquire new knowledge if they acknowledge a gap and 
feel the need for acquiring new knowledge;  
(b) individuals must value and appreciate the relevance of the learning opportunity 
and feel that what is gained from participating in a professional learning activity is 
worth the invested resources (e.g., time, money);  
(c) the teacher must know how to change and this is best mediated by credible 
individuals, and; 
(d) there must be an element of intrinsic and/or extrinsic motivation such as 
personal satisfaction or external rewards to facilitate change (p. 95). 

 
In contrast to such enabling conditions, Saroyan and Trigwell also introduce Windschitl’s (2002) 

four dilemmas that offer four hindering conditions, which they suggest Centra’s model above 

does not account for.  While I have discussed these dilemmas at length in chapter 1 and 2, 

Saroyan and Trigwell tell us:   

Elaborated in the context of the adoption of constructivism in schools, Windschitl 
(2002) suggests that conceptual, pedagogical, cultural and political dilemmas may 
hinder uptake. These respectively deal with the difficulty of reconciling one’s 
personal beliefs with a promoted idea that is different, not knowing how to apply 
newly gained conceptual knowledge, not daring to contradict traditional, efficient, 
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classroom routines, and not knowing how to introduce to students and other 
stakeholders new notions of the kinds of learning and activities that are to be 
valued (p. 96). 

 
In other words, and as pointed earlier, the integrative personally, professionally and publicly 

transformative education that is proposed in the TBG workshop and supported by the growing 

body of contemporary adult education research, is sadly unsupported and not even possible by 

the conceptual, pedagogical, political and cultural paradigmatic views of many stakeholders 

(including teachers) in higher learning (Lovat & Smith, 2003; Barr & Tagg, 1995; Christensen 

Hughes & Mighty, 2010; Windschitl, 2002; Tagg, 2004; Palmer & Zajonc, 2010).   

 Finally, the five full-day TBG workshops were also designed by drawing upon Bronkhorst 

et al.’s (2011) 12 design principles (and accompanying triggers to generate desired outcomes) to 

fostering or enabling meaning oriented learning in the context of teacher professional learning.  

These 12 design principles to teacher education intervention are as follows: 

1.Challenge student teacher’s assumptions  
 
2.Decontextualize student teachers’ practice  
 
3. Include diverging perspectives 
 
4. Require student teacher to study pupil learning  
 
5. Model meaning oriented learning 
 
6. Explicate student teachers’ theories of practice 
 
7. Promote anticipatory reflection 
 
8. Require student teachers to draw on pupils for feedback  
 
9. Explicate teacher education pedagogy  
 
10. Teach about learning to teach  
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11. Support creation of powerful learning context 
 
12. Strive for realistic professional development (Bronkhorst et al., 2011, pp. 1125-
1126) 

 
Here, the summary and subsequent trigger elements of these design principles are consistent 

with the many of the integrative theoretical adult education principles as discussed in this 

chapter.  Moreover, many of these 12 design principles are implicitly aligned with the I-KLT 

rubric and U-shape approach to integrative instructional and curriculum practice. 

The Specific Structure of TBG Workshops  
 

The TBG workshop phase of this study include five workshops spread over a six month 

period and consisted of approximately 40 hours of face-to-face interaction.  My decision to 

implement the workshops in such a time-line and non-formal123 format was driven principally by 

research but also influence by the time constraints of participant teachers in the college system 

who were all volunteering to take part the TBG workshop during both the winter and spring 

teaching semester.  Here, I believed I was already asking for a lot from these committed 

participant teachers, who not only to sacrificed five complete full day Saturdays (with at least 10 

hours of readings in between), but they undertook the expectations of this workshop during a 

busy winter teaching semester.  These considerations along with my own time constraints and 

limited resources unfortunately did not allow for a longer and more intensive teacher 

professional learning intervention that I would have preferred. Here, as Potter et al., (2015) 

                                                
123 According to Cranton (2016), “A great deal of continuing professional education for teachers, faculty, and professionals is nonformal. That is, it 
consists of workshops, discussion groups, and other activities that are not completed for credit but are organized. Informal professional 
development includes the conversations among faculty, the exchange of resources among educators, the reading of journals, and all activities 
that are not associated with formal or nonformal activities. And formal learning is that which takes place in the context of institutions’ programs 
(certificates, degrees, and continuing education activities). Formal learning in continuing professional education has been growing exponentially 
through the availability of online learning” (p. 47).  
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citing a systematic review of literature in the delivery of effective and non-effective teacher 

professional learning, write:  

one-off workshops, short-term courses and disconnected interventions are 
ineffective if the intent is to make long-term changes in teaching behaviours or to 
improve the effects of teaching on student learning. Second, the most effective 
educational development interventions are carefully structured and extended over 
time. While some studies have shown that even a small amount of training can 
improve student perceptions of teaching quality (Bingman, 1983; Dalgaard, 1982; 
Bray & Howard, 1980) and self-ratings of teaching ability (Bray & Howard, 1980) 
over a shorter period of time, there is also ample evidence to support the claim 
that a well-planned, long-term educational development program (of at least one 
year) can significantly change the way academics conceptualize teaching, the way 
they actually teach and the way their students learn (Butcher & Stoncel, 2012; 
Cilliers & Herman, 2010; Stes, Coertjens & Van Petegem, 2010; Light, Calkins, Luna 
& Drane, 2009; Ginns, Kitay & Prosser, 2008; Hanbury, Prosser & Rickinson, 2008; 
Postareff, Lindblom-Ylanne & Nevgi, 2007; Hubball, Collins & Pratt, 2005; Gibbs & 
Coffey, 2004; Ho, Watkins & Kelly, 2001).1 (p. 10). 
 

In light of these findings and given the limitations noted above, I tried to find a middle ground by 

offering five workshops that include a very research intensive and planned set of tasks during the 

workshop; but I also deliberately planned the workshop over a 6-month period so that 

participants could both find such a schedule more accommodating to their personal and 

professional lives.  Moreover, I hoped participants could utilize in a more manageable fashion 

the time in between workshops to focus on assigned tasks such as readings, critical self-

reflection and if necessary, to seek personal assistance from me (the workshop teacher) during 

this off time.  Thus, I hoped the intense quality of time during the workshops combined with the 

task orientation and my personal availability in-between workshops would make up for the 

recommended one year time for teacher professional learning as suggested in the literature.  In 

fact, this is emphasis on quality over quantity is affirmed by Potter et al., discussing a teacher 

professional learning study by Dawson, Dimitrov, Meadows and Olsen (2012) who:  
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found positive changes in self-efficacy, confidence and teaching behaviours 
resulting from their program for international teaching assistants. Although the 
authors caution that this program is not particularly long-term (30 hours), it is still 
longer than most, and although the number of hours involved matters, what 
participants do with those hours is more crucial. A long-term program that involves 
little time on task is less likely to be educationally valuable than a shorter program 
in which time is used wisely. With respect to faculty members, Gibbs and Coffey 
(2004) and Posteraff et al. (2007) found that a well-structured training program for 
university faculty resulted in self-reports of more student-centred approaches and 
fewer teacher-centred approaches, as assessed using the Approaches to Teaching 
Inventory (ATI), and that faculty members who completed a well-structured 
training program were perceived by their students to be more effective (p. 10). 

 
At the beginning of the first workshop participants were given a reflective journal and 

encouraged to record their thoughts, feelings, problems, questions and successes during and in 

between the workshops (Brookfield, 1995).  They were encouraged (not expected) to share 

these reflections during specific scheduled periods in the workshops but also when participants 

felt it was relevant and appropriate at other times.  I hoped this journal would encourage critical 

self-reflection as promoted in the workshops and also help the participants contextualize their 

learning (Brookfield, 1995).  In addition to the reflective journals, participants were (as noted 

earlier) assigned readings to be completed in between workshops.   

  As suggested, the 5 specific workshops were designed primarily drawing upon the I-KLT 

rubric and U-shape approach to instruction.  However, and mentioned, I also drew upon the 

teacher professional learning literature to help prepare and deliver the TBG workshops.  The 

workshops also included a pre-workshop phase in which participants were given a number of 

baseline documents administered a few weeks in advance to capture information about the 

participants values, beliefs, attitudes and practices related to knowledge, learning and teaching.  

These documents were intended to serve as both a quantitative assessment tool for the 

research study and also to be used as important and explicit topics of reflection and discussion 
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during the workshop curriculum.  These included the Teaching Perspectives Inventory (TPI) (Pratt 

& Associates, 1998); the Philosophies of Adult Education Inventory (PAEI) (Zinn, 1990); the 

Approaches to Teaching Inventory (ATI) (Trigwell & Prosser, 2004). In the addition to these 

baseline documents, there was a general assessment questionnaire which identified in open and 

closed questions topics such as the participant’s goals in the workshop (what the participant 

would like to achieve); the participant’s philosophical understanding of education, knowledge, 

learning and teaching; the obstacles and difficulties the participant believed were impeding the 

delivery of good learning and teaching.  At the end of each workshop participants were given an 

‘end of session evaluation’ and ‘critical incident questionnaire’ (Brookfield, 1995) that sought 

feedback so to help the workshop teacher evaluate the learning and to identify the value and 

effectiveness of both the teacher and workshop performance. More specifically, these 

documents helped identify the participant insights, interests, specific gaps in knowledge and 

they offered feedback on my performance as a facilitator. They also identified topics for guided 

discussion within the following workshop.  A summary of participants feedback from these 

documents were always anonymously shared and discussed (with permission) at the beginning 

of the following workshop. They were also used, when appropriate, within the learning task to 

facilitate values pedagogy, critical self-reflection and dialogue within the workshops.  In other 

words, they were used to challenge and affirm assumptions and, in some cases, highlight shared 

underlying assumptions and to assign targeted readings for the following workshop.   

As noted above, the pre-workshop phase along with the five workshops followed the 

principles outlined in the ‘context’, ‘conscious’ and ‘content’ phase of the U-shape approach to 

integrative and constructivist teaching and learning.  Here, a brief summary of this U-shaped 
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approach suggests that teachers begin by developing welcoming, meaningful and trustworthy 

context in which they identify where their students stand upon their respective knowing/being 

bridge regarding a subject or course. This is done by delving into the ‘conscious’ or constructive 

dimension of their student’s knowing and being referred to as ‘small theory (t)’ (or values, 

principles and assumptions for knowing and making meaning of experience that a learner brings 

with them on their side of the knowing/being bridge).  Here, the goal of learning is to foster a 

pedagogical environment in which teachers explicitly (via the movement between ‘context’, 

‘conscious’ and ‘content’) facilitate a back and forth journey between where the learner stands 

on their side of the bridge (‘small t’), and where the teacher hopes the student will eventually 

locate themselves at the other end (referred to as ‘capital Theory’ or knowing/being as 

prescribed and desired by the scientific or conventional content/literature). Here, while teachers 

are encouraged to begin with ‘context’, as illustrated above, it is also important to recognize that 

such an integrative teaching and learning approach will involve an ongoing feedback loop 

between ‘context’, ‘conscious’ and ‘content’.  In other words, these three can only be properly 

understood as one integrative or holarchical process, intimately and intricately interwoven.  

Hence, they are forever tumbling on each other as the constructive or meaning making process 

of knowledge and learning and teaching unfold.   

Thus, the baseline documents along with documents and discussions within all five 

workshops sought to firmly establish and examine the underlying assumptions or ‘small theory’ 

behind the participant’s sense of knowing/being and meaning making with respect to the topic 

of knowledge, learning and teaching, as well as how participants arrived at these.  These 

included the participant’s history, experiences, values, feelings, identity, beliefs, motivations, 
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assumptions, competencies/skills and meaning with regards to conceptual and practical notions 

of knowledge, learning and teaching in the context of PSE.  Moreover, in an effort to 

contextualize or situate the learner’s sense of meaning making on their side of the 

knowing/being bridge, I endeavoured to remain committed to three key principles as outlined in 

the U-shape approach to instruction and affirmed in the teacher professional learning literature.  

First, I attempted to foster a welcoming, trustworthy and respectful environment in which 

participants could reveal and discuss their underlying assumptions and ways of making meaning 

in a safe way on their side of the ‘bridge’.  Second, I tried to inspire learning by drawing upon the 

participants personal, professional and publicly relevant interests, expectations and experiences. 

Finally, I aimed at helping participants become more aware of the past and present local and 

global environmental forces (such as their family background and education history or the 

current societal and pedagogical culture in which they are expected to work) all influence 

shaping their views on knowledge, learning and teaching.  In other words, I was aiming for self-

authorship, in which such an approach “extends beyond critical thinking or making informed 

judgements because it is not a skill: it is, rather, a way of making meaning of the world and 

oneself” (Baxter Magolda, 1999, p. 6). 

In between my effort to create a meaningful, relevant and welcoming ‘context’, 

especially in the early parts of the workshops, I used each workshop to explain and justify the 

value of journeying into one’s ‘conscious’ or better yet subconscious world with regards to the 

topics of knowledge, learning and teaching.  In other words, I was making explicit to participants 

that I was using in real time the very integrative and transformative model that I hoped they 

would eventually consider in delivering their future courses. Thus, during the workshops, I would 
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both model or use the methodology of integrative education, but then also make explicit the 

value and thought process of such a knowing, learning and teaching approach.  For example, in 

the first workshop, I explicitly shared with participants that I was using Cranton’s (2002) guide in 

fostering the process of transformative learning:    

• An activating event that typically exposes a discrepancy between what a person has 
always assumed to be true and what has just been experienced, heard, or read 
 

• Articulating assumptions, that is, recognizing underlying assumptions that have 
been uncritically assimilated and are largely unconscious 
 

• Critical self-reflection, that is, questioning and examining assumptions in terms of 
where they came from, the consequences of holding them, and why they are 
important 
 

• Being open to alternative viewpoints 
 

• Engaging in discourse, where evidence is weighed, arguments assessed, alternative 
perspectives explored, and knowledge constructed by consensus 
 

• Revising assumptions and perspectives to make them more open and better 
justified 
 

• Acting on revisions, behaving, talking, and thinking in a way that is congruent with 
transformed assumptions or perspectives (p. 67). 

 
Here, based on constructivist developmental principles124 and U-shape approach to teaching, I 

felt it was important that participants explicitly knew and understood why and how specific 

learning activities that were embedded and experienced in the workshops were in fact grounded 

in the I-KLT rubric.  In other words, participants were simultaneously experiencing and making 

meaning (via ‘context’ and ‘conscious’) the very ‘content’ (or ‘capital Theory’) that they were 

                                                
124 According to Baxter Magolda (1999), there are three teaching principles that emerged from her longitudinal studies that promote students’ 
epistemological development (or knowing and being as argued in this dissertation): “validating students as knowers, situating learning in 
student’s own experiences, and defining learning as mutually constructing meaning” (p. 27).  
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being encouraged to learn.  Here, the value of such a constructivist thinking process is aptly 

expressed by Baxter Magolda (1999): 

The three principles emerging from the longitudinal study are validating students 
as knowers, situating learning in student’s own experiences, and defining learning 
as mutually constructing meaning. Validating students as knowers means 
acknowledging their capacity to hold a point of view, recognizing their current 
understanding, and supporting them in explaining their current views. Validation 
as a knower helps students view themselves as capable of learning and knowing, 
heightening their engagement in learning. Situating learning in student’s own 
experience means using students’ experience, lives, and current knowledge as a 
starting point for learning. This places learning in a context students can readily 
understand. Situating learning in the students’ experience can draw existing 
experiences into the learning context form which students can work. It also means 
connecting to students’ ways of making meaning. Defining learning as mutually 
constructing meaning makes both teacher and student active players in learning. It 
suggests that the teacher and students put their understanding together by 
exploring students’ experiences and views in the context of knowledge the teacher 
introduces. Together they construct knowledge that takes experience and evidence 
into account. Through this mutual construction, misunderstandings in previous 
knowledge are resolved; this, validating students as knowers does not mean 
endorsing misunderstanding (pp. 27-28). 

 
In fact, the value of both modeling and explicitly highlighting what I was teaching about 

integrative education is affirmed in a study conducted by Gravett and Petersen (2009) on 

dialogical (read constructivist) teaching:   

In our experience of implementing this course, we have found that some learners 
initially resist both the course content and the pedagogy. We address this 
resistance by negotiating with learners to preserve while simultaneously modeling 
explicitly what is expected from them when they have to enact the teaching 
methodology in their own teaching settings. Coupled with this is the importance of 
creating spaces for learners to reflect on the theoretical underpinnings of the 
course, what they see being modeled to them about implementing dialogic 
teaching, and their experiences as learners in a course using a dialogic teaching 
approach. We have found that this multilayered reflection is crucial for helping 
learners move from espousing the new methodology toward implementing it in a 
reflective manner. Learners have repeatedly indicated that the interaction of 
theory, modeling (practice), and reflection that they experience in the course 
serves as a powerful resource on which to draw when implementing the dialogic 
teaching (p. 107).   
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Moreover, I also hoped that when participants knew explicitly that the learning tasks were 

grounded in adult learning theory, it would instill both credibility and a sense of trust and 

comfort in the process.  This was especially important, since taking part in such deeper 

approaches to learning activities (e.g. values pedagogy or transformative learning) may involve 

conditions in which the teacher pushes the learner beyond the edge of their comfort zone or 

‘learning edge’ (Gravette & Petersen, 2009 citing Wlodkowski, 1999).  As Meriam and Bierema 

(2014) point out, “From a transformative learning perspective, adult educators are change 

agents. This is very challenging role as few of us are trained to handle the discomfort, angst and 

conflict that often accompany making changes” (p. 101).  Thus, citing Ettling’s (2012) model of 

educators as change agents “walking an ethical path”, Merriam and Bierema  (2012), write, “A 

central component of this path, and what many other writers call for, is assessing and revealing 

one’s own “ideological positioning and personal values” (p. 546). “Humility and comfort with 

personal disclosure seem essential to the transformative learning practitioner” and set “the 

stage for dialogue among learners and with us, as educators, creates the environment for 

change to occur, both in ourselves and in the learners” (p. 546).  Thus, I realized that there are 

some activities that may prompt participants resist the learning125 or they may feel 

defensive/vulnerable because they are being asked to dive and explore into a subconscious 

                                                
125 According to Illeris (2015), some learners may experience a barrier to their learning, “when intended learning is not understood or is understood 
in an insufficient or distorted way” (p. 30).  Thus, he argues there, “are mainly related to each of the three learning dimensions, but with a strong 
tendency to merge: Mislearning is mainly related to the content dimension and includes misunderstandings, lack of concentration, lack of relevant 
conditions or prior learning, unclear communication, etc. Learning defence is mainly related to the incentive dimension and includes rejected or 
distorted learning, due to what Freud termed defence mechanisms, or conflicting learning, due to ambivalence or the like. Finally, learning 
resistance is mainly related to the interaction dimension and includes learning which is unwanted or contrary to the learner’s values, preferences, 
understandings, etc. In addition, the theory involves various other areas, the most important of which are the learners’ personal dispositions and 
preconditions, learning at different ages, the influence of different kinds of learning spaces, and the influence of the general conditions of society 
(p. 30).  
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world that may be foreign to their normal learning practice. In fact, as both Cranton (2006) and 

Brookfield (1995) point out, such defensive or vulnerable moments may take place when 

participants are asked to share personal and intimate base-line information and feedback; when 

they are placed in environment of critical self-reflection and dialogue; or when a learning task is 

designed to openly challenge a learner’s values, assumptions and beliefs.  In light of this learning 

resistance and vulnerability, I followed Gravett and Petersen’s (2009) advise in which they write: 

To facilitate transformative learning, educators need to create the conditions 
under which learners are pushed toward their learning edge, where they are 
challenged and encouraged toward critical reflection. However, in our experience, 
educators should be aware that if learners are pushed too far, they can become 
defensive, resist the new learning, and withdraw in order to keep safe. Our 
reflections on this course over a number of years have taught us the value of 
initiating and sustaining a caring and collaborative context characterized by trust 
and respect in the process of pushing learners to their learning edge. Educators 
working toward transformative learning therefore need to maintain a careful 
balance between challenge and comfort in their interactions with learner (p. 107).  

    
Thus, given the important role of transformative learning in this workshop, I drew upon the 

following sources in order to develop in a respectful and trustworthy learning experience that 

would push participants toward the ‘learning edge’: I-KLT Rubric and accompanying curriculum 

resources; Korthagen and Vasalos’ (2005) Core (values) Reflection model; Wigglesworth’s 

(2014a, 2014b) four kinds of intelligence (mental (IQ), physical (PQ), emotional (EQ), and spiritual 

(SQ); Cranton (2003, 2006) and Cranton and King’s (2003) professional learning strategies to 

encourage transformative learning (e.g. critical questioning, conscious-raising experiences, 

journals, experiential learning, critical incidents, arts based learning; action plans, reflective 

activities, case studies, curriculum development and critical theory); and Boyd and Myers (1988) 

and Yero’s (2010) metaphor analysis.  In many of these exercises, I ensured, when appropriate to 

have exemplars available for participants to use as a guide, and, when possible, I also took part in 
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completing the learning along side the participants.  In other words, just as participants were 

encouraged to share and discuss their work after completing a particular exercise, I would also 

do the same.   

For example, in workshop 2, I used the following reflective activity that combined the I-

KLT rubric and values pedagogy (Lovat, 2019b), metaphor analysis (Boyd & Myers, 1988; Yero, 

2010) and arts based learning (Cranton, 2012; 2006) to create an opportunity for critical 

questioning and transformative learning (Cranton, 2003; 2006; Cranton & King, 2003). The 

exercise asked participants to take 20 to 25 minutes to draw using colour markers what they 

believed represented the qualities of a good teacher or an accomplished educator (see Figure 

27).  Also, accompanying their illustration, they were instructed to list and describe in writing 3 

to 5 values regarding the qualities of a good teacher or accomplished educator.  After they 

completed this exercise, the participants were given several minutes to present and justify their 

drawings and related values.   

Figure 27: Learning Tasks via Values Pedagogy, Transformative Learning & Arts Based Learning 

 
 

Here, the intention of this exercise was to help participants recognize and articulate their 

underlying assumptions that may have been uncritically assimilated and perhaps remained 

largely unconscious.  In other words, the goal was to identify their ‘small t’ or practical theories 
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of teaching in PSE.  Moreover, through critical joint self-reflection, they were able to question 

and examine their assumptions in terms of where they came from, the consequences of holding 

them, and why they were important. Once participants finished their presentations, I introduced 

‘content’ or ‘capital Theory’ (such as the U-shape in the I-KLT rubric to integrative instruction) 

and also what they had submitted in the base-line questionnaire about their notions of teaching 

in the PSE context.  Here, participants could compare these various data sources and engage in 

discourse, weigh the evidence, assess alternative arguments and perspectives (e.g. presented in 

the I-KLT rubric) and construct knowledge by consensus (Cranton, 2002).  More specifically, I 

facilitated this particular learning task through the process of critical questioning, values 

clarification and metaphor analysis, with my role as compassionate critic (Boyd & Myers, 1988).  

Hence, I hoped that this approach would allow teachers to identify (bottom up) the congruence 

or incongruence between their ‘espoused theories’ (or what we say what we believe about our 

practice) and ‘theories in-action’ (or what we actually do in practice) (Argyris & Schon, 1974). As 

Argyris and Schon point out: 

When someone is asked how he would behave under certain circumstances, the 
answer he usually gives is his espoused theory of action for that situation. This is 
the theory of action to which he gives allegiance, and which, upon request, he 
communicates to others. However, the theory that actually governs his actions is 
the theory-in-use, which may or may not be compatible with his espoused theory; 
furthermore, the individual may or may not be aware of incompatibility of the two 
theories (pp. 6-7). 

 
Here, they argue, there is a conscious and unconscious reasoning process that influences action.  

In other words, people hold maps, schemata or theories in their thinking to help them plan, 

implement and review their actions.  However, as Argyris and Schon contend, not only are few 

people aware of these maps but that generally there is a disconnect or incongruence between 
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people’s maps (or theories) used to plan and the theories intended to create their actions.  This 

phenomenon of incongruence according to Argyris and Schon (1974) could hold true for not only 

teachers but also students, institutions and society.  Therefore, closing this gap, or at least 

recognizing that it exists, is a critical step if we wish to make change and improve our way 

forward.   

Many of the learning tasks within the workshops followed a similar format and with each 

topic (e.g. Knowledge, learning and teaching), with the hopes that approaches to such values 

pedagogy and transformative learning (e.g. critical reflection and dialogue) would enable 

participants to become aware of their core values in relation to their feelings and identities as 

teachers and how this manifest into their congruent or incongruent beliefs, competencies and 

habits in the classroom and with that of society (Taylor & Cranton, 2012; Korthagen & Vaslaos, 

2005).  In each learning task, the I-KLT rubric (serving as ‘capital Theory’) became invaluable, 

since participants could explicitly locate, compare and contrast on their own and with the 

workshop participants where their values, perceptions and practices of knowledge, learning and 

teaching (or ‘small theory’ derived from either the baseline data or extracted during the learning 

tasks) tended to fall or situate within I-KLT rubric.  Here, in asking participants to align or locate 

themselves along the continuum of knowledge, learning, and teaching, I would not suggest that 

they were in the wrong in finding themselves in such a philosophical landscape, but rather ask 

why and how these particular positions would affect their conceptual and pedagogical outcomes 

in the classroom; and in some cases, how this would shape our cultural and political outcomes in 

the college and in our society.  In other words, a participant whose values and notion of 

knowledge is predominantly technical in nature, may then also perceive knowledge as strictly 
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‘objective’ and binary.  Here, this might also explain why the participant may be more inclined to 

see learning as informative (or learning as simply knowing and doing (reproducing); and by 

extension, demonstrate a teaching practice that is strictly content and transmission focused (or 

I-shape approach).  Thus, in this context, this teacher’s philosophy may also determine what they 

appreciate, communicate and incentivize to their students about learning with their choice of 

assessment.  Here, as the I-KLT rubric points out using Lovat’s (2004) study on assessment of PhD 

students, depending on their predominant view of knowledge (technical, communicative and 

critical), examiners or educators may be prone to take on three positions (expert, partner and 

listener), “with each of them implying both a different relationship with the candidate [student] 

and a different appreciation of the work under the examination” (p. 146).  Thus, according to 

Lovat: 

Where empirical/analytic, or technical, knowing is operative, the 
teacher/supervisor/examiner is most likely to be the ‘expert'. The expert 
represents and stands as custodian of the body of technical and conventional 
knowing to which the learner must conform. A key aspect of the expert's 
responsibility is in making sure that the learner can reproduce this knowledge. 
Examination in this realm will clearly be hierarchical in orientation (p. 148).  

 
Moreover, where an educator’s orientation of knowledge is communicative or historical/ 

hermeneutic:    

the teacher/supervisor/ examiner and learner are more like partners, 
communicating about meanings and negotiating about understandings. Herein, the 
concern is not with ‘right' or ‘wrong' knowing but with knowing that results from 
interpretive understanding. The teacher/supervisor/examiner may be more 
experienced in dealing with the interpretations relevant to a particular discipline 
area, or may even represent a dominant interpretation. Regardless, the 
understanding of the learner can only be assessed by the nearest possible, most 
mutually reciprocal interaction between the two parties. The 
teacher/supervisor/examiner cannot coerce nor force the learner to negotiate 
meaning. Where this is attempted, it becomes impossible to establish in any 
authentic way what the learner truly knows. In this case, evaluation of the learner’s 
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learning would be an enforcement of teacher/supervisor/examiner construction, 
and so rendered unreliable and probably invalid. Effective examination in this realm 
will exude negotiability and have a co-learner ‘feel’ to it (p. 148). 
 

In contrast to the other two ways of knowing, when an educator’s orientation to knowledge and 

learning are a critical/self-reflective type:  

the traditional roles of teacher/supervisor/examiner and learner are potentially 
reversed, with the learner being acknowledged as the one who is in control of their 
own knowing, and the role of the former being as listener. If the listener wishes to 
know what the learner has learned, and even more so if the listener wants to ‘know’ 
what the learner now knows, then she/he will be dependent upon the learner 
sharing what is known. In some cases, this latter may be impossible. The knowing 
of the learner may be so profound, built on such a level of personal experience and 
self-reflection, that there may not be a listening sufficiently intensive to allow for a 
sharing of this knowing. In this case, the examination process has to deal with an 
element of the unknown, the untestable in any normal sense. The examiner is left 
with the choice to believe/trust the testimony of the learner or, of course, to reject 
it. The challenge here for any traditional modes of teaching/learning relates to the 
fairly obvious truth that learners may often ‘know’ in ways that are beyond the 
knowing of the teacher. It is no different when it comes to the phenomenon of 
examination. In the empirical/analytic domain, it would be intolerable that the 
learner might be said to know more than the examiner. In the 
historical/hermeneutic regime, this is tolerable and able to be negotiated. In 
dealing with critical/self-reflective knowing, it is to be expected and indeed 
celebrated that new knowing, quite beyond the first hand knowledge of the 
examiner, has occurred. The examiner will happily acknowledge the role of 
‘listener’ (p. 148). 

 
In sperate analysis of doctoral examination reports, Lovat, Holbrook and Bourke (2008) argued 

that only one of the 2021 examiners seemed to apply a way of knowing in which the examiner 

went beyond the didactic pedagogical function of correction, and demonstrated critical/self-

reflective knowing mode.  These findings about the instrumental or technical-rational view of 

pedagogy are consistent with much of the arguments laid out in this dissertation.   

Thus, the challenge as pointed out in much of this dissertation, is how teachers in general 

and in particular within this workshop, not only locate themselves with the continuum of 
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knowledge interests, but more importantly, how they are able to inherit a more integrative and 

balanced view of knowledge (technical, communicative and critical), and then use this prudently 

in the pedagogical context.  As such, the baseline documents collected (Teaching Perspectives 

Inventory (TPI) (Pratt & Associates, 1998); the Philosophies of Adult Education Inventory (PAEI) 

(Zinn, 1990); and the Approaches to Teaching Inventory (ATI) (Trigwell & Prosser, 2004) from the 

participants before the workshop offered a very useful baseline in which participants could 

identify their knowledge, learning and teaching modes or small theories in use.  These 

documents were used in the workshop as critically self-reflective tools in the values pedagogy 

and transformative learning process.  I hoped that these documents accompanied by the 

different learning activities would essentially prompt participants to locate, contrast and critically 

reflect and discuss their ‘small theories in use’ with the ‘capital theory’ as presented in the I-KLT 

rubric.  Here, the overall aim was to foster an experience of disequilibrium in which participants 

would “construct consciously an informed theory of teaching so that appropriate action can be 

undertaken based on a deepened understanding of oneself, one’s responsibility, and one’s 

capacity to act in the world’ (Taylor, 2000, p. 157)” (Gravett, 2004, p. 261).  

During workshop 4, participants were given several examples such as learning 

assignments, course outlines and assessment models in which integrative education could be 

designed and delivered within a course.  This practical component was based on teacher 

professional learning research that argued (beyond meaning oriented learning), deliberate 

practice is the second most import component of successful teacher professional learning 

(Bronkhost et al., 2011).  Here, teachers were asked to re-create one course outline and redesign 

assignments, where they could integrate their new understanding of knowledge, learning and 
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teaching in an integrative sense.  There was feedback from the entire group with regards to their 

new proposed course outline and assignment models.  This workshop also explored more 

specifically and in depth the systemic issues inherent in PSE.  In other words, participants 

explored and discussed the different kinds of institutional, cultural and political barriers that 

hindered their ability to deliver integrative education.   

Finally, workshop 5 further focused on deliberate practice with the integrative 

constructivist approach encouraged in the workshops.  Here, participants discussed the benefits 

and initiation of a community of practice, where participants through inquiry, knowledge 

exchange and action locate pathways to develop as people, as professionals and as a community.  

Here, the value of such an approach is aptly captured by Palmer (2007):    

Involvement on a community of pedagogical discourse is more than a voluntary 
option for individuals who seek support and opportunities for growth. It is a 
professional obligation that educational institutions should expect of those who 
teach–for the privatization of teaching not only keeps individuals from growing in 
their craft but fosters institutional incompetence as well. By privatizing teaching, 
we make it hard for educational institutions to become more adept at fulfilling their 
mission.  

The growth of any craft depends on shared practice and honest dialogue 
among the people who do it. We grow by private trial and error, to be sure – but 
our willingness to try, and fail, as individuals is severely limited when we are not 
supported by a community that encourages such risks. When any function is 
privatized, the most likely outcome is that people will perform it conservatively, 
refusing to stray far from the silent consensus on what ‘works’ – even when it 
clearly does not. 

The risk averse conservatism describes the state of teaching all too well. 
Compared to other professions, teaching has evolved very slowly because of its 
privatization. If surgery and the law were practiced as privately as teaching, we 
would still treat most patients with leeches and drunk defendants in millponds.  The 
resources we need in order to grow as teachers are abundant within the 
community of colleagues. How we can emerge from our privatization and create a 
continuing conversation about pedagogy that will allow us to tap that abundance? 
Good talk about good teaching is what we need – to enhance both our professional 
practice and the selfhood from which it comes (pp. 148-149). 
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Thus, I volunteered to coordinate and chair the first community of practice meeting that we 

scheduled several weeks following the end of the final workshop.  I hoped that implementing 

such a community of practice would provide participants with further support in integrative 

education; and, also that it would perhaps counter this ‘privatization of teaching’ in which 

participants (and by extension the entire college) would be able to sustain a movement toward 

integrative pedagogical practice.  

 During this final workshop, participants were also given a summative assessment called 

‘The Critical-Self Examination’.  This final document included a number of open and closed ended 

questions that was used to help the participants revisit what they had written, discussed and 

visually designed (using arts based learning) before and throughout the workshop in order to 

compare them within the I-KLT rubric.  Here, this final critical self-reflective exercise allowed 

participant to compare the synthesis of their ‘small theory’ captured throughout the workshops 

process with the new content they had learned as capital Theory via the I-KLT rubric and learning 

exercises.  Once participants completed these questions and critical self-reflective exercise on 

their own, I invited (not expected) participants to share their responses during a lengthy two 

hour group discussion.  During this discussion and throughout the entire workshops I 

approached my role as that of facilitator and mediator between the participants’ ‘small theory’ 

of meaning making of knowledge, learning and teaching situated on their side of the knowing 

and being bridge, and the ‘capital Theory’ of knowledge, learning and teaching as promoted in 

the I-KLT rubric and located on the other end of the knowing and being bridge.  Ultimately, I 

hoped that participants would experience an epochal transformation in which their 
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conceptional, pedagogical, political and cultural practices would move toward an integrative 

educational paradigm.  

Section 3.7: Research Methods and Methodology  

As pointed out in the introduction, this study used a design based research and multi-

methods approach.  Ethics approval was received from both Royal Roads University and the 

college where the study and TBG workshop were conducted.  With the support of College’s 

teacher professional learning office director and process of snowball recruiting, the study 

secured 10 participants who volunteered to take part in the workshops. All participants involved 

in the study signed a consent form that indicated their right to withdraw at any point during the 

study and could request their documents to be withdrawn from the study; with one participant 

eventually dropped out due to personal health reasons at the end of workshop two.  During the 

workshops, participants were given a journal and served both breakfast and lunch.      

Quantitative Data Collection  
 

The following pre- and post workshop documents were collected from each participant 

and collated/analyzed statistically using conventional statistical assumptions:    

• Teaching Perspectives Inventory (TPI) – changes in perspectives about teaching, 
and alignment between beliefs, intent and action (Pratt & Associates, 1998) 

• Zinn Philosophies of Adult Education Inventory (PAEI) – changes in philosophy 
of teaching (Zinn, 1990) 

• Approaches to Teaching Inventory (ATI) – changes in participants’ teacher-
focused and student-focused approaches to teaching (Trigwell & Prosser, 2004) 

 
The Teaching Perspectives Inventory (TPI) helps respondents identify their beliefs, intentions and 

actions regarding teaching (Pratt & Associates, 1998). As Pratt, Collins & Selinger (2001) points 

out, this inventory can help educators reflect on the congruence or incongruence between what 
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they believe about teaching, what they intend to happen as an outcome of their teaching, and 

what they say about their teaching practice. Here, participants can go on-line 

(http://www.teachingperspectives.com/tpi/) and respond to a number of statements that score 

results into five categories (representing different perspectives on teaching and learning). These 

include: transmission, apprenticeship, development, nurturing, and social reform.  As such, for 

each category, participants receive three sub-scores (that include beliefs, intentions and 

actions), which add up to a maximum of 45 points.   

The Zinn (1983) Philosophies of Adult Education Inventory (PAEI) is designed to help 

educators situate themselves against five popular Western theoretical categories in the 

philosophy of education. Here, participants respond to 15 statements by rating each statement 

on a seven-point Likert scale.  This inventory instrument is available on-line 

(http://www.labr.net/paei/inventory.html) and consists of five subscales that correspond to five 

major categories found in the Western philosophies of education: liberal, behaviourist, 

progressive, humanist and radical. As such, a total score between 95-100 suggests strong 

agreement with identified philosophy in the PAEI, in contrast, a score between 15-25 indicates a 

strong disagreement with the designated philosophy.  

The Approaches to Teaching Inventory (ATI) (Trigwell & Prosser, 2004) is intended to help 

respondents identify two categories that are intended to be independent of one another.  The 

first category is Information Transmission/Teaching Focused (ITTF).  Here, the ITTF score is 

associated with the traditional or instrumental approaches to teaching in which the transmission 

of information is to be absorbed by students; and this is linked to a more student surface 

approach to learning.  The second category represents the Conceptual Change/Student Focused 
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(CCSF).  In contrast to the ITTF, the CCSF score is associated with teachers who focus on helping 

students create meaning, which is linked to a student’s constructivist or deeper understanding of 

learning.  Thus, the higher the ITTF score, the likelier an individual is teaching in a way that leads 

their students to take on a surface approach to learning, while the higher the CCSF score, the 

likelier an individual is teaching in a way that leads their students to take on a deeper or 

transformative approach to learning.   

Table 7: The Sources of Data Used to Address Research Questions 

Research Questions 
 

Source of Data 

1. How can I design and implement a teacher professional 
learning program that will help guide college educators to adopt 
an integrative education approach that diverges significantly 
from their existing traditional/instrumental teaching practice? 
 

* Design Based Research 
(synthesis of literature as 
derived from chapters 1 to 3 of 
this dissertation) 
 

2. How successful is the program in helping educators change 
their perspective on learning, knowledge and teaching? 
 

* One-on-one semi-structured 
interviews 
* Pre and post comparison of 
inventories: TPI, PAEI, ATI 
* Pre and post comparison of 
knowledge, learning & teaching 
philosophies using I-KLT rubric  
* Document analysis (e.g. post 
individual workshop 
questionnaires) 
 

3. How do educators experience this program?  
 

* One-on-one semi-structured 
interviews 
* Document analysis (e.g. post 
individual workshop 
questionnaires) 
 

4. How can this program be improved? 
 

* One-on-one semi-structured 
interviews 
* Document analysis (e.g. post 
individual workshop 
questionnaires) 
 

5. What did I learn from this study experience?  
 
 

* Design Based Research 
* Pre and post comparison of 
inventories: TPI, PAEI, ATI 
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* Pre and post comparison of 
knowledge, learning & teaching 
philosophies using I-KLT rubric  
* One-on-one semi-structured 
interviews 
* Document analysis (e.g. post 
individual workshop 
questionnaires) 
 

 
Qualitative Data Collection 
 
One-on-One Interviews  
 

According to Kvale (1996), “If you want to know how people understand their world and 

their life, why not talk to them?” (p. 1).  As part of the study, participants were also invited to 

participate in one-on-one semi-structured interviews.  These interviews were scheduled shortly 

after the final workshop and lasted between 30 to 45 minutes.  During the interviews the 

participants were asked to provide examples from their experiences in the workshop and within 

their teaching practices.  Here, I also used, when necessary, follow up questions to gain in-depth 

thinking. The interviews were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim).   

Document Analysis  
 

According to Merriam (1988), compared to other forms (e.g. interviewing), document 

analysis is a relatively more stable and objective source of data collection.  Thus, she writes, 

“documents of all types can help the researcher uncover meaning, develop understanding and 

discover insights relevant to the research problem” (p. 118). There were three major documents 

analyzed for themes and trends within this study.  The first was a written statement submitted 

by participants about their philosophy of knowledge, learning and teaching.  This was a written 

statement in which participants shared their personal notions of the knowledge, learning and 
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teaching once before the start of TBG workshop and once after the TBG workshop had been 

completed.  These statements were compared and analyzed against the I-KLT rubric. I also drew 

upon Day and Amstutz (2003) integrative and values-oriented classification of philosophies in 

adult education: cultural custodianship, useful knowledge, spiritual connectedness, 

individual/group growth, personal existence, social reconstruction, scientific scholarship. 

According to Day and Amstutz, “The philosophies typically identified in adult education are often 

placed in systems that preclude multiple ways of thinking” (p. 92).  For example, the three 

inventories cited above (TPI, PAEI and ATI) classify the focus of teaching on the spectrum 

between content/teacher centeredness <-> student growth-centered <-> society or social 

change centeredness (see Figure 28).  

Figure 28: Core Values Approach to Teaching Philosophy 

 
 
However, as Day and Amstutz assert, “holding one set of beliefs does not eliminate the 

possibility of holding additional belief-sets” (93).  Thus, they propose the alternative core values 
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orientation in which the “values recognize varying interactions between individuals, the societies 

in which they reside and the natural environment that may nourish physical, moral, and spiritual 

growth” (p. 94).  They suggest, “These values can morph into prominence, can decrease with 

new understanding or lay dormant until an issue arises that promotes reconsideration of one’s 

values” (p. 94). 

 The second set of documentation analyzed for this study included the open and closed 

ended questionnaires such as the ‘end of session evaluation’ and ‘critical incident report’ 

(Brookfield, 1995) that were administered simultaneously after each specific TGB workshop. As 

noted earlier, these documents were used to gauge individual participant experiences for the 

purpose of this study, and also to adjust and prepare for the following workshops.   

 The final qualitative documentation that was used to analyze participant data included 

the ‘Critical Self-Examination’ that was administered as a summative assessment in the final 

workshop. This document included number of open-ended questions that was used to help the 

participants revisit what they had written, discussed and illustrated (e.g. arts-based learning) 

before and throughout the workshop in order to compare them within the I-KLT rubric.  Here, 

this final critical self-reflective exercise allowed both the participant and I to compare and 

analyze their notion of ‘small theory’ as captured throughout the workshops process with the 

new content they had learned as ‘capital Theory’ via the I-KLT rubric and learning exercises.  
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Figure 29: Data Collection Timeline 

 
 
Qualitative Data Analysis & Validity or Trustworthiness 
 

The data from both the interviews and documents were interpreted by drawing 

upon three of Miles, Huberman and Saldana’s (2014) 13 possible tactics for generating 

meaning, or “making and interpreting findings at different levels of inference” (p. 277). 

These three specific tactics for generating meaning included: 1) noting patterns, themes; 

2) seeing plausibility; and 3) clustering (or identifying ‘what goes with what’) (p. 277).  

Moreover, as Creswell (2007) points out, data analysis in qualitative research “consists of 

preparing and organizing the data (i.e., text data as in transcripts, or image data as in 

photographs) for analysis, then reducing the data into themes through a process of 

coding and condensing the codes, and finally representing the data in figures, tables, or a 

discussion” (p. 148).  Moreover, he advises, there are central elements of qualitative data 

analysis that involve, “coding the data (reducing the data into meaningful segments and 

assigning names for the segments), combining the codes into broader categories or 

themes, and displaying and making comparisons in the data graphs, tables, and charts” 
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(p. 148).  Here, Morse (1996) adds that such a process requires “astute questioning, a 

relentless search for answers, active observation and accurate recall” (p. 25).  

 For this study, I followed the advice above and also Merriam’s (1998) advice and 

collected and analyzed data simultaneously and iteratively.  Here, by inductively selecting bits of 

relevant data from among the body of content, I sought to identify recurring regularities 

(themes and clusters) and infer plausibility within the different sets of data.  As Miles et al. 

(2014) affirm, one tries to “understand a phenomenon better by grouping and then 

conceptualizing objects that have similar patterns or characteristics” (p. 279).  This reduction 

method of “clumping” and seeking themes was done by testing and challenging for exceptions 

and also justifying exceptions.  In other words, to identify which things are alike in order to 

group together and which ones are not.  Here, as Merriam (1998) tells us, these themes should 

be distilled continuously until they moved to higher levels of abstraction in which they 

represented broad categories that reflect the focus of the research questions.   

 Finally, with regards to quality (or issues of validity or trustworthiness) of data, Miles et 

al. (2014) point out an important challenge in which, “Many, if not most, qualitative researchers 

work alone in the field. Each is a one-person research machine: defining the problem, doing the 

sampling, designing the instruments, collecting the information, condensing the information, 

analyzing it, interpreting it, and writing it up. A vertical monopoly” (p. 293).  Thus, they advise 

that such ‘vertical monopoly’ (as with my study) must be mindful “about the multiple sources of 

analytic bias that can weaken or even invalidate our findings” (p. 294).  As such, they suggest the 

following biases that have been pointed out in mainstream research methods textbooks:  
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• The holistic fallacy: Interpreting events as more patterned and congruent than 
they really are, lopping off the many loose ends of which social life is made— 
that is, sloppy research  

• Elite bias: Overweighting data from articulate, well-informed, usually high-
status participants and underrepresenting data from less articulate, lower 
status ones  

• Personal bias: The researcher’s personal agenda, personal demons, or personal 
“axes to grind,” which skew the ability to represent and present fieldwork and 
data analysis in a trustworthy manner  

• Going native: Losing your perspective or your “bracketing” ability, being co-
opted into the perceptions and explanations of local participants (p. 294). 

 
Therefore, to confront such a challenge, they provide 13 tactics to ensure the basic quality of the 

data.  These include: 

Data quality can be assessed through checking for representativeness (1); checking 
for researcher effects (2) on the case, and vice versa; and triangulating (3) across 
data sources and methods. These checks also may involve weighting the evidence 
(4), deciding which kinds of data are most trustable. Looking at “unpatterns” can 
tell us a lot. Checking the meaning of outliers (5), using extreme cases (6), following 
up surprises (7), and looking for negative evidence (8) are all tactics that test a 
conclusion about a pattern by saying what it is not like.  How can we really test our 
explanations? Making if-then tests (9), ruling out spurious relations (10), replicating 
a finding (11), and checking out rival explanations (12) are all ways of submitting 
our beautiful theories to the assault of brute facts or to a race with someone else’s 
beautiful theory. Finally, a good explanation deserves attention from the very 
people whose actions it is about—the participants who supplied the original data. 
The tactic of getting feedback from participants (13) concludes our list (p. 293). 

 
Nevertheless, and despite my best intentions and effort to avoid bias and adhere to these 

tactics, I am mindful that at times during this ‘making and interpreting findings at different levels 

of inference’, I not only got lost in the volumes of data in which I likely missed important 

information in this process; but as argued throughout this entire dissertation, eliminating all bias 

or of interpreting the world through a fully ‘objective’ lens is simply impossible.  In other words, 

this study and subsequent data collection/interpretation are only a ‘prescriptive’ understanding 

and sharing of my own values/knowing subconsciousness reality.   
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Participant Demographics 
 

The study involved a total of 10 college participant educators who agreed to take part in 

the TBG workshop.  After workshop 2, one of the participants dropped out due to personal 

health reasons.  Of the 10 participants, 5 were female and 5 were male. With regards to program 

affiliation: 3 were from the school of health and community services, 3 were from the school of 

interdisciplinary studies, 1 from the school of business, IT and management, 1 from the school of 

skill trades, apprenticeship and renewable technology, and 2 from the centre for professional 

and part-time learning.  With regards to academic role: 5 participants were full-time faculty 

members (who had all completed CAFÉ’s teacher professional certificate program), 4 were part 

time faculty members (one of these participants had completed CAFÉ’s teacher professional 

learning certificate program), and 1 full-time senior administrator who also occasionally taught 

part-time.  Among the 10 participants, 7 had at least ten years of teaching experience and 3 had 

at least five years of teaching experience.   

Section 3.8: Quantitative Findings (Quantitative Pre and Post Inventories126)  

Teaching Perspectives Inventory (TPI) 
 

The TPI results included 9 matched pre and post workshop pairs. The mean scores 

decreased in one perspective and increased in the other four.  Here, the results in the 

transmission perspective (trended in a positive direction from 34.67 to 32.67) and the 

apprenticeship perspective (remained relatively the same from 38.67 to 38.89), although both 

were both not statistically significant.  However, there was an increase in mean scores and 

                                                
126 To communicate the results of the quantitative data, I used the T-test and developed the following graphs to illustrate results.   
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statistically significant results for the developmental (34.89 to 39.33, p = .0001), nurturing (38 to 

39.33, p = .025), and social reform (33 to 35.67, p = .007).  These statistically significant trends 

seem to suggest that participants’ perspectives shifted toward a leaner/group growth and 

societal change focused approach to teaching. 

Figure 30: Teaching Perspectives Inventory Results (n = 9 matched pairs) 

 
 
Philosophies of Adult Education Inventory (PAEI) 
 

According to Potter et al. (2015), “The categories of the PAEI share similarities with 

categories of the TPI” (p. 25). Thus, they suggest, “These similarities are predictable, due to the 

philosophical positions that influence the TPI categories, but imperfect, resembling heavily 

overlapping Venn diagrams” (p. 25). As such, they assert that “behaviourist philosophy tends to 

correspond with the developmental perspective, humanistic philosophy tends to correspond 

with the nurturing perspective, progressive philosophy tends to correspond with the 
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apprenticeship perspective, liberal philosophy tends to correspond with the transmission 

perspective and radical philosophy tends to correspond with social reform perspective” (p. 25).   

 In light of these correspondence, I was unsurprised when the results showed relatively 

similar trends across the 9 matched pairs of the pre and post workshop between TPI and PAEI 

results.  Hence, both the liberal (78.67 to 73.44, p = .89) and the behaviourist (87.56 to 82.56, p 

= .96) trended downward but not statically significant in mean scores (as desired and expected); 

while the progressive (82.56 to 85.78, p = .15), humanistic (71 to 83, p = .009) and radical (70.22 

to 80.44, p= .022) all trended upward with mean scores, with humanistic and radical showing 

statistically significant results. Similar to the TPI, these statistically significant trends suggest that 

participants’ perspectives shifted toward a leaner/group growth and societal change focused 

approach to teaching.   

Figure 31: Philosophies of Adult Education Inventory (n = 9 matched pairs) 
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Approaches to Teaching Inventory  
 

The TPI results included 9 matched pre and post workshop pairs, with the ITTF score 

rising in an undesired direction from 34.75 to 35.38, and CCSF score rising in a desired direction 

from 45.87 to 47.87; both results were statistically insignificant.  In other words, while not 

significant, this suggests that participants slightly trended upward in teacher-focused behaviour, 

but trended even more in their student-focused behaviour.  In fact, these findings are somewhat 

consistent with the qualitative data discussed below, in which many participants acknowledge a 

dramatic shift in their conceptual notion knowledge, learning and teaching (as affirmed by the 

TPI and PAEI), but were more apprehensive and less confident in delivering such an integrative 

constructivist approach practically in the classroom.  In other words, it seems that both the 

quantitative and qualitative data suggests that while a profound conceptual shift may have taken 

place following the workshop, the shift toward a practical leap in the classroom, as some of the 

research in this chapter seems to suggest, requires considerably more personal time, 

commitment, practice and experimentation accompanied by strong institutional support.  Here, 

as Windschitl (2002) argued earlier, without a combination of conceptual and pedagogical 

grounding accompanied by cultural and political institutional support, “teachers cannot be 

expected to link constructivist objectives for learning with appropriate types of instruction and 

assessment or to adopt constructivist principles to their particular classroom contexts” (p. 138).   
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Figure 32: Approaches to Teaching Inventory (n = 9 matched pairs) 

 
 

Subsequently, in response to research question 2 of this chapter: How successful is the 

program in helping educators change their perspective on learning, knowledge and teaching? the 

combined quantitative results from at least two of the three inventories suggest that there was a 

statistically significant conceptual change in perspectives if not a strong practical change about 

the nature of knowledge, learning and teaching.  In other words, following the TBG workshop, 

both the TPI and PAEI data showed statistically significant results indicating that participants 

shifted their perspective toward a leaner/group growth and societal change focused approach to 

teaching. However, as the qualitative data highlights below, participants will need (as Windschitl, 

2002 affirms) much more conceptual, pedagogical, cultural and political support before a full 

transition can take place practically and consistently in the classroom.  Nevertheless, this shift 

was welcoming, as the movement toward developmental, nurturing and social reform (TPI); and 

humanistic and radical (PAEI) are categories that are all aligned with the values and pedagogical 
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approaches of the integrative and constructivist approach to knowledge, learning and teaching 

as proposed in this dissertation.  As Windschitl (2002) argues, a critical starting point and “one of 

the most powerful determinants of whether constructivist approaches flourish or founder in 

classrooms is the degree to which individual teachers understand the concept” (p. 138).   

Section 3.9: Qualitative Data Results 

The analysis of qualitative data generated the following four main thematic clusters.  As 

the figure below illustrates, these are only the snapshot and final process of the ‘raw’ data 

(derived from the various methods of data collection) that have been consolidated into clusters 

and then synthesized into the following four thematic clusters (Miles et al., 2014):   

Figure 33: Consolidated Dendrogram of Data Obtained from Participants 

 
 
 
A Dramatic Shift Toward an Integrative Constructivist View of Knowledge, Learning and Teaching  
 

As with the pre and post inventories, there was a confirmation by participants’ responses 

in the interviews and documents (open ended questionnaires + the pre and post philosophy 
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statements) that there was, indeed, a successful transformative change in participants’ 

perspective toward a more integrative and constructivist view of knowledge, learning and 

teaching.  For example, when comparing the philosophy statement submitted before and after 

the workshop, most of the statements seem to indicate a significant shift in how participants 

view knowledge, learning and teaching both conceptually and practically (see appendix B).  As 

illustrated in the two examples below, the intervention of the workshop was successful in 

enabling participants to become aware and open to revision toward a more integrative and 

constructivist approach to knowledge, learning and teaching.  As this was the aim of this 

workshop and supporting I-KLT rubric both designed to help educators “integrate newly 

appropriated meanings into an informed and conscious theory of practice (Jarvis, 1999)” 

(Gravette & Peterson, 2009).  More specifically, each example below suggests that at varying 

levels, participants moved beyond the left and/or middle side of the I-KLT rubric to also see the 

value of the far-right side.  In other words, knowledge as ‘objective and technical’ to knowledge 

as ‘interpretative/practical and constructive/emancipatory’.  The notion of learning as strictly 

informative (knowing and doing) to also learning as transformative (learning as being, living with 

others, and impact society and environment).   And, the notion of teaching as i-shape 

(transmission of content toward professional preparation) to teaching involving an integrative 

and dialectical U-shape process of context, conscious and content; and an ultimate aim of 

education that seeks personal, professional and public transformation.  

Participant #1: 
 
View of Knowledge before Workshop: 
In honesty, I do not think I have considered my philosophy of knowledge to this point.  However, if I were to deduce my philosophy 
from my approach to teaching, I would repeat what I noted above, that I define or approach knowledge as a set of language-based 
concepts or skills acted out in time-space.  In my current role, I feel I also approach knowledge (or at least the knowledge I focus on 
transmitting) as specific to a person’s professional role. 
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View of Knowledge after workshop:  
Knowledge is broader than I first believed and includes the influence and importance of internal knowledge – not just external 
objective knowledge – but explicit and implicit knowledge gained from experience.  While there is value on importing explicit 
external knowledge – there is also great value in eliciting internal knowledge – both as a source of social learning and in an effort to 
challenge or at least de-construct implicit internal knowledge.  In a sense, knowledge is information about oneself, others and the 
world – and includes explicit and implicit “known” information.  
  
 
View of Learning before Workshop: 
In my professional role as a teacher, I tend to define learning from a very cognitive perspective and frame it as the consolidation of concepts or 
skills so they are able to be repeated with consistency when desired in future situations.  In this role I also tend to limit my definition of ‘good’ 
learning to consciously learned concepts and skills and do not include implicitly learned or demonstrated skills/concepts.  In essence, I define 
learning as the effective transfer of knowledge in the form of language-based concepts or skills acted out in time-space. 
 
View of Learning after the Workshop: 
I think I know see learning as more organic and subjectively influenced (not entirely but to a much larger degree than in the past) – 
and less dependent on expert sources and controlled experiences.  Learning is a naturally occurring process which all humans 
engage in – consciously and unconsciously – when interacting or when attention is directed with their environment.  Much of our 
role as teachers is to create a focus of attention – but also to pay attention to where learner’s attention naturally fuses. 
 
 
View of Teaching before Workshop: 
The core aspects of my teaching philosophy are: - clear goals and outcomes are an important part of our role as teachers and help 
to facilitate effective learning; - good teaching involves finding an ‘optimal emotional zone’ of engagement for students – not too 
detached but not emotionally overwhelmed (ie: extremely angry, anxious); There are a variety of learning styles and we teach best 
when we present information in multiple modalities in order to engage these learning styles – this process also involves some 
repetition which is also useful for good learning; creating dialogue/inviting critical thought is an important part of teaching; helping 
students to connect concepts being learned to their own experience is an important part of effective teaching; Excellent use of 
clickers for PowerPoints is essential– particularly if the clicker is concealed; students need to feel respectfully engaged (not overly 
controlled, but not patronized); Good evaluation is a very important part of teaching – it should not simply exist as a measure of 
knowledge but rather as part of an ongoing dialogue/feedback mechanism – we can teach well through feedback. 
 
View of Teaching after Workshop: 
Teaching involves challenging students to embody their learning more on their personal and (future) professional lives.  Teachers 
must also challenge – and provide opportunities – for transformational learning experiences.  Teacher must also advocate for 
quality education – or for the environment/system for quality education – with the institution in which they work.  Teaching is a 
process of helping learners to become more aware of internal, external, implicit and explicit knowledge and to guide learners on (re) 
integrating this knowledge in a manner which transforms their way of seeing, being, and/or acting in the world. 
 

 
Participant #8: 

 
View of Knowledge before Workshop: 
Knowledge: Is the state of understanding absolutely, content acquired through experience, reasoning and introspection.  Knowledge changes 
as new ideas are examined critically and understood to the core, and it builds an awareness or understanding, of perceiving connections 
between information with the depth of understanding to apply it.  It is what you know, “for sure”.       
 
View of Knowledge after workshop:  
Values, ethics and morality are an integral part of knowledge.  Values are a part of knowledge that underlies everything that is 
experienced.  Acting on knowledge you have that is opposing to your values creates a dissonance that is difficult to reconcile.  It 
fractions who you are, what you stand for and most important, your life’s work.   
 
 
View of Learning before Workshop: 
Learning: Is the action of acquiring: new information, skills, or a way of thinking that produces changes in thinking.  It is a cumulative process 
shaped by previous knowledge that changes the perspective of the learner and opens up a world of new experiences.  What learning is NOT: It 
is not a collection of facts and figures to be tested and forgotten.  It is also not a forced activity that means nothing to the learner.  Learning 
has to have a component of value for the learner.   
 
View of Learning after the Workshop: 
Learning is the constructing of knowledge related to seeking meaning, knowing the purpose of learning related to the individual and 
how she/he fits into society.  Learning is the distance between known knowledge and the goals, the needs, and values of society, 
the ethics and morality interwoven into the fabric of being.  Learning is to produce thinking, problem solving, aware, interested 
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citizens who are eager to contribute to their societies because they understand their place in it.  Learning is life long and takes place 
anywhere where there is a need and interest to be open to it.   
 
 
View of Teaching before Workshop: 
Teaching is a continuous process of knowledge transfer with trusted effective interaction between a teacher and a student.  It involves creating 
an environment that respects the student and the subject, encourages and stimulates learning thought experience.  It has effective feedback at 
its core that establishes the learning process in the classroom.  All assessment activities should encourage learning through experience and 
discussion or discovery.  The responsibility for learning is the students, the responsibility of teaching is the teachers.     
 
View of Teaching after Workshop: 
My definition of teaching stands, but I would also add that teaching is the knowledge that you don’t know everything and that 
there is always a need for reflection, meaningful reflection and action related to new knowledge.  Teaching is an art and a science, 
but it has more to do with values of the heart than stone cold processes and grades.   
 

 
In fact, this transformative shift toward an integrative and constructivist approach was also 

captured in many of the participant interviews.  For example, when participants were asked 

during the one-one-one interview: has your conception, understanding and application of 

knowledge changed? If so, in what ways?  Participant #2 responded by saying: “My philosophy of 

learning, knowledge and teaching hasn’t really changed, but in speaking with you I realized it has.  

Because I still believe in what I used to believe, but I think it has gone to another level of 

understanding.  If I can use another colleague’s metaphor, sometimes we’re scuba diving not just 

snorkeling.  So maybe in my old philosophy I was just snorkeling and now with my new philosophy 

I can do a little more scuba diving, if that makes sense”.  In another interview, Participant #4 

suggested, “Emancipatory is the big word that came out of the workshops, to me. Maybe that is 

the word that really allowed me to frame my understanding.  I began seeing knowledge as 

somewhat objective, but mostly interpretative and these workshops allowed me to go further 

and see it also as constructive and emancipatory”.  In a similar response about the 

‘emancipatory’ nature of knowledge, participant #1 responded in his interview: “I came into this 

workshop with the idea that knowledge is something that I’m giving to the students and that I’m 

helping them to consolidate.  And all the tips, and tricks and things to help people to consolidate 

knowledge from me, something that is out there, all though on the flip side we’ve always had 
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reflective pieces and journals, where subjective knowledge is an element that was out there, but I 

probably, the new element would be knowledge as social consensus, and that you can challenge 

that social consensus.  That would be the new piece for me”.  In fact, this last response is 

especially consistent with Windschitl’s (2002) research pointed out earlier, in which he argues 

that while many teachers may on the surface inherit constructive practices such as journaling or 

group work, they often have only a superficial or naïve understanding of constructivism theory 

and practice.  As such, they tend to place an “inordinate amount of faith in students to structure 

their own learning”, and thus, “place too much emphasis on activities as opposed to ideas” (p. 

138).  Consequently, activities such as student reflection, experiential learning or group work 

become a “starting point and basic unit of planning, and little thought is given to the intellectual 

implications of an activity (Yinger, 1997)” (Windschitl, 2002p. 138).  In fact, the value of 

understanding this constructivist process conceptually before administrating a class exercise was 

captured in one of the critical incident questionnaire responses, in which participant #3 

responded to the question:  what about today’s workshop surprised you the most?: 

“It surprised me that so much deep discussion could be provoked from the drawing exercise…it 

truly doesn’t matter whether someone is ‘good’ at drawing; the thought process unveiled by the 

exercise was fascinating”.  

Moreover, another interesting theme that surfaced during the interviews about 

participants’ understanding of knowledge and critical self-reflection, was aptly captured by 

participant #7’s response:   

So, the big thing that helped me here was that transformative learning model.  So, 
I don’t know if this is directly connected to it, but this is helped me see knowledge in 
a different way, so before I saw myself as mainly responsible, especially in a highly 
technical course, your teaching people about specific content and how this does 
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that. I thought ok my main job in that course is to teach people information, you 
know to just pass them information. If they have questions I answer and also I teach 
them ways to apply that information, so it’s like really technical right, um so if you 
have scenario A, B, and C how do you apply this knowledge to this.   

What I learned from the workshop and what I already believed because I’ve 
taken a lot of philosophy before that it actually is the same process.  In other words, 
it’s far more important to teach people how to confront challenges to their beliefs 
and assumptions and their values and how to move or I guess transcend those 
challenges by just critical reflection, I wasn’t focusing on this in my courses. When I 
was a grad student that’s all we did, you were constantly being challenged in your 
assumptions and your role, I mean in collaboration with everyone, the instructor the 
students, was to gradually critically self-reflect in collaboration with others in how 
you could overcome those assumptions or at least modify them.  I am not doing this 
in my college classrooms.  No, I thought this is all information and its science based 
but I found that same model could be applied to how someone comes to know 
anything, even technical stuff.    

So, I found that genuine knowledge I thought was only really possible, after 
these workshops not just through a process of personal self-reflection but it’s kind 
of a reflection that comes through commuting with others.  Having conversations, 
being challenged, being exposed to different views, then at the end, um, kind of like 
in philosophy not coming out totally brutally battered psychologically but having a 
stronger version of yourself emerge from that; and you can’t get that just by you 
know by completely just receiving information and then reflecting on it by yourself. 
I found knowledge really is something that happens not only by acquiring 
information but by reflecting on it with others.  If that makes any sense! 

 
Here, as this example illustrates, there were a number of responses such as above, in which 

participants during the interview reflected on how one particular experience (as expressed by 

particiant #7 above regarding their memory as a graduate student), can be so misaligned with 

what they were doing in their current experience as a teacher in the classroom.  In other words, 

participant #7’s most enriching (or constructivist) learning experience with knowledge was in fact 

at odds (or incongruent) with the technical (or behaviourist/cognitive) approach he was teaching 

in the classroom with his college students.  As Cranton (2006) citing Lang (2004) affirms, “for 

some of the participants in her study, the learning processes could be better described as 

“restorative” than transformative, as they found their way back to important core values rather 
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than revised their perspectives” (p. 135).  Here, it seems that participant #7 was experiencing a 

restorative rather than transformative learning outcome.  Moreover, this example affirms the 

Crooks (2017) and others (Christensen Hughes & Mighty, 2010; Baxter Magolda,1999) who have 

argued that teachers can approach the notion of knowledge in two very different ways 

depending on their identities or roles as professionals.  Thus, Crooks tells us:  

…It may be that some teachers operate with a kind of dual epistemology: one for 
themselves, in their capacity as researchers (an epistemology which recognizes the 
complex and conflicted nature of knowledge production), and another, more 
simplified one, for their educational practice. In such a case, the teachers would be 
completely separating what they think of as real academic inquiry – as practised by 
discipline specialists and reported in scholarly journals – from teaching. Also, it may 
be that some faculty may not particularly want to think through the implications of 
their epistemological beliefs, as researchers, such that these beliefs actually inform 
their educational practice. After all teaching in a top-down absolutist manner has 
significant advantages – for the teacher. Absolutist teaching is straightforward and 
seamless; the teacher simply needs to go into the classroom and perform what she 
knows very well, with little or no interruption via student questions. There is a 
considerable measure of control and certainty in this. By contrast, evaluative 
teaching involves taking risks. In such a class the teacher is not the authority who 
delivers knowledge to the students, but the facilitator of an intellectual dialogue 
which develops naturally and spontaneously, and moves often in unpredictable 
directions, depending on how the students react, what questions they ask, what 
answers they give, and so on (p. 8, bold italics added). 

 
In light of such a misalignment (e.g. objective in one identity and constructive in another), I have 

argued in this dissertation and Crooks along with many others confirm (Lovat & Smith, 2003; 

King & Baxter Magolda, 1999; Baxter Magolda, 1999; Kegan, 1994; Cranton, 1996; Christensen 

Hughes & Mighty, 2010), there is a strong case to be made in which an “evaluative” or 

integrative/constructivist (technical, practical and emancipatory) view of knowledge should be 

included as part and parcel of the teacher professional learning and student curriculum 

experience.  In other words, how we come to know and do (understand and apply knowledge), is 

inextricably related to who we are (learning to be, learning to live and work with others and 
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learning to impact society and environment).  Thus, this integrative nature of knowledge, 

learning and teaching (or learning about knowledge and learning), as argued throughout this 

entire dissertation, must become part of the educational enterprise.    

Furthermore, during the post-workshop interview, participants were asked if or how their 

notions of learning had changed.  Here, participant #7 responded: 

I was going there [classroom] as someone with an expertise, and so, I had a textbook 
to teach from, and I had a lot of experience right, and a lot of knowledge and the 
students were coming in basically almost as these blank slates.  They had their lives 
for sure and had their histories but in terms of the knowledge base they didn’t know 
much that’s why they were here and that was a completely wrong-headed 
approach.  Um, I started noticing that the second time I taught a particular course 
this year, where students had a lot to contribute even if they weren’t experts in the 
field that is something that specifically changed from taking this workshop.  Now I 
can start designing lessons around pulling in information from people that they 
already have and then me just guiding the rest of it, like filling in the little gaps I 
guess. That’s kind of how I see learning now. 

 
Finally, when participant #7 was asked how this changed their perspective on teaching, he 

responded: 

Yeah, so I would say that how I conceptualize has changed but how I practice it 
which is actually encouraging hasn’t changed that much; because I noticed going 
to the workshop that what I was doing in the classroom and how I was interacting 
with my students (the faculty thing is different and I’ll talk about that in second), 
but how I was engaging with my students, how I was designing assignments, um 
how I was working within the curriculum to try to make things more collaborative 
and engaging and more interactive than me just shouting at people for an hour and 
half.  I was doing all of those things well but I wasn’t conceiving of it that way. I 
wasn’t contentiously going ok you’re going to go into the classroom and you’re 
going to make this a collaborative and interactive learning experience; it’s not you 
authoritatively throwing down information on people and then having them 
passively absorbing it because you’re so smart.  You’re the expert right!  I wasn’t 
doing that, I didn’t think of myself as doing that which is really interesting, so this 
workshop got me to more contentiously think of how I can even improve how to do 
that. 
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Here, these last two quotes highlight again, the complexity and contradictory nature between a 

teacher’s intent and their actual pedagogical practice in the classroom. As Argyris (1991) tells us, 

our espoused theories of teaching are frequently incongruent with our theories in action.   As 

pointed out earlier, the espoused theories and values as desired and promoted within the 

workshops revolve around an integrative view of learning and a U-shape approach to teaching 

(context, conscious and content).  However, the conceptual and pedagogical value that is 

implicit, but strongly guiding PSE practice (as was evident in the qualitative and quantitative data 

among the participants in this study) is based on behaviourist cognitivist philosophy in which 

teaching practice often involves expert downloading or transmission of ‘objective’ content (or 

facts, theories and conventions).  In fact, this realization and incongruence between a teacher’s 

espoused theories and theories in action was captured in the candid responses by participants 

#3 and #8 in the critical incident questionnaire completed at the end of workshops 2 (in which 

participants had compared and reflected upon their teaching inventories (TPI, PAEI and ATI) with 

the I-KLT rubric), which asked: what about the workshop surprised you the most? (This could be 

about your own reactions to what went on, something that someone did, or anything else that 

occurs): Here, participant #3 responded: 

It seems that I may want one thing but be subconsciously executing another (ex. I 
want to help students, but I don’t really trust humans, so I maintain what amounts 
to a stranglehold on the classroom). 

 
During her one-on-one interview, the same participant expressed the following comment: 
 

So, before I came in, I thought that I was a holistic instructor, but everything I was 
doing in the classroom was technical.  So, teaching people how to write, teaching 
people how to be a better person, where instead of using even those particular 
terms or phrases ‘such teaching people how to be a better person’, now it’s just 
more together explore how to be better people…If we are exploring with the 
students then the power differential isn’t interfering with their ability to unfold and 
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the more that they can unfold, the more they can be vulnerable, the more they will 
learn.  The more they will be changed by the experience.  Because identity and 
values are first, then competencies and behaviour are born out of the values and 
identity.   So, and, if we never go into values and identities behavioural won’t really 
actually be changed…My hope is taking into my curriculum and program and not 
just my program but the entire college.  It’s made me take a long hard look at what 
I value and whether that is transferring into the classroom and the sad response is 
that it’s not.  And now I will be making changes.  

 
Participant #8 responded to the same question in her critical incident questionnaire with:  
 

You challenged my preconceived notions of myself as a teacher. The “tool” yielded 
me off the frame and provided me with disconcerting feedback to where I am 
located theoretically.  

 
During her critical self-examination, this same participant wrote: 
 

My teaching beliefs align with my intent, but not always with my methods. I focus 
on competency and the technical assessment to the detriment of greater discussion 
on purpose. Technical methods are not always the end all. 

 
In another self-examination question, participant #9 candidly acknowledged similar gaps 

between his espoused or idealized theories and his theories in use.  After reflection on his 

workshop experience, he noted in the questionnaire that his teaching beliefs, methods and 

assessment did not match his ideals as a teacher. Thus, he wrote, “I realize my beliefs and 

practices align within the technical realm (e.g. lectures, multiple choice testing), but my ideals 

align with the transformative realm as indicated in the IKLT-rubric (e.g. values, connection, goals, 

success and leadership)”.   

Furthermore, this realization between espoused theory and theory in practice was also 

identified by participants at the system level.  For example, during his interview participant #1 

noted: 

…so in the first week of the workshop when we were having us share our teaching 
experiences and younger people in our group were saying things like ‘I get such a 
rush from teaching the students’, or ‘I just love going into the classroom to teach’, 
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and I was like, I don’t!  Like, it’s not nothing, but because it’s kind of like a schtick 
now.  You know, so the risk is now it’s comfortable and reinforcing but that will 
become less and less reinforcing as time goes on because it starts to become less 
genuine.  So, I think while there is a barrier to staying comfortable, it’s like any sort 
of comfort, right, the risk is boredom.  It becomes so comfortable that it becomes 
boring and where meaning is lost.  Where if you take it to that next level, yes, there 
is the risk that you might be ‘fish-netted’ at first, and that you’ll have to go through 
the learning curve that you always go through, but it might be reenergizing. And it’s 
the same thing with the community of practice we have planned through this 
workshop, or whether it’s pushing back against management, it can be energizing 
if it leads to change.  But there is a risk, or the barrier becomes the risk in which I’m 
comfortable, but the risk of staying comfortable is that what then becomes the 
problem, because nothing changes.  And, you’ve reached this point, where it’s like I 
know I’m better off what I do than I was five years ago, and I’m working harder than 
what I was doing five years ago, why do I feel less efficient?  You, know, why do I 
feel like I’m, why is the product of what I’m doing seemingly decreasing in quality, 
because it’s like a mix.  It’s a mix of I need to be doing things differently and this is 
a broken system.  But it drives me nuts, when we go to a [college lead] town hall 
and get told that we’re doing great and the system is doing great.  It’s like, I don’t 
know if that’s true.   

 
In another interview, participant #3 shared similar experience by saying: 
 

 I don’t think there has been an internal disequilibrium.  There has been a sense of 
being deflated, like now I can see all kinds of holes in education system and I can 
see all kinds of traps in the way that we are creating curriculum and I don’t 
necessarily see at this juncture, um, how I can really change them.  Also, I realized 
there was a misalignment in myself, in that what I was seeing was not necessarily 
what I was doing in the classroom.  I was not inviting the students to explore, 
because that felt scary, even though I wanted to.  And I was not inviting the students 
to reflect sufficiently at all.  Um, it was more delivering content.  I wasn’t doing any 
meaning-oriented reflection with students and I do want students reflecting now.         

 
Here, in both participants #1 and #3’s passage above, we can truly see the inherent personal 

(conceptual and pedagogical) and social (cultural and political) incongruences or contradictions 

apparent within the context of PSE.  This is aptly captured and affirmed by Argyris and Schon 

(1974) who pointed out many years ago that, beyond individual teachers (or students), such 

incongruency may also take place with within the institutional and societal levels. In fact, much 
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of this dissertation has highlighted the detrimental effects and serious consequences of such 

personal, institutional and societal incongruencies.   

Workshop Helped Participants Discover a Renewed or Realigned way of Knowing, Doing, Being, 
Living & Working with Others & Impacting Society & Environment  
 

In addition to a shift in thinking about the notions of knowledge, learning and teaching, 

many participants simultaneously seemed to share a transformative or restorative shift in how 

they experienced ‘reality’, ‘truth’ or simply their values with regards to their personal, 

professional and public identities.  Here, it seems that participants, following the workshop, 

experienced a kind of conscious awakening – personally, professionally or publicly.  This might 

have been with how viewed education (e.g. moving toward a more integrative view of 

education); or how they perceived their students, colleagues and institution in general; or how 

some participants felt a sense of a sense of satisfaction with their growth as possible change 

agents.  As Participant #1 put it during his interview: “I think I have a broader sense of role with 

my students but I also have a broader sense of my role beyond the classroom, as a citizen and 

advocate, for quality education, for ethical treatment of other human beings.  Um, even though 

this workshop experience has been disorienting”.  Here, when participant #8 was asked during 

her interview: on a scale of professional learning, personal learning or public transformation, 

where did you see yourself before the workshop and where after?, she responded: “I would say 

there was a definite shift in all three, as I was more professionally focused and now I’m more 

publicly focused…because I believe this is where education and mental health meet.  The 

connection between personal, professional and public.  I have always been learner centered but I 

have meshed, the learner centered and society cantered more closely together, yeah, I think 

those parallel lines are now touching”.  Moreover, in another interview, participant #4 added:  
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In some respects, it’s refreshing to know that other people are bothered by systemic 
issues, that at times they feel powerless to do anything about, right.  Or, to talk 
through some of these things with like-minded individuals.  A combination of 
philosophize for the sake of thinking through and the intellectual effort I always 
enjoy but with an actual purpose as well, right.  With an actual end in mind.  I saw 
colleagues differently, since I made a total gross assumption that everyone in the 
workshops were full-time faculty.  Seeing different people in different roles and 
different frustrations they had.  That was eye opening.  I would say I see my 
colleagues and the college to some degree in a different light now as well.  I think 
maybe it’s challenged my place or at least what my place would be one day.  
Because I’ve never learned in the college system, part of teaching over the last few 
years is to familiarize with the purpose of the college system.  Also, not just 
recognizing the flaws in the education system or college system also our own 
conception of what is the purpose of education; what are we really doing?  What is 
the government’s role? Also, why are we all in even in the workshops not all drawing 
the same conclusions say for example, from the readings.  This is because we have 
different context, values and experiences.   

 
During his interview, participant #6 said, “I can’t say I’m seeing the world entirely differently but 

it’s given me a new lens to see the world.  To allow individuals to use their personal experiences in 

order to learn.  That is really the lens I’m talking about”.  In his interview, participant #7 

experienced a renewed notion of teaching at the end of the workshop, as expressed in the 

following response: 

I see differently, I think my role as an educator is far more important than I thought 
it was.  I still thought it was important.  So, for example, I was preparing people to 
be really good professionals in the field that I was teaching.  And those people have 
really important roles in our society they help some of the most unfortunate and 
down trotted people who are struggling with horrible problems like substance abuse 
and mental health issues, like young and old, rich and poor, everyone is affected by 
these problems, um, everyone could be affected by these problems.  I thought that 
is really important in itself.  But then I thought to myself I am not only about, 
especially after taking a workshop like this, it really broadened the importance of 
teaching to me, like it was just preparing to be good x or y, but preparing good 
people.  Um for example, it’s not just teaching people you know how to learn about 
their particular profession, it’s teaching people how to learn, and how to love 
learning, and how to love the process of critically reflecting and being 
uncomfortable with something that you don’t know, right, and being happy about 
that.  Thinking you know what it’s way better to uncertain about x, y and z than to 
feel like or pretend like your certain about these things and then be crashed by 
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something later on.  So that I thought was a huge shift, after taking this workshop, 
a huge shift happened where I thought teaching is not only about preparing 
someone to do x, its preparing to be like a global citizen.  Someone who could 
contribute in so many other ways.  
 

Here, participant #7, like many others in the workshop, mentioned how they were able to 

overcome particular stereotypes related to their colleagues: 

…I thought certain people in the workshop would be deeply averse to the kinds of 
learning (for example, [U-shape] or transformative learning) proposed in the 
workshop.  For example, I was imagining the trades people in our group to be totally 
resistant to the workshop material.  I thought the trades people would simply think 
this is airy fairy BS and complete nonsense.  And, of course, I can’t blame trades 
people because their job is teaching people very specific hands on skills.  Here’s how 
you operate this torch, here’s how you weld this specific type of metal set. And, I 
was like they are not going to buy into this workshop.  I taught in our profession 
where we focus on personal growth and philosophical reflection, this workshop 
would be appropriate, however, the trades people would simply chew this workshop 
and spit it out.  But the trades people didn’t, they found a way to apply this to their 
respective trades.  That just shows that something that looks like a barrier, oh no 
the trades person is not going to respond to this, but they can, they can! 

 
In another interview response, participant #8 shared a similar response as above, in which she 

found a shared sense of values among her fellow colleagues. Thus, she reported:  

If I can give you an example of an identity shift for me was that day we drew all 
those pictures and think it was one workshop participant who drew a creative image 
of a person, and here I was, I want’ looking at anybody else’s stuff while they were 
working on that and I had a diagram done up which, I mean was completely 
different than anybody else’s, but in my head that’s what it looked like.  And I looked 
at everybody else’s and I thought, did I not get the point, but then when everybody 
got to talk, I got the point I just expressed it so completely differently, so completely 
differently from anyone else who was in the room.  There was a lot of variety there 
as well, you know it was the one place, we shared similar values and meaning but 
expressed it so differently…I see teaching differently.  I see education as a broader 
life force to put it that way.  I think living in the world as global citizen, has always 
been sort of been the mindset I’ve always had but I think the impact of teachers on 
that global growth is probably much higher now.   

 
In another response, participant #3 felt that this new shared experience of knowledge, learning 

and teaching with her colleagues, would allow her and the rest of the group to perhaps work 
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with everyone in the college to consider a new direction in education. Thus, she expressed in her 

interview: 

My hope is taking into my curriculum and program and not just my program but the 
entire college.  It’s made me take a long hard look at what I value and whether that 
is transferring into the classroom and the sad response is that it’s not.  And now I 
will be making changes.  I’m also more interested in working alongside with the 
union…I think everybody that is teaching, should have to take this course or 
workshop.  I think this should be part of when we bring in faculty.  This should also 
be part of the regular yearly workshop offerings. I think management should have 
to take this course and everybody has to take this course.   

 
In some cases, a few participants suggested their desire to take on more initiative and act as 

change agents within college administration and the broader community.  For example, in his 

response to the interview question: Has your learning in the TBG workshop contributed to any 

changes at the personal, course, program, department, institutional or community level?, 

participant #4 responded: 

Yes, personally, reinforced the importance of self-reflection.  Also, helped improve 
my teaching philosophy.  Even thinking through what is actually my teaching 
philosophy.  What I’m really doing with this career, its put a mirror up to me.  It’s 
bumped up my timeline, rather than worrying about the future and how that will 
look like, I am now think what about now. What are you waiting for, if you think this 
way, or learn more, or make a difference than what are you waiting for.  This 
workshop has expedited my timeline to get more actively involved rather than wait 
for a few years.  I’m trying to figure out whether I stay as faculty to make a 
difference or do I enter management…I’m in my apprenticeship to see what I will do 
in the next step…I wish to move into the community and get more involved in the 
community and extend some of the practice.  The workshop has encouraged me to 
get more involved in the community.   
 

In light of the above, it seems that the workshop experience triggered some to get involved in 

their local community, college union or administration, these participants wanted to contribute 

in a positive way in creating systemic change.  In other words, beyond personal and professional 

conceptual growth, there seems to have been an awareness raised in participants who desired 
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to become more publicly engaged.  However, despite most participants wishing to get 

themselves or their student more publicly engaged, some participants were still uneasy and 

apprehensive in they would integrate or accomplish such a socially responsible element of 

pedagogical practice.  As participant #2 put it: 

Have you ever bought a new car or pair of shoes, and you think it’s the best car or 
pair of shoes ever.  And then you get those pair of shoes or car and then you see it 
everywhere.  It’s like everybody has your shoes or your car.  Um, it’s the same thing 
with this workshop.  I think I will be, when I hear things about education on Steve 
Pakin or wherever, rather than turning it, is it going to focus my radar a little bit 
more.  Um, if I look at stages of change, before if you had asked me where I was 
pre-contemplation, I didn’t even realize, I knew the social climate or atmosphere of 
education wasn’t great but somewhere on my radar was I going to do anything 
about it, probably not, um this I think has kind of moved me along in term of the 
stages of change, where it’s now on my radar and hopefully I will be actively talking 
about it in my classroom, this is exactly the thing that we’re going to do to become 
more better global citizens in this course. Um, I don’t know what that’s going to look 
like but hopefully it’s the idea that it’s on my radar now and it’s created an 
awareness of a gap in my teaching; and really I should know more about it in 
general…That’s why I think I’m finding it hard and that’s where my struggle is, where 
am and how am I incorporating the social responsible leg of the [U-Shape] in my 
courses, because it’s an area, I’m aware of it, I know there is problems with it, but I 
also see it as so huge that I don’t know how I can fix it but I can do changes in my 
own classroom that will make a difference.  I have limiting beliefs about the social 
dimension of teaching, I know I do! 

 
A Dramatic Conceptual Shift in Seeing the Value of Integrative Education, but an Apprehensive & 
Less Confidence Approach to Practice   
 

Another common theme that surfaced within the qualitative data collection included 

participants’ affirmation of the integrative constructivist approach to teacher professional 

learning, especially how this differed from their experiences in the traditional competency based 

(or technical rational) model.  However, the qualitative data also seemed to suggest that 

participant were apprehensive and lack of confidence (for both personal and systemic reasons) 

in fully committing practically to such an integrative educational endeavour.    
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Here, for example, participant #1 highlighted two interesting and interrelated themes 

that were pointed out by other participants in the workshop.  The first affirmed much of the 

research highlighted earlier, that an integrative constructivist approach to education provides a 

much richer or meaning oriented learning outcome compared to the competency based (or 

technical-rational) education model; and, second, how such an integrative constructivist 

approach can provide a transformative learning experience in which there is no need for formal 

summative technical assessments (or a formal external grading process) to ensure learning 

transference. Hence, he responded: 

This workshop has been a much deeper and transformative experience than any 
other course or workshop I’ve taken before. But, also personal change experience.  
Um, I mean some of it was the content was rich and critical.  Really, like most of the 
courses that I’ve done at the college have been how to teach, right, um, and that’s 
what I needed, and it was very useful and I use many of those things, and how to 
teach within the college system.  This workshop was closer to an upper university or 
Masters course as far as being more about discourse.  There was a lot more of 
workshop as opposed to a class, but you didn’t make us jump through bunch of 
evaluative hoops but we still learned.  You know, you didn’t evaluate us once.  I 
mean you shaped discussions knowingly and unknowingly and your reactions, so 
that we were getting a sense of what you want to hear or disagree, like you found 
ways to challenge and that’s evaluative to a certain extent.  It’s evaluating your 
ideas, your way of thinking.  But compared to other course it was not like, it wasn’t 
stressful outside the workshop, I shouldn’t say stressful because there was still a 
disorientation to it, but I was still applying things from the workshop in my life 
outside without you making me do it.  So that’s a different thing form the courses 
I’ve done here.  Even courses outside the college that I’ve take are usually geared to 
how to do things and often wear off quick and rushed, whereas I don’t this course 
will wear off as quickly.  And I think it’s a step back in an interesting way in both 
directions, on one end it was like do you really know what learning, teaching and 
knowledge are, like no one has really ever sort of pulled back, like that is as 
elemental as it gets. It’s not like hypothetical it’s a deep question, but it is a simple 
question but that as the starting point was really interesting and disorienting.  Um, 
some of the deeper discussions, as far as, there was a lot more room for dialogue I 
think in this than any other course or workshop I’ve taken.  I think having meals 
together adds to the community of it. I think the format, even though to be honest, 
when I first said yes to this, I was picturing like teaching in community, like three 
hours once a month, and when it was like it’s going to be every 2nd or 3rd Saturday 
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it was like oh this is not what I said yes to but I don’t want to back out and I had 
time this semester more than I would normally have.  So often times, Friday night 
or Saturday morning was like, ah damn I got to go to this course all day, but there 
was never a day that I walked out and thought that was good day.  So that’s 
different from other courses, because it didn’t demand much outside the class but 
demanded a lot during the classes, just physical time, right.  But I think having all 
that time was really important to get to where we got to.  And yeah, meals together 
and that sort of thing, that creates more of that community.  So, if you want to build 
a community of practice together, then a lot of time is required with large chunks. 
 

This quote truly affirms much of the research I noted earlier, in which an integrative 

constructivist approach (involving an intensive and extension theoretical and applied grounding 

in adult learning theory) compared to a competency-based approach carries enormous potential 

to help support and deliver effective teacher professional learning experiences.   During her 

critical examination questionnaire, participant #5 expressed how the workshop has helped move 

toward a more integrative constructivist (or learner centered) approach with her students and 

he role as a teacher. Thus, she wrote, “My past teaching beliefs has a greater reliance on student 

preparedness. All students were therefore expected to have plenty of time and stamina to 

prepare for my classes. I now see it as more of my responsibility to meet them where they are 

academically and personally (emotionally)”.  In other words, rather than taking an i-shape 

approach to instruction, she reinforced the value of considering the U-shape, in which context 

and conscious are invaluable dimensions of the learning and teaching process.  Also, during his 

interview response, participant #7 expressed his dramatic shift in thinking from a cognitive to 

more integrative process of knowledge, learning and teaching: 

So the biggest change might have been um not so much in the affirmation, but in 
the second part you mentioned more in how this kind of gets applied practically, 
um, the biggest change with respect to knowledge, teaching and learning was 
seeing learning more as a social phenomenon, where people are collaborating in 
conversation with one another, challenging one another, hopefully in the spirit of 
mutual respect and at the end we are not just leaving people hanging right…So, the 
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big thing that I pulled away from this workshop was, all those three things should 
be social, collaborative and done in mutual respect and they should leave people 
stronger, they should leave people not you know in a diminished and weakened.  
Learning is not just cognition but also social, it’s the whole package.  And it has to 
be done in concert with others.  Which is something that I didn’t come to before this 
workshop, I didn’t really think that, I thought no someone could potentially go in a 
cave and learn everything they needed to know but then I thought they could learn 
a lot better, more fully, more richly if they did it with others.   

  
Furthermore, participant #4 acknowledged the practical dimension of the workshop, by 

suggesting:  

In a practical sense, transformative learning has been fundamental.  I’ve already 
started to think through, for example, in one of the workshop exercises, the course 
learning outcomes exercise, right, there is already one when we did it, that I rewrote 
on the spot, that already maybe a movement way from earlier practice, which was 
a little more prescribed but also now what is the next step sort how do we take that 
to a different level, right. So maybe in that respect that would be an example of a 
more fundamental change….the opportunities to sort of work through or think 
through some these exercises such as the [I-KLT rubric]. That was an enlightening 
exercise, in itself.   

 
However, just as the workshop and tools such the I-KLT rubric helped participants experience a 

pedagogical shift conceptually, there was also a sense of apprehension in which participants 

believed there would be practical challenges in implementing such a change. This included a lack 

of time, comfort (or sense of expertise) and systemic incentives or barriers.  For example, 

participant #1 responded in his interview that while he experienced a dramatic conceptual 

change, he still lacked the pedagogical comfort and cultural and political support to follow 

through more practically: 

I think I’m moving beyond the technical realm sort of, even though I’m still there, 
even by end of the course. If you look at one of my courses, I think the biggest 
influence is still technical realm and some of that I think is the system we work in 
and that’s our student’s assumptions, our employer’s assumptions. So, I think some 
of that is keeping up with the mandate of what the college is; and that suits me, 
because that’s what is comfortable to me; but it’s nudged me in the way of 
understanding and application, even in the courses that I’m developing, trying to 
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build a bit more sort of transformative learning experiences, even things like the I-
[KLT rubric], to try and move beyond the sort of absorb and regurgitate, but really 
sort of critically analyze and deconstruct and try and get a sense of moving things 
into action. And I’ve also even at the tail end of one course, I’ve left some space for 
just sort of surveys as far as what do you want to know, what do you need to know.  
So not being completely top down.  Not to be completely prescriptive but again, to 
make the entire course that way, to say that the entire course is that way would be 
insincere.  But my understanding of sort of deeper learning for the sake of, that’s a 
general term, has changed and broadened.  And it’s eked its way in some of the 
courses that I’m building… In conception, it’s a fundamental change and on paper 
it’s incremental change.  Since it will be hard to know until I’m in the classroom.  If 
you were to peek into my head, I think there is a fundamental change, based on that 
broadening.  But in trying to be strategic and not flood people with change, I’m test 
driving this too, right, there is this fundamental change in my head, and I’m like oh, 
I don’t know if I want to blow up the whole thing and start from this new model.  So 
it’s incremental on paper, there is a conservatism, yeah. 
 

In a follow up question participant #1 added: 
 

Yes, it started from the first surveys.  Like realizing without seeing the categories or 
starting things, it’s like oh I’m so, and again we talked about it not being a bad thing 
to be technical but realizing that, um, that’s disorienting and like shame is a too 
strong a word, even though I was tempted to give the ideal answer because it would 
make me feel better but this answer is true,  and realizing from the surveys that I 
am heavily on the side of the technical realm of knowledge and informative as 
opposed to transformative side of learning, in honesty even though it hurt a bit to 
admit that cause you’re like oh I’m really sticking to a surface level of learning, 
knowledge and teaching.  And, we find ways to justify this with learning defense by 
saying, this is what the students want and also the college.  So edutainment or how 
to stick to the technical realm but make it engaging, like that’s my comfort zone, 
and now I’m giving away some power in the way I’m setting up the course and 
maybe in the way I teach, and maybe taking away from the immediate 
reinforcement, you know, so yeah, even as a person, most of what I use my 
knowledge for is in the technical realm and not necessarily in the emancipatory or 
change society realm.  It’s a mix of the system I’m in and my own personal sort of 
need for safety and need for comfort.   
 

Moreover, when participant #2 was asked: how would they characterize their shift in knowledge, 

learning and teaching, whether a they experienced no change, or incremental or fundamental 

change?, she responded: 
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Yes, a fundamental shift.  If I had the summer off to revamp the course and not work 
full-time and not do 1000 other things then yeah, my courses would look completely 
different, but then for me to go back and change 14 weeks of PowerPoint and 
evaluation, logistically I know I can’t.  When we changed a few items on the course 
outlines in the workshop, I realized everything needed to change and I said, I can’t 
do this…I can’t live all of these changes at once.  Do I have some minor ideas where 
I can make incremental changes, yes, without putting undue duress on my work 
load?  Conceptual change but not practical changes. Yes, fundamental shift 
conceptually, but I’ll introduce them incrementally because that is what I can 
manage in terms of logistics and time.  In conception but not in pencil and paper.   
   

Once again, this passage affirms one of the major systemic challenges pointed out in this 

dissertation with regards to the lack of public funding and corporatization of PSE, in which 

diminishing resources and rise of part-time faculty are compromising the way in which education 

can be delivered to its fullest potential (personally, professionally and publicly).   

A full Implementation of such an Integrative Educational Endeavour will Require Continued 
Personal Commitment/Learning and Profound Institutional/Government Support  
 

A final significant theme that emerged from the qualitative data was related to personal 

and systemic challenges.  Here, the data revealed that the long-term viability of such an 

integrative educational practice would require much more time, energy, courage, initiative and 

commitment from individual educators but also considerable if not transformational 

reform/policy support/commitment/investment from institutional/governmental leadership. In 

fact, this is very consistent with what has been argued at length through this entire dissertation 

(and affirmed in the previous section). In other words, a revolutionary effort toward an 

integrative constructivist (or learner/society centered pedagogy) becomes especially difficult 

when the conscious or more likely unconscious conceptual, pedagogical, cultural and political 

values, beliefs and assumptions of the stakeholders in PSE (e.g. students, parents, teachers, and 

administrators) run contrary to an integrative and constructivist view of education proposed in 
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this chapter.  In fact, this was aptly captured by participant #1, who during his interview made 

the following comment:  

I’m always trying, even if the ideas just don’t get through, don’t pass this test for 
the test and not know how to do, I often say will I feel comfortable to sending a 
loved one to your practice.  And, I don’t want the person who was really good at 
memorizing for the test.  I’m constantly reminding people that people are putting a 
lot of faith in you, people come to you in a crisis and vulnerable ways and don’t take 
this lightly.  And I think there is often that element, but sometimes that is 
reactionary of me as opposed to it could be constant message, not just when you 
start to notice people veering off the ethical/moral imagination.  But then the 
system, you start to put people through seven or eight courses, and people start to 
behave from a deficit mindset, right.  If you starve people and you imprison people, 
they will start to act not from their best, for example, Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, 
they will act more like an animal, and sometime we do that with students, like even 
that idea of like behaving ethically and morally, when the system itself is bankrupt 
and pushes people to act in unethical and immoral terms.  So, I tell my students do 
this program the right way, and if you are working 40 hours a week and doing this 
program, then you are likely not getting the most of this learning experience.  It’s 
like getting a gym membership and not using it, this is not to judge the students, 
because they might have to work for legitimate reasons, but become a professional 
who is going to be the best they can ethically, morally and professionally.  But then 
the student will go to the next class and the teacher will be deeply technical and 
have the philosophy that they don’t have the responsibility to teach for ethics and 
morals.  There is simply a values misalignment between the students, the 
professors, the curriculum, administration, the institution and the system itself writ 
large.     

 
In a separate interview, and responding to the question: How does this workshop compare to 

other workshops or courses you have taken in the area of learning, knowledge and teaching?  

And have you spoken to any colleagues outside the TBG workshop about learning, knowledge and 

teaching informed by your experiences or learning in the TBG workshop?, participant #3 

expressed the following:   

Yes, but there is significant resistance, they just don’t understand the language.  
That these faculty members are completely immersed in the technical realm.   I don’t 
think they recognize that identity and values come before, what would you call it 
concrete skill building, technical skills.  Before competencies and behaviour, they 
don’t see our role as college teachers in impacting values and identity.  They don’t 
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see that as being part of the picture at all.  They don’t see that part of our purview.  
They see that as maybe as societies purview, as parents’ purview not teachers.  Not 
that they should be coming in with it but that we don’t, it’s not our job to be impact 
students’ values and identity.  It’s not our job to be deliberately impacting it.  And, 
this is driving decision making process that will impact a lot of people. (Researcher 
asks follow up question: in what ways?). Participant #3 responded: I think we’re 
going to continue to have students who are less and less engaged because the 
students don’t feel like we are speaking to their lives, to the complexities of their 
lives, to the complexity of 2017 and the world.  That we all live in.  Um, the more we 
separate out content from all that stuff, the less we can engage students. 

 
Another response related to systemic challenges came from participant #6, who, as a part-time 

teacher, expressed the following sense of frustration and limitation with his desire to implement 

an integrative approach to learning:  

The [U-shape].  The systemic changes, that’s the one I got the most values from.  It 
is really how person, profession and public are all tied together.  And this course 
kind of reaffirmed that you are kind of heading in the right direction.  And, the reality 
is, in the work environment, it’s like the market economy, you cannot run a country 
on a market economy, you have to have heart, if you will, you have to think about 
the social good.  While I feel more comfortable to teach in the transformative realm 
where knowledge is constructive, but there are requirements that do have to be 
met, as far as delivery, you know you have to have test, you have to have these 
other technical evaluations, this is the weight that’s kind of anchoring you, but there 
are some things that can be done to push more towards transformative learning.  
There are certain ways you can construct a test, and if I’m working in a section [in 
which tests and curriculum is usually led by another instructor], that test has been 
created, I can’t vary from that test.  So, I have to implement this.  But there is nothing 
from stopping me from doing some activities that will push toward the 
transformative and constructive side of teaching and knowledge… So, I cannot say 
the fact that they’ve answered a test that they’ve learned anything.  They know to 
circle this, that’s what they’ve learned.  I would rather teach more transformative, 
but the challenge is as an instructor there is a bureaucracy behind saying this is 
what needs to be delivered.  So, yes, I would definitely like to move toward 
transformative kinds of learning, but there is a ball and chain holding me in the 
informative realm.  As a part time teacher, the courses I have control over, I’m 
moving toward transformative kinds of learning, whereas the other courses I am 
obliged to remain the status quo… We are beholden to a higher god.  We have to 
be given the freedom in curriculum to move from informative to transformative.  We 
need to have the structure in which the evaluations are going to be done.  Either 
government or the college, whoever is setting up the evaluation criteria. For 
instance, you have to have marks in order to pass the student, right, um, 50% or 
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60% whatever the pass is.  Perhaps it is not these passing or failing grades that we 
need as opposed to transformative learning and the kinds of self-evaluation we 
covered in the workshop.  For example, how did a student manage a particular 
project, was managed in a quality way, that’s what I’m looking for.  We need the 
people in power in government and in colleges as administrators and teachers for 
this change to happen.  I’m more than willing to make these changes, but then it 
will potentially raise questions, you’re limited.   
   

As another participant (#2), who also teaches part time (while working full-time), put it this way, 

“The systemic barriers.  I sometimes leave work crying because I’m so physical and emotionally 

drained.  The adage, do more with less drives me crazy, who does that?  And how do you sustain 

that, you don’t. It’s crazy!” .  Here, Brookfield (2009) offers a very useful and apt analysis using 

the lens of critical theory in capturing why such frustrations as experienced by participant #2 

above may be taking place in today’s corporate college environment.  He writes:   

Critical reflection also focuses on uncovering and challenging hegemonic 
assumptions, those we embrace as being in our best interest when in fact they are 
working against us. It endeavours to make people aware of how practices that are 
viewed as natural, common sense, and desirable (such as assuming we show our 
commitment to our students by being available to them 24/7) are in fact 
constructed and transmitted by powerful minority interests to protect the status 
quo that serves these interests so well. After all, if you knock yourself out by being 
always available to supervisors or customers and are always ready to take on more 
work to demonstrate corporate loyalty and effective team membership, this means 
employers can reduce staff and increase profits. This, of course, is a perfect 
illustration of Marx’s theory of surplus value (Marx, 1967). In any workday, people 
reach a point when what they have produced will cover the cost of their labour 
(their wages); once they work beyond that point, they are producing surplus value 
(profit) (p. 126). 

 
When asked the interview question: what do you identify as barriers for this kind of learning, 

knowledge, and teaching proposed in the workshops?, it is perhaps, participant #8 who most 

eloquently captured the combined personal and societal barriers that will be necessary to 

overcome (as affirmed by the participants in the study), if real positive changes in our PSE 

systems are realized: 
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I would say resistance to change. Um, administrative discomfort with new material 
like this.  I think the inability to grasp what could change and I think just being seen 
as just another course.  I think these in a lot of cases are systemic issues related to 
administration.  I think for someone to understand this material, you need to have 
them really listen.  And sometimes that listening ability and convincing someone 
that this something worth doing and just because its different doesn’t mean that 
there is no outcome in the end that is going to be useful. I think it may not be the 
best fit in someone’s mind who is making those administrative decisions about 
something.  Yeah, but in the context of teaching and learning, in Bahlah’s College’s 
teacher professional learning office, if you can’t encourage this kind of material, 
then I don’t know where you would be able to?  Because we can, what we are 
currently doing is not working, then why not try something different.  Most of the 
barriers are systemic.  And, if teachers had more time, then they could possibly take 
part in such PD.  I think most of it is just a mindset, really. I think resistance to change 
at all levels, because people who don’t believe in those kinds of change are rooted 
in what they are doing, and it is really hard to move them out of that.  Their roots 
are so deep into the earth that any shift whatsoever is like an earth quake 
happening to their world.  And that earthquake for a lot people collapses who they 
are and not to reconstructs a stronger structure.  Right, if you are really strong in 
your own identity and structure of what teaching is about and your own knowledge, 
and your ability to understand that you don’t know everything.  That reconstruction 
is disorienting, its uncomfortable, but it’s possible.  And, positive in a lot of ways.  If 
you’re really rooted in that whole idea of positioning and success in only one way, 
my way, the right way, societies way, and are rigid in that thinking, you will never 
open yourself up to something different.  Otherwise there is that disconnect of what 
you are doing in a job and who you are as a person.  And that disorientation is really 
jarring, especially if you are in charge of a group of people.  Because you should be 
leading groups of people until you know, you know the structure of other people 
construct their own knowledge, construct their own meaning. And the 
acknowledgments that they get for their jobs.  Nobody ever works for the college, 
everyone works for what they believe in, what their values are, and what they feel 
is meaningful in their life.  And, so you can’t take a group of people and just give 
them a prescriptive thing or directive thing, here is your job, just go ahead and do 
it.  You know it’s not like that.  It’s like the whole idea of throwing the pebble in the 
water and starting a tsunami.   

 
Subsequently, the qualitative data (like the quantitative) suggests that the TBG workshop and 

accompanying tools such as the I-KLT rubric were generally effective in providing participants 

with a pedagogical conceptual change toward an integrative and constructivist approach to 

education (learning to know, to do, to be, to live and work with others, and to impact society and 
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environment).  Moreover, it seems most participants experienced a conscious awakening and 

renewed sense of identity as teachers.  Here, the aim of education as described by participants 

seemed to move toward integrative model of personal, professional and public transformation. 

However, the data also reveals, that such a learner and society centered pedagogical practice 

will require many more ‘pebbles’ of personal and systemic congruencies ‘thrown into the 

systemic waters’ of PSE before a tsunami of transformation can be realized in and for the 21st 

century.    

Lessons Learned: What Significant Insights Have I Gained from this Research Project? 

1. Deliberate Practice & Community of Practice: Essential Components of Teacher Professional 
Learning 
 

There are at least five major lessons or insights that I have gained from undertaking this 

seven-year study.  The first is that, in many respects, this study affirmed much of the literature 

and arguments presented within this dissertation.  Here, the quantitative and qualitative data 

suggested that workshop and I-KLT rubric induced a conceptual shift toward the integrative 

constructivist approach to knowledge (technical, practical and emancipatory), integrative view of 

learning (learning to know, to do, to be, to live and work with others, and to impact society and 

environment), and U-shape approach to teaching that is learner and society centered (critical 

self-reflective involving context, conscious and content).  Here, it seems that the workshop was 

relatively successful in helping participants question and examine assumptions, open up to 

alternatives, engage in discourse (where evidence was weighed, alternative perspectives 

explored, and knowledge constructed by consensus), and thus lead to a revised set of 

assumptions, perspectives and action (expanded and better justified).  Here, it would be safe to 
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say that such an integrative way of knowing and transformative approach to learning led to an 

awakening or awareness of inconsistencies between participants’ personal, professional and 

public conscious and sub-conscious realities (or misalignment of their values, feelings, identities, 

beliefs, competencies, behaviours and its interaction with their environment).  Also, as pointed 

out, in some instances, the data suggested participants experienced a significant change or shift 

in perspective regarding knowledge, learning and teaching; while in other cases, participants 

simply “found their way back to important core values rather than revised their perspective” 

(Cranton, 2006, p. 135).   

However, the data also revealed that participants were still apprehensive and uneasy in 

fully committing and transitioning practically to such an integrative constructivist approach due 

to both their personal perceived limitations and because of systemic barriers that are deeply 

entrenched within the PSE pedagogical, cultural and political system.  This was aptly captured in 

participant #1’s interview response:  

Um, Habit, some of it Habit, especially if what you are doing feels like it’s working.  
And, if those habits are being reinforced positively, which they have, right.  It’s like 
students like me, so I’m going to keep doing what I’m doing.  So, habits are a big 
one.  Um, I have habits of sticking to the technical realm, and edutainment and 
those sorts of things.  I was taught that way, it works for me and I get positive 
feedback for it.  Everything that would keep a habit intact, right.   

There is also the structure and the institution.  So, there is pressure a 
pressure to do it that way too.  So, there is an internal pressure to do it of like oh 
this is reinforcing.  As I’ve said a couple of times, I’m good at that game.  And, so 
internally there is a pressure to keep doing it, because it’s comfortable and it’s 
working.  And externally there is a pressure to keep doing it.  So, it’s a double 
whammy, right.  Um, so the risk is discomfort, internal discomfort because maybe 
it’s going to be clunky. Maybe cause it’s not the typical way I’ve done it, or maybe 
they are used to, it’s not what the system wants to happen, and subsequently that 
means advocating, it means pushing, it means I’m going to agitate people and I’m 
going to agitate myself.  And, that’s big, that’s a big barrier.  That’s hard to do when 
you are constantly tired.  There is that element, of ooh, that’s going to take energy.  
And it’s a hard job and life, right.   
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In other words, despite the value and desire to peruse such an integrative pedagogical model, 

participants acknowledged a number of both personal challenges (such as the lack of time, 

energy, practice and pedagogical comfort/expertise/feedback); and, also systemic barriers in 

which our PSE systems either reinforce outmoded technical-rational pedagogy, and are simply 

unincentivized and unable to fully support such a progressive pedagogical approach. In fact, I 

now appreciate more, why some teacher professional learning studies have recommended – 

 beyond personal development (the benefits of critical self-reflection (or meaning oriented 

learning), professional identity, the scholarship of teaching and learning and deliberate (or 

situated) practice) – the importance of institutional support and community of practice (CoP) to 

help foster authentic transference of learning (Saroyan & Trigwell, 2015; Bronkhorst et. al 2011).  

In other words, the effective inclusion or absence of any these elements (either personal or 

systemic) can either foster or hinder the sustained efforts of teacher professional learning 

reforms. While an element of all of these recommended practices were present in my research 

study, I believe the deliberate practice and institutional support were some of the weakest 

dimensions in the design and delivery of the TBG workshop.  For example, during the interview, 

when I asked the question: what changes in the workshop do you believe would be helpful?  The 

overwhelming response from almost every participant was less content, more time, and more 

exercises (or practice) with feedback and much more needed institutional support.   

As participant #2 suggested during her interview: “Make the workshops longer.  More 

time spent on material.  Hands on stuff, what’s that going to look like in the classroom”. Also, 

participant #8 advised, “More time on the workshops.  Make some of those readings optional 

rather than mandatory.  Maybe more time in examining the tools and concepts. Maybe more 
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white space, lots of information and more time to examine the content.  Challenge how to let 

people speak and let lose but also stay focused on content.  More time at the end with 

consolidation of learning. But we do have the community of practice”.  According to participant 

#6, “longer duration and chunking things better.  There is a lot of great information, you need 

time to digest it.  More team interactive exercises.  Dealing with each topic with more exercises 

and teamwork.  The more interaction and teamwork the greater the sense of learning”. And, 

finally, participant #7 who said: 

It’s the amount of content, there was so much.  It’s not like the content is bad, the 
content was rich and dense, because we could have spent the entire workshop on 
just one of those readings.  Just breaking it apart and talking about its implications.  
I felt bad for you because you trying to allow for organic, lively, open ended 
discussions while still, in a sense you struggling with perineal challenge that all 
teachers struggle with, you want to stick to what the plan is but at the same time 
you want it to grow organically.  Break up the workshop into different phases so 
that you are able to cover a whole lot of research without losing its integrity, you 
don’t want to lose any of it.   

 
Another participant (#3) provided a very interesting point to consider, when she suggested that a 

future workshop or course be moved during the off season of teaching semester:  

I don’t think I would change anything other than not putting it during the school 
year or teaching semester…because when are teaching, you are consumed by the 
experience.  Because you can’t necessarily change things at the middle or end of the 
semester, when you are receiving things that suggests everything needs to change. 
And also even more practical considerations, of my gosh, I have five readings to do 
but I’ve been marking all week, I just can’t.  I think I can have done it in a week long 
intensive or a two week with only mornings.   

 
In light of the data and upon reflection, I realized that there was for too much content and 

learning in an insufficient amount of time.  Moreover, the workshops did not allow enough time 

for deliberate practice opportunities offered during and after the workshop, as this would have 

helped participants better transition and perhaps overcome some of their personal challenges. 
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In fact, the importance of deliberate practice is teacher professional learning is highlighted by 

Bronkhorst et, al. (2011), who advise: 

…researchers in various domains of research on expertise have argued that 
continuous development is primarily the result of individual deliberate practice 
(Ericsson, Krampe, & Tesch-Römer, 1993). This is defined as prolonged 
engagement in practice that is specifically designed and intended to improve 
individual performance. Often four characteristics of deliberate practice are 
discerned, namely that the practice is optimally suited to enhance performance 
(i.e. within a zone of proximal development), should be repeated, and coupled with 
immediate, informative feedback while requiring significant motivation (Ericsson, 
1998). In other words, to become an expert one does not just work or undergo 
experiences, but deliberately shapes these experiences. In dealing with the issue of 
continuous professional learning, deliberate practice could be a powerful approach 
(Van De Wiel et al., 2004) (p. 1122). 

 
Moreover, describing best practice research in teacher professional learning, Saroyan 

and Trigwell (2015) make the case that many of the successful reform interventions 

include situated (or deliberate) practice involving access to experts, consultants, network 

of colleagues and other support mechanisms both during the teacher professional 

learning program and after when the teacher learner is undergoing an authentic 

classroom experience.  Here, as they suggest, teacher learners have the opportunity to 

receive feedback and ask profound questions with regard to their pedagogical needs – 

either during emerging issues within a teacher professional learning course and/or when 

the teacher is actually teaching in the classroom.  In other words, in scaffolding like 

manner, experts can both watch and offer just-in-time feedback but also respond to 

immediate questions that can help teacher learners become more confident with the 

reformed practice.  As participant #1 suggested, in his end of workshop evaluation 4, “I 

would like to see more direction (guidance and exemplars?) for applying to course 

outline”.  
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While, during the workshops, participants were given some time to apply their 

learning with feedback (as noted above, with course outlines, evaluations and 

assignments), this practice and feedback was by no means sufficient to truly prepare all 

participants for a confident approach to integrative constructivist pedagogy.  Moreover, 

as the ‘expert’, I did not include within the workshop design the opportunity to attend 

classes in which participants could be observed delivering an integrative constructivist 

approach to pedagogy.  While participants affirmed many aspects of the workshop 

design, upon reviewing many of the qualitative responses, I realized that the element of 

deliberate practice (e.g. with expert feedback in real time and authentic settings) was 

missing in the workshop design.  For example, in his interview, participant #1 noted: 

But it took a lot of time to get that [shift in perspective toward integrative 
education], it took over 40 hours of workshop course time, and another 10 hours of 
reading, and whatever around of time it just churning in your head subconsciously.  
I think it was important to have the course happen, even though there were 
technical issues of spreading it over such a long period, right; um, but it’s nice to 
have a period to just take a little bit in, and then see the world through that lens for 
two or three weeks, before you come back to the next piece.  If it was like a week 
intensive, I think it would have been a much more theoretical experience.  If that 
makes sense. 

 
 
 
Also, participant #7 suggested: 

 
I really like how it [the workshop] was designed in large gaps.  Sometimes, I don’t 
know about you but I have taken workshops before where it was super intensive, it 
was Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, it was five days consecutively, that’s 
overwhelming and allows no time for reflection.  Because I would go after a 
workshop and I have family to go home to, my work and other things, and your 
workshops because they were spread out and spaced apart, I had all that time to 
first to complete readings, I had time to reflect on the content, and I had time to 
notice what was happening in my own classrooms, while I was teaching and 
sometime I would be reminded of this is what came up in the workshops.  There was 
actually one time this happened in particular, um, we were doing an activity and I 
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had asked the students to sit in a particular way based on the learning from the 
workshop.  In a circular rather than hierarchical fashion.  And I thought, wow, I’m 
kind of actually implementing the content from the workshops already, where it’s 
not just me on a podium teaching everyone.  That I would’ve gotten if I had just 
done a workshop five consecutive days.  Because I was seeing some of the concepts 
pop up in my mind as I was teaching.    

 
Here, despite their positive responses, what seems to be missing in both examples, is the 

deliberate practice dimension accompanied by the real-time in-class feedback.  Thus, as a future 

consideration, I will certainly modify the workshop design and delivery in order to offer much 

more time, less content and to ample opportunity for deliberate practice – in the classroom with 

real-time feedback.  Here, there were several occasions in which participants also pointed out 

the need for more breaks during the workshop.   

 As pointed out earlier, I had also embedding a community of practice element within the 

workshop in order to help supported participants against both personal constraints and systemic 

barriers. I hoped that offering such a community of practice element would generate much 

needed momentum and peer support both during and after the workshop had ended.  As Palmer 

(2008) pointed out earlier, community of practice provides one way in which teachers can 

overcome personal barriers (e.g. ‘privatization of teaching’) and to overcome systemic 

challenges (such as the technical-rational approach to pedagogy so deeply entrenched within the 

college culture).  Here, participant #7 (like others who were quoted earlier), affirmed why such a 

community of practice would be helpful to him as a part-time: 

…this community of practice that you are starting to foster, which is great because 
among many other reasons I just feel really alienated from most of the people that 
I, especially as a part-time teacher, because I’m not around here often enough, this 
even true of many other full-time faculty I’ve spoken to who say they constantly feel 
isolated.  I’m the same way, I don’t feel in anyway connected to or I haven’t even 
met more than half or even seen in person more than half of the part-time faculty 
in my program that I teach.  And we’re only about 12 teachers.  That is amazing to 
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me!  The only reason I’ve met the others is because they were my teachers in the 
past or I had to meet them because I went to an orientation, beyond that we’ve 
never gotten together or anything.          

 
Thus, I hoped this community of practice would induce in participants and by extension the 

entire college, a sustained movement toward a more collaborative educational community and 

by extension an integrative/progressive pedagogical practice.  However, I have realized since the 

end of workshops, that maintaining such a community of practice ideal is extremely difficult in 

today’s PSE culture.  In other words, I have been unable to successfully maintain such an 

informal practice/movement with these faculty and administrative colleagues.  Again, the reason 

for this has already been noted (time, energy, culture) but as I point out in my final learning 

insight below, at its core, it is a failing of my own personal responsibility.  As such, upon the 

completion of this dissertation, I plan on placing much more time, energy and commitment 

toward reconnecting with these colleagues, with the hopes pursuing such an essential and 

necessary community of practice ideal.  I may also approach Bahlah’s College’s administration 

with a proposal to implement within their teacher professional learning program, an integrative 

constructivist approach to education.  In light of the systemic challenges noted in this study and 

given the direction in which many colleges are moving with regards to support for faculty 

professional learning, it will be interesting to see how receptive Bahlah College’s administration 

will be to this proposal.      

2. The Affirmation of the I-KLT Rubric: A Useful Map, Compass, & Accompanying Tools for 
Teacher Professional Learning 
 

The second major take away from this study involved the importance of having a 

heuristic synthesized/consolidated design model that provided both a conceptual (Capital 

Theory) and practical component (I-KLT rubric) to teacher professional learning. Here, I can say 
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with confidence that the I-KLT rubric served its intended purpose in both offering a language and 

framework in which participants could understand and contrast their views of education and 

pedagogical practice against a synthesized/consolidated model of best practice pedagogy.  In 

fact, the I-KLT rubric was deemed by participants as a very useful tool in helping them travel 

through the complex, confusing and sometimes contradictory nature of knowledge, learning and 

teaching.  In a sense, it served as a very effective map and compass (and accompanying tools) in 

guiding participants during the workshop exercises.  As participant #2 and #6 noted during their 

interview, “I have felt this way about learning but now I have a language or tools to affirm”; 

“Now, I have a methodology to guide where I’m going in the U-shape. Now I have a baseline to 

modify and guide me where I need to go. I think frameworks for me encompass everything in how 

I teach”.  Moreover, participant #1 suggested during his interview, that:  

In general, the small t, Big T, the really broad insights of what education really is 
was useful.  Lots of room for dialogue, which I think was good…The I-KLT table and 
template, it was nice to go back to something concrete to go back to.  To sort of 
piece it all together and understand, if we’re focusing on the one thing, it was helpful 
in providing context. I liked just as far as the small t stuff.  I thought some of the 
tools, I’m really intrigued by the I-KLT rubric.  I think that’s an excellent tool.  It was 
a mix of technical tangible things, like the knowledge table.  The I-KLT bridge and 
time to work on things.  But those were the more comforting parts, right.  But the 
discussions and maybe some of the broader ideas were really useful but were more 
disorienting.  Cause, all the technical things are more easily applicable, whereas the 
discussion and reflections were disorienting and challenging identity. 
 

In another interview response, in which participant #4 was asked how much change had taken 

place in his experience following the workshop, he responded: 

In some cases, incremental because I think I’ve been thinking some of this stuff 
anyways or already starting to put some of that in the curriculum anyway.  More 
fundamental, in the sense that it’s given me a much stronger language and theory 
to work through supported by evidence and sort of structures and new frameworks, 
right, as well.  Different frameworks that I wouldn’t of otherwise would have sort of 
been privy to. So fundamental more in that sense. Yeah, I think this gave me a long 
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time to think through things.  I like to have a language to use and to apply this stuff 
or a framework not to be constrained by, to think through.   

 
And, finally, participant #7 
 

The other strength of the workshop was that we all got to participate in it together 
over time.  I loved the big T small t approach.  I love how we all started with our own 
assumptions, our own little theories and models about teaching and learning, and 
about knowledge.  And, then we kind of consolidated with the best available 
research, where people have been working on this stuff for a long time, people like 
Palmer and I’m just finishing up his book now.  It was nice to see how a lot of our 
assumptions aligned up in some cases with the best work that’s out there and in 
some cases, it didn’t line up.  And the strength of the workshop was to me a process 
of either affirming what I was doing right, or just a reminder, a gentle reminder, 
that I had to refine or consider modifying other things that I thought… At the end of 
this workshop, I saw learning and the whole purpose of education really as really a 
public phenomenon, right.  Also, personal development, but personal development 
for the purpose of contributing publicly.  Right, because we don’t live in little caves 
or ivory towers, if we did, I mean there would be no point in having society or 
organizations of people working toward things.  So that is one thing that changed.  
I think implicitly I always thought that was an important goal of education but I 
think I needed a language to express it, in the particular way that it got expressed 
in our workshop.      

 
Also, beyond the values of the I-KLT rubric, participants acknowledge a few other strengths of 

the workshop that included: the many opportunities for critical reflection, collaborative dialogue 

and learning; and ability of the workshop facilitator to ‘model the way’ and to create a 

respectful, collegial, safe, challenging and transformative learning experience.  As participant #1 

put it: 

In general, the small t, Big T, the really broad insights of what education really is 
was useful.  Lots of room for dialogue, which I think was good.  I think your strengths 
of the workshop.  I think one of the challenges of pulling off, if this is research, it is 
your energy and your judgement calls, it was one of strengths of this workshop.  And 
that would be interesting to see long term, could another person pull off this course, 
it would be a specific kind of person.  I don’t think this is a ‘course in a can’, right.  I 
think you put a lot of soul into it.  That’s important right.  I think it makes people 
respond.   
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I found only one major design feature that I would change with regards to delivering 

future workshops or courses involving the I-KLT rubric.  I had originally called the elements of the 

integrative constructivist teaching model in layer three of the I-KLT rubric, the K-shape model 

(involving person and society, values and context, and discipline).  However, I realized (especially 

during the feedback conversation in the critical self-evaluation session during workshop 5) that 

this was sometimes unintuitive and confusing for participants.  As participant #9 suggested and a 

few others affirmed, during the critical self-reflection feedback session, “I’m getting confused 

between the different legs of K-shape, which comes first, or which is the context leg?”.  Thus, 

following the workshop, and upon writing up my dissertation, I decided to modify the K-shape 

into the U-shape in order to provide a more intuitive language and visual flow that would align 

with the knowledge and learning layers of the diagram.   

3. Moving Teaching Philosophy from Traditional Classification Model to a Values Approach 
 

A third very important learning that took place during this study involved the 

classification of teaching philosophies.  As Tisdell and Taylor (2002) remined us earlier, “One’s 

educational philosophy is imbedded both in what one believes about teaching and learning and 

what one actually does in their practice” (p. 6).  Moreover, they asserted that, “practitioners in 

the field actually straddle several orientations each emerging to the fore as the teaching context 

shifts and changes” (p. 10).  This is affirmed by Elias and Merriam (2005) in which they argue, “In 

the practice of adult education it must be recognized that persons can be rather flexible in their 

philosophical approaches.  One’s philosophy may be shaped by the context within which one is 

working.  The nature of the organization or institution, the goals of the enterprise, the types of 

persons involved may influence one’s theoretical and practical approaches” (p. 252).  Moreover, 
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in the conclusion of their book, they suggest one of the most important questions should be, 

“what stance should the adult educator adopt as his or her personal philosophy of adult 

education?” (p. 250).  They respond by asserting, “The professional adult educator should be 

constantly examining, evaluating, and perhaps rejecting and modifying what has been received 

from the past.  A study of philosophies of adult education should produce professionals who 

question their own theories, practices, institutions, and assumptions as well as those of others” 

(p. 251).  While, they proposed three options, discussed earlier in this chapter, I argued for 

option #3, in which educators choose an eclectic approach:  

In this approach [#3], one chooses certain elements and values from different 
theories and operates according to those principles. This alternative has the 
advantage of flexibility and the possible disadvantage of inconsistency.  Yet many 
persons see themselves as truly eclectic, constantly working towards a synthesis 
and integration of views.  This eclectic approach seems to be similar to the core 
values approach advocated by Day and Amstutz (2003).  They propose that adult 
educators commit themselves to values apparent or implied in adult education 
practice. We note, however, that their core values are quite similar to those found 
in the theories treated in this book: cultural custodianship (liberal adult education), 
useful knowledge (progressive adult education), spiritual connectedness (religious 
version of adult liberal education), personal existence (humanist adult education), 
individual growth (humanist adult education), social reconstruction (radical or 
critical adult education), and scientific scholarship (behaviourism) (p. 251) 

 
As such, I have made the case earlier that this third option above fits most appropriately with the 

integrative and values approach perspective that I have argued at length in this dissertation. 

As Day and Amstutz (2003) pointed out earlier, the current classification of philosophies in adult 

education such as those used in this study, “as well as Meriam (1997), and Zinn (1999), may not 

be as useful and meaningful for adult education practice as alternative ways of conceptualizing 

the connections between our beliefs and practices” (p. 92).   As such, they argue, a 

“philosophical classification whether it is liberal, progressive, behaviourist, humanist, 
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perennialist, essentialist, social reconstructivist, et. seems to suggest that adult educators are 

already reflections of particular adult education philosophies” (92).  Here, as suggested in the 

data, many participants were deeply struck, when they realized their small theory philosophies 

did not necessarily match up with the Capital Theory philosophies and personal, professional and 

public ideals.  Here, as Day and Amstutz, affirmed earlier, one of the essential problems, “with 

identifying oneself as holding a particular philosophical orientation is that such a designation 

may not actually indicate the types of values a person holds” (p. 92). Moreover, they suggest 

three significant problems with these particular classifications.  Thus, in affirming the integrative 

or holarchical position taken in this chapter, Day and Amstutz assert that, “holding one set of 

beliefs does not eliminate the possibility of holding additional belief-sets” (93).  Here, this study 

clearly suggested this, when each teacher was more than willing to change or expand their 

perspective toward a more integrative route, once they had the opportunity to collaboratively 

question and examine their assumptions, open up to alternatives, engaging in discourse (where 

evidence was weighed, alternative perspectives explored, and knowledge constructed by 

consensus), and thus lead to a revised set of assumptions, perspectives and action (expanded 

and better justified).  In other words, a teacher’s focus on content or subject (transmission or 

behaviourist focused) does not mean they do not value the self of the student (developmental or 

humanist focused) nor does this teacher neglect the social or societal conditions in which the 

student both live and shape (social reformer or radical focused).  Rather, as I have argued and 

the research suggests, these three are not only forever tumbling and existing in an integrative 

relationship with one another but these three whether we realize or not, all equally play 

important roles in the philosophical priorities of educators.  Subsequently, as Day and Amstutz 
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pointed out earlier, three major challenges arise when educator dogmatically cling to a binary (or 

either or) philosophical assumption and recognize one or two perspective as most important 

pedagogical ways forward.  First, they assert: 

The philosophies typically identified in adult education are also placed in systems 
that commonly acknowledge only two dimensions of interactions, those between 
individuals and society…the point is adult education philosophies tend to only 
recognize potential tensions that exist between the social group and the individual.  
But what about the relationship that exists between individuals, the societies to 
which they belong, and the natural world in which they reside?  It is time this 
dimension also becomes a part of the discussion pertaining to values and adult 
education practice (p. 93). 

 
Furthermore, they claim: 
 

Over twenty years ago, Cunningham (1982) indicated that people hold 
contradictory and inconsistent views: “It is not problematic that inconsistencies 
occur when a thoughtfully conceived system of value is put into practice.  What is 
worrisome is that continuing educators develop and operate programs without a 
clearly visualized set of values in which the adult learner and societal well-being are 
central concerns” (p. 85). Brookfield (1998) in his discussion of moral learning in 
adults pointed out the “regressions, contradictions, repetition and confusion” (p. 
5) that adults struggle with to determine moral decisions probably based on the 
values formed from both their positive and negative experiences.  These two 
examples indicate a problem with the ways in which we currently conceptualize 
philosophical orientations.  Both Cunningham and Brookfield acknowledge the 
contradictions one faces when critically assessing a value oriented decision (p. 93, 
bold italics added). 
 

Finally, in their final critique and perhaps one of the main points argued earlier in this chapter, 

Day and Amstutz contend:  

The current descriptions of philosophies also seem to be particularly Western in 
orientation.  Philosophical systems need to reflect the broadening of views that 
many educators in our field have embraced. For instance, if one holds a philosophy 
that values the unity she or he believes exists among all things (a common Native 
American and Eastern value), where is that reflected in our current system? Eastern 
values (admittedly a generalization) often offer multiple viewpoints from which to 
critically asses one’s values.  The Eastern idea that wisdom begins with the inner 
world and then reaches to the outer world of action questions the Western world’s 
most basic commitments to science and rationality. For example, Buddhism 
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emphasizes harmony in the universe where one does not attempt to change forces. 
Confucian, Hindu, Shinto, and Taoist thought offer alternative value systems that 
need to be recognized as holding potential for Westerners to move toward a 
holistic philosophical views.  Native American thought varies widely among the 
more than 500 acknowledge tribes. However, they seem to hold in common the 
value that pursuit of knowledge should be subordinate to a respect for natural 
universe. African thought also reflects diversity. Many African cultures hold a 
philosophy that values non-rational thought. Feelings and personal relationships 
are viewed important components in seeking knowledge and wisdom (Nieto, 
1992).  Communal culture and working cooperatively with others rather than 
independently are values that underlie many African philosophies.  These desirable 
characteristics need to be reflected in our value systems (p. 93). 

 
In light of such limitations within binary classification model, Day and Amstutz provide the 

following alternative core values orientation in which the “values recognize varying interactions 

between individuals, the societies in which they reside and the natural environment that may 

nourish physical, moral, and spiritual growth” (p. 94).   

Day and Amstutz’s Core Values in Adult Education 
 

Cultural custodianship this orientation conjures up ideas within a culture that 
maintains significance from generation to generation and from epoch to epoch, 
e.g. ideas about excellence the good life and life’s purpose. There are specific ideas 
in a culture’s history and literature that articulate appropriate traits for that culture. 
 
Useful knowledge.  This orientation stems in part from colonial times and stresses 
practical material. it suggests there are certain skills and knowledge individuals 
should master to be successful in life. 
 
Spiritual connectedness. This orientation is significantly different than the previous 
two. Rather than an emphasis on culture (past or present ideas or practical 
material) this orientation stresses the world humans did not create. It stresses both 
the natural and spiritual world and the unity of all things. It suggests there is an 
attitude and awareness individuals adopt to understand and feel their place in the 
world. 
 
Personal existence. This orientation stresses the individual, often viewed in 
opposition to the norms, values, and expectations of society. This orientation 
stresses responsibility for choices made as acts of free will, views intuition and 
emotion as useful vehicles for understanding and accepts uncertainty in life. 
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Individual/Group growth. This orientation views change as natural and progress as 
both inevitable and desirable, a continuing evolution of society fueled by now 
problems and situations. Key to this perspective is the belief that the basic building 
block of learning is the previous experience of students and that education is a 
social endeavor. 
 
Social reconstruction. Rather than satisfaction with the status quo, this orientation 
is often critical of behaviors adopted by the social group. These individuals tend to 
seek forms of transformation by attacking their society power structures and its 
various vested interest groups. 
 
Scientific scholarship. This orientation is rooted in the belief that positive 
knowledge (based on natural phenomena as verified by empirical sciences) is more 
useful mode of knowledge then either theology or metaphysics (Day and Amstutz, 
2003, pp. 94-95). 

 
Subsequently, they suggest, “These values can morph into prominence, can decrease with new 

understanding or lay dormant until an issue arises that promotes reconsideration of one’s 

values” (p. 94).  Consequently, Day and Amstutz assert: 

How educators apply these values to their daily practice is not always evident.  
However, the same can be said of philosophic orientation.  It may not be that the 
identification of core values takes place of philosophy; rather, the naming of the 
values on which practice is based provides a broader perspective to be identified, 
demonstrated and applied.  It is often suggested that an examination of values 
provides two opportunities for educators: one is the opportunity to explore how 
consistent our teaching methods are with the values we have adopted; the other 
is the opportunity to measure our level of satisfaction with those values. It can also 
be argued that such examination is one of the most meaningful activities in which 
adult educators [and I would add, their students] can engage (p. 96).  

 
Thus, this study afforded participants to examine and reveal the following about their values in  
relation to their methods.  First, participants realized that there existed an incongruence 

between their methods (whether philosophical and pedagogical), and the idealized values they 

held in high esteem with regards to their personal, professional and public aspirations; second, 

many participants expressed a level of disaffection and frustration with this revelation.  Here, as 

participant #3 candidly remarked earlier, “It seems that I may want one thing but be 
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subconsciously executing another (ex. I want to help students, but I don’t really trust humans, so I 

maintain what amounts to a stranglehold on the classroom)”, while, participant #8 suggested, 

“My teaching beliefs align with my intent, but not always with my methods. I focus on 

competency and the technical assessment to the detriment of greater discussion on purpose”.  In 

a sense, what the workshop and I-KLT have contributed to some degree was to awaken in 

participants some values that seemed to have laid dormant in their personal, professional and 

public ideals.  Moreover, the workshop seems to have provided participants with some 

understanding about how they could align these reawakened values with their personal and 

professional identities and public responsibilities.  In other words, not what to think but rather 

how to think in seeking an aspirational ideal to knowledge, learning and teaching within the 

context of PSE.  Thus, what the model of integrative education proposed in this chapter strives 

toward and the I-KLT rubric offers in practical terms, is that, there is no need to place one value 

of knowledge or teaching (represented by a particular philosophy that may be heavily focused on 

self vs. society or dialectic vs didactic), but rather to see these various values situated on a 

holarchical or integrative continuum.  Such a knowledge, learning and teaching continuum 

strives to transcend binary classifications, and instead, aims for a kind of reasoning process (e.g. 

casuistic), in which values, theories or even philosophies in education can be critically examined 

and drawn upon depending if or when they are needed.  In this context, Spencer (2006) 

reminded us in chapter 1, these various teaching philosophies or values can often fall under the 

following three categories “reproduction [read transmission or cultural custodianship] could be 

labeled “conservative” (including education for economy, as above); the concern with personal 

improvement and knowledge [read developmental or personal existence] might be labeled 
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“liberal”; and education for social change [read social reconstruction or radical focused] is often 

referred to as “radical/transformational.”  It could be argued that, in terms of outcomes, both 

conservative and liberal education are accommodative/adaptive (they have the essential 

purpose of adapting and accommodating citizens to the status quo), and therefore education 

(including adult education) could be depicted as either accommodative/adaptive or 

transformational” (p. 3).  However, as Spencer (2006, p. 18) reminds us, “The history of Canadian 

adult education illustrates the diversity of educational purposes ranging from education for 

citizenship and conformity to radical social change, education for accommodation/adaptation 

and education for transformation.” Yet, for most of the 20th century, education was viewed as a 

social activity with a social purpose.  Here, historical cases in educational philosophy 

demonstrated elements of progressive, humanist and radical ideas (Spencer, 2006).  However, 

since the 1980s and 1990s, with the rise of neoliberalism invading our government policies, 

education for reproduction and economy has displaced to a large extent education for personal 

improvement, and simply annihilated education for social transformation.  The consequences of 

such limited and reproductive/adaptive paths include Canadians feeling marginalized, polarized 

and removed from decisions that govern their lives, producing circumstances “in which the basic 

necessities of life (a job, decent education, health care) are threatened and unattainable” (Holst 

& Brookfield, 2013, p. 138).  Thus, Spencer (2006) observed in chapter 1: 

It is important to recognize that adults want the skills, knowledge, vocational tools 
and credentials that can improve their chances in the job market…The current 
emphasis of educational provision for adults is, however, much narrower and less 
ambitious than that envisioned by Lindman and other pioneers. It would seem that 
the real purpose of adult education as social education has been forgotten and now 
needs to be rediscovered (p. 111).   
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Today, if there was ever a place or network of people that could start to reverse or rediscover our 

transformative educational roots/values and create a more equitable country, then the college 

and university faculty are those people. 

4. Integrative Education: A Conscious Escape from the ‘Shadows of Reality, Knowledge & Truth’  
 

As I began this chapter with Plato, I once again turn to him to express my final somber 

lesson learned from this overall study.  Here, it is perhaps Plato’s parable about escaping our 

shadows of knowledge, reality and truth that truly captures both my personal journey with study 

and also the experience that seemed to resonate with my fellow participant colleagues partaking 

in the workshop.  As noted in the introduction, in his book titled The Republic, Plato (Nash, 2013; 

Velasquez, 2011) puts forward an intriguing theory concerning human perception and its critical 

link to education and philosophy that truly resonates and affirms with both my personal 

experience and much of the literature covered in this dissertation regarding education.  In the 

beginning of his book 7, The Republic, Plato tells a parable he calls The Allegory (or myth) of the 

Cave and Ascent to the Good.  In this story, Plato tells us (using Socrates as his spokesman) to 

imagine a group of prisoners who are chained the bottom of an underground cave whose 

entrance is a long pathway that rises through the ground to the light outside. These prisoners 

are chained from birth in such a way that they cannot look behind them or to either side, they 

can only see the cave wall in front of them. A little way off, there is a fire burning above and 

behind the prisoners, with a curtain wall that has been built in front of the fire, like a screen at a 

puppet show between the operators and their audience.  Here, the prisoners can only interpret 

the world intelligible to them through the shadows of ‘reality’ cast on the cave wall by the 

people walking by the entry way or by the people behind the curtain wall putting on the puppet 
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show.  In other words, the prisoners have no knowledge of the real world and, therefore, the 

shadows they see reflected on the wall and echo of voices they hear in the cave, have in effect 

become their accepted ultimate truth.   

 After some time, one of the prisoners breaks free from his chains and turns toward the 

fire, which Plato uses as analogy for enlightenment and recognizing one’s ignorance.  Upon 

seeing this fire, the prisoner’s eyes are besieged by the blazing light. This sudden ray of light 

causes the prisoner to immediately retreat his gaze back to the wall of shadows so that he can 

once again see more easily and with greater comfort.  Here, Plato’s point is that in some cases 

our exposure to the light of truth can be so difficult, overwhelming and uncomfortable that some 

people would prefer to return or remain in their original state of ignorance.  Yet, the story 

unfolds with the prisoner’s eyes eventually adjusting to the fire light, and despite his cumbered 

limbs, the prisoner toils his way out of the cave and into sun light outside.  Here, Plato draws on 

the light metaphor to represent different states of awareness, and our ability to comprehend 

higher forms of knowledge, reality and truth (between opinion (belief and conjecture) and 

knowledge (understanding and dialectic).  

Once outside the cave, and to avoid the overwhelming glare of the sun’s radiating light, 

the prisoner begins adjusting his gaze upon the world on his own terms by first looking at the 

shadows on the ground, then the reflections of men and objects in the water, and then 

eventually the objects of the world itself.  Finally, the prisoner is able to look at the sun directly, 

and by contemplating its nature, he realizes that it is the source of the reflections and the truth 

of everything that he and his fellow prisoners once mythically perceived as ‘real’.  
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While the escaped prisoner is tempted to stay and revel upon the beauty, just and good 

of his new-found world, he remembers his companions and decides to return to the cave to 

share his discoveries with them.  However, the prisoners upon hearing this news about their 

illusionary world refuse to believe and kill the freed prisoner.  They cannot stand having their 

comfortable reality shattered or sense of security challenged.  Here, as Velasquez (2011) 

commenting on Plato’s meaning of this parable, points out, “your philosophical journey 

sometimes may lead your thinking in directions that society does not support. It may lead you 

toward views that others around you reject” (p. 6).   

As many commentators point out, the myth of the cave is a metaphor that provides 

insights into Plato’s views on education. Here, the world of the senses, as also argued in this 

dissertation, if not checked by a philosophical undertaking, can prevent our upward journey and 

awakening/understanding toward a higher form of knowledge, reality and truth.  As Nash (1999) 

points out: 

The prisoners do not know that there is much more to reality that the shadow world 
on the back wall of the cave. They know nothing about a nonphysical world that is 
far more real and important than their shadow world. Like the prisoners chained in 
the cave, each human being perceives a physical world that is but a poor imitation 
of a more real world. But every so often, of the prisoners gets free from the 
shackles of sense experience, turns around, and see the light! (p. 94). 

 
Here, given my own personal experience with this study, accompanied by the experiences 

shared by my participant colleagues, it would be fair to say that we all shared some level of 

freedom in our knowing from the shadows of ‘reality and truth’ cast on the walls of PSE and our 

broader society.  However, I would be remiss to suggest that such freedom and change (whether 

conceptually or practically) has allowed us to escape entirely our personal and societal cave of 

ignorance.  In fact, I would suggest that our transformation over the course of this study is a drop 
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in the ocean or mere scratching of the surface in our quest to “see the light”.  Put otherwise, this 

study was only a very brief glimpse or turn toward the light in which we covered a very narrow 

scope of our personal, professional and public ignorance.  This further affirmed my position that 

while we can continue to strive toward this light of ultimate knowledge, reality and truth (or the 

Universal), we must accept and appreciate that no one theory or construction of human 

perception or consciousness, either from a person, philosophy or tradition (religious, scientific or 

cultural) may claim monopoly over it.  In a sense, this is perhaps where my position on truth may 

differ slightly from Plato’s notion of achieving ultimate truth. I have taken the position in this 

dissertation that such a light of ultimate knowledge, reality and truth may certainly exist “outside 

of the cave” and free from our personal and societal shadows of ignorance.  However, I believe 

such a journey out of the cave is really never ending (at least in this material life).  In other 

words, just as we never reach ultimate love, respect and democracy, so too, we will never reach 

ultimate knowledge, reality and truth in this mere mortal existence.  Here, it is perhaps Gandhi 

(1940/2011), who sub-titled his auto biography The Story of My Experiments with Truth, who 

offers both good advice in our quest for truth and provides an analysis that resonates with my 

position on truth taken in this dissertation:    

But for me, truth is the sovereign principle, which includes numerous other 
principles. This truth is not only truthfulness in word, but truthfulness in thought 
also, and not only the relative truth of our conception, but the Absolute Truth, the 
Eternal Principle, that is God. There are innumerable definitions of God, because 
His manifestations are innumerable. They overwhelm me with wonder and awe 
and for a moment stun me. But I worship God as Truth only. I have not yet found 
Him, but I am seeking after Him. I am prepared to sacrifice the things dearest to me 
in pursuit of this quest. Even if the sacrifice demanded be my very life, I hope I may 
be prepared to give it. But as long as I have not realized this Absolute Truth, so long 
must I hold by the relative truth as I have conceived it. That relative truth must, 
meanwhile, be my beacon, my shield and buckler. Though this path is straight and 
narrow and sharp as the razer’s edge, for me it has been the quickest and easiest. 
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Even my Himalayan blunders have seemed trifling to be because I have kept strictly 
to this path. For the path has saved me from coming to grief, and I have gone 
forward according to my light. Often in my progress I have had faint glimpses of the 
Absolute Truth, God, and daily the conviction is growing upon me that He alone is 
real and all else is unreal. Let those, who wish, realize how the conviction has grown 
upon me; let them share my experiments and share also my conviction if they can. 
The further conviction has been growing upon me that whatever is possible for me 
is possible even for a child, and I have sound reasons for saying so. The instruments 
for the quest of truth are as simple as they are difficult They may appear quite 
impossible to an arrogant person, and quite possible to an innocent child. The 
seeker after truth should be humbler than dust. The world crushes the dust under 
its feet, but the seeker after truth should so humble himself that even the dust 
could crush him. Only then, and not till then, will he have a glimpse of truth. The 
dialogue between Vashishtha and Vishvamitra makes this abundantly clear. 
Christianity and Islam also amply bear it out (pp. 5-6) 
 

Thus, whether it is Gandhi, Plato or Habermas, there is consensus among a wide range of past 

and present fellow beings (both cited and not cited in this dissertation) that have made a case 

that knowing involves an integrative process, in which seeking truth (or moving towards it) and 

aligning one’s consciousness with ‘Good’ actions through a philosophical education was among 

the highest ideal.  However, as Plato tells us (and I have affirmed in this study), the work of a 

teacher is not to ‘give’ the truth but rather to create environments in which truth could be 

discovered by students in their personal, professional and public endeavours.  Moreover, this 

does not mean that education is strictly about seeking truth, since Plato himself also believed 

that education importantly involved a pragmatic dimension in which teachers could help 

students develop their practical and intellectual capacity.  As Nash (1999) tells us:  

One purpose of the allegory of the cave is to show that there are different levels of 
human awareness [read education], ascending from sense perception to a rational 
knowledge of the Forms and eventually to the highest knowledge of all, the 
knowledge of the Good. Only after humans, with great effort, leave the objects of 
sensation in the cave do they see the objects of knowledge such as the Forms of 
Truth, Beauty, and Justice. With persistence, it is possible that they will see the 
Light itself, that is, the Good (p. 95). 
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Here, Plato argued that this ‘Good’ required a rise (or alignment) of the soul or consciousness 

into the intellectual world, in which all knowledge of the good represented all things beautiful 

and right ethically, and reason and truth intellectually.  In other words, and as argued in this 

dissertation, both our character (ethically) and our competence (intellectually) become an 

integral dimension of the educational process.  Thus, I too have argued in this dissertation, that 

such a wholistic ideal to education must be part and parcel of a college and university education. 

In other words, I have argued that our knowing (through our physical sense) is deeply influenced 

by our being (grounded in our philosophical sub-consciousness that is influenced by myriad of 

intra-persona, interpersonal and extrapersonal dimensions). Therefore, in the education process 

our learning to be (along with our learning to live and work with others, learning to impact 

society and environment) should be given as much weight as learning to know and do.   

Subsequently, as I have argued in this dissertation and Velasquez (2011) affirms, teachers 

can help facilitate such higher and integrative levels of learning, by encouraging a philosophical 

dimension (critical reflection) to education, in which “a teacher who, as Plato says, ‘drags him up 

the steep and rugged ascent from the cave and forces him out into the full light of the sun.’ The 

teacher does this by getting the learner to ask himself or herself the hard questions that the 

student is reluctant to ask on his or her own” (p. 7).  Admittedly, as both a student and teacher 

during this dissertation, I found confronting and reluctantly responding to the most difficult 

questions about knowledge, reality and truth and its relationship (alignment or misalignment) 

with my own personal, professional and public ideals, led to the most emancipating and 

transformative learning experiences.  In other words, as my conception (along with my those of 

my colleagues) of knowledge, reality and truth shifted with regards to our personal, professional 
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and public affairs, so to, did our notions of education. Here, you could say our learning to ‘be’, to 

‘work and live with others’ and to ‘impact society and environment’, in effect, changed our 

learning to ‘know’ and ‘do’.  Here, by shifting our ontological view (or being) toward a more 

integrative sense, we were able to accept the notion of knowledge, learning and teaching in a 

more holistic perspective.  Yet, as my personal experience reveals, and the data shared earlier 

affirms, adjustment to this new radiating light of educational revolution and 

implementing/manifesting it to reality, will take considerable time, energy, humility, courage, 

integrity, and commitment at the personal level; and a collective moral and ethical endeavour to 

fight for change at the systemic level.  As I experienced in this study, there seemed to be 

paradoxical effect taking place. On the one hand, it seemed that there was an intense desire for 

all of us in the workshop to learn (or to be free, like the prisoner in the cave), however, turning 

toward the blazing light of truth was also deeply risky, intimidating and uncomfortable.  Here, we 

could all identify both the desire and the resistance to commit fully because of the individual and 

collective struggle/sacrifices that are involved in accomplishing such a movement and ideal.  

Thus, as the qualitative data seems to have suggested, the participants may have uncovered 

some of the light of truth toward a more authentic pedagogical practice, but fully committing 

and then convincing others to do the same, would involve a considerable level of time, energy, 

risk, humility, courage, integrity, and commitment.  This commitment is aptly expressed by 

Powell (2011), as she eloquently describes Heidegger’s perspective on Plato’s myth of the cave:  

This ‘failure’ to want to change and move away from what has always been known 
is an important step. Merely changing one view for another, in this case the 
shadows for the direct sunlight, is not enough to liberate man. The important step 
which must be made is understanding or awareness of the potential ‘untruth’ of 
the shadows. It is important for the prisoner to realise what the shadows are, that 
although they are entities in themselves, they are also reflections of people who 
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stand behind them. Man has to come to know the unhidden. But for this to occur 
man must be willing…Only someone willing can be able to see what is unhidden ‘a 
wanting to get to the bottom of things’ (Heidegger 1988:60). The process is though 
a painful one (pp. 42-43). 
 

Thus, I have realized through this study, our continued freedom toward the exit of the cave and 

into the light of truth will require an immense and committed philosophical struggle and growth 

first with ourselves ‘wanting to get to the bottom of things’, before a lesser, yet as important 

struggle takes place with convincing our fellow prisoners to consciously awaken to the absurd, 

unethical and dangerous misrepresentation of reality the puppeteers cast on the walls of PSE 

and by extension broader society.  I have realized through this study, that this greater struggle 

toward self-purification is hard, steep and never ending.  It requires that I constantly reflect on 

my thoughts, speech and actions in order to rise above the fluctuating and absolute currents of 

faith and uncertainty, love and hate, attachment and repulsion, humility and arrogance, courage 

and fear, wisdom and ignorance, generosity and greed, and truth and falsehood.   

Here, as Plato reminds us, and I have attempted to make the case in this dissertation, 

such self-purification, philosophical exploration and growth holds the potential to manifest a 

reorientation of the whole self (learning to know, to do, to be, to live and work with others and 

to impact society and environment) and transformation and alignment of one’s value system 

toward the ‘Forms of Truth, Beauty and Justice’ (at the personal, professional, public level and I 

would add planetary level).  Here, as this dissertation has argued, integrative education via 

critical reflection, dialogue, values pedagogy (focused on both philosophical and intellectual 

expansion) become a vital starting point in this educational endeavour.  Here, as our pre-

moderns recognized so long ago and many of today’s contemporary scientific educational 

research affirmed in this study, ‘Good’ character, which involves the turning around (or 
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realigning) of the soul or consciousness toward the light of truth and reality, become as 

important (if not more) in education, as intellectual prowess and competence.  

5. We Have an Existential Choice: Serve Truth or Power? 
 

I believe this dissertation through the lens of education has helped me better understand 

not only the importance of getting ‘to the bottom of things’ within myself, but also to better 

understand the intentions of the people and ideological forces that cast the shadows or better 

yet prescribe a hegemonic and distorted story of reality that keeps societies in a powerful grip of 

ignorance.  As the intelligence theorist Sternberg (1997b) told us in chapter 2, these shadows 

and stories of reality, knowledge and truth caste on the walls of perception by those in power 

eventually become a ‘closed system’ in which societies can and do select a variety of criteria (or 

combining criteria) such as education127, race, class, sex, culture and/or religion (or no-religion) 

as a basis for sorting people.  However, as Sternberg argues: 

Once a system is in place, those who gain access to the power structure, whether 
through elite education or otherwise, are likely to look for others like themselves 
to enter into positions of power. The reason, quite simply, is that there probably is 
no more powerful basis of interpersonal attraction than similarity, so that people 
in a power structure look for others similar to themselves. The result is a potentially 
endlessly looping closed system that keeps replicating itself (pp. 68). 

 
Here, Palmer and Zajonc (2010) aptly captured the consequences of such an ‘endlessly looping 

closed system’ earlier when discussing Kohlberg’s theory of moral development: 

In Kohlberg’s theory of moral stage development, for example, “post-conventional” 
moral principles may be at odds with the conventional ethical and legal standards 
of the community of which one is a part.  A Mahatma Gandhi, Martin Luther King, 

                                                
127 According to Sternberg’s (1997b) research on intelligence, “Certain abilities are valued in instruction, for example, memory and analytical 
abilities. Ability tests are then created that measure these abilities and thus predict school performance. Then assessments of achievement are 
designed that also assess for these abilities. Little wonder that ability tests are more predictive in school than in the workplace: Within the closed 
system of the school, a narrow range of abilities leads to success on ability tests, in instruction, and on achievement tests. But these same abilities 
are less important later on in life” (p. 67). 
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or Nelson Mandela will stand up to the unjust laws of an oppressive regime, but 
most of us go along with the prevailing conventional social norms and comply with 
tradition.  Even today, the caste system of India, racism in the United States, and 
ethnic biases around the world are difficult to overcome in large part because the 
powerful forces that shape conventional morality are rooted in tradition, which 
have become internalized into the very ways people make meaning.  It orders their 
world, even if tragically so.   

In order to change, we must first find ways to temporarily inhabit other 
ways of being and knowing, exploring them for a time, trying alternatives on for 
size (p. 106). 

 
However, as Harari, like Plato and many others in this dissertation remind us earlier, ‘breaking 

out of an endlessly looping close system’ by ‘finding ways to temporarily inhabit other ways of 

being and knowing’ will not be easy, because “The truth is, truth has never been high on the 

agenda of Homo sapiens. If you stick to unalloyed reality, few people will follow you. False stories 

have an intrinsic advantage over the truth when it comes to uniting people” (para. 13).  Thus, he 

argues, as a species, history shows that there has always been a paradoxical relationship and 

tension between those in power (or having control) and their capacity to offer truth.  Thus, he 

contends:  

Truth and power can travel together only so far. Sooner or later they go their 
separate paths. If you want power, at some point you will have to spread fictions. 
If you want to know the truth about the world, at some point you will have to 
renounce power. You will have to admit things — for example, about the sources 
of your own power — that will anger allies, dishearten followers, or undermine 
social harmony. 
 
Scholars throughout history have faced this dilemma: Do they serve power or 
truth? Should they aim to unite people by making sure everyone believes in the 
same story, or should they let people know the truth even at the price of disunity? 
The most powerful scholarly establishments — whether of Christian priests, 
Confucian mandarins or Communist ideologues — placed unity above truth. That’s 
why they were so powerful (para. 19-20). 

 
Yet, it seems we have come to a point in history in which existential threat of climate change 

might be the unavoidable force of reckoning in which the scholarly establishment has no choice 
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but to serve truth over power.  As pointed out, today’s planetary hegemonic power (inspired by 

the values of scientism, technical rationalism and neoliberalism) is knowingly or unknowingly 

supporting an ‘endlessly looping closed system’ that is wrought with ignorance, duplicity and a 

sure path road to self-destruction.  Here, in light of nearly 1000 pages written within this 

dissertation and in the context of today’s extraordinary challenges – climate change, COVID 19 

pandemic, threat of nuclear war, intolerable inequity and related social injustices and unrest – I 

have learned that consciously or unconsciously, or by our actions or inactions, we either serve 

power and by extension todays’ ‘endlessly looping ignorant, iniquitous and unsustainable closed 

system’, or we can serve truth and therefore work to rebuild an open, inclusive, peaceful and 

egalitarian system that truly serves the interest of all people and sentient life on the planet.        

In fact, the blue print and call for such an open, pluralistic and egalitarian people serving 

system (rather than corrupt power serving system) was captured in a powerful speech delivered 

in 1967 by the Christian minister and civil right leader Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. at the National 

Conference on New Politics.  In this eloquent and revolutionary speech, Dr. King proclaimed, 

“We are now experiencing the coming to the surface of a triple prong sickness” of racism, 

extreme materialism, and militarism; and that this “has been lurking within our body politic from 

its very beginning” (para. 5).  Here, I have turned to Dr. King and quoted several sections of his 

prophetic speech and related writings because it remarkably still speaks to today’s social, 

political, economic and environmental issues and unrest; and he provides an ideal yet pragmatic 

solution that affirms the heart and soul of this dissertation. Here, if educators are sincere in 

seeking a sustainable, democratic and promising future for our students, our societies and for 

ourselves, then we might be wise to seriously reflect and act on Dr. King’s warning and 
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recommendations. 

In speaking about the egregious injustice of the Vietnam war, Dr. King enjoined 

Americans and people around the world with following diagnosis, prognosis and prescription of a 

global reality that existed during his time, and sadly continues until today.  Dr. King said:   

It is with such activity that words of the late John F. Kennedy come back to haunt 
us. Five years ago he said, “Those who make peaceful revolution impossible will 
make violent revolution inevitable.” Increasingly, by choice or by accident, this is 
the role of our nation has taken, the role of those who make peaceful revolution 
impossible by refusing to give up the privileges and pleasures that come from the 
immense profits of overseas investments. I am convinced that that we are to get 
on the right side of the world revolution, we as a nation must undergo a radical 
revolution of values. We must rapidly begin, we must rapidly begin the shift from a 
thing-oriented society to a person-oriented society. When machines and 
computers, profit motives and property rights, are considered more important 
than people, the giant triplets of racism, extreme materialism, and militarism are 
incapable of being conquered.  A civilization can flounder as readily in the face of 
moral bankruptcy as it can through financial bankruptcy (para. 50).   
 

While over 50 years have passed since Dr. King’s remarkable speech, it seems that we have 

made little progress with regards to replacing a ‘thing-oriented’ society with a much needed 

‘person-oriented’ society.  However, the global COVID 19 pandemic accompanied a number of 

egregious, long standing and interconnected social, political, economic, and environmental 

injustices have once again boiled to the surface and exploded into massive unrest and protest 

across the globe.  This has created both a tragic crisis and a profound opportunity in which a 

large population of the world has consciously and morally awakened and are willingly (at least 

for this moment) to ‘get to the bottom of things’ by holding truth to power within themselves 

and by extension with those who are maintaining an unjust, iniquitous and oppressive ‘endlessly 

looping closed societal structure’.    

As I have suggested above, there seems to be building (like in Dr. Kings time) another 
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wave of moral awakening and righteous indignation in which the majority of people are able and 

willing to see that their collective interests outweigh their individualized differences.  Here, we 

are seeing people from all backgrounds coming together in order to challenge the powerful 

structural forces and unjust laws that once quietly now brazenly serve corrupt power over truth.  

It seems that a great number of people have finally hit their tipping point and can see with clarity 

just how pernicious, unjust and undemocratic our leaders and laws have become in diminishing 

our lives and blinding our societies with ignorance and dispair.  Here, such ignorance has been 

devasting to our collective interests, as it stunts our moral and imaginative capacities to deal 

with the world’s most pressing social, political, economic and environmental problems.  Here, 

just as past revolutions throughout history (think Franklin D. Roosevelt’s 1933 ‘The New Deal’ 128) 

used crisis and massive unrest to enact revolutionary policies leading to a more egalitarian and 

democratic societies, then COVID 19 and subsequent unrest might offer a similar opportunity in 

which ordinary citizens, teachers and leaders in various fields here in Canada and across the 

globe might find the moral courage and conviction to do the same. In a way, COVID 19 has not 

only forced us to stand still, to reflect and to re-evaluate our priorities in life (what Dr. King called 

“self-purification”), but as importantly, it has morally and consciously awakened a large number 

of people to call out the injustice, corruption and hypocrisy entrenched within the system.  Here, 

as argued in chapter 1 and 2, when a crisis arrives, there is always an immense opportunity in 

which we can unlearn and relearn through our networks of relationships and communities of 

                                                
128 As noted in chapter 2, the American president Franklin Delano Resolvent and his secretary of labour Frances Perkins (who was a devout 
Catholic and first women to hold a U.S. Cabinet position and the primary inspiration and architect behind the policies and programs of the “New 
Deal”) used the crisis and massive unrest of the Great Depression to justify enacting revolutionary policies leading to a more egalitarian and 
democratic society (Berger, 2009). 
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practice about the immense shortcomings of the current system; and then through a ‘radical 

revolution of values’ imbedded within these informal, formal and non-formal education 

movements, create systems of change that is based on justice, social responsibility, the common 

good, an egalitarian way of life and the importance of loving and serving all members of the 

human family.   

Subsequently, as Yusuf (2017a) asserts, there is perhaps no more important moment in 

history as now in which our future depends on educating hearts and minds that strive toward 

wisdom and good, rather than mere ignorance cast by the shadows a ‘thing oriented’ society 

that reflects and subconsciously normalizes our base human nature of racism, inequity and 

imperialism.  He writes:   

In the classical world, wisdom stood above two other intellectual virtues: 
understanding and science. When understanding (true first principles) and science 
(our body of acquired and accurate knowledge) work in tandem, wisdom is the 
outcome. Given the vast power for death and destruction that the human hand 
now wields, our manifold crises demand wise responses rooted in a real 
understanding of the sources of those crises: their spiritual, moral, and intellectual 
foundations. Our problems are not material [read thing oriented]: With our 
abundance of goods, we have a scarcity of goodness; our miraculous inventions 
multiply by the day, but our psychological returns diminish by the hour; we have 
vast and pervasive means of communication but a tragic breakdown and loss of 
real community. These problems are rooted in the human heart and nowhere else, 
and it is only there where solutions reside. But we must first learn to know our 
hearts. Seeking that knowledge was the obsession of sages and saints of previous 
civilizations, and they bequeathed to us great wisdom, experience, and strategies 
for its realization (para. 36).  
 

In light of this search for wisdom, we might be wise to turn to turn to Dr. King’s advice (and 

affirmed in much of this dissertation), when he suggested the antidote toward ‘person’ rather 

‘thing oriented’ society must involve a ‘radical revolution of values’ and a need for people to 

‘question the fairness and justice of many of our past and present laws and policies’.  So what 
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does this ‘radical revolution of values’ look like?  According to Dr. King, a ‘radical revolution of 

values’ involves challenging the destructive status quo in which particular social values and 

subsequent policies are devoid of moral consciousness.  He summarized this perspective in the 

following passage: 

So we are here because we believe, we hope, we pray that something new might 
emerge in the political life of this nation which will produce a new man, new 
structures and new institutions and a new life for mankind. I am convinced that this 
new life will not emerge until our nation undergoes a radical revolution 
of values…We are called to play the Good Samaritan on life’s road side, but that 
will only be an initial act. One day the whole Jericho Road must be transformed so 
that men and women will not be beaten and robbed as they make their journey 
through life. True compassion is more than flinging a coin to a beggar, it 
understands that an edifice which produces beggars, needs restructuring.  
 
A true revolution of values will soon look uneasily on the glaring contrast of poverty 
and wealth, with righteous indignation it will look at thousands of working people 
displaced from their jobs, with reduced incomes as a result of automation while 
the profits of the employers remain intact and say, this is not just. It will look across 
the ocean and see individual Capitalists of the West investing huge sums of money 
in Asia and Africa only to take the profits out with no concern for the 
social betterment of the countries and say, this is not just.  
 
It will look at our alliance with the landed gentry of Latin America and say, this is 
not just. A true revolution of values will lay hands on the world order and say of 
war, this way of settling differences is not just. This business of burning human 
being with napalm, of filling our nation’s home with orphans and widows, of 
injecting poisonous drugs of hate into the veins of peoples normal humane, of 
sending men home from dark and bloodied battlefields physically handicapped and 
psychologically deranged cannot be reconciled with wisdom, justice and love. A 
nation that continues year after year, to spend more money on military defense 
then on programs of social uplift is approaching spiritual death (para. 46-48). 
 
Remarkably, Dr. King’s prophetic and prescriptive speech continues to speak powerfully 

to many of today’s local and global challenges and affirms much of what I have argued in this 

dissertation, that human existence is a relational and integrative/systems phenomenon in which 

our understanding of human nature and the development of an intellectual education can no 
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longer be seen as distinct and separate from our personal, social, moral and spiritual 

development. Here, we can through the means of an integrative formal education prescribe, 

unleash and normalize an ethically and morally aligned self and by extension society. However, 

this integral building enterprise as argued in this dissertation will not come from the top down, 

but rather activist educators, students and ordinary citizens who understand that we all have a 

role to play and chance for leadership toward this much needed revolutionary change.  This 

means engaging with people across the political spectrum, cultures, religions and regions to 

understand that we are in this fight together, as change of this magnitude requires an 

internationally inspired collective movement.  Here, this movement begins as Dr. King (1967) 

enjoined us with an integrative and moral outlook of life, in which: 

Somewhere we must see that justice is indivisible, injustice anywhere is a threat to 
justice everywhere and I have fought to long and to hard against segregated public 
accommodations to end up at this point in my life, segregating my moral concerns.  
So let us stand in this convention knowing that on some positions; cowardice asks 
the questions, is it safe; expediency asks the question, is it politic; vanity asks the 
question, is it popular, but conscious asks the question, is it right. And on some 
positions, it is necessary for the moral individual to take a stand that is neither safe, 
nor politic nor popular; but he must do it because it is right (paragraph 19-20). 
 

In light of Dr. King’s prescription, today’s planetary threats necessitate more than ever that we 

can longer remain safe, politic and popular. Here, I/we are compelled to answer a difficult 

question: continue to serve a corrupt power and by extension todays’ ‘endlessly looping 

ignorant, iniquitous and unsustainable closed system’?; or serve truth and therefore work to 

rebuild an open, inclusive, peaceful and egalitarian system that truly serves the interest of all 

people and sentient life on the planet.  Here, as rap artist Gang Starr tells us, one way or 

another, ‘We all must meet our moment of truth’.       
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Conclusion 

This research demonstrated that a transformative shift in teaching perspectives 

could be induced through a teacher professional learning workshop informed by a I-KLT 

rubric that represented an integrative constructivist approach to pedagogy. It was clear 

from the data, that while all the participant educators started the workshop 

predominantly anchored within the cognitive/behaviourist (or technical-rational) 

philosophy and practice of pedagogy, over the course of the workshop and through a 

number of integrative constructivist pedagogical practices (e.g. transformative learning, 

values pedagogy, collaborative learning and critical reflection on and in action), 

participants had shifted their perspectives toward an integrative view knowledge, 

learning and teaching.  However, the data also revealed that while a conceptual shift had 

clearly taken place among participants, a more widely adopted practical implementation 

would require far more teacher professional learning commitment, deliberate practice 

and a community of practice initiated by participants along with significantly more 

institutional reform and support from the college administration and government policy.  

Here, it seems that beyond conceptual and pedagogical change, we also need both a 

cultural and political transformation that recognizes and incentivizes an integrative 

(rather than technical-rational) model of education aiming for personal, professional and 

public transformation.   

However, as noted throughout this entire dissertation, if such necessary change toward 

an integrative model of education is to take root and become the much needed revolutionary 

way of college and university education (and education more broadly), then one of the major 
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challenges facing key stakeholders within the postsecondary education system is to reverse the 

disconnected and atomized reality of the present world (inspired by scientism) and to develop a 

revolutionary ontological, epistemological and axiological vocation that is not based on the 

separateness of knowledge from life and being, but upon the inherent holarchy, unity and 

integration.  Here, as I have argued in this dissertation and Palmer and Zajonc (2010) aptly 

reminded us earlier:  

We believe that the current generation of educators possess all that is needed to 
take on the great adventure of remaking higher education in the fullness and 
beauty it deserves. To those who might see our suggestions as utopian, we reply 
that every challenge we face as a society – social, environmental, or economic – 
calls for a holistic or “integrative response, one that draws on our most 
comprehensive understanding and ethical sensibility.  Only integrative answers will 
suffice, and only an integrative education will equip our students to meet those 
challenges (Palmer & Zajonc, 2010, p. 153).   

 
In fact, this call for integrative change was recognized by one of the committed teacher 

participants (3#) who intuitively, eloquently and wisely affirmed this insight during her interview:   

It was wonderful to be able to talk about this kind of stuff with fellow teachers.  To 
talk about stuff that matters.  To talk about values to talk about identity, to talk 
about transformation as opposed to educating with a top down mentality.  
Transformation is a whole separate landscape.  It’s another planet compared to 
what we’ve been doing.  If we are trying to transform students, we need to change 
everything about what we are doing.  If we’re just trying to educate these students 
and put them into jobs, where they become cogs in a machinery, then it’s fine what 
we are currently doing.  But if we are trying to transform students, and if we are 
trying to transform our world, through the individuals that are coming through our 
doors, then we have to change everything that we are doing.  

 
However, as pointed out in chapter 1 and 2 (and highlighted earlier in my lesson five learned), 

this call for integrative change will likely not originate from government or institutional leaders, 

but come from “small groups of faculty, student life administrators, other staff, and students, 

creating the kind of innovations on which progress in every field depends – the ones that come 
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not from a well-financed lab but from a garage behind someone’s house (Palmer & Zajonc, 2010, 

p. 16). As Holst (2002) affirms, such a revolutionary change needed in higher education will likely 

to take place in informal settings and led by those who see themselves as activists, not 

educators.  In fact, my experience in this study also suggests that that change will likely come 

from the ground swell of citizens (e.g. students, educators and ordinary citizens) whose needs 

and aspirations are no longer being met by the governments and institutions that purport to 

serve their interests. Here, as argued in this dissertation and highlighted in lesson five above, our 

systems of higher education as ideological agents (and by extension our educators) can either 

serve power (by maintaining an ‘ignorant, unjust and destructive thing oriented society’) or serve 

truth (by seeking a more justice, egalitarian and sustainable ‘people oriented society’).  However, 

as Dr. King and other truth seekers of past and present unanimously counsel, the path to such an 

‘egalitarian dream’ involves a self-purification and radical revolution of values’ in which 

‘creatively maladjusted’ citizens no longer ‘segregate their moral concern’ for all human and 

sentient beings on this planet.  As West (2012), reflecting on Dr. King’s 1967 speech writes, 

“King’s response to our crisis can be put in one word: revolution.  A revolution in our priorities, a 

re-evaluation of our values, a reinvigoration of our public life and a fundamental transformation 

of our way of thinking and living that promotes a transfer of power from oligarchs and plutocrats 

to everyday people and ordinary citizens who respond to catastrophe with style and love” (p. 

xvii). Here a revolution of values formally, in-formally and non-formally educated and prescribed 

within a population becomes more powerful than laws, policies, plans and procedures.  As 

Durkheim once proclaimed, “When mores (values and culture) are sufficient, laws are 

unnecessary. When mores are insufficient, laws are unenforceable” (Covey, 2005, p. 208). Thus, 
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in light Dr. Kings vision, I hope that our response in Canada, from our students, parents, activist 

educators, administrators and government leaders continue to work alongside today’s 

international protestors in nurturing ideas, people and contexts that speak truth to power and 

demand a sustainable, egalitarian and truly democratic way forward for our people and natural 

environment. Ironically, it is in normalizing (in the public consciousness via education) Dr. King’s 

(1967) philosophical idealism of a ‘beloved international community’ and integrative view of the 

world that might offer the most pragmatic way in which we can all achieve ‘nonviolent 

coexistence over violent coannihilation’.  

Thus, I have proposed in this dissertation, the time has come in which we must ‘remake’ 

and revolutionize our postsecondary education systems on a concept and practice of an 

integrative or holistic education, holism connoting a broad and balanced model of education 

committed to an understanding of the full potential of human beings and an approach to 

learning and teaching that “prescribes” the 3P purpose of education: personal transformation 

(meaningful, conscious, experimental, logical, ethical/moral, creative, contemplative, systems 

thinking, and critical self-reflective education that awakens, inspires and prepares the whole 

person (mind, body, heart and spirit); professional transformation (vocation ready and 

transdisciplinary education that awakens, inspires and prepares a lifelong and self-authorizing 

learner who develops boundary crossing values/capacities such as conscious listening, 

communication, problem solving and interdependence); and public transformation (politically 

aware and socially responsible education that awakens, inspires and prepares a citizenry capable 

of contributing to the common good, economic vitality, vibrant and inclusive democracy and a 

peaceful and sustainable planet).  Moreover, I have recommended that this integrative 3P 
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purpose of our PSE institutions seems to aptly fit within the holistic and humanistic vision of 

learning introduced just a few decades ago through UNESCO’s conceptualization of “Education 

for the 21st Century”, in a report entitled Learning: The Treasure Within (Delors, 1996).  This 

report proposes that the notion of formal education and life-long learning must consider the 

formation of the whole person (addressing the mind, body, intelligence, aesthetic appreciation 

and spiritual dimensions) in which learning encompasses four important and interconnected 

pillars: 

1. Learning to know: a broad general knowledge with the opportunity to work in depth on a 
small number of subjects;  
2. Learning to do: to acquire not only occupational skills but also the competence to deal 
with many situations and to work in teams;  
3. Learning to be: to develop one’s personality and to be able to act with growing autonomy, 
judgment and personal responsibility;  
4. Learning to live together: by developing an understanding of other people and an 
appreciation of interdependence (UNESCO, 2015, p. 39).  

 
Here, as I have argued in this dissertation at length, we must also consider and add a fifth pillar, 

in which learning also involves impacting/influencing society and our environment.   In other 

words, whether we intend it or not, PSE institutions and educators can either become agents of 

change (of people, societies and our natural environment), or alternatively, keepers of the status 

quo (Cranton, 1994; Lovat & Smith, 2003, Kawsworm et al., 2010; Apple, 2018).  Yet, as our local 

and global trends dramatically reveal, the status quo is no longer an option, instead we must 

strive for an education system and practice that is not just concerned, “with the facts of 

information, nor only with the meanings behind those facts, but with instilling critical reflection 

leading to praxis, that practical action on reflection which is oriented to change, change for the 

betterment of self, others and the world” (Lovat & Smith, 2003, pg. 242).   
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Thus, this research revealed that such an integrative educational approach – 

ontologically built on Taylor’s (2007) super nova of secular inclusive humanistic thesis, 

epistemologically supported by Habermas’s (1972, 1988) theory of knowledge (technical, 

practical and critical), and axiologically justified by a position that recognizes an objective 

reality and truth (or the Universal) may exist, but that we must accept and appreciate 

that no one theory or construction of human perception or consciousness, either from a 

person, philosophy or tradition (religious, scientific or cultural) may claim monopoly over 

it – holds considerable potential to provide another promising way forward.  More 

practically, this study has provided some evidence that such an integrative view of  

learning (learning to know, do, be, live and work with others and impact society and 

environment) and U-shape approach to teaching (context, conscious and content) offers 

at least one ethical and effective way in which PSE teachers and by extension students 

and society might be freed from the outmoded and reductive scientistic, technical-

rational, and corporatized philosophical shadows of reality and truth that are cast upon 

the walls of PSE and our broader societal structures.  As there is perhaps no urgent time 

as now in which the world is ready for an integral education, a kind of education that 

truly draws individuals out of themselves so that they can peruse and discover truths, 

unleash their extraordinary potentials and allow all of humanity to peacefully meet 

together in the light of understanding.  
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Appendices 

Appendix A 
 

Interview Questions: 
 
1. Has your conception, understanding and application of learning, knowledge and teaching 
changed?  If so, in what ways? 
 
2. If so, would you characterize these changes as incremental, or as a fundamental change 
in form and structure? How so? 
 
3. Would you say that you have experienced any disorientation, disequilibrium, or 
disruption in your values, knowledge, or identity? If so, how? 
 
4. Do you now see yourself and the world around you in different ways than before? 
If so, in what ways? 
 
5. Do you think this workshop will contribute to your professional growth?  If so, in what ways? 
 
6. What are the strengths of the workshop for you?  And what changes in the workshop do you 
believe would be helpful?  
 
7. What do you identify as barriers for kinds of learning, knowledge and teaching proposed in 
this workshop?  
 
8. How does this workshop compare to other workshops or courses you have taken in the area 
of learning, knowledge and teaching?  And have you spoken to any colleagues outside the TBG 
workshop about learning, knowledge and teaching informed by your experiences or learning in 
the TBG workshop? (feel free to briefly describe.) 
 
9. Has your learning in the TBG workshop contributed to any changes at a personal, course, 
program, department, institutional or community level? (feel free to briefly describe.)                                                                                       
 
10.  On a scale of professional learning, personal learning or public transformation, where did 
you see yourself before the workshop and where after? 
 
11. Is there anything else you’d like to say about what stands out for you about the 
professional learning or workshop experience? 
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Appendix B 
 

Pre and Post Learning, Knowledge & Teaching Philosophy Statements: 
 

Participant #1: 
 
Pre-Workshop Notion of Learning:  
 
In my professional role as a teacher, I tend to define learning from a very cognitive perspective and 
frame it as the consolidation of concepts or skills so they are able to be repeated with consistency when 
desired in future situations.  In this role I also tend to limit my definition of ‘good’ learning to consciously 
learned concepts and skills and do not include implicitly learned or demonstrated skills/concepts.  In 
essence, I define learning as the effective transfer of knowledge in the form of language-based concepts 
or skills acted out in time-space. 
 
Post-Workshop Notion of Learning:  
 
I think I know see learning as more organic and subjectively influenced (not entirely but to a much larger 
degree than in the past) – and less dependent on expert sources and controlled experiences.  Learning is 
a naturally occurring process which all humans engage in – consciously and unconsciously – when 
interacting or when attention is directed with their environment.  Much of our role as teachers is to 
create a focus of attention – but also to pay attention to where learner’s attention naturally fuses. 
 
Pre-Workshop Notion of Knowledge:   
 
In honesty, I do not think I have considered my philosophy of knowledge to this point.  However, if I were 
to deduce my philosophy from my approach to teaching, I would repeat what I noted above, that I 
define or approach knowledge as a set of language-based concepts or skills acted out in time-space.  In 
my current role, I feel I also approach knowledge (or at least the knowledge I focus on transmitting) as 
specific to a person’s professional role. 
 
Post-Workshop Notion of Knowledge:   
 
Knowledge is broader than I first believed and includes the influence and importance of internal 
knowledge – not just external objective knowledge – but explicit and implicit knowledge gained from 
experience.  While there is value on importing explicit external knowledge – there is also great value in 
eliciting internal knowledge – both as a source of social learning and in an effort to challenge or at least 
de-construct implicit internal knowledge.  In a sense, knowledge is information about oneself, others 
and the world – and includes explicit and implicit “known” information.   
 
Pre-Workshop Notion of Teaching:   
 
The core aspects of my teaching philosophy are:  - clear goals and outcomes are an important part of 
our role as teachers and help to facilitate effective learning; - good teaching involves finding an ‘optimal 
emotional zone’ of engagement for students – not too detached but not emotionally overwhelmed (i.e.: 
extremely angry, anxious); There are a variety of learning styles and we teach best when we present 
information in multiple modalities in order to engage these learning styles – this process also involves 
some repetition  which is also useful for good learning; creating dialogue/inviting critical thought is an 
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important part of teaching; helping students to connect concepts being learned to their own experience 
is an important part of effective teaching; Excellent use of clickers for PowerPoints is essential– 
particularly if the clicker is concealed; students need to feel respectfully engaged (not overly controlled, 
but not patronized); Good evaluation is a very important part of teaching – it should not simply exist as 
a measure of knowledge but rather as part of an ongoing dialogue/feedback mechanism – we can 
teach well through feedback. 
 
Post-Workshop Notion of Teaching:    
 
Teaching involves challenging students to embody their learning more on their personal and (future) 
professional lives.  Teachers must also challenge – and provide opportunities – for transformational 
learning experiences.  Teacher must also advocate for quality education – or for the 
environment/system for quality education – with the institution in which they work.  Teaching is a 
process of helping learners to become more aware of internal, external, implicit and explicit knowledge 
and to guide learners on (re) integrating this knowledge in a manner which transforms their way of 
seeing, being, and/or acting in the world. 
 
Participant #2: 
 
Pre-Workshop Notion of Learning:  
 
I believe learning can be exciting, challenging and fun however, can also be intimidating and daunting.  
The environment in which one learns and the ‘how’ or the process of learning can make all the 
difference between retention of knowledge and the adoption of it. 
 
Post-Workshop Notion of Learning:  
 
I think my definition would remain similar however with more depth to it…K-shaped learning approach 
to personal, professional and public transformation (disciplines & systems, values & context, and person 
& society) shared will help me immensely. I have realized my previous understanding and practice of 
learning has some gaps. I have begun to try to fill these gaps and continue to expand on my 
understanding of learning. I am still grappling with how to add/extend the concepts to the global 
stage/community but know I will continue to work on this and with time, I will achieve some great 
outcomes related to the global community. 
 
Pre-Workshop Notion of Knowledge:   
 
Experience and education provide knowledge however the interpretation of the same knowledge is 
vastly different from person to person depending on a multitude of factors (gender, values, norms, 
perception…)   
 
Post-Workshop Notion of Knowledge:  
  
Again, I think my definition would remain the similar but have more depth. Much of what I said above 
would apply; however, the shared concepts, tools, images, videos, and activities in the workshop 
allowed me to see knowledge as a state of being, not series of information. I think I had alluded to this 
in my original definition, however everything from discussion on ‘prior experience and knowledge base 
of the learner’ to group discussions has allowed me a richer, affirming understanding of knowledge.  
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Pre-Workshop Notion of Teaching:   
 
I believe everyone can and wants to learn. Teaching is helping students absorb knowledge, nurturing 
and facilitating and fostering independent growth wherever and whenever possible.   
 
Post-Workshop Notion of Teaching:   
  
Not to be repetitive, but I think my definition would remain similar, but again, more fulsome. I have 
already made some changes to the course I am currently teaching and will continue to make changes as 
I can and as I learn more. The workshops and discussions have allowed me to feel affirmed that the soft 
skills I have always included in teaching have real merit and value. I have added and will continue to 
look for ways to add values, morals… to my courses and interactions with students, colleagues and the 
like. Thanks. Simply amazing!  
 
Participant #3: 
 
Pre-Workshop Notion of Learning:  
 
Learning is happening all the time, both consciously and subconsciously.  And, we construct barriers to it 
within ourselves, both consciously and subconsciously.  Learning enters us through various perceptual 
filters, many of which we are largely unaware of.  And learning, capacitating, is the key to being a force 
for positive change in the world.   
 
Post-Workshop Notion of Learning:  
 
Learning involves facilitating the human’s integration of knowledge/realizations into their concept of 
self and world-view (e.g. “do this to be this” or “know this to decide this”).  Learning without integration 
and reflection remains a superficial exercise disconnected.  In other words, learning without 
reflection/integration and manifestation in professional/societal arenas remains a superficial exercise.    
 
Pre-Workshop Notion of Knowledge:   
 
Knowledge is what we think we know, which is next to nothing, and what we actually know, which is 
unveiled according to what we are called upon to do/be in any given moment, and what we don’t know, 
and perhaps cannot know, no matter how we try.   
 
Post-Workshop Notion of Knowledge:  
 
Knowledge must be connected to the individuals past (existing knowledge/experiences/beliefs) and 
future to be anchored in the psyche and/or made manifest.   Knowledge must be integrated into the self 
and society.   
 
Pre-Workshop Notion of Teaching:   
 
Teaching is our effort to share as much as we can so that another human has a better chance at a good 
life. 
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Post-Workshop Notion of Teaching:   
 
I shifted my understanding of teaching from sharing toward a good life to yes still sharing but listening 
more to my students.  This means ensuring the learner is present and engaged with their own values 
and understanding first (student voice) then space for co-creation of learning, space for reflection and 
space for questioning (integration process of content).  Teaching is not the same as learning; stop trying 
to fill little pools (heads) and jump into the ocean together (explore the ocean [make meaning of the 
ocean] together.   
 
Participant #4: 
 
Pre-Workshop Notion of Learning:  
 
My understanding of learning involves opportunities that invite students to both broaden their 
knowledge base by exploring content (i.e. helping students to increase their informational literacy) and 
discover how to apply that content in meaningful ways.  Learning, to me, is a series of three interrelated 
processes: learning to think <-> learning to communicate <-> learning to do. 
 
Post-Workshop Notion of Learning:  
 
Looking at my philosophy now, I think that I was stuck in the “Learning to Do” realm…there is room to 
better understand and practice learning as “Learning to Be” and “Learning to Work with Others.”  I also 
better understand the ways in which learning can and should be transformational.  I think that in 
practice I had been exhibiting this – learning as transformational.  But my teaching philosophy was 
improperly capturing/reflecting this.  My original triad of learning was: Learning to Think <-> Learning 
to Communicate <-> Learning to Do.  Maybe it should be conceptualized as: Learning to Think/Do <-> 
Learning to Communicate (I still view this as interpretative) <-> Learning to Be. 
 
Pre-Workshop Notion of Knowledge:   
 
In my view, educators should abandon old models of an expert imparting a body of knowledge 
(“expertise”) on a student body.  Knowledge (if defined as information) is ubiquitous as a consequence 
of the internet.  Therefore, educators should challenge students to expand their knowledge by drawing 
upon their experiences as a resource and then offering instruction that is personally and professionally 
relevant.  Moreover, educators should help cultivate the skills of “information literacy” – which I, in part, 
understand as how to locate and apply relevant knowledge.  The question of “what do I do with this 
knowledge” is often not sufficiently addressed.   
 
Post-Workshop Notion of Knowledge:  
 
Perhaps the connections between learning and knowledge are clearer.  The language that I would use 
to articulate this aspect of my teaching philosophy has also changed.  I have long since abandoned an 
understanding of knowledge as objective – my doctoral courses helped free me of this.  However, I’m 
not sure that I would have used the word “emancipatory” before, and I would now.  I was tuck on the 
application of language (knowledge applicability).     
 
Pre-Workshop Notion of Teaching:   
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To go back to the first point about learning…teaching is about providing occasions for students to 
bridge the gaps between learning to think, learning to communicate, and learning to do. 
 
Post-Workshop Notion of Teaching:  
 
Originally, my philosophy of learning and teaching mirrored one another.  I would/should better 
articulate the ways in which these things overlap and diverge.  Teaching should be about creating 
opportunities for individualized and experiential reflection (for both teacher and student).   
 
Participant #5: 
 
Pre-Workshop Notion of Learning:  
 
Learning is an innate need in human beings.   
 
Post-Workshop Notion of Learning:  
 
Learning not only expands our understanding of the world, but it expands our understanding of 
ourselves.  Learning is an expansive exercise that allows us to amalgamate our previous knowledge and 
our new knowledge.  Learning is a means by which we seek to gain a better understanding of ourselves, 
the environment we inhabit, the rules by which we are “expected” to operate.  Ultimately, learning 
allows us to take what knowledge we are acquiring and evaluate our needs and wants comparing them 
to what is in place.  It allows us to be more discerning about what we are prepared to accept and we 
must work to change.  Learning allows for self-reflection and a critical assessment of our ability to 
change elements that we feel need to change.   
   
Pre-Workshop Notion of Knowledge:   
 
When information is presented in a manner that meets the needs of the learner, knowledge can be 
acquired.       
 
Post-Workshop Notion of Knowledge:  
 
Knowledge is freedom and it can be argued that it is both a benefit and hindrance.  As it relates to 
teaching, knowledge can be analyzed from various perspectives.   Some perspectives are easily 
recognized as they respond to “accepted” or “traditional” models.  Other perspectives, newer and more 
recent construct models that can act as counterparts to older models and can often be integrated but 
just as often newer theories create the desire in the learner to change the way knowledge is viewed.  It 
can cause us to re-evaluate previous knowledge to the point that we can be more receptive and 
accepting of alternatives.  This is the true values of knowledge, our ability to re-evaluate and re-invent 
ourselves and the world.    
 
Pre-Workshop Notion of Teaching:   
 
I am a teacher and teaching is my passion.  I feel most alive when I am in front of my class, teaching.  It 
has been said that I was born to teach, but I know I was born to learn and somewhere along the way, 
my love of learning became my passion for teaching.  I see teaching and learning as reciprocal activities 
and I continue to learn so I can teach.   
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Post-Workshop Notion of Teaching:   
 
While I am certain that I can always improve the ways in which I choose to share knowledge with my 
students, I have found a great deal of confirmation that my more progressive practices are truly on the 
right track.  I feel invigorated and better informed about the ways in which I can teach something that I 
feel passionate about.  I love teaching and I love learning.  I have a great respect for those that dedicate 
their time to ensuring that we are doing our best for our students.  I know that my teaching practice is 
now being informed by the many progressive tools that have been discussed in these seminars.   
 
Participant #6: 
 
Pre-Workshop Notion of Learning:  
 
Learning is the ability for an individual to acquire skills as well that life experiences and apply them to 
new learning contexts.   
 
Post-Workshop Notion of Learning:  
 
Learning involves the application of disciplines/systems, values/context and person/society. 
 
Pre-Workshop Notion of Knowledge:   
 
Knowledge is the accumulation of skills and experiences that can be applied to a particular context.     
 
Post-Workshop Notion of Knowledge:  
  
Knowledge needs to be constructed (e.g. manage by the student).  I will need to facilitate more of this 
kind of understanding of knowledge but it must be accumulative in order to begin the constructive 
process.    
 
Pre-Workshop Notion of Teaching:   
 
Teaching is an act of transferring facts and figures etc.  in relation to a particular context.   
 
Post-Workshop Notion of Teaching:   
 
My understanding of teaching has changed.  I will need to see how my practice will be changed and 
developed based on the new processes I will need to develop. 
 
Participant #7: 
 
Pre-Workshop Notion of Learning:  
 
Learning involves the acquisition, modification, reinforcement and/or integration of knowledge, skills, 
and values.  It is best achieved by application and synthesis, as well as a process of reflective equilibrium 
– testing what is “known” and revising when necessary. 
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Post-Workshop Notion of Learning:  
 
I would generally keep my understanding the same, except more emphasis on transformative 
learning/critical reflection; and person and society driven teaching in the service of preparing students 
for local and global citizenship.   
 
Pre-Workshop Notion of Knowledge:   
 
Knowledge: Knowledge involves justification, true belief (in the case of concepts, facts, etc.) and/or 
possession (whether conscious or otherwise) of effective skills necessary to achieve certain ends.  
Knowledge is reinforced/deepened when applied and synthesized.   
 
Post-Workshop Notion of Knowledge:  
  
I would generally keep my understanding the same, except emphasis on the constructed nature of 
knowledge and plus greater emphasis on social/collective nature of knowledge. 
 
Pre-Workshop Notion of Teaching:  
  
Teaching partly involves the process of assisting another in the process of acquiring knowledge and the 
ability to think critically, problem-solve, and synthesize information.  Teaching is not a matter of 
showing what to think but how to think. 
 
Post-Workshop Notion of Teaching:   
 
I would add to my original definition the emphasis on values and context and critical reflection. 
 
Participant #8: 
 
Pre-Workshop Notion of Learning:  
 
Learning is the action of acquiring: new information, skills, or a way of thinking that produces changes 
in thinking.  It is a cumulative process shaped by previous knowledge that changes the perspective of 
the learner and opens up a world of new experiences.  What learning is NOT: It is not a collection of 
facts and figures to be tested and forgotten.  It is also not a forced activity that means nothing to the 
learner.  Learning has to have a component of value for the learner.   
 
Post-Workshop Notion of Learning:  
 
Learning is the constructing of knowledge related to seeking meaning, knowing the purpose of learning 
related to the individual and how she/he fits into society.  Learning is the distance between known 
knowledge and the goals, the needs, and values of society, the ethics and morality interwoven into the 
fabric of being.  Learning is to produce thinking, problem solving, aware, interested citizens who are 
eager to contribute to their societies because they understand their place in it.  Learning is life long and 
takes place anywhere where there is a need and interest to be open to it.   
 
Pre-Workshop Notion of Knowledge:   
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Knowledge is the state of understanding absolutely, content acquired through experience, reasoning 
and introspection.  Knowledge changes as new ideas are examined critically and understood to the core, 
and it builds an awareness or understanding, of perceiving connections between information with the 
depth of understanding to apply it.  It is what you know, “for sure”.       
 
Post-Workshop Notion of Knowledge:  
 
Values, ethics and morality are an integral part of knowledge.  Values are a part of knowledge that 
underlies everything that is experienced.  Acting on knowledge you have that is opposing to your values 
creates a dissonance that is difficult to reconcile.  It fractions who you are, what you stand for and most 
important, your life’s work.   
 
Pre-Workshop Notion of Teaching:   
 
Teaching is a continuous process of knowledge transfer with trusted effective interaction between a 
teacher and a student.  It involves creating an environment that respects the student and the subject, 
encourages and stimulates learning thought experience.  It has effective feedback at its core that 
establishes the learning process in the classroom.  All assessment activities should encourage learning 
through experience and discussion or discovery.  The responsibility for learning is the the students, the 
responsibility of teaching is the teacher’s.     
 
Post-Workshop Notion of Teaching:   
 
My definition of teaching stands, but I would also add that teaching is the knowledge that you don’t 
know everything and that there is always a need for reflection, meaningful reflection and action related 
to new knowledge.  Teaching is an art and a science, but it has more to do with values of the heart than 
stone cold processes and grades.   
 
Participant #9: 
 
Pre-Workshop Notion of Learning:  
 
My understanding of learning is that it happens in several ways with people and not always the same 
way with these people.  Some learn by hearing and doing, some by seeing and hearing, some by seeing 
and doing.  And it varies.  People are at different levels of understanding and processing.    
 
Post-Workshop Notion of Learning:  
 
I have acquired a deeper understanding and redefine how I conceptualize learning.  I now see learning 
as involving beyond discipline, also including disciplines and systems, values and context, and person 
and society.  In other words, I have developed a more holistic approach to learning.   
 
Pre-Workshop Notion of Knowledge:   
 
Knowledge is information and data but really has no value until its applied to something to useful and 
then learning happens.   
 
Post-Workshop Notion of Knowledge:  
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 I would now add in knowledge of self, values, society along with information. 
 
Pre-Workshop Notion of Teaching:   
 
Teaching is taking the knowledge and transporting it to the student in a meaningful and productive way 
that keeps engaged and fosters growth in their understanding.   
 
Post-Workshop Notion of Teaching: 
   
Teaching involves a holistic approach and a well-rounded methodology.  Teaching is taking the 
knowledge and transporting it in a holistic way.   
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